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In the matter ofthe Commissions of Inquiry Act 1950 
Commissions of Inquiry Order (No. 3) 2022 

Commission of Inquiry into Forensic DNA Testing in Queensland 

STATEMENT OF DAVID HAROLD NEVILLE 

I, David Harold Neville, of200 Roma Street, Brisbane Queensland 4001, state as follows: 

The following statement is provided in response to notices I received from the Commission of 

Inquiry into Forensic DNA Testing in Queensland requiring me to give infonnation in a written 

statement regarding my knowledge of matters set out in the Schedule attached to that notice. 

Attached and marked 'Exhibit 1 'is a copy of each notice. 

Current Employment 

1. I am an Inspector at the Forensic Services Group within Queensland Police Service 

(QPS). 

2. My role involves managing the processes relating to the collection of person samples 

and their inclusion on the National Criminal Investigation DNA Database (NCIDD) to 

ensure they comply with the provisions of the Police Powers and Responsibilities Act 

2000. I am also the key point of contact with Queensland Health Forensic and Scientific 

Services (QHFSS) in relation to operational matters pertaining to DNA testing 

including triaging and prioritisation of the testing. In addition to this, I manage the 

operations of the Fingerprint Bureau. 

3. My current position description is attached and marked 'Exhibit 2' . 

Tertiary Qualifications 

4. I have a Master of Science (Forensic Science), Griffith University 1999 and a Bachelor 

of Applied Science (Biology), University of Central Queensland, 1996. 

Courses and/or diplomas 

5. I have completed the following diplomas and courses: -

t.. ...... . .. ... ............... . .. ....... ......... . 
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• Associate Diploma Applied Science, University of Southern Queensland 1989 

• Lead Auditor Training, National Association of Testing Authorities 2002 

• Forensic Firearms Examination, Australasian Field Forensic Science 

Accreditation Board 2003 

Note: the above list is not exhaustive, it only includes the most relevant. 

Board/ Association Appointments 

6. I have held the following board positions/appointments outside ofQPS:-

• Australian Representative, International Standards Organisation (ISO)-Forensic 

Science Committee (TC272), 20 14-present. 

• Member, Standards Australia Forensic Science Committee (CH041), 2012-

present. 

• Board Member, National Association of Testing Authorities (NATA) Board of 

Directors, 2015-2018. 

• Technical Expert, NATA Forensic Science Advisory Committee, 2013-2017. 

• Queensland Members Representative, NATA Council2013-2015. 

Employment Chronology 

7. I first joined the QPS in early 1990 and was sworn in on 12 October 1990. 

8. I was first posted to Toowoomba Police Station as a Trainee Constable in October 1990. 

9. I joined Forensic Services Group ('FSG') in December of 1991. 

10. I commenced training as a Scientific Officer at the rank of Constable at the Scientific 

Section, Brisbane in December 1990. During that time, I undertook examinations of 

major crime matters which involved detecting, enhancing, recording and interpreting 

physical evidence. 

David Harold Neville 
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11. In 1994 I joined the Ballistics Unit which is part of the Scientific Section where I began 

to specialise in the forensic examination of fireanns and incidents involving fireanns. 

12. I was promoted to the rank of Senior Constable in 1995 and continued to undertake 

duties in the Ballistics Unit. 

13. I was promoted to the rank of Sergeant in 1999 and continued to undertake duties in the 

Ballistics Unit. 

14. The dates of all the roles that I have held within FSG since 1999 have been provided in 

an attached work history document. This includes: 

• Officer in Charge, Senior Sergeant, Ballistics Unit- involved managing the 

operations of the unit. 

• Project Officer, Senior Sergeant- involved implementing NATA accreditation 

requirements within FSG. 

• Quality Manager, Inspector - involved ensuring all NAT A requirements were 

maintained across FSG including developing procedures and standards, 

monitoring compliance, and taking corrective action when non-compliance 

occurred. 

• Inspector DNA Management- involved managing the processes relating to the 

collection of person samples and their inclusion on NCIDD to ensure they 

comply with the provisions ofthe Police Powers and Responsibilities Act 2000. 

I am also a key point of contact with QHFSS in relation to operational matters 

pertaining to DNA testing including triaging and prioritising testing. 

• Inspector Biometrics - involves all the duties of the abolished Inspector DNA 

Management position in addition to managing the operations of the Fingerprint 

Bureau. 

15. In October 2017 I was appointed to the role of Inspector, DNA Management but did 

not take up the post at that time. From October 2017 to June 2018 I was tasked with 

outsourcing the suppoti and development of the Forensic Register (FR). The FR is the 
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information management system used by FSG which was developed in-house. This 

was a temporary secondment. 

16. My employment history is documented and appears, together with my CV, attached 

marked 'Exhibit 3'. 

17. Senior Sergeant Ewen Taylor acted in the position of Inspector DNA Management up 

until June 2018. He provided me with written handover by way of email when I took 

up the role. This included: 

• Sensitive information in relation to human resource matters. 

• Information on processes followed to manage DNA testing including 

prioritising and triaging. 

• Reference to a report titled A review of the automatic concentration of DNA 

extracts using Microcon Centrifugal Filter Device: Options for QPS 

consideration (The Options Paper) and some brief information on how further 

testing is requested together. 

• Infonnation on a joint project with QHFSS involving Massively Parallel 

Sequencing. 

• Issues with reference samples in Sexual Assault Investigation Kits (SAIKs). 

• Budget infonnation. 

18. Attached and marked 'Exhibit 4' is a copy of the briefing email I received as part of 

this handover. This document contains very sensitive infonnation that should not be 

released to the public. 

Organisational structure- Forensic Services Group 

19. Generally, each unit has an Officer in Charge at the rank of Sergeant or Senior Sergeant 

who is responsible for day-to day-operations. The Officer in Charge reports to an 

Inspector who is responsible for the overview of several work units ensuring 

compliance with standards, discipline and managing complex HR matters. The 

· · · ··· ··· ···· ········ · · ........... . 
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Inspectors report to the Superintendent who is the overall commander and strategic 

leader. The Superintendent reports to the Assistant Commissioner who is a member of 

the QPS Executive. 

20. The areas that I manage including the DNA Management Section and the Fingerprint 

Bureau differ to the above chain of command in that there is no Officer in Charge 

appointed at non-cmmnissioned rank (Senior Sergeant or Sergeant). As a result, I must 

assume the duties of the Officer in Charge and the overviewing Inspector for both areas. 

This arrangement came about after the abolition of the Inspector DNA Management 

position in 2021. 

21. Attached and marked 'Exhibit 5' is the QPS Operations Support Command 

organisational chart. 

22. Attached and marked 'Exhibit 6' is the QPS organisational chart. 

23. Attached and marked 'Exhibit 7' is the QPS organisational chart for the FSG. 

Crime categories and priority categories 

24. Crime is divided into two main categories: -

(a) Major Crime - includes crime classes that are offences against the person, 

e.g. assault, robbery, rape, sex offences and homicides. 

(b) Volume Crime- includes property crime offences, e.g. stealing, unlawful use 

of a motor vehicle and burglary. 

25. The purpose of the categories is to allow QHFSS to prioritise major crime over 

volume crime for testing of exhibits. The QPS also uses the priorities to specify 

policies for triaging of samples. 

26. There are three priority categories for DNA sampling: 

• Priority 1 (P 1) - Is for crucial samples which relate to the most serious crimes; 

the Pl priority requires a 5-day turnaround from QHFSS. 

······· ···· ·· ···· · ······ · ·· w · · · ·· ···· · · 
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• Major crime samples (P2) - Offences against the person are prioritised over 

volume crime samples. 

• Volume crime samples (P3) - Property crime. 

27. I believe the system came into place before 2008 and is still in place. It came into 

operation to ensure the priority of sample testing is governed by the seriousness of the 

crime. 

28. Section 8 of the CSE 101 -Biological Evidence procedure provides the parameters for 

triage of crime scene samples. This includes a limitation of two samples per Volum e 

Crime occurrence, which can include only one trace DNA sample. Officers are limited 

to submitting 25 samples at a time for Major Crime, however there is no cap on the 

total that can be submitted for any single occurrence. 

29. Attached and marked 'Exhibit 8' is CSE101 - Collection of Biological Evidence -

Crime Scene Examination. 

30. For both Volume Crime and Major Crime, forensic officers can make a request by email 

if they seek to submit additional samples. The email is sent through the chain of 

command to the Forensic Coordinator who then forwards the request to me. I can't 

think of a time that I declined a request to submit more samples. I then let QHFSS 

know I have approved the additional items by email. 

31 . If a sample has already been submitted to QHFSS for testing and a negative result 

was returned (No DNA or Insufficient DNA), the investigating offer or forensic 

officer can request retesting/further testing. This does not require approval. The 

investigator or forensic officer simply makes a request directly to the DNA 

Management Section, either by sending an email to the business account, or by 

sending a QPRIME task. My staff then send a FR task to QHFSS to initiate the 

retesting/further processing. 

QPRIME and the Forensic Register 

32. QPRIME (Queensland Police Records and Infonnation Management Exchange) came 

into operation in 2007. It is the corporate infonnation management system used by all 

Wit\Jss David Harold Neville 
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police to report crime and other incidents, to manage property, to maintain criminal 

history records etc. I rarely use it in my role however my staff use it regularly. 

3 3. The Forensic Register (FR) was implemented in October 2003. The application records 

all information with respect to forensic investigation, quality and perfotmance 

information for all forensic activities state-wide at scenes and within the laboratory. 

34. The FR replaced several indexes and other registers with a single application. It was 

used exclusively in Queensland by QPS until2016. The FR exchanges information with 

QPRIME and AUSLAB via data exchange interfaces. The FR pulls case information 

from QPRIME including general information in relation to the offence type, location 

and persons involved. It allows for exchange of infonnation relating to propetiy and 

allows forensic officers to automatically upload reports of results as a QPRIME 

Forensic Supplementary Report. 

35. I am not aware when AUSLAB was commissioned. The interface between AUSLAB 

and the FR was developed in 2005. Both agencies commenced using common exhibit 

identifiers at that time in the fmm of a barcode. The interface allowed the exchange of 

information about the exhibit including information pertaining to the collection of the 

item and the return of results from DNA testing. 

36. The FR became the primary information management system for the QHFSS DNA 

Laboratory in about 2017. AUSLAB is still used by Queensland Health and available 

to QHFSS for legacy cases. 

37. All forensic officers within the FSG have access to the FR. I am unsure exactly who 

has access within QHFSS however it is used within the DNA Laboratory. I believe 

access is sufficient and appropriate, however there is information that the DNA 

Laboratory has that is masked from the view of QPS. This includes infonnation about 

the status of samples in the testing process and infonnation about the quality and 

quantity of DNA present in the sample. 

3 8. There are two types of forensic officers within FSG including Scenes of Crime 

Officers (SOCOs) and Scientific Officers (SOs). The difference is the level of 

training received which determines the types of offences they generally investigate. 

· · ·· ·· ·· ·· · · · ··· ·· ···· ·· ·· · 
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SOCOs are generalists whilst SOs are specialists . The following provides further 

information. 

Scenes of Crime Officers (SOCOs): 

• Primarily responsible for volume crime examinations. 

• Are trained in all aspects of cnme scene examination including 

fingerprinting, photography and collection of evidence including biological 

evidence. 

• Complete a year-long training program (Diploma of Forensic Investigation, 

QPS Academy). 

• Located in every police district. 

Scientific Officers (SOs): 

• Undertake major crime examinations. 

• Have high level skill in the detection, enhancement, interpretation and 

collection of physical evidence including biological evidence and impression 

evidence. 

• They are not trained in fingerprinting or complex photography and are 

assisted by SOCOs if this is required. 

• Must hold a Bachelor of Science as a pre-requisite. 

• Training program takes up to four years to complete (Graduate Certificate in 

Crime Scene Investigation, Griffith University). 

• Recruited from SOCOs. 

• Located in major centres including Gold Coast, Brisbane, Rockhampton, 

Townville and Cairns. 

39. I believe that QHFSS started using the FR in about 2017. I am not an expe1i in how 

... ·· · ·· · ·· ··· · ·· ··· · ·· ..... .... ......... . 
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infonnation on the FR is separated between the QPS and QHFSS. I am aware that the 

core functionality is available to both departments with both sharing common case and 

unique exhibit identifiers to which they add their own case information. For example, 

both departments enter information about the collection and testing of an item on a 

common Exhibit Record. Some information added to the Exhibit Record is masked 

from the other agency's view. 

40. There was no change to QPS access in 2017 when QHFSS first started using the FR. 

However, in December 2019 a change to the FR resulted in some QPS staff being 

able to view information on the Exhibit Record about the progress of DNA samples 

through the QHFSS laboratory. 

41. Around 14 February 2020 Mr Justin Howes attended a meeting with QPS forensic 

officers seconded to the Homicide Cold Case Unit. They were discussing the 

retesting of samples from a historical unsolved homicide. The QPS forensic officers 

were using the information that had become visible to QPS staff on the FR to make 

decisions about the selection of items for retesting. This information included the 

results obtained at the quantification stage including the actual concentration of the 

sample, the degradation value, and the presence of male DNA. This information is 

critical when assessing samples for further testing as it indicates the likelihood of 

success. 

42. I understand that Justin Howes raised concern about QPS access to this infotmation 

with Ms Cathie Allen upon his return to QHFSS. Cathie sent an email to Mr John 

Doherty raising concerns about the QPS access and John emailed Superintendent 

Bruce McNab . Bruce then raised the issue with me. Cathie was concerned that QPS 

visibility of the information had breached NATA requirements and sought advice 

on how the information was acted upon. Bruce responded via return email to Cathie 

advising that visibility of the material had been removed and that the material had 

not been acted upon inappropriately. 

43 . Attached and marked 'Exhibit 9' is the email chain between Cathie Allen QHFSS 

and Bruce McNab dated 13 February 2020. 

· · ·· · · · · · ·· · ·· ·· · ··· ···· · ·· 
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44. The information could only be viewed by forensic officers and was not available to 

QPS investigators. My belief is that it could not be manipulated or changed by QPS 

members . It was helpful to track the progress of exhibits being tested. It also 

allowed QPS officers to view quantification information that is critical to making 

decisions around further testing options when a sample is reported as No DNA or 

Insufficient DNA. 

45 . Based on my experience within NATA, my opinion is that access to the information 

did not breach NATA requirements. These requirements are drawn from the 

ISO 17025 international standard which is very customer centric. The information 

privacy provisions are designed to protect the customer's information. The 

infonnation visible on the exhibit record related to testing of samples collected by 

the QPS, in essence it was our infonnation. In my opinion, the prevention of access 

to the information by QHFS S contravenes the requirements contained in clause 7 .1 . 7 

of ISO 17025 that states, "The laboratory shall cooperate with customers or their 

representatives in clarifying the customer's request and in monitoring the 

laboratory's performance in relation to the work performed. NOTE: Such 

cooperation can include providing reasonable access to relevant areas of the 

laboratory to witness customer specific laboratory activities." The QPS was using 

the information on the FR to monitor laboratory performance including progress of 

testing. Also, clause 7.8 .1.3 of the standard permits the reporting of 

infonnation/results to the customer in a simplified form should the customer agree, 

which would include provision of interim results that may have been visible 

including the quantification results . 

46. On 24 February 2022 I sent an email to Cathie Allen stating it was problematic for 

members of the QPS to make decisions on testing in the absence of information about 

the quality and quantity of DNA present. I requested visibility of that information to 

make an infmmed decision. I suggested this could be resolved by changes to the FR 

giving FSG access to information that was previously able to be viewed by some 

members of FSG. I advised this was essential for the current process of reporting to 

continue. 

47 . During a meeting held between QHFSS and FSG on 17 March 2022, after I had 

·· · ···· · · ··· · ······ · · · ··· · · ......... ... ... . 
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raised concerns about thresholds, I asked Cathie if QPS staff could be given access 

to the DNA quantification data to assist us with making decisions about further 

testing of samples . She was not supportive of this advising the QHFSS scientists 

were best positioned to make decisions with that data in relation to further testing. 

I told her that, in my view, the problem was that QHFSS were not making those 

assessments, they just stopped testing. 

48 . A copy of the minutes from the meeting on 17 March 2022 is attached and marked 

'Exhibit 10'. 

QHFSS retention of a database with DNA profiles 

49. Section 490 of the Police Powers and Responsibilities Act 2000 (the Act) places a 

requirement on police to destroy a person's DNA profile under certain 

circumstances including when they are found not guilty or if proceedings are not 

continued against them. It is an offence under s531 of the Act to wilfully retain 

profiles on a database that should have been destroyed under s490 (two years 

imprisonment). 

50. Under s454(1)(g) of the Act a person can volunteer their DNA and limit the purpose 

for how it may be used (volunteer limited purpose (VLP) samples). Section 

494(l)(a) reinforces that any limitation put in place on the use of the sample under 

s454(1)(g) also applies to the results of testing. Reference samples taken from 

complainants are often limited for use within the case for elimination purposes and 

not for addition to the database. 

51. It is an offence against s529 of the Act to knowingly do anything that results in a 

DNA record to be compared to another DNA record other than permitted by the Act 

(two years imprisonment). Therefore, comparison of destroyable profiles and VLP 

profiles using a database is an offence against the Act. 

52. The 'FR DNA Database' was created when QHFSS commenced using the FR as 

their case management system in about 2017. It contains Queensland DNA profiles 

only (i.e. it mirrors the Queensland holdings on NCIDD). I believe it was created 

by the QPS FR development team to potentially generate rapid results for 

·· ···· ·· ··· ··· · ·· · ····· ·· · · 
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intelligence purposes. Prior to the establishment ofFR DNA Database, QHFSS was 

limited to searching unknown profiles on NCIDD. I believe that prior to 2017 

QHFSS maintained another database used for elimination and quality purposes. 

53. Members ofthe Profile Management Unit, DNA Management Section monitor court 

outcomes for all persons charged with an indicatable offence. If the matter is not 

proceeded with, or a finding of not guilty is made, the members of the unit arrange 

the destruction of the sample extract and the removal of the persons profile from 

NCIDD and the FR DNA Database. This involves requesting QHFSS to destroy 

any residual physical sample. The removal of the person' s profile from NCIDD and 

the FR DNA Database is undertaken by QPS staff. 

54. There was an automated destruction process established within the FR that allowed 

the simultaneous removal of profiles from both the FR DNA Database and NCIDD. 

There was a bug in the destruction process that I was advised of on 8 February 2019. 

During the resolution of this bug, it came to my attention that there were two 

additional databases of DNA profiles maintained by QHFSS's on the FR. These 

databases were titled 'Quality Search' and 'Quality Search-AUSLAB'. I believe 

that the 'Quality Search-AUSLAB' is a copy of legacy material stored in AUSLAB . 

55. The Quality Search-AUSLAB database contained 388,295 profiles. This included 

4235 profiles that should have been destroyed under s490 of the Act. It also 

appeared to include many VLP samples collected prior to 2017. 

56. On 15 February 2019 I sent an email to Cathie Allen alerting her to the presence of 

the Quality Search-AUSLAB database. I indicated it was generated from legacy 

data drawn from AUSLAB and that the legacy material would need to have the 

unlawful profiles removed. We had the following discussion as to whether the 

database was searchable and as to the existence of the legacy material. 

57. On 25 March 2019 I sent an email to Cathie Allen advising her that the Quality 

Search and Quality Search-AUSLAB database contained unlawful material and 

were not to be used for any comparison because using them is prohibited by law. 

58 . On 28 March 2019 Cathie replied to me advising me that she did not agree with me 

..... ... .. ... ..... ......... . . . .... .. ... ... ... . 
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and that the establishment and the use of the databases was a NATA requirement. 

She explained it was used to detect possible contamination. She also advised that 

the inclusion of VLP samples was not an issue as they were deidentified. 

59. On 28 March 2019 I replied to Cathie and advised her that there are no specific 

NATA requirements for these databases and explained to her the legislation that 

made it unlawful for them to have the profiles on the database and to use that 

database to undertake searches. I explained that there are two-year imprisonment 

offences associated with these actions. I advised that the legislation does not give 

any quality assurance exemption. I told her that her assertion that VLP profiles in 

the database are unidentifiable is incorrect. I advised that at my direction, Tim 

Middleton searched the alleles of a VLP profile using the Quality Search function. 

When the alleles were entered, the search returned the barcode unique identifier 

which was hyperlinked to the name of the VLP donor. We did this for the purposes 

of administering the database which is a defence against s529. 

60. A meeting was held in early April2019 between Cathie Allen, John Doherty, Bruce 

MeN ab and myself. The matter of the database was discussed. Cathie Allen advised 

that the databases were necessary and that QPS should continue to allow QHFSS to 

use them. The legislation was further discussed, however Cathie indicated that it 

did not apply in these circumstances. It was resolved however by Bruce McNab and 

John Doherty that QHFSS would need to comply with the legislation. 

61. Copies of these communications and other related documents are attached and 

marked 'Exhibits 11- 33'. 

62. The QPS resolved the issue with the FR databases by deleting all destroyable 

profiles and implementing a filter that prevented any remaining VLP samples from 

being searched. 

63 . There is some conflicting information as to how the data was stored prior to transfer 

to the FR and whether there remains a legacy database somewhere at QHFSS that 

contains the unlawful material. It was revealed that the data was sent by email in 

an unprotected spreadsheet from Kirstin Scott of QHFSS to Troy O'Malley of QPS 

·· · · · · · · · ············ · ··· 
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on 31 July 2017. This data came from somewhere yet to be identified. 

64. I am not sure if this had any impact on my relationship with Cathie Allen, which 

was strained already by this time. 

Provision of photographs to QHFSS 

65. Forensic Officers are required to take photographs of stains or substrates from where 

DNA samples are taken prior to collection. The image must include the sample's 

identifying label (i.e. barcode label). This image of the sample/area is required to 

be saved against the Exhibit Record on the FR. They are also required to record 

information in relation to the results of presumptive testing on the same record. 

66 . Prior to 2008 an interface was established between AUSLAB and the FR. Both 

agencies also commenced using a common sample unique identifier (barcode) at 

that time. This interface allowed for the transfer of data between the two systems 

including information recorded on the FR Exhibit Record, but not the transfer of 

files (e.g. photographs and documents). As a result of this limitation, the QPS 

provided QPS computer terminals to QHFSS to enable them to view images saved 

against the FR Exhibit Record. This has been verified to me by Mr Troy O'Malley 

who developed the interface and the FR. 

67. From 2008 to 2017, the instructions advice/training/guidelines I provided to QPS 

staff from my Quality Manager position about providing photographs to QHFSS via 

the FR included making it a requirement in procedure for forensic officers to save 

an image of the stain or area where a DNA sample was collected from against the 

FR Exhibit Record. They were also required to save an image of the sealed 

packaging of the exhibit on the record. The reason for this requirement was that 

QHFSS had been provided with QPS terminals to access the FR. The QHFSS 

officers with access to the FR were limited to viewing the Exhibit Record, therefore 

the images had to be saved against that record. The photographs were provided to 

assist QHFSS staff: 

• To make analytical decisions in terms of maximising the opportunity to 

obtain a profile. The record viewable by QHFSS also included results of 

·· · ···· ······· ·· ·· ········  ............... . 
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QPS presumptive screening and information as to the presence of potential 

inhibitors. 

• To check the state of the packaging prior to dispatch, should there be any 

concern about the integrity of exhibits transported by mail. This enabled 

QHFSS to destroy the packaging upon receipt. 

68. This instruction was included in procedures developed after QPS took responsibility 

for subsampling of items in 2008 . The instruction was put into the procedure at the 

request of QHFSS at that time. The following provides the text used within the 

procedures. 

(a) SOC138 vl4 (July 2009) section 1.7-

Photographs, notes and diagrams should be taken describing the location 

where the sub-samples or the item is taken from. A photograph of the item 

showing the exhibit barcode visible in the field of view should also be taken 

to show the item being sampled against the background. This photo is to be 

stored against the Exhibit entry on the Forensic Register. This photo will be 

used by QHFSS in determining whether a sample should be retested when a 

negative DNA result is returned and to assist in determining the type of 

background that may be present. 

(b) SOC123 v 16 (Oct 2009) Section 15.6-

For items that have been issued with a forensic exhibit barcode, photographs 

that depict individual exhibits are to be stored against the relevant exhibit 

entry on the Forensic Register. 

69. In 2011 the above procedures were combined into section 1.4 of CSE101 which 

applies to all forensic officers. The requirement to save a photograph of the 

sample/substrate against the exhibit record remains in the current version of 

CSE101. 

70 . There were no significant changes in the manner that samples were collected or 

recorded subsequent to QHFSS using the FR. The major difference is that QHFSS 

· · ···· ············· ·· · ··· ····· . .. ... . 
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staff are now able to readily view the images saved against the Exhibit Record 

without having to use a QPS tenninal. 

71. This arrangement occurred many years ago. It was discussed during meetings 

between QHFSS and QPS when QPS took responsibility for subsampling in 2008. 

These meetings involved Cathie Allen, myself and others from QHFSS and QPS. 

72. Attached and marked 'Exhibit 34' is the Collection of Biological Evidence Crime 

Scene Investigation. 

73. Attached and marked 'Exhibit 35' ts the General Protocols for Crime Scene 

Investigation Scenes ofCrime. 

74. Attached and marked 'Exhibit 36' is the Collection of Biological Material Scenes 

of Crime. 

Backlogs and background to the priority system 

75. Backlogs of DNA testing were a significant issue for the QPS from 2004-2008. 

There were long delays (many months) in receiving results for major crime samples 

and volume crime samples were not being processed at all in any practical time 

frame. In 2004 backlogs were such an issue that the Government committed $11 

million to try and resolve it. In 2005 the Ministerial Taskforce examined the matter 

and recommended additional funding to resolve the issue. Despite this additional 

funding, backlogs remained an issue up until 2008. 

76. The main concern for police is that long turnaround times enables offenders to 

continue undetected and commit further crimes, especially for volume crime matters 

which generally involve recidivist offenders. For major investigations, delays in 

results deprived police of investigative leads. At this time DNA testing was 

prioritised by court dates. Results tended to confinn the right person had been 

charged leading up to the court case rather than alerting police to the identity of the 

offender in the first place. 

77. In 2008 I was involved in developing a strategy to address backlogs. I worked 

together with Ms Cathie Allen from QHFSS on this initiative. 

······ ·························  .............. . 
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78. Prior to the initiative, QPS routinely collected whole items and submitted them to 

QHFSS. As a result, QHFSS scientists were simply inundated with thousands of 

different types of physical items requiring examination. Backlogs grew rapidly and 

the volume of work became overwhelming, resulting in unacceptable delays in the 

identification of offenders through DNA. 

79. In January 2008, QPS forensic services, m partnership with QHFSS, began 

investigating how it could improve the turnaround times for DNA analyses. The 

end-to-end process of DNA sampling and analysis was examined to determine 

where efficiencies could be gained. This revealed the initial screening and sampling 

of physical exhibits caused the greatest delay. Other delays included transport of 

exhibits to the laboratory and reporting of results. 

80. The number of crime scene officers collecting items for analysis far exceeded the 

capacity of forensic biologists to carry out screening, subsampling and analysis. 

Analysis speed could be dramatically increased if traditional laboratory sampling 

methods were taken into the field by the crime scene officers. 

81. Sampling resources were developed that would enable the field collected 

subsamples to be placed into automated analytical platforms. Over 300 officers 

were trained on how to target and sample items for DNA while preventing loss or 

contamination. 

82. In July 2008 the QPS took responsibility for all screening and subsampling. At the 

same time a decision was made to cease testing of all volume crime samples in the 

backlog. As a result of these initiatives DNA testing occurred in real time (around 

10 working days on average) up until about the end of2012. 

83. Problems with how the backlog is defined by QHFSS were identified by the 

Ministerial Taskforce in 2005 and the QAO in 2018 . QHFSS commence testing 

very quickly when they receive samples and report the item as 'Submitted, results 

pending ' . There is then a lag until they actually report a result, and then a longer 

lag if those results are to be provided in a court report. The initial processes are 

automated, however the later stages including interpretation are very involved and 
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labour intensive. 

84. The measure that I was interested in 2018 was the time taken for QHFSS to report 

the initial cold links which is tracked by the FR, that being the number of days for 

them to tell QPS the identity of an unknown contributor in a sample. 

85. In June 2018 when I commenced the role of Inspector DNA Management, the 

average turnaround time to receive cold link results for volume crime matters was 

approximately fifty working days (10 weeks). 

86. The cold link turnaround time does not take into account testing that involves 

comparisons of crime scene samples to known reference samples (warm links) or 

time taken for QHFSS to provide a report for court purposes. These have much 

longer turnaround times which are not tracked by the FR. 

87. In July 2018 I raised turnaround time as a significant issue in an Executive Briefing 

Note (EBN) seeking approval to implement a triage policy to limit the number of 

trace samples that could be submitted for volume crime offences. Once the policy 

was implemented, turnaround times started to significantly decrease as shown in the 

following graph. By October 2019 it had returned to ten days. 

Monthly 
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88. Turnaround times remained acceptable (ranging between 10 and 20 days on 
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average) up until the end of 2021. Since that time, I have observed a dramatic 

increase in the turnaround time, especially for volume crime matters . The current 

median turnaround times (at July 2022) is about 55 days as shown in the following 

graph . 
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89. I do not have ready access to data for the entire period ofbacklogs from 2003. 

90. The only measure I have of a backlog is the number of samples submitted with 

results pending which is a total of 3 780 as of 19 July 2022. Further information is 

provided in the following table. 

Status !Crime Type Cases Samples 

RECEIVED MAJOR 2 2 

l _i -
STARTED (results 

MAJOR 485 1651 
pending) 

STARTED (results pe VOLUME 1652 2129 

l 

91. I have also provided a graph marked 'Exhibit 37' of the backlog 

(Submitted/Pending) showing data back to June 2016 which was generated by the 
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FR. The graph shows a big drop in the number of samples pending at the end of 

2021. Before this date, if an item was subsampled by QHFSS, the parent item never 

dropped off the list. This big dip is a result of a programming change to the FR that 

cleared all parent items from the list. Since that time the graph shows that the 

backlog has increased considerably which is reflected in the current turnaround 

times. It is important to note that this is not a function of QHFSS removing the 

threshold given this did not occur until June 2022. It would appear that the 

laboratory's throughput has slowed since about the time recent media coverage 

commenced about the  case. 

92. Attached and marked 'Exhibit 38' is a spreadsheet list of samples submitted, results 

pending. 

Handover from Senior Sergeant Ewen Taylor 

93. Full details on the handover with Senior Sergeant Taylor have been outlined in 

paragraph 17. 

94. I was not briefed on any significant concern in relation to testing undertaken by 

QHFSS. 

9 5. I first closely read the Options Paper in early August 2018 which had been provided 

to me by Ewen Taylor as part of the handover. After reading the Options Paper I 

sent an email to Cathie Allen acknowledging the initiative and seeking advice on 

benefits realised. At that point in time, I thought the success of micro-concentration 

was only 1.45%. 

96. Option 2 within the Options Paper was agreed to by Superintendent Dale Frieberg 

on 2 February 2018. I am aware of this because Ewen Taylor provided me a copy 

of the email approval in June 2022. 

97. A copy of this email is attached and marked 'Exhibit 39'. 

98 . Having read the Options Paper my understanding is that prior to 2018 all samples in 

the concentration range of 0.001-0.0088ng/uL were automatically micro

concentrated before being further processed. Samples below 0.001ng/uL were not 
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further tested. Since February 2018 testing of samples with a concentration below 

0.0088ng/uL is ceased unless the QHFSS scientist or investigating officer 

considered testing appropriate. 

99 . I had no involvement in considering and implementing the Options Paper. 

Communication between QPS and QHFSS 

100. Regular meetings are held between QPS and QHFSS. These meetings occur on a 

monthly or bimonthly basis and are arranged/chaired by either the Superintendent, 

FSG or Executive Director, QHFSS. Ms Cathie Allen and I also attend to provide 

operational advice and discuss issues that we are facing . The monitoring of 

turnaround times is generally a standing agenda item, as is discussion around 

potential research collaboration. Given QHFSS is the service provider and QPS is 

the customer, minutes are taken by QHFSS. However sometimes meetings have 

been more informal with no minutes having been taken. Given some recent 

concerns with thresholds and sampling of sexual assault victims, minutes have been 

recorded by the Superintendent's support officer since the end of 2021. The recent 

minutes have been provided in the QPS response to notice 2022/00001 item 10. 

101. Errors and/or mistakes made by the QHFSS lab are communicated to the DNA 

Results Management Unit by email to a business address . An Intelligence letter will 

be attached to the email detailing the issue. The intelligence letter is usually 

addressed to either Senior Sergeant Stephan Foxover or Inspector David Neville. 

102. The types of matters raised in the Intelligence Reports include: changed DNA 

results/identifications following peer review; changed DNA results/identifications 

following unintentional error by QHFSS scientist; Quality Failures (possible QPS 

employee identification on scene exhibit) ; and QHFSS processing errors/issues . 

103 . There are no matters that the QPS have instructed QHFSS not to report on. 

104. Attached and marked 'Exhibit 40 and Exhibit 41 ' is the email correspondence 

regarding a mix-up of samples in a tray by QHFSS . This impacted many samples. 

QPS alerted QHFSS to the issue on this occasion. 
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105. The Intelligence Report and associated email correspondence regarding lost extract 

are attached and marked 'Exhibits 42 - 45'. 

106. The following indicates the chain of results provide by QHFSS in relation to this 

matter - exhibit : 

• 16/05/2022 - Sample returned insufficient DNA for further processing. 

• 19/05/2022 - Request for further testing sent to QHFSS on the FR 

• 29/06/2022- Intelligence letter received 

• 06/0712022 - Final result of 'Complex mixed profile unsuitable for interp or 

comparison' received. Result released to QPRIME and 'Mandatory 

Disclosure report' sent to investigator officer and Forensic Coordinator. 

107. The ensuing response/communication to relevant investigators is dependent on the 

specific error/mistake. If appropriate the relevant Intelligence Letter from QHFSS 

will be included in a 'Report for Mandatory Disclosure' which is then sent to the 

investigator for the case. The report is also uploaded to the QPRIME occurrence 

ensuring transparency and disclosure of relevant appropriate information. 

108. A copy of the procedure followed by staff is attached and marked 'Exhibit 46'. 

109. These issues are the same as intelligence reports from QHFSS. 

Communication with Cathie Allen 

110. I have known Cathie for many years and I have worked with her on a number of 

projects to enhance the delivery of DNA services to the Queensland community. In 

2010 our collaboration was recognised by the Institute of Public Administration 

Australia (IPAA) who awarded Cathie and I (and others) a Prime Minister's Award 

for Excellence in Public Administration and also a Collaboration Award. 

111. Of more recent times the relationship between Ms Allen and myself has become 

somewhat strained as a result of issues that I have raised around the services she 

provided. I have always been polite and professional towards Cathie, and she is 
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generally professional in return. However, I have felt at times a level of discomfort 

with the manner that Cathie has spoken to me, particularly over the telephone when 

there is no one else present. 

112. On 11 February 2012 I received a telephone call from Cathie when she raised 

concern to me about a 2009 murder case  because Inspector 

Andrew Pilotto had sent 34 new samples for analysis when the trial was set for the 

next month. She was concerned that the QPS had placed QHFSS in a difficult 

position because it was now hard to meet the reporting deadline. She advised she 

would not be accepting any blame or criticism for the late analysis. I agreed with 

her and said that neither she should, given it appeared to be a situation created by 

the QPS. 

113. She told me she had checked with the ODPP and that they did not order the analysis. 

I explained that I had no knowledge of the matter. She told me that the items had 

been dropped off with no explanation. I indicated my disapproval of the officer 

doing this. She became somewhat aggressive and said to me, "You can be my friend 

or my foe and once you are my foe, there is no coming back''. 

114. I said, "Cathie, we have no choice other to be friends on this, we are on the same 

team". 

115. She said, "No we don't, we are in different government departments and other 

government departments don't get along and still get work done" . 

116. I said, "We are on the same page, settle down". 

117. She said, "I don't need the QPS to tell me what strategic direction we are to take, I 

know more about this than most of the RFSC 's. I don't care about this blip on the 

radar at the moment. What I don't want is for the blame for the QPS submitting 

samples at the last minute". 

118. I told her that QPS would accept blame if there was adverse comment and told her 

I would speak to the officer involved. 

119. I found this conversation unsettling, so I immediately diarised it. 
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120. A copy of the diary entry is attached and marked 'Exhibit 47'. 

121. When I first commenced as the Inspector of DNA Management Section in June 

2018 , I met Ms Allen for a coffee at the QHFSS campus. The conversation was 

pleasant however I recall her making it very clear to me that I should not try to 

influence her operations in any way. I indicated to her that I saw the relationship as 

one of a customer- service provider. She told me she could deal with anyone after 

having to deal with Inspector Tony Carstensen for years . 

122. I became concerned about turnaround times soon after commencing in the role and 

started to seek advice from Cathie in relation to the actual capa~ity of QHFSS to 

undertake DNA testing, in terms of the number of samples per a year. I also 

attempted to obtain advice on the potential of triage processes to assist in improving 

turnaround times. This was mostly via email and she tended to respond without 

addressing the questions raised. The information was also requested at one of the 

FSG-QHFSS meetings, however it was not forthcoming. 

123. By October 2018 I became very concerned about a frequent practice where QHFSS 

would recall conclusive results involving mixtures when a statement was requested 

from them. In response to my concern, QHFSS implemented an interim additional 

checking process and advised QPS via a FR task/message whether a result was 

unlikely to change. On 17 October 2018 I advised Cathie that I needed more 

certainty than a vague assurance that the result was 'unlikely to change'. Given 

this, I withheld results from investigators and attempted to obtain clarification from 

Cathie that they were reliable before being released. I sent emails seeking this 

clarification on 17/10/18 , 23 /10/18, 29/10/18 and 30/10/18 advising the urgency of 

the matter due the potential for the identified offenders to reoffend. She responded 

on 30 October 2018 advising she was busy and would prioritise the request next. 

124. On 1 November 2018 Cathie responded to my email advising that they were no 

longer sending the FR task/message and that additional steps had been implemented 

obviating this interim process. I was still unsure of the reliability of the mixed 

results and contacted Cathie by telephone on 2 November 2018 to try and clarify 

the matter. I explained my concern was about her plan to discontinue confinning 
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results as reliable and I needed clarity around that issue. I also asked her for more 

information on two ambiguous results. During the conversation I highlighted the 

importance of making sure that results were reliable because we arrested persons 

based on the information. She explained to me that she was fully aware of this . I 

asked her if the new process was such that the results would now be to a level that 

would be reported in a statement. She told me, "Yes". When I asked her to confinn 

that by replying to my email, she told me she was too busy to do so that day. I told 

her that was fine but requested her to do it by early the next week. 

125. At this time she seemed to become rather terse. She told me that I had been placing 

pressure on her to respond to emails for my own purposes and that her manager, 

Craig Russell was fully across what she was doing and supported her approach. I 

told her I understood that she was busy, but this was a priority for police. I told her 

I was not manufacturing my need for a timely response because I had to report back 

on the matter. She indicated her discontent with this comment and told me that she 

would be taking this up with her manager. I asked her what the issue was, but she 

said she would raise it with her manager. At that point she told me she had to answer 

another phone call and abruptly said goodbye. 

126. I sent an email to Superintendent Bruce McNab detailing the conversation that took 

place and advising him to expect a call from Craig Russell given Cathie had 

indicated she was going to complain to him about the call. Based on my telephone 

experiences, I made a decision at that point in time to use email as a primary means 

of correspondence. 

127. I would not describe our relationship as that of a customer-service provider 

partnership where the service provider is responsive to the customer's requirements. 

Sometimes Cathie can be unresponsive to matters raised and guarded about the 

information she provides. 

Report by Dr Matt Krosch 

128. This was a project that I was interested in for some time and had encouraged Matt 

Krosch to complete. The FR held a significant amount of data that could be mined 
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to determine how police could target different types of surfaces to maximise the 

chance of obtaining a useable DNA profile. I thought the information could be used 

to make decisions about the most appropriate collection method (i.e. swab or tape 

lift) and also be used when triaging samples to ensure the efficacy of DNA testing. 

I reviewed the draft paper and provided input. I recall making a comment that the 

removal of the micro-concentration process would not impact the results because at 

that time I was of the belief that its success rate was only 1.45%. I now believe that 

removal of micro-concentration may have had a considerable impact on the data. 

129. I did not evaluate the paper in terms of the efficacy of QHFSS. I was interested in 

trends relating to tp.e success of different sample types and sampling methods rather · 

than comparing QHFSS to other labs. 

130. I don't have any knowledge in relation to how the results compare with other 

jurisdictions within Australia. 

131. I did not seek any advice expert or otherwise from law enforcement agencies in 

other jurisdictions. 

132. The only conversation I recall with Ms Cathie Allen about the report was via an email 

I sent her on 14 Febmary 2020 as follows; "Thanks for taking the time to review Matt's 

work. This paper is aimed at crime scene examiners to help them better focus their 

sampling methodology. It is not aimed at the laboratory and the introduction of 

additional lab factors might unnecessarily complicate the matter. It is important that 

the possible impact of micron be covered in the discussion, however I don't think it is 

necessary for us to remn the data. In this instance we were looking to provide QHFSS 

an acknowledgement in the paper, however it was not anticipated that the article would 

be become lab focused. As a result, a general review is probably all that is required." 

The email string is attached and marked 'Exhibit 4 7 A' 

133. I believed the information in the paper would assist the QPS to make decisions about 

the most appropriate collection method (i.e. swab or tape lift) for various types of 

substrates. It could also be used when triaging samples to ensure the efficacy of 

DNA testing. 
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134. I did not seek any additional commentary or feedback from QHFSS. 

Issues with "insufficient DNA" results 

13 5. My understanding of the quantitation stage of testing is limited, however I 

understand this involves instrumental analysis of a few microliters of the DNA 

extract. The analysis provides information about; the concentration of the DNA, 

whether the DNA is degraded, and the presence of male DNA (Y-STR). I am aware 

of this because of studies completing a Master of Science (Forensic Science), my 

own recent research and from discussions with colleagues. Some of the following 

material is also drawn from the Options Paper developed by QHFSS in 2018. 

136. Quantification is the second stage of testing. It follows the extraction process which 

involves submerging the sample in a solution containing reagents that remove the 

DNA from the cells in a purified form. According to the Options Paper, this 

produces about 1 OOuL of extract. 

137. Quantification is important because you need a minimum concentration of DNA for 

reliable further testing. The Options Paper provided by QHFSS in 2018 revealed 

the minimum concentration required is .0088 ng/uL. Below this concentration the 

results can be unreliable due to random effects. 

138. The actual extract volume produced from step one is about 100uL. They only need 

15uL of this for further testing. Given there is more extract solution than is needed, 

the concentration of DNA in solution can be increased by removing some of the 

excess buffer solution. A simple analogy would be how you might concentrate a 

glass of salty water; if you allow half the water in the glass to evaporate off, the 

concentration of the salt in solution doubles. The DNA in the extract can be 

increased in concentration through a process called micro-concentration. Through 

micro-concentration the extract volume is decreased from 1 OOuL to 3 5uL, but the 

amount of DNA increases two or three-fold in concentration (according to the 

Options Paper). 

13 9. Therefore, the micro-concentration process can increase the concentration of low 

quant samples allowing a reliable profile to be generated. For example, if the extract 
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from a sample only has an initial concentration of .005ng/uL, which is below the 

threshold, you could increase the concentration to more than .01 Ong/uL by micro

concentration. The concentration of the extract may now exceed the reliability 

threshold of .0088ng/uL and may produce a reliable profile. 

140. Prior to January 2018 QHFSS micro-concentrated all major crime samples ifthey 

were of a concentration in range of 0.00 l-0.0088ng/uL. 

141. In January 2018 QHFSS ceased micro-concentrating samples with lower amounts 

of DNA. They also ceased further testing of theses samples as a matter of routine 

unless the scientist deemed it appropriate or QPS specifically requested testing to 

continue. Therefore, samples with an initial concentration lower than 0.0088ng/uL 

are generally not tested, even though the concentration could be increased. 

142. The tenns of No DNA and Insufficient DNA are used by QHFSS when they report 

back to QPS that they have ceased testing. No DNA is used for samples with a 

concentration of lower than 0.001 ng/uL. Insufficient DNA is used for samples with 

a concentration in the range of0.001 -0.0088ng/uL. 

143. After concentration/micro-concentration, I believe the samples progress through the 

process regardless of the how much DNA is present, however this needs to be 

verified by QHFSS. 

144. The different types of results that are reported once testing occurs includes:-

• No DNA detected- This result is given when there is no DNA detected in the 

sample. If DNA is present, it is at an amount below the instrumental limit 

of detection and cannot be reliably distinguished from background noise. 

Due to the absence of detectable DNA, the sample was not further 

progressed. 

• Insufficient DNA - This result is given when there is a low amount of DNA 

present. Due to the low concentration of the DNA, there is an exceedingly 

low chance of obtaining a profile, as a result testing was discontinued. The 

officer is advised that they can request further testing, but this would require 
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additional work and there is a risk that no sample is left over for further 

testing should the additional steps be unsuccessful (Note: This was my 

understanding prior to December 2021 ). 

• Single source profile- This result is given when the item/sample provided a 

DNA profile that indicated the presence of one contributor. 

• Mixed profile- This result is given when the item/sample provided a DNA 

profile that indicated the presence of DNA from two or more contributors. 

• Complex mixed profile - This result is given when the item/sample gave a 

complex DNA profile. This DNA profile is not suitable for meaningful 

interpretation due to either its complexity, relating to the unknown and 

potentially large number of contributors, and/or the limited amount of 

information within the DNA profile. 

145. The way that QHFSS express DNA results is complex and I have made an attempt 

at trying to simplify this. I have provided a matrix that outlines all of the types of 

results received from QHFSS as an exhibit. The result lines contain a significant 

amount of jargon and are difficult for police and the members of the DNA 

Management Section to understand. Given the complexity, the DNA Management 

Section attempts to provide assistance to investigators via email or phone contact 

during normal business hours. 

146. I attempted to simplify the process and requested QHFSS to modify the wording so 

investigators understand the information more readily. On 15 January 2019 I met 

with Cathie Allen and other members of QHFSS and explained the difficulties 

encountered. I requested a more simplified reporting system. I provided them 

information on how results were reported in New South Wales. I asked Cathie to 

provide guidance as to what Likelihood Ratio she would consider as a reasonable 

presumption that the nominated person was the contributor of the DNA (beyond 

reasonable doubt). I explained it was a question that the DNA Management Section 

was often asked. She declined to answer the question in the meeting. 

14 7. On 15 January 2019 I sent Cathie a follow up email providing her infonnation about 
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the NSW system of reporting and requested she assess the model and provide 

feedback on the feasibility of implementing something similar. Cathie did not 

respond to my request, so I sent a reminder on 30 January 2019. On 1 February 

2019 Cathie responded advising her staff were attempting to simplify the result lines 

to make 'it less technical'. Staff from DNA Management Section (QPS) and QHFSS 

worked together after this time to consolidate the number of result lines used, 

however the outcome continues to be complex. 

148. The matrix of results is attached and marked 'Exhibit 48'. 

149. Cathie did not address my request for advice on the feasibility of implementing 

something similar to the NSW model. 

150. Copies of these emails are attached and marked 'Exhibits 49 and 50'. 

151. A diagram of Thresholds Used at QHFSS before and after February 2018 is attached 

and marked 'Exhibit 51'. It represents the threshold for further testing before and 

after 2018 when samples with a concentration below .0088ng/uL were stopped from 

further testing. 

152. Attached and marked 'Exhibit 52 and 53' are screenshots of what a QPS officer 

sees on the FR and QPRIME when a No DNA detected result is reported. 

153. Attached and marked 'Exhibits 54 and 55' are screenshots of what a QPS officer 

sees on the FR and QPRIME when DNA is insufficient for further processing is 

reported. 

154. Attached and marked 'Exhibits 56 and 57' are screenshots of what a QPS officer 

sees on the FR and QPRIME when a Complex mixed profile result is reported. 

 and The Options Paper 

155 . murder of  
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156. After being presented the Options Paper by QHFSS, the QPS agreed on the basis 

that all Priority 1 samples with a low concentration would continue to be micro

concentrated and progressed through the full testing process. My staff alerted to me 

that this did not occur in this instance. I believe my staff made the request for the 

further testing to be undertaken given it was a Priority 1 case. 

157. Copies ofthe requests made are attached and marked 'Exhibits 58- 60'. 

158. Fifteen samples were submitted as Priority 1. On initial testing, four samples were 

reported as having Insufficient DNA present for further testing. Upon receipt of that 

result my staff requested additional testing of the four samples yielding the 

following results: 

•  - SINGLE SOURCE 20 LOCI DNA PROFILE LR > 100 

BILLION  and POSSIBLE SUB-THRESHOLD 

INFORMATION 

•  - SINGLE SOURCE DNA PROFILE - ASSUMED KNOWN 

CONTRIBUTOR-  

• - SS DNA PROFILE 9 LOCI AND ABOVE LR > 100 BILLION 

 

•  - COMPLEX MIXED PROFILE UNSUITABLE FOR INTERP 

OR COMPARISON 

159. In simple tenns, three out of the four samples initially reported as Insufficient DNA 

yielded profiles upon further testing. 

160. A copy of the email that drew this particular matter to my attention is attached and 

marked 'Exhibit 61'. 

161 . My understanding at the time was that only 1.45% of samples reported as 

Insufficient DNA would yield a result if further testing was requested. This belief 

was based on infonnation provided to the QPS by QHFSS in January 2018 in an 

Options Paper titled "A review of the automatic concentration of DNA extracts using 
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Microcon Centrifugal Filter Device: Options for QPS consideration." I first closely 

read this paper in August 2018. I sent an email to Cathie Allen acknowledging the 

low success rate and requested information in relation to any savings/benefits 

realised as a result of the strategy. She did not respond as far as my records indicate. 

162. On 14 November 2018 I sent an email to Cathie Allen raising concern that the micro

concentration step had been removed from the workflow as a matter of routine for 

Priority 1 samples. I also raised concern about the observed success rate when 

samples reported as Insufficient DNA were further processed. I stated, "Based on 

the fact that 3 out of 4 samples for this case yielded a result when testing was 

cot'ltinued, anecdotally it would seem that we may be missing out on more than 2% 

of results". I asked whether other major crime matters should be reviewed based on 

these findings . I also asked if they had undertaken any statistical analysis to 

determine if there had been a reduction in the proportion of identifications since the 

removal of the micro-concentration process. 

163. On 15 November 2018 Ms Allen responded by email reinforcing the low success 

rate of the micro-concentration process stating, "The Options Paper reviewed 1449 

Major crime samples that had been progressed through the Microcon process over 

a one year period, as this was considered to be sufficient sample numbers to 

demonstrate a clear trend." She pushed back on the QPS to provide data if further 

statistical analysis was required. 

164. In the same response she reassured me that, "Whilst the Microcon process has not 

been automatically applied to Major crime samples (P2) since mid Feb, scientists 

have reviewed those results and requested a Microcon process if in the context of 

the case it could have been of potential benefit." 

165. She also advised that any review of other major crimes cases, as suggested by me, 

would negatively impact on QHFSS operations and the return of timely results to 

QPS. 

166. This response gave me confidence that QHFSS were assessing the results as a matter 

of routine for major crime to determine if Microcon may be helpful. It also 
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reinforced the low efficacy of Microcon at actually obtaining results (i.e. <2%). 

Given this assurance and the potential negative impacts (increased turnaround 

times) of having them review previous results, I did not pursue this option. 

167. The reply email from Ms Allen also advised "Automatic progression of samples 

through the Microcon process means that all available DNA extract will be 

consumed, so no further testing can be conducted on these samples after this step". 

This indicated that automatic Microcon of samples may not be wise. However, I 

now understand after further study of the Options Paper (since December 2021) that 

the statement "all available extract will be consumed" may not be correct. The 

Micro con process reduces the extract from 1 OOuL to· 3 5uL. They only need 15uL 

of extract (template DNA) to undertake analysis according to the PP21 kit 

manufacturer's instructions, so ample extract is left over for further testing if 

required. 

168 . Of recent times (since December 2021), I formed the suspicion that scientists at 

QHFSS very rarely undertake an assessment/review of results to determine if 

Microcon might be appropriate prior to reporting initial results via the FR to 

QPRIME. This is contrary to the assurance given by Ms Allen. The reason for my 

suspicion is that most instances of Micro con being undertaken since 2018 has been 

triggered by QPS. I now suspect they stop testing samples with a concentration of 

less than .0088ng/uL without consideration of the case, type of sample, or context 

of the sample in the case. 

169. I commenced recreation1eave on 15 November 2018 and left the matter to be resolved 

by Acting Inspector Gerard Simpfendorfer. Upon return to duty in Januaty 2019 I was 

advised that the matter had been rectified by the inclusion of further information in the 

initial result reported to investigators to assist them to interpret the meaning of 

Insufficient DNA and options available for futiher testing. The result line was changed 

from: 

DNA INSUFFICIENT FOR FURTHER PROCESSING. This item/sample 

was submitted for DNA analysis. Low levels of DNA were detected in this 

sample and it was not submitted for further DNA profiling. Please contact 
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the DNA Management Section if this sample is requested to be assessed for 

further processing via QPRIME task to Unit Code 3209. 

DNA INSUFFICIENT FOR FURTHER PROCESSING. This item/sample 

was submitted for DNA analysis. Low levels of DNA were detected in this 

sample and it was not submitted for further DNA profiling. Please contact 

the DNA Management Section if this sample is requested to be assessed for 

further processing. Further processing could include concentration of the low 

levels of DNA obtained, pooling with other samples (where appropriate) , . 

resampling of the · parent item (where appropriate), or a combination of 

processes. 

170. Due to the changes in the information provided to investigators and the assurances from 

Ms Allen, I was satisfied in January 2019 that the matter had been resolved with the 

effective mitigation of the risk. 

171. I did not make diary entries at this time because I had resorted to communication by 

email. The relevant email chain is attached and marked 'Exhibit 62'. 

172. I was not advised of any similar issues with testing results that I recall. 

 onwards 

173. murder of , 

. Human remains were located at which point the 

homicide investigation commenced. 

17 4. My staff drew my attention to the matter when 10 out of3 3 samples initially reported 

as Insufficient DNA yielded a useable profile with one identifying the offender. 

175. The fmiher testing of each of the 33 items was requested by Olivia Mcintyre via a FR 

task to QHFSS. 

176. An example of one of the requests for further testing is attached and marked 'Exhibit 

-
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63'. 

177. A list of the 33 items originally submitted, the original results received (i.e. 

Insufficient DNA) and the results obtained after further testing are included in a 

spreadsheet attached and marked 'Exhibit 64'. 

178. I made the connection between the  investigation and  

 because both involved retesting of results reported as Insufficient 

DNA and on both occasions the success rate was much higher than reported in the 

Options Paper. 

179. I believe Senior Sergeant Tania Spiteri had been reviewing the  matter 

and was also involved in the  case. She had requested some further testing 

of the  samples. 

180. On 1 December 2021 I sent Cathie Allen an email requesting a meeting to discuss 

the  matter. We then had telephone discussion that also included Justin 

Howes. I advised concern had been raised given the current media attention to the 

 case and issues raised in that case with samples not yielding a 

profile. Cathie advised that they had done repeated tests that revealed it is highly 

unlikely to get a profile below a particular quant value. However, she said it was 

incumbent on the QPS to decide whether or not the testing should continue. She 

said that we agreed to that in 2008. She said her staff were not in a position to make 

an assessment on the likelihood of a result for a particular sample given they no 

longer get all case information. I raised that we actually place photos of the sampled 

area or stain and provide presumptive screening results on the exhibit screen which 

is visible to QH. I asked if QH ever looked at that infonnation to make a decision 

as to whether testing should be conducted. Cathie said, "just because it is a red 

stain, it doesn't mean it was blood to us, and you are the ones now doing the 

screening". I raised that approximately 30% of the samples for the  case 

yielded a profile after rework. Cathie advised she believed this was an outlier, but 

would review the information in relation to the matter. She also advised that they 

were hesitant to test low quant samples because they should be retained in case a 

more sensitive method came along. Cathie then raised concern that the media article 
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indicated that Kirsty Wright had quoted the FR and that QHFSS did not have the 

FR at that time. She raised concern that someone from the QPS was releasing 

infonnation to the media. I told her it may have come from court transcripts. We 

agreed I would send an email with the details and she would look into it. I made 

notes of this conversation immediately afterwards. I followed up with an email 

detailing information on 10 out of 33 samples initially reported as Insufficient DNA 

that yielded a useable profile when testing continued. In the email I asked if there 

was a particular reason why approx. 30% of the samples yielded a result after further 

testing was requested. I asked what the actual threshold was and questioned if this 

needed to be reviewed. A copy the diary notes are attached as "Exhibit 64A". 

181. On 3 December 2021 Cathie responded by email stating "after we had conducted a 

review of a large dataset, it was found that below a particular quantitation threshold 

and in line with manufacturer's specifications, a very small percentage of samples 

may provide some type of DNA profile, if they proceeded through DNA 

processing." 

182. On 3 December 2021 I continued the email discussion asking Cathie, "What is the 

actual percentage that your dataset has indicated". She did not respond at that time. 

183. I reviewed the Options Paper and refreshed my memory of what it contained. Based 

on the results from the  case retesting, I tasked Sergeant Libby Harris to 

undertake a review of results obtained during 2021 when testing was requested to 

continue after being advised the sample contained Insufficient DNA . This revealed 

that 51 samples out of 160 that were further tested yielded a useable profile. 

184. Having reviewed the Options Paper again in light of information recently at hand, I 

now believe the percentages were underestimated and the data was derived and 

presented in a manner that was confusing. The success rate was minimised by 

discounting profiles that had already been obtained from other exhibits in the same 

case which I consider to be inappropriate because it discounts that the probative 

value of the evidence varies considerably depending on the context of the exhibit. 

For instance, DNA on a cigarette butt located 100 metres from a scene is not the 

same as DNA found on a victim's body. 
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18 5. Regarding , on 13 December 2021 I sent an email to Cathie Allen 

advising the results of my review of samples that were further tested during 2021. I 

included a spreadsheet of the samples further tested and results attained. I raised 

concern about the threshold of .0088ng/uL. I advised "the 30% success rate of 

retesting warrants a little further examination to make sure we are maximising our 

chances of solving crime, particularly for major crime matters". 

186. On 16 December 2021 Cathie responded advising she would review the data and 

respond in due course. 

187. On 16 December 2021 I advised Cathie it was a high priority and sought advice as 

soon as possible. 

188. On 17 December 2021 I provided Cathie additional information in relation to 

obvious blood that was reported as Insufficient DNA but later yielded a full profile. 

I asked for advice if the scientists viewed the photographs before making a decision 

to stop testing. 

18 9. On 17 December 2021 Cathie replied thanking me for the additional information 

and advising that extra work is required when further testing was requested 

including micro-concentration. She did not answer my question about scientists 

viewing the images. 

190. On 17 December 2021 I replied stating I understood and reinforced my concern that 

we were seeing a much higher success rate than 2%. 

191. Copies of emails discussions with Cathie during December 2021 are attached and 

marked 'Exhibits 65, 66 and 67' 

192. The results of this initial review are included in a spreadsheet attached and marked 

'Exhibit 68'. 

193. Regarding testing thresholds, on 21 February 2022 I sent another email to Cathie 

seeking information about material published in The Australian newspaper 

indicating Queensland had higher threshold than other jurisdictions. I also stated, 

"To date I have not received any feedback or explanation as to the difference 
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between the predicted ( <2%) and observed success rates (30%) for samples that 

reportedly contained a low concentration" and "I need this information as a matter 

of urgency". 

194. I received a response from Executive Director Lara Keller on 21 February 2022 who 

advised Cathie was away and she also included a copy of the Options Paper. Lara 

had been cc' d in the email chain. 

19 5. On 21 February 2022 I replied to Lara relaying my understanding of the Options 

Paper and stated, "It is the difference between 2% (expected) and 30% (observed) 

that I am concerned abo11t." 

196. On 22 February 2022 Cathie responded stating she had given verbal advice at a 

meeting on 1 February. She indicated Covid 19 was impacting the workforce and 

their ability to respond. She advised that she was seeking a quote to extract data so 

that she could provide a report. At this point I did not think Cathie was giving my 

concerns, raised by email and in a meeting on 1 February 2022, due consideration. 

197. On 23 February 2022 I responded to Cathie indicating she had not answered the 

question as to how the Queensland threshold accords with other jurisdictions. 

198. On 24 February 2022 Cathie responded describing her laboratory processes 

including thresholds. She advised she could not draw a comparison to other states. 

She advised that once she had obtained a quote for data extraction, she would be 

able to provide a timeframe regarding analysis of the data and provision of a report. 

199. On 24 February 2022 I responded to Cathie seeking clarification in relation to the 

Options Paper. I asked if the actual success rate was really 10%. I stated, "using 

the number of new links to measure the value of analysis is very problematic 

because the probative value of the evidence will vary hugely depending on the 

sample type and location". 

200. I expressed the view that it was problematic for members of the QPS to make a 

decision as to whether testing should proceed because they did not have access to 

infmmation about the quality and quantity of DNA present and that we needed 
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visibility over the quant and degradation values to make an informed decision. 

201 . I highlighted that my analysis of data within the Options Paper indicates the success 

of obtaining a profile for samples with a concentration in the range of 0.006-

0.0088ng/uL was about 24%. I suggested it would be worthwhile lowering the 

threshold. I asked for advice on my suggestion. 

202. On 3 March 2022 Cathie responded thanking me for recognising QHFSS as the 

experts. She stated, "The value of 1.86% refers to DNA profiles that are able to be 

uploaded to the NCIDD ('loadable profile') ." She advised it was better to make a 

decision based on a large dataset and that she anticipated providing a report in 

approximately two weeks. 

203. On 3 March 2022 I responded indicating I thought her interpretation of the success 

rate from the data in the Options Paper was incorrect. I repeated that it was difficult 

for police to make an assessment in the absence of analytical information and agreed 

that any change should be evidence based. I forwarded this email to Bruce. 

204. On 7 March 2022 Cathie responded clarifying the 1.86% success rate and that she 

would provide a recommendation in the follow-up report. 

205. On 16 March 2022 I sent an update to Cathie of the results of a further review of 

success rates when testing was continued. I provided her a spreadsheet of the 

results . I advised we were continuing to see a success rate of 30%. I indicated the 

infonnation was designed to assist with her review. 

206. On 17 March 2022 a Teams meeting was held involving Cathie Allen, Lara Keller, 

Bruce McNab and myself. During that meeting the matter of the thresholds was 

discussed. I reinforced the importance of this to the QPS given the success rate I was 

observing from data analysis. Cathie indicated her dissatisfaction with me providing 

her the updated spreadsheet that included the results of my review via email on 16 

March 2022. Lara and Cathie undertook to provide a report by 25 March 2022 on the 

review ofthe efficacy of testing samples below the agreed threshold. 

207 . On 1 April 2022 I sent an email to Cathie enquiring whether the report had been 
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provided. I sent this request given the undertaking QHFSS had provided at the 

meeting on 17 March 2022. I asked when it would be available if it was not already 

complete. Cathie did not respond. 

208. On 7 April 2022 I was advised by Superintendent McNab via email that Lara Keller 

had advised him that the report on the review of the efficacy of testing samples below 

the agreed threshold was being withheld by QHFSS based on legal advice. I had some 

follow up email conversations with Bruce about my concerns with the delay in the 

report. 

209. Copies of email discussions relating to thresholds during February to April 2022 are 

attached and marked 'Exhibits 69, 70, 71. 

210. After discussing the matter with Superintendent McNab, on 30 May 2022 I sent an 

email to Lara Keller and Cathie Allen advising, "Since January 2021 QPS have 

requested 393 samples to continue with testing and found that 33% of these samples 

returned a useable profile. The success rate was 66% for the samples that pertained 

to sex offences." I attached a spreadsheet detailing those results . I wrote, "The 

success rate observed for samples relating to sex offences is disturbingly high and 

raises the risk that we may be missing evidence that could identify an offender. The 

QPS needs to take steps to mitigate this risk" and "the QPS is no longer comfortable 

with the automatic discontinuation of testing of samples below the .008ng/uL 

threshold". A copy of the email is attached and marked 'Exhibit 72' . 

211. On 24 June 2022 I was forwarded an email from Superintendent Bruce McNab that 

contained a report from QHFSS titled Assessment of Low Quant DNA Samples. I 

reviewed the report and provided Superintendent McNab feedback by email. The 

report indicates 25% of samples yielded a profile suitable for comparison purposes 

when micro-concentrated, however it infers the success rate is only 6.3%. In my 

view, the inferred success rate is grossly minimised by only including profiles 

potentially uploaded to NCIDD. Such upload is not necessary for most major crime 

matters given suspects and victims are nominated and reference samples are 

provided for direct comparison. I believe that constricting the definition of success 

to 'suitable for uploading and searching on NCIDD' greatly deflates the figure. I 
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outlined that our own review showed that 20% of samples retested were reported 

with a LR of greater than 100 billion and counting these results as unsuccessful is 

inappropriate. 

212. A copy of the report- Assessment of Low Quantification Value DNA samples is 

attached and marked 'Exhibit 73'. 

213. A copy of the email chain between myself and Superintendent MeN ab regarding my 

concerns about not receiving the promised report is attached and marked 'Exhibit 

74'. 

214. A copy of the email chain with Superintendent Bruce McNab regarding assessrp.ent 

of low quantification value DNA samples is attached and marked 'Exhibit 75'. 

215. A copy ofthe minutes of the meeting on 17 March 2022 are attached and marked 

'Exhibit 76' 

Executive Briefing Note 

216. I had started to follow the continuing coverage of the  case in 

The Australian newspaper given it had raised issues about Queensland testing 

thresholds. On 11 February 2021 I read an article titled  

. This quoted the Minister for Health and Ambulance 

Services, Yvette D'Ath stating, "There has not been one body that has come forward 

that operates in this space every single day and said we have systemic failure." 

217. A copy ofthe media article is attached and marked 'Exhibit 77'. 

218. Having read this, I became concerned that issues raised repeatedly by the QPS to 

QHFSS in relation to thresholds were not being reported to the Queensland Health 

executive. On 14 February 2022 I discussed my concerns with Superintendent 

Frieberg who was acting in the role of Superintendent FSG. We decided that it was 

appropriate to bring the concerns about thresholds to the attention of the QPS Executive 

and the Police Minister. 

219. On 14 February 2022 I submitted a Ministerial Briefing Note (MBN). 
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220. After further discussions with Superintendent Frieberg, it was decided that it would 

be more appropriate to send a letter under the hand of the Commissioner of Police 

to the Director General of Queensland Health advising of the concerns and 

requesting a review of testing thresholds. On 22 February 2022 I submitted an 

Executive Briefing Note (EBN) with a letter under the hand of the Commissioner. 

These documents would substitute the MBN. 

221. Copies of the MBN, the EBN and letter are attached and marked 'Exhibits 78- 80'. 

222. The EBN and letter were approved by Superintendent Frieberg and submitted to the 

Assistant Commissioner) Operations Support Command on 22 Febr1.1ary 2022. 

223 . Superintendent McNab returned to his substantive role as the Superintendent, FSG 

at the start of March 2022. My understanding is that upon return to his role, 

Superintendent McNab requested that the EBN and letter be returned to his office 

which occurred and the documents were not further progressed. I was unaware that 

this had occurred until June 2022. 

Internal QPS Forensic Services Group Review(s) 

224. I first requested an assessment of the success rate of further testing of samples 

initially reported as Insufficient DNA in December 2021 because of the surprising 

results that were returned in relation to the  homicide investigation (i.e. 10 

samples out of 33 yielded a profile after originally being reported as Insufficient 

DNA). 

225. Sergeant Libby Harris undertook a review of further testing undertaken during 2021. 

This revealed 51 out of 160 samples provided a profile when the QPS requested 

testing to continue. I became very concerned that this larger dataset revealed the 

same trend as seen in the  case, that being a 30% success rate. I brought 

this to the attention of Cathie Allen on 13 December 2021 . 

226. A copy of the data is attached and marked 'Exhibit 81'. 

227. The review originally commenced by Sergeant Harris was continued by Ms Olivia 

Mcintyre, DNA Management Section. The review involved assessing the type of 
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results returned after QPS had requested testing to continue after having received 

the result Insufficient DNA . It assessed results from 1 January 2021 to 2 June 2022. 

228. From January 2021 to June 2022 a total of 574 samples were further tested. Over 

20% of samples (121 samples) yielded a result with a likelihood ratio of > 100 

Billion and/or were loaded to NCIDD. A further 16% of them provided some 

information that had the potential to assist the case. The tables below give a 

breakdown of the type of results obtained. 

229. A copy of the raw data is provided in an attached spreadsheet and marked 'Exhibit 

82'. 

Results for all Offence Classes 

Number of 
Result Obtained 

exhibits 

Yes - > 100 Billion 96 

Yes - 1 billion - 1 00 billion 3 

Yes - 1 million - 1 billion 5 

Yes- 10,000- 100,000 2 

Yes - Consistent with unknown 10 

Yes - Mix - Assumed contrib 33 

Yes - NCIDD upload 22 

Yes - Single source - assumed contrib 14 

Yes - Single source -Unknown 2 

Yes - Mix no statistical interp performed 25 
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No -unsuitable 360 

Quality control failure 2 

Results for Sex Offences 

Result Obtained Number of exhibits 

Yes - > 100 Billion 28 

Yes - 1 billion - 1 00 billion 1 

Yes - 1 million - 1 billion 2 

Yes- 10,000- 100,000 1 

Yes - Consistent with unknown 9 

Yes - Mix - Assumed contrib 32 

Yes - NCIDD upload 6 

Yes - Single source- assumed contrib 10 

Yes- Single Source- Unknown 1 

No - unsuitable 55 

230. In June 2022 Ms Olivia Mcintyre commenced collecting data for a review of results 

returned when samples were further tested after receiving the result No DNA. This 

was limited to sexual assaults that had occurred between 1 January 2022 and 8 June 

2022. There were a total of 13 7 exhibits that returned this result. Her initial findings 

were that 6 samples yielded a some type profile after initially having been reported 

as No DNA. The results for these six samples are as follows: 
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• - Fabric LB2. BLOOD STAIN INCISED 

PILLOW SLIP FLUFFY - 2 PERSON MIX PROFILE - SUPPORT FOR 

CONTRIB > 100 BILLION 

• Swab - Blood Bloodstain located on 

right leg - SINGLE SOURCE DNA PROFILE - ASSUMED KNOWN 

CONTRIBUTOR 

• - Epithelial Fraction AM9r - Swab of AP+ 

area on the anterior left thigh - 2 PERSON MIXED PROFILE -

CONDITIONED ON DECEASED. 

• - Tape Lift Side B marked area- 2 

PERSON MIX PROFILE- SUPPORT FOR CONTRIB > 100 BILLION. 

• Trace DNA Kit B: dry rubber surface 

- THREE PERSON MIXED DNA PROFILE & NO STATISTICAL 

INTERPRETATION PERFORMED 

• Trace DNA Kit A - Nylon mesh

THREE PERSON MIXED DNA PROFILE & NCIDD upload- Intel mixed 

DNA profile UKFl 

2022 Change in practice 

231 . In early April2022 I instructed my staff to automatically request testing to continue 

when the result Insufficient DNA is received for sexual assault offences and other 

major investigations. 

232. On 6 June 2022 advice was received from Ms Lara Keller of QHFSS that they were 

no longer reporting the result Insufficient DNA and that all samples with a 

concentration above 0.001 ng/uL would progress through the full testing process. 

233. Staff from the DNA Management Section are currently undertaking a review of all 

Insufficient DNA results since January 2018 . In the first instance this is limited to 

sexual offences given the very high success rate observed for samples taken in 
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relation to these matters. Each sample is being assessed to determine if the case is 

still open and whether the sample may yield probative evidence. Where appropriate, 

further testing of the sample is being requested. 

Quantitation threshold I Women's Safety and Justice Taskforce 

234. On 25 March 2022 I was requested by Superintendent McNab to respond to a series 

of questions posed by the Taskforce in relation to thresholds used for testing DNA 

samples and the impact that it may have on justice outcomes. Specifically, I was 

asked "Since the implementation of new thresholds in DNA detection, what 

proportion of sexual offences each year have failed to progress/have progressed to 

prosecution? (refer to media article attached 'DNA debacle: how crims get past lab ' 

The Australian)". 

235. I requested Ms Olivia Mcintyre provide me with more specific data in relation to 

the success of samples for sexual offences. 

236. In my response, I advised that FSG is only able to comment on how DNA detection 

thresholds impact on the progression of samples through the testing process. I gave 

a precis of results of the review that I had been undertaking as outlined in paragraph 

228. I advised the success of further testing for samples collected in relation to sex 

offences was high which may be attributed to the sample type which are generally 

taken from intimate areas . 

237. I reported during 2021, 583 samples relating to sex offences were initially reported 

as 'insufficient DNA for further testing' . Investigators requested for testing to 

continue for 4 7 of these samples. Upon the continuation of testing, 31 samples 

yielded a useable profile. This equates to a success rate of 66% when samples below 

the threshold progressed through the full testing process. 

23 8. A copy of my full response by email and raw data relied upon are attached and 

marked 'Exhibits 83 - 84'. 

239. In respect the QPS submission to the Women's Safety and Justice Taskforce, the 

data was limited to an assessment ofresults obtained when further testing of sexual 
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assault samples was requested after the result Insufficient DNA was reported during 

the calendar year of 2021. 

240. The specific data collated in relation to the response to the Taskforce's questions 

only related to sexual assault offences. 

241. A list of the samples which form the basis of the data has been attached and marked 

'Exhibit 85' . 

242. In March 2022 I tasked staff from the DNA Management Section to review all 

sexual assault samples that were stopped from being tested after being reported as 

Insufficient DNA. This included all such results back to January 2018 . if the case 

was still active and the sample may provide probative evidence, I tasked them to 

request testing to continue. 

243. A copy of a report resulting from the review is attached and marked 'Exhibit 86 '. 

244. A spreadsheet indicating the assessment of each of the samples and results of 

subsequent testing is attached and marked 'Exhibit 87'. 

Summary of consequences of accepting the Options Paper 

245. Based on review of results obtained when items were further tested, I am satisfied 

that the true success rate of micro-concentrating and testing samples in the 

concentration rage of .001-.0088ng/uL is around 30%. There were approximately 

21 ,000 samples that fell within this concentration range since January 2018. A total 

of 1410 were requested to be further tested resulting in 549 profiles (partial or full) 

being obtained. The following table indicates the number of samples untested for 

each crime category. There are about 7,000 major crime samples that remain 

untested. I have no way of assessing exactly how many of those crimes may have 

been solved if the testing was undertaken other than by reviewing every matter and 

ordering retesting. 

246. The current review of the sexual assault cases referred to in paragraph 242 did 
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indicate that important probative evidence is being missed due to the stoppage of 

testing. The following two cases illustrate the type of evidence that is being missed: 

•  Rape. Four samples taken from the body ofthe complainant 

were initially reported as 'Insufficient DNA for further processing' 

(including one from her vulva and one from her perineum). Upon the review 

teams request to continue testing, all four yielded the profile of the offender 

with likelihood ratios of > 100 billion. This infonnation now provides 

compelling evidence that police were not aware of. 

•  Abduction/Rape. Four samples were collected from the 

body of the complainant were initially reported as ' Insufficient DNA for 

further processing' (2 endocervical swabs, 1 high vaginal swab, llow vaginal 

swabs) Upon the review teams request to continue testing, all four samples 

returned profiles matching the offender. The offender in this instance denied 

sexual contact and the new evidence proves the contrary. 

24 7. In both of these instances the investigators had not requested the testing to continue. 

The reactivation of testing only occurred as a result of the review and may have 

otherwise been missed. 

248. The Options Paper indicated that the strategy would improve turnaround times for 

the delivery of results as it would provide QHFSS the ability to reallocate staff time 

currently allocated to processing, interpreting and reporting on ' auto-microcon' 

samples. The QPS saw no improvement in turnaround times after its implementation 

at the start of February 2018 . In fact , we observed an increase in turnaround times 

after its implementation as per the following graph. 
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249. On 16 August 2018 I emai1ed Cathie Allen as follows; "The paper (Options Paper) 

indicated that this initiative will allow you to "potentially reallocate staff time 

currently allocated to processing, interpreting and reporting 'auto-microcon' 

samples, to samples with higher DNA yield, thus improving the turnaround times 

for results of these samples." This would be a great outcome. Can I ask how this is 

progressing and if you are seeing the desired outcome, please?" 

250. Cathie did not respond to this request as far as my records indicate. 

251 . In my view, there would have been a significant saving in terms of money for QHFSS 

as a result of stopping testing of over 21 ,000 samples. The QPS has not realised any 

benefit as a result of the saving and continue to be charged the same amount each 

year. 

Issues with the withdrawal of results 

252. QHFSS would report a result of initial testing of a sample nominating that a person 

had been identified in a mixed profile after matching the deconvoluted profile 

against NCIDD. In some instances, these were reported with the highest level of 

certainty with a likelihood ratio (LR) of greater than 100 billion. This result was 

considered conclusive and was reported to investigators by QPRIME. On some 

occasions when the identified offender was charged with the offence, and 
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investigators requested a statement from QHFSS including the result, advice was 

received that the initial result was incorrect, and it was substituted with a result 

stating the profile was from a complex mixture that was unsuitable for 

interpretation. Essentially a conclusive result was made inconclusive upon request 

of a statement. 

253. This matter only pertains to results where the sample contained a mixture of DNA 

from 3 or more persons. In December 2012 QHFSS introduced a statistical program 

called STRMix which allows them to separate components from a complex mixed 

DNA profile. Using this program, the QHFSS analyst must manually detennine 

how many persons are in the mixture an'd the program then isolates each contributor 

based partly on the concentrations of the material present and other factors. If the 

analyst makes an incorrect call on the number of contributors, STRMix can give an 

unreliable result. STRMix was only validated to provide results for mixtures 

involving up to 3 persons . If it was later found that more than 3 persons were in the 

mix, the result would be withdrawn as unreliable. 

254. I first became aware of this issue on about 7 September 2018 when staff mentioned 

another result had been recalled as incorrect. I thought this was very unusual , so I 

asked for more inf01mation internally. 

255 . It was revealed to me that sample with barcode  was 

submitted for analysis on 11 May 2017. On the 21 December 2017 the following 

result was reported to DNA Management Section via the Forensic Register (FR) 

result reporting/task process: 

"This item/sample provided a DNA profile that indicated the presence of 

DNA from three contributors. Some or all of the components of the DNA 

profile from the associated barcode sent with this exhibit report are 

represented within this mixed DNA profile. This DNA profile is greater than 

100 billion times more likely to have occurred if the barcode sent with this 

exhibit report has contributed to this DNA profile, rather than three 

unknown, unrelated individuals." 
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256. The DNA Management Section reported the result to QPRIME nominating the 

person identified. On 31 August 2018 the QPS was advised that the result was 

changed to: 

"This item/sample gave a complex Mixed DNA profile with multiple 

contributors. This mixture is not suitable for meaningful interpretation due 

to either its complexity relating to the unknown and potentially large number 

of contributors and/or the limited amount of information within the DNA 

profile." 

257 . I was concerned that a result had changed 8 months after the initial report. I was 

concerned that police could have acted upon the incorrect information. I sent an 

email to Ms Cathie Allen requesting an explanation as to how and why this occurred. 

258 . The problem is believed to have commenced occurring in December 2012. By 

September 2018, 128 results that were originally reported with a LR of > 100 billion 

had been withdrawn when a statement was requested. It was roughly occurring on 

a fortnightly basis. 

259. After I became aware of the occurrence on 7 September 2018, I requested further 

information from my staff. This is when the frequency of the occurrence became 

clear and that it was triggered when a statement was requested by investigators. On 

10 September 2018 I raised this as a risk to Superintendent Dale Frieberg. This was 

the 128th time it had occurred. The issue of results being recalled was the subject of 

extensive email conversations as follows: 

(a) 7/9/18 Reporting of incorrect resuls. I first raised the issue with Cathie Allen 

and sought advice why a result had been withdrawn and advised why this was 

a priority for police given the potential impact on police investigations and 

liberty of persons. I received a reply from the Craig Russell, Executive 

Director QHFSS that day indicating Cathie was on leave and that the matter 

had been referred to Mr Peter Culshaw. The relative email is attached and 

marked 'Exhibit 88'. 

(b) 12/9118 FW: Reporting of incorrect resuls . Craig Russell responded advising 
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this occurred when there was a difference of opinion between scientists who 

originally report the result and scientists that prepare the statement. He 

referred me to Peter Culshaw if I needed further information. The relative email 

is attached and marked 'Exhibit 89'. 

(c) 12/9118 FW: Reporting of incorrect resuls. I responded to Peter Culshaw 

advising of the danger that police may act on evidence that is retracted. I gave 

a number of options including a request that mixed profile results are checked 

and verified more thoroughly before release. I also telephoned Peter and 

discussed this with him. The relative email is attached and marked 'Exhibit 90'. 

(d) 12/9/ 18 RE: Reporting of incorrect results. I sent an email to Superintendent 

Dale Frieberg advising her of the issue and offered a number of alternatives to 

address the issue. She requested that I prepare an Executive Briefing Note 

(EBN). The relative email is attached and marked 'Exhibit 91'. 

(e) 14/9118 DNA incorrect results EBN.doc. I prepared an EBN and sent it to 

Supt Frieberg. The relative email is attached and marked 'Exhibit 92'. 

(f) 17/9118  - EBN - RECALL OF DNA RESULTS 

REPORTED BY QUEENSLAND HEALTH FORENSIC AND SCIENTIFIC 

SERVICES.doc. I made some adjustments to the EBN and sent it to the 

Superintendents support officer. Throughout the following weeks and days 

there were other emails sent with updates to the EBN which I have not listed 

below, but those updates have been provided as attachments. The relative 

emails are attached and marked 'Exhibit 93-96'. 

(g) 18/9118 Fwd: Reporting of incorrect resuls . Peter Culshaw sent an email 

advising that QHFSS was validating STRMix to process four sample mixtures 

and that this should greatly reduce the occurrence of results being withdrawn. 

I forwarded Peter's reply to Supt Frieberg. The relative email is attached and 

marked 'Exhibit 97'. 

(h) 21 /9/ 18 DNA incorrect results EBN v2 .doc. I provided updated information 

in the EBN to the Superintendent's support officer. The relative email is 
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attached and marked 'Exhibit 98'. 

(i) 2119/ 18 Recall of DNA results-impact on court outcomes. I provided some 

additional infonnation in relation to the EBN to the Staff Officer for the 

Assistant Commissioner, Operations Support Command. The relative email is 

attached and marked 'Exhibit 99'. 

U) 3/10118 RE: Withdrawal of DNA result. I sent an email to Cathie Allen and 

Craig Russell advising of another withdrawn result. I requested some more 

infonnation about what was occurring as I had to brief the Commissioner of 

Police on 4/10118. Cathie advised she would give further information the 

following day. The relative email is attached and marked 'Exhibit 100'. 

(k) 4/ 10/18 Complex mixed Incorrect results (003) (002).xlsx. I provided a spread 

sheet to Cathie that detailed all 128 results that had been withdrawn. I drew 

her attention to one murder case where 9 results had been recalled for the same 

case ( ). The relative email is attached and marked 'Exhibit 101'. 

(1) 4/10/18 RE: Withdrawal of DNA result. Cathie provided some limited advice 

in relation to one result that had been changed rather than information on the 

broader issue which is what I was expecting. She indicated she was busy with 

auditors that morning. The relative email is attached and marked 'Exhibit 102'. 

(m) On 4 October 2018 Superintendent McNab and I met with Commissioner Ian 

Stewart and provided a verbal briefing. The Commissioner instructed us to 

undertake a review of all three-person mixed profile results that had been acted 

upon to determine if the mixed profile evidence was key to the prosecution. 

Where the evidence was key, he requested the evidence be reviewed to ensure 

it was reliable. He advised that all results that had not been acted upon needed 

to be accompanied by a caveat to warn investigators of the risk that it could 

not be relied upon. He advised to cease releasing three-person mixed profile 

results for volume crime matters until the issue was resolved. 

(n) 5/10118 RE: Immediate Action Implemented 4.docx. Superintendent McNab 

and I exchanged emails developing a caveat that would be used for all three-
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person mixed profile results until the matter was resolved. The relative emails 

are attached and marked 'Exhibit 103 & 104'. 

(o) 5/10118 RE: Agenda for today's meeting. Cathie and I exchanged emails 

during which I advised the issue of DNA mixed profile results was the key 

issue to be discussed at a meeting between QPS and QHFSS being held that 

day. The relative email is attached and marked 'Exhibit 105'. 

(p) On 5 October 2018 a meeting was held involving Cathie Allen, Craig Russell, 

Bruce McNab and myself. We discussed this issue and it was identified that 

QHFSS needed to flag ambiguous results that may be subject to recall. 

(q) 5/10/18 Fwd: RECALL OF DNA RESULTS dot points (002).doc. I provided 

a document to Superintendent MeN ab providing further information on actions 

to be taken post the meeting with the Commissioner. The relative email is 

attached and marked 'Exhibit 106'. 

(r) 5110/18 Re: Investigative review of mixed profile cases. This email details 

the approach QPS would take to review matters where the evidence had been 

relied upon in a prosecution. The relative email is attached and marked 'Exhibit 

107'. 

(s) 6/10/ 18 Fwd: QPRIME Occurrence Review. Insp Scott McLaren provided an 

update on how the investigative review was progressing that was progressed 

through the command chain. A further update was provided on 8/10/18. The 

relative email is attached and marked 'Exhibit 108'. 

(t) 8/10118 Update to DNA. The Assistant Commissioner requested the EBN be 

updated with further information. The relative emails and attached and marked 

'Exhibit 109-114'. 

(u) 8/10/ 18 IMPORTANT: Cases requiring urgent review. I sent an email to 

Cathie Allen and Craig Russell advising the details of 147 cases where three

person mixed profile evidence was key evidence for the case. I requested 

QHFSS review each matter and confirm the correctness of the result. The 
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relative email is attached and marked 'Exhibit 115'. 

(v) 8110118 RE: IMPORTANT: Cases requiring urgent review. I gave further 

advice to Cathie Allen that there may be a change to the list of cases and that 

they should focus on the cases listed in red in the first instance. The relative 

email is attached and marked 'Exhibit 116' . 

(w) 8110/ 18 RE: IMPORT ANT: Cases requiring urgent review. The number case 

requiring QHFSS review was reduced from 147 to 138 . An amended list of 

cases requiring review by QHFSS was provided to Cathie Allen and Craig 

Russell. Cathie provided some initial findings in relation to high priority cases. 

Later that day I requested Cathie provide an indication on when the review 

would be completed. Cathie responded on 9/10/18 advising the review should 

be complete by 15/10118. The relative emails are attached and marked 'Exhibit 

117, 118 and 119'. 

(x) 8/10/18 RE: Exec Briefing Note. Cathie Allen confinned to me that there are two 

tiers of reporters and those that give evidence in court receive additional training. 

The relative email is attached and marked 'Exhibit 120'. 

(y) 9110118 3 person mixed result distinction. I sent an email to Cathie Allen 

requesting QHFSS somehow distinguish results that might be ambiguous and 

subject to potential recall. The relative email is attached and marked 'Exhibit 

121'. 

(z) 11110/18 Fwd: Updated spreadsheet from Taskforce of Detectives. Cathie 

Allen provided the findings of the QHFSS review of three-persons mixed 

profile results that were considered key to a prosecution. The review reported 

the following for 63 of the cases; "If further reference samples are submitted 

for this case, due it being reported in a Cold Link, the crime scene profile will 

undergo further assessment against the reference sample/s submitted, which 

could result in either no change or a change." The relative email is attached 

and marked 'Exhibit 122'. 

(aa) 12/10/18 RE: Updated spreadsheet from Taskforce ofDetectives. I replied to 
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Cathie Allen raising concern that the QHFSS review revealed a large number 

of results that could be subject to change. I asked why these results might 

change. The relative email is attached and marked 'Exhibit 123'. 

(bb) I believe Cathie and I may have discussed the need to clarify the 63 results 

that may be subject to change. I don't have any specific notes around this. 

(cc) 12/ 10/ 18 RE: Clarification of incorrect results. Cathie Allen and I had an 

email exchange clarifying that it was very unlikely in any of the matters that 

the wrong person had been identified. She advised it was more likely that an 

additional person would be included in the mixture rather than the identified 

person excluded. The relative email is attached and marked 'Exhibit 124'. 

(dd) 12/10/18 RE: Recall of DNA results . I provided a precis of the situation to Mr 

Greg Obst, QPS Solicitor. The relative email is attached and marked 'Exhibit 

125'. 

(ee) 15/10/18 RE: QHFSS review. Cathie Allen provided an update advising that 

the results reported in amber (i.e. the 63 results subject to potential change) 

would be further reviewed with an outcome being provide to QPS on 24110/18. 

The relative emaild are attached and marked 'Exhibit 126-129'. 

(ff) 16/10/18 Completed spreadsheet of all amended results since Dec 2012. Ms 

Cathie Allen provided a spreadsheet that indicated the trigger that caused each 

of the 128 results to be recalled when a statement was requested. This revealed 

training issues, human error and subjectivity were the causes in some 

instances. I replied asking if there were any instances of false inclusion. 

Cathie responded on 19/10/ 18 confirming there were no instances of false 

inclusion. The relative emails and spreadsheet are attached and marked 'Exhibit 

130, 131 and 132'. 

(gg) 17/10/18. 3 person mixed DNA results since 8th of Oct 2018 . Cathie Allen 

advised of a process where Justin Howes would check all three-person mixed 

profile results prior to release and advise if the result was likely to change. On 

17110/18 I responded indicating I needed greater certainty and requested such 
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results be reported more conclusive. On 23 /10118 I replied again after not 

receiving a response requesting that the result be confirmed rather than be 

described as unlikely to change. The relative emails are attached and marked 

'Exhibit 133 and 134' . 

(hh) 23110118. Review of results referred back by taskforce. I requested an update 

from Cathie Allen on the 63 results that were reported as subject to possible 

change that were still under review. Cathie provided a spreadsheet indicating all 

results referred to them by the taskforce had now been confirmed as reliable with 

the exception of two matters. The relative email and spreadsheet are attached and 

marked 'Exhibit 135 and Exhibit 136'. 

(ii) 25/10/ 18 Update on DNA Matters. I sent an email to Supt McNab advising 

the two outstanding results will be assessed by Forensic Science South 

Australia (FSSA) given they had the ability to assess four person mixtures. 

The relative email is attached and marked 'Exhibit 137'. 

Uj) 25110/ 18 Validation of STRMix. I sent an email to Cathie Allen indicating 

that validation ofSTRMix for four person mixtures was a priority for the QPS . 

The relative email is attached and marked 'Exhibit 138' . 

(kk) 25 /10/18 Court outcomes for identified 13 8 case.xlsx. I provided a 

spreadsheet to S upt MeN ab providing the court outcomes for the 13 8 cases 

where the mixed profile evidence was deemed to play a key part in the brief 

of evidence. The relative email is attached and marked 'Exhibit 139'. 

(11) 25 /10/18 RE: Review of DNA results . I requested that Cathie arrange for 

FSSA to review the two outstanding results that could not be confirmed. She 

agreed and made arrangements. FSSA confirmed receipt of the information 

on 25110/18 . The relative email is attached and marked 'Exhibit 140'. 

(mm) 29/10/18 RE: 3 person mixed DNA results since 8th of Oct 2018. After not 

receiving a response to my emails dated 17/ 10/ 10 and 23110118 , I emailed 

Cathie again seeking clarification of the reliability of results reported as 'not 

anticipated to change'. I requested a timely a response. I sent another email 
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on 30/10/18 requesting clarification indicating the urgency given results were 

being withheld until such advice was received. Further information of what 

occurred subsequent to this is detailed in paragraphs 123-126. The relative 

email is attached and marked 'Exhibit 141'. 

(nn) 31110/ 18 RE: 3 person mixed DNA results since 8th of Oct 2018 . I sent an 

email to Supt McNab outlining my concem that Cathie Allen was yet to 

provide a response to my question about the reliability of results reported as 

'not anticipated to change' and highlighting the risk of withholding them. I 

requested he raise it with Craig Russell. The relative emails are attached and 

marked 'Exhibit 142 and 143'. 

(oo) 1111 /18 Results from SA testing. I received a report from Dr Duncan Taylor 

of FSSA confirming that two outstanding results from the taskforce review 

were confitmed with a LR of greater that 100 billion. This was subsequently 

reported through the chain of command. The relative email is attached and 

marked 'Exhibit 144. 

(pp) 1111118 RE: 3 person mixed DNA results since 8th of Oct 2018 . Cathie 

confirmed by email that results reported as 'not anticipated to change' via task 

from Justin Howes would be reported in court statement. The relative email is 

attached and marked 'Exhibit 145'. 

(qq) 1111 /18 RE: 3 person mixed DNA results since 8th of Oct 2018. Cathie sent 

anther email with same title advising that Justin Howes would no longer be 

sending a task/message advising that a result is 'not anticipated to change'. 

She indicated that an additional step had been implemented to ensure 

reliability of the process. I responded on 2/11118 reaffirming that the QPS 

needed confidence in the reliability of results reported. On 6111118 Cathie 

responded stating, "All results that are electronically released to the QPS, the 

QPS can consider that the results will be provided in a Statement of Witness 

document. The exception to this , as both you and I have highlighted, is human 

error." The relative emails are attached and marked 'Exhibit 146 -152'. 
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(rr) 5/12118. Validation of STRmix v2.6 . Cathie provided advice that STRMix 

had now been validated for 4 person mixtures. The relative email is attached 

and marked 'Exhibit 153'. 

(ss) 24/1/19 RE: Reporting of 4 person-mixed results. I sent an email to Cathie 

Allen seeking advice as to why a four-person mixed profile had been 

withdrawn. She confinned it was a laboratory failure, however the root cause 

had been addressed. The relative emails are attached and marked 'Exhibit 154 

and 155'. 

(tt) 3/2/20 Change of reult. I sent an email to Cathie Allen questioning a result 

that had been withdrawn originally reported with a LR of > 100 Billion. The 

withdrawal of the result had a negative impact on the case (The  

Case) . The information received from QHFSS indicated that the result was 

withdrawn because the contributors in the mixture were related. I raised 

concern because this could be a common occurrence given related persons tend 

to cohabitate and asked if this was a limitation that needed to be disclosed in 

statements. I cannot locate a response to my email. The relative email is 

attached and marked 'Exhibit 156'. 

(uu) 11/2/20 FW Change of result. I advised Cathie of two other cases where results 

had been withdrawn and asked for her to clarify that the concern I raised 

around current reliably of mixed profile evidence was not founded. The relative 

email is attached and marked 'Exhibit 157'. 

(vv) 17/2/20 Re: Change of result. I followed up with another email seeking a 

response. The relative email is attached and marked 'Exhibit 158' . 

(ww) I spoke to Superintendent McNab and emailed him on 18/2/20 advising that I 

was being ignored on this issue and requested that he raise the issue with Mr 

John Doherty, Executive Director QHFSS. 

(xx) 18/2/20 RE: Change of result. Cathie Allen responded advising me that she 

had discussed the  matter with other officers including the 

investigating officer. She did not address my more general question about the 
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continued reliability of mixed profile results. The relative email is attached and 

marked 'Exhibit 159'. 

(yy) 19/2/20 I responded to Cathie requesting her to answer my more general 

question about how 'familial relationships can impact DNA results' and how 

this impacts on results where the identity of contributors is unknown. Cathie 

did not respond. 

(zz) 21 /2/20 I sent Cathie Allen another email in relation to another result that had 

been recalled upon request for a statement. I again asked for advice about the 

reliability of these results. Cathie did not respond., 

(aaa) 21 /2/20 RE: errors from QH. I sent an email to Supt Bruce McNab advising 

him of my concerns with the reliability of mixed profile results and the 

frequency that such results were again being recalled when a statement was 

requested. Supt McNab replied to me advising me, "No more emails to Cathy 

please I'll chat to you next week". The relative email is attached and marked 

'Exhibit 160' . 

(bbb) 24/2/20 Re: Recall of DNA results. I sent an email to Supt Bruce McNab 

stating "I am convinced that there is an issue with the reliability of results 

coming from QHFSS." I explained I believed the root cause was there being 

two tiers of reporting scientists. 24/2/20 Superintendent MeN ab replied 

advising me he was dealing directly with Mr John Doherty to resolve the 

matter and that he was accepting the risk. The relative email is attached and 

marked 'Exhibit 161'. 

(ccc) 4/3/20 recall of DNA results. I sent an email to Supt McNab recommending a 

second peer review of profiles that are ambiguous (in terms of STRmix's 

capacity to resolve them) prior to release. I recommended this be passed on 

to John Doherty. The relative email is attached and marked 'Exhibit 162'. 

(ddd) 9/3/20 Re: Disclosure of amended DNA identifications. I found that the 

withdrawal of results was not being disclosed in QHFSS statements . This was 

being reported in 'Intelligence Reports ' that were not given to investigators. 
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Section 590AH(g) of the Criminal Code makes it mandatory to disclose any 

forensic report. Given the significance of the occurrence to cases, I asked 

Superintendent McNab to advise QHFSS that this would be disclosed under 

mandatory disclosure requirements so that they were not caught unaware in 

the witness box. The relative email is attached and marked 'Exhibit 163'. 

(eee) 16/3/20 DNA result withdrawn as incorrect. I sent an email to Supt McNab 

advising of another withdrawal of a result and the increasing frequency. The 

relative email is attached and marked 'Exhibit 164' . 

(fff) 17/3/20 Re DNA result withdrawn as incorrect. I sent a follow up email asking 

if I could call him about the matter. The relative email is attached and marked 

'Exhibit 165'. 

(ggg) 7/4/20 Error in DNA results. I sent an email to Supt McNab advising him of 

another result recalled. I highlighted that QHFSS had reported "The 

difference in results comes from human error in the initial interpretation". I 

questioned if QHFSS had responded to my suggestion that a senior scientist 

check all of the complex results prior to release. The relative email is attached 

and marked 'Exhibit 166'. 

(hhh) 6/5/20 RE: 3 person mixed DNA results since 8th of Oct 2018. I sent an email 

to Supt McNab suggesting that QHFSS reimplement the process of a senior 

scientist reviewing complex mixtures. Supt McNab forwarded this to John 

Doherty. The relative email is attached and marked 'Exhibit 167. 

(iii) 15/5/20 Errors is DNA results . I sent some articles to Superintendent McNab 

that mention the risk of false inclusion if the number of contributors in a 

mixture was over estimated. I requested this be given to John Doherty to assist 

him with his review of the problems with mixtures. The relative email is 

attached and marked 'Exhibit 168' . 

(jjj) 16/6/2020 RE: DNA results. I sent an email to Bruce McNab requesting if John 

had given any further information on the issue he uncovered please. Bruce replied 

"Nope". I replied, "I wonder if we should follow up, it has been a long time and 
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I worry that a QH issue might become a QPS issue". The relative email is 

attached and marked 'Exhibit 169'. 

260. I spoke with/emailed Cathie Allen on numerous times in late 2018 . She explained 

the result was withdrawn when the number of persons in a mixture exceeded three 

persons. The STRMix program at that stage was only validated to deal with up to 

three persons and could not give a reliable statistic if that number was exceeded. 

She indicated that the result was withdrawn at a later stage when they detetmined 

there may be an error in the number of contributors. 

261. Cathie outlined that there were two tiers of scientists reporting results . Two 

scientists would collaborate to release the initial result. If a statement was 

requested, scientists with a higher level of training would collaborate to release the 

finding in the court report. The result was withdrawn when the court reporting 

scientists did not agree with the initial reporting scientists. 

262. Cathie gave a number of reasons for this including human error, training issues, and 

difference in subjective opinions. The error often only became apparent after 

reference samples had been received from additional person(s) in the mixture. 

Cathie advised that determining the number of contributors in a mixture was 

particularly problematic when the contributors have familial relationships. 

263. Given that many offences occur in places where family members cohabitate, I 

questioned if this impacted on the reliability of results when the identity of all 

persons in the mixture is unknown. I was particularly concerned about mixed 

profiles from volume crime matters where reference samples from complainants are 

rarely collected. She is yet to respond to this concern. These results are still being 

withdrawn sometimes when a statement is requested. 

264. The withdrawal of results by QFHSS after first reporting that there was a DNA 

profile result only pertains to results where the sample contained a mixture of DNA 

from 3 or more persons. On a number of occasions, the results were recalled because 

of reduced confidence in the statistic previously reported about the likelihood of a 

person's DNA fotming part of the mixture. This does not mean the wrong person 
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was initially identified. The recall was required because a reliable statistic could no 

longer be given to support the likelihood of the person's contribution. My enquiries 

with other jurisdictions indicate that this is a problem unique to Queensland. 

265. The results that are of most concern of those that are initially reported with a LR of 

greater than 100 billion which most people would consider to be a conclusive result. 

For this to be subsequently withdrawn as being inconclusive is quite a reversal and 

indicates significant errors are occurring in the interpretation. This is worrying 

when the result initially released as conclusive have been peer reviewed prior to that 

release. This means that at least two scientists were in agreement with the result 

prior to its release and both were mistaken. 

266. Cathie Allen has confirmed that there are two tiers of scientists and that the court 

reporting scientists are higher trained. She also confirmed her assessment of the 

triggers for the recall of results include training issues, human error and differences 

in subjective opinion. This suggests to me one of two things; either the initial 

reporting scientists are too cavalier, or the court reporting scientists are too 

conservative. A copy of data provided by Cathie Allen indicating the trigger for the 

recall of each result is attached and marked 'Exhibit 170'. 

267. The recall of conclusive results erodes confidence in the reliability of DNA 

evidence, especially when it comes to mixture interpretation. I still have not 

received a response from QHFSS in relation to my repeated questions asking about 

the reliability of this evidence provided by the laboratory, especially when there is 

the potential for relatives to be in the mixture and no reference samples are provided. 

268. As previously stated, I think the risk of false inclusion of a person is unlikely. 

However, the risk of evidence not being presented that might have otherwise solved 

a crime is high and likely to occur. For instance, when the laboratory was requested 

to review the 13 8 cases identified by the taskforce as involving mixed profile 

evidence that had already been relied upon by police in prosecutions, they initially 

reported that 63 results may be recalled if a reference sample was later received (i .e. 

some matters had already been dealt with by a court). When the laboratory was 

asked to look closer at these, they confirmed that only 2 were likely to be recalled 
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if a reference sample was received. An external review of these samples by another 

laboratory confirmed that the results of the remaining 2 were reliable. This indicates 

a lack of confidence and competence on the part of QHFSS in the use of STRMix 

and interpreting mixed profile results which may be causing offenders to go 

unidentified. The spreadsheet provided by Ms Cathie Allen indicating the outcome of 

the initial review of the 13 8 cases and their subsequent consideration of the result is 

attached and marked 'Exhibit 171'. 

269. In essence the major risks are: 

• That that police act upon the evidence and charge a person which could result 

in that person being placed in custody on remand. The evidence which was 

considered by the court in making a decision regarding bail may later be 

withdrawn. As a result, there is a risk that a person may be unjustifiably 

deprived of their liberty. 

• Others will have prosecutions commenced against them which will be 

discontinued because the evidence is withdrawn by QHFSS when a statement 

is requested. 

• Alternatively, some people could be pleading guilty based on evidence that 

could not be reliably presented to the court if the matter was properly 

prosecuted. 

• Links may not be reported to police that should be resulting in crimes going 

unsolved. 

270. In October 2018 I referred the matter to the National Association of Testing 

Authorities (NATA) for advice as to whether this was an issue common to all DNA 

laboratories using STRMix. I was put into contact with Ms. Pam Scott, a DNA 

expert on the Forensic Science Accreditation Advisory Committee. She indicated 

that the change of DNA results should be something that occurs very rarely. She 

advised that there is some subjective input required by the scientist when using 

STRMix including assessing how many people are in the mixture. She advised that 
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her Tasmanian laboratory generally avoided this issue by having the initial links and 

statements reported and reviewed by the same court reporting scientists . 

271. In October 2018 I also asked Dr Linzi Wilson-Wilde, Director of the National 

Institute of Forensic Science whether this was something that was common. She 

told me it was very unusual. 

272. On 24 February 2020 I sent an email to my interstate colleagues requesting advice 

as to whether their service provider ever recalled results. 

273. Senior Sergeant First Class Phil Hanley, South Australia Police, advised "Off the 

top of my head I can only recall this happening once (maybe twice) over the years. 

I recall it had something to do with the initial interpretation was deemed unreliable 

when it was subsequently reviewed for the court report. " 

274. Isabella Szepietowska, Senior Forensic Scientist, Victoria Police advised me, "The 

only explanation I can offer for your scenario is that possibly the lab is not 

conducting the DNA interpretation of profiles for uploaded to the DNA database to 

the same level as that for court reporting". 

275 . Senior Constable Trevor Staples of Western Australia Police advised "I have been 

with the Identifying Particulars Management Unit (IPMU) for 18 months and I have 

not come across this issue, however in saying that, our office may not always be 

advised". He further qualified this stating that results for mixtures are only reported 

as intelligence in the first instance. 

276. All emails referred to on this issue have been attached and marked 'Exhibits 172-

174' 

Internal communication and training 

277. The result of No DNA Detected has been used for many years prior to me 

commencing in my current role. The tenn is self-explanatory indicating that there 

was no DNA detected in the sample. Each time it is reported it is also accompanied 

with an explanation as follows ; "This item/sample was submitted for DNA analysis ; 

however no DNA was detected above the limit of detection at the quantitation stage. 
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No further processing was conducted on this item." Given the explanation of the 

result, I imagine that at the time it was implemented, no training was required. 

278. The resultlnsufficient DNAfor Further Processing is accompanied by the following 

explanation each time it is reported; "This item/sample was submitted for DNA 

analysis. Low levels of DNA were detected in this sample and it was not submitted 

for further DNA profiling. Please contact the DNA Management Section if this 

sample is requested to be assessed for further processing. Further processing could 

include concentration of the low levels of DNA obtained, pooling with other 

samples (where appropriate), resampling of the parent item (where appropriate), or 

a combination of processes." Given the explanation of the result, no training was 

deemed necessary. It is important to note that at the time this process was 

implemented, the QPS was of the belief that the success rate of undertaking any of 

the further processing options was about 1.45%. The QPS would not have agreed 

to reporting results in this manner if the true success was known; or would have at 

least provided qualifying advice that there was a reasonable chance of obtaining a 

result should the investigator choose to request further testing. 

279. The DNA Management Section provides training to Scientific Officers during their 

initial training on how DNA results are reported generally. The DNA Management 

Section attempts to provide assistance to investigators and forensic officers via 

email or phone contact during normal business hours . 

280. Errors and/or mistakes made by the QHFSS lab are communicated to the DNA 

Results Management Unit by email to a business address. An Intelligence letter will 

be attached to the email detailing the issue. The intelligence letter is usually 

addressed to either Senior Sergeant Stephan Foxover or Inspector David Neville. 

281. Members of the Results Management Unit within DNA Management Section then 

contact impacted parties and advise them of the occurrence and undertake any 

corrective action required on the part ofthe QPS. Information is then relayed to the 

relative QPS members by email and I or QPRIME task where necessary. 

282. When recall of results was identified as an issue in 2018 , the DNA Management 
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Section identified every mixed profile result that could potentially be recalled as 

being incorrect. Where the evidence had been acted upon and a person had been 

charged, the matter was referred to a team of detectives who reviewed the 

significance of the mixed profile evidence for the case. Where the mixed profile 

result was deemed significant for the case, QHFSS were requested to review the 

matter and confirm that the result could be relied upon. Where the result had not 

yet been acted upon, the DNA Management Section staff placed a caveat on 

QPRIME to alert investigators of the risk that the result may be recalled. The 

wording of the caveat was : 

• "Officers are NOT to commence proceedings against the identified person 

on the basis of this DNA result. It is possible that the result could be 

withdrawn as a result of subsequent checking processes . For further 

information contact Inspector, DNA Management Section on " 

283. The matter of recalled DNA results was reported internally via an Executive Briefing 

Note with regular updates on how the matter was being resolved. 

Communication by the QPS with the ODPP 

284. The intelligence reports received from QHFSS are released to investigators as a 

mandatory disclosure notice for inclusion in full briefs of evidence, and for 

provision to the prosecuting authority whether it be police prosecutions or the 

ODPP. 

285. Advice of the retraction of a result is received at the QPS/DNA Management Section 

as an intelligence report from QHFSS, this is then forwarded to the investigator as 

a mandatory disclosure notice for inclusion in full briefs of evidence, and for 

provision to the prosecuting authority whether it be police prosecutions or the 

ODPP. 

286. A copy of a Mandatory Disclosure report is attached and marked 'Exhibit 175'. 

Forensic Medical Examinations 

287. The DNA Liaison and Major Crime Unit within the DNA Management Section 
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monitor and review all SAlK submissions in relation to sexual assaults. The unit 

ensures that victim and suspect reference samples are obtained and submitted to 

QHFSS in a timely manner to allow testing of the SAlK to commence. The DNA 

Liaison and Major Crime Unit identify sudden and suspicious death reports from 

the QPRIME system and ensure that post-mortem samples are collected by QHFSS, 

transferred to pathology, and profiled to assist with investigations . 

288 . There was a disconnect between the mortuary and the DNA laboratory within 

QHFSS resulting in DNA samples taken during post-mortem examinations failing 

to be submitted for DNA testing. This is because the two areas used disparate case 

management systems. This was an issue for victims of homicides because their 

reference samples were not being profiled. As a result, samples containing their 

DNA were reported as possible suspect links as unknown persons. To prevent this, 

the DNA Management Section commenced a process to advise QHFSS to transfer 

post-mortem samples from pathology to the DNA lab as a matter of course. 

289. The sexual assault investigation kits (SAIKs) used by Queensland Health to examine 

rape victims currently do not contain materials to collect a reference sample from 

the victim. This causes delays in testing. I understand Queensland Health has been 

asked to include this in the kit for several years, however they have declined to do 

so. 

290 . Samples taken from a victim at a post-mortem are owned by QHFSS and created on 

the forensic register by QHFSS pathology. QPS staff do not always have visibility 

of these exhibits and have no way to identify what samples are being held by QHFSS 

until they are registered in the forensic register. The delay for mortuary staff to 

transfer the samples to pathology is outside the control of the QPS . The individual 

samples contained within a SAlK are also registered on the forensic register by 

QHFSS, the QPS initially only record the SAlK as a whole item. 

291. The results of testing ofthese items are received in the same way as items collected 

by the QPS. 
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Issues raised by QHFSS about collection 

292. There have been some issues with samples and collection methods raised by QHFSS 

in the past. This occurred mostly between 2008 and 2010 when QPS first 

commenced subsampling whole items. Initially there was a problem reported in 

relation to the early tape lifts which were not yielding as much DNA as expected. 

The QPS and QHFSS undertook efficacy tests of alternative adhesives in November 

2008 before selecting a more appropriate tape lift fonnat. 

293. I recall some issues in 2008 and 2009 relating to the vials used to place the samples 

into tending to crack. The method of sterilisation (Gamma irradiation) was found 

to be making them brittle. As a result, we changed to Ethylene Oxide sterilisation 

and the issue was resolved. 

294. In 2009 a decrease in the number of DNA profiles generated from samples believed 

to be blood was observed. A meeting was held with QHFSS on 26 May 2009 to 

discuss the trend. This revealed two things that occurred simultaneously prior to 

the observed reduction. Firstly, the QPS commenced using a different swab that is 

designed to increase the speed of analysis. Secondly, the robotics used by QHFSS 

broke down forcing them to do the analysis manually using less sensitive chemistry. 

Subsequently the QPS changed swabs from a flocked type to a spun type. The spun 

type is far more absorbent. 

295 . In February 2010 QHFSS reported they had received some blood swabs that 

appeared to be mould impacted. QHFSS requested that we change from water to 

ethanol as a wetting agent which we did. I am not aware of any further issues of 

this nature reported by QHFSS after the shift to use of ethanol. 

296. The QPS has a staff DNA elimination database that includes the profiles of all 

forensic officers. The inadvertent capture of one's own DNA when taking a sample 

is a constant and unavoidable negative. Regardless of the PPE worn and care taken, 

it occurs from time to time. The elimination database allows us to detect and filter 

results from sampler contamination being loaded to NCIDD. QHFSS sends advice 

to QPS each time they get a hit on the elimination database and I undertake a review 
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of the matter to determine what action is required. This roughly occurred about 

once in every 1000 samples collected over the last 12 month period. 

297. Attached and marked 'Exhibit 176' are the meeting minutes between QHFSS and 

QPS on 27 May 2009. 

298. Attached and marked 'Exhibit 177' is the email chain regarding mouldy swabs in 

tubes. 

299. Attached and marked 'Exhibit 178' is an email from Imran Muharam regarding 

QPS tapelift trial. 

300. The intelligence report dated 7 July 2022 is attached and marked 'Exhibit 179 '. 

Queensland Audit Office Report 2018/2019 

301. I have read the Queensland Audit Office report entitled, 'Delivering forensic 

services Report 21: 2018-19' (the Audit Report). The report acknowledges the 

Queensland Police Service has a commissioned officer (an officer of the rank of 

inspector or above) and a dedicated unit responsible for the management of DNA 

services. The position ' s responsibilities include prioritising analysis , disseminating 

results, and destroying DNA results when they are no longer necessary. The report 

recognises efficiency gains made as a result of introducing this coordinating DNA 

services function. 

302. The comment relates to my previous position of Inspector DNA Management. 

Subsequent to the release of this report, the position oflnspector DNA Management 

was abolished and a new position oflnspector Biometrics was created. I was placed 

in the new role in January 2021. As a result of this, my span of command was 

increased four-fold (from 25 to 97 staff) and the complexity of my portfolio was 

dramatically increased to include fingerprints and the development of a facial 

recognition capacity. At the same time the position of Senior Sergeant, Quality 

Officer, DNA Management was also abolished; a position that assisted me 

considerably in administering my responsibilities for DNA management This has 

greatly diminished my ability to undertake the DNA coordination activities as 
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described in the Audit Report. 

303. Cooperation/communications of a strategic nature generally occur at the 

Superintendent level. As the Inspector, DNA Management, I am responsible for 

operational matters and providing the Superintendent, FSG with technical advice to 

formulate strategic direction. I understand that the Superintendent, FSG and 

Executive Director, QHFSS are in very regular contact. I am not privy to many of 

those conversations/discussions. However, regular meetings are held between QPS 

and QHFSS where Ms Cathie Allen and I also attend to provide operational advice 

and raise issues that we are facing. These meetings occur on a monthly or bimonthly 

basis and are arranged/chaired by either the Superintendent, FSG or Executive 

Director, QHFSS. The monitoring of turnaround times is a standing agenda item. 

We also discuss potential collaborative research projects and future directions. 

304. The QPS and QHFSS are also active participants in the Streamlining Justice -

Forensic Committee that is chaired by Justice Boddice. Both agencies have been 

actively pursuing projects under the auspices of this committee in an attempt to 

provide better justice outcomes. 

305 . As the Inspector, DNA Management Section I am responsible for operational 

matters pertaining to the testing of DNA samples. This includes liaising with 

QHFSS in relation to operational matters, establishing internal policies relating to 

the testing of samples, monitoring testing time frames and providing technical advice 

to the Superintendent FSG. Responsibility for the governance across QPS and 

QHFSS rests with the Superintendent, FSG, and the Executive Director, QHFSS. 

306. QHFSS is a service provider and QPS is their customer. The QPS has no visibility 

over the capacity of QHFSS to deliver DNA services . The QPS currently pays 

QHFSS three million dollars a year to undertake the testing of crime scene samples. 

This is an 'all you can eat' arrangement with QHFSS being paid the same amount 

regardless of the number of samples tested or time to return results. 

307. Planning for future demand and resources requires an understanding of the current 

capacity. Without this information it is impossible to determine what the current 
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and future gap is. Since commencing in my role at DNA Management Section I 

have repeatedly tried to ascertain the capacity of the QHFSS to undertake testing. I 

have requested advice from Ms. Cathie Allen as to the number of samples per year 

that they are able to test. Ms. Allen has not, as yet, provided a response. In the 

absence of that infonnation, it was impossible to develop strategies to address the gap 

in tenns of identifying resource requirements. 

308. At my request the FR was developed to provide a functionality that provides 

infonnation on the turnaround time for receiving DNA cold links. It also provides 

information on the number of samples awaiting testing. I keep track of these metrics 

and fonnulate strategies to try and deliver results in a timely manner. This includes 

triaging low value evidence. I also regularly brief the Superintendent FSG and 

senior leadership of QHFSS on turnaround times to assist with strategic planning 

activities. 

309. In July 2019 I developed and presented a "DNA Testing Performance Framework 

Proposal" to the Superintendent, FSG. It identified issues with the current 

arrangement where QHFSS is paid by QPS to undertake testing regardless of the 

actual number of samples tested and the time taken to provide results. This report 

provided a number of options including: 

(a) QHFSS could transfer its full base funding for DNA services to QPS. 

QPS would then pay the full amount per sample tested. 

(b) The current funding arrangements would remain in place (i.e. QHFSS 

would continue to receive base funding from treasury with $3 million 

being provided to QPS to procure services). However, rather than the 

QPS transferring the entire amount to QHFSS, the QPS would only 

pay per sample tested on a monthly basis. 

31 0. Feedback from Superintendent MeN ab was that he did not think the proposal was 

appropriate. 

311. My full proposal and associated emails are attached and marked 'Exhibit 180 and 

181 '. 
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312. The QPS actively participates in the Streamlining Criminal Justice Committee that 

is chaired by the Honourable Justice Boddice. This interdepartmental committee 

includes representatives from QPS, QHFSS, DJAG, the Courts, the Queensland Bar 

Association and Legal Aid Queensland. The Superintendent, FSG is the QPS 

representative. I support the Superintendent in that role including attending 

meetings with him. These meetings occur approximately on a quarterly basis. One 

of the major issues identified includes access to information in relation to post

mortem examinations and subsequent lab-based testing. QPS has assisted QHFSS 

in the development of a shared database/spreadsheet that provides up to date advice 

on the progress and outcome of the testing to all agencies. 

313. I also proposed the use of a shopfront certificate for the presentation of uncontested 

biometric identifications. This proposal was endorsed by the committee as a trial 

for fingerprint evidence with a view to considering it for further expansion into other 

biometric evidence (e.g. DNA) should the trial be successful. This trial is currently 

underway. If successful it will dramatically reduce the time forensic examiners take 

completing court reports, including undertaking additional testing, for matters 

where that evidence is accepted by all parties. 

314. The Queensland Wide Interlinked Courts database is owned and administered by 

DJAG. It is my understanding that Queensland Health/QHFSS have the same access 

to the Queensland Wide Interlinked Courts database as QPS. QHFSS are able to 

access that database to view court outcomes in the same way QPS can. 

 

315. I had no involvement in the investigation into the death of  

316. Senior Sergeant Stephan Foxover and I were involved in the 2021 forensic review, 

we assisted investigators in making arrangements to have items tested  

 

Sampling consumables 

317. I am not in possession of infonnation relating to sampling consumables and believe 
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it is being provided by members of the Quality Management Section. 

Funding Arrangements 

318. The QPS pays QHFSS $3 million a year to undertake testing of samples collected from 

crime scenes (crime scene samples). My understanding is that this supplements funding 

given directly to QHFSS by govemment to fund the delivery of this service. There is 

no cap on the number of samples submitted for testing. However, the QPS has triage 

mechanisms in place to modulate the number of samples submitted. The QPS currently 

submits about 30,000 crime scene samples a year. 1 am not aware of any notional cost 

calculations for the testing of crime scene samples. There is no formal Memorandum 

of Understanding (MOU) regulating the testing of crime scene samples. 

319. The QPS pays QHFSS for the testing of samples collected from persons (person 

samples) on a per sample basis. The cost per sample is $115.50 (Inc GST). QHFSS 

invoices the QPS at the end of each month for testing undertaken. The testing of person 

samples is regulated by a formal MOU. Person samples are reference samples taken 

from known persons for comparison purposes and are usually in the form of a buccal 

swab. SAIKs currently do not include person sampling materials, as a result police 

must collect a person sample separately which is then submitted for testing which the 

QPS is charged for. 

320. Sometimes the testing of person samples does not produce a profile. When this occurs, 

QHFSS repeat the testing and charge another $115.50 (Inc GST). 

3 21. A copy of the MOU for person sample testing is attached and marked 'Exhibit 182' 

322. A copy of an amendment to the MOU is attached and marked 'Exhibit 183'. 

Quality Control Flags : Contamination 

323. As the Inspector Biometrics, I am responsible for monitoring information in relation to 

incidents where forensic officers capture their own DNA within a sample. I am notified 

of this event by an Intelligence Report received from QHFSS. A 'quality flag' is also 
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recorded by QHPSS on the PR on the relevant exhibit record. 

324. Regardless of the care taken and PPE worn by forensic officers, inadvertent capture of 

one's own DNA when taking a sample may occur. 

325. The QPS has a staff DNA elimination database that includes the profiles of all forensic 

officers. The elimination database is something that PSG staff volunteered to participate 

in to prevent sampler contamination from being incorrectly reported as an unknown 

suspect. 

326. The elimination database allows PSG to detect and filter results from sampler 

contamination being loaded to NCIDD. When QHPSS advises of a hit on the 

elimination database, I undertake a review of the matter to determine if the profile 

should or should not be loaded to NCIDD. 

327. As far as I am aware, most police jurisdictions, both nationally and internationally, do 

not have this important quality control mechanism in place. The fact that the QPS has 

this in place is highly beneficial as we otherwise would not know if I when PSG staff 

inadvertently contaminate a sample. 

328. Over the past 12 months this occurred approximately once in every 1000 samples 

collected (approximately 0.1 %). I could only find very limited published data in 

relation to examiner contamination rates. A study undertaken in Austria indicated a 

contamination rate up to 0.66% of samples collected in the Salzburg and Upper Austria 

regions (Pickrahn, I. , et.al., 2015). I believe our relatively low rate of sampler 

contamination is indicative of the sound anti-contamination practises adopted. 

329. All members on the staff elimination database provided their DNA under the limited 

purpose volunteer provisions of the Police Powers and Responsibilities Act 2000. The 

limited purpose consent is as follows: 

(a) "By signing this form, I consent to the taking of a sample for DNA analysis and 

I consent to the results of the DNA Analysis being: 

(i) Loaded and retained on the QPS DNA Elimination Data Base; and 
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(ii) Compared with all UNKNOWN profiles obtained from crime scene 

samples analysed in Queensland, from this date until the termination of 

my employment with the QPS, to exclude my DNA profile from any 

unknown crime scene profiles and to prevent my DNA profile from 

being loaded to CRIMTRAC NCIDD as part of any UNKNOWN crime 

scene profile;" 

330. Given the limited purpose for which the samples were provided, I do not maintain 

statistics on staff contamination for quality assurance purposes. To do so would be 

outside the scope of the consent given. As participation in this important quality control 

measure is voluntary, there is a risk that staff may elect to no longer participa:te if the 

detection of sampler contamination was viewed negatively or used for a secondary 

purpose not expressly contemplated or agreed to by the participants. 

331 . QPS has been requested to provide data or statistics relating to 'quality control flags'. I 

understand this may be intended to include instances of contamination. Whilst I do not 

ordinarily collect or maintain such statistics, I have collated some information 

specifically for the assistance ofthis Commission oflnquiry regarding the frequency of 

sampler contamination detection each calendar year. 

332. The table below provides information on the number of crime scene samples submitted 

each year from 2010 to 2022 and the frequency with which forensic officers captured 

their own DNA within a sample each year. 

333 . In providing this information to the Commission I would respectfully seek to reiterate 

that participation is voluntary. Consequently, were adverse comments or findings to be 

made in relation to the fact, or rate, of contamination, it is possible that consent to 

inclusion in the database may be withdrawn. This would leave QPS unable to detect 

and prevent the unnecessary uploading of profiles to NCIDD. 
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IN umber of samples # Exhibits confirmed 
~ubmitted as a Quality Control 

Year Failure 

2010 24775 48 

2011 23423 37 

2012 24505 27 

2013 22472 29 

2014 21106 48 

2015 19476 46 

2016 20600 52 

2017 25415 56 
2018 28706 33 

2019 27416 23 

2020 28163 45 

2021 29739 32 

2022 17536 8 

Quality Control Flags: Other 

334. In so far as other 'Quality Control Flags' are concerned, the only category on which 

QPS collates statistics is retracted results. These fall within the scope of Items 3 and 7 

of this Notice (and are provided in response to Item 7). Whilst aggregate data or 

statistics are not kept in relation to such things, other matters that have been (and may 

be) raised in 'quality control flags' include: 

(a) Mix up of samples in the laboratory. 

(b) Spillage of samples. 

(c) Instrumental malfunctions. 

Examples ofwhich were produced in response to Item 7 ofNotice 2022/00013. 
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TAKEN AND DECLARED before me at Brisbane in the State of Queensland this 26 day 
of August 2022 

. .. ... . .................... . .
David Harold Neville Witness 
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45.  Mandatory Disclosure of Forensic Report – – undated 

46.  Reporting of QHFSS Intelligence Report – DNA Management Section. Issue date 
October 2022 - Version 1. 

47.  Diary notes of David Neville. Pages 230 – 232 - 11/02/2012 
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47A. Email chain between Cathie Allen (QHFSS), Matt Krosch (QPS), Allison Lloyd 
(QHFSS) and David Neville - 07/02/2020 

48.  Matrix of result lines (spreadsheet) 

49.  Email chain between Cathie Allen (QHFSS) and David Neville – 15/01/2019 

50.  Email to Cathie Allen (QHFSS) from David Neville – 30/01/2019 

51.  Diagram of Thresholds Used at QHFSS before and after February 2018 

52.  Screenshot - Forensic Register – No DNA Detected – 25/05/2022 

53.  Screenshot - QPRIME – No DNA Detected – 25/05/2022 

54.  Screenshot - Forensic Register – DNA Insufficient for further processing - 
23/05/2022 

55.  Screenshot - QPRIME - DNA Insufficient for further processing – 23/05/2022 

56.  Screenshot - Forensic Register – Complex mixed unsuitable for interpretation or 
comparison - 06/07/2022 

57.  Screenshot - QPRIME - Complex mixed unsuitable for interpretation or comparison 
– 06/07/2022 

58.  Forensic Register Record Request –  – 29/10/2018 

59.  Forensic Register Record Request –  – 02/11/2018 

60.  Forensic Register Record Request –  – 06/11/2018 

61.  Email from Olivia McIntyre (QPS) to David Neville titled FW: Options Paper for 
consideration – 14/11/2018 

62.  Email from Cathie Allen (QHFSS) to David Neville - 15/11/2018 

63.  Forensic Register Record Request –  – 06/09/2021 

64.  Exhibit Spreadsheet containing examination summary 

64A. Diary notes of David Neville. Pages 105 – 107. 01/12/2021 

65.  Email chain between Cathie Allen (QHFSS) and David Neville – 01/12/2021 

66.  Email chain between Cathie Allen (QHFSS) and David Neville - 13/12/2021 

67.  Email chain between Cathie Allen (QHFSS) and David Neville – 17/12/2021 

68.  Spreadsheet of DNA exhibits and results returned 

69.  Email chain between Cathie Allen (QHFSS) and David Neville – 21/02/2022 

70.  Email to Lara Keller (QHFSS) from David Neville – 21/02/2022 

71. Email chain between Cathie Allen (QHFSS) and David Neville - 21/02/2022 
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72. 
 

Email to Lara Keller (QHFSS) and Cathie Allen (QHFSS) from David Neville – 
30/05/2022 

73.  Assessment of Low Quantification Value DNA Samples report – Authored by 
Cathie Allen, Justin Howes and Paula Brisotto – 21/06/2022 

74.  Email to Bruce McNab (QPS) from David Neville – 06/04/2022 

75.  Email to Bruce McNab (QPS) from David Neville – 24/06/2022 

76.  QPS and QHFSS Bimonthly Meeting Minutes – 17/03/2022 

77.  The Australian newspaper article –  
 - 11/02/2022 

78.  Executive Briefing Note - Potential Issues with Testing of DNA by Queensland 
Health Forensic and Scientific Services - undated 

79.  Letter under the hand of the Commissioner of Police to Dr John Wakefield, 
Queensland Health (date of letter automatically updates to the date the original 
document is opened by the user) 

80.  Ministerial Briefing Note - Potential Issues with Testing of DNA by Queensland 
Health Forensic and Scientific Services - 14/02/2021 

81.  Spreadsheet of Exhibit data and results returned 

82.  Spreadsheet of Exhibit data and results returned. Raw data – January 2021 to 18 
May 2022 

83.  Email to Bruce McNab (QPS) from David Neville– 24/03/2022 

84.  Raw data spreadsheet relied upon by David Neville 

85.  Spreadsheet of specific data collated related to sexual assault offences 

86.  Report authored by Detective Sergeant John Saunders - Sexual offences DNA 
insufficient review (date of report automatically updates to the date the original 
document is opened by the user) 

87.  Spreadsheet indicating assessment of each sample and results of subsequent testing 

88.  Email to Cathie Allen (QHFSS) from David Neville– 07/09/2018 

89.  Email from Craig Russell (QHFSS) to David Neville – 12/09/2018 

90.  Email to Peter Culshaw (QHFSS) from David Neville – 12/09/2018 

91.  Email to Dale Frieberg (QPS) from David Neville - 12/09/2018 

92.  Email and EBN to Dale Frieberg (QPS) from David Neville titled DNA incorrect 
results EBN.doc - 14/09/2018 

93.  Email and EBN to Support Officer FSG (QPS) from David Neville titled 
 - EBN – RECALL OF DNA RESULTS REPORTED BY 

QUEENSLAND HEALTH FORENSIC AND SCIENTIFIC SERVICES.doc - 
17/09/2018 
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94.  Email and EBN from Jenna Maguire (QPS) to David Neville titled FW: 
 - EBN – RECALL OF DNA RESULTS REPORTED BY 

QUEENSLAND HEALTH FORENSIC AND SCIENTIFIC SERVICES.doc - 
09/10/2018 

95.  Email from Bruce McNab (QPS) to Jenna Maguire (QPS) and David Neville - 
09/10/2018 

96.  Email and EBN from Jenna Maguire (QPS) to David Neville - 11/10/2018 

97.  Email from Peter Culshaw (QHFSS) to David Nevill – 18/09/2018 

98.  Email and EBN to Supt FSG (QPS) from David Neville titled DNA incorrect results 
EBN v2.doc – 21/09/2018 

99.  Email to Richard Hahn (QPS) from David Neville titled – 21/09/2018 

100.  Email to Cathie Allen (QHFSS) from David Neville – 03/10/2018 

101.  Email to Cathie Allen (QHFSS) from David Neville – 04/10/2018 

102.  Email from Cathie Allen (QHFSS) to David Neville – 04/10/2018 

103.  Email chain between Bruce McNab (QPS) and David Neville - 05/10/2018 

104.  Email from Bruce McNab (QPS) to David Neville – 05/10/2018 

105.  Email chain between Cathie Allen (QHFSS), Craig Russell (QHFSS) and David 
Neville – 05/10/2018 

106.  Email to Bruce McNab (QPS) from David Neville - 05/10/2018 

107.  Email chain between Bruce McNab (QPS), Scott McLaren (QPS) and David 
Neville – 05/10/2018 

108.  Email from Scott McLaren (QPS) to Michael O’Dowd (QPS), Bruce McNab (QPS) 
and David Neville – 06/10/2018 

109.  Email and EBN to Bruce McNab (QPS) and Jenna Maguire (QPS) titled 
 - EBN – RECALL OF DNA RESULTS REPORTED BY 

QUEENSLAND HEALTH FORENSIC AND SCIENTIFIC SERVICES update 
1.doc - 08/10/2018 

110.  Email to Supt FSG (QPS) from David Neville – 08/10/2018 

111.  Email from Bruce McNab (QPS) to Supt FSG (QPS) and David Neville – 
08/10/2018 

112.  Email chain and EBN between Deputy Commissioner Office, Assistant 
Commissioner Officer, Supt FSG and David Neville titled FW:  - 
EBN – RECALL OF DNA RESULTS REPORTED BY QUEENSLAND HEALTH 
FORENSIC AND SCIENTIFIC SERVICES – 09/10/2018 

113.  Email chain between Deputy Commissioner Office, Assistant Commissioner 
Officer, Supt FSG and David Neville titled FW:  - EBN – 
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RECALL OF DNA RESULTS REPORTED BY QUEENSLAND HEALTH 
FORENSIC AND SCIENTIFIC SERVICES – 09/10/2018 

114.  Email chain and EBN between Deputy Commissioner Office, Assistant 
Commissioner Officer, Supt FSG and David Neville titled FW:  - 
EBN – RECALL OF DNA RESULTS REPORTED BY QUEENSLAND HEALTH 
FORENSIC AND SCIENTIFIC SERVICES – 11/10/2018 

115.  Email to Cathie Allen (QHFSS), Craig Russell (QHFSS) and David Neville – 
08/10/2018 

116.  Email to Cathie Allen (QHFSS), Craig Russell (QHFSS) and David Neville – 
08/10/2018 

117.  Email from Cathie Allen (QHFSS) to Craig Russell (QHFSS) and David Neville– 
08/10/2018 

118.  Email to Cathie Allen (QHFSS) from David Neville – 09/10/2018 

119.  Email from Cathie Allen (QHFSS) to David Neville – 09/10/2018 

120.  Email chain between Cathie Allen (QHFSS) and David Neville - 08/10/2018 

121.  Email to Cathie Allen (QHFSS) from David Neville – 09/10/2018 

122.  Email from Cathie Allen (QHFSS) to Bruce McNab (QPS) and David Neville – 
11/10/2018  

123.  Email to Cathie Allen (QHFSS) from David Neville titled – 12/10/2018 

124.  Email chain between Cathie Allen (QHFSS), Craig Russell (QHFSS) and David 
Neville– 12/10/2018 

125.  Email to Greg Obst (QPS) from David Neville – 12/10/2018 

126.  Email from Cathie Allen (QHFSS) and David Neville titled RE: QHFSS review – 
15/10/2018 

127.  Email to Supt FSG and Brendan Keleher (QPS) from David Neville – 15/10/2018 

128.  Email from Cathie Allen (QHFSS) to David Neville – 19/10/2018 

129.  Email to Cathie Allen (QHFSS) from David Neville – 23/10/2018 

130.  Email from Cathie Allen (QHFSS) to David Neville – 16/10/2018 

131.  Spreadsheet for all amended DNA results since Dec 2012 – 16/10/2018 

132.  Email from Cathie Allen (QHFSS) to David Neville – 19/10/2018 

133.  Email from Cathie Allen (QHFSS) to David Neville - 17/10/2018 

134.  Email from Cathie Allen (QHFSS) to David Neville, Craig Russell (QHFSS) & 
Bruce McNab (QPS) – 30/10/2018 

135.  Email from David Neville to Cathie Allen (QHFSS) – 23/10/2018 

136.  Spreadsheet for all Review of results referred back by taskforce – 23/10/2018 
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137.  Email from David Neville to Bruce McNab (QPS) – 25/10/2018 

138.  Email from David Neville to Cathie Allen (QHFSS) – 25/10/2018 

139.  Email from David Neville to Bruce McNab (QPS) - 25/10/2018 

140.  Email from David Neville to Cathie Allen (QHFSS) – 25/10/2018 

141.  Email from Cathie Allen (QHFSS) to David Neville, Craig Russell (QHFSS) & 
Bruce McNab (QPS) – 30/10/2018 

142.  Email from David Neville to Bruce McNab (QPS) – 31/10/2018 

143.  Email from Bruce McNab (QPS) to David Neville – 01/11/2018 

144.  Email chain between Bruce McNab (QPS), Duncan Taylor (FSSA) and David 
Neville – 01/11/2018 

145.  Email from Cathie Allen (QHFSS) to David Neville – 01/11/2018 

146.  Email chain from Bruce McNab (QPS), Cathie Allen (QHFSS) & David Neville – 
13/11/2018 

147.  Email from Cathie Allen (QHFSS) to David Neville – 01/11/2018 

148.  Email from David Neville to Cathie Allen (QHFSS) – 02/11/2018 

149.  Email from David Neville to Cathie Allen (QHFSS) – 02/11/2018 

150.  Email from David Neville to Bruce McNab (QPS)– 05/11/2018 

151.  Email from Cathie Allen (QHFSS) to David Neville – 06/11/2018 

152.  Email from David Neville to Cathie Allen (QHFSS) – 06/11/2018 

153.  Email chain Cathie Allen (QHFSS) to Gerard Simpfendorfer (QPS) - 05/12/2018  

154.  Email from David Neville to Cathie Allen (QHFSS) – 24/01/2019 

155.  Email from David Neville to Cathie Allen (QHFSS)– 25/01/2019 

156.  Email from David Neville to Cathie Allen (QHFSS)– 03/02/2020 

157.  Email from David Neville to Cathie Allen (QHFSS)– 11/02/2020  

158.  Email from David Neville to Bruce McNab (QPS) – 17/02/2020 

159.  Email chain between David Neville and Cathie Allen (QHFSS) – 18/02/2020  

160.  Email from David Neville to Bruce McNab (QPS) – 21/02/2020 

161.  Email chain between David Neville and Bruce McNab (QPS) – 24/02/2020 

162.  Email from David Neville to Bruce McNab (QPS )– 04/03/2020 

163.  Email from David Neville to Bruce McNab (QPS) – 09/03/2020 

164.  Email from David Neville to  Bruce McNab (QPS) & David Neville – 16/03/2020 
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165.  Email from David Neville to  Bruce McNab (QPS) & David Neville – 17/03/2020 

166.  Email from David Neville to Bruce McNab (QPS) – 07/04/2020 

167.  Email from David Neville to Bruce McNab (QPS) – 06/05/2020 

168.  Email from David Neville to Bruce McNab (QPS) – 15/05/2020 

169.  Email from David Neville to Bruce McNab (QPS) – 16/06/2020 

170.  Spreadsheet for all amended DNA results since Dec 2012 – 16/10/2018 

171.  Spreadsheet for all Review of results referred back by taskforce – 23/10/2018 

172.  Email chain between David Neville and Phil Hanley, South Australia Police - 
24/02/2020 

173.  Email chain between David Neville and Isabelle Szepietowska, Victoria Police - 
24/02/2020 

174.  Email chain between David Neville and Trevor Staples, Western Australian Police - 
24/02/2020 

175.  Mandatory Disclosure of Forensic Report -  - undated 

176.  Meeting minutes QHFSS & QPS – 27/05/2009 

177.  Email from Adrian Pippa (QHFSS) - 15/02/2010 

178.  Email from Iman Muharam (QHFSS) to David Neville – 19/11/2008 

179.  Intelligence Report –  - 07/07/2022 

180.  DNA Testing Performance Framework Proposal document - 04/07/2019 

181.  Email from David Neville to Bruce McNab (QPS) – 04/07/2019 

182.  Memorandum of Understanding between Queensland Health Scientific Services. 
Forensic Sciences and Queensland Policer Service - 19/12/2000 

183.  Contract Amendment Purchase Order No. - 19/04/2001 
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Notice number: 2022/ 000 ~ q 
COMMISSION OF INQUIRY INTO FORENSIC DNA TESTING 

IN QUEENSLAND 

Section 5(1)(d) of the Commissions of Inquiry Act 1950 

REQUIREMENT TO GIVE INFORMATION IN A WRITTEN STATEMENT 

To: David Neville 

Of: Queensland Police Service 

I, Walter Sofronoff QC, Commissioner, appointed pursuant to Commissions of Inquiry Order 
(No.3) 2022 to inquire into certain matters pertaining to forensic DNA testing in Queensland 
require you to attend to give a written statement to the Commission pursuant to section 
5(1)(d) of the Commissions of Inquiry Act 1950 in regard to your knowledge of the matters set 
out in the Schedule annexed hereto. 

YOU MUST COMPLY WITH THIS REQUIREMENT BY: 

Giving a written statement prepared either in affidavit form or verified as a statutory 
declaration under the Oaths Act 1867 to the Commission of Inquiry on or before 5.00 pm 

Friday 29 July 2022, by delivering it to Level 21, 111 George Street, Brisbane. 

A copy of the written statement must also be provided electronically by email at 
 with the subject line "Requirement for Written Statement". 

If you believe that you have a reasonable excuse for not complying with this notice, you will 
need to satisfy me of this by the above date. 

DATED this 

C 
Commissioner 

15th day of July 2022 

Commission of Inquiry into Forensic DNA Testing in Queensland 
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Notice 2022/ c)OO:l q 

Schedule of topics for statement 

Inspector David Neville 

Current Employment 

1. What is your full name? 

2. What is your current rank? 

3. What is your current position with the QPS? 

4. Outline the job description for your current position. 

5. Attach a current CV. 

Tertiary Qualifications 

6. What are your tertiary qualifications? 

7. Where and when did you obtain your tertiary qualifications? 

Courses and/or diplomas 

8. What courses and/or diplomas have you completed? 

9. Where and when did you complete the courses and/or diplomas? 

Board/Association Appointments 

10. What board positions and/or appointments outside of the QPS have you held? 

11 . When did you first hold them? 

12. When did you cease to hold them? 

Employment Chronology 

13. When did you first join the QPS? 

14. When did you start recruitment training? 

15. When did you finish recruitment training? 

16. When and where were you first posted/stationed? 

17. To what position were you first posted/stationed? 

18. When did you first join the Forensic Services Group (the FSG)? 
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19. Outline the various positions you held within the FSG, the dates you held the various 

positions, and the description of the role/job/work performed by you in the various 

positions. Include your rank at the relevant times. Outline the section and unit in which 

the position sat and the general description of the purpose of the relevant section and 

unit. 

20. Outline your appointment to Manager of the DNA Section I Biometric Section and the 

role performed including the job description. Include who you took over from, your 

secondment to the special project, what the project was, whether it was temporary or 

permanent and the dates it commenced and concluded . 

21. What were you told as part of the handover? 

22. Was there a handover brief? If yes, attach a copy of the handover brief. 

Organisational structure- Forensic Services Group 

23. Outline the structure I chain of command for the QPS Operations Support Command . 

24. Outline the structure I chain of command for the FSG. List the sections and the units 

and the positions within the sections and units and who currently occupies those 

positions. Include information about who manages the FSG, what rank and position 

that person holds, and who supports that person and what rank and positions the 

supporting people hold? Include your current title and the function you perform within 

the structure. Outline the location of labs and workplaces that you oversee. 

25. Attach a current organisational structure/chart for the QPS. Identify in the 

organisational structure chart each person , their rank, and the position they currently 

occupy within the organisational structure. 

26 . Attach a current organisational structure/chart for the FSG. Identify in the 

organisational structure chart each person , their rank, and the position they currently 

occupy within the organisational structure. 

Crime categories and priority categories 

27. Provide the definitions, and the purposes of the definitions, of Major Crime and Volume 

Crime. 

28. Outline what the three DNA sample priority categories are, how the system works, 

what the expected turnaround times are, who introduced the system, when it came into 

operation , why it came into operation and whether the system is still in operation . 
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29. Outline the DNA sample submission limits - if any - for Major Crime and Volume 

Crime, how the system works, the nature of the system (as a rule , principle, policy, law 

or guideline), how the system relates to the priority system , when the system was 

introduced and who introduced the system. 

30 . Outline the options for further testing and retesting , and the process by which that is 

requested and achieved . 

QPRIME and the Forensic Register 

31. Outline what the Queensland Police Records and Information Management Exchange 

(QPRIME) is , its purpose and how it works . Include when it came into operation and 

what, if any, use you have for it in your current role . 

32 . Outline when the Forensic Register (FR) was created and implemented by the QPS, 

what it did when it was first implemented - i.e. when just QPS were using it, and what 

it does now and how it works. Explain how it interacts with QPRIME. 

33. Outline what AUSLAB was, when it was in operation, how it used to interact with the 

FR and QPRIME, and when it was decommissioned and what it was replaced with . 

34. Outline who has access to the FR, and who does not have access to the FR. Provide 

your opinion as to whether this access is sufficient and appropriate, or if it should be 

expanded or reduced . 

35. Outline the difference between Scenes of Crime Officers (SOCO) and Scientific 

Officers (SO). Include an outline of what type of work SOCO and SO attend to and 

perform. 

36. Outline how, in the past, the QPS FR interface received results and data from the 

QHFSS AUSLAB interface and then pushed the data and results through to QPRIME. 

Detail the dates when this procedure was in use. 

37. Outline how, currently, the QPS FR interface receives results and data from the 

QHFSS AUSLAB interface and then pushes the data and results through to QPRIME. 

Detail the dates when this procedure was commenced and confirm that it is the current 

procedure. 

38. Explain how the FR is divided: whether QHFSS have access to a certain interface, 

and QPS have access to a difference interface. Explain the interfaces. 

39. Explain the access that QPS had to the FR in 2017, when QHFSS first started using 

the FR. 
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40. Explain at what point, or after how much time had passed that, Justin Howes of QHFSS 

became aware that QPS had access to the above information on the FR. Then explain 

what actions were taken by Mr Howes, and what communications were had between 

QHFSS and QPS about retaining or losing access to this information . Include what 

Cathie Allen or any other representative of QHFSS said about that information and 

whether access to it breached NATA guidelines. Explain whether that information on 

the FR could be manipulated/changed by QPS officers, and what value if any having 

access to that information would have had. 

QHFSS retention of a database with DNA profiles 

41. Provide your understanding of the law regarding 'destroyable profiles' - ie what are 

the obligations to destroy, and when do they arise. 

42. Explain whether you have staff in the DNA Management Unit that check court 

outcomes for decisions not to proceed with charges or 'not guilty' verdicts, and whether 

there is then a decision to destroy the DNA profile on QPS systems/Provide detail of 

those processes. 

43. Explain how the issue of DNA profiles being retained came to your attention in 2018-

the database QHFSS were keeping, and what type of database had been agreed to 

between QPS and QHFSS. Explain how many profiles you believe there were on the 

QHFSS internal database that should have been destroyed or limited in some way. 

44. Explain your communications with QHFSS about this issue, whether by email or phone 

or both, and their position and explanations. Provide a copy of any communication 

and file note(s) and diary note(s) of any communication about this issue. 

45. Explain how and when this issue was resolved , and whether it was resolved by QPS 

deleting the QHFSS database or in some other way. Advise whether this affected your 

relationship with QHFSS or the QPS relationship with QHFSS. 

Provision of photographs to QHFSS 

46. Explain the process/method of sample collection and photography. Include what 

information is then uploaded to QPRIME and the FR and what is pushed across to the 

QHFSS FR interface. Include information about how this occurred from around 2008 

when AUSLAB was in operation . Explain how you know this information. 

47. From 2008 to 2017, explain what instructions advice/training/guidelines you provided 

to QPS staff from your Quality Manager position about providing photographs to 

QHFSS via the FR. 
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48. Explain the same process/method of sample collection and photography (outlined in 

para 49, above) deployed after QHFSS started using the FR in 2017. 

49. Explain whether you understood that QHFSS staff looked at the photographs and any 

conversations held with Cathie Allen I management staff at QHFSS about whether 

staff at QHFSS looked at photographs. Identify names of any staff member you had 

conversation with and the format of the conversations/communication (eg email, 

telephone call etc). · 

Backlogs and background to the priority system 

50. Explain the context of backlogs from 2004 to 2008. What were the backlog lengths, 

how did the QHFSS lab prioritise them, what explanations for the delays were 

provided , and how significant this issue was for the QPS? 

51 . Explain changes made in 2008 regarding QPS SOCO and SO taking samples rather 

than sending exhibits to QHFSS- that is, explain the typical process in place prior to 

2008, and the process afterwards. Advise who oversaw this change in QHFSS and at 

QPS. If you were not working in this section in 2008, explain how you are aware of 

this information. 

52 . Explain what the backlog was as of 2018. 

53 . Explain how the backlog has changed since 2018, and what it currently is. 

54. Provide data regarding backlogs from 2003 to present. 

Handover from Senior Sergeant Ewen Taylor 

55. Detail the handover you received when you took over from Senior Sergeant Ewen 

Taylor as Manager of the DNA Management Unit in about June 2018. Explain what 

was discussed . 

56 . Detail whether there was any discussion between yourself and Senior Sergeant Taylor 

raising any concerns about the results from, or communication with , QHFSS. Provide 

a copy of the handover brief. 

57. When did you first become aware of the paper by Justin Howes and Cathie Allen titled: 

A review of the automatic concentration of DNA extracts using Microcon Centrifugal 

Filter Devices: Options for QPS consideration (January 2018) (the Options Paper)? 

Describe how you became aware of it. 

58. Identify which option in the Options Paper was agreed to by the DNA Management 

Unit, when it was agreed to, and your source of knowledge of these matters. 
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59. Explain the different testing thresholds prior to and after 2018, including the micro 

concentration process of samples that were less than 0.0088 but more than 0.001 prior 

to 2018. 

60. Outline whether you were involved with considering and implementing the Options 

Paper, and if so, the nature of your involvement. Please also advise if any staff in the 

DNA Management Unit or any other unit in the FSG consulted you about it at the time. 

Communication between QPS and QHFSS 

61 . Outline how often you meet with QHFSS representatives in a formal and regular way. 

What are these meetings called? What is discussed at these meetings? Who attends 

these meetings? Are minutes kept? Who keeps these minutes? Provide copies of 

these minutes since 2003. 

62 . How are problems or errors that arise at QHFSS with respect to testing , analysis or 

results communicated to the QPS? Who receives notification and in what format? 

Provide detail as to what type of matters are raised with you, and what type of matters 

QHFSS do not need to raise with you . 

63. Provide an example of an issue raised with you when a tray of results was read 

incorrectly - the horizontal and vertical axes were mixed up. Provide a copy of the 

email from QHFSS to the DNA Management Unit advising of this issue. 

64. Provide an example of an issue raised with you in June 2022 when some samples 

came back with "insufficient DNA", and , when the QPS sent a request for further 

testing, QHFSS advised that the sample(s) had inadvertently been disposed of and 

could not be tested further. Provide identifying particulars of the case/matter. Provide 

a copy of the email from QHFSS to the DNA Management Unit advising of this issue. 

65. What happens when an issue or problem is raised with the DNA Management section 

by email in this way? 

66. Are these issues the same as intelligence reports from QHFSS? If not, explain what 

an intelligence report is, how it is communicated , and what it is typically about. 

Communication with Cathie Allen 

67. Detail your professional relationship with Cathie Allen and your view of any 

communication issues between the two of you . Refer and detail your conversation 

with Cathie Allen regarding friend or foe . 
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Report by Dr Matt Krosch 

68. Explain your role in the initiation, continuation and finalisation of Dr Matthew Krosch's 

data collection and analysis project which led to the paper entitled Variation in forensic 

DNA profiling success among sampled items and collection methods: a Queensland 

perspective. 

69. In terms of the results that were reported in Tables 2 and 4 in the paper, were there 

any results which: 

(a) you considered to be unexpected or concerning; 

(b) that you considered significant for police procedures in terms of collection of 

DNA samples; 

(c) that you considered significant for the operation of the Forensic DNA Analysis 

Unit at QHFSS. 

70. Do you know whether the results reported in the paper are markedly different to those 

results experienced in laboratories around Australia? How do you know this, and 

which laboratories are you able to compare these results to? Provide the supporting 

data and material you have access to. 

71 . Did you seek expert or other advice, including advice from law enforcement agencies 

in other jurisdictions, regarding any of the results published in the paper? If so, provide 

details of any conversations and attach file notes, if taken, and attach any 

correspondence. 

72. Detail all your communication with Cathie Allen about the project/report? 

73. Explain what you considered may result from the project, in terms of analysis of police 

and/or laboratory procedures. 

74. Did you seek or receive any feedback or commentary from the QHFSS in relation to 

the results of the paper? If so, provide details of any conversations and attach file 

notes, if taken, and attach any correspondence. 

Issues with "insufficient DNA" results 

75. What is your understanding , since you commenced as inspector of DNA Management 

Section in 2018, of the QHFSS' process at the quantitation stage of testing , and how 

do you have this understanding? Detail options for retesting and further testing and 

any changes in cut-off amounts (including when those changes were made). Explain 
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ng/ul. Explain the terms No DNA and Insufficient DNA. Also detail what 

concentration/micro-concentration is and when it was used and discontinued. 

76. If, after concentration/micro-concentration, does the amount of DNA have to be greater 

than 0.0088 to progress further? Will QHFSS progress further with a smaller amount if 

that re-testing has been requested? 

77. Explain, broadly, the different types of results that are reported once the full testing 

occurs- eg full DNA match, mixed match, complex mixed profile etc 

78. Provide a diagram entitled Thresholds Used at QHFSS Before and After February 

2018. Explain the diagram and confirm whether it represents the above categorisation. 

79. Provide a screenshot of what a QPS officer sees on the FR and QPRIME when a no 

DNA detected result is reported. 

80. Provide a screenshot of what a QPS officer sees on the FR and QPRIME when an 

insufficient DNA result is reported. 

81 . Provide a screenshot of what a QPS officer sees on FR and QPRIME when a complex 

mixed profile result is reported . 

 and The Options Paper 

82. Outline what  was and who it related to. Provide a brief 

summary of the circumstances surrounding the operation . Provide detail of the name 

of deceased, and the month and year when the death/murder occurred . 

83 . When, and in what circumstances did you become aware of the operation? Outline 

what DNA samples had been submitted to QHFSS for testing prior to November 2018. 

Outline how the relevant results were first reported (insufficient DNA etc ... ). Explain 

who requested further testing and when and how that request was made. Provide 

copies of the requests. 

84. Explain the outcome of that further testing and how and who notified you of the results. 

Provide the relevant correspondence and results . 

85. Outline your understanding, at this time, about what percentage of samples that initially 

return a result of Insufficient DNA would yield a successful result upon further testing. 

Explain the basis ·for this understanding. 

86 . Explain what communications were raised with QHFSS at this time about this result, 

and what response was received from QHFSS. Who at QHFSS provided the response 

and identify the method of communication. Advise if the response was to the effect that 
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the result was an aberration. Do you keep file notes I diary notes of your conversations 

with QHFSS management staff generally, and at that time? 

87. Detail whether you had any other similar issues with testing results from late 2018 until 

about November 2021 . 

 onwards 

88. Provide a brief outline of the  murder investigation relevant to DNA 

testing and the 33 samples that were further tested. How did the investigation come 

to your attention? 

89. What had originally been submitted for testing and what results had come back? 

Provide a copy of the original test requests . Identify if you or the QPS requested further 

testing of some samples, and how that came about. Provide a copy of the request. 

Explain what you did and what the results were. Provie the results and the 

correspondence containing the results . 

90 . Explain how, if at all , you made a connection between the  

investigation and . 

91. Who were the officers that requested the further testing in the  

investigation? What connection , if any, did they have to the  

murder investigation? 

92. Explain what you did once you received the results back from QHFSS. Did you contact 

Cathie Allen, and if so, what discussions did you have? Identify the method of 

communicated used to contact Cathie Allen? Provide a copy of any correspondence 

you had with Cathie Allen regarding this issue. 

93 . Did you review the Options Paper? If so, what were your discoveries? Did you discuss 

your discoveries with staff, and if so, which staff? 

94. Having reviewed the Options Paper, what was your view with respect to the 

represented percentages outlined in the Options Paper? 

95. Provide the email chain between yourself and Cathie Allen (and copying in others) 

from 1 December 2021 to about April 2022, which had the subject lines of '  

' or 'Re: Testing Thresholds '. Provide explanation of the content of the email 

communication with Cathie Allen progressed between December 2021 and April 2022, 

by reference to specific emails and dates sent. 

96. Did you meet with Cathie Allen, Lara Keller and Superintendent Bruce McNab over 

Microsoft Teams on 17 March 2022? If yes, did you discuss the success rate of further 
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testing of Insufficient DNA results? If yes, outline the discussions had. Did Ms Allen 

or Ms Keller advise they were/had conducted a review on the efficacy of testing 

samples that had quantity levels between 0.001 and 0.0088 mg/ul, and that they would 

provide a report to you by 25 March 2022? If so, was that report provided by 25 March 

2022? If not, were you advised why not, and if you were advised why not, by whom 

were you advised? Has the report now been provided to you? Provide minutes from 

the meeting of 17 March 2022. Provide any correspondence after the meeting about 

matters discussed during the meeting, including any follow-ups for the report that was 

to be provided by 25 March 2022. Provide a copy of the report provided and advise 

when it was provided . 

Executive Briefing Note 

97. Outline the circumstances surrounding when you saw a news article in February 2022 

in which it was reported that the Minister for Health and Ambulance Services, Yvette 

D'Ath , said that no issue concerning DNA testing had been raised with her. Did this 

raise any concerns with you , and if so, what were they and why did the article raise the 

concerns? 

98. Did you, consequently, speak to Superintendent Dale Frieberg? If so, what was her 

role at the time and what did you speak with her about? 

99. Did you then draft an Executive Briefing Note and/or a Ministerial Briefing Note ? If 

yes, please outline what occurred. Provide a copy of the briefing note(s). What did 

you do with the briefing note(s)? 

100. Advise if the briefing note(s) was/were approved by Superintendent Frieberg before 

she left and whether it/they got passed on to another office, and if so, which office? 

1 01 . Outline what happened with the briefing note( s) when Superintendent Bruce McNab 

returned to the role of Superintendent of Forensic Services Group and Superintendent 

Frieberg departed. 

Internal QPS Forensic Services Group Review(s) 

102. Explain when, why and how you started doing your own review of results that came 

back with insufficient DNA initially and were submitted for retesting. 

103. Explain who conducted the review, how many samples were looked at and from what 

years (back to Feb 2018?). Explain how the review was conducted . 

104. Explain the results of your own review (or whether it is still ongoing). When explaining 

what proportion of items submitted for retesting produced a DNA profile on retesting, 
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explain why type of profiles were provided, including whether those results could be 

used in court, or whether the results might only assist as intelligence for further 

investigation. 

105. Explain if you have conducted any internal review of results that initially came back 

with 'no DNA' and were resubmitted for testing . Identify how many samples did this 

review include, and the nature of these samples or the matters from which the samples 

came. Include details of when and how this review was conducted , and who was 

involved. 

2022 Change in practice 

106. Explain if, and how, the practice of QPS has changed regarding results that are 

reported as insufficient DNA. Identify when (month and year) this change was 

implemented. 

107. Are you revisiting any insufficient DNA results that were received on or after February 

2018 and were not submitted for retesting? If so, advise how you are revisiting those 

results and which (if any) samples you are submitting for further testing . 

Quantitation threshold I Women's Safety and Justice Taskforce 

108. Explain your role in collecting or producing the data and text in the QPS Submission 

to the Women 's Safety and Justice Taskforce (p21-22) regarding samples which were 

reported as Insufficient DNA for further processing but then re-tested or re-worked on 

QPS request. 

109. In respect of that data in the QPS submission to the Women's Safety and Justice 

Taskforce: 

(a) How, and using what criteria, were the samples mentioned in the submission 

where QPS requested further testing identified? 

(b) Provide a list of the samples which form the basis of the data (both all crime 

classes and sexual offences) in a table form which identifies: 

(i) the type of sample (for example, saliva), 

(ii) how it was taken (for example, swab), 

(iii) when it was taken, 

(iv) the type of officer who took it (for example, SOCO), 

(v) the offence or offences which were being investigated, 
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(vi) the result obtained after re-testing and 

(vii) the dates on which it was reported there was "Insufficient DNA for 

further processing", the QPS requested further testing, and the further 

result was returned. 

11 0. Identify, describe and provide any other dataset or group of data collected by QPS 

since 2018 which deals with the results of items that were retested on QPS request 

after being reported as Insufficient DNA for further processing , and any analysis of that 

data. 

Summary of consequences of accepting the Options Paper 

111. Outline the consequences, for the QPS and for investigations conducted by the QPS, 

of having accepted the change in processes recommended by the Options Paper. 

Issues with the withdrawal of results 

112. Explain the issue whereby QHFSS provide a positive DNA result/profile, and then, 

upon a request for a statement about that result/profile, QHFSS seek to withdraw the 

result. 

113. Provide a broad explanation of how this problem arose- the format of the initial result, 

the communication QPS then has with QHFSS, and the type of response that is then 

received from QHFSS. 

114. When did this problem start occurring, and how often did/does it occur. 

115. Identify when this problem was first brought to your attention , and how many times it 

had occurred prior to you becoming aware of it. 

116. Identify and attach all emails that you sent and received regarding the withdrawal of 

results by QHFSS. Provide the reasons behind the emails/explanation of the emails 

you sent in each chain of emails and your understanding of the responses you 

received. 

117. Did you speak with Cathie Allen/or someone else from QH FSS about this issue? If 

yes, what was discussed? Was an explanation given for the issue? If yes, what was 

the explanation? 

118. Outline the investigations you carried out with interstate labs about this issue. Detail 

who you spoke to and your findings. 

119. Outline the consequences (or potential consequences) of the withdrawal of results by 

QHFSS after first reporting that there was a DNA result/profile. 
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Internal communication and training 

120. Outline the methods of internal QPS communication surrounding DNA analysis and 

results. In particular, explain how the terms used (e.g . No DNA detected or Insufficient 

DNA detected) and the options available for further testing and/or re-testing were 

communicated to other police officers such as investigators, SOCOs and SOs? How 

were the investigators, SOCOs and SOs advised and educated about the terms used 

and the options available to them when receiving such a result? Was any training 

about the terms used and the options available delivered to other police officers such 

as investigators, SOCOs and SOs? 

121. How does the QPS/DNA Management Unit receive information about errors and 

mistakes made in the QHFSS laboratory? How is this information communicated to 

other police officers such as investigators, SOCOs and SOs? 

122. How did the QPS/ DNA Management Unit communicate internally and address the 

retraction of results issue? 

Communication by the QPS with the ODPP 

123. How does the QPS/DNA Management Unit communicate issues raised by QHFSS 

about errors or mistakes in the QHFSS laboratory with the ODPP? 

124. How did the QPS/ DNA Management Unit communicate to the ODPP and address the 

retraction of results issue outlined above? 

Forensic Medical Examinations 

125. Identify the role, if any, of the DNA Management Unit in monitoring or dealing with DNA 

results obtained as a result of forensic medical examinations. 

126. If the DNA Management Unit does have some role, have there been any reoccurring 

problems or issues with the processing or provision of DNA results obtained from 

forensic medical examinations? 

127. Explain if DNA samples and/or results obtained from forensic medical examinations 

are treated any differently to other DNA samples and/or results. 

Issues raised by QHFSS about collection 

128. Has QHFSS ever raised with you any issues/problems surrounding the QPS' collection 

of samples for DNA testing, for example that the methods, systems, processes, 

protocols, guidelines, or standards are not being followed, or that there are systemic 

problems with the collection processes, systems or methods for the collection of 
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samples for DNA testing? If so, provides details of the communication(s) raising the 

issue(s). If not, please confirm that there have not been any issues raised. 

Queensland Audit Office Report 2018/2019 

129. State whether or not you have read the Queensland Audit Office report entitled 

Delivering forensic services Report 21 : 2018-19 (the Audit Report)? 

130. Explain the steps taken by the QPS/DNA Management Section in response to the Audit 

Report in relation to: 

a. cross-agency cooperation and communication with Queensland Health/QHFSS; 

b. the implementation of a governance structure to effectively coordinate and provide 

accountability for managing forensic services across agencies; 

c. identifying current and future demand and the required resources for forensic 

services; 

d. establishing processes to capture the extent and impact of delays from forensic 

services; 

e. implementing a performance framework to measure and report on the 

effectiveness and efficiency of forensic services; and 

f. the need for ongoing consultation with the Department of Justice and Attorney

General about the delivery of forensic services and impact on the justice system. 

131. Has any attempt been made by the QPS/ DNA Management Section to automatically 

provide information received regarding court outcomes from the Queensland Wide 

Interlinked Courts database to Queensland Health/QHFSS? If yes, list the attempts, 

when they were made and the status of those attempts? 

 

132. Were you involved in the  investigation in your role as Manager of 

the DNA Section? If yes, what was your involvement? 

133. Were you involved in the 2021 forensic review and requests to an  laboratory 

for further testing of exhibits in the  case? If yes, what was your 

involvement? 
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Sampling consumables 

134. What sampling consumables are used by the QPS currently, and since 1 July 2017 

(for example, brand and type of swab used)? 

135. List the sampling consumables used by the QPS between 2003 and 2017. 
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Notice number: 2022/ 00073 

COMMISSION OF INQUIRY INTO FORENSIC DNA TESTING 

IN QUEENSLAND 

Section 5{1)(d) of the Commissions of Inquiry Act 1950 

REQUIREMENT TO GIVE INFORMATION IN A WRITTEN STATEMENT 

To: David Neville 

Of: Queensland Police Service 

I, Walter Sofronoff QC, Commissioner, appointed pursuant to Commissions of Inquiry Order 
(No.3) 2022 to inquire into certain matters pertaining to forensic DNA testing in Queensland 
require you to attend to give a written statement to the Commission pursuant to section 
5{1)(d) ofthe Commissions of Inquiry Act 1950 in regard to your knowledge of the matters set 
out in the Schedule annexed hereto. 

YOU MUST COMPLY WITH THIS REQUIREMENT BY: 

Giving a written statement signed and witnessed as a declaration in accordance with the 
Oaths Act 1867to the Commission of Inquiry on or before 5.00 pm Friday 5 August 2022, by 
delivering it to Level 21, 111 George Street, Brisbane. 

A copy of the written statement must also be provided electronically by email at 
, with the subject line "Requirement for Written Statement". 

If you believe that you have a reasonable excuse for not complying with this notice, you will 
need to satisfy me of this by the above date. 

Walter Sofronoff QC 
Commissioner 

2nd day of August 2022 

Commission of Inquiry into Forensic DNA Testing in Queensland 
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Schedule of topics for statement 

Inspector David Neville 

Address the below topics as part of your statement in response to the Requirement to Give 

Information in a Written Statement dated 15 July 2022. 

Funding arrangements 

1. What are the funding and payment arrangements between the Queensland Police 

Service (QPS) and Queensland Health Forensic and Scientific Services (QHFSS) in 

relation to forensic DNA testing . 

2. Identify the notional or theoretical cost of each type of analysis or process that has 

been calculated or devised as part of the funding or payment arrangements. If no such 

notional costs have been calculated or devised, please advise of that. 

3. Identify each type of test, process or other service provided by QHFSS in relation to 

forensic DNA testing that incurs a further cost or individual cost. Identify the current 

cost amount for each such matter. 

4. Identify, as part of your answer, any situations in which requests for retesting or further 

testing incur a further cost to the QPS. Identify the current cost amount for each such 

matter. 

5. Attach any memorandum of understanding or agreement relating to funding/payment 

that you are aware of. 



  

 
Rank Inspector Role Code IN004 Function Forensics 

Role Scope The Inspector role is responsible for the management and coordination of forensic service 
delivery within the area of responsibility. 

Selection Criteria 

Are you the right person 
for the job?  

All members are expected to espouse, practice and fulfil their duties in a manner 
consistent with the: 

 QPS Values of Integrity, Professionalism, Community and Respect and Fairness; 
 QPS Purpose to Prevent, Disrupt, Respond and Investigate; and  
 Leadership Competencies for Queensland (LC4Q). 

Your application will be assessed against the Selection Criteria and Rank Profile Criteria. 

Integrity Criteria 1 A standard of personal integrity as required by the Commissioner of the Queensland 
Police Service. 

Qualification Criteria 2 Successful completion of Management Development Program (MDP) Level 3; 

or 

Successful completion of Leadership Capability Program (LCP), Level 3. 

Role Specific Criteria 3 Holds/has held a Forensic authorisation in Crime Scene examination;  

or  

Is/has been certified as an expert practitioner in a recognised Forensic discipline. 

Rank Profile Criteria 

These criteria reflect the 
LC4Q and are consistent 
for each rank.   

Your response should 
address the Leadership 
LC4Q competencies in the 
context of the Key 
Accountabilities for this 
position and with regard 
to the associated Position 
Profile. 

The LC4Q stream for 
Inspector  is Program 
Leader. 

For assistance with the 
QPS context for these 
criteria please refer to the 
link below to the 
Leadership Centre. 
 

4 Vision:  Leads strategically 
 Stimulates ideas and innovation 
 Leads change in complex environments 
 Makes insightful decisions 

5 Results: 
 

 Develops and mobilises talent 
 Builds enduring relationships 
 Inspires others 
 Drives accountability and outcomes 

6 Accountability:  Fosters healthy and inclusive workplaces 
 Pursues continuous growth 
 Demonstrates sound governance 
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Key Accountabilities 

Role Context 
 
Key 
Accountabilities 
outline specific 
roles and 
responsibilities 
for this position 

 Provide quality leadership of a forensic area, including the management of staff and 
laboratory authorisations to ensure the maintenance of NATA accreditation. 

 Manage the functions and resources to ensure efficiency and effectiveness consistent with 
strategic organisational and operational policing objectives.  

 Develop, implement and evaluate appropriate strategies, plans, and procedures to enable 
continuous improvement and enhance forensic outcomes.  

 Consult, liaise and network with appropriate Service, government and non-government 
organisations and represent the Service in various internal and external forums.  

 Provide high quality advice on forensic issues.  

 Coordinate or conduct investigations regarding issues of performance and conduct of work 
units and employees of the Service.  

 Maintain a work environment committed to professional standards, ethical practices and 
discipline.  

 

Additional Information 

Notes Nil. 

Supporting  
Documentation 

In preparing your application it is essential you consider: 
 The LC4Q in the QPS context is outlined in a document hosted by the Leadership Centre 

titled ‘QPS Leadership Competencies’ and is available at: 
https://qldpolice.sharepoint.com/sites/Traininganddevelopment/SitePages/Leadership-
Capability-Program.aspx 

 Please refer to the notes section for this vacancy to access Position Profile information.  
Copy and paste the link into a browser to access the Position Profile relevant to this 
vacancy. 

Privacy Collection Statement  

The Queensland Police Service (QPS) is collecting information for the purpose of processing your application for an advertised internal QPS vacancy. The collection of 
this information is authorised by the Police Service Administration Act 1990.  

Current @ 20.06.2022 
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Employment History

Job Title Date 
Effective

Date To Type Classification Organisation 
Unit

Status

MNGR 30/04/2021 RESTRUCTURE INSPECTOR BIOMETRIC 
UNIT

Placement 
(Current)

OPS CMDR 13/07/2020 26/07/2020 HIGHER DUTIES SUPERINTENDENT FORENSIC 
SERVICES

Acting

MNGR 01/07/2019 29/04/2021 EB GROUP INC 
TOP PAYPOINT

INSPECTOR DNA 
MANAGEMENT

Placement

MNGR 25/05/2019 30/06/2019 ADMINISTRATIVE 
TRANSFER

INSPECTOR DNA 
MANAGEMENT

Placement

SNR PROJ 
OFFCR

19/02/2018 17/06/2018 RELIEVING AT 
LEVEL

INSPECTOR FORENSIC 
SUPPORT

Acting

MNGR 02/10/2017 24/05/2019 ADMINISTRATIVE 
TRANSFER

INSPECTOR DNA 
MANAGEMENT

Placement

SUPP SERV 
INSP

16/09/2017 01/10/2017 RELIEVING AT 
LEVEL

INSPECTOR IPD SUPPORT 
SERV GRP

Acting

OPS CMDR 06/12/2016 09/12/2016 HIGHER DUTIES SUPERINTENDENT FORENSIC 
SERVICES

Acting

OPS CMDR 31/10/2015 22/11/2015 HIGHER DUTIES SUPERINTENDENT FORENSIC 
SERVICES

Acting

FORENSIC 
COORD

14/06/2014 11/07/2014 RELIEVING AT 
LEVEL

INSPECTOR NBD FORENSIC 
COORD(CF)

Acting

QUALITY 
MNGR

01/07/2013 01/10/2017 TRANSFER AT 
LEVEL

INSPECTOR QUALITY 
MANAGEMENT

Placement

MNGR 19/05/2013 14/06/2013 HIGHER DUTIES SUPERINTENDENT FORENSIC 
SERVICES 
BRANCH

Acting

MNGR 19/05/2012 18/05/2013 HIGHER DUTIES SUPERINTENDENT FORENSIC 
SERVICES 
BRANCH

Acting

MNGR 26/09/2011 21/10/2011 HIGHER DUTIES SUPERINTENDENT FORENSIC 
SERVICES 
BRANCH

Acting

MNGR 29/12/2010 11/01/2011 HIGHER DUTIES SUPERINTENDENT FORENSIC 
SERVICES 
BRANCH

Acting

QUALITY 
MNGR

05/03/2009 30/06/2013 ADMINISTRATIVE 
TRANSFER

INSPECTOR QUALITY 
MANAGEMENT

Placement

PROJ MNGR 
(NATA)

08/08/2008 04/03/2009 RESTRUCTURE INSPECTOR QUALITY 
MANAGEMENT

Placement

PROJ MNGR 
(NATA)

12/11/2007 07/08/2008 PROMOTION INSPECTOR FORENSIC 
SERVICES 
BRANCH

Placement

PROJ MNGR 
(NATA)

01/09/2007 11/11/2007 HIGHER DUTIES INSPECTOR FORENSIC 
SERVICES 
BRANCH

Acting

PROJ OFFCR 
(NATA)

07/05/2007 01/06/2007 RELIEVING AT 
LEVEL

SENIOR 
SERGEANT

FORENSIC 
SERVICES 
BRANCH

Acting

DIST DUTY 
OFFCR

06/04/2007 06/05/2007 RELIEVING AT 
LEVEL

SENIOR 
SERGEANT

DIST FUNCT, 
BNCNT DIST(U)

Acting

PROJ OFFCR 
(NATA)

03/03/2007 05/04/2007 RELIEVING AT 
LEVEL

SENIOR 
SERGEANT

FORENSIC 
SERVICES 
BRANCH

Acting
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Job Title Date 
Effective

Date To Type Classification Organisation 
Unit

Status

PROJ OFFCR 
(NATA)

28/11/2006 02/03/2007 RELIEVING AT 
LEVEL

SENIOR 
SERGEANT

FORENSIC 
SERVICES 
BRANCH

Acting

PROJ OFFCR 
(NATA)

04/11/2006 27/11/2006 RELIEVING AT 
LEVEL

SENIOR 
SERGEANT

FORENSIC 
SERVICES 
BRANCH

Acting

PROJ OFFCR 
(NATA)

28/10/2006 03/11/2006 RELIEVING AT 
LEVEL

SENIOR 
SERGEANT

FORENSIC 
SERVICES 
BRANCH

Acting

PROJ OFFCR 
(NATA)

24/10/2006 27/10/2006 RELIEVING AT 
LEVEL

SENIOR 
SERGEANT

FORENSIC 
SERVICES 
BRANCH

Acting

PROJ OFFCR 
(NATA)

07/10/2006 23/10/2006 RELIEVING AT 
LEVEL

SENIOR 
SERGEANT

FORENSIC 
SERVICES 
BRANCH

Acting

PROJ OFFCR 
(NATA)

28/08/2006 06/10/2006 RELIEVING AT 
LEVEL

SENIOR 
SERGEANT

FORENSIC 
SERVICES 
BRANCH

Acting

PROJ MNGR 
(NATA)

12/06/2006 26/07/2006 HIGHER DUTIES INSPECTOR FORENSIC 
SERVICES 
BRANCH

Acting

PROJ MNGR 
(NATA)

20/06/2005 01/07/2005 HIGHER DUTIES INSPECTOR FORENSIC 
SERVICES 
BRANCH

Acting

SPECIALIST 
SERVS 
COORD

26/01/2005 11/02/2005 HIGHER DUTIES INSPECTOR SPECIALIST 
SERVICES BR

Acting

SPECIALIST 
SERVS 
COORD

08/01/2005 23/01/2005 HIGHER DUTIES INSPECTOR SPECIALIST 
SERVICES BR

Acting

PROJ MNGR 
(NATA)

14/09/2004 22/10/2004 HIGHER DUTIES INSPECTOR FORENSIC 
SERVICES 
BRANCH

Acting

PROJ MNGR 
(NATA)

22/08/2003 05/09/2003 HIGHER DUTIES INSPECTOR FORENSIC 
SERVICES 
BRANCH

Acting

PROJ OFFCR 
(NATA)

10/01/2003 11/11/2007 TRANSFER ON 
MERIT

SENIOR 
SERGEANT

FORENSIC 
SERVICES 
BRANCH

Placement

O/C 
(SCIENTIFIC)

04/02/2002 29/03/2002 HIGHER DUTIES INSPECTOR FORENSIC 
SERVICES 
BRANCH

Acting

O/C 
(BALLISTICS)

11/06/2001 09/01/2003 PROMOTION SENIOR 
SERGEANT

FORENSIC 
SERVICES 
BRANCH

Placement

O/C 
(BALLISTICS)

23/04/2001 08/06/2001 HIGHER DUTIES SENIOR 
SERGEANT

FORENSIC 
SERVICES 
BRANCH

Acting

O/C 
(BALLISTICS)

02/01/2001 02/03/2001 HIGHER DUTIES SENIOR 
SERGEANT

FORENSIC 
SERVICES 
BRANCH

Acting

O/C 
(BALLISTICS)

06/11/2000 22/12/2000 HIGHER DUTIES SENIOR 
SERGEANT

FORENSIC 
SERVICES 
BRANCH

Acting

O/C 04/09/2000 29/09/2000 HIGHER DUTIES SENIOR FORENSIC Acting
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Job Title Date 
Effective

Date To Type Classification Organisation 
Unit

Status

(BALLISTICS) SERGEANT SERVICES 
BRANCH

O/C 
(BALLISTICS)

11/09/1999 24/09/1999 HIGHER DUTIES SENIOR 
SERGEANT

FORENSIC 
SERVICES 
BRANCH

Acting

SNR 
FORENSIC 
SCIENTIST

24/04/1999 10/06/2001 PROMOTION SERGEANT FORENSIC 
SERVICES 
BRANCH

Placement
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Name: David Neville 

Qualifications 

• Bachelor of Applied Science (Biology) 
• Master of Science (Forensic Science) 
• AFSAB recognised expert firearms examiner 

Experience 

I have over 30 years of experience as a Forensic Officer.  This includes more than 14 years at the rank of 
Inspector having held the following substantive Commissioned Officer positions: 

• Inspector Quality Management Section 
• Inspector DNA Management 
• Inspector Biometrics 

I have acted in the role of Supt FSG on numerous occasions including one period that exceeded 12 months 
from 19/5/12-30/6/13. 

I have extensive experience at dealing with all technical, operational and strategic issues across the entire 
FSG portfolio  

I manage 97 staff within my current portfolio, successfully dealing on a daily basis with a range of HR issues 
including performance management, absenteeism, discipline, negative workplace behaviours etc.  

Achievements 

I have a sustained record of implementing improvement strategies across forensic services resulting in 
internal and external recognition of excellence in management: 

• QPS State Gold – NATA Implementation Project 
• QPS State Gold – Remote Data Entry Project 
• Premier’s Award – Remote Data Entry Project 
• QPS State Gold – DNA Improvement Strategy 
• IPAA Excellence Awards – DNA Improvement Strategy 
• Prime Minister’s Silver Award – DNA Improvement Strategy 
• Prime Minister’s Collaboration Award - DNA Improvement Strategy 
• QPS Bronze – Crime Scene Management Course 

Additionally, I have managed the following successful projects: 

• 2013  Implementing central functioning of FSG as the A/Supt following the QPS renewal program 
• 2015 Undertaking a review of FSG resulting in the implementation of wide-reaching 

improvement strategies including boundary realignment and changes to the service delivery model 
• 2018  Outsourcing of the Forensic Register to an external service provider  
• 2020 Consolidation of DNA and Fingerprints as Biometrics 

Capabilities 

• High level strategic thinking and technical knowledge in terms of managing and leading a forensic 
laboratory (e.g. Implementation of NATA accreditation and central functioning of FSG). 

• Ability to prioritise issues and make sound decisions based on limited information (e.g. Outsourcing 
of FR) 

• Ability to influence and motivate staff to achieve organisational objectives (e.g. Amalgamation of 
DNA and Fingerprints resulting in economies of scale and elimination of the repetition of tasks) 

• Ability to provide accurate and concise advice on complex issues (e.g. Provision of advice and 
leadership in relation to current COI into DNA) 
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Stoneman.AmyE[CTDFVCOI]

From: Taylor.EwenN[OSC]
Sent: Tuesday, 5 July 2022 10:14
To: Neville.DavidH[OSC]
Subject: FW: Hand Over

Hope you are enjoying some time off.  
 
I found the hand over sheet.  There is some sensitive info in there Re staff etc.   
 

 

 

 
 
Ewen TAYLOR 
Senior Sergeant, Officer in Charge  
Hendra Scenes of Crime | Forensic Services Group 
Operations Support Command 
QUEENSLAND POLICE SERVICE 
______________________________ 

  
Phone  
Email 

Address GPO Box 1440 Brisbane 4001 

 
 

From: Taylor.EwenN[OSC]  
Sent: Thursday, 14 June 2018 15:09 
To: Neville.DavidH[OSC] <  
Cc: Taylor.EwenN[OSC] <  
Subject: Hand Over 
 
Give me a call, . This would be better to do in person, but have a read and ring with questions.  
 
 

 PP21 Issue. See updates. 2 loci not responding with Promega kits. Some limited interim results being 
released for single source profiles. Still unresolved, this will cause an increase in work for Results section 
once sorted. May well require overtime on weekends, will have to wait and see the impact. 
 
‘Since my last update, we’ve conducted a number of different experiments regarding the PP21 issue. The collation of the results 
from these and other experiments and several discussions has led us to the point whereby we are still yet to determine the cause of 
the issue. 
 
Bearing this in mind, and the impact on the QPS and the community, we will re-commence processing of samples through to profile 
and reporting stage, whilst we continue to undertake our investigation into the cause. We have assessed the risk of this and will 
mitigate this by beginning with Major Crime and the higher concentration samples (thereby using less of the extracted DNA).  
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We will be continuing our investigation into the cause of this event and will advise on the outcome once known. Thank you for your 
patience during this period. I apologise for the disrupted flowing of results, which will now begin again, and I understand the impact 
that it has on the staff within the DNA Results Management Team and the wider forensic community of staff.’ 
 

 
 FSS. I have tried to meet with Cathie Allen and FSS management team monthly, either here or at Coopers 

Plains. This had blown out due to Comm games, but we are back on track now. Cathie is keen to provide you 
a tour to demonstrate local updates, improvements etc. I took the entire office out for staggered tours, they 
seems to get a lot out of it, I think you would also greatly benefit.  

 
 FSG elimination profile, destructions. I have checked Gazette’s as far back as when TC retired. Compiled a 

list of retired/resigned FSG staff and arranged destruction of their profiles. This is something that obviously 
hasn’t been looked at since TC left.  
 
Email to Kirsten Scott  with Volunteer elimination sample barcode number. 
Also email to Leo for FR record update. Peruse gazette each Friday. You will also receive requests for 
destruction from transferring/retiring SOCO’s etc. From my perspective there is no obligation to destroy 
profiles from those ‘transferring’, unless it is requested. Do we consider assigning someone to peruse the 
Volunteer profile folders for currency, many admin staff have likely left which we have no knowledge of. I 
have updated a destruction advice spread sheet. Also kept copies of letters sent for advice.  

 
 FSG officers Contamination events. You will receive an ‘Intel report’ from FSS Kirsten Scott or Kerry-Anne 

Lancaster advising of elimination sample contamination events. Reply to sender via email to advise if officer 
in question attended scene, and that result cannot be reported. Print up intel report and file in folder with 
relevant details added. You will also receive an FR task request for the same sample. Update spreadsheet if 
you wish to continue recording spreadsheet (Once again spreadsheet was not maintained after TC left). FR 
key kept in folder to check details of barcode through ‘DNA Register’. Register will advise if officer wishes to 
be advised of event. The Inspector now has the access to modify this at the click of a button via the 
Personnel tab. Advise officer via email if elected. Update FR task request advising, ‘No further action taken. 
For further info contact Inspector DMS’. Change request to case file notation. The majority of staff do NOT 
want to be advised. I have sent out 3 emails during my time, which has resulted in about 150 additional staff 
wanting to be advised, but some of them just don’t want to know. Just about all contamination events 
involve Trace DNA tape lifts.  
 

 Intel reports. You will receive various intel reports from FSS. I have commenced a folder. Some are just 
advising of instrument error etc, and won’t require any further work on QPS side. Many will involve advice 
RE the presence of DNA from more than 1 contributor for a person sample. Forward these to Olivia to run 
QA and provide advice. Sometimes I will advise the investigators to attempt to obtain another sample.  
 

 Rehosting of Aus Lab. Met with Peter MCNAMEE, and provided issues from QPS perspective. Haven’t heard 
anything further. Conversations formalised in an email, see below. QPS IT advised to liaise with FSS about 
requirements and process.  

 
 There is Forensics information stored in the current LIS (ASULAB) that is owned by QPS and that is subject to legislative requirements including DNA 

Analyses 
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 There is Forensics information stored in the current LIS (ASULAB) that is owned by Department of Justice (Coroners Court) consisting of Forensic 
pathology 

 With respect to DNA analyses this is subject to a constraint provided by the Police Powers & Responsibilities Act with respect to hosting data in QLD 
 The new Forensics Register system (FRS) manages and stores case information including person identification and this replaces the legacy process 

within the current LIS 
 The current LIS receives the order for the DNA analysis from the FRS for any new requests for DNA analysis and no case information such as person 

identification is received in AUSLAB – Therefore for all new requests for DNA analysis processed within AUSLAB there is no association of the order to 
person identification within AUSLAB 

 The new FRS receives the results of DNA analysis from the current LIS and records this against the case information 
 
Based on this it was agreed that: 
 

 Any future state processing of Forensic DNA in the new LIS would not include case information such as person identification – Therefore there would 
be no information stored in the new LIS that would associate a case and person to a DNA order and result 

 Historic FSS DNA data within current LIS is subject to QPS ownership and legislative constraints 
 Data migration and archiving of current LIS FSS DNA data is subject to QPS ownership and legislative constraints 

 
The next steps are: 

 Confirm the understanding outlined in this email with appropriate FSS resources 
 Confirm the data migration requirements with appropriate FSS key stakeholders and decision makers considering the constraints and ownership of 

the FSS DNA data 
 Advise Department of Justice (DOJ) key forensic pathology stakeholders of the move to the new LIS and identify any constraints 
 Work with QPS and DOJ on data migration requirements where they are the owners of the data within current LIS 

 
Regards 

Peter McNamee  

Program Architect 
LIS Program 
Health Support Queensland, Department of Health 

p |  m |  
a | Level 1, Lobby 1, 153 Campbell Street, Bowen Hills, QLD 4006 
w | www.health.qld.gov.au e |   
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 SOC ride-alongs. I had a thought that many in the office would benefit on seeing how DNA samples 
were collected from scenes by SOC. Also SOC officers will greatly benefit from speaking with those 
within DMS on many issues, including interpretation of results etc. Many are keen. I am happy to 
organise when I return to Hendra, if you are in agreement. One shift, sworn staff take priority, no 
dead bodies.  
 
INSPECTORS PROCESSES.  
 

 Approving Whole items for FSS DNA submission. (Saliva testing etc) Currently an email is needed 
from Inspector Scientific or Inspector DNA to FSS with exhibit details. I have recently submitted a 
User Story for FR to be changed so that this can be approved at the check of a box on the Exhibit 
page. Only Inspector and Gerard to have access to check box. Stay tuned.  

 
 Request for Priority 1 exhibits. Monitor these carefully, most FC’s are aware that these are carefully 

restricted, however you will receive pressure from I/O’s. I have not approved many this year, but 
apparently I set a record last year (Due to ). I have kept a folder with Approved P1’s for 
reference. Once again this is an email from the Inspector DMS to Cathie, Justin and Paula, listing the 
exhibits. Exhibits will also need to be checked to ensure DNA is ticked (This is missed all the time). 
Once again I have submitted another User Story to have this process streamlined to a check box.  
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 Request for additional exhibits above 2 for Volume crime. Once again an email to FSS with exhibit 
details. Another user story has been submitted for a streamlined check box. I usually write a 
comment on the exhibit page, and make a case file notation. You may wish to delegate this to 
Gerard? Monitor carefully, as you will get a few requests.  

 
 Request for sample reworks. Please read ‘A review of automatic concentration of DNA extracts 

using Microcon’ document on your desk. FSS are currently trialling a process where reworks are only 
being conducted (Below 10% chance of success) when requested by Inspector DNA. This was agreed 
between Supt, Paul CSOBAN, Cathie and myself, to better funnel effects and funds. Investigators are 
advised that they can request a rework if exhibit is still pertinent via Qprime unit - 3209. You will be 
forwarded a task for decision on re-testing if the investigators decide to request it. If approved to 
reactivate, send an FR task to Luke Ryan: eg. 

 
“I have received a request for further processing of the below exhibit. I have reviewed this 
investigation and I am supportive of this exhibit Reactivation. Exhibit   
 
Any issues please contact Inspector Ewen TAYLOR DMS  
 
‘FSS Result:  DNA INSUFFICIENT FOR FURTHER PROCESSING  
This item/sample was submitted for DNA analysis. Low levels of DNA were detected in this sample 
and it was not submitted for further DNA profiling. Please contact the DNA Management Section if 
this sample is requested to be assessed for further processing via QPRIME task to Unit Code 3209’ 
”.  

 
 

 Collecting complainant reference samples at same time as SAIK. This is something we have talked 
about previously. Troy’s preference was to prevent SAIK’s being accepted by FSS until a Complainant 
reference sample was also collected and submitted to FSS. I had concerns with making it 
compulsory, which I know you shared, for various reasons. What I have done is amended the OPM’s 
regarding the collection of reference samples. 2.6.3 Sexual offences. Tara Pease from OIU has 
reviewed, amended and submitted my modifications. Although submitted late last year, these 
amendments have only recently been updated. I continually try to educate the investigators on this 
requirement. They do cause considerable work and delay for FSS. I’ll keep pushing for FC’s / OIC’s to 
educate local Detectives.  
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Best I can give you via email.  
 

 

 
 
 
 

 

 

 
 
Ewen TAYLOR 
Acting Inspector  
DNA Management Unit | Forensic Services Group 
Operations Support Command 
QUEENSLAND POLICE SERVICE 
______________________________ 

Phone  
Email 

Address GPO Box 1440 Brisbane 4001 
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COMMISSIONER OF POLICE

REGIONAL QUEENSLAND
Deputy Commissioner
Paul Taylor

Commissioner Katarina Carroll

SOUTHERN QUEENSLAND
Deputy Commissioner
Steve Gollschewski

STRATEGY AND CORPORATE SERVICES
Deputy Commissioner
Doug Smith (until July 2022)

CRIME, COUNTER-TERRORISM 
AND SPECIALIST OPERATIONS

Deputy Commissioner
Tracy Linford

Brisbane Region
Assistant Commissioner
Cameron Harsley

North Coast Region
Assistant Commissioner
Brian Connors

South Eastern Region
Assistant Commissioner
Brian Swan

Southern Region
Assistant Commissioner
Charysse Pond

Communications, Culture 
and Engagement Division
A/Executive Director
Kerry Johnson

People Capability 
Command
A/Assistant Commissioner
Mark Kelly

Crime and Corruption 
Commission Police Group
Chief Superintendent 
Roger Lowe

Crime and Intelligence 
Command
Assistant Commissioner
Kath Innes

Domestic, Family Violence and 
Vulnerable Persons Command
Assistant Commissioner
Brian Codd

Ethical Standards Command
Assistant Commissioner
Cheryl Scanlon

Security and Counter-
Terrorism Command
Assistant Commissioner
Debbie Platz

A/Assistant Commissioner
Matt Vanderbyl

Legal Division
Executive Director
Carolyn Harrison

Organisational 
Capability Command

Finance Division
Chief Financial Officer
Wayne Brummer

Internal Audit and Risk
Head of Internal Audit 
Warren Dries

Safety, Wellbeing and 
Central Panels Division
Executive Director
Louise Barrett

Policy and Performance 
Division
Executive Director
Paul Friedman

Frontline and Digital Division
Chief Information Officer 
Cameron Allen

Human Resources Division
A/Executive Director
Debbie Paterson

Central Region
Assistant Commissioner
Kevin Guteridge

Far Northern Region
Assistant Commissioner
Brett Schafferius

Northern Region
Assistant Commissioner
Mark Wheeler

Operations Support 
Command
Assistant Commissioner
Shane Chelepy

Road Policing and Regional 
Support Command
Assistant Commissioner
Ben Marcus

STATE DISCIPLINE
Assistant Commissioner
Maurice Carless

Who’s who 
in the QPS
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Superintendent

Bruce McNab

Operations Commander 

Far Northern Region

Inspector

Forensic Manager (SOC)

Far Northern

Senior Sergeant

Forensic Coordinator

Cairns SOC

Senior Sergeant OIC x 1

Sergeant x 2

Senior Constable x 11

AO3 x 1

Cairns Scientic

Sergeant OIC x 1

Sergeant x 4

Innisfail SOC

Sergeant OIC x 1

Seniro Constable x 2

Mareeba SOC

Sergeant OIC x 1

Senior Constable x 2

Thursday Island SOC

Senior Constable x 1

Townsville

Senior Sergeant

Forensic Coordinator

Ayr SOC

Sergeant x 1

Townsville SOC

Senior Sergeant OIC x 1

Sergeant x 2

Senior Constable x 13

AO3 x 1 

Townsville Scientific

Sergeant OIC x 1

Sergeant x 2

Mt Isa SOC

Sergeant OIC x 1

Senior Constable x 3

AO3 x 1

Central Region

Inspector

Forensic Manager (SOC)

Central

Senior Sergeant

Forensic Coordinator

Mackay SOC

Sergeant OIC x 1

Senior Constable x 7

Whitsunday SOC

Sergeant x 1

Senior Constable x 1

Rockhampton SOC

Senior Sergeant OIC x 1

Sergeant x 2

Senior Constable x 8

AO3 x 1

Rockhampton Scientific 

Sergeant OIC x 1

Senior Constable x 1

Gladstone SOC

Sergeant OIC  x 1

Senior Constable x 3

Emerald SOC

Sergeant OIC x 1

Senior Constable x 1

Longreach SOC

Sergeant x 1

Wide Bay

Senior Sergeant

Forensic Coordinator

Bundaberg SOC

Sergeant OIC x 1

Senior Constable x 5

AO3 x 1

Maryborough SOC

Sergeant OIC x 1

Senior Constable x 6

AO3 x 1

North Brisbane & Sunshine 
Coast Districts

Inspector

Forensic Manager (SOC)

North Brisbane

Senior Sergeant

Forensic Coordinator

North Lakes SOC

Seregant OIC x 1

Senior Constable x 7

Hendra SOC

Senior Sergeant OIC x 1

Sergeant x 3

Senior Constable x 7

AO3 x 1

New Farm SOC

Sergeant OIC x 1

Senior Constable x 6

AO3 x 1

Indooroopilly SOC

Senior Sergeant OIC x 1

Sergeant x 2

Senior Constable x 4

AO3 x 1

Sunshine Coast

Senior Sergeant

Forensic Coordinator

Sunshine Coast SOC

Senior Sergeant x 1

Gympie SOC

Sergeant OIC x 1

Senior Constable x 5

AO3 x 1

Caboolture SOC

Sergeant OIC x 1

Senior Constable x 5

AO3 x 1

Redcliffe SOC

Sergeant OIC x 1

Senior Constable x 4

AO3 x 1

South Brisbane & Southern 
Districts

Inspector

Forensic Manager (SOC)

South  Brisbane

Senior Sergeant

Forensic Coordinator

Cleveland SOC

Sergeant OIC x 1

Senior Constable x  7

AO3 x 1

Upper Mount Gravatt SOC

Senior Sergeant OIC x 1

Sergeant x  3

Senior Constable x  11

AO3 x 1

Calamvale SOC

Senior Sergeant OIC x 1

Sergeant x  3

Senior Constable x  11

AO3 x 1

Southern

Senior Sergeant

Vacant

Forensic Coordinator

Toowoomba SOC

Senior Sergeant OIC x 1

Sergeant x 2

Senior Constable x 10

AO3 x 1

Dalby SOC

Sergeant OIC x 1

Senior Constable x 1

Roma SOC

Sergeant OIC x 1

Senior Constable x 1

Warwick SOC

Sergeant OIC x 1

Senior Constable x 1

Charleville SOC

Sergeant x 1

Kingaroy SOC

Sergeant OIC x 1

Senior Constable x 1

Yamanto SOC

Senior Sergeant OIC x 1

Sergeant x 2

Senior Constable x 11

AO3 x 1

South East Area

Inspector

Forensic Manager (SOC)

Senior Sergeant

Forensic Coordinator

Gold Coast/Nerang SOC

Senior Sergeant OIC x 1

Sergeant x 3

Senior Constable x 20

AO3 x 2

Logan SOC

Senior Sergeant OIC x 1

Sergeant x 3

Senior Constable x 19

AO3 x 1

Scientific Section

Inspector

Manager

Major Crime Unit

Senior Sergeant x 1

Sergeant x  7

Senior Constable x 8

Coomera

Sergeant OIC x 1

Sergeant x 6

Vechicle Inspection Unit

Senior Sergeant x 1

Sergeant x 1

AO5 x  5

Ballistics Unit

Senior Sergeant x 1

Sergeant x  4

Senior Constable x 3

TO2 x 1

Quality Admin / Training

Senior Sergeant x 1

TO2 x 1

AO3 x 1

Document Examination Unit

PO5 x 1

PO4 x 2

PO3 x 2

Analytical Services Unit

PO5 x 1

PO3 x 4

Quality Management Section

Inspector

Manager

Training

Senior Sergeant x 1

Sergeant x 1

Audits

Senior Sergeant x 1

Research

PO5 x 1

Forensic Tech Unit

AO4 x 1

Project Officer

Senior Sergeant x 1

Forensic Reception

AO5 x 1

AO4 x 1

AO3 x 3

Coronial Support Unit

Detective Inspector

Manager

Brisbane

Senior Sergeant x 4

Sergeant x 2

Senior Constable x 1

AO3 x 1

Cairns Coronial Support

Senior Sergeant x 1

Mackay Coronial Support

Senior Sergeant x 1

John Tonge Centre

Sergeant x 1

Senior Constable x 4

Forensic Imaging

Inspector

Manager

Forensic Imaging & 
Electronic Recording Section

Senior Sergeant x 1

Sergeant x 3

TO4 x 3

TO2 x 8

TO3 x 6

AO3 x 1

Electronic Evidence Unit

Brisbane

Senior Sergeant x 3

Sergeant x 3

PO3 x 1

PO2 x  5

Senior Constable x 5

AO5 x 3

AO4 x 3

AO3 x 1 

Yeppoon

Senior Constable x 1

Toowoomba

Senior Constable x 1

Cairns

Senior Constable x 1

Coomera

Senior Constable x 2

Surfers Paradise

Senior Constable x 1

Logan

Senior Constable x 1

Caboolture

Senior Constable x 1

Townsville

Senior Constable x 2

Maryborough

Senior Constable x 1

Biometrics Unit

Inspector

David Neville

Manager

Fingerprint Bureau (FP)

Cairns FP

Sergeant x 1

Senior Constable x 1

Townsville FP

Sergeant x 1

Senior Constable x 1

Rockhapton FP

Sergeant x 1

Senior Constable x 1

Kawana Waters FP

Sergeant x 1

Senior Constable x 1

Toowwoomba FP

Sergeant x 1

Coomera FP

Sergeant x 2

Brisbane FP

Senior Sergeant x 7

Sergeant x 27

Senior Constable x 3

Constable x 14

TO4 x 2

TO2/3 x 2

AO3 x 6

DNA Management Section

Profile/Sample Unit

Sergeant x 3

Senior Constable x 3

AO3 x  10

Quality Management Unit

Senior Sergeant x 1

AO4 x 1

Results Management Unit

Sergeant x 1

Senior Constable x 1

AO3 x 3

Sergeant 

Support Officer

AO3

Admin Officer
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COLLECTION OF BIOLOGICAL EVIDENCE 
 

Crime Scene Examination 

 

 

Document No: CSE 101  Issue Date:  3 November 2021 
Prepared By: Quality Management Section, Forensic Services Group Version 36 
CONTROLLED DOCUMENT APPROVED BY: Quality Manager, QPS Forensic Services Page 1 of 34 

PURPOSE 

Outlines the collection protocols for biological material that may yield DNA or other information 
of potential value.   

SCOPE 

This procedure may only be used by forensic officers who have been authorised or are 
undergoing training in Crime Scene Examination.  Only officers who have been authorised may 
report results. 
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8 DNA SAMPLE TRIAGE POLICY 

 Forensic officers should liaise with investigators and Forensic Coordinators to prioritise 
exhibits for DNA analysis, ensuring the probative value of results is maximised. 

 Property Crime Offences 

8.1.1 Forensic officers are limited to submitting two (2) samples per QPRIME Occurrence, 
which can include only one trace sample.   

 
 

8.1.2 For the investigation of property crime offences, DNA sample types are limited to: 

1. Blood; 

2. Targeted saliva (e.g. mouth area of drink container); 

3. Cigarette butts; 

4. Hairs collected in accordance with Procedure CSE 111 – Hair and Fibre 
Detection and Collection (Section 8); 

5. Trace samples, collected from a single location (to reduce the likelihood of 
generating complex mixed profiles), including ONLY: 

 For any sample type other than the categories listed above, approval for submission 
must be obtained from the Forensic Coordinator / Forensic Manager, on a case by case 
basis. 

8.1.3 The submission of additional samples may be considered with the approval of the 
Inspector, DNA Management Section in circumstances where: 

 1. Samples previously submitted for the case fail to provide a profile; 

 2. There are multiple offence locations associated with the QPRIME Occurrence and 
the DNA evidence at these locations has potentially significant probative value; 

 3. There is evidence to suggest more than one offender was involved and the offence 
warrants the additional commitment of resources; 
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 4. There are links to a serious major crime; 

 5. There is significant police or public/media attention; or 

 6. The job is connected to a targeted police operation or task force. 

 Under any of these circumstances, an email should be sent by the Forensic 
Coordinator / Forensic Manager to the Inspector, DNA Management Section seeking 
approval to send more than two samples per QPRIME Occurrence.  QHFSS will then be 
advised to accept the submission. 

 Major Crime Offences 

 For Major Crime Offences, no more than twenty-five untested samples associated with 
a single QPRIME Occurrence should be held at QHFSS at any time.  The submission of 
more than twenty-five samples in total for a single QPRIME Occurrence requires the 
approval of the Inspector, DNA Management Section.    Where more than twenty-five 
samples relating to the same QPRIME Occurrence are collected by two or more 
forensic officers, submission of samples should be coordinated through the Forensic 
Coordinator/Forensic Manager, or delegate, to ensure the samples are submitted in 
accordance with overall case priority. 

 Whole Item Submission 

8.3.1 As a general rule, whole items are not to be submitted to QHFSS.  Exceptions to this 
include: 

1. Syringes, 
2. Cigarette butts, 
3. Tampons and sanitary napkins, 
4. Condoms, and 
5. Small items that will not fit inside a microcentrifuge tube (i.e. fingernail or bone 

fragment). 

8.3.2 Any other whole item that is required to be submitted to QHFSS must be approved by 
the Inspector (DNA Management Section), Inspector (Scientific Section) or the 
Superintendent (Forensic Services Group), preferably by email.  The appropriate tick 
box on the Forensic Exhibit Record page will be completed by the approving officer.  
Copies of email justifications should be stored as a case management note. 

8.3.3 In instances where whole items are submitted to QHFSS, the “Exhibit Notes & FSS 
Advice” field on the Exhibit Register will need to include information about the testing 
required.  

 QA Checks of Samples Prior to Submission to QHFSS 

 A Quality Assurance check of all exhibits is conducted immediately prior to submission 
to QHFSS for analysis.  A detailed description of each step required during the 
checking process is provided in Section 12 of this procedure, which is also available as 
a printable checklist Procedure CSE 101a – DNA Sample Quality Checklist.  
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Stoneman.AmyE[CTDFVCOI]

From: McNab.BruceJ[OSC]
Sent: Friday, 14 February 2020 07:10
To: Cathie Allen
Cc: John Doherty; Neville.DavidH[OSC]
Subject: RE: Request for information

Hi Cathie, 
 
We’ve had a look at this issue from our end.  
 
In short, it was changed from our end unintentionally, as such, much of FSG we were unaware until advised by your 
team. Those who located it, did so whilst performing their normal duties of scanning the FR to either see the 
progress, or the results of your examinations. No action was taken with any of the information that could be seen, 
as soon as you advised us, we changed it back so no one could see. I am confident with the departure of Tim, and 
the movement of all work over to BDNA till the commercialisation process is completed that such an issue will not 
arise again.  
 
We accept that his unintentional change took place at our end. 
 
In conclusion it shows that they greater degree of cooperation and information sharing between our departments is 
ensuring that the people of Queensland are being well served. 
 
Have a great weekend.  
 
Bruce McNab BM 
Superintendent 7417 
Operations Commander 
Forensic Services Group 
OPERATIONS SUPPORT COMMAND 
Queensland Police Service 

 
Yammer - Forensic Services Group 

Did you know? – Over 70% of volume crime is solved by Forensic 
Services Group. 

 

From: Cathie Allen < >  
Sent: Wednesday, 12 February 2020 16:13 
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To: McNab.BruceJ[OSC] <  
Cc: John Doherty <  
Subject: Request for information 
 
Hi Supt McNab 
 
Thank you for your time today on the teleconference regarding access by QPS staff members to Forensic DNA 
Analysis results that may have not been through the peer review process (via Exhibit Testing Table and Profile Data 
Analysis page). 
 
Forensic DNA Analysis are accredited through NATA, under ISO17025. Under Section 7.11 – Control and data and 
information management, there appears to have been a breach (‘…changes need to be authorised, documented and 
validated before implementation.’ And ‘LIMS must be: be protected from unauthorised access; LIMS must be 
maintained in a manner which ensures the integrity of the data and information’). An investigation, including 
corrective actions, regarding this will need to be conducted to advise NATA. This is normal for a breakdown in 
accreditation requirements and is not intended to be adversarial. Documenting an investigation and addressing the 
root cause is a requirement under any quality system.  
 
To assist us to address this corrective action report, can you please provide either John or myself with the following 
information: 
 

- How did it occur that QPS staff who have Results Management or Quality access were also provided with 
access to Forensic DNA Analysis Exhibit Testing and Profile Data assessment information? 

- When did this change occur? (noting the removal of access was on Wednesday, 12th of Feb, prior to or at 
2pm). 

- What did the QPS staff do with the information that they had available to them? 
- Who authorised the change to occur? 
- Why was FSS not advised of this change prior to it occurring?  

 
This will inform a risk-based assessment of the issue and allow us to demonstrate to NATA that we took appropriate 
action to address the issue and the root cause.  
 
Cheers 
Cathie 

Cathie Allen 
Managing Scientist  

Police Services Stream, Forensic & Scientific Services  
Health Support Queensland, Queensland Health  

p m   
a 39 Kessels Road, Coopers Plains, QLD 4108  
e  w www.health.qld.gov.au/healthsupport  

Queensland Health acknowledges the Traditional Owners of the land, and pays respect to Elders past, present and future. 
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******************************************************************************** 

This email, including any attachments sent with it, is confidential and for the sole use of the intended recipient(s). 
This confidentiality is not waived or lost, if you receive it and you are not the intended recipient(s), or if it is 
transmitted/received in error. 

Any unauthorised use, alteration, disclosure, distribution or review of this email is strictly prohibited. The 
information contained in this email, including any attachment sent with it, may be subject to a statutory duty of 
confidentiality if it relates to health service matters. 

If you are not the intended recipient(s), or if you have received this email in error, you are asked to immediately 
notify the sender by telephone collect on Australia +61 1800 198 175 or by return email. You should also delete this 
email, and any copies, from your computer system network and destroy any hard copies produced. 

If not an intended recipient of this email, you must not copy, distribute or take any action(s) that relies on it; any 
form of disclosure, modification, distribution and/or publication of this email is also prohibited. 

Although Queensland Health takes all reasonable steps to ensure this email does not contain malicious software, 
Queensland Health does not accept responsibility for the consequences if any person's computer inadvertently 
suffers any disruption to services, loss of information, harm or is infected with a virus, other malicious computer 
programme or code that may occur as a consequence of receiving this email. 

Unless stated otherwise, this email represents only the views of the sender and not the views of the Queensland 
Government. 

********************************************************************************** 
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MINUTES 
Meeting Date:  Thursday 17 March 2022 
Location:  Microsoft Teams Meeting 
Time:   10:00am - 10:30am 
Chair:   Lara Keller 
Secretary:  AO3 Delinda Brits 
Attendees: 
Supt Bruce McNab 
Insp David Neville 
Lara Keller 
Cathie Allen 
 

Item 
1.0 SAIK Discussion Group  
  Adam Griffin to establish SAIK discussion group again. 

 Cathie and a QPS representative to be involved. 
 To update document and make it happen. 
 Bruce recapped that QPS position has not changed regarding Medical Officers taking 

sample from victims.  He indicated a desire to have this resolved rapidly in the 
interest of protecting victims. 

 Lara indicated that the policy needed some amendment given it is missing process 
around juveniles and victims. 

 
 

2.0 Use FR as main database 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 To simplify process.  
 Searching profiles on Qld database first, then if no hit to search National Database. 
 Potential to cleanse NCIDD to remove duplicates 
 Cathie mentioned potential risks and complex collaborative change management 

process 
 

ACTION ITEM: Both agencies to assess potential for using FR as primary search engine and 
only uploading unknown crime scene profiles and new person profiles to NCIDD.  to be 
reviewed at next meeting – risks/impacts from QHSS regarding FR as main search database 
 
 

3.0 Insufficient DNA for further processing results 
  Success rate of continuing testing of samples originally reported as ‘insufficient DNA 

for further processing’ remains about 30% 
 David explained the difficulties involved with QPS making decisions on testing of 

samples when they do not have access to information regarding quantity and quality 
of DNA present  

 
ACTION ITEM: QHFSS to provide a report to QPS regarding their review of the efficacy of 
testing samples below the agreed threshold.  This report will be provided by 25th March 
 

  NEXT MEETING TBC 12TH May 2022 
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EXECUTIVE BRIEFING NOTE 
 
SUBJECT: Security and Maintenance of QDNA 

 
PURPOSE: 
 
1. To provide information regarding issues with security and maintenance of data 

contained within QDNA. 
 

BACKGROUND: 
 

2. Section 491 of the Police Powers and Responsibilities Act 2000 (the Act) gives the 
commissioner the authority to record information of DNA profiles within a database in 
Queensland that is approved by the commissioner (QDNA).   Under section 488B of 
the Act, the commissioner has entered into an arrangement with Queensland Health 
Forensic and Scientific Services (QHFSS) to undertake DNA analysis.  Section 489 
gives QHFSS the authority to administer QDNA based on the arrangement.  The 
commissioner has approved the establishment of QDNA on servers maintained by 
QHFSS. 

 
3. In July 2017 QHFSS commenced using the Forensic Register (FR) as their 

information management system.  The FR was developed by the Queensland Police 
Service (QPS) for the Forensic Services Group (FSG).  Both QHFSS and FSG now 
use the FR as a common forensic case management system.  QDNA holdings were 
copied to the FR on 31 July 2017. 

 
4. An audit of the QDNA holdings on the FR was undertaken on 7 February 2019.  This 

audit revealed the presence of approximately 200 profiles that should have been 
destroyed under s490 of the Act .  This database is accessible by all DNA laboratory 
staff and is used to search profiles obtained from crime scene samples to provide 
rapid DNA results.   

 
5. It is and offence under s531 of the Act to willfully retain profiles that should have 

been destroyed under s490.  These profiles were immediately destroyed from the 
database.  The presence of the profiles was the result of a temporary disablement of 
the automated destruction function which has been corrected. 

 
 

ISSUES: 
 

6. The corrective action undertaken revealed the presence of another database on the 
FR called ‘AUSLAB-QSEARCH’ which contained 388,295 profiles.  This database is 
only accessible by three staff members of QHFSS.  QHFSS have indicated that the 
database is maintained to assist with the detection of contamination events.  It is 

EXHIBIT 11
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designed to be searchable and contains the results of person sample and crime 
scene sample testing.  For person samples, the database stores the persons’ unique 
identifier together with their DNA profile. 

 
7. The contents of ‘AUSLAB-QSEARCH’ was reviewed to establish the appropriateness 

of the holdings.  This revealed the presence of 4,234 profiles that should have been 
destroyed under s490 of the Act.  The QPS had previously requested QHFSS to 
destroy these profiles through established protocols however, they were retained in 
this database.  All known destroyable profiles were deleted from the database on 19 
February 2019.  It is believed that other destroyable profiles may be still on this 
database and FSG is in the process of identifying these so they can be removed. 

 
8. Under the Act a person can volunteer their DNA and limit the purpose for how it may 

be used.  It is an offence against s529 of the Act to knowingly do anything that 
results in volunteer limited purpose (VLP) profiles being compared against other 
DNA records.  An audit of ‘AUSLAB-QSEARCH’ was conducted on 21 February 
2019 to establish if the database permitted the search of VLP profiles.  All 10 
randomly selected VLP profiles were found to be on the database.  An immediate 
request was made to QHFSS to stop using the database until all VLP profiles had 
been identified and removed. 

 
9. Enquires were undertaken to determine the circumstances of the establishment of 

the ‘AUSLAB-QSEARCH’ database.  This revealed that the database is a legacy 
system that was maintained by QHFSS up until it was transferred to the FR.  There 
is some conflicting information as to how the data was stored prior to the transfer to 
the FR.  The overall security of the QHFSS database holdings was compromised 
through the use of unprotected spreadsheets.  The spreadsheets were saved to a 
cloud server outside of Queensland contrary to the Act.  The spreadsheets were also 
emailed back and forth between QPS and QHFSS staff members when the 
‘AUSLAB-QSEARCH’ database was established on the FR.      

 
 

RECOMMENDATION: 
 

10. It is recommended the content of this Briefing Note be noted. 
 

11. It is recommended that the approval for QDNA to be maintained on QHFSS servers 
be rescinded and that the FR be approved as the sole database used for this 
purpose.  The FR is maintained on a QPS server.  As a result, all databases of 
profiles maintained on QHFSS servers would need to be destroyed. 
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ALLAN McCARTHY 
ASSISTANT COMMISSIONER 
OPERATIONS SUPPORT COMMAND 
 

Contact Officer: 
Inspector David Neville  
Telephone: 07   
Date: 30 July 2018 

 
 
NOTED  /  SUPPORTED  /  APPROVED 
 
Comment: 
 
 
 
 
 
 
DEPUTY COMMISSIONER (CRIME, 
COUNTER-TERRORISM AND 
SPECIALIST OPERATIONS) 
 
          /          / 

 
NOTED  /  SUPPORTED  /  APPROVED 
 
Comment: 
 
 
 
 
 
 
COMMISSIONER 
          /          / 
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Stoneman.AmyE[CTDFVCOI]

From: Neville.DavidH[OSC]
Sent: Thursday, 14 February 2019 13:54
To: Cathie Allen
Subject: FR DNA profile deletion

Hi Cathie 
The recent issues encountered with the DNA search function of the FR revealed we need to delete some of the DNA 
profiles contained in the FR data files. Some of these are replicates of what is also on Auslab. I understand that John 
has been briefed on the circumstances around this which may need some Auslab work also. I am going to ask Tim to 
delete these profiles from the FR. I think we have a choice of: 

 Deleting the barcode identifier and leaving the profile, or 
 Deleting the profile and leaving the barcode identifier, or 
 Deleting both the profile and the barcode. 

Do you have any preferences as to how this is done please. 
 
Regards 
 
David Neville 
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Stoneman.AmyE[CTDFVCOI]

From: Neville.DavidH[OSC]
Sent: Tuesday, 12 February 2019 11:22
To: Middleton.TimM[OSC]
Subject: FW: Forensic Register DNA Search Function

Importance: High

Tim 
Can you look into the following please as a matter of priority. 
 
David 
 

From: Cathie Allen <   
Sent: Tuesday, 12 February 2019 10:24 
To: Neville.DavidH[OSC] <  
Cc: Middleton.TimM[OSC] < John Doherty <  
McNab.BruceJ[OSC] <  
Subject: RE: Forensic Register DNA Search Function 
Importance: High 
 
Hi David 
 
Thanks for the additional advice. 
 
I’ve been advised that matching between crime scene samples and the Staff Elimination Database is currently not 
working. We’ve raised a bug regarding this – BUG # . We can confirm that it was working on the 5th of Feb and 
we are working our way forward to check all profiles processed since the 5th of Feb. 
 
As we ensured development within the FR to automatically conduct 4 different types of searches and we’ve 
confirmed at least 2 of those searches are not currently operating, can you please request Bugs #  and #  
are attended to today. 
 
Cheers 
Cathie 

Cathie Allen 
Managing Scientist  

Police Services Stream, Forensic & Scientific Services  
Health Support Queensland, Queensland Health  

p  m   
a 39 Kessels Road, Coopers Plains, QLD 4108  
e  w www.health.qld.gov.au/healthsupport  

Queensland Health acknowledges the Traditional Owners of the land, and pays respect to Elders past, present and future. 
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From: Neville.DavidH[OSC] [mailto:   
Sent: Tuesday, 12 February 2019 9:51 AM 
To: Cathie Allen 
Cc: Middleton.TimM[OSC] 
Subject: RE: Forensic Register DNA Search Function 
 
Hi Cathie 
The issue yesterday related to volunteer limited purpose samples which could have been searched outside of the 
case based because of the manner they were recorded on the FR. There were 9 person samples that seem to have 
been entered inconsistently. We have modified the data to correct this. There was no change to the code, only data 
correction. We will need to implement some type of process to ensure that this does not reoccur.  
 
I understand the issue you are talking about causes the system to fail to differentiate between multiple unknowns in 
the one case.  
 
I will request information on recent changes and get back to you.  
 
David  
 
 
 
 

From: Cathie Allen < >  
Sent: Tuesday, 12 February 2019 09:33 
To: Neville.DavidH[OSC] <  
Cc: McNab.BruceJ[OSC] < Simpfendorfer.GerardM[OSC] 
< >; Collopen.RubenB[OSC]  
Middleton.TimM[OSC] < John Doherty <  
Subject: RE: Forensic Register DNA Search Function 
Importance: High 
 
Hi David 
 
Thank you for the advice yesterday regarding disabling the ‘interim’ linking function. We have been advised of an 
issue whereby the FR hasn’t correctly designated an Unknown. We now logged a Bug regarding this. 
 
Our process within the FR for a reportable profile is to compare to the following group of samples: 
 

 
 
It appears that the dot point 3 search did not occur properly within the FR for the samples identified and advised to 
us. Further checks this morning have shown that the dot point 1 (search against Staff elimination database) appears 
to not be working as well. We are following up on this now and will also check the other dot points. 
 
It appears that the data integrity within the FR is become an issue. Forensic DNA Analysis worked with the QPS to 
automate a number of processes for efficiency but some of these processes are now not working appropriately. Are 
we able to have an audit conducted on the changes made within the FR recently to determine what has been 
affected? 
 
Cheers 
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Cathie 

Cathie Allen 
Managing Scientist  

Police Services Stream, Forensic & Scientific Services  
Health Support Queensland, Queensland Health  

p  m   
a 39 Kessels Road, Coopers Plains, QLD 4108  
e w www.health.qld.gov.au/healthsupport  

Queensland Health acknowledges the Traditional Owners of the land, and pays respect to Elders past, present and future. 

 

From: Neville.DavidH[OSC] [mailto:   
Sent: Monday, 11 February 2019 12:48 PM 
To: Cathie Allen 
Cc: McNab.BruceJ[OSC]; Simpfendorfer.GerardM[OSC]; Collopen.RubenB[OSC]; Middleton.TimM[OSC] 
Subject: Forensic Register DNA Search Function 
Importance: High 
 
Hi Cathie 
We have detected some data issues with the FR DNA ’interim’ linking function for. I have asked Tim to disable that 
function until this has been corrected. This does not impact on NCIDD searches. Please give me a call if you need any 
further information. 
 
Regards 
 
David Neville 

 
 
**********************************************************************  
CONFIDENTIALITY: The information contained in this  
electronic mail message and any electronic files attached  
to it may be confidential information, and may also be the  
subject of legal professional privilege and/or public interest  
immunity. If you are not the intended recipient you are  
required to delete it. Any use, disclosure or copying of  
this message and any attachments is unauthorised. If you  
have received this electronic message in error, please  
inform the sender or contact 1300ITPSBA@psba.qld.gov.au.  
This footnote also confirms that this email message has  
been checked for the presence of computer viruses.  
**********************************************************************  

******************************************************************************** 

This email, including any attachments sent with it, is confidential and for the sole use of the intended recipient(s). This 
confidentiality is not waived or lost, if you receive it and you are not the intended recipient(s), or if it is transmitted/received in 
error. 

Any unauthorised use, alteration, disclosure, distribution or review of this email is strictly prohibited. The information contained 
in this email, including any attachment sent with it, may be subject to a statutory duty of confidentiality if it relates to health 
service matters. 
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If you are not the intended recipient(s), or if you have received this email in error, you are asked to immediately notify the 
sender by telephone collect on Australia +61 1800 198 175 or by return email. You should also delete this email, and any copies, 
from your computer system network and destroy any hard copies produced. 

If not an intended recipient of this email, you must not copy, distribute or take any action(s) that relies on it; any form of 
disclosure, modification, distribution and/or publication of this email is also prohibited. 

Although Queensland Health takes all reasonable steps to ensure this email does not contain malicious software, Queensland 
Health does not accept responsibility for the consequences if any person's computer inadvertently suffers any disruption to 
services, loss of information, harm or is infected with a virus, other malicious computer programme or code that may occur as a 
consequence of receiving this email. 

Unless stated otherwise, this email represents only the views of the sender and not the views of the Queensland Government. 

********************************************************************************** 

 
**********************************************************************  
CONFIDENTIALITY: The information contained in this  
electronic mail message and any electronic files attached  
to it may be confidential information, and may also be the  
subject of legal professional privilege and/or public interest  
immunity. If you are not the intended recipient you are  
required to delete it. Any use, disclosure or copying of  
this message and any attachments is unauthorised. If you  
have received this electronic message in error, please  
inform the sender or contact 1300ITPSBA@psba.qld.gov.au.  
This footnote also confirms that this email message has  
been checked for the presence of computer viruses.  
**********************************************************************  
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Stoneman.AmyE[CTDFVCOI]

From: Neville.DavidH[OSC]
Sent: Wednesday, 20 February 2019 14:03
To: Middleton.TimM[OSC]
Cc: McNab.BruceJ[OSC]
Subject: FW: FR destruction register / destruction audit
Attachments: FR destruction register removal list.xlsx

Hi Tim 
I have provided a list of 371 barcodes that are for profiles that must be destroyed in the ‘Quality Search-AUSLAB’ 
table, if they are present. 
 
On this occasion, can you please only remove the barcode identifier and preserve the actual allele designations.  
 
Please let me know by return email: 

1. if any of the barcodes were present & 
2. If present, that they have now been removed from that data table. 

 
Regards 
 
David Neville 
Inspector  
DNA Management 
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Stoneman.AmyE[CTDFVCOI]

From: Neville.DavidH[OSC]
Sent: Wednesday, 20 February 2019 15:05
To: McNab.BruceJ[OSC]
Subject: FW: FR destruction register / destruction audit

FYI 
 

From: Middleton.TimM[OSC]  
Sent: Wednesday, 20 February 2019 14:53 
To: Neville.DavidH[OSC] <  
Subject: RE: FR destruction register / destruction audit 
 
There were 27 which have been removed 
 

From: Neville.DavidH[OSC]  
Sent: Wednesday, 20 February 2019 14:03 
To: Middleton.TimM[OSC] <  
Cc: McNab.BruceJ[OSC] <  
Subject: FW: FR destruction register / destruction audit 
 
Hi Tim 
I have provided a list of 371 barcodes that are for profiles that must be destroyed in the ‘Quality Search-AUSLAB’ 
table, if they are present. 
 
On this occasion, can you please only remove the barcode identifier and preserve the actual allele designations.  
 
Please let me know by return email: 

1. if any of the barcodes were present & 
2. If present, that they have now been removed from that data table. 

 
Regards 
 
David Neville 
Inspector  
DNA Management 
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Stoneman.AmyE[CTDFVCOI]

From: Neville.DavidH[OSC]
Sent: Friday, 15 February 2019 11:49
To: Cathie Allen
Subject: FW: FR DNA profile deletion-further info

Hi Cathie, 
I have some further information that may help you respond to my request below. The profiles of interest on the FR 
are in the in search function called “quality search-Auslab” . A screenshot of the function is as below: 
 

 
 
 
The profiles that are in this database were first uploaded to the FR in July 2017. Profiles have been added to the 
database since that time. Where this data was originally drawn from I am not sure of. Tim thought it was Auslab but 
it may be some other legacy database or spreadsheet etc. Are you able confirm where this was from, please? The 
relevant entries on that legacy system, if it still maintained, would need to be removed. 
 
We will also have to establish some protocols around the maintenance of this database. 
 
Regards 
 
David Neville 
 
 
 
 

From: Neville.DavidH[OSC]  
Sent: Thursday, 14 February 2019 13:54 
To: 'Cathie Allen' <  
Subject: FR DNA profile deletion 
 
Hi Cathie 
The recent issues encountered with the DNA search function of the FR revealed we need to delete some of the DNA 
profiles contained in the FR data files. Some of these are replicates of what is also on Auslab. I understand that John 
has been briefed on the circumstances around this which may need some Auslab work also. I am going to ask Tim to 
delete these profiles from the FR. I think we have a choice of: 

 Deleting the barcode identifier and leaving the profile, or 
 Deleting the profile and leaving the barcode identifier, or 
 Deleting both the profile and the barcode. 

Do you have any preferences as to how this is done please. 
 

EXHIBIT 16
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Regards 
 
David Neville 
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Stoneman.AmyE[CTDFVCOI]

From: Neville.DavidH[OSC]
Sent: Thursday, 21 February 2019 11:13
To: McNab.BruceJ[OSC]
Subject: FW: limited purpose consent samples

Importance: High

Bruce 
As per the email string below, this morning Tim alerted me that he thought the ‘Quality Search-AUSLAB’ data table 
also contained ‘volunteer limited purpose’ samples  
 
An audit of the revealed he is correct. 
 
S454(1)(g)(ii) of the PPRA prohibit us including these in the database. 
 
S494 (3)(a) of the PPRA states that database must not permit the comparison of these profiles. 
 
S592 (1) creates an offence for knowingly doing anything that results in DNA records being compared with another 
DNA record, other than is permitted by the Act. 
 
There are over 200,000 profiles on the ‘Quality Search-AUSLAB’ database. Identifying every limited purpose sample 
and determining the limitation is problematic. 
 
I would recommend that QHFSS be requested to discontinue to use this database until this is fixed. To ensure this I 
would recommend that we disable the function immediately.  
 
 
David Neville 
Inspector  
 

From: Middleton.TimM[OSC]  
Sent: Thursday, 21 February 2019 10:33 
To: Hoffman.CarolynP[OSC] <  
Cc: Neville.DavidH[OSC] <  
Subject: RE: limited purpose consent samples from 2016 
 
They are all present in auslab quality search table 
 

 RecDate Filename 
NULL 25/11/2016 11:10 QSEARCH_REF21
NULL 13/09/2016 10:30 QSEARCH_REF21
NULL 20/09/2016 10:00 QSEARCH_REF21
NULL 22/09/2016 09:10 QSEARCH_REF21
NULL 30/08/2016 09:30 QSEARCH_REF21
NULL 02/02/2017 11:40 QSEARCH_REF21
NULL 12/12/2016 10:45 QSEARCH_REF21
NULL 22/11/2016 10:35 QSEARCH_REF21
NULL 23/11/2016 09:04 QSEARCH_REF21
NULL 21/11/2016 09:25 QSEARCH_REF21
NULL 11/01/2017 09:20 QSEARCH_REF21
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From: Hoffman.CarolynP[OSC]  
Sent: Thursday, 21 February 2019 10:28 
To: Middleton.TimM[OSC] <  
Subject: FW: limited purpose consent samples from 2016 
 
Good morning Tim, 
 
Are you able to help with searching the below list of barcodes against the Quality Search AUSLAB data table please? 
 
Kind regards, 
 

Carolyn 

Carolyn HOFFMAN  
Sergeant 18298 
DNA Management Section 
Ph:  
PHQ ext:  
 

From: Neville.DavidH[OSC]  
Sent: Thursday, 21 February 2019 10:23 AM 
To: Hoffman.CarolynP[OSC] <  
Subject: RE: limited purpose consent samples from 2016 
 
Carolyn 
Can you take up with Tim and get him to search these against the ‘Quality Search-AUSLAB’ data table, please,  
 
Can you tell me the result 
 
David  
 

From: Hoffman.CarolynP[OSC]  
Sent: Thursday, 21 February 2019 10:21 
To: Neville.DavidH[OSC] <  
Subject: limited purpose consent samples from 2016 
 
Sir, 
 
A list of some 2016 consent not for database samples as requested 

 
Regards, 
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Carolyn 

Carolyn HOFFMAN 
Sergeant 18298 
DNA Management Section 
Police Headquarters 
Lvl 4, 200 Roma St 
Brisbane QLD 4000 
Ph:  
PHQ ext:  
Email:   
 
DNA SAMPLING VIDEO 
 
 

 
 
 
From: Middleton.TimM[OSC]  
Sent: Thursday, 21 February 2019 09:02 
To: Neville.DavidH[OSC] <  
Subject: Quality Search 
 
Dave 
Another thing I’ve just noticed on FR quality search / auslab quality search 
There are no restrictions around ‘VLP’ status of the profiles or inactive profiles 
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Stoneman.AmyE[CTDFVCOI]

From: Neville.DavidH[OSC]
Sent: Friday, 8 February 2019 13:56
To: Foxover.StephanP[OSC]
Cc: McIntyre.OliviaM[OSC]
Subject: FW: not deleted profiles
Attachments: notdeleted_profiles.xlsx

Steve 
Can you or Olivia look at this and interpret to me what Tim is saying. 
 

From: Middleton.TimM[OSC]  
Sent: Friday, 8 February 2019 13:51 
To: Neville.DavidH[OSC] < McIntyre.OliviaM[OSC] 
< Foxover.StephanP[OSC] < > 
Subject: not deleted profiles 
 
HI, 
I have had a look into the profiles that were not deleted. 
Usually what happens is: 
RMT adds to destruction register in FR, and marks sample deleted in QPRIME 
FR receives info from QPRIME, removes profile, adds ‘Destruction’ line to FSS 
 
Looking at this data, majority of them were imported from data from QH (NCIDD Import). 
For many of them the qprimeload_created (date FR receives destruction from QPRIME) is before the import date 
and the destruction date 
So that would make sense if it was imported after we’d received destruction advice 
Some of them have qprimeload dates after import, but they are all around the same period, 
This was being worked on at the time, so maybe this function was just not completed until later 
 
If there is no qprimeload info then It might not have been updated on QPRIME so please check the first 10 lines 
 

EXHIBIT 18
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estructiondate destructioncreateddate process method processdate qprimeload_created qprimeload_samplestatus
02/08/2018 02/08/2018 Result GeneMapper IDX 03/11/2017 NULL NULL
12/04/2018 12/04/2018 Result GeneMapper IDX 12/09/2017 NULL NULL
15/05/2017 15/05/2017 NCIDD Import 16/05/2017 NULL NULL
17/07/2017 17/07/2017 NCIDD Import 16/05/2017 NULL NULL
01/02/2018 01/02/2018 NCIDD Import 16/05/2017 NULL NULL
17/07/2017 17/07/2017 NCIDD Import 16/05/2017 NULL NULL
17/07/2017 17/07/2017 NCIDD Import 16/05/2017 NULL NULL
17/07/2017 17/07/2017 NCIDD Import 16/05/2017 NULL NULL
17/07/2017 17/07/2017 NCIDD Import 16/05/2017 NULL NULL
19/04/2017 19/04/2017 NCIDD Import 16/05/2017 04/04/2017 D
15/05/2017 15/05/2017 NCIDD Import 12/05/2017 05/05/2017 D
15/05/2017 15/05/2017 NCIDD Import 12/05/2017 05/05/2017 D
15/05/2017 15/05/2017 NCIDD Import 15/05/2017 05/05/2017 D
15/05/2017 15/05/2017 NCIDD Import 12/05/2017 05/05/2017 D
15/05/2017 15/05/2017 NCIDD Import 15/05/2017 05/05/2017 D
15/05/2017 15/05/2017 NCIDD Import 16/05/2017 05/05/2017 D
15/05/2017 15/05/2017 NCIDD Import 12/05/2017 05/05/2017 D
15/05/2017 15/05/2017 NCIDD Import 15/05/2017 05/05/2017 D
15/05/2017 15/05/2017 NCIDD Import 16/05/2017 05/05/2017 D
15/05/2017 15/05/2017 NCIDD Import 16/05/2017 05/05/2017 D
15/05/2017 15/05/2017 NCIDD Import 16/05/2017 05/05/2017 D
15/05/2017 15/05/2017 NCIDD Import 12/05/2017 05/05/2017 D
15/05/2017 15/05/2017 NCIDD Import 16/05/2017 05/05/2017 D
15/05/2017 15/05/2017 NCIDD Import 12/05/2017 05/05/2017 D
15/05/2017 15/05/2017 NCIDD Import 16/05/2017 05/05/2017 D
15/05/2017 15/05/2017 NCIDD Import 16/05/2017 05/05/2017 D
15/05/2017 15/05/2017 NCIDD Import 16/05/2017 05/05/2017 D
15/05/2017 15/05/2017 NCIDD Import 16/05/2017 05/05/2017 D
15/05/2017 15/05/2017 NCIDD Import 16/05/2017 05/05/2017 D
15/05/2017 15/05/2017 NCIDD Import 16/05/2017 05/05/2017 D
15/05/2017 15/05/2017 NCIDD Import 16/05/2017 05/05/2017 D
15/05/2017 15/05/2017 NCIDD Import 16/05/2017 05/05/2017 D
15/05/2017 15/05/2017 NCIDD Import 16/05/2017 05/05/2017 D
15/05/2017 15/05/2017 NCIDD Import 16/05/2017 05/05/2017 D
15/05/2017 15/05/2017 NCIDD Import 16/05/2017 05/05/2017 D
15/05/2017 15/05/2017 NCIDD Import 16/05/2017 05/05/2017 D
15/05/2017 15/05/2017 NCIDD Import 16/05/2017 05/05/2017 D
15/05/2017 15/05/2017 NCIDD Import 16/05/2017 05/05/2017 D
15/05/2017 15/05/2017 NCIDD Import 16/05/2017 05/05/2017 D
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15/05/2017 15/05/2017 NCIDD Import 16/05/2017 05/05/2017 D
15/05/2017 15/05/2017 NCIDD Import 16/05/2017 05/05/2017 D
15/05/2017 15/05/2017 NCIDD Import 16/05/2017 05/05/2017 D
15/05/2017 15/05/2017 NCIDD Import 16/05/2017 05/05/2017 D
15/05/2017 15/05/2017 NCIDD Import 16/05/2017 05/05/2017 D
15/05/2017 15/05/2017 NCIDD Import 16/05/2017 05/05/2017 D
15/05/2017 15/05/2017 NCIDD Import 16/05/2017 05/05/2017 D
15/05/2017 15/05/2017 NCIDD Import 16/05/2017 05/05/2017 D
15/05/2017 15/05/2017 NCIDD Import 16/05/2017 05/05/2017 D
15/05/2017 15/05/2017 NCIDD Import 16/05/2017 05/05/2017 D
15/05/2017 15/05/2017 NCIDD Import 16/05/2017 05/05/2017 D
15/05/2017 15/05/2017 NCIDD Import 16/05/2017 05/05/2017 D
15/05/2017 15/05/2017 NCIDD Import 16/05/2017 05/05/2017 D
15/05/2017 15/05/2017 NCIDD Import 16/05/2017 05/05/2017 D
15/05/2017 15/05/2017 NCIDD Import 16/05/2017 05/05/2017 D
15/05/2017 15/05/2017 NCIDD Import 16/05/2017 05/05/2017 D
15/05/2017 15/05/2017 NCIDD Import 16/05/2017 05/05/2017 D
15/05/2017 15/05/2017 NCIDD Import 16/05/2017 05/05/2017 D
15/05/2017 15/05/2017 NCIDD Import 16/05/2017 05/05/2017 D
15/05/2017 15/05/2017 NCIDD Import 16/05/2017 05/05/2017 D
15/05/2017 15/05/2017 NCIDD Import 16/05/2017 05/05/2017 D
15/05/2017 15/05/2017 NCIDD Import 16/05/2017 05/05/2017 D
15/05/2017 15/05/2017 NCIDD Import 16/05/2017 05/05/2017 D
15/05/2017 15/05/2017 NCIDD Import 16/05/2017 05/05/2017 D
17/07/2017 17/07/2017 NCIDD Import 16/05/2017 05/07/2017 D
17/07/2017 17/07/2017 NCIDD Import 16/05/2017 05/07/2017 D
17/07/2017 17/07/2017 NCIDD Import 16/05/2017 05/07/2017 D
17/07/2017 17/07/2017 NCIDD Import 16/05/2017 05/07/2017 D
17/07/2017 17/07/2017 NCIDD Import 12/05/2017 05/07/2017 D
17/07/2017 17/07/2017 NCIDD Import 16/05/2017 05/07/2017 D
17/07/2017 17/07/2017 NCIDD Import 16/05/2017 05/07/2017 D
17/07/2017 17/07/2017 NCIDD Import 16/05/2017 05/07/2017 D
17/07/2017 17/07/2017 NCIDD Import 15/05/2017 05/07/2017 D
17/07/2017 17/07/2017 NCIDD Import 16/05/2017 05/07/2017 D
17/07/2017 17/07/2017 NCIDD Import 16/05/2017 05/07/2017 D
17/07/2017 17/07/2017 NCIDD Import 16/05/2017 05/07/2017 D
17/07/2017 17/07/2017 NCIDD Import 12/05/2017 05/07/2017 D
17/07/2017 17/07/2017 NCIDD Import 16/05/2017 05/07/2017 D
17/07/2017 17/07/2017 NCIDD Import 16/05/2017 05/07/2017 D
17/07/2017 17/07/2017 NCIDD Import 16/05/2017 05/07/2017 D
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17/07/2017 17/07/2017 NCIDD Import 12/05/2017 05/07/2017 D
17/07/2017 17/07/2017 NCIDD Import 15/05/2017 05/07/2017 D
17/07/2017 17/07/2017 NCIDD Import 16/05/2017 05/07/2017 D
17/07/2017 17/07/2017 NCIDD Import 12/05/2017 05/07/2017 D
17/07/2017 17/07/2017 NCIDD Import 16/05/2017 05/07/2017 D
17/07/2017 17/07/2017 NCIDD Import 16/05/2017 05/07/2017 D
17/07/2017 17/07/2017 NCIDD Import 16/05/2017 05/07/2017 D
17/07/2017 17/07/2017 NCIDD Import 16/05/2017 05/07/2017 D
17/07/2017 17/07/2017 NCIDD Import 16/05/2017 05/07/2017 D
17/07/2017 17/07/2017 NCIDD Import 16/05/2017 05/07/2017 D
17/07/2017 17/07/2017 NCIDD Import 16/05/2017 05/07/2017 D
17/07/2017 17/07/2017 NCIDD Import 16/05/2017 05/07/2017 D
17/07/2017 17/07/2017 NCIDD Import 16/05/2017 05/07/2017 D
17/07/2017 17/07/2017 NCIDD Import 16/05/2017 05/07/2017 D
17/07/2017 17/07/2017 NCIDD Import 16/05/2017 05/07/2017 D
17/07/2017 17/07/2017 NCIDD Import 16/05/2017 05/07/2017 D
17/07/2017 17/07/2017 NCIDD Import 16/05/2017 05/07/2017 D
17/07/2017 17/07/2017 NCIDD Import 16/05/2017 05/07/2017 D
17/07/2017 17/07/2017 NCIDD Import 16/05/2017 05/07/2017 D
17/07/2017 17/07/2017 NCIDD Import 16/05/2017 05/07/2017 D
17/07/2017 17/07/2017 NCIDD Import 16/05/2017 05/07/2017 D
17/07/2017 17/07/2017 NCIDD Import 16/05/2017 05/07/2017 D
17/07/2017 17/07/2017 NCIDD Import 16/05/2017 05/07/2017 D
17/07/2017 17/07/2017 NCIDD Import 16/05/2017 05/07/2017 D
17/07/2017 17/07/2017 NCIDD Import 16/05/2017 05/07/2017 D
17/07/2017 17/07/2017 NCIDD Import 16/05/2017 05/07/2017 D
17/07/2017 17/07/2017 NCIDD Import 16/05/2017 05/07/2017 D
17/07/2017 17/07/2017 NCIDD Import 16/05/2017 05/07/2017 D
17/07/2017 17/07/2017 NCIDD Import 16/05/2017 05/07/2017 D
17/07/2017 17/07/2017 NCIDD Import 16/05/2017 05/07/2017 D
17/07/2017 17/07/2017 NCIDD Import 16/05/2017 05/07/2017 D
17/07/2017 17/07/2017 NCIDD Import 16/05/2017 05/07/2017 D
17/07/2017 17/07/2017 NCIDD Import 16/05/2017 05/07/2017 D
17/07/2017 17/07/2017 NCIDD Import 16/05/2017 05/07/2017 D
17/07/2017 17/07/2017 NCIDD Import 16/05/2017 05/07/2017 D
17/07/2017 17/07/2017 NCIDD Import 16/05/2017 05/07/2017 D
17/07/2017 17/07/2017 NCIDD Import 16/05/2017 05/07/2017 D
17/07/2017 17/07/2017 NCIDD Import 16/05/2017 05/07/2017 D
17/07/2017 17/07/2017 NCIDD Import 16/05/2017 05/07/2017 D
17/07/2017 17/07/2017 NCIDD Import 16/05/2017 05/07/2017 D
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17/07/2017 17/07/2017 NCIDD Import 16/05/2017 05/07/2017 D
17/07/2017 17/07/2017 NCIDD Import 16/05/2017 05/07/2017 D
17/07/2017 17/07/2017 NCIDD Import 16/05/2017 05/07/2017 D
17/07/2017 17/07/2017 NCIDD Import 16/05/2017 07/07/2017 D
17/07/2017 17/07/2017 NCIDD Import 16/05/2017 07/07/2017 D
17/07/2017 17/07/2017 NCIDD Import 16/05/2017 07/07/2017 D
17/07/2017 17/07/2017 NCIDD Import 16/05/2017 07/07/2017 D
17/07/2017 17/07/2017 NCIDD Import 16/05/2017 07/07/2017 D
17/07/2017 17/07/2017 NCIDD Import 16/05/2017 07/07/2017 D
17/07/2017 17/07/2017 NCIDD Import 16/05/2017 07/07/2017 D
17/07/2017 17/07/2017 NCIDD Import 16/05/2017 07/07/2017 D
17/07/2017 17/07/2017 NCIDD Import 12/05/2017 12/07/2017 D
17/07/2017 17/07/2017 NCIDD Import 12/05/2017 12/07/2017 D
17/07/2017 17/07/2017 NCIDD Import 15/05/2017 12/07/2017 D
17/07/2017 17/07/2017 NCIDD Import 12/05/2017 12/07/2017 D
17/07/2017 17/07/2017 NCIDD Import 12/05/2017 12/07/2017 D
17/07/2017 17/07/2017 NCIDD Import 16/05/2017 12/07/2017 D
17/07/2017 17/07/2017 NCIDD Import 16/05/2017 12/07/2017 D
17/07/2017 17/07/2017 NCIDD Import 16/05/2017 12/07/2017 D
17/07/2017 17/07/2017 NCIDD Import 16/05/2017 12/07/2017 D
17/07/2017 17/07/2017 NCIDD Import 16/05/2017 12/07/2017 D
17/07/2017 17/07/2017 NCIDD Import 16/05/2017 12/07/2017 D
17/07/2017 17/07/2017 NCIDD Import 16/05/2017 12/07/2017 D
17/07/2017 17/07/2017 NCIDD Import 16/05/2017 12/07/2017 D
17/07/2017 17/07/2017 NCIDD Import 16/05/2017 17/07/2017 D
17/07/2017 17/07/2017 NCIDD Import 16/05/2017 17/07/2017 D
17/07/2017 17/07/2017 NCIDD Import 16/05/2017 17/07/2017 D
17/07/2017 17/07/2017 NCIDD Import 16/05/2017 17/07/2017 D
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Stoneman.AmyE[CTDFVCOI]

From: Neville.DavidH[OSC]
Sent: Monday, 18 February 2019 06:48
To: McIntyre.OliviaM[OSC]
Cc: Collopen.RubenB[OSC]
Subject: Fwd: FR DNA profile deletion-further info

Hi Olivia, can you check ncidd to see if the profiles below were destroyed and tell me the date of 

destruction. See Cathie’s red comments . 

David  

 

Get Outlook for iOS 

From: Cathie Allen <  

Sent: Friday, February 15, 2019 7:01 pm 

To: Neville.DavidH[OSC] 

Cc: John Doherty; McNab.BruceJ[OSC] 

Subject: RE: FR DNA profile deletion-further info  

Hi David 

For ease, I’ve made some notes below against your dot points. 

I will provide further information on Tuesday as I am not at work on Monday. 

Cheers 

Cathie 

Cathie Allen 

Managing Scientist 
Police Services Stream, Forensic & Scientific Services 
Health Support Queensland, Queensland Health 

m  
a39 Kessels Road, Coopers Plains, QLD 4108 

e  w www.health.qld.gov.au/healthsupport 

Queensland Health acknowledges the Traditional Owners of the land, and pays respect to Elders past, present and future. 

From: Neville.DavidH[OSC] [mailto:  

Sent: Friday, 15 February 2019 4:29 PM 

To: Cathie Allen 

Cc: John Doherty; McNab.BruceJ[OSC] 

Subject: RE: FR DNA profile deletion-further info 

EXHIBIT 19
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Hi Cathie 

I did some random checks of ‘Quality Search’ database as follows: 

o Four records were checked from 2011 which revealed they had all been destroyed. 

o Six records were checked for 2016 which revealed 5 of them had not been destroyed. The records 
included the persons’ barcode identifier together with the profile data. The barcodes for the profiles 
that had not been destroyed were  
All of the profiles for these barcodes have been destroyed in Auslab, I’m unable to confirm NCIDD 
this afternoon, but will confirm next week 

o Five records were checked for 2018 which revealed 4 of them had not been destroyed. The records 
included the persons’ barcode identifier together with the profile data. The barcodes for the profiles 
that had not been destroyed were I will follow up 
on these samples and get back to you next week 

Here is a screenshot example of what is stored in the database for each of the barcodes above: 

If the profile was entered in the search field (screen shot below), the profile together with the barcode would be 
returned.  

I have searched done the Quality Search in the FR for the barcode  and this is what it returned for me (I 
don’t get a match); 

For the purpose of the check, I got the 2016 barcodes from a destruction list that was sent to QHFSS on 16 February 

2016 (see attached). More than 12 months later, the data that should have been destroyed was uploaded from 

QHFSS holdings to the Forensic Register. I am concerned as to what that holding is and whether it still exists. I don’t 

think we have reached a conclusion on this yet, as I have searched the Quality Search and I don’t get the same result 

as you, so am wondering if they are within the ‘internal database’ of the FR, but are not searchable. Can we please 

seek further information from Troy or Ben regarding the information within the Quality Search and how it’s 

searched. 

I was talking to Troy who said he thought that the ‘Quality Search’ data came from some spreadsheet maintained by 

QHFSS that was used for contamination detection purposes. If this was the case, it might be easier to deal with the 

legacy material. We are going to need information as to where that data actually came from so that the information 

can be treated as per the legislation. Auslab data was provided for upload to FR for contamination detection, 

through the Quality Search function. This was done at the time (just prior to Go Live) and was not kept for ongoing 
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use (ie not a maintained spreadsheet / database, the data obtained from Auslab for upload and provided to the 

QPS). Both organisations were aware that we would need to ‘refresh’ the data in the Quality Search due to 

destructions and changes that were made, however this ‘refresh’ is yet to occur. I will arrange for the 9 barcodes 

you’ve listed above to be checked against the Quality Search Data that was provided prior to Go-Live. I will let you 

know of the outcome of this. 

The records checked from 2018 have somehow populated since the database has transferred to the FR. Is there 

someone responsible for deleting this data when destructions are requested? We did not even know of the 

existence of this databased until now. The Quality Search database was developed prior to Go-Live in 2017 for the 

purpose of searching a profile suspected to be contamination, to attempt to find the root cause. This Quality Search 

is limited to 3 staff members – myself and the 2 Quality team members. I will investigate if we have provided more 

data for the Quality Search, however to my knowledge, we haven’t, so I’m confused by the 2018 data being in the 

Quality Search. Regarding destructions, there are processes in place to manage destructions and I will request an 

update from my team regarding the status of destructions and get back to you next week. 

In any case, we need to make some rather urgent decisions around how the deletions are to occur to comply with 

legislation. We will need some type of strategy forward as to the FR holdings by Monday lunchtime. I have provided 

some options below. I am away on Monday 18th of Feb, so I’m unable to provide you with information prior to 

Tuesday, 19th of Feb. 

We are also going to need details as to any other holdings where this data needs to be removed 

Regards 

David Neville 

From: Cathie Allen <  

Sent: Friday, 15 February 2019 15:46 

To: Neville.DavidH[OSC] <  

Cc: John Doherty <  

Subject: RE: FR DNA profile deletion-further info 

Hi David 

I’ve been provided with the 12,000 odd spreadsheet. I’ve searched a few from the spreadsheet in Auslab and they 

have been destroyed from Auslab and NCIDD (ie barcode is still available, but the profile has been removed). So the 

profile is not available for me to search in the below screenshot that you’ve supplied. And there is no field for me to 

attempt searching by the barcode. 

The Quality Search is limited to specific Quality team staff members and myself who can access this. A Quality 

search is undertaken by the below screenshot where a profile is obtained from processing and searching is done to 

detect contamination. The search is against the Staff Elimination Database and all ‘saved’ profiles in the FR. This 

would include Auslab data prior to Go Live date in mid-2017. However the barcodes from your spreadsheet that I 

searched in Auslab were destroyed from Auslab in mid-2016 and one from mid-2014, so this doesn’t explain how 

they may be in the ‘Quality Search’ database. Is there a profile associated with the barcodes that you’ve provided? 

Or are they only barcodes? 
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I’m across where the 12,000 odd barcodes have come from, are you able to advise more detail on this than the 

below? I’m unable to provide you with information about the barcodes in the spreadsheet at this stage. 

We don’t have any legacy spreadsheet or database that has reference samples in it as these were stored and 

managed in Auslab. Auslab isn’t used for searching and matching, only NCIDD is used for this purpose. We retain the 

barcode in the system, as we may be asked about that barcode and this way, we’re able to provide some 

information about the barcode. If the barcode is deleted, we don’t have a way of knowing when it was received, 

destroyed etc. 

If you’re able to provide more information, I’ll assist where I can. 

Cheers 

Cathie 

Cathie Allen 

Managing Scientist 
Police Services Stream, Forensic & Scientific Services 
Health Support Queensland, Queensland Health 

m  
a39 Kessels Road, Coopers Plains, QLD 4108 

e  w www.health.qld.gov.au/healthsupport 

Queensland Health acknowledges the Traditional Owners of the land, and pays respect to Elders past, present and future. 

From: Neville.DavidH[OSC] [mailto:  

Sent: Friday, 15 February 2019 11:49 AM 

To: Cathie Allen 

Subject: FW: FR DNA profile deletion-further info 

Hi Cathie, 

I have some further information that may help you respond to my request below. The profiles of interest on the FR 

are in the in search function called “quality search-Auslab” . A screenshot of the function is as below: 

 

The profiles that are in this database were first uploaded to the FR in July 2017. Profiles have been added to the 

database since that time. Where this data was originally drawn from I am not sure of. Tim thought it was Auslab but 
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it may be some other legacy database or spreadsheet etc. Are you able confirm where this was from, please? The 

relevant entries on that legacy system, if it still maintained, would need to be removed. 

We will also have to establish some protocols around the maintenance of this database. 

Regards 

David Neville 

From: Neville.DavidH[OSC] 

Sent: Thursday, 14 February 2019 13:54 

To: 'Cathie Allen' <  

Subject: FR DNA profile deletion 

Hi Cathie 

The recent issues encountered with the DNA search function of the FR revealed we need to delete some of the DNA 

profiles contained in the FR data files. Some of these are replicates of what is also on Auslab. I understand that John 

has been briefed on the circumstances around this which may need some Auslab work also. I am going to ask Tim to 

delete these profiles from the FR. I think we have a choice of: 

 Deleting the barcode identifier and leaving the profile, or 

 Deleting the profile and leaving the barcode identifier, or 

 Deleting both the profile and the barcode. 

Do you have any preferences as to how this is done please. 

Regards 

David Neville 

********************************************************************** 
CONFIDENTIALITY: The information contained in this 
electronic mail message and any electronic files attached 
to it may be confidential information, and may also be the 
subject of legal professional privilege and/or public interest 
immunity. If you are not the intended recipient you are 
required to delete it. Any use, disclosure or copying of 
this message and any attachments is unauthorised. If you 
have received this electronic message in error, please 
inform the sender or contact1300ITPSBA@psba.qld.gov.au. 
This footnote also confirms that this email message has 
been checked for the presence of computer viruses. 
********************************************************************** 

******************************************************************************** 

This email, including any attachments sent with it, is confidential and for the sole use of the intended recipient(s). This 

confidentiality is not waived or lost, if you receive it and you are not the intended recipient(s), or if it is transmitted/received in 

error. 

Any unauthorised use, alteration, disclosure, distribution or review of this email is strictly prohibited. The information contained 

in this email, including any attachment sent with it, may be subject to a statutory duty of confidentiality if it relates to health 

service matters. 
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If you are not the intended recipient(s), or if you have received this email in error, you are asked to immediately notify the sender 

by telephone collect on Australia +61 1800 198 175 or by return email. You should also delete this email, and any copies, from 

your computer system network and destroy any hard copies produced. 

If not an intended recipient of this email, you must not copy, distribute or take any action(s) that relies on it; any form of 

disclosure, modification, distribution and/or publication of this email is also prohibited. 

Although Queensland Health takes all reasonable steps to ensure this email does not contain malicious software, Queensland 

Health does not accept responsibility for the consequences if any person's computer inadvertently suffers any disruption to 

services, loss of information, harm or is infected with a virus, other malicious computer programme or code that may occur as a 

consequence of receiving this email. 

Unless stated otherwise, this email represents only the views of the sender and not the views of the Queensland Government. 

********************************************************************************** 

********************************************************************** 
CONFIDENTIALITY: The information contained in this 
electronic mail message and any electronic files attached 
to it may be confidential information, and may also be the 
subject of legal professional privilege and/or public interest 
immunity. If you are not the intended recipient you are 
required to delete it. Any use, disclosure or copying of 
this message and any attachments is unauthorised. If you 
have received this electronic message in error, please 
inform the sender or contact1300ITPSBA@psba.qld.gov.au.  
This footnote also confirms that this email message has 
been checked for the presence of computer viruses. 
********************************************************************** 
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Stoneman.AmyE[CTDFVCOI]

From: Neville.DavidH[OSC]
Sent: Monday, 11 February 2019 11:45
To: McNab.BruceJ[OSC]
Subject: Person sample destruction
Attachments: person sample destruction.xlsx

Supt, 
I have attached a list of profiles that need to be destroyed on QDNA within Auslab. Under s490 of the PPRA “ the 
results of a DNA analysis may be destroyed by deleting any information in QDNA that identifies the person from 
whom the DNA sample was taken with the results obtained by analysing the sample”. 
 
Perhaps this could be provided to John Doherty, please. I would seek to obtain advice back once the deletion has 
occurred. 
 
David Neville 
 
 
 

From: McIntyre.OliviaM[OSC]  
Sent: Monday, 11 February 2019 10:54 
To: Neville.DavidH[OSC] <  
Subject: FW: person sample destruction 
 
Hi Inspector, 
 
Spreadsheet of samples from the FR as discussed. 
 
Kind regards 
 
 
Olivia McIntyre | DNA Management Officer | Profile Management Team | DNA Management Section 
Forensic Services Group| Operations Support Command | Queensland Police Service  
GPO Box 1440 | Brisbane QLD 4001 | Australia 
Level 4, Police Headquarters | 200 Roma Street | Brisbane QLD 4000 | Australia 
ph: 07  | fax: 07  

 
 
 

 
 

From: Middleton.TimM[OSC]  
Sent: Monday, 11 February 2019 10:23 AM 
To: McIntyre.OliviaM[OSC] < Collopen.RubenB[OSC] 
<  
Subject: person sample destruction 
 

EXHIBIT 20
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Person Sample destruction list 
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Barcod estructionDate CreatedBy CreatedDate
15/03/2012 4009415 19/03/201
14/03/2012 4009415 19/03/201
11/12/2011 4009415 19/03/201
24/01/2010 4009415 19/03/201
20/02/2012 4009415 19/03/201
12/03/2012 4009415 19/03/201
25/09/2011 4009415 19/03/201

4 05/03/2012 4009415 19/03/201
2 22/02/2012 4009415 19/03/201

20/10/2010 4009415 20/03/201
06/12/2011 4009415 26/03/201
06/12/2011 4009415 26/03/201
22/03/2012 4009415 26/03/201
22/03/2012 4009415 26/03/201
26/10/2011 4009415 26/03/201
15/02/2012 4009415 27/03/201
21/10/2010 4009415 27/03/201
10/01/2012 4009415 28/03/201
10/01/2012 4009415 28/03/201
03/12/2009 4009415 28/03/201
20/05/2008 4013215 30/03/201

1 15/01/2012 4013215 30/03/201
06/02/2012 4013215 30/03/201

1 12/02/2012 4013215 30/03/201
22/02/2012 4013215 30/03/201
22/02/2012 4013215 30/03/201

2 28/08/2008 4013215 30/03/201
1 15/03/2010 4013215 30/03/201
1 22/06/2010 4013215 30/03/201
3 24/06/2010 4013215 30/03/201
2 22/08/2010 4013215 30/03/201

28/10/2010 4013215 30/03/201
1 04/11/2010 4013215 30/03/201
2 15/11/2010 4013215 30/03/201
1 01/12/2010 4013215 30/03/201
4 21/12/2010 4013215 30/03/201
1 29/12/2010 4013215 30/03/201
3 09/01/2011 4013215 30/03/201
3 16/02/2011 4013215 30/03/201
2 01/03/2011 4013215 30/03/201
3 01/03/2011 4013215 30/03/201
3 06/03/2011 4013215 30/03/201
3 07/03/2011 4013215 30/03/201

31/03/2011 4013215 30/03/201
1 19/04/2011 4013215 30/03/201
3 19/04/2011 4013215 30/03/201
1 30/05/2011 4013215 30/03/201
2 31/05/2011 4013215 30/03/201

28/10/2010 4014131 30/03/201
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08/11/2010 4014131 30/03/2012
09/11/2010 4014131 30/03/2012
18/11/2010 4014131 30/03/2012
24/11/2010 4014131 30/03/2012
23/12/2010 4014131 30/03/2012
04/07/2011 4013215 30/03/2012
19/07/2011 4013215 30/03/2012
04/01/2011 4014131 30/03/2012
31/07/2011 4013215 30/03/2012
04/09/2011 4013215 30/03/2012
21/09/2011 4013215 30/03/2012
09/01/2011 4014131 30/03/2012
22/09/2011 4013215 30/03/2012
22/09/2011 4013215 30/03/2012
09/01/2011 4014131 30/03/2012
27/09/2011 4013215 30/03/2012
06/10/2011 4013215 30/03/2012
16/01/2011 4014131 30/03/2012
12/10/2011 4013215 30/03/2012
16/10/2011 4013215 30/03/2012
23/01/2011 4014131 30/03/2012
20/10/2011 4013215 30/03/2012
07/11/2011 4013215 30/03/2012
27/01/2011 4014131 30/03/2012
14/11/2011 4013215 30/03/2012
27/01/2011 4014131 30/03/2012
20/11/2011 4013215 30/03/2012
01/12/2011 4013215 30/03/2012
01/02/2011 4014131 30/03/2012
01/02/2011 4014131 30/03/2012
06/12/2011 4013215 30/03/2012
05/01/2012 4013215 30/03/2012
11/01/2012 4013215 30/03/2012
03/02/2011 4014131 30/03/2012
22/01/2012 4013215 30/03/2012
26/01/2012 4013215 30/03/2012
03/02/2011 4014131 30/03/2012
02/02/2012 4013215 30/03/2012
14/02/2012 4013215 30/03/2012
08/02/2011 4014131 30/03/2012
16/01/2006 4013215 30/03/2012
25/03/2006 4013215 30/03/2012
05/04/2006 4013215 30/03/2012
15/02/2011 4014131 30/03/2012
23/04/2006 4013215 30/03/2012
03/05/2006 4013215 30/03/2012
24/02/2011 4014131 30/03/2012
18/05/2006 4013215 30/03/2012
19/05/2006 4013215 30/03/2012
03/03/2011 4014131 30/03/2012
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27/06/2006 4013215 30/03/2012
06/03/2011 4014131 30/03/2012
19/07/2006 4013215 30/03/2012
06/03/2011 4014131 30/03/2012
02/08/2006 4013215 30/03/2012
30/10/2006 4013215 30/03/2012
03/11/2006 4013215 30/03/2012
05/12/2006 4013215 30/03/2012
12/02/2007 4013215 30/03/2012
07/03/2011 4014131 30/03/2012
20/05/2007 4013215 30/03/2012
22/05/2007 4013215 30/03/2012
07/03/2011 4014131 30/03/2012
15/06/2007 4013215 30/03/2012
07/03/2011 4014131 30/03/2012
28/06/2007 4013215 30/03/2012
07/03/2011 4014131 30/03/2012
03/07/2007 4013215 30/03/2012
24/10/2007 4013215 30/03/2012
07/03/2011 4014131 30/03/2012
25/10/2007 4013215 30/03/2012
06/03/2008 4013215 30/03/2012
08/03/2011 4014131 30/03/2012
06/05/2009 4013215 30/03/2012
06/05/2009 4013215 30/03/2012
08/03/2011 4014131 30/03/2012
06/05/2009 4013215 30/03/2012
07/07/2009 4013215 30/03/2012
22/03/2011 4014131 30/03/2012
08/07/2009 4013215 30/03/2012
08/07/2009 4013215 30/03/2012
31/03/2011 4014131 30/03/2012
13/07/2009 4013215 30/03/2012
13/07/2009 4013215 30/03/2012
13/04/2011 4014131 30/03/2012
26/04/2011 4014131 30/03/2012
30/07/2009 4013215 30/03/2012
05/08/2009 4013215 30/03/2012
02/05/2011 4014131 30/03/2012
09/08/2009 4013215 30/03/2012
03/05/2011 4014131 30/03/2012
16/08/2009 4013215 30/03/2012
30/08/2009 4013215 30/03/2012
26/05/2011 4014131 30/03/2012
30/08/2009 4013215 30/03/2012
31/05/2011 4014131 30/03/2012
01/09/2009 4013215 30/03/2012
16/06/2011 4014131 30/03/2012
09/09/2009 4013215 30/03/2012
14/09/2009 4013215 30/03/2012
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16/06/2011 4014131 30/03/2012
24/09/2009 4013215 30/03/2012
21/06/2011 4014131 30/03/2012
08/10/2009 4013215 30/03/2012
29/10/2009 4013215 30/03/2012
23/06/2011 4014131 30/03/2012
29/10/2009 4013215 30/03/2012
08/11/2009 4013215 30/03/2012
03/07/2011 4014131 30/03/2012
03/07/2011 4014131 30/03/2012
03/07/2011 4014131 30/03/2012
10/07/2011 4014131 30/03/2012
13/07/2011 4014131 30/03/2012
08/11/2009 4013215 30/03/2012
14/07/2011 4014131 30/03/2012
08/11/2009 4013215 30/03/2012
16/11/2009 4013215 30/03/2012
14/07/2011 4014131 30/03/2012
16/11/2009 4013215 30/03/2012
23/11/2009 4013215 30/03/2012
14/07/2011 4014131 30/03/2012
09/12/2009 4013215 30/03/2012
15/12/2009 4013215 30/03/2012
19/07/2011 4014131 30/03/2012
22/12/2009 4013215 30/03/2012
19/07/2011 4014131 30/03/2012
22/12/2009 4013215 30/03/2012
24/07/2011 4014131 30/03/2012
22/12/2009 4013215 30/03/2012
03/01/2010 4013215 30/03/2012
24/07/2011 4014131 30/03/2012
11/01/2010 4013215 30/03/2012
11/01/2010 4013215 30/03/2012
01/08/2011 4014131 30/03/2012
19/01/2010 4013215 30/03/2012
03/08/2011 4014131 30/03/2012
24/01/2010 4013215 30/03/2012
24/01/2010 4013215 30/03/2012
03/08/2011 4014131 30/03/2012
07/02/2010 4013215 30/03/2012
17/02/2010 4013215 30/03/2012
03/08/2011 4014131 30/03/2012
24/02/2010 4013215 30/03/2012
24/02/2010 4013215 30/03/2012
04/08/2011 4014131 30/03/2012
04/03/2010 4013215 30/03/2012
04/03/2010 4013215 30/03/2012
10/08/2011 4014131 30/03/2012
15/03/2010 4013215 30/03/2012
16/03/2010 4013215 30/03/2012
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23/03/2010 4013215 30/03/2012
10/08/2011 4014131 30/03/2012
24/03/2010 4013215 30/03/2012
31/03/2010 4013215 30/03/2012
10/08/2011 4014131 30/03/2012
18/04/2010 4013215 30/03/2012
22/08/2011 4014131 30/03/2012
05/05/2010 4013215 30/03/2012
05/05/2010 4013215 30/03/2012
05/09/2011 4014131 30/03/2012
06/05/2010 4013215 30/03/2012
07/09/2011 4014131 30/03/2012
06/05/2010 4013215 30/03/2012
13/05/2010 4013215 30/03/2012
20/09/2011 4014131 30/03/2012
20/05/2010 4013215 30/03/2012
20/05/2010 4013215 30/03/2012
20/09/2011 4014131 30/03/2012
22/06/2010 4013215 30/03/2012
06/07/2010 4013215 30/03/2012
20/09/2011 4014131 30/03/2012
18/07/2010 4013215 30/03/2012
19/07/2010 4013215 30/03/2012
19/07/2010 4013215 30/03/2012
20/07/2010 4013215 30/03/2012
28/09/2011 4014131 30/03/2012
20/07/2010 4013215 30/03/2012
16/10/2011 4014131 30/03/2012
15/08/2010 4013215 30/03/2012
21/09/2010 4013215 30/03/2012
20/10/2011 4014131 30/03/2012
21/09/2010 4013215 30/03/2012
10/10/2010 4013215 30/03/2012
20/10/2011 4014131 30/03/2012
28/10/2010 4013215 30/03/2012
28/10/2010 4013215 30/03/2012
20/10/2011 4014131 30/03/2012
31/10/2011 4014131 30/03/2012
07/11/2011 4014131 30/03/2012
20/11/2011 4014131 30/03/2012
20/11/2011 4014131 30/03/2012
23/11/2011 4014131 30/03/2012
06/12/2011 4014131 30/03/2012
06/12/2011 4014131 30/03/2012
06/12/2011 4014131 30/03/2012
06/12/2011 4014131 30/03/2012
06/12/2011 4014131 30/03/2012
18/12/2011 4014131 30/03/2012
08/01/2012 4014131 30/03/2012
11/01/2012 4014131 30/03/2012
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18/01/2012 4014131 30/03/201
22/01/2012 4014131 30/03/201
02/02/2012 4014131 30/03/201
02/02/2012 4014131 30/03/201
02/04/2012 4014131 04/04/201
02/04/2012 4014131 04/04/201
02/04/2012 4014131 04/04/201
02/04/2012 4014131 04/04/201
02/04/2012 4014131 04/04/201
02/04/2012 4014131 04/04/201
02/04/2012 4014131 04/04/201
02/04/2012 4014131 04/04/201
02/04/2012 4014131 04/04/201
02/04/2012 4014131 04/04/201
02/04/2012 4014131 04/04/201
02/04/2012 4014131 04/04/201
02/04/2012 4014131 04/04/201
02/04/2012 4014131 04/04/201
02/04/2012 4014131 04/04/201
02/04/2012 4014131 04/04/201
02/04/2012 4014131 04/04/201
02/04/2012 4014131 04/04/201
02/04/2012 4014131 04/04/201
02/04/2012 4014131 04/04/201
02/04/2012 4014131 04/04/201
02/04/2012 4014131 04/04/201
02/04/2012 4014131 04/04/201
02/04/2012 4014131 04/04/201
02/04/2012 4014131 04/04/201
02/04/2012 4014131 04/04/201
02/04/2012 4014131 04/04/201
02/04/2012 4014131 04/04/201
02/04/2012 4014131 04/04/201
02/04/2012 4014131 04/04/201
02/04/2012 4014131 04/04/201
02/04/2012 4014131 04/04/201
02/04/2012 4014131 04/04/201
02/04/2012 4014131 04/04/201
02/04/2012 4014131 04/04/201
02/04/2012 4014131 04/04/201
02/04/2012 4014131 04/04/201
02/04/2012 4014131 04/04/201
02/04/2012 4014131 04/04/201
02/04/2012 4014131 04/04/201
02/04/2012 4014131 04/04/201
02/04/2012 4014131 04/04/201
02/04/2012 4014131 04/04/201
02/04/2012 4014131 04/04/201
02/04/2012 4014131 04/04/201
02/04/2012 4014131 04/04/201
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02/04/2012 4014131 04/04/2012
02/04/2012 4014131 04/04/2012
02/04/2012 4014131 04/04/2012
02/04/2012 4014131 04/04/2012
02/04/2012 4014131 04/04/2012
02/04/2012 4014131 04/04/2012
02/04/2012 4014131 04/04/2012
02/04/2012 4014131 04/04/2012
02/04/2012 4014131 04/04/2012
02/04/2012 4014131 04/04/2012
02/04/2012 4014131 04/04/2012
02/04/2012 4014131 04/04/2012
02/04/2012 4014131 04/04/2012
02/04/2012 4014131 04/04/2012
02/04/2012 4014131 04/04/2012
02/04/2012 4014131 04/04/2012
02/04/2012 4014131 04/04/2012
02/04/2012 4014131 04/04/2012
02/04/2012 4014131 04/04/2012
02/04/2012 4014131 04/04/2012
02/04/2012 4014131 04/04/2012
02/04/2012 4014131 04/04/2012
02/04/2012 4014131 04/04/2012
02/04/2012 4014131 04/04/2012
02/04/2012 4014131 04/04/2012
02/04/2012 4014131 04/04/2012
02/04/2012 4014131 04/04/2012
02/04/2012 4014131 04/04/2012
02/04/2012 4014131 04/04/2012
02/04/2012 4014131 04/04/2012
02/04/2012 4014131 04/04/2012
02/04/2012 4014131 04/04/2012
02/04/2012 4014131 04/04/2012
02/04/2012 4014131 04/04/2012
02/04/2012 4014131 04/04/2012
02/04/2012 4014131 04/04/2012
02/04/2012 4014131 04/04/2012
02/04/2012 4014131 04/04/2012
02/04/2012 4014131 04/04/2012
02/04/2012 4014131 04/04/2012
02/04/2012 4014131 04/04/2012
02/04/2012 4014131 04/04/2012
02/04/2012 4014131 04/04/2012
02/04/2012 4014131 04/04/2012
02/04/2012 4014131 04/04/2012
02/04/2012 4014131 04/04/2012
02/04/2012 4014131 04/04/2012
02/04/2012 4014131 04/04/2012
02/04/2012 4014131 04/04/2012
02/04/2012 4014131 04/04/2012

WIT.0020.0001.0202



02/04/2012 4014131 04/04/2012
02/04/2012 4014131 04/04/2012
02/04/2012 4014131 04/04/2012
02/04/2012 4014131 04/04/2012
02/04/2012 4014131 04/04/2012
02/04/2012 4014131 04/04/2012
02/04/2012 4014131 04/04/2012
02/04/2012 4014131 04/04/2012
02/04/2012 4014131 04/04/2012
02/04/2012 4014131 04/04/2012
02/04/2012 4014131 04/04/2012
02/04/2012 4014131 04/04/2012
02/04/2012 4014131 04/04/2012
02/04/2012 4014131 04/04/2012
02/04/2012 4014131 04/04/2012
02/04/2012 4014131 04/04/2012
02/04/2012 4014131 04/04/2012
02/04/2012 4014131 04/04/2012
02/04/2012 4014131 04/04/2012
02/04/2012 4014131 04/04/2012
02/04/2012 4014131 04/04/2012
02/04/2012 4014131 04/04/2012
02/04/2012 4014131 04/04/2012
02/04/2012 4014131 04/04/2012
02/04/2012 4014131 04/04/2012
02/04/2012 4014131 04/04/2012
02/04/2012 4014131 04/04/2012
02/04/2012 4014131 04/04/2012
02/04/2012 4014131 04/04/2012
02/04/2012 4014131 04/04/2012
02/04/2012 4014131 04/04/2012
02/04/2012 4014131 04/04/2012
02/04/2012 4014131 04/04/2012
02/04/2012 4014131 04/04/2012
02/04/2012 4014131 04/04/2012
02/04/2012 4014131 04/04/2012
02/04/2012 4014131 04/04/2012
02/04/2012 4014131 04/04/2012
02/04/2012 4014131 04/04/2012
02/04/2012 4014131 04/04/2012
02/04/2012 4014131 04/04/2012
02/04/2012 4014131 04/04/2012
02/04/2012 4014131 04/04/2012
02/04/2012 4014131 04/04/2012
02/04/2012 4014131 04/04/2012
02/04/2012 4014131 04/04/2012
02/04/2012 4014131 04/04/2012
03/04/2008 4009415 05/04/2012
05/02/2012 4009415 05/04/2012
10/01/2010 4009415 11/04/2012

WIT.0020.0001.0203



28/09/2010 4009415 12/04/2012
11/04/2012 4009172 13/04/2012
28/01/2005 4013215 16/04/2012
28/02/2006 4013215 16/04/2012
27/03/2007 4013215 16/04/2012
08/11/2007 4013215 16/04/2012
14/01/2008 4013215 16/04/2012
13/05/2008 4013215 16/04/2012
29/06/2008 4013215 16/04/2012
04/06/2009 4013215 16/04/2012
09/08/2009 4013215 16/04/2012
19/08/2009 4013215 16/04/2012
26/08/2009 4013215 16/04/2012
24/09/2009 4013215 16/04/2012
03/01/2010 4013215 16/04/2012
07/02/2010 4013215 16/04/2012
15/02/2010 4013215 16/04/2012
13/05/2010 4013215 16/04/2012
17/06/2010 4013215 16/04/2012
18/07/2010 4013215 16/04/2012
19/10/2010 4013215 16/04/2012
20/10/2010 4013215 16/04/2012
28/10/2010 4013215 16/04/2012
28/10/2010 4013215 16/04/2012
24/11/2010 4013215 16/04/2012
29/11/2010 4013215 16/04/2012
16/02/2011 4013215 16/04/2012
31/03/2011 4013215 16/04/2012
26/05/2011 4013215 16/04/2012
03/07/2011 4013215 16/04/2012
24/07/2011 4013215 16/04/2012
18/08/2011 4013215 16/04/2012
23/11/2011 4013215 16/04/2012
05/03/2012 4013215 16/04/2012
05/03/2012 4013215 16/04/2012
11/04/2012 4013215 16/04/2012
11/04/2012 4013215 16/04/2012
11/04/2012 4013215 16/04/2012
11/04/2012 4013215 16/04/2012
11/04/2012 4013215 16/04/2012
11/04/2012 4013215 16/04/2012
11/04/2012 4013215 16/04/2012
11/04/2012 4013215 16/04/2012
11/04/2012 4013215 16/04/2012
11/04/2012 4013215 16/04/2012
11/04/2012 4013215 16/04/2012
11/04/2012 4013215 16/04/2012
11/04/2012 4013215 16/04/2012
11/04/2012 4013215 16/04/2012
11/04/2012 4013215 16/04/2012

WIT.0020.0001.0204



11/04/2012 4013215 16/04/2012
11/04/2012 4013215 16/04/2012
11/04/2012 4013215 16/04/2012
11/04/2012 4013215 16/04/2012
11/04/2012 4013215 16/04/2012
11/04/2012 4013215 16/04/2012
11/04/2012 4013215 16/04/2012
11/04/2012 4013215 16/04/2012
11/04/2012 4013215 16/04/2012
11/04/2012 4013215 16/04/2012
11/04/2012 4013215 16/04/2012
11/04/2012 4013215 16/04/2012
11/04/2012 4013215 16/04/2012
11/04/2012 4013215 16/04/2012
11/04/2012 4013215 16/04/2012
11/04/2012 4013215 16/04/2012
11/04/2012 4013215 16/04/2012
11/04/2012 4013215 16/04/2012
11/04/2012 4013215 16/04/2012
11/04/2012 4013215 16/04/2012
11/04/2012 4013215 16/04/2012
11/04/2012 4013215 16/04/2012
11/04/2012 4013215 16/04/2012
11/04/2012 4013215 16/04/2012
11/04/2012 4013215 16/04/2012
11/04/2012 4013215 16/04/2012
11/04/2012 4013215 16/04/2012
11/04/2012 4013215 16/04/2012
11/04/2012 4013215 16/04/2012
11/04/2012 4013215 16/04/2012
11/04/2012 4013215 16/04/2012
11/04/2012 4013215 16/04/2012
11/04/2012 4013215 16/04/2012
11/04/2012 4013215 16/04/2012
11/04/2012 4013215 16/04/2012
11/04/2012 4013215 16/04/2012
11/04/2012 4013215 16/04/2012
11/04/2012 4013215 16/04/2012
11/04/2012 4013215 16/04/2012
11/04/2012 4013215 16/04/2012
11/04/2012 4013215 16/04/2012
11/04/2012 4013215 16/04/2012
11/04/2012 4013215 16/04/2012
11/04/2012 4013215 16/04/2012
11/04/2012 4013215 16/04/2012
11/04/2012 4013215 16/04/2012
11/04/2012 4013215 16/04/2012
11/04/2012 4013215 16/04/2012
11/04/2012 4013215 16/04/2012
11/04/2012 4013215 16/04/2012

WIT.0020.0001.0205



11/04/2012 4013215 16/04/2012
11/04/2012 4013215 16/04/2012
11/04/2012 4013215 16/04/2012
11/04/2012 4013215 16/04/2012
11/04/2012 4013215 16/04/2012
11/04/2012 4013215 16/04/2012
11/04/2012 4013215 16/04/2012
11/04/2012 4013215 16/04/2012
11/04/2012 4013215 16/04/2012
11/04/2012 4013215 16/04/2012
11/04/2012 4013215 16/04/2012
11/04/2012 4013215 16/04/2012
11/04/2012 4013215 16/04/2012
11/04/2012 4013215 16/04/2012
11/04/2012 4013215 16/04/2012
11/04/2012 4013215 16/04/2012
11/04/2012 4013215 16/04/2012
11/04/2012 4013215 16/04/2012
11/04/2012 4013215 16/04/2012
11/04/2012 4013215 16/04/2012
11/04/2012 4013215 16/04/2012
11/04/2012 4013215 16/04/2012
11/04/2012 4013215 16/04/2012
11/04/2012 4013215 16/04/2012
11/04/2012 4013215 16/04/2012
11/04/2012 4013215 16/04/2012
11/04/2012 4013215 16/04/2012
11/04/2012 4013215 16/04/2012
11/04/2012 4013215 16/04/2012
11/04/2012 4013215 16/04/2012
11/04/2012 4013215 16/04/2012
11/04/2012 4013215 16/04/2012
11/04/2012 4013215 16/04/2012
11/04/2012 4013215 16/04/2012
11/04/2012 4013215 16/04/2012
11/04/2012 4013215 16/04/2012
11/04/2012 4013215 16/04/2012
11/04/2012 4013215 16/04/2012
11/04/2012 4013215 16/04/2012
11/04/2012 4013215 16/04/2012
11/04/2012 4013215 16/04/2012
11/04/2012 4013215 16/04/2012
11/04/2012 4013215 16/04/2012
11/04/2012 4013215 16/04/2012
11/04/2012 4013215 16/04/2012
11/04/2012 4013215 16/04/2012
11/04/2012 4013215 16/04/2012
11/04/2012 4013215 16/04/2012
11/04/2012 4013215 16/04/2012
11/04/2012 4013215 16/04/2012

WIT.0020.0001.0206



11/04/2012 4013215 16/04/2012
11/04/2012 4013215 16/04/2012
11/04/2012 4013215 16/04/2012
11/04/2012 4013215 16/04/2012
11/04/2012 4013215 16/04/2012
11/04/2012 4013215 16/04/2012
11/04/2012 4013215 16/04/2012
11/04/2012 4013215 16/04/2012
11/04/2012 4013215 16/04/2012
11/04/2012 4013215 16/04/2012
11/04/2012 4013215 16/04/2012
11/04/2012 4013215 16/04/2012
11/04/2012 4013215 16/04/2012
11/04/2012 4013215 16/04/2012
11/04/2012 4013215 16/04/2012
11/04/2012 4013215 16/04/2012
11/04/2012 4013215 16/04/2012
11/04/2012 4013215 16/04/2012
11/04/2012 4013215 16/04/2012
11/04/2012 4013215 16/04/2012
11/04/2012 4013215 16/04/2012
11/04/2012 4013215 16/04/2012
11/04/2012 4013215 16/04/2012
11/04/2012 4013215 16/04/2012
11/04/2012 4013215 16/04/2012
11/04/2012 4013215 16/04/2012
11/04/2012 4013215 16/04/2012
11/04/2012 4013215 16/04/2012
11/04/2012 4013215 16/04/2012
11/04/2012 4013215 16/04/2012
11/04/2012 4013215 16/04/2012
11/04/2012 4013215 16/04/2012
11/04/2012 4013215 16/04/2012
11/04/2012 4013215 16/04/2012
11/04/2012 4013215 16/04/2012
11/04/2012 4013215 16/04/2012
11/04/2012 4013215 16/04/2012
11/04/2012 4013215 16/04/2012
11/04/2012 4013215 16/04/2012
11/04/2012 4013215 16/04/2012
11/04/2012 4013215 16/04/2012
11/04/2012 4013215 16/04/2012
15/04/2012 4009172 17/04/2012
15/04/2012 4009172 17/04/2012
15/04/2012 4009172 17/04/2012
15/04/2012 4009172 17/04/2012
15/04/2012 4009172 17/04/2012
15/04/2012 4009172 17/04/2012
15/04/2012 4009172 17/04/2012
15/04/2012 4009172 17/04/2012

WIT.0020.0001.0207



15/04/2012 4009172 17/04/2012
15/04/2012 4009172 17/04/2012
16/04/2012 4009172 18/04/2012
19/04/2012 4013215 19/04/2012
19/04/2012 4013215 19/04/2012
19/04/2012 4013215 19/04/2012
19/04/2012 4013215 19/04/2012
19/04/2012 4013215 19/04/2012
19/04/2012 4013215 19/04/2012
19/04/2012 4013215 19/04/2012
19/04/2012 4013215 19/04/2012
19/04/2012 4013215 19/04/2012
19/04/2012 4013215 19/04/2012
19/04/2012 4013215 19/04/2012
19/04/2012 4013215 19/04/2012
19/04/2012 4013215 19/04/2012
19/04/2012 4013215 19/04/2012
19/04/2012 4013215 19/04/2012
19/04/2012 4013215 19/04/2012
19/04/2012 4013215 19/04/2012
19/04/2012 4013215 19/04/2012
19/04/2012 4013215 19/04/2012
19/04/2012 4013215 19/04/2012
19/04/2012 4013215 19/04/2012
19/04/2012 4013215 19/04/2012
19/04/2012 4013215 19/04/2012
19/04/2012 4013215 19/04/2012
19/04/2012 4013215 19/04/2012
19/04/2012 4013215 19/04/2012
19/04/2012 4013215 19/04/2012
19/04/2012 4013215 19/04/2012
19/04/2012 4013215 19/04/2012
19/04/2012 4013215 19/04/2012
19/04/2012 4013215 19/04/2012
19/04/2012 4013215 19/04/2012
19/04/2012 4013215 19/04/2012
19/04/2012 4013215 19/04/2012
19/04/2012 4013215 19/04/2012
22/04/2012 4009172 26/04/2012
23/05/2011 4026460 09/05/2012
23/05/2011 4026460 09/05/2012
23/05/2011 4026460 09/05/2012
23/05/2011 4026460 09/05/2012
15/09/2011 4026460 09/05/2012
04/05/2011 4026460 09/05/2012
04/05/2011 4026460 09/05/2012
04/05/2011 4026460 09/05/2012
23/05/2011 4026460 09/05/2012
23/05/2011 4026460 09/05/2012
04/05/2011 4026460 09/05/2012

WIT.0020.0001.0208



04/05/2011 4026460 09/05/2012
23/05/2011 4026460 09/05/2012
23/05/2011 4026460 09/05/2012
23/05/2011 4026460 09/05/2012
04/05/2011 4026460 09/05/2012
04/05/2011 4026460 09/05/2012
04/05/2011 4026460 09/05/2012
04/05/2011 4026460 09/05/2012
04/05/2011 4026460 09/05/2012
04/05/2011 4026460 09/05/2012
04/05/2011 4026460 09/05/2012
04/05/2011 4026460 09/05/2012
04/05/2011 4026460 09/05/2012
04/05/2011 4026460 09/05/2012
15/09/2011 4026460 09/05/2012
23/05/2011 4026460 09/05/2012
23/05/2011 4026460 09/05/2012
23/05/2011 4026460 09/05/2012
04/05/2011 4026460 09/05/2012
04/05/2011 4026460 09/05/2012
23/05/2011 4026460 09/05/2012
04/05/2011 4026460 09/05/2012
23/05/2011 4026460 09/05/2012
23/05/2011 4026460 09/05/2012
23/05/2011 4026460 09/05/2012
23/05/2011 4026460 09/05/2012
23/05/2011 4026460 09/05/2012
01/12/2011 4026460 09/05/2012
23/05/2011 4026460 09/05/2012
23/05/2011 4026460 09/05/2012
01/12/2011 4026460 09/05/2012
23/05/2011 4026460 09/05/2012
12/10/2011 4026460 09/05/2012
04/05/2011 4026460 09/05/2012
23/05/2011 4026460 09/05/2012
23/05/2011 4026460 09/05/2012
23/05/2011 4026460 09/05/2012
23/05/2011 4026460 09/05/2012
23/05/2011 4026460 09/05/2012
23/05/2011 4026460 09/05/2012
23/05/2011 4026460 09/05/2012
23/05/2011 4026460 09/05/2012
23/05/2011 4026460 09/05/2012
23/05/2011 4026460 09/05/2012
23/05/2011 4026460 09/05/2012
23/05/2011 4026460 09/05/2012
23/05/2011 4026460 09/05/2012
23/05/2011 4026460 09/05/2012
04/05/2011 4026460 09/05/2012
23/05/2011 4026460 09/05/2012

WIT.0020.0001.0209



23/05/2011 4026460 09/05/2012
23/05/2011 4026460 09/05/2012
21/04/2011 4026460 09/05/2012
23/05/2011 4026460 09/05/2012
23/05/2011 4026460 09/05/2012
23/05/2011 4026460 09/05/2012
04/04/2011 4026460 09/05/2012
04/05/2011 4026460 09/05/2012
01/12/2011 4026460 09/05/2012
21/04/2011 4026460 09/05/2012
23/05/2011 4026460 09/05/2012
23/05/2011 4026460 09/05/2012
23/05/2011 4026460 09/05/2012
23/05/2011 4026460 09/05/2012
23/05/2011 4026460 09/05/2012
23/05/2011 4026460 09/05/2012
23/05/2011 4026460 09/05/2012
04/04/2011 4026460 09/05/2012
04/04/2011 4026460 09/05/2012
04/04/2011 4026460 09/05/2012
23/05/2011 4026460 09/05/2012
23/05/2011 4026460 09/05/2012
23/05/2011 4026460 09/05/2012
23/05/2011 4026460 09/05/2012
04/05/2011 4026460 09/05/2012
04/05/2011 4026460 09/05/2012
04/05/2011 4026460 09/05/2012
04/05/2011 4026460 09/05/2012
04/05/2011 4026460 09/05/2012
23/05/2011 4026460 09/05/2012
04/04/2011 4026460 09/05/2012
23/05/2011 4026460 09/05/2012
23/05/2011 4026460 09/05/2012
23/05/2011 4026460 09/05/2012
01/11/2011 4026460 09/05/2012
04/05/2011 4026460 09/05/2012
23/05/2011 4026460 09/05/2012
23/05/2011 4026460 09/05/2012
21/04/2011 4026460 09/05/2012
23/05/2011 4026460 09/05/2012
23/05/2011 4026460 09/05/2012
04/05/2011 4026460 09/05/2012
23/05/2011 4026460 09/05/2012
23/05/2011 4026460 09/05/2012
23/05/2011 4026460 09/05/2012
23/05/2011 4026460 09/05/2012
04/05/2011 4026460 09/05/2012
23/05/2011 4026460 09/05/2012
01/11/2011 4026460 09/05/2012
23/05/2011 4026460 09/05/2012

WIT.0020.0001.0210



04/04/2011 4026460 09/05/2012
23/05/2011 4026460 09/05/2012
04/05/2011 4026460 09/05/2012
23/05/2011 4026460 09/05/2012
23/05/2011 4026460 09/05/2012
23/05/2011 4026460 09/05/2012
23/05/2011 4026460 09/05/2012
23/05/2011 4026460 09/05/2012
23/05/2011 4026460 09/05/2012
23/05/2011 4026460 09/05/2012
23/05/2011 4026460 09/05/2012
23/05/2011 4026460 09/05/2012
23/05/2011 4026460 09/05/2012
23/05/2011 4026460 09/05/2012
23/05/2011 4026460 09/05/2012
23/05/2011 4026460 09/05/2012
23/05/2011 4026460 09/05/2012
23/05/2011 4026460 09/05/2012
23/05/2011 4026460 09/05/2012
23/05/2011 4026460 09/05/2012
23/05/2011 4026460 09/05/2012
23/05/2011 4026460 09/05/2012
21/04/2011 4026460 09/05/2012
23/05/2011 4026460 09/05/2012
21/04/2011 4026460 09/05/2012
23/05/2011 4026460 09/05/2012
23/05/2011 4026460 09/05/2012
01/11/2011 4026460 09/05/2012
23/05/2011 4026460 09/05/2012
23/05/2011 4026460 09/05/2012
23/05/2011 4026460 09/05/2012
23/05/2011 4026460 09/05/2012
23/05/2011 4026460 09/05/2012
23/05/2011 4026460 09/05/2012
23/05/2011 4026460 09/05/2012
23/05/2011 4026460 09/05/2012
23/05/2011 4026460 09/05/2012
01/12/2011 4026460 09/05/2012
23/05/2011 4026460 09/05/2012
23/05/2011 4026460 09/05/2012
23/05/2011 4026460 09/05/2012
23/05/2011 4026460 09/05/2012
23/05/2011 4026460 09/05/2012
23/05/2011 4026460 09/05/2012
23/05/2011 4026460 09/05/2012
23/05/2011 4026460 09/05/2012
23/05/2011 4026460 09/05/2012
23/05/2011 4026460 09/05/2012
23/05/2011 4026460 09/05/2012
23/05/2011 4026460 09/05/2012

WIT.0020.0001.0211



23/05/2011 4026460 09/05/2012
23/05/2011 4026460 09/05/2012
23/05/2011 4026460 09/05/2012
23/05/2011 4026460 09/05/2012
23/05/2011 4026460 09/05/2012
23/05/2011 4026460 09/05/2012
04/05/2011 4026460 09/05/2012
23/05/2011 4026460 09/05/2012
23/05/2011 4026460 09/05/2012
23/05/2011 4026460 09/05/2012
23/05/2011 4026460 09/05/2012
23/05/2011 4026460 09/05/2012
04/05/2011 4026460 09/05/2012
23/05/2011 4026460 09/05/2012
23/05/2011 4026460 09/05/2012
23/05/2011 4026460 09/05/2012
23/05/2011 4026460 09/05/2012
23/05/2011 4026460 09/05/2012
04/05/2011 4026460 09/05/2012
04/04/2011 4026460 09/05/2012
23/05/2011 4026460 09/05/2012
23/05/2011 4026460 09/05/2012
23/05/2011 4026460 09/05/2012
23/05/2011 4026460 09/05/2012
23/05/2011 4026460 09/05/2012
23/05/2011 4026460 09/05/2012
23/05/2011 4026460 09/05/2012
23/05/2011 4026460 09/05/2012
23/05/2011 4026460 09/05/2012
23/05/2011 4026460 09/05/2012
23/05/2011 4026460 09/05/2012
04/05/2011 4026460 09/05/2012
23/05/2011 4026460 09/05/2012
15/09/2011 4026460 09/05/2012
04/05/2011 4026460 09/05/2012
04/05/2011 4026460 09/05/2012
04/05/2011 4026460 09/05/2012
04/05/2011 4026460 09/05/2012
23/05/2011 4026460 09/05/2012
23/05/2011 4026460 09/05/2012
23/05/2011 4026460 09/05/2012
04/05/2011 4026460 09/05/2012
04/05/2011 4026460 09/05/2012
23/05/2011 4026460 09/05/2012
23/05/2011 4026460 09/05/2012
23/05/2011 4026460 09/05/2012
23/05/2011 4026460 09/05/2012
23/05/2011 4026460 09/05/2012
04/05/2011 4026460 09/05/2012
04/05/2011 4026460 09/05/2012

WIT.0020.0001.0212



23/05/2011 4026460 09/05/2012
23/05/2011 4026460 09/05/2012
23/05/2011 4026460 09/05/2012
23/05/2011 4026460 09/05/2012
23/05/2011 4026460 09/05/2012
04/05/2011 4026460 09/05/2012
23/05/2011 4026460 09/05/2012
23/05/2011 4026460 09/05/2012
27/04/2011 4026460 09/05/2012
04/05/2011 4026460 09/05/2012
04/05/2011 4026460 09/05/2012
23/05/2011 4026460 09/05/2012
23/05/2011 4026460 09/05/2012
23/05/2011 4026460 09/05/2012
04/05/2011 4026460 09/05/2012
23/05/2011 4026460 09/05/2012
04/05/2011 4026460 09/05/2012
04/04/2011 4026460 09/05/2012
23/05/2011 4026460 09/05/2012
23/05/2011 4026460 09/05/2012
23/05/2011 4026460 09/05/2012
23/05/2011 4026460 09/05/2012
23/05/2011 4026460 09/05/2012
23/05/2011 4026460 09/05/2012
23/05/2011 4026460 09/05/2012
23/05/2011 4026460 09/05/2012
23/05/2011 4026460 09/05/2012
23/05/2011 4026460 09/05/2012
23/05/2011 4026460 09/05/2012
23/05/2011 4026460 09/05/2012
23/05/2011 4026460 09/05/2012
23/05/2011 4026460 09/05/2012
23/05/2011 4026460 09/05/2012
23/05/2011 4026460 09/05/2012
23/05/2011 4026460 09/05/2012
23/05/2011 4026460 09/05/2012
23/05/2011 4026460 09/05/2012
04/05/2011 4026460 09/05/2012
23/05/2011 4026460 09/05/2012
23/05/2011 4026460 09/05/2012
23/05/2011 4026460 09/05/2012
23/05/2011 4026460 09/05/2012
23/05/2011 4026460 09/05/2012
23/05/2011 4026460 09/05/2012
23/05/2011 4026460 09/05/2012
23/05/2011 4026460 09/05/2012
23/05/2011 4026460 09/05/2012
23/05/2011 4026460 09/05/2012
23/05/2011 4026460 09/05/2012
23/05/2011 4026460 09/05/2012

WIT.0020.0001.0213



04/05/2011 4026460 09/05/2012
04/05/2011 4026460 09/05/2012
04/05/2011 4026460 09/05/2012
23/05/2011 4026460 09/05/2012
23/05/2011 4026460 09/05/2012
23/05/2011 4026460 09/05/2012
23/05/2011 4026460 09/05/2012
04/05/2011 4026460 09/05/2012
23/05/2011 4026460 09/05/2012
04/05/2011 4026460 09/05/2012
23/05/2011 4026460 09/05/2012
04/05/2011 4026460 09/05/2012
04/05/2011 4026460 09/05/2012
21/04/2011 4026460 09/05/2012
23/05/2011 4026460 09/05/2012
23/05/2011 4026460 09/05/2012
23/05/2011 4026460 09/05/2012
04/05/2011 4026460 09/05/2012
21/04/2011 4026460 09/05/2012
23/05/2011 4026460 09/05/2012
23/05/2011 4026460 09/05/2012
23/05/2011 4026460 09/05/2012
23/05/2011 4026460 09/05/2012
23/05/2011 4026460 09/05/2012
23/05/2011 4026460 09/05/2012
23/05/2011 4026460 09/05/2012
23/05/2011 4026460 09/05/2012
21/04/2011 4026460 09/05/2012
23/05/2011 4026460 09/05/2012
23/05/2011 4026460 09/05/2012
23/05/2011 4026460 09/05/2012
23/05/2011 4026460 09/05/2012
23/05/2011 4026460 09/05/2012
04/05/2011 4026460 09/05/2012
23/05/2011 4026460 09/05/2012
23/05/2011 4026460 09/05/2012
23/05/2011 4026460 09/05/2012
23/05/2011 4026460 09/05/2012
23/05/2011 4026460 09/05/2012
27/04/2011 4026460 09/05/2012
04/05/2011 4026460 09/05/2012
04/05/2011 4026460 09/05/2012
23/05/2011 4026460 09/05/2012
23/05/2011 4026460 09/05/2012
23/05/2011 4026460 09/05/2012
04/04/2011 4026460 09/05/2012
04/04/2011 4026460 09/05/2012
23/05/2011 4026460 09/05/2012
23/05/2011 4026460 09/05/2012
23/05/2011 4026460 09/05/2012

WIT.0020.0001.0214



21/04/2011 4026460 09/05/2012
04/05/2011 4026460 09/05/2012
04/05/2011 4026460 09/05/2012
04/05/2011 4026460 09/05/2012
23/05/2011 4026460 09/05/2012
04/05/2011 4026460 09/05/2012
04/05/2011 4026460 09/05/2012
23/05/2011 4026460 09/05/2012
23/05/2011 4026460 09/05/2012
04/04/2011 4026460 09/05/2012
23/05/2011 4026460 09/05/2012
23/05/2011 4026460 09/05/2012
23/05/2011 4026460 09/05/2012
23/05/2011 4026460 09/05/2012
23/05/2011 4026460 09/05/2012
04/05/2011 4026460 09/05/2012
04/04/2011 4026460 09/05/2012
25/07/2011 4026460 09/05/2012
04/04/2011 4026460 09/05/2012
23/05/2011 4026460 09/05/2012
23/05/2011 4026460 09/05/2012
23/05/2011 4026460 09/05/2012
23/05/2011 4026460 09/05/2012
23/05/2011 4026460 09/05/2012
23/05/2011 4026460 09/05/2012
21/04/2011 4026460 09/05/2012
04/04/2011 4026460 09/05/2012
27/04/2011 4026460 09/05/2012
21/04/2011 4026460 09/05/2012
23/05/2011 4026460 09/05/2012
23/05/2011 4026460 09/05/2012
23/05/2011 4026460 09/05/2012
01/11/2011 4026460 09/05/2012
04/05/2011 4026460 09/05/2012
23/05/2011 4026460 09/05/2012
23/05/2011 4026460 09/05/2012
23/05/2011 4026460 09/05/2012
23/05/2011 4026460 09/05/2012
23/05/2011 4026460 09/05/2012
23/05/2011 4026460 09/05/2012
04/05/2011 4026460 09/05/2012
23/05/2011 4026460 09/05/2012
23/05/2011 4026460 09/05/2012
23/05/2011 4026460 09/05/2012
23/05/2011 4026460 09/05/2012
23/05/2011 4026460 09/05/2012
23/05/2011 4026460 09/05/2012
23/05/2011 4026460 09/05/2012
23/05/2011 4026460 09/05/2012
23/05/2011 4026460 09/05/2012

WIT.0020.0001.0215



04/05/2011 4026460 09/05/2012
23/05/2011 4026460 09/05/2012
04/04/2011 4026460 09/05/2012
04/05/2011 4026460 09/05/2012
04/04/2011 4026460 09/05/2012
23/05/2011 4026460 09/05/2012
23/05/2011 4026460 09/05/2012
23/05/2011 4026460 09/05/2012
23/05/2011 4026460 09/05/2012
23/05/2011 4026460 09/05/2012
23/05/2011 4026460 09/05/2012
23/05/2011 4026460 09/05/2012
23/05/2011 4026460 09/05/2012
23/05/2011 4026460 09/05/2012
23/05/2011 4026460 09/05/2012
23/05/2011 4026460 09/05/2012
23/05/2011 4026460 09/05/2012
23/05/2011 4026460 09/05/2012
23/05/2011 4026460 09/05/2012
23/05/2011 4026460 09/05/2012
23/05/2011 4026460 09/05/2012
23/05/2011 4026460 09/05/2012
23/05/2011 4026460 09/05/2012
25/07/2011 4026460 09/05/2012
23/05/2011 4026460 09/05/2012
04/05/2011 4026460 09/05/2012
04/05/2011 4026460 09/05/2012
23/05/2011 4026460 09/05/2012
04/05/2011 4026460 09/05/2012
23/05/2011 4026460 09/05/2012
01/02/2012 4026460 09/05/2012
04/05/2011 4026460 09/05/2012
23/05/2011 4026460 09/05/2012
23/05/2011 4026460 09/05/2012
23/05/2011 4026460 09/05/2012
21/04/2011 4026460 09/05/2012
23/05/2011 4026460 09/05/2012
23/05/2011 4026460 09/05/2012
23/05/2011 4026460 09/05/2012
23/05/2011 4026460 09/05/2012
23/05/2011 4026460 09/05/2012
23/05/2011 4026460 09/05/2012
23/05/2011 4026460 09/05/2012
23/05/2011 4026460 09/05/2012
04/05/2011 4026460 09/05/2012
04/05/2011 4026460 09/05/2012
23/05/2011 4026460 09/05/2012
23/05/2011 4026460 09/05/2012
23/05/2011 4026460 09/05/2012
04/05/2011 4026460 09/05/2012

WIT.0020.0001.0216



27/04/2011 4026460 09/05/2012
04/05/2011 4026460 09/05/2012
23/05/2011 4026460 09/05/2012
04/04/2011 4026460 09/05/2012
23/05/2011 4026460 09/05/2012
23/05/2011 4026460 09/05/2012
23/05/2011 4026460 09/05/2012
23/05/2011 4026460 09/05/2012
04/04/2011 4026460 09/05/2012
21/04/2011 4026460 09/05/2012
23/05/2011 4026460 09/05/2012
04/05/2011 4026460 09/05/2012
23/05/2011 4026460 09/05/2012
23/05/2011 4026460 09/05/2012
23/05/2011 4026460 09/05/2012
23/05/2011 4026460 09/05/2012
23/05/2011 4026460 09/05/2012
23/05/2011 4026460 09/05/2012
23/05/2011 4026460 09/05/2012
23/05/2011 4026460 09/05/2012
04/04/2011 4026460 09/05/2012
23/05/2011 4026460 09/05/2012
23/05/2011 4026460 09/05/2012
21/04/2011 4026460 09/05/2012
23/05/2011 4026460 09/05/2012
23/05/2011 4026460 09/05/2012
23/05/2011 4026460 09/05/2012
23/05/2011 4026460 09/05/2012
23/05/2011 4026460 09/05/2012
23/05/2011 4026460 09/05/2012
23/05/2011 4026460 09/05/2012
23/05/2011 4026460 09/05/2012
04/04/2011 4026460 09/05/2012
23/05/2011 4026460 09/05/2012
23/05/2011 4026460 09/05/2012
23/05/2011 4026460 09/05/2012
23/05/2011 4026460 09/05/2012
23/05/2011 4026460 09/05/2012
23/05/2011 4026460 09/05/2012
23/05/2011 4026460 09/05/2012
23/05/2011 4026460 09/05/2012
23/05/2011 4026460 09/05/2012
01/11/2011 4026460 09/05/2012
23/05/2011 4026460 09/05/2012
23/05/2011 4026460 09/05/2012
23/05/2011 4026460 09/05/2012
23/05/2011 4026460 09/05/2012
23/05/2011 4026460 09/05/2012
23/05/2011 4026460 09/05/2012
23/05/2011 4026460 09/05/2012

WIT.0020.0001.0217



04/05/2011 4026460 09/05/2012
23/05/2011 4026460 09/05/2012
23/05/2011 4026460 09/05/2012
23/05/2011 4026460 09/05/2012
23/05/2011 4026460 09/05/2012
23/05/2011 4026460 09/05/2012
21/04/2011 4026460 09/05/2012
01/02/2012 4026460 09/05/2012
23/05/2011 4026460 09/05/2012
23/05/2011 4026460 09/05/2012
23/05/2011 4026460 09/05/2012
23/05/2011 4026460 09/05/2012
23/05/2011 4026460 09/05/2012
04/04/2011 4026460 09/05/2012
23/05/2011 4026460 09/05/2012
23/05/2011 4026460 09/05/2012
23/05/2011 4026460 09/05/2012
23/05/2011 4026460 09/05/2012
04/05/2011 4026460 09/05/2012
04/05/2011 4026460 09/05/2012
23/05/2011 4026460 09/05/2012
23/05/2011 4026460 09/05/2012
21/04/2011 4026460 09/05/2012
23/05/2011 4026460 09/05/2012
23/05/2011 4026460 09/05/2012
15/09/2011 4026460 09/05/2012
23/05/2011 4026460 09/05/2012
04/05/2011 4026460 09/05/2012
23/05/2011 4026460 09/05/2012
23/05/2011 4026460 09/05/2012
23/05/2011 4026460 09/05/2012
23/05/2011 4026460 09/05/2012
23/05/2011 4026460 09/05/2012
23/05/2011 4026460 09/05/2012
21/04/2011 4026460 09/05/2012
23/05/2011 4026460 09/05/2012
23/05/2011 4026460 09/05/2012
23/05/2011 4026460 09/05/2012
23/05/2011 4026460 09/05/2012
23/05/2011 4026460 09/05/2012
23/05/2011 4026460 09/05/2012
21/04/2011 4026460 09/05/2012
23/05/2011 4026460 09/05/2012
23/05/2011 4026460 09/05/2012
23/05/2011 4026460 09/05/2012
23/05/2011 4026460 09/05/2012
23/05/2011 4026460 09/05/2012
23/05/2011 4026460 09/05/2012
23/05/2011 4026460 09/05/2012
23/05/2011 4026460 09/05/2012

WIT.0020.0001.0218



23/05/2011 4026460 09/05/2012
23/05/2011 4026460 09/05/2012
23/05/2011 4026460 09/05/2012
23/05/2011 4026460 09/05/2012
23/05/2011 4026460 09/05/2012
23/05/2011 4026460 09/05/2012
23/05/2011 4026460 09/05/2012
23/05/2011 4026460 09/05/2012
23/05/2011 4026460 09/05/2012
23/05/2011 4026460 09/05/2012
23/05/2011 4026460 09/05/2012
23/05/2011 4026460 09/05/2012
23/05/2011 4026460 09/05/2012
23/05/2011 4026460 09/05/2012
23/05/2011 4026460 09/05/2012
23/05/2011 4026460 09/05/2012
23/05/2011 4026460 09/05/2012
23/05/2011 4026460 09/05/2012
23/05/2011 4026460 09/05/2012
23/05/2011 4026460 09/05/2012
23/05/2011 4026460 09/05/2012
23/05/2011 4026460 09/05/2012
23/05/2011 4026460 09/05/2012
04/04/2011 4026460 09/05/2012
04/04/2011 4026460 09/05/2012
04/05/2011 4026460 09/05/2012
04/04/2011 4026460 09/05/2012
04/04/2011 4026460 09/05/2012
04/04/2011 4026460 09/05/2012
23/05/2011 4026460 09/05/2012
23/05/2011 4026460 09/05/2012
21/04/2011 4026460 09/05/2012
04/04/2011 4026460 09/05/2012
04/04/2011 4026460 09/05/2012
04/04/2011 4026460 09/05/2012
21/04/2011 4026460 09/05/2012
04/04/2011 4026460 09/05/2012
04/04/2011 4026460 09/05/2012
23/05/2011 4026460 09/05/2012
04/04/2011 4026460 09/05/2012
04/04/2011 4026460 09/05/2012
04/04/2011 4026460 09/05/2012
04/04/2011 4026460 09/05/2012
04/05/2011 4026460 09/05/2012
21/04/2011 4026460 09/05/2012
21/04/2011 4026460 09/05/2012
27/04/2011 4026460 09/05/2012
23/05/2011 4026460 09/05/2012
23/05/2011 4026460 09/05/2012
04/05/2011 4026460 09/05/2012

WIT.0020.0001.0219



21/04/2011 4026460 09/05/201
04/05/2011 4026460 09/05/201
04/05/2011 4026460 09/05/201
04/05/2011 4026460 09/05/201
21/04/2011 4026460 09/05/201
21/04/2011 4026460 09/05/201
27/04/2011 4026460 09/05/201
27/04/2011 4026460 09/05/201
23/05/2011 4026460 09/05/201
15/09/2011 4026460 09/05/201
15/09/2011 4026460 09/05/201
04/04/2011 4026460 09/05/201
25/07/2011 4026460 09/05/201
21/04/2011 4026460 09/05/201
01/12/2011 4026460 09/05/201
04/04/2011 4026460 09/05/201
04/05/2011 4026460 09/05/201
04/05/2011 4026460 09/05/201
04/05/2011 4026460 09/05/201
04/05/2011 4026460 09/05/201
23/05/2011 4026460 09/05/201
23/05/2011 4026460 09/05/201
23/05/2011 4026460 09/05/201
04/05/2011 4026460 09/05/201
04/04/2011 4026460 09/05/201
23/05/2011 4026460 09/05/201
23/05/2011 4026460 09/05/201
23/05/2011 4026460 09/05/201
04/04/2011 4026460 09/05/201
04/04/2011 4026460 09/05/201
04/04/2011 4026460 09/05/201
23/05/2011 4026460 09/05/201
04/04/2011 4026460 09/05/201
04/04/2011 4026460 09/05/201
04/05/2011 4026460 09/05/201
23/05/2011 4026460 09/05/201
23/05/2011 4026460 09/05/201
04/05/2011 4026460 09/05/201
23/05/2011 4026460 09/05/201
23/05/2011 4026460 09/05/201
23/05/2011 4026460 09/05/201
23/05/2011 4026460 09/05/201
23/05/2011 4026460 09/05/201
23/05/2011 4026460 09/05/201
23/05/2011 4026460 09/05/201
04/05/2011 4026460 09/05/201
04/05/2011 4026460 09/05/201
04/05/2011 4026460 09/05/201
04/04/2011 4026460 09/05/201
04/04/2011 4026460 09/05/201

WIT.0020.0001.0220



04/04/2011 4026460 09/05/2012
04/04/2011 4026460 09/05/2012
04/04/2011 4026460 09/05/2012
21/04/2011 4026460 09/05/2012
04/04/2011 4026460 09/05/2012
04/04/2011 4026460 09/05/2012
04/04/2011 4026460 09/05/2012
04/04/2011 4026460 09/05/2012
04/04/2011 4026460 09/05/2012
04/05/2011 4026460 09/05/2012
04/04/2011 4026460 09/05/2012
04/04/2011 4026460 09/05/2012
21/04/2011 4026460 09/05/2012
21/04/2011 4026460 09/05/2012
04/04/2011 4026460 09/05/2012
04/04/2011 4026460 09/05/2012
04/04/2011 4026460 09/05/2012
04/04/2011 4026460 09/05/2012
04/04/2011 4026460 09/05/2012
04/04/2011 4026460 09/05/2012
04/04/2011 4026460 09/05/2012
04/04/2011 4026460 09/05/2012
04/04/2011 4026460 09/05/2012
04/04/2011 4026460 09/05/2012
04/04/2011 4026460 09/05/2012
04/04/2011 4026460 09/05/2012
04/04/2011 4026460 09/05/2012
21/04/2011 4026460 09/05/2012
04/05/2011 4026460 09/05/2012
21/04/2011 4026460 09/05/2012
04/05/2011 4026460 09/05/2012
04/04/2011 4026460 09/05/2012
21/04/2011 4026460 09/05/2012
21/04/2011 4026460 09/05/2012
04/04/2011 4026460 09/05/2012
04/04/2011 4026460 09/05/2012
04/05/2011 4026460 09/05/2012
04/04/2011 4026460 09/05/2012
04/04/2011 4026460 09/05/2012
04/05/2011 4026460 09/05/2012
04/05/2011 4026460 09/05/2012
04/05/2011 4026460 09/05/2012
04/04/2011 4026460 09/05/2012
04/04/2011 4026460 09/05/2012
04/04/2011 4026460 09/05/2012
23/05/2011 4026460 09/05/2012
04/04/2011 4026460 09/05/2012
04/04/2011 4026460 09/05/2012
04/04/2011 4026460 09/05/2012
04/04/2011 4026460 09/05/2012

WIT.0020.0001.0221



04/05/2011 4026460 09/05/2012 1
21/04/2011 4026460 09/05/2012 1
21/04/2011 4026460 09/05/2012 1
04/04/2011 4026460 09/05/2012 1
04/04/2011 4026460 09/05/2012 1
04/04/2011 4026460 09/05/2012 1
04/04/2011 4026460 09/05/2012 1
04/05/2011 4026460 09/05/2012 1
04/05/2011 4026460 09/05/2012 1
23/05/2011 4026460 09/05/2012 1
04/05/2011 4026460 09/05/2012 1
04/05/2011 4026460 09/05/2012 1
23/05/2011 4026460 09/05/2012 1
04/05/2011 4026460 09/05/2012 1
23/05/2011 4026460 09/05/2012 1
04/05/2011 4026460 09/05/2012 1
04/04/2011 4026460 09/05/2012 1
04/04/2011 4026460 09/05/2012 1
04/04/2011 4026460 09/05/2012 1
23/05/2011 4026460 09/05/2012 1
04/04/2011 4026460 09/05/2012 1
23/05/2011 4026460 09/05/2012 1
04/04/2011 4026460 09/05/2012 1
21/04/2011 4026460 09/05/2012 1
04/04/2011 4026460 09/05/2012 1
04/04/2011 4026460 09/05/2012 1
04/04/2011 4026460 09/05/2012 1
04/05/2011 4026460 09/05/2012 1
04/04/2011 4026460 09/05/2012 1
04/04/2011 4026460 09/05/2012 1
04/05/2011 4026460 09/05/2012 1
04/04/2011 4026460 09/05/2012 1
04/04/2011 4026460 09/05/2012 1
04/04/2011 4026460 09/05/2012 1
04/05/2011 4026460 09/05/2012 1
23/05/2011 4026460 09/05/2012 1
04/04/2011 4026460 09/05/2012 1
04/04/2011 4026460 09/05/2012 1
04/04/2011 4026460 09/05/2012 1
04/04/2011 4026460 09/05/2012 1
04/04/2011 4026460 09/05/2012 1
04/04/2011 4026460 09/05/2012 1
04/04/2011 4026460 09/05/2012 1
04/04/2011 4026460 09/05/2012 1
04/05/2011 4026460 09/05/2012 1
23/05/2011 4026460 09/05/2012 1
04/05/2011 4026460 09/05/2012 1
04/05/2011 4026460 09/05/2012 1
23/05/2011 4026460 09/05/2012 1
04/05/2011 4026460 09/05/2012 1

WIT.0020.0001.0222



04/05/2011 4026460 09/05/2012
04/05/2011 4026460 09/05/2012
23/05/2011 4026460 09/05/2012
04/04/2011 4026460 09/05/2012
04/04/2011 4026460 09/05/2012
04/04/2011 4026460 09/05/2012
04/04/2011 4026460 09/05/2012
04/05/2011 4026460 09/05/2012
21/04/2011 4026460 09/05/2012
23/05/2011 4026460 09/05/2012
04/04/2011 4026460 09/05/2012
01/02/2012 4026460 09/05/2012
04/04/2011 4026460 09/05/2012
23/05/2011 4026460 09/05/2012
04/04/2011 4026460 09/05/2012
04/04/2011 4026460 09/05/2012
04/04/2011 4026460 09/05/2012
04/04/2011 4026460 09/05/2012
23/05/2011 4026460 09/05/2012
23/05/2011 4026460 09/05/2012
04/04/2011 4026460 09/05/2012
04/04/2011 4026460 09/05/2012
04/04/2011 4026460 09/05/2012
04/05/2011 4026460 09/05/2012
23/05/2011 4026460 09/05/2012
04/05/2011 4026460 09/05/2012
04/05/2011 4026460 09/05/2012
23/05/2011 4026460 09/05/2012
04/05/2011 4026460 09/05/2012
21/04/2011 4026460 09/05/2012
04/04/2011 4026460 09/05/2012
23/05/2011 4026460 09/05/2012
23/05/2011 4026460 09/05/2012
04/05/2011 4026460 09/05/2012
23/05/2011 4026460 09/05/2012
04/05/2011 4026460 09/05/2012
04/05/2011 4026460 09/05/2012
23/05/2011 4026460 09/05/2012
04/05/2011 4026460 09/05/2012
04/05/2011 4026460 09/05/2012
04/04/2011 4026460 09/05/2012
23/05/2011 4026460 09/05/2012
04/04/2011 4026460 09/05/2012
23/05/2011 4026460 09/05/2012
04/05/2011 4026460 09/05/2012
04/05/2011 4026460 09/05/2012
23/05/2011 4026460 09/05/2012
04/04/2011 4026460 09/05/2012
04/04/2011 4026460 09/05/2012
23/05/2011 4026460 09/05/2012

WIT.0020.0001.0223



04/04/2011 4026460 09/05/2012 1
04/04/2011 4026460 09/05/2012 1
04/05/2011 4026460 09/05/2012 1
04/05/2011 4026460 09/05/2012 1
04/05/2011 4026460 09/05/2012 1
04/05/2011 4026460 09/05/2012 1
23/05/2011 4026460 09/05/2012 1
23/05/2011 4026460 09/05/2012 1
04/05/2011 4026460 09/05/2012 1
23/05/2011 4026460 09/05/2012 1
23/05/2011 4026460 09/05/2012 1
23/05/2011 4026460 09/05/2012 1
23/05/2011 4026460 09/05/2012 1
04/04/2011 4026460 09/05/2012 1
04/05/2011 4026460 09/05/2012 1
04/05/2011 4026460 09/05/2012 1
04/04/2011 4026460 09/05/2012 1
04/04/2011 4026460 09/05/2012 1
04/04/2011 4026460 09/05/2012 1
04/04/2011 4026460 09/05/2012 1
23/05/2011 4026460 09/05/2012 1
04/04/2011 4026460 09/05/2012 1
04/04/2011 4026460 09/05/2012 1
04/04/2011 4026460 09/05/2012 1
04/05/2011 4026460 09/05/2012 1
04/04/2011 4026460 09/05/2012 1
04/04/2011 4026460 09/05/2012 1
04/04/2011 4026460 09/05/2012 1
04/04/2011 4026460 09/05/2012 1
04/05/2011 4026460 09/05/2012 1
27/04/2011 4026460 09/05/2012 1
04/04/2011 4026460 09/05/2012 1
04/04/2011 4026460 09/05/2012 1
04/04/2011 4026460 09/05/2012 1
27/04/2011 4026460 09/05/2012 1
04/05/2011 4026460 09/05/2012 1
04/05/2011 4026460 09/05/2012 1
04/05/2011 4026460 09/05/2012 1
27/04/2011 4026460 09/05/2012 1
04/05/2011 4026460 09/05/2012 1
21/04/2011 4026460 09/05/2012 1
23/05/2011 4026460 09/05/2012 1
27/04/2011 4026460 09/05/2012 1
04/04/2011 4026460 09/05/2012 1
04/04/2011 4026460 09/05/2012 1
04/04/2011 4026460 09/05/2012 1
04/04/2011 4026460 09/05/2012 1
21/04/2011 4026460 09/05/2012 1
04/05/2011 4026460 09/05/2012 1
04/04/2011 4026460 09/05/2012 1

WIT.0020.0001.0224



21/04/2011 4026460 09/05/2012 1
23/05/2011 4026460 09/05/2012 1
23/05/2011 4026460 09/05/2012 1
01/12/2011 4026460 09/05/2012 1
27/04/2011 4026460 09/05/2012 1
23/05/2011 4026460 09/05/2012 1
04/04/2011 4026460 09/05/2012 1
04/04/2011 4026460 09/05/2012 1
04/04/2011 4026460 09/05/2012 1
04/04/2011 4026460 09/05/2012 1
04/05/2011 4026460 09/05/2012 1
04/05/2011 4026460 09/05/2012 1
04/05/2011 4026460 09/05/2012 1
21/04/2011 4026460 09/05/2012 1
21/04/2011 4026460 09/05/2012 1
27/04/2011 4026460 09/05/2012 1
21/04/2011 4026460 09/05/2012 1
04/05/2011 4026460 09/05/2012 1
23/05/2011 4026460 09/05/2012 1
23/05/2011 4026460 09/05/2012 1
27/04/2011 4026460 09/05/2012 1
04/05/2011 4026460 09/05/2012 1
04/05/2011 4026460 09/05/2012 1
04/04/2011 4026460 09/05/2012 1
04/04/2011 4026460 09/05/2012 1
04/04/2011 4026460 09/05/2012 1
04/05/2011 4026460 09/05/2012 1
04/04/2011 4026460 09/05/2012 1
04/04/2011 4026460 09/05/2012 1
21/04/2011 4026460 09/05/2012 1
04/04/2011 4026460 09/05/2012 1
23/05/2011 4026460 09/05/2012 1
27/04/2011 4026460 09/05/2012 1
04/05/2011 4026460 09/05/2012 1
04/04/2011 4026460 09/05/2012 1
23/05/2011 4026460 09/05/2012 1
04/05/2011 4026460 09/05/2012 1
04/05/2011 4026460 09/05/2012 1
04/05/2011 4026460 09/05/2012 1
04/05/2011 4026460 09/05/2012 1
04/05/2011 4026460 09/05/2012 1
23/05/2011 4026460 09/05/2012 1
23/05/2011 4026460 09/05/2012 1
27/04/2011 4026460 09/05/2012 1
04/05/2011 4026460 09/05/2012 1
04/04/2011 4026460 09/05/2012 1
04/04/2011 4026460 09/05/2012 1
23/05/2011 4026460 09/05/2012 1
04/04/2011 4026460 09/05/2012 1
04/05/2011 4026460 09/05/2012 1

WIT.0020.0001.0225



27/04/2011 4026460 09/05/2012
23/05/2011 4026460 09/05/2012
21/04/2011 4026460 09/05/2012
21/04/2011 4026460 09/05/2012
04/05/2011 4026460 09/05/2012
04/05/2011 4026460 09/05/2012
23/05/2011 4026460 09/05/2012
04/05/2011 4026460 09/05/2012
04/05/2011 4026460 09/05/2012
04/05/2011 4026460 09/05/2012
01/12/2011 4026460 09/05/2012
23/05/2011 4026460 09/05/2012
04/05/2011 4026460 09/05/2012
21/04/2011 4026460 09/05/2012
04/04/2011 4026460 09/05/2012
04/04/2011 4026460 09/05/2012
01/12/2011 4026460 09/05/2012
04/05/2011 4026460 09/05/2012
04/05/2011 4026460 09/05/2012
04/05/2011 4026460 09/05/2012
21/04/2011 4026460 09/05/2012
04/04/2011 4026460 09/05/2012
04/04/2011 4026460 09/05/2012
04/04/2011 4026460 09/05/2012
21/04/2011 4026460 09/05/2012
27/04/2011 4026460 09/05/2012
21/04/2011 4026460 09/05/2012
21/04/2011 4026460 09/05/2012
23/05/2011 4026460 09/05/2012
04/04/2011 4026460 09/05/2012
27/04/2011 4026460 09/05/2012
21/04/2011 4026460 09/05/2012
23/05/2011 4026460 09/05/2012
04/04/2011 4026460 09/05/2012
21/04/2011 4026460 09/05/2012
23/05/2011 4026460 09/05/2012
27/04/2011 4026460 09/05/2012
21/04/2011 4026460 09/05/2012
21/04/2011 4026460 09/05/2012
21/04/2011 4026460 09/05/2012
21/04/2011 4026460 09/05/2012
21/04/2011 4026460 09/05/2012
21/04/2011 4026460 09/05/2012
04/05/2011 4026460 09/05/2012
04/04/2011 4026460 09/05/2012
04/05/2011 4026460 09/05/2012
04/05/2011 4026460 09/05/2012
04/05/2011 4026460 09/05/2012
04/05/2011 4026460 09/05/2012
01/12/2011 4026460 09/05/2012

WIT.0020.0001.0226



04/05/2011 4026460 09/05/2012 1
21/04/2011 4026460 09/05/2012 1
23/05/2011 4026460 09/05/2012 1
04/05/2011 4026460 09/05/2012 1
04/05/2011 4026460 09/05/2012 1
23/05/2011 4026460 09/05/2012 1
04/04/2011 4026460 09/05/2012 1
21/04/2011 4026460 09/05/2012 1
04/05/2011 4026460 09/05/2012 1
04/05/2011 4026460 09/05/2012 1
04/05/2011 4026460 09/05/2012 1
04/04/2011 4026460 09/05/2012 1
04/04/2011 4026460 09/05/2012 1
04/04/2011 4026460 09/05/2012 1
23/05/2011 4026460 09/05/2012 1
04/05/2011 4026460 09/05/2012 1
04/05/2011 4026460 09/05/2012 1
21/04/2011 4026460 09/05/2012 1
23/05/2011 4026460 09/05/2012 1
23/05/2011 4026460 09/05/2012 1
04/04/2011 4026460 09/05/2012 1
04/04/2011 4026460 09/05/2012 1
23/05/2011 4026460 09/05/2012 1
23/05/2011 4026460 09/05/2012 1
04/04/2011 4026460 09/05/2012 1
04/05/2011 4026460 09/05/2012 1
04/05/2011 4026460 09/05/2012 1
27/04/2011 4026460 09/05/2012 1
27/04/2011 4026460 09/05/2012 1
21/04/2011 4026460 09/05/2012 1
04/04/2011 4026460 09/05/2012 1
04/04/2011 4026460 09/05/2012 1
04/04/2011 4026460 09/05/2012 1
23/05/2011 4026460 09/05/2012 1
23/05/2011 4026460 09/05/2012 1
23/05/2011 4026460 09/05/2012 1
21/04/2011 4026460 09/05/2012 1
23/05/2011 4026460 09/05/2012 1
04/04/2011 4026460 09/05/2012 1
04/04/2011 4026460 09/05/2012 1
04/04/2011 4026460 09/05/2012 1
04/05/2011 4026460 09/05/2012 1
23/05/2011 4026460 09/05/2012 1
23/05/2011 4026460 09/05/2012 1
21/04/2011 4026460 09/05/2012 1
27/04/2011 4026460 09/05/2012 1
21/04/2011 4026460 09/05/2012 1
23/05/2011 4026460 09/05/2012 1
23/05/2011 4026460 09/05/2012 1
23/05/2011 4026460 09/05/2012 1

WIT.0020.0001.0227



23/05/2011 4026460 09/05/2012
15/09/2011 4026460 09/05/2012
04/05/2011 4026460 09/05/2012
01/12/2011 4026460 09/05/2012
01/12/2011 4026460 09/05/2012
23/05/2011 4026460 09/05/2012
23/05/2011 4026460 09/05/2012
23/05/2011 4026460 09/05/2012
23/05/2011 4026460 09/05/2012
23/05/2011 4026460 09/05/2012
23/05/2011 4026460 09/05/2012
04/04/2011 4026460 09/05/2012
04/04/2011 4026460 09/05/2012
23/05/2011 4026460 09/05/2012
23/05/2011 4026460 09/05/2012
23/05/2011 4026460 09/05/2012
23/05/2011 4026460 09/05/2012
23/05/2011 4026460 09/05/2012
04/04/2011 4026460 09/05/2012
04/04/2011 4026460 09/05/2012
23/05/2011 4026460 09/05/2012
21/04/2011 4026460 09/05/2012
04/05/2011 4026460 09/05/2012
23/05/2011 4026460 09/05/2012
23/05/2011 4026460 09/05/2012
21/04/2011 4026460 09/05/2012
04/04/2011 4026460 09/05/2012
23/05/2011 4026460 09/05/2012
23/05/2011 4026460 09/05/2012
23/05/2011 4026460 09/05/2012
19/12/2011 4026460 09/05/2012
04/05/2011 4026460 09/05/2012
27/04/2011 4026460 09/05/2012
23/05/2011 4026460 09/05/2012
23/05/2011 4026460 09/05/2012
23/05/2011 4026460 09/05/2012
04/05/2011 4026460 09/05/2012
23/05/2011 4026460 09/05/2012
23/05/2011 4026460 09/05/2012
23/05/2011 4026460 09/05/2012
23/05/2011 4026460 09/05/2012
04/05/2011 4026460 09/05/2012
23/05/2011 4026460 09/05/2012
04/05/2011 4026460 09/05/2012
04/04/2011 4026460 09/05/2012
27/04/2011 4026460 09/05/2012
04/05/2011 4026460 09/05/2012
23/05/2011 4026460 09/05/2012
04/05/2011 4026460 09/05/2012
04/05/2011 4026460 09/05/2012

WIT.0020.0001.0228



23/05/2011 4026460 09/05/2012
04/05/2011 4026460 09/05/2012
23/05/2011 4026460 09/05/2012
27/04/2011 4026460 09/05/2012
04/05/2011 4026460 09/05/2012
04/05/2011 4026460 09/05/2012
21/04/2011 4026460 09/05/2012
04/05/2011 4026460 09/05/2012
04/05/2011 4026460 09/05/2012
04/05/2011 4026460 09/05/2012
23/05/2011 4026460 09/05/2012
04/05/2011 4026460 09/05/2012
23/05/2011 4026460 09/05/2012
23/05/2011 4026460 09/05/2012
23/05/2011 4026460 09/05/2012
04/05/2011 4026460 09/05/2012
23/05/2011 4026460 09/05/2012
23/05/2011 4026460 09/05/2012
23/05/2011 4026460 09/05/2012
23/05/2011 4026460 09/05/2012
23/05/2011 4026460 09/05/2012
04/05/2011 4026460 09/05/2012
23/05/2011 4026460 09/05/2012
23/05/2011 4026460 09/05/2012
23/05/2011 4026460 09/05/2012
04/05/2011 4026460 09/05/2012
04/05/2011 4026460 09/05/2012
04/05/2011 4026460 09/05/2012
04/05/2011 4026460 09/05/2012
23/05/2011 4026460 09/05/2012
23/05/2011 4026460 09/05/2012
04/05/2011 4026460 09/05/2012
27/04/2011 4026460 09/05/2012
04/05/2011 4026460 09/05/2012
04/05/2011 4026460 09/05/2012
04/05/2011 4026460 09/05/2012
04/05/2011 4026460 09/05/2012
04/05/2011 4026460 09/05/2012
04/05/2011 4026460 09/05/2012
04/05/2011 4026460 09/05/2012
04/05/2011 4026460 09/05/2012
04/05/2011 4026460 09/05/2012
04/05/2011 4026460 09/05/2012
04/05/2011 4026460 09/05/2012
04/05/2011 4026460 09/05/2012
21/04/2011 4026460 09/05/2012
04/05/2011 4026460 09/05/2012
04/05/2011 4026460 09/05/2012
04/05/2011 4026460 09/05/2012
04/05/2011 4026460 09/05/2012

WIT.0020.0001.0229



04/05/2011 4026460 09/05/2012
04/05/2011 4026460 09/05/2012
04/05/2011 4026460 09/05/2012
04/05/2011 4026460 09/05/2012
04/05/2011 4026460 09/05/2012
04/05/2011 4026460 09/05/2012
04/05/2011 4026460 09/05/2012
04/05/2011 4026460 09/05/2012
04/05/2011 4026460 09/05/2012
04/05/2011 4026460 09/05/2012
04/05/2011 4026460 09/05/2012
23/05/2011 4026460 09/05/2012
21/04/2011 4026460 09/05/2012
04/05/2011 4026460 09/05/2012
04/05/2011 4026460 09/05/2012
27/04/2011 4026460 09/05/2012
04/05/2011 4026460 09/05/2012
27/04/2011 4026460 09/05/2012
04/05/2011 4026460 09/05/2012
04/05/2011 4026460 09/05/2012
04/05/2011 4026460 09/05/2012
04/05/2011 4026460 09/05/2012
04/05/2011 4026460 09/05/2012
04/05/2011 4026460 09/05/2012
21/04/2011 4026460 09/05/2012
04/05/2011 4026460 09/05/2012
04/05/2011 4026460 09/05/2012
04/05/2011 4026460 09/05/2012
04/05/2011 4026460 09/05/2012
04/05/2011 4026460 09/05/2012
27/04/2011 4026460 09/05/2012
04/05/2011 4026460 09/05/2012
04/05/2011 4026460 09/05/2012
04/05/2011 4026460 09/05/2012
04/05/2011 4026460 09/05/2012
21/04/2011 4026460 09/05/2012
04/05/2011 4026460 09/05/2012
19/12/2011 4026460 09/05/2012
04/05/2011 4026460 09/05/2012
04/05/2011 4026460 09/05/2012
27/04/2011 4026460 09/05/2012
01/12/2011 4026460 09/05/2012
21/04/2011 4026460 09/05/2012
04/05/2011 4026460 09/05/2012
04/05/2011 4026460 09/05/2012
04/05/2011 4026460 09/05/2012
04/05/2011 4026460 09/05/2012
04/05/2011 4026460 09/05/2012
04/05/2011 4026460 09/05/2012
04/05/2011 4026460 09/05/2012

WIT.0020.0001.0230



04/05/2011 4026460 09/05/2012
25/07/2011 4026460 09/05/2012
04/05/2011 4026460 09/05/2012
04/05/2011 4026460 09/05/2012
04/05/2011 4026460 09/05/2012
04/05/2011 4026460 09/05/2012
04/05/2011 4026460 09/05/2012
04/05/2011 4026460 09/05/2012
04/05/2011 4026460 09/05/2012
04/05/2011 4026460 09/05/2012
04/05/2011 4026460 09/05/2012
04/05/2011 4026460 09/05/2012
27/04/2011 4026460 09/05/2012
01/12/2011 4026460 09/05/2012
04/05/2011 4026460 09/05/2012
04/05/2011 4026460 09/05/2012
04/05/2011 4026460 09/05/2012
04/05/2011 4026460 09/05/2012
04/05/2011 4026460 09/05/2012
04/05/2011 4026460 09/05/2012
04/05/2011 4026460 09/05/2012
27/04/2011 4026460 09/05/2012
04/05/2011 4026460 09/05/2012
04/05/2011 4026460 09/05/2012
04/05/2011 4026460 09/05/2012
04/05/2011 4026460 09/05/2012
04/05/2011 4026460 09/05/2012
12/10/2011 4026460 09/05/2012
21/04/2011 4026460 09/05/2012
21/04/2011 4026460 09/05/2012
27/04/2011 4026460 09/05/2012
27/04/2011 4026460 09/05/2012
04/05/2011 4026460 09/05/2012
04/05/2011 4026460 09/05/2012
04/05/2011 4026460 09/05/2012
04/05/2011 4026460 09/05/2012
04/05/2011 4026460 09/05/2012
04/05/2011 4026460 09/05/2012
27/04/2011 4026460 09/05/2012
27/04/2011 4026460 09/05/2012
04/05/2011 4026460 09/05/2012
01/12/2011 4026460 09/05/2012
04/05/2011 4026460 09/05/2012
04/05/2011 4026460 09/05/2012
04/05/2011 4026460 09/05/2012
15/09/2011 4026460 09/05/2012
04/05/2011 4026460 09/05/2012
04/05/2011 4026460 09/05/2012
27/04/2011 4026460 09/05/2012
04/05/2011 4026460 09/05/2012

WIT.0020.0001.0231



27/04/2011 4026460 09/05/2012
04/05/2011 4026460 09/05/2012
04/05/2011 4026460 09/05/2012
04/05/2011 4026460 09/05/2012
27/04/2011 4026460 09/05/2012
04/05/2011 4026460 09/05/2012
04/05/2011 4026460 09/05/2012
04/05/2011 4026460 09/05/2012
04/05/2011 4026460 09/05/2012
04/05/2011 4026460 09/05/2012
23/05/2011 4026460 09/05/2012
01/12/2011 4026460 09/05/2012
04/05/2011 4026460 09/05/2012
04/05/2011 4026460 09/05/2012
04/05/2011 4026460 09/05/2012
04/05/2011 4026460 09/05/2012
04/05/2011 4026460 09/05/2012
04/05/2011 4026460 09/05/2012
04/05/2011 4026460 09/05/2012
04/05/2011 4026460 09/05/2012
04/05/2011 4026460 09/05/2012
23/05/2011 4026460 09/05/2012
04/05/2011 4026460 09/05/2012
27/04/2011 4026460 09/05/2012
04/05/2011 4026460 09/05/2012
04/05/2011 4026460 09/05/2012
23/05/2011 4026460 09/05/2012
23/05/2011 4026460 09/05/2012
23/05/2011 4026460 09/05/2012
23/05/2011 4026460 09/05/2012
23/05/2011 4026460 09/05/2012
23/05/2011 4026460 09/05/2012
23/05/2011 4026460 09/05/2012
23/05/2011 4026460 09/05/2012
23/05/2011 4026460 09/05/2012
23/05/2011 4026460 09/05/2012
23/05/2011 4026460 09/05/2012
23/05/2011 4026460 09/05/2012
23/05/2011 4026460 09/05/2012
23/05/2011 4026460 09/05/2012
23/05/2011 4026460 09/05/2012
23/05/2011 4026460 09/05/2012
04/05/2011 4026460 09/05/2012
04/05/2011 4026460 09/05/2012
04/05/2011 4026460 09/05/2012
23/05/2011 4026460 09/05/2012
27/04/2011 4026460 09/05/2012
27/04/2011 4026460 09/05/2012
27/04/2011 4026460 09/05/2012
23/05/2011 4026460 09/05/2012

WIT.0020.0001.0232



21/04/2011 4026460 09/05/2012
21/04/2011 4026460 09/05/2012
27/04/2011 4026460 09/05/2012
27/04/2011 4026460 09/05/2012
04/05/2011 4026460 09/05/2012
27/04/2011 4026460 09/05/2012
27/04/2011 4026460 09/05/2012
27/04/2011 4026460 09/05/2012
21/04/2011 4026460 09/05/2012
27/04/2011 4026460 09/05/2012
04/05/2011 4026460 09/05/2012
27/04/2011 4026460 09/05/2012
27/04/2011 4026460 09/05/2012
04/05/2011 4026460 09/05/2012
04/05/2011 4026460 09/05/2012
23/05/2011 4026460 09/05/2012
27/04/2011 4026460 09/05/2012
04/05/2011 4026460 09/05/2012
23/05/2011 4026460 09/05/2012
31/08/2011 4026460 09/05/2012
27/04/2011 4026460 09/05/2012
21/04/2011 4026460 09/05/2012
27/04/2011 4026460 09/05/2012
04/05/2011 4026460 09/05/2012
23/05/2011 4026460 09/05/2012
27/04/2011 4026460 09/05/2012
12/10/2011 4026460 09/05/2012
27/04/2011 4026460 09/05/2012
23/05/2011 4026460 09/05/2012
27/04/2011 4026460 09/05/2012
27/04/2011 4026460 09/05/2012
04/05/2011 4026460 09/05/2012
23/05/2011 4026460 09/05/2012
21/04/2011 4026460 09/05/2012
19/12/2011 4026460 09/05/2012
19/12/2011 4026460 09/05/2012
04/05/2011 4026460 09/05/2012
27/04/2011 4026460 09/05/2012
04/05/2011 4026460 09/05/2012
04/05/2011 4026460 09/05/2012
04/05/2011 4026460 09/05/2012
04/05/2011 4026460 09/05/2012
04/05/2011 4026460 09/05/2012
23/05/2011 4026460 09/05/2012
23/05/2011 4026460 09/05/2012
23/05/2011 4026460 09/05/2012
23/05/2011 4026460 09/05/2012
23/05/2011 4026460 09/05/2012
23/05/2011 4026460 09/05/2012
23/05/2011 4026460 09/05/2012

WIT.0020.0001.0233



23/05/2011 4026460 09/05/2012
23/05/2011 4026460 09/05/2012
23/05/2011 4026460 09/05/2012
23/05/2011 4026460 09/05/2012
23/05/2011 4026460 09/05/2012
23/05/2011 4026460 09/05/2012
23/05/2011 4026460 09/05/2012
23/05/2011 4026460 09/05/2012
04/05/2011 4026460 09/05/2012
23/05/2011 4026460 09/05/2012
23/05/2011 4026460 09/05/2012
27/04/2011 4026460 09/05/2012
23/05/2011 4026460 09/05/2012
23/05/2011 4026460 09/05/2012
23/05/2011 4026460 09/05/2012
27/04/2011 4026460 09/05/2012
23/05/2011 4026460 09/05/2012
23/05/2011 4026460 09/05/2012
23/05/2011 4026460 09/05/2012
04/05/2011 4026460 09/05/2012
27/04/2011 4026460 09/05/2012
23/05/2011 4026460 09/05/2012
04/05/2011 4026460 09/05/2012
04/05/2011 4026460 09/05/2012
04/05/2011 4026460 09/05/2012
04/05/2011 4026460 09/05/2012
01/11/2011 4026460 09/05/2012
27/04/2011 4026460 09/05/2012
04/05/2011 4026460 09/05/2012
27/04/2011 4026460 09/05/2012
04/05/2011 4026460 09/05/2012
04/05/2011 4026460 09/05/2012
04/05/2011 4026460 09/05/2012
04/05/2011 4026460 09/05/2012
21/04/2011 4026460 09/05/2012
04/05/2011 4026460 09/05/2012
31/08/2011 4026460 09/05/2012
12/10/2011 4026460 09/05/2012
27/04/2011 4026460 09/05/2012
21/04/2011 4026460 09/05/2012
21/04/2011 4026460 09/05/2012
27/04/2011 4026460 09/05/2012
04/05/2011 4026460 09/05/2012
25/07/2011 4026460 09/05/2012
04/05/2011 4026460 09/05/2012
27/04/2011 4026460 09/05/2012
27/04/2011 4026460 09/05/2012
27/04/2011 4026460 09/05/2012
27/04/2011 4026460 09/05/2012
23/05/2011 4026460 09/05/2012

WIT.0020.0001.0234



04/05/2011 4026460 09/05/2012
04/05/2011 4026460 09/05/2012
27/04/2011 4026460 09/05/2012
04/05/2011 4026460 09/05/2012
04/05/2011 4026460 09/05/2012
27/04/2011 4026460 09/05/2012
04/05/2011 4026460 09/05/2012
27/04/2011 4026460 09/05/2012
21/04/2011 4026460 09/05/2012
27/04/2011 4026460 09/05/2012
04/05/2011 4026460 09/05/2012
04/05/2011 4026460 09/05/2012
04/05/2011 4026460 09/05/2012
04/05/2011 4026460 09/05/2012
23/05/2011 4026460 09/05/2012
04/05/2011 4026460 09/05/2012
27/04/2011 4026460 09/05/2012
04/05/2011 4026460 09/05/2012
27/04/2011 4026460 09/05/2012
21/04/2011 4026460 09/05/2012
21/04/2011 4026460 09/05/2012
04/05/2011 4026460 09/05/2012
04/05/2011 4026460 09/05/2012
04/05/2011 4026460 09/05/2012
04/05/2011 4026460 09/05/2012
04/05/2011 4026460 09/05/2012
04/05/2011 4026460 09/05/2012
04/05/2011 4026460 09/05/2012
23/05/2011 4026460 09/05/2012
04/05/2011 4026460 09/05/2012
04/05/2011 4026460 09/05/2012
04/05/2011 4026460 09/05/2012
04/05/2011 4026460 09/05/2012
04/05/2011 4026460 09/05/2012
04/05/2011 4026460 09/05/2012
04/05/2011 4026460 09/05/2012
04/05/2011 4026460 09/05/2012
04/05/2011 4026460 09/05/2012
04/05/2011 4026460 09/05/2012
04/05/2011 4026460 09/05/2012
25/07/2011 4026460 09/05/2012
27/04/2011 4026460 09/05/2012
04/05/2011 4026460 09/05/2012
27/04/2011 4026460 09/05/2012
04/05/2011 4026460 09/05/2012
23/05/2011 4026460 09/05/2012
04/05/2011 4026460 09/05/2012
27/04/2011 4026460 09/05/2012
21/04/2011 4026460 09/05/2012
27/04/2011 4026460 09/05/2012

WIT.0020.0001.0235



27/04/2011 4026460 09/05/2012
23/05/2011 4026460 09/05/2012
27/04/2011 4026460 09/05/2012
21/04/2011 4026460 09/05/2012
27/04/2011 4026460 09/05/2012
27/04/2011 4026460 09/05/2012
27/04/2011 4026460 09/05/2012
23/05/2011 4026460 09/05/2012
27/04/2011 4026460 09/05/2012
23/05/2011 4026460 09/05/2012
23/05/2011 4026460 09/05/2012
27/04/2011 4026460 09/05/2012
27/04/2011 4026460 09/05/2012
04/05/2011 4026460 09/05/2012
04/05/2011 4026460 09/05/2012
04/05/2011 4026460 09/05/2012
27/04/2011 4026460 09/05/2012
27/04/2011 4026460 09/05/2012
21/04/2011 4026460 09/05/2012
04/05/2011 4026460 09/05/2012
27/04/2011 4026460 09/05/2012
27/04/2011 4026460 09/05/2012
21/04/2011 4026460 09/05/2012
27/04/2011 4026460 09/05/2012
27/04/2011 4026460 09/05/2012
21/04/2011 4026460 09/05/2012
27/04/2011 4026460 09/05/2012
27/04/2011 4026460 09/05/2012
21/04/2011 4026460 09/05/2012
21/04/2011 4026460 09/05/2012
04/05/2011 4026460 09/05/2012
27/04/2011 4026460 09/05/2012
27/04/2011 4026460 09/05/2012
27/04/2011 4026460 09/05/2012
21/04/2011 4026460 09/05/2012
04/05/2011 4026460 09/05/2012
21/04/2011 4026460 09/05/2012
27/04/2011 4026460 09/05/2012
27/04/2011 4026460 09/05/2012
27/04/2011 4026460 09/05/2012
27/04/2011 4026460 09/05/2012
27/04/2011 4026460 09/05/2012
04/05/2011 4026460 09/05/2012
21/04/2011 4026460 09/05/2012
01/11/2011 4026460 09/05/2012
27/04/2011 4026460 09/05/2012
27/04/2011 4026460 09/05/2012
27/04/2011 4026460 09/05/2012
21/04/2011 4026460 09/05/2012
27/04/2011 4026460 09/05/2012

WIT.0020.0001.0236



21/04/2011 4026460 09/05/2012
25/07/2011 4026460 09/05/2012
27/04/2011 4026460 09/05/2012
27/04/2011 4026460 09/05/2012
27/04/2011 4026460 09/05/2012
04/05/2011 4026460 09/05/2012
27/04/2011 4026460 09/05/2012
04/05/2011 4026460 09/05/2012
04/05/2011 4026460 09/05/2012
04/05/2011 4026460 09/05/2012
04/05/2011 4026460 09/05/2012
27/04/2011 4026460 09/05/2012
04/05/2011 4026460 09/05/2012
04/05/2011 4026460 09/05/2012
23/05/2011 4026460 09/05/2012
04/05/2011 4026460 09/05/2012
04/05/2011 4026460 09/05/2012
04/05/2011 4026460 09/05/2012
04/05/2011 4026460 09/05/2012
04/05/2011 4026460 09/05/2012
04/05/2011 4026460 09/05/2012
04/05/2011 4026460 09/05/2012
04/05/2011 4026460 09/05/2012
04/05/2011 4026460 09/05/2012
04/05/2011 4026460 09/05/2012
04/05/2011 4026460 09/05/2012
04/05/2011 4026460 09/05/2012
04/05/2011 4026460 09/05/2012
04/05/2011 4026460 09/05/2012
04/05/2011 4026460 09/05/2012
04/05/2011 4026460 09/05/2012
04/05/2011 4026460 09/05/2012
04/05/2011 4026460 09/05/2012
04/05/2011 4026460 09/05/2012
04/05/2011 4026460 09/05/2012
04/05/2011 4026460 09/05/2012
04/05/2011 4026460 09/05/2012
04/05/2011 4026460 09/05/2012
04/05/2011 4026460 09/05/2012
04/05/2011 4026460 09/05/2012
04/05/2011 4026460 09/05/2012
04/05/2011 4026460 09/05/2012
04/05/2011 4026460 09/05/2012
04/05/2011 4026460 09/05/2012
04/05/2011 4026460 09/05/2012
04/05/2011 4026460 09/05/2012
04/05/2011 4026460 09/05/2012
01/02/2012 4026460 09/05/2012
04/05/2011 4026460 09/05/2012
04/05/2011 4026460 09/05/2012

WIT.0020.0001.0237



04/05/2011 4026460 09/05/2012
04/05/2011 4026460 09/05/2012
04/05/2011 4026460 09/05/2012
04/05/2011 4026460 09/05/2012
04/05/2011 4026460 09/05/2012
04/05/2011 4026460 09/05/2012
04/05/2011 4026460 09/05/2012
04/05/2011 4026460 09/05/2012
04/05/2011 4026460 09/05/2012
23/05/2011 4026460 09/05/2012
04/05/2011 4026460 09/05/2012
04/05/2011 4026460 09/05/2012
21/04/2011 4026460 09/05/2012
04/05/2011 4026460 09/05/2012
21/04/2011 4026460 09/05/2012
27/04/2011 4026460 09/05/2012
27/04/2011 4026460 09/05/2012
19/12/2011 4026460 09/05/2012
27/04/2011 4026460 09/05/2012
23/05/2011 4026460 09/05/2012
27/04/2011 4026460 09/05/2012
27/04/2011 4026460 09/05/2012
23/05/2011 4026460 09/05/2012
04/05/2011 4026460 09/05/2012
27/04/2011 4026460 09/05/2012
04/05/2011 4026460 09/05/2012
27/04/2011 4026460 09/05/2012
21/04/2011 4026460 09/05/2012
23/05/2011 4026460 09/05/2012
04/05/2011 4026460 09/05/2012
23/05/2011 4026460 09/05/2012
23/05/2011 4026460 09/05/2012
23/05/2011 4026460 09/05/2012
23/05/2011 4026460 09/05/2012
23/05/2011 4026460 09/05/2012
12/10/2011 4026460 09/05/2012
23/05/2011 4026460 09/05/2012
04/05/2011 4026460 09/05/2012
23/05/2011 4026460 09/05/2012
27/04/2011 4026460 09/05/2012
23/05/2011 4026460 09/05/2012
21/04/2011 4026460 09/05/2012
27/04/2011 4026460 09/05/2012
27/04/2011 4026460 09/05/2012
04/05/2011 4026460 09/05/2012
21/04/2011 4026460 09/05/2012
27/04/2011 4026460 09/05/2012
27/04/2011 4026460 09/05/2012
27/04/2011 4026460 09/05/2012
01/11/2011 4026460 09/05/2012

WIT.0020.0001.0238



04/05/2011 4026460 09/05/2012
27/04/2011 4026460 09/05/2012
21/04/2011 4026460 09/05/2012
27/04/2011 4026460 09/05/2012
27/04/2011 4026460 09/05/2012
27/04/2011 4026460 09/05/2012
21/04/2011 4026460 09/05/2012
27/04/2011 4026460 09/05/2012
21/04/2011 4026460 09/05/2012
04/05/2011 4026460 09/05/2012
27/04/2011 4026460 09/05/2012
04/05/2011 4026460 09/05/2012
15/09/2011 4026460 09/05/2012
04/05/2011 4026460 09/05/2012
04/05/2011 4026460 09/05/2012
04/05/2011 4026460 09/05/2012
04/05/2011 4026460 09/05/2012
04/05/2011 4026460 09/05/2012
04/05/2011 4026460 09/05/2012
04/05/2011 4026460 09/05/2012
04/05/2011 4026460 09/05/2012
04/05/2011 4026460 09/05/2012
04/05/2011 4026460 09/05/2012
04/05/2011 4026460 09/05/2012
04/05/2011 4026460 09/05/2012
04/05/2011 4026460 09/05/2012
04/05/2011 4026460 09/05/2012
04/05/2011 4026460 09/05/2012
04/05/2011 4026460 09/05/2012
04/05/2011 4026460 09/05/2012
04/05/2011 4026460 09/05/2012
04/05/2011 4026460 09/05/2012
23/05/2011 4026460 09/05/2012
04/05/2011 4026460 09/05/2012
04/05/2011 4026460 09/05/2012
04/05/2011 4026460 09/05/2012
04/05/2011 4026460 09/05/2012
04/05/2011 4026460 09/05/2012
04/05/2011 4026460 09/05/2012
04/05/2011 4026460 09/05/2012
04/05/2011 4026460 09/05/2012
04/05/2011 4026460 09/05/2012
04/05/2011 4026460 09/05/2012
04/05/2011 4026460 09/05/2012
04/05/2011 4026460 09/05/2012
04/05/2011 4026460 09/05/2012
31/08/2011 4026460 09/05/2012
04/05/2011 4026460 09/05/2012
23/05/2011 4026460 09/05/2012
04/05/2011 4026460 09/05/2012

WIT.0020.0001.0239



04/05/2011 4026460 09/05/2012
04/05/2011 4026460 09/05/2012
04/05/2011 4026460 09/05/2012
04/05/2011 4026460 09/05/2012
04/05/2011 4026460 09/05/2012
04/05/2011 4026460 09/05/2012
01/12/2011 4026460 09/05/2012
04/05/2011 4026460 09/05/2012
04/05/2011 4026460 09/05/2012
01/12/2011 4026460 09/05/2012
04/05/2011 4026460 09/05/2012
04/05/2011 4026460 09/05/2012
04/05/2011 4026460 09/05/2012
04/05/2011 4026460 09/05/2012
04/05/2011 4026460 09/05/2012
04/05/2011 4026460 09/05/2012
04/05/2011 4026460 09/05/2012
04/05/2011 4026460 09/05/2012
04/05/2011 4026460 09/05/2012
04/05/2011 4026460 09/05/2012
04/05/2011 4026460 09/05/2012
04/05/2011 4026460 09/05/2012
04/05/2011 4026460 09/05/2012
04/05/2011 4026460 09/05/2012
04/05/2011 4026460 09/05/2012
04/05/2011 4026460 09/05/2012
04/05/2011 4026460 09/05/2012
04/05/2011 4026460 09/05/2012
04/05/2011 4026460 09/05/2012
04/05/2011 4026460 09/05/2012
04/05/2011 4026460 09/05/2012
12/10/2011 4026460 09/05/2012
04/05/2011 4026460 09/05/2012
04/05/2011 4026460 09/05/2012
04/05/2011 4026460 09/05/2012
04/05/2011 4026460 09/05/2012
04/05/2011 4026460 09/05/2012
04/05/2011 4026460 09/05/2012
04/05/2011 4026460 09/05/2012
04/05/2011 4026460 09/05/2012
04/05/2011 4026460 09/05/2012
04/05/2011 4026460 09/05/2012
04/05/2011 4026460 09/05/2012
04/05/2011 4026460 09/05/2012
04/05/2011 4026460 09/05/2012
01/11/2011 4026460 09/05/2012
19/12/2011 4026460 09/05/2012
23/05/2011 4026460 09/05/2012
04/05/2011 4026460 09/05/2012
04/05/2011 4026460 09/05/2012

WIT.0020.0001.0240



04/05/2011 4026460 09/05/2012
25/07/2011 4026460 09/05/2012
04/05/2011 4026460 09/05/2012
04/05/2011 4026460 09/05/2012
04/05/2011 4026460 09/05/2012
04/05/2011 4026460 09/05/2012
04/05/2011 4026460 09/05/2012
04/05/2011 4026460 09/05/2012
04/05/2011 4026460 09/05/2012
04/05/2011 4026460 09/05/2012
01/02/2012 4026460 09/05/2012
04/05/2011 4026460 09/05/2012
04/05/2011 4026460 09/05/2012
04/05/2011 4026460 09/05/2012
04/05/2011 4026460 09/05/2012
04/05/2011 4026460 09/05/2012
04/05/2011 4026460 09/05/2012
04/05/2011 4026460 09/05/2012
23/05/2011 4026460 09/05/2012
04/05/2011 4026460 09/05/2012
04/05/2011 4026460 09/05/2012
04/05/2011 4026460 09/05/2012
04/05/2011 4026460 09/05/2012
04/05/2011 4026460 09/05/2012
04/05/2011 4026460 09/05/2012
04/05/2011 4026460 09/05/2012
04/05/2011 4026460 09/05/2012
04/05/2011 4026460 09/05/2012
04/05/2011 4026460 09/05/2012
04/05/2011 4026460 09/05/2012
04/05/2011 4026460 09/05/2012
04/05/2011 4026460 09/05/2012
01/11/2011 4026460 09/05/2012
04/05/2011 4026460 09/05/2012
04/05/2011 4026460 09/05/2012
04/05/2011 4026460 09/05/2012
23/05/2011 4026460 09/05/2012
04/05/2011 4026460 09/05/2012
23/05/2011 4026460 09/05/2012
01/12/2011 4026460 09/05/2012
04/05/2011 4026460 09/05/2012
04/05/2011 4026460 09/05/2012
04/05/2011 4026460 09/05/2012
04/05/2011 4026460 09/05/2012
04/05/2011 4026460 09/05/2012
04/05/2011 4026460 09/05/2012
04/05/2011 4026460 09/05/2012
23/05/2011 4026460 09/05/2012
15/09/2011 4026460 09/05/2012
04/05/2011 4026460 09/05/2012

WIT.0020.0001.0241



04/05/2011 4026460 09/05/2012
04/05/2011 4026460 09/05/2012
04/05/2011 4026460 09/05/2012
04/05/2011 4026460 09/05/2012
04/05/2011 4026460 09/05/2012
04/05/2011 4026460 09/05/2012
04/05/2011 4026460 09/05/2012
04/05/2011 4026460 09/05/2012
04/05/2011 4026460 09/05/2012
04/05/2011 4026460 09/05/2012
04/05/2011 4026460 09/05/2012
04/05/2011 4026460 09/05/2012
04/05/2011 4026460 09/05/2012
04/05/2011 4026460 09/05/2012
04/05/2011 4026460 09/05/2012
04/05/2011 4026460 09/05/2012
04/05/2011 4026460 09/05/2012
04/05/2011 4026460 09/05/2012
04/05/2011 4026460 09/05/2012
04/05/2011 4026460 09/05/2012
04/05/2011 4026460 09/05/2012
04/05/2011 4026460 09/05/2012
04/05/2011 4026460 09/05/2012
04/05/2011 4026460 09/05/2012
04/05/2011 4026460 09/05/2012
04/05/2011 4026460 09/05/2012
04/05/2011 4026460 09/05/2012
23/05/2011 4026460 09/05/2012
04/05/2011 4026460 09/05/2012
04/05/2011 4026460 09/05/2012
01/12/2011 4026460 09/05/2012
23/05/2011 4026460 09/05/2012
04/05/2011 4026460 09/05/2012
04/05/2011 4026460 09/05/2012
04/05/2011 4026460 09/05/2012
04/05/2011 4026460 09/05/2012
04/05/2011 4026460 09/05/2012
23/05/2011 4026460 09/05/2012
04/05/2011 4026460 09/05/2012
04/05/2011 4026460 09/05/2012
04/05/2011 4026460 09/05/2012
04/05/2011 4026460 09/05/2012
04/05/2011 4026460 09/05/2012
04/05/2011 4026460 09/05/2012
04/05/2011 4026460 09/05/2012
04/05/2011 4026460 09/05/2012
04/05/2011 4026460 09/05/2012
04/05/2011 4026460 09/05/2012
04/05/2011 4026460 09/05/2012
04/05/2011 4026460 09/05/2012

WIT.0020.0001.0242



04/05/2011 4026460 09/05/2012
04/05/2011 4026460 09/05/2012
04/05/2011 4026460 09/05/2012
04/05/2011 4026460 09/05/2012
04/05/2011 4026460 09/05/2012
04/05/2011 4026460 09/05/2012
04/05/2011 4026460 09/05/2012
04/05/2011 4026460 09/05/2012
04/05/2011 4026460 09/05/2012
04/05/2011 4026460 09/05/2012
04/05/2011 4026460 09/05/2012
04/05/2011 4026460 09/05/2012
04/05/2011 4026460 09/05/2012
04/05/2011 4026460 09/05/2012
04/05/2011 4026460 09/05/2012
04/05/2011 4026460 09/05/2012
04/05/2011 4026460 09/05/2012
04/05/2011 4026460 09/05/2012
04/05/2011 4026460 09/05/2012
04/05/2011 4026460 09/05/2012
04/05/2011 4026460 09/05/2012
04/05/2011 4026460 09/05/2012
04/05/2011 4026460 09/05/2012
04/05/2011 4026460 09/05/2012
23/05/2011 4026460 09/05/2012
04/05/2011 4026460 09/05/2012
04/05/2011 4026460 09/05/2012
04/05/2011 4026460 09/05/2012
04/05/2011 4026460 09/05/2012
04/05/2011 4026460 09/05/2012
04/05/2011 4026460 09/05/2012
04/05/2011 4026460 09/05/2012
04/05/2011 4026460 09/05/2012
04/05/2011 4026460 09/05/2012
04/05/2011 4026460 09/05/2012
04/05/2011 4026460 09/05/2012
04/05/2011 4026460 09/05/2012
04/05/2011 4026460 09/05/2012
04/05/2011 4026460 09/05/2012
04/05/2011 4026460 09/05/2012
04/05/2011 4026460 09/05/2012
04/05/2011 4026460 09/05/2012
04/05/2011 4026460 09/05/2012
04/05/2011 4026460 09/05/2012
04/05/2011 4026460 09/05/2012
04/05/2011 4026460 09/05/2012
04/05/2011 4026460 09/05/2012
23/05/2011 4026460 09/05/2012
04/05/2011 4026460 09/05/2012
25/07/2011 4026460 09/05/2012

WIT.0020.0001.0243



04/05/2011 4026460 09/05/2012
25/07/2011 4026460 09/05/2012
04/05/2011 4026460 09/05/2012
04/05/2011 4026460 09/05/2012
04/05/2011 4026460 09/05/2012
04/05/2011 4026460 09/05/2012
04/05/2011 4026460 09/05/2012
04/05/2011 4026460 09/05/2012
04/05/2011 4026460 09/05/2012
25/07/2011 4026460 09/05/2012
25/07/2011 4026460 09/05/2012
04/05/2011 4026460 09/05/2012
04/05/2011 4026460 09/05/2012
04/05/2011 4026460 09/05/2012
23/05/2011 4026460 09/05/2012
04/05/2011 4026460 09/05/2012
04/05/2011 4026460 09/05/2012
04/05/2011 4026460 09/05/2012
25/07/2011 4026460 09/05/2012
04/05/2011 4026460 09/05/2012
04/05/2011 4026460 09/05/2012
04/05/2011 4026460 09/05/2012
04/05/2011 4026460 09/05/2012
04/05/2011 4026460 09/05/2012
23/05/2011 4026460 09/05/2012
04/05/2011 4026460 09/05/2012
04/05/2011 4026460 09/05/2012
04/05/2011 4026460 09/05/2012
04/05/2011 4026460 09/05/2012
04/05/2011 4026460 09/05/2012
04/05/2011 4026460 09/05/2012
04/05/2011 4026460 09/05/2012
04/05/2011 4026460 09/05/2012
04/05/2011 4026460 09/05/2012
04/05/2011 4026460 09/05/2012
01/12/2011 4026460 09/05/2012
04/05/2011 4026460 09/05/2012
04/05/2011 4026460 09/05/2012
04/05/2011 4026460 09/05/2012
04/05/2011 4026460 09/05/2012
04/05/2011 4026460 09/05/2012
04/05/2011 4026460 09/05/2012
04/05/2011 4026460 09/05/2012
04/05/2011 4026460 09/05/2012
04/05/2011 4026460 09/05/2012
04/05/2011 4026460 09/05/2012
04/05/2011 4026460 09/05/2012
04/05/2011 4026460 09/05/2012
04/05/2011 4026460 09/05/2012
25/07/2011 4026460 09/05/2012

WIT.0020.0001.0244



04/05/2011 4026460 09/05/2012
04/05/2011 4026460 09/05/2012
04/05/2011 4026460 09/05/2012
07/06/2011 4026460 09/05/2012
23/05/2011 4026460 09/05/2012
04/05/2011 4026460 09/05/2012
23/05/2011 4026460 09/05/2012
04/05/2011 4026460 09/05/2012
04/05/2011 4026460 09/05/2012
04/05/2011 4026460 09/05/2012
07/06/2011 4026460 09/05/2012
04/05/2011 4026460 09/05/2012
04/05/2011 4026460 09/05/2012
04/05/2011 4026460 09/05/2012
23/05/2011 4026460 09/05/2012
23/05/2011 4026460 09/05/2012
04/05/2011 4026460 09/05/2012
04/05/2011 4026460 09/05/2012
23/05/2011 4026460 09/05/2012
04/05/2011 4026460 09/05/2012
04/05/2011 4026460 09/05/2012
04/05/2011 4026460 09/05/2012
04/05/2011 4026460 09/05/2012
04/05/2011 4026460 09/05/2012
04/05/2011 4026460 09/05/2012
04/05/2011 4026460 09/05/2012
04/05/2011 4026460 09/05/2012
04/05/2011 4026460 09/05/2012
04/05/2011 4026460 09/05/2012
04/05/2011 4026460 09/05/2012
04/05/2011 4026460 09/05/2012
04/05/2011 4026460 09/05/2012
04/05/2011 4026460 09/05/2012
01/02/2012 4026460 09/05/2012
04/05/2011 4026460 09/05/2012
04/05/2011 4026460 09/05/2012
25/07/2011 4026460 09/05/2012
04/05/2011 4026460 09/05/2012
04/05/2011 4026460 09/05/2012
04/05/2011 4026460 09/05/2012
04/05/2011 4026460 09/05/2012
04/05/2011 4026460 09/05/2012
04/05/2011 4026460 09/05/2012
04/05/2011 4026460 09/05/2012
04/05/2011 4026460 09/05/2012
23/05/2011 4026460 09/05/2012
04/05/2011 4026460 09/05/2012
04/05/2011 4026460 09/05/2012
04/05/2011 4026460 09/05/2012
23/05/2011 4026460 09/05/2012

WIT.0020.0001.0245



04/05/2011 4026460 09/05/201
04/05/2011 4026460 09/05/201
04/05/2011 4026460 09/05/201
04/05/2011 4026460 09/05/201
04/05/2011 4026460 09/05/201
04/05/2011 4026460 09/05/201
04/05/2011 4026460 09/05/201
04/05/2011 4026460 09/05/201
04/05/2011 4026460 09/05/201
04/05/2011 4026460 09/05/201
04/05/2011 4026460 09/05/201
04/05/2011 4026460 09/05/201
04/05/2011 4026460 09/05/201
04/05/2011 4026460 09/05/201
04/05/2011 4026460 09/05/201
04/05/2011 4026460 09/05/201
04/05/2011 4026460 09/05/201
04/05/2011 4026460 09/05/201
04/05/2011 4026460 09/05/201
04/05/2011 4026460 09/05/201
04/05/2011 4026460 09/05/201
04/05/2011 4026460 09/05/201
04/05/2011 4026460 09/05/201
04/05/2011 4026460 09/05/201
04/05/2011 4026460 09/05/201
04/05/2011 4026460 09/05/201
04/05/2011 4026460 09/05/201
04/05/2011 4026460 09/05/201
04/05/2011 4026460 09/05/201
04/05/2011 4026460 09/05/201
04/05/2011 4026460 09/05/201
04/05/2011 4026460 09/05/201
04/05/2011 4026460 09/05/201
04/05/2011 4026460 09/05/201
04/05/2011 4026460 09/05/201
04/05/2011 4026460 09/05/201
25/07/2011 4026460 09/05/201
04/05/2011 4026460 09/05/201
04/05/2011 4026460 09/05/201
04/05/2011 4026460 09/05/201
25/07/2011 4026460 09/05/201
04/05/2011 4026460 09/05/201
01/02/2012 4026460 09/05/201
04/05/2011 4026460 09/05/201
19/12/2011 4026460 09/05/201
15/09/2011 4026460 09/05/201
31/08/2011 4026460 09/05/201
12/10/2011 4026460 09/05/201
04/05/2011 4026460 09/05/201
04/05/2011 4026460 09/05/201

WIT.0020.0001.0246



04/05/2011 4026460 09/05/2012
04/05/2011 4026460 09/05/2012
04/05/2011 4026460 09/05/2012
23/05/2011 4026460 09/05/2012
04/05/2011 4026460 09/05/2012
04/05/2011 4026460 09/05/2012
04/05/2011 4026460 09/05/2012
04/05/2011 4026460 09/05/2012
04/05/2011 4026460 09/05/2012
04/05/2011 4026460 09/05/2012
04/05/2011 4026460 09/05/2012
04/05/2011 4026460 09/05/2012
25/07/2011 4026460 09/05/2012
04/05/2011 4026460 09/05/2012
04/05/2011 4026460 09/05/2012
04/05/2011 4026460 09/05/2012
04/05/2011 4026460 09/05/2012
04/05/2011 4026460 09/05/2012
04/05/2011 4026460 09/05/2012
04/05/2011 4026460 09/05/2012
23/05/2011 4026460 09/05/2012
04/05/2011 4026460 09/05/2012
04/05/2011 4026460 09/05/2012
04/05/2011 4026460 09/05/2012
04/05/2011 4026460 09/05/2012
04/05/2011 4026460 09/05/2012
04/05/2011 4026460 09/05/2012
04/05/2011 4026460 09/05/2012
01/12/2011 4026460 09/05/2012
23/05/2011 4026460 09/05/2012
23/05/2011 4026460 09/05/2012
23/05/2011 4026460 09/05/2012
04/05/2011 4026460 09/05/2012
04/05/2011 4026460 09/05/2012
04/05/2011 4026460 09/05/2012
04/05/2011 4026460 09/05/2012
04/05/2011 4026460 09/05/2012
31/08/2011 4026460 09/05/2012
04/05/2011 4026460 09/05/2012
04/05/2011 4026460 09/05/2012
04/05/2011 4026460 09/05/2012
04/05/2011 4026460 09/05/2012
04/05/2011 4026460 09/05/2012
04/05/2011 4026460 09/05/2012
04/05/2011 4026460 09/05/2012
04/05/2011 4026460 09/05/2012
04/05/2011 4026460 09/05/2012
04/05/2011 4026460 09/05/2012
04/05/2011 4026460 09/05/2012
04/05/2011 4026460 09/05/2012

WIT.0020.0001.0247



04/05/2011 4026460 09/05/2012
04/05/2011 4026460 09/05/2012
04/05/2011 4026460 09/05/2012
04/05/2011 4026460 09/05/2012
23/05/2011 4026460 09/05/2012
04/05/2011 4026460 09/05/2012
04/05/2011 4026460 09/05/2012
23/05/2011 4026460 09/05/2012
04/05/2011 4026460 09/05/2012
04/05/2011 4026460 09/05/2012
04/05/2011 4026460 09/05/2012
01/02/2012 4026460 09/05/2012
04/05/2011 4026460 09/05/2012
04/05/2011 4026460 09/05/2012
04/05/2011 4026460 09/05/2012
04/05/2011 4026460 09/05/2012
04/05/2011 4026460 09/05/2012
04/05/2011 4026460 09/05/2012
04/05/2011 4026460 09/05/2012
01/02/2012 4026460 09/05/2012
04/05/2011 4026460 09/05/2012
04/05/2011 4026460 09/05/2012
04/05/2011 4026460 09/05/2012
23/05/2011 4026460 09/05/2012
04/05/2011 4026460 09/05/2012
04/05/2011 4026460 09/05/2012
04/05/2011 4026460 09/05/2012
01/12/2011 4026460 09/05/2012
04/05/2011 4026460 09/05/2012
04/05/2011 4026460 09/05/2012
04/05/2011 4026460 09/05/2012
04/05/2011 4026460 09/05/2012
04/05/2011 4026460 09/05/2012
04/05/2011 4026460 09/05/2012
19/12/2011 4026460 09/05/2012
04/05/2011 4026460 09/05/2012
04/05/2011 4026460 09/05/2012
04/05/2011 4026460 09/05/2012
04/05/2011 4026460 09/05/2012
04/05/2011 4026460 09/05/2012
04/05/2011 4026460 09/05/2012
04/05/2011 4026460 09/05/2012
04/05/2011 4026460 09/05/2012
04/05/2011 4026460 09/05/2012
04/05/2011 4026460 09/05/2012
04/05/2011 4026460 09/05/2012
04/05/2011 4026460 09/05/2012
04/05/2011 4026460 09/05/2012
04/05/2011 4026460 09/05/2012
04/05/2011 4026460 09/05/2012

WIT.0020.0001.0248



04/05/2011 4026460 09/05/2012
04/05/2011 4026460 09/05/2012
04/05/2011 4026460 09/05/2012
04/05/2011 4026460 09/05/2012
04/05/2011 4026460 09/05/2012
04/05/2011 4026460 09/05/2012
04/05/2011 4026460 09/05/2012
04/05/2011 4026460 09/05/2012
23/05/2011 4026460 09/05/2012
04/05/2011 4026460 09/05/2012
04/05/2011 4026460 09/05/2012
04/05/2011 4026460 09/05/2012
04/05/2011 4026460 09/05/2012
04/05/2011 4026460 09/05/2012
04/05/2011 4026460 09/05/2012
23/05/2011 4026460 09/05/2012
23/05/2011 4026460 09/05/2012
04/05/2011 4026460 09/05/2012
23/05/2011 4026460 09/05/2012
04/05/2011 4026460 09/05/2012
04/05/2011 4026460 09/05/2012
04/05/2011 4026460 09/05/2012
04/05/2011 4026460 09/05/2012
04/05/2011 4026460 09/05/2012
04/05/2011 4026460 09/05/2012
04/05/2011 4026460 09/05/2012
23/05/2011 4026460 09/05/2012
04/05/2011 4026460 09/05/2012
04/05/2011 4026460 09/05/2012
04/05/2011 4026460 09/05/2012
25/07/2011 4026460 09/05/2012
04/05/2011 4026460 09/05/2012
04/05/2011 4026460 09/05/2012
04/05/2011 4026460 09/05/2012
07/06/2011 4026460 09/05/2012
04/05/2011 4026460 09/05/2012
04/05/2011 4026460 09/05/2012
04/05/2011 4026460 09/05/2012
04/05/2011 4026460 09/05/2012
04/05/2011 4026460 09/05/2012
04/05/2011 4026460 09/05/2012
04/05/2011 4026460 09/05/2012
04/05/2011 4026460 09/05/2012
04/05/2011 4026460 09/05/2012
23/05/2011 4026460 09/05/2012
01/11/2011 4026460 09/05/2012
12/10/2011 4026460 09/05/2012
23/05/2011 4026460 09/05/2012
04/05/2011 4026460 09/05/2012
04/05/2011 4026460 09/05/2012

WIT.0020.0001.0249



04/05/2011 4026460 09/05/2012
04/05/2011 4026460 09/05/2012
04/05/2011 4026460 09/05/2012
04/05/2011 4026460 09/05/2012
04/05/2011 4026460 09/05/2012
04/05/2011 4026460 09/05/2012
04/05/2011 4026460 09/05/2012
04/05/2011 4026460 09/05/2012
04/05/2011 4026460 09/05/2012
04/05/2011 4026460 09/05/2012
04/05/2011 4026460 09/05/2012
04/05/2011 4026460 09/05/2012
04/05/2011 4026460 09/05/2012
04/05/2011 4026460 09/05/2012
04/05/2011 4026460 09/05/2012
27/04/2011 4026460 09/05/2012
27/04/2011 4026460 09/05/2012
23/05/2011 4026460 09/05/2012
04/05/2011 4026460 09/05/2012
27/04/2011 4026460 09/05/2012
27/04/2011 4026460 09/05/2012
04/05/2011 4026460 09/05/2012
27/04/2011 4026460 09/05/2012
21/04/2011 4026460 09/05/2012
25/07/2011 4026460 09/05/2012
27/04/2011 4026460 09/05/2012
27/04/2011 4026460 09/05/2012
21/04/2011 4026460 09/05/2012
27/04/2011 4026460 09/05/2012
04/05/2011 4026460 09/05/2012
21/04/2011 4026460 09/05/2012
27/04/2011 4026460 09/05/2012
27/04/2011 4026460 09/05/2012
27/04/2011 4026460 09/05/2012
27/04/2011 4026460 09/05/2012
04/05/2011 4026460 09/05/2012
27/04/2011 4026460 09/05/2012
27/04/2011 4026460 09/05/2012
21/04/2011 4026460 09/05/2012
27/04/2011 4026460 09/05/2012
27/04/2011 4026460 09/05/2012
27/04/2011 4026460 09/05/2012
27/04/2011 4026460 09/05/2012
04/05/2011 4026460 09/05/2012
04/05/2011 4026460 09/05/2012
27/04/2011 4026460 09/05/2012
04/05/2011 4026460 09/05/2012
27/04/2011 4026460 09/05/2012
23/05/2011 4026460 09/05/2012
23/05/2011 4026460 09/05/2012

WIT.0020.0001.0250



27/04/2011 4026460 09/05/2012
21/04/2011 4026460 09/05/2012
23/05/2011 4026460 09/05/2012
27/04/2011 4026460 09/05/2012
23/05/2011 4026460 09/05/2012
27/04/2011 4026460 09/05/2012
27/04/2011 4026460 09/05/2012
27/04/2011 4026460 09/05/2012
27/04/2011 4026460 09/05/2012
27/04/2011 4026460 09/05/2012
04/05/2011 4026460 09/05/2012
27/04/2011 4026460 09/05/2012
27/04/2011 4026460 09/05/2012
21/04/2011 4026460 09/05/2012
21/04/2011 4026460 09/05/2012
21/04/2011 4026460 09/05/2012
27/04/2011 4026460 09/05/2012
27/04/2011 4026460 09/05/2012
27/04/2011 4026460 09/05/2012
23/05/2011 4026460 09/05/2012
21/04/2011 4026460 09/05/2012
27/04/2011 4026460 09/05/2012
27/04/2011 4026460 09/05/2012
27/04/2011 4026460 09/05/2012
04/05/2011 4026460 09/05/2012
04/05/2011 4026460 09/05/2012
27/04/2011 4026460 09/05/2012
21/04/2011 4026460 09/05/2012
23/05/2011 4026460 09/05/2012
27/04/2011 4026460 09/05/2012
27/04/2011 4026460 09/05/2012
27/04/2011 4026460 09/05/2012
27/04/2011 4026460 09/05/2012
27/04/2011 4026460 09/05/2012
27/04/2011 4026460 09/05/2012
04/05/2011 4026460 09/05/2012
27/04/2011 4026460 09/05/2012
21/04/2011 4026460 09/05/2012
27/04/2011 4026460 09/05/2012
04/05/2011 4026460 09/05/2012
21/04/2011 4026460 09/05/2012
21/04/2011 4026460 09/05/2012
27/04/2011 4026460 09/05/2012
27/04/2011 4026460 09/05/2012
21/04/2011 4026460 09/05/2012
27/04/2011 4026460 09/05/2012
21/04/2011 4026460 09/05/2012
04/05/2011 4026460 09/05/2012
07/06/2011 4026460 09/05/2012
23/05/2011 4026460 09/05/2012

WIT.0020.0001.0251



04/05/2011 4026460 09/05/2012
01/12/2011 4026460 09/05/2012
21/04/2011 4026460 09/05/2012
21/04/2011 4026460 09/05/2012
04/05/2011 4026460 09/05/2012
04/05/2011 4026460 09/05/2012
27/04/2011 4026460 09/05/2012
21/04/2011 4026460 09/05/2012
21/04/2011 4026460 09/05/2012
21/04/2011 4026460 09/05/2012
27/04/2011 4026460 09/05/2012
21/04/2011 4026460 09/05/2012
23/05/2011 4026460 09/05/2012
21/04/2011 4026460 09/05/2012
27/04/2011 4026460 09/05/2012
27/04/2011 4026460 09/05/2012
21/04/2011 4026460 09/05/2012
21/04/2011 4026460 09/05/2012
04/05/2011 4026460 09/05/2012
27/04/2011 4026460 09/05/2012
27/04/2011 4026460 09/05/2012
27/04/2011 4026460 09/05/2012
21/04/2011 4026460 09/05/2012
27/04/2011 4026460 09/05/2012
27/04/2011 4026460 09/05/2012
27/04/2011 4026460 09/05/2012
15/09/2011 4026460 09/05/2012
27/04/2011 4026460 09/05/2012
27/04/2011 4026460 09/05/2012
21/04/2011 4026460 09/05/2012
04/05/2011 4026460 09/05/2012
25/07/2011 4026460 09/05/2012
23/05/2011 4026460 09/05/2012
27/04/2011 4026460 09/05/2012
27/04/2011 4026460 09/05/2012
27/04/2011 4026460 09/05/2012
25/07/2011 4026460 09/05/2012
27/04/2011 4026460 09/05/2012
27/04/2011 4026460 09/05/2012
04/05/2011 4026460 09/05/2012
27/04/2011 4026460 09/05/2012
27/04/2011 4026460 09/05/2012
21/04/2011 4026460 09/05/2012
21/04/2011 4026460 09/05/2012
21/04/2011 4026460 09/05/2012
21/04/2011 4026460 09/05/2012
27/04/2011 4026460 09/05/2012
27/04/2011 4026460 09/05/2012
27/04/2011 4026460 09/05/2012
27/04/2011 4026460 09/05/2012

WIT.0020.0001.0252



21/04/2011 4026460 09/05/2012
27/04/2011 4026460 09/05/2012
21/04/2011 4026460 09/05/2012
21/04/2011 4026460 09/05/2012
27/04/2011 4026460 09/05/2012
21/04/2011 4026460 09/05/2012
21/04/2011 4026460 09/05/2012
04/05/2011 4026460 09/05/2012
27/04/2011 4026460 09/05/2012
21/04/2011 4026460 09/05/2012
27/04/2011 4026460 09/05/2012
04/05/2011 4026460 09/05/2012
27/04/2011 4026460 09/05/2012
04/05/2011 4026460 09/05/2012
27/04/2011 4026460 09/05/2012
27/04/2011 4026460 09/05/2012
21/04/2011 4026460 09/05/2012
27/04/2011 4026460 09/05/2012
21/04/2011 4026460 09/05/2012
19/12/2011 4026460 09/05/2012
04/05/2011 4026460 09/05/2012
04/05/2011 4026460 09/05/2012
21/04/2011 4026460 09/05/2012
27/04/2011 4026460 09/05/2012
04/05/2011 4026460 09/05/2012
27/04/2011 4026460 09/05/2012
21/04/2011 4026460 09/05/2012
04/05/2011 4026460 09/05/2012
21/04/2011 4026460 09/05/2012
27/04/2011 4026460 09/05/2012
27/04/2011 4026460 09/05/2012
27/04/2011 4026460 09/05/2012
27/04/2011 4026460 09/05/2012
27/04/2011 4026460 09/05/2012
27/04/2011 4026460 09/05/2012
27/04/2011 4026460 09/05/2012
04/05/2011 4026460 09/05/2012
04/05/2011 4026460 09/05/2012
27/04/2011 4026460 09/05/2012
21/04/2011 4026460 09/05/2012
27/04/2011 4026460 09/05/2012
04/05/2011 4026460 09/05/2012
21/04/2011 4026460 09/05/2012
27/04/2011 4026460 09/05/2012
04/05/2011 4026460 09/05/2012
27/04/2011 4026460 09/05/2012
04/05/2011 4026460 09/05/2012
04/05/2011 4026460 09/05/2012
04/05/2011 4026460 09/05/2012
21/04/2011 4026460 09/05/2012

WIT.0020.0001.0253



04/05/2011 4026460 09/05/2012
04/05/2011 4026460 09/05/2012
04/05/2011 4026460 09/05/2012
01/02/2012 4026460 09/05/2012
04/05/2011 4026460 09/05/2012
04/05/2011 4026460 09/05/2012
04/05/2011 4026460 09/05/2012
27/04/2011 4026460 09/05/2012
04/05/2011 4026460 09/05/2012
27/04/2011 4026460 09/05/2012
04/05/2011 4026460 09/05/2012
04/05/2011 4026460 09/05/2012
27/04/2011 4026460 09/05/2012
27/04/2011 4026460 09/05/2012
27/04/2011 4026460 09/05/2012
27/04/2011 4026460 09/05/2012
04/05/2011 4026460 09/05/2012
21/04/2011 4026460 09/05/2012
27/04/2011 4026460 09/05/2012
04/05/2011 4026460 09/05/2012
27/04/2011 4026460 09/05/2012
21/04/2011 4026460 09/05/2012
04/05/2011 4026460 09/05/2012
27/04/2011 4026460 09/05/2012
27/04/2011 4026460 09/05/2012
27/04/2011 4026460 09/05/2012
27/04/2011 4026460 09/05/2012
21/04/2011 4026460 09/05/2012
27/04/2011 4026460 09/05/2012
23/05/2011 4026460 09/05/2012
27/04/2011 4026460 09/05/2012
27/04/2011 4026460 09/05/2012
27/04/2011 4026460 09/05/2012
04/05/2011 4026460 09/05/2012
23/05/2011 4026460 09/05/2012
21/04/2011 4026460 09/05/2012
01/12/2011 4026460 09/05/2012
04/05/2011 4026460 09/05/2012
21/04/2011 4026460 09/05/2012
04/05/2011 4026460 09/05/2012
27/04/2011 4026460 09/05/2012
27/04/2011 4026460 09/05/2012
21/04/2011 4026460 09/05/2012
27/04/2011 4026460 09/05/2012
27/04/2011 4026460 09/05/2012
27/04/2011 4026460 09/05/2012
27/04/2011 4026460 09/05/2012
27/04/2011 4026460 09/05/2012
21/04/2011 4026460 09/05/2012
04/05/2011 4026460 09/05/2012

WIT.0020.0001.0254



27/04/2011 4026460 09/05/2012
27/04/2011 4026460 09/05/2012
27/04/2011 4026460 09/05/2012
27/04/2011 4026460 09/05/2012
27/04/2011 4026460 09/05/2012
27/04/2011 4026460 09/05/2012
27/04/2011 4026460 09/05/2012
21/04/2011 4026460 09/05/2012
27/04/2011 4026460 09/05/2012
04/05/2011 4026460 09/05/2012
23/05/2011 4026460 09/05/2012
27/04/2011 4026460 09/05/2012
27/04/2011 4026460 09/05/2012
21/04/2011 4026460 09/05/2012
27/04/2011 4026460 09/05/2012
21/04/2011 4026460 09/05/2012
04/05/2011 4026460 09/05/2012
27/04/2011 4026460 09/05/2012
27/04/2011 4026460 09/05/2012
27/04/2011 4026460 09/05/2012
21/04/2011 4026460 09/05/2012
27/04/2011 4026460 09/05/2012
27/04/2011 4026460 09/05/2012
27/04/2011 4026460 09/05/2012
21/04/2011 4026460 09/05/2012
21/04/2011 4026460 09/05/2012
04/05/2011 4026460 09/05/2012
04/05/2011 4026460 09/05/2012
27/04/2011 4026460 09/05/2012
27/04/2011 4026460 09/05/2012
21/04/2011 4026460 09/05/2012
27/04/2011 4026460 09/05/2012
04/05/2011 4026460 09/05/2012
04/05/2011 4026460 09/05/2012
04/05/2011 4026460 09/05/2012
04/05/2011 4026460 09/05/2012
04/05/2011 4026460 09/05/2012
27/04/2011 4026460 09/05/2012
04/05/2011 4026460 09/05/2012
04/05/2011 4026460 09/05/2012
04/05/2011 4026460 09/05/2012
04/05/2011 4026460 09/05/2012
04/05/2011 4026460 09/05/2012
01/02/2012 4026460 09/05/2012
04/05/2011 4026460 09/05/2012
21/04/2011 4026460 09/05/2012
01/02/2012 4026460 09/05/2012
27/04/2011 4026460 09/05/2012
21/04/2011 4026460 09/05/2012
27/04/2011 4026460 09/05/2012

WIT.0020.0001.0255



21/04/2011 4026460 09/05/2012
21/04/2011 4026460 09/05/2012
27/04/2011 4026460 09/05/2012
21/04/2011 4026460 09/05/2012
27/04/2011 4026460 09/05/2012
27/04/2011 4026460 09/05/2012
21/04/2011 4026460 09/05/2012
27/04/2011 4026460 09/05/2012
27/04/2011 4026460 09/05/2012
21/04/2011 4026460 09/05/2012
21/04/2011 4026460 09/05/2012
04/05/2011 4026460 09/05/2012
04/05/2011 4026460 09/05/2012
21/04/2011 4026460 09/05/2012
27/04/2011 4026460 09/05/2012
27/04/2011 4026460 09/05/2012
21/04/2011 4026460 09/05/2012
27/04/2011 4026460 09/05/2012
27/04/2011 4026460 09/05/2012
27/04/2011 4026460 09/05/2012
27/04/2011 4026460 09/05/2012
27/04/2011 4026460 09/05/2012
21/04/2011 4026460 09/05/2012
21/04/2011 4026460 09/05/2012
04/05/2011 4026460 09/05/2012
21/04/2011 4026460 09/05/2012
04/05/2011 4026460 09/05/2012
27/04/2011 4026460 09/05/2012
04/05/2011 4026460 09/05/2012
21/04/2011 4026460 09/05/2012
21/04/2011 4026460 09/05/2012
21/04/2011 4026460 09/05/2012
21/04/2011 4026460 09/05/2012
21/04/2011 4026460 09/05/2012
27/04/2011 4026460 09/05/2012
21/04/2011 4026460 09/05/2012
21/04/2011 4026460 09/05/2012
21/04/2011 4026460 09/05/2012
21/04/2011 4026460 09/05/2012
21/04/2011 4026460 09/05/2012
27/04/2011 4026460 09/05/2012
27/04/2011 4026460 09/05/2012
04/05/2011 4026460 09/05/2012
27/04/2011 4026460 09/05/2012
27/04/2011 4026460 09/05/2012
21/04/2011 4026460 09/05/2012
27/04/2011 4026460 09/05/2012
21/04/2011 4026460 09/05/2012
12/10/2011 4026460 09/05/2012
04/05/2011 4026460 09/05/2012

WIT.0020.0001.0256



27/04/2011 4026460 09/05/2012
27/04/2011 4026460 09/05/2012
04/05/2011 4026460 09/05/2012
27/04/2011 4026460 09/05/2012
04/05/2011 4026460 09/05/2012
21/04/2011 4026460 09/05/2012
21/04/2011 4026460 09/05/2012
27/04/2011 4026460 09/05/2012
27/04/2011 4026460 09/05/2012
21/04/2011 4026460 09/05/2012
27/04/2011 4026460 09/05/2012
21/04/2011 4026460 09/05/2012
15/09/2011 4026460 09/05/2012
21/04/2011 4026460 09/05/2012
21/04/2011 4026460 09/05/2012
04/04/2011 4026460 09/05/2012
23/05/2011 4026460 09/05/2012
21/04/2011 4026460 09/05/2012
21/04/2011 4026460 09/05/2012
27/04/2011 4026460 09/05/2012
27/04/2011 4026460 09/05/2012
21/04/2011 4026460 09/05/2012
23/05/2011 4026460 09/05/2012
27/04/2011 4026460 09/05/2012
21/04/2011 4026460 09/05/2012
21/04/2011 4026460 09/05/2012
21/04/2011 4026460 09/05/2012
27/04/2011 4026460 09/05/2012
21/04/2011 4026460 09/05/2012
21/04/2011 4026460 09/05/2012
21/04/2011 4026460 09/05/2012
21/04/2011 4026460 09/05/2012
21/04/2011 4026460 09/05/2012
21/04/2011 4026460 09/05/2012
21/04/2011 4026460 09/05/2012
27/04/2011 4026460 09/05/2012
21/04/2011 4026460 09/05/2012
21/04/2011 4026460 09/05/2012
21/04/2011 4026460 09/05/2012
21/04/2011 4026460 09/05/2012
04/04/2011 4026460 09/05/2012
21/04/2011 4026460 09/05/2012
21/04/2011 4026460 09/05/2012
21/04/2011 4026460 09/05/2012
21/04/2011 4026460 09/05/2012
27/04/2011 4026460 09/05/2012
21/04/2011 4026460 09/05/2012
21/04/2011 4026460 09/05/2012
27/04/2011 4026460 09/05/2012
21/04/2011 4026460 09/05/2012

WIT.0020.0001.0257



21/04/2011 4026460 09/05/2012
04/05/2011 4026460 09/05/2012
04/05/2011 4026460 09/05/2012
27/04/2011 4026460 09/05/2012
21/04/2011 4026460 09/05/2012
21/04/2011 4026460 09/05/2012
23/05/2011 4026460 09/05/2012
21/04/2011 4026460 09/05/2012
21/04/2011 4026460 09/05/2012
21/04/2011 4026460 09/05/2012
21/04/2011 4026460 09/05/2012
12/10/2011 4026460 09/05/2012
21/04/2011 4026460 09/05/2012
27/04/2011 4026460 09/05/2012
21/04/2011 4026460 09/05/2012
21/04/2011 4026460 09/05/2012
27/04/2011 4026460 09/05/2012
27/04/2011 4026460 09/05/2012
21/04/2011 4026460 09/05/2012
27/04/2011 4026460 09/05/2012
21/04/2011 4026460 09/05/2012
25/07/2011 4026460 09/05/2012
21/04/2011 4026460 09/05/2012
21/04/2011 4026460 09/05/2012
21/04/2011 4026460 09/05/2012
21/04/2011 4026460 09/05/2012
21/04/2011 4026460 09/05/2012
21/04/2011 4026460 09/05/2012
25/07/2011 4026460 09/05/2012
21/04/2011 4026460 09/05/2012
19/12/2011 4026460 09/05/2012
27/04/2011 4026460 09/05/2012
27/04/2011 4026460 09/05/2012
21/04/2011 4026460 09/05/2012
27/04/2011 4026460 09/05/2012
23/05/2011 4026460 09/05/2012
27/04/2011 4026460 09/05/2012
27/04/2011 4026460 09/05/2012
27/04/2011 4026460 09/05/2012
27/04/2011 4026460 09/05/2012
27/04/2011 4026460 09/05/2012
27/04/2011 4026460 09/05/2012
21/04/2011 4026460 09/05/2012
27/04/2011 4026460 09/05/2012
21/04/2011 4026460 09/05/2012
21/04/2011 4026460 09/05/2012
21/04/2011 4026460 09/05/2012
21/04/2011 4026460 09/05/2012
21/04/2011 4026460 09/05/2012
23/05/2011 4026460 09/05/2012

WIT.0020.0001.0258



04/05/2011 4026460 09/05/2012
27/04/2011 4026460 09/05/2012
21/04/2011 4026460 09/05/2012
21/04/2011 4026460 09/05/2012
21/04/2011 4026460 09/05/2012
21/04/2011 4026460 09/05/2012
27/04/2011 4026460 09/05/2012
27/04/2011 4026460 09/05/2012
04/05/2011 4026460 09/05/2012
27/04/2011 4026460 09/05/2012
21/04/2011 4026460 09/05/2012
27/04/2011 4026460 09/05/2012
27/04/2011 4026460 09/05/2012
27/04/2011 4026460 09/05/2012
21/04/2011 4026460 09/05/2012
21/04/2011 4026460 09/05/2012
04/05/2011 4026460 09/05/2012
21/04/2011 4026460 09/05/2012
27/04/2011 4026460 09/05/2012
23/05/2011 4026460 09/05/2012
27/04/2011 4026460 09/05/2012
27/04/2011 4026460 09/05/2012
04/05/2011 4026460 09/05/2012
27/04/2011 4026460 09/05/2012
27/04/2011 4026460 09/05/2012
27/04/2011 4026460 09/05/2012
27/04/2011 4026460 09/05/2012
04/05/2011 4026460 09/05/2012
27/04/2011 4026460 09/05/2012
27/04/2011 4026460 09/05/2012
27/04/2011 4026460 09/05/2012
27/04/2011 4026460 09/05/2012
27/04/2011 4026460 09/05/2012
21/04/2011 4026460 09/05/2012
04/05/2011 4026460 09/05/2012
27/04/2011 4026460 09/05/2012
27/04/2011 4026460 09/05/2012
27/04/2011 4026460 09/05/2012
21/04/2011 4026460 09/05/2012
21/04/2011 4026460 09/05/2012
21/04/2011 4026460 09/05/2012
21/04/2011 4026460 09/05/2012
04/05/2011 4026460 09/05/2012
25/07/2011 4026460 09/05/2012
27/04/2011 4026460 09/05/2012
21/04/2011 4026460 09/05/2012
21/04/2011 4026460 09/05/2012
27/04/2011 4026460 09/05/2012
21/04/2011 4026460 09/05/2012
27/04/2011 4026460 09/05/2012

WIT.0020.0001.0259



27/04/2011 4026460 09/05/2012
21/04/2011 4026460 09/05/2012
27/04/2011 4026460 09/05/2012
21/04/2011 4026460 09/05/2012
27/04/2011 4026460 09/05/2012
21/04/2011 4026460 09/05/2012
21/04/2011 4026460 09/05/2012
04/05/2011 4026460 09/05/2012
21/04/2011 4026460 09/05/2012
23/05/2011 4026460 09/05/2012
04/05/2011 4026460 09/05/2012
04/05/2011 4026460 09/05/2012
21/04/2011 4026460 09/05/2012
27/04/2011 4026460 09/05/2012
21/04/2011 4026460 09/05/2012
21/04/2011 4026460 09/05/2012
21/04/2011 4026460 09/05/2012
21/04/2011 4026460 09/05/2012
27/04/2011 4026460 09/05/2012
27/04/2011 4026460 09/05/2012
27/04/2011 4026460 09/05/2012
21/04/2011 4026460 09/05/2012
27/04/2011 4026460 09/05/2012
21/04/2011 4026460 09/05/2012
01/12/2011 4026460 09/05/2012
23/05/2011 4026460 09/05/2012
21/04/2011 4026460 09/05/2012
27/04/2011 4026460 09/05/2012
27/04/2011 4026460 09/05/2012
04/05/2011 4026460 09/05/2012
21/04/2011 4026460 09/05/2012
23/05/2011 4026460 09/05/2012
27/04/2011 4026460 09/05/2012
04/05/2011 4026460 09/05/2012
04/05/2011 4026460 09/05/2012
27/04/2011 4026460 09/05/2012
27/04/2011 4026460 09/05/2012
27/04/2011 4026460 09/05/2012
21/04/2011 4026460 09/05/2012
27/04/2011 4026460 09/05/2012
27/04/2011 4026460 09/05/2012
27/04/2011 4026460 09/05/2012
04/05/2011 4026460 09/05/2012
27/04/2011 4026460 09/05/2012
27/04/2011 4026460 09/05/2012
21/04/2011 4026460 09/05/2012
27/04/2011 4026460 09/05/2012
04/05/2011 4026460 09/05/2012
21/04/2011 4026460 09/05/2012
27/04/2011 4026460 09/05/2012

WIT.0020.0001.0260



21/04/2011 4026460 09/05/2012 1
27/04/2011 4026460 09/05/2012 1
21/04/2011 4026460 09/05/2012 1
04/05/2011 4026460 09/05/2012 1
04/05/2011 4026460 09/05/2012 1
04/05/2011 4026460 09/05/2012 1
04/05/2011 4026460 09/05/2012 1
04/05/2011 4026460 09/05/2012 1
04/05/2011 4026460 09/05/2012 1
23/05/2011 4026460 09/05/2012 1
04/05/2011 4026460 09/05/2012 1
04/05/2011 4026460 09/05/2012 1
27/04/2011 4026460 09/05/2012 1
23/05/2011 4026460 09/05/2012 1
01/12/2011 4026460 09/05/2012 1
23/05/2011 4026460 09/05/2012 1
23/05/2011 4026460 09/05/2012 1
23/05/2011 4026460 09/05/2012 1
04/05/2011 4026460 09/05/2012 1
21/04/2011 4026460 09/05/2012 1
27/04/2011 4026460 09/05/2012 1
27/04/2011 4026460 09/05/2012 1
27/04/2011 4026460 09/05/2012 1
27/04/2011 4026460 09/05/2012 1
27/04/2011 4026460 09/05/2012 1
27/04/2011 4026460 09/05/2012 1
21/04/2011 4026460 09/05/2012 1
21/04/2011 4026460 09/05/2012 1
21/04/2011 4026460 09/05/2012 1
04/05/2011 4026460 09/05/2012 1
27/04/2011 4026460 09/05/2012 1
21/04/2011 4026460 09/05/2012 1
27/04/2011 4026460 09/05/2012 1
27/04/2011 4026460 09/05/2012 1
21/04/2011 4026460 09/05/2012 1
27/04/2011 4026460 09/05/2012 1
27/04/2011 4026460 09/05/2012 1
27/04/2011 4026460 09/05/2012 1
04/05/2011 4026460 09/05/2012 1
23/05/2011 4026460 09/05/2012 1
04/05/2011 4026460 09/05/2012 1
21/04/2011 4026460 09/05/2012 1
27/04/2011 4026460 09/05/2012 1
21/04/2011 4026460 09/05/2012 1
23/05/2011 4026460 09/05/2012 1
21/04/2011 4026460 09/05/2012 1
04/05/2011 4026460 09/05/2012 1
27/04/2011 4026460 09/05/2012 1
04/05/2011 4026460 09/05/2012 1
23/05/2011 4026460 09/05/2012 1

WIT.0020.0001.0261



21/04/2011 4026460 09/05/2012
21/04/2011 4026460 09/05/2012
04/05/2011 4026460 09/05/2012
23/05/2011 4026460 09/05/2012
21/04/2011 4026460 09/05/2012
23/05/2011 4026460 09/05/2012
04/04/2011 4026460 09/05/2012
04/04/2011 4026460 09/05/2012
04/04/2011 4026460 09/05/2012
04/05/2011 4026460 09/05/2012
04/05/2011 4026460 09/05/2012
04/04/2011 4026460 09/05/2012
04/04/2011 4026460 09/05/2012
04/04/2011 4026460 09/05/2012
04/04/2011 4026460 09/05/2012
23/05/2011 4026460 09/05/2012
23/05/2011 4026460 09/05/2012
04/05/2011 4026460 09/05/2012
04/05/2011 4026460 09/05/2012
27/04/2011 4026460 09/05/2012
04/04/2011 4026460 09/05/2012
04/05/2011 4026460 09/05/2012
21/04/2011 4026460 09/05/2012
21/04/2011 4026460 09/05/2012
04/04/2011 4026460 09/05/2012
04/04/2011 4026460 09/05/2012
04/04/2011 4026460 09/05/2012
04/04/2011 4026460 09/05/2012
04/04/2011 4026460 09/05/2012
04/04/2011 4026460 09/05/2012
04/04/2011 4026460 09/05/2012
23/05/2011 4026460 09/05/2012
04/05/2011 4026460 09/05/2012
04/04/2011 4026460 09/05/2012
04/04/2011 4026460 09/05/2012
23/05/2011 4026460 09/05/2012
04/04/2011 4026460 09/05/2012
04/04/2011 4026460 09/05/2012
04/04/2011 4026460 09/05/2012
04/04/2011 4026460 09/05/2012
04/05/2011 4026460 09/05/2012
04/04/2011 4026460 09/05/2012
27/04/2011 4026460 09/05/2012
04/04/2011 4026460 09/05/2012
04/04/2011 4026460 09/05/2012
21/04/2011 4026460 09/05/2012
04/04/2011 4026460 09/05/2012
04/04/2011 4026460 09/05/2012
04/04/2011 4026460 09/05/2012
04/04/2011 4026460 09/05/2012

WIT.0020.0001.0262



01/02/2012 4026460 09/05/2012
21/04/2011 4026460 09/05/2012
04/04/2011 4026460 09/05/2012
21/04/2011 4026460 09/05/2012
04/04/2011 4026460 09/05/2012
21/04/2011 4026460 09/05/2012
04/04/2011 4026460 09/05/2012
04/04/2011 4026460 09/05/2012
04/04/2011 4026460 09/05/2012
04/04/2011 4026460 09/05/2012
04/04/2011 4026460 09/05/2012
04/04/2011 4026460 09/05/2012
04/04/2011 4026460 09/05/2012
04/04/2011 4026460 09/05/2012
04/04/2011 4026460 09/05/2012
04/04/2011 4026460 09/05/2012
04/04/2011 4026460 09/05/2012
21/04/2011 4026460 09/05/2012
21/04/2011 4026460 09/05/2012
23/05/2011 4026460 09/05/2012
21/04/2011 4026460 09/05/2012
04/04/2011 4026460 09/05/2012
04/04/2011 4026460 09/05/2012
04/04/2011 4026460 09/05/2012
21/04/2011 4026460 09/05/2012
21/04/2011 4026460 09/05/2012
04/04/2011 4026460 09/05/2012
04/04/2011 4026460 09/05/2012
04/04/2011 4026460 09/05/2012
04/05/2011 4026460 09/05/2012
01/02/2012 4026460 09/05/2012
23/05/2011 4026460 09/05/2012
27/04/2011 4026460 09/05/2012
27/04/2011 4026460 09/05/2012
04/04/2011 4026460 09/05/2012
04/04/2011 4026460 09/05/2012
21/04/2011 4026460 09/05/2012
27/04/2011 4026460 09/05/2012
27/04/2011 4026460 09/05/2012
04/05/2011 4026460 09/05/2012
21/04/2011 4026460 09/05/2012
21/04/2011 4026460 09/05/2012
23/05/2011 4026460 09/05/2012
21/04/2011 4026460 09/05/2012
04/04/2011 4026460 09/05/2012
21/04/2011 4026460 09/05/2012
21/04/2011 4026460 09/05/2012
21/04/2011 4026460 09/05/2012
23/05/2011 4026460 09/05/2012
23/05/2011 4026460 09/05/2012

WIT.0020.0001.0263



04/04/2011 4026460 09/05/2012
21/04/2011 4026460 09/05/2012
04/04/2011 4026460 09/05/2012
04/04/2011 4026460 09/05/2012
04/04/2011 4026460 09/05/2012
04/04/2011 4026460 09/05/2012
01/02/2012 4026460 09/05/2012
04/04/2011 4026460 09/05/2012
04/05/2011 4026460 09/05/2012
04/04/2011 4026460 09/05/2012
04/04/2011 4026460 09/05/2012
04/04/2011 4026460 09/05/2012
21/04/2011 4026460 09/05/2012
21/04/2011 4026460 09/05/2012
04/04/2011 4026460 09/05/2012
04/04/2011 4026460 09/05/2012
04/04/2011 4026460 09/05/2012
04/04/2011 4026460 09/05/2012
04/04/2011 4026460 09/05/2012
04/04/2011 4026460 09/05/2012
04/04/2011 4026460 09/05/2012
04/05/2011 4026460 09/05/2012
21/04/2011 4026460 09/05/2012
04/04/2011 4026460 09/05/2012
04/04/2011 4026460 09/05/2012
04/04/2011 4026460 09/05/2012
04/04/2011 4026460 09/05/2012
04/04/2011 4026460 09/05/2012
04/04/2011 4026460 09/05/2012
04/04/2011 4026460 09/05/2012
04/04/2011 4026460 09/05/2012
21/04/2011 4026460 09/05/2012
04/04/2011 4026460 09/05/2012
21/04/2011 4026460 09/05/2012
04/04/2011 4026460 09/05/2012
04/04/2011 4026460 09/05/2012
21/04/2011 4026460 09/05/2012
04/04/2011 4026460 09/05/2012
04/04/2011 4026460 09/05/2012
21/04/2011 4026460 09/05/2012
04/04/2011 4026460 09/05/2012
04/04/2011 4026460 09/05/2012
21/04/2011 4026460 09/05/2012
04/04/2011 4026460 09/05/2012
04/04/2011 4026460 09/05/2012
04/04/2011 4026460 09/05/2012
01/12/2011 4026460 09/05/2012
04/05/2011 4026460 09/05/2012
04/05/2011 4026460 09/05/2012
04/04/2011 4026460 09/05/2012

WIT.0020.0001.0264



23/05/2011 4026460 09/05/201
04/04/2011 4026460 09/05/201
04/04/2011 4026460 09/05/201
04/04/2011 4026460 09/05/201
04/04/2011 4026460 09/05/201
04/05/2011 4026460 09/05/201
04/04/2011 4026460 09/05/201
04/04/2011 4026460 09/05/201
04/04/2011 4026460 09/05/201
04/04/2011 4026460 09/05/201
04/04/2011 4026460 09/05/201
04/04/2011 4026460 09/05/201
04/04/2011 4026460 09/05/201
04/04/2011 4026460 09/05/201
27/04/2011 4026460 09/05/201
04/04/2011 4026460 09/05/201
21/04/2011 4026460 09/05/201
21/04/2011 4026460 09/05/201
04/04/2011 4026460 09/05/201
04/04/2011 4026460 09/05/201
04/04/2011 4026460 09/05/201
04/04/2011 4026460 09/05/201
21/04/2011 4026460 09/05/201
21/04/2011 4026460 09/05/201
21/04/2011 4026460 09/05/201
21/04/2011 4026460 09/05/201
21/04/2011 4026460 09/05/201
04/04/2011 4026460 09/05/201
21/04/2011 4026460 09/05/201
23/05/2011 4026460 09/05/201
23/05/2011 4026460 09/05/201
23/05/2011 4026460 09/05/201
21/04/2011 4026460 09/05/201
04/04/2011 4026460 09/05/201
21/04/2011 4026460 09/05/201
21/04/2011 4026460 09/05/201
27/04/2011 4026460 09/05/201
04/04/2011 4026460 09/05/201
23/05/2011 4026460 09/05/201
04/04/2011 4026460 09/05/201
04/04/2011 4026460 09/05/201
04/04/2011 4026460 09/05/201
23/05/2011 4026460 09/05/201
04/05/2011 4026460 09/05/201
04/05/2011 4026460 09/05/201
04/04/2011 4026460 09/05/201
21/04/2011 4026460 09/05/201
21/04/2011 4026460 09/05/201
21/04/2011 4026460 09/05/201
23/05/2011 4026460 09/05/201

WIT.0020.0001.0265



04/04/2011 4026460 09/05/2012
04/04/2011 4026460 09/05/2012
04/05/2011 4026460 09/05/2012
04/04/2011 4026460 09/05/2012
04/04/2011 4026460 09/05/2012
04/05/2011 4026460 09/05/2012
04/04/2011 4026460 09/05/2012
04/04/2011 4026460 09/05/2012
04/04/2011 4026460 09/05/2012
04/04/2011 4026460 09/05/2012
04/04/2011 4026460 09/05/2012
04/04/2011 4026460 09/05/2012
04/04/2011 4026460 09/05/2012
04/04/2011 4026460 09/05/2012
23/05/2011 4026460 09/05/2012
04/04/2011 4026460 09/05/2012
04/05/2011 4026460 09/05/2012
04/05/2011 4026460 09/05/2012
04/05/2011 4026460 09/05/2012
04/05/2011 4026460 09/05/2012
21/04/2011 4026460 09/05/2012
04/04/2011 4026460 09/05/2012
21/04/2011 4026460 09/05/2012
04/05/2011 4026460 09/05/2012
27/04/2011 4026460 09/05/2012
04/04/2011 4026460 09/05/2012
04/04/2011 4026460 09/05/2012
04/04/2011 4026460 09/05/2012
04/04/2011 4026460 09/05/2012
04/05/2011 4026460 09/05/2012
27/04/2011 4026460 09/05/2012
04/04/2011 4026460 09/05/2012
04/04/2011 4026460 09/05/2012
04/04/2011 4026460 09/05/2012
04/04/2011 4026460 09/05/2012
04/04/2011 4026460 09/05/2012
04/04/2011 4026460 09/05/2012
21/04/2011 4026460 09/05/2012
04/04/2011 4026460 09/05/2012
21/04/2011 4026460 09/05/2012
04/04/2011 4026460 09/05/2012
04/04/2011 4026460 09/05/2012
04/04/2011 4026460 09/05/2012
04/04/2011 4026460 09/05/2012
04/04/2011 4026460 09/05/2012
21/04/2011 4026460 09/05/2012
04/04/2011 4026460 09/05/2012
04/04/2011 4026460 09/05/2012
04/04/2011 4026460 09/05/2012
04/04/2011 4026460 09/05/2012

WIT.0020.0001.0266



04/04/2011 4026460 09/05/2012
04/04/2011 4026460 09/05/2012
04/04/2011 4026460 09/05/2012
04/04/2011 4026460 09/05/2012
04/04/2011 4026460 09/05/2012
04/04/2011 4026460 09/05/2012
23/05/2011 4026460 09/05/2012
04/04/2011 4026460 09/05/2012
04/04/2011 4026460 09/05/2012
04/04/2011 4026460 09/05/2012
04/04/2011 4026460 09/05/2012
04/05/2011 4026460 09/05/2012
04/04/2011 4026460 09/05/2012
04/04/2011 4026460 09/05/2012
04/04/2011 4026460 09/05/2012
04/05/2011 4026460 09/05/2012
04/04/2011 4026460 09/05/2012
04/04/2011 4026460 09/05/2012
04/05/2011 4026460 09/05/2012
04/04/2011 4026460 09/05/2012
04/04/2011 4026460 09/05/2012
04/04/2011 4026460 09/05/2012
04/04/2011 4026460 09/05/2012
04/05/2011 4026460 09/05/2012
04/04/2011 4026460 09/05/2012
04/04/2011 4026460 09/05/2012
04/04/2011 4026460 09/05/2012
04/04/2011 4026460 09/05/2012
04/04/2011 4026460 09/05/2012
04/04/2011 4026460 09/05/2012
04/04/2011 4026460 09/05/2012
23/05/2011 4026460 09/05/2012
21/04/2011 4026460 09/05/2012
25/07/2011 4026460 09/05/2012
04/04/2011 4026460 09/05/2012
04/04/2011 4026460 09/05/2012
23/05/2011 4026460 09/05/2012
23/05/2011 4026460 09/05/2012
21/04/2011 4026460 09/05/2012
04/04/2011 4026460 09/05/2012
04/05/2011 4026460 09/05/2012
23/05/2011 4026460 09/05/2012
04/05/2011 4026460 09/05/2012
04/05/2011 4026460 09/05/2012
23/05/2011 4026460 09/05/2012
04/04/2011 4026460 09/05/2012
04/04/2011 4026460 09/05/2012
04/04/2011 4026460 09/05/2012
04/04/2011 4026460 09/05/2012
04/04/2011 4026460 09/05/2012

WIT.0020.0001.0267



04/04/2011 4026460 09/05/2012
04/04/2011 4026460 09/05/2012
21/04/2011 4026460 09/05/2012
23/05/2011 4026460 09/05/2012
21/04/2011 4026460 09/05/2012
27/04/2011 4026460 09/05/2012
27/04/2011 4026460 09/05/2012
04/05/2011 4026460 09/05/2012
21/04/2011 4026460 09/05/2012
25/07/2011 4026460 09/05/2012
21/04/2011 4026460 09/05/2012
12/10/2011 4026460 09/05/2012
21/04/2011 4026460 09/05/2012
04/04/2011 4026460 09/05/2012
04/04/2011 4026460 09/05/2012
27/04/2011 4026460 09/05/2012
27/04/2011 4026460 09/05/2012
21/04/2011 4026460 09/05/2012
04/04/2011 4026460 09/05/2012
04/04/2011 4026460 09/05/2012
21/04/2011 4026460 09/05/2012
01/02/2012 4026460 09/05/2012
01/12/2011 4026460 09/05/2012
21/04/2011 4026460 09/05/2012
21/04/2011 4026460 09/05/2012
21/04/2011 4026460 09/05/2012
21/04/2011 4026460 09/05/2012
21/04/2011 4026460 09/05/2012
27/04/2011 4026460 09/05/2012
04/05/2011 4026460 09/05/2012
27/04/2011 4026460 09/05/2012
27/04/2011 4026460 09/05/2012
21/04/2011 4026460 09/05/2012
04/05/2011 4026460 09/05/2012
21/04/2011 4026460 09/05/2012
21/04/2011 4026460 09/05/2012
21/04/2011 4026460 09/05/2012
21/04/2011 4026460 09/05/2012
27/04/2011 4026460 09/05/2012
27/04/2011 4026460 09/05/2012
27/04/2011 4026460 09/05/2012
27/04/2011 4026460 09/05/2012
21/04/2011 4026460 09/05/2012
21/04/2011 4026460 09/05/2012
21/04/2011 4026460 09/05/2012
21/04/2011 4026460 09/05/2012
21/04/2011 4026460 09/05/2012
21/04/2011 4026460 09/05/2012
27/04/2011 4026460 09/05/2012
27/04/2011 4026460 09/05/2012

WIT.0020.0001.0268



27/04/2011 4026460 09/05/2012
23/05/2011 4026460 09/05/2012
21/04/2011 4026460 09/05/2012
27/04/2011 4026460 09/05/2012
27/04/2011 4026460 09/05/2012
27/04/2011 4026460 09/05/2012
21/04/2011 4026460 09/05/2012
27/04/2011 4026460 09/05/2012
21/04/2011 4026460 09/05/2012
04/05/2011 4026460 09/05/2012
27/04/2011 4026460 09/05/2012
04/05/2011 4026460 09/05/2012
04/05/2011 4026460 09/05/2012
04/05/2011 4026460 09/05/2012
25/07/2011 4026460 09/05/2012
01/11/2011 4026460 09/05/2012
04/05/2011 4026460 09/05/2012
27/04/2011 4026460 09/05/2012
27/04/2011 4026460 09/05/2012
27/04/2011 4026460 09/05/2012
27/04/2011 4026460 09/05/2012
21/04/2011 4026460 09/05/2012
21/04/2011 4026460 09/05/2012
21/04/2011 4026460 09/05/2012
27/04/2011 4026460 09/05/2012
21/04/2011 4026460 09/05/2012
21/04/2011 4026460 09/05/2012
23/05/2011 4026460 09/05/2012
27/04/2011 4026460 09/05/2012
21/04/2011 4026460 09/05/2012
27/04/2011 4026460 09/05/2012
27/04/2011 4026460 09/05/2012
21/04/2011 4026460 09/05/2012
27/04/2011 4026460 09/05/2012
21/04/2011 4026460 09/05/2012
27/04/2011 4026460 09/05/2012
27/04/2011 4026460 09/05/2012
21/04/2011 4026460 09/05/2012
27/04/2011 4026460 09/05/2012
27/04/2011 4026460 09/05/2012
27/04/2011 4026460 09/05/2012
21/04/2011 4026460 09/05/2012
21/04/2011 4026460 09/05/2012
04/04/2011 4026460 09/05/2012
04/04/2011 4026460 09/05/2012
04/04/2011 4026460 09/05/2012
04/04/2011 4026460 09/05/2012
27/04/2011 4026460 09/05/2012
21/04/2011 4026460 09/05/2012
04/05/2011 4026460 09/05/2012

WIT.0020.0001.0269



21/04/2011 4026460 09/05/2012
04/04/2011 4026460 09/05/2012
21/04/2011 4026460 09/05/2012
04/04/2011 4026460 09/05/2012
27/04/2011 4026460 09/05/2012
04/04/2011 4026460 09/05/2012
04/04/2011 4026460 09/05/2012
04/05/2011 4026460 09/05/2012
23/05/2011 4026460 09/05/2012
21/04/2011 4026460 09/05/2012
04/04/2011 4026460 09/05/2012
21/04/2011 4026460 09/05/2012
04/04/2011 4026460 09/05/2012
21/04/2011 4026460 09/05/2012
23/05/2011 4026460 09/05/2012
04/05/2011 4026460 09/05/2012
21/04/2011 4026460 09/05/2012
21/04/2011 4026460 09/05/2012
04/04/2011 4026460 09/05/2012
04/04/2011 4026460 09/05/2012
04/04/2011 4026460 09/05/2012
04/05/2011 4026460 09/05/2012
27/04/2011 4026460 09/05/2012
21/04/2011 4026460 09/05/2012
04/04/2011 4026460 09/05/2012
04/04/2011 4026460 09/05/2012
21/04/2011 4026460 09/05/2012
04/05/2011 4026460 09/05/2012
04/04/2011 4026460 09/05/2012
04/04/2011 4026460 09/05/2012
04/04/2011 4026460 09/05/2012
04/04/2011 4026460 09/05/2012
04/04/2011 4026460 09/05/2012
21/04/2011 4026460 09/05/2012
04/04/2011 4026460 09/05/2012
21/04/2011 4026460 09/05/2012
21/04/2011 4026460 09/05/2012
04/05/2011 4026460 09/05/2012
21/04/2011 4026460 09/05/2012
04/04/2011 4026460 09/05/2012
04/04/2011 4026460 09/05/2012
04/04/2011 4026460 09/05/2012
04/04/2011 4026460 09/05/2012
21/04/2011 4026460 09/05/2012
04/04/2011 4026460 09/05/2012
04/04/2011 4026460 09/05/2012
04/04/2011 4026460 09/05/2012
04/05/2011 4026460 09/05/2012
04/05/2011 4026460 09/05/2012
04/04/2011 4026460 09/05/2012

WIT.0020.0001.0270



04/04/2011 4026460 09/05/2012
04/04/2011 4026460 09/05/2012
04/04/2011 4026460 09/05/2012
21/04/2011 4026460 09/05/2012
21/04/2011 4026460 09/05/2012
21/04/2011 4026460 09/05/2012
04/05/2011 4026460 09/05/2012
21/04/2011 4026460 09/05/2012
21/04/2011 4026460 09/05/2012
04/05/2011 4026460 09/05/2012
23/05/2011 4026460 09/05/2012
21/04/2011 4026460 09/05/2012
21/04/2011 4026460 09/05/2012
04/04/2011 4026460 09/05/2012
21/04/2011 4026460 09/05/2012
21/04/2011 4026460 09/05/2012
21/04/2011 4026460 09/05/2012
21/04/2011 4026460 09/05/2012
21/04/2011 4026460 09/05/2012
21/04/2011 4026460 09/05/2012
27/04/2011 4026460 09/05/2012
21/04/2011 4026460 09/05/2012
27/04/2011 4026460 09/05/2012
21/04/2011 4026460 09/05/2012
21/04/2011 4026460 09/05/2012
23/05/2011 4026460 09/05/2012
23/05/2011 4026460 09/05/2012
04/04/2011 4026460 09/05/2012
04/04/2011 4026460 09/05/2012
21/04/2011 4026460 09/05/2012
21/04/2011 4026460 09/05/2012
04/04/2011 4026460 09/05/2012
04/04/2011 4026460 09/05/2012
21/04/2011 4026460 09/05/2012
04/04/2011 4026460 09/05/2012
21/04/2011 4026460 09/05/2012
21/04/2011 4026460 09/05/2012
21/04/2011 4026460 09/05/2012
04/04/2011 4026460 09/05/2012
01/11/2011 4026460 09/05/2012
21/04/2011 4026460 09/05/2012
21/04/2011 4026460 09/05/2012
21/04/2011 4026460 09/05/2012
04/04/2011 4026460 09/05/2012
21/04/2011 4026460 09/05/2012
21/04/2011 4026460 09/05/2012
04/05/2011 4026460 09/05/2012
21/04/2011 4026460 09/05/2012
21/04/2011 4026460 09/05/2012
21/04/2011 4026460 09/05/2012

WIT.0020.0001.0271



21/04/2011 4026460 09/05/201
04/04/2011 4026460 09/05/201
04/04/2011 4026460 09/05/201
21/04/2011 4026460 09/05/201
21/04/2011 4026460 09/05/201
04/04/2011 4026460 09/05/201
21/04/2011 4026460 09/05/201
21/04/2011 4026460 09/05/201
21/04/2011 4026460 09/05/201
23/05/2011 4026460 09/05/201
27/04/2011 4026460 09/05/201
21/04/2011 4026460 09/05/201
21/04/2011 4026460 09/05/201
27/04/2011 4026460 09/05/201
27/04/2011 4026460 09/05/201
21/04/2011 4026460 09/05/201
04/04/2011 4026460 09/05/201
21/04/2011 4026460 09/05/201
27/04/2011 4026460 09/05/201
27/04/2011 4026460 09/05/201
04/05/2011 4026460 09/05/201
21/04/2011 4026460 09/05/201
21/04/2011 4026460 09/05/201
21/04/2011 4026460 09/05/201
27/04/2011 4026460 09/05/201
21/04/2011 4026460 09/05/201
21/04/2011 4026460 09/05/201
04/05/2011 4026460 09/05/201
21/04/2011 4026460 09/05/201
27/04/2011 4026460 09/05/201
27/04/2011 4026460 09/05/201
23/05/2011 4026460 09/05/201
21/04/2011 4026460 09/05/201
27/04/2011 4026460 09/05/201
21/04/2011 4026460 09/05/201
27/04/2011 4026460 09/05/201
27/04/2011 4026460 09/05/201
27/04/2011 4026460 09/05/201
23/05/2011 4026460 09/05/201
21/04/2011 4026460 09/05/201
21/04/2011 4026460 09/05/201
21/04/2011 4026460 09/05/201
21/04/2011 4026460 09/05/201
21/04/2011 4026460 09/05/201
21/04/2011 4026460 09/05/201
04/04/2011 4026460 09/05/201
04/04/2011 4026460 09/05/201
04/04/2011 4026460 09/05/201
21/04/2011 4026460 09/05/201
23/05/2011 4026460 09/05/201

WIT.0020.0001.0272



27/04/2011 4026460 09/05/2012
21/04/2011 4026460 09/05/2012
27/04/2011 4026460 09/05/2012
04/05/2011 4026460 09/05/2012
27/04/2011 4026460 09/05/2012
21/04/2011 4026460 09/05/2012
27/04/2011 4026460 09/05/2012
27/04/2011 4026460 09/05/2012
27/04/2011 4026460 09/05/2012
21/04/2011 4026460 09/05/2012
27/04/2011 4026460 09/05/2012
21/04/2011 4026460 09/05/2012
21/04/2011 4026460 09/05/2012
21/04/2011 4026460 09/05/2012
27/04/2011 4026460 09/05/2012
23/05/2011 4026460 09/05/2012
27/04/2011 4026460 09/05/2012
27/04/2011 4026460 09/05/2012
04/05/2011 4026460 09/05/2012
31/08/2011 4026460 09/05/2012
27/04/2011 4026460 09/05/2012
21/04/2011 4026460 09/05/2012
27/04/2011 4026460 09/05/2012
04/05/2011 4026460 09/05/2012
04/05/2011 4026460 09/05/2012
21/04/2011 4026460 09/05/2012
27/04/2011 4026460 09/05/2012
04/05/2011 4026460 09/05/2012
04/05/2011 4026460 09/05/2012
23/05/2011 4026460 09/05/2012
21/04/2011 4026460 09/05/2012
04/05/2011 4026460 09/05/2012
04/05/2011 4026460 09/05/2012
27/04/2011 4026460 09/05/2012
21/04/2011 4026460 09/05/2012
21/04/2011 4026460 09/05/2012
21/04/2011 4026460 09/05/2012
21/04/2011 4026460 09/05/2012
04/04/2011 4026460 09/05/2012
21/04/2011 4026460 09/05/2012
21/04/2011 4026460 09/05/2012
04/04/2011 4026460 09/05/2012
21/04/2011 4026460 09/05/2012
21/04/2011 4026460 09/05/2012
21/04/2011 4026460 09/05/2012
21/04/2011 4026460 09/05/2012
21/04/2011 4026460 09/05/2012
21/04/2011 4026460 09/05/2012
27/04/2011 4026460 09/05/2012
21/04/2011 4026460 09/05/2012

WIT.0020.0001.0273



21/04/2011 4026460 09/05/2012
21/04/2011 4026460 09/05/2012
21/04/2011 4026460 09/05/2012
21/04/2011 4026460 09/05/2012
21/04/2011 4026460 09/05/2012
21/04/2011 4026460 09/05/2012
21/04/2011 4026460 09/05/2012
21/04/2011 4026460 09/05/2012
21/04/2011 4026460 09/05/2012
21/04/2011 4026460 09/05/2012
21/04/2011 4026460 09/05/2012
21/04/2011 4026460 09/05/2012
04/05/2011 4026460 09/05/2012
21/04/2011 4026460 09/05/2012
21/04/2011 4026460 09/05/2012
23/05/2011 4026460 09/05/2012
21/04/2011 4026460 09/05/2012
21/04/2011 4026460 09/05/2012
21/04/2011 4026460 09/05/2012
27/04/2011 4026460 09/05/2012
21/04/2011 4026460 09/05/2012
21/04/2011 4026460 09/05/2012
21/04/2011 4026460 09/05/2012
27/04/2011 4026460 09/05/2012
23/05/2011 4026460 09/05/2012
21/04/2011 4026460 09/05/2012
01/02/2012 4026460 09/05/2012
01/12/2011 4026460 09/05/2012
01/12/2011 4026460 09/05/2012
01/12/2011 4026460 09/05/2012
01/12/2011 4026460 09/05/2012
01/12/2011 4026460 09/05/2012
01/02/2012 4026460 09/05/2012
01/02/2012 4026460 09/05/2012
01/12/2011 4026460 09/05/2012
01/12/2011 4026460 09/05/2012
01/12/2011 4026460 09/05/2012
01/02/2012 4026460 09/05/2012
19/12/2011 4026460 09/05/2012
01/12/2011 4026460 09/05/2012
01/12/2011 4026460 09/05/2012
01/02/2012 4026460 09/05/2012
01/02/2012 4026460 09/05/2012
19/12/2011 4026460 09/05/2012
01/12/2011 4026460 09/05/2012
01/12/2011 4026460 09/05/2012
01/12/2011 4026460 09/05/2012
12/10/2011 4026460 09/05/2012
01/12/2011 4026460 09/05/2012
01/12/2011 4026460 09/05/2012

WIT.0020.0001.0274



01/12/2011 4026460 09/05/2012
01/12/2011 4026460 09/05/2012
19/12/2011 4026460 09/05/2012
01/12/2011 4026460 09/05/2012
01/12/2011 4026460 09/05/2012
19/12/2011 4026460 09/05/2012
01/02/2012 4026460 09/05/2012
19/12/2011 4026460 09/05/2012
19/12/2011 4026460 09/05/2012
01/02/2012 4026460 09/05/2012
01/02/2012 4026460 09/05/2012
01/02/2012 4026460 09/05/2012
01/12/2011 4026460 09/05/2012
01/12/2011 4026460 09/05/2012
01/12/2011 4026460 09/05/2012
19/12/2011 4026460 09/05/2012
19/12/2011 4026460 09/05/2012
01/02/2012 4026460 09/05/2012
01/02/2012 4026460 09/05/2012
01/02/2012 4026460 09/05/2012
01/02/2012 4026460 09/05/2012
01/02/2012 4026460 09/05/2012
01/02/2012 4026460 09/05/2012
19/12/2011 4026460 09/05/2012
01/02/2012 4026460 09/05/2012
01/12/2011 4026460 09/05/2012
01/02/2012 4026460 09/05/2012
01/02/2012 4026460 09/05/2012
01/12/2011 4026460 09/05/2012
19/12/2011 4026460 09/05/2012
19/12/2011 4026460 09/05/2012
19/12/2011 4026460 09/05/2012
01/02/2012 4026460 09/05/2012
01/02/2012 4026460 09/05/2012
01/02/2012 4026460 09/05/2012
01/02/2012 4026460 09/05/2012
01/12/2011 4026460 09/05/2012
19/12/2011 4026460 09/05/2012
01/02/2012 4026460 09/05/2012
19/12/2011 4026460 09/05/2012
01/02/2012 4026460 09/05/2012
01/02/2012 4026460 09/05/2012
01/02/2012 4026460 09/05/2012
19/12/2011 4026460 09/05/2012
19/12/2011 4026460 09/05/2012
01/02/2012 4026460 09/05/2012
19/12/2011 4026460 09/05/2012
01/02/2012 4026460 09/05/2012
19/12/2011 4026460 09/05/2012
19/12/2011 4026460 09/05/2012

WIT.0020.0001.0275



01/02/2012 4026460 09/05/2012 1
01/02/2012 4026460 09/05/2012 1
19/12/2011 4026460 09/05/2012 1
19/12/2011 4026460 09/05/2012 1
19/12/2011 4026460 09/05/2012 1
01/02/2012 4026460 09/05/2012 1
01/12/2011 4026460 09/05/2012 1
19/12/2011 4026460 09/05/2012 1
01/02/2012 4026460 09/05/2012 1
01/02/2012 4026460 09/05/2012 1
01/11/2011 4026460 09/05/2012 1
19/12/2011 4026460 09/05/2012 1
19/12/2011 4026460 09/05/2012 1
01/02/2012 4026460 09/05/2012 1
01/02/2012 4026460 09/05/2012 1
01/12/2011 4026460 09/05/2012 1
01/02/2012 4026460 09/05/2012 1
01/02/2012 4026460 09/05/2012 1
19/12/2011 4026460 09/05/2012 1
01/02/2012 4026460 09/05/2012 1
19/12/2011 4026460 09/05/2012 1
01/02/2012 4026460 09/05/2012 1
01/02/2012 4026460 09/05/2012 1
01/02/2012 4026460 09/05/2012 1
01/02/2012 4026460 09/05/2012 1
01/02/2012 4026460 09/05/2012 1
01/12/2011 4026460 09/05/2012 1
01/02/2012 4026460 09/05/2012 1
01/02/2012 4026460 09/05/2012 1
01/02/2012 4026460 09/05/2012 1
19/12/2011 4026460 09/05/2012 1
01/02/2012 4026460 09/05/2012 1
01/02/2012 4026460 09/05/2012 1
01/12/2011 4026460 09/05/2012 1
01/12/2011 4026460 09/05/2012 1
01/12/2011 4026460 09/05/2012 1
01/12/2011 4026460 09/05/2012 1
01/02/2012 4026460 09/05/2012 1
01/11/2011 4026460 09/05/2012 1
01/11/2011 4026460 09/05/2012 1
01/02/2012 4026460 09/05/2012 1
31/08/2011 4026460 09/05/2012 1
19/12/2011 4026460 09/05/2012 1
19/12/2011 4026460 09/05/2012 1
01/02/2012 4026460 09/05/2012 1
01/12/2011 4026460 09/05/2012 1
01/12/2011 4026460 09/05/2012 1
01/12/2011 4026460 09/05/2012 1
01/12/2011 4026460 09/05/2012 1
01/12/2011 4026460 09/05/2012 1

WIT.0020.0001.0276



01/12/2011 4026460 09/05/2012
01/12/2011 4026460 09/05/2012
01/12/2011 4026460 09/05/2012
01/11/2011 4026460 09/05/2012
01/12/2011 4026460 09/05/2012
01/12/2011 4026460 09/05/2012
01/12/2011 4026460 09/05/2012
19/12/2011 4026460 09/05/2012
04/05/2011 4026460 09/05/2012
01/12/2011 4026460 09/05/2012
01/12/2011 4026460 09/05/2012
01/12/2011 4026460 09/05/2012
01/12/2011 4026460 09/05/2012
01/12/2011 4026460 09/05/2012
01/12/2011 4026460 09/05/2012
01/12/2011 4026460 09/05/2012
01/02/2012 4026460 09/05/2012
01/02/2012 4026460 09/05/2012
01/02/2012 4026460 09/05/2012
01/02/2012 4026460 09/05/2012
01/11/2011 4026460 09/05/2012
01/12/2011 4026460 09/05/2012
12/10/2011 4026460 09/05/2012
01/12/2011 4026460 09/05/2012
01/12/2011 4026460 09/05/2012
01/12/2011 4026460 09/05/2012
19/12/2011 4026460 09/05/2012
01/12/2011 4026460 09/05/2012
01/11/2011 4026460 09/05/2012
01/12/2011 4026460 09/05/2012
01/11/2011 4026460 09/05/2012
01/11/2011 4026460 09/05/2012
01/12/2011 4026460 09/05/2012
01/12/2011 4026460 09/05/2012
01/12/2011 4026460 09/05/2012
01/02/2012 4026460 09/05/2012
01/12/2011 4026460 09/05/2012
01/11/2011 4026460 09/05/2012
19/12/2011 4026460 09/05/2012
19/12/2011 4026460 09/05/2012
19/12/2011 4026460 09/05/2012
19/12/2011 4026460 09/05/2012
01/12/2011 4026460 09/05/2012
01/12/2011 4026460 09/05/2012
01/12/2011 4026460 09/05/2012
01/11/2011 4026460 09/05/2012
19/12/2011 4026460 09/05/2012
01/11/2011 4026460 09/05/2012
01/12/2011 4026460 09/05/2012
01/02/2012 4026460 09/05/2012

WIT.0020.0001.0277



19/12/2011 4026460 09/05/2012
01/12/2011 4026460 09/05/2012
19/12/2011 4026460 09/05/2012
19/12/2011 4026460 09/05/2012
01/12/2011 4026460 09/05/2012
01/12/2011 4026460 09/05/2012
01/12/2011 4026460 09/05/2012
01/12/2011 4026460 09/05/2012
01/02/2012 4026460 09/05/2012
01/02/2012 4026460 09/05/2012
01/12/2011 4026460 09/05/2012
19/12/2011 4026460 09/05/2012
01/12/2011 4026460 09/05/2012
01/02/2012 4026460 09/05/2012
01/02/2012 4026460 09/05/2012
01/02/2012 4026460 09/05/2012
19/12/2011 4026460 09/05/2012
01/12/2011 4026460 09/05/2012
01/02/2012 4026460 09/05/2012
01/12/2011 4026460 09/05/2012
01/12/2011 4026460 09/05/2012
01/02/2012 4026460 09/05/2012
19/12/2011 4026460 09/05/2012
19/12/2011 4026460 09/05/2012
01/12/2011 4026460 09/05/2012
01/12/2011 4026460 09/05/2012
01/12/2011 4026460 09/05/2012
01/02/2012 4026460 09/05/2012
01/12/2011 4026460 09/05/2012
01/12/2011 4026460 09/05/2012
01/12/2011 4026460 09/05/2012
01/12/2011 4026460 09/05/2012
19/12/2011 4026460 09/05/2012
01/12/2011 4026460 09/05/2012
19/12/2011 4026460 09/05/2012
19/12/2011 4026460 09/05/2012
01/12/2011 4026460 09/05/2012
01/12/2011 4026460 09/05/2012
01/12/2011 4026460 09/05/2012
01/12/2011 4026460 09/05/2012
01/12/2011 4026460 09/05/2012
01/12/2011 4026460 09/05/2012
01/12/2011 4026460 09/05/2012
01/12/2011 4026460 09/05/2012
01/12/2011 4026460 09/05/2012
01/12/2011 4026460 09/05/2012
01/12/2011 4026460 09/05/2012
01/12/2011 4026460 09/05/2012
01/12/2011 4026460 09/05/2012
01/02/2012 4026460 09/05/2012

WIT.0020.0001.0278



01/02/2012 4026460 09/05/2012
01/02/2012 4026460 09/05/2012
19/12/2011 4026460 09/05/2012
01/02/2012 4026460 09/05/2012
19/12/2011 4026460 09/05/2012
01/12/2011 4026460 09/05/2012
01/12/2011 4026460 09/05/2012
01/02/2012 4026460 09/05/2012
19/12/2011 4026460 09/05/2012
01/02/2012 4026460 09/05/2012
01/12/2011 4026460 09/05/2012
01/12/2011 4026460 09/05/2012
01/12/2011 4026460 09/05/2012
01/02/2012 4026460 09/05/2012
01/12/2011 4026460 09/05/2012
01/02/2012 4026460 09/05/2012
01/12/2011 4026460 09/05/2012
19/12/2011 4026460 09/05/2012
01/12/2011 4026460 09/05/2012
01/12/2011 4026460 09/05/2012
31/08/2011 4026460 09/05/2012
25/07/2011 4026460 09/05/2012
12/10/2011 4026460 09/05/2012
25/07/2011 4026460 09/05/2012
31/08/2011 4026460 09/05/2012
07/06/2011 4026460 09/05/2012
01/11/2011 4026460 09/05/2012
12/10/2011 4026460 09/05/2012
25/07/2011 4026460 09/05/2012
01/12/2011 4026460 09/05/2012
25/07/2011 4026460 09/05/2012
15/09/2011 4026460 09/05/2012
15/09/2011 4026460 09/05/2012
01/12/2011 4026460 09/05/2012
25/07/2011 4026460 09/05/2012
12/10/2011 4026460 09/05/2012
19/12/2011 4026460 09/05/2012
01/12/2011 4026460 09/05/2012
25/07/2011 4026460 09/05/2012
01/12/2011 4026460 09/05/2012
25/07/2011 4026460 09/05/2012
25/07/2011 4026460 09/05/2012
25/07/2011 4026460 09/05/2012
07/06/2011 4026460 09/05/2012
15/09/2011 4026460 09/05/2012
25/07/2011 4026460 09/05/2012
25/07/2011 4026460 09/05/2012
01/02/2012 4026460 09/05/2012
25/07/2011 4026460 09/05/2012
25/07/2011 4026460 09/05/2012

WIT.0020.0001.0279



07/06/2011 4026460 09/05/2012
01/12/2011 4026460 09/05/2012
31/08/2011 4026460 09/05/2012
01/12/2011 4026460 09/05/2012
15/09/2011 4026460 09/05/2012
19/12/2011 4026460 09/05/2012
01/11/2011 4026460 09/05/2012
15/09/2011 4026460 09/05/2012
01/12/2011 4026460 09/05/2012
25/07/2011 4026460 09/05/2012
01/11/2011 4026460 09/05/2012
25/07/2011 4026460 09/05/2012
25/07/2011 4026460 09/05/2012
25/07/2011 4026460 09/05/2012
01/11/2011 4026460 09/05/2012
01/12/2011 4026460 09/05/2012
31/08/2011 4026460 09/05/2012
01/12/2011 4026460 09/05/2012
31/08/2011 4026460 09/05/2012
31/08/2011 4026460 09/05/2012
07/06/2011 4026460 09/05/2012
25/07/2011 4026460 09/05/2012
25/07/2011 4026460 09/05/2012
04/05/2011 4026460 09/05/2012
25/07/2011 4026460 09/05/2012
01/02/2012 4026460 09/05/2012
01/11/2011 4026460 09/05/2012
25/07/2011 4026460 09/05/2012
12/10/2011 4026460 09/05/2012
12/10/2011 4026460 09/05/2012
12/10/2011 4026460 09/05/2012
25/07/2011 4026460 09/05/2012
15/09/2011 4026460 09/05/2012
25/07/2011 4026460 09/05/2012
25/07/2011 4026460 09/05/2012
01/12/2011 4026460 09/05/2012
01/12/2011 4026460 09/05/2012
15/09/2011 4026460 09/05/2012
25/07/2011 4026460 09/05/2012
01/12/2011 4026460 09/05/2012
01/11/2011 4026460 09/05/2012
25/07/2011 4026460 09/05/2012
15/09/2011 4026460 09/05/2012
07/06/2011 4026460 09/05/2012
07/06/2011 4026460 09/05/2012
25/07/2011 4026460 09/05/2012
25/07/2011 4026460 09/05/2012
25/07/2011 4026460 09/05/2012
01/11/2011 4026460 09/05/2012
01/12/2011 4026460 09/05/2012

WIT.0020.0001.0280



01/12/2011 4026460 09/05/2012
25/07/2011 4026460 09/05/2012
12/10/2011 4026460 09/05/2012
25/07/2011 4026460 09/05/2012
15/09/2011 4026460 09/05/2012
25/07/2011 4026460 09/05/2012
01/12/2011 4026460 09/05/2012
25/07/2011 4026460 09/05/2012
25/07/2011 4026460 09/05/2012
04/05/2011 4026460 09/05/2012
12/10/2011 4026460 09/05/2012
25/07/2011 4026460 09/05/2012
01/02/2012 4026460 09/05/2012
15/09/2011 4026460 09/05/2012
15/09/2011 4026460 09/05/2012
25/07/2011 4026460 09/05/2012
31/08/2011 4026460 09/05/2012
25/07/2011 4026460 09/05/2012
25/07/2011 4026460 09/05/2012
07/06/2011 4026460 09/05/2012
15/09/2011 4026460 09/05/2012
01/11/2011 4026460 09/05/2012
15/09/2011 4026460 09/05/2012
15/09/2011 4026460 09/05/2012
25/07/2011 4026460 09/05/2012
15/09/2011 4026460 09/05/2012
25/07/2011 4026460 09/05/2012
01/11/2011 4026460 09/05/2012
01/11/2011 4026460 09/05/2012
01/02/2012 4026460 09/05/2012
12/10/2011 4026460 09/05/2012
01/11/2011 4026460 09/05/2012
12/10/2011 4026460 09/05/2012
25/07/2011 4026460 09/05/2012
25/07/2011 4026460 09/05/2012
01/11/2011 4026460 09/05/2012
01/11/2011 4026460 09/05/2012
01/11/2011 4026460 09/05/2012
01/11/2011 4026460 09/05/2012
01/12/2011 4026460 09/05/2012
01/12/2011 4026460 09/05/2012
01/12/2011 4026460 09/05/2012
01/02/2012 4026460 09/05/2012
19/12/2011 4026460 09/05/2012
01/02/2012 4026460 09/05/2012
01/02/2012 4026460 09/05/2012
04/05/2011 4026460 09/05/2012
07/06/2011 4026460 09/05/2012
04/05/2011 4026460 09/05/2012
04/05/2011 4026460 09/05/2012

WIT.0020.0001.0281



04/05/2011 4026460 09/05/2012
04/05/2011 4026460 09/05/2012
04/05/2011 4026460 09/05/2012
04/05/2011 4026460 09/05/2012
04/05/2011 4026460 09/05/2012
04/05/2011 4026460 09/05/2012
04/05/2011 4026460 09/05/2012
07/06/2011 4026460 09/05/2012
15/09/2011 4026460 09/05/2012
07/06/2011 4026460 09/05/2012
25/07/2011 4026460 09/05/2012
07/06/2011 4026460 09/05/2012
25/07/2011 4026460 09/05/2012
04/05/2011 4026460 09/05/2012
04/05/2011 4026460 09/05/2012
25/07/2011 4026460 09/05/2012
31/08/2011 4026460 09/05/2012
07/06/2011 4026460 09/05/2012
25/07/2011 4026460 09/05/2012
07/06/2011 4026460 09/05/2012
25/07/2011 4026460 09/05/2012
25/07/2011 4026460 09/05/2012
25/07/2011 4026460 09/05/2012
01/12/2011 4026460 09/05/2012
25/07/2011 4026460 09/05/2012
04/05/2011 4026460 09/05/2012
25/07/2011 4026460 09/05/2012
07/06/2011 4026460 09/05/2012
25/07/2011 4026460 09/05/2012
04/05/2011 4026460 09/05/2012
07/06/2011 4026460 09/05/2012
15/09/2011 4026460 09/05/2012
04/05/2011 4026460 09/05/2012
04/05/2011 4026460 09/05/2012
04/05/2011 4026460 09/05/2012
04/05/2011 4026460 09/05/2012
04/05/2011 4026460 09/05/2012
04/05/2011 4026460 09/05/2012
04/05/2011 4026460 09/05/2012
04/05/2011 4026460 09/05/2012
07/06/2011 4026460 09/05/2012
04/05/2011 4026460 09/05/2012
04/05/2011 4026460 09/05/2012
07/06/2011 4026460 09/05/2012
07/06/2011 4026460 09/05/2012
25/07/2011 4026460 09/05/2012
25/07/2011 4026460 09/05/2012
25/07/2011 4026460 09/05/2012
25/07/2011 4026460 09/05/2012
25/07/2011 4026460 09/05/2012

WIT.0020.0001.0282



12/10/2011 4026460 09/05/2012
25/07/2011 4026460 09/05/2012
25/07/2011 4026460 09/05/2012
04/05/2011 4026460 09/05/2012
12/10/2011 4026460 09/05/2012
04/05/2011 4026460 09/05/2012
04/05/2011 4026460 09/05/2012
04/05/2011 4026460 09/05/2012
04/05/2011 4026460 09/05/2012
04/05/2011 4026460 09/05/2012
01/11/2011 4026460 09/05/2012
25/07/2011 4026460 09/05/2012
31/08/2011 4026460 09/05/2012
15/09/2011 4026460 09/05/2012
07/06/2011 4026460 09/05/2012
25/07/2011 4026460 09/05/2012
25/07/2011 4026460 09/05/2012
25/07/2011 4026460 09/05/2012
25/07/2011 4026460 09/05/2012
25/07/2011 4026460 09/05/2012
15/09/2011 4026460 09/05/2012
15/09/2011 4026460 09/05/2012
15/09/2011 4026460 09/05/2012
25/07/2011 4026460 09/05/2012
12/10/2011 4026460 09/05/2012
15/09/2011 4026460 09/05/2012
25/07/2011 4026460 09/05/2012
25/07/2011 4026460 09/05/2012
25/07/2011 4026460 09/05/2012
25/07/2011 4026460 09/05/2012
01/11/2011 4026460 09/05/2012
01/11/2011 4026460 09/05/2012
15/09/2011 4026460 09/05/2012
07/06/2011 4026460 09/05/2012
07/06/2011 4026460 09/05/2012
25/07/2011 4026460 09/05/2012
25/07/2011 4026460 09/05/2012
01/11/2011 4026460 09/05/2012
07/06/2011 4026460 09/05/2012
25/07/2011 4026460 09/05/2012
12/10/2011 4026460 09/05/2012
15/09/2011 4026460 09/05/2012
25/07/2011 4026460 09/05/2012
25/07/2011 4026460 09/05/2012
07/06/2011 4026460 09/05/2012
15/09/2011 4026460 09/05/2012
12/10/2011 4026460 09/05/2012
15/09/2011 4026460 09/05/2012
31/08/2011 4026460 09/05/2012
25/07/2011 4026460 09/05/2012

WIT.0020.0001.0283



07/06/2011 4026460 09/05/2012
07/06/2011 4026460 09/05/2012
25/07/2011 4026460 09/05/2012
01/11/2011 4026460 09/05/2012
25/07/2011 4026460 09/05/2012
15/09/2011 4026460 09/05/2012
15/09/2011 4026460 09/05/2012
01/12/2011 4026460 09/05/2012
07/06/2011 4026460 09/05/2012
07/06/2011 4026460 09/05/2012
04/05/2011 4026460 09/05/2012
12/10/2011 4026460 09/05/2012
25/07/2011 4026460 09/05/2012
01/12/2011 4026460 09/05/2012
01/11/2011 4026460 09/05/2012
25/07/2011 4026460 09/05/2012
07/06/2011 4026460 09/05/2012
07/06/2011 4026460 09/05/2012
25/07/2011 4026460 09/05/2012
01/12/2011 4026460 09/05/2012
01/12/2011 4026460 09/05/2012
25/07/2011 4026460 09/05/2012
07/06/2011 4026460 09/05/2012
12/10/2011 4026460 09/05/2012
07/06/2011 4026460 09/05/2012
25/07/2011 4026460 09/05/2012
25/07/2011 4026460 09/05/2012
25/07/2011 4026460 09/05/2012
01/02/2012 4026460 09/05/2012
07/06/2011 4026460 09/05/2012
07/06/2011 4026460 09/05/2012
01/11/2011 4026460 09/05/2012
01/12/2011 4026460 09/05/2012
25/07/2011 4026460 09/05/2012
19/12/2011 4026460 09/05/2012
15/09/2011 4026460 09/05/2012
19/12/2011 4026460 09/05/2012
25/07/2011 4026460 09/05/2012
25/07/2011 4026460 09/05/2012
01/11/2011 4026460 09/05/2012
25/07/2011 4026460 09/05/2012
01/12/2011 4026460 09/05/2012
07/06/2011 4026460 09/05/2012
25/07/2011 4026460 09/05/2012
01/12/2011 4026460 09/05/2012
25/07/2011 4026460 09/05/2012
31/08/2011 4026460 09/05/2012
25/07/2011 4026460 09/05/2012
25/07/2011 4026460 09/05/2012
25/07/2011 4026460 09/05/2012

WIT.0020.0001.0284



15/09/2011 4026460 09/05/2012
01/12/2011 4026460 09/05/2012
07/06/2011 4026460 09/05/2012
15/09/2011 4026460 09/05/2012
15/09/2011 4026460 09/05/2012
25/07/2011 4026460 09/05/2012
25/07/2011 4026460 09/05/2012
01/12/2011 4026460 09/05/2012
25/07/2011 4026460 09/05/2012
25/07/2011 4026460 09/05/2012
25/07/2011 4026460 09/05/2012
25/07/2011 4026460 09/05/2012
19/12/2011 4026460 09/05/2012
25/07/2011 4026460 09/05/2012
15/09/2011 4026460 09/05/2012
25/07/2011 4026460 09/05/2012
25/07/2011 4026460 09/05/2012
25/07/2011 4026460 09/05/2012
25/07/2011 4026460 09/05/2012
01/12/2011 4026460 09/05/2012
25/07/2011 4026460 09/05/2012
25/07/2011 4026460 09/05/2012
25/07/2011 4026460 09/05/2012
25/07/2011 4026460 09/05/2012
25/07/2011 4026460 09/05/2012
25/07/2011 4026460 09/05/2012
07/06/2011 4026460 09/05/2012
04/05/2011 4026460 09/05/2012
07/06/2011 4026460 09/05/2012
07/06/2011 4026460 09/05/2012
01/11/2011 4026460 09/05/2012
07/06/2011 4026460 09/05/2012
25/07/2011 4026460 09/05/2012
01/02/2012 4026460 09/05/2012
25/07/2011 4026460 09/05/2012
01/02/2012 4026460 09/05/2012
25/07/2011 4026460 09/05/2012
25/07/2011 4026460 09/05/2012
25/07/2011 4026460 09/05/2012
25/07/2011 4026460 09/05/2012
25/07/2011 4026460 09/05/2012
15/09/2011 4026460 09/05/2012
25/07/2011 4026460 09/05/2012
01/02/2012 4026460 09/05/2012
12/10/2011 4026460 09/05/2012
15/09/2011 4026460 09/05/2012
19/12/2011 4026460 09/05/2012
01/12/2011 4026460 09/05/2012
01/11/2011 4026460 09/05/2012
01/11/2011 4026460 09/05/2012

WIT.0020.0001.0285



01/12/2011 4026460 09/05/2012
01/11/2011 4026460 09/05/2012
01/11/2011 4026460 09/05/2012
25/07/2011 4026460 09/05/2012
01/11/2011 4026460 09/05/2012
01/12/2011 4026460 09/05/2012
19/12/2011 4026460 09/05/2012
01/12/2011 4026460 09/05/2012
01/11/2011 4026460 09/05/2012
01/11/2011 4026460 09/05/2012
01/12/2011 4026460 09/05/2012
01/12/2011 4026460 09/05/2012
19/12/2011 4026460 09/05/2012
01/12/2011 4026460 09/05/2012
01/11/2011 4026460 09/05/2012
01/12/2011 4026460 09/05/2012
01/11/2011 4026460 09/05/2012
01/12/2011 4026460 09/05/2012
07/06/2011 4026460 09/05/2012
25/07/2011 4026460 09/05/2012
23/05/2011 4026460 09/05/2012
07/06/2011 4026460 09/05/2012
07/06/2011 4026460 09/05/2012
07/06/2011 4026460 09/05/2012
01/12/2011 4026460 09/05/2012
12/10/2011 4026460 09/05/2012
25/07/2011 4026460 09/05/2012
25/07/2011 4026460 09/05/2012
07/06/2011 4026460 09/05/2012
15/09/2011 4026460 09/05/2012
25/07/2011 4026460 09/05/2012
01/12/2011 4026460 09/05/2012
01/12/2011 4026460 09/05/2012
25/07/2011 4026460 09/05/2012
15/09/2011 4026460 09/05/2012
07/06/2011 4026460 09/05/2012
07/06/2011 4026460 09/05/2012
07/06/2011 4026460 09/05/2012
07/06/2011 4026460 09/05/2012
01/12/2011 4026460 09/05/2012
25/07/2011 4026460 09/05/2012
19/12/2011 4026460 09/05/2012
12/10/2011 4026460 09/05/2012
01/11/2011 4026460 09/05/2012
01/11/2011 4026460 09/05/2012
19/12/2011 4026460 09/05/2012
19/12/2011 4026460 09/05/2012
19/12/2011 4026460 09/05/2012
01/02/2012 4026460 09/05/2012
01/12/2011 4026460 09/05/2012

WIT.0020.0001.0286



25/07/2011 4026460 09/05/2012
01/12/2011 4026460 09/05/2012
01/11/2011 4026460 09/05/2012
01/02/2012 4026460 09/05/2012
01/12/2011 4026460 09/05/2012
19/12/2011 4026460 09/05/2012
01/11/2011 4026460 09/05/2012
01/12/2011 4026460 09/05/2012
19/12/2011 4026460 09/05/2012
01/12/2011 4026460 09/05/2012
01/11/2011 4026460 09/05/2012
01/11/2011 4026460 09/05/2012
01/12/2011 4026460 09/05/2012
01/12/2011 4026460 09/05/2012
01/02/2012 4026460 09/05/2012
01/02/2012 4026460 09/05/2012
01/02/2012 4026460 09/05/2012
15/09/2011 4026460 09/05/2012
01/12/2011 4026460 09/05/2012
01/12/2011 4026460 09/05/2012
01/12/2011 4026460 09/05/2012
01/11/2011 4026460 09/05/2012
19/12/2011 4026460 09/05/2012
01/12/2011 4026460 09/05/2012
01/02/2012 4026460 09/05/2012
19/12/2011 4026460 09/05/2012
01/11/2011 4026460 09/05/2012
01/12/2011 4026460 09/05/2012
01/12/2011 4026460 09/05/2012
01/11/2011 4026460 09/05/2012
01/12/2011 4026460 09/05/2012
01/11/2011 4026460 09/05/2012
01/12/2011 4026460 09/05/2012
01/02/2012 4026460 09/05/2012
01/11/2011 4026460 09/05/2012
01/11/2011 4026460 09/05/2012
01/11/2011 4026460 09/05/2012
01/12/2011 4026460 09/05/2012
01/12/2011 4026460 09/05/2012
01/12/2011 4026460 09/05/2012
12/10/2011 4026460 09/05/2012
19/12/2011 4026460 09/05/2012
01/12/2011 4026460 09/05/2012
12/10/2011 4026460 09/05/2012
19/12/2011 4026460 09/05/2012
01/12/2011 4026460 09/05/2012
01/02/2012 4026460 09/05/2012
01/12/2011 4026460 09/05/2012
01/11/2011 4026460 09/05/2012
01/11/2011 4026460 09/05/2012

WIT.0020.0001.0287



01/11/2011 4026460 09/05/2012
19/12/2011 4026460 09/05/2012
01/12/2011 4026460 09/05/2012
19/12/2011 4026460 09/05/2012
19/12/2011 4026460 09/05/2012
25/07/2011 4026460 09/05/2012
19/12/2011 4026460 09/05/2012
25/07/2011 4026460 09/05/2012
01/02/2012 4026460 09/05/2012
01/02/2012 4026460 09/05/2012
15/09/2011 4026460 09/05/2012
12/10/2011 4026460 09/05/2012
15/09/2011 4026460 09/05/2012
01/11/2011 4026460 09/05/2012
01/11/2011 4026460 09/05/2012
01/12/2011 4026460 09/05/2012
01/11/2011 4026460 09/05/2012
01/11/2011 4026460 09/05/2012
12/10/2011 4026460 09/05/2012
19/12/2011 4026460 09/05/2012
12/10/2011 4026460 09/05/2012
01/11/2011 4026460 09/05/2012
12/10/2011 4026460 09/05/2012
01/11/2011 4026460 09/05/2012
12/10/2011 4026460 09/05/2012
25/07/2011 4026460 09/05/2012
12/10/2011 4026460 09/05/2012
01/02/2012 4026460 09/05/2012
12/10/2011 4026460 09/05/2012
01/12/2011 4026460 09/05/2012
01/12/2011 4026460 09/05/2012
01/11/2011 4026460 09/05/2012
01/02/2012 4026460 09/05/2012
01/12/2011 4026460 09/05/2012
01/11/2011 4026460 09/05/2012
01/11/2011 4026460 09/05/2012
15/09/2011 4026460 09/05/2012
12/10/2011 4026460 09/05/2012
12/10/2011 4026460 09/05/2012
01/11/2011 4026460 09/05/2012
12/10/2011 4026460 09/05/2012
01/11/2011 4026460 09/05/2012
01/11/2011 4026460 09/05/2012
19/12/2011 4026460 09/05/2012
01/12/2011 4026460 09/05/2012
12/10/2011 4026460 09/05/2012
01/11/2011 4026460 09/05/2012
01/11/2011 4026460 09/05/2012
12/10/2011 4026460 09/05/2012
15/09/2011 4026460 09/05/2012

WIT.0020.0001.0288



12/10/2011 4026460 09/05/2012
01/02/2012 4026460 09/05/2012
23/05/2011 4026460 09/05/2012
12/10/2011 4026460 09/05/2012
12/10/2011 4026460 09/05/2012
01/12/2011 4026460 09/05/2012
19/12/2011 4026460 09/05/2012
12/10/2011 4026460 09/05/2012
15/09/2011 4026460 09/05/2012
01/12/2011 4026460 09/05/2012
12/10/2011 4026460 09/05/2012
01/11/2011 4026460 09/05/2012
01/12/2011 4026460 09/05/2012
01/02/2012 4026460 09/05/2012
01/11/2011 4026460 09/05/2012
01/11/2011 4026460 09/05/2012
01/11/2011 4026460 09/05/2012
01/12/2011 4026460 09/05/2012
01/12/2011 4026460 09/05/2012
01/12/2011 4026460 09/05/2012
12/10/2011 4026460 09/05/2012
12/10/2011 4026460 09/05/2012
01/02/2012 4026460 09/05/2012
01/12/2011 4026460 09/05/2012
12/10/2011 4026460 09/05/2012
25/07/2011 4026460 09/05/2012
12/10/2011 4026460 09/05/2012
15/09/2011 4026460 09/05/2012
01/11/2011 4026460 09/05/2012
25/07/2011 4026460 09/05/2012
01/11/2011 4026460 09/05/2012
25/07/2011 4026460 09/05/2012
01/11/2011 4026460 09/05/2012
25/07/2011 4026460 09/05/2012
01/11/2011 4026460 09/05/2012
01/11/2011 4026460 09/05/2012
01/11/2011 4026460 09/05/2012
01/11/2011 4026460 09/05/2012
01/02/2012 4026460 09/05/2012
31/08/2011 4026460 09/05/2012
01/12/2011 4026460 09/05/2012
01/11/2011 4026460 09/05/2012
01/02/2012 4026460 09/05/2012
01/11/2011 4026460 09/05/2012
25/07/2011 4026460 09/05/2012
31/08/2011 4026460 09/05/2012
01/12/2011 4026460 09/05/2012
15/09/2011 4026460 09/05/2012
01/12/2011 4026460 09/05/2012
19/12/2011 4026460 09/05/2012

WIT.0020.0001.0289



19/12/2011 4026460 09/05/2012
01/12/2011 4026460 09/05/2012
19/12/2011 4026460 09/05/2012
01/11/2011 4026460 09/05/2012
01/11/2011 4026460 09/05/2012
19/12/2011 4026460 09/05/2012
01/11/2011 4026460 09/05/2012
12/10/2011 4026460 09/05/2012
01/12/2011 4026460 09/05/2012
12/10/2011 4026460 09/05/2012
01/12/2011 4026460 09/05/2012
12/10/2011 4026460 09/05/2012
01/11/2011 4026460 09/05/2012
12/10/2011 4026460 09/05/2012
12/10/2011 4026460 09/05/2012
15/09/2011 4026460 09/05/2012
01/11/2011 4026460 09/05/2012
31/08/2011 4026460 09/05/2012
25/07/2011 4026460 09/05/2012
12/10/2011 4026460 09/05/2012
01/11/2011 4026460 09/05/2012
15/09/2011 4026460 09/05/2012
31/08/2011 4026460 09/05/2012
19/12/2011 4026460 09/05/2012
01/02/2012 4026460 09/05/2012
15/09/2011 4026460 09/05/2012
01/11/2011 4026460 09/05/2012
01/12/2011 4026460 09/05/2012
01/02/2012 4026460 09/05/2012
01/12/2011 4026460 09/05/2012
12/10/2011 4026460 09/05/2012
01/02/2012 4026460 09/05/2012
12/10/2011 4026460 09/05/2012
01/11/2011 4026460 09/05/2012
01/12/2011 4026460 09/05/2012
01/02/2012 4026460 09/05/2012
01/11/2011 4026460 09/05/2012
01/11/2011 4026460 09/05/2012
01/11/2011 4026460 09/05/2012
15/09/2011 4026460 09/05/2012
01/12/2011 4026460 09/05/2012
01/12/2011 4026460 09/05/2012
31/08/2011 4026460 09/05/2012
01/12/2011 4026460 09/05/2012
01/11/2011 4026460 09/05/2012
01/12/2011 4026460 09/05/2012
01/11/2011 4026460 09/05/2012
12/10/2011 4026460 09/05/2012
15/09/2011 4026460 09/05/2012
19/12/2011 4026460 09/05/2012

WIT.0020.0001.0290



25/07/2011 4026460 09/05/2012
01/02/2012 4026460 09/05/2012
15/09/2011 4026460 09/05/2012
01/12/2011 4026460 09/05/2012
04/05/2011 4026460 09/05/2012
04/05/2011 4026460 09/05/2012
15/09/2011 4026460 09/05/2012
04/05/2011 4026460 09/05/2012
04/05/2011 4026460 09/05/2012
23/05/2011 4026460 09/05/2012
04/05/2011 4026460 09/05/2012
04/05/2011 4026460 09/05/2012
25/07/2011 4026460 09/05/2012
04/05/2011 4026460 09/05/2012
07/06/2011 4026460 09/05/2012
25/07/2011 4026460 09/05/2012
04/05/2011 4026460 09/05/2012
04/05/2011 4026460 09/05/2012
04/05/2011 4026460 09/05/2012
23/05/2011 4026460 09/05/2012
04/05/2011 4026460 09/05/2012
04/05/2011 4026460 09/05/2012
01/12/2011 4026460 09/05/2012
04/05/2011 4026460 09/05/2012
01/12/2011 4026460 09/05/2012
19/12/2011 4026460 09/05/2012
04/05/2011 4026460 09/05/2012
04/05/2011 4026460 09/05/2012
04/05/2011 4026460 09/05/2012
04/05/2011 4026460 09/05/2012
04/05/2011 4026460 09/05/2012
04/05/2011 4026460 09/05/2012
04/05/2011 4026460 09/05/2012
04/05/2011 4026460 09/05/2012
04/05/2011 4026460 09/05/2012
04/05/2011 4026460 09/05/2012
04/05/2011 4026460 09/05/2012
04/05/2011 4026460 09/05/2012
07/06/2011 4026460 09/05/2012
04/05/2011 4026460 09/05/2012
25/07/2011 4026460 09/05/2012
25/07/2011 4026460 09/05/2012
04/05/2011 4026460 09/05/2012
07/06/2011 4026460 09/05/2012
04/05/2011 4026460 09/05/2012
25/07/2011 4026460 09/05/2012
04/05/2011 4026460 09/05/2012
23/05/2011 4026460 09/05/2012
04/05/2011 4026460 09/05/2012
04/05/2011 4026460 09/05/2012

WIT.0020.0001.0291



23/05/2011 4026460 09/05/2012
04/05/2011 4026460 09/05/2012
15/09/2011 4026460 09/05/2012
15/09/2011 4026460 09/05/2012
01/11/2011 4026460 09/05/2012
04/05/2011 4026460 09/05/2012
04/05/2011 4026460 09/05/2012
04/05/2011 4026460 09/05/2012
04/05/2011 4026460 09/05/2012
19/12/2011 4026460 09/05/2012
07/06/2011 4026460 09/05/2012
25/07/2011 4026460 09/05/2012
04/05/2011 4026460 09/05/2012
04/05/2011 4026460 09/05/2012
04/05/2011 4026460 09/05/2012
04/05/2011 4026460 09/05/2012
04/05/2011 4026460 09/05/2012
04/05/2011 4026460 09/05/2012
25/07/2011 4026460 09/05/2012
04/05/2011 4026460 09/05/2012
04/05/2011 4026460 09/05/2012
04/05/2011 4026460 09/05/2012
04/05/2011 4026460 09/05/2012
04/05/2011 4026460 09/05/2012
23/05/2011 4026460 09/05/2012
04/05/2011 4026460 09/05/2012
04/05/2011 4026460 09/05/2012
23/05/2011 4026460 09/05/2012
04/05/2011 4026460 09/05/2012
04/05/2011 4026460 09/05/2012
04/05/2011 4026460 09/05/2012
31/08/2011 4026460 09/05/2012
04/05/2011 4026460 09/05/2012
04/05/2011 4026460 09/05/2012
04/05/2011 4026460 09/05/2012
04/05/2011 4026460 09/05/2012
15/09/2011 4026460 09/05/2012
04/05/2011 4026460 09/05/2012
04/05/2011 4026460 09/05/2012
04/05/2011 4026460 09/05/2012
04/05/2011 4026460 09/05/2012
19/12/2011 4026460 09/05/2012
23/05/2011 4026460 09/05/2012
04/05/2011 4026460 09/05/2012
04/05/2011 4026460 09/05/2012
04/05/2011 4026460 09/05/2012
23/05/2011 4026460 09/05/2012
04/05/2011 4026460 09/05/2012
04/05/2011 4026460 09/05/2012
23/05/2011 4026460 09/05/2012

WIT.0020.0001.0292



07/06/2011 4026460 09/05/2012
04/05/2011 4026460 09/05/2012
23/05/2011 4026460 09/05/2012
04/05/2011 4026460 09/05/2012
04/05/2011 4026460 09/05/2012
04/05/2011 4026460 09/05/2012
04/05/2011 4026460 09/05/2012
15/09/2011 4026460 09/05/2012
04/05/2011 4026460 09/05/2012
15/09/2011 4026460 09/05/2012
19/12/2011 4026460 09/05/2012
23/05/2011 4026460 09/05/2012
23/05/2011 4026460 09/05/2012
04/05/2011 4026460 09/05/2012
23/05/2011 4026460 09/05/2012
23/05/2011 4026460 09/05/2012
04/05/2011 4026460 09/05/2012
04/05/2011 4026460 09/05/2012
04/05/2011 4026460 09/05/2012
23/05/2011 4026460 09/05/2012
04/05/2011 4026460 09/05/2012
04/05/2011 4026460 09/05/2012
04/05/2011 4026460 09/05/2012
07/06/2011 4026460 09/05/2012
04/05/2011 4026460 09/05/2012
04/05/2011 4026460 09/05/2012
04/05/2011 4026460 09/05/2012
25/07/2011 4026460 09/05/2012
04/05/2011 4026460 09/05/2012
04/05/2011 4026460 09/05/2012
15/09/2011 4026460 09/05/2012
01/12/2011 4026460 09/05/2012
25/07/2011 4026460 09/05/2012
07/06/2011 4026460 09/05/2012
04/05/2011 4026460 09/05/2012
04/05/2011 4026460 09/05/2012
04/05/2011 4026460 09/05/2012
23/05/2011 4026460 09/05/2012
23/05/2011 4026460 09/05/2012
31/08/2011 4026460 09/05/2012
04/05/2011 4026460 09/05/2012
04/05/2011 4026460 09/05/2012
04/05/2011 4026460 09/05/2012
04/05/2011 4026460 09/05/2012
04/05/2011 4026460 09/05/2012
04/05/2011 4026460 09/05/2012
04/05/2011 4026460 09/05/2012
04/05/2011 4026460 09/05/2012
04/05/2011 4026460 09/05/2012
04/05/2011 4026460 09/05/2012

WIT.0020.0001.0293



04/05/2011 4026460 09/05/2012
04/05/2011 4026460 09/05/2012
04/05/2011 4026460 09/05/2012
23/05/2011 4026460 09/05/2012
23/05/2011 4026460 09/05/2012
04/05/2011 4026460 09/05/2012
23/05/2011 4026460 09/05/2012
04/05/2011 4026460 09/05/2012
04/05/2011 4026460 09/05/2012
23/05/2011 4026460 09/05/2012
04/05/2011 4026460 09/05/2012
04/05/2011 4026460 09/05/2012
07/06/2011 4026460 09/05/2012
04/05/2011 4026460 09/05/2012
04/05/2011 4026460 09/05/2012
04/05/2011 4026460 09/05/2012
04/05/2011 4026460 09/05/2012
04/05/2011 4026460 09/05/2012
04/05/2011 4026460 09/05/2012
04/05/2011 4026460 09/05/2012
23/05/2011 4026460 09/05/2012
04/05/2011 4026460 09/05/2012
04/05/2011 4026460 09/05/2012
23/05/2011 4026460 09/05/2012
23/05/2011 4026460 09/05/2012
25/07/2011 4026460 09/05/2012
04/05/2011 4026460 09/05/2012
01/02/2012 4026460 09/05/2012
04/05/2011 4026460 09/05/2012
04/05/2011 4026460 09/05/2012
23/05/2011 4026460 09/05/2012
04/05/2011 4026460 09/05/2012
04/05/2011 4026460 09/05/2012
04/05/2011 4026460 09/05/2012
04/05/2011 4026460 09/05/2012
23/05/2011 4026460 09/05/2012
23/05/2011 4026460 09/05/2012
23/05/2011 4026460 09/05/2012
23/05/2011 4026460 09/05/2012
23/05/2011 4026460 09/05/2012
23/05/2011 4026460 09/05/2012
23/05/2011 4026460 09/05/2012
23/05/2011 4026460 09/05/2012
23/05/2011 4026460 09/05/2012
04/05/2011 4026460 09/05/2012
04/05/2011 4026460 09/05/2012
04/05/2011 4026460 09/05/2012
04/05/2011 4026460 09/05/2012
04/05/2011 4026460 09/05/2012
04/05/2011 4026460 09/05/2012

WIT.0020.0001.0294



04/05/2011 4026460 09/05/2012
04/05/2011 4026460 09/05/2012
04/05/2011 4026460 09/05/2012
04/05/2011 4026460 09/05/2012
04/05/2011 4026460 09/05/2012
04/05/2011 4026460 09/05/2012
25/07/2011 4026460 09/05/2012
01/12/2011 4026460 09/05/2012
04/05/2011 4026460 09/05/2012
04/05/2011 4026460 09/05/2012
04/05/2011 4026460 09/05/2012
04/05/2011 4026460 09/05/2012
04/05/2011 4026460 09/05/2012
04/05/2011 4026460 09/05/2012
23/05/2011 4026460 09/05/2012
07/06/2011 4026460 09/05/2012
23/05/2011 4026460 09/05/2012
23/05/2011 4026460 09/05/2012
04/05/2011 4026460 09/05/2012
01/12/2011 4026460 09/05/2012
23/05/2011 4026460 09/05/2012
04/05/2011 4026460 09/05/2012
04/05/2011 4026460 09/05/2012
04/05/2011 4026460 09/05/2012
12/10/2011 4026460 09/05/2012
04/05/2011 4026460 09/05/2012
04/05/2011 4026460 09/05/2012
04/05/2011 4026460 09/05/2012
23/05/2011 4026460 09/05/2012
04/05/2011 4026460 09/05/2012
04/05/2011 4026460 09/05/2012
04/05/2011 4026460 09/05/2012
04/05/2011 4026460 09/05/2012
04/05/2011 4026460 09/05/2012
04/05/2011 4026460 09/05/2012
04/05/2011 4026460 09/05/2012
04/05/2011 4026460 09/05/2012
04/05/2011 4026460 09/05/2012
04/05/2011 4026460 09/05/2012
04/05/2011 4026460 09/05/2012
04/05/2011 4026460 09/05/2012
04/05/2011 4026460 09/05/2012
04/05/2011 4026460 09/05/2012
23/05/2011 4026460 09/05/2012
23/05/2011 4026460 09/05/2012
23/05/2011 4026460 09/05/2012
04/05/2011 4026460 09/05/2012
04/05/2011 4026460 09/05/2012
04/05/2011 4026460 09/05/2012
04/05/2011 4026460 09/05/2012

WIT.0020.0001.0295



04/05/2011 4026460 09/05/2012
04/05/2011 4026460 09/05/2012
04/05/2011 4026460 09/05/2012
04/05/2011 4026460 09/05/2012
04/05/2011 4026460 09/05/2012
04/05/2011 4026460 09/05/2012
23/05/2011 4026460 09/05/2012
04/05/2011 4026460 09/05/2012
04/05/2011 4026460 09/05/2012
04/05/2011 4026460 09/05/2012
04/05/2011 4026460 09/05/2012
25/07/2011 4026460 09/05/2012
01/02/2012 4026460 09/05/2012
04/05/2011 4026460 09/05/2012
04/05/2011 4026460 09/05/2012
27/04/2011 4026460 09/05/2012
04/05/2011 4026460 09/05/2012
04/05/2011 4026460 09/05/2012
04/05/2011 4026460 09/05/2012
04/05/2011 4026460 09/05/2012
04/05/2011 4026460 09/05/2012
04/05/2011 4026460 09/05/2012
04/05/2011 4026460 09/05/2012
04/05/2011 4026460 09/05/2012
04/05/2011 4026460 09/05/2012
25/07/2011 4026460 09/05/2012
23/05/2011 4026460 09/05/2012
23/05/2011 4026460 09/05/2012
04/05/2011 4026460 09/05/2012
23/05/2011 4026460 09/05/2012
23/05/2011 4026460 09/05/2012
23/05/2011 4026460 09/05/2012
04/05/2011 4026460 09/05/2012
04/05/2011 4026460 09/05/2012
04/05/2011 4026460 09/05/2012
23/05/2011 4026460 09/05/2012
04/05/2011 4026460 09/05/2012
04/05/2011 4026460 09/05/2012
04/05/2011 4026460 09/05/2012
07/06/2011 4026460 09/05/2012
04/05/2011 4026460 09/05/2012
04/05/2011 4026460 09/05/2012
04/05/2011 4026460 09/05/2012
04/05/2011 4026460 09/05/2012
23/05/2011 4026460 09/05/2012
23/05/2011 4026460 09/05/2012
23/05/2011 4026460 09/05/2012
04/05/2011 4026460 09/05/2012
23/05/2011 4026460 09/05/2012
04/05/2011 4026460 09/05/2012

WIT.0020.0001.0296



04/05/2011 4026460 09/05/2012
04/05/2011 4026460 09/05/2012
04/05/2011 4026460 09/05/2012
23/05/2011 4026460 09/05/2012
04/05/2011 4026460 09/05/2012
04/05/2011 4026460 09/05/2012
04/05/2011 4026460 09/05/2012
04/05/2011 4026460 09/05/2012
19/12/2011 4026460 09/05/2012
04/05/2011 4026460 09/05/2012
04/05/2011 4026460 09/05/2012
25/07/2011 4026460 09/05/2012
04/05/2011 4026460 09/05/2012
04/05/2011 4026460 09/05/2012
04/05/2011 4026460 09/05/2012
04/05/2011 4026460 09/05/2012
04/05/2011 4026460 09/05/2012
04/05/2011 4026460 09/05/2012
04/05/2011 4026460 09/05/2012
04/05/2011 4026460 09/05/2012
04/05/2011 4026460 09/05/2012
04/05/2011 4026460 09/05/2012
04/05/2011 4026460 09/05/2012
04/05/2011 4026460 09/05/2012
04/05/2011 4026460 09/05/2012
04/05/2011 4026460 09/05/2012
07/06/2011 4026460 09/05/2012
04/05/2011 4026460 09/05/2012
04/05/2011 4026460 09/05/2012
04/05/2011 4026460 09/05/2012
04/05/2011 4026460 09/05/2012
04/05/2011 4026460 09/05/2012
04/05/2011 4026460 09/05/2012
04/05/2011 4026460 09/05/2012
04/05/2011 4026460 09/05/2012
04/05/2011 4026460 09/05/2012
04/05/2011 4026460 09/05/2012
07/06/2011 4026460 09/05/2012
25/07/2011 4026460 09/05/2012
04/05/2011 4026460 09/05/2012
04/05/2011 4026460 09/05/2012
04/05/2011 4026460 09/05/2012
04/05/2011 4026460 09/05/2012
04/05/2011 4026460 09/05/2012
31/08/2011 4026460 09/05/2012
04/05/2011 4026460 09/05/2012
04/05/2011 4026460 09/05/2012
04/05/2011 4026460 09/05/2012
04/05/2011 4026460 09/05/2012
04/05/2011 4026460 09/05/2012

WIT.0020.0001.0297



04/05/2011 4026460 09/05/2012
04/05/2011 4026460 09/05/2012
04/05/2011 4026460 09/05/2012
04/05/2011 4026460 09/05/2012
04/05/2011 4026460 09/05/2012
04/05/2011 4026460 09/05/2012
04/05/2011 4026460 09/05/2012
04/05/2011 4026460 09/05/2012
04/05/2011 4026460 09/05/2012
01/11/2011 4026460 09/05/2012
04/05/2011 4026460 09/05/2012
04/05/2011 4026460 09/05/2012
04/05/2011 4026460 09/05/2012
04/05/2011 4026460 09/05/2012
04/05/2011 4026460 09/05/2012
04/05/2011 4026460 09/05/2012
04/05/2011 4026460 09/05/2012
04/05/2011 4026460 09/05/2012
04/05/2011 4026460 09/05/2012
04/05/2011 4026460 09/05/2012
04/05/2011 4026460 09/05/2012
04/05/2011 4026460 09/05/2012
23/05/2011 4026460 09/05/2012
04/05/2011 4026460 09/05/2012
04/05/2011 4026460 09/05/2012
04/05/2011 4026460 09/05/2012
04/05/2011 4026460 09/05/2012
04/05/2011 4026460 09/05/2012
04/05/2011 4026460 09/05/2012
04/05/2011 4026460 09/05/2012
23/05/2011 4026460 09/05/2012
04/05/2011 4026460 09/05/2012
04/05/2011 4026460 09/05/2012
04/05/2011 4026460 09/05/2012
23/05/2011 4026460 09/05/2012
04/05/2011 4026460 09/05/2012
04/05/2011 4026460 09/05/2012
04/05/2011 4026460 09/05/2012
04/05/2011 4026460 09/05/2012
04/05/2011 4026460 09/05/2012
04/05/2011 4026460 09/05/2012
04/05/2011 4026460 09/05/2012
04/05/2011 4026460 09/05/2012
04/05/2011 4026460 09/05/2012
23/05/2011 4026460 09/05/2012
04/05/2011 4026460 09/05/2012
04/05/2011 4026460 09/05/2012
04/05/2011 4026460 09/05/2012
19/12/2011 4026460 09/05/2012
04/05/2011 4026460 09/05/2012

WIT.0020.0001.0298



04/05/2011 4026460 09/05/2012
23/05/2011 4026460 09/05/2012
04/05/2011 4026460 09/05/2012
04/05/2011 4026460 09/05/2012
04/05/2011 4026460 09/05/2012
04/05/2011 4026460 09/05/2012
04/05/2011 4026460 09/05/2012
25/07/2011 4026460 09/05/2012
01/02/2012 4026460 09/05/2012
04/05/2011 4026460 09/05/2012
04/05/2011 4026460 09/05/2012
04/05/2011 4026460 09/05/2012
04/05/2011 4026460 09/05/2012
23/05/2011 4026460 09/05/2012
04/05/2011 4026460 09/05/2012
04/05/2011 4026460 09/05/2012
04/05/2011 4026460 09/05/2012
04/05/2011 4026460 09/05/2012
04/05/2011 4026460 09/05/2012
04/05/2011 4026460 09/05/2012
04/05/2011 4026460 09/05/2012
04/05/2011 4026460 09/05/2012
04/05/2011 4026460 09/05/2012
04/05/2011 4026460 09/05/2012
07/06/2011 4026460 09/05/2012
04/05/2011 4026460 09/05/2012
04/05/2011 4026460 09/05/2012
04/05/2011 4026460 09/05/2012
23/05/2011 4026460 09/05/2012
04/05/2011 4026460 09/05/2012
04/05/2011 4026460 09/05/2012
04/05/2011 4026460 09/05/2012
04/05/2011 4026460 09/05/2012
07/06/2011 4026460 09/05/2012
04/05/2011 4026460 09/05/2012
23/05/2011 4026460 09/05/2012
23/05/2011 4026460 09/05/2012
04/05/2011 4026460 09/05/2012
04/05/2011 4026460 09/05/2012
04/05/2011 4026460 09/05/2012
04/05/2011 4026460 09/05/2012
04/05/2011 4026460 09/05/2012
01/12/2011 4026460 09/05/2012
04/05/2011 4026460 09/05/2012
04/05/2011 4026460 09/05/2012
01/12/2011 4026460 09/05/2012
04/05/2011 4026460 09/05/2012
04/05/2011 4026460 09/05/2012
04/05/2011 4026460 09/05/2012
04/05/2011 4026460 09/05/2012

WIT.0020.0001.0299



04/05/2011 4026460 09/05/2012
19/12/2011 4026460 09/05/2012
04/05/2011 4026460 09/05/2012
01/11/2011 4026460 09/05/2012
04/05/2011 4026460 09/05/2012
04/05/2011 4026460 09/05/2012
23/05/2011 4026460 09/05/2012
15/09/2011 4026460 09/05/2012
04/05/2011 4026460 09/05/2012
04/05/2011 4026460 09/05/2012
04/05/2011 4026460 09/05/2012
04/05/2011 4026460 09/05/2012
04/05/2011 4026460 09/05/2012
04/05/2011 4026460 09/05/2012
04/05/2011 4026460 09/05/2012
25/07/2011 4026460 09/05/2012
04/05/2011 4026460 09/05/2012
04/05/2011 4026460 09/05/2012
04/05/2011 4026460 09/05/2012
04/05/2011 4026460 09/05/2012
04/05/2011 4026460 09/05/2012
04/05/2011 4026460 09/05/2012
04/05/2011 4026460 09/05/2012
25/07/2011 4026460 09/05/2012
07/06/2011 4026460 09/05/2012
04/05/2011 4026460 09/05/2012
04/05/2011 4026460 09/05/2012
04/05/2011 4026460 09/05/2012
04/05/2011 4026460 09/05/2012
23/05/2011 4026460 09/05/2012
04/05/2011 4026460 09/05/2012
04/05/2011 4026460 09/05/2012
04/05/2011 4026460 09/05/2012
04/05/2011 4026460 09/05/2012
04/05/2011 4026460 09/05/2012
04/05/2011 4026460 09/05/2012
04/05/2011 4026460 09/05/2012
04/05/2011 4026460 09/05/2012
04/05/2011 4026460 09/05/2012
04/05/2011 4026460 09/05/2012
04/05/2011 4026460 09/05/2012
04/05/2011 4026460 09/05/2012
04/05/2011 4026460 09/05/2012
04/05/2011 4026460 09/05/2012
04/05/2011 4026460 09/05/2012
04/05/2011 4026460 09/05/2012
04/05/2011 4026460 09/05/2012
04/05/2011 4026460 09/05/2012
04/05/2011 4026460 09/05/2012
04/05/2011 4026460 09/05/2012

WIT.0020.0001.0300



04/05/2011 4026460 09/05/2012
04/05/2011 4026460 09/05/2012
04/05/2011 4026460 09/05/2012
04/05/2011 4026460 09/05/2012
04/05/2011 4026460 09/05/2012
04/05/2011 4026460 09/05/2012
25/07/2011 4026460 09/05/2012
04/05/2011 4026460 09/05/2012
04/05/2011 4026460 09/05/2012
04/05/2011 4026460 09/05/2012
04/05/2011 4026460 09/05/2012
01/11/2011 4026460 09/05/2012
25/07/2011 4026460 09/05/2012
25/07/2011 4026460 09/05/2012
12/10/2011 4026460 09/05/2012
01/11/2011 4026460 09/05/2012
15/09/2011 4026460 09/05/2012
01/02/2012 4026460 09/05/2012
12/10/2011 4026460 09/05/2012
31/08/2011 4026460 09/05/2012
01/11/2011 4026460 09/05/2012
01/12/2011 4026460 09/05/2012
01/11/2011 4026460 09/05/2012
19/12/2011 4026460 09/05/2012
01/11/2011 4026460 09/05/2012
31/08/2011 4026460 09/05/2012
01/11/2011 4026460 09/05/2012
12/10/2011 4026460 09/05/2012
25/07/2011 4026460 09/05/2012
25/07/2011 4026460 09/05/2012
01/11/2011 4026460 09/05/2012
25/07/2011 4026460 09/05/2012
07/06/2011 4026460 09/05/2012
01/11/2011 4026460 09/05/2012
01/12/2011 4026460 09/05/2012
07/06/2011 4026460 09/05/2012
01/11/2011 4026460 09/05/2012
15/09/2011 4026460 09/05/2012
01/11/2011 4026460 09/05/2012
01/12/2011 4026460 09/05/2012
01/11/2011 4026460 09/05/2012
15/09/2011 4026460 09/05/2012
25/07/2011 4026460 09/05/2012
25/07/2011 4026460 09/05/2012
25/07/2011 4026460 09/05/2012
01/12/2011 4026460 09/05/2012
01/11/2011 4026460 09/05/2012
12/10/2011 4026460 09/05/2012
25/07/2011 4026460 09/05/2012
25/07/2011 4026460 09/05/2012

WIT.0020.0001.0301



07/06/2011 4026460 09/05/2012
12/10/2011 4026460 09/05/2012
01/11/2011 4026460 09/05/2012
01/12/2011 4026460 09/05/2012
01/02/2012 4026460 09/05/2012
31/08/2011 4026460 09/05/2012
07/06/2011 4026460 09/05/2012
25/07/2011 4026460 09/05/2012
04/05/2011 4026460 09/05/2012
04/05/2011 4026460 09/05/2012
04/05/2011 4026460 09/05/2012
07/06/2011 4026460 09/05/2012
25/07/2011 4026460 09/05/2012
31/08/2011 4026460 09/05/2012
01/12/2011 4026460 09/05/2012
04/05/2011 4026460 09/05/2012
25/07/2011 4026460 09/05/2012
23/05/2011 4026460 09/05/2012
01/11/2011 4026460 09/05/2012
01/12/2011 4026460 09/05/2012
01/12/2011 4026460 09/05/2012
23/05/2011 4026460 09/05/2012
25/07/2011 4026460 09/05/2012
01/02/2012 4026460 09/05/2012
25/07/2011 4026460 09/05/2012
25/07/2011 4026460 09/05/2012
25/07/2011 4026460 09/05/2012
23/05/2011 4026460 09/05/2012
07/06/2011 4026460 09/05/2012
25/07/2011 4026460 09/05/2012
07/06/2011 4026460 09/05/2012
07/06/2011 4026460 09/05/2012
25/07/2011 4026460 09/05/2012
25/07/2011 4026460 09/05/2012
25/07/2011 4026460 09/05/2012
07/06/2011 4026460 09/05/2012
01/02/2012 4026460 09/05/2012
07/06/2011 4026460 09/05/2012
01/12/2011 4026460 09/05/2012
07/06/2011 4026460 09/05/2012
01/12/2011 4026460 09/05/2012
01/12/2011 4026460 09/05/2012
01/11/2011 4026460 09/05/2012
04/05/2011 4026460 09/05/2012
04/05/2011 4026460 09/05/2012
04/05/2011 4026460 09/05/2012
15/09/2011 4026460 09/05/2012
01/12/2011 4026460 09/05/2012
01/12/2011 4026460 09/05/2012
25/07/2011 4026460 09/05/2012
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01/11/2011 4026460 09/05/2012
25/07/2011 4026460 09/05/2012
07/06/2011 4026460 09/05/2012
31/08/2011 4026460 09/05/2012
07/06/2011 4026460 09/05/2012
07/06/2011 4026460 09/05/2012
01/11/2011 4026460 09/05/2012
07/06/2011 4026460 09/05/2012
15/09/2011 4026460 09/05/2012
25/07/2011 4026460 09/05/2012
15/09/2011 4026460 09/05/2012
07/06/2011 4026460 09/05/2012
23/05/2011 4026460 09/05/2012
07/06/2011 4026460 09/05/2012
15/09/2011 4026460 09/05/2012
01/11/2011 4026460 09/05/2012
25/07/2011 4026460 09/05/2012
01/12/2011 4026460 09/05/2012
25/07/2011 4026460 09/05/2012
07/06/2011 4026460 09/05/2012
07/06/2011 4026460 09/05/2012
25/07/2011 4026460 09/05/2012
01/11/2011 4026460 09/05/2012
07/06/2011 4026460 09/05/2012
23/05/2011 4026460 09/05/2012
04/05/2011 4026460 09/05/2012
07/06/2011 4026460 09/05/2012
25/07/2011 4026460 09/05/2012
25/07/2011 4026460 09/05/2012
01/12/2011 4026460 09/05/2012
23/05/2011 4026460 09/05/2012
12/10/2011 4026460 09/05/2012
01/12/2011 4026460 09/05/2012
25/07/2011 4026460 09/05/2012
25/07/2011 4026460 09/05/2012
07/06/2011 4026460 09/05/2012
07/06/2011 4026460 09/05/2012
07/06/2011 4026460 09/05/2012
01/11/2011 4026460 09/05/2012
25/07/2011 4026460 09/05/2012
25/07/2011 4026460 09/05/2012
12/10/2011 4026460 09/05/2012
07/06/2011 4026460 09/05/2012
04/05/2011 4026460 09/05/2012
01/11/2011 4026460 09/05/2012
25/07/2011 4026460 09/05/2012
07/06/2011 4026460 09/05/2012
12/10/2011 4026460 09/05/2012
25/07/2011 4026460 09/05/2012
01/11/2011 4026460 09/05/2012
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15/09/2011 4026460 09/05/2012
25/07/2011 4026460 09/05/2012
25/07/2011 4026460 09/05/2012
25/07/2011 4026460 09/05/2012
15/09/2011 4026460 09/05/2012
25/07/2011 4026460 09/05/2012
07/06/2011 4026460 09/05/2012
25/07/2011 4026460 09/05/2012
01/11/2011 4026460 09/05/2012
23/05/2011 4026460 09/05/2012
25/07/2011 4026460 09/05/2012
15/09/2011 4026460 09/05/2012
15/09/2011 4026460 09/05/2012
01/12/2011 4026460 09/05/2012
07/06/2011 4026460 09/05/2012
15/09/2011 4026460 09/05/2012
07/06/2011 4026460 09/05/2012
07/06/2011 4026460 09/05/2012
12/10/2011 4026460 09/05/2012
07/06/2011 4026460 09/05/2012
07/06/2011 4026460 09/05/2012
15/09/2011 4026460 09/05/2012
25/07/2011 4026460 09/05/2012
25/07/2011 4026460 09/05/2012
07/06/2011 4026460 09/05/2012
25/07/2011 4026460 09/05/2012
25/07/2011 4026460 09/05/2012
25/07/2011 4026460 09/05/2012
25/07/2011 4026460 09/05/2012
25/07/2011 4026460 09/05/2012
07/06/2011 4026460 09/05/2012
15/09/2011 4026460 09/05/2012
15/09/2011 4026460 09/05/2012
01/02/2012 4026460 09/05/2012
25/07/2011 4026460 09/05/2012
25/07/2011 4026460 09/05/2012
25/07/2011 4026460 09/05/2012
07/06/2011 4026460 09/05/2012
15/09/2011 4026460 09/05/2012
25/07/2011 4026460 09/05/2012
01/11/2011 4026460 09/05/2012
01/12/2011 4026460 09/05/2012
12/10/2011 4026460 09/05/2012
25/07/2011 4026460 09/05/2012
25/07/2011 4026460 09/05/2012
12/10/2011 4026460 09/05/2012
04/05/2011 4026460 09/05/2012
04/05/2011 4026460 09/05/2012
07/06/2011 4026460 09/05/2012
04/05/2011 4026460 09/05/2012
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04/05/2011 4026460 09/05/2012
04/05/2011 4026460 09/05/2012
04/05/2011 4026460 09/05/2012
07/06/2011 4026460 09/05/2012
25/07/2011 4026460 09/05/2012
23/05/2011 4026460 09/05/2012
07/06/2011 4026460 09/05/2012
25/07/2011 4026460 09/05/2012
25/07/2011 4026460 09/05/2012
25/07/2011 4026460 09/05/2012
01/11/2011 4026460 09/05/2012
04/05/2011 4026460 09/05/2012
25/07/2011 4026460 09/05/2012
15/09/2011 4026460 09/05/2012
04/05/2011 4026460 09/05/2012
01/11/2011 4026460 09/05/2012
12/10/2011 4026460 09/05/2012
25/07/2011 4026460 09/05/2012
07/06/2011 4026460 09/05/2012
07/06/2011 4026460 09/05/2012
04/05/2011 4026460 09/05/2012
15/09/2011 4026460 09/05/2012
25/07/2011 4026460 09/05/2012
23/05/2011 4026460 09/05/2012
07/06/2011 4026460 09/05/2012
01/02/2012 4026460 09/05/2012
07/06/2011 4026460 09/05/2012
04/05/2011 4026460 09/05/2012
25/07/2011 4026460 09/05/2012
07/06/2011 4026460 09/05/2012
07/06/2011 4026460 09/05/2012
23/05/2011 4026460 09/05/2012
19/12/2011 4026460 09/05/2012
01/12/2011 4026460 09/05/2012
04/05/2011 4026460 09/05/2012
04/05/2011 4026460 09/05/2012
04/05/2011 4026460 09/05/2012
07/06/2011 4026460 09/05/2012
04/05/2011 4026460 09/05/2012
04/05/2011 4026460 09/05/2012
04/05/2011 4026460 09/05/2012
04/05/2011 4026460 09/05/2012
04/05/2011 4026460 09/05/2012
04/05/2011 4026460 09/05/2012
04/05/2011 4026460 09/05/2012
04/05/2011 4026460 09/05/2012
04/05/2011 4026460 09/05/2012
07/06/2011 4026460 09/05/2012
01/12/2011 4026460 09/05/2012
19/12/2011 4026460 09/05/2012
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07/06/2011 4026460 09/05/2012
04/05/2011 4026460 09/05/2012
04/05/2011 4026460 09/05/2012
04/05/2011 4026460 09/05/2012
04/05/2011 4026460 09/05/2012
01/11/2011 4026460 09/05/2012
19/12/2011 4026460 09/05/2012
01/02/2012 4026460 09/05/2012
07/06/2011 4026460 09/05/2012
01/02/2012 4026460 09/05/2012
12/10/2011 4026460 09/05/2012
12/10/2011 4026460 09/05/2012
04/05/2011 4026460 09/05/2012
01/02/2012 4026460 09/05/2012
01/12/2011 4026460 09/05/2012
01/11/2011 4026460 09/05/2012
04/05/2011 4026460 09/05/2012
04/05/2011 4026460 09/05/2012
01/12/2011 4026460 09/05/2012
01/12/2011 4026460 09/05/2012
04/05/2011 4026460 09/05/2012
01/12/2011 4026460 09/05/2012
04/05/2011 4026460 09/05/2012
25/07/2011 4026460 09/05/2012
07/06/2011 4026460 09/05/2012
01/12/2011 4026460 09/05/2012
01/12/2011 4026460 09/05/2012
04/05/2011 4026460 09/05/2012
04/05/2011 4026460 09/05/2012
04/05/2011 4026460 09/05/2012
04/05/2011 4026460 09/05/2012
23/05/2011 4026460 09/05/2012
04/05/2011 4026460 09/05/2012
04/05/2011 4026460 09/05/2012
15/09/2011 4026460 09/05/2012
04/05/2011 4026460 09/05/2012
04/05/2011 4026460 09/05/2012
04/05/2011 4026460 09/05/2012
04/05/2011 4026460 09/05/2012
31/08/2011 4026460 09/05/2012
04/05/2011 4026460 09/05/2012
23/05/2011 4026460 09/05/2012
04/05/2011 4026460 09/05/2012
23/05/2011 4026460 09/05/2012
25/07/2011 4026460 09/05/2012
25/07/2011 4026460 09/05/2012
04/05/2011 4026460 09/05/2012
15/09/2011 4026460 09/05/2012
25/07/2011 4026460 09/05/2012
04/05/2011 4026460 09/05/2012
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04/05/2011 4026460 09/05/2012
07/06/2011 4026460 09/05/2012
04/05/2011 4026460 09/05/2012
04/05/2011 4026460 09/05/2012
01/12/2011 4026460 09/05/2012
04/05/2011 4026460 09/05/2012
04/05/2011 4026460 09/05/2012
31/08/2011 4026460 09/05/2012
04/05/2011 4026460 09/05/2012
04/05/2011 4026460 09/05/2012
04/05/2011 4026460 09/05/2012
04/05/2011 4026460 09/05/2012
04/05/2011 4026460 09/05/2012
04/05/2011 4026460 09/05/2012
04/05/2011 4026460 09/05/2012
04/05/2011 4026460 09/05/2012
04/05/2011 4026460 09/05/2012
04/05/2011 4026460 09/05/2012
04/05/2011 4026460 09/05/2012
04/05/2011 4026460 09/05/2012
04/05/2011 4026460 09/05/2012
04/05/2011 4026460 09/05/2012
04/05/2011 4026460 09/05/2012
04/05/2011 4026460 09/05/2012
04/05/2011 4026460 09/05/2012
04/05/2011 4026460 09/05/2012
04/05/2011 4026460 09/05/2012
04/05/2011 4026460 09/05/2012
04/05/2011 4026460 09/05/2012
04/05/2011 4026460 09/05/2012
04/05/2011 4026460 09/05/2012
04/05/2011 4026460 09/05/2012
04/05/2011 4026460 09/05/2012
04/05/2011 4026460 09/05/2012
04/05/2011 4026460 09/05/2012
04/05/2011 4026460 09/05/2012
04/05/2011 4026460 09/05/2012
04/05/2011 4026460 09/05/2012
04/05/2011 4026460 09/05/2012
04/05/2011 4026460 09/05/2012
04/05/2011 4026460 09/05/2012
04/05/2011 4026460 09/05/2012
04/05/2011 4026460 09/05/2012
04/05/2011 4026460 09/05/2012
04/05/2011 4026460 09/05/2012
04/05/2011 4026460 09/05/2012
04/05/2011 4026460 09/05/2012
04/05/2011 4026460 09/05/2012
04/05/2011 4026460 09/05/2012
04/05/2011 4026460 09/05/2012
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04/05/2011 4026460 09/05/2012
01/11/2011 4026460 09/05/2012
01/12/2011 4026460 09/05/2012
25/07/2011 4026460 09/05/2012
07/06/2011 4026460 09/05/2012
19/12/2011 4026460 09/05/2012
31/08/2011 4026460 09/05/2012
25/07/2011 4026460 09/05/2012
25/07/2011 4026460 09/05/2012
25/07/2011 4026460 09/05/2012
07/06/2011 4026460 09/05/2012
25/07/2011 4026460 09/05/2012
12/10/2011 4026460 09/05/2012
04/05/2011 4026460 09/05/2012
15/09/2011 4026460 09/05/2012
01/12/2011 4026460 09/05/2012
07/06/2011 4026460 09/05/2012
15/09/2011 4026460 09/05/2012
25/07/2011 4026460 09/05/2012
07/06/2011 4026460 09/05/2012
04/05/2011 4026460 09/05/2012
23/05/2011 4026460 09/05/2012
15/09/2011 4026460 09/05/2012
25/07/2011 4026460 09/05/2012
07/06/2011 4026460 09/05/2012
25/07/2011 4026460 09/05/2012
07/06/2011 4026460 09/05/2012
25/07/2011 4026460 09/05/2012
07/06/2011 4026460 09/05/2012
25/07/2011 4026460 09/05/2012
04/05/2011 4026460 09/05/2012
23/05/2011 4026460 09/05/2012
04/05/2011 4026460 09/05/2012
23/05/2011 4026460 09/05/2012
23/05/2011 4026460 09/05/2012
04/05/2011 4026460 09/05/2012
01/12/2011 4026460 09/05/2012
04/05/2011 4026460 09/05/2012
04/05/2011 4026460 09/05/2012
01/11/2011 4026460 09/05/2012
04/05/2011 4026460 09/05/2012
25/07/2011 4026460 09/05/2012
04/05/2011 4026460 09/05/2012
25/07/2011 4026460 09/05/2012
23/05/2011 4026460 09/05/2012
25/07/2011 4026460 09/05/2012
04/05/2011 4026460 09/05/2012
04/05/2011 4026460 09/05/2012
04/05/2011 4026460 09/05/2012
04/05/2011 4026460 09/05/2012
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04/05/2011 4026460 09/05/2012
04/05/2011 4026460 09/05/2012
25/07/2011 4026460 09/05/2012
04/05/2011 4026460 09/05/2012
04/05/2011 4026460 09/05/2012
04/05/2011 4026460 09/05/2012
25/07/2011 4026460 09/05/2012
25/07/2011 4026460 09/05/2012
04/05/2011 4026460 09/05/2012
04/05/2011 4026460 09/05/2012
04/05/2011 4026460 09/05/2012
04/05/2011 4026460 09/05/2012
25/07/2011 4026460 09/05/2012
15/09/2011 4026460 09/05/2012
25/07/2011 4026460 09/05/2012
23/05/2011 4026460 09/05/2012
04/05/2011 4026460 09/05/2012
31/08/2011 4026460 09/05/2012
07/06/2011 4026460 09/05/2012
12/10/2011 4026460 09/05/2012
25/07/2011 4026460 09/05/2012
07/06/2011 4026460 09/05/2012
07/06/2011 4026460 09/05/2012
07/06/2011 4026460 09/05/2012
07/06/2011 4026460 09/05/2012
07/06/2011 4026460 09/05/2012
07/06/2011 4026460 09/05/2012
25/07/2011 4026460 09/05/2012
01/12/2011 4026460 09/05/2012
25/07/2011 4026460 09/05/2012
25/07/2011 4026460 09/05/2012
25/07/2011 4026460 09/05/2012
01/02/2012 4026460 09/05/2012
25/07/2011 4026460 09/05/2012
04/05/2011 4026460 09/05/2012
25/07/2011 4026460 09/05/2012
01/11/2011 4026460 09/05/2012
01/11/2011 4026460 09/05/2012
23/05/2011 4026460 09/05/2012
07/06/2011 4026460 09/05/2012
07/06/2011 4026460 09/05/2012
07/06/2011 4026460 09/05/2012
25/07/2011 4026460 09/05/2012
31/08/2011 4026460 09/05/2012
25/07/2011 4026460 09/05/2012
25/07/2011 4026460 09/05/2012
07/06/2011 4026460 09/05/2012
25/07/2011 4026460 09/05/2012
07/06/2011 4026460 09/05/2012
07/06/2011 4026460 09/05/2012
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07/06/2011 4026460 09/05/2012
15/09/2011 4026460 09/05/2012
25/07/2011 4026460 09/05/2012
07/06/2011 4026460 09/05/2012
23/05/2011 4026460 09/05/2012
01/12/2011 4026460 09/05/2012
25/07/2011 4026460 09/05/2012
15/09/2011 4026460 09/05/2012
04/05/2011 4026460 09/05/2012
25/07/2011 4026460 09/05/2012
07/06/2011 4026460 09/05/2012
25/07/2011 4026460 09/05/2012
25/07/2011 4026460 09/05/2012
15/09/2011 4026460 09/05/2012
15/09/2011 4026460 09/05/2012
01/11/2011 4026460 09/05/2012
25/07/2011 4026460 09/05/2012
19/12/2011 4026460 09/05/2012
01/11/2011 4026460 09/05/2012
01/12/2011 4026460 09/05/2012
15/09/2011 4026460 09/05/2012
01/12/2011 4026460 09/05/2012
15/09/2011 4026460 09/05/2012
07/06/2011 4026460 09/05/2012
12/10/2011 4026460 09/05/2012
07/06/2011 4026460 09/05/2012
01/12/2011 4026460 09/05/2012
07/06/2011 4026460 09/05/2012
07/06/2011 4026460 09/05/2012
09/05/2012 4009415 11/05/2012
27/05/2012 4009415 15/05/2012
27/05/2010 4009415 15/05/2012
16/05/2012 4009415 18/05/2012
08/08/2004 4009415 21/05/2012
29/08/2002 4009415 21/05/2012
21/05/2012 4009415 24/05/2012
09/01/2011 4009172 24/05/2012
24/05/2012 4009172 25/05/2012
24/05/2012 4009415 28/05/2012
28/05/2012 4009415 30/05/2012
28/05/2012 4009415 30/05/2012
24/11/2010 4013215 30/05/2012
21/05/2012 4013215 30/05/2012
22/05/2012 4013215 30/05/2012
24/05/2012 4013215 30/05/2012
03/06/2012 4009172 05/06/2012
04/06/2012 4009172 05/06/2012
05/06/2012 4013215 05/06/2012
05/06/2012 4013215 05/06/2012
23/11/2006 4009172 06/06/2012
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04/06/2012 4013215 07/06/2012
04/06/2012 4013215 07/06/2012
04/06/2012 4013215 07/06/2012
04/06/2012 4013215 07/06/2012
04/06/2012 4013215 07/06/2012
04/06/2012 4013215 07/06/2012
04/06/2012 4013215 07/06/2012
04/06/2012 4013215 07/06/2012
04/06/2012 4013215 07/06/2012
04/06/2012 4013215 07/06/2012
04/06/2012 4013215 07/06/2012
04/06/2012 4013215 07/06/2012
04/06/2012 4013215 07/06/2012
04/06/2012 4013215 07/06/2012
04/06/2012 4013215 07/06/2012
04/06/2012 4013215 07/06/2012
04/06/2012 4013215 07/06/2012
04/06/2012 4013215 07/06/2012
04/06/2012 4013215 07/06/2012
04/06/2012 4013215 07/06/2012
04/06/2012 4013215 07/06/2012
04/06/2012 4013215 07/06/2012
04/06/2012 4013215 07/06/2012
04/06/2012 4013215 07/06/2012
04/06/2012 4013215 07/06/2012
04/06/2012 4013215 07/06/2012
04/06/2012 4013215 07/06/2012
04/06/2012 4013215 07/06/2012
04/06/2012 4013215 07/06/2012
04/06/2012 4013215 07/06/2012
04/06/2012 4013215 07/06/2012
04/06/2012 4013215 07/06/2012
04/06/2012 4013215 07/06/2012
04/06/2012 4013215 07/06/2012
04/06/2012 4013215 07/06/2012
04/06/2012 4013215 07/06/2012
04/06/2012 4013215 07/06/2012
04/06/2012 4013215 07/06/2012
04/06/2012 4013215 07/06/2012
04/06/2012 4013215 07/06/2012
04/06/2012 4013215 07/06/2012
04/06/2012 4013215 07/06/2012
04/06/2012 4013215 07/06/2012
04/06/2012 4013215 07/06/2012
04/06/2012 4013215 07/06/2012
04/06/2012 4013215 07/06/2012
04/06/2012 4013215 07/06/2012
04/06/2012 4013215 07/06/2012
04/06/2012 4013215 07/06/2012
04/06/2012 4013215 07/06/2012
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04/06/2012 4013215 07/06/2012
04/06/2012 4013215 07/06/2012
04/06/2012 4013215 07/06/2012
04/06/2012 4013215 07/06/2012
04/06/2012 4013215 07/06/2012
04/06/2012 4013215 07/06/2012
04/06/2012 4013215 07/06/2012
04/06/2012 4013215 07/06/2012
04/06/2012 4013215 07/06/2012
04/06/2012 4013215 07/06/2012
04/06/2012 4013215 07/06/2012
04/06/2012 4013215 07/06/2012
04/06/2012 4013215 07/06/2012
04/06/2012 4013215 07/06/2012
04/06/2012 4013215 07/06/2012
04/06/2012 4013215 07/06/2012
04/06/2012 4013215 07/06/2012
04/06/2012 4013215 07/06/2012
04/06/2012 4013215 07/06/2012
04/06/2012 4013215 07/06/2012
04/06/2012 4013215 07/06/2012
04/06/2012 4013215 07/06/2012
04/06/2012 4013215 07/06/2012
04/06/2012 4013215 07/06/2012
04/06/2012 4013215 07/06/2012
04/06/2012 4013215 07/06/2012
04/06/2012 4013215 07/06/2012
04/06/2012 4013215 07/06/2012
04/06/2012 4013215 07/06/2012
04/06/2012 4013215 07/06/2012
04/06/2012 4013215 07/06/2012
04/06/2012 4013215 07/06/2012
04/06/2012 4013215 07/06/2012
04/06/2012 4013215 07/06/2012
04/06/2012 4013215 07/06/2012
04/06/2012 4013215 07/06/2012
04/06/2012 4013215 07/06/2012
04/06/2012 4013215 07/06/2012
04/06/2012 4013215 07/06/2012
04/06/2012 4013215 07/06/2012
04/06/2012 4013215 07/06/2012
04/06/2012 4013215 07/06/2012
04/06/2012 4013215 07/06/2012
04/06/2012 4013215 07/06/2012
04/06/2012 4013215 07/06/2012
04/06/2012 4013215 07/06/2012
04/06/2012 4013215 07/06/2012
04/06/2012 4013215 07/06/2012
04/06/2012 4013215 07/06/2012
04/06/2012 4013215 07/06/2012
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04/06/2012 4013215 07/06/2012
04/06/2012 4013215 07/06/2012
04/06/2012 4013215 07/06/2012
04/06/2012 4013215 07/06/2012
04/06/2012 4013215 07/06/2012
04/06/2012 4013215 07/06/2012
04/06/2012 4013215 07/06/2012
04/06/2012 4013215 07/06/2012
04/06/2012 4013215 07/06/2012
04/06/2012 4013215 07/06/2012
04/06/2012 4013215 07/06/2012
04/06/2012 4013215 07/06/2012
04/06/2012 4013215 07/06/2012
04/06/2012 4013215 07/06/2012
04/06/2012 4013215 07/06/2012
04/06/2012 4013215 07/06/2012
04/06/2012 4013215 07/06/2012
04/06/2012 4013215 07/06/2012
04/06/2012 4013215 07/06/2012
04/06/2012 4013215 07/06/2012
04/06/2012 4013215 07/06/2012
04/06/2012 4013215 07/06/2012
04/06/2012 4013215 07/06/2012
04/06/2012 4013215 07/06/2012
04/06/2012 4013215 07/06/2012
04/06/2012 4013215 07/06/2012
04/06/2012 4013215 07/06/2012
04/06/2012 4013215 07/06/2012
04/06/2012 4013215 07/06/2012
04/06/2012 4013215 07/06/2012
04/06/2012 4013215 07/06/2012
04/06/2012 4013215 07/06/2012
04/06/2012 4013215 07/06/2012
04/06/2012 4013215 07/06/2012
04/06/2012 4013215 07/06/2012
04/06/2012 4013215 07/06/2012
04/06/2012 4013215 07/06/2012
04/06/2012 4013215 07/06/2012
04/06/2012 4013215 07/06/2012
04/06/2012 4013215 07/06/2012
04/06/2012 4013215 07/06/2012
04/06/2012 4013215 07/06/2012
04/06/2012 4013215 07/06/2012
04/06/2012 4013215 07/06/2012
04/06/2012 4013215 07/06/2012
04/06/2012 4013215 07/06/2012
04/06/2012 4013215 07/06/2012
04/06/2012 4013215 07/06/2012
04/06/2012 4013215 07/06/2012
04/06/2012 4013215 07/06/2012
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04/06/2012 4013215 07/06/2012
04/06/2012 4013215 07/06/2012
04/06/2012 4013215 07/06/2012
04/06/2012 4013215 07/06/2012
04/06/2012 4013215 07/06/2012
04/06/2012 4013215 07/06/2012
04/06/2012 4013215 07/06/2012
04/06/2012 4013215 07/06/2012
04/06/2012 4013215 07/06/2012
04/06/2012 4013215 07/06/2012
04/06/2012 4013215 07/06/2012
04/06/2012 4013215 07/06/2012
04/06/2012 4013215 07/06/2012
04/06/2012 4013215 07/06/2012
04/06/2012 4013215 07/06/2012
04/06/2012 4013215 07/06/2012
04/06/2012 4013215 07/06/2012
04/06/2012 4013215 07/06/2012
04/06/2012 4013215 07/06/2012
05/06/2012 4009172 08/06/2012
06/06/2012 4009172 12/06/2012
26/06/2012 4013215 26/06/2012
28/11/2006 4009172 06/07/2012
04/07/2012 4009172 06/07/2012
19/05/2006 4009172 16/07/2012
08/07/2012 4009172 16/07/2012
31/05/2012 4009172 18/07/2012
16/07/2012 4009172 19/07/2012
18/07/2012 4009172 20/07/2012
17/08/2006 4009172 27/07/2012
17/08/2006 4009172 27/07/2012
30/07/2012 4009172 06/08/2012
31/07/2012 4009172 06/08/2012
30/07/2012 4009172 06/08/2012
23/09/2010 4009172 06/08/2012
02/08/2012 4009172 06/08/2012
14/05/2012 4009172 08/08/2012
07/08/2012 4009172 09/08/2012
10/01/2007 4009172 14/08/2012
07/05/2006 4013215 14/08/2012
28/03/2010 4013215 14/08/2012
01/08/2011 4013215 14/08/2012
05/06/2012 4013215 14/08/2012
10/07/2012 4013215 14/08/2012
07/08/2012 4013215 14/08/2012
07/08/2012 4013215 14/08/2012
07/08/2012 4013215 14/08/2012
07/08/2012 4013215 14/08/2012
07/08/2012 4013215 14/08/2012
07/08/2012 4013215 14/08/2012
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07/08/2012 4013215 14/08/2012
07/08/2012 4013215 14/08/2012
07/08/2012 4013215 14/08/2012
07/08/2012 4013215 14/08/2012
07/08/2012 4013215 14/08/2012
07/08/2012 4013215 14/08/2012
07/08/2012 4013215 14/08/2012
07/08/2012 4013215 14/08/2012
07/08/2012 4013215 14/08/2012
07/08/2012 4013215 14/08/2012
07/08/2012 4013215 14/08/2012
07/08/2012 4013215 14/08/2012
07/08/2012 4013215 14/08/2012
07/08/2012 4013215 14/08/2012
07/08/2012 4013215 14/08/2012
07/08/2012 4013215 14/08/2012
07/08/2012 4013215 14/08/2012
07/08/2012 4013215 14/08/2012
07/08/2012 4013215 14/08/2012
07/08/2012 4013215 14/08/2012
07/08/2012 4013215 14/08/2012
07/08/2012 4013215 14/08/2012
07/08/2012 4013215 14/08/2012
07/08/2012 4013215 14/08/2012
07/08/2012 4013215 14/08/2012
07/08/2012 4013215 14/08/2012
07/08/2012 4013215 14/08/2012
07/08/2012 4013215 14/08/2012
07/08/2012 4013215 14/08/2012
07/08/2012 4013215 14/08/2012
07/08/2012 4013215 14/08/2012
07/08/2012 4013215 14/08/2012
07/08/2012 4013215 14/08/2012
07/08/2012 4013215 14/08/2012
07/08/2012 4013215 14/08/2012
07/08/2012 4013215 14/08/2012
07/08/2012 4013215 14/08/2012
07/08/2012 4013215 14/08/2012
07/08/2012 4013215 14/08/2012
07/08/2012 4013215 14/08/2012
07/08/2012 4013215 14/08/2012
07/08/2012 4013215 14/08/2012
07/08/2012 4013215 14/08/2012
07/08/2012 4013215 14/08/2012
07/08/2012 4013215 14/08/2012
07/08/2012 4013215 14/08/2012
07/08/2012 4013215 14/08/2012
07/08/2012 4013215 14/08/2012
07/08/2012 4013215 14/08/2012
07/08/2012 4013215 14/08/2012
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07/08/2012 4013215 14/08/2012
07/08/2012 4013215 14/08/2012
07/08/2012 4013215 14/08/2012
07/08/2012 4013215 14/08/2012
07/08/2012 4013215 14/08/2012
07/08/2012 4013215 14/08/2012
07/08/2012 4013215 14/08/2012
07/08/2012 4013215 14/08/2012
07/08/2012 4013215 14/08/2012
07/08/2012 4013215 14/08/2012
07/08/2012 4013215 14/08/2012
07/08/2012 4013215 14/08/2012
07/08/2012 4013215 14/08/2012
07/08/2012 4013215 14/08/2012
07/08/2012 4013215 14/08/2012
07/08/2012 4013215 14/08/2012
07/08/2012 4013215 14/08/2012
07/08/2012 4013215 14/08/2012
07/08/2012 4013215 14/08/2012
07/08/2012 4013215 14/08/2012
07/08/2012 4013215 14/08/2012
07/08/2012 4013215 14/08/2012
07/08/2012 4013215 14/08/2012
07/08/2012 4013215 14/08/2012
07/08/2012 4013215 14/08/2012
07/08/2012 4013215 14/08/2012
07/08/2012 4013215 14/08/2012
07/08/2012 4013215 14/08/2012
07/08/2012 4013215 14/08/2012
07/08/2012 4013215 14/08/2012
07/08/2012 4013215 14/08/2012
07/08/2012 4013215 14/08/2012
07/08/2012 4013215 14/08/2012
07/08/2012 4013215 14/08/2012
07/08/2012 4013215 14/08/2012
07/08/2012 4013215 14/08/2012
07/08/2012 4013215 14/08/2012
07/08/2012 4013215 14/08/2012
07/08/2012 4013215 14/08/2012
07/08/2012 4013215 14/08/2012
07/08/2012 4013215 14/08/2012
07/08/2012 4013215 14/08/2012
07/08/2012 4013215 14/08/2012
07/08/2012 4013215 14/08/2012
07/08/2012 4013215 14/08/2012
07/08/2012 4013215 14/08/2012
07/08/2012 4013215 14/08/2012
07/08/2012 4013215 14/08/2012
07/08/2012 4013215 14/08/2012
07/08/2012 4013215 14/08/2012
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07/08/2012 4013215 14/08/2012
07/08/2012 4013215 14/08/2012
07/08/2012 4013215 14/08/2012
07/08/2012 4013215 14/08/2012
07/08/2012 4013215 14/08/2012
07/08/2012 4013215 14/08/2012
07/08/2012 4013215 14/08/2012
07/08/2012 4013215 14/08/2012
07/08/2012 4013215 14/08/2012
07/08/2012 4013215 14/08/2012
07/08/2012 4013215 14/08/2012
07/08/2012 4013215 14/08/2012
07/08/2012 4013215 14/08/2012
07/08/2012 4013215 14/08/2012
07/08/2012 4013215 14/08/2012
07/08/2012 4013215 14/08/2012
07/08/2012 4013215 14/08/2012
07/08/2012 4013215 14/08/2012
07/08/2012 4013215 14/08/2012
07/08/2012 4013215 14/08/2012
07/08/2012 4013215 14/08/2012
07/08/2012 4013215 14/08/2012
07/08/2012 4013215 14/08/2012
07/08/2012 4013215 14/08/2012
07/08/2012 4013215 14/08/2012
07/08/2012 4013215 14/08/2012
07/08/2012 4013215 14/08/2012
07/08/2012 4013215 14/08/2012
07/08/2012 4013215 14/08/2012
07/08/2012 4013215 14/08/2012
07/08/2012 4013215 14/08/2012
07/08/2012 4013215 14/08/2012
07/08/2012 4013215 14/08/2012
07/08/2012 4013215 14/08/2012
07/08/2012 4013215 14/08/2012
07/08/2012 4013215 14/08/2012
07/08/2012 4013215 14/08/2012
07/08/2012 4013215 14/08/2012
07/08/2012 4013215 14/08/2012
07/08/2012 4013215 14/08/2012
07/08/2012 4013215 14/08/2012
07/08/2012 4013215 14/08/2012
07/08/2012 4013215 14/08/2012
07/08/2012 4013215 14/08/2012
07/08/2012 4013215 14/08/2012
07/08/2012 4013215 14/08/2012
07/08/2012 4013215 14/08/2012
07/08/2012 4013215 14/08/2012
07/08/2012 4013215 14/08/2012
07/08/2012 4013215 14/08/2012
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07/08/2012 4013215 14/08/2012
07/08/2012 4013215 14/08/2012
07/08/2012 4013215 14/08/2012
07/08/2012 4013215 14/08/2012
07/08/2012 4013215 14/08/2012
07/08/2012 4013215 14/08/2012
07/08/2012 4013215 14/08/2012
07/08/2012 4013215 14/08/2012
07/08/2012 4013215 14/08/2012
07/08/2012 4013215 14/08/2012
07/08/2012 4013215 14/08/2012
07/08/2012 4013215 14/08/2012
07/08/2012 4013215 14/08/2012
07/08/2012 4013215 14/08/2012
07/08/2012 4013215 14/08/2012
07/08/2012 4013215 14/08/2012
07/08/2012 4013215 14/08/2012
07/08/2012 4013215 14/08/2012
07/08/2012 4013215 14/08/2012
07/08/2012 4013215 14/08/2012
07/08/2012 4013215 14/08/2012
07/08/2012 4013215 14/08/2012
07/08/2012 4013215 14/08/2012
07/08/2012 4013215 14/08/2012
18/05/2007 4009172 16/08/2012
22/11/2006 4009172 20/08/2012
06/09/2006 4009172 21/08/2012
03/08/2011 4009172 27/08/2012
27/08/2012 4009172 30/08/2012
03/09/2012 4009172 05/09/2012
12/09/2012 4013215 17/09/2012
12/09/2012 4013215 17/09/2012
12/09/2012 4013215 17/09/2012
12/09/2012 4013215 17/09/2012
12/09/2012 4013215 17/09/2012
12/09/2012 4013215 17/09/2012
12/09/2012 4013215 17/09/2012
12/09/2012 4013215 17/09/2012
12/09/2012 4013215 17/09/2012
12/09/2012 4013215 17/09/2012
12/09/2012 4013215 17/09/2012
12/09/2012 4013215 17/09/2012
12/09/2012 4013215 17/09/2012
12/09/2012 4013215 17/09/2012
12/09/2012 4013215 17/09/2012
12/09/2012 4013215 17/09/2012
12/09/2012 4013215 17/09/2012
12/09/2012 4013215 17/09/2012
12/09/2012 4013215 17/09/2012
12/09/2012 4013215 17/09/2012
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12/09/2012 4013215 17/09/2012
12/09/2012 4013215 17/09/2012
12/09/2012 4013215 17/09/2012
12/09/2012 4013215 17/09/2012
12/09/2012 4013215 17/09/2012
12/09/2012 4013215 17/09/2012
12/09/2012 4013215 17/09/2012
12/09/2012 4013215 17/09/2012
12/09/2012 4013215 17/09/2012
12/09/2012 4013215 17/09/2012
12/09/2012 4013215 17/09/2012
12/09/2012 4013215 17/09/2012
12/09/2012 4013215 17/09/2012
12/09/2012 4013215 17/09/2012
12/09/2012 4013215 17/09/2012
12/09/2012 4013215 17/09/2012
12/09/2012 4013215 17/09/2012
12/09/2012 4013215 17/09/2012
12/09/2012 4013215 17/09/2012
12/09/2012 4013215 17/09/2012
12/09/2012 4013215 17/09/2012
12/09/2012 4013215 17/09/2012
12/09/2012 4013215 17/09/2012
12/09/2012 4013215 17/09/2012
12/09/2012 4013215 17/09/2012
12/09/2012 4013215 17/09/2012
12/09/2012 4013215 17/09/2012
12/09/2012 4013215 17/09/2012
12/09/2012 4013215 17/09/2012
12/09/2012 4013215 17/09/2012
12/09/2012 4013215 17/09/2012
12/09/2012 4013215 17/09/2012
12/09/2012 4013215 17/09/2012
12/09/2012 4013215 17/09/2012
12/09/2012 4013215 17/09/2012
12/09/2012 4013215 17/09/2012
12/09/2012 4013215 17/09/2012
12/09/2012 4013215 17/09/2012
12/09/2012 4013215 17/09/2012
12/09/2012 4013215 17/09/2012
12/09/2012 4013215 17/09/2012
12/09/2012 4013215 17/09/2012
12/09/2012 4013215 17/09/2012
12/09/2012 4013215 17/09/2012
12/09/2012 4013215 17/09/2012
12/09/2012 4013215 17/09/2012
12/09/2012 4013215 17/09/2012
12/09/2012 4013215 17/09/2012
12/09/2012 4013215 17/09/2012
12/09/2012 4013215 17/09/2012
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12/09/2012 4013215 17/09/2012
12/09/2012 4013215 17/09/2012
12/09/2012 4013215 17/09/2012
12/09/2012 4013215 17/09/2012
12/09/2012 4013215 17/09/2012
12/09/2012 4013215 17/09/2012
12/09/2012 4013215 17/09/2012
12/09/2012 4013215 17/09/2012
12/09/2012 4013215 17/09/2012
12/09/2012 4013215 17/09/2012
12/09/2012 4013215 17/09/2012
12/09/2012 4013215 17/09/2012
12/09/2012 4013215 17/09/2012
12/09/2012 4013215 17/09/2012
12/09/2012 4013215 17/09/2012
12/09/2012 4013215 17/09/2012
12/09/2012 4013215 17/09/2012
12/09/2012 4013215 17/09/2012
12/09/2012 4013215 17/09/2012
12/09/2012 4013215 17/09/2012
12/09/2012 4013215 17/09/2012
12/09/2012 4013215 17/09/2012
12/09/2012 4013215 17/09/2012
12/09/2012 4013215 17/09/2012
12/09/2012 4013215 17/09/2012
12/09/2012 4013215 17/09/2012
12/09/2012 4013215 17/09/2012
12/09/2012 4013215 17/09/2012
12/09/2012 4013215 17/09/2012
12/09/2012 4013215 17/09/2012
12/09/2012 4013215 17/09/2012
12/09/2012 4013215 17/09/2012
12/09/2012 4013215 17/09/2012
12/09/2012 4013215 17/09/2012
12/09/2012 4013215 17/09/2012
12/09/2012 4013215 17/09/2012
12/09/2012 4013215 17/09/2012
12/09/2012 4013215 17/09/2012
12/09/2012 4013215 17/09/2012
12/09/2012 4013215 17/09/2012
12/09/2012 4013215 17/09/2012
12/09/2012 4013215 17/09/2012
12/09/2012 4013215 17/09/2012
12/09/2012 4013215 17/09/2012
27/10/2007 4009172 20/09/2012
27/09/2012 4009172 02/10/2012
27/09/2012 4009172 02/10/2012
01/10/2012 4009172 03/10/2012
05/06/2008 4009172 15/10/2012
29/03/2005 4009172 25/10/2012

WIT.0020.0001.0320



17/10/2012 4009172 29/10/2012
25/10/2012 4009172 29/10/2012
24/10/2012 4009172 29/10/2012
28/10/2012 4009172 31/10/2012
31/10/2012 4009172 05/11/2012
05/11/2012 4013215 07/11/2012
01/11/2012 4009172 07/11/2012
12/11/2012 4013215 15/11/2012
12/11/2012 4013215 15/11/2012
12/11/2012 4013215 15/11/2012
14/11/2012 4009172 19/11/2012
20/09/2012 4022358 24/11/2012
24/11/2012 4022358 24/11/2012
24/11/2012 4022358 24/11/2012
24/11/2012 4022358 24/11/2012
24/11/2012 4022358 24/11/2012
24/11/2012 4022358 24/11/2012
24/11/2012 4022358 24/11/2012
24/11/2012 4022358 24/11/2012
24/11/2012 4022358 24/11/2012
24/11/2012 4022358 24/11/2012
24/11/2012 4022358 24/11/2012
24/11/2012 4022358 24/11/2012
24/11/2012 4022358 24/11/2012
24/11/2012 4022358 24/11/2012
24/11/2012 4022358 24/11/2012
24/11/2012 4022358 24/11/2012
24/11/2012 4022358 24/11/2012
24/11/2012 4022358 24/11/2012
24/11/2012 4022358 24/11/2012
24/11/2012 4022358 24/11/2012
24/11/2012 4022358 24/11/2012
24/11/2012 4022358 24/11/2012
24/11/2012 4022358 24/11/2012
24/11/2012 4022358 24/11/2012
24/11/2012 4022358 24/11/2012
24/11/2012 4022358 24/11/2012
24/11/2012 4022358 24/11/2012
24/11/2012 4022358 24/11/2012
24/11/2012 4022358 24/11/2012
24/11/2012 4022358 24/11/2012
24/11/2012 4022358 24/11/2012
24/11/2012 4022358 24/11/2012
24/11/2012 4022358 24/11/2012
24/11/2012 4022358 24/11/2012
24/11/2012 4022358 24/11/2012
24/11/2012 4022358 24/11/2012
24/11/2012 4022358 24/11/2012
24/11/2012 4022358 24/11/2012
24/11/2012 4022358 24/11/2012
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24/11/2012 4022358 24/11/2012
24/11/2012 4022358 24/11/2012
24/11/2012 4022358 24/11/2012
24/11/2012 4022358 24/11/2012
24/11/2012 4022358 24/11/2012
24/11/2012 4022358 24/11/2012
24/11/2012 4022358 24/11/2012
24/11/2012 4022358 24/11/2012
24/11/2012 4022358 24/11/2012
24/11/2012 4022358 24/11/2012
24/11/2012 4022358 24/11/2012
24/11/2012 4022358 24/11/2012
24/11/2012 4022358 24/11/2012
24/11/2012 4022358 24/11/2012
24/11/2012 4022358 24/11/2012
24/11/2012 4022358 24/11/2012
24/11/2012 4022358 24/11/2012
24/11/2012 4022358 24/11/2012
24/11/2012 4022358 24/11/2012
24/11/2012 4022358 24/11/2012
24/11/2012 4022358 24/11/2012
24/11/2012 4022358 24/11/2012
24/11/2012 4022358 24/11/2012
24/11/2012 4022358 24/11/2012
24/11/2012 4022358 24/11/2012
24/11/2012 4022358 24/11/2012
24/11/2012 4022358 24/11/2012
24/11/2012 4022358 24/11/2012
24/11/2012 4022358 24/11/2012
24/11/2012 4022358 24/11/2012
24/11/2012 4022358 24/11/2012
24/11/2012 4022358 24/11/2012
24/11/2012 4022358 24/11/2012
24/11/2012 4022358 24/11/2012
24/11/2012 4022358 24/11/2012
24/11/2012 4022358 24/11/2012
24/11/2012 4022358 24/11/2012
24/11/2012 4022358 24/11/2012
24/11/2012 4022358 24/11/2012
24/11/2012 4022358 24/11/2012
24/11/2012 4022358 24/11/2012
24/11/2012 4022358 24/11/2012
24/11/2012 4022358 24/11/2012
24/11/2012 4022358 24/11/2012
24/11/2012 4022358 24/11/2012
24/11/2012 4022358 24/11/2012
24/11/2012 4022358 24/11/2012
24/11/2012 4022358 24/11/2012
24/11/2012 4022358 24/11/2012
24/11/2012 4022358 24/11/2012
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24/11/2012 4022358 24/11/2012
24/11/2012 4022358 24/11/2012
24/11/2012 4022358 24/11/2012
24/11/2012 4022358 24/11/2012
24/11/2012 4022358 24/11/2012
24/11/2012 4022358 24/11/2012
24/11/2012 4022358 24/11/2012
24/11/2012 4022358 24/11/2012
24/11/2012 4022358 24/11/2012
24/11/2012 4022358 24/11/2012
24/11/2012 4022358 24/11/2012
24/11/2012 4022358 24/11/2012
24/11/2012 4022358 24/11/2012
24/11/2012 4022358 24/11/2012
24/11/2012 4022358 24/11/2012
24/11/2012 4022358 24/11/2012
24/11/2012 4022358 24/11/2012
24/11/2012 4022358 24/11/2012
24/11/2012 4022358 24/11/2012
24/11/2012 4022358 24/11/2012
24/11/2012 4022358 24/11/2012
24/11/2012 4022358 24/11/2012
24/11/2012 4022358 24/11/2012
24/11/2012 4022358 24/11/2012
24/11/2012 4022358 24/11/2012
24/11/2012 4022358 24/11/2012
24/11/2012 4022358 24/11/2012
24/11/2012 4022358 24/11/2012
24/11/2012 4022358 24/11/2012
24/11/2012 4022358 24/11/2012
24/11/2012 4022358 24/11/2012
24/11/2012 4022358 24/11/2012
24/11/2012 4022358 24/11/2012
24/11/2012 4022358 24/11/2012
24/11/2012 4022358 24/11/2012
24/11/2012 4022358 24/11/2012
24/11/2012 4022358 24/11/2012
24/11/2012 4022358 24/11/2012
24/11/2012 4022358 24/11/2012
24/11/2012 4022358 24/11/2012
24/11/2012 4022358 24/11/2012
24/11/2012 4022358 24/11/2012
24/11/2012 4022358 24/11/2012
24/11/2012 4022358 24/11/2012
24/11/2012 4022358 24/11/2012
24/11/2012 4022358 24/11/2012
24/11/2012 4022358 24/11/2012
24/11/2012 4022358 24/11/2012
24/11/2012 4022358 24/11/2012
24/11/2012 4022358 24/11/2012
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24/11/2012 4022358 24/11/2012
24/11/2012 4022358 24/11/2012
24/11/2012 4022358 24/11/2012
24/11/2012 4022358 24/11/2012
24/11/2012 4022358 24/11/2012
24/11/2012 4022358 24/11/2012
24/11/2012 4022358 24/11/2012
24/11/2012 4022358 24/11/2012
24/11/2012 4022358 24/11/2012
24/11/2012 4022358 24/11/2012
24/11/2012 4022358 24/11/2012
24/11/2012 4022358 24/11/2012
24/11/2012 4022358 24/11/2012
24/11/2012 4022358 24/11/2012
24/11/2012 4022358 24/11/2012
24/11/2012 4022358 24/11/2012
24/11/2012 4022358 24/11/2012
24/11/2012 4022358 24/11/2012
24/11/2012 4022358 24/11/2012
24/11/2012 4022358 24/11/2012
24/11/2012 4022358 24/11/2012
24/11/2012 4022358 24/11/2012
24/11/2012 4022358 24/11/2012
24/11/2012 4022358 24/11/2012
24/11/2012 4022358 24/11/2012
24/11/2012 4022358 24/11/2012
24/11/2012 4022358 24/11/2012
24/11/2012 4022358 24/11/2012
24/11/2012 4022358 24/11/2012
24/11/2012 4022358 24/11/2012
24/11/2012 4022358 24/11/2012
24/11/2012 4022358 24/11/2012
24/11/2012 4022358 24/11/2012
24/11/2012 4022358 24/11/2012
24/11/2012 4022358 24/11/2012
24/11/2012 4022358 24/11/2012
24/11/2012 4022358 24/11/2012
24/11/2012 4022358 24/11/2012
24/11/2012 4022358 24/11/2012
24/11/2012 4022358 24/11/2012
24/11/2012 4022358 24/11/2012
24/11/2012 4022358 24/11/2012
24/11/2012 4022358 24/11/2012
24/11/2012 4022358 24/11/2012
24/11/2012 4022358 24/11/2012
24/11/2012 4022358 24/11/2012
24/11/2012 4022358 24/11/2012
24/11/2012 4022358 24/11/2012
24/11/2012 4022358 24/11/2012
24/11/2012 4022358 24/11/2012

WIT.0020.0001.0324



21/11/2012 4009172 28/11/2012
25/11/2012 4009172 29/11/2012
26/11/2012 4009172 30/11/2012
03/12/2012 4009172 06/12/2012
28/04/2008 4013215 08/12/2012
08/12/2012 4013215 08/12/2012
08/12/2012 4013215 08/12/2012
08/12/2012 4013215 08/12/2012
08/12/2012 4013215 08/12/2012
08/12/2012 4013215 08/12/2012
08/12/2012 4013215 08/12/2012
08/12/2012 4013215 08/12/2012
08/12/2012 4013215 08/12/2012
08/12/2012 4013215 08/12/2012
08/12/2012 4013215 08/12/2012
08/12/2012 4013215 08/12/2012
08/12/2012 4013215 08/12/2012
08/12/2012 4013215 08/12/2012
08/12/2012 4013215 08/12/2012
08/12/2012 4013215 08/12/2012
08/12/2012 4013215 08/12/2012
08/12/2012 4013215 08/12/2012
08/12/2012 4013215 08/12/2012
08/12/2012 4013215 08/12/2012
08/12/2012 4013215 08/12/2012
08/12/2012 4013215 08/12/2012
08/12/2012 4013215 08/12/2012
08/12/2012 4013215 08/12/2012
08/12/2012 4013215 08/12/2012
08/12/2012 4013215 08/12/2012
08/12/2012 4022358 08/12/2012
08/12/2012 4013215 08/12/2012
08/12/2012 4022358 08/12/2012
08/12/2012 4022358 08/12/2012
08/12/2012 4013215 08/12/2012
08/12/2012 4022358 08/12/2012
08/12/2012 4022358 08/12/2012
08/12/2012 4022358 08/12/2012
08/12/2012 4013215 08/12/2012
08/12/2012 4022358 08/12/2012
08/12/2012 4022358 08/12/2012
08/12/2012 4013215 08/12/2012
08/12/2012 4022358 08/12/2012
08/12/2012 4022358 08/12/2012
08/12/2012 4022358 08/12/2012
08/12/2012 4022358 08/12/2012
08/12/2012 4022358 08/12/2012
08/12/2012 4022358 08/12/2012
08/12/2012 4022358 08/12/2012
08/12/2012 4022358 08/12/2012

WIT.0020.0001.0325



08/12/2012 4022358 08/12/2012
08/12/2012 4022358 08/12/2012
08/12/2012 4022358 08/12/2012
08/12/2012 4022358 08/12/2012
08/12/2012 4022358 08/12/2012
08/12/2012 4022358 08/12/2012
08/12/2012 4022358 08/12/2012
08/12/2012 4022358 08/12/2012
08/12/2012 4022358 08/12/2012
08/12/2012 4022358 08/12/2012
08/12/2012 4022358 08/12/2012
08/12/2012 4022358 08/12/2012
08/12/2012 4022358 08/12/2012
08/12/2012 4022358 08/12/2012
08/12/2012 4022358 08/12/2012
08/12/2012 4022358 08/12/2012
08/12/2012 4022358 08/12/2012
08/12/2012 4022358 08/12/2012
08/12/2012 4022358 08/12/2012
08/12/2012 4022358 08/12/2012
08/12/2012 4022358 08/12/2012
08/12/2012 4022358 08/12/2012
08/12/2012 4022358 08/12/2012
08/12/2012 4022358 08/12/2012
08/12/2012 4022358 08/12/2012
08/12/2012 4022358 08/12/2012
08/12/2012 4022358 08/12/2012
08/12/2012 4022358 08/12/2012
08/12/2012 4022358 08/12/2012
08/12/2012 4022358 08/12/2012
08/12/2012 4022358 08/12/2012
08/12/2012 4022358 08/12/2012
08/12/2012 4022358 08/12/2012
08/12/2012 4022358 08/12/2012
08/12/2012 4022358 08/12/2012
08/12/2012 4022358 08/12/2012
08/12/2012 4022358 08/12/2012
08/12/2012 4022358 08/12/2012
08/12/2012 4022358 08/12/2012
08/12/2012 4022358 08/12/2012
08/12/2012 4022358 08/12/2012
08/12/2012 4022358 08/12/2012
20/10/2010 4009172 13/12/2012
10/12/2012 4009172 18/12/2012
13/12/2012 4009415 08/01/2013
10/01/2013 4009415 14/01/2013
17/01/2013 4009415 21/01/2013
13/08/2006 4009415 25/01/2013
12/12/2012 4013215 07/02/2013
07/02/2013 4013215 07/02/2013

WIT.0020.0001.0326



07/02/2013 4013215 07/02/2013
07/02/2013 4013215 07/02/2013
07/02/2013 4013215 07/02/2013
07/02/2013 4013215 07/02/2013
07/02/2013 4013215 07/02/2013
07/02/2013 4013215 07/02/2013
07/02/2013 4013215 07/02/2013
07/02/2013 4013215 07/02/2013
07/02/2013 4013215 07/02/2013
07/02/2013 4013215 07/02/2013
07/02/2013 4013215 07/02/2013
07/02/2013 4013215 07/02/2013
07/02/2013 4013215 07/02/2013
07/02/2013 4013215 07/02/2013
07/02/2013 4013215 07/02/2013
07/02/2013 4013215 07/02/2013
07/02/2013 4013215 07/02/2013
07/02/2013 4013215 07/02/2013
07/02/2013 4013215 07/02/2013
07/02/2013 4013215 07/02/2013
07/02/2013 4013215 07/02/2013
07/02/2013 4013215 07/02/2013
07/02/2013 4013215 07/02/2013
07/02/2013 4013215 07/02/2013
07/02/2013 4013215 07/02/2013
07/02/2013 4013215 07/02/2013
07/02/2013 4013215 07/02/2013
07/02/2013 4013215 07/02/2013
07/02/2013 4013215 07/02/2013
07/02/2013 4013215 07/02/2013
07/02/2013 4013215 07/02/2013
07/02/2013 4013215 07/02/2013
07/02/2013 4013215 07/02/2013
07/02/2013 4013215 07/02/2013
07/02/2013 4013215 07/02/2013
07/02/2013 4013215 07/02/2013
07/02/2013 4013215 07/02/2013
07/02/2013 4013215 07/02/2013
07/02/2013 4013215 07/02/2013
07/02/2013 4013215 07/02/2013
07/02/2013 4013215 07/02/2013
07/02/2013 4013215 07/02/2013
07/02/2013 4013215 07/02/2013
07/02/2013 4013215 07/02/2013
07/02/2013 4013215 07/02/2013
07/02/2013 4013215 07/02/2013
07/02/2013 4013215 07/02/2013
07/02/2013 4013215 07/02/2013
07/02/2013 4013215 07/02/2013
07/02/2013 4013215 07/02/2013

WIT.0020.0001.0327



07/02/2013 4013215 07/02/2013
07/02/2013 4013215 07/02/2013
07/02/2013 4013215 07/02/2013
07/02/2013 4013215 07/02/2013
07/02/2013 4013215 07/02/2013
07/02/2013 4013215 07/02/2013
07/02/2013 4013215 07/02/2013
07/02/2013 4013215 07/02/2013
07/02/2013 4013215 07/02/2013
07/02/2013 4013215 07/02/2013
07/02/2013 4013215 07/02/2013
07/02/2013 4013215 07/02/2013
07/02/2013 4013215 07/02/2013
07/02/2013 4013215 07/02/2013
07/02/2013 4013215 07/02/2013
07/02/2013 4013215 07/02/2013
07/02/2013 4013215 07/02/2013
07/02/2013 4013215 07/02/2013
07/02/2013 4013215 07/02/2013
07/02/2013 4013215 07/02/2013
07/02/2013 4013215 07/02/2013
07/02/2013 4013215 07/02/2013
07/02/2013 4013215 07/02/2013
07/02/2013 4013215 07/02/2013
07/02/2013 4013215 07/02/2013
07/02/2013 4013215 07/02/2013
07/02/2013 4013215 07/02/2013
07/02/2013 4013215 07/02/2013
07/02/2013 4013215 07/02/2013
07/02/2013 4013215 07/02/2013
07/02/2013 4013215 07/02/2013
07/02/2013 4013215 07/02/2013
07/02/2013 4013215 07/02/2013
07/02/2013 4013215 07/02/2013
07/02/2013 4013215 07/02/2013
07/02/2013 4013215 07/02/2013
07/02/2013 4013215 07/02/2013
07/02/2013 4013215 07/02/2013
07/02/2013 4013215 07/02/2013
07/02/2013 4013215 07/02/2013
07/02/2013 4013215 07/02/2013
07/02/2013 4013215 07/02/2013
07/02/2013 4013215 07/02/2013
07/02/2013 4013215 07/02/2013
07/02/2013 4013215 07/02/2013
07/02/2013 4013215 07/02/2013
07/02/2013 4013215 07/02/2013
07/02/2013 4013215 07/02/2013
07/02/2013 4013215 07/02/2013
07/02/2013 4013215 07/02/2013

WIT.0020.0001.0328



07/02/2013 4013215 07/02/2013
07/02/2013 4013215 07/02/2013
07/02/2013 4013215 07/02/2013
07/02/2013 4013215 07/02/2013
07/02/2013 4013215 07/02/2013
07/02/2013 4013215 07/02/2013
07/02/2013 4013215 07/02/2013
07/02/2013 4013215 07/02/2013
07/02/2013 4013215 07/02/2013
07/02/2013 4013215 07/02/2013
07/02/2013 4013215 07/02/2013
07/02/2013 4013215 07/02/2013
07/02/2013 4013215 07/02/2013
07/02/2013 4013215 07/02/2013
07/02/2013 4013215 07/02/2013
07/02/2013 4013215 07/02/2013
07/02/2013 4013215 07/02/2013
07/02/2013 4013215 07/02/2013
07/02/2013 4013215 07/02/2013
07/02/2013 4013215 07/02/2013
07/02/2013 4013215 07/02/2013
07/02/2013 4013215 07/02/2013
07/02/2013 4013215 07/02/2013
07/02/2013 4013215 07/02/2013
07/02/2013 4013215 07/02/2013
07/02/2013 4013215 07/02/2013
07/02/2013 4013215 07/02/2013
07/02/2013 4013215 07/02/2013
07/02/2013 4013215 07/02/2013
07/02/2013 4013215 07/02/2013
07/02/2013 4013215 07/02/2013
07/02/2013 4013215 07/02/2013
07/02/2013 4013215 07/02/2013
07/02/2013 4013215 07/02/2013
07/02/2013 4013215 07/02/2013
07/02/2013 4013215 07/02/2013
07/02/2013 4013215 07/02/2013
07/02/2013 4013215 07/02/2013
07/02/2013 4013215 07/02/2013
07/02/2013 4013215 07/02/2013
07/02/2013 4013215 07/02/2013
07/02/2013 4013215 07/02/2013
07/02/2013 4013215 07/02/2013
28/01/2008 4009172 12/02/2013
19/11/2007 4009172 14/02/2013
26/04/2004 4009172 14/02/2013
14/02/2013 4009172 18/02/2013
23/08/2005 4009172 18/02/2013
19/02/2013 4009172 21/02/2013
22/02/2013 4009172 28/02/2013

WIT.0020.0001.0329



25/02/2013 4009172 01/03/2013
05/03/2013 4013215 05/03/2013
05/03/2013 4013215 05/03/2013
05/03/2013 4013215 05/03/2013
05/03/2013 4013215 05/03/2013
05/03/2013 4013215 05/03/2013
05/03/2013 4013215 05/03/2013
05/03/2013 4013215 05/03/2013
05/03/2013 4013215 05/03/2013
05/03/2013 4013215 05/03/2013
05/03/2013 4013215 05/03/2013
05/03/2013 4013215 05/03/2013
05/03/2013 4013215 05/03/2013
05/03/2013 4013215 05/03/2013
05/03/2013 4013215 05/03/2013
05/03/2013 4013215 05/03/2013
05/03/2013 4013215 05/03/2013
05/03/2013 4013215 05/03/2013
05/03/2013 4013215 05/03/2013
05/03/2013 4013215 05/03/2013
05/03/2013 4013215 05/03/2013
05/03/2013 4013215 05/03/2013
05/03/2013 4013215 05/03/2013
05/03/2013 4013215 05/03/2013
05/03/2013 4013215 05/03/2013
05/03/2013 4013215 05/03/2013
05/03/2013 4013215 05/03/2013
05/03/2013 4013215 05/03/2013
05/03/2013 4013215 05/03/2013
05/03/2013 4013215 05/03/2013
05/03/2013 4013215 05/03/2013
05/03/2013 4013215 05/03/2013
05/03/2013 4013215 05/03/2013
05/03/2013 4013215 05/03/2013
05/03/2013 4013215 05/03/2013
05/03/2013 4013215 05/03/2013
05/03/2013 4013215 05/03/2013
05/03/2013 4013215 05/03/2013
05/03/2013 4013215 05/03/2013
05/03/2013 4013215 05/03/2013
05/03/2013 4013215 05/03/2013
05/03/2013 4013215 05/03/2013
05/03/2013 4013215 05/03/2013
05/03/2013 4013215 05/03/2013
05/03/2013 4013215 05/03/2013
05/03/2013 4013215 05/03/2013
05/03/2013 4013215 05/03/2013
05/03/2013 4013215 05/03/2013
05/03/2013 4013215 05/03/2013
05/03/2013 4013215 05/03/2013

WIT.0020.0001.0330



05/03/2013 4013215 05/03/2013
05/03/2013 4013215 05/03/2013
05/03/2013 4013215 05/03/2013
05/03/2013 4013215 05/03/2013
05/03/2013 4013215 05/03/2013
05/03/2013 4013215 05/03/2013
05/03/2013 4013215 05/03/2013
05/03/2013 4013215 05/03/2013
05/03/2013 4013215 05/03/2013
05/03/2013 4013215 05/03/2013
05/03/2013 4013215 05/03/2013
05/03/2013 4013215 05/03/2013
05/03/2013 4013215 05/03/2013
05/03/2013 4013215 05/03/2013
05/03/2013 4013215 05/03/2013
05/03/2013 4013215 05/03/2013
05/03/2013 4013215 05/03/2013
05/03/2013 4013215 05/03/2013
05/03/2013 4013215 05/03/2013
05/03/2013 4013215 05/03/2013
05/03/2013 4013215 05/03/2013
05/03/2013 4013215 05/03/2013
05/03/2013 4013215 05/03/2013
05/03/2013 4013215 05/03/2013
05/03/2013 4013215 05/03/2013
05/03/2013 4013215 05/03/2013
05/03/2013 4013215 05/03/2013
05/03/2013 4013215 05/03/2013
05/03/2013 4013215 05/03/2013
05/03/2013 4013215 05/03/2013
05/03/2013 4013215 05/03/2013
05/03/2013 4013215 05/03/2013
05/03/2013 4013215 05/03/2013
05/03/2013 4013215 05/03/2013
05/03/2013 4013215 05/03/2013
05/03/2013 4013215 05/03/2013
05/03/2013 4013215 05/03/2013
05/03/2013 4013215 05/03/2013
05/03/2013 4013215 05/03/2013
05/03/2013 4013215 05/03/2013
05/03/2013 4013215 05/03/2013
05/03/2013 4013215 05/03/2013
05/03/2013 4013215 05/03/2013
05/03/2013 4013215 05/03/2013
05/03/2013 4013215 05/03/2013
05/03/2013 4013215 05/03/2013
05/03/2013 4013215 05/03/2013
05/03/2013 4013215 05/03/2013
05/03/2013 4013215 05/03/2013
05/03/2013 4013215 05/03/2013

WIT.0020.0001.0331



05/03/2013 4013215 05/03/2013
05/03/2013 4013215 05/03/2013
05/03/2013 4013215 05/03/2013
05/03/2013 4013215 05/03/2013
05/03/2013 4013215 05/03/2013
05/03/2013 4013215 05/03/2013
03/03/2013 4013215 05/03/2013
05/03/2013 4013215 05/03/2013
06/03/2013 4009172 08/03/2013
13/03/2013 4009172 15/03/2013
11/03/2007 4009172 19/03/2013
16/10/2007 4009172 08/04/2013
08/04/2013 4009172 10/04/2013
29/04/2013 4009415 02/05/2013
30/04/2013 4009415 03/05/2013
01/05/2013 4009415 06/05/2013
08/05/2013 4009415 09/05/2013
13/05/2013 4009415 16/05/2013
13/05/2013 4009415 16/05/2013
25/07/2012 4009415 23/05/2013
27/08/2010 4009415 27/05/2013
28/05/2013 4009415 06/06/2013
06/06/2013 4009415 12/06/2013
26/09/2006 4009415 12/06/2013
10/06/2013 4009415 12/06/2013
24/05/2006 4009415 13/06/2013
29/05/2013 4009415 18/06/2013
14/02/2010 4013215 19/06/2013
21/10/2010 4009415 21/06/2013
13/06/2013 4013215 24/06/2013
24/06/2013 4013215 24/06/2013
24/06/2013 4013215 24/06/2013
24/06/2013 4013215 24/06/2013
24/06/2013 4013215 24/06/2013
24/06/2013 4013215 24/06/2013
24/06/2013 4013215 24/06/2013
24/06/2013 4013215 24/06/2013
24/06/2013 4013215 24/06/2013
24/06/2013 4013215 24/06/2013
24/06/2013 4013215 24/06/2013
24/06/2013 4013215 24/06/2013
24/06/2013 4013215 24/06/2013
24/06/2013 4013215 24/06/2013
24/06/2013 4013215 24/06/2013
24/06/2013 4013215 24/06/2013
24/06/2013 4013215 24/06/2013
24/06/2013 4013215 24/06/2013
24/06/2013 4013215 24/06/2013
24/06/2013 4013215 24/06/2013
24/06/2013 4013215 24/06/2013

WIT.0020.0001.0332



24/06/2013 4013215 24/06/2013
24/06/2013 4013215 24/06/2013
24/06/2013 4013215 24/06/2013
24/06/2013 4013215 24/06/2013
24/06/2013 4013215 24/06/2013
24/06/2013 4013215 24/06/2013
24/06/2013 4013215 24/06/2013
24/06/2013 4013215 24/06/2013
24/06/2013 4013215 24/06/2013
24/06/2013 4013215 24/06/2013
24/06/2013 4013215 24/06/2013
24/06/2013 4013215 24/06/2013
24/06/2013 4013215 24/06/2013
24/06/2013 4013215 24/06/2013
24/06/2013 4013215 24/06/2013
24/06/2013 4013215 24/06/2013
24/06/2013 4013215 24/06/2013
24/06/2013 4013215 24/06/2013
24/06/2013 4013215 24/06/2013
24/06/2013 4013215 24/06/2013
24/06/2013 4013215 24/06/2013
24/06/2013 4013215 24/06/2013
24/06/2013 4013215 24/06/2013
24/06/2013 4013215 24/06/2013
24/06/2013 4013215 24/06/2013
24/06/2013 4013215 24/06/2013
24/06/2013 4013215 24/06/2013
24/06/2013 4013215 24/06/2013
24/06/2013 4013215 24/06/2013
24/06/2013 4013215 24/06/2013
24/06/2013 4013215 24/06/2013
24/06/2013 4013215 24/06/2013
24/06/2013 4013215 24/06/2013
24/06/2013 4013215 24/06/2013
24/06/2013 4013215 24/06/2013
24/06/2013 4013215 24/06/2013
24/06/2013 4013215 24/06/2013
24/06/2013 4013215 24/06/2013
24/06/2013 4013215 24/06/2013
24/06/2013 4013215 24/06/2013
24/06/2013 4013215 24/06/2013
24/06/2013 4013215 24/06/2013
24/06/2013 4013215 24/06/2013
24/06/2013 4013215 24/06/2013
24/06/2013 4013215 24/06/2013
24/06/2013 4013215 24/06/2013
24/06/2013 4013215 24/06/2013
24/06/2013 4013215 24/06/2013
24/06/2013 4013215 24/06/2013
24/06/2013 4013215 24/06/2013

WIT.0020.0001.0333



24/06/2013 4013215 24/06/2013 1
24/06/2013 4013215 24/06/2013 1
24/06/2013 4013215 24/06/2013 1
24/06/2013 4013215 24/06/2013 1
24/06/2013 4013215 24/06/2013 1
24/06/2013 4013215 24/06/2013 1
24/06/2013 4013215 24/06/2013 1
24/06/2013 4013215 24/06/2013 1
24/06/2013 4013215 24/06/2013 1
24/06/2013 4013215 24/06/2013 1
24/06/2013 4013215 24/06/2013 1
24/06/2013 4013215 24/06/2013 1
24/06/2013 4013215 24/06/2013 1
24/06/2013 4013215 24/06/2013 1
24/06/2013 4013215 24/06/2013 1
24/06/2013 4013215 24/06/2013 1
24/06/2013 4013215 24/06/2013 1
24/06/2013 4013215 24/06/2013 1
24/06/2013 4013215 24/06/2013 1
24/06/2013 4013215 24/06/2013 1
24/06/2013 4013215 24/06/2013 1
24/06/2013 4013215 24/06/2013 1
24/06/2013 4013215 24/06/2013 1
23/10/2010 4009415 26/06/2013 1
04/10/2002 4009415 28/06/2013 1
15/03/2010 4009415 28/06/2013 1
18/06/2007 4009415 03/07/2013 1
02/07/2013 4009415 05/07/2013 1
02/07/2013 4009415 05/07/2013 1
02/07/2013 4009415 05/07/2013 1
04/07/2013 4009415 08/07/2013 1
16/05/2013 4009415 11/07/2013 1
07/01/2009 4009415 11/07/2013 1
07/07/2013 4009415 11/07/2013 1
02/10/2002 4009415 16/07/2013 1
23/07/2013 4009415 25/07/2013 1
30/06/2006 4009415 30/07/2013 1
02/03/2007 4009415 01/08/2013 1
05/08/2013 4009415 06/08/2013 1
08/08/2013 4022358 08/08/2013 1
08/08/2013 4022358 08/08/2013 1
08/08/2013 4022358 08/08/2013 1
08/08/2013 4022358 08/08/2013 1
08/08/2013 4022358 08/08/2013 1
08/08/2013 4022358 08/08/2013 1
08/08/2013 4022358 08/08/2013 1
08/08/2013 4022358 08/08/2013 1
08/08/2013 4022358 08/08/2013 1
08/08/2013 4022358 08/08/2013 1
08/08/2013 4022358 08/08/2013 1

WIT.0020.0001.0334



08/08/2013 4022358 08/08/2013
08/08/2013 4022358 08/08/2013
08/08/2013 4022358 08/08/2013
08/08/2013 4022358 08/08/2013
08/08/2013 4022358 08/08/2013
08/08/2013 4022358 08/08/2013
08/08/2013 4022358 08/08/2013
08/08/2013 4022358 08/08/2013
08/08/2013 4022358 08/08/2013
08/08/2013 4022358 08/08/2013
08/08/2013 4022358 08/08/2013
08/08/2013 4022358 08/08/2013
08/08/2013 4022358 08/08/2013
08/08/2013 4022358 08/08/2013
08/08/2013 4022358 08/08/2013
08/08/2013 4022358 08/08/2013
08/08/2013 4022358 08/08/2013
08/08/2013 4022358 08/08/2013
08/08/2013 4022358 08/08/2013
08/08/2013 4022358 08/08/2013
08/08/2013 4022358 08/08/2013
08/08/2013 4022358 08/08/2013
08/08/2013 4022358 08/08/2013
08/08/2013 4022358 08/08/2013
08/08/2013 4022358 08/08/2013
08/08/2013 4022358 08/08/2013
08/08/2013 4022358 08/08/2013
08/08/2013 4022358 08/08/2013
08/08/2013 4022358 08/08/2013
08/08/2013 4022358 08/08/2013
08/08/2013 4022358 08/08/2013
08/08/2013 4022358 08/08/2013
08/08/2013 4022358 08/08/2013
08/08/2013 4022358 08/08/2013
08/08/2013 4022358 08/08/2013
08/08/2013 4022358 08/08/2013
08/08/2013 4022358 08/08/2013
08/08/2013 4022358 08/08/2013
08/08/2013 4022358 08/08/2013
08/08/2013 4022358 08/08/2013
08/08/2013 4022358 08/08/2013
08/08/2013 4022358 08/08/2013
08/08/2013 4022358 08/08/2013
08/08/2013 4022358 08/08/2013
08/08/2013 4022358 08/08/2013
08/08/2013 4022358 08/08/2013
08/08/2013 4022358 08/08/2013
08/08/2013 4022358 08/08/2013
08/08/2013 4022358 08/08/2013
08/08/2013 4022358 08/08/2013

WIT.0020.0001.0335



08/08/2013 4022358 08/08/2013
08/08/2013 4022358 08/08/2013
08/08/2013 4022358 08/08/2013
08/08/2013 4022358 08/08/2013
08/08/2013 4022358 08/08/2013
08/08/2013 4022358 08/08/2013
08/08/2013 4022358 08/08/2013
08/08/2013 4022358 08/08/2013
08/08/2013 4022358 08/08/2013
08/08/2013 4022358 08/08/2013
08/08/2013 4022358 08/08/2013
08/08/2013 4022358 08/08/2013
08/08/2013 4022358 08/08/2013
08/08/2013 4022358 08/08/2013
08/08/2013 4022358 08/08/2013
07/08/2013 4022358 08/08/2013
08/08/2013 4013215 08/08/2013
08/08/2013 4013215 08/08/2013
08/08/2013 4013215 08/08/2013
08/08/2013 4013215 08/08/2013
08/08/2013 4013215 08/08/2013
08/08/2013 4013215 08/08/2013
08/08/2013 4013215 08/08/2013
08/08/2013 4013215 08/08/2013
08/08/2013 4013215 08/08/2013
08/08/2013 4013215 08/08/2013
08/08/2013 4013215 08/08/2013
08/08/2013 4013215 08/08/2013
08/08/2013 4013215 08/08/2013
08/08/2013 4013215 08/08/2013
08/08/2013 4013215 08/08/2013
08/08/2013 4013215 08/08/2013
08/08/2013 4013215 08/08/2013
08/08/2013 4013215 08/08/2013
08/08/2013 4013215 08/08/2013
08/08/2013 4013215 08/08/2013
08/08/2013 4013215 08/08/2013
08/08/2013 4013215 08/08/2013
08/08/2013 4013215 08/08/2013
08/08/2013 4013215 08/08/2013
08/08/2013 4013215 08/08/2013
08/08/2013 4013215 08/08/2013
08/08/2013 4013215 08/08/2013
08/08/2013 4013215 08/08/2013
08/08/2013 4013215 08/08/2013
08/08/2013 4013215 08/08/2013
08/08/2013 4013215 08/08/2013
08/08/2013 4013215 08/08/2013
08/08/2013 4013215 08/08/2013
08/08/2013 4013215 08/08/2013

WIT.0020.0001.0336



08/08/2013 4013215 08/08/2013
08/08/2013 4013215 08/08/2013
08/08/2013 4013215 08/08/2013
08/08/2013 4013215 08/08/2013
08/08/2013 4013215 08/08/2013
08/08/2013 4013215 08/08/2013
08/08/2013 4013215 08/08/2013
08/08/2013 4013215 08/08/2013
08/08/2013 4013215 08/08/2013
08/08/2013 4013215 08/08/2013
08/08/2013 4013215 08/08/2013
08/08/2013 4013215 08/08/2013
08/08/2013 4013215 08/08/2013
08/08/2013 4013215 08/08/2013
08/08/2013 4013215 08/08/2013
08/08/2013 4013215 08/08/2013
08/08/2013 4013215 08/08/2013
08/08/2013 4013215 08/08/2013
08/08/2013 4013215 08/08/2013
08/08/2013 4013215 08/08/2013
08/08/2013 4013215 08/08/2013
08/08/2013 4013215 08/08/2013
08/08/2013 4013215 08/08/2013
08/08/2013 4013215 08/08/2013
08/08/2013 4013215 08/08/2013
08/08/2013 4013215 08/08/2013
08/08/2013 4013215 08/08/2013
08/08/2013 4013215 08/08/2013
08/08/2013 4013215 08/08/2013
08/08/2013 4013215 08/08/2013
08/08/2013 4013215 08/08/2013
08/08/2013 4013215 08/08/2013
08/08/2013 4013215 08/08/2013
08/08/2013 4013215 08/08/2013
08/08/2013 4013215 08/08/2013
08/08/2013 4013215 08/08/2013
08/08/2013 4013215 08/08/2013
08/08/2013 4013215 08/08/2013
08/08/2013 4013215 08/08/2013
08/08/2013 4013215 08/08/2013
08/08/2013 4013215 08/08/2013
08/08/2013 4013215 08/08/2013
08/08/2013 4013215 08/08/2013
08/08/2013 4013215 08/08/2013
08/08/2013 4013215 08/08/2013
08/08/2013 4013215 08/08/2013
08/08/2013 4013215 08/08/2013
08/08/2013 4013215 08/08/2013
08/08/2013 4013215 08/08/2013
08/08/2013 4013215 08/08/2013

WIT.0020.0001.0337



08/08/2013 4013215 08/08/2013
08/08/2013 4013215 08/08/2013
08/08/2013 4013215 08/08/2013
08/08/2013 4013215 08/08/2013
08/08/2013 4013215 08/08/2013
08/08/2013 4013215 08/08/2013
08/08/2013 4013215 08/08/2013
08/08/2013 4013215 08/08/2013
08/08/2013 4013215 08/08/2013
08/08/2013 4013215 08/08/2013
08/08/2013 4013215 08/08/2013
08/08/2013 4013215 08/08/2013
08/08/2013 4013215 08/08/2013
08/08/2013 4013215 08/08/2013
08/08/2013 4013215 08/08/2013
08/08/2013 4013215 08/08/2013
08/08/2013 4013215 08/08/2013
08/08/2013 4013215 08/08/2013
08/08/2013 4013215 08/08/2013
08/08/2013 4013215 08/08/2013
08/08/2013 4013215 08/08/2013
08/08/2013 4013215 08/08/2013
08/08/2013 4013215 08/08/2013
08/08/2013 4013215 08/08/2013
08/08/2013 4013215 08/08/2013
08/08/2013 4013215 08/08/2013
08/08/2013 4013215 08/08/2013
08/08/2013 4013215 08/08/2013
08/08/2013 4013215 08/08/2013
08/08/2013 4013215 08/08/2013
08/08/2013 4013215 08/08/2013
08/08/2013 4013215 08/08/2013
08/08/2013 4013215 08/08/2013
08/08/2013 4013215 08/08/2013
08/08/2013 4013215 08/08/2013
08/08/2013 4013215 08/08/2013
08/08/2013 4013215 08/08/2013
08/08/2013 4013215 08/08/2013
08/08/2013 4013215 08/08/2013
08/08/2013 4013215 08/08/2013
08/08/2013 4013215 08/08/2013
08/08/2013 4013215 08/08/2013
08/08/2013 4013215 08/08/2013
08/08/2013 4013215 08/08/2013
08/08/2013 4013215 08/08/2013
08/08/2013 4013215 08/08/2013
08/08/2013 4013215 08/08/2013
08/08/2013 4013215 08/08/2013
08/08/2013 4013215 08/08/2013
08/08/2013 4013215 08/08/2013

WIT.0020.0001.0338



08/08/2013 4013215 08/08/2013
08/08/2013 4013215 08/08/2013
08/08/2013 4013215 08/08/2013
08/08/2013 4013215 08/08/2013
08/08/2013 4013215 08/08/2013
08/08/2013 4013215 08/08/2013
08/08/2013 4013215 08/08/2013
08/08/2013 4013215 08/08/2013
08/08/2013 4013215 08/08/2013
08/08/2013 4013215 08/08/2013
08/08/2013 4013215 08/08/2013
08/08/2013 4013215 08/08/2013
08/08/2013 4013215 08/08/2013
08/08/2013 4013215 08/08/2013
08/08/2013 4013215 08/08/2013
08/08/2013 4013215 08/08/2013
08/08/2013 4013215 08/08/2013
08/08/2013 4013215 08/08/2013
08/08/2013 4013215 08/08/2013
08/08/2013 4013215 08/08/2013
08/08/2013 4013215 08/08/2013
08/08/2013 4013215 08/08/2013
08/08/2013 4013215 08/08/2013
08/08/2013 4013215 08/08/2013
08/08/2013 4013215 08/08/2013
03/11/2006 4009415 03/09/2013
29/05/2013 4009415 03/09/2013
05/09/2013 4013215 10/09/2013
10/09/2013 4013215 10/09/2013
10/09/2013 4013215 10/09/2013
10/09/2013 4013215 10/09/2013
10/09/2013 4013215 10/09/2013
10/09/2013 4013215 10/09/2013
10/09/2013 4013215 10/09/2013
10/09/2013 4013215 10/09/2013
10/09/2013 4013215 10/09/2013
10/09/2013 4013215 10/09/2013
10/09/2013 4013215 10/09/2013
10/09/2013 4013215 10/09/2013
10/09/2013 4013215 10/09/2013
10/09/2013 4013215 10/09/2013
10/09/2013 4013215 10/09/2013
10/09/2013 4013215 10/09/2013
10/09/2013 4013215 10/09/2013
10/09/2013 4013215 10/09/2013
10/09/2013 4013215 10/09/2013
10/09/2013 4013215 10/09/2013
10/09/2013 4013215 10/09/2013
10/09/2013 4013215 10/09/2013
10/09/2013 4013215 10/09/2013

WIT.0020.0001.0339



10/09/2013 4013215 10/09/2013
10/09/2013 4013215 10/09/2013
10/09/2013 4013215 10/09/2013
10/09/2013 4013215 10/09/2013
10/09/2013 4013215 10/09/2013
10/09/2013 4013215 10/09/2013
10/09/2013 4013215 10/09/2013
10/09/2013 4013215 10/09/2013
10/09/2013 4013215 10/09/2013
10/09/2013 4013215 10/09/2013
10/09/2013 4013215 10/09/2013
10/09/2013 4013215 10/09/2013
10/09/2013 4013215 10/09/2013
10/09/2013 4013215 10/09/2013
10/09/2013 4013215 10/09/2013
10/09/2013 4013215 10/09/2013
11/09/2013 4013215 10/09/2013
11/09/2013 4013215 10/09/2013
10/09/2013 4013215 10/09/2013
10/09/2013 4013215 10/09/2013
10/09/2013 4013215 10/09/2013
10/09/2013 4013215 10/09/2013
10/09/2013 4013215 10/09/2013
10/09/2013 4013215 10/09/2013
10/09/2013 4013215 10/09/2013
10/09/2013 4013215 10/09/2013
10/09/2013 4013215 10/09/2013
10/09/2013 4013215 10/09/2013
10/09/2013 4013215 10/09/2013
10/09/2013 4013215 10/09/2013
10/09/2013 4013215 10/09/2013
10/09/2013 4013215 10/09/2013
10/09/2013 4013215 10/09/2013
10/09/2013 4013215 10/09/2013
10/09/2013 4013215 10/09/2013
10/09/2013 4013215 10/09/2013
10/09/2013 4013215 10/09/2013
10/09/2013 4013215 10/09/2013
10/09/2013 4013215 10/09/2013
10/09/2013 4013215 10/09/2013
10/09/2013 4013215 10/09/2013
10/09/2013 4013215 10/09/2013
10/09/2013 4013215 10/09/2013
10/09/2013 4013215 10/09/2013
10/09/2013 4013215 10/09/2013
10/09/2013 4013215 10/09/2013
10/09/2013 4013215 10/09/2013
10/09/2013 4013215 10/09/2013
10/09/2013 4013215 10/09/2013
10/09/2013 4013215 10/09/2013

WIT.0020.0001.0340



10/09/2013 4013215 10/09/2013
10/09/2013 4013215 10/09/2013
10/09/2013 4013215 10/09/2013
10/09/2013 4013215 10/09/2013
10/09/2013 4013215 10/09/2013
10/09/2013 4013215 10/09/2013
10/09/2013 4013215 10/09/2013
10/09/2013 4013215 10/09/2013
10/09/2013 4013215 11/09/2013
10/09/2013 4013215 11/09/2013
10/09/2013 4013215 11/09/2013
10/09/2013 4013215 11/09/2013
10/09/2013 4013215 11/09/2013
10/09/2013 4013215 11/09/2013
10/09/2013 4013215 11/09/2013
10/09/2013 4013215 11/09/2013
10/09/2013 4013215 11/09/2013
10/09/2013 4013215 11/09/2013
10/09/2013 4013215 11/09/2013
10/09/2013 4013215 11/09/2013
10/09/2013 4013215 11/09/2013
10/09/2013 4013215 11/09/2013
10/09/2013 4013215 11/09/2013
10/09/2013 4013215 11/09/2013
10/09/2013 4013215 11/09/2013
10/09/2013 4013215 11/09/2013
10/09/2013 4013215 11/09/2013
10/09/2013 4013215 11/09/2013
10/09/2013 4013215 11/09/2013
10/09/2013 4013215 11/09/2013
10/09/2013 4013215 11/09/2013
10/09/2013 4013215 11/09/2013
10/09/2013 4013215 11/09/2013
10/09/2013 4013215 11/09/2013
10/09/2013 4013215 11/09/2013
10/09/2013 4013215 11/09/2013
10/09/2013 4013215 11/09/2013
10/09/2013 4013215 11/09/2013
10/09/2013 4013215 11/09/2013
10/09/2013 4013215 11/09/2013
10/09/2013 4013215 11/09/2013
09/09/2013 4009415 11/09/2013
15/12/2011 4009415 11/09/2013
10/09/2013 4009415 12/09/2013
03/02/2008 4009415 19/09/2013
18/09/2013 4009415 19/09/2013
30/06/2003 4009415 20/09/2013
18/09/2013 4009415 20/09/2013
19/09/2013 4009415 24/09/2013
30/09/2013 4009415 02/10/2013

WIT.0020.0001.0341



28/02/2007 4009415 03/10/2013
06/01/2002 4009415 22/10/2013
06/01/2002 4009415 22/10/2013
27/08/2009 4009415 23/10/2013
25/10/2007 4009172 05/11/2013
28/04/2009 4009172 08/11/2013
11/11/2013 4013215 11/11/2013
11/11/2013 4013215 11/11/2013
11/11/2013 4013215 11/11/2013
11/11/2013 4013215 11/11/2013
11/11/2013 4013215 11/11/2013
11/11/2013 4013215 11/11/2013
11/11/2013 4013215 11/11/2013
11/11/2013 4013215 11/11/2013
11/11/2013 4013215 11/11/2013
11/11/2013 4013215 11/11/2013
11/11/2013 4013215 11/11/2013
11/11/2013 4013215 11/11/2013
11/11/2013 4013215 11/11/2013
11/11/2013 4013215 11/11/2013
11/11/2013 4013215 11/11/2013
11/11/2013 4013215 11/11/2013
11/11/2013 4013215 11/11/2013
11/11/2013 4013215 11/11/2013
11/11/2013 4013215 11/11/2013
11/11/2013 4013215 11/11/2013
11/11/2013 4013215 11/11/2013
11/11/2013 4013215 11/11/2013
11/11/2013 4013215 11/11/2013
11/11/2013 4013215 11/11/2013
11/11/2013 4013215 11/11/2013
11/11/2013 4013215 11/11/2013
11/11/2013 4013215 11/11/2013
11/11/2013 4013215 11/11/2013
11/11/2013 4013215 11/11/2013
11/11/2013 4013215 11/11/2013
11/11/2013 4013215 11/11/2013
11/11/2013 4013215 11/11/2013
11/11/2013 4013215 11/11/2013
11/11/2013 4013215 11/11/2013
11/11/2013 4013215 11/11/2013
11/11/2013 4013215 11/11/2013
11/11/2013 4013215 11/11/2013
11/11/2013 4013215 11/11/2013
11/11/2013 4013215 11/11/2013
11/11/2013 4013215 11/11/2013
11/11/2013 4013215 11/11/2013
11/11/2013 4013215 11/11/2013
11/11/2013 4013215 11/11/2013
11/11/2013 4013215 11/11/2013

WIT.0020.0001.0342



11/11/2013 4013215 11/11/2013
11/11/2013 4013215 11/11/2013
11/11/2013 4013215 11/11/2013
11/11/2013 4013215 11/11/2013
11/11/2013 4013215 11/11/2013
11/11/2013 4013215 11/11/2013
11/11/2013 4013215 11/11/2013
11/11/2013 4013215 11/11/2013
11/11/2013 4013215 11/11/2013
11/11/2013 4013215 11/11/2013
11/11/2013 4013215 11/11/2013
11/11/2013 4013215 11/11/2013
11/11/2013 4013215 11/11/2013
11/11/2013 4013215 11/11/2013
11/11/2013 4013215 11/11/2013
11/11/2013 4013215 11/11/2013
11/11/2013 4013215 11/11/2013
11/11/2013 4013215 11/11/2013
11/11/2013 4013215 11/11/2013
11/11/2013 4013215 11/11/2013
11/11/2013 4013215 11/11/2013
11/11/2013 4013215 11/11/2013
11/11/2013 4013215 11/11/2013
11/11/2013 4013215 11/11/2013
11/11/2013 4013215 11/11/2013
11/11/2013 4013215 11/11/2013
11/11/2013 4013215 11/11/2013
11/11/2013 4013215 11/11/2013
11/11/2013 4013215 11/11/2013
11/11/2013 4013215 11/11/2013
11/11/2013 4013215 11/11/2013
11/11/2013 4013215 11/11/2013
11/11/2013 4013215 11/11/2013
11/11/2013 4013215 11/11/2013
11/11/2013 4013215 11/11/2013
11/11/2013 4013215 11/11/2013
11/11/2013 4013215 11/11/2013
11/11/2013 4013215 11/11/2013
11/11/2013 4013215 11/11/2013
11/11/2013 4013215 11/11/2013
11/11/2013 4013215 11/11/2013
11/11/2013 4013215 11/11/2013
11/11/2013 4013215 11/11/2013
11/11/2013 4013215 11/11/2013
11/11/2013 4013215 11/11/2013
11/11/2013 4013215 11/11/2013
11/11/2013 4013215 11/11/2013
11/11/2013 4013215 11/11/2013
11/11/2013 4013215 11/11/2013
11/11/2013 4013215 11/11/2013

WIT.0020.0001.0343



11/11/2013 4013215 11/11/2013
11/11/2013 4013215 11/11/2013
11/11/2013 4013215 11/11/2013
11/11/2013 4013215 11/11/2013
08/06/2009 4009172 12/11/2013
19/07/2009 4009415 15/11/2013
05/11/2013 4009415 18/11/2013
18/11/2013 4009415 20/11/2013
03/04/2006 4009415 22/11/2013
01/12/2013 4009415 03/12/2013
22/12/2009 4009415 04/12/2013
09/12/2013 4009415 11/12/2013
11/12/2013 4009415 11/12/2013
25/02/2007 4009415 13/12/2013
05/10/2011 4009415 16/12/2013
23/12/2013 4013215 23/12/2013
23/12/2013 4013215 23/12/2013
23/12/2013 4013215 23/12/2013
23/12/2013 4013215 23/12/2013
23/12/2013 4013215 23/12/2013
23/12/2013 4013215 23/12/2013
23/12/2013 4013215 23/12/2013
23/12/2013 4013215 23/12/2013
23/12/2013 4013215 23/12/2013
23/12/2013 4013215 23/12/2013
23/12/2013 4013215 23/12/2013
23/12/2013 4013215 23/12/2013
23/12/2013 4013215 23/12/2013
23/12/2013 4013215 23/12/2013
23/12/2013 4013215 23/12/2013
23/12/2013 4013215 23/12/2013
23/12/2013 4013215 23/12/2013
23/12/2013 4013215 23/12/2013
23/12/2013 4013215 23/12/2013
23/12/2013 4013215 23/12/2013
23/12/2013 4013215 23/12/2013
23/12/2013 4013215 23/12/2013
23/12/2013 4013215 23/12/2013
23/12/2013 4013215 23/12/2013
23/12/2013 4013215 23/12/2013
23/12/2013 4013215 23/12/2013
23/12/2013 4013215 23/12/2013
23/12/2013 4013215 23/12/2013
23/12/2013 4013215 23/12/2013
23/12/2013 4013215 23/12/2013
23/12/2013 4013215 23/12/2013
23/12/2013 4013215 23/12/2013
23/12/2013 4013215 23/12/2013
23/12/2013 4013215 23/12/2013
23/12/2013 4013215 23/12/2013

WIT.0020.0001.0344



23/12/2013 4013215 23/12/2013 1
23/12/2013 4013215 23/12/2013 1
23/12/2013 4013215 23/12/2013 1
23/12/2013 4013215 23/12/2013 1
23/12/2013 4013215 23/12/2013 1
23/12/2013 4013215 23/12/2013 1
23/12/2013 4013215 23/12/2013 1
23/12/2013 4013215 23/12/2013 1
23/12/2013 4013215 23/12/2013 1
23/12/2013 4013215 23/12/2013 1
23/12/2013 4013215 23/12/2013 1
23/12/2013 4013215 23/12/2013 1
23/12/2013 4013215 23/12/2013 1
23/12/2013 4013215 23/12/2013 1
23/12/2013 4013215 23/12/2013 1
23/12/2013 4013215 23/12/2013 1
23/12/2013 4013215 23/12/2013 1
23/12/2013 4013215 23/12/2013 1
23/12/2013 4013215 23/12/2013 1
23/12/2013 4013215 23/12/2013 1
23/12/2013 4013215 23/12/2013 1
23/12/2013 4013215 23/12/2013 1
23/12/2013 4013215 23/12/2013 1
23/12/2013 4013215 23/12/2013 1
23/12/2013 4013215 23/12/2013 1
23/12/2013 4013215 23/12/2013 1
23/12/2013 4013215 23/12/2013 1
23/12/2013 4013215 23/12/2013 1
23/12/2013 4013215 23/12/2013 1
23/12/2013 4013215 23/12/2013 1
23/12/2013 4013215 23/12/2013 1
23/12/2013 4013215 23/12/2013 1
23/12/2013 4013215 23/12/2013 1
23/12/2013 4013215 23/12/2013 1
23/12/2013 4013215 23/12/2013 1
23/12/2013 4013215 23/12/2013 1
23/12/2013 4013215 23/12/2013 1
23/12/2013 4013215 23/12/2013 1
23/12/2013 4013215 23/12/2013 1
23/12/2013 4013215 23/12/2013 1
23/12/2013 4013215 23/12/2013 1
23/12/2013 4013215 23/12/2013 1
23/12/2013 4013215 23/12/2013 1
23/12/2013 4013215 23/12/2013 1
23/12/2013 4013215 23/12/2013 1
23/12/2013 4013215 23/12/2013 1
23/12/2013 4013215 23/12/2013 1
23/12/2013 4013215 23/12/2013 1
23/12/2013 4013215 23/12/2013 1
23/12/2013 4013215 23/12/2013 1

WIT.0020.0001.0345



23/12/2013 4013215 23/12/2013 1
23/12/2013 4013215 23/12/2013 1
23/12/2013 4013215 23/12/2013 1
23/12/2013 4013215 23/12/2013 1
23/12/2013 4013215 23/12/2013 1
23/12/2013 4013215 23/12/2013 1
23/12/2013 4013215 23/12/2013 1
23/12/2013 4013215 23/12/2013 1
23/12/2013 4013215 23/12/2013 1
23/12/2013 4013215 23/12/2013 1
23/12/2013 4013215 23/12/2013 1
23/12/2013 4013215 23/12/2013 1
23/12/2013 4013215 23/12/2013 1
23/12/2013 4013215 23/12/2013 1
23/12/2013 4013215 23/12/2013 1
23/12/2013 4013215 23/12/2013 1
23/12/2013 4013215 23/12/2013 1
23/12/2013 4013215 23/12/2013 1
23/12/2013 4013215 23/12/2013 1
23/12/2013 4013215 23/12/2013 1
23/12/2013 4013215 23/12/2013 1
23/12/2013 4013215 23/12/2013 1
23/12/2013 4013215 23/12/2013 1
23/12/2013 4013215 23/12/2013 1
23/12/2013 4013215 23/12/2013 1
23/12/2013 4013215 23/12/2013 1
23/12/2013 4013215 23/12/2013 1
23/12/2013 4013215 23/12/2013 1
23/12/2013 4013215 23/12/2013 1
23/12/2013 4013215 23/12/2013 1
23/12/2013 4013215 23/12/2013 1
23/12/2013 4013215 23/12/2013 1
23/12/2013 4013215 23/12/2013 1
23/12/2013 4013215 23/12/2013 1
22/12/2013 4009415 06/01/2014 1
05/01/2014 4009415 07/01/2014 1
20/04/2010 4009415 08/01/2014 1
15/01/2014 4009172 17/01/2014 1
15/01/2014 4009172 17/01/2014 1
16/01/2014 4009172 17/01/2014 1
16/01/2014 4009172 21/01/2014 1
20/01/2014 4009172 23/01/2014 1
23/01/2014 4009172 28/01/2014 1
02/02/2014 4009172 05/02/2014 1
03/02/2014 4009172 05/02/2014 1
22/09/2006 4009172 06/02/2014 1
05/05/2008 4011635 10/02/2014 1
09/02/2014 4011635 12/02/2014 1
15/01/2006 4011635 18/02/2014 1
10/01/2014 4013215 20/02/2014 1

WIT.0020.0001.0346



10/01/2014 4013215 20/02/2014
20/02/2014 4013215 20/02/2014
20/02/2014 4013215 20/02/2014
20/02/2014 4013215 20/02/2014
20/02/2014 4013215 20/02/2014
20/02/2014 4013215 20/02/2014
20/02/2014 4013215 20/02/2014
20/02/2014 4013215 20/02/2014
20/02/2014 4013215 20/02/2014
20/02/2014 4013215 20/02/2014
20/02/2014 4013215 20/02/2014
20/02/2014 4013215 20/02/2014
20/02/2014 4013215 20/02/2014
20/02/2014 4013215 20/02/2014
20/02/2014 4013215 20/02/2014
20/02/2014 4013215 20/02/2014
20/02/2014 4013215 20/02/2014
20/02/2014 4013215 20/02/2014
20/02/2014 4013215 20/02/2014
20/02/2014 4013215 20/02/2014
20/02/2014 4013215 20/02/2014
20/02/2014 4013215 20/02/2014
20/02/2014 4013215 20/02/2014
20/02/2014 4013215 20/02/2014
20/02/2014 4013215 20/02/2014
20/02/2014 4013215 20/02/2014
20/02/2014 4013215 20/02/2014
20/02/2014 4013215 20/02/2014
20/02/2014 4013215 20/02/2014
20/02/2014 4013215 20/02/2014
20/02/2014 4013215 20/02/2014
20/02/2014 4013215 20/02/2014
20/02/2014 4013215 20/02/2014
20/02/2014 4013215 20/02/2014
20/02/2014 4013215 20/02/2014
20/02/2014 4013215 20/02/2014
20/02/2014 4013215 20/02/2014
20/02/2014 4013215 20/02/2014
20/02/2014 4013215 20/02/2014
20/02/2014 4013215 20/02/2014
20/02/2014 4013215 20/02/2014
20/02/2014 4013215 20/02/2014
20/02/2014 4013215 20/02/2014
20/02/2014 4013215 20/02/2014
20/02/2014 4013215 20/02/2014
20/02/2014 4013215 20/02/2014
20/02/2014 4013215 20/02/2014
20/02/2014 4013215 20/02/2014
20/02/2014 4013215 20/02/2014
20/02/2014 4013215 20/02/2014

WIT.0020.0001.0347



20/02/2014 4013215 20/02/2014
20/02/2014 4013215 20/02/2014
20/02/2014 4013215 20/02/2014
20/02/2014 4013215 20/02/2014
20/02/2014 4013215 20/02/2014
20/02/2014 4013215 20/02/2014
20/02/2014 4013215 20/02/2014
20/02/2014 4013215 20/02/2014
20/02/2014 4013215 20/02/2014
20/02/2014 4013215 20/02/2014
20/02/2014 4013215 20/02/2014
20/02/2014 4013215 20/02/2014
20/02/2014 4013215 20/02/2014
20/02/2014 4013215 20/02/2014
20/02/2014 4013215 20/02/2014
20/02/2014 4013215 20/02/2014
20/02/2014 4013215 20/02/2014
20/02/2014 4013215 20/02/2014
20/02/2014 4013215 20/02/2014
20/02/2014 4013215 20/02/2014
20/02/2014 4013215 20/02/2014
20/02/2014 4013215 20/02/2014
20/02/2014 4013215 20/02/2014
20/02/2014 4013215 20/02/2014
20/02/2014 4013215 20/02/2014
20/02/2014 4013215 20/02/2014
20/02/2014 4013215 20/02/2014
20/02/2014 4013215 20/02/2014
20/02/2014 4013215 20/02/2014
20/02/2014 4013215 20/02/2014
20/02/2014 4013215 20/02/2014
20/02/2014 4013215 20/02/2014
20/02/2014 4013215 20/02/2014
20/02/2014 4013215 20/02/2014
20/02/2014 4013215 20/02/2014
20/02/2014 4013215 20/02/2014
20/02/2014 4013215 20/02/2014
20/02/2014 4013215 20/02/2014
20/02/2014 4013215 20/02/2014
20/02/2014 4013215 20/02/2014
20/02/2014 4013215 20/02/2014
20/02/2014 4013215 20/02/2014
20/02/2014 4013215 20/02/2014
20/02/2014 4013215 20/02/2014
20/02/2014 4013215 20/02/2014
20/02/2014 4013215 20/02/2014
20/02/2014 4013215 20/02/2014
20/02/2014 4013215 20/02/2014
20/02/2014 4013215 20/02/2014
20/02/2014 4013215 20/02/2014

WIT.0020.0001.0348



20/02/2014 4013215 20/02/2014
20/02/2014 4013215 20/02/2014
20/02/2014 4013215 20/02/2014
20/02/2014 4013215 20/02/2014
20/02/2014 4013215 20/02/2014
20/02/2014 4013215 20/02/2014
20/02/2014 4013215 20/02/2014
20/02/2014 4013215 20/02/2014
20/02/2014 4013215 20/02/2014
20/02/2014 4013215 20/02/2014
20/02/2014 4013215 20/02/2014
20/02/2014 4013215 20/02/2014
20/02/2014 4013215 20/02/2014
23/04/2006 4011635 26/02/2014
25/02/2014 4011635 28/02/2014
14/09/2011 4011635 28/02/2014
27/02/2014 4009415 03/03/2014
27/02/2014 4009415 03/03/2014
27/02/2014 4009415 03/03/2014
20/06/2005 4009415 06/03/2014
20/03/2014 4009415 28/03/2014
26/03/2014 4009415 28/03/2014
22/11/2007 4009415 02/04/2014
31/03/2014 4009415 03/04/2014
31/03/2014 4009415 03/04/2014
31/03/2014 4009415 04/04/2014
28/02/2008 4009415 09/04/2014
13/04/2014 4013215 17/04/2014
13/04/2014 4013215 17/04/2014
15/11/2005 4009172 28/04/2014
29/04/2014 4013215 29/04/2014
29/04/2014 4013215 29/04/2014
29/04/2014 4013215 29/04/2014
29/04/2014 4013215 29/04/2014
29/04/2014 4013215 29/04/2014
29/04/2014 4013215 29/04/2014
29/04/2014 4013215 29/04/2014
29/04/2014 4013215 29/04/2014
29/04/2014 4013215 29/04/2014
29/04/2014 4013215 29/04/2014
29/04/2014 4013215 29/04/2014
29/04/2014 4013215 29/04/2014
29/04/2014 4013215 29/04/2014
29/04/2014 4013215 29/04/2014
29/04/2014 4013215 29/04/2014
29/04/2014 4013215 29/04/2014
29/04/2014 4013215 29/04/2014
29/04/2014 4013215 29/04/2014
29/04/2014 4013215 29/04/2014
29/04/2014 4013215 29/04/2014

WIT.0020.0001.0349



29/04/2014 4013215 29/04/2014
29/04/2014 4013215 29/04/2014
29/04/2014 4013215 29/04/2014
29/04/2014 4013215 29/04/2014
29/04/2014 4013215 29/04/2014
29/04/2014 4013215 29/04/2014
29/04/2014 4013215 29/04/2014
29/04/2014 4013215 29/04/2014
29/04/2014 4013215 29/04/2014
29/04/2014 4013215 29/04/2014
29/04/2014 4013215 29/04/2014
29/04/2014 4013215 29/04/2014
29/04/2014 4013215 29/04/2014
29/04/2014 4013215 29/04/2014
29/04/2014 4013215 29/04/2014
29/04/2014 4013215 29/04/2014
29/04/2014 4013215 29/04/2014
29/04/2014 4013215 29/04/2014
29/04/2014 4013215 29/04/2014
29/04/2014 4013215 29/04/2014
29/04/2014 4013215 29/04/2014
29/04/2014 4013215 29/04/2014
29/04/2014 4013215 29/04/2014
29/04/2014 4013215 29/04/2014
29/04/2014 4013215 29/04/2014
29/04/2014 4013215 29/04/2014
29/04/2014 4013215 29/04/2014
29/04/2014 4013215 29/04/2014
29/04/2014 4013215 29/04/2014
29/04/2014 4013215 29/04/2014
29/04/2014 4013215 29/04/2014
29/04/2014 4013215 29/04/2014
29/04/2014 4013215 29/04/2014
29/04/2014 4013215 29/04/2014
29/04/2014 4013215 29/04/2014
29/04/2014 4013215 29/04/2014
29/04/2014 4013215 29/04/2014
29/04/2014 4013215 29/04/2014
29/04/2014 4013215 29/04/2014
29/04/2014 4013215 29/04/2014
29/04/2014 4013215 29/04/2014
29/04/2014 4013215 29/04/2014
29/04/2014 4013215 29/04/2014
29/04/2014 4013215 29/04/2014
29/04/2014 4013215 29/04/2014
29/04/2014 4013215 29/04/2014
29/04/2014 4013215 29/04/2014
29/04/2014 4013215 29/04/2014
29/04/2014 4013215 29/04/2014
29/04/2014 4013215 29/04/2014

WIT.0020.0001.0350



29/04/2014 4013215 29/04/2014
29/04/2014 4013215 29/04/2014
29/04/2014 4013215 29/04/2014
29/04/2014 4013215 29/04/2014
29/04/2014 4013215 29/04/2014
29/04/2014 4013215 29/04/2014
29/04/2014 4013215 29/04/2014
29/04/2014 4013215 29/04/2014
29/04/2014 4013215 29/04/2014
29/04/2014 4013215 29/04/2014
29/04/2014 4013215 29/04/2014
29/04/2014 4013215 29/04/2014
29/04/2014 4013215 29/04/2014
29/04/2014 4013215 29/04/2014
29/04/2014 4013215 29/04/2014
29/04/2014 4013215 29/04/2014
29/04/2014 4013215 29/04/2014
29/04/2014 4013215 29/04/2014
29/04/2014 4013215 29/04/2014
29/04/2014 4013215 29/04/2014
29/04/2014 4013215 29/04/2014
29/04/2014 4013215 29/04/2014
29/04/2014 4013215 29/04/2014
29/04/2014 4013215 29/04/2014
29/04/2014 4013215 29/04/2014
29/04/2014 4013215 29/04/2014
28/04/2014 4013215 29/04/2014
29/04/2014 4013215 29/04/2014
29/04/2014 4013215 29/04/2014
29/04/2014 4013215 29/04/2014
29/04/2014 4013215 29/04/2014
29/04/2014 4013215 29/04/2014
29/04/2014 4013215 29/04/2014
29/04/2014 4013215 29/04/2014
29/04/2014 4013215 29/04/2014
29/04/2014 4013215 29/04/2014
29/04/2014 4013215 29/04/2014
29/04/2014 4013215 29/04/2014
29/04/2014 4013215 29/04/2014
29/04/2014 4013215 29/04/2014
29/04/2014 4013215 29/04/2014
29/04/2014 4013215 29/04/2014
29/04/2014 4013215 29/04/2014
29/04/2014 4013215 29/04/2014
29/04/2014 4013215 29/04/2014
29/04/2014 4013215 29/04/2014
29/04/2014 4013215 29/04/2014
29/04/2014 4013215 29/04/2014
29/04/2014 4013215 29/04/2014
29/04/2014 4013215 29/04/2014

WIT.0020.0001.0351



29/04/2014 4013215 29/04/2014
29/04/2014 4013215 29/04/2014
29/04/2014 4013215 29/04/2014
29/04/2014 4013215 29/04/2014
29/04/2014 4013215 29/04/2014
29/04/2014 4013215 29/04/2014
29/04/2014 4013215 29/04/2014
29/04/2014 4013215 29/04/2014
29/04/2014 4013215 29/04/2014
29/04/2014 4013215 29/04/2014
29/04/2014 4013215 29/04/2014
29/04/2014 4013215 29/04/2014
29/04/2014 4013215 29/04/2014
29/04/2014 4013215 29/04/2014
29/04/2014 4013215 29/04/2014
29/04/2014 4013215 29/04/2014
29/04/2014 4013215 29/04/2014
29/04/2014 4013215 29/04/2014
29/04/2014 4013215 29/04/2014
29/04/2014 4013215 29/04/2014
29/04/2014 4013215 29/04/2014
29/04/2014 4013215 29/04/2014
10/03/2003 4009172 30/04/2014
09/10/2008 4009172 01/05/2014
02/03/2011 4009172 09/05/2014
11/05/2014 4009415 16/05/2014
14/05/2014 4009415 16/05/2014
06/12/2002 4009415 26/05/2014
23/05/2014 4009415 27/05/2014
14/04/2014 4009415 28/05/2014
28/05/2014 4009415 02/06/2014
05/06/2014 4009415 06/06/2014
30/10/2006 4009415 11/06/2014
30/10/2006 4009415 11/06/2014
11/06/2014 4013215 16/06/2014
16/06/2014 4013215 16/06/2014
16/06/2014 4013215 16/06/2014
16/06/2014 4013215 16/06/2014
16/06/2014 4013215 16/06/2014
16/06/2014 4013215 16/06/2014
16/06/2014 4013215 16/06/2014
16/06/2014 4013215 16/06/2014
16/06/2014 4013215 16/06/2014
16/06/2014 4013215 16/06/2014
16/06/2014 4013215 16/06/2014
16/06/2014 4013215 16/06/2014
16/06/2014 4013215 16/06/2014
16/06/2014 4013215 16/06/2014
16/06/2014 4013215 16/06/2014
16/06/2014 4013215 16/06/2014

WIT.0020.0001.0352



16/06/2014 4013215 16/06/2014
16/06/2014 4013215 16/06/2014
16/06/2014 4013215 16/06/2014
16/06/2014 4013215 16/06/2014
16/06/2014 4013215 16/06/2014
16/06/2014 4013215 16/06/2014
16/06/2014 4013215 16/06/2014
16/06/2014 4013215 16/06/2014
16/06/2014 4013215 16/06/2014
16/06/2014 4013215 16/06/2014
16/06/2014 4013215 16/06/2014
16/06/2014 4013215 16/06/2014
16/06/2014 4013215 16/06/2014
16/06/2014 4013215 16/06/2014
16/06/2014 4013215 16/06/2014
16/06/2014 4013215 16/06/2014
16/06/2014 4013215 16/06/2014
16/06/2014 4013215 16/06/2014
16/06/2014 4013215 16/06/2014
16/06/2014 4013215 16/06/2014
16/06/2014 4013215 16/06/2014
16/06/2014 4013215 16/06/2014
16/06/2014 4013215 16/06/2014
16/06/2014 4013215 16/06/2014
16/06/2014 4013215 16/06/2014
16/06/2014 4013215 16/06/2014
16/06/2014 4013215 16/06/2014
16/06/2014 4013215 16/06/2014
16/06/2014 4013215 16/06/2014
16/06/2014 4013215 16/06/2014
16/06/2014 4013215 16/06/2014
16/06/2014 4013215 16/06/2014
16/06/2014 4013215 16/06/2014
16/06/2014 4013215 16/06/2014
16/06/2014 4013215 16/06/2014
16/06/2014 4013215 16/06/2014
16/06/2014 4013215 16/06/2014
16/06/2014 4013215 16/06/2014
16/06/2014 4013215 16/06/2014
16/06/2014 4013215 16/06/2014
16/06/2014 4013215 16/06/2014
16/06/2014 4013215 16/06/2014
16/06/2014 4013215 16/06/2014
16/06/2014 4013215 16/06/2014
16/06/2014 4013215 16/06/2014
16/06/2014 4013215 16/06/2014
16/06/2014 4013215 16/06/2014
16/06/2014 4013215 16/06/2014
16/06/2014 4013215 16/06/2014
16/06/2014 4013215 16/06/2014

WIT.0020.0001.0353



16/06/2014 4013215 16/06/2014
16/06/2014 4013215 16/06/2014
16/06/2014 4013215 16/06/2014
16/06/2014 4013215 16/06/2014
16/06/2014 4013215 16/06/2014
16/06/2014 4013215 16/06/2014
16/06/2014 4013215 16/06/2014
16/06/2014 4013215 16/06/2014
16/06/2014 4013215 16/06/2014
16/06/2014 4013215 16/06/2014
16/06/2014 4013215 16/06/2014
16/06/2014 4013215 16/06/2014
16/06/2014 4013215 16/06/2014
16/06/2014 4013215 16/06/2014
16/06/2014 4013215 16/06/2014
16/06/2014 4013215 16/06/2014
16/06/2014 4013215 16/06/2014
16/06/2014 4013215 16/06/2014
16/06/2014 4013215 16/06/2014
16/06/2014 4013215 16/06/2014
16/06/2014 4013215 16/06/2014
16/06/2014 4013215 16/06/2014
16/06/2014 4013215 16/06/2014
16/06/2014 4013215 16/06/2014
16/06/2014 4013215 16/06/2014
16/06/2014 4013215 16/06/2014
16/06/2014 4013215 16/06/2014
16/06/2014 4013215 16/06/2014
16/06/2014 4013215 16/06/2014
16/06/2014 4013215 16/06/2014
16/06/2014 4013215 16/06/2014
16/06/2014 4013215 16/06/2014
16/06/2014 4013215 16/06/2014
16/06/2014 4013215 16/06/2014
16/06/2014 4013215 16/06/2014
16/06/2014 4013215 16/06/2014
16/06/2014 4013215 16/06/2014
16/06/2014 4013215 16/06/2014
16/06/2014 4013215 16/06/2014
16/06/2014 4013215 16/06/2014
16/06/2014 4013215 16/06/2014
16/06/2014 4013215 16/06/2014
16/06/2014 4013215 16/06/2014
16/06/2014 4013215 16/06/2014
16/06/2014 4013215 16/06/2014
16/06/2014 4013215 16/06/2014
16/06/2014 4013215 16/06/2014
16/06/2014 4013215 16/06/2014
16/06/2014 4013215 16/06/2014
12/06/2014 4009415 16/06/2014

WIT.0020.0001.0354



17/06/2014 4009415 19/06/2014
17/06/2014 4009415 19/06/2014
30/06/2014 4009415 02/07/2014
30/06/2014 4009415 02/07/2014
01/07/2014 4009415 03/07/2014
02/06/2004 4009415 04/07/2014
14/07/2014 4009415 16/07/2014
29/07/2014 4009415 31/07/2014
04/08/2006 4009415 31/07/2014
01/08/2014 4013215 01/08/2014
01/08/2014 4013215 01/08/2014
01/08/2014 4013215 01/08/2014
01/08/2014 4013215 01/08/2014
01/08/2014 4013215 01/08/2014
01/08/2014 4013215 01/08/2014
01/08/2014 4013215 01/08/2014
01/08/2014 4013215 01/08/2014
01/08/2014 4013215 01/08/2014
01/08/2014 4013215 01/08/2014
01/08/2014 4013215 01/08/2014
01/08/2014 4013215 01/08/2014
01/08/2014 4013215 01/08/2014
01/08/2014 4013215 01/08/2014
01/08/2014 4013215 01/08/2014
01/08/2014 4013215 01/08/2014
01/08/2014 4013215 01/08/2014
01/08/2014 4013215 01/08/2014
01/08/2014 4013215 01/08/2014
01/08/2014 4013215 01/08/2014
01/08/2014 4013215 01/08/2014
01/08/2014 4013215 01/08/2014
01/08/2014 4013215 01/08/2014
01/08/2014 4013215 01/08/2014
01/08/2014 4013215 01/08/2014
01/08/2014 4013215 01/08/2014
01/08/2014 4013215 01/08/2014
01/08/2014 4013215 01/08/2014
01/08/2014 4013215 01/08/2014
01/08/2014 4013215 01/08/2014
01/08/2014 4013215 01/08/2014
01/08/2014 4013215 01/08/2014
01/08/2014 4013215 01/08/2014
01/08/2014 4013215 01/08/2014
01/08/2014 4013215 01/08/2014
01/08/2014 4013215 01/08/2014
01/08/2014 4013215 01/08/2014
01/08/2014 4013215 01/08/2014
01/08/2014 4013215 01/08/2014
01/08/2014 4013215 01/08/2014
01/08/2014 4013215 01/08/2014

WIT.0020.0001.0355



01/08/2014 4013215 01/08/201
01/08/2014 4013215 01/08/201
01/08/2014 4013215 01/08/201
01/08/2014 4013215 01/08/201
01/08/2014 4013215 01/08/201
01/08/2014 4013215 01/08/201
01/08/2014 4013215 01/08/201
01/08/2014 4013215 01/08/201
01/08/2014 4013215 01/08/201
01/08/2014 4013215 01/08/201
01/08/2014 4013215 01/08/201
01/08/2014 4013215 01/08/201
01/08/2014 4013215 01/08/201
01/08/2014 4013215 01/08/201
01/08/2014 4013215 01/08/201
01/08/2014 4013215 01/08/201
01/08/2014 4013215 01/08/201
01/08/2014 4013215 01/08/201
01/08/2014 4013215 01/08/201
01/08/2014 4013215 01/08/201
01/08/2014 4013215 01/08/201
01/08/2014 4013215 01/08/201
01/08/2014 4013215 01/08/201
01/08/2014 4013215 01/08/201
01/08/2014 4013215 01/08/201
01/08/2014 4013215 01/08/201
01/08/2014 4013215 01/08/201
01/08/2014 4013215 01/08/201
01/08/2014 4013215 01/08/201
01/08/2014 4013215 01/08/201
01/08/2014 4013215 01/08/201
01/08/2014 4013215 01/08/201
01/08/2014 4013215 01/08/201
01/08/2014 4013215 01/08/201
01/08/2014 4013215 01/08/201
01/08/2014 4013215 01/08/201
01/08/2014 4013215 01/08/201
01/08/2014 4013215 01/08/201
01/08/2014 4013215 01/08/201
01/08/2014 4013215 01/08/201
01/08/2014 4013215 01/08/201
01/08/2014 4013215 01/08/201
01/08/2014 4013215 01/08/201
01/08/2014 4013215 01/08/201
01/08/2014 4013215 01/08/201
01/08/2014 4013215 01/08/201
01/08/2014 4013215 01/08/201
01/08/2014 4013215 01/08/201
01/08/2014 4013215 01/08/201
01/08/2014 4013215 01/08/201

WIT.0020.0001.0356



01/08/2014 4013215 01/08/2014
01/08/2014 4013215 01/08/2014
01/08/2014 4013215 01/08/2014
01/08/2014 4013215 01/08/2014
01/08/2014 4013215 01/08/2014
01/08/2014 4013215 01/08/2014
01/08/2014 4013215 01/08/2014
01/08/2014 4013215 01/08/2014
01/08/2014 4013215 01/08/2014
01/08/2014 4013215 01/08/2014
02/08/2014 4009415 04/08/2014
03/08/2014 4009415 06/08/2014
14/08/2014 4009172 19/08/2014
17/08/2014 4009172 19/08/2014
20/08/2014 4009172 25/08/2014
21/08/2014 4009415 25/08/2014
07/06/2008 4009415 27/08/2014
05/06/2008 4009415 27/08/2014
27/07/2003 4009415 28/08/2014
20/03/2003 4009415 28/08/2014
29/05/2003 4009415 03/09/2014
14/11/2003 4009415 03/09/2014
15/08/2014 4013215 04/09/2014
04/09/2014 4013215 04/09/2014
04/09/2014 4013215 04/09/2014
04/09/2014 4013215 04/09/2014
04/09/2014 4013215 04/09/2014
04/09/2014 4013215 04/09/2014
04/09/2014 4013215 04/09/2014
04/09/2014 4013215 04/09/2014
04/09/2014 4013215 04/09/2014
04/09/2014 4013215 04/09/2014
04/09/2014 4013215 04/09/2014
04/09/2014 4013215 04/09/2014
04/09/2014 4013215 04/09/2014
04/09/2014 4013215 04/09/2014
04/09/2014 4013215 04/09/2014
04/09/2014 4013215 04/09/2014
04/09/2014 4013215 04/09/2014
04/09/2014 4013215 04/09/2014
04/09/2014 4013215 04/09/2014
04/09/2014 4013215 04/09/2014
04/09/2014 4013215 04/09/2014
04/09/2014 4013215 04/09/2014
04/09/2014 4013215 04/09/2014
04/09/2014 4013215 04/09/2014
04/09/2014 4013215 04/09/2014
04/09/2014 4013215 04/09/2014
04/09/2014 4013215 04/09/2014
04/09/2014 4013215 04/09/2014

WIT.0020.0001.0357



04/09/2014 4013215 04/09/2014
04/09/2014 4013215 04/09/2014
04/09/2014 4013215 04/09/2014
04/09/2014 4013215 04/09/2014
04/09/2014 4013215 04/09/2014
04/09/2014 4013215 04/09/2014
04/09/2014 4013215 04/09/2014
04/09/2014 4013215 04/09/2014
04/09/2014 4013215 04/09/2014
04/09/2014 4013215 04/09/2014
04/09/2014 4013215 04/09/2014
04/09/2014 4013215 04/09/2014
04/09/2014 4013215 04/09/2014
04/09/2014 4013215 04/09/2014
04/09/2014 4013215 04/09/2014
04/09/2014 4013215 04/09/2014
04/09/2014 4013215 04/09/2014
04/09/2014 4013215 04/09/2014
04/09/2014 4013215 04/09/2014
04/09/2014 4013215 04/09/2014
04/09/2014 4013215 04/09/2014
04/09/2014 4013215 04/09/2014
04/09/2014 4013215 04/09/2014
04/09/2014 4013215 04/09/2014
04/09/2014 4013215 04/09/2014
04/09/2014 4013215 04/09/2014
04/09/2014 4013215 04/09/2014
04/09/2014 4013215 04/09/2014
04/09/2014 4013215 04/09/2014
04/09/2014 4013215 04/09/2014
04/09/2014 4013215 04/09/2014
04/09/2014 4013215 04/09/2014
04/09/2014 4013215 04/09/2014
04/09/2014 4013215 04/09/2014
04/09/2014 4013215 04/09/2014
01/06/2005 4009415 08/09/2014
15/09/2014 4009415 17/09/2014
23/03/2007 4009415 18/09/2014
30/10/2008 4009415 19/09/2014
21/09/2014 4009415 24/09/2014
03/04/2006 4009415 24/09/2014
14/05/2008 4009415 03/10/2014
14/10/2014 4020223 14/10/2014
14/10/2014 4020223 14/10/2014
14/10/2014 4020223 14/10/2014
14/10/2014 4020223 14/10/2014
14/10/2014 4020223 14/10/2014
14/10/2014 4020223 14/10/2014
14/10/2014 4020223 14/10/2014
14/10/2014 4020223 14/10/2014

WIT.0020.0001.0358



14/10/2014 4020223 14/10/2014
14/10/2014 4020223 14/10/2014
14/10/2014 4020223 14/10/2014
14/10/2014 4020223 14/10/2014
14/10/2014 4020223 14/10/2014
14/10/2014 4020223 14/10/2014
14/10/2014 4020223 14/10/2014
14/10/2014 4020223 14/10/2014
14/10/2014 4020223 14/10/2014
14/10/2014 4020223 14/10/2014
14/10/2014 4020223 14/10/2014
14/10/2014 4020223 14/10/2014
14/10/2014 4020223 14/10/2014
14/10/2014 4020223 14/10/2014
14/10/2014 4020223 14/10/2014
14/10/2014 4020223 14/10/2014
14/10/2014 4020223 14/10/2014
14/10/2014 4020223 14/10/2014
14/10/2014 4020223 14/10/2014
14/10/2014 4020223 14/10/2014
14/10/2014 4020223 14/10/2014
14/10/2014 4020223 14/10/2014
14/10/2014 4020223 14/10/2014
14/10/2014 4020223 14/10/2014
14/10/2014 4020223 14/10/2014
14/10/2014 4020223 14/10/2014
14/10/2014 4020223 14/10/2014
14/10/2014 4020223 14/10/2014
14/10/2014 4020223 14/10/2014
14/10/2014 4020223 14/10/2014
14/10/2014 4020223 14/10/2014
14/10/2014 4020223 14/10/2014
14/10/2014 4020223 14/10/2014
14/10/2014 4020223 14/10/2014
14/10/2014 4020223 14/10/2014
14/10/2014 4020223 14/10/2014
14/10/2014 4020223 14/10/2014
14/10/2014 4020223 14/10/2014
14/10/2014 4020223 14/10/2014
14/10/2014 4020223 14/10/2014
14/10/2014 4020223 14/10/2014
14/10/2014 4020223 14/10/2014
14/10/2014 4020223 14/10/2014
14/10/2014 4020223 14/10/2014
14/10/2014 4020223 14/10/2014
14/10/2014 4020223 14/10/2014
14/10/2014 4020223 14/10/2014
14/10/2014 4020223 14/10/2014
14/10/2014 4020223 14/10/2014
14/10/2014 4020223 14/10/2014

WIT.0020.0001.0359



14/10/2014 4020223 14/10/2014
14/10/2014 4020223 14/10/2014
14/10/2014 4020223 14/10/2014
14/10/2014 4020223 14/10/2014
14/10/2014 4020223 14/10/2014
14/10/2014 4020223 14/10/2014
14/10/2014 4020223 14/10/2014
14/10/2014 4020223 14/10/2014
14/10/2014 4020223 14/10/2014
14/10/2014 4020223 14/10/2014
14/10/2014 4020223 14/10/2014
14/10/2014 4020223 14/10/2014
14/10/2014 4020223 14/10/2014
14/10/2014 4020223 14/10/2014
14/10/2014 4020223 14/10/2014
14/10/2014 4020223 14/10/2014
14/10/2014 4020223 14/10/2014
14/10/2014 4020223 14/10/2014
14/10/2014 4020223 14/10/2014
14/10/2014 4020223 14/10/2014
14/10/2014 4020223 14/10/2014
14/10/2014 4020223 14/10/2014
14/10/2014 4020223 14/10/2014
14/10/2014 4020223 14/10/2014
14/10/2014 4020223 14/10/2014
14/10/2014 4020223 14/10/2014
14/10/2014 4020223 14/10/2014
04/06/2007 4009415 17/10/2014
16/10/2014 4009415 20/10/2014
20/10/2014 4009415 21/10/2014
23/10/2014 4009415 28/10/2014
28/10/2014 4009415 30/10/2014
29/04/2010 4009415 03/11/2014
04/11/2014 4009415 06/11/2014
04/01/2010 4009415 07/11/2014
30/10/2006 4009415 12/11/2014
30/10/2006 4009415 12/11/2014
30/10/2006 4009415 12/11/2014
21/07/2007 4009415 28/11/2014
05/12/2014 4013215 08/12/2014
05/12/2014 4013215 08/12/2014
05/12/2014 4013215 08/12/2014
05/12/2014 4013215 08/12/2014
05/12/2014 4013215 08/12/2014
05/12/2014 4013215 08/12/2014
05/12/2014 4013215 08/12/2014
05/12/2014 4013215 08/12/2014
05/12/2014 4013215 08/12/2014
05/12/2014 4013215 08/12/2014
05/12/2014 4013215 08/12/2014

WIT.0020.0001.0360



05/12/2014 4013215 08/12/2014
05/12/2014 4013215 08/12/2014
05/12/2014 4013215 08/12/2014
05/12/2014 4013215 08/12/2014
05/12/2014 4013215 08/12/2014
05/12/2014 4013215 08/12/2014
05/12/2014 4013215 08/12/2014
05/12/2014 4013215 08/12/2014
05/12/2014 4013215 08/12/2014
05/12/2014 4013215 08/12/2014
05/12/2014 4013215 08/12/2014
05/12/2014 4013215 08/12/2014
05/12/2014 4013215 08/12/2014
05/12/2014 4013215 08/12/2014
05/12/2014 4013215 08/12/2014
05/12/2014 4013215 08/12/2014
05/12/2014 4013215 08/12/2014
05/12/2014 4013215 08/12/2014
05/12/2014 4013215 08/12/2014
05/12/2014 4013215 08/12/2014
05/12/2014 4013215 08/12/2014
05/12/2014 4013215 08/12/2014
05/12/2014 4013215 08/12/2014
05/12/2014 4013215 08/12/2014
05/12/2014 4013215 08/12/2014
05/12/2014 4013215 08/12/2014
05/12/2014 4013215 08/12/2014
05/12/2014 4013215 08/12/2014
05/12/2014 4013215 08/12/2014
05/12/2014 4013215 08/12/2014
05/12/2014 4013215 08/12/2014
05/12/2014 4013215 08/12/2014
05/12/2014 4013215 08/12/2014
05/12/2014 4013215 08/12/2014
05/12/2014 4013215 08/12/2014
05/12/2014 4013215 08/12/2014
05/12/2014 4013215 08/12/2014
05/12/2014 4013215 08/12/2014
05/12/2014 4013215 08/12/2014
05/12/2014 4013215 08/12/2014
05/12/2014 4013215 08/12/2014
05/12/2014 4013215 08/12/2014
05/12/2014 4013215 08/12/2014
05/12/2014 4013215 08/12/2014
05/12/2014 4013215 08/12/2014
05/02/2014 4013215 08/12/2014
05/12/2014 4013215 08/12/2014
05/12/2014 4013215 08/12/2014
05/12/2014 4013215 08/12/2014
05/12/2014 4013215 08/12/2014

WIT.0020.0001.0361



05/12/2014 4013215 08/12/2014
05/12/2014 4013215 08/12/2014
05/12/2014 4013215 08/12/2014
05/12/2014 4013215 08/12/2014
05/12/2014 4013215 08/12/2014
05/12/2014 4013215 08/12/2014
05/12/2014 4013215 08/12/2014
05/12/2014 4013215 08/12/2014
05/12/2014 4013215 08/12/2014
05/12/2014 4013215 08/12/2014
05/12/2014 4013215 08/12/2014
05/12/2014 4013215 08/12/2014
05/12/2014 4013215 08/12/2014
05/12/2014 4013215 08/12/2014
05/12/2014 4013215 08/12/2014
05/12/2014 4013215 08/12/2014
05/12/2014 4013215 08/12/2014
05/12/2014 4013215 08/12/2014
05/12/2014 4013215 08/12/2014
05/12/2014 4013215 08/12/2014
05/12/2014 4013215 08/12/2014
05/12/2014 4013215 08/12/2014
05/12/2014 4013215 08/12/2014
05/12/2014 4013215 08/12/2014
05/12/2014 4013215 08/12/2014
05/12/2014 4013215 08/12/2014
05/12/2014 4013215 08/12/2014
05/12/2014 4013215 08/12/2014
05/12/2014 4013215 08/12/2014
05/12/2014 4013215 08/12/2014
05/12/2014 4013215 08/12/2014
05/12/2014 4013215 08/12/2014
05/12/2014 4013215 08/12/2014
05/12/2014 4013215 08/12/2014
05/12/2014 4013215 08/12/2014
05/12/2014 4013215 08/12/2014
05/12/2014 4013215 08/12/2014
05/12/2014 4013215 08/12/2014
05/12/2014 4013215 08/12/2014
05/12/2014 4013215 08/12/2014
05/12/2014 4013215 08/12/2014
05/12/2014 4013215 08/12/2014
05/12/2014 4013215 08/12/2014
05/12/2014 4013215 08/12/2014
05/12/2014 4013215 08/12/2014
05/12/2014 4013215 08/12/2014
05/12/2014 4013215 08/12/2014
05/12/2014 4013215 08/12/2014
05/12/2014 4013215 08/12/2014
05/12/2014 4013215 08/12/2014

WIT.0020.0001.0362



05/12/2014 4013215 08/12/2014
05/12/2014 4013215 08/12/2014
05/12/2014 4013215 08/12/2014
05/12/2014 4013215 08/12/2014
05/12/2014 4013215 08/12/2014
05/12/2014 4013215 08/12/2014
05/12/2014 4013215 08/12/2014
05/12/2014 4013215 08/12/2014
05/12/2014 4013215 08/12/2014
05/12/2014 4013215 08/12/2014
05/12/2014 4013215 08/12/2014
05/12/2014 4013215 08/12/2014
05/12/2014 4013215 08/12/2014
05/12/2014 4013215 08/12/2014
05/12/2014 4013215 08/12/2014
14/12/2014 4009415 16/12/2014
13/01/2015 4009415 15/01/2015
13/01/2015 4009415 04/02/2015
02/10/2009 4009415 06/02/2015
04/02/2015 4009415 06/02/2015
13/02/2015 4009415 13/02/2015
11/02/2015 4009415 13/02/2015
09/02/2015 4013215 16/02/2015
09/02/2015 4013215 16/02/2015
09/02/2015 4013215 16/02/2015
09/02/2015 4013215 16/02/2015
09/02/2015 4013215 16/02/2015
09/02/2015 4013215 16/02/2015
09/02/2015 4013215 16/02/2015
09/02/2015 4013215 16/02/2015
09/02/2015 4013215 16/02/2015
09/02/2015 4013215 16/02/2015
09/02/2015 4013215 16/02/2015
09/02/2015 4013215 16/02/2015
09/02/2015 4013215 16/02/2015
09/02/2015 4013215 16/02/2015
09/02/2015 4013215 16/02/2015
09/02/2015 4013215 16/02/2015
09/02/2015 4013215 16/02/2015
09/02/2015 4013215 16/02/2015
09/02/2015 4013215 16/02/2015
09/02/2015 4013215 16/02/2015
09/02/2015 4013215 16/02/2015
09/02/2015 4013215 16/02/2015
09/02/2015 4013215 16/02/2015
09/02/2015 4013215 16/02/2015
09/02/2015 4013215 16/02/2015
09/02/2015 4013215 16/02/2015
09/02/2015 4013215 16/02/2015
09/02/2015 4013215 16/02/2015

WIT.0020.0001.0363



09/02/2015 4013215 16/02/2015
09/02/2015 4013215 16/02/2015
09/02/2015 4013215 16/02/2015
09/02/2015 4013215 16/02/2015
09/02/2015 4013215 16/02/2015
09/02/2015 4013215 16/02/2015
09/02/2015 4013215 16/02/2015
09/02/2015 4013215 16/02/2015
09/02/2015 4013215 16/02/2015
09/02/2015 4013215 16/02/2015
09/02/2015 4013215 16/02/2015
09/02/2015 4013215 16/02/2015
09/02/2015 4013215 16/02/2015
09/02/2015 4013215 16/02/2015
09/02/2015 4013215 16/02/2015
09/02/2015 4013215 16/02/2015
09/02/2015 4013215 16/02/2015
09/02/2015 4013215 16/02/2015
09/02/2015 4013215 16/02/2015
09/02/2015 4013215 16/02/2015
09/02/2015 4013215 16/02/2015
09/02/2015 4013215 16/02/2015
09/02/2015 4013215 16/02/2015
09/02/2015 4013215 16/02/2015
09/02/2015 4013215 16/02/2015
09/02/2015 4013215 16/02/2015
09/02/2015 4013215 16/02/2015
09/02/2015 4013215 16/02/2015
09/02/2015 4013215 16/02/2015
09/02/2015 4013215 16/02/2015
09/02/2015 4013215 16/02/2015
09/02/2015 4013215 16/02/2015
09/02/2015 4013215 16/02/2015
09/02/2015 4013215 16/02/2015
09/02/2015 4013215 16/02/2015
09/02/2015 4013215 16/02/2015
09/02/2015 4013215 16/02/2015
09/02/2015 4013215 16/02/2015
09/02/2015 4013215 16/02/2015
09/02/2015 4013215 16/02/2015
09/02/2015 4013215 16/02/2015
09/02/2015 4013215 16/02/2015
09/02/2015 4013215 16/02/2015
09/02/2015 4013215 16/02/2015
09/02/2015 4013215 16/02/2015
09/02/2015 4013215 16/02/2015
09/02/2015 4013215 16/02/2015
09/02/2015 4013215 16/02/2015
09/02/2015 4013215 16/02/2015
09/02/2015 4013215 16/02/2015

WIT.0020.0001.0364



09/02/2015 4013215 16/02/2015
09/02/2015 4013215 16/02/2015
09/02/2015 4013215 16/02/2015
09/02/2015 4013215 16/02/2015
09/02/2015 4013215 16/02/2015
09/02/2015 4013215 16/02/2015
09/02/2015 4013215 16/02/2015
03/02/2008 4009415 16/02/2015
12/06/2014 4009415 12/03/2015
12/03/2015 4009415 17/03/2015
17/03/2015 4013215 17/03/2015
17/03/2015 4013215 17/03/2015
17/03/2015 4013215 17/03/2015
17/03/2015 4013215 17/03/2015
17/03/2015 4013215 17/03/2015
17/03/2015 4013215 17/03/2015
17/03/2015 4013215 17/03/2015
17/03/2015 4013215 17/03/2015
17/03/2015 4013215 17/03/2015
17/03/2015 4013215 17/03/2015
17/03/2015 4013215 17/03/2015
17/03/2015 4013215 17/03/2015
17/03/2015 4013215 17/03/2015
17/03/2015 4013215 17/03/2015
17/03/2015 4013215 17/03/2015
17/03/2015 4013215 17/03/2015
17/03/2015 4013215 17/03/2015
17/03/2015 4013215 17/03/2015
17/03/2015 4013215 17/03/2015
17/03/2015 4013215 17/03/2015
17/03/2015 4013215 17/03/2015
17/03/2015 4013215 17/03/2015
17/03/2015 4013215 17/03/2015
17/03/2015 4013215 17/03/2015
17/03/2015 4013215 17/03/2015
17/03/2015 4013215 17/03/2015
17/03/2015 4013215 17/03/2015
17/03/2015 4013215 17/03/2015
17/03/2015 4013215 17/03/2015
17/03/2015 4013215 17/03/2015
17/03/2015 4013215 17/03/2015
17/03/2015 4013215 17/03/2015
17/03/2015 4013215 17/03/2015
17/03/2015 4013215 17/03/2015
17/03/2015 4013215 17/03/2015
17/03/2015 4013215 17/03/2015
17/03/2015 4013215 17/03/2015
17/03/2015 4013215 17/03/2015
17/03/2015 4013215 17/03/2015
17/03/2015 4013215 17/03/2015

WIT.0020.0001.0365



17/03/2015 4013215 17/03/2015
17/03/2015 4013215 17/03/2015
17/03/2015 4013215 17/03/2015
17/03/2015 4013215 17/03/2015
17/03/2015 4013215 17/03/2015
17/03/2015 4013215 17/03/2015
17/03/2015 4013215 17/03/2015
17/03/2015 4013215 17/03/2015
17/03/2015 4013215 17/03/2015
17/03/2015 4013215 17/03/2015
17/03/2015 4013215 17/03/2015
17/03/2015 4013215 17/03/2015
17/03/2015 4013215 17/03/2015
17/03/2015 4013215 17/03/2015
17/03/2015 4013215 17/03/2015
17/03/2015 4013215 17/03/2015
17/03/2015 4013215 17/03/2015
17/03/2015 4013215 17/03/2015
03/12/2004 4009415 21/03/2015
03/12/2004 4009415 21/03/2015
25/03/2015 4009415 30/03/2015
07/09/2010 4009415 02/04/2015
31/03/2015 4009415 07/04/2015
07/08/2006 4009415 04/05/2015
13/05/2015 4013215 13/05/2015
13/05/2015 4013215 13/05/2015
13/05/2015 4013215 13/05/2015
13/05/2015 4013215 13/05/2015
13/05/2015 4013215 13/05/2015
13/05/2015 4013215 13/05/2015
13/05/2015 4013215 13/05/2015
13/05/2015 4013215 13/05/2015
13/05/2015 4013215 13/05/2015
13/05/2015 4013215 13/05/2015
13/05/2015 4013215 13/05/2015
13/05/2015 4013215 13/05/2015
13/05/2015 4013215 13/05/2015
13/05/2015 4013215 13/05/2015
13/05/2015 4013215 13/05/2015
13/05/2015 4013215 13/05/2015
13/05/2015 4013215 13/05/2015
13/05/2015 4013215 13/05/2015
13/05/2015 4013215 13/05/2015
13/05/2015 4013215 13/05/2015
13/05/2015 4013215 13/05/2015
13/05/2015 4013215 13/05/2015
13/05/2015 4013215 13/05/2015
13/05/2015 4013215 13/05/2015
13/05/2015 4013215 13/05/2015
13/05/2015 4013215 13/05/2015

WIT.0020.0001.0366



13/05/2015 4013215 13/05/2015
13/05/2015 4013215 13/05/2015
13/05/2015 4013215 13/05/2015
13/05/2015 4013215 13/05/2015
13/05/2015 4013215 13/05/2015
13/05/2015 4013215 13/05/2015
13/05/2015 4013215 13/05/2015
13/05/2015 4013215 13/05/2015
13/05/2015 4013215 13/05/2015
13/05/2015 4013215 13/05/2015
13/05/2015 4013215 13/05/2015
13/05/2015 4013215 13/05/2015
13/05/2015 4013215 13/05/2015
13/05/2015 4013215 13/05/2015
13/05/2015 4013215 13/05/2015
13/05/2015 4013215 13/05/2015
13/05/2015 4013215 13/05/2015
13/05/2015 4013215 13/05/2015
13/05/2015 4013215 13/05/2015
13/05/2015 4013215 13/05/2015
13/05/2015 4013215 13/05/2015
13/05/2015 4013215 13/05/2015
13/05/2015 4013215 13/05/2015
13/05/2015 4013215 13/05/2015
13/05/2015 4013215 13/05/2015
13/05/2015 4013215 13/05/2015
13/05/2015 4013215 13/05/2015
13/05/2015 4013215 13/05/2015
13/05/2015 4013215 13/05/2015
13/05/2015 4013215 13/05/2015
13/05/2015 4013215 13/05/2015
13/05/2015 4013215 13/05/2015
13/05/2015 4013215 13/05/2015
13/05/2015 4013215 13/05/2015
13/05/2015 4013215 13/05/2015
13/05/2015 4013215 13/05/2015
13/05/2015 4013215 13/05/2015
13/05/2015 4013215 13/05/2015
13/05/2015 4013215 13/05/2015
13/05/2015 4013215 13/05/2015
13/05/2015 4013215 13/05/2015
13/05/2015 4013215 13/05/2015
13/05/2015 4013215 13/05/2015
13/05/2015 4013215 13/05/2015
13/05/2015 4013215 13/05/2015
13/05/2015 4013215 13/05/2015
13/05/2015 4013215 13/05/2015
13/05/2015 4013215 13/05/2015
13/05/2015 4013215 13/05/2015
13/05/2015 4013215 13/05/2015

WIT.0020.0001.0367



13/05/2015 4013215 13/05/2015
13/05/2015 4013215 13/05/2015
13/05/2015 4013215 13/05/2015
13/05/2015 4013215 13/05/2015
13/05/2015 4013215 13/05/2015
13/05/2015 4013215 13/05/2015
13/05/2015 4013215 13/05/2015
13/05/2015 4013215 13/05/2015
13/05/2015 4013215 13/05/2015
13/05/2015 4013215 13/05/2015
13/05/2015 4013215 13/05/2015
13/05/2015 4013215 13/05/2015
13/05/2015 4013215 13/05/2015
13/05/2015 4013215 13/05/2015
13/05/2015 4013215 13/05/2015
13/05/2015 4013215 13/05/2015
13/05/2015 4013215 13/05/2015
13/05/2015 4013215 13/05/2015
13/05/2015 4013215 13/05/2015
13/05/2015 4013215 13/05/2015
13/05/2015 4013215 13/05/2015
13/05/2015 4013215 13/05/2015
13/05/2015 4013215 13/05/2015
13/05/2015 4013215 13/05/2015
13/05/2015 4013215 13/05/2015
13/05/2015 4013215 13/05/2015
13/05/2015 4013215 13/05/2015
13/05/2015 4013215 13/05/2015
13/05/2015 4013215 13/05/2015
12/05/2015 4009415 14/05/2015
17/02/2015 4009172 19/05/2015
24/05/2015 4009415 28/05/2015
03/06/2015 4013215 05/06/2015
08/06/2015 4009415 11/06/2015
11/06/2015 4013215 11/06/2015
15/06/2015 4013215 15/06/2015
15/06/2015 4013215 15/06/2015
15/06/2015 4013215 15/06/2015
15/06/2015 4013215 15/06/2015
15/06/2015 4013215 15/06/2015
15/06/2015 4013215 15/06/2015
15/06/2015 4013215 15/06/2015
15/06/2015 4013215 15/06/2015
15/06/2015 4013215 15/06/2015
15/06/2015 4013215 15/06/2015
15/06/2015 4013215 15/06/2015
15/06/2015 4013215 15/06/2015
15/06/2015 4013215 15/06/2015
15/06/2015 4013215 15/06/2015
15/06/2015 4013215 15/06/2015

WIT.0020.0001.0368



15/06/2015 4013215 15/06/2015
15/06/2015 4013215 15/06/2015
15/06/2015 4013215 15/06/2015
15/06/2015 4013215 15/06/2015
15/06/2015 4013215 15/06/2015
15/06/2015 4013215 15/06/2015
15/06/2015 4013215 15/06/2015
15/06/2015 4013215 15/06/2015
15/06/2015 4013215 15/06/2015
15/06/2015 4013215 15/06/2015
15/06/2015 4013215 15/06/2015
15/06/2015 4013215 15/06/2015
15/06/2015 4013215 15/06/2015
15/06/2015 4013215 15/06/2015
15/06/2015 4013215 15/06/2015
15/06/2015 4013215 15/06/2015
15/06/2015 4013215 15/06/2015
15/06/2015 4013215 15/06/2015
15/06/2015 4013215 15/06/2015
15/06/2015 4013215 15/06/2015
15/06/2015 4013215 15/06/2015
15/06/2015 4013215 15/06/2015
15/06/2015 4013215 15/06/2015
15/06/2015 4013215 15/06/2015
15/06/2015 4013215 15/06/2015
15/06/2015 4013215 15/06/2015
15/06/2015 4013215 15/06/2015
15/06/2015 4013215 15/06/2015
15/06/2015 4013215 15/06/2015
15/06/2015 4013215 15/06/2015
15/06/2015 4013215 15/06/2015
15/06/2015 4013215 15/06/2015
15/06/2015 4013215 15/06/2015
15/06/2015 4013215 15/06/2015
15/06/2015 4013215 15/06/2015
15/06/2015 4013215 15/06/2015
15/06/2015 4013215 15/06/2015
15/06/2015 4013215 15/06/2015
22/06/2015 4009415 24/06/2015
22/06/2015 4009415 24/06/2015
29/06/2015 4013215 29/06/2015
24/08/2007 4009415 29/06/2015
02/07/2015 4022358 07/07/2015
30/03/2008 4009415 15/07/2015
21/07/2015 4009415 23/07/2015
10/06/2008 4009415 10/08/2015
16/08/2015 4009415 19/08/2015
19/08/2015 4013215 19/08/2015
19/08/2015 4013215 19/08/2015
19/08/2015 4013215 19/08/2015
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19/08/2015 4013215 19/08/2015
19/08/2015 4013215 19/08/2015
19/08/2015 4035475 19/08/2015
19/08/2015 4035475 19/08/2015
19/08/2015 4035475 19/08/2015
19/08/2015 4035475 19/08/2015
19/08/2015 4035475 19/08/2015
19/08/2015 4035475 19/08/2015
19/08/2015 4035475 19/08/2015
19/08/2015 4035475 19/08/2015
19/08/2015 4035475 19/08/2015
19/08/2015 4035475 19/08/2015
19/08/2015 4035475 19/08/2015
19/08/2015 4035475 19/08/2015
19/08/2015 4035475 19/08/2015
19/08/2015 4035475 19/08/2015
19/08/2015 4035475 19/08/2015
19/08/2015 4035475 19/08/2015
19/08/2015 4035475 19/08/2015
19/08/2015 4035475 19/08/2015
19/08/2015 4035475 19/08/2015
19/08/2015 4035475 19/08/2015
19/08/2015 4035475 19/08/2015
19/08/2015 4035475 19/08/2015
19/08/2015 4035475 19/08/2015
19/08/2015 4035475 19/08/2015
19/08/2015 4035475 19/08/2015
19/08/2015 4035475 19/08/2015
19/08/2015 4035475 19/08/2015
19/08/2015 4035475 19/08/2015
19/08/2015 4035475 19/08/2015
19/08/2015 4035475 19/08/2015
19/08/2015 4035475 19/08/2015
19/08/2015 4035475 19/08/2015
19/08/2015 4035475 19/08/2015
19/08/2015 4035475 19/08/2015
19/08/2015 4035475 19/08/2015
19/08/2015 4035475 19/08/2015
19/08/2015 4035475 19/08/2015
19/08/2015 4035475 19/08/2015
19/08/2015 4035475 19/08/2015
19/08/2015 4035475 19/08/2015
19/08/2015 4035475 19/08/2015
19/08/2015 4035475 19/08/2015
19/08/2015 4035475 19/08/2015
19/08/2015 4035475 19/08/2015
19/08/2015 4035475 19/08/2015
19/08/2015 4035475 19/08/2015
19/08/2015 4035475 19/08/2015
19/08/2015 4035475 19/08/2015
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19/08/2015 4035475 19/08/2015
19/08/2015 4035475 19/08/2015
19/08/2015 4035475 19/08/2015
19/08/2015 4035475 19/08/2015
19/08/2015 4035475 19/08/2015
19/08/2015 4035475 19/08/2015
19/08/2015 4035475 19/08/2015
19/08/2015 4035475 19/08/2015
19/08/2015 4035475 19/08/2015
19/08/2015 4035475 19/08/2015
19/08/2015 4035475 19/08/2015
19/08/2015 4035475 19/08/2015
19/08/2015 4035475 19/08/2015
19/08/2015 4035475 19/08/2015
19/08/2015 4035475 19/08/2015
19/08/2015 4035475 19/08/2015
19/08/2015 4035475 19/08/2015
19/08/2015 4035475 19/08/2015
19/08/2015 4035475 19/08/2015
19/08/2015 4035475 19/08/2015
19/08/2015 4035475 19/08/2015
19/08/2015 4035475 19/08/2015
19/08/2015 4035475 19/08/2015
19/08/2015 4035475 19/08/2015
19/08/2015 4035475 19/08/2015
19/08/2015 4035475 19/08/2015
19/08/2015 4035475 19/08/2015
19/08/2015 4035475 19/08/2015
19/08/2015 4035475 19/08/2015
19/08/2015 4035475 19/08/2015
19/08/2015 4035475 19/08/2015
19/08/2015 4035475 19/08/2015
19/08/2015 4035475 19/08/2015
19/08/2015 4035475 19/08/2015
19/08/2015 4035475 19/08/2015
19/08/2015 4035475 19/08/2015
19/08/2015 4035475 19/08/2015
19/08/2015 4035475 19/08/2015
19/08/2015 4035475 19/08/2015
19/08/2015 4035475 19/08/2015
19/08/2015 4035475 19/08/2015
19/08/2015 4035475 19/08/2015
19/08/2015 4035475 19/08/2015
19/08/2015 4035475 19/08/2015
19/08/2015 4035475 19/08/2015
19/08/2015 4035475 19/08/2015
19/08/2015 4035475 19/08/2015
19/08/2015 4035475 19/08/2015
19/08/2015 4035475 19/08/2015
19/08/2015 4035475 19/08/2015
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19/08/2015 4035475 19/08/2015
19/08/2015 4035475 19/08/2015
19/08/2015 4035475 19/08/2015
19/08/2015 4035475 19/08/2015
19/08/2015 4035475 19/08/2015
19/08/2015 4035475 19/08/2015
19/08/2015 4035475 19/08/2015
19/08/2015 4035475 19/08/2015
19/08/2015 4035475 19/08/2015
19/08/2015 4035475 19/08/2015
19/08/2015 4035475 19/08/2015
19/08/2015 4035475 19/08/2015
19/08/2015 4035475 19/08/2015
19/08/2015 4035475 19/08/2015
19/08/2015 4035475 19/08/2015
19/08/2015 4035475 19/08/2015
19/08/2015 4035475 19/08/2015
19/08/2015 4035475 19/08/2015
19/08/2015 4035475 19/08/2015
19/08/2015 4035475 19/08/2015
19/08/2015 4035475 19/08/2015
19/08/2015 4035475 19/08/2015
19/08/2015 4035475 19/08/2015
19/08/2015 4035475 19/08/2015
19/08/2015 4035475 19/08/2015
19/08/2015 4035475 19/08/2015
27/07/2006 4009415 27/08/2015
08/09/2015 4013215 11/09/2015
24/03/2006 4009415 17/09/2015
28/10/2010 4011635 22/09/2015
22/09/2015 4013215 24/09/2015
19/07/2007 4011635 29/09/2015
29/07/2015 4009415 06/10/2015
24/05/2011 4013215 08/10/2015
08/10/2015 4009415 13/10/2015
12/10/2015 4009415 14/10/2015
14/09/2015 4009415 19/10/2015
22/10/2015 4013215 22/10/2015
22/10/2015 4013215 22/10/2015
22/10/2015 4013215 22/10/2015
22/10/2015 4013215 22/10/2015
22/10/2015 4013215 22/10/2015
22/10/2015 4013215 22/10/2015
22/10/2015 4013215 22/10/2015
22/10/2015 4013215 22/10/2015
22/10/2015 4013215 22/10/2015
22/10/2015 4013215 22/10/2015
22/10/2015 4013215 22/10/2015
22/10/2015 4013215 22/10/2015
22/10/2015 4013215 22/10/2015
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22/10/2015 4013215 22/10/2015
22/10/2015 4013215 22/10/2015
22/10/2015 4013215 22/10/2015
22/10/2015 4013215 22/10/2015
22/10/2015 4013215 22/10/2015
22/10/2015 4013215 22/10/2015
22/10/2015 4013215 22/10/2015
22/10/2015 4013215 22/10/2015
22/10/2015 4013215 22/10/2015
22/10/2015 4013215 22/10/2015
22/10/2015 4013215 22/10/2015
22/10/2015 4013215 22/10/2015
22/10/2015 4013215 22/10/2015
22/10/2015 4013215 22/10/2015
22/10/2015 4013215 22/10/2015
22/10/2015 4013215 22/10/2015
22/10/2015 4013215 22/10/2015
22/10/2015 4013215 22/10/2015
22/10/2015 4013215 22/10/2015
22/10/2015 4013215 22/10/2015
22/10/2015 4013215 22/10/2015
22/10/2015 4013215 22/10/2015
22/10/2015 4013215 22/10/2015
22/10/2015 4013215 22/10/2015
22/10/2015 4013215 22/10/2015
22/10/2015 4013215 22/10/2015
22/10/2015 4013215 22/10/2015
22/10/2015 4013215 22/10/2015
22/10/2015 4013215 22/10/2015
22/10/2015 4013215 22/10/2015
22/10/2015 4013215 22/10/2015
22/10/2015 4013215 22/10/2015
22/10/2015 4013215 22/10/2015
22/10/2015 4013215 22/10/2015
22/10/2015 4013215 22/10/2015
22/10/2015 4013215 22/10/2015
22/10/2015 4013215 22/10/2015
22/10/2015 4013215 22/10/2015
22/10/2015 4013215 22/10/2015
22/10/2015 4013215 22/10/2015
22/10/2015 4013215 22/10/2015
22/10/2015 4013215 22/10/2015
22/10/2015 4013215 22/10/2015
22/10/2015 4013215 22/10/2015
22/10/2015 4013215 22/10/2015
22/10/2015 4013215 22/10/2015
22/10/2015 4013215 22/10/2015
22/10/2015 4013215 22/10/2015
22/10/2015 4013215 22/10/2015
22/10/2015 4013215 22/10/2015
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22/10/2015 4013215 22/10/2015
22/10/2015 4013215 22/10/2015
22/10/2015 4013215 22/10/2015
22/10/2015 4013215 22/10/2015
22/10/2015 4013215 22/10/2015
22/10/2015 4013215 22/10/2015
22/10/2015 4013215 22/10/2015
22/10/2015 4013215 22/10/2015
22/10/2015 4013215 22/10/2015
22/10/2015 4013215 22/10/2015
22/10/2015 4013215 22/10/2015
22/10/2015 4013215 22/10/2015
22/10/2015 4013215 22/10/2015
22/10/2015 4013215 22/10/2015
22/10/2015 4013215 22/10/2015
22/10/2015 4013215 22/10/2015
22/10/2015 4013215 22/10/2015
22/10/2015 4013215 22/10/2015
22/10/2015 4013215 22/10/2015
22/10/2015 4013215 22/10/2015
22/10/2015 4013215 22/10/2015
22/10/2015 4013215 22/10/2015
22/10/2015 4013215 22/10/2015
22/10/2015 4013215 22/10/2015
22/10/2015 4013215 22/10/2015
22/10/2015 4013215 22/10/2015
22/10/2015 4013215 22/10/2015
22/10/2015 4013215 22/10/2015
22/10/2015 4013215 22/10/2015
22/10/2015 4013215 22/10/2015
22/10/2015 4013215 22/10/2015
22/10/2015 4013215 22/10/2015
22/10/2015 4013215 22/10/2015
22/10/2015 4013215 22/10/2015
22/10/2015 4013215 22/10/2015
22/10/2015 4013215 22/10/2015
22/10/2015 4013215 22/10/2015
22/10/2015 4013215 22/10/2015
22/10/2015 4013215 22/10/2015
22/10/2015 4013215 22/10/2015
22/10/2015 4013215 22/10/2015
22/10/2015 4013215 22/10/2015
22/10/2015 4013215 22/10/2015
22/10/2015 4013215 22/10/2015
22/10/2015 4013215 22/10/2015
22/10/2015 4013215 22/10/2015
22/10/2015 4013215 22/10/2015
22/10/2015 4013215 22/10/2015
22/10/2015 4013215 22/10/2015
22/10/2015 4013215 22/10/2015
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22/10/2015 4013215 22/10/2015
22/10/2015 4013215 22/10/2015
22/10/2015 4013215 22/10/2015
22/10/2015 4013215 22/10/2015
22/10/2015 4013215 22/10/2015
22/10/2015 4013215 22/10/2015
22/10/2015 4013215 22/10/2015
22/10/2015 4013215 22/10/2015
22/10/2015 4013215 22/10/2015
22/10/2015 4013215 22/10/2015
22/10/2015 4013215 22/10/2015
22/10/2015 4013215 22/10/2015
22/10/2015 4013215 22/10/2015
22/10/2015 4013215 22/10/2015
22/10/2015 4013215 22/10/2015
22/10/2015 4013215 22/10/2015
22/10/2015 4013215 22/10/2015
22/10/2015 4013215 22/10/2015
22/10/2015 4013215 22/10/2015
22/10/2015 4013215 22/10/2015
22/10/2015 4013215 22/10/2015
22/10/2015 4013215 22/10/2015
22/10/2015 4013215 22/10/2015
22/10/2015 4013215 22/10/2015
22/10/2015 4013215 22/10/2015
22/10/2015 4013215 22/10/2015
22/10/2015 4013215 22/10/2015
22/10/2015 4013215 22/10/2015
22/10/2015 4013215 22/10/2015
22/10/2015 4013215 22/10/2015
22/10/2015 4013215 22/10/2015
22/10/2015 4013215 22/10/2015
22/10/2015 4013215 22/10/2015
22/10/2015 4013215 22/10/2015
22/10/2015 4013215 22/10/2015
22/10/2015 4013215 22/10/2015
22/10/2015 4013215 22/10/2015
22/10/2015 4013215 22/10/2015
22/10/2015 4013215 22/10/2015
22/10/2015 4013215 22/10/2015
22/10/2015 4013215 22/10/2015
22/10/2015 4013215 22/10/2015
22/10/2015 4013215 22/10/2015
22/10/2015 4013215 22/10/2015
22/10/2015 4013215 22/10/2015
22/10/2015 4013215 22/10/2015
22/10/2015 4013215 22/10/2015
22/10/2015 4013215 22/10/2015
22/10/2015 4013215 22/10/2015
22/10/2015 4013215 22/10/2015
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22/10/2015 4013215 22/10/2015
22/10/2015 4013215 22/10/2015
22/10/2015 4013215 22/10/2015
22/10/2015 4013215 22/10/2015
22/10/2015 4013215 22/10/2015
22/10/2015 4013215 22/10/2015
22/10/2015 4013215 22/10/2015
22/10/2015 4013215 22/10/2015
22/10/2015 4013215 22/10/2015
22/10/2015 4013215 22/10/2015
22/10/2015 4013215 22/10/2015
22/10/2015 4013215 22/10/2015
22/10/2015 4013215 22/10/2015
22/10/2015 4013215 22/10/2015
22/10/2015 4013215 22/10/2015
22/10/2015 4013215 22/10/2015
22/10/2015 4013215 22/10/2015
22/10/2015 4013215 22/10/2015
22/10/2015 4013215 22/10/2015
22/10/2015 4013215 22/10/2015
22/10/2015 4013215 22/10/2015
22/10/2015 4013215 22/10/2015
22/10/2015 4013215 22/10/2015
22/10/2015 4013215 22/10/2015
22/10/2015 4013215 22/10/2015
22/10/2015 4013215 22/10/2015
22/10/2015 4013215 22/10/2015
22/10/2015 4013215 22/10/2015
22/10/2015 4013215 22/10/2015
22/10/2015 4013215 22/10/2015
22/10/2015 4013215 22/10/2015
22/10/2015 4013215 22/10/2015
22/10/2015 4013215 22/10/2015
22/10/2015 4013215 22/10/2015
22/10/2015 4013215 22/10/2015
22/10/2015 4013215 22/10/2015
22/10/2015 4013215 22/10/2015
22/10/2015 4013215 22/10/2015
22/10/2015 4009415 27/10/2015
08/07/2005 4009415 04/11/2015
10/11/2015 4009415 13/11/2015
04/12/2007 4009415 01/12/2015
16/11/2015 4009415 01/12/2015
26/11/2015 4009415 01/12/2015
01/12/2015 4009415 14/12/2015
22/12/2015 4013215 22/12/2015
22/12/2015 4013215 22/12/2015
22/12/2015 4013215 22/12/2015
22/12/2015 4013215 22/12/2015
22/12/2015 4013215 22/12/2015
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22/12/2015 4013215 22/12/2015
22/12/2015 4013215 22/12/2015
22/12/2015 4013215 22/12/2015
22/12/2015 4013215 22/12/2015
22/12/2015 4013215 22/12/2015
22/12/2015 4013215 22/12/2015
22/12/2015 4013215 22/12/2015
22/12/2015 4013215 22/12/2015
22/12/2015 4013215 22/12/2015
22/12/2015 4013215 22/12/2015
22/12/2015 4013215 22/12/2015
22/12/2015 4013215 22/12/2015
22/12/2015 4013215 22/12/2015
22/12/2015 4013215 22/12/2015
22/12/2015 4013215 22/12/2015
22/12/2015 4013215 22/12/2015
22/12/2015 4013215 22/12/2015
22/12/2015 4013215 22/12/2015
22/12/2015 4013215 22/12/2015
22/12/2015 4013215 22/12/2015
22/12/2015 4013215 22/12/2015
22/12/2015 4013215 22/12/2015
22/12/2015 4013215 22/12/2015
22/12/2015 4013215 22/12/2015
22/12/2015 4013215 22/12/2015
22/12/2015 4013215 22/12/2015
22/12/2015 4013215 22/12/2015
22/12/2015 4013215 22/12/2015
22/12/2015 4013215 22/12/2015
22/12/2015 4013215 22/12/2015
22/12/2015 4013215 22/12/2015
22/12/2015 4013215 22/12/2015
22/12/2015 4013215 22/12/2015
22/12/2015 4013215 22/12/2015
22/12/2015 4013215 22/12/2015
22/12/2015 4013215 22/12/2015
22/12/2015 4013215 22/12/2015
22/12/2015 4013215 22/12/2015
22/12/2015 4013215 22/12/2015
22/12/2015 4013215 22/12/2015
22/12/2015 4013215 22/12/2015
22/12/2015 4013215 22/12/2015
22/12/2015 4013215 22/12/2015
22/12/2015 4013215 22/12/2015
22/12/2015 4013215 22/12/2015
22/12/2015 4013215 22/12/2015
22/12/2015 4013215 22/12/2015
22/12/2015 4013215 22/12/2015
22/12/2015 4013215 22/12/2015
22/12/2015 4013215 22/12/2015
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22/12/2015 4013215 22/12/2015
22/12/2015 4013215 22/12/2015
22/12/2015 4013215 22/12/2015
22/12/2015 4013215 22/12/2015
22/12/2015 4013215 22/12/2015
22/12/2015 4013215 22/12/2015
22/12/2015 4013215 22/12/2015
22/12/2015 4013215 22/12/2015
22/12/2015 4013215 22/12/2015
22/12/2015 4013215 22/12/2015
22/12/2015 4013215 22/12/2015
22/12/2015 4013215 22/12/2015
22/12/2015 4013215 22/12/2015
22/12/2015 4013215 22/12/2015
22/12/2015 4013215 22/12/2015
22/12/2015 4013215 22/12/2015
22/12/2015 4013215 22/12/2015
22/12/2015 4013215 22/12/2015
22/12/2015 4013215 22/12/2015
22/12/2015 4013215 22/12/2015
22/12/2015 4013215 22/12/2015
22/12/2015 4013215 22/12/2015
22/12/2015 4013215 22/12/2015
22/12/2015 4013215 22/12/2015
22/12/2015 4013215 22/12/2015
22/12/2015 4013215 22/12/2015
22/12/2015 4013215 22/12/2015
22/12/2015 4013215 22/12/2015
22/12/2015 4013215 22/12/2015
22/12/2015 4013215 22/12/2015
22/12/2015 4013215 22/12/2015
22/12/2015 4013215 22/12/2015
22/12/2015 4013215 22/12/2015
22/12/2015 4013215 22/12/2015
22/12/2015 4013215 22/12/2015
22/12/2015 4013215 22/12/2015
22/12/2015 4013215 22/12/2015
22/12/2015 4013215 22/12/2015
22/12/2015 4013215 22/12/2015
22/12/2015 4013215 22/12/2015
22/12/2015 4013215 22/12/2015
22/12/2015 4013215 22/12/2015
22/12/2015 4013215 22/12/2015
22/12/2015 4013215 22/12/2015
22/12/2015 4013215 22/12/2015
22/12/2015 4013215 22/12/2015
05/01/2016 4013215 08/01/2016
05/01/2016 4009415 08/01/2016
12/01/2016 4009415 15/01/2016
18/01/2016 4009415 20/01/2016
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26/01/2016 4009415 28/01/2016
15/02/2016 4013215 15/02/2016
15/02/2016 4013215 15/02/2016
15/02/2016 4013215 15/02/2016
15/02/2016 4013215 15/02/2016
15/02/2016 4013215 15/02/2016
15/02/2016 4013215 15/02/2016
15/02/2016 4013215 15/02/2016
15/02/2016 4013215 15/02/2016
15/02/2016 4013215 15/02/2016
15/02/2016 4013215 15/02/2016
15/02/2016 4013215 15/02/2016
15/02/2016 4013215 15/02/2016
15/02/2016 4013215 15/02/2016
15/02/2016 4013215 15/02/2016
15/02/2016 4013215 15/02/2016
15/02/2016 4013215 15/02/2016
15/02/2016 4013215 15/02/2016
15/02/2016 4013215 15/02/2016
15/02/2016 4013215 15/02/2016
15/02/2016 4013215 15/02/2016
15/02/2016 4013215 15/02/2016
15/02/2016 4013215 15/02/2016
15/02/2016 4013215 15/02/2016
15/02/2016 4013215 15/02/2016
15/02/2016 4013215 15/02/2016
15/02/2016 4013215 15/02/2016
15/02/2016 4013215 15/02/2016
15/02/2016 4013215 15/02/2016
15/02/2016 4013215 15/02/2016
15/02/2016 4013215 15/02/2016
15/02/2016 4013215 15/02/2016
15/02/2016 4013215 15/02/2016
15/02/2016 4013215 15/02/2016
15/02/2016 4013215 15/02/2016
15/02/2016 4013215 15/02/2016
15/02/2016 4013215 15/02/2016
15/02/2016 4013215 15/02/2016
15/02/2016 4013215 15/02/2016
15/02/2016 4013215 15/02/2016
15/02/2016 4013215 15/02/2016
15/02/2016 4013215 15/02/2016
15/02/2016 4013215 15/02/2016
15/02/2016 4013215 15/02/2016
15/02/2016 4013215 15/02/2016
15/02/2016 4013215 15/02/2016
15/02/2016 4013215 15/02/2016
15/02/2016 4013215 15/02/2016
15/02/2016 4013215 15/02/2016
15/02/2016 4013215 15/02/2016
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15/02/2016 4013215 15/02/2016
15/02/2016 4013215 15/02/2016
15/02/2016 4013215 15/02/2016
15/02/2016 4013215 15/02/2016
15/02/2016 4013215 15/02/2016
15/02/2016 4013215 15/02/2016
15/02/2016 4013215 15/02/2016
15/02/2016 4013215 15/02/2016
15/02/2016 4013215 15/02/2016
15/02/2016 4013215 15/02/2016
15/02/2016 4013215 15/02/2016
15/02/2016 4013215 15/02/2016
11/02/2016 4009415 15/02/2016
21/12/2015 4009415 29/02/2016
14/03/2008 4009415 03/03/2016
15/07/2007 4009415 03/03/2016
21/02/2008 4009415 07/03/2016
24/08/2011 4009415 09/03/2016
17/03/2016 4013215 17/03/2016
17/03/2016 4013215 17/03/2016
17/03/2016 4013215 17/03/2016
17/03/2016 4013215 17/03/2016
17/03/2016 4013215 17/03/2016
17/03/2016 4013215 17/03/2016
17/03/2016 4013215 17/03/2016
17/03/2016 4013215 17/03/2016
17/03/2016 4013215 17/03/2016
17/03/2016 4013215 17/03/2016
17/03/2016 4013215 17/03/2016
17/03/2016 4013215 17/03/2016
17/03/2016 4013215 17/03/2016
17/03/2016 4013215 17/03/2016
17/03/2016 4013215 17/03/2016
17/03/2016 4013215 17/03/2016
17/03/2016 4013215 17/03/2016
17/03/2016 4013215 17/03/2016
17/03/2016 4013215 17/03/2016
17/03/2016 4013215 17/03/2016
17/03/2016 4013215 17/03/2016
17/03/2016 4013215 17/03/2016
17/03/2016 4013215 17/03/2016
17/03/2016 4013215 17/03/2016
17/03/2016 4013215 17/03/2016
17/03/2016 4013215 17/03/2016
17/03/2016 4013215 17/03/2016
17/03/2016 4013215 17/03/2016
17/03/2016 4013215 17/03/2016
17/03/2016 4013215 17/03/2016
17/03/2016 4013215 17/03/2016
17/03/2016 4013215 17/03/2016

WIT.0020.0001.0380



17/03/2016 4013215 17/03/2016
17/03/2016 4013215 17/03/2016
17/03/2016 4013215 17/03/2016
17/03/2016 4013215 17/03/2016
17/03/2016 4013215 17/03/2016
17/03/2016 4013215 17/03/2016
17/03/2016 4013215 17/03/2016
17/03/2016 4013215 17/03/2016
17/03/2016 4013215 17/03/2016
17/03/2016 4013215 17/03/2016
17/03/2016 4013215 17/03/2016
17/03/2016 4013215 17/03/2016
17/03/2016 4013215 17/03/2016
17/03/2016 4013215 17/03/2016
17/03/2016 4013215 17/03/2016
17/03/2016 4013215 17/03/2016
17/03/2016 4013215 17/03/2016
17/03/2016 4013215 17/03/2016
17/03/2016 4013215 17/03/2016
17/03/2016 4013215 17/03/2016
17/03/2016 4013215 17/03/2016
17/03/2016 4013215 17/03/2016
17/03/2016 4013215 17/03/2016
17/03/2016 4013215 17/03/2016
17/03/2016 4013215 17/03/2016
17/03/2016 4013215 17/03/2016
17/03/2016 4013215 17/03/2016
17/03/2016 4013215 17/03/2016
17/03/2016 4013215 17/03/2016
17/03/2016 4013215 17/03/2016
17/03/2016 4013215 17/03/2016
17/03/2016 4013215 17/03/2016
17/03/2016 4013215 17/03/2016
17/03/2016 4013215 17/03/2016
17/03/2016 4013215 17/03/2016
17/03/2016 4013215 17/03/2016
17/03/2016 4013215 17/03/2016
17/03/2016 4013215 17/03/2016
17/03/2016 4013215 17/03/2016
17/03/2016 4013215 17/03/2016
17/03/2016 4013215 17/03/2016
17/03/2016 4013215 17/03/2016
15/03/2016 4009415 17/03/2016
04/04/2016 4013215 04/04/2016
04/04/2016 4013215 04/04/2016
04/04/2016 4013215 04/04/2016
04/04/2016 4013215 04/04/2016
04/04/2016 4013215 04/04/2016
04/04/2016 4013215 04/04/2016
04/04/2016 4013215 04/04/2016

WIT.0020.0001.0381



04/04/2016 4013215 04/04/2016
04/04/2016 4013215 04/04/2016
04/04/2016 4013215 04/04/2016
04/04/2016 4013215 04/04/2016
04/04/2016 4013215 04/04/2016
04/04/2016 4013215 04/04/2016
04/04/2016 4013215 04/04/2016
04/04/2016 4013215 04/04/2016
04/04/2016 4013215 04/04/2016
04/04/2016 4013215 04/04/2016
04/04/2016 4013215 04/04/2016
04/04/2016 4013215 04/04/2016
04/04/2016 4013215 04/04/2016
04/04/2016 4013215 04/04/2016
04/04/2016 4013215 04/04/2016
04/04/2016 4013215 04/04/2016
04/04/2016 4013215 04/04/2016
04/04/2016 4013215 04/04/2016
04/04/2016 4013215 04/04/2016
04/04/2016 4013215 04/04/2016
04/04/2016 4013215 04/04/2016
04/04/2016 4013215 04/04/2016
04/04/2016 4013215 04/04/2016
04/04/2016 4013215 04/04/2016
04/04/2016 4013215 04/04/2016
04/04/2016 4013215 04/04/2016
04/04/2016 4013215 04/04/2016
04/04/2016 4013215 04/04/2016
04/04/2016 4013215 04/04/2016
04/04/2016 4013215 04/04/2016
04/04/2016 4013215 04/04/2016
04/04/2016 4013215 04/04/2016
04/04/2016 4013215 04/04/2016
04/04/2016 4013215 04/04/2016
04/04/2016 4013215 04/04/2016
04/04/2016 4013215 04/04/2016
04/04/2016 4013215 04/04/2016
04/04/2016 4013215 04/04/2016
04/04/2016 4013215 04/04/2016
04/04/2016 4013215 04/04/2016
04/04/2016 4013215 04/04/2016
04/04/2016 4013215 04/04/2016
04/04/2016 4013215 04/04/2016
04/04/2016 4013215 04/04/2016
04/04/2016 4013215 04/04/2016
04/04/2016 4013215 04/04/2016
04/04/2016 4013215 04/04/2016
04/04/2016 4013215 04/04/2016
04/04/2016 4013215 04/04/2016
04/04/2016 4013215 04/04/2016

WIT.0020.0001.0382



04/04/2016 4013215 04/04/2016
04/04/2016 4013215 04/04/2016
04/04/2016 4013215 04/04/2016
04/04/2016 4013215 04/04/2016
05/09/2008 4011635 13/04/2016
03/11/2005 4011635 14/04/2016
12/04/2016 4011635 14/04/2016
14/04/2016 4011635 18/04/2016
27/03/2006 4011635 22/04/2016
27/04/2016 4009415 29/04/2016
05/05/2016 4009415 06/05/2016
05/05/2016 4009415 09/05/2016
16/05/2016 4011910 18/05/2016
19/05/2016 4013215 19/05/2016
19/05/2016 4013215 19/05/2016
19/05/2016 4013215 19/05/2016
19/05/2016 4013215 19/05/2016
19/05/2016 4013215 19/05/2016
19/05/2016 4013215 19/05/2016
19/05/2016 4013215 19/05/2016
19/05/2016 4013215 19/05/2016
19/05/2016 4013215 19/05/2016
19/05/2016 4013215 19/05/2016
19/05/2016 4013215 19/05/2016
19/05/2016 4013215 19/05/2016
19/05/2016 4013215 19/05/2016
19/05/2016 4013215 19/05/2016
19/05/2016 4013215 19/05/2016
19/05/2016 4013215 19/05/2016
19/05/2016 4013215 19/05/2016
19/05/2016 4013215 19/05/2016
19/05/2016 4013215 19/05/2016
19/05/2016 4013215 19/05/2016
19/05/2016 4013215 19/05/2016
19/05/2016 4013215 19/05/2016
19/05/2016 4013215 19/05/2016
19/05/2016 4013215 19/05/2016
19/05/2016 4013215 19/05/2016
19/05/2016 4013215 19/05/2016
19/05/2016 4013215 19/05/2016
19/05/2016 4013215 19/05/2016
19/05/2016 4013215 19/05/2016
19/05/2016 4013215 19/05/2016
19/05/2016 4013215 19/05/2016
19/05/2016 4013215 19/05/2016
19/05/2016 4013215 19/05/2016
19/05/2016 4013215 19/05/2016
19/05/2016 4013215 19/05/2016
19/05/2016 4013215 19/05/2016
19/05/2016 4013215 19/05/2016

WIT.0020.0001.0383



19/05/2016 4013215 19/05/2016
19/05/2016 4013215 19/05/2016
19/05/2016 4013215 19/05/2016
19/05/2016 4013215 19/05/2016
19/05/2016 4013215 19/05/2016
19/05/2016 4013215 19/05/2016
19/05/2016 4013215 19/05/2016
19/05/2016 4013215 19/05/2016
19/05/2016 4013215 19/05/2016
19/05/2016 4013215 19/05/2016
19/05/2016 4013215 19/05/2016
19/05/2016 4013215 19/05/2016
19/05/2016 4013215 19/05/2016
19/05/2016 4013215 19/05/2016
19/05/2016 4013215 19/05/2016
19/05/2016 4013215 19/05/2016
19/05/2016 4013215 19/05/2016
19/05/2016 4013215 19/05/2016
19/05/2016 4013215 19/05/2016
19/05/2016 4013215 19/05/2016
19/05/2016 4013215 19/05/2016
19/05/2016 4013215 19/05/2016
19/05/2016 4013215 19/05/2016
19/05/2016 4013215 19/05/2016
19/05/2016 4013215 19/05/2016
19/05/2016 4013215 19/05/2016
25/05/2016 4009415 25/05/2016
25/05/2016 4009415 31/05/2016
25/05/2016 4009415 31/05/2016
11/02/2015 4009415 06/06/2016
07/06/2016 4013215 07/06/2016
07/06/2016 4013215 07/06/2016
07/06/2016 4013215 07/06/2016
07/06/2016 4013215 07/06/2016
07/06/2016 4013215 07/06/2016
07/06/2016 4013215 07/06/2016
07/06/2016 4013215 07/06/2016
07/06/2016 4013215 07/06/2016
07/06/2016 4013215 07/06/2016
07/06/2016 4013215 07/06/2016
07/06/2016 4013215 07/06/2016
07/06/2016 4013215 07/06/2016
07/06/2016 4013215 07/06/2016
07/06/2016 4013215 07/06/2016
07/06/2016 4013215 07/06/2016
07/06/2016 4013215 07/06/2016
07/06/2016 4013215 07/06/2016
07/06/2016 4013215 07/06/2016
07/06/2016 4013215 07/06/2016
07/06/2016 4013215 07/06/2016

WIT.0020.0001.0384



07/06/2016 4013215 07/06/2016
07/06/2016 4013215 07/06/2016
07/06/2016 4013215 07/06/2016
07/06/2016 4013215 07/06/2016
07/06/2016 4013215 07/06/2016
07/06/2016 4013215 07/06/2016
07/06/2016 4013215 07/06/2016
07/06/2016 4013215 07/06/2016
07/06/2016 4013215 07/06/2016
07/06/2016 4013215 07/06/2016
07/06/2016 4013215 07/06/2016
07/06/2016 4013215 07/06/2016
07/06/2016 4013215 07/06/2016
07/06/2016 4013215 07/06/2016
07/06/2016 4013215 07/06/2016
07/06/2016 4013215 07/06/2016
07/06/2016 4013215 07/06/2016
07/06/2016 4013215 07/06/2016
07/06/2016 4013215 07/06/2016
07/06/2016 4013215 07/06/2016
07/06/2016 4013215 07/06/2016
07/06/2016 4013215 07/06/2016
07/06/2016 4013215 07/06/2016
07/06/2016 4013215 07/06/2016
07/06/2016 4013215 07/06/2016
07/06/2016 4013215 07/06/2016
07/06/2016 4013215 07/06/2016
07/06/2016 4013215 07/06/2016
07/06/2016 4013215 07/06/2016
07/06/2016 4013215 07/06/2016
07/06/2016 4013215 07/06/2016
07/06/2016 4013215 07/06/2016
07/06/2016 4013215 07/06/2016
07/06/2016 4013215 07/06/2016
07/06/2016 4013215 07/06/2016
07/06/2016 4013215 07/06/2016
07/06/2016 4013215 07/06/2016
07/06/2016 4013215 07/06/2016
07/06/2016 4013215 07/06/2016
07/06/2016 4013215 07/06/2016
07/06/2016 4013215 07/06/2016
07/06/2016 4013215 07/06/2016
07/06/2016 4013215 07/06/2016
07/06/2016 4013215 07/06/2016
07/06/2016 4013215 07/06/2016
07/06/2016 4013215 07/06/2016
07/06/2016 4013215 07/06/2016
07/06/2016 4013215 07/06/2016
12/06/2016 4011910 14/06/2016
15/06/2016 4011635 15/06/2016

WIT.0020.0001.0385



16/06/2014 4022358 01/07/2016
29/06/2016 4009415 05/07/2016
13/07/2016 4013215 13/07/2016
13/07/2016 4013215 13/07/2016
13/07/2016 4013215 13/07/2016
13/07/2016 4013215 13/07/2016
13/07/2016 4013215 13/07/2016
13/07/2016 4013215 13/07/2016
13/07/2016 4013215 13/07/2016
13/07/2016 4013215 13/07/2016
13/07/2016 4013215 13/07/2016
13/07/2016 4013215 13/07/2016
13/07/2016 4013215 13/07/2016
13/07/2016 4013215 13/07/2016
13/07/2016 4013215 13/07/2016
13/07/2016 4013215 13/07/2016
13/07/2016 4013215 13/07/2016
13/07/2016 4013215 13/07/2016
13/07/2016 4013215 13/07/2016
13/07/2016 4013215 13/07/2016
13/07/2016 4013215 13/07/2016
13/07/2016 4013215 13/07/2016
13/07/2016 4013215 13/07/2016
13/07/2016 4013215 13/07/2016
13/07/2016 4013215 13/07/2016
13/07/2016 4013215 13/07/2016
13/07/2016 4013215 13/07/2016
13/07/2016 4013215 13/07/2016
13/07/2016 4013215 13/07/2016
13/07/2016 4013215 13/07/2016
13/07/2016 4013215 13/07/2016
13/07/2016 4013215 13/07/2016
13/07/2016 4013215 13/07/2016
13/07/2016 4013215 13/07/2016
13/07/2016 4013215 13/07/2016
13/07/2016 4013215 13/07/2016
13/07/2016 4013215 13/07/2016
13/07/2016 4013215 13/07/2016
13/07/2016 4013215 13/07/2016
13/07/2016 4013215 13/07/2016
13/07/2016 4013215 13/07/2016
13/07/2016 4013215 13/07/2016
13/07/2016 4013215 13/07/2016
13/07/2016 4013215 13/07/2016
13/07/2016 4013215 13/07/2016
13/07/2016 4013215 13/07/2016
13/07/2016 4013215 13/07/2016
13/07/2016 4013215 13/07/2016
13/07/2016 4013215 13/07/2016
13/07/2016 4013215 13/07/2016

WIT.0020.0001.0386



13/07/2016 4013215 13/07/2016
13/07/2016 4013215 13/07/2016
13/07/2016 4013215 13/07/2016
13/07/2016 4013215 13/07/2016
13/07/2016 4013215 13/07/2016
13/07/2016 4013215 13/07/2016
13/07/2016 4013215 13/07/2016
13/07/2016 4013215 13/07/2016
13/07/2016 4013215 13/07/2016
13/07/2016 4013215 13/07/2016
13/07/2016 4013215 13/07/2016
13/07/2016 4013215 13/07/2016
13/07/2016 4013215 13/07/2016
13/07/2016 4013215 13/07/2016
13/07/2016 4013215 13/07/2016
13/07/2016 4013215 13/07/2016
13/07/2016 4013215 13/07/2016
13/07/2016 4013215 13/07/2016
13/07/2016 4013215 13/07/2016
13/07/2016 4013215 13/07/2016
13/07/2016 4013215 13/07/2016
13/07/2016 4013215 13/07/2016
13/07/2016 4013215 13/07/2016
13/07/2016 4013215 13/07/2016
13/07/2016 4013215 13/07/2016
13/07/2016 4013215 13/07/2016
13/07/2016 4013215 13/07/2016
13/07/2016 4013215 13/07/2016
13/07/2016 4013215 13/07/2016
13/07/2016 4013215 13/07/2016
13/07/2016 4013215 13/07/2016
13/07/2016 4013215 13/07/2016
13/07/2016 4013215 13/07/2016
13/07/2016 4013215 13/07/2016
13/07/2016 4013215 13/07/2016
13/07/2016 4013215 13/07/2016
13/07/2016 4013215 13/07/2016
13/07/2016 4013215 13/07/2016
13/07/2016 4013215 13/07/2016
13/07/2016 4013215 13/07/2016
13/07/2016 4013215 13/07/2016
13/07/2016 4013215 13/07/2016
13/07/2016 4013215 13/07/2016
13/07/2016 4013215 13/07/2016
13/07/2016 4013215 13/07/2016
13/07/2016 4013215 13/07/2016
13/07/2016 4013215 13/07/2016
13/07/2016 4013215 13/07/2016
13/07/2016 4013215 13/07/2016
13/07/2016 4013215 13/07/2016

WIT.0020.0001.0387



13/07/2016 4013215 13/07/2016
13/07/2016 4013215 13/07/2016
13/07/2016 4013215 13/07/2016
13/07/2016 4013215 13/07/2016
13/07/2016 4013215 13/07/2016
13/07/2016 4013215 13/07/2016
13/07/2016 4013215 13/07/2016
13/07/2016 4013215 13/07/2016
13/07/2016 4013215 13/07/2016
13/07/2016 4013215 13/07/2016
13/07/2016 4013215 13/07/2016
13/07/2016 4013215 13/07/2016
13/07/2016 4013215 13/07/2016
13/07/2016 4013215 13/07/2016
13/07/2016 4013215 13/07/2016
13/07/2016 4013215 13/07/2016
13/07/2016 4013215 13/07/2016
13/07/2016 4013215 13/07/2016
13/07/2016 4013215 13/07/2016
13/07/2016 4013215 13/07/2016
13/07/2016 4013215 13/07/2016
13/07/2016 4013215 13/07/2016
13/07/2016 4013215 13/07/2016
13/07/2016 4013215 13/07/2016
13/07/2016 4013215 13/07/2016
13/07/2016 4013215 13/07/2016
13/07/2016 4013215 13/07/2016
13/07/2016 4013215 13/07/2016
13/07/2016 4013215 13/07/2016
13/07/2016 4013215 13/07/2016
13/07/2016 4013215 13/07/2016
13/07/2016 4013215 13/07/2016
13/07/2016 4013215 13/07/2016
13/07/2016 4013215 13/07/2016
13/07/2016 4013215 13/07/2016
13/07/2016 4013215 13/07/2016
13/07/2016 4013215 13/07/2016
13/07/2016 4013215 13/07/2016
13/07/2016 4013215 13/07/2016
13/07/2016 4013215 13/07/2016
13/07/2016 4013215 13/07/2016
13/07/2016 4013215 13/07/2016
13/07/2016 4013215 13/07/2016
13/07/2016 4013215 13/07/2016
13/07/2016 4013215 13/07/2016
13/07/2016 4013215 13/07/2016
13/07/2016 4013215 13/07/2016
13/07/2016 4013215 13/07/2016
13/07/2016 4013215 13/07/2016
13/07/2016 4013215 13/07/2016

WIT.0020.0001.0388



13/07/2016 4013215 13/07/2016
13/07/2016 4013215 13/07/2016
13/07/2016 4013215 13/07/2016
13/07/2016 4013215 13/07/2016
13/07/2016 4013215 13/07/2016
13/07/2016 4013215 13/07/2016
13/07/2016 4013215 13/07/2016
13/07/2016 4013215 13/07/2016
13/07/2016 4013215 13/07/2016
17/07/2016 4009415 19/07/2016
14/12/2006 4011910 28/07/2016
06/08/2014 4011910 28/07/2016
04/08/2016 4013215 04/08/2016
04/08/2016 4013215 04/08/2016
04/08/2016 4013215 04/08/2016
04/08/2016 4013215 04/08/2016
04/08/2016 4013215 04/08/2016
04/08/2016 4013215 04/08/2016
04/08/2016 4013215 04/08/2016
04/08/2016 4013215 04/08/2016
04/08/2016 4013215 04/08/2016
04/08/2016 4013215 04/08/2016
04/08/2016 4013215 04/08/2016
04/08/2016 4013215 04/08/2016
04/08/2016 4013215 04/08/2016
04/08/2016 4013215 04/08/2016
04/08/2016 4013215 04/08/2016
04/08/2016 4013215 04/08/2016
04/08/2016 4013215 04/08/2016
04/08/2016 4013215 04/08/2016
04/08/2016 4013215 04/08/2016
04/08/2016 4013215 04/08/2016
04/08/2016 4013215 04/08/2016
04/08/2016 4013215 04/08/2016
04/08/2016 4013215 04/08/2016
04/08/2016 4013215 04/08/2016
04/08/2016 4013215 04/08/2016
04/08/2016 4013215 04/08/2016
04/08/2016 4013215 04/08/2016
04/08/2016 4013215 04/08/2016
04/08/2016 4013215 04/08/2016
04/08/2016 4013215 04/08/2016
04/08/2016 4013215 04/08/2016
04/08/2016 4013215 04/08/2016
04/08/2016 4013215 04/08/2016
04/08/2016 4013215 04/08/2016
04/08/2016 4013215 04/08/2016
04/08/2016 4013215 04/08/2016
04/08/2016 4013215 04/08/2016
04/08/2016 4013215 04/08/2016

WIT.0020.0001.0389



04/08/2016 4013215 04/08/2016
04/08/2016 4013215 04/08/2016
04/08/2016 4013215 04/08/2016
04/08/2016 4013215 04/08/2016
04/08/2016 4013215 04/08/2016
04/08/2016 4013215 04/08/2016
04/08/2016 4013215 04/08/2016
04/08/2016 4013215 04/08/2016
04/08/2016 4013215 04/08/2016
04/08/2016 4013215 04/08/2016
04/08/2016 4013215 04/08/2016
04/08/2016 4013215 04/08/2016
04/08/2016 4013215 04/08/2016
04/08/2016 4013215 04/08/2016
04/08/2016 4013215 04/08/2016
04/08/2016 4013215 04/08/2016
04/08/2016 4013215 04/08/2016
04/08/2016 4013215 04/08/2016
04/08/2016 4013215 04/08/2016
04/08/2016 4013215 04/08/2016
04/08/2016 4013215 04/08/2016
04/08/2016 4013215 04/08/2016
04/08/2016 4013215 04/08/2016
04/08/2016 4013215 04/08/2016
04/08/2016 4013215 04/08/2016
04/08/2016 4013215 04/08/2016
04/08/2016 4013215 04/08/2016
04/08/2016 4013215 04/08/2016
04/08/2016 4013215 04/08/2016
04/08/2016 4013215 04/08/2016
04/08/2016 4013215 04/08/2016
04/08/2016 4013215 04/08/2016
04/08/2016 4013215 04/08/2016
04/08/2016 4013215 04/08/2016
04/08/2016 4013215 04/08/2016
04/08/2016 4013215 04/08/2016
04/08/2016 4013215 04/08/2016
04/08/2016 4013215 04/08/2016
04/08/2016 4013215 04/08/2016
04/08/2016 4013215 04/08/2016
04/08/2016 4013215 04/08/2016
04/08/2016 4013215 04/08/2016
04/08/2016 4013215 04/08/2016
04/08/2016 4013215 04/08/2016
04/08/2016 4013215 04/08/2016
04/08/2016 4013215 04/08/2016
04/08/2016 4013215 04/08/2016
04/08/2016 4013215 04/08/2016
04/08/2016 4013215 04/08/2016
04/08/2016 4013215 04/08/2016

WIT.0020.0001.0390



04/08/2016 4013215 04/08/2016
04/08/2016 4013215 04/08/2016
04/08/2016 4013215 04/08/2016
04/08/2016 4013215 04/08/2016
04/08/2016 4013215 04/08/2016
04/08/2016 4013215 04/08/2016
04/08/2016 4013215 04/08/2016
04/08/2016 4013215 04/08/2016
04/08/2016 4013215 04/08/2016
04/08/2016 4013215 04/08/2016
04/08/2016 4013215 04/08/2016
04/08/2016 4013215 04/08/2016
04/08/2016 4013215 04/08/2016
04/08/2016 4013215 04/08/2016
04/08/2016 4013215 04/08/2016
04/08/2016 4013215 04/08/2016
04/08/2016 4013215 04/08/2016
04/08/2016 4013215 04/08/2016
23/10/2008 4011910 18/08/2016
23/10/2008 4011910 18/08/2016
29/08/2016 4009415 31/08/2016
31/10/2008 4009415 05/09/2016
01/09/2016 4009415 05/09/2016
01/09/2016 4009415 06/09/2016
18/09/2016 4009415 20/09/2016
16/10/2014 4009415 23/09/2016
11/10/2016 4035475 11/10/2016
11/10/2016 4035475 11/10/2016
11/10/2016 4035475 11/10/2016
11/10/2016 4035475 11/10/2016
11/10/2016 4035475 11/10/2016
11/10/2016 4035475 11/10/2016
11/10/2016 4035475 11/10/2016
11/10/2016 4035475 11/10/2016
11/10/2016 4035475 11/10/2016
11/10/2016 4035475 11/10/2016
11/10/2016 4035475 11/10/2016
11/10/2016 4035475 11/10/2016
11/10/2016 4035475 11/10/2016
11/10/2016 4035475 11/10/2016
11/10/2016 4035475 11/10/2016
11/10/2016 4035475 11/10/2016
11/10/2016 4035475 11/10/2016
11/10/2016 4035475 11/10/2016
11/10/2016 4035475 11/10/2016
11/10/2016 4035475 11/10/2016
11/10/2016 4035475 11/10/2016
11/10/2016 4035475 11/10/2016
11/10/2016 4035475 11/10/2016
11/10/2016 4035475 11/10/2016

WIT.0020.0001.0391



11/10/2016 4035475 11/10/2016
11/10/2016 4035475 11/10/2016
11/10/2016 4035475 11/10/2016
11/10/2016 4035475 11/10/2016
11/10/2016 4035475 11/10/2016
11/10/2016 4035475 11/10/2016
11/10/2016 4035475 11/10/2016
11/10/2016 4035475 11/10/2016
11/10/2016 4035475 11/10/2016
11/10/2016 4035475 11/10/2016
11/10/2016 4035475 11/10/2016
11/10/2016 4035475 11/10/2016
11/10/2016 4035475 11/10/2016
11/10/2016 4035475 11/10/2016
11/10/2016 4035475 11/10/2016
11/10/2016 4035475 11/10/2016
11/10/2016 4035475 11/10/2016
11/10/2016 4035475 11/10/2016
11/10/2016 4035475 11/10/2016
11/10/2016 4035475 11/10/2016
11/10/2016 4035475 11/10/2016
11/10/2016 4035475 11/10/2016
11/10/2016 4035475 11/10/2016
11/10/2016 4035475 11/10/2016
11/10/2016 4035475 11/10/2016
11/10/2016 4035475 11/10/2016
11/10/2016 4035475 11/10/2016
11/10/2016 4035475 11/10/2016
11/10/2016 4035475 11/10/2016
11/10/2016 4035475 11/10/2016
11/10/2016 4035475 11/10/2016
11/10/2016 4035475 11/10/2016
11/10/2016 4035475 11/10/2016
11/10/2016 4035475 11/10/2016
11/10/2016 4035475 11/10/2016
11/10/2016 4035475 11/10/2016
11/10/2016 4035475 11/10/2016
11/10/2016 4035475 11/10/2016
11/10/2016 4035475 11/10/2016
11/10/2016 4035475 11/10/2016
11/10/2016 4035475 11/10/2016
11/10/2016 4035475 11/10/2016
11/10/2016 4035475 11/10/2016
11/10/2016 4035475 11/10/2016
11/10/2016 4035475 11/10/2016
11/10/2016 4035475 11/10/2016
11/10/2016 4035475 11/10/2016
11/10/2016 4035475 11/10/2016
11/10/2016 4035475 11/10/2016
11/10/2016 4035475 11/10/2016

WIT.0020.0001.0392



11/10/2016 4035475 11/10/201
11/10/2016 4035475 11/10/201
11/10/2016 4035475 11/10/201
11/10/2016 4035475 11/10/201
11/10/2016 4035475 11/10/201
11/10/2016 4035475 11/10/201
11/10/2016 4035475 11/10/201
11/10/2016 4035475 11/10/201
11/10/2016 4035475 11/10/201
11/10/2016 4035475 11/10/201
11/10/2016 4035475 11/10/201
11/10/2016 4035475 11/10/201
11/10/2016 4035475 11/10/201
11/10/2016 4035475 11/10/201
11/10/2016 4035475 11/10/201
11/10/2016 4035475 11/10/201
11/10/2016 4035475 11/10/201
11/10/2016 4035475 11/10/201
11/10/2016 4035475 11/10/201
11/10/2016 4035475 11/10/201
11/10/2016 4035475 11/10/201
11/10/2016 4035475 11/10/201
11/10/2016 4035475 11/10/201
11/10/2016 4035475 11/10/201
11/10/2016 4035475 11/10/201
11/10/2016 4035475 11/10/201
11/10/2016 4035475 11/10/201
11/10/2016 4035475 11/10/201
11/10/2016 4035475 11/10/201
11/10/2016 4035475 11/10/201
11/10/2016 4035475 11/10/201
11/10/2016 4035475 11/10/201
11/10/2016 4035475 11/10/201
11/10/2016 4035475 11/10/201
11/10/2016 4035475 11/10/201
11/10/2016 4035475 11/10/201
11/10/2016 4035475 11/10/201
11/10/2016 4035475 11/10/201
11/10/2016 4035475 11/10/201
11/10/2016 4035475 11/10/201
11/10/2016 4035475 11/10/201
11/10/2016 4035475 11/10/201
11/10/2016 4035475 11/10/201
11/10/2016 4035475 11/10/201
11/10/2016 4035475 11/10/201
11/10/2016 4035475 11/10/201
11/10/2016 4035475 11/10/201
03/11/2016 4035475 03/11/201
03/11/2016 4035475 03/11/201
03/11/2016 4035475 03/11/201

WIT.0020.0001.0393



03/11/2016 4035475 03/11/2016
03/11/2016 4035475 03/11/2016
03/11/2016 4035475 03/11/2016
03/11/2016 4035475 03/11/2016
03/11/2016 4035475 03/11/2016
03/11/2016 4035475 03/11/2016
03/11/2016 4035475 03/11/2016
03/11/2016 4035475 03/11/2016
03/11/2016 4035475 03/11/2016
03/11/2016 4035475 03/11/2016
03/11/2016 4035475 03/11/2016
03/11/2016 4035475 03/11/2016
03/11/2016 4035475 03/11/2016
03/11/2016 4035475 03/11/2016
03/11/2016 4035475 03/11/2016
03/11/2016 4035475 03/11/2016
03/11/2016 4035475 03/11/2016
03/11/2016 4035475 03/11/2016
03/11/2016 4035475 03/11/2016
03/11/2016 4035475 03/11/2016
03/11/2016 4035475 03/11/2016
03/11/2016 4035475 03/11/2016
03/11/2016 4035475 03/11/2016
03/11/2016 4035475 03/11/2016
03/11/2016 4035475 03/11/2016
03/11/2016 4035475 03/11/2016
03/11/2016 4035475 03/11/2016
03/11/2016 4035475 03/11/2016
03/11/2016 4035475 03/11/2016
03/11/2016 4035475 03/11/2016
03/11/2016 4035475 03/11/2016
03/11/2016 4035475 03/11/2016
03/11/2016 4035475 03/11/2016
03/11/2016 4035475 03/11/2016
03/11/2016 4035475 03/11/2016
03/11/2016 4035475 03/11/2016
03/11/2016 4035475 03/11/2016
03/11/2016 4035475 03/11/2016
03/11/2016 4035475 03/11/2016
03/11/2016 4035475 03/11/2016
03/11/2016 4035475 03/11/2016
03/11/2016 4035475 03/11/2016
03/11/2016 4035475 03/11/2016
03/11/2016 4035475 03/11/2016
03/11/2016 4035475 03/11/2016
03/11/2016 4035475 03/11/2016
03/11/2016 4035475 03/11/2016
03/11/2016 4035475 03/11/2016
03/11/2016 4035475 03/11/2016
03/11/2016 4035475 03/11/2016

WIT.0020.0001.0394



03/11/2016 4035475 03/11/2016
03/11/2016 4035475 03/11/2016
03/11/2016 4035475 03/11/2016
03/11/2016 4035475 03/11/2016
03/11/2016 4035475 03/11/2016
03/11/2016 4035475 03/11/2016
03/11/2016 4035475 03/11/2016
03/11/2016 4035475 03/11/2016
03/11/2016 4035475 03/11/2016
03/11/2016 4035475 03/11/2016
03/11/2016 4035475 03/11/2016
03/11/2016 4035475 03/11/2016
03/11/2016 4035475 03/11/2016
03/11/2016 4035475 03/11/2016
03/11/2016 4035475 03/11/2016
03/11/2016 4035475 03/11/2016
03/11/2016 4035475 03/11/2016
08/11/2002 4009415 07/11/2016
16/12/2016 4035475 16/12/2016
16/12/2016 4035475 16/12/2016
16/12/2016 4035475 16/12/2016
16/12/2016 4035475 16/12/2016
16/12/2016 4035475 16/12/2016
16/12/2016 4035475 16/12/2016
16/12/2016 4035475 16/12/2016
16/12/2016 4035475 16/12/2016
16/12/2016 4035475 16/12/2016
16/12/2016 4035475 16/12/2016
16/12/2016 4035475 16/12/2016
16/12/2016 4035475 16/12/2016
16/12/2016 4035475 16/12/2016
16/12/2016 4035475 16/12/2016
16/12/2016 4035475 16/12/2016
16/12/2016 4035475 16/12/2016
16/12/2016 4035475 16/12/2016
16/12/2016 4035475 16/12/2016
16/12/2016 4035475 16/12/2016
16/12/2016 4035475 16/12/2016
16/12/2016 4035475 16/12/2016
16/12/2016 4035475 16/12/2016
16/12/2016 4035475 16/12/2016
16/12/2016 4035475 16/12/2016
16/12/2016 4035475 16/12/2016
16/12/2016 4035475 16/12/2016
16/12/2016 4035475 16/12/2016
16/12/2016 4035475 16/12/2016
16/12/2016 4035475 16/12/2016
16/12/2016 4035475 16/12/2016
16/12/2016 4035475 16/12/2016
16/12/2016 4035475 16/12/2016

WIT.0020.0001.0395



16/12/2016 4035475 16/12/2016
16/12/2016 4035475 16/12/2016
16/12/2016 4035475 16/12/2016
16/12/2016 4035475 16/12/2016
16/12/2016 4035475 16/12/2016
16/12/2016 4035475 16/12/2016
16/12/2016 4035475 16/12/2016
16/12/2016 4035475 16/12/2016
16/12/2016 4035475 16/12/2016
16/12/2016 4035475 16/12/2016
16/12/2016 4035475 16/12/2016
16/12/2016 4035475 16/12/2016
16/12/2016 4035475 16/12/2016
16/12/2016 4035475 16/12/2016
16/12/2016 4035475 16/12/2016
16/12/2016 4035475 16/12/2016
16/12/2016 4035475 16/12/2016
16/12/2016 4035475 16/12/2016
16/12/2016 4035475 16/12/2016
16/12/2016 4035475 16/12/2016
16/12/2016 4035475 16/12/2016
16/12/2016 4035475 16/12/2016
16/12/2016 4035475 16/12/2016
16/12/2016 4035475 16/12/2016
16/12/2016 4035475 16/12/2016
16/12/2016 4035475 16/12/2016
16/12/2016 4035475 16/12/2016
16/12/2016 4035475 16/12/2016
16/12/2016 4035475 16/12/2016
16/12/2016 4035475 16/12/2016
16/12/2016 4035475 16/12/2016
16/12/2016 4035475 16/12/2016
16/12/2016 4035475 16/12/2016
16/12/2016 4035475 16/12/2016
16/12/2016 4035475 16/12/2016
16/12/2016 4035475 16/12/2016
16/12/2016 4035475 16/12/2016
16/12/2016 4035475 16/12/2016
16/12/2016 4035475 16/12/2016
16/12/2016 4035475 16/12/2016
16/12/2016 4035475 16/12/2016
16/12/2016 4035475 16/12/2016
16/12/2016 4035475 16/12/2016
16/12/2016 4035475 16/12/2016
16/12/2016 4035475 16/12/2016
16/12/2016 4035475 16/12/2016
16/12/2016 4035475 16/12/2016
16/12/2016 4035475 16/12/2016
16/12/2016 4035475 16/12/2016
16/12/2016 4035475 16/12/2016

WIT.0020.0001.0396



16/12/2016 4035475 16/12/2016
16/12/2016 4035475 16/12/2016
16/12/2016 4035475 16/12/2016
16/12/2016 4035475 16/12/2016
16/12/2016 4035475 16/12/2016
16/12/2016 4035475 16/12/2016
16/12/2016 4035475 16/12/2016
16/12/2016 4035475 16/12/2016
16/12/2016 4035475 16/12/2016
16/12/2016 4035475 16/12/2016
16/12/2016 4035475 16/12/2016
16/12/2016 4035475 16/12/2016
16/12/2016 4035475 16/12/2016
16/12/2016 4035475 16/12/2016
16/12/2016 4035475 16/12/2016
16/12/2016 4035475 16/12/2016
16/12/2016 4035475 16/12/2016
16/12/2016 4035475 16/12/2016
16/12/2016 4035475 16/12/2016
16/12/2016 4035475 16/12/2016
16/12/2016 4035475 16/12/2016
16/12/2016 4035475 16/12/2016
16/12/2016 4035475 16/12/2016
16/12/2016 4035475 16/12/2016
16/12/2016 4035475 16/12/2016
16/12/2016 4035475 16/12/2016
16/12/2016 4035475 16/12/2016
16/12/2016 4035475 16/12/2016
16/12/2016 4035475 16/12/2016
16/12/2016 4035475 16/12/2016
16/12/2016 4035475 16/12/2016
16/12/2016 4035475 16/12/2016
16/12/2016 4035475 16/12/2016
16/12/2016 4035475 16/12/2016
16/12/2016 4035475 16/12/2016
16/12/2016 4035475 16/12/2016
16/12/2016 4035475 16/12/2016
16/12/2016 4035475 16/12/2016
16/12/2016 4035475 16/12/2016
16/12/2016 4035475 16/12/2016
16/12/2016 4035475 16/12/2016
16/12/2016 4035475 16/12/2016
16/12/2016 4035475 16/12/2016
16/12/2016 4035475 16/12/2016
16/12/2016 4035475 16/12/2016
16/12/2016 4035475 16/12/2016
16/12/2016 4035475 16/12/2016
16/12/2016 4035475 16/12/2016
13/02/2017 4013215 23/02/2017
28/02/2017 4035475 28/02/2017

WIT.0020.0001.0397



28/02/2017 4035475 28/02/2017
28/02/2017 4035475 28/02/2017
28/02/2017 4035475 28/02/2017
28/02/2017 4035475 28/02/2017
28/02/2017 4035475 28/02/2017
28/02/2017 4035475 28/02/2017
28/02/2017 4035475 28/02/2017
28/02/2017 4035475 28/02/2017
28/02/2017 4035475 28/02/2017
28/02/2017 4035475 28/02/2017
28/02/2017 4035475 28/02/2017
28/02/2017 4035475 28/02/2017
28/02/2017 4035475 28/02/2017
28/02/2017 4035475 28/02/2017
28/02/2017 4035475 28/02/2017
28/02/2017 4035475 28/02/2017
28/02/2017 4035475 28/02/2017
28/02/2017 4035475 28/02/2017
28/02/2017 4035475 28/02/2017
28/02/2017 4035475 28/02/2017
28/02/2017 4035475 28/02/2017
28/02/2017 4035475 28/02/2017
28/02/2017 4035475 28/02/2017
28/02/2017 4035475 28/02/2017
28/02/2017 4035475 28/02/2017
28/02/2017 4035475 28/02/2017
28/02/2017 4035475 28/02/2017
28/02/2017 4035475 28/02/2017
28/02/2017 4035475 28/02/2017
28/02/2017 4035475 28/02/2017
28/02/2017 4035475 28/02/2017
28/02/2017 4035475 28/02/2017
28/02/2017 4035475 28/02/2017
28/02/2017 4035475 28/02/2017
28/02/2017 4035475 28/02/2017
28/02/2017 4035475 28/02/2017
28/02/2017 4035475 28/02/2017
28/02/2017 4035475 28/02/2017
28/02/2017 4035475 28/02/2017
28/02/2017 4035475 28/02/2017
28/02/2017 4035475 28/02/2017
28/02/2017 4035475 28/02/2017
28/02/2017 4035475 28/02/2017
28/02/2017 4035475 28/02/2017
28/02/2017 4035475 28/02/2017
28/02/2017 4035475 28/02/2017
28/02/2017 4035475 28/02/2017
28/02/2017 4035475 28/02/2017
28/02/2017 4035475 28/02/2017
28/02/2017 4035475 28/02/2017

WIT.0020.0001.0398



28/02/2017 4035475 28/02/2017
28/02/2017 4035475 28/02/2017
28/02/2017 4035475 28/02/2017
28/02/2017 4035475 28/02/2017
28/02/2017 4035475 28/02/2017
28/02/2017 4035475 28/02/2017
28/02/2017 4035475 28/02/2017
28/02/2017 4035475 28/02/2017
28/02/2017 4035475 28/02/2017
28/02/2017 4035475 28/02/2017
28/02/2017 4035475 28/02/2017
28/02/2017 4035475 28/02/2017
28/02/2017 4035475 28/02/2017
28/02/2017 4035475 28/02/2017
28/02/2017 4035475 28/02/2017
28/02/2017 4035475 28/02/2017
28/02/2017 4035475 28/02/2017
28/02/2017 4035475 28/02/2017
28/02/2017 4035475 28/02/2017
28/02/2017 4035475 28/02/2017
28/02/2017 4035475 28/02/2017
28/02/2017 4035475 28/02/2017
28/02/2017 4035475 28/02/2017
28/02/2017 4035475 28/02/2017
28/02/2017 4035475 28/02/2017
28/02/2017 4035475 28/02/2017
28/02/2017 4035475 28/02/2017
28/02/2017 4035475 28/02/2017
01/03/2017 4035475 01/03/2017
01/03/2017 4035475 01/03/2017
01/03/2017 4035475 01/03/2017
01/03/2017 4035475 01/03/2017
01/03/2017 4035475 01/03/2017
26/03/2017 4013215 29/03/2017
09/06/2011 4013215 07/04/2017
19/04/2017 4035475 19/04/2017
19/04/2017 4035475 19/04/2017
19/04/2017 4035475 19/04/2017
19/04/2017 4035475 19/04/2017
19/04/2017 4035475 19/04/2017
19/04/2017 4035475 19/04/2017
19/04/2017 4035475 19/04/2017
19/04/2017 4035475 19/04/2017
19/04/2017 4035475 19/04/2017
19/04/2017 4035475 19/04/2017
19/04/2017 4035475 19/04/2017
19/04/2017 4035475 19/04/2017
19/04/2017 4035475 19/04/2017
19/04/2017 4035475 19/04/2017
19/04/2017 4035475 19/04/2017

WIT.0020.0001.0399



19/04/2017 4035475 19/04/2017
19/04/2017 4035475 19/04/2017
19/04/2017 4035475 19/04/2017
19/04/2017 4035475 19/04/2017
19/04/2017 4035475 19/04/2017
19/04/2017 4035475 19/04/2017
19/04/2017 4035475 19/04/2017
19/04/2017 4035475 19/04/2017
19/04/2017 4035475 19/04/2017
19/04/2017 4035475 19/04/2017
19/04/2017 4035475 19/04/2017
19/04/2017 4035475 19/04/2017
19/04/2017 4035475 19/04/2017
19/04/2017 4035475 19/04/2017
19/04/2017 4035475 19/04/2017
19/04/2017 4035475 19/04/2017
19/04/2017 4035475 19/04/2017
19/04/2017 4035475 19/04/2017
19/04/2017 4035475 19/04/2017
19/04/2017 4035475 19/04/2017
19/04/2017 4035475 19/04/2017
19/04/2017 4035475 19/04/2017
19/04/2017 4035475 19/04/2017
19/04/2017 4035475 19/04/2017
19/04/2017 4035475 19/04/2017
19/04/2017 4035475 19/04/2017
19/04/2017 4035475 19/04/2017
19/04/2017 4035475 19/04/2017
19/04/2017 4035475 19/04/2017
19/04/2017 4035475 19/04/2017
19/04/2017 4035475 19/04/2017
19/04/2017 4035475 19/04/2017
19/04/2017 4035475 19/04/2017
19/04/2017 4035475 19/04/2017
19/04/2017 4035475 19/04/2017
19/04/2017 4035475 19/04/2017
19/04/2017 4035475 19/04/2017
19/04/2017 4035475 19/04/2017
19/04/2017 4035475 19/04/2017
19/04/2017 4035475 19/04/2017
19/04/2017 4035475 19/04/2017
19/04/2017 4035475 19/04/2017
19/04/2017 4035475 19/04/2017
19/04/2017 4035475 19/04/2017
19/04/2017 4035475 19/04/2017
19/04/2017 4035475 19/04/2017
19/04/2017 4035475 19/04/2017
19/04/2017 4035475 19/04/2017
19/04/2017 4035475 19/04/2017
19/04/2017 4035475 19/04/2017

WIT.0020.0001.0400



19/04/2017 4035475 19/04/2017
19/04/2017 4035475 19/04/2017
19/04/2017 4035475 19/04/2017
19/04/2017 4035475 19/04/2017
19/04/2017 4035475 19/04/2017
19/04/2017 4035475 19/04/2017
19/04/2017 4035475 19/04/2017
19/04/2017 4035475 19/04/2017
19/04/2017 4035475 19/04/2017
19/04/2017 4035475 19/04/2017
19/04/2017 4035475 19/04/2017
19/04/2017 4035475 19/04/2017
19/04/2017 4035475 19/04/2017
19/04/2017 4035475 19/04/2017
19/04/2017 4035475 19/04/2017
19/04/2017 4035475 19/04/2017
19/04/2017 4035475 19/04/2017
19/04/2017 4035475 19/04/2017
19/04/2017 4035475 19/04/2017
19/04/2017 4035475 19/04/2017
19/04/2017 4035475 19/04/2017
19/04/2017 4035475 19/04/2017
19/04/2017 4035475 19/04/2017
19/04/2017 4035475 19/04/2017
19/04/2017 4035475 19/04/2017
19/04/2017 4035475 19/04/2017
19/04/2017 4035475 19/04/2017
19/04/2017 4035475 19/04/2017
19/04/2017 4035475 19/04/2017
19/04/2017 4035475 19/04/2017
19/04/2017 4035475 19/04/2017
19/04/2017 4035475 19/04/2017
19/04/2017 4035475 19/04/2017
19/04/2017 4035475 19/04/2017
19/04/2017 4035475 19/04/2017
19/04/2017 4035475 19/04/2017
19/04/2017 4035475 19/04/2017
19/04/2017 4035475 19/04/2017
19/04/2017 4035475 19/04/2017
19/04/2017 4035475 19/04/2017
19/04/2017 4035475 19/04/2017
19/04/2017 4035475 19/04/2017
19/04/2017 4035475 19/04/2017
19/04/2017 4035475 19/04/2017
19/04/2017 4035475 19/04/2017
19/04/2017 4035475 19/04/2017
19/04/2017 4035475 19/04/2017
19/04/2017 4035475 19/04/2017
19/04/2017 4035475 19/04/2017
19/04/2017 4035475 19/04/2017

WIT.0020.0001.0401



19/04/2017 4035475 19/04/2017
19/04/2017 4035475 19/04/2017
19/04/2017 4035475 19/04/2017
19/04/2017 4035475 19/04/2017
19/04/2017 4035475 19/04/2017
19/04/2017 4035475 19/04/2017
19/04/2017 4035475 19/04/2017
19/04/2017 4035475 19/04/2017
19/04/2017 4035475 19/04/2017
19/04/2017 4035475 19/04/2017
19/04/2017 4035475 19/04/2017
19/04/2017 4035475 19/04/2017
20/04/2017 4013215 21/04/2017
15/05/2017 4035475 15/05/2017
15/05/2017 4035475 15/05/2017
15/05/2017 4035475 15/05/2017
15/05/2017 4035475 15/05/2017
15/05/2017 4035475 15/05/2017
15/05/2017 4035475 15/05/2017
15/05/2017 4035475 15/05/2017
15/05/2017 4035475 15/05/2017
15/05/2017 4035475 15/05/2017
15/05/2017 4035475 15/05/2017
15/05/2017 4035475 15/05/2017
15/05/2017 4035475 15/05/2017
15/05/2017 4035475 15/05/2017
15/05/2017 4035475 15/05/2017
15/05/2017 4035475 15/05/2017
15/05/2017 4035475 15/05/2017
15/05/2017 4035475 15/05/2017
15/05/2017 4035475 15/05/2017
15/05/2017 4035475 15/05/2017
15/05/2017 4035475 15/05/2017
15/05/2017 4035475 15/05/2017
15/05/2017 4035475 15/05/2017
15/05/2017 4035475 15/05/2017
15/05/2017 4035475 15/05/2017
15/05/2017 4035475 15/05/2017
15/05/2017 4035475 15/05/2017
15/05/2017 4035475 15/05/2017
15/05/2017 4035475 15/05/2017
15/05/2017 4035475 15/05/2017
15/05/2017 4035475 15/05/2017
15/05/2017 4035475 15/05/2017
15/05/2017 4035475 15/05/2017
15/05/2017 4035475 15/05/2017
15/05/2017 4035475 15/05/2017
15/05/2017 4035475 15/05/2017
15/05/2017 4035475 15/05/2017
15/05/2017 4035475 15/05/2017
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15/05/2017 4035475 15/05/2017
15/05/2017 4035475 15/05/2017
15/05/2017 4035475 15/05/2017
15/05/2017 4035475 15/05/2017
15/05/2017 4035475 15/05/2017
15/05/2017 4035475 15/05/2017
15/05/2017 4035475 15/05/2017
15/05/2017 4035475 15/05/2017
15/05/2017 4035475 15/05/2017
15/05/2017 4035475 15/05/2017
15/05/2017 4035475 15/05/2017
15/05/2017 4035475 15/05/2017
15/05/2017 4035475 15/05/2017
15/05/2017 4035475 15/05/2017
15/05/2017 4035475 15/05/2017
15/05/2017 4035475 15/05/2017
15/05/2017 4035475 15/05/2017
15/05/2017 4035475 15/05/2017
15/05/2017 4035475 15/05/2017
15/05/2017 4035475 15/05/2017
15/05/2017 4035475 15/05/2017
15/05/2017 4035475 15/05/2017
15/05/2017 4035475 15/05/2017
15/05/2017 4035475 15/05/2017
15/05/2017 4035475 15/05/2017
15/05/2017 4035475 15/05/2017
15/05/2017 4035475 15/05/2017
15/05/2017 4035475 15/05/2017
15/05/2017 4035475 15/05/2017
21/01/2011 4011635 24/05/2017
16/11/2010 4011635 13/06/2017
18/06/2017 4011635 20/06/2017
26/06/2017 4011635 27/06/2017
24/11/2010 4013215 04/07/2017
17/07/2017 4036990 17/07/2017
17/07/2017 4036990 17/07/2017
17/07/2017 4036990 17/07/2017
17/07/2017 4036990 17/07/2017
17/07/2017 4036990 17/07/2017
17/07/2017 4036990 17/07/2017
17/07/2017 4036990 17/07/2017
17/07/2017 4036990 17/07/2017
17/07/2017 4036990 17/07/2017
17/07/2017 4036990 17/07/2017
17/07/2017 4036990 17/07/2017
17/07/2017 4036990 17/07/2017
17/07/2017 4036990 17/07/2017
17/07/2017 4036990 17/07/2017
17/07/2017 4036990 17/07/2017
17/07/2017 4036990 17/07/2017
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17/07/2017 4036990 17/07/2017
17/07/2017 4036990 17/07/2017
17/07/2017 4036990 17/07/2017
17/07/2017 4036990 17/07/2017
17/07/2017 4036990 17/07/2017
17/07/2017 4036990 17/07/2017
17/07/2017 4036990 17/07/2017
17/07/2017 4036990 17/07/2017
17/07/2017 4036990 17/07/2017
17/07/2017 4036990 17/07/2017
17/07/2017 4036990 17/07/2017
17/07/2017 4036990 17/07/2017
17/07/2017 4036990 17/07/2017
17/07/2017 4036990 17/07/2017
17/07/2017 4036990 17/07/2017
17/07/2017 4036990 17/07/2017
17/07/2017 4036990 17/07/2017
17/07/2017 4036990 17/07/2017
17/07/2017 4036990 17/07/2017
17/07/2017 4036990 17/07/2017
17/07/2017 4036990 17/07/2017
17/07/2017 4036990 17/07/2017
17/07/2017 4036990 17/07/2017
17/07/2017 4036990 17/07/2017
17/07/2017 4036990 17/07/2017
17/07/2017 4036990 17/07/2017
17/07/2017 4036990 17/07/2017
17/07/2017 4036990 17/07/2017
17/07/2017 4036990 17/07/2017
17/07/2017 4036990 17/07/2017
17/07/2017 4036990 17/07/2017
17/07/2017 4036990 17/07/2017
17/07/2017 4036990 17/07/2017
17/07/2017 4036990 17/07/2017
17/07/2017 4036990 17/07/2017
17/07/2017 4036990 17/07/2017
17/07/2017 4036990 17/07/2017
17/07/2017 4036990 17/07/2017
17/07/2017 4036990 17/07/2017
17/07/2017 4036990 17/07/2017
17/07/2017 4036990 17/07/2017
17/07/2017 4036990 17/07/2017
17/07/2017 4036990 17/07/2017
17/07/2017 4036990 17/07/2017
17/07/2017 4036990 17/07/2017
17/07/2017 4036990 17/07/2017
17/07/2017 4036990 17/07/2017
17/07/2017 4036990 17/07/2017
17/07/2017 4036990 17/07/2017
17/09/2017 4036990 17/07/2017
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17/07/2017 4036990 17/07/2017
17/07/2017 4036990 17/07/2017
17/07/2017 4036990 17/07/2017
17/07/2017 4036990 17/07/2017
17/07/2017 4036990 17/07/2017
17/07/2017 4036990 17/07/2017
17/07/2017 4036990 17/07/2017
17/07/2017 4036990 17/07/2017
17/07/2017 4036990 17/07/2017
17/05/2017 4036990 17/07/2017
17/05/2017 4036990 17/07/2017
17/07/2017 4036990 17/07/2017
17/05/2017 4036990 17/07/2017
17/07/2017 4036990 17/07/2017
17/07/2017 4036990 17/07/2017
17/07/2017 4036990 17/07/2017
17/07/2017 4036990 17/07/2017
17/07/2017 4036990 17/07/2017
17/07/2017 4036990 17/07/2017
17/07/2017 4036990 17/07/2017
17/07/2017 4036990 17/07/2017
17/07/2017 4036990 17/07/2017
17/07/2017 4036990 17/07/2017
17/07/2017 4036990 17/07/2017
17/07/2017 4036990 17/07/2017
17/07/2017 4036990 17/07/2017
17/07/2017 4036990 17/07/2017
17/07/2017 4036990 17/07/2017
17/07/2017 4036990 17/07/2017
17/07/2017 4036990 17/07/2017
17/07/2017 4036990 17/07/2017
17/07/2017 4036990 17/07/2017
17/07/2017 4036990 17/07/2017
17/07/2017 4036990 17/07/2017
17/07/2017 4036990 17/07/2017
17/07/2017 4036990 17/07/2017
17/07/2017 4036990 17/07/2017
17/07/2017 4036990 17/07/2017
17/07/2017 4036990 17/07/2017
17/07/2017 4036990 17/07/2017
17/07/2017 4036990 17/07/2017
17/07/2017 4036990 17/07/2017
17/07/2017 4036990 17/07/2017
17/07/2017 4036990 17/07/2017
17/07/2017 4036990 17/07/2017
17/07/2017 4036990 17/07/2017
17/07/2017 4036990 17/07/2017
17/07/2017 4036990 17/07/2017
17/07/2017 4036990 17/07/2017
17/07/2017 4036990 17/07/2017
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17/07/2017 4036990 17/07/2017
17/07/2017 4036990 17/07/2017
17/07/2017 4036990 17/07/2017
17/07/2017 4036990 17/07/2017
17/07/2017 4036990 17/07/2017
17/07/2017 4036990 17/07/2017
17/07/2017 4036990 17/07/2017
17/07/2017 4036990 17/07/2017
17/07/2017 4036990 17/07/2017
17/07/2017 4036990 17/07/2017
17/07/2017 4036990 17/07/2017
17/07/2017 4036990 17/07/2017
17/07/2017 4036990 17/07/2017
17/07/2017 4036990 17/07/2017
17/07/2017 4036990 17/07/2017
17/07/2017 4036990 17/07/2017
17/07/2017 4036990 17/07/2017
17/07/2017 4036990 17/07/2017
17/07/2017 4036990 17/07/2017
17/07/2017 4036990 17/07/2017
17/07/2017 4036990 17/07/2017
17/07/2017 4036990 17/07/2017
17/07/2017 4036990 17/07/2017
17/07/2017 4036990 17/07/2017
17/07/2017 4036990 17/07/2017
17/07/2017 4036990 17/07/2017
17/07/2017 4036990 17/07/2017
17/07/2017 4036990 17/07/2017
17/07/2017 4036990 17/07/2017
17/07/2017 4036990 17/07/2017
17/07/2017 4036990 17/07/2017
17/07/2017 4036990 17/07/2017
17/07/2017 4036990 17/07/2017
17/07/2017 4036990 17/07/2017
17/07/2017 4036990 17/07/2017
17/07/2017 4036990 17/07/2017
17/07/2017 4036990 17/07/2017
17/07/2017 4036990 17/07/2017
17/07/2017 4036990 17/07/2017
17/07/2017 4036990 17/07/2017
17/07/2017 4036990 17/07/2017
17/07/2017 4036990 17/07/2017
17/07/2017 4036990 17/07/2017
17/07/2017 4036990 17/07/2017
17/07/2017 4036990 17/07/2017
17/07/2017 4036990 17/07/2017
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17/07/2017 4036990 17/07/2017
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17/07/2017 4036990 17/07/2017
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17/07/2017 4036990 17/07/2017
17/07/2017 4036990 17/07/2017
17/07/2017 4036990 17/07/2017
17/07/2017 4036990 17/07/2017
17/07/2017 4036990 17/07/2017
17/07/2017 4036990 17/07/2017
17/07/2017 4036990 17/07/2017
17/07/2017 4036990 17/07/2017
17/07/2017 4036990 17/07/2017
17/07/2017 4036990 17/07/2017
17/07/2017 4036990 17/07/2017
17/07/2017 4036990 17/07/2017
17/07/2017 4036990 17/07/2017
17/07/2017 4036990 17/07/2017
17/07/2017 4036990 17/07/2017
17/07/2017 4036990 17/07/2017
17/07/2017 4036990 17/07/2017
17/07/2017 4036990 17/07/2017
17/07/2017 4036990 17/07/2017
17/07/2017 4036990 17/07/2017
17/07/2017 4036990 17/07/2017
17/07/2017 4036990 17/07/2017
17/07/2017 4036990 17/07/2017
17/07/2017 4036990 17/07/2017
17/07/2017 4036990 17/07/2017
17/07/2017 4036990 17/07/2017
17/07/2017 4036990 17/07/2017
17/07/2017 4036990 17/07/2017
17/07/2017 4036990 17/07/2017
17/07/2017 4036990 17/07/2017
17/07/2017 4036990 17/07/2017
17/07/2017 4036990 17/07/2017
17/07/2017 4036990 17/07/2017
17/07/2017 4036990 17/07/2017
17/07/2017 4036990 17/07/2017
17/07/2017 4036990 17/07/2017
17/07/2017 4036990 17/07/2017
17/07/2017 4036990 17/07/2017
17/07/2017 4036990 17/07/2017
17/07/2017 4036990 17/07/2017
17/07/2017 4036990 17/07/2017
17/07/2017 4036990 17/07/2017
17/07/2017 4036990 17/07/2017
17/07/2017 4036990 17/07/2017
17/07/2017 4036990 17/07/2017
17/07/2017 4036990 17/07/2017
17/07/2017 4036990 17/07/2017
17/07/2017 4036990 17/07/2017
17/07/2017 4036990 17/07/2017
17/07/2017 4036990 17/07/2017
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17/07/2017 4036990 17/07/2017
17/07/2017 4036990 17/07/2017
17/07/2017 4036990 17/07/2017
17/07/2017 4036990 17/07/2017
17/07/2017 4036990 17/07/2017
17/07/2017 4036990 17/07/2017
17/07/2017 4036990 17/07/2017
17/07/2017 4036990 17/07/2017
17/07/2017 4036990 17/07/2017
17/07/2017 4036990 17/07/2017
17/07/2017 4036990 17/07/2017
17/07/2017 4036990 17/07/2017
17/07/2017 4036990 17/07/2017
17/07/2017 4036990 17/07/2017
17/07/2017 4036990 17/07/2017
17/07/2017 4036990 17/07/2017
17/07/2017 4036990 17/07/2017
17/07/2017 4036990 17/07/2017
17/07/2017 4036990 17/07/2017
17/07/2017 4036990 17/07/2017
17/07/2017 4036990 17/07/2017
17/07/2017 4036990 17/07/2017
17/07/2017 4036990 17/07/2017
17/07/2017 4036990 17/07/2017
17/07/2017 4036990 17/07/2017
17/07/2017 4036990 17/07/2017
17/07/2017 4036990 17/07/2017
17/07/2017 4036990 17/07/2017
17/07/2017 4036990 17/07/2017
17/07/2017 4036990 17/07/2017
17/07/2017 4036990 17/07/2017
17/07/2017 4036990 17/07/2017
17/07/2017 4036990 17/07/2017
17/07/2017 4036990 17/07/2017
17/07/2017 4036990 17/07/2017
17/07/2017 4036990 17/07/2017
17/07/2017 4036990 17/07/2017
17/07/2017 4036990 17/07/2017
17/07/2017 4036990 17/07/2017
17/07/2017 4036990 17/07/2017
17/07/2017 4036990 17/07/2017
17/07/2017 4036990 17/07/2017
17/07/2017 4036990 17/07/2017
17/07/2017 4036990 17/07/2017
17/07/2017 4036990 17/07/2017
17/07/2017 4036990 17/07/2017
17/07/2017 4036990 17/07/2017
17/07/2017 4036990 17/07/2017
17/07/2017 4036990 17/07/2017
17/07/2017 4036990 17/07/2017
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17/07/2017 4036990 17/07/2017
17/07/2017 4036990 17/07/2017
17/07/2017 4036990 17/07/2017
17/07/2017 4036990 17/07/2017
17/07/2017 4036990 17/07/2017
17/07/2017 4036990 17/07/2017
17/07/2017 4036990 17/07/2017
17/07/2017 4036990 17/07/2017
17/07/2017 4036990 17/07/2017
17/07/2017 4036990 17/07/2017
17/07/2017 4036990 17/07/2017
17/07/2017 4036990 17/07/2017
17/07/2017 4036990 17/07/2017
17/07/2017 4036990 17/07/2017
17/07/2017 4036990 17/07/2017
17/07/2017 4036990 17/07/2017
17/07/2017 4036990 17/07/2017
17/07/2017 4036990 17/07/2017
17/07/2017 4036990 17/07/2017
17/07/2017 4036990 17/07/2017
17/07/2017 4036990 17/07/2017
17/07/2017 4036990 17/07/2017
17/07/2017 4036990 17/07/2017
17/07/2017 4036990 17/07/2017
17/07/2017 4036990 17/07/2017
17/07/2017 4036990 17/07/2017
17/07/2017 4036990 17/07/2017
17/07/2017 4036990 17/07/2017
17/07/2017 4036990 17/07/2017
17/07/2017 4036990 17/07/2017
17/07/2017 4036990 17/07/2017
17/07/2017 4036990 17/07/2017
17/07/2017 4036990 17/07/2017
17/07/2017 4036990 17/07/2017
17/07/2017 4036990 17/07/2017
17/07/2017 4036990 17/07/2017
17/07/2017 4036990 17/07/2017
17/07/2017 4036990 17/07/2017
17/07/2017 4036990 17/07/2017
17/07/2017 4036990 17/07/2017
17/07/2017 4036990 17/07/2017
17/07/2017 4036990 17/07/2017
17/07/2017 4036990 17/07/2017
17/07/2017 4036990 17/07/2017
17/07/2017 4036990 17/07/2017
17/07/2017 4036990 17/07/2017
17/07/2017 4036990 17/07/2017
17/07/2017 4036990 17/07/2017
17/07/2017 4036990 17/07/2017
17/07/2017 4036990 17/07/2017
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17/07/2017 4036990 17/07/2017
17/07/2017 4036990 17/07/2017
17/07/2017 4036990 17/07/2017
17/07/2017 4036990 17/07/2017
29/01/2010 4011635 28/07/2017
10/08/2017 4013215 11/08/2017
10/08/2017 4013215 11/08/2017
10/08/2017 4013215 11/08/2017
10/08/2017 4013215 11/08/2017
10/08/2017 4013215 11/08/2017
10/08/2017 4013215 11/08/2017
10/08/2017 4013215 11/08/2017
10/08/2017 4013215 11/08/2017
10/08/2017 4013215 11/08/2017
10/08/2017 4013215 11/08/2017
10/08/2017 4013215 11/08/2017
10/08/2017 4013215 11/08/2017
10/08/2017 4013215 11/08/2017
10/08/2017 4013215 11/08/2017
10/08/2017 4013215 11/08/2017
10/08/2017 4013215 11/08/2017
10/08/2017 4013215 11/08/2017
10/08/2017 4013215 11/08/2017
10/08/2017 4013215 11/08/2017
10/08/2017 4013215 11/08/2017
10/08/2017 4013215 11/08/2017
10/08/2017 4013215 11/08/2017
10/08/2017 4013215 11/08/2017
10/08/2017 4013215 11/08/2017
10/08/2017 4013215 11/08/2017
10/08/2017 4013215 11/08/2017
10/08/2017 4013215 11/08/2017
10/08/2017 4013215 11/08/2017
10/08/2017 4013215 11/08/2017
10/08/2017 4013215 11/08/2017
10/08/2017 4013215 11/08/2017
10/08/2017 4013215 11/08/2017
10/08/2017 4013215 11/08/2017
10/08/2017 4013215 11/08/2017
10/08/2017 4013215 11/08/2017
10/08/2017 4013215 11/08/2017
10/08/2017 4013215 11/08/2017
10/08/2017 4013215 11/08/2017
10/08/2017 4013215 11/08/2017
10/08/2017 4013215 11/08/2017
10/08/2017 4013215 11/08/2017
10/08/2017 4013215 11/08/2017
10/08/2017 4013215 11/08/2017
10/08/2017 4013215 11/08/2017
10/08/2017 4013215 11/08/2017
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10/08/2017 4013215 11/08/2017
10/08/2017 4013215 11/08/2017
10/08/2017 4013215 11/08/2017
10/08/2017 4013215 11/08/2017
10/08/2017 4013215 11/08/2017
10/08/2017 4013215 11/08/2017
10/08/2017 4013215 11/08/2017
10/08/2017 4013215 11/08/2017
10/08/2017 4013215 11/08/2017
10/08/2017 4013215 11/08/2017
10/08/2017 4013215 11/08/2017
10/08/2017 4013215 11/08/2017
10/08/2017 4013215 11/08/2017
10/08/2017 4013215 11/08/2017
10/08/2017 4013215 11/08/2017
10/08/2017 4013215 11/08/2017
10/08/2017 4013215 11/08/2017
10/08/2017 4013215 11/08/2017
10/08/2017 4013215 11/08/2017
10/08/2017 4013215 11/08/2017
10/08/2017 4013215 11/08/2017
10/08/2017 4013215 11/08/2017
10/08/2017 4013215 11/08/2017
10/08/2017 4013215 11/08/2017
10/08/2017 4013215 11/08/2017
10/08/2017 4013215 11/08/2017
10/08/2017 4013215 11/08/2017
10/08/2017 4013215 11/08/2017
10/08/2017 4013215 11/08/2017
10/08/2017 4013215 11/08/2017
10/08/2017 4013215 11/08/2017
10/08/2017 4013215 11/08/2017
10/08/2017 4013215 11/08/2017
10/08/2017 4013215 11/08/2017
10/08/2017 4013215 11/08/2017
10/08/2017 4013215 11/08/2017
10/08/2017 4013215 11/08/2017
10/08/2017 4013215 11/08/2017
10/08/2017 4013215 11/08/2017
10/08/2017 4013215 11/08/2017
10/08/2017 4013215 11/08/2017
10/08/2017 4013215 11/08/2017
10/08/2017 4013215 11/08/2017
10/08/2017 4013215 11/08/2017
10/08/2017 4013215 11/08/2017
10/08/2017 4013215 11/08/2017
10/08/2017 4013215 11/08/2017
14/07/2010 4013215 13/09/2017
06/10/2017 4013215 06/10/2017
06/10/2017 4013215 06/10/2017
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11/10/2017 4011635 13/10/2017
19/10/2017 4011635 20/10/2017
25/10/2017 4011635 25/10/2017
25/10/2017 4011635 25/10/2017
25/10/2017 4011635 25/10/2017
25/10/2017 4011635 25/10/2017
25/10/2017 4011635 25/10/2017
25/10/2017 4011635 25/10/2017
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25/10/2017 4011635 25/10/2017
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25/10/2017 4011635 25/10/2017
25/10/2017 4011635 25/10/2017
25/10/2017 4011635 25/10/2017
25/10/2017 4011635 25/10/2017
25/10/2017 4011635 25/10/2017
25/10/2017 4011635 25/10/2017
25/10/2017 4011635 25/10/2017
25/10/2017 4011635 25/10/2017
25/01/2017 4011635 25/10/2017
25/10/2017 4011635 25/10/2017
25/10/2017 4011635 25/10/2017
25/10/2017 4011635 25/10/2017
25/10/2017 4011635 25/10/2017
25/10/2017 4011635 25/10/2017
25/10/2017 4011635 25/10/2017
25/10/2017 4011635 25/10/2017
25/01/2017 4011635 25/10/2017
25/10/2017 4011635 25/10/2017
25/10/2017 4011635 25/10/2017
25/10/2017 4011635 25/10/2017
25/10/2017 4011635 25/10/2017

WIT.0020.0001.0413



25/10/2017 4011635 25/10/2017
25/10/2017 4011635 25/10/2017
25/10/2017 4011635 25/10/2017
26/10/2017 4011635 26/10/2017
26/10/2017 4011635 26/10/2017
26/10/2017 4011635 26/10/2017
26/10/2017 4011635 26/10/2017
26/10/2017 4011635 26/10/2017
26/10/2017 4011635 26/10/2017
26/10/2017 4011635 26/10/2017
26/10/2017 4011635 26/10/2017
26/10/2017 4011635 26/10/2017
26/10/2017 4011635 26/10/2017
26/10/2017 4011635 26/10/2017
26/10/2017 4011635 26/10/2017
26/10/2017 4011635 26/10/2017
26/10/2017 4011635 26/10/2017
26/10/2017 4011635 26/10/2017
26/10/2017 4011635 26/10/2017
26/10/2017 4011635 26/10/2017
26/10/2017 4011635 26/10/2017
26/10/2017 4011635 26/10/2017
26/10/2017 4011635 26/10/2017
26/10/2017 4011635 26/10/2017
26/10/2017 4011635 26/10/2017
26/10/2017 4011635 26/10/2017
26/10/2017 4011635 26/10/2017
26/10/2017 4011635 26/10/2017
26/10/2017 4011635 26/10/2017
26/10/2017 4011635 26/10/2017
26/10/2017 4011635 26/10/2017
26/10/2017 4011635 26/10/2017
26/10/2017 4011635 26/10/2017
26/10/2017 4011635 26/10/2017
26/10/2017 4011635 26/10/2017
26/10/2017 4011635 26/10/2017
26/10/2017 4011635 26/10/2017
26/10/2017 4011635 26/10/2017
26/10/2017 4011635 26/10/2017
26/10/2017 4011635 26/10/2017
26/10/2017 4011635 26/10/2017
26/10/2017 4011635 26/10/2017
26/10/2017 4011635 26/10/2017
26/10/2017 4011635 26/10/2017
26/10/2017 4011635 26/10/2017
26/10/2017 4011635 26/10/2017
26/10/2017 4011635 26/10/2017
26/10/2017 4011635 26/10/2017
26/10/2017 4011635 26/10/2017
26/10/2017 4011635 26/10/2017

WIT.0020.0001.0414



26/10/2017 4011635 26/10/2017
26/10/2017 4011635 26/10/2017
26/10/2017 4011635 26/10/2017
06/10/2017 4011635 26/10/2017
26/10/2017 4011635 26/10/2017
29/10/2017 4011635 31/10/2017
08/11/2017 4013215 08/11/2017
05/11/2017 4011635 09/11/2017
12/12/2017 4011330 12/12/2017
12/12/2017 4011330 12/12/2017
12/12/2017 4011330 12/12/2017
12/12/2017 4011330 12/12/2017
12/12/2017 4011330 12/12/2017
12/12/2017 4011330 12/12/2017
12/12/2017 4011330 12/12/2017
12/12/2017 4011330 12/12/2017
12/12/2017 4011330 12/12/2017
12/12/2017 4011330 12/12/2017
12/12/2017 4011330 12/12/2017
12/12/2017 4011330 12/12/2017
12/12/2017 4011330 12/12/2017
12/12/2017 4011330 12/12/2017
12/12/2017 4011330 12/12/2017
12/12/2017 4011330 12/12/2017
12/12/2017 4011330 12/12/2017
19/12/2017 4011330 19/12/2017
10/01/2018 4011330 10/01/2018
10/01/2018 4011330 10/01/2018
10/01/2018 4011330 10/01/2018
10/01/2018 4011330 10/01/2018
10/01/2018 4011330 10/01/2018
10/01/2018 4011330 10/01/2018
15/01/2018 4011330 15/01/2018
15/01/2018 4011330 15/01/2018
15/01/2018 4011330 15/01/2018
23/01/2018 4011330 23/01/2018
23/01/2018 4011330 23/01/2018
23/01/2018 4011330 23/01/2018
23/01/2018 4011330 23/01/2018
23/01/2018 4011330 23/01/2018
23/01/2018 4011330 23/01/2018
24/01/2018 4011330 24/01/2018
24/01/2018 4011330 24/01/2018
24/01/2018 4011330 24/01/2018
24/01/2018 4011330 24/01/2018
24/01/2018 4011330 24/01/2018
24/01/2018 4011330 24/01/2018
24/01/2018 4011330 24/01/2018
29/01/2018 4011330 29/01/2018
29/01/2018 4011330 29/01/2018

WIT.0020.0001.0415



29/01/2018 4011330 29/01/201
29/01/2018 4011330 29/01/201
29/01/2018 4011330 29/01/201
29/01/2018 4011330 29/01/201
31/01/2018 4011330 31/01/201
31/01/2018 4011330 31/01/201
31/01/2018 4011330 31/01/201
31/01/2018 4011330 31/01/201
31/01/2018 4011330 31/01/201
31/01/2018 4011330 31/01/201
31/01/2018 4011330 31/01/201
31/01/2018 4011330 31/01/201
01/02/2018 4017855 01/02/201
01/02/2018 4017855 01/02/201
01/02/2018 4017855 01/02/201
01/02/2018 4017855 01/02/201
01/02/2018 4017855 01/02/201
01/02/2018 4017855 01/02/201
01/02/2018 4017855 01/02/201
01/02/2018 4017855 01/02/201
01/02/2018 4017855 01/02/201
01/02/2018 4017855 01/02/201
01/02/2018 4017855 01/02/201
01/02/2018 4017855 01/02/201
01/02/2018 4017855 01/02/201
01/02/2018 4017855 01/02/201
01/02/2018 4017855 01/02/201
01/02/2018 4017855 01/02/201
01/02/2018 4017855 01/02/201
01/02/2018 4017855 01/02/201
01/02/2018 4017855 01/02/201
01/02/2018 4017855 01/02/201
01/02/2018 4017855 01/02/201
01/02/2018 4017855 01/02/201
01/02/2018 4017855 01/02/201
01/02/2018 4017855 01/02/201
01/02/2018 4017855 01/02/201
01/02/2018 4017855 01/02/201
01/02/2018 4017855 01/02/201
01/02/2018 4017855 01/02/201
01/02/2018 4017855 01/02/201
01/02/2018 4017855 01/02/201
01/02/2018 4017855 01/02/201
01/02/2018 4017855 01/02/201
01/02/2018 4017855 01/02/201
01/02/2018 4017855 01/02/201
01/02/2018 4017855 01/02/201
01/02/2018 4017855 01/02/201
01/02/2018 4017855 01/02/201
01/02/2018 4017855 01/02/201

WIT.0020.0001.0416



01/02/2018 4017855 01/02/2018
01/02/2018 4017855 01/02/2018
01/02/2018 4017855 01/02/2018
01/02/2018 4017855 01/02/2018
01/02/2018 4017855 01/02/2018
01/02/2018 4017855 01/02/2018
01/02/2018 4017855 01/02/2018
01/02/2018 4017855 01/02/2018
01/02/2018 4017855 01/02/2018
01/02/2018 4017855 01/02/2018
01/02/2018 4017855 01/02/2018
01/02/2018 4017855 01/02/2018
01/02/2018 4017855 01/02/2018
01/02/2018 4017855 01/02/2018
01/02/2018 4017855 01/02/2018
01/02/2018 4017855 01/02/2018
01/02/2018 4017855 01/02/2018
01/02/2018 4017855 01/02/2018
01/02/2018 4017855 01/02/2018
01/02/2018 4017855 01/02/2018
01/02/2018 4017855 01/02/2018
01/02/2018 4017855 01/02/2018
01/02/2018 4017855 01/02/2018
01/02/2018 4017855 01/02/2018
01/02/2018 4017855 01/02/2018
01/02/2018 4017855 01/02/2018
01/02/2018 4017855 01/02/2018
01/02/2018 4017855 01/02/2018
01/02/2018 4017855 01/02/2018
01/02/2018 4017855 01/02/2018
01/02/2018 4017855 01/02/2018
01/02/2018 4017855 01/02/2018
01/02/2018 4017855 01/02/2018
01/02/2018 4017855 01/02/2018
01/02/2018 4017855 01/02/2018
01/02/2018 4017855 01/02/2018
01/02/2018 4017855 01/02/2018
01/02/2018 4017855 01/02/2018
01/02/2018 4017855 01/02/2018
01/02/2018 4017855 01/02/2018
01/02/2018 4017855 01/02/2018
01/02/2018 4017855 01/02/2018
01/02/2018 4017855 01/02/2018
01/02/2018 4017855 01/02/2018
01/02/2018 4017855 01/02/2018
01/02/2018 4017855 01/02/2018
01/02/2018 4017855 01/02/2018
01/02/2018 4017855 01/02/2018
01/02/2018 4017855 01/02/2018
01/02/2018 4017855 01/02/2018

WIT.0020.0001.0417



01/02/2018 4017855 01/02/2018
01/02/2018 4017855 01/02/2018
01/02/2018 4017855 01/02/2018
01/02/2018 4017855 01/02/2018
01/02/2018 4017855 01/02/2018
01/02/2018 4017855 01/02/2018
01/02/2018 4017855 01/02/2018
01/02/2018 4017855 01/02/2018
01/02/2018 4017855 01/02/2018
01/02/2018 4017855 01/02/2018
01/02/2018 4017855 01/02/2018
01/02/2018 4017855 01/02/2018
01/02/2018 4017855 01/02/2018
01/02/2018 4017855 01/02/2018
01/02/2018 4017855 01/02/2018
01/02/2018 4017855 01/02/2018
01/02/2018 4017855 01/02/2018
01/02/2018 4017855 01/02/2018
01/02/2018 4017855 01/02/2018
01/02/2018 4017855 01/02/2018
01/02/2018 4017855 01/02/2018
01/02/2018 4017855 01/02/2018
01/02/2018 4017855 01/02/2018
01/02/2018 4017855 01/02/2018
01/02/2018 4017855 01/02/2018
01/02/2018 4017855 01/02/2018
01/02/2018 4017855 01/02/2018
01/02/2018 4017855 01/02/2018
01/02/2018 4017855 01/02/2018
01/02/2018 4017855 01/02/2018
01/02/2018 4017855 01/02/2018
01/02/2018 4017855 01/02/2018
01/02/2018 4017855 01/02/2018
01/02/2018 4017855 01/02/2018
01/02/2018 4017855 01/02/2018
01/02/2018 4017855 01/02/2018
01/02/2018 4017855 01/02/2018
01/02/2018 4017855 01/02/2018
01/02/2018 4017855 01/02/2018
01/02/2018 4017855 01/02/2018
01/02/2018 4017855 01/02/2018
01/02/2018 4017855 01/02/2018
01/02/2018 4017855 01/02/2018
01/02/2018 4017855 01/02/2018
01/02/2018 4017855 01/02/2018
01/02/2018 4017855 01/02/2018
01/02/2018 4017855 01/02/2018
01/02/2018 4017855 01/02/2018
01/02/2018 4017855 01/02/2018
01/02/2018 4017855 01/02/2018

WIT.0020.0001.0418



01/02/2018 4017855 01/02/2018
01/02/2018 4017855 01/02/2018
01/02/2018 4017855 01/02/2018
01/02/2018 4017855 01/02/2018
01/02/2018 4017855 01/02/2018
01/02/2018 4017855 01/02/2018
01/02/2018 4017855 01/02/2018
01/02/2018 4017855 01/02/2018
01/02/2018 4017855 01/02/2018
01/02/2018 4017855 01/02/2018
01/02/2018 4017855 01/02/2018
01/02/2018 4017855 01/02/2018
01/02/2018 4017855 01/02/2018
06/02/2018 4011330 06/02/2018
07/02/2018 4011330 07/02/2018
07/02/2018 4011330 07/02/2018
07/02/2018 4011330 07/02/2018
07/02/2018 4011330 07/02/2018
07/02/2018 4011330 07/02/2018
07/02/2018 4011330 07/02/2018
07/02/2018 4011330 07/02/2018
07/02/2018 4011330 07/02/2018
12/02/2018 4011330 12/02/2018
20/02/2018 4013215 20/02/2018
22/10/2010 4013215 22/02/2018
06/03/2018 4013215 06/03/2018
09/03/2018 4017855 09/03/2018
14/03/2018 4017855 14/03/2018
27/03/2018 4017855 27/03/2018
27/03/2018 4017855 27/03/2018
04/04/2018 4011330 04/04/2018
03/04/2018 4013215 05/04/2018
12/04/2018 4013215 12/04/2018
12/04/2018 4013215 12/04/2018
12/04/2018 4013215 12/04/2018
12/04/2018 4013215 12/04/2018
12/04/2018 4013215 12/04/2018
12/04/2018 4013215 12/04/2018
12/04/2018 4013215 12/04/2018
12/04/2018 4013215 12/04/2018
12/04/2018 4013215 12/04/2018
12/04/2018 4013215 12/04/2018
12/04/2018 4013215 12/04/2018
12/04/2018 4013215 12/04/2018
12/04/2018 4013215 12/04/2018
12/04/2018 4013215 12/04/2018
12/04/2018 4013215 12/04/2018
12/04/2018 4013215 12/04/2018
12/04/2018 4013215 12/04/2018
12/04/2018 4013215 12/04/2018

WIT.0020.0001.0419



12/04/2018 4013215 12/04/2018
12/04/2018 4013215 12/04/2018
12/04/2018 4013215 12/04/2018
12/04/2018 4013215 12/04/2018
12/04/2018 4013215 12/04/2018
12/04/2018 4013215 12/04/2018
12/04/2018 4013215 12/04/2018
12/04/2018 4013215 12/04/2018
12/04/2018 4013215 12/04/2018
12/04/2018 4013215 12/04/2018
12/04/2018 4013215 12/04/2018
12/04/2018 4013215 12/04/2018
12/04/2018 4013215 12/04/2018
12/04/2018 4013215 12/04/2018
12/04/2018 4013215 12/04/2018
12/04/2018 4013215 12/04/2018
12/04/2018 4013215 12/04/2018
12/04/2018 4013215 12/04/2018
12/04/2018 4013215 12/04/2018
12/04/2018 4013215 12/04/2018
12/04/2018 4013215 12/04/2018
12/04/2018 4013215 12/04/2018
12/04/2018 4013215 12/04/2018
12/04/2018 4013215 12/04/2018
12/04/2018 4013215 12/04/2018
12/04/2018 4013215 12/04/2018
12/04/2018 4013215 12/04/2018
12/04/2018 4013215 12/04/2018
12/04/2018 4013215 12/04/2018
12/04/2018 4013215 12/04/2018
12/04/2018 4013215 12/04/2018
12/04/2018 4013215 12/04/2018
12/04/2018 4013215 12/04/2018
12/04/2018 4013215 12/04/2018
12/04/2018 4013215 12/04/2018
12/04/2018 4013215 12/04/2018
12/04/2018 4013215 12/04/2018
12/04/2018 4013215 12/04/2018
12/04/2018 4013215 12/04/2018
12/04/2018 4013215 12/04/2018
12/04/2018 4013215 12/04/2018
12/04/2018 4013215 12/04/2018
12/04/2018 4013215 12/04/2018
12/04/2018 4013215 12/04/2018
12/04/2018 4013215 12/04/2018
12/04/2018 4013215 12/04/2018
12/04/2018 4013215 12/04/2018
12/04/2018 4013215 12/04/2018
12/04/2018 4013215 12/04/2018
12/04/2018 4013215 12/04/2018

WIT.0020.0001.0420



12/04/2018 4013215 12/04/2018
12/04/2018 4013215 12/04/2018
12/04/2018 4013215 12/04/2018
12/04/2018 4013215 12/04/2018
12/04/2018 4013215 12/04/2018
12/04/2018 4013215 12/04/2018
12/04/2018 4013215 12/04/2018
12/04/2018 4013215 12/04/2018
12/04/2018 4013215 12/04/2018
12/04/2018 4013215 12/04/2018
12/04/2018 4013215 12/04/2018
12/04/2018 4013215 12/04/2018
12/04/2018 4013215 12/04/2018
12/04/2018 4013215 12/04/2018
12/04/2018 4013215 12/04/2018
12/04/2018 4013215 12/04/2018
12/04/2018 4013215 12/04/2018
12/04/2018 4013215 12/04/2018
12/04/2018 4013215 12/04/2018
12/04/2018 4013215 12/04/2018
12/04/2018 4013215 12/04/2018
12/04/2018 4013215 12/04/2018
12/04/2018 4013215 12/04/2018
12/04/2018 4013215 12/04/2018
12/04/2018 4013215 12/04/2018
12/04/2018 4013215 12/04/2018
12/04/2018 4013215 12/04/2018
12/04/2018 4013215 12/04/2018
12/04/2018 4013215 12/04/2018
12/04/2018 4013215 12/04/2018
12/04/2018 4013215 12/04/2018
12/04/2018 4013215 12/04/2018
12/04/2018 4013215 12/04/2018
12/04/2018 4013215 12/04/2018
12/04/2018 4013215 12/04/2018
12/04/2018 4013215 12/04/2018
12/04/2018 4013215 12/04/2018
12/04/2018 4013215 12/04/2018
12/04/2018 4013215 12/04/2018
12/04/2018 4013215 12/04/2018
12/04/2018 4013215 12/04/2018
12/04/2018 4013215 12/04/2018
12/04/2018 4013215 12/04/2018
12/04/2018 4013215 12/04/2018
12/04/2018 4013215 12/04/2018
12/04/2018 4013215 12/04/2018
12/04/2018 4013215 12/04/2018
12/04/2018 4013215 12/04/2018
12/04/2018 4013215 12/04/2018
12/04/2018 4013215 12/04/2018

WIT.0020.0001.0421



12/04/2018 4013215 12/04/2018
12/04/2018 4013215 12/04/2018
12/04/2018 4013215 12/04/2018
12/04/2018 4013215 12/04/2018
12/04/2018 4013215 12/04/2018
12/04/2018 4013215 12/04/2018
12/04/2018 4013215 12/04/2018
12/04/2018 4013215 12/04/2018
12/04/2018 4013215 12/04/2018
12/04/2018 4013215 12/04/2018
12/04/2018 4013215 12/04/2018
12/04/2018 4013215 12/04/2018
12/04/2018 4013215 12/04/2018
12/04/2018 4013215 12/04/2018
12/04/2018 4013215 12/04/2018
12/04/2018 4013215 12/04/2018
12/04/2018 4013215 12/04/2018
12/04/2018 4013215 12/04/2018
12/04/2018 4013215 12/04/2018
12/04/2018 4013215 12/04/2018
12/04/2018 4013215 12/04/2018
12/04/2018 4013215 12/04/2018
12/04/2018 4013215 12/04/2018
12/04/2018 4013215 12/04/2018
12/04/2018 4013215 12/04/2018
12/04/2018 4013215 12/04/2018
12/04/2018 4013215 12/04/2018
12/04/2018 4013215 12/04/2018
12/04/2018 4013215 12/04/2018
12/04/2018 4013215 12/04/2018
12/04/2018 4013215 12/04/2018
12/04/2018 4013215 12/04/2018
12/04/2018 4013215 12/04/2018
12/04/2018 4013215 12/04/2018
12/04/2018 4013215 12/04/2018
12/04/2018 4013215 12/04/2018
12/04/2018 4013215 12/04/2018
12/04/2018 4013215 12/04/2018
12/04/2018 4013215 12/04/2018
12/04/2018 4013215 12/04/2018
12/04/2018 4013215 12/04/2018
12/04/2018 4013215 12/04/2018
12/04/2018 4013215 12/04/2018
12/04/2018 4013215 12/04/2018
12/04/2018 4013215 12/04/2018
12/04/2018 4013215 12/04/2018
12/04/2018 4013215 12/04/2018
12/04/2018 4013215 12/04/2018
12/04/2018 4013215 12/04/2018
12/04/2018 4013215 12/04/2018

WIT.0020.0001.0422



12/04/2018 4013215 12/04/2018
12/04/2018 4013215 12/04/2018
12/04/2018 4013215 12/04/2018
12/04/2018 4013215 12/04/2018
12/04/2018 4013215 12/04/2018
12/04/2018 4013215 12/04/2018
12/04/2018 4013215 12/04/2018
12/04/2018 4013215 12/04/2018
12/04/2018 4013215 12/04/2018
12/04/2018 4013215 12/04/2018
12/04/2018 4013215 12/04/2018
12/04/2018 4013215 12/04/2018
12/04/2018 4013215 12/04/2018
12/04/2018 4013215 12/04/2018
12/04/2018 4013215 12/04/2018
12/04/2018 4013215 12/04/2018
12/04/2018 4013215 12/04/2018
12/04/2018 4013215 12/04/2018
12/04/2018 4013215 12/04/2018
12/04/2018 4013215 12/04/2018
12/04/2018 4013215 12/04/2018
12/04/2018 4013215 12/04/2018
12/04/2018 4013215 12/04/2018
12/04/2018 4013215 12/04/2018
12/04/2018 4013215 12/04/2018
12/04/2018 4013215 12/04/2018
12/04/2018 4013215 12/04/2018
12/04/2018 4013215 12/04/2018
12/04/2018 4013215 12/04/2018
12/04/2018 4013215 12/04/2018
12/04/2018 4013215 12/04/2018
12/04/2018 4013215 12/04/2018
12/04/2018 4013215 12/04/2018
12/04/2018 4013215 12/04/2018
12/04/2018 4013215 12/04/2018
12/04/2018 4013215 12/04/2018
12/04/2018 4013215 12/04/2018
12/04/2018 4013215 12/04/2018
12/04/2018 4013215 12/04/2018
12/04/2018 4013215 12/04/2018
12/04/2018 4013215 12/04/2018
12/04/2018 4013215 12/04/2018
12/04/2018 4013215 12/04/2018
12/04/2018 4013215 12/04/2018
12/04/2018 4013215 12/04/2018
12/04/2018 4013215 12/04/2018
12/04/2018 4013215 12/04/2018
12/04/2018 4013215 12/04/2018
12/04/2018 4013215 12/04/2018
12/04/2018 4013215 12/04/2018

WIT.0020.0001.0423



12/04/2018 4013215 12/04/2018
12/04/2018 4013215 12/04/2018
12/04/2018 4013215 12/04/2018
12/04/2018 4013215 12/04/2018
12/04/2018 4013215 12/04/2018
12/04/2018 4013215 12/04/2018
12/04/2018 4013215 12/04/2018
12/04/2018 4013215 12/04/2018
12/04/2018 4013215 12/04/2018
12/04/2018 4013215 12/04/2018
12/04/2018 4013215 12/04/2018
12/04/2018 4013215 12/04/2018
12/04/2018 4013215 12/04/2018
12/04/2018 4013215 12/04/2018
12/04/2018 4013215 12/04/2018
12/04/2018 4013215 12/04/2018
12/04/2018 4013215 12/04/2018
12/04/2018 4013215 12/04/2018
12/04/2018 4013215 12/04/2018
12/04/2018 4013215 12/04/2018
12/04/2018 4013215 12/04/2018
12/04/2018 4013215 12/04/2018
12/04/2018 4013215 12/04/2018
12/04/2018 4013215 12/04/2018
12/04/2018 4013215 12/04/2018
12/04/2018 4013215 12/04/2018
12/04/2018 4013215 12/04/2018
12/04/2018 4013215 12/04/2018
12/04/2018 4013215 12/04/2018
12/04/2018 4013215 12/04/2018
12/04/2018 4013215 12/04/2018
12/04/2018 4013215 12/04/2018
12/04/2018 4013215 12/04/2018
12/04/2018 4013215 12/04/2018
12/04/2018 4013215 12/04/2018
12/04/2018 4013215 12/04/2018
12/04/2018 4013215 12/04/2018
12/04/2018 4013215 12/04/2018
12/04/2018 4013215 12/04/2018
12/04/2018 4013215 12/04/2018
12/04/2018 4013215 12/04/2018
12/04/2018 4013215 12/04/2018
12/04/2018 4013215 12/04/2018
12/04/2018 4013215 12/04/2018
12/04/2018 4013215 12/04/2018
12/04/2018 4013215 12/04/2018
12/04/2018 4013215 12/04/2018
12/04/2018 4013215 12/04/2018
12/04/2018 4013215 12/04/2018
12/04/2018 4013215 12/04/2018

WIT.0020.0001.0424



12/04/2018 4013215 12/04/2018
12/04/2018 4013215 12/04/2018
12/04/2018 4013215 12/04/2018
12/04/2018 4013215 12/04/2018
12/04/2018 4013215 12/04/2018
12/04/2018 4013215 12/04/2018
12/04/2018 4013215 12/04/2018
12/04/2018 4013215 12/04/2018
12/04/2018 4013215 12/04/2018
12/04/2018 4013215 12/04/2018
12/04/2018 4013215 12/04/2018
12/04/2018 4013215 12/04/2018
12/04/2018 4013215 12/04/2018
12/04/2018 4013215 12/04/2018
12/04/2018 4013215 12/04/2018
12/04/2018 4013215 12/04/2018
12/04/2018 4013215 12/04/2018
12/04/2018 4013215 12/04/2018
12/04/2018 4013215 12/04/2018
12/04/2018 4013215 12/04/2018
12/04/2018 4013215 12/04/2018
12/04/2018 4013215 12/04/2018
12/04/2018 4013215 12/04/2018
12/04/2018 4013215 12/04/2018
12/04/2018 4013215 12/04/2018
12/04/2018 4013215 12/04/2018
12/04/2018 4013215 12/04/2018
12/04/2018 4013215 12/04/2018
12/04/2018 4013215 12/04/2018
12/04/2018 4013215 12/04/2018
12/04/2018 4013215 12/04/2018
12/04/2018 4013215 12/04/2018
12/04/2018 4013215 12/04/2018
12/04/2018 4013215 12/04/2018
12/04/2018 4013215 12/04/2018
12/04/2018 4013215 12/04/2018
12/04/2018 4013215 12/04/2018
12/04/2018 4013215 12/04/2018
12/04/2018 4013215 12/04/2018
12/04/2018 4013215 12/04/2018
12/04/2018 4013215 12/04/2018
12/04/2018 4013215 12/04/2018
12/04/2018 4013215 12/04/2018
12/04/2018 4013215 12/04/2018
12/04/2018 4013215 12/04/2018
12/04/2018 4013215 12/04/2018
12/04/2018 4013215 12/04/2018
12/04/2018 4013215 12/04/2018
12/04/2018 4013215 12/04/2018
12/04/2018 4013215 12/04/2018

WIT.0020.0001.0425



12/04/2018 4013215 12/04/2018
12/04/2018 4013215 12/04/2018
12/04/2018 4013215 12/04/2018
12/04/2018 4013215 12/04/2018
12/04/2018 4013215 12/04/2018
12/04/2018 4013215 12/04/2018
12/04/2018 4013215 12/04/2018
12/04/2018 4013215 12/04/2018
12/04/2018 4013215 12/04/2018
12/04/2018 4013215 12/04/2018
12/04/2018 4013215 12/04/2018
12/04/2018 4013215 12/04/2018
12/04/2018 4013215 12/04/2018
12/04/2018 4013215 12/04/2018
12/04/2018 4013215 12/04/2018
12/04/2018 4013215 12/04/2018
12/04/2018 4013215 12/04/2018
12/04/2018 4013215 12/04/2018
12/04/2018 4013215 12/04/2018
12/04/2018 4013215 12/04/2018
12/04/2018 4013215 12/04/2018
12/04/2018 4013215 12/04/2018
12/04/2018 4013215 12/04/2018
12/04/2018 4013215 12/04/2018
12/04/2018 4013215 12/04/2018
12/04/2018 4013215 12/04/2018
12/04/2018 4013215 12/04/2018
12/04/2018 4013215 12/04/2018
12/04/2018 4013215 12/04/2018
12/04/2018 4013215 12/04/2018
12/04/2018 4013215 12/04/2018
12/04/2018 4013215 12/04/2018
12/04/2018 4013215 12/04/2018
12/04/2018 4013215 12/04/2018
12/04/2018 4013215 12/04/2018
12/04/2018 4013215 12/04/2018
12/04/2018 4013215 12/04/2018
12/04/2018 4013215 12/04/2018
12/04/2018 4013215 12/04/2018
12/04/2018 4013215 12/04/2018
12/04/2018 4013215 12/04/2018
12/04/2018 4013215 12/04/2018
12/04/2018 4013215 12/04/2018
12/04/2018 4013215 12/04/2018
12/04/2018 4013215 12/04/2018
12/04/2018 4013215 12/04/2018
12/04/2018 4013215 12/04/2018
12/04/2018 4013215 12/04/2018
12/04/2018 4013215 12/04/2018
12/04/2018 4013215 12/04/2018

WIT.0020.0001.0426



12/04/2018 4013215 12/04/2018
12/04/2018 4013215 12/04/2018
12/04/2018 4013215 12/04/2018
12/04/2018 4013215 12/04/2018
12/04/2018 4013215 12/04/2018
12/04/2018 4013215 12/04/2018
12/04/2018 4013215 12/04/2018
12/04/2018 4013215 12/04/2018
12/04/2018 4013215 12/04/2018
12/04/2018 4013215 12/04/2018
12/04/2018 4013215 12/04/2018
12/04/2018 4013215 12/04/2018
12/04/2018 4013215 12/04/2018
12/04/2018 4013215 12/04/2018
12/04/2018 4013215 12/04/2018
12/04/2018 4013215 12/04/2018
12/04/2018 4013215 12/04/2018
12/04/2018 4013215 12/04/2018
12/04/2018 4013215 12/04/2018
12/04/2018 4013215 12/04/2018
12/04/2018 4013215 12/04/2018
12/04/2018 4013215 12/04/2018
12/04/2018 4013215 12/04/2018
12/04/2018 4013215 12/04/2018
12/04/2018 4013215 12/04/2018
12/04/2018 4013215 12/04/2018
12/04/2018 4013215 12/04/2018
12/04/2018 4013215 12/04/2018
12/04/2018 4013215 12/04/2018
12/04/2018 4013215 12/04/2018
12/04/2018 4013215 12/04/2018
12/04/2018 4013215 12/04/2018
12/04/2018 4013215 12/04/2018
12/04/2018 4013215 12/04/2018
12/04/2018 4013215 12/04/2018
12/04/2018 4013215 12/04/2018
12/04/2018 4013215 12/04/2018
12/04/2018 4013215 12/04/2018
12/04/2018 4013215 12/04/2018
12/04/2018 4013215 12/04/2018
12/04/2018 4013215 12/04/2018
12/04/2018 4013215 12/04/2018
12/04/2018 4013215 12/04/2018
12/04/2018 4013215 12/04/2018
12/04/2018 4013215 12/04/2018
12/04/2018 4013215 12/04/2018
12/04/2018 4013215 12/04/2018
12/04/2018 4013215 12/04/2018
12/04/2018 4013215 12/04/2018
12/04/2018 4013215 12/04/2018

WIT.0020.0001.0427



12/04/2018 4013215 12/04/2018
12/04/2018 4013215 12/04/2018
12/04/2018 4013215 12/04/2018
12/04/2018 4013215 12/04/2018
12/04/2018 4013215 12/04/2018
12/04/2018 4013215 12/04/2018
12/04/2018 4013215 12/04/2018
12/04/2018 4013215 12/04/2018
12/04/2018 4013215 12/04/2018
12/04/2018 4013215 12/04/2018
12/04/2018 4013215 12/04/2018
12/04/2018 4013215 12/04/2018
12/04/2018 4013215 12/04/2018
12/04/2018 4013215 12/04/2018
12/04/2018 4013215 12/04/2018
12/04/2018 4013215 12/04/2018
12/04/2018 4013215 12/04/2018
12/04/2018 4013215 12/04/2018
15/04/2018 4013215 17/04/2018
16/04/2018 4013215 18/04/2018
23/04/2018 4011330 23/04/2018
24/04/2018 4011330 24/04/2018
24/04/2018 4011330 24/04/2018
08/05/2018 4011330 08/05/2018
24/04/2018 4013215 09/05/2018
29/05/2018 4017855 29/05/2018
04/06/2018 4013215 04/06/2018
04/06/2018 4013215 04/06/2018
04/06/2018 4013215 04/06/2018
04/06/2018 4013215 04/06/2018
04/06/2018 4013215 04/06/2018
04/06/2018 4013215 04/06/2018
04/06/2018 4013215 04/06/2018
04/06/2018 4013215 04/06/2018
04/06/2018 4013215 04/06/2018
04/06/2018 4013215 04/06/2018
04/06/2018 4013215 04/06/2018
04/06/2018 4013215 04/06/2018
04/06/2018 4013215 04/06/2018
04/06/2018 4013215 04/06/2018
04/06/2018 4013215 04/06/2018
04/06/2018 4013215 04/06/2018
04/06/2018 4013215 04/06/2018
04/06/2018 4013215 04/06/2018
04/06/2018 4013215 04/06/2018
04/06/2018 4013215 04/06/2018
04/06/2018 4013215 04/06/2018
04/06/2018 4013215 04/06/2018
04/06/2018 4013215 04/06/2018
04/06/2018 4013215 04/06/2018

WIT.0020.0001.0428



04/06/2018 4013215 04/06/2018
04/06/2018 4013215 04/06/2018
04/06/2018 4013215 04/06/2018
04/06/2018 4013215 04/06/2018
04/06/2018 4013215 04/06/2018
04/06/2018 4013215 04/06/2018
04/06/2018 4013215 04/06/2018
04/06/2018 4013215 04/06/2018
04/06/2018 4013215 04/06/2018
04/06/2018 4013215 04/06/2018
04/06/2018 4013215 04/06/2018
04/06/2018 4013215 04/06/2018
04/06/2018 4013215 04/06/2018
04/06/2018 4013215 04/06/2018
04/06/2018 4013215 04/06/2018
04/06/2018 4013215 04/06/2018
04/06/2018 4013215 04/06/2018
04/06/2018 4013215 04/06/2018
04/06/2018 4013215 04/06/2018
04/06/2018 4013215 04/06/2018
04/06/2018 4013215 04/06/2018
04/06/2018 4013215 04/06/2018
04/06/2018 4013215 04/06/2018
04/06/2018 4013215 04/06/2018
04/06/2018 4013215 04/06/2018
04/06/2018 4013215 04/06/2018
04/06/2018 4013215 04/06/2018
04/06/2018 4013215 04/06/2018
04/06/2018 4013215 04/06/2018
04/06/2018 4013215 04/06/2018
04/06/2018 4013215 04/06/2018
04/06/2018 4013215 04/06/2018
04/06/2018 4013215 04/06/2018
04/06/2018 4013215 04/06/2018
04/06/2018 4013215 04/06/2018
04/06/2018 4013215 04/06/2018
04/06/2018 4013215 04/06/2018
04/06/2018 4013215 04/06/2018
04/06/2018 4013215 04/06/2018
04/06/2018 4013215 04/06/2018
04/06/2018 4013215 04/06/2018
04/06/2018 4013215 04/06/2018
04/06/2018 4013215 04/06/2018
04/06/2018 4013215 04/06/2018
04/06/2018 4013215 04/06/2018
04/06/2018 4013215 04/06/2018
04/06/2018 4013215 04/06/2018
04/06/2018 4013215 04/06/2018
04/06/2018 4013215 04/06/2018
04/06/2018 4013215 04/06/2018

WIT.0020.0001.0429



04/06/2018 4013215 04/06/2018
04/06/2018 4013215 04/06/2018
04/06/2018 4013215 04/06/2018
04/06/2018 4013215 04/06/2018
04/06/2018 4013215 04/06/2018
04/06/2018 4013215 04/06/2018
04/06/2018 4013215 04/06/2018
04/06/2018 4013215 04/06/2018
04/06/2018 4013215 04/06/2018
04/06/2018 4013215 04/06/2018
04/06/2018 4013215 04/06/2018
04/06/2018 4013215 04/06/2018
04/06/2018 4013215 04/06/2018
04/06/2018 4013215 04/06/2018
04/06/2018 4013215 04/06/2018
04/06/2018 4013215 04/06/2018
04/06/2018 4013215 04/06/2018
04/06/2018 4013215 04/06/2018
04/06/2018 4013215 04/06/2018
04/06/2018 4013215 04/06/2018
04/06/2018 4013215 04/06/2018
04/06/2018 4013215 04/06/2018
04/06/2018 4013215 04/06/2018
04/06/2018 4013215 04/06/2018
04/06/2018 4013215 04/06/2018
04/06/2018 4013215 04/06/2018
04/06/2018 4013215 04/06/2018
04/06/2018 4013215 04/06/2018
04/06/2018 4013215 04/06/2018
04/06/2018 4013215 04/06/2018
04/06/2018 4013215 04/06/2018
04/06/2018 4013215 04/06/2018
04/06/2018 4013215 04/06/2018
04/06/2018 4013215 04/06/2018
04/06/2018 4013215 04/06/2018
04/06/2018 4013215 04/06/2018
06/06/2018 4013215 06/06/2018
06/06/2018 4013215 06/06/2018
06/06/2018 4013215 06/06/2018
06/06/2018 4013215 06/06/2018
06/06/2018 4013215 06/06/2018
06/06/2018 4013215 06/06/2018
06/06/2018 4013215 06/06/2018
06/06/2018 4013215 06/06/2018
06/06/2018 4013215 06/06/2018
06/06/2018 4013215 06/06/2018
06/06/2018 4013215 07/06/2018
06/06/2018 4013215 07/06/2018
06/06/2018 4013215 07/06/2018
06/06/2018 4013215 07/06/2018

WIT.0020.0001.0430



06/06/2018 4013215 07/06/2018
06/06/2018 4013215 07/06/2018
06/06/2018 4013215 07/06/2018
06/06/2018 4013215 07/06/2018
06/06/2018 4013215 07/06/2018
06/06/2018 4013215 07/06/2018
06/06/2018 4013215 07/06/2018
06/06/2018 4013215 07/06/2018
06/06/2018 4013215 07/06/2018
06/06/2018 4013215 07/06/2018
06/06/2018 4013215 07/06/2018
06/06/2018 4013215 07/06/2018
06/06/2018 4013215 07/06/2018
06/06/2018 4013215 07/06/2018
06/06/2018 4013215 07/06/2018
06/06/2018 4013215 07/06/2018
06/06/2018 4013215 07/06/2018
06/06/2018 4013215 07/06/2018
06/06/2018 4013215 07/06/2018
06/06/2018 4013215 07/06/2018
06/06/2018 4013215 07/06/2018
06/06/2018 4013215 07/06/2018
06/06/2018 4013215 07/06/2018
06/06/2018 4013215 07/06/2018
06/06/2018 4013215 07/06/2018
06/06/2018 4013215 07/06/2018
06/06/2018 4013215 07/06/2018
06/06/2018 4013215 07/06/2018
06/06/2018 4013215 07/06/2018
06/06/2018 4013215 07/06/2018
06/06/2018 4013215 07/06/2018
06/06/2018 4013215 07/06/2018
06/06/2018 4013215 07/06/2018
06/06/2018 4013215 07/06/2018
06/06/2018 4013215 07/06/2018
06/06/2018 4013215 07/06/2018
06/06/2018 4013215 07/06/2018
06/06/2018 4013215 07/06/2018
06/06/2018 4013215 07/06/2018
06/06/2018 4013215 07/06/2018
06/06/2018 4013215 07/06/2018
06/06/2018 4013215 07/06/2018
06/06/2018 4013215 07/06/2018
06/06/2018 4013215 07/06/2018
06/06/2018 4013215 07/06/2018
06/06/2018 4013215 07/06/2018
06/06/2018 4013215 07/06/2018
06/06/2018 4013215 07/06/2018
06/06/2018 4013215 07/06/2018
06/06/2018 4013215 07/06/2018

WIT.0020.0001.0431



06/06/2018 4013215 07/06/2018
06/06/2018 4013215 07/06/2018
06/06/2018 4013215 07/06/2018
06/06/2018 4013215 07/06/2018
06/06/2018 4013215 07/06/2018
06/06/2018 4013215 07/06/2018
06/06/2018 4013215 07/06/2018
06/06/2018 4013215 07/06/2018
06/06/2018 4013215 07/06/2018
06/06/2018 4013215 07/06/2018
06/06/2018 4013215 07/06/2018
06/06/2018 4013215 07/06/2018
11/06/2018 4017855 11/06/2018
11/06/2018 4017855 11/06/2018
15/06/2018 4017855 15/06/2018
18/06/2018 4017855 18/06/2018
18/06/2018 4017855 18/06/2018
22/06/2018 4017855 22/06/2018
22/06/2018 4017855 22/06/2018
22/06/2018 4017855 22/06/2018
21/06/2018 4013215 25/06/2018
21/06/2018 4013215 25/06/2018
27/06/2018 4017855 27/06/2018
02/07/2018 4013215 02/07/2018
02/07/2018 4013215 02/07/2018
02/07/2018 4013215 02/07/2018
02/07/2018 4013215 02/07/2018
02/07/2018 4013215 02/07/2018
02/07/2018 4013215 02/07/2018
02/07/2018 4013215 02/07/2018
02/07/2018 4013215 02/07/2018
02/07/2018 4013215 02/07/2018
02/07/2018 4013215 02/07/2018
02/07/2018 4013215 02/07/2018
02/07/2018 4013215 02/07/2018
02/07/2018 4013215 02/07/2018
02/07/2018 4013215 02/07/2018
02/07/2018 4013215 02/07/2018
02/07/2018 4013215 02/07/2018
02/07/2018 4013215 02/07/2018
02/07/2018 4013215 02/07/2018
02/07/2018 4013215 02/07/2018
02/07/2018 4013215 02/07/2018
02/07/2018 4013215 02/07/2018
02/07/2018 4013215 02/07/2018
02/07/2018 4013215 02/07/2018
02/07/2018 4013215 02/07/2018
02/07/2018 4013215 02/07/2018
02/07/2018 4013215 02/07/2018
02/07/2018 4013215 02/07/2018

WIT.0020.0001.0432



02/07/2018 4013215 02/07/2018
02/07/2018 4013215 02/07/2018
02/07/2018 4013215 02/07/2018
02/07/2018 4013215 02/07/2018
02/07/2018 4013215 02/07/2018
02/07/2018 4013215 02/07/2018
02/07/2018 4013215 02/07/2018
02/07/2018 4013215 02/07/2018
02/07/2018 4013215 02/07/2018
02/07/2018 4013215 02/07/2018
02/07/2018 4013215 02/07/2018
02/07/2018 4013215 02/07/2018
02/07/2018 4013215 02/07/2018
02/07/2018 4013215 02/07/2018
02/07/2018 4013215 02/07/2018
02/07/2018 4013215 02/07/2018
02/07/2018 4013215 02/07/2018
02/07/2018 4013215 02/07/2018
02/07/2018 4013215 02/07/2018
02/07/2018 4013215 02/07/2018
02/07/2018 4013215 02/07/2018
02/07/2018 4013215 02/07/2018
02/07/2018 4013215 02/07/2018
02/07/2018 4013215 02/07/2018
02/07/2018 4013215 02/07/2018
02/07/2018 4013215 02/07/2018
02/07/2018 4013215 02/07/2018
02/07/2018 4013215 02/07/2018
02/07/2018 4013215 02/07/2018
02/07/2018 4013215 02/07/2018
02/07/2018 4013215 02/07/2018
02/07/2018 4013215 02/07/2018
02/07/2018 4013215 02/07/2018
02/07/2018 4013215 02/07/2018
02/07/2018 4013215 02/07/2018
02/07/2018 4013215 02/07/2018
02/07/2018 4013215 02/07/2018
02/07/2018 4013215 02/07/2018
02/07/2018 4013215 02/07/2018
02/07/2018 4013215 02/07/2018
02/07/2018 4013215 02/07/2018
02/07/2018 4013215 02/07/2018
02/07/2018 4013215 02/07/2018
02/07/2018 4013215 02/07/2018
05/07/2018 4017855 05/07/2018
31/07/2018 4013215 31/07/2018
28/07/2018 4013215 31/07/2018
31/07/2018 4017855 31/07/2018
02/08/2018 4017855 02/08/2018
02/08/2018 4013215 02/08/2018

WIT.0020.0001.0433



02/08/2018 4013215 02/08/2018
02/08/2018 4013215 02/08/2018
02/08/2018 4013215 02/08/2018
02/08/2018 4013215 02/08/2018
02/08/2018 4013215 02/08/2018
02/08/2018 4013215 02/08/2018
02/08/2018 4013215 02/08/2018
02/08/2018 4013215 02/08/2018
02/08/2018 4013215 02/08/2018
02/08/2018 4013215 02/08/2018
02/08/2018 4013215 02/08/2018
02/08/2018 4013215 02/08/2018
02/08/2018 4013215 02/08/2018
02/08/2018 4013215 02/08/2018
02/08/2018 4013215 02/08/2018
02/08/2018 4013215 02/08/2018
02/08/2018 4013215 02/08/2018
02/08/2018 4013215 02/08/2018
02/08/2018 4013215 02/08/2018
02/08/2018 4013215 02/08/2018
02/08/2018 4013215 02/08/2018
02/08/2018 4013215 02/08/2018
02/08/2018 4013215 02/08/2018
02/08/2018 4013215 02/08/2018
02/08/2018 4013215 02/08/2018
02/08/2018 4013215 02/08/2018
02/08/2018 4013215 02/08/2018
02/08/2018 4013215 02/08/2018
02/08/2018 4013215 02/08/2018
02/08/2018 4013215 02/08/2018
02/08/2018 4013215 02/08/2018
02/08/2018 4013215 02/08/2018
02/08/2018 4013215 02/08/2018
02/08/2018 4013215 02/08/2018
02/08/2018 4013215 02/08/2018
02/08/2018 4013215 02/08/2018
02/08/2018 4013215 02/08/2018
02/08/2018 4013215 02/08/2018
02/08/2018 4013215 02/08/2018
02/08/2018 4013215 02/08/2018
02/08/2018 4013215 02/08/2018
02/08/2018 4013215 02/08/2018
02/08/2018 4013215 02/08/2018
02/08/2018 4013215 02/08/2018
02/08/2018 4013215 02/08/2018
02/08/2018 4013215 02/08/2018
02/08/2018 4013215 02/08/2018
02/08/2018 4013215 02/08/2018
02/08/2018 4013215 02/08/2018
02/08/2018 4013215 02/08/2018

WIT.0020.0001.0434



02/08/2018 4013215 02/08/2018
02/08/2018 4013215 02/08/2018
02/08/2018 4013215 02/08/2018
02/08/2018 4013215 02/08/2018
02/08/2018 4013215 02/08/2018
02/08/2018 4013215 02/08/2018
02/08/2018 4013215 02/08/2018
02/08/2018 4013215 02/08/2018
02/08/2018 4013215 02/08/2018
02/08/2018 4013215 02/08/2018
02/08/2018 4013215 02/08/2018
02/08/2018 4013215 02/08/2018
02/08/2018 4013215 02/08/2018
02/08/2018 4013215 02/08/2018
02/08/2018 4013215 02/08/2018
02/08/2018 4013215 02/08/2018
02/08/2018 4013215 02/08/2018
02/08/2018 4013215 02/08/2018
02/08/2018 4013215 02/08/2018
02/08/2018 4013215 02/08/2018
02/08/2018 4013215 02/08/2018
02/08/2018 4013215 02/08/2018
02/08/2018 4013215 02/08/2018
02/08/2018 4013215 02/08/2018
02/08/2018 4013215 02/08/2018
02/08/2018 4013215 02/08/2018
02/08/2018 4013215 02/08/2018
02/08/2018 4013215 02/08/2018
02/08/2018 4013215 02/08/2018
02/08/2018 4013215 02/08/2018
02/08/2018 4013215 02/08/2018
02/08/2018 4013215 02/08/2018
02/08/2018 4013215 02/08/2018
02/08/2018 4013215 02/08/2018
02/08/2018 4013215 02/08/2018
02/08/2018 4013215 02/08/2018
02/08/2018 4013215 02/08/2018
02/08/2018 4013215 02/08/2018
02/08/2018 4013215 02/08/2018
02/08/2018 4013215 02/08/2018
02/08/2018 4013215 02/08/2018
02/08/2018 4013215 02/08/2018
02/08/2018 4013215 02/08/2018
02/08/2018 4013215 02/08/2018
02/08/2018 4013215 02/08/2018
02/08/2018 4013215 02/08/2018
02/08/2018 4013215 02/08/2018
02/08/2018 4013215 02/08/2018
02/08/2018 4013215 02/08/2018
02/08/2018 4013215 02/08/2018
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02/08/2018 4013215 02/08/2018
02/08/2018 4013215 02/08/2018
02/08/2018 4013215 02/08/2018
02/08/2018 4013215 02/08/2018
02/08/2018 4013215 02/08/2018
02/08/2018 4013215 02/08/2018
02/08/2018 4013215 02/08/2018
02/08/2018 4013215 02/08/2018
02/08/2018 4013215 02/08/2018
02/08/2018 4013215 02/08/2018
02/08/2018 4013215 02/08/2018
02/08/2018 4013215 02/08/2018
02/08/2018 4013215 02/08/2018
02/08/2018 4013215 02/08/2018
02/08/2018 4013215 02/08/2018
02/08/2018 4013215 02/08/2018
02/08/2018 4013215 02/08/2018
02/08/2018 4013215 02/08/2018
02/08/2018 4013215 02/08/2018
02/08/2018 4013215 02/08/2018
02/08/2018 4013215 02/08/2018
02/08/2018 4013215 02/08/2018
02/08/2018 4013215 02/08/2018
02/08/2018 4013215 02/08/2018
02/08/2018 4013215 02/08/2018
02/08/2018 4013215 02/08/2018
02/08/2018 4013215 02/08/2018
02/08/2018 4013215 02/08/2018
02/08/2018 4013215 02/08/2018
13/08/2018 4017855 13/08/2018
16/08/2018 4017855 16/08/2018
23/08/2018 4017855 23/08/2018
23/08/2018 4017855 23/08/2018
29/08/2018 4013215 29/08/2018
29/08/2018 4013215 29/08/2018
29/08/2018 4013215 29/08/2018
29/08/2018 4013215 29/08/2018
29/08/2018 4013215 29/08/2018
29/08/2018 4013215 29/08/2018
29/08/2018 4013215 29/08/2018
29/08/2018 4013215 29/08/2018
29/08/2018 4013215 29/08/2018
29/08/2018 4013215 29/08/2018
29/08/2018 4013215 29/08/2018
29/08/2018 4013215 29/08/2018
29/08/2018 4013215 29/08/2018
29/08/2018 4013215 29/08/2018
29/08/2018 4013215 29/08/2018
29/08/2018 4013215 29/08/2018
29/08/2018 4013215 29/08/2018
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29/08/2018 4013215 29/08/2018
29/08/2018 4013215 29/08/2018
29/08/2018 4013215 29/08/2018
29/08/2018 4013215 29/08/2018
29/08/2018 4013215 29/08/2018
29/08/2018 4013215 29/08/2018
29/08/2018 4013215 29/08/2018
29/08/2018 4013215 29/08/2018
29/08/2018 4013215 29/08/2018
29/08/2018 4013215 29/08/2018
29/08/2018 4013215 29/08/2018
29/08/2018 4013215 29/08/2018
29/08/2018 4013215 29/08/2018
29/08/2018 4013215 29/08/2018
29/08/2018 4013215 29/08/2018
29/08/2018 4013215 29/08/2018
29/08/2018 4013215 29/08/2018
29/08/2018 4013215 29/08/2018
30/08/2018 4013215 30/08/2018
29/08/2018 4013215 30/08/2018
29/08/2018 4013215 30/08/2018
29/08/2018 4013215 30/08/2018
29/08/2018 4013215 30/08/2018
29/08/2018 4013215 30/08/2018
29/08/2018 4013215 30/08/2018
29/08/2018 4013215 30/08/2018
29/08/2018 4013215 30/08/2018
29/08/2018 4013215 30/08/2018
29/08/2018 4013215 30/08/2018
29/08/2018 4013215 30/08/2018
29/08/2018 4013215 30/08/2018
29/08/2018 4013215 30/08/2018
29/08/2018 4013215 30/08/2018
29/08/2018 4013215 30/08/2018
29/08/2018 4013215 30/08/2018
29/08/2018 4013215 30/08/2018
29/08/2018 4013215 30/08/2018
29/08/2018 4013215 30/08/2018
29/08/2018 4013215 30/08/2018
29/08/2018 4013215 30/08/2018
29/08/2018 4013215 30/08/2018
29/08/2018 4013215 30/08/2018
29/08/2018 4013215 30/08/2018
29/08/2018 4013215 30/08/2018
29/08/2018 4013215 30/08/2018
29/08/2018 4013215 30/08/2018
29/08/2018 4013215 30/08/2018
29/08/2018 4013215 30/08/2018
29/08/2018 4013215 30/08/2018
29/08/2018 4013215 30/08/2018
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29/08/2018 4013215 30/08/2018
29/08/2018 4013215 30/08/2018
29/08/2018 4013215 30/08/2018
29/08/2018 4013215 30/08/2018
29/08/2018 4013215 30/08/2018
29/08/2018 4013215 30/08/2018
29/08/2018 4013215 30/08/2018
29/08/2018 4013215 30/08/2018
29/08/2018 4013215 30/08/2018
29/08/2018 4013215 30/08/2018
03/09/2018 4013215 03/09/2018
03/09/2018 4011330 03/09/2018
03/09/2018 4011330 03/09/2018
04/09/2018 4013215 06/09/2018
04/09/2018 4013215 06/09/2018
04/09/2018 4013215 06/09/2018
04/09/2018 4013215 06/09/2018
04/09/2018 4013215 06/09/2018
04/09/2018 4013215 06/09/2018
04/09/2018 4013215 06/09/2018
04/09/2018 4013215 06/09/2018
04/09/2018 4013215 06/09/2018
04/09/2018 4013215 06/09/2018
04/09/2018 4013215 06/09/2018
04/09/2018 4013215 06/09/2018
04/09/2018 4013215 06/09/2018
04/09/2018 4013215 06/09/2018
04/09/2018 4013215 06/09/2018
04/09/2018 4013215 06/09/2018
04/09/2018 4013215 06/09/2018
04/09/2018 4013215 06/09/2018
04/09/2018 4013215 06/09/2018
04/09/2018 4013215 06/09/2018
04/09/2018 4013215 06/09/2018
04/09/2018 4013215 06/09/2018
04/09/2018 4013215 06/09/2018
04/09/2018 4013215 06/09/2018
04/09/2018 4013215 06/09/2018
04/09/2018 4013215 06/09/2018
04/09/2018 4013215 06/09/2018
04/09/2018 4013215 06/09/2018
04/09/2018 4013215 06/09/2018
04/09/2018 4013215 06/09/2018
04/09/2018 4013215 06/09/2018
04/09/2018 4013215 06/09/2018
04/09/2018 4013215 06/09/2018
04/09/2018 4013215 06/09/2018
04/09/2018 4013215 06/09/2018
04/09/2018 4013215 06/09/2018
04/09/2018 4013215 06/09/2018
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04/09/2018 4013215 06/09/2018
04/09/2018 4013215 06/09/2018
04/09/2018 4013215 06/09/2018
04/09/2018 4013215 06/09/2018
04/09/2018 4013215 06/09/2018
04/09/2018 4013215 06/09/2018
05/09/2018 4013215 06/09/2018
04/09/2018 4013215 06/09/2018
04/09/2018 4013215 06/09/2018
04/09/2018 4013215 06/09/2018
04/09/2018 4013215 06/09/2018
04/09/2018 4013215 06/09/2018
04/09/2018 4013215 06/09/2018
04/09/2018 4013215 06/09/2018
04/09/2018 4013215 06/09/2018
04/09/2018 4013215 06/09/2018
04/09/2018 4013215 06/09/2018
04/09/2018 4013215 06/09/2018
04/09/2018 4013215 06/09/2018
04/09/2018 4013215 06/09/2018
26/06/2018 4017855 18/09/2018
18/09/2018 4017855 18/09/2018
18/09/2018 4017855 18/09/2018
18/09/2018 4017855 18/09/2018
01/01/2018 4013215 20/09/2018
20/09/2018 4017855 20/09/2018
26/09/2018 4011330 26/09/2018
26/09/2018 4011330 26/09/2018
26/09/2018 4011330 26/09/2018
26/09/2018 4011330 26/09/2018
26/09/2018 4017855 26/09/2018
02/10/2018 4013215 02/10/2018
02/10/2018 4013215 02/10/2018
02/10/2018 4013215 02/10/2018
02/10/2018 4013215 02/10/2018
02/10/2018 4013215 02/10/2018
02/10/2018 4013215 02/10/2018
02/10/2018 4013215 02/10/2018
02/10/2018 4013215 02/10/2018
02/10/2018 4013215 02/10/2018
02/10/2018 4013215 02/10/2018
02/10/2018 4013215 02/10/2018
02/10/2018 4013215 02/10/2018
02/10/2018 4013215 02/10/2018
02/10/2018 4013215 02/10/2018
02/10/2018 4013215 02/10/2018
02/10/2018 4013215 02/10/2018
02/10/2018 4013215 02/10/2018
05/10/2018 4017855 05/10/2018
18/10/2018 4017855 18/10/2018
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02/11/2018 4013215 02/11/2018
02/11/2018 4013215 02/11/2018
02/11/2018 4013215 02/11/2018
02/11/2018 4013215 02/11/2018
02/11/2018 4013215 02/11/2018
02/11/2018 4013215 02/11/2018
02/11/2018 4013215 02/11/2018
02/11/2018 4013215 02/11/2018
02/11/2018 4013215 02/11/2018
02/11/2018 4013215 02/11/2018
02/11/2018 4013215 02/11/2018
02/11/2018 4013215 02/11/2018
02/11/2018 4013215 02/11/2018
02/11/2018 4013215 02/11/2018
02/11/2018 4013215 02/11/2018
02/11/2018 4013215 02/11/2018
02/11/2018 4013215 02/11/2018
02/11/2018 4013215 02/11/2018
02/11/2018 4013215 02/11/2018
02/11/2018 4013215 02/11/2018
02/11/2018 4013215 02/11/2018
02/11/2018 4013215 02/11/2018
02/11/2018 4013215 02/11/2018
02/11/2018 4013215 02/11/2018
02/11/2018 4013215 02/11/2018
02/11/2018 4013215 02/11/2018
02/11/2018 4013215 02/11/2018
02/11/2018 4013215 02/11/2018
02/11/2018 4013215 02/11/2018
02/11/2018 4013215 02/11/2018
02/11/2018 4013215 02/11/2018
02/11/2018 4013215 02/11/2018
02/11/2018 4013215 02/11/2018
02/11/2018 4013215 02/11/2018
02/11/2018 4013215 02/11/2018
02/11/2018 4013215 02/11/2018
02/11/2018 4013215 02/11/2018
02/11/2018 4013215 02/11/2018
02/11/2018 4013215 02/11/2018
02/11/2018 4013215 02/11/2018
02/11/2018 4013215 02/11/2018
02/11/2018 4013215 02/11/2018
02/11/2018 4013215 02/11/2018
02/11/2018 4013215 02/11/2018
02/11/2018 4013215 02/11/2018
02/11/2018 4013215 02/11/2018
02/11/2018 4013215 02/11/2018
02/11/2018 4013215 02/11/2018
02/11/2018 4013215 02/11/2018
02/11/2018 4013215 02/11/2018
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02/11/2018 4013215 02/11/2018
02/11/2018 4013215 02/11/2018
02/11/2018 4013215 02/11/2018
02/11/2018 4013215 02/11/2018
02/11/2018 4013215 02/11/2018
02/11/2018 4013215 02/11/2018
02/11/2018 4013215 02/11/2018
02/11/2018 4013215 02/11/2018
02/11/2018 4013215 02/11/2018
02/11/2018 4013215 02/11/2018
02/11/2018 4013215 02/11/2018
02/11/2018 4013215 02/11/2018
02/11/2018 4013215 02/11/2018
02/11/2018 4013215 02/11/2018
02/11/2018 4013215 02/11/2018
02/11/2018 4013215 02/11/2018
02/11/2018 4013215 02/11/2018
02/11/2018 4013215 02/11/2018
02/11/2018 4013215 02/11/2018
02/11/2018 4013215 02/11/2018
02/11/2018 4013215 02/11/2018
02/11/2018 4013215 02/11/2018
02/11/2018 4013215 02/11/2018
02/11/2018 4013215 02/11/2018
02/11/2018 4013215 02/11/2018
02/11/2018 4013215 02/11/2018
02/11/2018 4013215 02/11/2018
02/11/2018 4013215 02/11/2018
02/11/2018 4013215 02/11/2018
02/11/2018 4013215 02/11/2018
02/11/2018 4013215 02/11/2018
02/11/2018 4013215 02/11/2018
02/11/2018 4013215 02/11/2018
02/11/2018 4013215 02/11/2018
02/11/2018 4013215 02/11/2018
02/11/2018 4013215 02/11/2018
02/11/2018 4013215 02/11/2018
02/11/2018 4013215 02/11/2018
02/11/2018 4013215 02/11/2018
02/11/2018 4013215 02/11/2018
02/11/2018 4013215 02/11/2018
02/11/2018 4013215 02/11/2018
02/11/2018 4013215 02/11/2018
02/11/2018 4013215 02/11/2018
02/11/2018 4013215 02/11/2018
02/11/2018 4013215 02/11/2018
02/11/2018 4013215 02/11/2018
08/11/2018 4017855 08/11/2018
12/11/2018 4017855 12/11/2018
13/11/2018 4017855 13/11/2018
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13/11/2018 4017855 13/11/2018
27/11/2018 4013215 27/11/2018
27/11/2018 4013215 27/11/2018
27/11/2018 4013215 27/11/2018
27/11/2018 4013215 27/11/2018
27/11/2018 4013215 27/11/2018
27/11/2018 4013215 27/11/2018
27/11/2018 4013215 27/11/2018
27/11/2018 4013215 27/11/2018
27/11/2018 4013215 27/11/2018
27/11/2018 4013215 27/11/2018
27/11/2018 4013215 27/11/2018
27/11/2018 4013215 27/11/2018
27/11/2018 4013215 27/11/2018
27/11/2018 4013215 27/11/2018
27/11/2018 4013215 27/11/2018
27/11/2018 4013215 27/11/2018
27/11/2018 4013215 27/11/2018
27/11/2018 4013215 27/11/2018
27/11/2018 4013215 27/11/2018
27/11/2018 4013215 27/11/2018
27/11/2018 4013215 27/11/2018
27/11/2018 4013215 27/11/2018
27/11/2018 4013215 27/11/2018
27/11/2018 4013215 27/11/2018
27/11/2018 4013215 27/11/2018
27/11/2018 4013215 27/11/2018
27/11/2018 4013215 27/11/2018
27/11/2018 4013215 27/11/2018
27/11/2018 4013215 27/11/2018
27/11/2018 4013215 27/11/2018
27/11/2018 4013215 27/11/2018
27/11/2018 4013215 27/11/2018
27/11/2018 4013215 27/11/2018
27/11/2018 4013215 27/11/2018
27/11/2018 4013215 27/11/2018
27/11/2018 4013215 27/11/2018
27/11/2018 4013215 27/11/2018
27/11/2018 4013215 27/11/2018
27/11/2018 4013215 27/11/2018
27/11/2018 4013215 27/11/2018
27/11/2018 4013215 27/11/2018
27/11/2018 4013215 27/11/2018
27/11/2018 4013215 27/11/2018
27/11/2018 4013215 27/11/2018
27/11/2018 4013215 27/11/2018
27/11/2018 4013215 27/11/2018
27/11/2018 4013215 27/11/2018
27/11/2018 4013215 27/11/2018
27/11/2018 4013215 27/11/2018
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27/11/2018 4013215 27/11/2018
27/11/2018 4013215 27/11/2018
27/11/2018 4013215 27/11/2018
27/11/2018 4013215 27/11/2018
27/11/2018 4013215 27/11/2018
27/11/2018 4013215 27/11/2018
27/11/2018 4013215 27/11/2018
27/11/2018 4013215 27/11/2018
27/11/2018 4013215 27/11/2018
27/11/2018 4013215 27/11/2018
27/11/2018 4013215 27/11/2018
27/11/2018 4013215 27/11/2018
27/11/2018 4013215 27/11/2018
27/11/2018 4013215 27/11/2018
27/11/2018 4013215 27/11/2018
27/11/2018 4013215 27/11/2018
27/11/2018 4013215 27/11/2018
27/11/2018 4013215 27/11/2018
27/11/2018 4013215 27/11/2018
27/11/2018 4013215 27/11/2018
27/11/2018 4013215 27/11/2018
27/11/2018 4013215 27/11/2018
27/11/2018 4013215 27/11/2018
27/11/2018 4013215 27/11/2018
27/11/2018 4013215 27/11/2018
27/11/2018 4013215 27/11/2018
27/11/2018 4013215 27/11/2018
27/11/2018 4013215 27/11/2018
27/11/2018 4013215 27/11/2018
27/11/2018 4013215 27/11/2018
27/11/2018 4013215 27/11/2018
27/11/2018 4013215 27/11/2018
27/11/2018 4013215 27/11/2018
04/12/2018 4011016 04/12/2018
07/12/2018 4011016 07/12/2018
07/12/2018 4011016 07/12/2018
11/12/2018 4011016 11/12/2018
20/12/2018 4017855 20/12/2018
20/12/2018 4017855 20/12/2018
02/08/2018 4017855 20/12/2018
31/10/2018 4017855 20/12/2018
21/12/2018 4013215 21/12/2018
21/12/2018 4013215 21/12/2018
21/12/2018 4013215 21/12/2018
21/12/2018 4013215 21/12/2018
21/12/2018 4013215 21/12/2018
21/12/2018 4013215 21/12/2018
21/12/2018 4013215 21/12/2018
21/12/2018 4013215 21/12/2018
21/12/2018 4013215 21/12/2018
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21/12/2018 4013215 21/12/2018
21/12/2018 4013215 21/12/2018
21/12/2018 4013215 21/12/2018
21/12/2018 4013215 21/12/2018
21/12/2018 4013215 21/12/2018
21/12/2018 4013215 21/12/2018
21/12/2018 4013215 21/12/2018
21/12/2018 4013215 21/12/2018
21/12/2018 4013215 21/12/2018
21/12/2018 4013215 21/12/2018
21/12/2018 4013215 21/12/2018
21/12/2018 4013215 21/12/2018
21/12/2018 4013215 21/12/2018
21/12/2018 4013215 21/12/2018
21/12/2018 4013215 21/12/2018
21/12/2018 4013215 21/12/2018
21/12/2018 4013215 21/12/2018
21/12/2018 4013215 21/12/2018
21/12/2018 4013215 21/12/2018
21/12/2018 4013215 21/12/2018
21/12/2018 4013215 21/12/2018
21/12/2018 4013215 21/12/2018
21/12/2018 4013215 21/12/2018
21/12/2018 4013215 21/12/2018
21/12/2018 4013215 21/12/2018
21/12/2018 4013215 21/12/2018
21/12/2018 4013215 21/12/2018
21/12/2018 4013215 21/12/2018
21/12/2018 4013215 21/12/2018
21/12/2018 4013215 21/12/2018
21/12/2018 4013215 21/12/2018
21/12/2018 4013215 21/12/2018
21/12/2018 4013215 21/12/2018
21/12/2018 4013215 21/12/2018
21/12/2018 4013215 21/12/2018
21/12/2018 4013215 21/12/2018
21/12/2018 4013215 21/12/2018
21/12/2018 4013215 21/12/2018
21/12/2018 4013215 21/12/2018
21/12/2018 4013215 21/12/2018
21/12/2018 4013215 21/12/2018
09/01/2019 4017855 09/01/2019
15/01/2019 4013215 15/01/2019
29/01/2019 4017855 29/01/2019
29/01/2019 4017855 29/01/2019
31/01/2019 4013215 31/01/2019
31/01/2019 4013215 31/01/2019
31/01/2019 4013215 31/01/2019
31/01/2019 4013215 31/01/2019
31/01/2019 4013215 31/01/2019
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31/01/2019 4013215 31/01/2019
31/01/2019 4013215 31/01/2019
31/01/2019 4013215 31/01/2019
31/01/2019 4013215 31/01/2019
31/01/2019 4013215 31/01/2019
31/01/2019 4013215 31/01/2019
31/01/2019 4013215 31/01/2019
31/01/2019 4013215 31/01/2019
31/01/2019 4013215 31/01/2019
31/01/2019 4013215 31/01/2019
31/01/2019 4013215 31/01/2019
31/01/2019 4013215 31/01/2019
31/01/2019 4013215 31/01/2019
31/01/2019 4013215 31/01/2019
31/01/2019 4013215 31/01/2019
31/01/2019 4013215 31/01/2019
31/01/2019 4013215 31/01/2019
31/01/2019 4013215 31/01/2019
31/01/2019 4013215 31/01/2019
31/01/2019 4013215 31/01/2019
31/01/2019 4013215 31/01/2019
31/01/2019 4013215 31/01/2019
31/01/2019 4013215 31/01/2019
31/01/2019 4013215 31/01/2019
31/01/2019 4013215 31/01/2019
31/01/2019 4013215 31/01/2019
31/01/2019 4013215 31/01/2019
31/01/2019 4013215 31/01/2019
31/01/2019 4013215 31/01/2019
31/01/2019 4013215 31/01/2019
31/01/2019 4013215 31/01/2019
31/01/2019 4013215 31/01/2019
31/01/2019 4013215 31/01/2019
31/01/2019 4013215 31/01/2019
31/01/2019 4013215 31/01/2019
31/01/2019 4013215 31/01/2019
31/01/2019 4013215 31/01/2019
31/01/2019 4013215 31/01/2019
31/01/2019 4013215 31/01/2019
01/02/2019 4017855 01/02/2019
01/02/2019 4017855 01/02/2019
01/02/2019 4017855 01/02/2019
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1

Stoneman.AmyE[CTDFVCOI]

From: Neville.DavidH[OSC]
Sent: Friday, 22 February 2019 11:20
To: McNab.BruceJ[OSC]
Subject: QDNA Security and Maintenance
Attachments: EBN-issues with QDNA.doc

Supt, 
Under the PPRA the Commissioner has overall responsibility for managing the Queensland DNA database (QDNA). 
Under 2.25 of the OPM, responsibility is delegated to the Officer in Charge, DNA Management Section to ensure 
QDNA is managed appropriately in terms of destruction of profiles etc.  
 
On 8 February 2019 I provided advice in relation to failure of QHFSS to destroy profiles in accordance with the Act. 
At that stage I did not think it was significant enough for the commissioner to be advised of the matter as the matter 
had been rectified and there were no negative consequences. Since that time there have been other things 
uncovered that I am very uncomfortable with. 
 
Due to the extent of the issues with the maintenance of QDNA by QHFSS on the Commissioner’s behalf, I am now of 
the opinion that the Commissioner should be advised and I recommend that the approval to maintain the database 
on QHFSS servers be rescinded. 
 
I have detailed my concerns in the attached EBN which I request be provided to the AC for consideration of referral 
to the Commissioner. 
 
David Neville. 
Inspector  
DNA Management Section  
 
 

EXHIBIT 21
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EXECUTIVE BRIEFING NOTE 
 
SUBJECT: Security and Maintenance of QDNA 

 
PURPOSE: 
 
1. To provide information regarding issues with security and maintenance of data 

contained within QDNA. 
 

BACKGROUND: 
 

2. Section 491 of the Police Powers and Responsibilities Act 2000 (the Act) gives the 
commissioner the authority to record information of DNA profiles within a database in 
Queensland that is approved by the commissioner (QDNA).   Under section 488B of 
the Act, the commissioner has entered into an arrangement with Queensland Health 
Forensic and Scientific Services (QHFSS) to undertake DNA analysis.  Section 489 
gives QHFSS the authority to administer QDNA based on the arrangement.  The 
commissioner has approved the establishment of QDNA on servers maintained by 
QHFSS. 

 
3. In July 2017 QHFSS commenced using the Forensic Register (FR) as their 

information management system.  The FR was developed by the Queensland Police 
Service (QPS) for the Forensic Services Group (FSG).  Both QHFSS and FSG now 
use the FR as a common forensic case management system.  QDNA holdings were 
copied to the FR on 31 July 2017. 

 
4. An audit of the QDNA holdings on the FR was undertaken on 7 February 2019.  This 

audit revealed the presence of approximately 200 profiles that should have been 
destroyed under s490 of the Act .  This database is accessible by all DNA laboratory 
staff and is used to search profiles obtained from crime scene samples to provide 
rapid DNA results.   

 
5. It is and offence under s531 of the Act to willfully retain profiles that should have 

been destroyed under s490.  These profiles were immediately destroyed from the 
database.  The presence of the profiles was the result of a temporary disablement of 
the automated destruction function which has been corrected. 

 
 

ISSUES: 
 

6. The corrective action undertaken revealed the presence of another database on the 
FR called ‘AUSLAB-QSEARCH’ which contained 388,295 profiles.  This database is 
only accessible by three staff members of QHFSS.  QHFSS have indicated that the 
database is maintained to assist with the detection of contamination events.  It is 
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designed to be searchable and contains the results of person sample and crime 
scene sample testing.  For person samples, the database stores the persons’ unique 
identifier together with their DNA profile. 

 
7. The contents of ‘AUSLAB-QSEARCH’ was reviewed to establish the appropriateness 

of the holdings.  This revealed the presence of 4,234 profiles that should have been 
destroyed under s490 of the Act.  The QPS had previously requested QHFSS to 
destroy these profiles through established protocols however, they were retained in 
this database.  All known destroyable profiles were deleted from the database on 19 
February 2019.  It is believed that other destroyable profiles may be still on this 
database and FSG is in the process of identifying these so they can be removed. 

 
8. Under the Act a person can volunteer their DNA and limit the purpose for how it may 

be used.  It is an offence against s529 of the Act to knowingly do anything that 
results in volunteer limited purpose (VLP) profiles being compared against other 
DNA records.  An audit of ‘AUSLAB-QSEARCH’ was conducted on 21 February 
2019 to establish if the database permitted the search of VLP profiles.  All 10 
randomly selected VLP profiles were found to be on the database.  An immediate 
request was made to QHFSS to stop using the database until all VLP profiles had 
been identified and removed. 

 
9. Enquires were undertaken to determine the circumstances of the establishment of 

the ‘AUSLAB-QSEARCH’ database.  This revealed that the database is a legacy 
system that was maintained by QHFSS up until it was transferred to the FR.  There 
is some conflicting information as to how the data was stored prior to the transfer to 
the FR.  The overall security of the QHFSS database holdings was compromised 
through the use of unprotected spreadsheets.  The spreadsheets were saved to a 
cloud server outside of Queensland contrary to the Act.  The spreadsheets were also 
emailed back and forth between QPS and QHFSS staff members when the 
‘AUSLAB-QSEARCH’ database was established on the FR.      

 
 

RECOMMENDATION: 
 

10. It is recommended the content of this Briefing Note be noted. 
 

11. It is recommended that the approval for QDNA to be maintained on QHFSS servers 
be rescinded and that the FR be approved as the sole database used for this 
purpose.  The FR is maintained on a QPS server.  As a result, all databases of 
profiles maintained on QHFSS servers would need to be destroyed. 
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ALLAN McCARTHY 
ASSISTANT COMMISSIONER 
OPERATIONS SUPPORT COMMAND 
 

Contact Officer: 
Inspector David Neville  
Telephone:   
Date: 30 July 2018 

 
 
NOTED  /  SUPPORTED  /  APPROVED 
 
Comment: 
 
 
 
 
 
 
DEPUTY COMMISSIONER (CRIME, 
COUNTER-TERRORISM AND 
SPECIALIST OPERATIONS) 
 
          /          / 

 
NOTED  /  SUPPORTED  /  APPROVED 
 
Comment: 
 
 
 
 
 
 
COMMISSIONER 
          /          / 
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Stoneman.AmyE[CTDFVCOI]

From: Neville.DavidH[OSC]
Sent: Thursday, 21 February 2019 12:16
To: Middleton.TimM[OSC]
Subject: RE:  Emails containing DNA information

Thanks Tim, is there anything on the servers? 
 

From: Middleton.TimM[OSC]  
Sent: Thursday, 21 February 2019 11:46 
To: Neville.DavidH[OSC] <  
Subject: RE: Emails containing DNA information 
 
Those emails have been deleted 
 

From: Neville.DavidH[OSC]  
Sent: Thursday, 21 February 2019 11:26 
To: Middleton.TimM[OSC] <  
Subject: FW: Emails containing DNA information 
 
Hi Tim 
Can you please provide similar confirmation as what Troy did. You don’t need to include the screen shot if you don’t 
have it 
 
David 
 

From: O'Malley.TroyS(CC)  
Sent: Thursday, 21 February 2019 11:23 
To: Neville.DavidH[OSC] <  
Cc: McNab.BruceJ[OSC] <  
Subject: RE: Emails containing DNA information 
 
Inspector 
 
I have permanently deleted the following emails and have not located any other emails or stored spreadsheets on 
my PC that include DNA profile data: 
 

 
Troy O’Malley 
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From: Neville.DavidH[OSC]  
Sent: Wednesday, 20 February 2019 10:41 AM 
To: Middleton.TimM[OSC] < O'Malley.TroyS(CC) 
<  
Cc: McNab.BruceJ[OSC] <  
Subject: RE: Emails containing DNA information 
 
Tim and Troy 
The deletion procedures should be: 

1. delete it from your mail box (sent/inbox)  
2. permanently delete it from your deleted box. 

 
Troy, please note that the bottom two emails listed below were identified by Tim and they were not on the 
list you provided me so you need to delete those also.  

 
Could you both delete this material please today and provide a confirmation by return email that: 
-you have permanently deleted the emails identified below, 
-you have checked that there are no other emails that contain the spreadsheets & 
-the identified spreadsheets do not exist in any file servers. 
 
 
 
Regards 
 
David Neville 
 
 

From: Neville.DavidH[OSC]  
Sent: Tuesday, 19 February 2019 14:51 
To: Middleton.TimM[OSC] < O'Malley.TroyS(CC) 
<  
Subject: Emails containing DNA information 
 
Dear Tim and Troy, 
I have sought approval to delete the below listed emails permanently from all mail boxes. Could I ask that you check 
all of your mail boxes (inbox, deleted, sent etc) and compare it to the list below to see if we might have missed any 
messages that contain the spreadsheets. If there are others, can you please let me know. The emails had the 
subjects: 

 Searchable 
 Edited files for Quality Search loading E: AUSLAB quality searching data 
 AUSLAB quality searching data 

 
HOWEVER THERE MAY BE OTHERS WITH A DIFFERENT SUBJECT TITLE SO YOU NEED TO CHECK THOROUGHLY 
 
The names of the spreadsheets were 
 

Can you please confirm by return email if there are any messages with any of these spreadsheets attached that I 
have not captured. 
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If we fail to delete emails that contain this information, we will be breach of the Police Powers and Responsibilities 
Act. 
 
Once we have identified all of the material, I will provide destruction advice. Please wait for that advice before 
deleting. 
 
David Neville 
Inspector  
DNA Management Section 
 

LIST OF EMAILS CONTAINING DNA INFORMATION 
 
 

From: Middleton.TimM M[OSC] 
Sent: Monday, 18 February 2019  
To: Neville.DavidH 
Subject: RE: Searchable  
 
 
From: O'Malley.TroyS[OSC]  
Sent: Monday, 7 August 2017 10:09 AM 
To: Middleton.TimM[OSC] <  
Subject: FW: Edited files for Quality Search loading E: AUSLAB quality searching data 
 
 
From: Kirsten Scott [mailto:   
Sent: Monday, 7 August 2017 10:08 AM 
To: O'Malley.TroyS[OSC] <  
Subject: RE: Edited files for Quality Search loading E: AUSLAB quality searching data 
 
 
From: O'Malley.TroyS[OSC]  
Sent: Tuesday, 1 August 2017 1:45 PM 
To: Middleton.TimM[OSC] <  
Subject: FW: Edited files for Quality Search loading E: AUSLAB quality searching data 
 
 
From: Kirsten Scott [mailto:   
Sent: Tuesday, 1 August 2017 1:00 PM 
To: O'Malley.TroyS[OSC] < Kerry-Anne Lancaster <

> 
Subject: Edited files for Quality Search loading E: AUSLAB quality searching data 
 
 
From: [mailto:   
Sent: Monday, 31 July 2017 1:20 PM 
To: Kirsten Scott 
Subject: AUSLAB quality searching data 
 
 
From: Middleton.TimM[OSC]  
Sent: 31 July 2017 13:14 
To: O'Malley.TroyS[OSC]  
Subject: Searchable 
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From: O'Malley.TroyS[OSC]  
Sent: 28 July 2017 12.24 
To: Middleton.TimM[OSC] 
Subject: Searchable 
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Stoneman.AmyE[CTDFVCOI]

From: Neville.DavidH[OSC]
Sent: Wednesday, 7 August 2019 12:43
To: Cathie Allen
Subject: RE: contamination databases

Follow Up Flag: Follow up
Flag Status: Flagged

Cathie 
That’s good to know. I was wondering if you might also address my query on the status of the destructions please. I 
actually got a RTI request today around that process. 
 
David 
 

From: Cathie Allen <   
Sent: Wednesday, 7 August 2019 12:39 
To: Neville.DavidH[OSC] <  
Cc: McNab.BruceJ[OSC] < John Doherty <  
Subject: RE: contamination databases 
 
Hi David 
 
Thanks for your email and I am aware that the BSAG discussed contamination and identification of the root cause, as 
this has been discussed at previous meetings. 
 
I understand that there are limitations to detecting contamination, however wherever possible, FSS attempt to 
operate at a higher standard in this area. 
 
Cheers 
Cathie 

Cathie Allen 
Managing Scientist  

Police Services Stream, Forensic & Scientific Services  
Health Support Queensland, Queensland Health  

p m   
a 39 Kessels Road, Coopers Plains, QLD 4108  
e w www.health.qld.gov.au/healthsupport  

Queensland Health acknowledges the Traditional Owners of the land, and pays respect to Elders past, present and future. 

 

From: Neville.DavidH[OSC] <   
Sent: Thursday, 1 August 2019 11:21 AM 

EXHIBIT 23
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To: Cathie Allen <  McNab.BruceJ[OSC] < ; John 
Doherty < > 
Cc: Justin Howes < > 
Subject: contamination databases 
 
Hi Cathie, Bruce and John 
Pam Scott from Tassy raised a question of the BSAG group as to how do they determine if a profile has been through 
their lab to eliminate possible contamination if they have to destroy profiles by legislation. Every lab other than the 
NT indicated that they cannot because some profiles must be destroyed or they commit an offence under their 
legislation. Apparently NT has virtually no legislative destruction provisions, lucky them. 
 
This was a point of interest for me, but I left it up to Justin to answer. I know that you were concerned that your 
ability to detect contamination was reduced as a result of the QPS requesting removal of destroyable profiles from 
the Quality Search database. I understand the reasoning and how it limits us. However, we might get some comfort 
from the fact that every other jurisdiction (other than NT) is in the same boat. Gavin summed it up well, if the court 
ever asks you about eliminating the contamination potential, you have to say “legislation prevents this”. 
 
On this note, could I get an update on how the physical sample destruction process is going. Once this is complete, 
we will be compliant with the act. 
 
Cheers 
 
Dave 
 
 
 
 

 

 

 
David Neville 
Inspector  
DNA Management Unit | Forensic Services Group 
Operations Support Command 
QUEENSLAND POLICE SERVICE 
______________________________ 

Phone  
Email 

Address GPO Box 1440 Brisbane 4001 

 
 
 
**********************************************************************  
CONFIDENTIALITY: The information contained in this  
electronic mail message and any electronic files attached  
to it may be confidential information, and may also be the  
subject of legal professional privilege and/or public interest  
immunity. If you are not the intended recipient you are  
required to delete it. Any use, disclosure or copying of  
this message and any attachments is unauthorised. If you  
have received this electronic message in error, please  
inform the sender or contact 1300ITPSBA@psba.qld.gov.au.  
This footnote also confirms that this email message has  
been checked for the presence of computer viruses.  
**********************************************************************  

******************************************************************************** 

This email, including any attachments sent with it, is confidential and for the sole use of the intended recipient(s). This 
confidentiality is not waived or lost, if you receive it and you are not the intended recipient(s), or if it is transmitted/received in 
error. 
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Any unauthorised use, alteration, disclosure, distribution or review of this email is strictly prohibited. The information contained 
in this email, including any attachment sent with it, may be subject to a statutory duty of confidentiality if it relates to health 
service matters. 

If you are not the intended recipient(s), or if you have received this email in error, you are asked to immediately notify the 
sender by telephone collect on Australia +61 1800 198 175 or by return email. You should also delete this email, and any copies, 
from your computer system network and destroy any hard copies produced. 

If not an intended recipient of this email, you must not copy, distribute or take any action(s) that relies on it; any form of 
disclosure, modification, distribution and/or publication of this email is also prohibited. 

Although Queensland Health takes all reasonable steps to ensure this email does not contain malicious software, Queensland 
Health does not accept responsibility for the consequences if any person's computer inadvertently suffers any disruption to 
services, loss of information, harm or is infected with a virus, other malicious computer programme or code that may occur as a 
consequence of receiving this email. 

Unless stated otherwise, this email represents only the views of the sender and not the views of the Queensland Government. 

********************************************************************************** 
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Stoneman.AmyE[CTDFVCOI]

From: Neville.DavidH[OSC]
Sent: Thursday, 28 March 2019 14:50
To: Cathie Allen
Cc: McNab.BruceJ[OSC]; John Doherty
Subject: RE: Correction of QDNA Holdings
Attachments: FW: Statistical DB

Importance: High

Follow Up Flag: Follow up
Flag Status: Flagged

 
Hi Cathie 
Thanks for your timely response in relation to this issue. This is a very important issue for the QPS due to legislative 
implications so it is very much appreciated. I am going to cover off on the points that you have raised in sequence. 
 
I understand that the establishment of QDNA on the FR was approved by A/Supt Scott McLaren and AC Mike 
Condon. The purpose of this was to provide rapid results to investigators. There are no issues with this approved 
function given it specifically prevents the searching of destroyable and VLP profiles. 
 
My concerns at this stage are limited to the Quality Search functions. From previous correspondence provided, it 
appears this originated in AUSLAB some time ago. I have not been able to locate any documents in relation to its 
establishment. In 2011 we received a request from QH to establish a statistical database. At that time Scott McLaren 
gave advice as to how it should be established to prevent breaches of legislation (see attached email). The proposed 
statistical database specifically precluded VLP samples, presumably because they are limited and ‘not for database’. 
If you could forward information as to the approval of these databases, their purpose, and the safeguards that were 
to be applied, it would greatly assist in finding a way forward.  
 
As at 15 February 2019, the following QH staff had access to the two quality search functions: 

  Kerry-Anne LANCASTER HP3 BIOL PSD  
  Allison Kathleen LLOYD HP4 BIOL(INT) PSD  
  Cathie ALLEN HP7 ADMIN PSD  
  Kirsten SCOTT HP5 QUALITY PSD  

 
There are no specific NATA requirements that call for the establishment of these quality search databases, however 
I can see their benefit. Unfortunately the legislation does not give any QA exemption. The AS5388 recommends an 
elimination database which is in place for staff in both agencies. All QPS staff members have given specific approval 
within their signed consent for their profile to be used for that purpose (i.e. to detect contamination). None of the 
donors of the other VLP samples have given this specific consent. 
 
The relevant sections of the PPRA that regulate use of VLP samples are: 

 Under s454 of the PPRA a person can limit the purpose for which the results of the DNA analysis may be 
used. VLP donors have limited the use of their sample for the investigation of a particular case only. It 
cannot be used for any other purpose other than specified. 

 Section 494 limits the use of the results of DNA analysis and includes any limitation under s454. 
 It is an offence against s529 of the Act to knowingly do anything that results in a DNA record being 

compared against other DNA records, other than permitted by the Act (2 years imprisonment). 
 
The information below indicating that the VLP profiles in the database are unidentifiable is incorrect. At my direction 
Tim Middleton searched the alleles of a VLP profile using the Quality Search function. We did this for the purposes of 

EXHIBIT 24
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administering QDNA which is a defence against s529. When the alleles were entered, the search returned the 
barcode unique identifier which was hyperlinked to the name of the VLP donor.  
 
These quality search databases also contain identifiable profiles that should have been destroyed which is another 
issue that needs resolving. 
 
Again, could you please provide any information/approval documentation around the establishment of the original 
AUSLAB Quality Search function as this might assist us moving ahead. We need certainty that this database is lawful. 
Every time it is used at the moment it searches against identifiable VLP and destroyable profiles. I am open to any 
suggestion that will correct this issue, or any advice that will show this is not an issue. I don’t think we can wait until 
the next meeting to progress this as the QPS must be seen to be compliant with act that regulates us. 
 
 
Regards 
 
David Neville 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

From: Cathie Allen <   
Sent: Wednesday, 27 March 2019 16:07 
To: Neville.DavidH[OSC] <  
Cc: John Doherty < McNab.BruceJ[OSC] <  
Subject: RE: Correction of QDNA Holdings 
 
Hi David 
 
My colleagues and I have considered your email below, the PPRA, NATA accreditation guidelines and the processes 
undertaken in the laboratory to provide a response to your email. 
 
The function was designed and included in the FR development work for Forensic DNA Analysis at the direction of 
the QPS. Advice was provided that this function complied with legislation and was approved by A/Supt Scott 
McLaren and AC Condon. Use of this function was implemented from Go-Live day, June 2017. The goal of this 
function was to provide the QPS with fast, investigative information, which would be confirmed by uploading and 
searching on the NCIDD. If the QPS do not wish for this function to be used, please advise and the functionality can 
be amended to only conduct within case searches. 
 
Could you please clarify the 4 staff members that can access the Quality search and AUSLAB Quality Search 
functions, as I am only aware of 3 staff members that can access this function. 
 
The Quality search and the AUSLAB Quality Search functions are used to detect and identify any apparent 
contamination that may have occurred within the laboratory processing. This function is restricted to specific roles 
within the laboratory due to the nature of the detection that is being conducted. Under the NATA accreditation that 
the laboratory holds, a mechanism for detection of inadvertent contamination is required, and fulfilment of this 
guideline is by specific roles conducting this function within the FR. As Person Samples with the Volunteer Limited 
Purpose category (VLP) are a potential source of inadvertent contamination, detection regarding these samples 
types is important for identifying the root cause of inadvertent contamination, hence their inclusion in the Quality 
Search and AUSLAB Quality Search functions. 
 
Upon destruction of samples, the unique identifier (barcode) is kept within Auslab and the Forensic Register, as this 
allows for detection of duplicate barcodes and if a sample has been previously submitted for processing to the lab 
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but has been destroyed. If the identifier is destroyed, leaving the profile, this means that we will be able to detect 
that a sample has inadvertently contaminated another sample, however we will be limited in detecting, and possibly 
correcting, the root cause. The identifier assists in detecting where the possible inadvertent contamination could 
have occurred in lab processing. 
 
We do not believe that inclusion of VLP samples in the Quality search and the AUSLAB Quality Search functions 
conflicts with the provisions of the current legislation as the information cannot be used to identify individuals. Use 
of the identifier adds value as it allows us to ensure that there are no duplicate profiles included. We would be 
happy to discuss at our next meeting on the 9th April. 
 
Cheers 
Cathie 

 

Cathie Allen 
Managing Scientist  

Police Services Stream, Forensic & Scientific Services  
Health Support Queensland, Queensland Health  

p m   
a 39 Kessels Road, Coopers Plains, QLD 4108  
e w www.health.qld.gov.au/healthsupport/businesses/forensic-and-scientific-services  

 
Queensland Health acknowledges the Traditional Owners of the land, and pays respect to Elders past, present and emerging. 
 

From: Neville.DavidH[OSC] [mailto:   
Sent: Monday, 25 March 2019 3:21 PM 
To: Cathie Allen <  
Cc: John Doherty <  
Subject: Correction of QDNA Holdings 
Importance: High 
 
 
Dear Cathie 
I need to provide an update and get some direction on how to deal with some information in the DNA database on 
the FR, please. 
 
There are two tables that form the DNA database: 

1. Table 1. Contains all of the profiles attained since the QHFSS shift to the FR plus some recent Qld reference 
profiles uploaded from NCIDD. This includes Volunteer Limited Person (VLP) profiles. 

2. Table 2. Contains all of the legacy data from AUSLAB. This includes VLP profiles and profiles that should have 
been destroyed. 

 
There are three search functions that interrogate these tables. 

A. Case work profile search. This searches Table 1 but excludes VLP results. Most of the DNA staff have access 
to this search function. 

B. Quality search . This searches Table 1 but it includes the VLP profiles. Only 4 staff members have access. 
C. AUSLAB Quality Search. This searches Table 2 including VLP profiles and profiles that should have been 

destroyed. This search function is also limited to the same 4 staff members.  
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Previously the QPS requested that use of the AUSLAB Quality Search be discontinued because it permitted searches 
that are now allowed by legislation. Since that request this function has not been used which is much appreciated, 
thank you. 
 
However, it has been revealed recently that the Quality Search function also facilitates unlawful searches in that it 
includes VLP samples that are ‘not for database’. This database was last accessed on 28/2/19.  
 
Today I received a list of all of the VLP samples ever taken and all of the samples that should have been destroyed 
since DNA collection commenced in Qld. I intend to use this information to correct the tables above to ensure they 
only contain lawful information.  
 
In relation to Table 2 above, you previously provided advice that your preference was to remove the identifiers from 
the profiles leaving only the information of the alleles. This would comply with legislation. Can you confirm that this 
is also your preference for Table 1. 
 
Table 1 is also active receiving new profiles including VLP profiles. Could you please advise how we can prevent 
identifiable VLP profiles being added. Is there actually a need for them to be added given they are ‘not for 
database’? 
 
Until this can be rectified, neither function (Quality search and AUSLAB quality search) should be used as the 
comparison is prohibited by law. 
 
Could you please provide advice on how to proceed as per above.  
 
Regards 
 
 
 

 

 

 
David Neville 
Inspector  
DNA Management Unit | Forensic Services Group 
Operations Support Command 
QUEENSLAND POLICE SERVICE 
______________________________ 

Phone  
Email 

Address GPO Box 1440 Brisbane 4001 

 
 
 
**********************************************************************  
CONFIDENTIALITY: The information contained in this  
electronic mail message and any electronic files attached  
to it may be confidential information, and may also be the  
subject of legal professional privilege and/or public interest  
immunity. If you are not the intended recipient you are  
required to delete it. Any use, disclosure or copying of  
this message and any attachments is unauthorised. If you  
have received this electronic message in error, please  
inform the sender or contact 1300ITPSBA@psba.qld.gov.au.  
This footnote also confirms that this email message has  
been checked for the presence of computer viruses.  
**********************************************************************  

******************************************************************************** 

This email, including any attachments sent with it, is confidential and for the sole use of the intended recipient(s). This 
confidentiality is not waived or lost, if you receive it and you are not the intended recipient(s), or if it is transmitted/received in 
error. 
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Any unauthorised use, alteration, disclosure, distribution or review of this email is strictly prohibited. The information contained 
in this email, including any attachment sent with it, may be subject to a statutory duty of confidentiality if it relates to health 
service matters. 

If you are not the intended recipient(s), or if you have received this email in error, you are asked to immediately notify the 
sender by telephone collect on Australia +61 1800 198 175 or by return email. You should also delete this email, and any copies, 
from your computer system network and destroy any hard copies produced. 

If not an intended recipient of this email, you must not copy, distribute or take any action(s) that relies on it; any form of 
disclosure, modification, distribution and/or publication of this email is also prohibited. 

Although Queensland Health takes all reasonable steps to ensure this email does not contain malicious software, Queensland 
Health does not accept responsibility for the consequences if any person's computer inadvertently suffers any disruption to 
services, loss of information, harm or is infected with a virus, other malicious computer programme or code that may occur as a 
consequence of receiving this email. 

Unless stated otherwise, this email represents only the views of the sender and not the views of the Queensland Government. 

********************************************************************************** 
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Stoneman.AmyE[CTDFVCOI]

From: Simpfendorfer.GerardM[OSC]
Sent: Friday, 15 February 2019 12:32
To: Neville.DavidH[OSC]
Subject: FW: Statistical DB

Sir, 

For your information. 

Kind regards 
  

Gerard 
  
Gerard Simpfendorfer 
Senior Sergeant 4009415 
DNA Management Section, Forensic Services Group 
Operations Support Command, Queensland Police Service 
  
Phone:  
Internal PHQ Extension:  
Fax:  
Email:  
Address: Level 4 Police Headquarters, 200 Roma St, Brisbane, Qld, 4000 
Postal: GPO Box 1440, Brisbane, Queensland 4001, Australia 
 

 

 

From: McLaren.ScottA[OSC]  
Sent: Friday, 25 February 2011 7:58 AM 
To: 'Paula Taylor' <  
Cc: Carstensen.AnthonyL[OSC] < > 
Subject: RE: Statistical DB 

 

Paula, upon reviewing the provisions of s.490(1) and (5) of the Police Powers and Responsibilities Act 2000, I can 
confirm that we are able to retain DNA profiles within a ‘statistical database’ on the proviso that they have been de 
identified. 
 
There can not however be any method or process that would allow these DNA profiles to be identified.  Failure to 
de-identify a profile commits an offence against s.531 of the Police Powers and Responsibilities Act 2000 which 
carries a maximum penalty of 2 years imprisonment. 
 
Due to the significant issues that surround the retention of DNA profiles, could you please confirm (in detail) the 
information that is being stored against the each of the DNA profiles within the Statistical Database. 
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Additionally in the near future I would like to discuss an audit of databases maintained by Queensland Health that 
store DNA Person profiles or Crime Scene Profiles. 
 
Regards, 
 
Senior Sergeant Scott McLaren | Quality Management Officer | DNA Management Section 
Forensic Services Branch | Operations Support Command | Queensland Police Service  
GPO Box 1440 | Brisbane QLD 4001 | Australia 
Level 4 Police Headquarters | 200 Roma Street | Brisbane QLD 4000 | Australia 
ph:  | fax:  |  
 

 
From: McLaren.ScottA[OSC]  
Sent: Thursday, 24 February 2011 12:23 PM 
To: 'Paula Taylor' 
Subject: RE: Statistical DB 

 

Have to get back to you.  I would say yes we have an issue.  But will get back to you. 

 

Senior Sergeant Scott McLaren | Quality Management Officer | DNA Management Section 

Forensic Services Branch | Operations Support Command | Queensland Police Service  

GPO Box 1440 | Brisbane QLD 4001 | Australia 

Level 4 Police Headquarters | 200 Roma Street | Brisbane QLD 4000 | Australia 

ph:  | fax:  |  

 

 
From: Paula Taylor [mailto:   
Sent: Thursday, 24 February 2011 12:11 PM 
To: McLaren.ScottA[OSC] 
Subject: Statistical DB 

 

Hi Scott, 
  
Further to the email regarding use of reference samples (excluding Limited purpose samples) to establish a 
statistical database, is there any issue regarding samples that may be destroyed in the future. Given that the DNA 
profiles will be de-identified on the stats database, I didn't think this would be an issue but wanted to run it by you 
first. 
  
Thanks 
  
Paula 

******************************************************************************** 

This email, including any attachments sent with it, is confidential and for the sole use of the intended recipient(s). This confidentiality is not waived 
or lost, if you receive it and you are not the intended recipient(s), or if it is transmitted/received in error. 

Any unauthorised use, alteration, disclosure, distribution or review of this email is strictly prohibited. The information contained in this email, 
including any attachment sent with it, may be subject to a statutory duty of confidentiality if it relates to health service matters. 

If you are not the intended recipient(s), or if you have received this email in error, you are asked to immediately notify the sender by telephone 
collect on Australia +61 1800 198 175 or by return email. You should also delete this email, and any copies, from your computer system network 
and destroy any hard copies produced. 
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If not an intended recipient of this email, you must not copy, distribute or take any action(s) that relies on it; any form of disclosure, modification, 
distribution and/or publication of this email is also prohibited. 

Although Queensland Health takes all reasonable steps to ensure this email does not contain malicious software, Queensland Health does not 
accept responsibility for the consequences if any person's computer inadvertently suffers any disruption to services, loss of information, harm or is 
infected with a virus, other malicious computer programme or code that may occur as a consequence of receiving this email. 

Unless stated otherwise, this email represents only the views of the sender and not the views of the Queensland Government. 

********************************************************************************** 
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Stoneman.AmyE[CTDFVCOI]

From: Neville.DavidH[OSC]
Sent: Monday, 11 February 2019 16:04
To: Middleton.TimM[OSC]
Cc: Collopen.RubenB[OSC]; Simpfendorfer.GerardM[OSC]
Subject: RE: DNA Search testing

Ok, so there are only 9 limited purpose samples that could be included in a search? 
If that is the case can we do something to preclude them from the search? 
 

From: Middleton.TimM[OSC]  
Sent: Monday, 11 February 2019 15:45 
To: Neville.DavidH[OSC] <  
Cc: Collopen.RubenB[OSC] < Simpfendorfer.GerardM[OSC] 
<  
Subject: RE: DNA Search testing 
 
Yes there are 4483 exhibits with ‘Volunteer (Limited Purpose)’ category. 
There are only 9 of those that have ‘Intel’ in the Located Owner field 
 

NACrimTracCategory LocatedDescription 
VLP Intel 
VLP Intel 
VLP Intel 
VLP Intel 
VLP Intel 
VLP Intel 
VLP Intel 
 VLP Intel 
 VLP Intel 

From: Neville.DavidH[OSC]  
Sent: Monday, 11 February 2019 3:35 PM 
To: Middleton.TimM[OSC] <  
Cc: Collopen.RubenB[OSC] < Simpfendorfer.GerardM[OSC] 
<  
Subject: RE: DNA Search testing 
 
Ok, that is not good. Can we identify all of the limited purpose volunteer profiles in the database? 
 
 

From: Middleton.TimM[OSC]  
Sent: Monday, 11 February 2019 15:31 
To: Neville.DavidH[OSC] <  
Cc: Collopen.RubenB[OSC] < Simpfendorfer.GerardM[OSC] 
<  
Subject: RE: DNA Search testing 
 
The first sample below was not excluded, the second sample was excluded. 
The criteria is based on the Located/Owner field and linked case files in the ‘DNA Evidence’ box. 
It doesn’t seem to be checking Category 
 

EXHIBIT 25
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From: Neville.DavidH[OSC]  
Sent: Monday, 11 February 2019 3:21 PM 
To: Middleton.TimM[OSC] <  
Cc: Collopen.RubenB[OSC] < Simpfendorfer.GerardM[OSC] 
<  
Subject: RE: DNA Search testing 
 
Hi Tim 
Are you telling me that these limited purpose samples are excluded from the searching in terms of returning a 
result? 
 
David Neville 
 

From: Middleton.TimM[OSC]  
Sent: Monday, 11 February 2019 15:18 
To: Neville.DavidH[OSC] < Simpfendorfer.GerardM[OSC] 
<  
Subject: DNA Search testing 
 
Hi, 
I did some testing of the DNA search function 
 
I was able to generate a search result (not saved) for . 
 

This sample has ‘Intel’ in the Exhibit Located/Owner field. 
It is VLP, Offender 
 

 

 
 
The sample is not linked to any case files. If the sample is has ‘Intel’ in Located Owner then the FR considers it as 
‘Intel for any case’ 

 
 
The following sample returned from the DNA search as a new ‘Unknown Person’ even though alleles were all 
matched, occurrence number was different. 
The Exhibit Located/Owner field contains the person’s name and the exhibit is linked to a case file, therefore not 
included in the search result. 
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So, the DNA search considers every profile in the initial matching against alleles.  
There is secondary filtering after the allele matching which checks whether the sample is linked to the case or is 
‘Intel for any Case’ 
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Stoneman.AmyE[CTDFVCOI]

From: Neville.DavidH[OSC]
Sent: Tuesday, 12 February 2019 16:06
To: Cathie Allen
Subject: RE: Forensic Register DNA Search Function

Hi Cathie 
No problems, I share a common interest in getting to the bottom of this. Is your concern around the integrity of the 
data or the application code? I don’t think that this is having any impact on the data. My email yesterday may have 
unnecessarily heightened your concerns about data. That was isolated to some data entry errors that included 
limited purpose samples in the search parameters. This was very small number of errors that have been corrected 
(DNA lab staff were placing the word “intel” in the person/owner field in the exhibit screen). I did not know the 
extent of it initially but had to stop the search function for legal reasons. But, in the end it was corrected with 
minimal effort. 
 
The search function is quite complex by the sounds of it so it may pay to have Troy have a look too to check the flow 
on impact. Is this what you mean as an audit? 
 
Regards 
 
David  
 

From: Cathie Allen <   
Sent: Tuesday, 12 February 2019 15:47 
To: Neville.DavidH[OSC] <  
Cc: John Doherty <  
Subject: RE: Forensic Register DNA Search Function 
 
Hi David 
 
Thank you for following up regarding the bugs recently experienced. The team will need to work through the 
batches of samples that haven’t been compared to the Elimination Database and re-check other results due to these 
bugs. 
 
I still have concerns about data integrity, given the recent 4 bugs that have been raised all relating to data issues (FR 
internal database not linking correctly, gender not being associated properly by FR, samples reappearing on FR 
worklists despite being completed and samples not appropriately going to FR worklists after batches had been 
completed). 
 
Is an audit able to be conducted to check that the fixes that have been applied haven’t had a further flow-on effect 
to another part of the system? Previous manual processes of checking have been archived as the FR was now 
conducting these checks, so the lab relies on the FR for these quality checks. 
 
Cheers 
Cathie 

Cathie Allen 
Managing Scientist  

EXHIBIT 26
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Police Services Stream, Forensic & Scientific Services  
Health Support Queensland, Queensland Health  

p   
a 39 Kessels Road, Coopers Plains, QLD 4108  
e w www.health.qld.gov.au/healthsupport  

Queensland Health acknowledges the Traditional Owners of the land, and pays respect to Elders past, present and future. 

 

From: Neville.DavidH[OSC] [mailto:   
Sent: Tuesday, 12 February 2019 2:32 PM 
To: Cathie Allen 
Subject: RE: Forensic Register DNA Search Function 
 
Hi Cathie 
I think I have gotten to the bottom of this. This seems to be a cascading impact of the work that was undertaken to 
correct Bug # . That was the error in the original logic that caused the FR to return the wrong bar code number 
during the interim search. It would seem that the fix inadvertently removed the staff elimination database from the 
search. I understand that this has now been corrected. It has had some other flow on effects because of the 
complexity of the logic. Tim is working diligently to address these issues.  
 
Regards 
 
David Neville 
 

From: Cathie Allen <   
Sent: Tuesday, 12 February 2019 10:24 
To: Neville.DavidH[OSC] <  
Cc: Middleton.TimM[OSC] < au>; John Doherty < >; 
McNab.BruceJ[OSC] < > 
Subject: RE: Forensic Register DNA Search Function 
Importance: High 
 
Hi David 
 
Thanks for the additional advice. 
 
I’ve been advised that matching between crime scene samples and the Staff Elimination Database is currently not 
working. We’ve raised a bug regarding this – BUG # . We can confirm that it was working on the 5th of Feb and 
we are working our way forward to check all profiles processed since the 5th of Feb. 
 
As we ensured development within the FR to automatically conduct 4 different types of searches and we’ve 
confirmed at least 2 of those searches are not currently operating, can you please request Bugs #  and #  
are attended to today. 
 
Cheers 
Cathie 

Cathie Allen 
Managing Scientist  
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Police Services Stream, Forensic & Scientific Services  
Health Support Queensland, Queensland Health  

   
a 39 Kessels Road, Coopers Plains, QLD 4108  
e  w www.health.qld.gov.au/healthsupport  

Queensland Health acknowledges the Traditional Owners of the land, and pays respect to Elders past, present and future. 

 

From: Neville.DavidH[OSC] [mailto:   
Sent: Tuesday, 12 February 2019 9:51 AM 
To: Cathie Allen 
Cc: Middleton.TimM[OSC] 
Subject: RE: Forensic Register DNA Search Function 
 
Hi Cathie 
The issue yesterday related to volunteer limited purpose samples which could have been searched outside of the 
case based because of the manner they were recorded on the FR. There were 9 person samples that seem to have 
been entered inconsistently. We have modified the data to correct this. There was no change to the code, only data 
correction. We will need to implement some type of process to ensure that this does not reoccur.  
 
I understand the issue you are talking about causes the system to fail to differentiate between multiple unknowns in 
the one case.  
 
I will request information on recent changes and get back to you.  
 
David  
 
 
 
 

From: Cathie Allen <   
Sent: Tuesday, 12 February 2019 09:33 
To: Neville.DavidH[OSC] < > 
Cc: McNab.BruceJ[OSC] >; Simpfendorfer.GerardM[OSC] 
< >; Collopen.RubenB[OSC] < >; 
Middleton.TimM[OSC] < >; John Doherty > 
Subject: RE: Forensic Register DNA Search Function 
Importance: High 
 
Hi David 
 
Thank you for the advice yesterday regarding disabling the ‘interim’ linking function. We have been advised of an 
issue whereby the FR hasn’t correctly designated an Unknown. We now logged a Bug regarding this. 
 
Our process within the FR for a reportable profile is to compare to the following group of samples: 
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It appears that the dot point 3 search did not occur properly within the FR for the samples identified and advised to 
us. Further checks this morning have shown that the dot point 1 (search against Staff elimination database) appears 
to not be working as well. We are following up on this now and will also check the other dot points. 
 
It appears that the data integrity within the FR is become an issue. Forensic DNA Analysis worked with the QPS to 
automate a number of processes for efficiency but some of these processes are now not working appropriately. Are 
we able to have an audit conducted on the changes made within the FR recently to determine what has been 
affected? 
 
Cheers 
Cathie 

Cathie Allen 
Managing Scientist  

Police Services Stream, Forensic & Scientific Services  
Health Support Queensland, Queensland Health  

p   
a 39 Kessels Road, Coopers Plains, QLD 4108  
e  w www.health.qld.gov.au/healthsupport  

Queensland Health acknowledges the Traditional Owners of the land, and pays respect to Elders past, present and future. 

 

From: Neville.DavidH[OSC] [mailto:Neville.   
Sent: Monday, 11 February 2019 12:48 PM 
To: Cathie Allen 
Cc: McNab.BruceJ[OSC]; Simpfendorfer.GerardM[OSC]; Collopen.RubenB[OSC]; Middleton.TimM[OSC] 
Subject: Forensic Register DNA Search Function 
Importance: High 
 
Hi Cathie 
We have detected some data issues with the FR DNA ’interim’ linking function for. I have asked Tim to disable that 
function until this has been corrected. This does not impact on NCIDD searches. Please give me a call if you need any 
further information. 
 
Regards 
 
David Neville 

 
 
**********************************************************************  
CONFIDENTIALITY: The information contained in this  
electronic mail message and any electronic files attached  
to it may be confidential information, and may also be the  
subject of legal professional privilege and/or public interest  
immunity. If you are not the intended recipient you are  
required to delete it. Any use, disclosure or copying of  
this message and any attachments is unauthorised. If you  
have received this electronic message in error, please  
inform the sender or contact 1300ITPSBA@psba.qld.gov.au.  
This footnote also confirms that this email message has  
been checked for the presence of computer viruses.  
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**********************************************************************  

******************************************************************************** 

This email, including any attachments sent with it, is confidential and for the sole use of the intended recipient(s). This 
confidentiality is not waived or lost, if you receive it and you are not the intended recipient(s), or if it is transmitted/received in 
error. 

Any unauthorised use, alteration, disclosure, distribution or review of this email is strictly prohibited. The information contained 
in this email, including any attachment sent with it, may be subject to a statutory duty of confidentiality if it relates to health 
service matters. 

If you are not the intended recipient(s), or if you have received this email in error, you are asked to immediately notify the 
sender by telephone collect on Australia +61 1800 198 175 or by return email. You should also delete this email, and any copies, 
from your computer system network and destroy any hard copies produced. 

If not an intended recipient of this email, you must not copy, distribute or take any action(s) that relies on it; any form of 
disclosure, modification, distribution and/or publication of this email is also prohibited. 

Although Queensland Health takes all reasonable steps to ensure this email does not contain malicious software, Queensland 
Health does not accept responsibility for the consequences if any person's computer inadvertently suffers any disruption to 
services, loss of information, harm or is infected with a virus, other malicious computer programme or code that may occur as a 
consequence of receiving this email. 

Unless stated otherwise, this email represents only the views of the sender and not the views of the Queensland Government. 

********************************************************************************** 

 
**********************************************************************  
CONFIDENTIALITY: The information contained in this  
electronic mail message and any electronic files attached  
to it may be confidential information, and may also be the  
subject of legal professional privilege and/or public interest  
immunity. If you are not the intended recipient you are  
required to delete it. Any use, disclosure or copying of  
this message and any attachments is unauthorised. If you  
have received this electronic message in error, please  
inform the sender or contact 1300ITPSBA@psba.qld.gov.au.  
This footnote also confirms that this email message has  
been checked for the presence of computer viruses.  
**********************************************************************  
 
**********************************************************************  
CONFIDENTIALITY: The information contained in this  
electronic mail message and any electronic files attached  
to it may be confidential information, and may also be the  
subject of legal professional privilege and/or public interest  
immunity. If you are not the intended recipient you are  
required to delete it. Any use, disclosure or copying of  
this message and any attachments is unauthorised. If you  
have received this electronic message in error, please  
inform the sender or contact 1300ITPSBA@psba.qld.gov.au.  
This footnote also confirms that this email message has  
been checked for the presence of computer viruses.  
**********************************************************************  
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Stoneman.AmyE[CTDFVCOI]

From: Neville.DavidH[OSC]
Sent: Friday, 15 February 2019 16:29
To: Cathie Allen
Cc: John Doherty; McNab.BruceJ[OSC]
Subject: RE: FR DNA profile deletion-further info
Attachments: FW:  Destruction lists - February 2016

Hi Cathie 
I did some random checks of ‘Quality Search’ database as follows: 

o Four records were checked from 2011 which revealed they had all been destroyed. 
o Six records were checked for 2016 which revealed 5 of them had not been destroyed. The records 

included the persons’ barcode identifier together with the profile data. The barcodes for the profiles 
that had not been destroyed were  

o Five records were checked for 2018 which revealed 4 of them had not been destroyed. The records 
included the persons’ barcode identifier together with the profile data. The barcodes for the profiles 
that had not been destroyed were   

Here is a screenshot example of what is stored in the database for each of the barcodes above: 
 

 
If the profile was entered in the search field (screen shot below), the profile together with the barcode would be 
returned.  
 
For the purpose of the check, I got the 2016 barcodes from a destruction list that was sent to QHFSS on 16 February 
2016 (see attached). More than 12 months later, the data that should have been destroyed was uploaded from 
QHFSS holdings to the Forensic Register. I am concerned as to what that holding is and whether it still exists.  
 
I was talking to Troy who said he thought that the ‘Quality Search’ data came from some spreadsheet maintained by 
QHFSS that was used for contamination detection purposes. If this was the case, it might be easier to deal with the 
legacy material. We are going to need information as to where that data actually came from so that the information 
can be treated as per the legislation. 
 
The records checked from 2018 have somehow populated since the database has transferred to the FR. Is there 
someone responsible for deleting this data when destructions are requested? We did not even know of the 
existence of this databased until now. 
 
In any case, we need to make some rather urgent decisions around how the deletions are to occur to comply with 
legislation. We will need some type of strategy forward as to the FR holdings by Monday lunchtime. I have provided 
some options below. 
 
We are also going to need details as to any other holdings where this data needs to be removed 
 
Regards 
 
David Neville 
 
 
 

EXHIBIT 27
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From: Cathie Allen <   
Sent: Friday, 15 February 2019 15:46 
To: Neville.DavidH[OSC] <  
Cc: John Doherty <  
Subject: RE: FR DNA profile deletion-further info 
 
Hi David 
 
I’ve been provided with the 12,000 odd spreadsheet. I’ve searched a few from the spreadsheet in Auslab and they 
have been destroyed from Auslab and NCIDD (ie barcode is still available, but the profile has been removed). So the 
profile is not available for me to search in the below screenshot that you’ve supplied. And there is no field for me to 
attempt searching by the barcode. 
 
The Quality Search is limited to specific Quality team staff members and myself who can access this. A Quality 
search is undertaken by the below screenshot where a profile is obtained from processing and searching is done to 
detect contamination. The search is against the Staff Elimination Database and all ‘saved’ profiles in the FR. This 
would include Auslab data prior to Go Live date in mid-2017. However the barcodes from your spreadsheet that I 
searched in Auslab were destroyed from Auslab in mid-2016 and one from mid-2014, so this doesn’t explain how 
they may be in the ‘Quality Search’ database. Is there a profile associated with the barcodes that you’ve provided? 
Or are they only barcodes? 
 
I’m across where the 12,000 odd barcodes have come from, are you able to advise more detail on this than the 
below? I’m unable to provide you with information about the barcodes in the spreadsheet at this stage. 
 
We don’t have any legacy spreadsheet or database that has reference samples in it as these were stored and 
managed in Auslab. Auslab isn’t used for searching and matching, only NCIDD is used for this purpose. We retain the 
barcode in the system, as we may be asked about that barcode and this way, we’re able to provide some 
information about the barcode. If the barcode is deleted, we don’t have a way of knowing when it was received, 
destroyed etc. 
 
If you’re able to provide more information, I’ll assist where I can. 
 
Cheers 
Cathie 

Cathie Allen 
Managing Scientist  

Police Services Stream, Forensic & Scientific Services  
Health Support Queensland, Queensland Health  

p m   
a 39 Kessels Road, Coopers Plains, QLD 4108  
e w www.health.qld.gov.au/healthsupport  
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Queensland Health acknowledges the Traditional Owners of the land, and pays respect to Elders past, present and future. 

 

From: Neville.DavidH[OSC] [mailto:   
Sent: Friday, 15 February 2019 11:49 AM 
To: Cathie Allen 
Subject: FW: FR DNA profile deletion-further info 
 
Hi Cathie, 
I have some further information that may help you respond to my request below. The profiles of interest on the FR 
are in the in search function called “quality search-Auslab” . A screenshot of the function is as below: 
 

 
 
 
The profiles that are in this database were first uploaded to the FR in July 2017. Profiles have been added to the 
database since that time. Where this data was originally drawn from I am not sure of. Tim thought it was Auslab but 
it may be some other legacy database or spreadsheet etc. Are you able confirm where this was from, please? The 
relevant entries on that legacy system, if it still maintained, would need to be removed. 
 
We will also have to establish some protocols around the maintenance of this database. 
 
Regards 
 
David Neville 
 
 
 
 

From: Neville.DavidH[OSC]  
Sent: Thursday, 14 February 2019 13:54 
To: 'Cathie Allen' <  
Subject: FR DNA profile deletion 
 
Hi Cathie 
The recent issues encountered with the DNA search function of the FR revealed we need to delete some of the DNA 
profiles contained in the FR data files. Some of these are replicates of what is also on Auslab. I understand that John 
has been briefed on the circumstances around this which may need some Auslab work also. I am going to ask Tim to 
delete these profiles from the FR. I think we have a choice of: 

 Deleting the barcode identifier and leaving the profile, or 
 Deleting the profile and leaving the barcode identifier, or 
 Deleting both the profile and the barcode. 
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Do you have any preferences as to how this is done please. 
 
Regards 
 
David Neville 
 
 
**********************************************************************  
CONFIDENTIALITY: The information contained in this  
electronic mail message and any electronic files attached  
to it may be confidential information, and may also be the  
subject of legal professional privilege and/or public interest  
immunity. If you are not the intended recipient you are  
required to delete it. Any use, disclosure or copying of  
this message and any attachments is unauthorised. If you  
have received this electronic message in error, please  
inform the sender or contact 1300ITPSBA@psba.qld.gov.au.  
This footnote also confirms that this email message has  
been checked for the presence of computer viruses.  
**********************************************************************  

******************************************************************************** 

This email, including any attachments sent with it, is confidential and for the sole use of the intended recipient(s). This 
confidentiality is not waived or lost, if you receive it and you are not the intended recipient(s), or if it is transmitted/received in 
error. 

Any unauthorised use, alteration, disclosure, distribution or review of this email is strictly prohibited. The information contained 
in this email, including any attachment sent with it, may be subject to a statutory duty of confidentiality if it relates to health 
service matters. 

If you are not the intended recipient(s), or if you have received this email in error, you are asked to immediately notify the 
sender by telephone collect on Australia +61 1800 198 175 or by return email. You should also delete this email, and any copies, 
from your computer system network and destroy any hard copies produced. 

If not an intended recipient of this email, you must not copy, distribute or take any action(s) that relies on it; any form of 
disclosure, modification, distribution and/or publication of this email is also prohibited. 

Although Queensland Health takes all reasonable steps to ensure this email does not contain malicious software, Queensland 
Health does not accept responsibility for the consequences if any person's computer inadvertently suffers any disruption to 
services, loss of information, harm or is infected with a virus, other malicious computer programme or code that may occur as a 
consequence of receiving this email. 

Unless stated otherwise, this email represents only the views of the sender and not the views of the Queensland Government. 

********************************************************************************** 
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Stoneman.AmyE[CTDFVCOI]

From: McIntyre.OliviaM[OSC]
Sent: Thursday, 7 February 2019 14:08
To: Foxover.StephanP[OSC]; Neville.DavidH[OSC]
Subject: FW:  Destruction lists - February 2016
Attachments: Dest List 1 NCIDD ( ).xlsx; Dest List 2 Not on NCIDD ( ).xlsx

Good afternoon, 
 
Copy of email sent to FSS requesting destruction of samples from February 2016. 
 
Kind regards 
 
 
Olivia McIntyre | DNA Management Officer | Profile Management Team | DNA Management Section 
Forensic Services Group| Operations Support Command | Queensland Police Service  
GPO Box 1440 | Brisbane QLD 4001 | Australia 
Level 4, Police Headquarters | 200 Roma Street | Brisbane QLD 4000 | Australia 
ph: | fax:  

 
 
 

 
 

From: McIntyre.OliviaM[OSC]  
Sent: Tuesday, 16 February 2016 2:14 PM 
To: 'Sharon Johnstone' < 'Luke Ryan (  
< 'Justin Howes' <  
Cc: Collopen.RubenB[OSC] <  
Subject: Destruction lists - February 2016 
 
 
Good afternoon, 
 
Please find attached two spreadsheets of samples for destruction: 
 

 List 1 are samples that are recorded on NCIDD  
 List 2 are samples that are not recorded on NCIDD  

 
The attached list(s) of barcodes relate to DNA samples which require destruction under the provisions of the Police 
Powers and Responsibilities Act 2000. 
 
In order to comply with the PPRA could you please arrange for the physical destruction of the sample, extract and any 
associated analytical documentation to take place. 
 
Where possible a destruction request has been forwarded through the QH/QPS interface.  However in order to comply 
with the PPRA could you please arrange for the physical destruction of the sample, extract and any associated 
analytical documentation.  In keeping with previous arrangements, no confirmation is required of the destruction. 
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If you have any questions you can contact me on the below number. 
 
Kind regards 
 
Olivia McIntyre | DNA Management Officer | Results Management Unit | DNA Management Section 
Forensic Services Group| Operations Support Command 
Phone: (PHQ Extn ) | Fax: (  
Email:  
  

This document is released under s.533 of the Police Powers and Responsibilities Act 2000. Unless authorised, such document and/or its content is not to be 
disseminated to any third party. 
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Stoneman.AmyE[CTDFVCOI]

From: Neville.DavidH[OSC]
Sent: Monday, 18 February 2019 09:25
To: Cathie Allen
Cc: John Doherty
Subject: RE: FR DNA profile deletion-further info

Hi Cathie 
Thanks for your response. It is strange that when you searched that profile it came back with no result. When we 
searched it provided the following results: 
 

 
The QPS undertook the NCIDD destructions. The date of the NCIDD destructions for the barcodes I provided you are 
as follows: 

 – all barcodes were Destroyed from NCIDD on 16 
February 2016 

 all barcodes were Destroyed from NCIDD on 06 February 2018. 
 
If were destroyed in Auslab and NCIDD in 2016, we 
need to work out how they repopulated in 2017 when Auslab data was uploaded to the FR. This data must have 
come from somewhere and I need to identify that source so that it can also be appropriately destroyed. It can’t have 
come from the Forensic Register because that database was not established until 2017.  
 

EXHIBIT 28
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I need to clarify the QPS position on your comment below that “Both organisations were aware that we would need 
to ‘refresh’ the data in the Quality Search due to destructions and changes that were made, however this ‘refresh’ is 
yet to occur”. I am not exactly sure what a ‘refresh’ is, however it has not occurred for over 18 months. This is not 
acceptable as all profile identifiers must be removed simultaneously from all holdings at the time of destruction. 
Periodic ‘refresh’ is not acceptable to the QPS as it does not meet legislative obligations. 
 
I will make some more enquires today with Tim to see if I can assist further in getting to the bottom of this 
 
 
Cheers 
 
David Neville 
 
 
 

From: Cathie Allen <   
Sent: Friday, 15 February 2019 19:01 
To: Neville.DavidH[OSC] <  
Cc: John Doherty < McNab.BruceJ[OSC] <  
Subject: RE: FR DNA profile deletion-further info 
 
Hi David 
 
For ease, I’ve made some notes below against your dot points. 
 
I will provide further information on Tuesday as I am not at work on Monday. 
 
Cheers 
Cathie 

Cathie Allen 
Managing Scientist  

Police Services Stream, Forensic & Scientific Services  
Health Support Queensland, Queensland Health  

p m   
a 39 Kessels Road, Coopers Plains, QLD 4108  
e w www.health.qld.gov.au/healthsupport  

Queensland Health acknowledges the Traditional Owners of the land, and pays respect to Elders past, present and future. 

 

From: Neville.DavidH[OSC] [mailto:   
Sent: Friday, 15 February 2019 4:29 PM 
To: Cathie Allen 
Cc: John Doherty; McNab.BruceJ[OSC] 
Subject: RE: FR DNA profile deletion-further info 
 
Hi Cathie 
I did some random checks of ‘Quality Search’ database as follows: 
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o Four records were checked from 2011 which revealed they had all been destroyed. 
o Six records were checked for 2016 which revealed 5 of them had not been destroyed. The records 

included the persons’ barcode identifier together with the profile data. The barcodes for the profiles 
that had not been destroyed were . 
All of the profiles for these barcodes have been destroyed in Auslab, I’m unable to confirm NCIDD 
this afternoon, but will confirm next week 

o Five records were checked for 2018 which revealed 4 of them had not been destroyed. The records 
included the persons’ barcode identifier together with the profile data. The barcodes for the profiles 
that had not been destroyed were  I will follow up 
on these samples and get back to you next week 

Here is a screenshot example of what is stored in the database for each of the barcodes above: 
 

 
If the profile was entered in the search field (screen shot below), the profile together with the barcode would be 
returned.  
 
I have searched done the Quality Search in the FR for the barcode  and this is what it returned for me (I 
don’t get a match); 

 
For the purpose of the check, I got the 2016 barcodes from a destruction list that was sent to QHFSS on 16 February 
2016 (see attached). More than 12 months later, the data that should have been destroyed was uploaded from 
QHFSS holdings to the Forensic Register. I am concerned as to what that holding is and whether it still exists. I don’t 
think we have reached a conclusion on this yet, as I have searched the Quality Search and I don’t get the same result 
as you, so am wondering if they are within the ‘internal database’ of the FR, but are not searchable. Can we please 
seek further information from Troy or Ben regarding the information within the Quality Search and how it’s 
searched. 
 
I was talking to Troy who said he thought that the ‘Quality Search’ data came from some spreadsheet maintained by 
QHFSS that was used for contamination detection purposes. If this was the case, it might be easier to deal with the 
legacy material. We are going to need information as to where that data actually came from so that the information 
can be treated as per the legislation. Auslab data was provided for upload to FR for contamination detection, 
through the Quality Search function. This was done at the time (just prior to Go Live) and was not kept for ongoing 
use (ie not a maintained spreadsheet / database, the data obtained from Auslab for upload and provided to the 
QPS). Both organisations were aware that we would need to ‘refresh’ the data in the Quality Search due to 
destructions and changes that were made, however this ‘refresh’ is yet to occur. I will arrange for the 9 barcodes 
you’ve listed above to be checked against the Quality Search Data that was provided prior to Go-Live. I will let you 
know of the outcome of this. 
 
The records checked from 2018 have somehow populated since the database has transferred to the FR. Is there 
someone responsible for deleting this data when destructions are requested? We did not even know of the 
existence of this databased until now. The Quality Search database was developed prior to Go-Live in 2017 for the 
purpose of searching a profile suspected to be contamination, to attempt to find the root cause. This Quality Search 
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is limited to 3 staff members – myself and the 2 Quality team members. I will investigate if we have provided more 
data for the Quality Search, however to my knowledge, we haven’t, so I’m confused by the 2018 data being in the 
Quality Search. Regarding destructions, there are processes in place to manage destructions and I will request an 
update from my team regarding the status of destructions and get back to you next week. 
 
In any case, we need to make some rather urgent decisions around how the deletions are to occur to comply with 
legislation. We will need some type of strategy forward as to the FR holdings by Monday lunchtime. I have provided 
some options below. I am away on Monday 18th of Feb, so I’m unable to provide you with information prior to 
Tuesday, 19th of Feb. 
 
We are also going to need details as to any other holdings where this data needs to be removed 
 
Regards 
 
David Neville 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

From: Cathie Allen <   
Sent: Friday, 15 February 2019 15:46 
To: Neville.DavidH[OSC] <  
Cc: John Doherty <  
Subject: RE: FR DNA profile deletion-further info 
 
Hi David 
 
I’ve been provided with the 12,000 odd spreadsheet. I’ve searched a few from the spreadsheet in Auslab and they 
have been destroyed from Auslab and NCIDD (ie barcode is still available, but the profile has been removed). So the 
profile is not available for me to search in the below screenshot that you’ve supplied. And there is no field for me to 
attempt searching by the barcode. 
 
The Quality Search is limited to specific Quality team staff members and myself who can access this. A Quality 
search is undertaken by the below screenshot where a profile is obtained from processing and searching is done to 
detect contamination. The search is against the Staff Elimination Database and all ‘saved’ profiles in the FR. This 
would include Auslab data prior to Go Live date in mid-2017. However the barcodes from your spreadsheet that I 
searched in Auslab were destroyed from Auslab in mid-2016 and one from mid-2014, so this doesn’t explain how 
they may be in the ‘Quality Search’ database. Is there a profile associated with the barcodes that you’ve provided? 
Or are they only barcodes? 
 
I’m across where the 12,000 odd barcodes have come from, are you able to advise more detail on this than the 
below? I’m unable to provide you with information about the barcodes in the spreadsheet at this stage. 
 
We don’t have any legacy spreadsheet or database that has reference samples in it as these were stored and 
managed in Auslab. Auslab isn’t used for searching and matching, only NCIDD is used for this purpose. We retain the 
barcode in the system, as we may be asked about that barcode and this way, we’re able to provide some 
information about the barcode. If the barcode is deleted, we don’t have a way of knowing when it was received, 
destroyed etc. 
 
If you’re able to provide more information, I’ll assist where I can. 
 
Cheers 
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Cathie 

Cathie Allen 
Managing Scientist  

Police Services Stream, Forensic & Scientific Services  
Health Support Queensland, Queensland Health  

p m   
a 39 Kessels Road, Coopers Plains, QLD 4108  
e w www.health.qld.gov.au/healthsupport  

Queensland Health acknowledges the Traditional Owners of the land, and pays respect to Elders past, present and future. 

 

From: Neville.DavidH[OSC] [mailto:   
Sent: Friday, 15 February 2019 11:49 AM 
To: Cathie Allen 
Subject: FW: FR DNA profile deletion-further info 
 
Hi Cathie, 
I have some further information that may help you respond to my request below. The profiles of interest on the FR 
are in the in search function called “quality search-Auslab” . A screenshot of the function is as below: 
 

 
 
 
The profiles that are in this database were first uploaded to the FR in July 2017. Profiles have been added to the 
database since that time. Where this data was originally drawn from I am not sure of. Tim thought it was Auslab but 
it may be some other legacy database or spreadsheet etc. Are you able confirm where this was from, please? The 
relevant entries on that legacy system, if it still maintained, would need to be removed. 
 
We will also have to establish some protocols around the maintenance of this database. 
 
Regards 
 
David Neville 
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From: Neville.DavidH[OSC]  
Sent: Thursday, 14 February 2019 13:54 
To: 'Cathie Allen' <  
Subject: FR DNA profile deletion 
 
Hi Cathie 
The recent issues encountered with the DNA search function of the FR revealed we need to delete some of the DNA 
profiles contained in the FR data files. Some of these are replicates of what is also on Auslab. I understand that John 
has been briefed on the circumstances around this which may need some Auslab work also. I am going to ask Tim to 
delete these profiles from the FR. I think we have a choice of: 

 Deleting the barcode identifier and leaving the profile, or 
 Deleting the profile and leaving the barcode identifier, or 
 Deleting both the profile and the barcode. 

Do you have any preferences as to how this is done please. 
 
Regards 
 
David Neville 
 
 
**********************************************************************  
CONFIDENTIALITY: The information contained in this  
electronic mail message and any electronic files attached  
to it may be confidential information, and may also be the  
subject of legal professional privilege and/or public interest  
immunity. If you are not the intended recipient you are  
required to delete it. Any use, disclosure or copying of  
this message and any attachments is unauthorised. If you  
have received this electronic message in error, please  
inform the sender or contact 1300ITPSBA@psba.qld.gov.au.  
This footnote also confirms that this email message has  
been checked for the presence of computer viruses.  
**********************************************************************  

******************************************************************************** 

This email, including any attachments sent with it, is confidential and for the sole use of the intended recipient(s). This 
confidentiality is not waived or lost, if you receive it and you are not the intended recipient(s), or if it is transmitted/received in 
error. 

Any unauthorised use, alteration, disclosure, distribution or review of this email is strictly prohibited. The information contained 
in this email, including any attachment sent with it, may be subject to a statutory duty of confidentiality if it relates to health 
service matters. 

If you are not the intended recipient(s), or if you have received this email in error, you are asked to immediately notify the 
sender by telephone collect on Australia +61 1800 198 175 or by return email. You should also delete this email, and any copies, 
from your computer system network and destroy any hard copies produced. 

If not an intended recipient of this email, you must not copy, distribute or take any action(s) that relies on it; any form of 
disclosure, modification, distribution and/or publication of this email is also prohibited. 

Although Queensland Health takes all reasonable steps to ensure this email does not contain malicious software, Queensland 
Health does not accept responsibility for the consequences if any person's computer inadvertently suffers any disruption to 
services, loss of information, harm or is infected with a virus, other malicious computer programme or code that may occur as a 
consequence of receiving this email. 

Unless stated otherwise, this email represents only the views of the sender and not the views of the Queensland Government. 

********************************************************************************** 
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**********************************************************************  
CONFIDENTIALITY: The information contained in this  
electronic mail message and any electronic files attached  
to it may be confidential information, and may also be the  
subject of legal professional privilege and/or public interest  
immunity. If you are not the intended recipient you are  
required to delete it. Any use, disclosure or copying of  
this message and any attachments is unauthorised. If you  
have received this electronic message in error, please  
inform the sender or contact 1300ITPSBA@psba.qld.gov.au.  
This footnote also confirms that this email message has  
been checked for the presence of computer viruses.  
**********************************************************************  
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Stoneman.AmyE[CTDFVCOI]

From: Neville.DavidH[OSC]
Sent: Monday, 18 February 2019 14:25
To: Cathie Allen
Cc: John Doherty; McNab.BruceJ[OSC]
Subject: RE: FR DNA profile deletion-further info
Attachments: destruction_auslab.xlsx

Hi Cathie,  
Given the urgency of this situation and because you are away today, I have undertaken some more enquires at my 
end to assist you to provide the information I need when you return tomorrow.  
 
There are two FR search functions that are limited to only four QHFSS members including yourself. The first is the 
‘Quality Search’ which is the one you undertook below. This function searches all of the contemporary Forensic 
Register holdings including the staff elimination database as you have described below. If no profile is obtained in 
this search, the user has the option to undertake another search through a second screen called the ‘Quality Search 
– AUSLAB’. This search examines a separate data table which contains legacy data from Auslab which was uploaded 
to the FR on 31/7/17. 
 
The ‘Quality Search – AUSLAB’ data table was populated from information provided to the QPS in 4 separate 
spreadsheets on 28/7/18. The spreadsheets contained Auslab profile data as at 27/7/17. I have only provided a 
screenshot of the XL spreadsheet files that were provided because I did not want to once again replicate the 
databases in an email to you. 
 
 

 
I searched the spreadsheets and found that barcode  and associated profile is on the file named 
QSEARCG9FTAR_20170727. I did not search any of the other barcodes I gave you but I am confident they would be 
there given this was the source data for the “Quality Search-AUSLAB” function. Tim has confirmed this.  
 
I was incorrect in my assumption that data was being populated into the ‘Quality Search – AUSLAB’ data table since 
its creation. It has not had any additions to it since it was created. The profiles listed below that were destroyed on 
NCIDD in 2018 were from testing that was undertaken in the first quarter of 2017.  
 
Previously QHFSS was provided a list of about 12,000 profiles that should have been destroyed. This list was 
compared against the ‘Quality Search-AUSLAB’ data table which revealed about 4000 profiles were still present 
which should have been destroyed. The destruction process seems to be ineffective about 1/3rd of the time. A list of 
the barcodes for these unlawful profiles is attached. I can confirm that everyone had the identifier with the actual 
profile but I did not include the profiles in the spreadsheet for obvious reasons. 
 
I can easily have Tim remove the information contained in the attached spreadsheet from the ‘Quality Search – 
AUSLAB’ data table. However, I only have an accurate list of destroyable profiles back to March 2012. I suspect there 
will be others in the table that were meant to be destroyed prior to that time. Therefore, if we only delete this 
information, there is a high likelihood that earlier unlawful profiles might remain. I am therefore recommending that 
the entire table be deleted.  
 

EXHIBIT 29
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Tomorrow we are going to have to delete information from the FR to comply with legislation. We have a few 
options: 

1. Delete the entire ‘Quality Search – AUSLAB’ data table 
2. Delete the all of the information that relates to profiles that should have been destroyed (i.e. delete the 

barcode and profile for the ones in the attached XL spreadsheet) 
3. Delete the barcodes for the profiles that should have been destroyed leaving only the deidentified profile 

information 
4. Delete the profile information for the profiles that should have been destroyed leaving only the barcode 

identifier. 
 
This leaves us with determining what profile information may be still present in Auslab given the data was extracted 
from that system on 27/7/2017. I will need information as to where the destroyable data was actually extracted 
from on 27/7/17 in terms of data tables, file stores etc. All of this is going to have to be sanitised to meet the 
requirements of legislation. I understand the tables (XL Spreadsheets) have also been replicated in emails within 
QHFSS, between QPS and QHFSS, and within QPS. All of these emails will need to be permanently deleted which will 
require an audit of the email trails. If the XL files were also included in Visual Studio (or FRIP equivalent development 
software), they will need to be removed from that place also.  
 
Finally, we need to establish some information security protocols which limit the duplication and distribution of this 
information outside of approved secure databases. 
 
I hope that this helps you provide some advice back tomorrow before lunch in terms of what to delete on the FR.  
 
Regards  
 
David Neville 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

From: Neville.DavidH[OSC]  
Sent: Monday, 18 February 2019 09:25 
To: Cathie Allen <  
Cc: John Doherty <  
Subject: RE: FR DNA profile deletion-further info 
 
Hi Cathie 
Thanks for your response. It is strange that when you searched that profile it came back with no result. When we 
searched it provided the following results: 
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The QPS undertook the NCIDD destructions. The date of the NCIDD destructions for the barcodes I provided you are 
as follows: 

 – all barcodes were Destroyed from NCIDD on 16 
February 2016 

 – all barcodes were Destroyed from NCIDD on 06 February 2018. 
 
If were destroyed in Auslab and NCIDD in 2016, we 
need to work out how they repopulated in 2017 when Auslab data was uploaded to the FR. This data must have 
come from somewhere and I need to identify that source so that it can also be appropriately destroyed. It can’t have 
come from the Forensic Register because that database was not established until 2017.  
 
I need to clarify the QPS position on your comment below that “Both organisations were aware that we would need 
to ‘refresh’ the data in the Quality Search due to destructions and changes that were made, however this ‘refresh’ is 
yet to occur”. I am not exactly sure what a ‘refresh’ is, however it has not occurred for over 18 months. This is not 
acceptable as all profile identifiers must be removed simultaneously from all holdings at the time of destruction. 
Periodic ‘refresh’ is not acceptable to the QPS as it does not meet legislative obligations. 
 
I will make some more enquires today with Tim to see if I can assist further in getting to the bottom of this 
 
 
Cheers 
 
David Neville 
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From: Cathie Allen <   
Sent: Friday, 15 February 2019 19:01 
To: Neville.DavidH[OSC] <  
Cc: John Doherty < McNab.BruceJ[OSC] <  
Subject: RE: FR DNA profile deletion-further info 
 
Hi David 
 
For ease, I’ve made some notes below against your dot points. 
 
I will provide further information on Tuesday as I am not at work on Monday. 
 
Cheers 
Cathie 

Cathie Allen 
Managing Scientist  

Police Services Stream, Forensic & Scientific Services  
Health Support Queensland, Queensland Health  

p m   
a 39 Kessels Road, Coopers Plains, QLD 4108  
e w www.health.qld.gov.au/healthsupport  

Queensland Health acknowledges the Traditional Owners of the land, and pays respect to Elders past, present and future. 

 

From: Neville.DavidH[OSC] [mailto:   
Sent: Friday, 15 February 2019 4:29 PM 
To: Cathie Allen 
Cc: John Doherty; McNab.BruceJ[OSC] 
Subject: RE: FR DNA profile deletion-further info 
 
Hi Cathie 
I did some random checks of ‘Quality Search’ database as follows: 

o Four records were checked from 2011 which revealed they had all been destroyed. 
o Six records were checked for 2016 which revealed 5 of them had not been destroyed. The records 

included the persons’ barcode identifier together with the profile data. The barcodes for the profiles 
that had not been destroyed were  
All of the profiles for these barcodes have been destroyed in Auslab, I’m unable to confirm NCIDD 
this afternoon, but will confirm next week 

o Five records were checked for 2018 which revealed 4 of them had not been destroyed. The records 
included the persons’ barcode identifier together with the profile data. The barcodes for the profiles 
that had not been destroyed were  I will follow up 
on these samples and get back to you next week 

Here is a screenshot example of what is stored in the database for each of the barcodes above: 
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If the profile was entered in the search field (screen shot below), the profile together with the barcode would be 
returned.  
 
I have searched done the Quality Search in the FR for the barcode  and this is what it returned for me (I 
don’t get a match); 

 
For the purpose of the check, I got the 2016 barcodes from a destruction list that was sent to QHFSS on 16 February 
2016 (see attached). More than 12 months later, the data that should have been destroyed was uploaded from 
QHFSS holdings to the Forensic Register. I am concerned as to what that holding is and whether it still exists. I don’t 
think we have reached a conclusion on this yet, as I have searched the Quality Search and I don’t get the same result 
as you, so am wondering if they are within the ‘internal database’ of the FR, but are not searchable. Can we please 
seek further information from Troy or Ben regarding the information within the Quality Search and how it’s 
searched. 
 
I was talking to Troy who said he thought that the ‘Quality Search’ data came from some spreadsheet maintained by 
QHFSS that was used for contamination detection purposes. If this was the case, it might be easier to deal with the 
legacy material. We are going to need information as to where that data actually came from so that the information 
can be treated as per the legislation. Auslab data was provided for upload to FR for contamination detection, 
through the Quality Search function. This was done at the time (just prior to Go Live) and was not kept for ongoing 
use (ie not a maintained spreadsheet / database, the data obtained from Auslab for upload and provided to the 
QPS). Both organisations were aware that we would need to ‘refresh’ the data in the Quality Search due to 
destructions and changes that were made, however this ‘refresh’ is yet to occur. I will arrange for the 9 barcodes 
you’ve listed above to be checked against the Quality Search Data that was provided prior to Go-Live. I will let you 
know of the outcome of this. 
 
The records checked from 2018 have somehow populated since the database has transferred to the FR. Is there 
someone responsible for deleting this data when destructions are requested? We did not even know of the 
existence of this databased until now. The Quality Search database was developed prior to Go-Live in 2017 for the 
purpose of searching a profile suspected to be contamination, to attempt to find the root cause. This Quality Search 
is limited to 3 staff members – myself and the 2 Quality team members. I will investigate if we have provided more 
data for the Quality Search, however to my knowledge, we haven’t, so I’m confused by the 2018 data being in the 
Quality Search. Regarding destructions, there are processes in place to manage destructions and I will request an 
update from my team regarding the status of destructions and get back to you next week. 
 
In any case, we need to make some rather urgent decisions around how the deletions are to occur to comply with 
legislation. We will need some type of strategy forward as to the FR holdings by Monday lunchtime. I have provided 
some options below. I am away on Monday 18th of Feb, so I’m unable to provide you with information prior to 
Tuesday, 19th of Feb. 
 
We are also going to need details as to any other holdings where this data needs to be removed 
 
Regards 
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David Neville 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

From: Cathie Allen <   
Sent: Friday, 15 February 2019 15:46 
To: Neville.DavidH[OSC] <  
Cc: John Doherty <  
Subject: RE: FR DNA profile deletion-further info 
 
Hi David 
 
I’ve been provided with the 12,000 odd spreadsheet. I’ve searched a few from the spreadsheet in Auslab and they 
have been destroyed from Auslab and NCIDD (ie barcode is still available, but the profile has been removed). So the 
profile is not available for me to search in the below screenshot that you’ve supplied. And there is no field for me to 
attempt searching by the barcode. 
 
The Quality Search is limited to specific Quality team staff members and myself who can access this. A Quality 
search is undertaken by the below screenshot where a profile is obtained from processing and searching is done to 
detect contamination. The search is against the Staff Elimination Database and all ‘saved’ profiles in the FR. This 
would include Auslab data prior to Go Live date in mid-2017. However the barcodes from your spreadsheet that I 
searched in Auslab were destroyed from Auslab in mid-2016 and one from mid-2014, so this doesn’t explain how 
they may be in the ‘Quality Search’ database. Is there a profile associated with the barcodes that you’ve provided? 
Or are they only barcodes? 
 
I’m across where the 12,000 odd barcodes have come from, are you able to advise more detail on this than the 
below? I’m unable to provide you with information about the barcodes in the spreadsheet at this stage. 
 
We don’t have any legacy spreadsheet or database that has reference samples in it as these were stored and 
managed in Auslab. Auslab isn’t used for searching and matching, only NCIDD is used for this purpose. We retain the 
barcode in the system, as we may be asked about that barcode and this way, we’re able to provide some 
information about the barcode. If the barcode is deleted, we don’t have a way of knowing when it was received, 
destroyed etc. 
 
If you’re able to provide more information, I’ll assist where I can. 
 
Cheers 
Cathie 

Cathie Allen 
Managing Scientist  

Police Services Stream, Forensic & Scientific Services  
Health Support Queensland, Queensland Health  
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p m   
a 39 Kessels Road, Coopers Plains, QLD 4108  
e w www.health.qld.gov.au/healthsupport  

Queensland Health acknowledges the Traditional Owners of the land, and pays respect to Elders past, present and future. 

 

From: Neville.DavidH[OSC] [mailto:   
Sent: Friday, 15 February 2019 11:49 AM 
To: Cathie Allen 
Subject: FW: FR DNA profile deletion-further info 
 
Hi Cathie, 
I have some further information that may help you respond to my request below. The profiles of interest on the FR 
are in the in search function called “quality search-Auslab” . A screenshot of the function is as below: 
 

 
 
 
The profiles that are in this database were first uploaded to the FR in July 2017. Profiles have been added to the 
database since that time. Where this data was originally drawn from I am not sure of. Tim thought it was Auslab but 
it may be some other legacy database or spreadsheet etc. Are you able confirm where this was from, please? The 
relevant entries on that legacy system, if it still maintained, would need to be removed. 
 
We will also have to establish some protocols around the maintenance of this database. 
 
Regards 
 
David Neville 
 
 
 
 

From: Neville.DavidH[OSC]  
Sent: Thursday, 14 February 2019 13:54 
To: 'Cathie Allen' <  
Subject: FR DNA profile deletion 
 
Hi Cathie 
The recent issues encountered with the DNA search function of the FR revealed we need to delete some of the DNA 
profiles contained in the FR data files. Some of these are replicates of what is also on Auslab. I understand that John 
has been briefed on the circumstances around this which may need some Auslab work also. I am going to ask Tim to 
delete these profiles from the FR. I think we have a choice of: 
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 Deleting the barcode identifier and leaving the profile, or 
 Deleting the profile and leaving the barcode identifier, or 
 Deleting both the profile and the barcode. 

Do you have any preferences as to how this is done please. 
 
Regards 
 
David Neville 
 
 
**********************************************************************  
CONFIDENTIALITY: The information contained in this  
electronic mail message and any electronic files attached  
to it may be confidential information, and may also be the  
subject of legal professional privilege and/or public interest  
immunity. If you are not the intended recipient you are  
required to delete it. Any use, disclosure or copying of  
this message and any attachments is unauthorised. If you  
have received this electronic message in error, please  
inform the sender or contact 1300ITPSBA@psba.qld.gov.au.  
This footnote also confirms that this email message has  
been checked for the presence of computer viruses.  
**********************************************************************  

******************************************************************************** 

This email, including any attachments sent with it, is confidential and for the sole use of the intended recipient(s). This 
confidentiality is not waived or lost, if you receive it and you are not the intended recipient(s), or if it is transmitted/received in 
error. 

Any unauthorised use, alteration, disclosure, distribution or review of this email is strictly prohibited. The information contained 
in this email, including any attachment sent with it, may be subject to a statutory duty of confidentiality if it relates to health 
service matters. 

If you are not the intended recipient(s), or if you have received this email in error, you are asked to immediately notify the 
sender by telephone collect on Australia +61 1800 198 175 or by return email. You should also delete this email, and any copies, 
from your computer system network and destroy any hard copies produced. 

If not an intended recipient of this email, you must not copy, distribute or take any action(s) that relies on it; any form of 
disclosure, modification, distribution and/or publication of this email is also prohibited. 

Although Queensland Health takes all reasonable steps to ensure this email does not contain malicious software, Queensland 
Health does not accept responsibility for the consequences if any person's computer inadvertently suffers any disruption to 
services, loss of information, harm or is infected with a virus, other malicious computer programme or code that may occur as a 
consequence of receiving this email. 

Unless stated otherwise, this email represents only the views of the sender and not the views of the Queensland Government. 

********************************************************************************** 

 
**********************************************************************  
CONFIDENTIALITY: The information contained in this  
electronic mail message and any electronic files attached  
to it may be confidential information, and may also be the  
subject of legal professional privilege and/or public interest  
immunity. If you are not the intended recipient you are  
required to delete it. Any use, disclosure or copying of  
this message and any attachments is unauthorised. If you  
have received this electronic message in error, please  
inform the sender or contact 1300ITPSBA@psba.qld.gov.au.  
This footnote also confirms that this email message has  
been checked for the presence of computer viruses.  
**********************************************************************  
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Stoneman.AmyE[CTDFVCOI]

From: Neville.DavidH[OSC]
Sent: Monday, 18 February 2019 17:11
To: Cathie Allen
Subject: Re: FR DNA profile deletion-further info

Cathie, I must clarify that the 4 spreadsheets were provided to us on 28/7/17, not in 2018 as mistakenly 

indicated below. 

David  

 

Get Outlook for iOS 

From: Neville.DavidH[OSC] <  

Sent: Monday, February 18, 2019 2:25 pm 

To: Cathie Allen 

Cc: John Doherty; McNab.BruceJ[OSC] 

Subject: RE: FR DNA profile deletion-further info  

Hi Cathie,  

Given the urgency of this situation and because you are away today, I have undertaken some more enquires at my 

end to assist you to provide the information I need when you return tomorrow.  

There are two FR search functions that are limited to only four QHFSS members including yourself. The first is the 

‘Quality Search’ which is the one you undertook below. This function searches all of the contemporary Forensic 

Register holdings including the staff elimination database as you have described below. If no profile is obtained in 

this search, the user has the option to undertake another search through a second screen called the ‘Quality Search 

– AUSLAB’. This search examines a separate data table which contains legacy data from Auslab which was uploaded 

to the FR on 31/7/17. 

The ‘Quality Search – AUSLAB’ data table was populated from information provided to the QPS in 4 separate 

spreadsheets on 28/7/18. The spreadsheets contained Auslab profile data as at 27/7/17. I have only provided a 

screenshot of the XL spreadsheet files that were provided because I did not want to once again replicate the 

databases in an email to you. 

I searched the spreadsheets and found that barcode  and associated profile is on the file named 

QSEARCG9FTAR_20170727. I did not search any of the other barcodes I gave you but I am confident they would be 

there given this was the source data for the “Quality Search-AUSLAB” function. Tim has confirmed this. 

EXHIBIT 30
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I was incorrect in my assumption that data was being populated into the ‘Quality Search – AUSLAB’ data table since 

its creation. It has not had any additions to it since it was created. The profiles listed below that were destroyed on 

NCIDD in 2018 were from testing that was undertaken in the first quarter of 2017.  

Previously QHFSS was provided a list of about 12,000 profiles that should have been destroyed. This list was 

compared against the ‘Quality Search-AUSLAB’ data table which revealed about 4000 profiles were still present 

which should have been destroyed. The destruction process seems to be ineffective about 1/3rd of the time. A list of 

the barcodes for these unlawful profiles is attached. I can confirm that everyone had the identifier with the actual 

profile but I did not include the profiles in the spreadsheet for obvious reasons. 

I can easily have Tim remove the information contained in the attached spreadsheet from the ‘Quality Search – 

AUSLAB’ data table. However, I only have an accurate list of destroyable profiles back to March 2012. I suspect there 

will be others in the table that were meant to be destroyed prior to that time. Therefore, if we only delete this 

information, there is a high likelihood that earlier unlawful profiles might remain. I am therefore recommending that 

the entire table be deleted.  

Tomorrow we are going to have to delete information from the FR to comply with legislation. We have a few 

options: 

1. Delete the entire ‘Quality Search – AUSLAB’ data table 

2. Delete the all of the information that relates to profiles that should have been destroyed (i.e. delete the 

barcode and profile for the ones in the attached XL spreadsheet) 

3. Delete the barcodes for the profiles that should have been destroyed leaving only the deidentified profile 

information 

4. Delete the profile information for the profiles that should have been destroyed leaving only the barcode 

identifier. 

This leaves us with determining what profile information may be still present in Auslab given the data was extracted 

from that system on 27/7/2017. I will need information as to where the destroyable data was actually extracted 

from on 27/7/17 in terms of data tables, file stores etc. All of this is going to have to be sanitised to meet the 

requirements of legislation. I understand the tables (XL Spreadsheets) have also been replicated in emails within 

QHFSS, between QPS and QHFSS, and within QPS. All of these emails will need to be permanently deleted which will 

require an audit of the email trails. If the XL files were also included in Visual Studio (or FRIP equivalent development 

software), they will need to be removed from that place also.  

Finally, we need to establish some information security protocols which limit the duplication and distribution of this 

information outside of approved secure databases. 

I hope that this helps you provide some advice back tomorrow before lunch in terms of what to delete on the FR. 

Regards  

David Neville 

From: Neville.DavidH[OSC] 

Sent: Monday, 18 February 2019 09:25 

To: Cathie Allen <  
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Cc: John Doherty <  

Subject: RE: FR DNA profile deletion-further info 

Hi Cathie 

Thanks for your response. It is strange that when you searched that profile it came back with no result. When we 

searched it provided the following results: 

The QPS undertook the NCIDD destructions. The date of the NCIDD destructions for the barcodes I provided you are 

as follows: 

 –all barcodes were Destroyed from NCIDD on 16 

February 2016 

 – all barcodes were Destroyed from NCIDD on 06 February 2018. 

If  were destroyed in Auslab and NCIDD in 2016, we 

need to work out how they repopulated in 2017 when Auslab data was uploaded to the FR. This data must have 

come from somewhere and I need to identify that source so that it can also be appropriately destroyed. It can’t have 

come from the Forensic Register because that database was not established until 2017.  

I need to clarify the QPS position on your comment below that “Both organisations were aware that we would need 

to ‘refresh’ the data in the Quality Search due to destructions and changes that were made, however this ‘refresh’ is 

yet to occur”. I am not exactly sure what a ‘refresh’ is, however it has not occurred for over 18 months. This is not 
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acceptable as all profile identifiers must be removed simultaneously from all holdings at the time of destruction. 

Periodic ‘refresh’ is not acceptable to the QPS as it does not meet legislative obligations. 

I will make some more enquires today with Tim to see if I can assist further in getting to the bottom of this 

Cheers 

David Neville 

From: Cathie Allen <  

Sent: Friday, 15 February 2019 19:01 

To: Neville.DavidH[OSC] <  

Cc: John Doherty < McNab.BruceJ[OSC] <  

Subject: RE: FR DNA profile deletion-further info 

Hi David 

For ease, I’ve made some notes below against your dot points. 

I will provide further information on Tuesday as I am not at work on Monday. 

Cheers 

Cathie 

Cathie Allen 

Managing Scientist 
Police Services Stream, Forensic & Scientific Services 
Health Support Queensland, Queensland Health 

m  
a39 Kessels Road, Coopers Plains, QLD 4108 

w www.health.qld.gov.au/healthsupport 

Queensland Health acknowledges the Traditional Owners of the land, and pays respect to Elders past, present and future. 

From: Neville.DavidH[OSC] [mailto:  

Sent: Friday, 15 February 2019 4:29 PM 

To: Cathie Allen 

Cc: John Doherty; McNab.BruceJ[OSC] 

Subject: RE: FR DNA profile deletion-further info 

Hi Cathie 

I did some random checks of ‘Quality Search’ database as follows: 

o Four records were checked from 2011 which revealed they had all been destroyed. 

o Six records were checked for 2016 which revealed 5 of them had not been destroyed. The records 
included the persons’ barcode identifier together with the profile data. The barcodes for the profiles 
that had not been destroyed were  
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All of the profiles for these barcodes have been destroyed in Auslab, I’m unable to confirm NCIDD 
this afternoon, but will confirm next week 

o Five records were checked for 2018 which revealed 4 of them had not been destroyed. The records 
included the persons’ barcode identifier together with the profile data. The barcodes for the profiles 
that had not been destroyed were  I will follow up 
on these samples and get back to you next week 

Here is a screenshot example of what is stored in the database for each of the barcodes above: 

If the profile was entered in the search field (screen shot below), the profile together with the barcode would be 
returned.  

I have searched done the Quality Search in the FR for the barcode  and this is what it returned for me (I 
don’t get a match); 

For the purpose of the check, I got the 2016 barcodes from a destruction list that was sent to QHFSS on 16 February 

2016 (see attached). More than 12 months later, the data that should have been destroyed was uploaded from 

QHFSS holdings to the Forensic Register. I am concerned as to what that holding is and whether it still exists. I don’t 

think we have reached a conclusion on this yet, as I have searched the Quality Search and I don’t get the same result 

as you, so am wondering if they are within the ‘internal database’ of the FR, but are not searchable. Can we please 

seek further information from Troy or Ben regarding the information within the Quality Search and how it’s 

searched. 

I was talking to Troy who said he thought that the ‘Quality Search’ data came from some spreadsheet maintained by 

QHFSS that was used for contamination detection purposes. If this was the case, it might be easier to deal with the 

legacy material. We are going to need information as to where that data actually came from so that the information 

can be treated as per the legislation. Auslab data was provided for upload to FR for contamination detection, 

through the Quality Search function. This was done at the time (just prior to Go Live) and was not kept for ongoing 

use (ie not a maintained spreadsheet / database, the data obtained from Auslab for upload and provided to the 

QPS). Both organisations were aware that we would need to ‘refresh’ the data in the Quality Search due to 

destructions and changes that were made, however this ‘refresh’ is yet to occur. I will arrange for the 9 barcodes 

you’ve listed above to be checked against the Quality Search Data that was provided prior to Go-Live. I will let you 

know of the outcome of this. 
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The records checked from 2018 have somehow populated since the database has transferred to the FR. Is there 

someone responsible for deleting this data when destructions are requested? We did not even know of the 

existence of this databased until now. The Quality Search database was developed prior to Go-Live in 2017 for the 

purpose of searching a profile suspected to be contamination, to attempt to find the root cause. This Quality Search 

is limited to 3 staff members – myself and the 2 Quality team members. I will investigate if we have provided more 

data for the Quality Search, however to my knowledge, we haven’t, so I’m confused by the 2018 data being in the 

Quality Search. Regarding destructions, there are processes in place to manage destructions and I will request an 

update from my team regarding the status of destructions and get back to you next week. 

In any case, we need to make some rather urgent decisions around how the deletions are to occur to comply with 

legislation. We will need some type of strategy forward as to the FR holdings by Monday lunchtime. I have provided 

some options below. I am away on Monday 18th of Feb, so I’m unable to provide you with information prior to 

Tuesday, 19th of Feb. 

We are also going to need details as to any other holdings where this data needs to be removed 

Regards 

David Neville 

From: Cathie Allen <  

Sent: Friday, 15 February 2019 15:46 

To: Neville.DavidH[OSC] <  

Cc: John Doherty <  

Subject: RE: FR DNA profile deletion-further info 

Hi David 

I’ve been provided with the 12,000 odd spreadsheet. I’ve searched a few from the spreadsheet in Auslab and they 

have been destroyed from Auslab and NCIDD (ie barcode is still available, but the profile has been removed). So the 

profile is not available for me to search in the below screenshot that you’ve supplied. And there is no field for me to 

attempt searching by the barcode. 

The Quality Search is limited to specific Quality team staff members and myself who can access this. A Quality 

search is undertaken by the below screenshot where a profile is obtained from processing and searching is done to 

detect contamination. The search is against the Staff Elimination Database and all ‘saved’ profiles in the FR. This 

would include Auslab data prior to Go Live date in mid-2017. However the barcodes from your spreadsheet that I 

searched in Auslab were destroyed from Auslab in mid-2016 and one from mid-2014, so this doesn’t explain how 

they may be in the ‘Quality Search’ database. Is there a profile associated with the barcodes that you’ve provided? 

Or are they only barcodes? 

I’m across where the 12,000 odd barcodes have come from, are you able to advise more detail on this than the 

below? I’m unable to provide you with information about the barcodes in the spreadsheet at this stage. 

We don’t have any legacy spreadsheet or database that has reference samples in it as these were stored and 

managed in Auslab. Auslab isn’t used for searching and matching, only NCIDD is used for this purpose. We retain the 

barcode in the system, as we may be asked about that barcode and this way, we’re able to provide some 
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information about the barcode. If the barcode is deleted, we don’t have a way of knowing when it was received, 

destroyed etc. 

If you’re able to provide more information, I’ll assist where I can. 

Cheers 

Cathie 

Cathie Allen 

Managing Scientist 
Police Services Stream, Forensic & Scientific Services 
Health Support Queensland, Queensland Health 

m  
a39 Kessels Road, Coopers Plains, QLD 4108 

w www.health.qld.gov.au/healthsupport 

Queensland Health acknowledges the Traditional Owners of the land, and pays respect to Elders past, present and future. 

From: Neville.DavidH[OSC] [mailto:  

Sent: Friday, 15 February 2019 11:49 AM 

To: Cathie Allen 

Subject: FW: FR DNA profile deletion-further info 

Hi Cathie, 

I have some further information that may help you respond to my request below. The profiles of interest on the FR 

are in the in search function called “quality search-Auslab” . A screenshot of the function is as below: 

 

The profiles that are in this database were first uploaded to the FR in July 2017. Profiles have been added to the 

database since that time. Where this data was originally drawn from I am not sure of. Tim thought it was Auslab but 

it may be some other legacy database or spreadsheet etc. Are you able confirm where this was from, please? The 

relevant entries on that legacy system, if it still maintained, would need to be removed. 

We will also have to establish some protocols around the maintenance of this database. 

Regards 

David Neville 
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From: Neville.DavidH[OSC] 

Sent: Thursday, 14 February 2019 13:54 

To: 'Cathie Allen' <  

Subject: FR DNA profile deletion 

Hi Cathie 

The recent issues encountered with the DNA search function of the FR revealed we need to delete some of the DNA 

profiles contained in the FR data files. Some of these are replicates of what is also on Auslab. I understand that John 

has been briefed on the circumstances around this which may need some Auslab work also. I am going to ask Tim to 

delete these profiles from the FR. I think we have a choice of: 

 Deleting the barcode identifier and leaving the profile, or 

 Deleting the profile and leaving the barcode identifier, or 

 Deleting both the profile and the barcode. 

Do you have any preferences as to how this is done please. 

Regards 

David Neville 

********************************************************************** 
CONFIDENTIALITY: The information contained in this 
electronic mail message and any electronic files attached 
to it may be confidential information, and may also be the 
subject of legal professional privilege and/or public interest 
immunity. If you are not the intended recipient you are 
required to delete it. Any use, disclosure or copying of 
this message and any attachments is unauthorised. If you 
have received this electronic message in error, please 
inform the sender or contact1300ITPSBA@psba.qld.gov.au. 
This footnote also confirms that this email message has 
been checked for the presence of computer viruses. 
********************************************************************** 

******************************************************************************** 

This email, including any attachments sent with it, is confidential and for the sole use of the intended recipient(s). This 

confidentiality is not waived or lost, if you receive it and you are not the intended recipient(s), or if it is 

transmitted/received in error. 

Any unauthorised use, alteration, disclosure, distribution or review of this email is strictly prohibited. The information 

contained in this email, including any attachment sent with it, may be subject to a statutory duty of confidentiality if it 

relates to health service matters. 

If you are not the intended recipient(s), or if you have received this email in error, you are asked to immediately notify 

the sender by telephone collect on Australia +61 1800 198 175 or by return email. You should also delete this email, 

and any copies, from your computer system network and destroy any hard copies produced. 

If not an intended recipient of this email, you must not copy, distribute or take any action(s) that relies on it; any form 

of disclosure, modification, distribution and/or publication of this email is also prohibited. 
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Although Queensland Health takes all reasonable steps to ensure this email does not contain malicious software, 

Queensland Health does not accept responsibility for the consequences if any person's computer inadvertently 

suffers any disruption to services, loss of information, harm or is infected with a virus, other malicious computer 

programme or code that may occur as a consequence of receiving this email. 

Unless stated otherwise, this email represents only the views of the sender and not the views of the Queensland 

Government. 

********************************************************************************** 

********************************************************************** 
CONFIDENTIALITY: The information contained in this 
electronic mail message and any electronic files attached 
to it may be confidential information, and may also be the 
subject of legal professional privilege and/or public interest 
immunity. If you are not the intended recipient you are 
required to delete it. Any use, disclosure or copying of 
this message and any attachments is unauthorised. If you 
have received this electronic message in error, please 
inform the sender or contact1300ITPSBA@psba.qld.gov.au. 
This footnote also confirms that this email message has 
been checked for the presence of computer viruses. 
********************************************************************** 
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Stoneman.AmyE[CTDFVCOI]

From: Neville.DavidH[OSC]
Sent: Tuesday, 19 February 2019 08:53
To: Cathie Allen
Cc: John Doherty; McNab.BruceJ[OSC]
Subject: Re: FR DNA profile deletion-further info

Hi Cathie 
I do not have access. The search was undertaken by Tim as an administrator. The only officers with qps that have 
access are Tim and Ben who are administrators of the system.  
David Neville 
 
Get Outlook for iOS 

From: Cathie Allen <  
Sent: Tuesday, February 19, 2019 8:48 am 
To: Neville.DavidH[OSC] 
Cc: John Doherty; McNab.BruceJ[OSC] 
Subject: RE: FR DNA profile deletion-further info  
Hi David 
Thank you for the additional information below. I will get back to you later today regarding this. 
Can you please confirm the date that your FR access included the Quality Search and Staff Elimination database. Can 
you also please confirm if other QPS officers have been granted this access as well. 
Cheers 
Cathie 

Cathie Allen 
Managing Scientist  
Police Services Stream, Forensic & Scientific Services  
Health Support Queensland, Queensland Health  
p m   
a 39 Kessels Road, Coopers Plains, QLD 4108  
e w www.health.qld.gov.au/healthsupport  

Queensland Health acknowledges the Traditional Owners of the land, and pays respect to Elders past, present and future. 
From: Neville.DavidH[OSC] [mailto:   
Sent: Monday, 18 February 2019 2:25 PM 
To: Cathie Allen 
Cc: John Doherty; McNab.BruceJ[OSC] 
Subject: RE: FR DNA profile deletion-further info 
Hi Cathie,  
Given the urgency of this situation and because you are away today, I have undertaken some more enquires at my 
end to assist you to provide the information I need when you return tomorrow.  
There are two FR search functions that are limited to only four QHFSS members including yourself. The first is the 
‘Quality Search’ which is the one you undertook below. This function searches all of the contemporary Forensic 
Register holdings including the staff elimination database as you have described below. If no profile is obtained in 
this search, the user has the option to undertake another search through a second screen called the ‘Quality Search 
– AUSLAB’. This search examines a separate data table which contains legacy data from Auslab which was uploaded 
to the FR on 31/7/17. 
The ‘Quality Search – AUSLAB’ data table was populated from information provided to the QPS in 4 separate 
spreadsheets on 28/7/18. The spreadsheets contained Auslab profile data as at 27/7/17. I have only provided a 

EXHIBIT 31
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screenshot of the XL spreadsheet files that were provided because I did not want to once again replicate the 
databases in an email to you. 

I searched the spreadsheets and found that barcode and associated profile is on the file named 
QSEARCG9FTAR_20170727. I did not search any of the other barcodes I gave you but I am confident they would be 
there given this was the source data for the “Quality Search-AUSLAB” function. Tim has confirmed this.  
I was incorrect in my assumption that data was being populated into the ‘Quality Search – AUSLAB’ data table since 
its creation. It has not had any additions to it since it was created. The profiles listed below that were destroyed on 
NCIDD in 2018 were from testing that was undertaken in the first quarter of 2017.  
Previously QHFSS was provided a list of about 12,000 profiles that should have been destroyed. This list was 
compared against the ‘Quality Search-AUSLAB’ data table which revealed about 4000 profiles were still present 
which should have been destroyed. The destruction process seems to be ineffective about 1/3rd of the time. A list of 
the barcodes for these unlawful profiles is attached. I can confirm that everyone had the identifier with the actual 
profile but I did not include the profiles in the spreadsheet for obvious reasons. 
I can easily have Tim remove the information contained in the attached spreadsheet from the ‘Quality Search – 
AUSLAB’ data table. However, I only have an accurate list of destroyable profiles back to March 2012. I suspect there 
will be others in the table that were meant to be destroyed prior to that time. Therefore, if we only delete this 
information, there is a high likelihood that earlier unlawful profiles might remain. I am therefore recommending that 
the entire table be deleted.  
Tomorrow we are going to have to delete information from the FR to comply with legislation. We have a few 
options: 

1. Delete the entire ‘Quality Search – AUSLAB’ data table 
2. Delete the all of the information that relates to profiles that should have been destroyed (i.e. delete the 

barcode and profile for the ones in the attached XL spreadsheet) 
3. Delete the barcodes for the profiles that should have been destroyed leaving only the deidentified profile 

information 
4. Delete the profile information for the profiles that should have been destroyed leaving only the barcode 

identifier. 
This leaves us with determining what profile information may be still present in Auslab given the data was extracted 
from that system on 27/7/2017. I will need information as to where the destroyable data was actually extracted 
from on 27/7/17 in terms of data tables, file stores etc. All of this is going to have to be sanitised to meet the 
requirements of legislation. I understand the tables (XL Spreadsheets) have also been replicated in emails within 
QHFSS, between QPS and QHFSS, and within QPS. All of these emails will need to be permanently deleted which will 
require an audit of the email trails. If the XL files were also included in Visual Studio (or FRIP equivalent development 
software), they will need to be removed from that place also.  
Finally, we need to establish some information security protocols which limit the duplication and distribution of this 
information outside of approved secure databases. 
I hope that this helps you provide some advice back tomorrow before lunch in terms of what to delete on the FR.  
Regards  
David Neville 

From: Neville.DavidH[OSC]  
Sent: Monday, 18 February 2019 09:25 
To: Cathie Allen <  
Cc: John Doherty <  
Subject: RE: FR DNA profile deletion-further info 
Hi Cathie 
Thanks for your response. It is strange that when you searched that profile it came back with no result. When we 
searched it provided the following results: 
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The QPS undertook the NCIDD destructions. The date of the NCIDD destructions for the barcodes I provided you are 
as follows: 

– all barcodes were Destroyed from NCIDD on 16 
February 2016 

 – all barcodes were Destroyed from NCIDD on 06 February 2018. 
If  were destroyed in Auslab and NCIDD in 2016, we 
need to work out how they repopulated in 2017 when Auslab data was uploaded to the FR. This data must have 
come from somewhere and I need to identify that source so that it can also be appropriately destroyed. It can’t have 
come from the Forensic Register because that database was not established until 2017.  
I need to clarify the QPS position on your comment below that “Both organisations were aware that we would need 
to ‘refresh’ the data in the Quality Search due to destructions and changes that were made, however this ‘refresh’ is 
yet to occur”. I am not exactly sure what a ‘refresh’ is, however it has not occurred for over 18 months. This is not 
acceptable as all profile identifiers must be removed simultaneously from all holdings at the time of destruction. 
Periodic ‘refresh’ is not acceptable to the QPS as it does not meet legislative obligations. 
I will make some more enquires today with Tim to see if I can assist further in getting to the bottom of this 
Cheers 
David Neville 

From: Cathie Allen <   
Sent: Friday, 15 February 2019 19:01 
To: Neville.DavidH[OSC] <  
Cc: John Doherty < McNab.BruceJ[OSC] <  
Subject: RE: FR DNA profile deletion-further info 
Hi David 
For ease, I’ve made some notes below against your dot points. 
I will provide further information on Tuesday as I am not at work on Monday. 
Cheers 
Cathie 
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Cathie Allen 
Managing Scientist  
Police Services Stream, Forensic & Scientific Services  
Health Support Queensland, Queensland Health  

  
a 39 Kessels Road, Coopers Plains, QLD 4108  
e  w www.health.qld.gov.au/healthsupport  

Queensland Health acknowledges the Traditional Owners of the land, and pays respect to Elders past, present and future. 
From: Neville.DavidH[OSC] [mailto:   
Sent: Friday, 15 February 2019 4:29 PM 
To: Cathie Allen 
Cc: John Doherty; McNab.BruceJ[OSC] 
Subject: RE: FR DNA profile deletion-further info 
Hi Cathie 
I did some random checks of ‘Quality Search’ database as follows: 

o Four records were checked from 2011 which revealed they had all been destroyed. 

o Six records were checked for 2016 which revealed 5 of them had not been destroyed. The records 
included the persons’ barcode identifier together with the profile data. The barcodes for the profiles 
that had not been destroyed were  
All of the profiles for these barcodes have been destroyed in Auslab, I’m unable to confirm NCIDD 
this afternoon, but will confirm next week 

o Five records were checked for 2018 which revealed 4 of them had not been destroyed. The records 
included the persons’ barcode identifier together with the profile data. The barcodes for the profiles 
that had not been destroyed were  I will follow up 
on these samples and get back to you next week 

Here is a screenshot example of what is stored in the database for each of the barcodes above: 

If the profile was entered in the search field (screen shot below), the profile together with the barcode would be 
returned.  

I have searched done the Quality Search in the FR for the barcode and this is what it returned for me (I 
don’t get a match); 

For the purpose of the check, I got the 2016 barcodes from a destruction list that was sent to QHFSS on 16 February 
2016 (see attached). More than 12 months later, the data that should have been destroyed was uploaded from 
QHFSS holdings to the Forensic Register. I am concerned as to what that holding is and whether it still exists. I don’t 
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think we have reached a conclusion on this yet, as I have searched the Quality Search and I don’t get the same result 
as you, so am wondering if they are within the ‘internal database’ of the FR, but are not searchable. Can we please 
seek further information from Troy or Ben regarding the information within the Quality Search and how it’s 
searched. 
I was talking to Troy who said he thought that the ‘Quality Search’ data came from some spreadsheet maintained by 
QHFSS that was used for contamination detection purposes. If this was the case, it might be easier to deal with the 
legacy material. We are going to need information as to where that data actually came from so that the information 
can be treated as per the legislation. Auslab data was provided for upload to FR for contamination detection, 
through the Quality Search function. This was done at the time (just prior to Go Live) and was not kept for ongoing 
use (ie not a maintained spreadsheet / database, the data obtained from Auslab for upload and provided to the 
QPS). Both organisations were aware that we would need to ‘refresh’ the data in the Quality Search due to 
destructions and changes that were made, however this ‘refresh’ is yet to occur. I will arrange for the 9 barcodes 
you’ve listed above to be checked against the Quality Search Data that was provided prior to Go-Live. I will let you 
know of the outcome of this. 
The records checked from 2018 have somehow populated since the database has transferred to the FR. Is there 
someone responsible for deleting this data when destructions are requested? We did not even know of the 
existence of this databased until now. The Quality Search database was developed prior to Go-Live in 2017 for the 
purpose of searching a profile suspected to be contamination, to attempt to find the root cause. This Quality Search 
is limited to 3 staff members – myself and the 2 Quality team members. I will investigate if we have provided more 
data for the Quality Search, however to my knowledge, we haven’t, so I’m confused by the 2018 data being in the 
Quality Search. Regarding destructions, there are processes in place to manage destructions and I will request an 
update from my team regarding the status of destructions and get back to you next week. 
In any case, we need to make some rather urgent decisions around how the deletions are to occur to comply with 
legislation. We will need some type of strategy forward as to the FR holdings by Monday lunchtime. I have provided 
some options below. I am away on Monday 18th of Feb, so I’m unable to provide you with information prior to 
Tuesday, 19th of Feb. 
We are also going to need details as to any other holdings where this data needs to be removed 
Regards 
David Neville 

From: Cathie Allen <   
Sent: Friday, 15 February 2019 15:46 
To: Neville.DavidH[OSC] <  
Cc: John Doherty <  
Subject: RE: FR DNA profile deletion-further info 
Hi David 
I’ve been provided with the 12,000 odd spreadsheet. I’ve searched a few from the spreadsheet in Auslab and they 
have been destroyed from Auslab and NCIDD (ie barcode is still available, but the profile has been removed). So the 
profile is not available for me to search in the below screenshot that you’ve supplied. And there is no field for me to 
attempt searching by the barcode. 
The Quality Search is limited to specific Quality team staff members and myself who can access this. A Quality 
search is undertaken by the below screenshot where a profile is obtained from processing and searching is done to 
detect contamination. The search is against the Staff Elimination Database and all ‘saved’ profiles in the FR. This 
would include Auslab data prior to Go Live date in mid-2017. However the barcodes from your spreadsheet that I 
searched in Auslab were destroyed from Auslab in mid-2016 and one from mid-2014, so this doesn’t explain how 
they may be in the ‘Quality Search’ database. Is there a profile associated with the barcodes that you’ve provided? 
Or are they only barcodes? 
I’m across where the 12,000 odd barcodes have come from, are you able to advise more detail on this than the 
below? I’m unable to provide you with information about the barcodes in the spreadsheet at this stage. 
We don’t have any legacy spreadsheet or database that has reference samples in it as these were stored and 
managed in Auslab. Auslab isn’t used for searching and matching, only NCIDD is used for this purpose. We retain the 
barcode in the system, as we may be asked about that barcode and this way, we’re able to provide some 
information about the barcode. If the barcode is deleted, we don’t have a way of knowing when it was received, 
destroyed etc. 
If you’re able to provide more information, I’ll assist where I can. 
Cheers 
Cathie 
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Cathie Allen 
Managing Scientist  
Police Services Stream, Forensic & Scientific Services  
Health Support Queensland, Queensland Health  

  
a 39 Kessels Road, Coopers Plains, QLD 4108  
e  w www.health.qld.gov.au/healthsupport  

Queensland Health acknowledges the Traditional Owners of the land, and pays respect to Elders past, present and future. 
From: Neville.DavidH[OSC] [mailto: ]  
Sent: Friday, 15 February 2019 11:49 AM 
To: Cathie Allen 
Subject: FW: FR DNA profile deletion-further info 
Hi Cathie, 
I have some further information that may help you respond to my request below. The profiles of interest on the FR 
are in the in search function called “quality search-Auslab” . A screenshot of the function is as below: 

 
The profiles that are in this database were first uploaded to the FR in July 2017. Profiles have been added to the 
database since that time. Where this data was originally drawn from I am not sure of. Tim thought it was Auslab but 
it may be some other legacy database or spreadsheet etc. Are you able confirm where this was from, please? The 
relevant entries on that legacy system, if it still maintained, would need to be removed. 
We will also have to establish some protocols around the maintenance of this database. 
Regards 
David Neville 

From: Neville.DavidH[OSC]  
Sent: Thursday, 14 February 2019 13:54 
To: 'Cathie Allen' <  
Subject: FR DNA profile deletion 
Hi Cathie 
The recent issues encountered with the DNA search function of the FR revealed we need to delete some of the DNA 
profiles contained in the FR data files. Some of these are replicates of what is also on Auslab. I understand that John 
has been briefed on the circumstances around this which may need some Auslab work also. I am going to ask Tim to 
delete these profiles from the FR. I think we have a choice of: 

 Deleting the barcode identifier and leaving the profile, or 
 Deleting the profile and leaving the barcode identifier, or 
 Deleting both the profile and the barcode. 

Do you have any preferences as to how this is done please. 
Regards 
David Neville 
**********************************************************************  
CONFIDENTIALITY: The information contained in this  
electronic mail message and any electronic files attached  
to it may be confidential information, and may also be the  
subject of legal professional privilege and/or public interest  
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immunity. If you are not the intended recipient you are  
required to delete it. Any use, disclosure or copying of  
this message and any attachments is unauthorised. If you  
have received this electronic message in error, please  
inform the sender or contact 1300ITPSBA@psba.qld.gov.au.  
This footnote also confirms that this email message has  
been checked for the presence of computer viruses.  
**********************************************************************  

******************************************************************************** 

This email, including any attachments sent with it, is confidential and for the sole use of the intended recipient(s). This 
confidentiality is not waived or lost, if you receive it and you are not the intended recipient(s), or if it is transmitted/received in 
error. 

Any unauthorised use, alteration, disclosure, distribution or review of this email is strictly prohibited. The information contained 
in this email, including any attachment sent with it, may be subject to a statutory duty of confidentiality if it relates to health 
service matters. 

If you are not the intended recipient(s), or if you have received this email in error, you are asked to immediately notify the sender 
by telephone collect on Australia +61 1800 198 175 or by return email. You should also delete this email, and any copies, from 
your computer system network and destroy any hard copies produced. 

If not an intended recipient of this email, you must not copy, distribute or take any action(s) that relies on it; any form of 
disclosure, modification, distribution and/or publication of this email is also prohibited. 

Although Queensland Health takes all reasonable steps to ensure this email does not contain malicious software, Queensland 
Health does not accept responsibility for the consequences if any person's computer inadvertently suffers any disruption to 
services, loss of information, harm or is infected with a virus, other malicious computer programme or code that may occur as a 
consequence of receiving this email. 

Unless stated otherwise, this email represents only the views of the sender and not the views of the Queensland Government. 

********************************************************************************** 

**********************************************************************  
CONFIDENTIALITY: The information contained in this  
electronic mail message and any electronic files attached  
to it may be confidential information, and may also be the  
subject of legal professional privilege and/or public interest  
immunity. If you are not the intended recipient you are  
required to delete it. Any use, disclosure or copying of  
this message and any attachments is unauthorised. If you  
have received this electronic message in error, please  
inform the sender or contact 1300ITPSBA@psba.qld.gov.au.  
This footnote also confirms that this email message has  
been checked for the presence of computer viruses.  
**********************************************************************  
**********************************************************************  
CONFIDENTIALITY: The information contained in this  
electronic mail message and any electronic files attached  
to it may be confidential information, and may also be the  
subject of legal professional privilege and/or public interest  
immunity. If you are not the intended recipient you are  
required to delete it. Any use, disclosure or copying of  
this message and any attachments is unauthorised. If you  
have received this electronic message in error, please  
inform the sender or contact 1300ITPSBA@psba.qld.gov.au.  
This footnote also confirms that this email message has  
been checked for the presence of computer viruses.  
**********************************************************************  
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Stoneman.AmyE[CTDFVCOI]

From: Neville.DavidH[OSC]
Sent: Monday, 11 February 2019 10:33
To: Middleton.TimM[OSC]
Cc: Collopen.RubenB[OSC]; Foxover.StephanP[OSC]; Simpfendorfer.GerardM[OSC]; 

McIntyre.OliviaM[OSC]
Subject: RE: not deleted profiles

Thanks Tim. 
 

From: Middleton.TimM[OSC]  
Sent: Monday, 11 February 2019 09:59 
To: Neville.DavidH[OSC] > 
Subject: RE: not deleted profiles 
 
Profiles have been deleted 
 

From: Neville.DavidH[OSC]  
Sent: Monday, 11 February 2019 8:59 AM 
To: Middleton.TimM[OSC] > 
Subject: RE: not deleted profiles 
 
Thanks Tim, can you confirms once these profiles have been deleted please 
 
 

From: Middleton.TimM[OSC]  
Sent: Friday, 8 February 2019 13:51 
To: Neville.DavidH[OSC] < >; McIntyre.OliviaM[OSC] 
< >; Foxover.StephanP[OSC] > 
Subject: not deleted profiles 
 
HI, 
I have had a look into the profiles that were not deleted. 
Usually what happens is: 
RMT adds to destruction register in FR, and marks sample deleted in QPRIME 
FR receives info from QPRIME, removes profile, adds ‘Destruction’ line to FSS 
 
Looking at this data, majority of them were imported from data from QH (NCIDD Import). 
For many of them the qprimeload_created (date FR receives destruction from QPRIME) is before the import date 
and the destruction date 
So that would make sense if it was imported after we’d received destruction advice 
Some of them have qprimeload dates after import, but they are all around the same period, 
This was being worked on at the time, so maybe this function was just not completed until later 
 
If there is no qprimeload info then It might not have been updated on QPRIME so please check the first 10 lines 
 

EXHIBIT 32
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Stoneman.AmyE[CTDFVCOI]

From: Neville.DavidH[OSC]
Sent: Friday, 22 February 2019 17:35
To: McNab.BruceJ[OSC]
Subject: Re: QDNA Security and Maintenance

Sir,  
Thank you for discussing this issue with me. I concur that all of issues raised in the EBN have been addressed by the 
immediate action taken by both agencies.  
As a result, the progression of the EBN may be unwarranted. I just wanted to document the actions we took to 
remedy the situation. All of which were entirely appropriate. 
Sorry 
David Neville  
 
 
Get Outlook for iOS 

From: Neville.DavidH[OSC] < > 
Sent: Friday, February 22, 2019 11:19 am 
To: McNab.BruceJ[OSC] 
Subject: QDNA Security and Maintenance  
Supt, 
Under the PPRA the Commissioner has overall responsibility for managing the Queensland DNA database (QDNA). 
Under 2.25 of the OPM, responsibility is delegated to the Officer in Charge, DNA Management Section to ensure 
QDNA is managed appropriately in terms of destruction of profiles etc.  
On 8 February 2019 I provided advice in relation to failure of QHFSS to destroy profiles in accordance with the Act. 
At that stage I did not think it was significant enough for the commissioner to be advised of the matter as the matter 
had been rectified and there were no negative consequences. Since that time there have been other things 
uncovered that I am very uncomfortable with. 
Due to the extent of the issues with the maintenance of QDNA by QHFSS on the Commissioner’s behalf, I am now of 
the opinion that the Commissioner should be advised and I recommend that the approval to maintain the database 
on QHFSS servers be rescinded. 
I have detailed my concerns in the attached EBN which I request be provided to the AC for consideration of referral 
to the Commissioner. 
David Neville. 
Inspector  
DNA Management Section  

EXHIBIT 33
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COLLECTION OF BIOLOGICAL EVIDENCE 
 

Crime Scene Examination 

 

 

Document No: CSE101  Issue Date: 1 March 2011 
Prepared By: Forensic Services Branch  Version 1 
CONTROLLED DOCUMENT APPROVED BY: Quality Manager, QPS Forensic Services Page 1 of 14 

PURPOSE 

Outlines the collection techniques for biological material that may yield DNA or other 
information of potential value.   

SCOPE 

The procedure applies to any Forensic Officer required to collect any biological material. 
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BIOLOGICAL MATERIAL - GENERAL 

1. General protocols 

1.1 

1.2 

1.3 

1.4 Photographs, notes and diagrams should be taken describing the location where 
the sub-samples or the item is taken from.  A photograph of the item showing 
the exhibit barcode visible in the field of view should also be taken to show the 
item being sampled against the background.  This photo is to be stored against 
the Exhibit entry on the Forensic Register.  This photo will be used by QHFSS in 
determining whether a sample should be retested when a negative DNA result is 
returned and to assist in determining the type of background that may be 
present. 

1.5 
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GENERAL PROTOCOLS FOR CRIME SCENE 
EXAMINATION 

Scenes of Crime 
 

PURPOSE 

To describe the general procedures utilised for the examination of crime scenes. 

CONTENTS 
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PURPOSE 

Outlines the collection techniques for biological material that may yield DNA or other 
information of potential value.  
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Graph depicting the number of samples undergoing (Results Pending) 
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Current LABAuslab Case Status @ 19/07/2022 
Status Crime Type Cases Samples 

RECEIVED MAJOR 2 2 

STARTED MAJOR 485 1651 

STARTED VOLUME 1652 2129 
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CategoryCode CrimeType CaseStatus OffenceDescription SortOrder
SWAB Major Received Arson - aircraft or motor vehicle 1
SWAB Major Received Assault, minor (not elsewhere classified) 1
TRACE Major Started Missing Person 3
HAIR Major Started Homicide - Murder 3
SWSAL Major Started Grievous Bodily Harm 3
SAIK Major Started Rape 3
TLIFT Major Started Homicide - Murder 3
TLIFT Major Started Homicide - Murder 3
TRACE Major Started Possession of property suspected stolen 3
TRACE Major Started Drug - Possess and/or use dangerous drugs 3
SWAB Major Started Rape 3
FLESH Major Started Online Report - Sexual Assault 3
FLESH Major Started Online Report - Sexual Assault 3
FLESH Major Started Online Report - Sexual Assault 3
SWBL Major Started Grievous Bodily Harm 3
SWBL Major Started Grievous Bodily Harm 3
SWBL Major Started Grievous Bodily Harm 3
SWBL Major Started Grievous Bodily Harm 3
SWBL Major Started Grievous Bodily Harm 3
SWBL Major Started Grievous Bodily Harm 3
SWBL Major Started Grievous Bodily Harm 3
SWBL Major Started Grievous Bodily Harm 3
SWBL Major Started Grievous Bodily Harm 3
SWAB Major Started Rape 3
SWBL Major Started Wounding 3
SWBL Major Started Assault occasioning bodily harm 3
TRACE Major Started Drug - Possess and/or use dangerous drugs 3
TRACE Major Started Wounding 3
FABRIC Major Started Homicide - Murder 3
SWBL Major Started Homicide - Murder 3
TRACE Major Started Indecent assaults on adults 3
SWBL Major Started Homicide - Murder 3
TRACE Major Started Robbery, unarmed 3
TLIFT Major Started Indecent treatment of children 3
TLIFT Major Started Indecent treatment of children 3
TRACE Major Started Homicide - Murder 3
TRACE Major Started Robbery, armed 3
TRACE Major Started Homicide - Murder 3
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TRACE Major Started Homicide - Attempted murder 3
SWBL Major Started Grievous Bodily Harm 3
SWBL Major Started Grievous Bodily Harm 3
BED Major Started Rape 3
BED Major Started Rape 3
SWAB Major Started Rape 3
TRACE Major Started Robbery, armed 3
CBUTT Major Started Homicide - Murder 3
CBUTT Major Started Homicide - Murder 3
TRACE Major Started Sudden Death - In Custody 3
TRACE Major Started Grievous Bodily Harm 3
TRACE Major Started Grievous Bodily Harm 3
TRACE Major Started Deprivation of liberty 3
TRACE Major Started Robbery, armed 3
TRACE Major Started Homicide - Murder 3
TRACE Major Started Homicide - Murder 3
TRACE Major Started Homicide - Murder 3
TRACE Major Started Homicide - Murder 3
TRACE Major Started Homicide - Murder 3
SWAB Major Started Homicide - Murder 3
TRACE Major Started Homicide - Murder 3
SWAB Major Started Rape 3
SWAB Major Started Rape 3
SWAB Major Started Rape 3
SWSAL Major Started Burglary, with breaking 3
TRACE Major Started Robbery, armed 3
TRACE Major Started Assault occasioning bodily harm 3
TRACE Major Started Assault occasioning bodily harm 3
SWAB Major Started Rape 3
SWAB Major Started Rape 3
TRACE Major Started Homicide - Murder 3
CBUTT Major Started Assault occasioning bodily harm 3
FNAILSCRAP Major Started Homicide - Murder 3
FNAILSCRAP Major Started Homicide - Murder 3
SWAB Major Started Homicide - Murder 3
SWAB Major Started Rape 3
SWAB Major Started Rape 3
SWSAL Major Started Rape 3
SWSAL Major Started Rape 3
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TRACE Major Started Homicide - Murder 3
SWBL Major Started Homicide - Murder 3
SWBL Major Started Homicide - Murder 3
SWBL Major Started Homicide - Murder 3
SWBL Major Started Homicide - Murder 3
FNAILSCRAP Major Started Homicide - Murder 3
FNAILSCRAP Major Started Homicide - Murder 3
FNAILSCRAP Major Started Homicide - Murder 3
SWBL Major Started Homicide - Murder 3
SWBL Major Started Homicide - Murder 3
SWBL Major Started Homicide - Murder 3
FNAILSCRAP Major Started Homicide - Murder 3
SWBL Major Started Homicide - Murder 3
SCRAP Major Started Assault, serious (other) 3
FABRIC Major Started Assault, serious (other) 3
SWAB Major Started Rape 3
SWBL Major Started Assault, serious (other) 3
TRACE Major Started Rape 3
SWAB Major Started Rape 3
SWAB Major Started Rape 3
TRACE Major Started Robbery, armed 3
TRACE Major Started Drug - Possess and/or use dangerous drugs 3
TRACE Major Started Robbery, unarmed 3
SWAB Major Started Rape 3
SWAB Major Started Rape 3
SWAB Major Started Rape 3
SWAB Major Started Rape 3
SWAB Major Started Rape 3
SWAB Major Started Assault occasioning bodily harm 3
SWAB Major Started Rape 3
SWAB Major Started Indecent treatment of children 3
SWAB Major Started Indecent treatment of children 3
SWBL Major Started Grievous Bodily Harm 3
SWBL Major Started Grievous Bodily Harm 3
SWBL Major Started Grievous Bodily Harm 3
SWBL Major Started Grievous Bodily Harm 3
FABRIC Major Started Grievous Bodily Harm 3
FABRIC Major Started Grievous Bodily Harm 3
FABRIC Major Started Grievous Bodily Harm 3
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SWBL Major Started Grievous Bodily Harm 3
SWBL Major Started Grievous Bodily Harm 3
SWBL Major Started Grievous Bodily Harm 3
FABRIC Major Started Grievous Bodily Harm 3
FABRIC Major Started Grievous Bodily Harm 3
FABRIC Major Started Grievous Bodily Harm 3
FABRIC Major Started Grievous Bodily Harm 3
SWBL Major Started Grievous Bodily Harm 3
SWBL Major Started Grievous Bodily Harm 3
SWBL Major Started Grievous Bodily Harm 3
SWBL Major Started Grievous Bodily Harm 3
SWBL Major Started Grievous Bodily Harm 3
SWBL Major Started Grievous Bodily Harm 3
SWBL Major Started Grievous Bodily Harm 3
SWBL Major Started Grievous Bodily Harm 3
SWBL Major Started Grievous Bodily Harm 3
SWAB Major Started Rape 3
SWAB Major Started Rape 3
SWAB Major Started Rape 3
SWAB Major Started Rape 3
SWBL Major Started Assault occasioning bodily harm 3
SWAB Major Started Homicide - Murder 3
SWAB Major Started Rape 3
SWAB Major Started Rape 3
SCRAP Major Started Indecent treatment of children 3
TRACE Major Started Assault occasioning bodily harm 3
TRACE Major Started Assault occasioning bodily harm 3
TRACE Major Started Assault occasioning bodily harm 3
SWAB Major Started Assault occasioning bodily harm 3
SWAB Major Started Homicide - Murder 3
SWBL Major Started Homicide - Murder 3
SWBL Major Started Homicide - Murder 3
SWBL Major Started Homicide - Murder 3
TRACE Major Started Homicide - Murder 3
SWAB Major Started Homicide - Murder 3
FNAIL Major Started Homicide - Murder 3
FNAIL Major Started Homicide - Murder 3
FNAILSCRAP Major Started Sudden Death - In Custody 3
FNAILSCRAP Major Started Rape 3
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SWAB Major Started Rape 3
SWAB Major Started Rape 3
REFERENCE Major Started Sudden Death - Suicide 3
SWAB Major Started Robbery, armed 3
SWAB Major Started Homicide - Murder 3
SWAB Major Started Rape 3
SWAB Major Started Homicide - Murder 3
AUTSAMP Major Started Homicide - Murder 3
REFERENCE Major Started Homicide - Murder 3
FABRIC Major Started Grievous Bodily Harm 3
SWSAL Major Started Sudden Death - Child (Under 18yrs) 3
SWBL Major Started Wounding 3
SWAB Major Started Rape 3
TRACE Major Started Homicide - Murder 3
SWSAL Major Started Burglary, with breaking 3
TRACE Major Started Burglary, with breaking 3
FABRIC Major Started Wounding 3
TRACE Major Started Robbery, armed 3
TRACE Major Started Robbery, armed 3
SWAB Major Started Rape 3
SWAB Major Started Rape 3
SWBL Major Started Deprivation of liberty 3
SWAB Major Started Rape 3
TRACE Major Started Rape 3
TRACE Major Started Robbery, armed 3
SWAB Major Started Homicide - Attempted murder 3
TRACE Major Started Robbery, armed 3
TRACE Major Started Rape 3
TRACE Major Started Rape 3
CBUTT Major Started Homicide - Attempted murder 3
CBUTT Major Started Homicide - Attempted murder 3
CBUTT Major Started Homicide - Attempted murder 3
CBUTT Major Started Homicide - Attempted murder 3
FNAILSCRAP Major Started Homicide - Murder 3
TRACE Major Started Homicide - Murder 3
TRACE Major Started Homicide - Murder 3
TRACE Major Started Homicide - Murder 3
SWAB Major Started Wounding 3
TRACE Major Started Robbery, armed 3
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SWBL Major Started Wounding 3
SWBL Major Started Wounding 3
TRACE Major Started Robbery, unarmed 3
SWAB Major Started Drug - Possess and/or use dangerous drugs 3
SWAB Major Started Drug - Possess and/or use dangerous drugs 3
FLESH Major Started Indecent treatment of children 3
FLESH Major Started Indecent treatment of children 3
FLESH Major Started Indecent treatment of children 3
SWAB Major Started Assault, Common 3
SWAB Major Started Assault, Common 3
SWAB Major Started Assault, Common 3
SWAB Major Started Rape 3
SWBL Major Started Robbery, armed 3
FNAILSCRAP Major Started Rape 3
TRACE Major Started Assault occasioning bodily harm 3
TRACE Major Started Assault occasioning bodily harm 3
TRACE Major Started Assault occasioning bodily harm 3
FABRIC Major Started Assault occasioning bodily harm 3
FABRIC Major Started Assault occasioning bodily harm 3
TRACE Major Started Assault occasioning bodily harm 3
SWAB Major Started Fire – Building or Structure –  Deliberate/Suspici 3
FABRIC Major Started Assault occasioning bodily harm 3
FABRIC Major Started Assault occasioning bodily harm 3
FABRIC Major Started Assault occasioning bodily harm 3
TRACE Major Started Assault occasioning bodily harm 3
TRACE Major Started Assault occasioning bodily harm 3
TRACE Major Started Assault occasioning bodily harm 3
TRACE Major Started Assault, serious (other) 3
TRACE Major Started Robbery, armed 3
SWSAL Major Started Robbery, armed 3
SWBL Major Started Wounding 3
TRACE Major Started Wounding 3
TRACE Major Started Assault occasioning bodily harm 3
STRAW Major Started Robbery, armed 3
SWAB Major Started Robbery, armed 3
SWAB Major Started Robbery, armed 3
TRACE Major Started Robbery, armed 3
STRAW Major Started Possession/use of dangerous article (other weapon) 3
TRACE Major Started Assault occasioning bodily harm 3
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SWAB Major Started Rape 3
SWAB Major Started Rape 3
SWAB Major Started Rape 3
TRACE Major Started Homicide - Driving causing death 3
SWAB Major Started Rape 3
TRACE Major Started Robbery, armed 3
TRACE Major Started Rape 3
TRACE Major Started Rape 3
TRACE Major Started Robbery, armed 3
TRACE Major Started Traffic Crash - With Injury 3
SWAB Major Started Rape 3
SWAB Major Started Assault occasioning bodily harm 3
TRACE Major Started Robbery, armed 3
SWAB Major Started Rape 3
TRACE Major Started Assault occasioning bodily harm 3
SWSAL Major Started Robbery, armed 3
TRACE Major Started Drug - Possess and/or use dangerous drugs 3
TRACE Major Started Rape 3
SWBL Major Started Deprivation of liberty 3
TRACE Major Started Drug - Possess and/or use dangerous drugs 3
SWBL Major Started Deprivation of liberty 3
SWBL Major Started Wounding 3
TRACE Major Started Robbery, unarmed 3
TRACE Major Started Robbery, armed 3
SWBL Major Started Assault occasioning bodily harm 3
TRACE Major Started Drug - Possess and/or use dangerous drugs 3
TRACE Major Started Indecent treatment of children 3
TRACE Major Started Indecent treatment of children 3
TRACE Major Started Assault, Common 3
SWAB Major Started Drug - Possess and/or use dangerous drugs 3
TRACE Major Started Assault, Common 3
SWBL Major Started Wounding 3
TRACE Major Started Robbery, armed 3
SWBL Major Started Assault occasioning bodily harm 3
SWSAL Major Started Robbery, armed 3
TRACE Major Started Rape 3
TRACE Major Started Indecent treatment of children 3
SWSAL Major Started Deprivation of liberty 3
TRACE Major Started Assault occasioning bodily harm 3
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TRACE Major Started Assault, serious (other) 3
TRACE Major Started Investigative Warrant 3
FABRIC Major Started Wounding 3
HAIR Major Started Grievous Bodily Harm 3
HAIR Major Started Grievous Bodily Harm 3
SWAB Major Started Rape 3
SWAB Major Started Rape 3
SWAB Major Started Rape 3
SWAB Major Started Rape 3
SWAB Major Started Rape 3
SWAB Major Started Rape 3
SWAB Major Started Rape 3
SWAB Major Started Robbery, armed 3
SWBL Major Started Robbery, armed 3
SWSAL Major Started Robbery, armed 3
SWAB Major Started Rape 3
SWAB Major Started Rape 3
SWAB Major Started Rape 3
SWAB Major Started Rape 3
SWAB Major Started Rape 3
FABRIC Major Started Grievous Bodily Harm 3
SWAB Major Started Missing Person 3
TRACE Major Started Robbery, armed 3
TRACE Major Started Robbery, armed 3
TRACE Major Started Robbery, armed 3
TRACE Major Started Robbery, armed 3
TRACE Major Started Robbery, armed 3
SWAB Major Started Rape 3
SWAB Major Started Rape 3
SWBL Major Started Homicide - Attempted murder 3
SWBL Major Started Wounding 3
SWAB Major Started Robbery, armed 3
SWBL Major Started Homicide - Attempted murder 3
SWAB Major Started Wounding 3
SWAB Major Started Wounding 3
TRACE Major Started Robbery, armed 3
SWAB Major Started Assault occasioning bodily harm 3
SWAB Major Started Assault occasioning bodily harm 3
SWAB Major Started Assault occasioning bodily harm 3
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SWAB Major Started Rape 3
SWAB Major Started Rape 3
SWAB Major Started Rape 3
SWBL Major Started Homicide - Murder 3
SWAB Major Started Homicide - Murder 3
SWAB Major Started Homicide - Murder 3
SWAB Major Started Sexual Assault (Other) 3
SWAB Major Started Sexual Assault (Other) 3
SWSAL Major Started Wounding 3
SWBL Major Started Wounding 3
SWBL Major Started Grievous Bodily Harm 3
SWBL Major Started Grievous Bodily Harm 3
SWBL Major Started Wounding 3
TRACE Major Started Wounding 3
SWBL Major Started Wounding 3
TRACE Major Started Wounding 3
SWBL Major Started Traffic Crash - Fatal 3
SWBL Major Started Traffic Crash - Fatal 3
SWBL Major Started Traffic Crash - Fatal 3
SWBL Major Started Assault, serious (other) 3
TRACE Major Started Sudden Death - Suicide 3
TRACE Major Started Sudden Death - Suicide 3
SWSAL Major Started Indecent treatment of children 3
TRACE Major Started Sudden Death - Suicide 3
TRACE Major Started Sudden Death - Suicide 3
SWAB Major Started Rape 3
SWAB Major Started Rape 3
SWAB Major Started Rape 3
SWBL Major Started Grievous Bodily Harm 3
TRACE Major Started Homicide - Murder 3
TRACE Major Started Homicide - Murder 3
TRACE Major Started Homicide - Murder 3
TRACE Major Started Homicide - Murder 3
FABRIC Major Started Homicide - Murder 3
TRACE Major Started Homicide - Murder 3
SWBL Major Started Grievous Bodily Harm 3
SWBL Major Started Wounding 3
TRACE Major Started Homicide - Murder 3
FABRIC Major Started Homicide - Murder 3
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WBL Major Started Grievous Bodily Harm 3
WBL Major Started Grievous Bodily Harm 3
WAB Major Started Rape 3
WAB Major Started Rape 3
WAB Major Started Rape 3
RACE Major Started Indecent assaults on adults 3
RACE Major Started Robbery, armed 3
RACE Major Started Robbery, armed 3
RACE Major Started Robbery, armed 3
WSAL Major Started Robbery, armed 3
WAB Major Started Robbery, armed 3
RACE Major Started Robbery, armed 3
WBL Major Started Homicide - Attempted murder 3
RACE Major Started Homicide - Attempted murder 3
WBL Major Started Homicide - Attempted murder 3
WBL Major Started Homicide - Attempted murder 3
RACE Major Started Robbery, armed 3
RACE Major Started Robbery, armed 3
WAB Major Started Robbery, armed 3
RACE Major Started Robbery, armed 3
RACE Major Started Robbery, armed 3
WAB Major Started Robbery, armed 3
RACE Major Started Homicide - Murder 3
WBL Major Started Assault occasioning bodily harm 3
WAB Major Started Assault, Common 3
RACE Major Started Robbery, unarmed 3
RACE Major Started Fire – Building or Structure –  Deliberate/Suspici 3
RACE Major Started Robbery, unarmed 3
WAB Major Started Rape 3
CRAP Major Started Assault occasioning bodily harm 3
WAB Major Started Rape 3
WAB Major Started Rape 3
WBL Major Started Homicide - Murder 3
WBL Major Started Homicide - Murder 3
WBL Major Started Homicide - Murder 3
WBL Major Started Homicide - Murder 3
RACE Major Started Homicide - Murder 3
ABRIC Major Started Homicide - Murder 3
WBL Major Started Homicide - Murder 3
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SWBL Major Started Rape 3
SWBL Major Started Rape 3
SWAB Major Started Wounding 3
SWAB Major Started Offences against the person/life endangering acts 3
TRACE Major Started Offences against the person/life endangering acts 3
SWAB Major Started Rape 3
SWAB Major Started Rape 3
SWAB Major Started Rape 3
TLIFT Major Started Rape 3
SWBL Major Started Wounding 3
SWBL Major Started Homicide - Murder 3
TRACE Major Started Homicide - Murder 3
SWBL Major Started Homicide - Murder 3
TRACE Major Started Homicide - Murder 3
SWBL Major Started Homicide - Murder 3
TRACE Major Started Homicide - Murder 3
TRACE Major Started Rape 3
FABRIC Major Started Homicide - Murder 3
FABRIC Major Started Homicide - Murder 3
SWBL Major Started Homicide - Murder 3
SWBL Major Started Homicide - Murder 3
SWBL Major Started Homicide - Murder 3
SWBL Major Started Homicide - Murder 3
TRACE Major Started Homicide - Murder 3
TRACE Major Started Rape 3
SWBL Major Started Homicide - Murder 3
SWAB Major Started Homicide - Murder 3
FABRIC Major Started Homicide - Murder 3
SWSAL Major Started Deprivation of liberty 3
SWSAL Major Started Deprivation of liberty 3
SWBL Major Started Homicide - Murder 3
SWBL Major Started Homicide - Murder 3
SWBL Major Started Homicide - Murder 3
SWSAL Major Started Deprivation of liberty 3
SWBL Major Started Homicide - Murder 3
SWBL Major Started Homicide - Murder 3
CBUTT Major Started Deprivation of liberty 3
CBUTT Major Started Deprivation of liberty 3
SWAB Major Started Rape 3
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SWAB Major Started Rape 3
SWBL Major Started Fire Building Non Suspicious 3
TRACE Major Started Assault occasioning bodily harm 3
FABRIC Major Started Rape 3
FABRIC Major Started Rape 3
TRACE Major Started Rape 3
TRACE Major Started Assault occasioning bodily harm 3
SWAB Major Started Sudden Death - Other 3
FNAILSCRAP Major Started Sudden Death - Other 3
FNAILSCRAP Major Started Sudden Death - Other 3
FNAILSCRAP Major Started Sudden Death - Other 3
FNAILSCRAP Major Started Homicide - Murder 3
FNAILSCRAP Major Started Sudden Death - In Custody 3
FNAILSCRAP Major Started Sudden Death - In Custody 3
SWBL Major Started Wounding 3
SWBL Major Started Wounding 3
FABRIC Major Started Homicide - Murder 3
FABRIC Major Started Homicide - Murder 3
FABRIC Major Started Homicide - Murder 3
FABRIC Major Started Homicide - Murder 3
TRACE Major Started Report of Suspected Harm to a Child 3
TRACE Major Started Report of Suspected Harm to a Child 3
TRACE Major Started Robbery, armed 3
SWBL Major Started Wounding 3
TRACE Major Started Rape 3
TRACE Major Started Sexual Assault (Other) 3
TRACE Major Started Rape 3
TRACE Major Started Traffic Crash - Hit and Run 3
SWBL Major Started Homicide - Murder 3
SWAB Major Started Homicide - Murder 3
SWAB Major Started Homicide - Murder 3
SWAB Major Started Extortion: Demand property, benefit or service, wi 3
TRACE Major Started Indecent treatment of children 3
SWAB Major Started Homicide - Murder 3
SWBL Major Started Homicide - Murder 3
TRACE Major Started Homicide - Murder 3
TRACE Major Started Wounding 3
SWBL Major Started Wounding 3
TRACE Major Started Wounding 3
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SWBL Major Started Wounding 3
TRACE Major Started Wounding 3
SWBL Major Started Wounding 3
SWAB Major Started Rape 3
SWAB Major Started Rape 3
SWAB Major Started Rape 3
SWAB Major Started Rape 3
SWAB Major Started Rape 3
SWAB Major Started Rape 3
SWSAL Major Started Fire – Building or Structure –  Deliberate/Suspici 3
TRACE Major Started Robbery, armed 3
SWAB Major Started Homicide - Murder 3
SWBL Major Started Homicide - Murder 3
SWBL Major Started Homicide - Murder 3
SWAB Major Started Homicide - Murder 3
FABRIC Major Started Assault, serious (other) 3
SWAB Major Started Robbery, unarmed 3
TRACE Major Started Homicide - Murder 3
TRACE Major Started Homicide - Murder 3
TRACE Major Started Robbery, armed 3
SWAB Major Started Indecent assaults on adults 3
SWAB Major Started Indecent assaults on adults 3
SWAB Major Started Indecent assaults on adults 3
SWAB Major Started Indecent assaults on adults 3
SWAB Major Started Indecent assaults on adults 3
SWSAL Major Started Assault occasioning bodily harm 3
SWSAL Major Started Traffic Crash - Fatal 3
SWSAL Major Started Traffic Crash - Fatal 3
SWBL Major Started Wounding 3
SWSAL Major Started Wounding 3
SWBL Major Started Wounding 3
TRACE Major Started Wounding 3
SWBL Major Started Wounding 3
FNAILSCRAP Major Started Homicide - Murder 3
FNAILSCRAP Major Started Homicide - Murder 3
SWAB Major Started Rape 3
FNAILSCRAP Major Started Sudden Death - Other 3
FNAILSCRAP Major Started Sudden Death - Other 3
SWBL Major Started Homicide - Attempted murder 3
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SWAB Major Started Homicide - Attempted murder 3
TRACE Major Started Homicide - Attempted murder 3
SWAB Major Started Homicide - Attempted murder 3
SWAB Major Started Homicide - Attempted murder 3
TRACE Major Started Homicide - Attempted murder 3
SWBL Major Started Armed so as to cause fear or alarm 3
SWBL Major Started Wounding 3
SWBL Major Started Assault occasioning bodily harm 3
SWBL Major Started Assault occasioning bodily harm 3
SWAB Major Started Rape 3
SWAB Major Started Rape 3
TRACE Major Started Rape 3
SWAB Major Started Wounding 3
SWAB Major Started Wounding 3
SWBL Major Started Homicide - Murder 3
TRACE Major Started Robbery, armed 3
TRACE Major Started Robbery, unarmed 3
SWAB Major Started Rape 3
SWAB Major Started Rape 3
SWBL Major Started Grievous Bodily Harm 3
SWBL Major Started Grievous Bodily Harm 3
SWBL Major Started Grievous Bodily Harm 3
SWAB Major Started Rape 3
TRACE Major Started Traffic Crash - Hit and Run 3
SWBL Major Started Grievous Bodily Harm 3
SWBL Major Started Grievous Bodily Harm 3
SWBL Major Started Grievous Bodily Harm 3
SWBL Major Started Grievous Bodily Harm 3
SWAB Major Started Rape 3
SWAB Major Started Rape 3
SWAB Major Started Drug - Possess and/or use dangerous drugs 3
SWAB Major Started Assault occasioning bodily harm 3
PAPER Major Started Grievous Bodily Harm 3
SWSAL Major Started Drug - Possess and/or use dangerous drugs 3
SWBL Major Started Deprivation of liberty 3
SWBL Major Started Deprivation of liberty 3
SWBL Major Started Deprivation of liberty 3
SWBL Major Started Deprivation of liberty 3
SWAB Major Started Rape 3
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SWAB Major Started Rape 3
TRACE Major Started Fire – Aircraft or Motor Vehicle – Deliberate/Susp 3
SWSAL Major Started Fire – Aircraft or Motor Vehicle – Deliberate/Susp 3
SWAB Major Started Robbery, armed 3
TRACE Major Started Fire – Aircraft or Motor Vehicle – Deliberate/Susp 3
TRACE Major Started Fire – Aircraft or Motor Vehicle – Deliberate/Susp 3
TRACE Major Started Fire – Aircraft or Motor Vehicle – Deliberate/Susp 3
TRACE Major Started Fire – Aircraft or Motor Vehicle – Deliberate/Susp 3
TRACE Major Started Fire – Aircraft or Motor Vehicle – Deliberate/Susp 3
SWSAL Major Started Fire – Aircraft or Motor Vehicle – Deliberate/Susp 3
CLOTH Major Started Indecent treatment of children 3
SWAB Major Started Rape 3
CBUTT Major Started Motor vehicle - steal, unlawfully use, possess 3
TRACE Major Started Robbery, armed 3
SWSAL Major Started Robbery, armed 3
TRACE Major Started Rape 3
FNAILSCRAP Major Started Homicide - Murder 3
FNAILSCRAP Major Started Homicide - Murder 3
FABRIC Major Started Assault occasioning bodily harm 3
SWAB Major Started Indecent assaults on adults 3
SWAB Major Started Indecent assaults on adults 3
SWBL Major Started Homicide - Attempted murder 3
SWBL Major Started Homicide - Attempted murder 3
SWBL Major Started Homicide - Attempted murder 3
TRACE Major Started Assault occasioning bodily harm 3
TRACE Major Started Sudden Death - Other 3
SWAB Major Started Robbery, armed 3
SWBL Major Started Homicide - Attempted murder 3
SWBL Major Started Homicide - Attempted murder 3
SWBL Major Started Homicide - Attempted murder 3
SWBL Major Started Homicide - Attempted murder 3
SWBL Major Started Homicide - Attempted murder 3
SWSAL Major Started Assault occasioning bodily harm 3
TRACE Major Started Sudden Death - Other 3
TRACE Major Started Sudden Death - Other 3
TRACE Major Started Sudden Death - Other 3
TRACE Major Started Robbery, armed 3
TRACE Major Started Robbery, armed 3
TRACE Major Started Assault, serious (other) 3
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SWAB Major Started Rape 3
TRACE Major Started Indecent treatment of children 3
SWAB Major Started Rape 3
TRACE Major Started Sexual Assault (Other) 3
TRACE Major Started Assault occasioning bodily harm 3
TRACE Major Started Robbery, armed 3
SWAB Major Started Rape 3
SWBL Major Started Assault occasioning bodily harm 3
TRACE Major Started Robbery, armed 3
FNAILSCRAP Major Started Assault, serious (other) 3
SWAB Major Started Robbery, unarmed 3
TRACE Major Started Assault, serious (other) 3
FNAILSCRAP Major Started Homicide - Murder 3
FNAILSCRAP Major Started Homicide - Murder 3
SWSEM Major Started Rape 3
FABRIC Major Started Homicide - Murder 3
TRACE Major Started Homicide - Murder 3
FABRIC Major Started Homicide - Murder 3
SWSEM Major Started Rape 3
SWAB Major Started Homicide - Attempted murder 3
SWBL Major Started Homicide - Attempted murder 3
TRACE Major Started Homicide - Murder 3
FABRIC Major Started Homicide - Murder 3
FABRIC Major Started Homicide - Murder 3
FABRIC Major Started Homicide - Murder 3
TRACE Major Started Homicide - Murder 3
FABRIC Major Started Homicide - Murder 3
TRACE Major Started Homicide - Murder 3
FABRIC Major Started Homicide - Murder 3
SWBL Major Started Homicide - Murder 3
FIBRES Major Started Homicide - Attempted murder 3
SWBL Major Started Homicide - Attempted murder 3
SWBL Major Started Homicide - Attempted murder 3
SWBL Major Started Homicide - Attempted murder 3
FABRIC Major Started Homicide - Attempted murder 3
FNAILSCRAP Major Started Sudden Death - Other 3
SWAB Major Started Sudden Death - Other 3
SWBL Major Started Homicide - Murder 3
SWBL Major Started Homicide - Murder 3
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SWBL Major Started Homicide - Murder 3
FABRIC Major Started Homicide - Murder 3
FABRIC Major Started Homicide - Murder 3
HAIR Major Started Deprivation of liberty 3
SWBL Major Started Homicide - Murder 3
SWBL Major Started Homicide - Murder 3
SWAB Major Started Rape 3
SWAB Major Started Rape 3
SWAB Major Started Rape 3
SWAB Major Started Rape 3
SWAB Major Started Rape 3
SWAB Major Started Rape 3
SWAB Major Started Rape 3
SWAB Major Started Rape 3
SWAB Major Started Rape 3
TRACE Major Started Armed so as to cause fear or alarm 3
TRACE Major Started Sexual Assault (Other) 3
FABRIC Major Started Assault occasioning bodily harm 3
FABRIC Major Started Assault occasioning bodily harm 3
TRACE Major Started Drug - Possess and/or use dangerous drugs 3
SWAB Major Started Grievous Bodily Harm 3
SWAB Major Started Sexual Assault (Other) 3
SWAB Major Started Sexual Assault (Other) 3
SWAB Major Started Sexual Assault (Other) 3
SWAB Major Started Sexual Assault (Other) 3
SWAB Major Started Sexual Assault (Other) 3
SWAB Major Started Sexual Assault (Other) 3
SWAB Major Started Sexual Assault (Other) 3
SWAB Major Started Sexual Assault (Other) 3
SWAB Major Started Sexual Assault (Other) 3
SWAB Major Started Sexual Assault (Other) 3
SWAB Major Started Sexual Assault (Other) 3
SWAB Major Started Sexual Assault (Other) 3
SWAB Major Started Sexual Assault (Other) 3
SWAB Major Started Sexual Assault (Other) 3
SWAB Major Started Assault occasioning bodily harm 3
SWBL Major Started Assault, serious (other) 3
SCRAP Major Started Rape 3
SCRAP Major Started Rape 3
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SWAB Major Started Assault, serious (other) 3
SWBL Major Started Grievous Bodily Harm 3
SWBL Major Started Grievous Bodily Harm 3
SWBL Major Started Grievous Bodily Harm 3
TRACE Major Started Robbery, armed 3
SWAB Major Started Rape 3
SWAB Major Started Rape 3
SWAB Major Started Rape 3
SWAB Major Started Rape 3
SWAB Major Started Rape 3
SWAB Major Started Rape 3
SWAB Major Started Rape 3
SWAB Major Started Rape 3
SWAB Major Started Rape 3
SWAB Major Started Rape 3
SWAB Major Started Rape 3
SWAB Major Started Rape 3
SWAB Major Started Rape 3
SWAB Major Started Rape 3
SWAB Major Started Rape 3
SWAB Major Started Rape 3
TLIFT Major Started Indecent treatment of children 3
TLIFT Major Started Indecent treatment of children 3
TLIFT Major Started Indecent treatment of children 3
TLIFT Major Started Indecent treatment of children 3
SCRAP Major Started Indecent treatment of children 3
SCRAP Major Started Indecent treatment of children 3
TLIFT Major Started Indecent treatment of children 3
TLIFT Major Started Indecent treatment of children 3
TLIFT Major Started Indecent treatment of children 3
SWAB Major Started Rape 3
SWAB Major Started Rape 3
SWAB Major Started Rape 3
SWAB Major Started Rape 3
SWAB Major Started Rape 3
SWAB Major Started Indecent treatment of children 3
SWAB Major Started Rape 3
SWAB Major Started Indecent treatment of children 3
SWAB Major Started Indecent treatment of children 3
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SCRAP Major Started Assault occasioning bodily harm 3
SCRAP Major Started Assault occasioning bodily harm 3
SWAB Major Started Rape 3
SWAB Major Started Rape 3
SCRAP Major Started Assault occasioning bodily harm 3
SWAB Major Started Rape 3
SWAB Major Started Rape 3
SWAB Major Started Rape 3
SWAB Major Started Rape 3
SWAB Major Started Rape 3
SWAB Major Started Rape 3
SWAB Major Started Rape 3
SWAB Major Started Rape 3
SWAB Major Started Rape 3
FABRIC Major Started Assault with intent to commit rape 3
FABRIC Major Started Assault with intent to commit rape 3
TRACE Major Started Assault with intent to commit rape 3
SWAB Major Started Rape 3
SWAB Major Started Rape 3
SWAB Major Started Rape 3
SWAB Major Started Rape 3
SWAB Major Started Rape 3
SWAB Major Started Rape 3
SWAB Major Started Rape 3
SWAB Major Started Rape 3
SWAB Major Started Rape 3
SWAB Major Started Rape 3
SWAB Major Started Rape 3
SWAB Major Started Rape 3
SWAB Major Started Drug - Possess and/or use dangerous drugs 3
SWAB Major Started Drug - Possess and/or use dangerous drugs 3
SWAB Major Started Assault, minor (not elsewhere classified) 3
SWAB Major Started Assault, minor (not elsewhere classified) 3
TRACE Major Started Robbery, unarmed 3
SWAB Major Started Robbery, armed 3
TRACE Major Started Rape 3
TRACE Major Started Robbery, unarmed 3
TRACE Major Started Robbery, unarmed 3
TRACE Major Started Rape 3
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SWBL Major Started Grievous Bodily Harm 3
SWBL Major Started Assault occasioning bodily harm 3
SWBL Major Started Assault occasioning bodily harm 3
SWBL Major Started Assault occasioning bodily harm 3
SWAB Major Started Robbery, unarmed 3
SWAB Major Started Wounding 3
SWAB Major Started Assault occasioning bodily harm 3
SWAB Major Started Assault, serious (other) 3
SWAB Major Started Assault, serious (other) 3
SWAB Major Started Rape 3
SWBL Major Started Grievous Bodily Harm 3
SWBL Major Started Assault occasioning bodily harm 3
TRACE Major Started Assault occasioning bodily harm 3
TRACE Major Started Offences against the person/life endangering acts 3
TRACE Major Started Offences against the person/life endangering acts 3
TRACE Major Started Traffic Crash - Hit and Run 3
TRACE Major Started Robbery, unarmed, in company 3
TRACE Major Started Rape 3
TRACE Major Started Rape 3
TRACE Major Started Assault occasioning bodily harm 3
SWAB Major Started Rape 3
TRACE Major Started Sexual Assault (Other) 3
SWAB Major Started Rape 3
SWAB Major Started Rape 3
SWAB Major Started Rape 3
TRACE Major Started Sexual Assault (Other) 3
SWAB Major Started Robbery, armed 3
SWAB Major Started Robbery, armed 3
TRACE Major Started Robbery, armed 3
SWBL Major Started Assault, police (PPRA) 3
SWAB Major Started Robbery, armed 3
TRACE Major Started Robbery, armed 3
TRACE Major Started Robbery, armed 3
TRACE Major Started Grievous Bodily Harm 3
TRACE Major Started Robbery, armed 3
TRACE Major Started Assault occasioning bodily harm 3
TRACE Major Started Grievous Bodily Harm 3
TRACE Major Started Homicide - Murder 3
SWBL Major Started Homicide - Murder 3
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TRACE Major Started Homicide - Murder 3
TRACE Major Started Homicide - Murder 3
TRACE Major Started Homicide - Murder 3
SWBL Major Started Homicide - Murder 3
TRACE Major Started Homicide - Murder 3
SWBL Major Started Homicide - Murder 3
SWBL Major Started Homicide - Murder 3
SWAB Major Started Rape 3
SWAB Major Started Rape 3
SWAB Major Started Rape 3
SWAB Major Started Rape 3
SWAB Major Started Rape 3
SWAB Major Started Rape 3
SWAB Major Started Rape 3
TRACE Major Started Grievous Bodily Harm 3
SWBL Major Started Grievous Bodily Harm 3
SWSAL Major Started Grievous Bodily Harm 3
SWSAL Major Started Grievous Bodily Harm 3
SWSAL Major Started Grievous Bodily Harm 3
SWBL Major Started Grievous Bodily Harm 3
TRACE Major Started Assault, Common 3
TRACE Major Started Assault, Common 3
TRACE Major Started Assault with intent to commit rape 3
SWSAL Major Started Assault occasioning bodily harm 3
SWAB Major Started Wounding 3
SWBL Major Started Wounding 3
TRACE Major Started Robbery, unarmed 3
TRACE Major Started Robbery, unarmed 3
TRACE Major Started Indecent assaults on adults 3
SWAB Major Started Sexual Assault (Other) 3
SWAB Major Started Sexual Assault (Other) 3
SCRAP Major Started Rape 3
SWBL Major Started Robbery, armed 3
SWAB Major Started Robbery, armed 3
SWBL Major Started Robbery, armed 3
SWAB Major Started Robbery, armed 3
SWBL Major Started Robbery, armed 3
SWBL Major Started Robbery, armed 3
SWBL Major Started Robbery, armed 3
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SWAB Major Started Robbery, armed 3
TRACE Major Started Robbery, armed 3
SWAB Major Started Homicide - Murder 3
SWAB Major Started Homicide - Murder 3
SWAB Major Started Homicide - Murder 3
TRACE Major Started ndecent assaults on adults 3
FNAILSCRAP Major Started Rape 3
FNAILSCRAP Major Started Rape 3
TRACE Major Started Robbery, armed 3
SWAB Major Started Robbery, armed 3
SWAB Major Started Robbery, armed 3
SWAB Major Started Robbery, armed 3
SWSAL Major Started Robbery, armed 3
TRACE Major Started Robbery, armed 3
SWAB Major Started Robbery, armed 3
FABRIC Major Started Rape 3
SCRAP Major Started Rape 3
FABRIC Major Started Rape 3
TRACE Major Started Drug - Possess and/or use dangerous drugs 3
TRACE Major Started Assault, serious (other) 3
SCRAP Major Started Rape 3
SCRAP Major Started Rape 3
SCRAP Major Started Rape 3
FABRIC Major Started Sudden Death - Other 3
FABRIC Major Started Sudden Death - Other 3
FABRIC Major Started nvestigative Warrant 3
FABRIC Major Started Assault occasioning bodily harm 3
FABRIC Major Started Assault occasioning bodily harm 3
FABRIC Major Started Assault occasioning bodily harm 3
FABRIC Major Started Assault occasioning bodily harm 3
FABRIC Major Started Sudden Death - Other 3
SWAB Major Started Homicide - Murder 3
SWSAL Major Started Drug - Possess and/or use dangerous drugs 3
TRACE Major Started Grievous Bodily Harm 3
SWSAL Major Started Grievous Bodily Harm 3
TRACE Major Started Grievous Bodily Harm 3
TRACE Major Started Grievous Bodily Harm 3
SWSAL Major Started Grievous Bodily Harm 3
TRACE Major Started Grievous Bodily Harm 3
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SWOTH Major Started Stalking - Protracted 3
TRACE Major Started Type 1a(i) Dangerous operation of a vehicle 3
SWAB Major Started Rape 3
SWAB Major Started Rape 3
SWSAL Major Started Robbery, armed 3
TRACE Major Started Robbery, armed 3
SWSAL Major Started Robbery, armed 3
SWBL Major Started Assault occasioning bodily harm 3
FABRIC Major Started Homicide - Murder 3
TRACE Major Started Assault occasioning bodily harm 3
FABRIC Major Started Homicide - Murder 3
TRACE Major Started Assault occasioning bodily harm 3
TRACE Major Started Homicide - Driving causing death 3
SWBL Major Started Assault occasioning bodily harm 3
SWBL Major Started Assault occasioning bodily harm 3
OTHER Major Started Homicide - Murder 3
TRACE Major Started Homicide - Murder 3
SWAB Major Started Homicide - Murder 3
TRACE Major Started Homicide - Murder 3
OTHER Major Started Homicide - Murder 3
CBUTT Major Started Assault occasioning bodily harm 3
SWBL Major Started Assault occasioning bodily harm 3
CBUTT Major Started Robbery, armed 3
TRACE Major Started Dangerous operation of a vehicle 3
SWBL Major Started Homicide - Murder 3
SWBL Major Started Assault occasioning bodily harm 3
TRACE Major Started Assault, police (PPRA) 3
TRACE Major Started Assault, police (PPRA) 3
TRACE Major Started Robbery, armed 3
FABRIC Major Started Assault, police (PPRA) 3
TRACE Major Started Wilful damage (not elsewhere classified) 3
TRACE Major Started Wilful damage (not elsewhere classified) 3
TRACE Major Started Wilful damage (not elsewhere classified) 3
TRACE Major Started Wilful damage (not elsewhere classified) 3
TRACE Major Started Wilful damage (not elsewhere classified) 3
TRACE Major Started Wilful damage (not elsewhere classified) 3
TRACE Major Started Wilful damage (not elsewhere classified) 3
TRACE Major Started Wilful damage (not elsewhere classified) 3
TRACE Major Started Wilful damage (not elsewhere classified) 3
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TRACE Major Started Wilful damage (not elsewhere classified) 3
SWAB Major Started Assault with intent to commit rape 3
SWAB Major Started Assault with intent to commit rape 3
TRACE Major Started Assault with intent to commit rape 3
SWSAL Major Started Fire – Building or Structure –  Deliberate/Suspici 3
SWSAL Major Started Fire – Building or Structure –  Deliberate/Suspici 3
SWSAL Major Started Fire – Building or Structure –  Deliberate/Suspici 3
SWSAL Major Started Fire – Building or Structure –  Deliberate/Suspici 3
SWSAL Major Started Fire – Building or Structure –  Deliberate/Suspici 3
CBUTT Major Started Assault, serious (other) 3
CBUTT Major Started Assault, serious (other) 3
CBUTT Major Started Assault, serious (other) 3
TRACE Major Started Robbery, armed 3
TRACE Major Started Robbery, armed 3
FNAILSCRAP Major Started Wounding 3
SWBL Major Started Wounding 3
SWBL Major Started Wounding 3
SWBL Major Started Wounding 3
SWBL Major Started Wounding 3
SWBL Major Started Wounding 3
SWBL Major Started Wounding 3
SWBL Major Started Wounding 3
TRACE Major Started Robbery, armed 3
FNAILSCRAP Major Started Wounding 3
SWBL Major Started Wounding 3
SWBL Major Started Wounding 3
TRACE Major Started Assault occasioning bodily harm 3
SCRAP Major Started Indecent treatment of children 3
SCRAP Major Started Indecent treatment of children 3
SWBL Major Started Burglary, with breaking 3
SWBL Major Started Burglary, with breaking 3
SWAB Major Started Rape 3
SWAB Major Started Rape 3
SWAB Major Started Rape 3
SWAB Major Started Rape 3
SWAB Major Started Rape 3
SWAB Major Started Rape 3
SWAB Major Started Grievous Bodily Harm 3
FABRIC Major Started Grievous Bodily Harm 3
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FABRIC Major Started Grievous Bodily Harm 3
FABRIC Major Started Grievous Bodily Harm 3
SWBL Major Started Grievous Bodily Harm 3
SWAB Major Started Robbery, armed 3
SWAB Major Started Rape 3
SCRAP Major Started Sexual Assault (Other) 3
SCRAP Major Started Sexual Assault (Other) 3
FABRIC Major Started Sexual Assault (Other) 3
SWAB Major Started Traffic Crash - No Injury 3
SWAB Major Started Traffic Crash - No Injury 3
SWAB Major Started Traffic Crash - No Injury 3
SWAB Major Started Traffic Crash - No Injury 3
TRACE Major Started Traffic Crash - No Injury 3
SWAB Major Started Traffic Crash - No Injury 3
SWAB Major Started Traffic Crash - No Injury 3
SWAB Major Started Traffic Crash - No Injury 3
TRACE Major Started Traffic Crash - No Injury 3
TRACE Major Started Type 1a(i) Dangerous operation of a vehicle 3
TRACE Major Started Robbery, armed 3
TRACE Major Started Robbery, armed 3
TRACE Major Started Robbery, armed 3
TRACE Major Started Robbery, armed 3
SWAB Major Started Robbery, armed 3
SWAB Major Started Robbery, armed 3
SWAB Major Started Wounding 3
TRACE Major Started Type 1a(i) Dangerous operation of a vehicle 3
TRACE Major Started Type 1a(i) Dangerous operation of a vehicle 3
FNAILSCRAP Major Started Sudden Death - Other 3
FNAILSCRAP Major Started Sudden Death - Other 3
SCRAP Major Started Rape 3
FABRIC Major Started Sexual Assault (Other) 3
FABRIC Major Started Rape 3
FABRIC Major Started Sexual Assault (Other) 3
FABRIC Major Started Sexual Assault (Other) 3
CBUTT Major Started Assault occasioning bodily harm 3
SWAB Major Started Assault occasioning bodily harm 3
SWAB Major Started Assault occasioning bodily harm 3
SWAB Major Started Robbery, armed 3
SWAB Major Started Explosives Found 3
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SWAB Major Started Homicide - Attempted murder 3
SWAB Major Started Homicide - Attempted murder 3
SWAB Major Started Homicide - Attempted murder 3
TRACE Major Started Traffic Crash - Fatal 3
TRACE Major Started Assault occasioning bodily harm 3
SWSAL Major Started Wounding 3
SWAB Major Started Grievous Bodily Harm 3
TRACE Major Started Kidnapping 3
TRACE Major Started Kidnapping 3
TRACE Major Started Kidnapping 3
SWSAL Major Started Kidnapping 3
TRACE Major Started Kidnapping 3
SWBL Major Started Grievous Bodily Harm 3
SWBL Major Started Grievous Bodily Harm 3
SWAB Major Started Unlawful Possession of concealable firearm 3
SWAB Major Started Unlawful Possession of concealable firearm 3
SWBL Major Started Grievous Bodily Harm 3
FNAILSCRAP Major Started Homicide - Murder 3
TRACE Major Started Homicide - Murder 3
FABRIC Major Started Homicide - Murder 3
TRACE Major Started Homicide - Murder 3
TRACE Major Started Homicide - Murder 3
TRACE Major Started Homicide - Murder 3
FNAILSCRAP Major Started Homicide - Murder 3
TRACE Major Started Robbery, armed 3
TRACE Major Started Robbery, armed 3
SWSAL Major Started Robbery, armed 3
TRACE Major Started Robbery, armed 3
SWAB Major Started Assault occasioning bodily harm 3
TRACE Major Started Robbery, armed 3
TRACE Major Started Robbery, armed 3
TRACE Major Started Robbery, armed 3
TRACE Major Started Robbery, armed 3
TRACE Major Started Robbery, armed 3
TRACE Major Started Robbery, armed 3
SWBL Major Started Robbery, armed 3
SWBL Major Started Homicide - Murder 3
SWBL Major Started Grievous Bodily Harm 3
SWBL Major Started Grievous Bodily Harm 3
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SWBL Major Started Grievous Bodily Harm 3
SWBL Major Started Grievous Bodily Harm 3
SWBL Major Started Grievous Bodily Harm 3
SWBL Major Started Grievous Bodily Harm 3
SWBL Major Started Grievous Bodily Harm 3
SWBL Major Started Grievous Bodily Harm 3
SWBL Major Started Grievous Bodily Harm 3
SWBL Major Started Grievous Bodily Harm 3
SWBL Major Started Grievous Bodily Harm 3
SWBL Major Started Grievous Bodily Harm 3
SWBL Major Started Grievous Bodily Harm 3
SWBL Major Started Grievous Bodily Harm 3
SWBL Major Started Grievous Bodily Harm 3
SWBL Major Started Grievous Bodily Harm 3
SWBL Major Started Grievous Bodily Harm 3
SWBL Major Started Grievous Bodily Harm 3
SWBL Major Started Grievous Bodily Harm 3
SWBL Major Started Grievous Bodily Harm 3
SWBL Major Started Grievous Bodily Harm 3
SWBL Major Started Grievous Bodily Harm 3
SWBL Major Started Grievous Bodily Harm 3
SWBL Major Started Grievous Bodily Harm 3
SWBL Major Started Grievous Bodily Harm 3
SWBL Major Started Grievous Bodily Harm 3
SWBL Major Started Grievous Bodily Harm 3
SWBL Major Started Homicide - Murder 3
SWBL Major Started Homicide - Murder 3
SWBL Major Started Homicide - Murder 3
SWBL Major Started Grievous Bodily Harm 3
SWBL Major Started Grievous Bodily Harm 3
SWBL Major Started Grievous Bodily Harm 3
SWBL Major Started Grievous Bodily Harm 3
SWBL Major Started Grievous Bodily Harm 3
SWBL Major Started Grievous Bodily Harm 3
SWBL Major Started Grievous Bodily Harm 3
SWBL Major Started Grievous Bodily Harm 3
SWBL Major Started Homicide - Murder 3
SWBL Major Started Homicide - Murder 3
SWBL Major Started Homicide - Murder 3
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SWBL Major Started Homicide - Murder 3
SWBL Major Started Homicide - Murder 3
SWBL Major Started Homicide - Murder 3
SWBL Major Started Homicide - Murder 3
SWBL Major Started Grievous Bodily Harm 3
SWBL Major Started Grievous Bodily Harm 3
SWBL Major Started Grievous Bodily Harm 3
SWBL Major Started Grievous Bodily Harm 3
SWBL Major Started Grievous Bodily Harm 3
SWBL Major Started Grievous Bodily Harm 3
SWBL Major Started Grievous Bodily Harm 3
SWBL Major Started Grievous Bodily Harm 3
SWBL Major Started Grievous Bodily Harm 3
SWBL Major Started Grievous Bodily Harm 3
SWBL Major Started Grievous Bodily Harm 3
SWBL Major Started Grievous Bodily Harm 3
SWBL Major Started Grievous Bodily Harm 3
SWAB Major Started Homicide - Murder 3
TRACE Major Started Assault, Common 3
PAPER Major Started Wounding 3
TRACE Major Started Drug - Possess and/or use dangerous drugs 3
SCRAP Major Started Rape 3
SCRAP Major Started Rape 3
SCRAP Major Started Rape 3
TRACE Major Started Type 1b Evade Police 3
TRACE Major Started Robbery, unarmed 3
TRACE Major Started Robbery, unarmed 3
FABRIC Major Started Rape 3
SCRAP Major Started Rape 3
FABRIC Major Started Rape 3
SCRAP Major Started Rape 3
SCRAP Major Started Rape 3
TRACE Major Started Robbery, unarmed, in company 3
TRACE Major Started Homicide - Murder 3
SWAB Major Started Homicide - Murder 3
SWAB Major Started Homicide - Murder 3
TRACE Major Started Homicide - Murder 3
SWAB Major Started Homicide - Murder 3
SWBL Major Started Homicide - Murder 3
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SWBL Major Started Homicide - Murder 3
SWAB Major Started Homicide - Murder 3
TRACE Major Started Homicide - Murder 3
SWAB Major Started Homicide - Murder 3
SWAB Major Started Homicide - Murder 3
SWAB Major Started Homicide - Murder 3
FABRIC Major Started Rape 3
SCRAP Major Started Rape 3
SCRAP Major Started Rape 3
FABRIC Major Started Rape 3
FABRIC Major Started Rape 3
SCRAP Major Started Rape 3
FABRIC Major Started Rape 3
FABRIC Major Started Rape 3
FABRIC Major Started Rape 3
SCRAP Major Started Rape 3
SCRAP Major Started Rape 3
SCRAP Major Started Rape 3
FABRIC Major Started Rape 3
TRACE Major Started Robbery, armed 3
SWBL Major Started Wounding 3
TRACE Major Started Wounding 3
TRACE Major Started Wounding 3
TRACE Major Started Robbery, armed 3
TRACE Major Started Wounding 3
SWSEM Major Started Rape 3
SWAB Major Started Assault, serious (other) 3
TRACE Major Started Stalking - Protracted 3
SWAB Major Started Online Report - Sexual Assault 3
SWAB Major Started Online Report - Sexual Assault 3
SWAB Major Started Online Report - Sexual Assault 3
SWAB Major Started Rape 3
SWAB Major Started Rape 3
SWAB Major Started Rape 3
SWAB Major Started Rape 3
SWAB Major Started Rape 3
SWAB Major Started Rape 3
SWAB Major Started Rape 3
SWAB Major Started Rape 3
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FABRIC Major Started Homicide - Murder 3
FABRIC Major Started Homicide - Murder 3
FABRIC Major Started Homicide - Murder 3
FABRIC Major Started Homicide - Murder 3
FABRIC Major Started Homicide - Murder 3
FABRIC Major Started Homicide - Murder 3
FABRIC Major Started Homicide - Murder 3
TRACE Major Started Homicide - Murder 3
SWBL Major Started Wounding 3
SWBL Major Started Wounding 3
SWBL Major Started Wounding 3
SWBL Major Started Wounding 3
SWBL Major Started Wounding 3
SWAB Major Started Drug - Possess and/or use dangerous drugs 3
TRACE Major Started Drug - Possess and/or use dangerous drugs 3
TLIFT Major Started Assault occasioning bodily harm 3
FABRIC Major Started Assault occasioning bodily harm 3
TRACE Major Started Robbery, armed 3
TRACE Major Started Assault occasioning bodily harm 3
SWBL Major Started Assault occasioning bodily harm 3
SWAB Major Started Drug - Possess and/or use dangerous drugs 3
SWAB Major Started Drug - Possess and/or use dangerous drugs 3
SWAB Major Started Drug - Possess and/or use dangerous drugs 3
TRACE Major Started Robbery, armed 3
TRACE Major Started Robbery, armed 3
TRACE Major Started Drug - Possess and/or use dangerous drugs 3
SWAB Major Started Missing Person 3
SWAB Major Started Missing Person 3
SWAB Major Started Missing Person 3
SWAB Major Started Missing Person 3
SWAB Major Started Missing Person 3
TRACE Major Started Assault, serious (other) 3
SWBL Major Started Grievous Bodily Harm 3
SWBL Major Started Assault, Common 3
SWBL Major Started Grievous Bodily Harm 3
SWAB Major Started Grievous Bodily Harm 3
SWAB Major Started Robbery, armed 3
SWAB Major Started Rape 3
SWAB Major Started Rape 3
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SWAB Major Started Rape 3
SWAB Major Started Rape 3
SWAB Major Started Rape 3
SWAB Major Started Rape 3
SWAB Major Started Rape 3
SWAB Major Started Rape 3
SWAB Major Started Rape 3
SWAB Major Started Rape 3
SWAB Major Started Rape 3
SWAB Major Started Rape 3
SWAB Major Started Rape 3
SWAB Major Started Rape 3
SWBL Major Started Assault occasioning bodily harm 3
SWBL Major Started Assault occasioning bodily harm 3
SWAB Major Started Robbery, armed 3
SWAB Major Started Robbery, armed 3
TRACE Major Started Robbery, armed 3
SWSAL Major Started Assault occasioning bodily harm 3
SWAB Major Started Assault occasioning bodily harm 3
TRACE Major Started Weapons Act 1990 3
TRACE Major Started Weapons Act 1990 3
TRACE Major Started Robbery, unarmed 3
TRACE Major Started Robbery, unarmed 3
TRACE Major Started Fire – Aircraft or Motor Vehicle – Deliberate/Susp 3
SWBL Major Started Assault occasioning bodily harm 3
SWAB Major Started Drug - Possess and/or use dangerous drugs 3
TRACE Major Started ndecent treatment of children 3
TRACE Major Started ndecent treatment of children 3
FABRIC Major Started Homicide - Murder 3
SWBL Major Started Homicide - Murder 3
SWBL Major Started Homicide - Murder 3
SWBL Major Started Homicide - Murder 3
SWBL Major Started Homicide - Murder 3
SWBL Major Started Homicide - Murder 3
SWBL Major Started Homicide - Murder 3
SWBL Major Started Homicide - Murder 3
SWBL Major Started Homicide - Murder 3
SWAB Major Started Drug - Possess and/or use dangerous drugs 3
FNAILSCRAP Major Started Homicide - Murder 3
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FNAILSCRAP Major Started Homicide - Murder 3
SWSAL Major Started Missing Person 3
SWAB Major Started Missing Person 3
SWBL Major Started Wounding 3
SWAB Major Started Wounding 3
TRACE Major Started Rape 3
SWAB Major Started Wounding 3
SWAB Major Started Rape 3
SWAB Major Started Rape 3
SWAB Major Started Rape 3
SWAB Major Started Rape 3
SWAB Major Started Rape 3
SWAB Major Started Rape 3
SWAB Major Started Rape 3
SWAB Major Started Rape 3
SWBL Major Started Grievous Bodily Harm 3
SWBL Major Started Grievous Bodily Harm 3
TRACE Major Started Drug - Possess and/or use dangerous drugs 3
TRACE Major Started Robbery, armed 3
TRACE Major Started Drug - Possess and/or use dangerous drugs 3
TRACE Major Started Drug - Possess and/or use dangerous drugs 3
TRACE Major Started Robbery, armed 3
SWAB Major Started Drug - Possess and/or use dangerous drugs 3
TRACE Major Started Possession of property suspected stolen 3
TRACE Major Started Possession of property suspected stolen 3
SWAB Major Started Drug - Possess and/or use dangerous drugs 3
SWBL Major Started Wounding 3
TRACE Major Started Fire – Aircraft or Motor Vehicle – Deliberate/Susp 3
TRACE Major Started Fire – Aircraft or Motor Vehicle – Deliberate/Susp 3
SWBL Major Started Wounding 3
FABRIC Major Started Homicide - Murder 3
FABRIC Major Started Homicide - Murder 3
SWBL Major Started Robbery, unarmed 3
FABRIC Major Started Homicide - Murder 3
SWSAL Major Started Assault occasioning bodily harm 3
TRACE Major Started Assault occasioning bodily harm 3
TRACE Major Started Assault occasioning bodily harm 3
SWSAL Major Started Assault occasioning bodily harm 3
TRACE Major Started Assault occasioning bodily harm 3
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TRACE Major Started Wounding 3
SWAB Major Started Wounding 3
TRACE Major Started Weapons Act 1990 3
TRACE Major Started Weapons Act 1990 3
SWAB Major Started Weapons Act 1990 3
TRACE Major Started Weapons Act 1990 3
TRACE Major Started Weapons Act 1990 3
SWAB Major Started Weapons Act 1990 3
TRACE Major Started Weapons Act 1990 3
TRACE Major Started Weapons Act 1990 3
SWBL Major Started Wounding 3
SWAB Major Started Weapons Act 1990 3
TRACE Major Started Weapons Act 1990 3
TRACE Major Started Weapons Act 1990 3
TRACE Major Started Weapons Act 1990 3
SWAB Major Started Rape 3
SWAB Major Started Rape 3
SWAB Major Started Rape 3
SWAB Major Started Rape 3
SWAB Major Started Rape 3
SWAB Major Started Rape 3
SWAB Major Started Rape 3
SWAB Major Started Rape 3
SWAB Major Started Drug - Possess and/or use dangerous drugs 3
SWAB Major Started Rape 3
SWAB Major Started Rape 3
SWAB Major Started Rape 3
SWAB Major Started Rape 3
SWAB Major Started Rape 3
SWAB Major Started Rape 3
SWAB Major Started Rape 3
SWAB Major Started Rape 3
SWAB Major Started Rape 3
SWAB Major Started Rape 3
SWAB Major Started Rape 3
SWSAL Major Started Rape 3
SWSAL Major Started Rape 3
SWSAL Major Started Rape 3
SWSAL Major Started Missing Person 3
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SWAB Major Started Unlawful Possession of firearm (other) 3
SWBL Major Started Wounding 3
TRACE Major Started Armed so as to cause fear or alarm 3
SWBL Major Started Assault occasioning bodily harm 3
SWAB Major Started Rape 3
SWAB Major Started Rape 3
SWAB Major Started Rape 3
SWAB Major Started Rape 3
SWAB Major Started Rape 3
SWAB Major Started Rape 3
SCRAP Major Started Rape 3
TLIFT Major Started Rape 3
SCRAP Major Started Rape 3
SCRAP Major Started Rape 3
SCRAP Major Started Rape 3
SWBL Major Started Robbery, armed 3
SWBL Major Started Robbery, armed 3
SWBL Major Started Robbery, armed 3
SWBL Major Started Robbery, armed 3
TRACE Major Started Robbery, armed 3
TRACE Major Started Robbery, armed 3
TRACE Major Started Assault occasioning bodily harm 3
SWBL Major Started Grievous Bodily Harm 3
FABRIC Major Started Homicide - Murder 3
FABRIC Major Started Homicide - Murder 3
HAIR Major Started Homicide - Murder 3
FABRIC Major Started Homicide - Murder 3
SWBL Major Started Grievous Bodily Harm 3
FABRIC Major Started Homicide - Murder 3
FABRIC Major Started Homicide - Murder 3
FABRIC Major Started Homicide - Murder 3
TRACE Major Started Homicide - Murder 3
TRACE Major Started Homicide - Murder 3
SWAB Major Started Homicide - Murder 3
TRACE Major Started Drug - Supply dangerous drugs 3
SWBL Major Started Grievous Bodily Harm 3
SWBL Major Started Grievous Bodily Harm 3
SWBL Major Started Grievous Bodily Harm 3
TRACE Major Started Rape 3
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TRACE Major Started Rape 3
TRACE Major Started Drug - Supply dangerous drugs 3
SWBL Major Started Grievous Bodily Harm 3
SWBL Major Started Grievous Bodily Harm 3
SWBL Major Started Grievous Bodily Harm 3
SWBL Major Started Grievous Bodily Harm 3
SWBL Major Started Grievous Bodily Harm 3
TRACE Major Started Rape 3
FABRIC Major Started Homicide - Murder 3
SWBL Major Started Homicide - Murder 3
TRACE Major Started Homicide - Murder 3
TRACE Major Started Homicide - Murder 3
FABRIC Major Started Homicide - Murder 3
SWAB Major Started Rape 3
SWAB Major Started Rape 3
SWAB Major Started Rape 3
SWAB Major Started Rape 3
SWAB Major Started Rape 3
SWAB Major Started Rape 3
SWAB Major Started Rape 3
TRACE Major Started Homicide - Murder 3
SWAB Major Started Homicide - Murder 3
SWAB Major Started Homicide - Murder 3
SWBL Major Started Homicide - Murder 3
SWSAL Major Started Robbery, armed 3
TRACE Major Started Robbery, armed 3
SWAB Major Started Report of Suspected Harm to a Child 3
TRACE Major Started Robbery, unarmed, in company 3
SWAB Major Started Report of Suspected Harm to a Child 3
SCRAP Major Started Rape 3
SWAB Major Started Rape 3
SWAB Major Started Rape 3
SWAB Major Started Rape 3
SCRAP Major Started Rape 3
SCRAP Major Started Rape 3
SCRAP Major Started Rape 3
SWAB Major Started Rape 3
TRACE Major Started Rape 3
TRACE Major Started Rape 3
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TRACE Major Started Rape 3
TRACE Major Started Rape 3
TRACE Major Started Rape 3
TRACE Major Started Rape 3
TRACE Major Started Rape 3
TRACE Major Started Rape 3
TRACE Major Started Rape 3
TRACE Major Started Rape 3
SWBL Major Started Wounding 3
SWAB Major Started Drug - Possess and/or use dangerous drugs 3
TRACE Major Started Rape 3
TRACE Major Started Rape 3
SWAB Major Started Drug - Possess and/or use dangerous drugs 3
SWAB Major Started Drug - Possess and/or use dangerous drugs 3
TRACE Major Started Rape 3
SWBL Major Started Assault occasioning bodily harm 3
SWAB Major Started Robbery, armed 3
TRACE Major Started Fire – Aircraft or Motor Vehicle – Deliberate/Susp 3
SWAB Major Started Robbery, armed 3
SWAB Major Started Robbery, armed 3
FABRIC Major Started Homicide - Murder 3
FABRIC Major Started Homicide - Murder 3
SWAB Major Started Robbery, armed 3
SWAB Major Started Rape 3
SWAB Major Started Rape 3
SWAB Major Started Rape 3
SWAB Major Started Rape 3
SWAB Major Started Rape 3
FABRIC Major Started Assault occasioning bodily harm 3
SWAB Major Started Rape 3
SWAB Major Started Rape 3
SWAB Major Started Rape 3
SWAB Major Started Robbery, armed 3
SWAB Major Started Robbery, armed 3
SWBL Major Started Robbery, armed 3
SWAB Major Started Rape 3
SWAB Major Started Rape 3
TRACE Major Started Assault occasioning bodily harm 3
SWAB Major Started Rape 3
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SWAB Major Started Rape 3
OTHER Major Started Rape 3
TRACE Major Started Indecent treatment of children 3
TRACE Major Started Indecent treatment of children 3
CBUTT Major Started Weapons Act 1990 3
SWAB Major Started Assault, serious (other) 3
CBUTT Major Started Rape 3
CBUTT Major Started Rape 3
CBUTT Major Started Robbery, armed 3
SCRAP Major Started Rape 3
SCRAP Major Started Rape 3
SCRAP Major Started Rape 3
OTHER Major Started Rape 3
OTHER Major Started Rape 3
OTHER Major Started Rape 3
OTHER Major Started Rape 3
SCRAP Major Started Rape 3
SCRAP Major Started Rape 3
SCRAP Major Started Rape 3
SWAB Major Started Online Report - Sexual Assault 3
SCRAP Major Started Rape 3
FNAILSCRAP Major Started Robbery, armed 3
SWAB Major Started Robbery, unarmed, in company 3
SWAB Major Started Online Report - Sexual Assault 3
SWAB Major Started Online Report - Sexual Assault 3
SWAB Major Started Online Report - Sexual Assault 3
SCRAP Major Started Rape 3
SCRAP Major Started Rape 3
TRACE Major Started Robbery, armed 3
FNAILSCRAP Major Started Robbery, armed 3
SWAB Major Started Wounding 3
SWAB Major Started Wounding 3
TRACE Major Started Robbery, unarmed, in company 3
TRACE Major Started Robbery, unarmed, in company 3
TRACE Major Started Robbery, unarmed, in company 3
SCRAP Major Started Rape 3
TRACE Major Started Robbery, unarmed, in company 3
TRACE Major Started Robbery, armed 3
SWBL Major Started Robbery, unarmed, in company 3
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SWAB Major Started Robbery, unarmed, in company 3
SWBL Major Started Assault occasioning bodily harm 3
TRACE Major Started Robbery, armed 3
TRACE Major Started Robbery, armed 3
FABRIC Major Started Rape 3
FABRIC Major Started Rape 3
OTHER Major Started Wounding 3
TRACE Major Started Rape 3
SCRAP Major Started Rape 3
CBUTT Major Started Assault, serious (other) 3
SCRAP Major Started Rape 3
FABRIC Major Started Rape 3
SCRAP Major Started Rape 3
CBUTT Major Started Robbery, armed 3
CBUTT Major Started Weapons Act 1990 3
SCRAP Major Started Rape 3
SCRAP Major Started Rape 3
SCRAP Major Started Rape 3
SCRAP Major Started Rape 3
SCRAP Major Started Rape 3
SCRAP Major Started Rape 3
SCRAP Major Started Rape 3
SCRAP Major Started Rape 3
SCRAP Major Started Rape 3
FABRIC Major Started Rape 3
SCRAP Major Started Rape 3
SCRAP Major Started Rape 3
TRACE Major Started Homicide - Murder 3
TRACE Major Started Homicide - Murder 3
TRACE Major Started Homicide - Murder 3
TRACE Major Started Homicide - Murder 3
FABRIC Major Started Homicide - Murder 3
TRACE Major Started Homicide - Murder 3
FABRIC Major Started Homicide - Murder 3
TRACE Major Started Homicide - Murder 3
TRACE Major Started Homicide - Murder 3
TRACE Major Started Homicide - Murder 3
TRACE Major Started Homicide - Murder 3
TRACE Major Started Homicide - Murder 3
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TRACE Major Started Homicide - Murder 3
TRACE Major Started Homicide - Murder 3
TRACE Major Started Homicide - Murder 3
FABRIC Major Started Rape 3
TRACE Major Started Homicide - Murder 3
TRACE Major Started Homicide - Murder 3
TRACE Major Started Homicide - Murder 3
TRACE Major Started Homicide - Murder 3
TRACE Major Started Homicide - Murder 3
TRACE Major Started Homicide - Murder 3
TRACE Major Started Assault, serious (other) 3
TRACE Major Started Assault, serious (other) 3
TRACE Major Started Assault, serious (other) 3
TRACE Major Started Assault, serious (other) 3
FABRIC Major Started Assault, serious (other) 3
FABRIC Major Started Assault, serious (other) 3
HAIR Major Started Assault occasioning bodily harm 3
TRACE Major Started Assault, serious (other) 3
TRACE Major Started Assault, serious (other) 3
TRACE Major Started Assault, serious (other) 3
TRACE Major Started Assault, serious (other) 3
HAIR Major Started Assault occasioning bodily harm 3
TRACE Major Started Deprivation of liberty 3
TRACE Major Started Deprivation of liberty 3
TRACE Major Started Deprivation of liberty 3
FABRIC Major Started Rape 3
TRACE Major Started Rape 3
TRACE Major Started Rape 3
TRACE Major Started Rape 3
SWAB Major Started Rape 3
SWAB Major Started Rape 3
SWAB Major Started Rape 3
SWAB Major Started Rape 3
SWAB Major Started Rape 3
SWAB Major Started Rape 3
SWAB Major Started Rape 3
SWAB Major Started Rape 3
SWAB Major Started Rape 3
SWAB Major Started Rape 3
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SCRAP Major Started Rape 3
SWAB Major Started Rape 3
SWAB Major Started Rape 3
SCRAP Major Started Rape 3
SWAB Major Started Rape 3
SWAB Major Started Rape 3
SWAB Major Started Rape 3
SWAB Major Started Rape 3
SCRAP Major Started Rape 3
SWSAL Major Started Type 1a(i) Dangerous operation of a vehicle 3
SWBL Major Started Traffic Crash - Hit and Run 3
SWBL Major Started Traffic Crash - Hit and Run 3
SWSAL Major Started Type 1a(i) Dangerous operation of a vehicle 3
TRACE Major Started Fire – Aircraft or Motor Vehicle – Deliberate/Susp 3
SWBL Major Started Grievous Bodily Harm 3
FABRIC Major Started Homicide - Attempted murder 3
FABRIC Major Started Homicide - Attempted murder 3
FNAILSCRAP Major Started Homicide - Murder 3
FNAILSCRAP Major Started Homicide - Murder 3
SWAB Major Started Rape 3
SWAB Major Started Rape 3
SWAB Major Started Rape 3
SWBL Major Started Grievous Bodily Harm 3
TRACE Major Started Grievous Bodily Harm 3
SWBL Major Started Grievous Bodily Harm 3
SWBL Major Started Assault occasioning bodily harm 3
SWAB Major Started Rape 3
SWAB Major Started Rape 3
TRACE Major Started Offences against the person/life endangering acts 3
TRACE Major Started Offences against the person/life endangering acts 3
SWAB Major Started Traffic Crash - Hit and Run 3
CBUTT Major Started Robbery, unarmed, in company 3
SWBL Major Started Grievous Bodily Harm 3
TRACE Major Started Robbery, armed 3
SWAB Major Started Rape 3
TRACE Major Started Traffic Crash - Hit and Run 3
SWAB Major Started Robbery, armed 3
SWAB Major Started Wounding 3
SWBL Major Started Wounding 3
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SWBL Major Started Wounding 3
SWBL Major Started Wounding 3
SWBL Major Started Wounding 3
SWBL Major Started Traffic Crash - Fatal 3
SWAB Major Started Homicide - Murder 3
SWBL Major Started Robbery, unarmed 3
TRACE Major Started Grievous Bodily Harm 3
SWBL Major Started Grievous Bodily Harm 3
SWAB Major Started Wounding 3
SWBL Major Started Wounding 3
SWAB Major Started Fire Vehicle Non Suspicious 3
TRACE Major Started Wounding 3
SWBL Major Started ndecent assaults on adults 3
FABRIC Major Started Sexual offences (other) 18 and over 3
FABRIC Major Started Sexual offences (other) 18 and over 3
TRACE Major Started Homicide - Murder 3
SWAB Major Started Homicide - Murder 3
TRACE Major Started Homicide - Murder 3
SWBL Major Started Robbery, unarmed 3
SWBL Major Started Grievous Bodily Harm 3
TRACE Major Started Grievous Bodily Harm 3
SWAB Major Started Assault occasioning bodily harm 3
SWAB Major Started Drug - Possess and/or use dangerous drugs 3
TRACE Major Started Stealing from other specified buildings (including 3
SWBL Major Started Assault occasioning bodily harm 3
SWAB Major Started Rape 3
SWAB Major Started Rape 3
SWAB Major Started Rape 3
SWAB Major Started Rape 3
SWAB Major Started Rape 3
SWAB Major Started Rape 3
SWAB Major Started Rape 3
SWAB Major Started Rape 3
SWAB Major Started Rape 3
SWAB Major Started Rape 3
SWAB Major Started Fire – Aircraft or Motor Vehicle – Deliberate/Susp 3
TRACE Major Started Drug - Possess and/or use dangerous drugs 3
SCRAP Major Started Rape 3
SCRAP Major Started Rape 3
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SWBL Major Started Homicide - Attempted murder 3
SWBL Major Started Homicide - Attempted murder 3
SWBL Major Started Homicide - Attempted murder 3
SWBL Major Started Homicide - Attempted murder 3
SWBL Major Started Homicide - Attempted murder 3
SWBL Major Started Homicide - Attempted murder 3
SWBL Major Started Homicide - Attempted murder 3
SWBL Major Started Homicide - Attempted murder 3
SWBL Major Started Homicide - Attempted murder 3
SWBL Major Started Homicide - Attempted murder 3
SWBL Major Started Homicide - Attempted murder 3
TRACE Major Started Homicide - Attempted murder 3
TRACE Major Started Homicide - Attempted murder 3
SWBL Major Started Homicide - Attempted murder 3
TRACE Major Started Drug - Possess and/or use dangerous drugs 3
TRACE Major Started Drug - Possess and/or use dangerous drugs 3
TRACE Major Started Drug - Possess and/or use dangerous drugs 3
SWBL Major Started Homicide - Attempted murder 3
TRACE Major Started Drug - Possess and/or use dangerous drugs 3
TRACE Major Started Drug - Possess and/or use dangerous drugs 3
TRACE Major Started Drug - Possess and/or use dangerous drugs 3
TRACE Major Started Drug - Possess and/or use dangerous drugs 3
TRACE Major Started Drug - Possess and/or use dangerous drugs 3
TRACE Major Started Drug - Possess and/or use dangerous drugs 3
TRACE Major Started Drug - Possess and/or use dangerous drugs 3
TRACE Major Started Drug - Possess and/or use dangerous drugs 3
TRACE Major Started Drug - Possess and/or use dangerous drugs 3
TRACE Major Started Drug - Possess and/or use dangerous drugs 3
TRACE Major Started Drug - Possess and/or use dangerous drugs 3
TRACE Major Started Drug - Possess and/or use dangerous drugs 3
TRACE Major Started Drug - Possess and/or use dangerous drugs 3
TRACE Major Started Drug - Possess and/or use dangerous drugs 3
TRACE Major Started Drug - Possess and/or use dangerous drugs 3
TRACE Major Started Drug - Possess and/or use dangerous drugs 3
TRACE Major Started Drug - Possess and/or use dangerous drugs 3
TRACE Major Started Drug - Possess and/or use dangerous drugs 3
TRACE Major Started Drug - Possess and/or use dangerous drugs 3
TRACE Major Started Drug - Possess and/or use dangerous drugs 3
TRACE Major Started Drug - Possess and/or use dangerous drugs 3
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TRACE Major Started Drug - Possess and/or use dangerous drugs 3
TRACE Major Started Drug - Possess and/or use dangerous drugs 3
TRACE Major Started Robbery, armed 3
TRACE Major Started Traffic Crash - Hit and Run 3
TRACE Major Started Drug - Possess and/or use dangerous drugs 3
TRACE Major Started Drug - Possess and/or use dangerous drugs 3
CBUTT Major Started Robbery, unarmed 3
SWSAL Volume Started Enter with intent, shop, with breaking 3
OTHER Volume Started Wilful damage (not elsewhere classified) 3
SCRAP Volume Started Homicide - Murder 3
TRACE Volume Started Motor vehicle - steal, unlawfully use, possess 3
AUTSAMP Volume Started Sudden Death - Other 3
TRACE Volume Started Motor vehicle - steal, unlawfully use, possess 3
TRACE Volume Started Stealing (other) 3
SWBL Volume Started Enter with intent, other premises, with breaking 3
TRACE Volume Started Burglary, with breaking 3
SWSAL Volume Started Burglary, with breaking 3
TRACE Volume Started Enter with intent, other premises, with breaking 3
TRACE Volume Started Burglary, with breaking 3
SWSAL Volume Started Burglary 3
TRACE Volume Started Burglary, with breaking 3
TRACE Volume Started Motor vehicle - steal, unlawfully use, possess 3
SWSAL Volume Started Motor vehicle - steal, unlawfully use, possess 3
SWSAL Volume Started Motor vehicle - steal, unlawfully use, possess 3
SWAB Volume Started Enter with intent, other premises, with breaking 3
REFERENCE Volume Started Sudden Death - Other 3
SWAB Volume Started Burglary, with breaking 3
TRACE Volume Started Enter with intent, other premises, with breaking 3
CBUTT Volume Started Burglary, with breaking 3
TRACE Volume Started Enter with intent, other premises, with breaking 3
SWAB Volume Started Burglary, with breaking 3
SWSAL Volume Started Motor vehicle - steal, unlawfully use, possess 3
CBUTT Volume Started Motor vehicle - steal, unlawfully use, possess 3
SWSAL Volume Started Enter with intent, other premises, with breaking 3
REFERENCE Volume Started Sudden Death - Other 3
REFERENCE Volume Started Sudden Death - Other 3
SWSAL Volume Started Motor vehicle - steal, unlawfully use, possess 3
TRACE Volume Started Motor vehicle - steal, unlawfully use, possess 3
SCRAP Volume Started Sudden Death - Other 3
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CBUTT Volume Started Drug - Possess and/or use dangerous drugs 3
TRACE Volume Started Enter with intent, shop, with breaking 3
CBUTT Volume Started Motor vehicle - steal, unlawfully use, possess 3
TRACE Volume Started Burglary, with breaking 3
SWSAL Volume Started State False Name or Address 3
TRACE Volume Started Burglary, with breaking 3
SWAB Volume Started Online Report - Sexual Assault 3
SWAB Volume Started Online Report - Sexual Assault 3
SWAB Volume Started Online Report - Sexual Assault 3
SWAB Volume Started Online Report - Sexual Assault 3
SWAB Volume Started Sudden Death - Other 3
SWAB Volume Started Sudden Death - Other 3
SWAB Volume Started Sudden Death - Other 3
CBUTT Volume Started Motor vehicle - steal, unlawfully use, possess 3
SWBL Volume Started Assault occasioning bodily harm 3
TLIFT Volume Started Burglary, with breaking 3
TRACE Volume Started Assault occasioning bodily harm 3
SWSAL Volume Started Motor vehicle - steal, unlawfully use, possess 3
SWAB Volume Started Robbery, armed 3
TRACE Volume Started Robbery, armed 3
SWAB Volume Started Motor vehicle - steal, unlawfully use, possess 3
SWSAL Volume Started Motor vehicle - steal, unlawfully use, possess 3
TRACE Volume Started Burglary, with breaking 3
SWAB Volume Started Burglary, with breaking 3
CBUTT Volume Started Burglary, with breaking 3
SWAB Volume Started Motor vehicle - steal, unlawfully use, possess 3
TRACE Volume Started Enter with intent, other premises, with breaking 3
SWSAL Volume Started Enter with intent, other premises, with breaking 3
TRACE Volume Started Burglary, with breaking 3
SWSAL Volume Started Motor vehicle - steal, unlawfully use, possess 3
TRACE Volume Started Enter with intent, other premises, with breaking 3
SWBL Volume Started Enter with intent, other premises, with breaking 3
SWSAL Volume Started Motor vehicle - steal, unlawfully use, possess 3
TRACE Volume Started Robbery, armed 3
TRACE Volume Started Robbery, armed 3
TRACE Volume Started Robbery, armed 3
TRACE Volume Started Enter with intent, shop, with breaking 3
SWSAL Volume Started Burglary, with breaking 3
SWAB Volume Started Motor vehicle - steal, unlawfully use, possess 3
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CBUTT Volume Started Shop stealing, unlawfully take away goods 3
TRACE Volume Started Stealing from other specified buildings (including 3
TRACE Volume Started Motor vehicle - steal, unlawfully use, possess 3
CBUTT Volume Started Enter with intent, other premises 3
TRACE Volume Started Sudden Death - Suicide 3
SWAB Volume Started Burglary, with breaking 3
SWAB Volume Started Motor vehicle - steal, unlawfully use, possess 3
CBUTT Volume Started Motor vehicle - steal, unlawfully use, possess 3
SWSAL Volume Started Enter with intent, other premises, with breaking 3
SWAB Volume Started Enter with intent, other premises, with breaking 3
TRACE Volume Started Burglary, with breaking 3
SWSAL Volume Started Motor vehicle - steal, unlawfully use, possess 3
TRACE Volume Started Assault occasioning bodily harm 3
SWSAL Volume Started Wilful damage (not elsewhere classified) 3
CBUTT Volume Started Burglary, with breaking 3
SWAB Volume Started Vehicles - Stealing from/enter with intent 3
TRACE Volume Started Burglary, with breaking 3
CBUTT Volume Started Burglary, with breaking 3
TRACE Volume Started Burglary, with breaking 3
TRACE Volume Started Burglary, with breaking 3
TRACE Volume Started Motor vehicle - attempted steal/unlawfully use 3
SWAB Volume Started Assault, police (PPRA) 3
SWBL Volume Started Traffic Crash - With Injury 3
CBUTT Volume Started Burglary, with breaking 3
CBUTT Volume Started Burglary, with breaking 3
TRACE Volume Started Wilful damage (not elsewhere classified) 3
SWSAL Volume Started Burglary, with breaking 3
SWSAL Volume Started Motor vehicle - steal, unlawfully use, possess 3
SWSAL Volume Started Burglary, with breaking 3
TRACE Volume Started Burglary, with breaking 3
TRACE Volume Started Traffic Crash - No Injury 3
TRACE Volume Started Motor vehicle - steal, unlawfully use, possess 3
TRACE Volume Started Motor vehicle - steal, unlawfully use, possess 3
TRACE Volume Started Motor vehicle - steal, unlawfully use, possess 3
CBUTT Volume Started Enter with intent, other premises, with breaking 3
TRACE Volume Started Burglary, with breaking 3
TRACE Volume Started Motor vehicle - steal, unlawfully use, possess 3
TRACE Volume Started Drug - Possess and/or use dangerous drugs 3
TRACE Volume Started Drug - Possess and/or use dangerous drugs 3
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TRACE Volume Started Burglary, with breaking 3
TRACE Volume Started Motor vehicle - steal, unlawfully use, possess 3
TRACE Volume Started Motor vehicle - steal, unlawfully use, possess 3
TRACE Volume Started Motor vehicle - steal, unlawfully use, possess 3
TRACE Volume Started Motor vehicle - steal, unlawfully use, possess 3
SWSAL Volume Started Burglary, with breaking 3
TRACE Volume Started Motor vehicle - steal, unlawfully use, possess 3
TRACE Volume Started Motor vehicle - steal, unlawfully use, possess 3
SWBL Volume Started Offences against the person/life endangering acts 3
TRACE Volume Started Motor vehicle - steal, unlawfully use, possess 3
SWSAL Volume Started Burglary, with breaking 3
SWAB Volume Started Burglary, with breaking 3
TRACE Volume Started Offences against the person/life endangering acts 3
TRACE Volume Started 3
CBUTT Volume Started Burglary, with breaking 3
CBUTT Volume Started Enter with intent, other premises, with breaking 3
TRACE Volume Started Motor vehicle - steal, unlawfully use, possess 3
TRACE Volume Started Motor vehicle - steal, unlawfully use, possess 3
SWBL Volume Started Assault occasioning bodily harm 3
TRACE Volume Started Burglary, with breaking 3
CBUTT Volume Started Burglary, with breaking 3
CBUTT Volume Started Burglary, with breaking 3
CBUTT Volume Started Burglary, with breaking 3
TRACE Volume Started Motor vehicle - steal, unlawfully use, possess 3
CBUTT Volume Started Vehicles - Stealing from/enter with intent 3
SWBL Volume Started Enter with intent, other premises, with breaking 3
TRACE Volume Started Motor vehicle - steal, unlawfully use, possess 3
SWBL Volume Started Motor vehicle - steal, unlawfully use, possess 3
SWBL Volume Started Motor vehicle - steal, unlawfully use, possess 3
TRACE Volume Started Burglary, with breaking 3
TRACE Volume Started Enter with intent, other premises, with breaking 3
SWSAL Volume Started Burglary, with breaking 3
SWAB Volume Started Burglary, with breaking 3
TRACE Volume Started Burglary, with breaking 3
TRACE Volume Started Motor vehicle - steal, unlawfully use, possess 3
SWBL Volume Started Assault occasioning bodily harm 3
SWBL Volume Started Assault occasioning bodily harm 3
CBUTT Volume Started Motor vehicle - steal, unlawfully use, possess 3
TRACE Volume Started Burglary, with breaking 3
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SWSAL Volume Started Burglary, with breaking 3
SWSAL Volume Started Burglary 3
SWAB Volume Started Burglary, with breaking 3
SWBL Volume Started Wilful damage (not elsewhere classified) 3
TRACE Volume Started Motor vehicle - steal, unlawfully use, possess 3
TRACE Volume Started Enter with intent, other premises, with breaking 3
TRACE Volume Started Motor vehicle - steal, unlawfully use, possess 3
TRACE Volume Started Vehicles - Stealing from/enter with intent 3
SWBL Volume Started Vehicles - Stealing from/enter with intent 3
TRACE Volume Started Burglary 3
SWBL Volume Started Enter with intent, other premises, with breaking 3
SWSAL Volume Started Motor vehicle - steal, unlawfully use, possess 3
SWSAL Volume Started Motor vehicle - steal, unlawfully use, possess 3
SWBL Volume Started Burglary, with breaking 3
SWBL Volume Started Vehicles - Stealing from/enter with intent 3
SWBL Volume Started Vehicles - Stealing from/enter with intent 3
TRACE Volume Started Motor vehicle - steal, unlawfully use, possess 3
SWAB Volume Started Robbery, unarmed, in company 3
TRACE Volume Started Enter with intent, shop, with breaking 3
CBUTT Volume Started Motor vehicle - steal, unlawfully use, possess 3
SWAB Volume Started Motor vehicle - steal, unlawfully use, possess 3
TRACE Volume Started Burglary, with breaking 3
TRACE Volume Started Burglary, with breaking 3
TRACE Volume Started Burglary, with breaking 3
TRACE Volume Started Enter with intent, shop, with breaking 3
SWSAL Volume Started Enter with intent, other premises, with breaking 3
TRACE Volume Started Burglary, with breaking 3
SWSAL Volume Started Motor vehicle - steal, unlawfully use, possess 3
CBUTT Volume Started Burglary, with breaking 3
CBUTT Volume Started Stealing (other) 3
TRACE Volume Started Burglary, with breaking 3
SWSAL Volume Started Burglary, with breaking 3
SWSAL Volume Started Enter with intent, other premises, with breaking 3
TRACE Volume Started Burglary, with breaking 3
TRACE Volume Started Enter with intent, other premises, with breaking 3
TRACE Volume Started Enter with intent, other premises, with breaking 3
TRACE Volume Started Burglary, with breaking 3
TRACE Volume Started Wilful damage (not elsewhere classified) 3
TRACE Volume Started Burglary, with breaking 3
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TRACE Volume Started Motor vehicle - steal, unlawfully use, possess 3
SWSAL Volume Started Burglary, with breaking 3
TRACE Volume Started Burglary 3
SWAB Volume Started Burglary, with breaking 3
TRACE Volume Started Burglary, with breaking 3
SWSAL Volume Started Burglary, with breaking 3
TRACE Volume Started Burglary 3
TRACE Volume Started Burglary, with breaking 3
SWBL Volume Started Enter with intent, other premises, with breaking 3
TRACE Volume Started Burglary, with breaking 3
SWBL Volume Started Assault occasioning bodily harm 3
TRACE Volume Started Robbery, armed 3
TRACE Volume Started Burglary, with breaking 3
TRACE Volume Started Burglary, with breaking 3
TRACE Volume Started Traffic Crash - No Injury 3
SWSAL Volume Started Traffic Crash - No Injury 3
SWSAL Volume Started Motor vehicle - steal, unlawfully use, possess 3
SWAB Volume Started Enter with intent, other premises, with breaking 3
TRACE Volume Started Burglary, with breaking 3
TRACE Volume Started Burglary, with breaking 3
TRACE Volume Started Motor vehicle - steal, unlawfully use, possess 3
TRACE Volume Started Enter with intent, other premises, with breaking 3
TRACE Volume Started Burglary, with breaking 3
SWSAL Volume Started Burglary, with breaking 3
SWBL Volume Started Enter with intent, other premises, with breaking 3
TRACE Volume Started Motor vehicle - steal, unlawfully use, possess 3
TRACE Volume Started Burglary, with breaking 3
TRACE Volume Started Assault occasioning bodily harm 3
TRACE Volume Started Burglary, with breaking 3
TRACE Volume Started Burglary, with breaking 3
TRACE Volume Started Motor vehicle - attempted steal/unlawfully use 3
CBUTT Volume Started Burglary, with breaking 3
CBUTT Volume Started Vehicles - Stealing from/enter with intent 3
CBUTT Volume Started Vehicles - Stealing from/enter with intent 3
TRACE Volume Started Enter with intent, other premises, with breaking 3
TRACE Volume Started Enter with intent, shop, with breaking 3
TRACE Volume Started Burglary, with breaking 3
SWBL Volume Started Enter with intent, shop, with breaking 3
SWSAL Volume Started Motor vehicle - steal, unlawfully use, possess 3
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SWSAL Volume Started Motor vehicle - steal, unlawfully use, possess 3
CBUTT Volume Started Motor vehicle - steal, unlawfully use, possess 3
SWAB Volume Started Enter with intent, other premises, with breaking 3
TRACE Volume Started Vehicles - Stealing from/enter with intent 3
TRACE Volume Started Vehicles - Stealing from/enter with intent 3
SWAB Volume Started Vehicles - Stealing from/enter with intent 3
TRACE Volume Started Burglary, with breaking 3
TRACE Volume Started Burglary, with breaking 3
SWSAL Volume Started Burglary, with breaking 3
TRACE Volume Started Burglary, with breaking 3
TRACE Volume Started Burglary, with breaking 3
SWSAL Volume Started Vehicles - Stealing from/enter with intent 3
TRACE Volume Started Burglary, with breaking 3
TRACE Volume Started Enter with intent, other premises, with breaking 3
TRACE Volume Started Burglary, with breaking 3
SWBL Volume Started Enter with intent, other premises, with breaking 3
SWBL Volume Started Enter with intent, other premises, with breaking 3
TRACE Volume Started Burglary, with breaking 3
SWAB Volume Started Sudden Death - Suicide 3
SWAB Volume Started Sudden Death - Suicide 3
SWSAL Volume Started Vehicles - Stealing from/enter with intent 3
TRACE Volume Started Enter with intent, other premises 3
SWSAL Volume Started Motor vehicle - steal, unlawfully use, possess 3
TRACE Volume Started Enter with intent, shop 3
TRACE Volume Started Motor vehicle - steal, unlawfully use, possess 3
TRACE Volume Started Motor vehicle - steal, unlawfully use, possess 3
SWBL Volume Started Enter with intent, other premises, with breaking 3
CBUTT Volume Started Motor vehicle - steal, unlawfully use, possess 3
TRACE Volume Started Motor vehicle - steal, unlawfully use, possess 3
SWAB Volume Started Burglary, with breaking 3
TRACE Volume Started Enter with intent, other premises, with breaking 3
TRACE Volume Started Enter with intent, other premises, with breaking 3
TRACE Volume Started Burglary, with breaking 3
TRACE Volume Started Enter with intent, shop, with breaking 3
TRACE Volume Started Burglary, with breaking 3
SWSAL Volume Started Burglary, with breaking 3
TRACE Volume Started Burglary, with breaking 3
CBUTT Volume Started Motor vehicle - steal, unlawfully use, possess 3
TRACE Volume Started Burglary, with breaking 3
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SWAB Volume Started Enter with intent, other premises, with breaking 3
TRACE Volume Started Burglary, with breaking 3
SWAB Volume Started Enter with intent, shop, with breaking 3
TRACE Volume Started Enter with intent, shop, with breaking 3
TRACE Volume Started Burglary, with breaking 3
TRACE Volume Started Investigative Warrant 3
TRACE Volume Started Investigative Warrant 3
SWBL Volume Started Assault occasioning bodily harm 3
SWBL Volume Started Assault occasioning bodily harm 3
SWAB Volume Started Investigative Warrant 3
TRACE Volume Started Burglary, with breaking 3
TRACE Volume Started Burglary, with breaking 3
SWBL Volume Started Enter with intent, other premises, with breaking 3
TRACE Volume Started Motor vehicle - steal, unlawfully use, possess 3
TRACE Volume Started Motor vehicle - steal, unlawfully use, possess 3
TRACE Volume Started Enter with intent, other premises, with breaking 3
SWSAL Volume Started Motor vehicle - steal, unlawfully use, possess 3
TRACE Volume Started Burglary, with breaking 3
CBUTT Volume Started Motor vehicle - steal, unlawfully use, possess 3
CBUTT Volume Started Burglary, with breaking 3
TRACE Volume Started Motor vehicle - steal, unlawfully use, possess 3
SWSAL Volume Started Enter with intent, other premises, with breaking 3
CBUTT Volume Started Burglary, with breaking 3
TRACE Volume Started Burglary, with breaking 3
TRACE Volume Started Wilful damage (not elsewhere classified) 3
CBUTT Volume Started Motor vehicle - steal, unlawfully use, possess 3
TRACE Volume Started Burglary, with breaking 3
TRACE Volume Started Burglary, with breaking 3
CBUTT Volume Started Motor vehicle - steal, unlawfully use, possess 3
TRACE Volume Started Burglary, with breaking 3
TRACE Volume Started Sudden Death - Suicide 3
GUM Volume Started Burglary, with breaking 3
SWSAL Volume Started Enter with intent, other premises, with breaking 3
TRACE Volume Started Enter with intent, other premises, with breaking 3
TRACE Volume Started Enter with intent, other premises, with breaking 3
TRACE Volume Started Sudden Death - Suicide 3
SWBL Volume Started Enter with intent, other premises, with breaking 3
TRACE Volume Started Steal from the person 3
SWBL Volume Started Assault occasioning bodily harm 3
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TRACE Volume Started Steal from the person 3
TRACE Volume Started Steal from the person 3
TRACE Volume Started Vehicles - Stealing from/enter with intent 3
TRACE Volume Started Assault occasioning bodily harm 3
TRACE Volume Started Motor vehicle - steal, unlawfully use, possess 3
TRACE Volume Started Enter with intent, shop, with breaking 3
TRACE Volume Started Explosives Act 1999 3
TRACE Volume Started Motor vehicle - steal, unlawfully use, possess 3
TRACE Volume Started Motor vehicle - steal, unlawfully use, possess 3
TRACE Volume Started Burglary, with breaking 3
TRACE Volume Started Motor vehicle - steal, unlawfully use, possess 3
TRACE Volume Started Enter with intent, other premises, with breaking 3
TRACE Volume Started Burglary, with breaking 3
SWSAL Volume Started Enter with intent, shop, with breaking 3
TRACE Volume Started Motor vehicle - attempted steal/unlawfully use 3
TRACE Volume Started Motor vehicle - attempted steal/unlawfully use 3
SWBL Volume Started Burglary, with breaking 3
TRACE Volume Started Enter with intent, shop, with breaking 3
SWAB Volume Started Burglary, with breaking 3
CBUTT Volume Started Wilful damage (not elsewhere classified) 3
SWSAL Volume Started Motor vehicle - steal, unlawfully use, possess 3
TRACE Volume Started Burglary, with breaking 3
TRACE Volume Started Motor vehicle - steal, unlawfully use, possess 3
SWBL Volume Started Enter with intent, shop, with breaking 3
TRACE Volume Started Enter with intent, other premises, with breaking 3
SWAB Volume Started Motor vehicle - steal, unlawfully use, possess 3
SWSAL Volume Started Motor vehicle - steal, unlawfully use, possess 3
SWBL Volume Started Assault occasioning bodily harm 3
SWAB Volume Started Burglary, with breaking 3
TRACE Volume Started Motor vehicle - steal, unlawfully use, possess 3
TRACE Volume Started Burglary, with breaking 3
TRACE Volume Started Drug - Possess and/or use dangerous drugs 3
TRACE Volume Started Drug - Possess and/or use dangerous drugs 3
TRACE Volume Started Drug - Possess and/or use dangerous drugs 3
CBUTT Volume Started Enter with intent, other premises, with breaking 3
SWSAL Volume Started Burglary, with breaking 3
SWBL Volume Started Burglary, with breaking 3
CBUTT Volume Started Burglary, with breaking 3
SWSAL Volume Started Enter with intent, other premises, with breaking 3
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SWSAL Volume Started Burglary, with breaking 3
SWSAL Volume Started Burglary, with breaking 3
TRACE Volume Started Motor vehicle - steal, unlawfully use, possess 3
TRACE Volume Started Burglary, with breaking 3
TRACE Volume Started Motor vehicle - steal, unlawfully use, possess 3
SWBL Volume Started Burglary, with breaking 3
SWAB Volume Started Burglary, with breaking 3
CBUTT Volume Started Burglary, with breaking 3
TRACE Volume Started Enter with intent, other premises, with breaking 3
TRACE Volume Started Motor vehicle - steal, unlawfully use, possess 3
TRACE Volume Started Motor vehicle - steal, unlawfully use, possess 3
CBUTT Volume Started Vehicles - Stealing from/enter with intent 3
CBUTT Volume Started Enter with intent, other premises, with breaking 3
SWAB Volume Started Burglary, with breaking 3
SWSAL Volume Started Vehicles - Stealing from/enter with intent 3
TRACE Volume Started Motor vehicle - steal, unlawfully use, possess 3
SWBL Volume Started Burglary, with breaking 3
TRACE Volume Started Burglary, with breaking 3
CBUTT Volume Started Burglary, with breaking 3
TRACE Volume Started Burglary, with breaking 3
TRACE Volume Started Burglary, with breaking 3
TRACE Volume Started Steal from the person 3
SWAB Volume Started Burglary, with breaking 3
TRACE Volume Started Motor vehicle - steal, unlawfully use, possess 3
TRACE Volume Started Motor vehicle - steal, unlawfully use, possess 3
SWSAL Volume Started Burglary, with breaking 3
TRACE Volume Started Burglary, with breaking 3
TRACE Volume Started Motor vehicle - steal, unlawfully use, possess 3
TRACE Volume Started Burglary, with breaking 3
TRACE Volume Started Burglary, with breaking 3
TRACE Volume Started Motor vehicle - steal, unlawfully use, possess 3
TRACE Volume Started Motor vehicle - steal, unlawfully use, possess 3
TRACE Volume Started Burglary, with breaking 3
SWSAL Volume Started Burglary, with breaking 3
TRACE Volume Started Burglary, with breaking 3
SWAB Volume Started Motor vehicle - steal, unlawfully use, possess 3
TRACE Volume Started Motor vehicle - steal, unlawfully use, possess 3
TRACE Volume Started Motor vehicle - steal, unlawfully use, possess 3
TRACE Volume Started Vehicles - Stealing from/enter with intent 3
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TRACE Volume Started Motor vehicle - steal, unlawfully use, possess 3
SWBL Volume Started Wilful damage (not elsewhere classified) 3
SWBL Volume Started Enter with intent, shop, with breaking 3
SWSAL Volume Started Burglary, with violence or threats, with breaking 3
SWBL Volume Started Wilful damage (not elsewhere classified) 3
TRACE Volume Started Vehicles - Stealing from/enter with intent 3
SWAB Volume Started Burglary, with violence or threats, with breaking 3
SWAB Volume Started Enter with intent, shop, with breaking 3
TRACE Volume Started Motor vehicle - steal, unlawfully use, possess 3
TRACE Volume Started Burglary, with breaking 3
TRACE Volume Started Burglary, with breaking 3
TRACE Volume Started Enter with intent, other premises, with breaking 3
SWBL Volume Started Burglary, with breaking 3
SWSAL Volume Started Enter with intent, other premises, with breaking 3
TRACE Volume Started Motor vehicle - steal, unlawfully use, possess 3
TRACE Volume Started Burglary, with breaking 3
CBUTT Volume Started Motor vehicle - steal, unlawfully use, possess 3
TRACE Volume Started Burglary, with breaking 3
TRACE Volume Started Burglary, with breaking 3
CBUTT Volume Started Burglary, with breaking 3
CBUTT Volume Started Burglary, with breaking 3
SWBL Volume Started Enter with intent, other premises, with breaking 3
TRACE Volume Started Motor vehicle - steal, unlawfully use, possess 3
TRACE Volume Started Burglary, with breaking 3
SWSAL Volume Started Resist arrest, incite, hinder, obstruct police 3
SWBL Volume Started Enter with intent, other premises, with breaking 3
SWBL Volume Started Burglary, with breaking 3
TRACE Volume Started Enter with intent, other premises 3
CBUTT Volume Started Burglary, with breaking 3
TRACE Volume Started Burglary, with breaking 3
SWSAL Volume Started Enter with intent, other premises 3
TRACE Volume Started Assault occasioning bodily harm 3
TRACE Volume Started Motor vehicle - steal, unlawfully use, possess 3
SWSAL Volume Started Motor vehicle - steal, unlawfully use, possess 3
TRACE Volume Started Burglary, with breaking 3
TRACE Volume Started Burglary, with breaking 3
CBUTT Volume Started Burglary, with breaking 3
TRACE Volume Started Burglary, with breaking 3
SWAB Volume Started Burglary, with breaking 3
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TRACE Volume Started Burglary, with breaking 3
TRACE Volume Started Burglary, with breaking 3
TRACE Volume Started Burglary, with breaking 3
CBUTT Volume Started Burglary, with breaking 3
SWSAL Volume Started Motor vehicle - steal, unlawfully use, possess 3
TRACE Volume Started Burglary, with breaking 3
SWSAL Volume Started Burglary, with breaking 3
TRACE Volume Started Burglary, with breaking 3
SWSAL Volume Started Burglary, with breaking 3
TRACE Volume Started Burglary, with breaking 3
SWBL Volume Started Motor vehicle - steal, unlawfully use, possess 3
SWSAL Volume Started Burglary, with breaking 3
TRACE Volume Started Enter with intent, shop, with breaking 3
TRACE Volume Started Burglary, with breaking 3
SWBL Volume Started Enter with intent, other premises, with breaking 3
TRACE Volume Started Enter with intent, shop, with breaking 3
TRACE Volume Started Burglary, with breaking 3
SWSAL Volume Started Traffic Infringement Notices 3
SWBL Volume Started Vehicles - Stealing from/enter with intent 3
SWBL Volume Started Enter with intent, other premises, with breaking 3
SWSAL Volume Started Burglary, with breaking 3
SWAB Volume Started Vehicles - Stealing from/enter with intent 3
TRACE Volume Started Burglary, with breaking 3
SWBL Volume Started Enter with intent, shop, with breaking 3
TRACE Volume Started Burglary, with breaking 3
TRACE Volume Started Burglary, with breaking 3
SWBL Volume Started 3
TRACE Volume Started Burglary, with breaking 3
TRACE Volume Started Vehicles - Stealing from/enter with intent 3
TRACE Volume Started Motor vehicle - steal, unlawfully use, possess 3
SWSAL Volume Started Wilful damage (not elsewhere classified) 3
SWAB Volume Started Motor vehicle - steal, unlawfully use, possess 3
TRACE Volume Started Motor vehicle - steal, unlawfully use, possess 3
SWSAL Volume Started Burglary, with breaking 3
TRACE Volume Started Burglary, with breaking 3
TRACE Volume Started Burglary, with breaking 3
SWSAL Volume Started Burglary, with breaking 3
SWBL Volume Started Wilful damage (not elsewhere classified) 3
SWSAL Volume Started Motor vehicle - steal, unlawfully use, possess 3
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SWSAL Volume Started Motor vehicle - steal, unlawfully use, possess 3
SWBL Volume Started Burglary, with breaking 3
TRACE Volume Started Enter with intent, other premises, with breaking 3
TRACE Volume Started Burglary, with breaking 3
TRACE Volume Started Motor vehicle - steal, unlawfully use, possess 3
CBUTT Volume Started Enter with intent, other premises, with breaking 3
TRACE Volume Started Burglary, with breaking 3
TRACE Volume Started Burglary, with breaking 3
TRACE Volume Started Drug - Possess and/or use dangerous drugs 3
SWSAL Volume Started Burglary, with breaking 3
TRACE Volume Started Burglary, with breaking 3
TRACE Volume Started Burglary, with breaking 3
TRACE Volume Started Burglary, with breaking 3
TRACE Volume Started Burglary, with breaking 3
TRACE Volume Started Burglary, with breaking 3
TRACE Volume Started Burglary, with breaking 3
TRACE Volume Started Vehicles - Stealing from/enter with intent 3
TRACE Volume Started Enter with intent, other premises 3
TRACE Volume Started Motor vehicle - steal, unlawfully use, possess 3
TRACE Volume Started Motor vehicle - steal, unlawfully use, possess 3
SWAB Volume Started Enter with intent, other premises, with breaking 3
TRACE Volume Started Burglary, with breaking 3
TRACE Volume Started Enter with intent, other premises, with breaking 3
TRACE Volume Started Enter with intent, shop, with breaking 3
TRACE Volume Started Enter with intent, shop, with breaking 3
SWAB Volume Started Assault occasioning bodily harm 3
SWBL Volume Started Assault, serious (other) 3
SWSAL Volume Started Burglary, with breaking 3
SWBL Volume Started Enter with intent, shop, with breaking 3
SWBL Volume Started Enter with intent, shop, with breaking 3
TRACE Volume Started Burglary, with breaking 3
SWBL Volume Started Burglary, with breaking 3
TRACE Volume Started Motor vehicle - steal, unlawfully use, possess 3
TRACE Volume Started Burglary, with breaking 3
TRACE Volume Started Burglary, with breaking 3
TRACE Volume Started Motor vehicle - steal, unlawfully use, possess 3
SWBL Volume Started Wilful damage (not elsewhere classified) 3
TRACE Volume Started Vehicles - Stealing from/enter with intent 3
TRACE Volume Started Burglary, with breaking 3
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CBUTT Volume Started Burglary, with breaking 3
CBUTT Volume Started Burglary, with breaking 3
SWAB Volume Started Burglary, with breaking 3
SWAB Volume Started Motor vehicle - steal, unlawfully use, possess 3
TRACE Volume Started Burglary, with breaking 3
SWSAL Volume Started Burglary, with breaking 3
TRACE Volume Started Burglary, with breaking 3
SWAB Volume Started Burglary, with breaking 3
TRACE Volume Started Burglary, with breaking 3
SWSAL Volume Started Enter with intent, other premises, with breaking 3
TRACE Volume Started Burglary, with breaking 3
SWAB Volume Started Burglary, with breaking 3
SWSAL Volume Started Burglary, with breaking 3
SWBL Volume Started Wilful damage (not elsewhere classified) 3
TRACE Volume Started Motor vehicle - steal, unlawfully use, possess 3
TRACE Volume Started Motor vehicle - steal, unlawfully use, possess 3
CBUTT Volume Started Burglary, with breaking 3
SWBL Volume Started Enter with intent, shop, with breaking 3
SWAB Volume Started Motor vehicle - steal, unlawfully use, possess 3
TRACE Volume Started Burglary, with breaking 3
SWAB Volume Started Burglary, with breaking 3
TRACE Volume Started Burglary, with breaking 3
TRACE Volume Started Burglary, with breaking 3
TRACE Volume Started Burglary, with breaking 3
TRACE Volume Started Burglary, with breaking 3
TRACE Volume Started Motor vehicle - steal, unlawfully use, possess 3
TRACE Volume Started Burglary, with breaking 3
TRACE Volume Started Burglary, with breaking 3
TRACE Volume Started Burglary, with breaking 3
TRACE Volume Started Burglary, with breaking 3
TRACE Volume Started Burglary, with breaking 3
SWBL Volume Started Enter with intent, shop, with breaking 3
TRACE Volume Started Enter with intent, other premises, with breaking 3
TRACE Volume Started Motor vehicle - steal, unlawfully use, possess 3
TRACE Volume Started Motor vehicle - attempted steal/unlawfully use 3
TRACE Volume Started Motor vehicle - steal, unlawfully use, possess 3
CBUTT Volume Started Burglary, with breaking 3
PAPER Volume Started Enter with intent, other premises, with breaking 3
SWSAL Volume Started Burglary, with breaking 3
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TRACE Volume Started Motor vehicle - steal, unlawfully use, possess 3
SWAB Volume Started Stealing from dwelling houses 3
GUM Volume Started Vehicles - Stealing from/enter with intent 3
SWSAL Volume Started Enter with intent, other premises, with breaking 3
SWSAL Volume Started Burglary, with breaking 3
TRACE Volume Started Enter with intent, other premises, with breaking 3
TRACE Volume Started Burglary, with breaking 3
SWAB Volume Started Burglary, with breaking 3
TRACE Volume Started Motor vehicle - steal, unlawfully use, possess 3
CBUTT Volume Started Enter with intent, other premises, with breaking 3
TRACE Volume Started Burglary, with breaking 3
STRAW Volume Started Bring stolen goods into Queensland 3
TRACE Volume Started Burglary, with breaking 3
TRACE Volume Started Burglary, with breaking 3
SWAB Volume Started Burglary, with breaking 3
TRACE Volume Started Enter with intent, other premises, with breaking 3
TRACE Volume Started Burglary, with breaking 3
TRACE Volume Started Burglary, with breaking 3
TRACE Volume Started Burglary, with breaking 3
SWSAL Volume Started Wilful damage (not elsewhere classified) 3
SWBL Volume Started Vehicles - Stealing from/enter with intent 3
SWAB Volume Started Burglary, with breaking 3
CBUTT Volume Started Burglary, with breaking 3
SWBL Volume Started Wilful damage (not elsewhere classified) 3
SWSAL Volume Started Burglary, with breaking 3
TRACE Volume Started Burglary, with breaking 3
SWSAL Volume Started Burglary, with breaking 3
TRACE Volume Started Armed so as to cause fear or alarm 3
SWBL Volume Started Armed so as to cause fear or alarm 3
TRACE Volume Started Burglary, with breaking 3
TRACE Volume Started Motor vehicle - steal, unlawfully use, possess 3
TRACE Volume Started Motor vehicle - steal, unlawfully use, possess 3
SWSAL Volume Started Burglary, with breaking 3
TRACE Volume Started Explosives Act 1999 3
TRACE Volume Started Explosives Act 1999 3
TRACE Volume Started Vehicles - Stealing from/enter with intent 3
SWSAL Volume Started Burglary, with breaking 3
TRACE Volume Started Burglary, with breaking 3
SWBL Volume Started Burglary, with breaking 3
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SWBL Volume Started Burglary, with breaking 3
TRACE Volume Started Motor vehicle - steal, unlawfully use, possess 3
SWBL Volume Started Enter with intent, other premises, with breaking 3
SWBL Volume Started Enter with intent, other premises, with breaking 3
TRACE Volume Started Burglary, with breaking 3
CBUTT Volume Started Burglary, with breaking 3
CBUTT Volume Started Burglary, with breaking 3
TRACE Volume Started Enter with intent, other premises 3
TRACE Volume Started Burglary, with breaking 3
TRACE Volume Started Enter with intent, other premises, with breaking 3
TRACE Volume Started Burglary, with breaking 3
SWSAL Volume Started Enter with intent, other premises, with breaking 3
TRACE Volume Started Enter with intent, other premises, with breaking 3
TRACE Volume Started Burglary, with breaking 3
SWAB Volume Started Enter with intent, shop, with breaking 3
SWAB Volume Started Motor vehicle - steal, unlawfully use, possess 3
SWBL Volume Started Enter with intent, other premises, with breaking 3
TRACE Volume Started Wilful damage (not elsewhere classified) 3
TRACE Volume Started Burglary, with breaking 3
TRACE Volume Started Stealing from dwelling houses 3
TRACE Volume Started Enter with intent, other premises, with breaking 3
SWAB Volume Started Motor vehicle - steal, unlawfully use, possess 3
TRACE Volume Started Burglary, with breaking 3
SWSAL Volume Started Stealing from dwelling houses 3
CBUTT Volume Started Motor vehicle - steal, unlawfully use, possess 3
CBUTT Volume Started Burglary, with breaking 3
CBUTT Volume Started Burglary, with breaking 3
CBUTT Volume Started Burglary, with breaking 3
SWAB Volume Started Burglary, with breaking 3
SWAB Volume Started Motor vehicle - steal, unlawfully use, possess 3
TRACE Volume Started Stealing from other specified buildings (including 3
CBUTT Volume Started Motor vehicle - steal, unlawfully use, possess 3
TRACE Volume Started Enter with intent, other premises, with breaking 3
SWAB Volume Started Unlawfully on premises/trespassing 3
TRACE Volume Started Enter with intent, other premises, with breaking 3
SWAB Volume Started Motor vehicle - steal, unlawfully use, possess 3
SWAB Volume Started Burglary, with breaking 3
TRACE Volume Started Motor vehicle - steal, unlawfully use, possess 3
TRACE Volume Started Burglary, with breaking 3
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SWBL Volume Started Burglary, with breaking 3
CBUTT Volume Started Motor vehicle - steal, unlawfully use, possess 3
TRACE Volume Started Enter with intent, other premises, with breaking 3
TRACE Volume Started Motor vehicle - steal, unlawfully use, possess 3
TRACE Volume Started Vehicles - Stealing from/enter with intent 3
TRACE Volume Started Enter with intent, other premises, with breaking 3
SWAB Volume Started Burglary, with breaking 3
TRACE Volume Started Wilful damage (not elsewhere classified) 3
SWBL Volume Started Burglary, with breaking 3
CBUTT Volume Started Burglary, with breaking 3
CBUTT Volume Started Motor vehicle - steal, unlawfully use, possess 3
SWAB Volume Started Enter with intent, other premises, with breaking 3
SWSAL Volume Started Enter with intent, other premises, with breaking 3
TRACE Volume Started Motor vehicle - steal, unlawfully use, possess 3
TRACE Volume Started Stealing from other specified buildings (including 3
TRACE Volume Started Burglary, with breaking 3
TRACE Volume Started Motor vehicle - steal, unlawfully use, possess 3
SWBL Volume Started Burglary, with breaking 3
TRACE Volume Started Burglary, with breaking 3
TRACE Volume Started Burglary, with breaking 3
SWSAL Volume Started Motor vehicle - steal, unlawfully use, possess 3
CBUTT Volume Started Motor vehicle - steal, unlawfully use, possess 3
TRACE Volume Started Vehicles - Stealing from/enter with intent 3
SWAB Volume Started Type 2b Driving whilst unlicensed 3
SWSAL Volume Started Motor vehicle - steal, unlawfully use, possess 3
SWSAL Volume Started Motor vehicle - steal, unlawfully use, possess 3
SWSAL Volume Started Motor vehicle - steal, unlawfully use, possess 3
CBUTT Volume Started Burglary, with breaking 3
CBUTT Volume Started Vehicles - Stealing from/enter with intent 3
TRACE Volume Started Motor vehicle - steal, unlawfully use, possess 3
TRACE Volume Started Motor vehicle - steal, unlawfully use, possess 3
TRACE Volume Started Burglary, with breaking 3
SWAB Volume Started Burglary, with breaking 3
TRACE Volume Started Burglary, with breaking 3
TRACE Volume Started Motor vehicle - steal, unlawfully use, possess 3
TRACE Volume Started Burglary, with breaking 3
TRACE Volume Started Burglary, with breaking 3
TRACE Volume Started Motor vehicle - steal, unlawfully use, possess 3
TRACE Volume Started Burglary, with breaking 3
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TRACE Volume Started Motor vehicle - steal, unlawfully use, possess 3
TRACE Volume Started Burglary, with breaking 3
TRACE Volume Started Burglary, with breaking 3
SWAB Volume Started Burglary, with breaking 3
TRACE Volume Started Burglary, with breaking 3
TRACE Volume Started Burglary, with violence or threats, with breaking 3
TRACE Volume Started Motor vehicle - steal, unlawfully use, possess 3
TRACE Volume Started Motor vehicle - steal, unlawfully use, possess 3
TRACE Volume Started Burglary, with breaking 3
TRACE Volume Started Motor vehicle - steal, unlawfully use, possess 3
SWSAL Volume Started Motor vehicle - steal, unlawfully use, possess 3
SWAB Volume Started Enter with intent, shop, with breaking 3
TRACE Volume Started Motor vehicle - steal, unlawfully use, possess 3
TRACE Volume Started Motor vehicle - steal, unlawfully use, possess 3
TRACE Volume Started Burglary, with breaking 3
TRACE Volume Started Burglary, with breaking 3
TRACE Volume Started Burglary, with breaking 3
TRACE Volume Started Motor vehicle - steal, unlawfully use, possess 3
SWSAL Volume Started Motor vehicle - steal, unlawfully use, possess 3
SWSAL Volume Started Burglary, with breaking 3
SWSAL Volume Started Stealing from other specified buildings (including 3
TRACE Volume Started Motor vehicle - steal, unlawfully use, possess 3
CBUTT Volume Started Burglary, with breaking 3
CBUTT Volume Started Burglary, with breaking 3
TRACE Volume Started Burglary, with breaking 3
TRACE Volume Started Motor vehicle - steal, unlawfully use, possess 3
SWBL Volume Started Wilful damage (not elsewhere classified) 3
TRACE Volume Started Burglary, with breaking 3
SWBL Volume Started Vehicles - Stealing from/enter with intent 3
TRACE Volume Started Motor vehicle - attempted steal/unlawfully use 3
SWBL Volume Started Vehicles - Stealing from/enter with intent 3
TRACE Volume Started Vehicles - Stealing from/enter with intent 3
TRACE Volume Started Burglary, with breaking 3
SWAB Volume Started Burglary, with breaking 3
SWSAL Volume Started Motor vehicle - steal, unlawfully use, possess 3
SWSAL Volume Started Burglary, with breaking 3
SWSAL Volume Started Burglary, with breaking 3
TRACE Volume Started Enter with intent, other premises, with breaking 3
CBUTT Volume Started Motor vehicle - steal, unlawfully use, possess 3
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TRACE Volume Started Motor vehicle - steal, unlawfully use, possess 3
TRACE Volume Started Vehicles - other, steal, unlawfully use 3
HAIR Volume Started Enter with intent, other premises, with breaking 3
SWAB Volume Started Motor vehicle - steal, unlawfully use, possess 3
TRACE Volume Started Burglary, with breaking 3
TRACE Volume Started Vehicles - other, steal, unlawfully use 3
TRACE Volume Started Burglary, with breaking 3
SWAB Volume Started Enter with intent, other premises, with breaking 3
CBUTT Volume Started Burglary, with breaking 3
TRACE Volume Started Burglary, with breaking 3
SWBL Volume Started Vehicles - Stealing from/enter with intent 3
SWAB Volume Started Burglary, with breaking 3
TRACE Volume Started Enter with intent, other premises, with breaking 3
TRACE Volume Started Motor vehicle - steal, unlawfully use, possess 3
TRACE Volume Started Enter with intent, other premises, with breaking 3
SWAB Volume Started Burglary, with breaking 3
TRACE Volume Started Burglary, with breaking 3
TRACE Volume Started Motor vehicle - steal, unlawfully use, possess 3
TRACE Volume Started Burglary, with breaking 3
SWSAL Volume Started Motor vehicle - steal, unlawfully use, possess 3
SWBL Volume Started Wilful damage (not elsewhere classified) 3
SWBL Volume Started Burglary, with breaking 3
TRACE Volume Started Burglary, with breaking 3
SWSAL Volume Started Burglary, with breaking 3
SWAB Volume Started Burglary 3
CBUTT Volume Started Burglary, with breaking 3
SWSAL Volume Started Motor vehicle - steal, unlawfully use, possess 3
SWAB Volume Started Vehicles - Stealing from/enter with intent 3
FABRIC Volume Started Burglary, with breaking 3
SWBL Volume Started Stealing from other specified buildings (including 3
TRACE Volume Started Wilful damage (not elsewhere classified) 3
TRACE Volume Started Burglary, with breaking 3
SWBL Volume Started Stealing from other specified buildings (including 3
SWAB Volume Started Burglary, with breaking 3
TRACE Volume Started Enter with intent, other premises, with breaking 3
SWAB Volume Started Enter with intent, other premises, with breaking 3
SWSAL Volume Started Stealing (other) 3
TRACE Volume Started Enter with intent, shop, with breaking 3
TRACE Volume Started Motor vehicle - steal, unlawfully use, possess 3
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SWAB Volume Started Motor vehicle - steal, unlawfully use, possess 3
SWAB Volume Started Stealing (other) 3
SWAB Volume Started Vehicles - Stealing from/enter with intent 3
SWAB Volume Started Stealing from dwelling houses 3
TRACE Volume Started Burglary, with breaking 3
TRACE Volume Started Motor vehicle - steal, unlawfully use, possess 3
TRACE Volume Started Motor vehicle - steal, unlawfully use, possess 3
TRACE Volume Started Burglary, with breaking 3
SWSAL Volume Started Burglary, with breaking 3
TRACE Volume Started Burglary, with breaking 3
CBUTT Volume Started Burglary, with breaking 3
TRACE Volume Started Burglary, with breaking 3
TRACE Volume Started Burglary, with breaking 3
TRACE Volume Started Motor vehicle - steal, unlawfully use, possess 3
TRACE Volume Started Motor vehicle - steal, unlawfully use, possess 3
TRACE Volume Started Motor vehicle - steal, unlawfully use, possess 3
SWAB Volume Started Burglary, with breaking 3
TRACE Volume Started Burglary, with breaking 3
SWBL Volume Started Burglary, with breaking 3
TRACE Volume Started Burglary, with breaking 3
SWBL Volume Started Burglary, with breaking 3
SWSAL Volume Started Burglary, with breaking 3
CBUTT Volume Started Burglary, with breaking 3
SWAB Volume Started Burglary, with breaking 3
TRACE Volume Started Assault occasioning bodily harm 3
TRACE Volume Started Assault occasioning bodily harm 3
TRACE Volume Started Assault occasioning bodily harm 3
SWAB Volume Started Assault occasioning bodily harm 3
SWAB Volume Started Assault occasioning bodily harm 3
TRACE Volume Started Motor vehicle - steal, unlawfully use, possess 3
SWBL Volume Started Vehicles - Stealing from/enter with intent 3
SWSAL Volume Started Motor vehicle - steal, unlawfully use, possess 3
TRACE Volume Started Motor vehicle - steal, unlawfully use, possess 3
CBUTT Volume Started Enter with intent, other premises, with breaking 3
SWSAL Volume Started Burglary, with breaking 3
SWAB Volume Started Motor vehicle - steal, unlawfully use, possess 3
TRACE Volume Started Enter with intent, other premises, with breaking 3
TRACE Volume Started Motor vehicle - steal, unlawfully use, possess 3
SWSAL Volume Started Motor vehicle - steal, unlawfully use, possess 3
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SWAB Volume Started Burglary, with breaking 3
SWAB Volume Started Burglary, with breaking 3
SWBL Volume Started Assault occasioning bodily harm 3
SWBL Volume Started Assault occasioning bodily harm 3
SWBL Volume Started Assault occasioning bodily harm 3
TRACE Volume Started Burglary, with breaking 3
SWAB Volume Started Vehicles - Stealing from/enter with intent 3
TRACE Volume Started Wilful damage (not elsewhere classified) 3
TRACE Volume Started Burglary, with breaking 3
TRACE Volume Started Enter with intent, other premises, with breaking 3
SWAB Volume Started Enter with intent, other premises, with breaking 3
SWAB Volume Started Motor vehicle - steal, unlawfully use, possess 3
SWSAL Volume Started Burglary, with breaking 3
TRACE Volume Started Burglary, with breaking 3
TRACE Volume Started Burglary, with breaking 3
SWAB Volume Started Burglary, with breaking 3
BED Volume Started Burglary, with breaking 3
SWAB Volume Started Burglary, with breaking 3
TRACE Volume Started Burglary, with breaking 3
SWAB Volume Started Motor vehicle - steal, unlawfully use, possess 3
SWAB Volume Started Enter with intent, shop, with breaking 3
SWAB Volume Started Enter with intent, other premises, with breaking 3
TRACE Volume Started Burglary, with breaking 3
TRACE Volume Started Wilful damage (not elsewhere classified) 3
TRACE Volume Started Burglary, with breaking 3
SWSAL Volume Started Burglary, with breaking 3
TRACE Volume Started Motor vehicle - steal, unlawfully use, possess 3
TRACE Volume Started Burglary, with breaking 3
TRACE Volume Started Burglary, with breaking 3
TRACE Volume Started Burglary, with breaking 3
TRACE Volume Started Burglary, with breaking 3
TRACE Volume Started Burglary, with breaking 3
SWSAL Volume Started Burglary, with breaking 3
SWBL Volume Started Burglary, with breaking 3
TRACE Volume Started Burglary, with breaking 3
SWSAL Volume Started Wilful obscene exposure (Crim. Code) 3
TRACE Volume Started Burglary, with breaking 3
TRACE Volume Started Investigative Warrant 3
TRACE Volume Started Investigative Warrant 3
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TRACE Volume Started Investigative Warrant 3
TRACE Volume Started Burglary, with breaking 3
TRACE Volume Started Burglary, with breaking 3
TRACE Volume Started Motor vehicle - steal, unlawfully use, possess 3
TRACE Volume Started Motor vehicle - steal, unlawfully use, possess 3
SWAB Volume Started Assault, serious (other) 3
TRACE Volume Started Burglary, with breaking 3
SWSAL Volume Started Assault, serious (other) 3
TRACE Volume Started Burglary, with breaking 3
SWAB Volume Started Motor vehicle - steal, unlawfully use, possess 3
SWAB Volume Started Motor vehicle - steal, unlawfully use, possess 3
TRACE Volume Started Motor vehicle - steal, unlawfully use, possess 3
TRACE Volume Started Burglary, with breaking 3
SWAB Volume Started Enter with intent, shop, with breaking 3
TRACE Volume Started Enter with intent, shop, with breaking 3
SWAB Volume Started Enter with intent, other premises, with breaking 3
TRACE Volume Started Burglary, with breaking 3
TRACE Volume Started Burglary, with breaking 3
SWAB Volume Started Enter with intent, other premises, with breaking 3
TLIFT Volume Started Burglary, with breaking 3
SWAB Volume Started Enter with intent, shop, with breaking 3
SWBL Volume Started Enter with intent, other premises 3
TRACE Volume Started Burglary, with breaking 3
SWAB Volume Started Enter with intent, shop, with breaking 3
SWAB Volume Started Vehicles - Stealing from/enter with intent 3
TRACE Volume Started Burglary, with breaking 3
CBUTT Volume Started Fire – Damage to property (not elsewhere classifie 3
SWSAL Volume Started Motor vehicle - steal, unlawfully use, possess 3
TRACE Volume Started Motor vehicle - steal, unlawfully use, possess 3
TRACE Volume Started Enter with intent, other premises, with breaking 3
SWSAL Volume Started Motor vehicle - steal, unlawfully use, possess 3
TRACE Volume Started Burglary, with breaking 3
CBUTT Volume Started Motor vehicle - steal, unlawfully use, possess 3
TRACE Volume Started Burglary, with breaking 3
SWBL Volume Started Motor vehicle - steal, unlawfully use, possess 3
TRACE Volume Started Motor vehicle - steal, unlawfully use, possess 3
SWSAL Volume Started Burglary, with breaking 3
TRACE Volume Started Enter with intent, other premises, with breaking 3
TRACE Volume Started Wilful damage (not elsewhere classified) 3
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SWAB Volume Started Burglary, with breaking 3
TRACE Volume Started Motor vehicle - steal, unlawfully use, possess 3
SWBL Volume Started Motor vehicle - steal, unlawfully use, possess 3
TRACE Volume Started Motor vehicle - steal, unlawfully use, possess 3
SWAB Volume Started Enter with intent, other premises, with breaking 3
SWAB Volume Started Burglary, with breaking 3
SWAB Volume Started Bring stolen goods into Queensland 3
TRACE Volume Started Motor vehicle - steal, unlawfully use, possess 3
SWAB Volume Started Motor vehicle - steal, unlawfully use, possess 3
SWSAL Volume Started Shop stealing, unlawfully take away goods 3
SWBL Volume Started Motor vehicle - steal, unlawfully use, possess 3
SWSAL Volume Started Vehicles - Stealing from/enter with intent 3
CBUTT Volume Started Enter with intent, other premises, with breaking 3
TRACE Volume Started Burglary, with breaking 3
SWAB Volume Started Burglary, with breaking 3
SWBL Volume Started Grievous Bodily Harm 3
TRACE Volume Started Burglary, with breaking 3
SWSAL Volume Started Burglary, with breaking 3
TRACE Volume Started Burglary, with breaking 3
TRACE Volume Started Burglary, with breaking 3
TRACE Volume Started Motor vehicle - steal, unlawfully use, possess 3
TRACE Volume Started Motor vehicle - steal, unlawfully use, possess 3
SWBL Volume Started Grievous Bodily Harm 3
SWBL Volume Started Grievous Bodily Harm 3
SWBL Volume Started Grievous Bodily Harm 3
SWBL Volume Started Grievous Bodily Harm 3
TRACE Volume Started Burglary, with breaking 3
TRACE Volume Started Stealing (other) 3
TRACE Volume Started Motor vehicle - steal, unlawfully use, possess 3
SWAB Volume Started Enter with intent, other premises, with breaking 3
SWAB Volume Started Enter with intent, other premises, with breaking 3
TRACE Volume Started Burglary, with breaking 3
CBUTT Volume Started Motor vehicle - steal, unlawfully use, possess 3
CBUTT Volume Started Motor vehicle - steal, unlawfully use, possess 3
CBUTT Volume Started Enter with intent, other premises 3
CBUTT Volume Started Enter with intent, other premises 3
TRACE Volume Started Burglary, with breaking 3
TRACE Volume Started Burglary, with breaking 3
TRACE Volume Started Motor vehicle - steal, unlawfully use, possess 3
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TRACE Volume Started Motor vehicle - steal, unlawfully use, possess 3
TRACE Volume Started Burglary, with breaking 3
SWSAL Volume Started urglary, with breaking 3
TRACE Volume Started Motor vehicle - steal, unlawfully use, possess 3
TRACE Volume Started Motor vehicle - steal, unlawfully use, possess 3
TRACE Volume Started Weapons Act 1990 3
CBUTT Volume Started Burglary, with breaking 3
TRACE Volume Started Motor vehicle - steal, unlawfully use, possess 3
GUM Volume Started otor vehicle - attempted steal/unlawfully use 3
SWBL Volume Started Wilful damage (not elsewhere classified) 3
SWBL Volume Started Wilful damage (not elsewhere classified) 3
TRACE Volume Started Motor vehicle - steal, unlawfully use, possess 3
TRACE Volume Started Enter with intent, other premises, with breaking 3
TRACE Volume Started Burglary, with breaking 3
TRACE Volume Started Enter with intent, other premises, with breaking 3
TRACE Volume Started Sudden Death - Suicide 3
CBUTT Volume Started Enter with intent, other premises, with breaking 3
TRACE Volume Started Criminal Code Act 1995 3
TRACE Volume Started Criminal Code Act 1995 3
SWAB Volume Started Enter with intent, other premises, with breaking 3
SWAB Volume Started Enter with intent, other premises, with breaking 3
TRACE Volume Started Burglary, with breaking 3
TRACE Volume Started Motor vehicle - steal, unlawfully use, possess 3
SWAB Volume Started Motor vehicle - steal, unlawfully use, possess 3
TRACE Volume Started Vehicles - Stealing from/enter with intent 3
SWSAL Volume Started Burglary, with breaking 3
TRACE Volume Started Motor vehicle - attempted steal/unlawfully use 3
TRACE Volume Started Motor vehicle - steal, unlawfully use, possess 3
SWSAL Volume Started Wilful damage (not elsewhere classified) 3
SWBL Volume Started Report of Suspected Harm to a Child 3
CBUTT Volume Started Enter with intent, other premises, with breaking 3
SWSAL Volume Started Enter with intent, other premises, with breaking 3
CBUTT Volume Started Motor vehicle - steal, unlawfully use, possess 3
SWAB Volume Started Enter with intent, other premises, with breaking 3
SWAB Volume Started Motor vehicle - steal, unlawfully use, possess 3
SWAB Volume Started Stealing (other) 3
TRACE Volume Started Vehicles - Stealing from/enter with intent 3
SWAB Volume Started Burglary, with breaking 3
SWBL Volume Started Enter with intent, other premises, with breaking 3
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WSAL Volume Started Motor vehicle - steal, unlawfully use, possess 3
WSAL Volume Started Motor vehicle - steal, unlawfully use, possess 3
WAB Volume Started Burglary, with breaking 3
BUTT Volume Started Burglary, with breaking 3
BUTT Volume Started Burglary, with breaking 3
WSAL Volume Started Burglary, with breaking 3
WBL Volume Started Wilful damage (not elsewhere classified) 3
WBL Volume Started Burglary, with breaking 3
RACE Volume Started Burglary, with breaking 3
RACE Volume Started Enter with intent, shop, with breaking 3
RACE Volume Started Unlawfully on premises/trespassing 3
WSAL Volume Started Burglary, with breaking 3
RACE Volume Started Burglary, with breaking 3
WSAL Volume Started Burglary, with breaking 3
WSAL Volume Started Burglary, with breaking 3
WBL Volume Started Vehicles - Stealing from/enter with intent 3
BUTT Volume Started Burglary, with breaking 3
BUTT Volume Started Burglary, with breaking 3
RACE Volume Started Motor vehicle - steal, unlawfully use, possess 3
RACE Volume Started Burglary, with breaking 3
RACE Volume Started Stealing (other) 3
RACE Volume Started Burglary, with breaking 3
RACE Volume Started Burglary, with breaking 3
WSAL Volume Started Wilful damage (not elsewhere classified) 3
WSAL Volume Started Motor vehicle - steal, unlawfully use, possess 3
WAB Volume Started Burglary, with breaking 3
RACE Volume Started Burglary, with breaking 3
WSAL Volume Started Enter with intent, other premises, with breaking 3
RACE Volume Started Dangerous operation of a vehicle 3
WBL Volume Started Burglary, with breaking 3
WAB Volume Started Enter with intent, other premises, with breaking 3
WAB Volume Started Burglary, with breaking 3
WBL Volume Started Wilful damage (not elsewhere classified) 3
WSAL Volume Started Motor vehicle - steal, unlawfully use, possess 3
RACE Volume Started Burglary, with breaking 3
ABRIC Volume Started Shop stealing, unlawfully take away goods 3
RACE Volume Started Burglary, with breaking 3
WAB Volume Started Burglary, with breaking 3
RACE Volume Started Enter with intent, shop, with breaking 3
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TRACE Volume Started Wilful damage (not elsewhere classified) 3
SWSAL Volume Started Burglary, with breaking 3
TRACE Volume Started Burglary, with breaking 3
TRACE Volume Started Enter with intent, other premises, with breaking 3
TRACE Volume Started Enter with intent, other premises, with breaking 3
TRACE Volume Started Burglary, with breaking 3
CBUTT Volume Started Enter with intent, other premises, with breaking 3
TRACE Volume Started Motor vehicle - steal, unlawfully use, possess 3
SWSAL Volume Started Motor vehicle - steal, unlawfully use, possess 3
CBUTT Volume Started Burglary, with breaking 3
TRACE Volume Started Burglary, with breaking 3
SWSAL Volume Started Burglary, with breaking 3
SWSAL Volume Started Burglary, with breaking 3
SWBL Volume Started Vehicles - Stealing from/enter with intent 3
TRACE Volume Started Burglary, with breaking 3
SWBL Volume Started Enter with intent, other premises 3
SWBL Volume Started Burglary, with breaking 3
TRACE Volume Started Motor vehicle - steal, unlawfully use, possess 3
SWAB Volume Started Burglary, with breaking 3
TRACE Volume Started Burglary, with breaking 3
SWBL Volume Started Wilful damage (not elsewhere classified) 3
TRACE Volume Started Burglary, with breaking 3
TLIFT Volume Started Wilful damage (not elsewhere classified) 3
TRACE Volume Started Wilful damage (not elsewhere classified) 3
TRACE Volume Started Burglary, with breaking 3
SWAB Volume Started Motor vehicle - steal, unlawfully use, possess 3
SWAB Volume Started Motor vehicle - steal, unlawfully use, possess 3
SWAB Volume Started Assault occasioning bodily harm 3
TRACE Volume Started Assault occasioning bodily harm 3
TRACE Volume Started Assault occasioning bodily harm 3
SWAB Volume Started Assault occasioning bodily harm 3
SWSAL Volume Started Burglary, with breaking 3
TRACE Volume Started Burglary, with breaking 3
CBUTT Volume Started Enter with intent, other premises, with breaking 3
CBUTT Volume Started Enter with intent, other premises, with breaking 3
CBUTT Volume Started Enter with intent, other premises, with breaking 3
CBUTT Volume Started Enter with intent, other premises, with breaking 3
CBUTT Volume Started Bring stolen goods into Queensland 3
TRACE Volume Started Vehicles - Stealing from/enter with intent 3
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SWAB Volume Started Burglary, with breaking 3
SWSAL Volume Started Burglary, with breaking 3
SWSAL Volume Started Bring stolen goods into Queensland 3
SWAB Volume Started Motor vehicle - steal, unlawfully use, possess 3
SWAB Volume Started Motor vehicle - steal, unlawfully use, possess 3
SWAB Volume Started Burglary, with breaking 3
SWAB Volume Started Burglary, with breaking 3
SWBL Volume Started Motor vehicle - steal, unlawfully use, possess 3
SWSAL Volume Started Burglary, with breaking 3
SWSAL Volume Started Burglary, with breaking 3
CBUTT Volume Started Motor vehicle - steal, unlawfully use, possess 3
SWSAL Volume Started Burglary, with breaking 3
SWSAL Volume Started Burglary, with breaking 3
SWAB Volume Started Enter with intent, other premises, with breaking 3
SWAB Volume Started Wilful damage (not elsewhere classified) 3
SWSAL Volume Started Motor vehicle - steal, unlawfully use, possess 3
TRACE Volume Started Motor vehicle - steal, unlawfully use, possess 3
SWSAL Volume Started Burglary, with breaking 3
TRACE Volume Started Motor vehicle - steal, unlawfully use, possess 3
TRACE Volume Started Burglary, with breaking 3
SWSAL Volume Started Enter with intent, other premises, with breaking 3
SWAB Volume Started Burglary, with breaking 3
TRACE Volume Started Stealing from dwelling houses 3
TRACE Volume Started Burglary, with breaking 3
TRACE Volume Started Burglary, with breaking 3
TRACE Volume Started Burglary, with breaking 3
TRACE Volume Started Enter with intent, other premises, with breaking 3
SWBL Volume Started Burglary, with breaking 3
SWBL Volume Started Burglary, with breaking 3
STRAW Volume Started Enter with intent, other premises, with breaking 3
TRACE Volume Started Burglary, with breaking 3
SWAB Volume Started Possess, receive, dispose of tainted property (inc 3
TRACE Volume Started Burglary, with breaking 3
TRACE Volume Started Enter with intent, other premises, with breaking 3
TRACE Volume Started Criminal Code Act 1995 3
SWSAL Volume Started Fire – Building or Structure –  Deliberate/Suspici 3
SWAB Volume Started Burglary, with breaking 3
CBUTT Volume Started Burglary, with breaking 3
SWAB Volume Started Vehicles - Stealing from/enter with intent 3
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SWAB Volume Started Enter with intent, other premises 3
SWAB Volume Started Vehicles - Stealing from/enter with intent 3
TRACE Volume Started Motor vehicle - steal, unlawfully use, possess 3
TRACE Volume Started Enter with intent, other premises, with breaking 3
TRACE Volume Started Motor vehicle - steal, unlawfully use, possess 3
SWAB Volume Started Burglary, with breaking 3
TRACE Volume Started Motor vehicle - steal, unlawfully use, possess 3
TRACE Volume Started Wilful damage (not elsewhere classified) 3
TRACE Volume Started Burglary, with breaking 3
TRACE Volume Started Burglary, with breaking 3
CBUTT Volume Started Motor vehicle - steal, unlawfully use, possess 3
SWAB Volume Started Motor vehicle - steal, unlawfully use, possess 3
TRACE Volume Started Enter with intent, other premises, with breaking 3
TRACE Volume Started Motor vehicle - steal, unlawfully use, possess 3
TRACE Volume Started Burglary, with breaking 3
SWSAL Volume Started Burglary, with breaking 3
TRACE Volume Started Enter with intent, other premises, with breaking 3
SWAB Volume Started Enter with intent, other premises, with breaking 3
TRACE Volume Started Assault, serious (other) 3
SWAB Volume Started Burglary, with breaking 3
TRACE Volume Started Burglary, with breaking 3
SWAB Volume Started Burglary, with breaking 3
SWSAL Volume Started Motor vehicle - steal, unlawfully use, possess 3
SWAB Volume Started Burglary, with breaking 3
TRACE Volume Started Assault, serious (other) 3
TRACE Volume Started Assault, serious (other) 3
TRACE Volume Started Motor vehicle - steal, unlawfully use, possess 3
SWAB Volume Started Burglary, with breaking 3
SWAB Volume Started Burglary, with breaking 3
SWBL Volume Started Burglary, with breaking 3
SWAB Volume Started Burglary, with breaking 3
CBUTT Volume Started Motor vehicle - steal, unlawfully use, possess 3
TRACE Volume Started Burglary, with breaking 3
TRACE Volume Started Motor vehicle - steal, unlawfully use, possess 3
TRACE Volume Started Motor vehicle - steal, unlawfully use, possess 3
TRACE Volume Started Burglary, with breaking 3
TRACE Volume Started Burglary, with breaking 3
TRACE Volume Started Burglary, with breaking 3
TRACE Volume Started Burglary, with breaking 3
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SWAB Volume Started Burglary, with breaking 3
TRACE Volume Started Burglary 3
TRACE Volume Started Motor vehicle - steal, unlawfully use, possess 3
SWSAL Volume Started Motor vehicle - steal, unlawfully use, possess 3
TRACE Volume Started Motor vehicle - steal, unlawfully use, possess 3
TRACE Volume Started Burglary, with breaking 3
SWAB Volume Started Vehicles - Stealing from/enter with intent 3
TRACE Volume Started Enter with intent, other premises, with breaking 3
TRACE Volume Started Enter with intent, other premises, with breaking 3
TRACE Volume Started Motor vehicle - steal, unlawfully use, possess 3
TRACE Volume Started Burglary, with breaking 3
CBUTT Volume Started Motor vehicle - steal, unlawfully use, possess 3
SWSAL Volume Started Burglary, with breaking 3
TRACE Volume Started Motor vehicle - steal, unlawfully use, possess 3
TRACE Volume Started Burglary, with breaking 3
TRACE Volume Started Burglary, with breaking 3
TRACE Volume Started Motor vehicle - steal, unlawfully use, possess 3
TRACE Volume Started Burglary, with breaking 3
TRACE Volume Started Stealing from other specified buildings (including 3
TRACE Volume Started Enter with intent, other premises, with breaking 3
TRACE Volume Started Enter with intent, other premises, with breaking 3
SWSAL Volume Started Report of Suspected Harm to a Child 3
SWSAL Volume Started Report of Suspected Harm to a Child 3
TRACE Volume Started Enter with intent, other premises 3
TRACE Volume Started Type 1a(i) Dangerous operation of a vehicle 3
SWBL Volume Started Wilful damage (not elsewhere classified) 3
TRACE Volume Started Burglary, with breaking 3
TRACE Volume Started Robbery, armed 3
TRACE Volume Started Burglary, with breaking 3
CBUTT Volume Started Enter with intent, other premises, with breaking 3
SWSAL Volume Started Enter with intent, other premises, with breaking 3
TRACE Volume Started Motor vehicle - steal, unlawfully use, possess 3
TRACE Volume Started Motor vehicle - steal, unlawfully use, possess 3
TRACE Volume Started Vehicles - Stealing from/enter with intent 3
CBUTT Volume Started Burglary, with breaking 3
TRACE Volume Started Motor vehicle - steal, unlawfully use, possess 3
SWAB Volume Started Enter with intent, other premises, with breaking 3
SWAB Volume Started Enter with intent, other premises, with breaking 3
TRACE Volume Started Motor vehicle - attempted steal/unlawfully use 3
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SWAB Volume Started Burglary, with breaking 3
SWSAL Volume Started Motor vehicle - steal, unlawfully use, possess 3
TRACE Volume Started Burglary, with breaking 3
CBUTT Volume Started Burglary, with breaking 3
SWSAL Volume Started Burglary, with breaking 3
CBUTT Volume Started Burglary, with breaking 3
TRACE Volume Started Stealing from other specified buildings (including 3
FNAILSCRAP Volume Started Enter with intent, shop, with breaking 3
FNAILSCRAP Volume Started Enter with intent, shop, with breaking 3
FNAILSCRAP Volume Started Enter with intent, shop, with breaking 3
FNAILSCRAP Volume Started Enter with intent, shop, with breaking 3
TRACE Volume Started Motor vehicle - steal, unlawfully use, possess 3
SWSAL Volume Started Burglary, with breaking 3
TRACE Volume Started Motor vehicle - steal, unlawfully use, possess 3
SWSAL Volume Started Motor vehicle - steal, unlawfully use, possess 3
SWAB Volume Started Drug - Possess and/or use dangerous drugs 3
SWAB Volume Started Burglary, with breaking 3
TRACE Volume Started Burglary, with breaking 3
TRACE Volume Started Motor vehicle - steal, unlawfully use, possess 3
TRACE Volume Started Burglary, with breaking 3
TRACE Volume Started Burglary, with breaking 3
CBUTT Volume Started Motor vehicle - steal, unlawfully use, possess 3
TRACE Volume Started Burglary, with breaking 3
SWAB Volume Started Burglary, with breaking 3
TRACE Volume Started Burglary, with breaking 3
SWAB Volume Started Burglary 3
SWAB Volume Started Wilful damage (not elsewhere classified) 3
SWSAL Volume Started Found Property 3
TRACE Volume Started Motor vehicle - steal, unlawfully use, possess 3
SWAB Volume Started Motor vehicle - steal, unlawfully use, possess 3
TRACE Volume Started Found Property 3
TRACE Volume Started Burglary, with breaking 3
TRACE Volume Started Burglary, with breaking 3
CBUTT Volume Started Motor vehicle - steal, unlawfully use, possess 3
CBUTT Volume Started Wilful damage (not elsewhere classified) 3
SWAB Volume Started Burglary, with breaking 3
SWAB Volume Started Unlawful Possession of firearm (other) 3
SWSAL Volume Started Enter with intent, other premises, with breaking 3
SWSAL Volume Started Drug - Possess and/or use dangerous drugs 3
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SWAB Volume Started Robbery, armed 3
SWSAL Volume Started Burglary, with breaking 3
CBUTT Volume Started Burglary, with breaking 3
CBUTT Volume Started Burglary, with breaking 3
TRACE Volume Started Robbery, armed 3
SWAB Volume Started Robbery, armed 3
SWAB Volume Started Motor vehicle - steal, unlawfully use, possess 3
TRACE Volume Started Burglary, with breaking 3
SWSAL Volume Started Motor vehicle - steal, unlawfully use, possess 3
CBUTT Volume Started Motor vehicle - steal, unlawfully use, possess 3
TRACE Volume Started Enter with intent, shop, with breaking 3
SWAB Volume Started Vehicles - Stealing from/enter with intent 3
SWAB Volume Started Burglary 3
SWBL Volume Started Enter with intent, other premises, with breaking 3
SWSAL Volume Started Enter with intent, other premises, with breaking 3
TRACE Volume Started Burglary, with breaking 3
SWSAL Volume Started Enter with intent, other premises, with breaking 3
CBUTT Volume Started Motor vehicle - steal, unlawfully use, possess 3
SWSAL Volume Started Motor vehicle - steal, unlawfully use, possess 3
SWSAL Volume Started Motor vehicle - steal, unlawfully use, possess 3
TRACE Volume Started Motor vehicle - steal, unlawfully use, possess 3
SWAB Volume Started Motor vehicle - steal, unlawfully use, possess 3
CBUTT Volume Started Burglary, with breaking 3
TRACE Volume Started Motor vehicle - steal, unlawfully use, possess 3
TRACE Volume Started Enter with intent, other premises, with breaking 3
SWSAL Volume Started Motor vehicle - steal, unlawfully use, possess 3
TRACE Volume Started Enter with intent, shop, with breaking 3
SWBL Volume Started Wilful damage (not elsewhere classified) 3
SWAB Volume Started Burglary, with breaking 3
TRACE Volume Started Motor vehicle - steal, unlawfully use, possess 3
TRACE Volume Started Enter with intent, other premises, with breaking 3
SWSAL Volume Started Enter with intent, other premises 3
TRACE Volume Started Enter with intent, other premises, with breaking 3
TRACE Volume Started Enter with intent, shop 3
TRACE Volume Started Enter with intent, other premises, with breaking 3
TRACE Volume Started Enter with intent, other premises, with breaking 3
TRACE Volume Started Burglary, with breaking 3
SWBL Volume Started Wilful damage (not elsewhere classified) 3
TRACE Volume Started Enter with intent, other premises 3
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TRACE Volume Started Burglary, with breaking 3
SWAB Volume Started Enter with intent, other premises, with breaking 3
SWSAL Volume Started Enter with intent, other premises, with breaking 3
SWSAL Volume Started Burglary, with breaking 3
SWAB Volume Started Burglary, with breaking 3
CBUTT Volume Started Enter with intent, other premises, with breaking 3
SWAB Volume Started Motor vehicle - steal, unlawfully use, possess 3
TRACE Volume Started Enter with intent, other premises, with breaking 3
SWSAL Volume Started Wilful damage (not elsewhere classified) 3
SWSAL Volume Started Wilful damage (not elsewhere classified) 3
SWSAL Volume Started Wilful damage (not elsewhere classified) 3
TRACE Volume Started Motor vehicle - attempted steal/unlawfully use 3
TRACE Volume Started Vehicles - Stealing from/enter with intent 3
FNAILSCRAP Volume Started Wounding 3
TRACE Volume Started Wounding 3
SWBL Volume Started Assault occasioning bodily harm 3
SWAB Volume Started Burglary, with breaking 3
CBUTT Volume Started Motor vehicle - steal, unlawfully use, possess 3
CBUTT Volume Started Motor vehicle - steal, unlawfully use, possess 3
TRACE Volume Started Burglary, with breaking 3
TRACE Volume Started Burglary, with breaking 3
SWSAL Volume Started Burglary, with breaking 3
TRACE Volume Started Burglary, with breaking 3
TRACE Volume Started Burglary, with breaking 3
SWAB Volume Started Burglary, with breaking 3
CBUTT Volume Started Burglary, with breaking 3
SWSAL Volume Started Burglary 3
TRACE Volume Started Enter with intent, other premises, with breaking 3
TRACE Volume Started Burglary, with breaking 3
TRACE Volume Started Vehicles - Stealing from/enter with intent 3
SWBL Volume Started Wilful damage (not elsewhere classified) 3
TRACE Volume Started Burglary, with breaking 3
TRACE Volume Started Enter with intent, other premises, with breaking 3
SWAB Volume Started Enter with intent, shop, with breaking 3
TRACE Volume Started Enter with intent, shop, with breaking 3
TRACE Volume Started Enter with intent, shop, with breaking 3
SWAB Volume Started Robbery, unarmed, in company 3
SWBL Volume Started Report of Suspected Harm to a Child 3
SWBL Volume Started Wilful damage (not elsewhere classified) 3
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SWAB Volume Started Enter with intent, other premises, with breaking 3
TRACE Volume Started Burglary, with breaking 3
SWAB Volume Started Burglary, with breaking 3
SWBL Volume Started Motor vehicle - steal, unlawfully use, possess 3
TRACE Volume Started Burglary, with breaking 3
TRACE Volume Started Enter with intent, other premises, with breaking 3
SWAB Volume Started Enter with intent, shop, with breaking 3
TRACE Volume Started Burglary, with breaking 3
SWAB Volume Started Enter with intent, other premises, with breaking 3
TRACE Volume Started Vehicles - Stealing from/enter with intent 3
SWAB Volume Started Burglary, with breaking 3
SWAB Volume Started Burglary, with breaking 3
SWSAL Volume Started Burglary, with breaking 3
TRACE Volume Started Vehicles - Stealing from/enter with intent 3
TRACE Volume Started Burglary, with breaking 3
TRACE Volume Started Enter with intent, other premises, with breaking 3
TRACE Volume Started Drug - Possess things for use, or used in the admi 3
TRACE Volume Started Drug - Possess things for use, or used in the admi 3
SWAB Volume Started Burglary, with breaking 3
TRACE Volume Started Burglary, with breaking 3
SWAB Volume Started Enter with intent, shop, with breaking 3
TRACE Volume Started Enter with intent, other premises, with breaking 3
SWSAL Volume Started Burglary, with breaking 3
CBUTT Volume Started Burglary, with breaking 3
SWAB Volume Started Motor vehicle - steal, unlawfully use, possess 3
TRACE Volume Started Burglary, with breaking 3
TRACE Volume Started Enter with intent, shop, with breaking 3
TRACE Volume Started Motor vehicle - steal, unlawfully use, possess 3
TRACE Volume Started Burglary, with breaking 3
SWAB Volume Started Burglary, with breaking 3
SWSAL Volume Started Burglary, with breaking 3
SWSAL Volume Started Burglary, with breaking 3
TRACE Volume Started Motor vehicle - steal, unlawfully use, possess 3
CBUTT Volume Started Burglary, with breaking 3
TRACE Volume Started Burglary, with breaking 3
TRACE Volume Started Motor vehicle - attempted steal/unlawfully use 3
CBUTT Volume Started Burglary, with breaking 3
TRACE Volume Started Burglary, with breaking 3
FNAIL Volume Started Sudden Death - Suicide 3
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FNAIL Volume Started Sudden Death - Suicide 3
CBUTT Volume Started Motor vehicle - steal, unlawfully use, possess 3
CBUTT Volume Started Motor vehicle - steal, unlawfully use, possess 3
SWBL Volume Started Domestic Violence (Contravene DFVPA) 3
SWSAL Volume Started Enter with intent, other premises, with breaking 3
SWAB Volume Started Found Property 3
TRACE Volume Started Wilful damage (not elsewhere classified) 3
TRACE Volume Started Wilful damage (not elsewhere classified) 3
TLIFT Volume Started Burglary, with breaking 3
TRACE Volume Started Wilful damage (not elsewhere classified) 3
SWSAL Volume Started Burglary, with breaking 3
TLIFT Volume Started Enter with intent, other premises, with breaking 3
SWAB Volume Started Burglary, with breaking 3
SWBL Volume Started Wilful damage (not elsewhere classified) 3
TRACE Volume Started Wilful damage (not elsewhere classified) 3
TRACE Volume Started Motor vehicle - steal, unlawfully use, possess 3
TRACE Volume Started Motor vehicle - steal, unlawfully use, possess 3
SWSAL Volume Started Burglary, with breaking 3
TRACE Volume Started Burglary, with breaking 3
TRACE Volume Started Burglary, with breaking 3
CBUTT Volume Started Motor vehicle - steal, unlawfully use, possess 3
CBUTT Volume Started Burglary, with breaking 3
TRACE Volume Started Motor vehicle - steal, unlawfully use, possess 3
TRACE Volume Started Burglary, with breaking 3
TRACE Volume Started Enter with intent, other premises, with breaking 3
TRACE Volume Started Motor vehicle - steal, unlawfully use, possess 3
TRACE Volume Started Motor vehicle - steal, unlawfully use, possess 3
SWSAL Volume Started Motor vehicle - steal, unlawfully use, possess 3
SWSAL Volume Started Burglary, with breaking 3
SWAB Volume Started Assault occasioning bodily harm 3
TRACE Volume Started Burglary, with breaking 3
SWAB Volume Started Burglary, with breaking 3
TRACE Volume Started Burglary, with breaking 3
SWSAL Volume Started Burglary, with breaking 3
SWAB Volume Started Enter with intent, shop, with breaking 3
CBUTT Volume Started Enter with intent, other premises 3
SWSAL Volume Started Enter with intent, other premises 3
SWAB Volume Started Burglary, with breaking 3
TRACE Volume Started Motor vehicle - steal, unlawfully use, possess 3
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SWAB Volume Started Enter with intent, other premises, with breaking 3
TRACE Volume Started Vehicles - Stealing from/enter with intent 3
TRACE Volume Started Burglary 3
SWSAL Volume Started Burglary 3
TRACE Volume Started Motor vehicle - steal, unlawfully use, possess 3
TRACE Volume Started Motor vehicle - steal, unlawfully use, possess 3
SWAB Volume Started Burglary, with breaking 3
SWSAL Volume Started Motor vehicle - steal, unlawfully use, possess 3
TRACE Volume Started Vehicles - Stealing from/enter with intent 3
TRACE Volume Started Enter with intent, other premises, with breaking 3
TRACE Volume Started Enter with intent, other premises 3
TRACE Volume Started Enter with intent, other premises 3
SWAB Volume Started Burglary, with breaking 3
CBUTT Volume Started Enter with intent, other premises, with breaking 3
CBUTT Volume Started Enter with intent, other premises, with breaking 3
CBUTT Volume Started Enter with intent, other premises, with breaking 3
SWBL Volume Started Enter with intent, shop, with breaking 3
TRACE Volume Started Enter with intent, other premises, with breaking 3
SWSAL Volume Started Motor vehicle - steal, unlawfully use, possess 3
SWBL Volume Started Enter with intent, other premises, with breaking 3
SWBL Volume Started Enter with intent, other premises, with breaking 3
TRACE Volume Started Enter with intent, other premises, with breaking 3
SWSAL Volume Started Enter with intent, other premises, with breaking 3
SWAB Volume Started Motor vehicle - steal, unlawfully use, possess 3
SWSAL Volume Started Enter with intent, other premises, with breaking 3
SWSAL Volume Started Motor vehicle - steal, unlawfully use, possess 3
TRACE Volume Started Motor vehicle - steal, unlawfully use, possess 3
SWSAL Volume Started Motor vehicle - steal, unlawfully use, possess 3
TRACE Volume Started Enter with intent, shop, with breaking 3
TRACE Volume Started Motor vehicle - steal, unlawfully use, possess 3
TRACE Volume Started Vehicles - Stealing from/enter with intent 3
TRACE Volume Started Motor vehicle - steal, unlawfully use, possess 3
CBUTT Volume Started Burglary, with breaking 3
CBUTT Volume Started Motor vehicle - steal, unlawfully use, possess 3
SWAB Volume Started Stealing from dwelling houses 3
SWAB Volume Started Burglary, with breaking 3
TRACE Volume Started Burglary, with breaking 3
SWSAL Volume Started Burglary, with breaking 3
TRACE Volume Started Burglary, with breaking 3
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TRACE Volume Started Motor vehicle - steal, unlawfully use, possess 3
TRACE Volume Started Burglary, with breaking 3
SWSAL Volume Started Burglary, with breaking 3
TRACE Volume Started Burglary, with breaking 3
TRACE Volume Started Motor vehicle - steal, unlawfully use, possess 3
TRACE Volume Started Burglary, with breaking 3
SWBL Volume Started Burglary, with breaking 3
CBUTT Volume Started Burglary, with breaking 3
TRACE Volume Started Motor vehicle - attempted steal/unlawfully use 3
TRACE Volume Started Burglary, with breaking 3
TRACE Volume Started Enter with intent, other premises, with breaking 3
SWBL Volume Started Enter with intent, other premises, with breaking 3
SWSAL Volume Started Enter with intent, other premises, with breaking 3
SWAB Volume Started Type 1a(i) Dangerous operation of a vehicle 3
TRACE Volume Started Enter with intent, shop, with breaking 3
SWBL Volume Started Burglary, with breaking 3
TRACE Volume Started Burglary, with breaking 3
TRACE Volume Started Type 1a(i) Dangerous operation of a vehicle 3
TRACE Volume Started Type 1b Evade Police 3
SWSAL Volume Started Type 1b Evade Police 3
SWAB Volume Started Burglary, with breaking 3
TRACE Volume Started Enter with intent, other premises, with breaking 3
CBUTT Volume Started Enter with intent, shop 3
SWAB Volume Started Enter with intent, other premises 3
TRACE Volume Started Burglary 3
SWAB Volume Started Burglary 3
TRACE Volume Started Assault, serious (other) 3
SWSAL Volume Started Burglary, with breaking 3
SWBL Volume Started Vehicles - Stealing from/enter with intent 3
TRACE Volume Started Assault, serious (other) 3
TRACE Volume Started Burglary, with breaking 3
TRACE Volume Started Motor vehicle - steal, unlawfully use, possess 3
TRACE Volume Started Enter with intent, other premises, with breaking 3
SWSAL Volume Started Assault occasioning bodily harm 3
SWAB Volume Started Burglary, with breaking 3
OTHER Volume Started Burglary, with breaking 3
CBUTT Volume Started Assault occasioning bodily harm 3
CBUTT Volume Started Assault occasioning bodily harm 3
CBUTT Volume Started Assault occasioning bodily harm 3
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CBUTT Volume Started Assault occasioning bodily harm 3
SWSAL Volume Started Burglary, with breaking 3
SWAB Volume Started Assault occasioning bodily harm 3
SWAB Volume Started Enter with intent, other premises, with breaking 3
TRACE Volume Started Motor vehicle - steal, unlawfully use, possess 3
SWSAL Volume Started Burglary 3
SWSAL Volume Started Burglary, with breaking 3
TRACE Volume Started Burglary, with breaking 3
SWAB Volume Started Burglary, with breaking 3
SWAB Volume Started Burglary, with breaking 3
SWAB Volume Started Motor vehicle - steal, unlawfully use, possess 3
TRACE Volume Started Burglary, with breaking 3
SWSAL Volume Started Burglary, with breaking 3
TRACE Volume Started Burglary, with breaking 3
TRACE Volume Started Burglary, with breaking 3
TRACE Volume Started Burglary, with breaking 3
SWSAL Volume Started Unlawfully on premises/trespassing 3
SWAB Volume Started Burglary, with breaking 3
SWSAL Volume Started Burglary, with breaking 3
SWSAL Volume Started Burglary, with breaking 3
TRACE Volume Started Motor vehicle - steal, unlawfully use, possess 3
SWSAL Volume Started Motor vehicle - steal, unlawfully use, possess 3
SWSAL Volume Started Burglary, with breaking 3
TRACE Volume Started Stealing (other) 3
CBUTT Volume Started Enter with intent, other premises, with breaking 3
TRACE Volume Started Enter with intent, other premises, with breaking 3
TRACE Volume Started Burglary, with breaking 3
TRACE Volume Started Burglary, with breaking 3
SWAB Volume Started Possess, receive, dispose of tainted property (inc 3
SWAB Volume Started Vehicles - Stealing from/enter with intent 3
SWSAL Volume Started Motor vehicle - steal, unlawfully use, possess 3
SWAB Volume Started Motor vehicle - steal, unlawfully use, possess 3
CBUTT Volume Started Burglary, with breaking 3
TRACE Volume Started Burglary, with breaking 3
TRACE Volume Started Motor vehicle - steal, unlawfully use, possess 3
TRACE Volume Started Motor vehicle - steal, unlawfully use, possess 3
SWSAL Volume Started Burglary, with breaking 3
SWSAL Volume Started Motor vehicle - steal, unlawfully use, possess 3
TRACE Volume Started Traffic Crash - No Injury 3
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TRACE Volume Started Motor vehicle - steal, unlawfully use, possess 3
SWSAL Volume Started Robbery, unarmed, in company 3
TRACE Volume Started Motor vehicle - steal, unlawfully use, possess 3
TRACE Volume Started Motor vehicle - steal, unlawfully use, possess 3
TRACE Volume Started Motor vehicle - steal, unlawfully use, possess 3
TRACE Volume Started Enter with intent, shop, with breaking 3
TRACE Volume Started Burglary, with breaking 3
TRACE Volume Started Burglary, with breaking 3
SWAB Volume Started Enter with intent, shop, with breaking 3
TRACE Volume Started Enter with intent, other premises 3
CBUTT Volume Started Motor vehicle - steal, unlawfully use, possess 3
SWAB Volume Started Motor vehicle - steal, unlawfully use, possess 3
SWAB Volume Started Motor vehicle - steal, unlawfully use, possess 3
SWAB Volume Started Drug - Possess things for use, or used in the admi 3
SWAB Volume Started Dangerous operation of a vehicle 3
SWAB Volume Started Dangerous operation of a vehicle 3
SWAB Volume Started Dangerous operation of a vehicle 3
TRACE Volume Started Enter with intent, shop, with breaking 3
SWAB Volume Started Dangerous operation of a vehicle 3
SWAB Volume Started Dangerous operation of a vehicle 3
SWAB Volume Started Motor vehicle - steal, unlawfully use, possess 3
SWAB Volume Started Motor vehicle - steal, unlawfully use, possess 3
SWBL Volume Started Assault occasioning bodily harm 3
SWBL Volume Started Burglary, with breaking 3
TRACE Volume Started Burglary 3
SWBL Volume Started Assault occasioning bodily harm 3
TRACE Volume Started Assault occasioning bodily harm 3
SWBL Volume Started Assault occasioning bodily harm 3
SWBL Volume Started Burglary, with breaking 3
SWSAL Volume Started Vehicles - Stealing from/enter with intent 3
SWAB Volume Started Burglary, with breaking 3
SWAB Volume Started Burglary, with breaking 3
SWAB Volume Started Assault occasioning bodily harm 3
SWAB Volume Started Enter with intent, other premises, with breaking 3
TRACE Volume Started Burglary, with breaking 3
TRACE Volume Started Motor vehicle - steal, unlawfully use, possess 3
TRACE Volume Started Enter with intent, other premises, with breaking 3
SWAB Volume Started Burglary, with breaking 3
SWBL Volume Started Enter with intent, other premises, with breaking 3
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SWAB Volume Started Burglary, with breaking 3
TRACE Volume Started Enter with intent, other premises, with breaking 3
SWAB Volume Started Motor vehicle - steal, unlawfully use, possess 3
SWAB Volume Started Burglary, with breaking 3
TRACE Volume Started Burglary, with breaking 3
TRACE Volume Started Enter with intent, other premises, with breaking 3
TRACE Volume Started Enter with intent, other premises, with breaking 3
SWAB Volume Started Burglary, with breaking 3
SWAB Volume Started Burglary, with breaking 3
SWBL Volume Started Burglary, with breaking 3
SWAB Volume Started Enter with intent, other premises, with breaking 3
SWSAL Volume Started Enter with intent, other premises, with breaking 3
CBUTT Volume Started Enter with intent, other premises, with breaking 3
CBUTT Volume Started Enter with intent, other premises, with breaking 3
CBUTT Volume Started Enter with intent, other premises, with breaking 3
SWBL Volume Started Enter with intent, shop, with breaking 3
TRACE Volume Started Motor vehicle - steal, unlawfully use, possess 3
TRACE Volume Started Motor vehicle - steal, unlawfully use, possess 3
SWSAL Volume Started Motor vehicle - steal, unlawfully use, possess 3
SWBL Volume Started Enter with intent, shop, with breaking 3
TRACE Volume Started Burglary, with breaking 3
SWBL Volume Started Wilful damage (not elsewhere classified) 3
TRACE Volume Started Burglary, with breaking 3
TRACE Volume Started Burglary, with breaking 3
TRACE Volume Started Enter with intent, other premises, with breaking 3
SWBL Volume Started Motor vehicle - steal, unlawfully use, possess 3
SWBL Volume Started Enter with intent, other premises, with breaking 3
CBUTT Volume Started Enter with intent, other premises 3
SWSAL Volume Started Burglary, with breaking 3
OTHER Volume Started Burglary, with breaking 3
CBUTT Volume Started Burglary, with breaking 3
TRACE Volume Started Burglary 3
SWSAL Volume Started Motor vehicle - steal, unlawfully use, possess 3
FNAILSCRAP Volume Started Rape 3
FNAILSCRAP Volume Started Rape 3
SWBL Volume Started Assault, serious (other) 3
SWAB Volume Started Assault, serious (other) 3
SWAB Volume Started Assault, serious (other) 3
SWAB Volume Started Assault, serious (other) 3

WIT.0020.0002.0306



SWBL Volume Started Grievous Bodily Harm 3
SWAB Volume Started Grievous Bodily Harm 3
SWBL Volume Started Grievous Bodily Harm 3
SWSAL Volume Started Enter with intent, other premises, with breaking 3
SWAB Volume Started Assault, serious (other) 3
SWSAL Volume Started Stealing from dwelling houses 3
TRACE Volume Started Motor vehicle - steal, unlawfully use, possess 3
SWAB Volume Started Wilful damage (not elsewhere classified) 3
SWSAL Volume Started Burglary, with breaking 3
SWAB Volume Started Burglary, with breaking 3
SWAB Volume Started Motor vehicle - steal, unlawfully use, possess 3
TRACE Volume Started Wilful damage (not elsewhere classified) 3
TRACE Volume Started Unlawful Possession of concealable firearm 3
TRACE Volume Started Robbery, unarmed, in company 3
SWAB Volume Started Robbery, unarmed, in company 3
SWBL Volume Started Burglary, with breaking 3
SWAB Volume Started Burglary, with breaking 3
SWSAL Volume Started Vehicles - Stealing from/enter with intent 3
TRACE Volume Started Unlawful Possession of concealable firearm 3
TRACE Volume Started Robbery, unarmed, in company 3
SWAB Volume Started Robbery, unarmed, in company 3
SWAB Volume Started Robbery, unarmed, in company 3
TRACE Volume Started Drug - Trafficking in dangerous drugs 3
TRACE Volume Started Drug - Trafficking in dangerous drugs 3
SWAB Volume Started Enter with intent, shop, with breaking 3
TRACE Volume Started Burglary, with breaking 3
SWSAL Volume Started Bring stolen goods into Queensland 3
SWSAL Volume Started Bring stolen goods into Queensland 3
TRACE Volume Started Motor vehicle - steal, unlawfully use, possess 3
TRACE Volume Started Burglary 3
SWBL Volume Started Burglary 3
TRACE Volume Started Enter with intent, shop, with breaking 3
TRACE Volume Started Enter with intent, shop, with breaking 3
SWSAL Volume Started Motor vehicle - steal, unlawfully use, possess 3
TRACE Volume Started Burglary 3
CBUTT Volume Started Burglary 3
SWSAL Volume Started Motor vehicle - steal, unlawfully use, possess 3
TRACE Volume Started Motor vehicle - steal, unlawfully use, possess 3
TRACE Volume Started Motor vehicle - steal, unlawfully use, possess 3

WIT.0020.0002.0307



TRACE Volume Started Burglary, with breaking 3
TRACE Volume Started Motor vehicle - steal, unlawfully use, possess 3
TRACE Volume Started Enter with intent, other premises, with breaking 3
TRACE Volume Started Enter with intent, other premises, with breaking 3
TRACE Volume Started Motor vehicle - steal, unlawfully use, possess 3
TRACE Volume Started Motor vehicle - steal, unlawfully use, possess 3
TRACE Volume Started Burglary, with breaking 3
TRACE Volume Started Enter with intent, other premises, with breaking 3
TRACE Volume Started Motor vehicle - steal, unlawfully use, possess 3
SWSAL Volume Started Enter with intent, other premises, with breaking 3
TRACE Volume Started Vehicles - Stealing from/enter with intent 3
TRACE Volume Started Vehicles - Stealing from/enter with intent 3
SWSAL Volume Started Enter with intent, shop, with breaking 3
SWAB Volume Started Burglary, with breaking 3
TRACE Volume Started Motor vehicle - steal, unlawfully use, possess 3
SWBL Volume Started Wilful damage (not elsewhere classified) 3
SWAB Volume Started Motor vehicle - steal, unlawfully use, possess 3
TRACE Volume Started Motor vehicle - steal, unlawfully use, possess 3
SWBL Volume Started Wilful damage (not elsewhere classified) 3
TRACE Volume Started Enter with intent, other premises, with breaking 3
TRACE Volume Started Wilful damage (not elsewhere classified) 3
SWSAL Volume Started Enter with intent, shop, with breaking 3
SWBL Volume Started Vehicles - Stealing from/enter with intent 3
TRACE Volume Started Burglary, with breaking 3
TRACE Volume Started Stealing from other specified buildings (including 3
SWSAL Volume Started Vehicles - Stealing from/enter with intent 3
TRACE Volume Started Enter with intent, other premises, with breaking 3
TRACE Volume Started Burglary, with breaking 3
SWSAL Volume Started Stealing from other specified buildings (including 3
TRACE Volume Started Burglary, with breaking 3
TRACE Volume Started Vehicles - Stealing from/enter with intent 3
SWSAL Volume Started Enter with intent, other premises, with breaking 3
TRACE Volume Started Enter with intent, other premises, with breaking 3
SWAB Volume Started Enter with intent, shop, with breaking 3
TRACE Volume Started Motor vehicle - steal, unlawfully use, possess 3
TRACE Volume Started Burglary, with breaking 3
TRACE Volume Started Burglary, with breaking 3
TRACE Volume Started Enter with intent, other premises, with breaking 3
TRACE Volume Started Burglary, with breaking 3
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TRACE Volume Started Motor vehicle - steal, unlawfully use, possess 3
TRACE Volume Started Enter with intent, other premises, with breaking 3
SWSAL Volume Started Enter with intent, other premises, with breaking 3
TRACE Volume Started Burglary, with breaking 3
TRACE Volume Started Stealing (other) 3
TRACE Volume Started Burglary, with breaking 3
SWBL Volume Started Burglary, with breaking 3
CBUTT Volume Started Enter with intent, other premises, with breaking 3
SWAB Volume Started Burglary, with breaking 3
TRACE Volume Started Enter with intent, other premises, with breaking 3
TRACE Volume Started Stealing from other specified buildings (including 3
TRACE Volume Started Motor vehicle - steal, unlawfully use, possess 3
TRACE Volume Started Burglary, with breaking 3
TRACE Volume Started Wilful damage (not elsewhere classified) 3
GUM Volume Started Vehicles - Stealing from/enter with intent 3
SWSAL Volume Started Burglary, with breaking 3
TRACE Volume Started Motor vehicle - steal, unlawfully use, possess 3
TRACE Volume Started Burglary, with breaking 3
SWAB Volume Started Enter with intent, other premises, with breaking 3
TRACE Volume Started Enter with intent, other premises, with breaking 3
TRACE Volume Started Motor vehicle - steal, unlawfully use, possess 3
SWBL Volume Started Motor vehicle - steal, unlawfully use, possess 3
SWBL Volume Started Motor vehicle - steal, unlawfully use, possess 3
SWBL Volume Started Motor vehicle - steal, unlawfully use, possess 3
SWSAL Volume Started Enter with intent, other premises 3
TRACE Volume Started Motor vehicle - steal, unlawfully use, possess 3
TRACE Volume Started Burglary, with breaking 3
SWSAL Volume Started Enter with intent, other premises, with breaking 3
TRACE Volume Started Enter with intent, shop, with breaking 3
TRACE Volume Started Burglary, with breaking 3
CBUTT Volume Started Burglary, with breaking 3
TRACE Volume Started Robbery, unarmed, in company 3
TRACE Volume Started Enter with intent, other premises, with breaking 3
TRACE Volume Started Burglary, with breaking 3
TRACE Volume Started Enter with intent, other premises, with breaking 3
SWAB Volume Started Enter with intent, other premises, with breaking 3
SWAB Volume Started Enter with intent, shop, with breaking 3
SWBL Volume Started Enter with intent, other premises, with breaking 3
SWAB Volume Started Unlawfully on premises/trespassing 3
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WBL Volume Started Motor vehicle - steal, unlawfully use, possess 3
WAB Volume Started Burglary, with breaking 3
RACE Volume Started Enter with intent, other premises 3
RACE Volume Started Burglary, with breaking 3
RACE Volume Started Burglary, with breaking 3
RACE Volume Started Vehicles - Stealing from/enter with intent 3
RACE Volume Started Burglary, with breaking 3
BUTT Volume Started Bring stolen goods into Queensland 3
BUTT Volume Started Enter with intent, other premises, with breaking 3
RACE Volume Started Drug - Trafficking in dangerous drugs 3
RACE Volume Started Enter with intent, shop, with breaking 3
WSAL Volume Started Enter with intent, other premises, with breaking 3
WAB Volume Started Burglary, with breaking 3
RACE Volume Started Motor vehicle - steal, unlawfully use, possess 3
RACE Volume Started Enter with intent, other premises, with breaking 3
RACE Volume Started Burglary, with breaking 3
RACE Volume Started Burglary, with breaking 3
RACE Volume Started Motor vehicle - steal, unlawfully use, possess 3
RACE Volume Started Burglary, with breaking 3
RACE Volume Started Burglary, with breaking 3
RACE Volume Started Burglary, with breaking 3
RACE Volume Started Burglary, with breaking 3
WSAL Volume Started Burglary, with breaking 3
WBL Volume Started Vehicles - Stealing from/enter with intent 3
RACE Volume Started Assault, Common 3
RACE Volume Started Assault, Common 3
WBL Volume Started Enter with intent, shop, with breaking 3
RACE Volume Started Enter with intent, other premises, with breaking 3
WBL Volume Started Enter with intent, shop, with breaking 3
RACE Volume Started Vehicles - Stealing from/enter with intent 3
WAB Volume Started Motor vehicle - steal, unlawfully use, possess 3
WAB Volume Started Motor vehicle - steal, unlawfully use, possess 3
WAB Volume Started Motor vehicle - steal, unlawfully use, possess 3
RACE Volume Started Enter with intent, other premises, with breaking 3
RACE Volume Started Enter with intent, other premises, with breaking 3
WAB Volume Started Vehicles - Stealing from/enter with intent 3
WAB Volume Started Robbery, armed 3
RACE Volume Started Motor vehicle - steal, unlawfully use, possess 3
RACE Volume Started Enter with intent, other premises, with breaking 3
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TRACE Volume Started Burglary, with breaking 3
TRACE Volume Started Enter with intent, other premises, with breaking 3
SWAB Volume Started Vehicles - Stealing from/enter with intent 3
SWAB Volume Started Enter with intent, other premises, with breaking 3
TRACE Volume Started Burglary, with breaking 3
TRACE Volume Started Burglary, with breaking 3
TRACE Volume Started Enter with intent, shop, with breaking 3
SWAB Volume Started Enter with intent, shop, with breaking 3
SWAB Volume Started Enter with intent, shop, with breaking 3
SWBL Volume Started Motor vehicle - steal, unlawfully use, possess 3
SWBL Volume Started Motor vehicle - steal, unlawfully use, possess 3
SWAB Volume Started Motor vehicle - steal, unlawfully use, possess 3
SWAB Volume Started Motor vehicle - steal, unlawfully use, possess 3
SWSAL Volume Started Burglary, with breaking 3
TRACE Volume Started Burglary, with breaking 3
SWAB Volume Started Burglary, with breaking 3
SWAB Volume Started Enter with intent, shop, with breaking 3
SWSAL Volume Started Burglary, with breaking 3
SWAB Volume Started Wilful damage (not elsewhere classified) 3
SWAB Volume Started Motor vehicle - steal, unlawfully use, possess 3
CBUTT Volume Started Motor vehicle - steal, unlawfully use, possess 3
TRACE Volume Started Motor vehicle - attempted steal/unlawfully use 3
SWAB Volume Started Wilful damage (not elsewhere classified) 3
SWAB Volume Started Burglary, with breaking 3
TRACE Volume Started Burglary, with breaking 3
SWAB Volume Started Vehicles - Stealing from/enter with intent 3
SWSAL Volume Started Vehicles - Stealing from/enter with intent 3
SWSAL Volume Started Vehicles - Stealing from/enter with intent 3
SWBL Volume Started Enter with intent, other premises, with breaking 3
TRACE Volume Started Vehicles - Stealing from/enter with intent 3
TRACE Volume Started Vehicles - Stealing from/enter with intent 3
SWSAL Volume Started Vehicles - Stealing from/enter with intent 3
SWBL Volume Started Motor vehicle - steal, unlawfully use, possess 3
SWAB Volume Started Burglary, with breaking 3
TRACE Volume Started Enter with intent, other premises, with breaking 3
SWBL Volume Started Burglary, with breaking 3
SWAB Volume Started Vehicles - Stealing from/enter with intent 3
TRACE Volume Started Burglary, with breaking 3
TRACE Volume Started Burglary, with breaking 3
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TRACE Volume Started Burglary, with breaking 3
TRACE Volume Started Enter with intent, other premises, with breaking 3
TRACE Volume Started Burglary, with breaking 3
TRACE Volume Started Burglary, with breaking 3
TRACE Volume Started Burglary, with breaking 3
TRACE Volume Started Burglary, with breaking 3
TRACE Volume Started Motor vehicle - steal, unlawfully use, possess 3
SWAB Volume Started Assault, serious (other) 3
TRACE Volume Started Burglary, with breaking 3
SWBL Volume Started Enter with intent, other premises 3
SWSAL Volume Started Burglary, with breaking 3
SWAB Volume Started Enter with intent, other premises, with breaking 3
TRACE Volume Started Wilful damage (not elsewhere classified) 3
TRACE Volume Started Burglary, with breaking 3
SWBL Volume Started Burglary, with breaking 3
TRACE Volume Started Enter with intent, other premises 3
SWSAL Volume Started Burglary, with breaking 3
TRACE Volume Started Burglary, with breaking 3
SWBL Volume Started Enter with intent, other premises, with breaking 3
TRACE Volume Started Motor vehicle - steal, unlawfully use, possess 3
SWAB Volume Started Domestic Violence - Application Police 3
SWAB Volume Started Enter with intent, other premises, with breaking 3
SWAB Volume Started Drug - Possess things for use, or used in the admi 3
SWBL Volume Started Wilful damage (not elsewhere classified) 3
SWSAL Volume Started Enter with intent, other premises, with breaking 3
TRACE Volume Started Burglary, with breaking 3
SWBL Volume Started Wilful damage (not elsewhere classified) 3
TRACE Volume Started Burglary, with breaking 3
TRACE Volume Started Burglary, with breaking 3
SWAB Volume Started Burglary, with breaking 3
TRACE Volume Started Enter with intent, shop, with breaking 3
TRACE Volume Started Burglary, with breaking 3
SWAB Volume Started Enter with intent, other premises, with breaking 3
SWAB Volume Started Vehicles - other, steal, unlawfully use 3
TRACE Volume Started Motor vehicle - steal, unlawfully use, possess 3
TRACE Volume Started Motor vehicle - steal, unlawfully use, possess 3
TRACE Volume Started Burglary, with breaking 3
SWBL Volume Started Enter with intent, shop, with breaking 3
SWBL Volume Started Enter with intent, shop, with breaking 3
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TRACE Volume Started Burglary, with breaking 3
TRACE Volume Started Motor vehicle - steal, unlawfully use, possess 3
SWAB Volume Started Enter with intent, other premises, with breaking 3
TRACE Volume Started Burglary, with breaking 3
TRACE Volume Started Enter with intent, shop, with breaking 3
TRACE Volume Started Burglary, with breaking 3
TRACE Volume Started Burglary, with breaking 3
SWAB Volume Started Burglary, with breaking 3
TRACE Volume Started Motor vehicle - steal, unlawfully use, possess 3
TRACE Volume Started Motor vehicle - steal, unlawfully use, possess 3
TRACE Volume Started Motor vehicle - steal, unlawfully use, possess 3
TRACE Volume Started Motor vehicle - steal, unlawfully use, possess 3
SWAB Volume Started Motor vehicle - steal, unlawfully use, possess 3
TRACE Volume Started Motor vehicle - steal, unlawfully use, possess 3
TRACE Volume Started Motor vehicle - steal, unlawfully use, possess 3
SWAB Volume Started Enter with intent, other premises, with breaking 3
SWAB Volume Started Possession of property suspected stolen 3
SWAB Volume Started Possession of property suspected stolen 3
SWAB Volume Started Possession of property suspected stolen 3
TRACE Volume Started Motor vehicle - steal, unlawfully use, possess 3
SWAB Volume Started Burglary, with breaking 3
SWAB Volume Started Burglary 3
TRACE Volume Started Enter with intent, other premises, with breaking 3
TRACE Volume Started Enter with intent, other premises, with breaking 3
TRACE Volume Started Burglary 3
SWAB Volume Started Motor vehicle - steal, unlawfully use, possess 3
TRACE Volume Started Burglary, with breaking 3
TRACE Volume Started Burglary, with breaking 3
TRACE Volume Started Motor vehicle - steal, unlawfully use, possess 3
SWAB Volume Started Burglary, with breaking 3
SWAB Volume Started Drug - Possess things for use, or used in the admi 3
TRACE Volume Started Burglary, with breaking 3
TRACE Volume Started Burglary, with breaking 3
SWAB Volume Started Burglary, with breaking 3
TRACE Volume Started Burglary, with breaking 3
SWSAL Volume Started Burglary, with breaking 3
SWAB Volume Started Burglary, with breaking 3
SWAB Volume Started Burglary, with breaking 3
TRACE Volume Started Burglary, with breaking 3
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2 SWAB Volume Started Motor vehicle - steal, unlawfully use, possess 3
2 SWAB Volume Started Burglary, with breaking 3
2 SWSAL Volume Started Burglary, with breaking 3
2 TRACE Volume Started Enter with intent, other premises, with breaking 3
2 SWAB Volume Started Burglary, with breaking 3
2 SWAB Volume Started Enter with intent, other premises, with breaking 3
2 TRACE Volume Started Drug - Possess things for use, or used in the admi 3
2 TRACE Volume Started Burglary, with breaking 3
2 FNAILSCRAP Volume Started Sudden Death - Other 3
2 SWBL Volume Started Wounding 3
2 SWBL Volume Started Wounding 3
2 TRACE Volume Started Vehicles - Stealing from/enter with intent 3
2 TRACE Volume Started Burglary, with breaking 3
2 SWAB Volume Started Wounding 3
2 FNAILSCRAP Volume Started Sudden Death - Other 3
2 TRACE Volume Started Wounding 3
2 SWAB Volume Started Drug - Possess and/or use dangerous drugs 3
2 TRACE Volume Started Motor vehicle - steal, unlawfully use, possess 3
2 SWAB Volume Started Burglary, with breaking 3
2 SWAB Volume Started Enter with intent, other premises, with breaking 3
2 SWSAL Volume Started Motor vehicle - steal, unlawfully use, possess 3
2 TRACE Volume Started Burglary, with breaking 3
2 SWAB Volume Started Enter with intent, shop, with breaking 3
2 TRACE Volume Started Motor vehicle - steal, unlawfully use, possess 3
2 TRACE Volume Started Motor vehicle - steal, unlawfully use, possess 3
2 SWAB Volume Started Burglary, with breaking 3
2 SWAB Volume Started Burglary, with breaking 3
2 TRACE Volume Started Motor vehicle - steal, unlawfully use, possess 3
2 SWAB Volume Started Unlawful Possession of concealable firearm 3
2 TRACE Volume Started Enter with intent, other premises 3
2 TRACE Volume Started Burglary, with breaking 3
2 TRACE Volume Started Burglary, with breaking 3
2 SWSAL Volume Started Burglary, with breaking 3
2 SWSAL Volume Started Burglary, with breaking 3
2 SWAB Volume Started Burglary, with breaking 3
2 TRACE Volume Started Enter with intent, other premises, with breaking 3
2 TRACE Volume Started Enter with intent, other premises, with breaking 3
2 TRACE Volume Started Burglary, with breaking 3
2 TRACE Volume Started Burglary, with breaking 3
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SWAB Volume Started Burglary, with breaking 3
SWSAL Volume Started Burglary, with breaking 3
TRACE Volume Started Motor vehicle - steal, unlawfully use, possess 3
TRACE Volume Started Motor vehicle - steal, unlawfully use, possess 3
TRACE Volume Started Motor vehicle - steal, unlawfully use, possess 3
TRACE Volume Started Motor vehicle - steal, unlawfully use, possess 3
TRACE Volume Started Burglary, with breaking 3
TRACE Volume Started Unlawful Possession of concealable firearm 3
TRACE Volume Started Burglary, with breaking 3
SWAB Volume Started Burglary, with breaking 3
TRACE Volume Started Burglary, with breaking 3
TRACE Volume Started Burglary, with breaking 3
TRACE Volume Started Burglary, with breaking 3
TRACE Volume Started Burglary, with breaking 3
SWAB Volume Started Wilful damage (not elsewhere classified) 3
SWAB Volume Started Enter with intent, shop, with breaking 3
SWAB Volume Started Burglary, with breaking 3
TRACE Volume Started Burglary, with breaking 3
TRACE Volume Started Enter with intent, other premises, with breaking 3
SWSAL Volume Started Burglary, with breaking 3
SWSAL Volume Started Burglary, with breaking 3
TRACE Volume Started Burglary, with breaking 3
SWSAL Volume Started Rape 3
TRACE Volume Started Burglary, with breaking 3
TRACE Volume Started Burglary, with breaking 3
TRACE Volume Started Vehicles - other, steal, unlawfully use 3
SWSAL Volume Started Vehicles - other, steal, unlawfully use 3
SWSAL Volume Started Wilful damage (not elsewhere classified) 3
SWSAL Volume Started Wilful damage (not elsewhere classified) 3
SWAB Volume Started Motor vehicle - steal, unlawfully use, possess 3
TRACE Volume Started Motor vehicle - steal, unlawfully use, possess 3
TRACE Volume Started Motor vehicle - steal, unlawfully use, possess 3
SWAB Volume Started Motor vehicle - steal, unlawfully use, possess 3
SWAB Volume Started Motor vehicle - steal, unlawfully use, possess 3
TRACE Volume Started Enter with intent, other premises, with breaking 3
TRACE Volume Started Burglary, with breaking 3
SWAB Volume Started Burglary, with breaking 3
SWSAL Volume Started Burglary, with breaking 3
SWSAL Volume Started Burglary, with breaking 3
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SWAB Volume Started Enter with intent, other premises, with breaking 3
SWAB Volume Started Burglary, with breaking 3
TRACE Volume Started Burglary, with breaking 3
TRACE Volume Started Burglary, with breaking 3
TRACE Volume Started Burglary, with breaking 3
SWAB Volume Started Enter with intent, other premises, with breaking 3
SWAB Volume Started Burglary, with breaking 3
SWAB Volume Started Burglary, with breaking 3
TRACE Volume Started Burglary, with breaking 3
TRACE Volume Started Burglary, with breaking 3
TRACE Volume Started Burglary, with breaking 3
SWAB Volume Started Burglary, with breaking 3
TRACE Volume Started Burglary, with breaking 3
SWBL Volume Started Burglary, with breaking 3
TRACE Volume Started Enter with intent, other premises, with breaking 3
TRACE Volume Started Motor vehicle - steal, unlawfully use, possess 3
SWAB Volume Started Burglary, with breaking 3
TRACE Volume Started Motor vehicle - steal, unlawfully use, possess 3
TRACE Volume Started Stealing from other specified buildings (including 3
SWAB Volume Started Burglary, with breaking 3
SWBL Volume Started Burglary, with breaking 3
SWAB Volume Started Vehicles - Stealing from/enter with intent 3
TRACE Volume Started Enter with intent, other premises, with breaking 3
TRACE Volume Started Motor vehicle - steal, unlawfully use, possess 3
TRACE Volume Started Enter with intent, other premises, with breaking 3
SWAB Volume Started Burglary, with breaking 3
SWSAL Volume Started Enter with intent, other premises, with breaking 3
SWAB Volume Started Enter with intent, other premises, with breaking 3
SWSAL Volume Started Enter with intent, other premises, with breaking 3
TRACE Volume Started Burglary, with breaking 3
SWSAL Volume Started Burglary, with breaking 3
SWBL Volume Started Unlawfully on premises/trespassing 3
SWBL Volume Started Unlawfully on premises/trespassing 3
TRACE Volume Started Enter with intent, other premises, with breaking 3
TRACE Volume Started Burglary, with breaking 3
TRACE Volume Started Enter with intent, other premises, with breaking 3
TRACE Volume Started Enter with intent, other premises, with breaking 3
TRACE Volume Started Enter with intent, shop, with breaking 3
TRACE Volume Started Motor vehicle - steal, unlawfully use, possess 3
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TRACE Volume Started Burglary, with breaking 3
TRACE Volume Started Enter with intent, shop, with breaking 3
TRACE Volume Started Stealing (other) 3
TRACE Volume Started Burglary, with breaking 3
TRACE Volume Started Enter with intent, other premises, with breaking 3
TRACE Volume Started Sudden Death - Other 3
TRACE Volume Started Burglary, with breaking 3
SWAB Volume Started Burglary, with breaking 3
TRACE Volume Started Sudden Death - Other 3
TRACE Volume Started Stealing (other) 3
TRACE Volume Started Stealing (other) 3
SWBL Volume Started Burglary, with breaking 3
TRACE Volume Started Vehicles - Stealing from/enter with intent 3
TRACE Volume Started Vehicles - Stealing from/enter with intent 3
TRACE Volume Started Burglary, with breaking 3
SWAB Volume Started Vehicles - other, steal, unlawfully use 3
SWBL Volume Started Burglary, with breaking 3
TRACE Volume Started Wilful damage (not elsewhere classified) 3
TRACE Volume Started Sudden Death - Other 3
TRACE Volume Started Sudden Death - Other 3
TRACE Volume Started Vehicles - Stealing from/enter with intent 3
TRACE Volume Started Burglary, with breaking 3
TRACE Volume Started Enter with intent, other premises, with breaking 3
TRACE Volume Started Motor vehicle - steal, unlawfully use, possess 3
SWSAL Volume Started Burglary, with breaking 3
SWAB Volume Started Domestic Violence - Other Action 3
CBUTT Volume Started Vehicles - Stealing from/enter with intent 3
SWAB Volume Started Domestic Violence - Other Action 3
SWAB Volume Started Wilful damage (not elsewhere classified) 3
TRACE Volume Started Burglary, with breaking 3
TRACE Volume Started Burglary, with breaking 3
TRACE Volume Started Burglary, with breaking 3
SWAB Volume Started Burglary, with breaking 3
SWSAL Volume Started Burglary, with breaking 3
TRACE Volume Started Enter with intent, other premises, with breaking 3
SWSAL Volume Started Burglary, with breaking 3
SWBL Volume Started Burglary, with breaking 3
TRACE Volume Started Burglary, with breaking 3
SWBL Volume Started Burglary, with breaking 3
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CBUTT Volume Started Burglary, with breaking 3
SWAB Volume Started Motor vehicle - steal, unlawfully use, possess 3
SWAB Volume Started Motor vehicle - steal, unlawfully use, possess 3
CBUTT Volume Started Burglary, with breaking 3
CBUTT Volume Started Motor vehicle - steal, unlawfully use, possess 3
CBUTT Volume Started Motor vehicle - steal, unlawfully use, possess 3
CBUTT Volume Started Motor vehicle - steal, unlawfully use, possess 3
CBUTT Volume Started Motor vehicle - steal, unlawfully use, possess 3
SWAB Volume Started Burglary, with breaking 3
SWAB Volume Started Burglary, with breaking 3
SWAB Volume Started Burglary, with breaking 3
SWSAL Volume Started Enter with intent, other premises, with breaking 3
SWAB Volume Started Burglary, with breaking 3
SWAB Volume Started Burglary, with breaking 3
TRACE Volume Started Burglary, with breaking 3
TRACE Volume Started Enter with intent, other premises, with breaking 3
TRACE Volume Started Burglary, with breaking 3
SWSAL Volume Started Enter with intent, shop, with breaking 3
TRACE Volume Started Enter with intent, other premises, with breaking 3
TRACE Volume Started Enter with intent, other premises, with breaking 3
SWBL Volume Started Enter with intent, other premises, with breaking 3
TRACE Volume Started Burglary, with breaking 3
TRACE Volume Started Enter with intent, other premises, with breaking 3
SWAB Volume Started Enter with intent, other premises, with breaking 3
SWSAL Volume Started Burglary, with breaking 3
TRACE Volume Started Enter with intent, other premises, with breaking 3
TRACE Volume Started Enter with intent, shop, with breaking 3
SWAB Volume Started Enter with intent, other premises, with breaking 3
SWSAL Volume Started Motor vehicle - steal, unlawfully use, possess 3
TRACE Volume Started Burglary, with breaking 3
TRACE Volume Started Enter with intent, other premises, with breaking 3
TRACE Volume Started Enter with intent, other premises, with breaking 3
TRACE Volume Started Burglary, with breaking 3
SWAB Volume Started Motor vehicle - steal, unlawfully use, possess 3
TRACE Volume Started Motor vehicle - steal, unlawfully use, possess 3
SWSAL Volume Started Stealing from other specified buildings (including 3
SWSAL Volume Started Burglary, with breaking 3
TRACE Volume Started Burglary 3
SWSAL Volume Started Burglary, with breaking 3
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TRACE Volume Started Burglary 3
CBUTT Volume Started Burglary, with breaking 3
CBUTT Volume Started Motor vehicle - steal, unlawfully use, possess 3
CBUTT Volume Started Burglary, with breaking 3
CBUTT Volume Started Burglary, with breaking 3
CBUTT Volume Started Burglary, with breaking 3
CBUTT Volume Started Burglary, with breaking 3
TRACE Volume Started Burglary, with breaking 3
CBUTT Volume Started Burglary, with breaking 3
CBUTT Volume Started Burglary, with breaking 3
CBUTT Volume Started Enter with intent, other premises, with breaking 3
CBUTT Volume Started Enter with intent, other premises, with breaking 3
CBUTT Volume Started Burglary, with breaking 3
CBUTT Volume Started Vehicles - Stealing from/enter with intent 3
CBUTT Volume Started Wilful damage (not elsewhere classified) 3
CBUTT Volume Started Burglary, with breaking 3
CBUTT Volume Started Motor vehicle - steal, unlawfully use, possess 3
CBUTT Volume Started Burglary, with breaking 3
SWAB Volume Started Motor vehicle - steal, unlawfully use, possess 3
TRACE Volume Started Motor vehicle - steal, unlawfully use, possess 3
TRACE Volume Started Possession of property suspected stolen 3
SWAB Volume Started Burglary 3
SWAB Volume Started Motor vehicle - steal, unlawfully use, possess 3
SWBL Volume Started Burglary, with breaking 3
TRACE Volume Started Burglary, with breaking 3
TRACE Volume Started Burglary, with breaking 3
SWSAL Volume Started Motor vehicle - steal, unlawfully use, possess 3
TRACE Volume Started Burglary, with breaking 3
TRACE Volume Started Burglary, with breaking 3
SWAB Volume Started Burglary, with breaking 3
TRACE Volume Started Motor vehicle - steal, unlawfully use, possess 3
TRACE Volume Started Enter with intent, other premises, with breaking 3
TRACE Volume Started Burglary, with breaking 3
SWAB Volume Started Burglary, with breaking 3
TRACE Volume Started Motor vehicle - steal, unlawfully use, possess 3
SWAB Volume Started Motor vehicle - steal, unlawfully use, possess 3
SWSAL Volume Started Motor vehicle - steal, unlawfully use, possess 3
TRACE Volume Started Motor vehicle - steal, unlawfully use, possess 3
TRACE Volume Started Stealing (other) 3
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TRACE Volume Started Stealing (other) 3
SWAB Volume Started Motor vehicle - steal, unlawfully use, possess 3
SWAB Volume Started Motor vehicle - steal, unlawfully use, possess 3
SWBL Volume Started Enter with intent, other premises, with breaking 3
TRACE Volume Started Burglary, with breaking 3
SWAB Volume Started Vehicles - Stealing from/enter with intent 3
TRACE Volume Started Burglary, with breaking 3
SWBL Volume Started Enter with intent, other premises, with breaking 3
TRACE Volume Started Burglary, with breaking 3
TRACE Volume Started Burglary, with breaking 3
SWBL Volume Started Vehicles - Stealing from/enter with intent 3
SWAB Volume Started Wounding 3
SWAB Volume Started Wounding 3
SWAB Volume Started Stealing (other) 3
TRACE Volume Started Burglary, with breaking 3
TRACE Volume Started Motor vehicle - steal, unlawfully use, possess 3
TRACE Volume Started Motor vehicle - steal, unlawfully use, possess 3
SWSAL Volume Started Motor vehicle - steal, unlawfully use, possess 3
TRACE Volume Started Wilful damage (not elsewhere classified) 3
TRACE Volume Started Burglary, with breaking 3
TRACE Volume Started Burglary, with breaking 3
SWSAL Volume Started Enter with intent, other premises, with breaking 3
SWBL Volume Started Enter with intent, other premises, with breaking 3
SWAB Volume Started Stealing (other) 3
TRACE Volume Started Burglary, with breaking 3
TRACE Volume Started Burglary, with breaking 3
TRACE Volume Started Stealing (other) 3
SWAB Volume Started Stealing (other) 3
TRACE Volume Started Stealing (other) 3
TRACE Volume Started Burglary, with breaking 3
SWAB Volume Started Stealing (other) 3
TRACE Volume Started Burglary, with breaking 3
TRACE Volume Started Burglary, with breaking 3
SWSAL Volume Started Enter with intent, other premises, with breaking 3
TRACE Volume Started Motor vehicle - steal, unlawfully use, possess 3
SWSAL Volume Started Enter with intent, other premises, with breaking 3
TRACE Volume Started Vehicles - Stealing from/enter with intent 3
TRACE Volume Started Burglary, with breaking 3
TRACE Volume Started Burglary, with breaking 3
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SWAB Volume Started Burglary, with breaking 3
SWBL Volume Started Burglary, with breaking 3
TRACE Volume Started Motor vehicle - steal, unlawfully use, possess 3
TRACE Volume Started Burglary, with breaking 3
TRACE Volume Started Burglary, with breaking 3
SWSAL Volume Started Motor vehicle - steal, unlawfully use, possess 3
TRACE Volume Started Motor vehicle - steal, unlawfully use, possess 3
SWAB Volume Started Burglary, with breaking 3
TRACE Volume Started Burglary, with breaking 3
TRACE Volume Started Burglary 3
TRACE Volume Started Burglary, with breaking 3
TRACE Volume Started Enter with intent, other premises, with breaking 3
SWAB Volume Started Burglary 3
TRACE Volume Started Burglary, with breaking 3
TRACE Volume Started Burglary, with breaking 3
SWSAL Volume Started Motor vehicle - steal, unlawfully use, possess 3
TRACE Volume Started Burglary, with breaking 3
TRACE Volume Started Motor vehicle - steal, unlawfully use, possess 3
SWAB Volume Started Stealing from other specified buildings (including 3
TRACE Volume Started Bring stolen goods into Queensland 3
SWSAL Volume Started Burglary, with breaking 3
SWSAL Volume Started Burglary, with breaking 3
SWBL Volume Started Vehicles - Stealing from/enter with intent 3
TRACE Volume Started Burglary, with breaking 3
TRACE Volume Started Burglary, with breaking 3
TRACE Volume Started Burglary, with breaking 3
TRACE Volume Started Motor vehicle - steal, unlawfully use, possess 3
SWBL Volume Started Vehicles - Stealing from/enter with intent 3
TRACE Volume Started Enter with intent, other premises, with breaking 3
TRACE Volume Started Enter with intent, shop, with breaking 3
SWSAL Volume Started Burglary, with breaking 3
SWBL Volume Started Vehicles - Stealing from/enter with intent 3
TRACE Volume Started Motor vehicle - steal, unlawfully use, possess 3
TRACE Volume Started Motor vehicle - steal, unlawfully use, possess 3
SWAB Volume Started Burglary, with breaking 3
TRACE Volume Started Wilful damage (not elsewhere classified) 3
TRACE Volume Started Traffic Crash - No Injury 3
SWBL Volume Started Traffic Crash - No Injury 3
SWAB Volume Started Burglary, with breaking 3
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SWAB Volume Started Burglary, with breaking 3
TRACE Volume Started Motor vehicle - steal, unlawfully use, possess 3
TRACE Volume Started Burglary 3
TRACE Volume Started Burglary, with breaking 3
TRACE Volume Started Burglary, with breaking 3
SWBL Volume Started Traffic Crash - No Injury 3
TRACE Volume Started Burglary, with breaking 3
TRACE Volume Started Motor vehicle - steal, unlawfully use, possess 3
TRACE Volume Started Motor vehicle - steal, unlawfully use, possess 3
TRACE Volume Started Burglary, with breaking 3
SWAB Volume Started Burglary, with breaking 3
SWAB Volume Started Burglary 3
SWAB Volume Started Burglary, with breaking 3
SWAB Volume Started Rape 3
SWAB Volume Started Rape 3
SWAB Volume Started Rape 3
TRACE Volume Started Wilful damage (not elsewhere classified) 3
SWBL Volume Started Traffic Crash - No Injury 3
SWAB Volume Started Burglary, with breaking 3
TRACE Volume Started Motor vehicle - steal, unlawfully use, possess 3
TRACE Volume Started Drug - Possess and/or use dangerous drugs 3
SWSAL Volume Started Wilful damage (not elsewhere classified) 3
SWAB Volume Started Rape 3
SWAB Volume Started Rape 3
SWAB Volume Started Burglary, with breaking 3
CBUTT Volume Started Burglary, with breaking 3
CBUTT Volume Started Burglary, with breaking 3
CBUTT Volume Started Burglary, with breaking 3
CBUTT Volume Started Stealing (other) 3
CBUTT Volume Started Burglary, with breaking 3
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Stoneman.AmyE[CTDFVCOI]

From: Neville.DavidH[OSC]
Sent: Wednesday, 23 December 2020 07:39
To: Paula Brisotto; Justin Howes
Cc: Foxover.StephanP[OSC]; McIntyre.OliviaM[OSC]; Cathie Allen
Subject: FW: Possible quality issue

Hi Justin and Paula, 
I sent this Cathie before I read her email notifying she is on leave. In any case, we will provide some more info 
shortly. 
Dave 
 

From: Neville.DavidH[OSC]  
Sent: Wednesday, 23 December 2020 07:37 
To: Cathie Allen < > 
Cc: Foxover.StephanP[OSC] < >; McIntyre.OliviaM[OSC] 
< > 
Subject: Possible quality issue 
 
Hi Cathie 
We got some strange results coming through yesterday. There are multiple unrelated volume crime offences being 
linked to a murder victim that was killed before the offences occurred. Well that is my understanding at this point in 
time. Steve Foxover will give you some more information this morning.  
 
Cheers 
 

 

 

 
David Neville 
Inspector  
Biometrics | Forensic Services Group 
Operations Support Command 
QUEENSLAND POLICE SERVICE 
______________________________ 

Phone  
Email 

Address GPO Box 1440 Brisbane 4001 
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Stoneman.AmyE[CTDFVCOI]

From: McIntyre.OliviaM[OSC]
Sent: Wednesday, 22 June 2022 15:06
To: Neville.DavidH[OSC]
Subject: FW: Quality Investigation
Attachments: Quality investigation December 2020.xlsx

Hi Dave, 
 
Please see below and attached re comms from QHFSS. From my understanding of what occurred, they have labelled 
samples incorrectly on a tray of samples (samples were barcoded incorrectly).  
 
As a result of this, results were validated against the incorrect barcodes. This issue was originally identified by RMU 
and escalated to QHFSS for investigation. 
 
Kind regards 
 
 
 
 

 

Olivia McIntyre 
DNA Management Officer 
DNA Management Section, Forensic 
Services Group 
Operations Support Command 
Ph: Mobile  

 
200 Roma Street, Brisbane  

 
 
 
 

 
 

From: McIntyre.OliviaM[OSC]  
Sent: Wednesday, 23 December 2020 14:39 
To: Foxover.StephanP[OSC] < Harris.LibbyA[OSC] 
<  
Subject: RE: Quality Investigation 
 
Hi Steve, 
 
Please find attached spreadsheet relating to this quality investigation. At present we have sent tasks requesting the 
cold link results that had been released to QPRIME be removed.  
 
We have not reviewed the cases where results have not validated by QHFSS. 
 
This spreadsheet is saved to the following location on the file server – click here. 
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Kind regards 
 
 
Olivia McIntyre | DNA Management Officer | DNA Management Section 
Forensic Services Group| Operations Support Command | Queensland Police Service  
GPO Box 1440 | Brisbane QLD 4001 | Australia 
Level 4, Police Headquarters | 200 Roma Street | Brisbane QLD 4000 | Australia 
ph: | mobile: | fax:  

 
 

Important * Due to Covid 19 I am working from home, please call my mobile 
 
 
DNA SAMPLING VIDEO 
 
 

 
 
 

From: Foxover.StephanP[OSC] <   
Sent: Wednesday, 23 December 2020 12:09 
To: Harris.LibbyA[OSC] < McIntyre.OliviaM[OSC] 
<  
Subject: FW: Quality Investigation 
 
 
 

From: Justin Howes <   
Sent: Wednesday, 23 December 2020 11:59 
To: Neville.DavidH[OSC] <  
Cc: Cathie Allen < John Doherty < Paula Brisotto 
< Foxover.StephanP[OSC] <  
Subject: Quality Investigation 
 
Hello Inspector Neville, 
 
In response to the communication from QPS on 23/12/2020, I can now confirm that a Quality Issue has occurred.  
 
The root cause of the issue has been determined to be human error at an analytical preparation step. 
 
Please note that this event is isolated to specific samples. 
 
 
The following table lists sample barcodes that have been reported and are requested to be quarantined by QPS as 
soon as possible: 
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The following table lists samples that have not been reported and have been quarantined by FSS. 
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Please advise on the following points: 
 

- In order to report the correct results for the respective samples, assistance from BDNA will be required. 
Please advise whether this assistance is engaged now, or in the early New Year. 
 

- Do you wish for the results issued for the above barcodes to be retracted now (‘incorrected’) or later. Please 
note the ‘correct’ result will not be able to be reported without assistance from BDNA. 

 
 
Regards 
Justin 
 

 

Justin Howes 
Team Leader - Forensic Reporting and Intelligence Team 

Forensic DNA Analysis, Police Services Stream  
Forensic & Scientific Services, Health Support Queensland, Queensland Health  

Please note that I may be working from a different location during the COVID-19 Pandemic. The best contact method 
is via email. 

p  m   
a 39 Kessels Road, Coopers Plains, QLD 4108 
e w www.health.qld.gov.au/healthsupport/businesses/forensic-and-scientific-services  

 
Queensland Health acknowledges the Traditional Owners of the land, and pays respect to Elders past, present and emerging. 
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********************************************************************************** 

Disclaimer: This email and any attachments may contain legally privileged or confidential information and may be 
protected by copyright. You must not use or disclose them other than for the purposes for which they were 
supplied. The privilege or confidentiality attached to this message and attachments is not waived by reason of 
mistaken delivery to you. If you are not the intended recipient, you must not use, disclose, retain, forward or 
reproduce this message or any attachments. If you receive this message in error, please notify the sender by return 
email or telephone and destroy and delete all copies. Unless stated otherwise, this email represents only the views 
of the sender and not the views of the Queensland Government.  

Queensland Health carries out monitoring, scanning and blocking of emails and attachments sent from or to 
addresses within Queensland Health for the purposes of operating, protecting, maintaining and ensuring 
appropriate use of its computer network.  

********************************************************************************** 
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QPRIME Offence Exhibit Result Result reported? Task # re removal of result
UUMV Not reported to QPRIME
Burglary/Enter with Intent Not reported to QPRIME
Burglary/Enter with Intent Not reported to QPRIME
Murder Complex mixed profile unsuitable for interp or comparison Auto updated
Burglary/Enter with Intent Reported to QPRIME -  
Deaths DNA insufficient for further processing Auto updated
Rape Not reported to QPRIME - Interstate cold link details requested
Fire/Arson Single source profile - UKM1 Auto updated
Burglary/Enter with Intent   Reported to QPRIME - 
Burglary/Enter with Intent   Reported to QPRIME - 
Burglary/Enter with Intent Complex mixed profile unsuitable for interp or comparison Auto updated
Armed robbery  Reported to QPRIME - cold link scene match - this also affects scene link reported on 
Burglary/Enter with Intent  Reported to QPRIME - cold link scene match - this also affects scene link reported on 
UUMV DNA insufficient for further processing Auto updated
Burglary/Enter with Intent No DNA Detected Auto updated
Burglary/Enter with Intent DNA insufficient for further processing Auto updated
GBH/Unlawful Wounding No DNA Detected Auto updated
Wounding No DNA Detected Auto updated
Wounding No DNA Detected Auto updated
Wounding No DNA Detected Auto updated
Wounding No DNA Detected Auto updated
Assault Single source profile - UKM1 Auto updated
Stealing No DNA Detected Auto updated

 Burglary/Enter with Intent DNA insufficient for further processing Auto updated
 Burglary/Enter with Intent No DNA Detected Auto updated

Environmental DNA insufficient for further processing Not reported to QPRIME
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Stoneman.AmyE[CTDFVCOI]

From: Luke Ryan <
Sent: Wednesday, 29 June 2022 09:02
To: DNA.Management[OSC]
Cc: Paula Brisotto; Alanna Darmanin; Kirsten Scott
Subject: Intelligence Report
Attachments: .pdf

Categories: Sgt Hoffman processing

CAUTION: This email originated from outside of Queensland Police Service. Do not click links or open attachments unless you 
recognise the sender and know the content is safe. 

 
Good Morning  
Please see the attached Intelligence Report.  Please contact me if you have any questions. 
 
Thanks 
Luke 

 

Luke Ryan 
Senior Scientist – Analytical Team 

Forensic DNA Analysis, Forensic and Scientific Services  
Prevention Division, Queensland Health  

p    m    
a 39 Kessels Rd, Coopers Plains, QLD 4108 
e w  www.health.qld.gov.au/healthsupport/businesses/forensic-and-scientific-services  

 
Queensland Health acknowledges the Traditional Owners of the land, and pays respect to Elders past, present and future. 
 

 

 

********************************************************************************** 

Disclaimer: This email and any attachments may contain legally privileged or confidential information and may be 
protected by copyright. You must not use or disclose them other than for the purposes for which they were 
supplied. The privilege or confidentiality attached to this message and attachments is not waived by reason of 
mistaken delivery to you. If you are not the intended recipient, you must not use, disclose, retain, forward or 
reproduce this message or any attachments. If you receive this message in error, please notify the sender by return 
email or telephone and destroy and delete all copies. Unless stated otherwise, this email represents only the views 
of the sender and not the views of the Queensland Government.  
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Queensland Health carries out monitoring, scanning and blocking of emails and attachments sent from or to 
addresses within Queensland Health for the purposes of operating, protecting, maintaining and ensuring 
appropriate use of its computer network.  

********************************************************************************** 
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Stoneman.AmyE[CTDFVCOI]

From: Hoffman.CarolynP[OSC]
Sent: Thursday, 7 July 2022 12:20
To: Gleeson.KirstyM[OSC]
Cc: MacDonald.LouiseE[SR]; McIntyre.OliviaM[OSC]
Subject: Mandatory Disclosure of Forensic Report - Forensic No:   / QPRIME: 

Attachments: - Mandatory Disclosure of Forensic Report.pdf

Good Afternoon, 

Please find attached an intelligence report received from QHFSS relating to DNA results for this occurrence. 

This information has been sent to you as the nominated investigator or action officer for this case and will also be 
attached to QPRIME under the reports tab. 

The information has been released in line with Section 590AH Criminal Code Act 1899. 

If you require further clarification in relation to this intelligence report, please contact the DNA Management 
Section. 

If the parent item is still available, perhaps consideration could be given to further sampling? 

Swab 25/04/2022   PSD  

OE31 - SWAB OF TMB POSITIVE AREA OUTSOLES OF BOTH BOOTS - MAJOR CRIME UNIT, DNA lab 3 

 
Kind regards, 
 
 

‘H’ 
 
 

 

 
 
Carolyn HOFFMAN 
Sergeant 18298 
Senior DNA Management Officer 
DNA Management Section 

 
 

Police Headquarters 
200 Roma Street Brisbane QLD 4000 

 
DNA Management Section website 
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De Marco.JennaL[LD]

From: Neville.DavidH[OSC]
Sent: Friday, 14 February 2020 14:42
To: Cathie Allen
Cc: Krosch.MattN[OSC]; McNab.BruceJ[OSC]; Keatinge.DavidJ[OSC]
Subject: FW: DNA success rates manuscript

Follow Up Flag: Follow up
Flag Status: Flagged

 
Hi Cathie 
Matt has forwarded me the below email and we have had a discussion in relation to this. Thanks for taking the time 
to review his work. This paper is aimed at crime scene examiners to help them better focus their sampling 
methodology. It is not aimed at the laboratory and the introduction of additional lab factors might unnecessarily 
complicate the matter. It is important that the possible the impact of micron be covered in the discussion, however I 
don’t think it is necessary for us to rerun the data. In this instance we were looking to provide QHFSS an 
acknowledgement in the paper, however it was not anticipated that the article would be become lab focused. As a 
result, a general review is probably all that is needed, if possible please. 
 
Regards 
 
David Neville 
 
 

From: Allison Lloyd <
Sent: Friday, 14 February 2020 10:31 
To: Krosch.MattN[OSC] <
Subject: FW: DNA success rates manuscript 
 
Hi Matt, 
 
I’ve been asked to go through your manuscript. I’ve given it a good read and have a few questions/comments… I’m 
more than happy to meet up or talk on the phone, whatever suits you better.  
 
My number is  or . 
 
Looking forward to working with you on this. 
 
Kind regards, 
 
 

 

Allison Lloyd 
A/Senior Scientist - Intelligence Team 

Forensic DNA Analysis, Police Services Stream  
Forensic & Scientific Services, Health Support Queensland, Queensland Health  
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p 07   
a 39 Kessels Road, Coopers Plains, QLD 4108 
e  w www.health.qld.gov.au/healthsupport/businesses/forensic-and-scientific-services  

 
Queensland Health acknowledges the Traditional Owners of the land, and pays respect to Elders past, present and emerging. 
 
 
 
 
 
 

From: Cathie Allen <
Sent: Tuesday, 11 February 2020 12:04 PM 
To: Allison Lloyd <
Cc: Justin Howes < Paula Brisotto <
Subject: FW: DNA success rates manuscript 
 
Hi Allison 
 
Thanks so much for agreeing to be the FSS collaborator on this paper – I really appreciate it, given your busy role. 
 
Attached is the manuscript and also the raw data.  
 
I’ve discussed with Matt that the Government would be expecting a collaboration on this, given the significant 
investment they have made in the Forensic DNA Analysis lab to undertake DNA testing solely for the purpose of the 
QPS. I appreciate that Matt has driven this work himself and has focussed on sampling, however my perspective is 
that the lab has tailored it’s processes to ensure success for a sample that’s submitted, so it’s a collaboration and 
Matt readily agreed. Matt has done all of the evaluation of the data to date, so I suggested that perhaps the FSS rep 
(as we spoke on Friday, prior to offering you the opportunity so wasn’t able to name you) would be able to review 
some data, as I believe he hasn’t taken into account any microcons that we’ve done to achieve the profiles. So they 
may need to run the report in the FR again, to capture the post extraction techniques so that we can review them to 
see if they have affected the outcome. If the report needs to be re‐run, Matt will be able to achieve that, given he’s 
within the QPS. 
 
Please let me know if you have any questions. I’m excited that we’re able to collaborate with the QPS on this and am 
excited for you to be given this opportunity, given your vast experience with profiles and NCIDD. 
 
Cheers 
Cathie 

Cathie Allen 
Managing Scientist  

Police Services Stream, Forensic & Scientific Services  
Health Support Queensland, Queensland Health  

p m   
a 39 Kessels Road, Coopers Plains, QLD 4108  
e w www.health.qld.gov.au/healthsupport  
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Queensland Health acknowledges the Traditional Owners of the land, and pays respect to Elders past, present and future. 

 

From: Krosch.MattN[OSC] <
Sent: Tuesday, 7 January 2020 1:02 PM 
To: Cathie Allen <
Cc: Keatinge.DavidJ[OSC] < > 
Subject: DNA success rates manuscript 
 
Dear Cathie, 
 
Over the latter months of last year I spent some time summarising FR data for DNA results with a view to establish 
percentage successes for common items/substrates and collection methods. This was essentially a self‐driven 
project that grew out of conversations with SOCOs and OICs and so the focus was on our side of the process to 
ensure we’re making the best decisions on sampling to maximise success in the lab. In a nutshell it involved pulling 
information on the DNA results for every exhibit that was submitted over a set time period and searching the item 
description/location fields for keywords that allowed extraction of specific items/substrate results. The aim was to 
develop an evidence base on the success rates of sampling certain items to inform procedures and make 
recommendations to our officers on which collection methods were most effective for specific items based on 
recent data from actual casework.  
 
I’ve now completed the analysis and have written the results up as a short paper that I hope to submit to AJFS as I 
believe this information is important to communicate to the forensic community. However, because the paper 
necessarily contains information about DNA profiling in Queensland we wish to offer you the opportunity to review 
the draft manuscript before submission to ensure that you and QHFSS are happy for the contents to be published. 
Please find attached the draft manuscript as a word document and the tables both at the end of the manuscript and 
as a separate excel file on individual sheets.  
 
If you would like any further explanation on the methods or outcomes, please don’t hesitate to get in touch.  
 
Kind regards,  
 
Matt 
 
 
 
 

 

 

Dr. Matt Krosch 
Research Officer 
Quality Management Section, Forensic Services Group 
Queensland Police Service 
Ph: (07)   | M:  | Email: 

 
 
 
**********************************************************************  
CONFIDENTIALITY: The information contained in this  
electronic mail message and any electronic files attached  
to it may be confidential information, and may also be the  
subject of legal professional privilege and/or public interest  
immunity. If you are not the intended recipient you are  
required to delete it. Any use, disclosure or copying of  
this message and any attachments is unauthorised. If you  
have received this electronic message in error, please  
inform the sender or contact 1300ITPSBA@psba.qld.gov.au.  
This footnote also confirms that this email message has  
been checked for the presence of computer viruses.  
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**********************************************************************  

 

 

******************************************************************************** 

This email, including any attachments sent with it, is confidential and for the sole use of the intended recipient(s). 
This confidentiality is not waived or lost, if you receive it and you are not the intended recipient(s), or if it is 
transmitted/received in error. 

Any unauthorised use, alteration, disclosure, distribution or review of this email is strictly prohibited. The 
information contained in this email, including any attachment sent with it, may be subject to a statutory duty of 
confidentiality if it relates to health service matters. 

If you are not the intended recipient(s), or if you have received this email in error, you are asked to immediately 
notify the sender by telephone collect on Australia +61 1800 198 175 or by return email. You should also delete this 
email, and any copies, from your computer system network and destroy any hard copies produced. 

If not an intended recipient of this email, you must not copy, distribute or take any action(s) that relies on it; any 
form of disclosure, modification, distribution and/or publication of this email is also prohibited. 

Although Queensland Health takes all reasonable steps to ensure this email does not contain malicious software, 
Queensland Health does not accept responsibility for the consequences if any person's computer inadvertently 
suffers any disruption to services, loss of information, harm or is infected with a virus, other malicious computer 
programme or code that may occur as a consequence of receiving this email. 

Unless stated otherwise, this email represents only the views of the sender and not the views of the Queensland 
Government. 

********************************************************************************** 
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EXH line Expanded Comment

Presumptive blood test pos. Submitted-results pending This item/sample tested positive to a presumptive test for blood (TMB) and was submitted for 
DNA testing. Results are pending.

SS DNA profile 9 loci and above LR > 100 billion This item/sample provided a DNA profile that indicated the presence of one contributor. It 
consisted of at least 9 DNA loci, however it has not obtained all of the DNA information 
potentially available. Where information was obtained, this DNA profile matched the 
corresponding information in the DNA profile from the associated barcode sent with this 
exhibit report. This DNA profile is greater than 100 billion times more likely to have occurred if 
the barcode sent with this exhibit report is the donor of the DNA rather than an unknown, 
unrelated individual.

Single source DNA profile The DNA profile obtained from this item/sample indicated the presence of one contributor.  If 
an unknown designation is sent with this exhibit report, any reference samples associated to 
this case have been excluded as donors of this DNA and this DNA profile has been 
designated as an unknown. Alternatively, if a barcode is sent with this exhibit report, where 
information was obtained, this DNA profile matched the corresponding information in the DNA 
profile from the associated barcode. This DNA profile has not been statistically evaluated 
however a likelihood ratio can be provided if required.

Single source 20 loci DNA profile LR > 100 billion This item/sample provided a DNA profile that indicated the presence of one contributor. It 
obtained all of the DNA information potentially available. This DNA profile matched the 
corresponding information in the DNA profile from the associated barcode sent with this 
exhibit report. This DNA profile is greater than 100 billion times more likely to have occurred if 
the barcode sent with this exhibit report is the donor of the DNA rather than an unknown, 
unrelated individual.

Single source DNA profile < 9 loci LR 100 - 1000 This item/sample provided a DNA profile that indicated the presence of one contributor. It 
consisted of less than 9 DNA loci and therefore has not obtained all of the DNA information 
potentially available. Where information was obtained, this DNA profile matched the 
corresponding information in the DNA profile from the associated barcode sent with this 
exhibit report. This DNA profile is between 100 and 1000 times more likely to have occurred if 
the barcode sent with this exhibit report is the donor of the DNA rather than an unknown, 
unrelated individual.

EXHIBIT 48
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Single source DNA profile < 9 loci LR 1000 - 10 000 This item/sample provided a DNA profile that indicated the presence of one contributor. It 
consisted of less than 9 DNA loci and therefore has not obtained all of the DNA information 
potentially available. Where information was obtained, this DNA profile matched the 
corresponding information in the DNA profile from the associated barcode sent with this 
exhibit report. This DNA profile is between 1000 and 10 000 times more likely to have 
occurred if the barcode sent with this exhibit report is the donor of the DNA rather than an 
unknown, unrelated individual.

Single source DNA profile < 9 loci LR 10 000 - 100 000 This item/sample provided a DNA profile that indicated the presence of one contributor. It 
consisted of less than 9 DNA loci and therefore has not obtained all of the DNA information 
potentially available. Where information was obtained, this DNA profile matched the 
corresponding information in the DNA profile from the associated barcode sent with this 
exhibit report. This DNA profile is between 10 000 and 100 000 times more likely to have 
occurred if the barcode sent with this exhibit report is the donor of the DNA rather than an 
unknown, unrelated individual.

Single source DNA profile < 9 loci LR 100 000 - 1 million This item/sample provided a DNA profile that indicated the presence of one contributor. It 
consisted of less than 9 DNA loci and therefore has not obtained all of the DNA information 
potentially available. Where information was obtained, this DNA profile matched the 
corresponding information in the DNA profile from the associated barcode sent with this 
exhibit report. This DNA profile is between 100 000 and 1 million times more likely to have 
occurred if the barcode sent with this exhibit report is the donor of the DNA rather than an 
unknown, unrelated individual.

SS DNA profile < 9 loci LR 1 million - 1 billion This item/sample provided a DNA profile that indicated the presence of one contributor. It 
consisted of less than 9 DNA loci and therefore has not obtained all of the DNA information 
potentially available. Where information was obtained, this DNA profile matched the 
corresponding information in the DNA profile from the associated barcode sent with this 
exhibit report. This DNA profile is between 1 million and 1 billion times more likely to have 
occurred if the barcode sent with this exhibit report is the donor of the DNA rather than an 
unknown, unrelated individual.

SS DNA profile < 9 loci LR 1 billion - 100 billion This item/sample provided a DNA profile that indicated the presence of one contributor. It 
consisted of less than 9 DNA loci and therefore has not obtained all of the DNA information 
potentially available. Where information was obtained, this DNA profile matched the 
corresponding information in the DNA profile from the associated barcode sent with this 
exhibit report. This DNA profile is between 1 billion and 100 billion times more likely to have 
occurred if the barcode sent with this exhibit report is the donor of the DNA rather than an 
unknown, unrelated individual.
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SS DNA profile less than 9 loci LR > 100 billion This item/sample provided a DNA profile that indicated the presence of one contributor. It 
consisted of less than 9 DNA loci and therefore has not obtained all of the DNA information 
potentially available. Where information was obtained, this DNA profile matched the 
corresponding information in the DNA profile from the associated barcode sent with this 
exhibit report. This DNA profile is greater than 100 billion times more likely to have occurred if 
the barcode sent with this exhibit report is the donor of the DNA rather than an unknown, 
unrelated individual.

SS DNA profile 9 loci and above LR 1 million - 1 billion This item/sample provided a DNA profile that indicated the presence of one contributor. It 
consisted of at least 9 DNA loci, however it has not obtained all of the DNA information 
potentially available. Where information was obtained, this DNA profile matched the 
corresponding information in the DNA profile from the associated barcode sent with this 
exhibit report. This DNA profile is between 1 million and 1 billion times more likely to have 
occurred if the barcode sent with this exhibit report is the donor of the DNA rather than an 
unknown, unrelated individual.

SS DNA profile 9 loci and above LR 1 billion- 100 billion This item/sample provided a DNA profile that indicated the presence of one contributor. It 
consisted of at least 9 DNA loci, however it has not obtained all of the DNA information 
potentially available. Where information was obtained, this DNA profile matched the 
corresponding information in the DNA profile from the associated barcode sent with this 
exhibit report. This DNA profile is between 1 billion and 100 billion times more likely to have 
occurred if the barcode sent with this exhibit report is the donor of the DNA rather than an 
unknown, unrelated individual.

Single Source DNA profile - assumed known contributor This item/sample provided a DNA profile that indicated the presence of one contributor. The 
associated barcode matches this DNA profile. Based on information provided to the 
laboratory, it has been assumed that the associated barcode is the donor of this DNA. Given 
this assumption, no statistical interpretation has been performed.

NCIDD Intel upload - single source partial profile This item/sample gave an incomplete single source DNA profile which contained insufficient
information for NCIDD matching as it was below the QHFSS stringency for reporting a match
on NCIDD. The profile has been selected for loading to NCIDD for intelligence purposes. This
incomplete DNA profile will be searched against any DNA profiles already held on NCIDD (as
per the NCIDD matching rules). Any subsequent profiles that are uploaded to NCIDD will be
searched against this DNA profile. It is important to note that this process has been performed
for intelligence purposes only, and that any reference samples subsequently received will be
statistically evaluated and reported as a likelihood ratio. Depending on the amount of
information in this DNA profile, the strength of the support for inclusion will vary.
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NCIDD Intel upload - interim single source profile This item/sample gave an interim result of an apparent single source DNA profile. This DNA
profile has been selected for loading to NCIDD for intelligence purposes, as this sample is
currently undergoing further processing. This DNA profile will be searched against any DNA
profiles already held on NCIDD (as per the NCIDD matching rules). Any subsequent profiles
that are uploaded to NCIDD will be searched against this DNA profile. It is important to note
that this process has been performed for intelligence purposes only, and that the final result
may vary. Any reference samples subsequently received will be statistically evaluated against
the final DNA profile and reported as a likelihood ratio.

Single source DNA profile < NCIDD matching stringency The incomplete DNA profile obtained from this item/sample indicated the presence of one 
contributor. If a barcode is sent with this exhibit report, where information was obtained, this 
DNA profile matched the corresponding information in the DNA profile from the associated 
barcode. Alternatively, if an unknown designation is sent with this exhibit report, any reference 
samples associated to this case have been excluded as donors of this DNA and this DNA 
profile has been designated as an unknown. The DNA profile was below the QHSS stringency 
for reporting a match on NCIDD, and has therefore not been loaded to NCIDD. This DNA 
profile has not been statistically evaluated however a likelihood ratio can be provided if 
required.

Single Source- low support for contribution      This item/sample provided a partial DNA profile which indicated the presence of one 
contributor. Only limited information has been obtained and this information matched the 
corresponding information in the DNA profile from the associated barcode sent with this 
exhibit report. Statistically, this DNA profile provides low support that the associated barcode 
sent with this exhibit report is the donor of this DNA. Further information can be provided if 
required.

NCIDD upload single source DNA profile A single source DNA profile was obtained from the item/sample. This DNA profile has been 
selected for loading to NCIDD, and it will be searched against any DNA profiles already held 
on NCIDD (as per the NCIDD matching rules). Any subsequent profiles that are loaded to 
NCIDD will be searched against this DNA profile.

Single source DNA profile- unsuitable for NCIDD searching The incomplete DNA profile obtained from this item/sample indicated the presence of one 
contributor. If an unknown designation is sent with this exhibit report, any reference samples 
associated to this case have been excluded as donors of this DNA and this DNA profile has 
been designated as an unknown. Alternatively, if a barcode is sent with this exhibit report, 
where information was obtained, this DNA profile matched the corresponding information in 
the DNA profile from the associated barcode. The DNA profile contained insufficient 
information for searching on NCIDD, and is therefore unable to be loaded to NCIDD.
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Two person mixed DNA profile This item/sample provided a DNA profile that indicated the presence of DNA from two 
contributors. 

2 person mix - support for contribution 100 to 1000 This item/sample provided a DNA profile that indicated the presence of DNA from two 
contributors. Some or all of the components of the DNA profile from the associated barcode 
sent with this exhibit report are represented within this mixed DNA profile. This DNA profile is 
between 100 and 1000 times more likely to have occurred if the barcode sent with this exhibit 
report has contributed to this DNA profile, rather than two unknown, unrelated individuals.

2 person mix - support for contribution 1000 to 10 000 This item/sample provided a DNA profile that indicated the presence of DNA from two 
contributors. Some or all of the components of the DNA profile from the associated barcode 
sent with this exhibit report are represented within this mixed DNA profile. This DNA profile is 
between 1000 and 10 000 times more likely to have occurred if the barcode sent with this 
exhibit report has contributed to this DNA profile, rather than two unknown, unrelated 
individuals.

2 person mix, support for contrib 10 000 - 100 000 This item/sample provided a DNA profile that indicated the presence of DNA from two 
contributors. Some or all of the components of the DNA profile from the associated barcode 
sent with this exhibit report are represented within this mixed DNA profile. This DNA profile is 
between 10 000 and 100 000 times more likely to have occurred if the barcode sent with this 
exhibit report has contributed to this DNA profile, rather than two unknown, unrelated 
individuals.

2 person mix- support for contrib 100 000 to 1 million This item/sample provided a DNA profile that indicated the presence of DNA from two 
contributors. Some or all of the components of the DNA profile from the associated barcode 
sent with this exhibit report are represented within this mixed DNA profile. This DNA profile is 
between 100 000 and 1 million times more likely to have occurred if the barcode sent with this 
exhibit report has contributed to this DNA profile, rather than two unknown, unrelated 
individuals.

2 person mix - support for contrib 1 million - 1 billion This item/sample provided a DNA profile that indicated the presence of DNA from two 
contributors. Some or all of the components of the DNA profile from the associated barcode 
sent with this exhibit report are represented within this mixed DNA profile. This DNA profile is 
between 1 million and 1 billion times more likely to have occurred if the barcode sent with this 
exhibit report has contributed to this DNA profile, rather than two unknown, unrelated 
individuals.
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2 person mix- support for contrib 1 billion - 100 billion This item/sample provided a DNA profile that indicated the presence of DNA from two 
contributors. Some or all of the components of the DNA profile from the associated barcode 
sent with this exhibit report are represented within this mixed DNA profile. This DNA profile is 
between 1 billion and 100 billion times more likely to have occurred if the barcode sent with 
this exhibit report has contributed to this DNA profile, rather than two unknown, unrelated 
individuals.

2 person mix profile - support for contrib > 100 billion This item/sample provided a DNA profile that indicated the presence of DNA from two 
contributors. Some or all of the components of the DNA profile from the associated barcode 
sent with this exhibit report are represented within this mixed DNA profile. This DNA profile is 
greater than 100 billion times more likely to have occurred if the barcode sent with this exhibit 
report has contributed to this DNA profile, rather than two unknown, unrelated individuals.

2 person mixed profile - conditioned on - Intel This item/sample provided a DNA profile that indicated the presence of two contributors. For 
Intelligence purposes, it has been assumed that the designated unknown has contributed to 
this mixed DNA profile. A reference evidence sample should be provided for this individual if 
this information is required in a statement for court. If this assumption no longer holds, then 
any reference sample will be statistically evaluated against the mixture without a contribution 
being assumed and the result reported as a likelihood ratio.

NCIDD upload - conditioned contribution The mixed DNA profile result for this sample has been deconvoluted in order to resolve any 
DNA profiles suitable for loading to NCIDD. For ease of differentiation between the resolved 
contributions, the designations 'conditioned' and ‘remaining’ have been applied. The 
conditioned contribution described by the associated barcode has been selected for loading to 
NCIDD. This DNA profile will be searched against any DNA profiles already held on NCIDD 
(as per the NCIDD matching rules). Any subsequent profiles that are loaded to NCIDD will be 
searched against this DNA profile. 

2 person mixed profile - conditioned on This item/sample provided a DNA profile that indicated the presence of two contributors. 
Based on information provided to the laboratory, it has been assumed that the associated 
barcode has contributed to this mixed DNA profile. Given this assumption, no statistical 
interpretation has been performed.

2 person mixed DNA profile - inconclusive This item/sample provided a DNA profile that indicated the presence of two contributors. The 
statistical interpretation in relation to the associated barcode is inconclusive. As this 
interpretation relates only to the associated barcode sent with this exhibit report, comparison 
to other reference samples may provide a different statistical interpretation.
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NCIDD upload - Intel mixed DNA profile The mixed DNA profile result for this sample has been deconvoluted in order to resolve any 
DNA profiles suitable for loading to NCIDD. In this instance, the analysis resulted in a partially 
deconvoluted DNA profile able to be loaded to NCIDD for intelligence purposes. The 
associated barcode/unknown designation sent with this exhibit report is consistent with this 
partially deconvoluted DNA profile and is therefore a possible contributor to this mixed DNA 
profile. For ease of reference, this partially deconvoluted DNA profile has been assigned a sub-
sample barcode number. The partially deconvoluted DNA profile will be searched against any 
DNA profiles already held on NCIDD (as per the NCIDD matching rules). Any subsequent 
profiles that are loaded to NCIDD will be searched against this DNA profile. It is important to 
note that this process has been performed for intelligence purposes only, and that any 
reference samples subsequently received will be compared with the entire mixed DNA profile, 
with the result reported as a likelihood ratio. Depending on the nature of the mixed DNA 
profile, the strength of the support for contribution will vary.

2 person mix - low support for contribution This item/sample provided a DNA profile that indicated the presence of DNA from two 
contributors. The DNA profile provides low support for the proposition that the associated 
barcode is a contributor of DNA to this mixed DNA profile. Please contact DNA Analysis if 
further information is required. 

2 person mix - supports non contribution This item/sample provided a DNA profile that indicated the presence of two contributors. The 
statistical interpretation provides support for the proposition that the associated barcode has 
not contributed to this mixed DNA profile.

NCIDD upload - mixed DNA profile The mixed DNA profile result for this sample has been deconvoluted in order to resolve any 
DNA profiles suitable for loading to NCIDD. In this instance, the analysis resulted in a fully 
deconvoluted DNA profile. The associated barcode/unknown designation sent with this exhibit 
report is consistent with this fully deconvoluted DNA profile and is therefore a possible 
contributor to this mixed DNA profile. For ease of reference, this fully deconvoluted DNA 
profile has been assigned a sub-sample barcode number. The fully deconvoluted DNA profile 
will be searched against any DNA profiles already held on NCIDD (as per the NCIDD matching 
rules). Any subsequent profiles that are loaded to NCIDD will be searched against this DNA 
profile. It is important to note that this process has been performed for intelligence purposes 
only, and that any reference samples subsequently received will be compared with the entire 
mixed DNA profile, with the result reported as a likelihood ratio. Depending on the nature of 
the mixed DNA profile, the strength of the support for contribution will vary.
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Mixture contribution loaded to NCIDD - see Intel report The mixed DNA profile result for this sample has been deconvoluted in order to resolve any 
DNA profiles suitable for loading to NCIDD. A DNA contribution was able to be deconvoluted 
for loading to NCIDD, and further information about this will follow in an intelligence report.  
This DNA profile will be searched against any DNA profiles already held on NCIDD (as per the 
NCIDD matching rules). Any subsequent profiles that are loaded to NCIDD will be searched 
against this DNA profile. It is important to note that this process has been performed for 
intelligence purposes only, and that any reference samples subsequently received will be 
compared against the entire mixed DNA profile, with the result reported as a likelihood ratio. 
Depending on the nature of the mixed DNA profile the, strength of the support for contribution 
will vary.  

2 person mix remaining - support for contrib 100 to 1000 This item/sample provided a DNA profile that indicated the presence of two contributors. 
When conditioning on the assumed known contributor, some or all of the components of the 
DNA profile from the associated barcode sent with this exhibit report are represented within 
the remaining DNA profile. When conditioning on the assumed known contributor, this DNA 
profile is between 100 and 1000 times more likely to have occurred if the barcode sent with 
this exhibit report has also contributed to this DNA profile, rather an unknown, unrelated 
individual.

2 person mix remaining- support for contrib 1000 to 10000 This item/sample provided a DNA profile that indicated the presence of two contributors. 
When conditioning on the assumed known contributor, some or all of the components of the 
DNA profile from the associated barcode sent with this exhibit report are represented within 
the remaining DNA profile. When conditioning on the assumed known contributor, this DNA 
profile is between 1000 and 10 000 times more likely to have occurred if the barcode sent with 
this exhibit report has also contributed to this DNA profile, rather an unknown, unrelated 
individual.

2 person mix rem - support for contrib 10 000 to 100 000 This item/sample provided a DNA profile that indicated the presence of two contributors. 
When conditioning on the assumed known contributor, some or all of the components of the 
DNA profile from the associated barcode sent with this exhibit report are represented within 
the remaining DNA profile. When conditioning on the assumed known contributor, this DNA 
profile is between 10 000 and 100 000 times more likely to have occurred if the barcode sent 
with this exhibit report has also contributed to this DNA profile, rather an unknown, unrelated 
individual.
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2 person mix rem- support for contrib 100000 to 1 million This item/sample provided a DNA profile that indicated the presence of two contributors. 
When conditioning on the assumed known contributor, some or all of the components of the 
DNA profile from the associated barcode sent with this exhibit report are represented within 
the remaining DNA profile. When conditioning on the assumed known contributor, this DNA 
profile is between 100 000 and 1 million times more likely to have occurred if the barcode sent 
with this exhibit report has also contributed to this DNA profile, rather an unknown, unrelated 
individual.

2 person rem- support for contrib 1 million to 1 billion This item/sample provided a DNA profile that indicated the presence of two contributors. 
When conditioning on the assumed known contributor, some or all of the components of the 
DNA profile from the associated barcode sent with this exhibit report are represented within 
the remaining DNA profile. When conditioning on the assumed known contributor, this DNA 
profile is between 1 million and 1 billion times more likely to have occurred if the barcode sent 
with this exhibit report has also contributed to this DNA profile, rather an unknown, unrelated 
individual.

2 person rem - support for contrib 1 billion -100 billion This item/sample provided a DNA profile that indicated the presence of two contributors. 
When conditioning on the assumed known contributor, some or all of the components of the 
DNA profile from the associated barcode sent with this exhibit report are represented within 
the remaining DNA profile. When conditioning on the assumed known contributor, this DNA 
profile is between 1 billion and 100 billion times more likely to have occurred if the barcode 
sent with this exhibit report has also contributed to this DNA profile, rather an unknown, 
unrelated individual.

2 person mix rem - support for contribution > 100 billion This item/sample provided a DNA profile that indicated the presence of two contributors. 
When conditioning on the assumed known contributor, some or all of the components of the 
DNA profile from the associated barcode sent with this exhibit report are represented within 
the remaining DNA profile. When conditioning on the assumed known contributor, this DNA 
profile is greater than 100 billion times more likely to have occurred if the barcode sent with 
this exhibit report has also contributed to this DNA profile, rather an unknown, unrelated 
individual.
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2 pers mix remaining consistent with unknown The mixed DNA profile result for this sample indicated the presence of DNA from two 
contributors and has been deconvoluted in order to resolve any DNA profiles suitable for 
loading to NCIDD.  For ease of differentiation between the resolved contributions, the 
designations 'conditioned' and ‘remaining’ have been applied. A remaining contribution has 
been separated after conditioning the mixed DNA profile. This remaining contribution is 
consistent with the unknown designation (previously identified within this case and loaded to 
NCIDD) sent with this exhibit report. This unknown is therefore a possible donor of DNA to the 
'remaining' contribution.  It is important to note that this information is provided for intelligence 
purposes only and a statistical evaluation has not been performed at this time. Any reference 
samples subsequently received for the identification of an unknown component will be 
compared against the entire mixed DNA profile, with the result reported as a likelihood ratio. 
Depending on the nature of the mixed DNA profile, the likelihood ratio will vary. In this instance 
the likelihood ratio could favour non-contribution.

2 person mixed profile - remaining Intel - NCIDD This item/sample provided a DNA profile that indicated the presence of two contributors. 
When conditioning on the assumed known contributor for intelligence purposes only, some or 
all of the components of the DNA profile from the designated unknown sent with this exhibit 
report are represented within the remaining DNA profile. This DNA profile will be searched 
against any DNA profiles already held on NCIDD (as per the NCIDD matching rules). Any 
subsequent profiles that are loaded to NCIDD will be searched against this DNA profile. It is 
important to note that this process is for intelligence purposes only, and that any reference 
samples subsequently received will be compared against the entire mixed DNA profile, with 
the result reported as a likelihood ratio. Depending on the nature of the mixed DNA profile, the 
strength of the support for contribution will vary. 

2 person mix remaining - low support for contrib This item/sample provided a DNA profile that indicated the presence of two contributors. 
When conditioning on the assumed known contributor, then the DNA profile provides low 
support for the proposition that the associated barcode is a contributor of DNA to this mixed 
DNA profile. Further information can be provided if required.
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Mix Rem DNA contrib < NCIDD matching stringency The mixed DNA profile result for this sample indicates two contributors and has been 
deconvoluted in an attempt to resolve any DNA profiles suitable for loading to NCIDD.  For 
ease of differentiation between the resolved contributions, the designations 'conditioned' and 
‘remaining’ have been applied. The remaining contribution separated after conditioning the 
mixed DNA profile is of unknown origin and therefore does not match any DNA profiles 
obtained from reference samples associated to this case. This remaining contribution is below 
the QHFSS stringency for reporting a match on NCIDD and has therefore not been loaded to 
NCIDD. If reference evidence samples are submitted, it will be possible to compare them with 
this remaining contribution, the results of which will be reported as a likelihood ratio. 
Depending on the nature of the mixed DNA profile, the strength of the support for contribution 
will vary.

2 person mix remaining - supports non contribution   This item/sample provided a DNA profile that indicated the presence of two contributors. If it is 
assumed that the barcode sent with the above exhibit report (2 contributor mixed profile, 
conditioned on) has contributed, the statistical interpretation provides support for the 
proposition that the associated barcode has not contributed to this mixed DNA profile.

NCIDD upload remaining contribution The mixed DNA profile result for this sample has been deconvoluted in order to resolve any 
DNA profiles suitable for loading to NCIDD.  For ease of differentiation between the resolved 
contributions, the designations 'conditioned' and ‘remaining’ have been applied. A remaining 
contribution has been separated after conditioning the mixed DNA profile. The associated 
barcode/unknown designation sent with this exhibit report is a possible donor of DNA to the 
'remaining contribution’. This DNA profile will be searched against any DNA profiles already 
held on NCIDD (as per the NCIDD matching rules). Any subsequent profiles that are loaded to 
NCIDD will be searched against this DNA profile. It is important to note that this process is for 
intelligence purposes only, and that any reference samples subsequently received for the 
identification of an unknown component will be compared against the entire mixed DNA 
profile, with the result reported as a likelihood ratio. Depending on the nature of the mixed 
DNA profile, the strength of the support for contribution will vary.

Mix Remaining DNA contribution indicates male origin The remaining contribution separated after conditioning the mixed DNA profile indicates male 
origin
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Mix Rem DNA contrib unsuitable for NCIDD searching The mixed DNA profile result for this sample indicates two contributors and has been 
deconvoluted in an attempt to resolve any DNA profiles suitable for loading to NCIDD.  For 
ease of differentiation between the resolved contributions, the designations 'conditioned' and 
‘remaining’ have been applied. The remaining contribution separated after conditioning the 
mixed DNA profile is of unknown origin. This remaining contribution is unsuitable for searching 
on NCIDD, and is therefore unable to be loaded to NCIDD. If reference evidence samples are 
submitted, it will be possible to compare them with this remaining contribution, the results of 
which will be reported as a likelihood ratio. Depending on the nature of the mixed DNA profile, 
the strength of the support for contribution will vary.

Three person mixed DNA profile This item/sample provided a DNA profile that indicated the presence of DNA from three 
contributors. 

3 person mix - support for contribution 100 to 1000 This item/sample provided a DNA profile that indicated the presence of DNA from three 
contributors. Some or all of the components of the DNA profile from the associated barcode 
sent with this exhibit report are represented within this mixed DNA profile. This DNA profile is 
between 100 and 1000 times more likely to have occurred if the barcode sent with this exhibit 
report has contributed to this DNA profile, rather than three unknown, unrelated individuals.

3 person mix - support for contribution 1000 to 10 000 This item/sample provided a DNA profile that indicated the presence of DNA from three 
contributors. Some or all of the components of the DNA profile from the associated barcode 
sent with this exhibit report are represented within this mixed DNA profile. This DNA profile is 
between 1000 and 10 000 times more likely to have occurred if the barcode sent with this 
exhibit report has contributed to this DNA profile, rather than three unknown, unrelated 
individuals.

3 person mix - support for contrib 10 000 - 100 000 This item/sample provided a DNA profile that indicated the presence of DNA from three 
contributors. Some or all of the components of the DNA profile from the associated barcode 
sent with this exhibit report are represented within this mixed DNA profile. This DNA profile is 
between 10 000 and 100 000 times more likely to have occurred if the barcode sent with this 
exhibit report has contributed to this DNA profile, rather than three unknown, unrelated 
individuals.

3 person mix - support for contrib 100 000 to 1 million This item/sample provided a DNA profile that indicated the presence of DNA from three 
contributors. Some or all of the components of the DNA profile from the associated barcode 
sent with this exhibit report are represented within this mixed DNA profile. This DNA profile is 
between 100 000 and 1 million times more likely to have occurred if the barcode sent with this 
exhibit report has contributed to this DNA profile, rather than three unknown, unrelated 
individuals.
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3 person mix - support for contrib 1 million - 1 billion This item/sample provided a DNA profile that indicated the presence of DNA from three 
contributors. Some or all of the components of the DNA profile from the associated barcode 
sent with this exhibit report are represented within this mixed DNA profile. This DNA profile is 
between 1 million and 1 billion times more likely to have occurred if the barcode sent with this 
exhibit report has contributed to this DNA profile, rather than three unknown, unrelated 
individuals.

3 person mix- support for contrib 1 billion - 100 billion This item/sample provided a DNA profile that indicated the presence of DNA from three 
contributors. Some or all of the components of the DNA profile from the associated barcode 
sent with this exhibit report are represented within this mixed DNA profile. This DNA profile is 
between 1 billion and 100 billion times more likely to have occurred if the barcode sent with 
this exhibit report has contributed to this DNA profile, rather than three unknown, unrelated 
individuals.

3 person mix profile - support for contrib > 100 billion This item/sample provided a DNA profile that indicated the presence of DNA from three 
contributors. Some or all of the components of the DNA profile from the associated barcode 
sent with this exhibit report are represented within this mixed DNA profile. This DNA profile is 
greater than 100 billion times more likely to have occurred if the barcode sent with this exhibit 
report has contributed to this DNA profile, rather than three unknown, unrelated individuals.

3 person mixed profile - conditioned on - Intel This item/sample provided a DNA profile that indicated the presence of three contributors. For 
Intelligence purposes, it has been assumed that the designated unknown has contributed to 
this mixed DNA profile. A reference evidence sample should be provided for this individual if 
this information is required in a statement for court. If this assumption no longer holds, then 
any reference sample will be statistically evaluated against the mixture without a contribution 
being assumed and the result reported as a likelihood ratio.

3 person mixed profile - conditioned on This item/sample provided a DNA profile that indicated the presence of three contributors. 
Based on information provided to the laboratory, it has been assumed that the associated 
barcode has contributed to this mixed DNA profile. Given this assumption, no statistical 
interpretation has been performed.

3 person mixed DNA profile - inconclusive This item/sample provided a DNA profile that indicated the presence of three contributors. The 
statistical interpretation in relation to the associated barcode is inconclusive. As this 
interpretation relates only to the associated barcode sent with this exhibit report, comparison 
to other reference samples may provide a different statistical interpretation.
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3 pers mixed profile, mix remaining intel NCIDD This item/sample provided a DNA profile that indicated the presence of three contributors. 
When conditioning on the assumed known contributor, a remaining contribution has been 
separated. This remaining contribution is a mixed DNA profile which has been deconvoluted in 
order to resolve any DNA profiles suitable for loading to NCIDD. In this instance, the analysis 
resulted in a partially deconvoluted DNA profile able to be loaded to NCIDD for intelligence 
purposes. The associated barcode/unknown designation sent with this exhibit report is 
consistent with this partially deconvoluted DNA profile and is therefore a possible contributor to 
this mixed DNA profile. For ease of reference, this partially deconvoluted DNA profile has 
been assigned a sub-sample barcode number. The partially deconvoluted DNA profile will be 
searched against any DNA profiles already held on NCIDD (as per the NCIDD matching 
rules). Any subsequent profiles that are loaded to NCIDD will be searched against this DNA 
profile. It is important to note that this process has been performed for intelligence purposes 
only, and that any reference samples subsequently received will be compared with the entire 
mixed DNA profile, with the result reported as a likelihood ratio. Depending on the nature of 
the mixed DNA profile, the strength of the support for contribution will vary.

3 person mix - low support for contribution This item/sample provided a DNA profile that indicated the presence of DNA from three 
contributors. The DNA profile provides low support for the proposition that the associated 
barcode is a contributor of DNA to this mixed DNA profile. Further information can be provided 
if required.

3 person mix - supports non contribution This item/sample provided a DNA profile that indicated the presence of three contributors. The 
statistical interpretation provides support for the proposition that the associated barcode has 
not contributed to this mixed DNA profile.

3 person mixed DNA profile not deconvoluted This item/sample gave a mixed DNA profile which indicated the presence of DNA from three
contributors. This mixed DNA profile has been assessed and it is considered that, if the DNA
profile were to be deconvoluted, it may provide sufficient information for upload to NCIDD.
Deconvolution of this DNA profile has not been performed at this time. Please contact the
laboratory if further interpetation is required.

3 person mix remaining - support for contrib 100 to 1000 This item/sample provided a DNA profile that indicated the presence of three contributors. 
When conditioning on the assumed known contributor, some or all of the components of the 
DNA profile from the associated barcode sent with this exhibit report are represented within 
the remaining DNA profile. When conditioning on the assumed known contributor, this DNA 
profile is between 100 and 1000 times more likely to have occurred if the barcode sent with 
this exhibit report has also contributed to this DNA profile, rather than two unknown, unrelated 
individuals.
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3 person mix remaining- support for contrib 1000 to 10000 This item/sample provided a DNA profile that indicated the presence of three contributors. 
When conditioning on the assumed known contributor, some or all of the components of the 
DNA profile from the associated barcode sent with this exhibit report are represented within 
the remaining DNA profile. When conditioning on the assumed known contributor, this DNA 
profile is between 1000 and 10 000 times more likely to have occurred if the barcode sent with 
this exhibit report has also contributed to this DNA profile, rather than two unknown, unrelated 
individuals.

3 person mix rem - support for contrib 10 000 to 100 000 This item/sample provided a DNA profile that indicated the presence of three contributors. 
When conditioning on the assumed known contributor, some or all of the components of the 
DNA profile from the associated barcode sent with this exhibit report are represented within 
the remaining DNA profile. When conditioning on the assumed known contributor, this DNA 
profile is between 10 000 and 100 000 times more likely to have occurred if the barcode sent 
with this exhibit report has also contributed to this DNA profile, rather than two unknown, 
unrelated individuals.

3 person mix rem- support for contrib 100000 to 1 million This item/sample provided a DNA profile that indicated the presence of three contributors. 
When conditioning on the assumed known contributor, some or all of the components of the 
DNA profile from the associated barcode sent with this exhibit report are represented within 
the remaining DNA profile. When conditioning on the assumed known contributor, this DNA 
profile is between 100 000 and 1 million times more likely to have occurred if the barcode sent 
with this exhibit report has also contributed to this DNA profile, rather than two unknown, 
unrelated individuals.

3 person rem - support for contrib 1 million to 1 billion This item/sample provided a DNA profile that indicated the presence of three contributors. 
When conditioning on the assumed known contributor, some or all of the components of the 
DNA profile from the associated barcode sent with this exhibit report are represented within 
the remaining DNA profile. When conditioning on the assumed known contributor, this DNA 
profile is between 1 million and 1 billion times more likely to have occurred if the barcode sent 
with this exhibit report has also contributed to this DNA profile, rather than two unknown, 
unrelated individuals.

3 person rem - support for contrib 1 billion-100 billion This item/sample provided a DNA profile that indicated the presence of three contributors. 
When conditioning on the assumed known contributor, some or all of the components of the 
DNA profile from the associated barcode sent with this exhibit report are represented within 
the remaining DNA profile. When conditioning on the assumed known contributor, this DNA 
profile is between 1 billion and 100 billion times more likely to have occurred if the barcode 
sent with this exhibit report has also contributed to this DNA profile, rather than two unknown, 
unrelated individuals.
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3 person mix rem - support for contribution > 100 billion This item/sample provided a DNA profile that indicated the presence of three contributors. 
When conditioning on the assumed known contributor, some or all of the components of the 
DNA profile from the associated barcode sent with this exhibit report are represented within 
the remaining DNA profile. When conditioning on the assumed known contributor, this DNA 
profile is greater than 100 billion times more likely to have occurred if the barcode sent with 
this exhibit report has also contributed to this DNA profile, rather than two unknown, unrelated 
individuals.

3 per mix, intel cond, remaining intel NCIDD This item/sample provided a DNA profile that indicated the presence of three contributors. 
When conditioning on the assumed known contributor for intelligence purposes only, some or 
all of the components of the DNA profile from the designated unknown sent with this exhibit 
report are represented within the remaining DNA profile. This DNA profile will be searched 
against any DNA profiles already held on NCIDD (as per the NCIDD matching rules). Any 
subsequent profiles that are loaded to NCIDD will be searched against this DNA profile. It is 
important to note that this process is for intelligence purposes only, and that any reference 
samples subsequently received will be compared against the entire mixed DNA profile, with 
the result reported as a likelihood ratio. Depending on the nature of the mixed DNA profile, the 
strength of the support for contribution will vary. 

3 person mix remaining - low support for contrib This item/sample provided a DNA profile that indicated the presence of three contributors. 
When conditioning on the assumed known contributor, then the DNA profile provides low 
support for the proposition that the associated barcode is a contributor of DNA to this mixed 
DNA profile. Further information can be provided if required.

3 person mix remaining - supports non contribution This item/sample provided a DNA profile that indicated the presence of three contributors. If it 
is assumed that the barcode sent with the above exhibit report (3 contributor mixed profile, 
conditioned on) has contributed, the statistical interpretation provides support for the 
proposition that the associated barcode has not contributed to this mixed DNA profile.
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3 person mixed profile, mixture remaining NCIDD This item/sample provided a DNA profile that indicated the presence of three contributors. 
When conditioning on the assumed known contributor, a remaining contribution has been 
separated. This remaining contribution is a mixed DNA profile which has been deconvoluted in 
order to resolve any DNA profiles suitable for loading to NCIDD. In this instance, the analysis 
resulted in a fully deconvoluted DNA profile. The associated barcode/unknown designation 
sent with this exhibit report is consistent with this fully deconvoluted DNA profile and is 
therefore a possible contributor to this mixed DNA profile. For ease of reference, this fully 
deconvoluted DNA profile has been assigned a sub-sample barcode number. The fully 
deconvoluted DNA profile will be searched against any DNA profiles already held on NCIDD 
(as per the NCIDD matching rules). Any subsequent profiles that are loaded to NCIDD will be 
searched against this DNA profile. It is important to note that this process has been performed 
for intelligence purposes only, and that any reference samples subsequently received will be 
compared with the entire mixed DNA profile, with the 
result reported as a likelihood ratio. Depending on the nature of the mixed DNA profile, the 
strength of the support for contribution will vary.

All items now tested All items for this exhibit have now been examined
Cond mix rem - low supp for contrib or supp non contrib This item/sample provided a DNA profile that indicated the presence of two or three 

contributors. One or more of the contributors to this DNA profile has limited information 
associated with it. All of the reference DNA profiles associated with this case have been 
compared with this DNA profile separately. When conditioning on the assumed known 
contributor, then the DNA profile provides limited information as to whether or not some or all 
of donors of the reference DNA profiles associated with this case are possible donors of DNA 
to this mixed DNA profile. Please contact the laboratory if more information is required.  

Complex mixed DNA profile – cannot exclude This item/sample gave a full or partial mixed DNA profile which indicated the presence of DNA 
from at least two contributors. This mixed DNA profile could not be separated into distinct DNA 
contributions (e.g. major and minor DNA profiles) and therefore could not be loaded to 
NCIDD. The DNA profile obtained from the barcode sent with this exhibit report cannot be 
excluded as being a possible contributor of DNA to this mixed DNA profile.

Complex mixed profile unsuitable for interp or comparison This item/sample gave a complex Mixed DNA profile with multiple contributors.  This mixture 
is not suitable for meaningful interpretation due to either its complexity relating to the unknown 
and potentially large number of contributors and/or the limited amount of information within the 
DNA profile.
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Complex mixed DNA profile. Unable to load to NCIDD This item/sample gave a full or partial mixed DNA profile which indicated the presence of DNA
from at least two contributors. This mixed DNA profile could not be separated into distinct DNA
contributions (e.g. major and minor DNA profiles) and therefore could not be loaded to NCIDD.
This complex mixed DNA profile cannot be interpreted further as no reference sample has
been received for direct comparison; or alternatively, comparison with additional reference
samples may be possible if forthcoming.

Consistent with being child of The DNA profile obtained from this exhibit was consistent with being the biological child of the 
barcode sent with this exhibit report

Consistent with being biological mother The DNA profile obtained from this exhibit is consistent with being a biological child of the 
barcode sent with this exhibit report. 

DNA insufficient for further processing This item/sample was submitted for DNA analysis. Low levels of DNA were detected in this
sample and it was not submitted for further DNA profiling. Please contact the DNA
Management Section if this sample is requested to be assessed for further processing.
Further processing could include concentration of the low levels of DNA obtained, pooling with 

9 loci DNA profile- NCIDD- possible sub-threshold peaks This item/sample gave a full 9 loci DNA profile which matches the DNA profile obtained from
the barcode sent with this exhibit report; however the possible presence of additional DNA was 
observed. This possible DNA was not present at a sufficient level to be used for comparison
purposes, as it was below QHFSS standard reporting thresholds. These sub-threshold peaks
did not interfere with the interpretation of the reportable DNA components in the 9 loci DNA
profile obtained, which has been selected for loading to NCIDD. This DNA profile will be
searched against any DNA profiles already held on NCIDD (as per the NCIDD matching
rules). Any subsequent profiles that are uploaded to NCIDD will be searched against this DNA
profile.

9 loci DNA profile - possible sub-threshold peaks This item/sample gave a full 9 loci DNA profile which matches the DNA profile obtained from
the barcode sent with this exhibit report; however the possible presence of additional DNA was 
observed. This possible DNA was not present at a sufficient level to be used for comparison
purposes, as it was below QHFSS standard reporting thresholds. The sub-thresholds peaks
did not interfere with the interpretation of the reportable DNA components in the 9 loci DNA
profile obtained.

Excluded from mixed DNA profile This item/sample provided a mixed DNA profile that indicated the presence of DNA from two 
or three contributors. All of the reference DNA profiles associated with this case have been 
compared with this DNA profile separately.The statistical interpretation shows that some or all 
of the donors of the reference DNA profiles associated with this case are excluded as having 
contributed to this mixed DNA profile.
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ENVM additional quality search conducted see Intel report Part of the Quality Assurance process for all environmental samples is to compare the DNA
profile obtained against the QHFSS DNA Analysis staff DNA database and the QPS staff DNA
database. If the profile obtained cannot be matched to a QHFSS DNA Analysis staff or QPS
staff member; a second Quality assurance process is used. This search capability is restricted
within DNA Analysis to the Managing Scientist and the Quality & Projects Senior Scientist and
utilises the DNA Analysis Database (DAD). This quality search is only performed to aid QPS in
their investigation of any potential contamination events. In this instance, a match was
obtained from this additional quality assurance search. Further information is contained within
the intelligence report that will accompany this exhibit report.

ENVM - Complex mixed DNA profile This environmental sample gave a mixed DNA profile which indicated the presence of DNA
from at least two contributors. This mixed DNA profile could not be separated into distinct DNA
contributions (e.g. major and minor DNA profiles), and as such, no further interpretation can
be conducted as this time. It is standard procedure to analyse environmental samples below
QHFSS standard reporting thresholds for quality purposes, therefore results for this sample
have been interpreted and reported based on these lowered thresholds.

ENVM- Complex mixture unsuitable for interp or comparison This environmental sample gave a complex mixed DNA profile which contained an unknown
number of contributors or a limited amount of information. This mixture is not suitable for
meaningful interpretation due to either its complexity relating to the unknown and potentially
large number of contributors and/or the limited amount of information within the profile. It is
standard procedure to analyse environmental samples below QHFSS standard reporting
thresholds for quality purposes, therefore results for this sample have been interpreted and
reported based on these lowered thresholds.

ENVM - Full DNA profile This environmental sample gave a full DNA profile. It is standard procedure to analyse
environmental samples below QHFSS standard reporting thresholds for quality purposes,
therefore results for this sample have been interpreted and reported based on these lowered
thresholds. Part of the Quality Assurance process for all environmental samples is to compare
the DNA profile obtained against the QHFSS DNA Analysis staff DNA database and the QPS
staff DNA database. An additional quality search against the DNA Analysis Database (DAD)
may be performed if required, the use of which is restricted to the DNA Analysis Managing
Scientist and the Quality & Projects Senior Scientist. In this instance, no matches were
obtained
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ENVM - Major DNA profile This environmental sample gave a mixed DNA profile which indicated the presence of DNA
from at least two contributors. This mixed DNA profile could be separated into major and
minor DNA profiles, of which the major was a full or partial DNA profile. It is standard
procedure to analyse environmental samples below QHFSS standard reporting thresholds for
quality purposes, therefore results for this sample have been interpreted and reported based
on these lowered thresholds. Part of the Quality Assurance process for all environmental
samples is to compare the DNA profile obtained against the QHFSS DNA Analysis staff DNA
database and the QPS staff DNA database. An additional quality search against the DNA
Analysis Database (DAD) may be performed if required, the use of which is restricted to the
DNA Analysis Managing Scientist and the Quality & Projects Senior Scientist. In this instance,
no matches were obtained.

ENVM – Minor DNA profile unsuitable for comparison This environmental sample gave a mixed DNA profile which indicated the presence of DNA
from at least two contributors. This mixed DNA profile could be separated into major and
minor DNA profiles, of which the minor DNA profile contained insufficient information for
comparison purposes due to the limited amount of information obtained. It is standard
procedure to analyse environmental samples below QHFSS standard reporting thresholds for
quality purposes, therefore results for this sample have been interpreted and reported based
on these lowered thresholds.

ENVM – Minor DNA profile This environmental sample gave a mixed DNA profile which indicated the presence of DNA
from at least two contributors. This mixed DNA profile could be separated into major and
minor DNA profiles, of which the minor DNA profile was a full or partial DNA profile. It is
standard procedure to analyse environmental samples below QHFSS standard reporting
thresholds for quality purposes, therefore results for this sample have been interpreted and
reported based on these lowered thresholds. Part of the Quality Assurance process for all
environmental samples is to compare the DNA profile obtained against the QHFSS DNA
Analysis staff DNA database and the QPS staff DNA database. An additional quality search
against the DNA Analysis Database (DAD) may be performed if required, the use of which is
restricted to the DNA Analysis Managing Scientist and the Quality & Projects Senior Scientist.
In this instance, no matches were obtained

ENVM - No DNA profile No DNA profile was obtained from this environmental sample. It is standard procedure to
analyse environmental samples below QHFSS standard reporting thresholds for quality
purposes, therefore results for this sample have been interpreted and reported based on these
lowered thresholds.
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ENVM -Partial DNA profile This environmental sample gave a partial DNA. It is standard procedure to analyse
environmental samples below QHFSS standard reporting thresholds for quality purposes,
therefore results for this sample have been interpreted and reported based on these lowered
thresholds. Part of the Quality Assurance process for all environmental samples is to compare
the DNA profile obtained against the QHFSS DNA Analysis staff DNA database and the QPS
staff DNA database. An additional quality search against the DNA Analysis Database (DAD)
may be performed if required, the use of which is restricted to the DNA Analysis Managing
Scientist and the Quality & Projects Senior Scientist. In this instance, no matches were
obtained

ENVM - Partial profile unsuitable for comparison purposes This environmental sample gave a partial DNA profile which was insufficient for comparison
purposes or meaningful interpretation due to the limited amount of information obtained. It is
standard procedure to analyse environmental samples below QHFSS standard reporting
thresholds for quality purposes, therefore results for this sample have been interpreted and
reported based on these lowered thresholds.

Entire sample consumed The entire item/sample was consumed during examination
Excluded as biological father The DNA profile obtained from the barcode sent with this exhibit report is excluded as being a 

biological father of the DNA profile obtained from the exhibit. 
9 loci DNA profile. Uploaded to NCIDD This item/sample gave a full 9 loci DNA profile which matches the DNA profile obtained from 

the barcode sent with this exhibit report. This DNA profile has been selected for loading to 
NCIDD and will be searched against any DNA profiles already held on NCIDD (as per the 
NCIDD matching rules). Any subsequent profiles that are uploaded to NCIDD will be searched 
against this DNA profile.

9 loci DNA profile This item/sample gave a full 9 loci DNA profile which matches the DNA profile obtained from
the barcode sent with this exhibit report.
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Stoneman.AmyE[CTDFVCOI]

From: Cathie Allen <
Sent: Friday, 1 February 2019 15:13
To: Neville.DavidH[OSC]
Cc: McNab.BruceJ[OSC]; Collopen.RubenB[OSC]; Harris.LibbyA[OSC]; 

McIntyre.OliviaM[OSC]; Paula Brisotto; Justin Howes; John Doherty
Subject: RE: Outcome of todays meeting - Review of how results are reported

Hi David 
 
We are continuing to work on the result lines, as an issue we’ve encountered recently has highlighted that more 
transparency is required in this area. We are also re-reviewing the wording to see if we are able to make it less 
technical and have involved additional staff to undertake that piece of work. 
 
We are attempting to finalise this as soon as possible, however operational activities must continue at the same 
time. I will liaise with you regarding next steps when I can. 
 
Cheers 
Cathie 

Cathie Allen 
Managing Scientist  

Police Services Stream, Forensic & Scientific Services  
Health Support Queensland, Queensland Health  

p m   
a 39 Kessels Road, Coopers Plains, QLD 4108  
e w www.health.qld.gov.au/healthsupport  

Queensland Health acknowledges the Traditional Owners of the land, and pays respect to Elders past, present and future. 

 

From: Neville.DavidH[OSC] [mailto:   
Sent: Wednesday, 30 January 2019 3:44 PM 
To: Cathie Allen 
Cc: McNab.BruceJ[OSC]; Collopen.RubenB[OSC]; Harris.LibbyA[OSC]; McIntyre.OliviaM[OSC]; Paula Brisotto; Justin 
Howes 
Subject: RE: Outcome of todays meeting - Review of how results are reported 
 
Hi Cathie, 
I was wondering if you have made any progress on this request, please.  
 
Regards 
 
David Neville 
 
 

EXHIBIT 49
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From: Neville.DavidH[OSC]  
Sent: Tuesday, 15 January 2019 4:47 PM 
To: Cathie Allen <  
Cc: Van Panhuis.Arthur[OSC] < ; Collopen.RubenB[OSC] 
< Harris.LibbyA[OSC] <  
McIntyre.OliviaM[OSC] < Paula Brisotto <  
Justin Howes <  
Subject: Outcome of todays meeting - Review of how results are reported 
 
Hi Cathie 
Thank you for hosting the meeting today. It was interesting to hear your thoughts.  
 
I have attached an electronic copy of the FASS reporting glossary that I provided to you at today. This was something 
which was only given to me today so I was unable to provide it any sooner. It would seem that they report links to 
investigators at three different levels based on the estimated strength of support. 

1. The profile matched (where there is extremely strong support for the proposition). 
2. Unable to exclude 
3. Excluded 

(i.e. The assessment of the strength of the evidence is undertaken without the use of the STRMix. They also rarely 
use STMIx to deconvolute mixtures.) 
 
Justin mentioned that there was a chasm of results that might fall within unable to exclude (ranging either side of a 
LR or 1). I appreciate this, however they do calculate a LR on request if the result is deemed critical to an 
investigation (this is very rare though).  
 
There are two significant advantages to the NSW approach. Firstly it allows them to provide results more rapidly by 
using STRMix more sparingly. Secondly, investigators are able to easily understand the results. As indicated, we 
would like to investigate the feasibility of implementing something similar and seek advice from you as to the 
obstacles to doing this, please. 
 
I note from today’s discussion that rather than reducing the use of STRMix, you would prefer to enhance the FR to 
automate the interface with it. As I indicated, this might be preferential as it would provide statistical rigour to 
results and may save time at the back end if a statement was later required. However, there would be a significant 
amount of FR development to facilitate this which will not occur within the short term due to the complexities 
around current support arrangements. As a result I would like you to take this into account when you assess the 
NSW model, please. 
 
I also note your hesitation to give any advice on what LR you would consider as reasonable presumption that the 
nominated person was the contributor of the DNA (beyond reasonable doubt). This is a question that we are asked 
all of the time. If we used the terminology used by NSW (including major and minor contributors) this would avoid 
the question.  
 
I will update the spreadsheet we discussed today to reflect our discussions and return it soon.  
 
Regards 
 
 

 

 

 
 
David Neville 
Inspector  
DNA Management Unit | Forensic Services Group 
Operations Support Command 
QUEENSLAND POLICE SERVICE 
______________________________ 

Phone  
Email 
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Address GPO Box 1440 Brisbane 4001 

 
 
 
**********************************************************************  
CONFIDENTIALITY: The information contained in this  
electronic mail message and any electronic files attached  
to it may be confidential information, and may also be the  
subject of legal professional privilege and/or public interest  
immunity. If you are not the intended recipient you are  
required to delete it. Any use, disclosure or copying of  
this message and any attachments is unauthorised. If you  
have received this electronic message in error, please  
inform the sender or contact 1300ITPSBA@psba.qld.gov.au.  
This footnote also confirms that this email message has  
been checked for the presence of computer viruses.  
**********************************************************************  

******************************************************************************** 

This email, including any attachments sent with it, is confidential and for the sole use of the intended recipient(s). This 
confidentiality is not waived or lost, if you receive it and you are not the intended recipient(s), or if it is transmitted/received in 
error. 

Any unauthorised use, alteration, disclosure, distribution or review of this email is strictly prohibited. The information contained 
in this email, including any attachment sent with it, may be subject to a statutory duty of confidentiality if it relates to health 
service matters. 

If you are not the intended recipient(s), or if you have received this email in error, you are asked to immediately notify the sender 
by telephone collect on Australia +61 1800 198 175 or by return email. You should also delete this email, and any copies, from 
your computer system network and destroy any hard copies produced. 

If not an intended recipient of this email, you must not copy, distribute or take any action(s) that relies on it; any form of 
disclosure, modification, distribution and/or publication of this email is also prohibited. 

Although Queensland Health takes all reasonable steps to ensure this email does not contain malicious software, Queensland 
Health does not accept responsibility for the consequences if any person's computer inadvertently suffers any disruption to 
services, loss of information, harm or is infected with a virus, other malicious computer programme or code that may occur as a 
consequence of receiving this email. 

Unless stated otherwise, this email represents only the views of the sender and not the views of the Queensland Government. 

********************************************************************************** 
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Stoneman.AmyE[CTDFVCOI]

From: Neville.DavidH[OSC]
Sent: Wednesday, 30 January 2019 15:44
To: Cathie Allen
Cc: McNab.BruceJ[OSC]; Collopen.RubenB[OSC]; Harris.LibbyA[OSC]; 

McIntyre.OliviaM[OSC]; Paula Brisotto; Justin Howes
Subject: RE: Outcome of todays meeting - Review of how results are reported
Attachments: FASS Forensic BiologyDNA Item Reporting Results Glossary.docx

Hi Cathie, 
I was wondering if you have made any progress on this request, please.  
 
Regards 
 
David Neville 
 
 

From: Neville.DavidH[OSC]  
Sent: Tuesday, 15 January 2019 4:47 PM 
To: Cathie Allen <  
Cc: Van Panhuis.Arthur[OSC] < >; Collopen.RubenB[OSC] 
< Harris.LibbyA[OSC] <  
McIntyre.OliviaM[OSC] < Paula Brisotto <  
Justin Howes <  
Subject: Outcome of todays meeting - Review of how results are reported 
 
Hi Cathie 
Thank you for hosting the meeting today. It was interesting to hear your thoughts.  
 
I have attached an electronic copy of the FASS reporting glossary that I provided to you at today. This was something 
which was only given to me today so I was unable to provide it any sooner. It would seem that they report links to 
investigators at three different levels based on the estimated strength of support. 

1. The profile matched (where there is extremely strong support for the proposition). 
2. Unable to exclude 
3. Excluded 

(i.e. The assessment of the strength of the evidence is undertaken without the use of the STRMix. They also rarely 
use STMIx to deconvolute mixtures.) 
 
Justin mentioned that there was a chasm of results that might fall within unable to exclude (ranging either side of a 
LR or 1). I appreciate this, however they do calculate a LR on request if the result is deemed critical to an 
investigation (this is very rare though).  
 
There are two significant advantages to the NSW approach. Firstly it allows them to provide results more rapidly by 
using STRMix more sparingly. Secondly, investigators are able to easily understand the results. As indicated, we 
would like to investigate the feasibility of implementing something similar and seek advice from you as to the 
obstacles to doing this, please. 
 
I note from today’s discussion that rather than reducing the use of STRMix, you would prefer to enhance the FR to 
automate the interface with it. As I indicated, this might be preferential as it would provide statistical rigour to 
results and may save time at the back end if a statement was later required. However, there would be a significant 
amount of FR development to facilitate this which will not occur within the short term due to the complexities 
around current support arrangements. As a result I would like you to take this into account when you assess the 
NSW model, please. 

EXHIBIT 50
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I also note your hesitation to give any advice on what LR you would consider as reasonable presumption that the 
nominated person was the contributor of the DNA (beyond reasonable doubt). This is a question that we are asked 
all of the time. If we used the terminology used by NSW (including major and minor contributors) this would avoid 
the question.  
 
I will update the spreadsheet we discussed today to reflect our discussions and return it soon.  
 
Regards 
 
 

 

 

 
 
David Neville 
Inspector  
DNA Management Unit | Forensic Services Group 
Operations Support Command 
QUEENSLAND POLICE SERVICE 
______________________________ 

Phone  
Email 

Address GPO Box 1440 Brisbane 4001 
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NSW Forensic & Analytical Science Service 
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NATA Accreditation Number: 14090 
Accredited for compliance with ISO/IEC 17025 – Testing. 
This document shall not be reproduced, except in full. 

FASS Forensic Biology/DNA Item Reporting Results Glossary 

This is not a comprehensive list of all results reported electronically to EFIMS, however the list below are those 
used most commonly. Event specific circumstances may vary the wording of some results. FIRM/FASS can be 
contacted for clarification or further information if required. 

 Item Report Result What result means 

1. Female profile 'A'. The DNA recovered is from a female. This DNA profile does 
not match any female reference sample tested within this 
event. This unknown female profile is therefore designated 
‘A’. If another DNA profile recovered within this event 
matches this profile, it will also be reported as female profile 
‘A’.  If other profiles are recovered from other items and are 
reported with different designations eg.  ‘B’, ‘C’, ‘D’ etc this 
means that those profiles are different from this profile.   

2. Mixed DNA profile. Major 
male profile 'B'. 

‘Mixed DNA profile’ means that more than one person has 
contributed DNA to this profile.  
‘Major male profile ‘B’’ means one male individual 
(designated as individual ‘B’ within this event) has 
contributed more DNA than the other(s) and therefore the 
profile of male individual ‘B’ can be clearly distinguished 
within this mixture. 
If other profiles are recovered from other items in this event 
and are reported with different designations eg.  ‘A’, ‘C’, ‘D’ 
etc, this means that those profiles are different from this 
major profile.   

3. Mixed DNA profile. Major 
male profile 'B'.  
Additional contributor(s) not 
suitable for upload but may 
be suitable for comparison 
with a nominated individual. 

As for 2. 
 
‘Additional contributor(s) not suitable for upload but may be 
suitable for comparison with a nominated individual’ means 
that along with the major male profile ‘B’ there is DNA from 
one or more individuals, however, there is not enough 
suitable DNA information for these additional contributor(s) 
to enable FASS to upload the profile(s) onto the database.  
If a reference becomes available, it is possible this result may 
be able to be compared and an inclusion or exclusion 
reported. (Inclusion means that the nominated person could 
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be a contributor; and exclusion means that the nominated 
person could NOT be a contributor to the mixture). 

4. Mixed DNA profile. Major 
male profile 'B'.  
Additional contributor(s) 
weak/complex. 
 

As for 2. 
 
‘Additional contributor(s) weak/complex’ means that there is 
DNA from at least one other contributor, however this DNA 
is either weak (i.e. the level of DNA is low) and/or ‘complex’ 
(i.e. there may be DNA from more than one contributor). It 
may not be clear how many contributors there are, and apart 
from male profile ‘B’ another individual profile cannot be 
determined with confidence.   
If this sample is a CRITICAL sample in a CRITICAL case, a 
review of the additional contributor(s) DNA can be 
undertaken upon request to the Deputy Director of Forensic 
Biology. IF determined suitable, further work MAY be carried 
out. In most instances further work will NOT improve the 
result. A request for Police/FASS to resample the parent 
exhibit may also be an option (any resample request would 
need to follow the NSWPF policy). 

5. The DNA recovered (male 
profile ‘B’) matches Joe 
BLOGGS (Barcode XPS0000). 

The DNA profile recovered is from one individual and has 
been given the designation of male profile ‘B’. This profile 
has the same profile as Joe BLOGGS. This provides extremely 
strong support for the proposition that Joe BLOGGS is the 
source of this DNA. 

6. No upload to database but 
may be suitable for 
comparison with a nominated 
individual. 

This means that some DNA has been recovered but there is 
not enough suitable DNA information to enable FASS to 
upload the profile onto the database.  
If a reference becomes available, it is possible this result may 
be able to be compared and an inclusion or exclusion 
reported. (Inclusion means that the DNA could have 
originated from the nominated person; and exclusion means 
that the DNA could NOT have originated from the nominated 
person. 

7. Mixed DNA profile. No upload 
to database but may be 
suitable for comparison with a 
nominated individual. 

More than one person has contributed DNA to this profile 
and the individual profiles of the contributors are not clearly 
distinguished to enable any profile to be uploaded onto the 
DNA database.  
If a reference becomes available, it is possible this result may 
be able to be compared and an inclusion or exclusion 
reported. (Inclusion means that the nominated person could 
be a contributor; and exclusion means that the nominated 
person could NOT be a contributor to the mixture). 

8. Mixed DNA profile. Joe 
BLOGGS (Barcode XPS0000) 
cannot be excluded as a 
contributor (male profile 'B') 
to this mixture. 

More than one person has contributed DNA to this profile.  
Joe BLOGGS could be one of the contributors as his DNA 
types are present within this DNA mixture. This result 
provides support for the proposition that Joe BLOGGS 
contributed DNA to this mixed profile. The statistical weight 
may not have been calculated yet and the strength of this 
support will depend on a number of factors.  
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9. Mixed DNA profile. Joe 
BLOGGS (Barcode XPS0000) 
cannot be excluded as a 
contributor (male profile 'B') 
to this mixture. 
This result is for intelligence 
purposes only and may not be 
suitable for presentation as 
evidence in court 
proceedings. 
 

As for 8. 
 
 
 
 
 
‘This result is for intelligence purposes only and may not be 
suitable for presentation as evidence in court proceedings’’ 
means that a statistical weight for inclusion of Joe BLOGGS’ 
DNA profile within this mixed DNA profile may not be able to 
be provided. This could be due to the low level of DNA in this 
profile and/or the complexity of the mixture. It may not be 
clear how many individuals have contributed DNA to this 
mixture which is a requirement for STRmix (our complex 
mixture interpretation software). 
Depending upon the result, further work may be able to be 
carried out which may enable a statistical weight to be 
calculated. If this result is important to this event and will be 
required for a court report, please contact FASS for a review 
of the result prior to any court report request. 

10. Mixed DNA profile. Major 
(male profile ‘B’) matches Joe 
BLOGGS (Barcode XPS0000). 

More than one person has contributed DNA to this profile.  
Within this mixed profile, one individual has contributed 
more DNA than the other(s) and has been identified as a 
‘major’. This major profile has the same profile as Joe 
BLOGGS and provides extremely strong support for the 
proposition that Joe BLOGGS is the source of this major 
component/profile. 

11. Mixed DNA profile. Minor 
(female profile 'A') matches 
Jane DOE (Barcode XPS1111). 
 

More than one person has contributed DNA to this profile.  
Within this mixed profile, one individual has contributed less 
DNA than the other(s) and has therefore been identified as a 
‘minor’. This minor profile has the same profile as Jane DOE. 
This provides support for the proposition that Jane DOE is 
the source of this minor component/profile, however, the 
strength of the support will depend on how much suitable 
information is present. The strength may range from limited 
support (for a very weak minor) through to extremely strong 
support. 

12. Mixed DNA profile. Jane DOE 
(Barcode XPS1111) matches 
female profile ‘A’. 

More than one person has contributed DNA to this profile. 
A result for this sample has previously been reported as 
Female profile ‘A’ and at that time female profile ‘A’ was 
unknown. Jane DOE’s profile has now been compared and 
she has the same profile as female ‘A’. This provides 
extremely strong support for the proposition that Jane DOE 
is the source of this DNA. 

13. Male profile 'C'. This profile 
could not have originated 
from Joe BLOGGS (Barcode 
XPS0000). 

The profile recovered originates from one male individual. 
This profile is different from the profile of Joe BLOGGS 
meaning that the DNA originates from someone other than 
Joe BLOGGS. 
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14. Mixed DNA profile. Joe 
BLOGGS (Barcode XPS0000) is 
excluded as a contributor to 
this mixture. 

This result means that Joe BLOGGS could NOT have 
contributed DNA to the mixed DNA profile (the DNA is from 
other individuals). 

15. Profile is too weak. This result indicates that there was only a very small amount 
of DNA recovered and is not suitable for comparison with a 
reference sample. 
If this sample is a CRITICAL sample in a CRITICAL case, a 
review of the profile can be undertaken upon request to the 
Deputy Director of Forensic Biology. IF determined suitable, 
further work MAY be carried out. In most instances further 
work will NOT improve the result. A request for Police/FASS 
to resample the parent exhibit may also be an option (any 
resample request would need to follow the NSWPF policy). 

16. DNA testing was unsuccessful. This result usually means: 
- No DNA was recovered, OR 
- Only one or two DNA types (alleles) were recovered 

and are not suitable for comparison, OR 
- The amount of DNA recovered from the sample was 

below the threshold for further testing. 
If this sample is a CRITICAL sample in a CRITICAL case, a 
review of the result can be undertaken upon request to the 
Deputy Director of Forensic Biology. IF determined suitable, 
further work MAY be carried out. In most instances further 
work will NOT improve the result. A request for Police/FASS 
to resample the parent exhibit may also be an option (any 
resample request would need to follow the NSWPF policy. 

17. Mixed DNA profile, 
weak/complex. 

More than one person has contributed DNA to this profile.  
This profile is either ‘weak’ (i.e. the level of DNA is low) 
and/or ‘complex’ (i.e. there may be DNA from more than one 
contributor). It may not be clear how many contributors 
there are, and an individual profile cannot be determined 
with confidence.   
If this sample is a CRITICAL sample in a CRITICAL case, a 
review of the profile can be undertaken upon request to the 
Deputy Director of Forensic Biology. IF determined suitable, 
further work MAY be carried out. In most instances further 
work will NOT improve the result. A request for Police/FASS 
to resample the parent exhibit may also be an option (any 
resample request would need to follow the NSWPF policy). 

18. A DNA profile was recovered 
(female profile ‘A’). 

This will generally be reported for buccal samples brought 
into FASS within a Sexual Assault Investigation Kit (SAIK) or 
for post-mortem reference samples. This indicates that DNA 
testing was carried out and a profile suitable for comparison 
has been recovered. Every unique profile within a specific 
case is given a designation ie ‘A’, ‘B’ etc. If this result was 
from a reference buccal sample in a SAIK taken from Jane 
DOE then this result will mean that we have a profile from 
Jane DOE and it has been designated as female profile ‘A’.  
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19. DNA testing was not carried 
out. 

DNA testing has not been carried out on this sample/item for 
one/various reasons. If this sample/item is of significance to 
the event then a request for DNA testing can be made by 
contacting the laboratory. 

20. This item is unsuitable for 
nuclear DNA testing. 

Routine testing using nuclear STR typing kits (PowerPlex21 or 
Y-filer) would most likely be unsuccessful and has not been 
carried out. If this sample is of high importance to the case 
FASS can be contacted to discuss nuclear STR typing. 
If this sample is CRITICAL and is deemed suitable for 
mitochondrial DNA testing, a request for testing can be sent 
via the Commander, Forensic Services Group to the Deputy 
Director of Forensic Biology. 

21. Traces of DNA, too weak for 
further interpretation, were 
also recovered. 

This most commonly means that DNA from at least one 
other individual was recovered but this DNA is very weak and 
not suitable for comparison purposes.  
This may also mean that it may not be clear if the traces 
originate from more than one individual or if they are 
artefacts of the DNA typing process.   

22. The DNA recovered using the 
Y-filer system matches Joe 
BLOGGS (Barcode XPS0000) 
and is also expected to match 
all male relatives on his 
paternal line. This finding is of 
limited statistical significance. 

Male specific DNA testing has been carried out using the Y-
filer system. Because of the pattern of inheritance of the Y-
chromosome among male relatives, the statistical weighting 
applied to a match is much lower than for other DNA 
systems. The evidentiary value of these results will be 
dependent upon case specific circumstances. 

23. Male DNA was not recovered. Male specific DNA testing has been carried out using the Y-
filer system and male DNA was not recovered. 

24. This result did not meet 
quality standards. 

This could mean either, that there was an identified problem 
in the DNA laboratory with the sample/batch results and the 
results cannot be reliably reported; OR the DNA profile 
recovered matched a FASS or NSWPF Staff member and was 
deemed to be a contamination event. All NSWPF staff 
contamination events are reported to FSG. 

25. In light of other results in this 
case, further interpretation 
has not been carried out but 
may be upon request. 

This result is weak/complex and would require retesting or 
further analysis to interpret fully. Two FASS biologists have 
reviewed this result and decided that doing the further work 
to interpret this result fully would take time and would not 
provide any new matches/profiles/information in this case.  
FASS will always pick the ‘best’ result in a case for reporting 
purposes and may ‘park’ other weaker or more complex 
results to improve the workflow efficiency and reduce the 
time for reporting results to NSWPF.  
If this result is important to the case the OIC may contact 
FASS to request further testing and interpretation. 
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Examination QPrime Summary

 NO DNA DETECTED 
 
This item/sample was submitted for DNA analysis; however no DNA was detected above the limit of detection at the quantitation stage. No further processing was conducted on this item.
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 A - Material cotton garden glove (Trace DNA Kit) Front centre console [ 
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Examination QPrime Summary

 DNA INSUFFICIENT FOR FURTHER PROCESSING 
 
This item/sample was submitted for DNA analysis. Low levels of DNA were detected in this sample and it was not submitted for
further DNA profiling. Please contact the DNA Management Section if this sample is requested to be assessed for further
processing. Further processing could include concentration of the low levels of DNA obtained, pooling with other samples (where
appropriate), resampling of the parent item (where appropriate), or a combination of processes.
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Examination QPrime Summary

 COMPLEX MIXED PROFILE UNSUITABLE FOR INTERP OR COMPARISON 
 
This item/sample gave a complex Mixed DNA profile with multiple contributors. This mixture is not suitable for meaningful
interpretation due to either its complexity relating to the unknown and potentially large number of contributors and/or the limited
amount of information within the DNA profile.
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Stoneman.AmyE[CTDFVCOI]

From: McIntyre.OliviaM[OSC]
Sent: Wednesday, 14 November 2018 11:22
To: Neville.DavidH[OSC]
Cc: Harris.LibbyA[OSC]; Collopen.RubenB[OSC]; Simpfendorfer.GerardM[OSC]
Subject: FW: Options Paper for consideration
Attachments: RE: FSS Options paper; FSS Options paper

Hi Inspector, 
 
Ruben has asked me to speak to you about issues relating to the attached emails, specifically on P1 cases, and 
additional testing that may be requested by QPS to QHFSS on a case by case basis. 
 
The example that Ruben asked me to speak to you about is relates to Op   exhibit  
where the result of ‘DNA insufficient for further processing’ was originally received on 26/10/2018, DMS 
has subsequently requested additional testing, which has resulted in a Single source 20 loci DNA 
profile LR > 100 billion to the deceased. 
 
Due to the above example, Ruben has suggested that we may need to review instances where we 
have requested additional testing and the results that have been received after the additional testing 
has been performed by FSS, to ascertain if this is a one off scenario or not. 
 
For further discussion. 
 
Kind regards 
 
 
Olivia McIntyre | DNA Management Officer | Profile Management Team | DNA Management Section 
Forensic Services Group| Operations Support Command | Queensland Police Service  
GPO Box 1440 | Brisbane QLD 4001 | Australia 
Level 4, Police Headquarters | 200 Roma Street | Brisbane QLD 4000 | Australia 
ph: | fax:  

 
 
 

 
 

From: McIntyre.OliviaM[OSC]  
Sent: Thursday, 17 May 2018 10:53 AM 
To: Simpfendorfer.GerardM[CGG] <  
Subject: FW: Options Paper for consideration 
 
Hi Gerard, 
 
As discussed – please note that I have attached the original emails where Ewen has asked for comment, and my 
response, as well as the Superintendent’s response to FSS. 
 
Kind regards 
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Olivia McIntyre | DNA Management Officer | Profile Management Team | DNA Management Section 
Forensic Services Group| Operations Support Command | Queensland Police Service  
GPO Box 1440 | Brisbane QLD 4001 | Australia 
Level 4, Police Headquarters | 200 Roma Street | Brisbane QLD 4000 | Australia 
ph: | fax:  

 
 

From: Taylor.EwenN[OSC]  
Sent: Friday, 20 April 2018 1:49 PM 
To: Collopen.RubenB[OSC] < Harris.LibbyA[OSC] 
< McIntyre.OliviaM[OSC] <  
Subject: FW: Options Paper for consideration 
 
I’ve found the Supt’s response. Pretty clear to me. 
 

 

 

 
 
Ewen TAYLOR 
Acting Inspector  
DNA Management Unit | Forensic Services Group 
Operations Support Command 
QUEENSLAND POLICE SERVICE 
______________________________ 

Phone  
Email 

Address GPO Box 1440 Brisbane 4001 

 
 

From: Frieberg.DaleJ[OSC]  
Sent: Friday, 2 February 2018 3:38 PM 
To: Cathie Allen < O'Malley.TroyS[OSC] <  
Taylor.EwenN[OSC] <  
Cc: Paul Csoban <  
Subject: RE: Options Paper for consideration 
 
Hi Cathie and Paul, 
 
Thank you for your time this afternoon and for discussion around this options paper. Thank you also to both Troy 
and Ewen with your assistance and expertise/advice around the paper. 
 
As discussed, I am in agreement that: 
 

 There is clear data that it is not an efficient use of time and resources to continue with the ‘auto-microcon’ 
process for Priority 2 (Major Crime) samples.  

 Option 2. “Cease the ‘auto-microcon’ process for Priority 2 casework….” Would appear to be a more 
productive & efficient choice.  

 Scientists time and resources would be better spent working samples with a higher DNA yield and more 
potential.  

 It would be beneficial to amend the Forensic Register to provide an automated Q-Prime update advising the 
Investigators of the option to request further ‘Auto-microcon’ processing for those samples for unsolved 
crime, which may prove worthwhile.  

 DNA staff can request this additional processing if/when a request is received from the investigators.  
 
I trust this is of assistance. 
 
 
Kind regards, 
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Dale. 
 
 
Dale Frieberg 
Superintendent 
Operations Commander 
Forensic Services Group 
Operations Support Command 
Queensland Police Service 
(E)  
(W) / (M)  

 
 
 
 

From: Cathie Allen [mailto:   
Sent: Tuesday, 30 January 2018 4:56 PM 
To: Frieberg.DaleJ[OSC] < O'Malley.TroyS[OSC] 
< Taylor.EwenN[OSC] <  
Cc: Paul Csoban <  
Subject: Options Paper for consideration 
 
Hi Dale 
 
Please find attached an Options paper regarding concentration of major crime samples that we have prepared for 
your consideration. I’d like to discuss this on Friday with you. 
 
Cheers 
Cathie 
 

Cathie Allen 
Managing Scientist – Police Services Stream 

Forensic & Scientific Services, 
Health Support Queensland, Department of Health 

p | m |  
a | 39 Kessels Road, Coopers Plains, QLD 4108 
w | www.health.qld.gov.au e |   
 

HSQ's vision | Delivering the best health support services and solutions for a safer and healthier Queensland. 

Queensland Health acknowledges the Traditional Owners of the land, and pays respect to Elders 
past, present and future. 
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This email, including any attachments sent with it, is confidential and for the sole use of the intended recipient(s). This confidentiality is not waived or lost, if you receive it 
and you are not the intended recipient(s), or if it is transmitted/received in error. 

Any unauthorised use, alteration, disclosure, distribution or review of this email is strictly prohibited. The information contained in this email, including any attachment 
sent with it, may be subject to a statutory duty of confidentiality if it relates to health service matters. 

If you are not the intended recipient(s), or if you have received this email in error, you are asked to immediately notify the sender by telephone collect on Australia +61 
1800 198 175 or by return email. You should also delete this email, and any copies, from your computer system network and destroy any hard copies produced. 

If not an intended recipient of this email, you must not copy, distribute or take any action(s) that relies on it; any form of disclosure, modification, distribution and/or 
publication of this email is also prohibited. 
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Stoneman.AmyE[CTDFVCOI]

From: McIntyre.OliviaM[OSC]
Sent: Wednesday, 31 January 2018 08:17
To: Taylor.EwenN[OSC]
Cc: Collopen.RubenB[OSC]; Harris.LibbyA[OSC]; Gee Kee.KenN[OSC]
Subject: RE: FSS Options paper

Good morning Ewen, 
 
Further to our conversation, based on the statistics provided by FSS, it would appear it is not worthwhile continuing 
with the ‘auto-microcon’ process for Priority 2 samples. 
 
If FSS ceases continuing with the ‘auto-microcon’ process for Priority 2 samples, I would imagine QPS can still 
request certain samples that are pertinent to an investigation be submitted through the ‘auto-microcon’ case, if it is 
required. 
 
To identify these samples, I would imagine one of the following scenarios would apply: 
 

1. If investigating police contact the DNA Management Section to inquire about testing, DMS staff can facilitate 
the ‘auto-microcon’ process on results that have been validated as ‘‘DNA insufficient for further 
processing’, or 

2. Results that are ‘DNA insufficient for further processing’, from unsolved occurrences are sent to a 
worklist for assessment by staff from DMS to determine whether further testing should be 
initiated. 

 
Given the statistics provided by FSS, in relation to ‘success’ rates for these samples, I would imagine that 
Management may want to go with option 1. 
 
Forwarded for your information. 
 
Kind regards 
 
Olivia McIntyre | DNA Management Officer | Profile Management Team | DNA Management Section 
Forensic Services Group| Operations Support Command | Queensland Police Service  
GPO Box 1440 | Brisbane QLD 4001 | Australia 
Level 4, Police Headquarters | 200 Roma Street | Brisbane QLD 4000 | Australia 
ph: | fax:  

 
 

From: Taylor.EwenN[OSC]  
Sent: Wednesday, 31 January 2018 7:05 AM 
To: Collopen.RubenB[OSC] < Gee Kee.KenN[OSC] 
< Harris.LibbyA[OSC] < McIntyre.OliviaM[OSC] 
<  
Subject: FSS Options paper 
 
Good morning,  
 
For your advice please.  
 
Cheers,  
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Ewen TAYLOR 
Acting Inspector  
DNA Management Unit | Forensic Services Group 
Operations Support Command 
QUEENSLAND POLICE SERVICE 
______________________________ 

  
Phone  
Email 

Address GPO Box 1440 Brisbane 4001 
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Stoneman.AmyE[CTDFVCOI]

From: Taylor.EwenN[OSC]
Sent: Wednesday, 31 January 2018 07:05
To: Collopen.RubenB[OSC]; Gee Kee.KenN[OSC]; Harris.LibbyA[OSC]; 

McIntyre.OliviaM[OSC]
Subject: FSS Options paper
Attachments: Review of efficacy  of Microcons_options for QPS.doc

Good morning,  
 
For your advice please.  
 
Cheers,  
 
 

 

 

 
 
Ewen TAYLOR 
Acting Inspector  
DNA Management Unit | Forensic Services Group 
Operations Support Command 
QUEENSLAND POLICE SERVICE 
______________________________ 

  
Phone  
Email 

Address GPO Box 1440 Brisbane 4001 
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1. Abstract 

All casework DNA extracts that underwent a concentration step using the 
Microcon® process were evaluated and categorised into whether there was 
meaningful information obtained or not. This evaluation primarily focussed on 
samples that underwent an ‘auto-microcon’ process in 2016.  

The findings of this evaluation are presented for the Queensland Police Service 
to advise on whether they would prefer their Priority 2 samples to continue with 
the ‘auto-microcon’ process, or to cease this automatic step and notify the 
laboratory if particular samples are requested to be reworked. 

These options relate to Priority 2 (Major Crime) samples only, as the process 
developed in 2012 for Priority 3 (Volume Crime) samples will be reinstated with 
the operationally-required move to process these samples using PowerPlex® 21 
system (PP21). 

 

2. Definitions 

DNA Profile Intelligence: DNA profile information available for interpretation by 
Forensic DNA practitioners that is able to be provided to clients. 

Fail: In this report, this is DNA profile information that was not suitable for 
comparing to reference DNA profiles and other casework samples. This word 
was used to filter the data into two possible outcomes (fail/success). 

NCIDD: National Criminal Investigation DNA Database. 

QPS: Queensland Police Service. 

Success: In this report, this is DNA profile information that was obtained that 
was suitable for comparing to reference DNA profiles and other casework 
samples. This word was used to filter the data into two possible outcomes 
(fail/success). 

 

3. Introduction 

Microcon® Centrifugal Filter Devices desalt and concentrate macromolecular 
solutions such as DNA-containing solutions. They employ Amicon’s low binding, 
anisotropic, hydrophilic regenerated cellulose membrane [1]. 
 
The use of Microcon® filters to concentrate extract has been a standard post-
extraction process within Forensic DNA Analysis to reduce the volume of 
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extract from approximately 100uL to ≤35L for amplification with PowerPlex® 21 
system.  
 
Since the implementation of PP21 amplification kit within Forensic DNA 
Analysis for casework samples in December 2012, extracts with low 
Quantification values were recommended to be concentrated. Templates of 
<0.132ng (Quantification <0.0088ng/uL) were found to exhibit marked 
stochastic effects after amplification [2]. Consequently, a workflow that directed 
extracts automatically to a concentration step based on Quantification value 
was implemented (‘auto-microcon’ process) for Priority 2 samples.  
 
A workflow for Priority 3 samples remained within active Standard Operating 
Procedures to have the DNA extracts not amplified, nor automatically 
concentrated with Microcon® filters, but to be held after Quantification and QPS 
informed that low levels of DNA were obtained that were insufficient for further 
processing at that stage [3][4]. 
 
Anecdotally, the suitability to provide QPS with DNA profile Intelligence from 
extracts that have been concentrated has been noted to be limited, and added 
to scientist’s time and availability to direct resources to samples with more DNA 
detected. 
 
 

 

4. Data interrogation 

 
The ‘auto-microcon’ data was interrogated by assessing the DNA profile 
outcome results reported as Exhibit Report lines as a function of the 
Quantification value. 

 
The Exhibit lines were interrogated and grouped into two interpretation 
outcomes as follows: 
 
1. ‘Fail’: DNA profile interpretation outcomes of ‘Complex unsuitable for 
interpretation’, ‘No DNA profile’, ‘Partial unsuitable for interpretation’, ‘No DNA 
Detected’; 
 
2. ‘Success’: All other DNA profile outcomes including single source DNA 
profiles matching assumed known contributors or different reference DNA 
profiles, mixtures that were suitable for comparison to reference DNA profiles, 
DNA profiles that were suitable for loading to NCIDD.  

 
NB. These descriptions were used to filter the data. A ‘fail’ does not mean there 
was a Quality failure in the process; a ‘success’ does not necessarily mean a 
DNA match. 
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5.1.5.  Assessment of ‘auto-microcon’ results 

Intent 
Evaluate the ‘success’ or ‘fail’ outcomes for PP21 samples that were processed 
in 2016 through the ‘auto-microcon’ workflow. 
 
 
Data Analysis 
The samples applicable to this experiment had Quantification values in the 
range 0.001ng/L to 0.0088ng/L, and a total number of samples that were 
processed this way was determined. This total number excluded environmental 
samples, samples without Quantification values, samples not requested for 
further work, samples where quality flags were raised, and samples that had not 
returned results at the time of data collection. 
 
DNA profile interpretation outcomes were grouped into either ‘success’ or ‘fail’ 
as a function of the Quantification value. A percentage of samples that fell into 
these categories was determined. 

 
The ‘auto-microcon’ data could be expressed as a function of Quantification 
value. 
 
The percentage of samples that had an ‘auto-microcon’ process and led to an 
NCIDD upload was obtained. This data could be filtered further into the 
outcome from the NCIDD load, at the time of data collection. 
 
 

6. Datamine of the difference in pre- and post- Microcon®  
Quantification values 

Intent 
Evaluate the difference between the Quantification values obtained for samples 
prior to the ‘auto-microcon’ step, and then after the ‘auto-microcon’ process. 
This is to assess, through the Quantification data, the effectiveness of the 
Microcon®  step in concentrating the DNA extract. 
 
As this is purely a datamining experiment, only the samples that yielded a result 
of ‘success’ were examined. 
 
 
Data Analysis 
 
The samples applicable to this experiment had Quantification values above 
0.001ng/L and less than 0.015ng/L where the final result was ‘success’. 
 

Formatted: Bullets and Numbering
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This range was considered by the author to be able to provide a sufficient 
demonstration of the trend of the data (N=278 samples). 
 
 
 

6.7. Results and Discussion 

7.1 Assessment of ‘auto-microcon’ results 

 
There were N=1449 samples in the ‘auto-microcon’ Quantification range, 
excluding certain samples as per Section 5.  
 
The percentage of samples that resulted in a determination of ‘fail’ was 89.4% 
(Fig 1). As expected, the number of ‘fails’ increased when the Quantification 
decreased and approached the Limit of Detection of Quantification ie. 
0.001ng/L (Fig 2). This was considered to be due to there being less DNA 
detected in the extract, and therefore less DNA to concentrate. 
 
 
 

 
Figure 1: Percentage ‘Success’/ ‘Fail’ of ‘Auto-Microcon’ samples. 
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Figure 2: Spread of data and categorised as ‘Success’/ ‘Fail’ for ‘Auto-Microcon’ samples. 
 
 
If samples were not processed through the ‘auto-microcon’ process, what DNA 
Intelligence would the client miss out on? To evaluate this, the ‘success’ data 
was drilled down to the samples that had some NCIDD interaction and in 
particular, where they were the only samples in the case that were NCIDD-
suitable for that particular profile. This represented 1.86% of all ‘auto-microcon’ 
samples. In looking at samples that provide new Intelligence, that is DNA 
information available for future linking, or has provided a cold-link, this equated 
to 1.45% of all ‘auto-microcon’ samples (Fig 3).. 
 
 

 
Figure 3: NCIDD outcome for samples that were loaded to NCIDD 
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This 1.45% of ‘auto-microcon’ samples is considered to be the pertinent value 
for the client to assess if the ‘auto-microcon’ process was not performed.  
 

7.2  Datamine of the difference in pre- and post- Microcon®  
Quantification values 

The samples applicable to this experiment had Quantification values above 
0.001ng/L where the final result was ‘success’.  
 
As the Microcon® process concentrates the DNA extract from approximately 
100uL to approximately 35L, in theory it would be a reasonable expectation to 
obtain approximately two to three-fold increases in DNA Quantification after 
concentration. Figure 4 shows the plot of the differences found for samples that 
resulted in ‘success’. 
 
 

 
 
Figure 4: Quantification differences pre and post concentration 
 
 
The findings are not unexpected as the scatter focusses mostly around two-fold 
increases in Quantification. It was also not unexpected to observe the variable 
results. Anecdotally, variability in success rates is found at profile management 
stage when assessing results of samples that have had this concentration step.  
 
 
DNA can be lost in the process as seen in Fig 4 where the Quantification values 
decreased after concentration (below the horizontal axis). Variability in results 
could be attributed to a number of things, including but not limited to the slight 
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differences between operators and instrumentation, the differences in substrate 
type and level of degradation, and the variability in Quantification result. 
 
 

8. Options for consideration 

The options to consider are: 
 

1. Continue with ‘auto-microcon’ process for Priority 2 (Major Crime) 
casework; or, 
 

2. Cease the ‘auto-microcon’ process for Priority 2 (Major Crime) casework 
and report the exhibit result of ‘DNA insufficient for further processing’ 
based on Quantification result.  

 

a. Priority 1 samples could proceed with the ‘auto-microcon’ process. 
If a DNA concentration rework is required, the Microcon® process 
can be ordered manually by the scientist. 

 
 

In considering continuing or discontinuing the automatic concentration of DNA 
extracts for Priority 2 (Major Crime) samples, some key elements to consider 
include, but are not limited to: 
 

- The opportunity to link DNA profiles on NCIDD would not be initially 
possible (without automatic concentration) for approximately 1.45% of 
samples that would qualify for this process. Of the ‘auto-microcon’ data 
set (N=1449 samples) evaluated, 1.45% equates to 21 samples; 
 
 

- Time and cost for processing all samples in the ‘auto-microcon’ range, 
including batch preparation, Quality checking and control; 
 

 
- Time and cost for processing these samples further with additional 

rework options, as one would expect with low levels of DNA detected 
initially; 
 
 

- The ability to potentially reallocate staff time currently allocated to 
processing, interpreting and reporting ‘auto-microcon’ samples, to 
samples with higher DNA yield, thus improving the turnaround time for 
results on these samples; 
 
 

- The opportunity to conserve DNA extract for further processing with other 
technologies should that be considered (eg. Y-STR analysis, Low Copy 
Number analysis); 
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- The improved ability to provide quick results to QPS (using the Forensic 
Register at Quantification stage) indicating low levels of DNA detected, 
thus enabling QPS to employ further strategies at their discretion (eg. 
further sampling of items, request the rework);  
 
 

- The continued ability to process the DNA extract upon client request or 
depending on priority (eg Priority 1 – Critical Priority). 
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Stoneman.AmyE[CTDFVCOI]

From: Cathie Allen <
Sent: Thursday, 15 November 2018 10:54
To: Simpfendorfer.GerardM[FDDIV]; McNab.BruceJ[OSC]
Cc: Craig Russell; Neville.DavidH[OSC]
Subject: FW: Removal of the microcon step from P1 worflow.
Attachments: Review of efficacy  of Microcons_options for QPS.DOC

Importance: High

Correction to one figure listed below – my apologies 
 
Hi Gerard and Bruce 
 
I can confirm that the Microcon process has been applied to the below four sample as requested by the QPS on the 
dates listed below: 
 

 – Snr Sgt Simpfendorfer requested Microcon 29/10/2018 
 – Snr Sgt Simpfendorfer requested Microcon 06/11/2018 
- Snr Sgt Simpfendorfer requested Microcon 06/11/2018 

 - Snr Sgt Simpfendorfer requested Microcon 06/11/2018 
 
During a meeting on 1st of Feb 2018, Paul Csoban (previous Executive Director for FSS) and I met with Supt Dale 
Frieberg to discuss the Options Paper that had previously been provided to the QPS for decision. During this 
meeting, the Superintendent agreed that Option 2 was the preferred option, which was later confirmed via email (as 
per below). During the discussion, the second part of Option 2 (section a) was discussed, which related to Priority 1 
samples and the Superintendent indicated that Priority 1 samples should be processed the same as Major crime (P2) 
and Volume crime samples (P3), which is not to be automatically progressed through the Microcon process. After 
the approval from the QPS in Feb 2018, all samples have not automatically progressed through the Microcon 
process. The QPS or a Forensic DNA Analysis staff member can request a Microcon process for a sample at any time. 
 
Automatic progression of samples through the Microcon process means that all available DNA extract will be 
consumed, so no further testing can be conducted on these samples after this step. This means that if a sample 
could yield a profile by specific Y chromosome testing for example, there would be no extract available for that 
testing to be conducted. It also means that samples that are eligible to be pooled together, as they are from the 
same item or area, are not able to be as there is no DNA extract left to undertake pooling. Scientists or Forensic 
officers reviewing results in the context of a case are able to request a Microcon process for a sample or samples. 
 
As the decision on the automatic Microcon process was made last financial year, the budget for this financial year 
has been adjusted for that consumable, so this will increase the cost. 
 
If the QPS wishes for P1 samples to automatically be processed through the Microcon process, which leaves no 
available extract for other testing, this process can be re-introduced. Please confirm if the QPS requires the re-
introduction of this step. 
 
The Options Paper reviewed 1449 (278) Major crime samples that had been progressed through the Microcon 
process over a one year period, as this was considered to be sufficient sample numbers to demonstrate a clear 
trend. 
 
The laboratory is unable to search the FR to undertake any statistical analysis regarding ‘useable’ profile numbers – 
this was highlighted to FSS during development that large or medium scale interrogation of the FR could only be 
undertaken by the QPS, as they would need to construct the search and ensure the timing of the search was 
undertaken so as not to add extra burden to the FR during peak operational times. If the QPS were able to generate 

EXHIBIT 62
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this data, the laboratory would undertake this analysis and provide feedback. The Microcon process was no longer 
automatically undertaken for P1 or P2 samples from the 12th of Feb 2018. 
 
Whilst the Microcon process has not been automatically applied to Major crime samples (P2) since mid Feb, 
scientists have reviewed those results and requested a Microcon process if in the context of the case it could have 
been of potential benefit. If the QPS undertook a search of all ‘DNA insufficient’ results on P1 and P2 samples since 
the 12th of Feb, the laboratory could undertake an analysis of the cases to determine if additional testing through 
the Microcon process is required. This would require resources and would reduce the number of results that are 
reviewed by the lab until this analysis was completed.  
 
I await your advice regarding this. If you have any further questions, please let me know how I can assist. 
 
Cheers 
Cathie 

Cathie Allen 
Managing Scientist  

Police Services Stream, Forensic & Scientific Services  
Health Support Queensland, Queensland Health  

p m   
a 39 Kessels Road, Coopers Plains, QLD 4108  
e w www.health.qld.gov.au/healthsupport  

Queensland Health acknowledges the Traditional Owners of the land, and pays respect to Elders past, present and future. 

 

From: Neville.DavidH[OSC] [mailto:   
Sent: Wednesday, 14 November 2018 2:47 PM 
To: Cathie Allen 
Cc: Craig Russell; McNab.BruceJ[OSC]; Simpfendorfer.GerardM[OSC] 
Subject: Removal of the microcon step from P1 worflow. 
Importance: High 
 
Dear Cathie 
During the course of the investigation into over 15 samples were submitted as Priority 1. On initial 
testing, four samples were reported as having insufficient DNA present for further testing. Upon receipt of that 
result my staff requested additional testing and each of those samples yielded a result as follows: 
 

 - SINGLE SOURCE 20 LOCI DNA PROFILE LR > 100 BILLION ; and POSSIBLE SUB-
THRESHOLD INFORMATION 

 - SINGLE SOURCE DNA PROFILE - ASSUMED KNOWN CONTRIBUTOR –  
 - SS DNA PROFILE 9 LOCI AND ABOVE LR > 100 BILLION  
 - COMPLEX MIXED PROFILE UNSUITABLE FOR INTERP OR COMPARISON 

 
Could you confirm if the profiles for the four samples listed above were obtained after micro-concentration was 
performed, please. Could you also confirm if the microcon step has been removed from the workflow as a matter of 
routine for P1 samples. My understanding as per the below was that this was only to occur for P2. If this process has 
been removed from the P1 workflow, could it please be reintroduced as it will stop delays in obtaining results that 
are considered urgent, please. 
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The removal of the microcon step in the process was agreed to on 2 February 2018 by Supt Frieberg based on the 
advice included in the attached paper. This paper estimates that there would be less than a 2% reduction in the 
number of useable results if the step was eliminated. 
 
Based on the fact that 3 out of 4 samples for this case yielded a result when testing was continued, anecdotally it 
would seem that we may be missing out on more than 2% of results.  
 
Since eliminating this step, has your laboratory undertaken any statistical analysis to determine if there has been a 
drop in the proportion of samples that give a useable profile, please. 
 
There are other serious matters including homicides where testing has stopped once advice was received that there 
is insufficient DNA for further testing. Based on the results for this case (75% success rate for the ones received back 
so far), would you recommend that these cases be re-examined please.  
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Could you please direct your response to Gerard and Bruce. 
 

 
 
 

 

 
 
David Neville 
Inspector  
DNA Management Unit | Forensic Services Group 
Operations Support Command 
QUEENSLAND POLICE SERVICE 
______________________________ 

Phone  
Email  

Address GPO Box 1440 Brisbane 4001 

 
 
 
**********************************************************************  
CONFIDENTIALITY: The information contained in this  
electronic mail message and any electronic files attached  
to it may be confidential information, and may also be the  
subject of legal professional privilege and/or public interest  
immunity. If you are not the intended recipient you are  
required to delete it. Any use, disclosure or copying of  
this message and any attachments is unauthorised. If you  
have received this electronic message in error, please  
inform the sender or contact 1300ITPSBA@psba.qld.gov.au.  
This footnote also confirms that this email message has  
been checked for the presence of computer viruses.  
**********************************************************************  

******************************************************************************** 

This email, including any attachments sent with it, is confidential and for the sole use of the intended recipient(s). This 
confidentiality is not waived or lost, if you receive it and you are not the intended recipient(s), or if it is transmitted/received in 
error. 

Any unauthorised use, alteration, disclosure, distribution or review of this email is strictly prohibited. The information contained 
in this email, including any attachment sent with it, may be subject to a statutory duty of confidentiality if it relates to health 
service matters. 

If you are not the intended recipient(s), or if you have received this email in error, you are asked to immediately notify the sender 
by telephone collect on Australia +61 1800 198 175 or by return email. You should also delete this email, and any copies, from 
your computer system network and destroy any hard copies produced. 

If not an intended recipient of this email, you must not copy, distribute or take any action(s) that relies on it; any form of 
disclosure, modification, distribution and/or publication of this email is also prohibited. 

Although Queensland Health takes all reasonable steps to ensure this email does not contain malicious software, Queensland 
Health does not accept responsibility for the consequences if any person's computer inadvertently suffers any disruption to 
services, loss of information, harm or is infected with a virus, other malicious computer programme or code that may occur as a 
consequence of receiving this email. 

Unless stated otherwise, this email represents only the views of the sender and not the views of the Queensland Government. 

********************************************************************************** 
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1. Abstract 

All casework DNA extracts that underwent a concentration step using the 
Microcon® process were evaluated and categorised into whether there was 
meaningful information obtained or not. This evaluation primarily focussed on 
samples that underwent an ‘auto-microcon’ process in 2016.  

The findings of this evaluation are presented for the Queensland Police Service 
to advise on whether they would prefer their Priority 2 samples to continue with 
the ‘auto-microcon’ process, or to cease this automatic step and notify the 
laboratory if particular samples are requested to be reworked. 

These options relate to Priority 2 (Major Crime) samples only, as the process 
developed in 2012 for Priority 3 (Volume Crime) samples will be reinstated with 
the operationally-required move to process these samples using PowerPlex® 21 
system (PP21). 

 

2. Definitions 

DNA Profile Intelligence: DNA profile information available for interpretation by 
Forensic DNA practitioners that is able to be provided to clients. 

Fail: In this report, this is DNA profile information that was not suitable for 
comparing to reference DNA profiles and other casework samples. This word 
was used to filter the data into two possible outcomes (fail/success). 

NCIDD: National Criminal Investigation DNA Database. 

QPS: Queensland Police Service. 

Success: In this report, this is DNA profile information that was obtained that 
was suitable for comparing to reference DNA profiles and other casework 
samples. This word was used to filter the data into two possible outcomes 
(fail/success). 

 

3. Introduction 

Microcon® Centrifugal Filter Devices desalt and concentrate macromolecular 
solutions such as DNA-containing solutions. They employ Amicon’s low binding, 
anisotropic, hydrophilic regenerated cellulose membrane [1]. 
 
The use of Microcon® filters to concentrate extract has been a standard post-
extraction process within Forensic DNA Analysis to reduce the volume of 
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extract from approximately 100uL to ≤35L for amplification with PowerPlex® 21 
system.  
 
Since the implementation of PP21 amplification kit within Forensic DNA 
Analysis for casework samples in December 2012, extracts with low 
Quantification values were recommended to be concentrated. Templates of 
<0.132ng (Quantification <0.0088ng/uL) were found to exhibit marked 
stochastic effects after amplification [2]. Consequently, a workflow that directed 
extracts automatically to a concentration step based on Quantification value 
was implemented (‘auto-microcon’ process) for Priority 2 samples.  
 
A workflow for Priority 3 samples remained within active Standard Operating 
Procedures to have the DNA extracts not amplified, nor automatically 
concentrated with Microcon® filters, but to be held after Quantification and QPS 
informed that low levels of DNA were obtained that were insufficient for further 
processing at that stage [3][4]. 
 
Anecdotally, the suitability to provide QPS with DNA profile Intelligence from 
extracts that have been concentrated has been noted to be limited, and added 
to scientist’s time and availability to direct resources to samples with more DNA 
detected. 
 
 

 

4. Data interrogation 

 
The ‘auto-microcon’ data was interrogated by assessing the DNA profile 
outcome results reported as Exhibit Report lines as a function of the 
Quantification value. 

 
The Exhibit lines were interrogated and grouped into two interpretation 
outcomes as follows: 
 
1. ‘Fail’: DNA profile interpretation outcomes of ‘Complex unsuitable for 
interpretation’, ‘No DNA profile’, ‘Partial unsuitable for interpretation’, ‘No DNA 
Detected’; 
 
2. ‘Success’: All other DNA profile outcomes including single source DNA 
profiles matching assumed known contributors or different reference DNA 
profiles, mixtures that were suitable for comparison to reference DNA profiles, 
DNA profiles that were suitable for loading to NCIDD.  

 
NB. These descriptions were used to filter the data. A ‘fail’ does not mean there 
was a Quality failure in the process; a ‘success’ does not necessarily mean a 
DNA match. 
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5.1.5.  Assessment of ‘auto-microcon’ results 

Intent 
Evaluate the ‘success’ or ‘fail’ outcomes for PP21 samples that were processed 
in 2016 through the ‘auto-microcon’ workflow. 
 
 
Data Analysis 
The samples applicable to this experiment had Quantification values in the 
range 0.001ng/L to 0.0088ng/L, and a total number of samples that were 
processed this way was determined. This total number excluded environmental 
samples, samples without Quantification values, samples not requested for 
further work, samples where quality flags were raised, and samples that had not 
returned results at the time of data collection. 
 
DNA profile interpretation outcomes were grouped into either ‘success’ or ‘fail’ 
as a function of the Quantification value. A percentage of samples that fell into 
these categories was determined. 

 
The ‘auto-microcon’ data could be expressed as a function of Quantification 
value. 
 
The percentage of samples that had an ‘auto-microcon’ process and led to an 
NCIDD upload was obtained. This data could be filtered further into the 
outcome from the NCIDD load, at the time of data collection. 
 
 

6. Datamine of the difference in pre- and post- Microcon®  
Quantification values 

Intent 
Evaluate the difference between the Quantification values obtained for samples 
prior to the ‘auto-microcon’ step, and then after the ‘auto-microcon’ process. 
This is to assess, through the Quantification data, the effectiveness of the 
Microcon®  step in concentrating the DNA extract. 
 
As this is purely a datamining experiment, only the samples that yielded a result 
of ‘success’ were examined. 
 
 
Data Analysis 
 
The samples applicable to this experiment had Quantification values above 
0.001ng/L and less than 0.015ng/L where the final result was ‘success’. 
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This range was considered by the author to be able to provide a sufficient 
demonstration of the trend of the data (N=278 samples). 
 
 
 

6.7. Results and Discussion 

7.1 Assessment of ‘auto-microcon’ results 

 
There were N=1449 samples in the ‘auto-microcon’ Quantification range, 
excluding certain samples as per Section 5.  
 
The percentage of samples that resulted in a determination of ‘fail’ was 89.4% 
(Fig 1). As expected, the number of ‘fails’ increased when the Quantification 
decreased and approached the Limit of Detection of Quantification ie. 
0.001ng/L (Fig 2). This was considered to be due to there being less DNA 
detected in the extract, and therefore less DNA to concentrate. 
 
 
 

 
Figure 1: Percentage ‘Success’/ ‘Fail’ of ‘Auto-Microcon’ samples. 
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Figure 2: Spread of data and categorised as ‘Success’/ ‘Fail’ for ‘Auto-Microcon’ samples. 
 
 
If samples were not processed through the ‘auto-microcon’ process, what DNA 
Intelligence would the client miss out on? To evaluate this, the ‘success’ data 
was drilled down to the samples that had some NCIDD interaction and in 
particular, where they were the only samples in the case that were NCIDD-
suitable for that particular profile. This represented 1.86% of all ‘auto-microcon’ 
samples. In looking at samples that provide new Intelligence, that is DNA 
information available for future linking, or has provided a cold-link, this equated 
to 1.45% of all ‘auto-microcon’ samples (Fig 3).. 
 
 

 
Figure 3: NCIDD outcome for samples that were loaded to NCIDD 
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This 1.45% of ‘auto-microcon’ samples is considered to be the pertinent value 
for the client to assess if the ‘auto-microcon’ process was not performed.  
 

7.2  Datamine of the difference in pre- and post- Microcon®  
Quantification values 

The samples applicable to this experiment had Quantification values above 
0.001ng/L where the final result was ‘success’.  
 
As the Microcon® process concentrates the DNA extract from approximately 
100uL to approximately 35L, in theory it would be a reasonable expectation to 
obtain approximately two to three-fold increases in DNA Quantification after 
concentration. Figure 4 shows the plot of the differences found for samples that 
resulted in ‘success’. 
 
 

 
 
Figure 4: Quantification differences pre and post concentration 
 
 
The findings are not unexpected as the scatter focusses mostly around two-fold 
increases in Quantification. It was also not unexpected to observe the variable 
results. Anecdotally, variability in success rates is found at profile management 
stage when assessing results of samples that have had this concentration step.  
 
 
DNA can be lost in the process as seen in Fig 4 where the Quantification values 
decreased after concentration (below the horizontal axis). Variability in results 
could be attributed to a number of things, including but not limited to the slight 
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differences between operators and instrumentation, the differences in substrate 
type and level of degradation, and the variability in Quantification result. 
 
 

8. Options for consideration 

The options to consider are: 
 

1. Continue with ‘auto-microcon’ process for Priority 2 (Major Crime) 
casework; or, 
 

2. Cease the ‘auto-microcon’ process for Priority 2 (Major Crime) casework 
and report the exhibit result of ‘DNA insufficient for further processing’ 
based on Quantification result.  

 

a. Priority 1 samples could proceed with the ‘auto-microcon’ process. 
If a DNA concentration rework is required, the Microcon® process 
can be ordered manually by the scientist. 

 
 

In considering continuing or discontinuing the automatic concentration of DNA 
extracts for Priority 2 (Major Crime) samples, some key elements to consider 
include, but are not limited to: 
 

- The opportunity to link DNA profiles on NCIDD would not be initially 
possible (without automatic concentration) for approximately 1.45% of 
samples that would qualify for this process. Of the ‘auto-microcon’ data 
set (N=1449 samples) evaluated, 1.45% equates to 21 samples; 
 
 

- Time and cost for processing all samples in the ‘auto-microcon’ range, 
including batch preparation, Quality checking and control; 
 

 
- Time and cost for processing these samples further with additional 

rework options, as one would expect with low levels of DNA detected 
initially; 
 
 

- The ability to potentially reallocate staff time currently allocated to 
processing, interpreting and reporting ‘auto-microcon’ samples, to 
samples with higher DNA yield, thus improving the turnaround time for 
results on these samples; 
 
 

- The opportunity to conserve DNA extract for further processing with other 
technologies should that be considered (eg. Y-STR analysis, Low Copy 
Number analysis); 
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- The improved ability to provide quick results to QPS (using the Forensic 
Register at Quantification stage) indicating low levels of DNA detected, 
thus enabling QPS to employ further strategies at their discretion (eg. 
further sampling of items, request the rework);  
 
 

- The continued ability to process the DNA extract upon client request or 
depending on priority (eg Priority 1 – Critical Priority). 
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ExhibitNo Category Exhibit Description Collection Officer Exhibit Located Examination Summary Forensic Identification
Swab RB60 - Top of backrest of chair  DNA INSUFFICIENT FOR 

FURTHER PROCESSING
Request submitted for additional analysis 
this sample 

 THREE PERSON MIXED DNA 
PROFILE

 3 PERSON MIX REM - SUPPORT
FOR CONTRIBUTION > 100 BILLION. Post 
Mortem Sample.

Trace DNA Kit RB22 - Left calf 2 DNA INSUFFICIENT FOR 
FURTHER PROCESSING
Request submitted for additional analysis 
this sample

 SINGLE SOURCE DNA PROFILE 
ASSUMED KNOWN CONTRIBUTOR. Post 
Mortem Sample.

Trace DNA Kit RB21 - Left ankle  DNA INSUFFICIENT FOR 
FURTHER PROCESSING
Request submitted for additional analysis of 
this sample 

 COMPLEX MIXED PROFILE 
UNSUITABLE FOR INTERP OR COMPARISON

Trace DNA Kit Item D15  DNA INSUFFICIENT FOR 
FURTHER PROCESSING
Request submitted for additional analysis of 
this sample 

 COMPLEX MIXED PROFILE 
UNSUITABLE FOR INTERP OR COMPARISON

Trace DNA Kit Item D14 DNA INSUFFICIENT FOR 
FURTHER PROCESSING
Request submitted for additional analysis of 
this sample 

 COMPLEX MIXED PROFILE 
UNSUITABLE FOR INTERP OR COMPARISON

Trace DNA Kit Item D12  DNA INSUFFICIENT FOR 
FURTHER PROCESSING
Request submitted for additional analysis of 
this sample 

COMPLEX MIXED PROFILE 
UNSUITABLE FOR INTERP OR COMPARISON

Trace DNA Kit Item D11 DNA INSUFFICIENT FOR 
FURTHER PROCESSING
Request submitted for additional analysis of 
this sample 

COMPLEX MIXED PROFILE 
UNSUITABLE FOR INTERP OR COMPARISON

EXHIBIT 64
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Trace DNA Kit Item D8  DNA INSUFFICIENT FOR 
FURTHER PROCESSING
Request submitted for additional analysis of 
this sample 

 COMPLEX MIXED PROFILE 
UNSUITABLE FOR INTERP OR COMPARISON

Trace DNA Kit Item D7 DNA INSUFFICIENT FOR 
FURTHER PROCESSING
Request submitted for additional analysis of 
this sample 

 COMPLEX MIXED PROFILE 
UNSUITABLE FOR INTERP OR COMPARISON

Trace DNA Kit Item D4  DNA INSUFFICIENT FOR 
FURTHER PROCESSING
Request submitted for additional analysis of 
this sample 

 COMPLEX MIXED PROFILE 
UNSUITABLE FOR INTERP OR COMPARISON

Trace DNA Kit Item D2  DNA INSUFFICIENT FOR 
FURTHER PROCESSING
Request submitted for additional analysis of 
this sample 

 COMPLEX MIXED PROFILE 
UNSUITABLE FOR INTERP OR COMPARISON

Trace DNA Kit Item D1 DNA INSUFFICIENT FOR 
FURTHER PROCESSING
Request submitted for additional analysis of 
this sample 

 COMPLEX MIXED PROFILE 
UNSUITABLE FOR INTERP OR COMPARISON

Swab Item V28 DNA INSUFFICIENT FOR 
FURTHER PROCESSING
Request submitted for further processing of 
sample 

 THREE PERSON MIXED DNA 
PROFILE

 3 PERSON MIX PROFILE - 
SUPPORT FOR CONTRIB > 100 BILLION. 
Evidence Sample.

Swab Item V27  DNA INSUFFICIENT FOR 
FURTHER PROCESSING
Request submitted for additional analysis of 
this sample 

 COMPLEX MIXED PROFILE 
UNSUITABLE FOR INTERP OR COMPARISON
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Swab Item V26  DNA INSUFFICIENT FOR 
FURTHER PROCESSING
Request submitted for additional analysis of 
this sample 

 COMPLEX MIXED PROFILE 
UNSUITABLE FOR INTERP OR COMPARISON

Swab Item V18 DNA INSUFFICIENT FOR 
FURTHER PROCESSING
Request submitted for additional analysis of 
this sample 

 COMPLEX MIXED PROFILE 
UNSUITABLE FOR INTERP OR COMPARISON

Fabric Item V17 - cutting of fabric  DNA INSUFFICIENT FOR 
FURTHER PROCESSING
Request submitted for additional analysis of 
this sample 

 COMPLEX MIXED PROFILE 
UNSUITABLE FOR INTERP OR COMPARISON

Swab Item V10  DNA INSUFFICIENT FOR 
FURTHER PROCESSING
Request submitted for additional analysis of 
this sample 

 COMPLEX MIXED PROFILE 
UNSUITABLE FOR INTERP OR COMPARISON

Swab Item V9  DNA INSUFFICIENT FOR 
FURTHER PROCESSING
Request submitted for further processing of 
sample 

 TWO PERSON MIXED DNA 
PROFILE

 2 PERSON MIX PROFILE - 
SUPPORT FOR CONTRIB > 100 BILLION. 
Evidence Sample.

Swab Item V6 DNA INSUFFICIENT FOR 
FURTHER PROCESSING
Request submitted for additional analysis of 
this sample 

 COMPLEX MIXED PROFILE 
UNSUITABLE FOR INTERP OR COMPARISON

Swab Item V5  DNA INSUFFICIENT FOR 
FURTHER PROCESSING
Request submitted for additional analysis of 
this sample 

COMPLEX MIXED PROFILE 
UNSUITABLE FOR INTERP OR COMPARISON
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Fabric RB78a - Excise of bloodstains  DNA INSUFFICIENT FOR 
FURTHER PROCESSING
Request submitted for additional analysis of 
this sample 

 MIXED DNA PROFILE
 MIX - SUPPORT FOR 

CONTRIBUTION 1 MILLION TO 100 BILLION. 
Evidence Sample.

 MIX - SUPPORT FOR 
CONTRIBUTION 2 TO 1 MILLION. Evidence 
Sample.

Swab Item V34  DNA INSUFFICIENT FOR 
FURTHER PROCESSING
Request submitted for additional analysis of 
this sample

 COMPLEX MIXED PROFILE 
UNSUITABLE FOR INTERP OR COMPARISON

Trace DNA Kit RB109a - Tapelift of exterior DNA INSUFFICIENT FOR 
FURTHER PROCESSING
Request submitted for additional analysis of 
this sample 

 MIXED DNA PROFILE
 MIX - SUPPORT FOR CONTRIB > 

100 BILLION. Post Mortem Sample.

Fingernail Scraping left Nails  PRESUMPTIVE BLOOD TEST 
POS. SUBMITTED-RESULTS PENDING

DNA INSUFFICIENT FOR 
FURTHER PROCESSING
Request submitted for additional analysis of 
this sample 

TWO PERSON MIXED DNA 
PROFILE

 2 PERSON MIXED PROFILE - 
CONDITIONED ON. Post Mortem Sample.

 MIX REM DNA CONTRIB 
UNSUITABLE FOR NCIDD SEARCHING

Fabric RB100a - Excise of bloodstain  DNA INSUFFICIENT FOR FURTHER 
PROCESSING
Request submitted for additional analysis of 
this sample

COMPLEX MIXED PROFILE 
UNSUITABLE FOR INTERP OR COMPARISON

Swab Item SB18a - Trace DNA swab  DNA INSUFFICIENT FOR FURTHER 
PROCESSING
Request submitted for additional analysis of 
this sample 

 COMPLEX MIXED PROFILE 
UNSUITABLE FOR INTERP OR COMPARISON
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Swab Item SB7 - Trace DNA swab  DNA INSUFFICIENT FOR FURTHER 
PROCESSING
Request submitted for further processing of 
sample. 

 TWO PERSON MIXED DNA 
PROFILE

2 PERSON MIX, SUPPORT FOR 
CONTRIB 10 000 - 100 000. Evidence Sample.

 2 PERSON MIX PROFILE - 
SUPPORT FOR CONTRIB > 100 BILLION. Post 
Mortem Sample.

Swab Item SB1a- Trace DNA swab  DNA INSUFFICIENT FOR FURTHER 
PROCESSING
Request submitted for additional analysis of 
this sample

 TWO PERSON MIXED DNA 
PROFILE

 2 PERSON MIX PROFILE - 
SUPPORT FOR CONTRIB > 100 BILLION. 
Evidence Sample.

Hair ~10 mm from watb matted root end clump  DNA INSUFFICIENT FOR 
FURTHER PROCESSING
Request submitted for additional analysis of 
this sample 

 COMPLEX MIXED PROFILE 
UNSUITABLE FOR INTERP OR COMPARISON

Epithelial Fraction RB110a - Exterior shaft  DNA INSUFFICIENT FOR FURTHER 
PROCESSING
Request submitted for additional analysis of 
this sample 

 TWO PERSON MIXED DNA 
PROFILE

2 PERSON MIX PROFILE - 
SUPPORT FOR CONTRIB > 100 BILLION. 
Evidence Sample.

Swab LR5a -Trace DNA swab of ridged surface  DNA INSUFFICIENT FOR 
FURTHER PROCESSING
Request submitted for additional analysis of 
this sample 

 COMPLEX MIXED PROFILE 
UNSUITABLE FOR INTERP OR COMPARISON
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ExhibitNo Category Exhibit Description Exhibit Located Examination Summary Forensic Identification
Swab RB60 - Top of backrest of chair  DNA INSUFFICIENT FOR 

FURTHER PROCESSING
Request submitted for additional analysis o
this sample 

 THREE PERSON MIXED DNA 
PROFILE

 3 PERSON MIX REM - SUPPORT 
FOR CONTRIBUTION > 100 BILLION. Post 
Mortem Sample.

Trace DNA 
Kit

RB22 - Left calf  DNA INSUFFICIENT FOR 
FURTHER PROCESSING
Request submitted for additional analysis o
this sample 

SINGLE SOURCE DNA PROFILE - 
ASSUMED KNOWN CONTRIBUTOR. Post 
Mortem Sample.

Trace DNA 
Kit

RB21 - Left ankle  DNA INSUFFICIENT FOR 
FURTHER PROCESSING
Request submitted for additional analysis of 
this sample 

 COMPLEX MIXED PROFILE 
UNSUITABLE FOR INTERP OR COMPARISON

Trace DNA 
Kit

Item D15  DNA INSUFFICIENT FOR 
FURTHER PROCESSING
Request submitted for additional analysis of 
this sample 

 COMPLEX MIXED PROFILE 
UNSUITABLE FOR INTERP OR COMPARISON

Trace DNA 
Kit

Item D14  DNA INSUFFICIENT FOR 
FURTHER PROCESSING
Request submitted for additional analysis of 
this sample 

 COMPLEX MIXED PROFILE 
UNSUITABLE FOR INTERP OR COMPARISON
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Trace DNA 
Kit

Item D12  DNA INSUFFICIENT FOR 
FURTHER PROCESSING
Request submitted for additional analysis of 
this sample 

 COMPLEX MIXED PROFILE 
UNSUITABLE FOR INTERP OR COMPARISON

Trace DNA 
Kit

Item D11  DNA INSUFFICIENT FOR 
FURTHER PROCESSING
Request submitted for additional analysis of 
this sample 

 COMPLEX MIXED PROFILE 
UNSUITABLE FOR INTERP OR COMPARISON

Trace DNA 
Kit

Item D8  DNA INSUFFICIENT FOR 
FURTHER PROCESSING
Request submitted for additional analysis of 
this sample 

 COMPLEX MIXED PROFILE 
UNSUITABLE FOR INTERP OR COMPARISON

Trace DNA 
Kit

Item D7  DNA INSUFFICIENT FOR 
FURTHER PROCESSING
Request submitted for additional analysis of 
this sample 

COMPLEX MIXED PROFILE 
UNSUITABLE FOR INTERP OR COMPARISON

Trace DNA 
Kit

Item D4  DNA INSUFFICIENT FOR 
FURTHER PROCESSING
Request submitted for additional analysis of 
this sample 

 COMPLEX MIXED PROFILE 
UNSUITABLE FOR INTERP OR COMPARISON
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Trace DNA 
Kit

Item D2  DNA INSUFFICIENT FOR 
FURTHER PROCESSING
Request submitted for additional analysis of 
this sample 

COMPLEX MIXED PROFILE 
UNSUITABLE FOR INTERP OR COMPARISON

Trace DNA 
Kit

Item D1 DNA INSUFFICIENT FOR 
FURTHER PROCESSING
Request submitted for additional analysis of 
this sample 

 COMPLEX MIXED PROFILE 
UNSUITABLE FOR INTERP OR COMPARISON

Swab Item V28  DNA INSUFFICIENT FOR 
FURTHER PROCESSING
Request submitted for further processing of 
sample 

 THREE PERSON MIXED DNA 
PROFILE

 3 PERSON MIX PROFILE - 
SUPPORT FOR CONTRIB > 100 BILLION. 
Evidence Sample.

Swab Item V27 DNA INSUFFICIENT FOR 
FURTHER PROCESSING
Request submitted for additional analysis of 
this sample 

COMPLEX MIXED PROFILE 
UNSUITABLE FOR INTERP OR COMPARISON

Swab Item V26 DNA INSUFFICIENT FOR 
FURTHER PROCESSING
Request submitted for additional analysis of 
this sample 

COMPLEX MIXED PROFILE 
UNSUITABLE FOR INTERP OR COMPARISON
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Swab Item V18  DNA INSUFFICIENT FOR 
FURTHER PROCESSING
Request submitted for additional analysis of 
this sample 

 COMPLEX MIXED PROFILE 
UNSUITABLE FOR INTERP OR COMPARISON

Fabric Item V17 - cutting of fabric  DNA INSUFFICIENT FOR 
FURTHER PROCESSING
Request submitted for additional analysis of 
this sample 

 COMPLEX MIXED PROFILE 
UNSUITABLE FOR INTERP OR COMPARISON

Swab Item V10  DNA INSUFFICIENT FOR 
FURTHER PROCESSING
Request submitted for additional analysis of 
this sample 

 COMPLEX MIXED PROFILE 
UNSUITABLE FOR INTERP OR COMPARISON

Swab Item V9 DNA INSUFFICIENT FOR 
FURTHER PROCESSING
Request submitted for further processing of 
sample 

TWO PERSON MIXED DNA 
PROFILE

 2 PERSON MIX PROFILE - 
SUPPORT FOR CONTRIB > 100 BILLION. 
Evidence Sample.

Swab Item V6  DNA INSUFFICIENT FOR 
FURTHER PROCESSING
Request submitted for additional analysis of 
this sample 

 COMPLEX MIXED PROFILE 
UNSUITABLE FOR INTERP OR COMPARISON
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Swab Item V5  DNA INSUFFICIENT FOR 
FURTHER PROCESSING
Request submitted for additional analysis of 
this sample 

COMPLEX MIXED PROFILE 
UNSUITABLE FOR INTERP OR COMPARISON

Fabric RB78a - Excise of bloodstains DNA INSUFFICIENT FOR 
FURTHER PROCESSING
Request submitted for additional analysis of 
this sample 

 MIXED DNA PROFILE
 MIX - SUPPORT FOR 

CONTRIBUTION 1 MILLION TO 100 BILLION. 
Evidence Sample.

 MIX - SUPPORT FOR 
CONTRIBUTION 2 TO 1 MILLION. Evidence 
Sample.

Swab Item V34  DNA INSUFFICIENT FOR 
FURTHER PROCESSING
Request submitted for additional analysis of 
this sample 

 COMPLEX MIXED PROFILE 
UNSUITABLE FOR INTERP OR COMPARISON

Trace DNA 
Kit

RB109a - Tapelift of exterior  DNA INSUFFICIENT FOR 
FURTHER PROCESSING
Request submitted for additional analysis of 
this sample 

 MIXED DNA PROFILE
 MIX - SUPPORT FOR CONTRIB > 

100 BILLION. Post Mortem Sample.
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Fingernail 
Scraping

left Nails  PRESUMPTIVE BLOOD TEST 
POS. SUBMITTED-RESULTS PENDING

 DNA INSUFFICIENT FOR 
FURTHER PROCESSING
Request submitted for additional analysis of 
this sample 

TWO PERSON MIXED DNA 
PROFILE

 2 PERSON MIXED PROFILE - 
CONDITIONED ON. Post Mortem Sample.

MIX REM DNA CONTRIB 
UNSUITABLE FOR NCIDD SEARCHING

Fabric RB100a - Excise of bloodstain DNA INSUFFICIENT FOR FURTHER 
PROCESSING
Request submitted for additional analysis of 
this sample 

 COMPLEX MIXED PROFILE 
UNSUITABLE FOR INTERP OR COMPARISON

Swab Item SB18a - Trace DNA swab  DNA INSUFFICIENT FOR FURTHER 
PROCESSING
Request submitted for additional analysis of 
this sample 

 COMPLEX MIXED PROFILE 
UNSUITABLE FOR INTERP OR COMPARISON
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Swab Item SB7 - Trace DNA swab  DNA INSUFFICIENT FOR FURTHER 
PROCESSING
Request submitted for further processing of 
sample. 

 TWO PERSON MIXED DNA 
PROFILE

 2 PERSON MIX, SUPPORT FOR 
CONTRIB 10 000 - 100 000. Evidence Sample.

 2 PERSON MIX PROFILE - 
SUPPORT FOR CONTRIB > 100 BILLION. Post 
Mortem Sample.

Swab Item SB1a- Trace DNA swab DNA INSUFFICIENT FOR FURTHER 
PROCESSING
Request submitted for additional analysis of 
this sample 

TWO PERSON MIXED DNA 
PROFILE

 2 PERSON MIX PROFILE - 
SUPPORT FOR CONTRIB > 100 BILLION. 
Evidence Sample.

Hair ~10 mm from watb matted root end 
clump

DNA INSUFFICIENT FOR 
FURTHER PROCESSING
Request submitted for additional analysis of 
this sample 

 COMPLEX MIXED PROFILE 
UNSUITABLE FOR INTERP OR COMPARISON

Epithelial 
Fraction

RB110a - Exterior shaft DNA INSUFFICIENT FOR FURTHER 
PROCESSING
Request submitted for additional analysis of 
this sample 

 TWO PERSON MIXED DNA 
PROFILE

 2 PERSON MIX PROFILE - 
SUPPORT FOR CONTRIB > 100 BILLION. 
Evidence Sample.
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Swab LR5a -Trace DNA swab of ridged 
surface

 DNA INSUFFICIENT FOR 
FURTHER PROCESSING
Request submitted for additional analysis of 
this sample 

 COMPLEX MIXED PROFILE 
UNSUITABLE FOR INTERP OR COMPARISON
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1

Stoneman.AmyE[CTDFVCOI]

To: Frieberg.DaleJ[OSC]
Subject: FW:  

Dale 
There is a meeting in an hour with QH which I just saw on my Outlook.  There is no agenda at this stage.  There are 
two issues I guess we need to discuss.  

1. QH advised that if the quantity of DNA is below  0.008ng/u, the chance of getting a profile is less than 2%.  
Based on that advice we agreed to discontinue testing in those circumstances.  However, we have found 
that if we asked for testing to continue, we have a success rate of 30%.  I have asked Cathie a few times to 
explain this and she has not provided one yet. 

 

 
 

David Neville 
Inspector 
Biometrics 
Forensic Services Group 
Operations Support Command 
Ph:  
Mob:  

 
 

 
 

From: Neville.DavidH[OSC] <   
Sent: Friday, 17 December 2021 17:23 
To: Cathie Allen <  
Cc: Frieberg.DaleJ[OSC] < '  
<  
Subject: Re:   
 
Hi Cathie 
Thanks for the clarification. That was my understanding too. I was of the belief that QHFSS stopped doing this as a 
matter of routine for low quant samples because there was a lower than 2 percent chance of success.  However, 
QPS has found the success rate to be 30 percent when we requested this to be done. It is the difference between 
these success rates that I am interested in. 
 
Have a good weekend 
 
David Neville 
Inspector, FSG 

 
 
 

From: Cathie Allen <  
Sent: Friday, December 17, 2021 5:06 pm 
To: Neville.DavidH[OSC] 
Cc: Lara Keller; Frieberg.DaleJ[OSC] 
Subject: RE:   
  
CAUTION: This email originated from outside of Queensland Police Service. Do not click links or open attachments unless you 
recognise the sender and know the content is safe. 
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Hi David 
  
Thank you for the follow-up email regarding samples within this case.   
  
To ensure that we’re all on the same page, I’d like to clarify the process.  If samples that have been deemed 
‘insufficient DNA for further processing’ are processed further, they all first undergo a concentration step, followed 
by amplification.  This is in contrast with samples that are not deemed in this range, as these samples amplification, 
without a concentration step.  Just wanted to draw to your attention that there is additional work undertaken on 
the DNA extract to attempt to achieve a DNA result for the samples deemed ‘insufficient DNA for further 
processing’.  
  
Cheers 
Cathie 

Cathie Allen BSc, MSc (Forensic Science) (She/Her*) 
Managing Scientist  
Social Chair, Organising Committee for 25th International Symposium of the 
Australian and New Zealand Forensic Science Society (ANZFSS), Brisbane, 11 – 15 Sept 2022 
Police Services Stream, Forensic & Scientific Services  
Prevention Division, Queensland Health  
p m    
a 39 Kessels Road, Coopers Plains, QLD 4108  
e w  www.health.qld.gov.au/fss 
Queensland Health acknowledges the Traditional Owners of the land, and pays respect to Elders past, present and future. 
*If you’re wondering about the use of pronouns She/Her on this signature block, I encourage you to read some resources available here 

 
                              
  

From: Neville.DavidH[OSC] <   
Sent: Friday, 17 December 2021 12:04 PM 
To: Cathie Allen <  
Cc: Lara Keller < Frieberg.DaleJ[OSC] <  
Subject: RE:    
  

This email originated from outside Queensland Health. DO NOT click on any links or open attachments 
unless you recognise the sender and know the content is safe. 

Hi Cathie 
In addition to the items on the list provided previously, last week we requested a blood swab  to be 
retested which was originally reported as “insufficient DNA for further testing”.   This sample was taken from blood 
on a broken shard of glass as depicted in the photo below.  
  
Given the nature of the stain and inert substrate, we were surprised with the original result which is what prompted 
the request to further test.  Today we were advised that subsequent testing yielded a single source 20 loci 
profile.  This was an excellent result solving the crime which would have been otherwise missed.  
  

WIT.0020.0003.0003
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The image below is attached to the exhibit screen which was visible to the laboratory staff.  The results of 
presumptive testing are also included on that screen.  I wondered if lab staff use this information when making a 
decision on stopping testing? 
  
Forwarded for you information and consideration along with the other material provided.  
  
  

 
  
  

 
  

David Neville 
Inspector 
Biometrics 
Forensic Services Group 
Operations Support Command 
Ph:  
Mob:  

 
  

  
  

From: Neville.DavidH[OSC] <   
Sent: Thursday, 16 December 2021 12:56 
To: Cathie Allen <  
Cc: Frieberg.DaleJ[OSC] < Lara Keller <  
Subject: Re:   
  
Hi Cathie 
Thanks, this is a high priority for us, we would appreciate advice as soon as possible please. 
  
  
David Neville 

WIT.0020.0003.0004
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Inspector, FSG 
 

  
  

From: Cathie Allen <  
Sent: Thursday, December 16, 2021 12:42 pm 
To: Neville.DavidH[OSC] 
Cc: Frieberg.DaleJ[OSC]; Lara Keller 
Subject: RE:   
  
CAUTION: This email originated from outside of Queensland Police Service. Do not click links or open attachments unless you 
recognise the sender and know the content is safe. 
  
Hi David 
  
Thank you for your email and feedback regarding this.  We will review scientific data available to us and will provide 
further advice to the QPS in due course. 
  
Cheers 
Cathie 

Cathie Allen BSc, MSc (Forensic Science) (She/Her*) 
Managing Scientist  
Social Chair, Organising Committee for 25th International Symposium of the 
Australian and New Zealand Forensic Science Society (ANZFSS), Brisbane, 11 – 15 Sept 2022 
Police Services Stream, Forensic & Scientific Services  
Prevention Division, Queensland Health  
p m    
a 39 Kessels Road, Coopers Plains, QLD 4108  
e w  www.health.qld.gov.au/fss 
Queensland Health acknowledges the Traditional Owners of the land, and pays respect to Elders past, present and future. 
*If you’re wondering about the use of pronouns She/Her on this signature block, I encourage you to read some resources available here 

 
                              
  

From: Neville.DavidH[OSC] <   
Sent: Monday, 13 December 2021 2:06 PM 
To: Cathie Allen <  
Cc: Harris.LibbyA[OSC] <  
Subject: RE:   
  

This email originated from outside Queensland Health. DO NOT click on any links or open attachments 
unless you recognise the sender and know the content is safe. 

Hi Cathie 

WIT.0020.0003.0005
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Since sending you my last message I found some correspondence from February 2018 where QHFSS made a 
recommendation to QPS that testing of samples that contained less than 0.008ng/uL of DNA should discontinue 
because the chance of obtaining a profile was less than 2%.   Samples below this threshold were previously micro 
concentrated in an effort to attain a profile.  Based on the advice from QHFSS, the QPS agreed to discontinue testing 
including micro concentration under such circumstances and the result would be reported as “DNA Insufficient for 
further testing” (DIFFT).  I am assuming this is the information I was seeking in the below request.  
  
Based on the results obtained for , I asked my staff to undertake a wider review of the 
success rate of further testing of items that were originally reported as DIFFT during 2021.  This revealed 51 out of 
160 samples provided a profile when the QPS requested testing to continue.   These items are listed in the attached.  
  
On 14 November 2018 I raised similar concern in relation to  after 3 out of 4 samples 
yielded a result when QPS requested testing to continue.  At that time QHFSS provided reassurance that the success 
rate would be lower than 2% and that the matter should be treated as an aberration.  As a result the QPS agreed to 
continue the truncation of testing for items below the threshold quantity of DNA and limit automated micro 
concentration to P1 samples only. 
  
Given the result of the recent cases where continued testing was successful, might it be timely to review the 
practice of truncating testing of lower quant items?  For instance, is the threshold value still valid?  Also, with the 
implementation of the latest version of STRMix that can deconvolute more complex mixtures, is it more likely to get 
a result now? 
  
I think the 30% success rate of retesting warrants a little further examination to make sure we are maximising our 
chances of solving crime, particularly for major crime matters. 
  
I look forward to discussing this further with you. 
  
  
  
  
  

 
  

David Neville 
Inspector 
Biometrics 
Forensic Services Group 
Operations Support Command 
Ph:  
Mob:  

 
  

  
  

From: Neville.DavidH[OSC]  
Sent: Friday, 3 December 2021 10:07 
To: Cathie Allen <  
Subject: RE:   
  
Thanks Cathie 
I appreciate the timely feedback.  Based on our conversation the other day, I am assuming these discussions 
occurred in 2008.  Is there any correspondence that was provided to base this decision on that you can provide, 
please? For our refence and moving into the future, what is the actual percentage that your dataset has indicated? 
Obviously this information will be helpful in guiding future requests for retesting.   
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David Neville 
Inspector 
Biometrics 
Forensic Services Group 
Operations Support Command 
Ph:  
Mob:  

 
  

  
  

From: Cathie Allen <   
Sent: Friday, 3 December 2021 09:55 
To: Neville.DavidH[OSC] <  
Cc: Justin Howes <  
Subject: RE:   
  
CAUTION: This email originated from outside of Queensland Police Service. Do not click links or open attachments unless you 
recognise the sender and know the content is safe. 
  
Hi David 
  
Thanks for the additional information on those samples from that particular case.  We’ll have a look into them and 
get back to you when we can. 
  
After we had conducted a review of a large dataset, it was found that below a particular quantitation threshold and 
in line with manufacturer’s specifications, a very small percentage of samples may provide some type of DNA 
profile, if they proceeded through DNA processing.  This information was provided to the QPS, and the QPS advised 
that it would prefer that those samples that didn’t exceed the quant threshold were not processed through to a 
DNA profile.  We’ve monitored this and have found that with a larger dataset, the small percentage didn’t vary. 
  
We’ll provide advice for this particular case when we’re able to. 
  
Cheers 
Cathie 

Cathie Allen BSc, MSc (Forensic Science) (She/Her*) 
Managing Scientist  
Social Chair, Organising Committee for 25th International Symposium of the 
Australian and New Zealand Forensic Science Society (ANZFSS), Brisbane, 11 – 15 Sept 2022 
Police Services Stream, Forensic & Scientific Services  
Prevention Division, Queensland Health  
p m    
a 39 Kessels Road, Coopers Plains, QLD 4108  
e w  www.health.qld.gov.au/fss 
Queensland Health acknowledges the Traditional Owners of the land, and pays respect to Elders past, present and future. 
*If you’re wondering about the use of pronouns She/Her on this signature block, I encourage you to read some resources available here 
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From: Neville.DavidH[OSC] <   
Sent: Wednesday, 1 December 2021 1:48 PM 
To: Cathie Allen <  
Cc: Justin Howes <  
Subject: RE:   
  

This email originated from outside Queensland Health. DO NOT click on any links or open attachments 
unless you recognise the sender and know the content is safe. 

Hi Cathie 
To provide further context, it has been raised with me that 33 items were examined with advice being received, 
“DNA Insufficient for further testing”.  A request was made for these items to be further worked. Ten of these then 
returned a result with persons being identified with LRs of >100 billion.  I have attached a spreadsheet that includes 
the results.  II wondered if there was a particular reason for this case as to why approx. 30% of the samples yielded a 
result after the work was requested.   Can you please advise what the actual threshold is and advice as to whether 
this needs to be reviewed.  
Finally, sorry to sound demanding,  can you also provide information on your expected likelihood of success in 
normal casework (i.e the likelihood of DNA insufficient samples yielding a result if testing is continued).   
  
Cheers 
  
  

 
  

David Neville 
Inspector 
Biometrics 
Forensic Services Group 
Operations Support Command 
Ph:  
Mob:  

 
  

  
  

From: Neville.DavidH[OSC]  
Sent: Wednesday, 1 December 2021 10:24 
To: Cathie Allen <  
Subject:   
  
Hi Cathie 
I wondered if you might be available at some time today to have a brief chat about some results from  

  If Justin was available too, that might be helpful.  Can we teams please? 
  

 
  

David Neville 
Inspector 
Biometrics 
Forensic Services Group 
Operations Support Command 
Ph:  
Mob:  
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********************************************************************************** 

Disclaimer: This email and any attachments may contain legally privileged or confidential information and may be 
protected by copyright. You must not use or disclose them other than for the purposes for which they were 
supplied. The privilege or confidentiality attached to this message and attachments is not waived by reason of 
mistaken delivery to you. If you are not the intended recipient, you must not use, disclose, retain, forward or 
reproduce this message or any attachments. If you receive this message in error, please notify the sender by return 
email or telephone and destroy and delete all copies. Unless stated otherwise, this email represents only the views 
of the sender and not the views of the Queensland Government.  

Queensland Health carries out monitoring, scanning and blocking of emails and attachments sent from or to 
addresses within Queensland Health for the purposes of operating, protecting, maintaining and ensuring 
appropriate use of its computer network.  

********************************************************************************** 
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Stoneman.AmyE[CTDFVCOI]

From: Neville.DavidH[OSC]
Sent: Monday, 13 December 2021 14:06
To: Cathie Allen
Cc: Harris.LibbyA[OSC]
Subject:  
Attachments: Copy of DNA insuff reworks.xlsx

Hi Cathie 
Since sending you my last message I found some correspondence from February 2018 where QHFSS made a 
recommendation to QPS that testing of samples that contained less than 0.008ng/uL of DNA should discontinue 
because the chance of obtaining a profile was less than 2%.   Samples below this threshold were previously micro 
concentrated in an effort to attain a profile.  Based on the advice from QHFSS, the QPS agreed to discontinue testing 
including micro concentration under such circumstances and the result would be reported as “DNA Insufficient for 
further testing” (DIFFT).  I am assuming this is the information I was seeking in the below request.  
 
Based on the results obtained for , I asked my staff to undertake a wider review of the 
success rate of further testing of items that were originally reported as DIFFT during 2021.  This revealed 51 out of 
160 samples provided a profile when the QPS requested testing to continue.   These items are listed in the attached.  
 
On 14 November 2018 I raised similar concern in relation to  after 3 out of 4 samples 
yielded a result when QPS requested testing to continue.  At that time QHFSS provided reassurance that the success 
rate would be lower than 2% and that the matter should be treated as an aberration.  As a result the QPS agreed to 
continue the truncation of testing for items below the threshold quantity of DNA and limit automated micro 
concentration to P1 samples only. 
 
Given the result of the recent cases where continued testing was successful, might it be timely to review the 
practice of truncating testing of lower quant items?  For instance, is the threshold value still valid?  Also, with the 
implementation of the latest version of STRMix that can deconvolute more complex mixtures, is it more likely to get 
a result now? 
 
I think the 30% success rate of retesting warrants a little further examination to make sure we are maximising our 
chances of solving crime, particularly for major crime matters. 
 
I look forward to discussing this further with you. 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 

David Neville 
Inspector 
Biometrics 
Forensic Services Group 
Operations Support Command 
Ph:  
Mob:  

 
 

 
 

From: Neville.DavidH[OSC]  
Sent: Friday, 3 December 2021 10:07 

EXHIBIT 66
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To: Cathie Allen <  
Subject: RE:   
 
Thanks Cathie 
I appreciate the timely feedback.  Based on our conversation the other day, I am assuming these discussions 
occurred in 2008.  Is there any correspondence that was provided to base this decision on that you can provide, 
please? For our refence and moving into the future, what is the actual percentage that your dataset has indicated? 
Obviously this information will be helpful in guiding future requests for retesting.   
 

 
 

David Neville 
Inspector 
Biometrics 
Forensic Services Group 
Operations Support Command 
Ph:  
Mob:  

 
 

 
 

From: Cathie Allen <   
Sent: Friday, 3 December 2021 09:55 
To: Neville.DavidH[OSC] <  
Cc: Justin Howes <  
Subject: RE:   
 
CAUTION: This email originated from outside of Queensland Police Service. Do not click links or open attachments unless you 
recognise the sender and know the content is safe. 

 
Hi David 
 
Thanks for the additional information on those samples from that particular case.  We’ll have a look into them and 
get back to you when we can. 
 
After we had conducted a review of a large dataset, it was found that below a particular quantitation threshold and 
in line with manufacturer’s specifications, a very small percentage of samples may provide some type of DNA 
profile, if they proceeded through DNA processing.  This information was provided to the QPS, and the QPS advised 
that it would prefer that those samples that didn’t exceed the quant threshold were not processed through to a 
DNA profile.  We’ve monitored this and have found that with a larger dataset, the small percentage didn’t vary. 
 
We’ll provide advice for this particular case when we’re able to. 
 
Cheers 
Cathie 

Cathie Allen BSc, MSc (Forensic Science) (She/Her*) 
Managing Scientist  

Social Chair, Organising Committee for 25th International Symposium of the 
Australian and New Zealand Forensic Science Society (ANZFSS), Brisbane, 11 – 15 Sept 2022 

Police Services Stream, Forensic & Scientific Services  
Prevention Division, Queensland Health  
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p m    
a 39 Kessels Road, Coopers Plains, QLD 4108  
e w  www.health.qld.gov.au/fss 

Queensland Health acknowledges the Traditional Owners of the land, and pays respect to Elders past, present and future. 

*If you’re wondering about the use of pronouns She/Her on this signature block, I encourage you to read some resources available here 

 
                              
 

From: Neville.DavidH[OSC] <   
Sent: Wednesday, 1 December 2021 1:48 PM 
To: Cathie Allen <  
Cc: Justin Howes <  
Subject: RE:   
 

This email originated from outside Queensland Health. DO NOT click on any links or open attachments 
unless you recognise the sender and know the content is safe. 

Hi Cathie 
To provide further context, it has been raised with me that 33 items were examined with advice being received, 
“DNA Insufficient for further testing”.  A request was made for these items to be further worked. Ten of these then 
returned a result with persons being identified with LRs of >100 billion.  I have attached a spreadsheet that includes 
the results.  II wondered if there was a particular reason for this case as to why approx. 30% of the samples yielded a 
result after the work was requested.   Can you please advise what the actual threshold is and advice as to whether 
this needs to be reviewed.  
Finally, sorry to sound demanding,  can you also provide information on your expected likelihood of success in 
normal casework (i.e the likelihood of DNA insufficient samples yielding a result if testing is continued).   
 
Cheers 
 
 

 
 

David Neville 
Inspector 
Biometrics 
Forensic Services Group 
Operations Support Command 
Ph:  
Mob:  

 
 

 
 

From: Neville.DavidH[OSC]  
Sent: Wednesday, 1 December 2021 10:24 
To: Cathie Allen <  
Subject:   
 
Hi Cathie 

WIT.0020.0003.0012
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I wondered if you might be available at some time today to have a brief chat about some results from  
.  If Justin was available too, that might be helpful.  Can we teams please? 

 

 
 

David Neville 
Inspector 
Biometrics 
Forensic Services Group 
Operations Support Command 
Ph:  
Mob:  

 
 

 
 

 

 

********************************************************************************** 

Disclaimer: This email and any attachments may contain legally privileged or confidential information and may be 
protected by copyright. You must not use or disclose them other than for the purposes for which they were 
supplied. The privilege or confidentiality attached to this message and attachments is not waived by reason of 
mistaken delivery to you. If you are not the intended recipient, you must not use, disclose, retain, forward or 
reproduce this message or any attachments. If you receive this message in error, please notify the sender by return 
email or telephone and destroy and delete all copies. Unless stated otherwise, this email represents only the views 
of the sender and not the views of the Queensland Government.  

Queensland Health carries out monitoring, scanning and blocking of emails and attachments sent from or to 
addresses within Queensland Health for the purposes of operating, protecting, maintaining and ensuring 
appropriate use of its computer network.  

********************************************************************************** 
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Count of Useable result obtained Y/N
Useable result obtained Y/N Sample Category Exhibit # Result returned Total

N Cigarette Butt Complex mixed profile unsuitable for interp or comparison 1
Complex mixed profile unsuitable for interp or comparison 1
Complex mixed profile unsuitable for interp or comparison 1

Epithelial Fraction Complex mixed profile unsuitable for interp or comparison 1
Complex mixed profile unsuitable for interp or comparison 1
Complex mixed profile unsuitable for interp or comparison 1
Complex mixed profile unsuitable for interp or comparison 1
Complex mixed profile unsuitable for interp or comparison 1
Complex mixed profile unsuitable for interp or comparison 1
Complex mixed profile unsuitable for interp or comparison 1

Fabric Complex mixed profile unsuitable for interp or comparison 1
Complex mixed profile unsuitable for interp or comparison 1
Complex mixed profile unsuitable for interp or comparison 1
Complex mixed profile unsuitable for interp or comparison 1
Complex mixed profile unsuitable for interp or comparison 1
Complex mixed profile unsuitable for interp or comparison 1
Complex mixed profile unsuitable for interp or comparison 1
Complex mixed profile unsuitable for interp or comparison 1

Hair Complex mixed profile unsuitable for interp or comparison 1
Swab Complex mixed profile unsuitable for interp or comparison 1

Complex mixed profile unsuitable for interp or comparison 1
Complex mixed profile unsuitable for interp or comparison 1
Complex mixed profile unsuitable for interp or comparison 1
Complex mixed profile unsuitable for interp or comparison 1
Complex mixed profile unsuitable for interp or comparison 1
Complex mixed profile unsuitable for interp or comparison 1
Complex mixed profile unsuitable for interp or comparison 1
Complex mixed profile unsuitable for interp or comparison 1
Complex mixed profile unsuitable for interp or comparison 1
Complex mixed profile unsuitable for interp or comparison 1
Complex mixed profile unsuitable for interp or comparison 1
Partial DNA profile unsuitable for comparison purposes 1
Complex mixed profile unsuitable for interp or comparison 1
Complex mixed profile unsuitable for interp or comparison 1
Complex mixed profile unsuitable for interp or comparison 1
Complex mixed profile unsuitable for interp or comparison 1
Complex mixed profile unsuitable for interp or comparison 1
Complex mixed profile unsuitable for interp or comparison 1
Complex mixed profile unsuitable for interp or comparison 1
Complex mixed profile unsuitable for interp or comparison 1
Complex mixed profile unsuitable for interp or comparison 1
Complex mixed profile unsuitable for interp or comparison 1
Complex mixed profile unsuitable for interp or comparison 1
Complex mixed profile unsuitable for interp or comparison 1
Complex mixed profile unsuitable for interp or comparison 1
Complex mixed profile unsuitable for interp or comparison 1
Complex mixed profile unsuitable for interp or comparison 1
Complex mixed profile unsuitable for interp or comparison 1
Complex mixed profile unsuitable for interp or comparison 1
Complex mixed profile unsuitable for interp or comparison 1
Complex mixed profile unsuitable for interp or comparison 1
Complex mixed profile unsuitable for interp or comparison 1
Complex mixed profile unsuitable for interp or comparison 1
Complex mixed profile unsuitable for interp or comparison 1
Complex mixed profile unsuitable for interp or comparison 1
Complex mixed profile unsuitable for interp or comparison 1
Complex mixed profile unsuitable for interp or comparison 1

Swab - Blood Complex mixed profile unsuitable for interp or comparison 1
Complex mixed profile unsuitable for interp or comparison 1

Swab - Saliva Complex mixed profile unsuitable for interp or comparison 1

WIT.0020.0003.0014



N Tape Lift No DNA profile 1
Trace DNA Kit Complex mixed profile unsuitable for interp or comparison 1

Complex mixed profile unsuitable for interp or comparison 1
Complex mixed profile unsuitable for interp or comparison 1
Complex mixed profile unsuitable for interp or comparison 1
Complex mixed profile unsuitable for interp or comparison 1
Complex mixed profile unsuitable for interp or comparison 1
Complex mixed profile unsuitable for interp or comparison 1
Complex mixed profile unsuitable for interp or comparison 1
Complex mixed profile unsuitable for interp or comparison 1
Complex mixed profile unsuitable for interp or comparison 1
Complex mixed profile unsuitable for interp or comparison 1
Complex mixed profile unsuitable for interp or comparison 1
Complex mixed profile unsuitable for interp or comparison 1
Complex mixed profile unsuitable for interp or comparison 1
Complex mixed profile unsuitable for interp or comparison 1
Complex mixed profile unsuitable for interp or comparison 1
Complex mixed profile unsuitable for interp or comparison 1
Complex mixed profile unsuitable for interp or comparison 1
Complex mixed profile unsuitable for interp or comparison 1
Complex mixed profile unsuitable for interp or comparison 1
Complex mixed profile unsuitable for interp or comparison 1
Complex mixed profile unsuitable for interp or comparison 1
Complex mixed profile unsuitable for interp or comparison 1
Complex mixed profile unsuitable for interp or comparison 1
Complex mixed profile unsuitable for interp or comparison 1
Complex mixed profile unsuitable for interp or comparison 1
Complex mixed profile unsuitable for interp or comparison 1
Complex mixed profile unsuitable for interp or comparison 1
Complex mixed profile unsuitable for interp or comparison 1
Complex mixed profile unsuitable for interp or comparison 1
Complex mixed profile unsuitable for interp or comparison 1
Complex mixed profile unsuitable for interp or comparison 1
Complex mixed profile unsuitable for interp or comparison 1
Complex mixed profile unsuitable for interp or comparison 1
Complex mixed profile unsuitable for interp or comparison 1
Complex mixed profile unsuitable for interp or comparison 1
Complex mixed profile unsuitable for interp or comparison 1
Complex mixed profile unsuitable for interp or comparison 1
Complex mixed profile unsuitable for interp or comparison 1

N Total 100
Testing ongoing Fabric Testing ongoing 1

Trace DNA Kit Testing ongoing 1
Testing ongoing 1
Testing ongoing 1
Testing ongoing 1
Testing ongoing 1
Testing ongoing 1
Testing ongoing 1

Testing ongoing Total 8
Y Cigarette Butt Single source DNA profile NCIDD Upload UKM 1

Two person mixed DNA profile 1
Single source DNA profile NCIDD Upload UKM 1
Single source DNA profile NCIDD Upload UKM 1

Epithelial Fraction Single Source DNA profile - assumed known contributor 1
3 person mix - support for contribution 1000 to 10 000 & 3 person mix profile - support for contrib > 100 billion 1
Single Source DNA profile - assumed known contributor 1
2 person mix profile - support for contrib > 100 billion 1
2 person mix profile - support for contrib > 100 billion 1
Single Source DNA profile - assumed known contributor 1

Fabric Two person mixed DNA profile NCIDD upload - Intel mixed DNA profile UKF 1
Mix - Support for contribution 2 to 1 million & Mix - Support for contribution 1 million to 100 billion & Mix - Support for contribution 2 to 1 million & Mix - support for contrib > 100 billion 1

Scraping 3 person mixed profile - conditioned on 1
3 person mixed profile - conditioned on 1

WIT.0020.0003.0015



Y Scraping Single source 20 loci DNA profile LR > 100 billion 1
2 person mixed profile - conditioned on 1

Swab  3 person mix profile - support for contrib > 100 billion 1
3 person mix profile - support for contrib > 100 billion 1
2 person mixed profile - conditioned on & 2 person mix rem - support for contribution > 100 billion 1
2 person mixed profile - conditioned on 1
3 person mixed profile - conditioned on & 3 person mix rem - support for contribution > 100 billion 1
3 person mixed profile - conditioned on & 3 person mix rem - support for contribution > 100 billion 1
2 person mixed profile - conditioned on & 2 person mix remaining - support for contrib 100 to 1000 1
3 person mixed profile - conditioned on & 3 person mix rem - support for contribution > 100 billion 1
3 person mixed profile - conditioned on & 3 person mix rem - support for contribution > 100 billion 1
3 person mixed profile - conditioned on & 3 person rem - support for contrib 1 billion-100 billion 1
3 person mixed profile - conditioned on & 3 person mix rem - support for contribution > 100 billion 1
3 person mixed profile - conditioned on & 3 person mix rem - support for contribution > 100 billion 1
2 person mix profile - support for contrib > 100 billion 1
2 person mix, support for contrib 10 000 - 100 000 & 2 person mix profile - support for contrib > 100 billion 1
2 person mixed profile - conditioned on 1
Single source DNA profile UKF 1
2 person mixed profile - conditioned on & NCIDD upload remaining contribution UKM 1
Three person mixed DNA profile  NCIDD upload UKM 1
3 person mix profile - support for contrib > 100 billion 1
Mix - Support for contribution 2 to 1 million & Mix - support for contrib > 100 billion 1
3 person mix profile - support for contrib > 100 billion 1
3 person mix profile - support for contrib > 100 billion 1
3 person mix rem - support for contribution > 100 billion & 3 person mix - support for contrib 1 million - 1 billion 1
2 person mix profile - support for contrib > 100 billion 1
3 person mix profile - support for contrib > 100 billion 1

Swab - Blood 2 person mix profile - support for contrib > 100 billion 1
2 person mix profile - support for contrib > 100 billion 1
3 person mix profile - support for contrib > 100 billion 1
SS DNA profile 9 loci and above LR > 100 billion 1
Three person mixed DNA profile 1

Tape Lift 3 person mixed profile - conditioned on 1
Two person mixed DNA profile 1

Trace DNA Kit Single Source DNA profile - assumed known contributor 1
Three person mixed DNA profile, No statistical interpretation performed 1
Mix - Support for contribution 2 to 1 million & Mix - support for contrib > 100 billion 1

Y Total 51
Grand Total 159
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Stoneman.AmyE[CTDFVCOI]

From: Neville.DavidH[OSC]
Sent: Friday, 17 December 2021 17:23
To: Cathie Allen
Cc: Frieberg.DaleJ[OSC]; '
Subject: Re:  

Hi Cathie 
Thanks for the clarification. That was my understanding too. I was of the belief that QHFSS stopped doing this as a 
matter of routine for low quant samples because there was a lower than 2 percent chance of success.  However, 
QPS has found the success rate to be 30 percent when we requested this to be done. It is the difference between 
these success rates that I am interested in. 
 
Have a good weekend 
 
David Neville 
Inspector, FSG 

 
 
 

From: Cathie Allen <  
Sent: Friday, December 17, 2021 5:06 pm 
To: Neville.DavidH[OSC] 
Cc: Lara Keller; Frieberg.DaleJ[OSC] 
Subject: RE:   
  
CAUTION: This email originated from outside of Queensland Police Service. Do not click links or open attachments unless you 
recognise the sender and know the content is safe. 

 
Hi David 
  
Thank you for the follow-up email regarding samples within this case.   
  
To ensure that we’re all on the same page, I’d like to clarify the process.  If samples that have been deemed 
‘insufficient DNA for further processing’ are processed further, they all first undergo a concentration step, followed 
by amplification.  This is in contrast with samples that are not deemed in this range, as these samples amplification, 
without a concentration step.  Just wanted to draw to your attention that there is additional work undertaken on 
the DNA extract to attempt to achieve a DNA result for the samples deemed ‘insufficient DNA for further 
processing’.  
  
Cheers 
Cathie 

Cathie Allen BSc, MSc (Forensic Science) (She/Her*) 
Managing Scientist  
Social Chair, Organising Committee for 25th International Symposium of the 
Australian and New Zealand Forensic Science Society (ANZFSS), Brisbane, 11 – 15 Sept 2022 
Police Services Stream, Forensic & Scientific Services  
Prevention Division, Queensland Health  

EXHIBIT 67
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p m    
a 39 Kessels Road, Coopers Plains, QLD 4108  
e w  www.health.qld.gov.au/fss 
Queensland Health acknowledges the Traditional Owners of the land, and pays respect to Elders past, present and future. 
*If you’re wondering about the use of pronouns She/Her on this signature block, I encourage you to read some resources available here 

 
                              
  

From: Neville.DavidH[OSC] <   
Sent: Friday, 17 December 2021 12:04 PM 
To: Cathie Allen <  
Cc: Lara Keller < Frieberg.DaleJ[OSC] <  
Subject:   
  

This email originated from outside Queensland Health. DO NOT click on any links or open attachments 
unless you recognise the sender and know the content is safe. 

Hi Cathie 
In addition to the items on the list provided previously, last week we requested a blood swab  to be 
retested which was originally reported as “insufficient DNA for further testing”.   This sample was taken from blood 
on a broken shard of glass as depicted in the photo below.  
  
Given the nature of the stain and inert substrate, we were surprised with the original result which is what prompted 
the request to further test.  Today we were advised that subsequent testing yielded a single source 20 loci 
profile.  This was an excellent result solving the crime which would have been otherwise missed.  
  
The image below is attached to the exhibit screen which was visible to the laboratory staff.  The results of 
presumptive testing are also included on that screen.  I wondered if lab staff use this information when making a 
decision on stopping testing? 
  
Forwarded for you information and consideration along with the other material provided.  
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David Neville 
Inspector 
Biometrics 
Forensic Services Group 
Operations Support Command 
Ph:  
Mob:  

 
  

  
  

From: Neville.DavidH[OSC] <   
Sent: Thursday, 16 December 2021 12:56 
To: Cathie Allen <  
Cc: Frieberg.DaleJ[OSC] < Lara Keller <  
Subject: Re:   
  
Hi Cathie 
Thanks, this is a high priority for us, we would appreciate advice as soon as possible please. 
  
  
David Neville 
Inspector, FSG 

 
  
  

From: Cathie Allen <  
Sent: Thursday, December 16, 2021 12:42 pm 
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To: Neville.DavidH[OSC] 
Cc: Frieberg.DaleJ[OSC]; Lara Keller 
Subject: RE:   
  
CAUTION: This email originated from outside of Queensland Police Service. Do not click links or open attachments unless you 
recognise the sender and know the content is safe. 
  
Hi David 
  
Thank you for your email and feedback regarding this.  We will review scientific data available to us and will provide 
further advice to the QPS in due course. 
  
Cheers 
Cathie 

Cathie Allen BSc, MSc (Forensic Science) (She/Her*) 
Managing Scientist  
Social Chair, Organising Committee for 25th International Symposium of the 
Australian and New Zealand Forensic Science Society (ANZFSS), Brisbane, 11 – 15 Sept 2022 
Police Services Stream, Forensic & Scientific Services  
Prevention Division, Queensland Health  
p m    
a 39 Kessels Road, Coopers Plains, QLD 4108  
e w  www.health.qld.gov.au/fss 
Queensland Health acknowledges the Traditional Owners of the land, and pays respect to Elders past, present and future. 
*If you’re wondering about the use of pronouns She/Her on this signature block, I encourage you to read some resources available here 

 
                              
  

From: Neville.DavidH[OSC] <   
Sent: Monday, 13 December 2021 2:06 PM 
To: Cathie Allen <  
Cc: Harris.LibbyA[OSC] <  
Subject: RE:   
  

This email originated from outside Queensland Health. DO NOT click on any links or open attachments 
unless you recognise the sender and know the content is safe. 

Hi Cathie 
Since sending you my last message I found some correspondence from February 2018 where QHFSS made a 
recommendation to QPS that testing of samples that contained less than 0.008ng/uL of DNA should discontinue 
because the chance of obtaining a profile was less than 2%.   Samples below this threshold were previously micro 
concentrated in an effort to attain a profile.  Based on the advice from QHFSS, the QPS agreed to discontinue testing 
including micro concentration under such circumstances and the result would be reported as “DNA Insufficient for 
further testing” (DIFFT).  I am assuming this is the information I was seeking in the below request.  
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Based on the results obtained for , I asked my staff to undertake a wider review of the 
success rate of further testing of items that were originally reported as DIFFT during 2021.  This revealed 51 out of 
160 samples provided a profile when the QPS requested testing to continue.   These items are listed in the attached.  
  
On 14 November 2018 I raised similar concern in relation to  after 3 out of 4 samples 
yielded a result when QPS requested testing to continue.  At that time QHFSS provided reassurance that the success 
rate would be lower than 2% and that the matter should be treated as an aberration.  As a result the QPS agreed to 
continue the truncation of testing for items below the threshold quantity of DNA and limit automated micro 
concentration to P1 samples only. 
  
Given the result of the recent cases where continued testing was successful, might it be timely to review the 
practice of truncating testing of lower quant items?  For instance, is the threshold value still valid?  Also, with the 
implementation of the latest version of STRMix that can deconvolute more complex mixtures, is it more likely to get 
a result now? 
  
I think the 30% success rate of retesting warrants a little further examination to make sure we are maximising our 
chances of solving crime, particularly for major crime matters. 
  
I look forward to discussing this further with you. 
  
  
  
  
  

 
  

David Neville 
Inspector 
Biometrics 
Forensic Services Group 
Operations Support Command 
Ph:  
Mob:  

 
  

  
  

From: Neville.DavidH[OSC]  
Sent: Friday, 3 December 2021 10:07 
To: Cathie Allen <  
Subject: RE:   
  
Thanks Cathie 
I appreciate the timely feedback.  Based on our conversation the other day, I am assuming these discussions 
occurred in 2008.  Is there any correspondence that was provided to base this decision on that you can provide, 
please? For our refence and moving into the future, what is the actual percentage that your dataset has indicated? 
Obviously this information will be helpful in guiding future requests for retesting.   
  

 
  

David Neville 
Inspector 
Biometrics 
Forensic Services Group 
Operations Support Command 
Ph:  
Mob:  
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From: Cathie Allen <   
Sent: Friday, 3 December 2021 09:55 
To: Neville.DavidH[OSC] <  
Cc: Justin Howes <  
Subject: RE:   
  
CAUTION: This email originated from outside of Queensland Police Service. Do not click links or open attachments unless you 
recognise the sender and know the content is safe. 
  
Hi David 
  
Thanks for the additional information on those samples from that particular case.  We’ll have a look into them and 
get back to you when we can. 
  
After we had conducted a review of a large dataset, it was found that below a particular quantitation threshold and 
in line with manufacturer’s specifications, a very small percentage of samples may provide some type of DNA 
profile, if they proceeded through DNA processing.  This information was provided to the QPS, and the QPS advised 
that it would prefer that those samples that didn’t exceed the quant threshold were not processed through to a 
DNA profile.  We’ve monitored this and have found that with a larger dataset, the small percentage didn’t vary. 
  
We’ll provide advice for this particular case when we’re able to. 
  
Cheers 
Cathie 

Cathie Allen BSc, MSc (Forensic Science) (She/Her*) 
Managing Scientist  
Social Chair, Organising Committee for 25th International Symposium of the 
Australian and New Zealand Forensic Science Society (ANZFSS), Brisbane, 11 – 15 Sept 2022 
Police Services Stream, Forensic & Scientific Services  
Prevention Division, Queensland Health  
p m    
a 39 Kessels Road, Coopers Plains, QLD 4108  
e w  www.health.qld.gov.au/fss 
Queensland Health acknowledges the Traditional Owners of the land, and pays respect to Elders past, present and future. 
*If you’re wondering about the use of pronouns She/Her on this signature block, I encourage you to read some resources available here 

 
                              
  

From: Neville.DavidH[OSC] <   
Sent: Wednesday, 1 December 2021 1:48 PM 
To: Cathie Allen <  
Cc: Justin Howes <  
Subject: RE:   
  

This email originated from outside Queensland Health. DO NOT click on any links or open attachments 
unless you recognise the sender and know the content is safe. 
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Hi Cathie 
To provide further context, it has been raised with me that 33 items were examined with advice being received, 
“DNA Insufficient for further testing”.  A request was made for these items to be further worked. Ten of these then 
returned a result with persons being identified with LRs of >100 billion.  I have attached a spreadsheet that includes 
the results.  II wondered if there was a particular reason for this case as to why approx. 30% of the samples yielded a 
result after the work was requested.   Can you please advise what the actual threshold is and advice as to whether 
this needs to be reviewed.  
Finally, sorry to sound demanding,  can you also provide information on your expected likelihood of success in 
normal casework (i.e the likelihood of DNA insufficient samples yielding a result if testing is continued).   
  
Cheers 
  
  

 
  

David Neville 
Inspector 
Biometrics 
Forensic Services Group 
Operations Support Command 
Ph:  
Mob:  

 
  

  
  

From: Neville.DavidH[OSC]  
Sent: Wednesday, 1 December 2021 10:24 
To: Cathie Allen <  
Subject:   
  
Hi Cathie 
I wondered if you might be available at some time today to have a brief chat about some results from  

.  If Justin was available too, that might be helpful.  Can we teams please? 
  

 
  

David Neville 
Inspector 
Biometrics 
Forensic Services Group 
Operations Support Command 
Ph:  
Mob:  

 
  

  
  

  

  

********************************************************************************** 

Disclaimer: This email and any attachments may contain legally privileged or confidential information and may be 
protected by copyright. You must not use or disclose them other than for the purposes for which they were 
supplied. The privilege or confidentiality attached to this message and attachments is not waived by reason of 
mistaken delivery to you. If you are not the intended recipient, you must not use, disclose, retain, forward or 
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reproduce this message or any attachments. If you receive this message in error, please notify the sender by return 
email or telephone and destroy and delete all copies. Unless stated otherwise, this email represents only the views 
of the sender and not the views of the Queensland Government.  

Queensland Health carries out monitoring, scanning and blocking of emails and attachments sent from or to 
addresses within Queensland Health for the purposes of operating, protecting, maintaining and ensuring 
appropriate use of its computer network.  

********************************************************************************** 
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Count of Useable result obtained Y/N
Useable result obtained Y/N Sample Category Result returned Total

N Cigarette Butt Complex mixed profile unsuitable for interp or comparison 1
Complex mixed profile unsuitable for interp or comparison 1
Complex mixed profile unsuitable for interp or comparison 1

Epithelial Fraction Complex mixed profile unsuitable for interp or comparison 1
Complex mixed profile unsuitable for interp or comparison 1
Complex mixed profile unsuitable for interp or comparison 1
Complex mixed profile unsuitable for interp or comparison 1
Complex mixed profile unsuitable for interp or comparison 1
Complex mixed profile unsuitable for interp or comparison 1
Complex mixed profile unsuitable for interp or comparison 1

Fabric Complex mixed profile unsuitable for interp or comparison 1
Complex mixed profile unsuitable for interp or comparison 1
Complex mixed profile unsuitable for interp or comparison 1
Complex mixed profile unsuitable for interp or comparison 1
Complex mixed profile unsuitable for interp or comparison 1
Complex mixed profile unsuitable for interp or comparison 1
Complex mixed profile unsuitable for interp or comparison 1
Complex mixed profile unsuitable for interp or comparison 1

Hair Complex mixed profile unsuitable for interp or comparison 1
Swab Complex mixed profile unsuitable for interp or comparison 1

Complex mixed profile unsuitable for interp or comparison 1
Complex mixed profile unsuitable for interp or comparison 1
Complex mixed profile unsuitable for interp or comparison 1
Complex mixed profile unsuitable for interp or comparison 1
Complex mixed profile unsuitable for interp or comparison 1
Complex mixed profile unsuitable for interp or comparison 1
Complex mixed profile unsuitable for interp or comparison 1
Complex mixed profile unsuitable for interp or comparison 1
Complex mixed profile unsuitable for interp or comparison 1
Complex mixed profile unsuitable for interp or comparison 1
Complex mixed profile unsuitable for interp or comparison 1
Partial DNA profile unsuitable for comparison purposes 1
Complex mixed profile unsuitable for interp or comparison 1
Complex mixed profile unsuitable for interp or comparison 1
Complex mixed profile unsuitable for interp or comparison 1
Complex mixed profile unsuitable for interp or comparison 1
Complex mixed profile unsuitable for interp or comparison 1
Complex mixed profile unsuitable for interp or comparison 1
Complex mixed profile unsuitable for interp or comparison 1
Complex mixed profile unsuitable for interp or comparison 1
Complex mixed profile unsuitable for interp or comparison 1
Complex mixed profile unsuitable for interp or comparison 1
Complex mixed profile unsuitable for interp or comparison 1
Complex mixed profile unsuitable for interp or comparison 1
Complex mixed profile unsuitable for interp or comparison 1
Complex mixed profile unsuitable for interp or comparison 1
Complex mixed profile unsuitable for interp or comparison 1
Complex mixed profile unsuitable for interp or comparison 1
Complex mixed profile unsuitable for interp or comparison 1
Complex mixed profile unsuitable for interp or comparison 1
Complex mixed profile unsuitable for interp or comparison 1
Complex mixed profile unsuitable for interp or comparison 1
Complex mixed profile unsuitable for interp or comparison 1
Complex mixed profile unsuitable for interp or comparison 1
Complex mixed profile unsuitable for interp or comparison 1
Complex mixed profile unsuitable for interp or comparison 1
Complex mixed profile unsuitable for interp or comparison 1

Swab - Blood Complex mixed profile unsuitable for interp or comparison 1
Complex mixed profile unsuitable for interp or comparison 1

Swab - Saliva Complex mixed profile unsuitable for interp or comparison 1

EXHIBIT 68
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N Tape Lift No DNA profile 1
Trace DNA Kit Complex mixed profile unsuitable for interp or comparison 1

Complex mixed profile unsuitable for interp or comparison 1
Complex mixed profile unsuitable for interp or comparison 1
Complex mixed profile unsuitable for interp or comparison 1
Complex mixed profile unsuitable for interp or comparison 1
Complex mixed profile unsuitable for interp or comparison 1
Complex mixed profile unsuitable for interp or comparison 1
Complex mixed profile unsuitable for interp or comparison 1
Complex mixed profile unsuitable for interp or comparison 1
Complex mixed profile unsuitable for interp or comparison 1
Complex mixed profile unsuitable for interp or comparison 1
Complex mixed profile unsuitable for interp or comparison 1
Complex mixed profile unsuitable for interp or comparison 1
Complex mixed profile unsuitable for interp or comparison 1
Complex mixed profile unsuitable for interp or comparison 1
Complex mixed profile unsuitable for interp or comparison 1
Complex mixed profile unsuitable for interp or comparison 1
Complex mixed profile unsuitable for interp or comparison 1
Complex mixed profile unsuitable for interp or comparison 1
Complex mixed profile unsuitable for interp or comparison 1
Complex mixed profile unsuitable for interp or comparison 1
Complex mixed profile unsuitable for interp or comparison 1
Complex mixed profile unsuitable for interp or comparison 1
Complex mixed profile unsuitable for interp or comparison 1
Complex mixed profile unsuitable for interp or comparison 1
Complex mixed profile unsuitable for interp or comparison 1
Complex mixed profile unsuitable for interp or comparison 1
Complex mixed profile unsuitable for interp or comparison 1
Complex mixed profile unsuitable for interp or comparison 1
Complex mixed profile unsuitable for interp or comparison 1
Complex mixed profile unsuitable for interp or comparison 1
Complex mixed profile unsuitable for interp or comparison 1
Complex mixed profile unsuitable for interp or comparison 1
Complex mixed profile unsuitable for interp or comparison 1
Complex mixed profile unsuitable for interp or comparison 1
Complex mixed profile unsuitable for interp or comparison 1
Complex mixed profile unsuitable for interp or comparison 1
Complex mixed profile unsuitable for interp or comparison 1
Complex mixed profile unsuitable for interp or comparison 1

N Total 100
Testing ongoing Fabric Testing ongoing 1

Trace DNA Kit Testing ongoing 1
Testing ongoing 1
Testing ongoing 1
Testing ongoing 1
Testing ongoing 1
Testing ongoing 1
Testing ongoing 1

Testing ongoing Total 8
Y Cigarette Butt Single source DNA profile NCIDD Upload UKM 1

Two person mixed DNA profile 1
Single source DNA profile NCIDD Upload UKM 1
Single source DNA profile NCIDD Upload UKM 1

Epithelial Fraction Single Source DNA profile - assumed known contributor 1
3 person mix - support for contribution 1000 to 10 000 & 3 person mix profile - support for contrib > 100 billion 1
Single Source DNA profile - assumed known contributor 1
2 person mix profile - support for contrib > 100 billion 1
2 person mix profile - support for contrib > 100 billion 1
Single Source DNA profile - assumed known contributor 1

Fabric Two person mixed DNA profile NCIDD upload - Intel mixed DNA profile UKF 1
Mix - Support for contribution 2 to 1 million & Mix - Support for contribution 1 million to 100 billion & Mix - Support for contribution 2 to 1 million & Mix - support for contrib > 100 billion 1

Scraping 3 person mixed profile - conditioned on 1
3 person mixed profile - conditioned on 1
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Y Scraping Single source 20 loci DNA profile LR > 100 billion 1
2 person mixed profile - conditioned on 1

Swab  3 person mix profile - support for contrib > 100 billion 1
3 person mix profile - support for contrib > 100 billion 1
2 person mixed profile - conditioned on & 2 person mix rem - support for contribution > 100 billion 1
2 person mixed profile - conditioned on 1
3 person mixed profile - conditioned on & 3 person mix rem - support for contribution > 100 billion 1
3 person mixed profile - conditioned on & 3 person mix rem - support for contribution > 100 billion 1
2 person mixed profile - conditioned on & 2 person mix remaining - support for contrib 100 to 1000 1
3 person mixed profile - conditioned on & 3 person mix rem - support for contribution > 100 billion 1
3 person mixed profile - conditioned on & 3 person mix rem - support for contribution > 100 billion 1
3 person mixed profile - conditioned on & 3 person rem - support for contrib 1 billion-100 billion 1
3 person mixed profile - conditioned on & 3 person mix rem - support for contribution > 100 billion 1
3 person mixed profile - conditioned on & 3 person mix rem - support for contribution > 100 billion 1
2 person mix profile - support for contrib > 100 billion 1
2 person mix, support for contrib 10 000 - 100 000 & 2 person mix profile - support for contrib > 100 billion 1
2 person mixed profile - conditioned on 1
Single source DNA profile UKF 1
2 person mixed profile - conditioned on & NCIDD upload remaining contribution UKM 1
Three person mixed DNA profile  NCIDD upload UKM 1
3 person mix profile - support for contrib > 100 billion 1
Mix - Support for contribution 2 to 1 million & Mix - support for contrib > 100 billion 1
3 person mix profile - support for contrib > 100 billion 1
3 person mix profile - support for contrib > 100 billion 1
3 person mix rem - support for contribution > 100 billion & 3 person mix - support for contrib 1 million - 1 billion 1
2 person mix profile - support for contrib > 100 billion 1
3 person mix profile - support for contrib > 100 billion 1

Swab - Blood 2 person mix profile - support for contrib > 100 billion 1
2 person mix profile - support for contrib > 100 billion 1
3 person mix profile - support for contrib > 100 billion 1
SS DNA profile 9 loci and above LR > 100 billion 1
Three person mixed DNA profile 1

Tape Lift 3 person mixed profile - conditioned on 1
Two person mixed DNA profile 1

Trace DNA Kit Single Source DNA profile - assumed known contributor 1
Three person mixed DNA profile, No statistical interpretation performed 1
Mix - Support for contribution 2 to 1 million & Mix - support for contrib > 100 billion 1

Y Total 51
Grand Total 159
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Exhibit # Exh Desc Sample Category Date request sent Result returned Useable result obtained Y/N
Scraping marked area Scraping 04/01/2021 Single source 20 loci DNA profile LR > 100 billion Y
B1 - Blood swab Swab - Blood 07/01/2021 2 person mix profile - support for contrib > 100 billion Y
Trace DNA tapelift Trace DNA Kit 18/01/2021 Complex mixed profile unsuitable for interp or comparison N
- trace DNA tape lift, dry plastic Trace DNA Kit 18/01/2021 Complex mixed profile unsuitable for interp or comparison N
Wet right cheek Swab 20/01/2021 Complex mixed profile unsuitable for interp or comparison N
Dry right cheek Swab 20/01/2021 Complex mixed profile unsuitable for interp or comparison N
Vulval dry #1 Swab 22/01/2021 Complex mixed profile unsuitable for interp or comparison N
Swab - Saliva  No stain, plastic surfaces, Swab - Saliva 27/01/2021 Complex mixed profile unsuitable for interp or comparison N
Swab - Blood A1. (Light stain) Swab - Blood 03/02/2021 SS DNA profile 9 loci and above LR > 100 billion Y
Graph B - Trace DNA lift of fly screen Trace DNA Kit 08/02/2021 Complex mixed profile unsuitable for interp or comparison N
Trace Item B8: DNA tapelift Trace DNA Kit 12/02/2021 Complex mixed profile unsuitable for interp or comparison N
Trace Item B11: DNA tapelift Trace DNA Kit 12/02/2021 Complex mixed profile unsuitable for interp or comparison N
Trace Item B15: DNA tapelift Trace DNA Kit 12/02/2021 Complex mixed profile unsuitable for interp or comparison N
Trace Item B25: DNA tapelift Trace DNA Kit 12/02/2021 Complex mixed profile unsuitable for interp or comparison N
Trace Item B27: DNA tapelift Trace DNA Kit 12/02/2021 Complex mixed profile unsuitable for interp or comparison N
A1 Trace DNA - metal and plastic Swab 16/02/2021 Complex mixed profile unsuitable for interp or comparison N
EXHIBIT G - trace - plastic Swab 17/02/2021 Complex mixed profile unsuitable for interp or comparison N
EXHIBIT H - trace - plastic Swab 17/02/2021 Complex mixed profile unsuitable for interp or comparison N
EXHIBIT K - trace - plastic Swab 17/02/2021 Complex mixed profile unsuitable for interp or comparison N
EXHIBIT L - trace - metal Swab 17/02/2021 Complex mixed profile unsuitable for interp or comparison N
Exhibit B - plastic/vinyl Trace DNA Kit 17/02/2021 Complex mixed profile unsuitable for interp or comparison N
Swab inside wet and dry Swab 19/02/2021  3 person mix profile - support for contrib > 100 billion Y
Swab outside wet & dry Swab 19/02/2021 3 person mix profile - support for contrib > 100 billion Y
Item 2: Trace tapelift Trace DNA Kit 19/02/2021 Complex mixed profile unsuitable for interp or comparison N
Item 3: Trace DNA swab Swab 19/02/2021 Complex mixed profile unsuitable for interp or comparison N
NN1 nil visible plastic Trace DNA Kit 23/02/2021 Complex mixed profile unsuitable for interp or comparison N
dry perianal Epithelial Fraction 24/02/2021 Single Source DNA profile - assumed known contributor Y
Trace A1 - nil visible material. Timber Trace DNA Kit 24/02/2021 Complex mixed profile unsuitable for interp or comparison N
Trace B.On  synthetic material. No stain. Trace DNA Kit 25/02/2021 Complex mixed profile unsuitable for interp or comparison N
Trace D.On synthetic material. No stain. Trace DNA Kit 25/02/2021 Complex mixed profile unsuitable for interp or comparison N
- Trace DNA - plastic Swab 02/03/2021 3 person mix profile - support for contrib > 100 billion Y
Epithelial FractionAP positive area Epithelial Fraction 02/03/2021 Complex mixed profile unsuitable for interp or comparison N
C trace DNA tape lift, metal Trace DNA Kit 04/03/2021 Complex mixed profile unsuitable for interp or comparison N
blood swab red dry drip Swab - Blood 04/03/2021 Complex mixed profile unsuitable for interp or comparison N
blood stain brown dry smear Fabric 04/03/2021 Complex mixed profile unsuitable for interp or comparison N
Graph A Trace DNA rubber of roller door Swab 10/03/2021 Complex mixed profile unsuitable for interp or comparison N
A Trace DNA plastic Swab 16/03/2021 Complex mixed profile unsuitable for interp or comparison N
B Trace DNA plastic Swab 16/03/2021 3 person mix profile - support for contrib > 100 billion Y
penis dorsum Swab 18/03/2021 Complex mixed profile unsuitable for interp or comparison N
Red Stain on Tawny Port box Swab - Blood 22/03/2021 2 person mix profile - support for contrib > 100 billion Y
Swab - Blood E - Nil stains Swab - Blood 22/03/2021 Three person mixed DNA profile Y
GR6- Swab Swab 22/03/2021 Single source DNA profile UKF Y
GR7- Swab Swab 22/03/2021 Partial DNA profile unsuitable for comparison purposes N
POSTERIOR INTROITUS Swab 25/03/2021 Complex mixed profile unsuitable for interp or comparison N
C - Trace DNA dry rubber Swab 25/03/2021 Complex mixed profile unsuitable for interp or comparison N
A. ON FABRIC, NO STAIN Trace DNA Kit 01/04/2021 Complex mixed profile unsuitable for interp or comparison N
B - trace DNA swab metal Swab 20/04/2021 Complex mixed profile unsuitable for interp or comparison N
Graph A1 Trace DNA metal Swab 27/04/2021 Three person mixed DNA profile  NCIDD upload UKM Y
Graph A5 Trace DNA Metal Trace DNA Kit 27/04/2021 Complex mixed profile unsuitable for interp or comparison N
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RP2: TRACE DNA SWAB Swab 28/04/2021 3 person mix profile - support for contrib > 100 billion Y
Swab - Blood DRIED RED STAIN Swab - Blood 05/05/2021 3 person mix profile - support for contrib > 100 billion Y
Exhibit B - Timber Trace DNA Kit 06/05/2021 Complex mixed profile unsuitable for interp or comparison N
C3A: Combur positive yellow/orange stained area Fabric 17/05/2021 Complex mixed profile unsuitable for interp or comparison N
Epithelial Fraction Area 2 Section 1 Epithelial Fraction 17/05/2021 Complex mixed profile unsuitable for interp or comparison N
Epithelial Fraction Area 2 Section 2 Epithelial Fraction 17/05/2021 Complex mixed profile unsuitable for interp or comparison N
Trace DNA tape lift, dry plastic Trace DNA Kit 25/05/2021 Complex mixed profile unsuitable for interp or comparison N
Trace DNA swab - dry plastic Swab 25/05/2021 Complex mixed profile unsuitable for interp or comparison N
'AA' - trace DNA lift - polyester Trace DNA Kit 26/05/2021 Complex mixed profile unsuitable for interp or comparison N
'AB' - trace DNA lift - polyester Trace DNA Kit 26/05/2021 Complex mixed profile unsuitable for interp or comparison N
Swab - Blood Combur positive black stain on RHS of stock. Swab - Blood 28/05/2021 Complex mixed profile unsuitable for interp or comparison N
A) NIL VISIBLE MATERIAL, METAL (Trace DNA Kit) Trace DNA Kit 08/06/2021 Complex mixed profile unsuitable for interp or comparison N
B) NIL VISIBLE MATERIAL, PLASTIC (Trace DNA Kit) Trace DNA Kit 08/06/2021 Complex mixed profile unsuitable for interp or comparison N
PERIANAL WET (Swab) Swab 21/06/2021 2 person mixed profile - conditioned on & 2 person mix rem - 

support for contribution > 100 billion
Y

BUTTOCKS GLUTEAL FOLD WET (Swab) Swab 21/06/2021 Complex mixed profile unsuitable for interp or comparison N
A-TRACE DNA- NIL VISIBLE STAIN-LATEX SURFACE (Swab) Swab 23/06/2021 Mix - Support for contribution 2 to 1 million & Mix - support for 

contrib > 100 billion 
Y

LOW VAGINAL (Swab) Swab 25/06/2021 Complex mixed profile unsuitable for interp or comparison N
ITEM 31A - SWAB OF RED COLOURED STAIN (Swab) Swab 02/07/2021 Complex mixed profile unsuitable for interp or comparison N
ITEM LG1C - TRACE DNA SWAB DRY METAL (Swab) Swab 02/07/2021 Complex mixed profile unsuitable for interp or comparison N
LOW VAGINAL (Swab) Swab 02/07/2021 Complex mixed profile unsuitable for interp or comparison N
TRACE DNA. PLASTIC GLOVE. NON VISIBLE. (Swab) Swab 05/07/2021 Complex mixed profile unsuitable for interp or comparison N
EXHIBIT A1 - TRACE DNA FROM DRY METAL (Swab) Swab 15/07/2021 Complex mixed profile unsuitable for interp or comparison N
OUTSIDE FRONT MARKED AREA (Epithelial Fraction) Epithelial Fraction 22/07/2021 Complex mixed profile unsuitable for interp or comparison N
INSIDE FRONT MARKED AREA (Epithelial Fraction) Epithelial Fraction 22/07/2021 Complex mixed profile unsuitable for interp or comparison N
INSIDE BACK MARKED AREA 1 (Epithelial Fraction) Epithelial Fraction 22/07/2021 Complex mixed profile unsuitable for interp or comparison N
ITEM C3(I). TDNA TAPE LIFT INTERIOR SURFACE OF (Trace DNA Kit) Trace DNA Kit 22/07/2021 Complex mixed profile unsuitable for interp or comparison N
SECTION 1 (Tape Lift) Tape Lift 26/07/2021 3 person mixed profile - conditioned on Y
SECTION 2 (Tape Lift) Tape Lift 26/07/2021 Two person mixed DNA profile Y
SECTION 1 (Scraping) Scraping 26/07/2021 3 person mixed profile - conditioned on Y
SECTION 2 (Scraping) Scraping 26/07/2021 3 person mixed profile - conditioned on Y
LOW VAGINAL (Swab) Swab 27/07/2021 3 person mixed profile - conditioned on & 3 person mix rem - 

support for contribution > 100 billion
Y

VAGINAL (Swab) Swab 29/07/2021 2 person mixed profile - conditioned on Y
EXCISED AREA SIDE A (Fabric) Fabric 29/07/2021 Two person mixed DNA profile NCIDD upload - Intel mixed DNA 

profile UKF
Y

CERVICAL (Swab) Swab 03/08/2021 2 person mixed profile - conditioned on & NCIDD upload 
remaining contribution UKM

Y

HIGH VAGINAL 1 (Swab) Swab 06/08/2021 2 person mixed profile - conditioned on Y
GROIN DRY (Swab) Swab 09/08/2021 3 person mixed profile - conditioned on & 3 person mix rem - 

support for contribution > 100 billion 
Y

PERINEUM (Epithelial Fraction) Epithelial Fraction 09/08/2021 Single Source DNA profile - assumed known contributor Y
ABDOMEN WET (Epithelial Fraction) Epithelial Fraction 09/08/2021 Complex mixed profile unsuitable for interp or comparison N
E2 - TRACE DNA - PLASTIC (Swab) Swab 10/08/2021 Complex mixed profile unsuitable for interp or comparison N
E3 - TWINE (Trace DNA Kit) Trace DNA Kit 10/08/2021 Complex mixed profile unsuitable for interp or comparison N
A - TRACE DNA SWAB (METAL) (Swab) Swab 10/08/2021 Complex mixed profile unsuitable for interp or comparison N
INSIDE BACK MARKED AREA 2 (Tape Lift) Tape Lift 11/08/2021 No DNA profile N
EXHIBIT A - TRACE DNA TAPE LIFT NO STAIN SANDPAPER (Trace DNA Kit) Trace DNA Kit 25/08/2021 Three person mixed DNA profile, No statistical interpretation 

performed
Y
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E1 - TRACE DNA - PLASTIC (Swab) Swab 25/08/2021 Complex mixed profile unsuitable for interp or comparison N
E2- TRACE DNA - WOOD (Swab) Swab 25/08/2021 Complex mixed profile unsuitable for interp or comparison N
Pooled exhibit (FEN 1094263141,1094263162,1094263188,1094263193) Trace DNA from green strapTrace DNA Kit 06/09/2021 Complex mixed profile unsuitable for interp or comparison N
RB60 - TOP OF BACKREST OF CHAIR (Swab) Swab 06/09/2021 3 person mix rem - support for contribution > 100 billion & 3 

person mix - support for contrib 1 million - 1 billion
Y

B6 - EXCISED PIECE LUMINOL&TMB POSITIVE FABRIC (Fabric) Fabric 06/09/2021 Complex mixed profile unsuitable for interp or comparison N
P6 - EXCISED PIECE OF FABRIC FROM LUMINOL TMB + (Fabric) Fabric 06/09/2021 Complex mixed profile unsuitable for interp or comparison N
P7 - EXCISED PIECE OF FABRIC FROM LUMINOL TMB + (Fabric) Fabric 06/09/2021 Complex mixed profile unsuitable for interp or comparison N
P10 - EXCISED PIECE OF FABRIC FROM LUMINOL TMB + (Fabric) Fabric 06/09/2021 Testing ongoing Testing ongoing
S7 - EXCISED PIECE OF FABRIC FROM BLOODSTAIN (Fabric) Fabric 06/09/2021 Complex mixed profile unsuitable for interp or comparison N
ITEM SB1A- TRACE DNA SWAB (Swab) Swab 13/09/2021 2 person mix profile - support for contrib > 100 billion Y
ITEM SB7 - TRACE DNA SWAB (Swab) Swab 13/09/2021 2 person mix, support for contrib 10 000 - 100 000 & 2 person mix 

profile - support for contrib > 100 billion
Y

RB100A - EXCISE OF BLOODSTAIN (Fabric) Fabric 13/09/2021 Complex mixed profile unsuitable for interp or comparison N
LEFT NAILS (Fingernail Scraping) Scraping 13/09/2021 2 person mixed profile - conditioned on Y
RB109A - TAPELIFT OF EXTERIOR (Trace DNA Kit) Trace DNA Kit 13/09/2021 Mix - Support for contribution 2 to 1 million & Mix - support for 

contrib > 100 billion
Y

ITEM V9 (Swab) Swab 13/09/2021 2 person mix profile - support for contrib > 100 billion Y
ITEM V28 (Swab) Swab 13/09/2021 3 person mix profile - support for contrib > 100 billion Y
B. NO STAIN ON PLASTIC COVER (Trace DNA Kit) Trace DNA Kit 14/09/2021 Complex mixed profile unsuitable for interp or comparison N
WET GLANS PENIS (Swab) Swab 14/09/2021 3 person mixed profile - conditioned on & 3 person mix rem - 

support for contribution > 100 billion
Y

DRY GLANS PENIS (Swab) Swab 14/09/2021 2 person mixed profile - conditioned on & 2 person mix remaining - 
support for contrib 100 to 1000 

Y

WET SHAFT PENIS (Swab) Swab 14/09/2021 3 person mixed profile - conditioned on & 3 person mix rem - 
support for contribution > 100 billion 

Y

DRY SHAFT PENIS (Swab) Swab 14/09/2021 3 person mixed profile - conditioned on & 3 person mix rem - 
support for contribution > 100 billion 

Y

WET BASE PENIS (Swab) Swab 14/09/2021 3 person mixed profile - conditioned on & 3 person rem - support 
for contrib 1 billion-100 billion 

Y

DRY BASE PENIS (Swab) Swab 14/09/2021 3 person mixed profile - conditioned on & 3 person mix rem - 
support for contribution > 100 billion 

Y

RIGHT THIGH WET (Epithelial Fraction) Epithelial Fraction 14/09/2021 Single Source DNA profile - assumed known contributor Y
A4) METAL SURFACE (Trace DNA Kit) Trace DNA Kit 14/09/2021 Complex mixed profile unsuitable for interp or comparison N
A3) METAL SURFACE (Trace DNA Kit) Trace DNA Kit 14/09/2021 Complex mixed profile unsuitable for interp or comparison N
KG3 - TRACE DNA OF PLASTIC (Trace DNA Kit) Trace DNA Kit 14/09/2021 Testing ongoing Testing ongoing
T2 - TRACE DNA TAPELIFT (Trace DNA Kit) Trace DNA Kit 14/09/2021 Complex mixed profile unsuitable for interp or comparison N
LB1. CIGARETTE BUTT - BE103 (Cigarette Butt) Cigarette Butt 14/09/2021 Single source DNA profile NCIDD Upload UKM Y
LB2A. CIGARETTE BUTT - A148 (Cigarette Butt) Cigarette Butt 14/09/2021 Complex mixed profile unsuitable for interp or comparison N
LB7. CIGARETTE BUTT. NO MARKING - (Cigarette Butt) Cigarette Butt 14/09/2021 Complex mixed profile unsuitable for interp or comparison N
LB15. CIGARETTE BUTT. MARKING A223 (Cigarette Butt) Cigarette Butt 14/09/2021 Complex mixed profile unsuitable for interp or comparison N
LB20. CIGARETTE BUTT. NO MARKING - WEATHERED (Cigarette Butt) Cigarette Butt 14/09/2021 Two person mixed DNA profile Y
KG22 - TRACE DNA TAPE LIFT (Trace DNA Kit) Trace DNA Kit 14/09/2021 Complex mixed profile unsuitable for interp or comparison N
KG26 - TRACE DNA TAPE LIFT (Trace DNA Kit) Trace DNA Kit 14/09/2021 Testing ongoing Testing ongoing
EX (TT11): MARKED A126 (Cigarette Butt) Cigarette Butt 14/09/2021 Single source DNA profile NCIDD Upload UKM Y
EX (TT14): MARKED VP114 (Cigarette Butt) Cigarette Butt 14/09/2021 Single source DNA profile NCIDD upload UKM Y
PG1 - TRACE DNA TAPELIFT (PLASTIC AND GLASS) (Trace DNA Kit) Trace DNA Kit 14/09/2021 Complex mixed profile unsuitable for interp or comparison N
RB110B - OPENING AND BAND (Epithelial Fraction) Epithelial Fraction 20/09/2021 3 person mix - support for contribution 1000 to 10 000 & 3 person 

mix profile - support for contrib > 100 billion 
Y

RB110C - INTERIOR (Epithelial Fraction) Epithelial Fraction 20/09/2021 2 person mix profile - support for contrib > 100 billion Y
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RB110A - EXTERIOR SHAFT (Epithelial Fraction) Epithelial Fraction 20/09/2021 2 person mix profile - support for contrib > 100 billion Y
ITEM SB18A - TRACE DNA SWAB (Swab) Swab 20/09/2021 Complex mixed profile unsuitable for interp or comparison N
~10 MM FROM WATB MATTED ROOT END CLUMP (Hair) Hair 20/09/2021 Complex mixed profile unsuitable for interp or comparison N
RB17 - RIGHT CALF (Trace DNA Kit) Trace DNA Kit 20/09/2021 Testing ongoing Testing ongoing
RB21 - LEFT ANKLE (Trace DNA Kit) Trace DNA Kit 20/09/2021 Complex mixed profile unsuitable for interp or comparison N
RB22 - LEFT CALF (Trace DNA Kit) Trace DNA Kit 20/09/2021 Single Source DNA profile - assumed known contributor Y
RB78A - EXCISE OF BLOODSTAINS (Fabric) Fabric 20/09/2021 Mix - Support for contribution 2 to 1 million & Mix - Support for 

contribution 1 million to 100 billion & Mix - Support for 
contribution 2 to 1 million & Mix - support for contrib > 100 billion

Y

ITEM V5 (Swab) Swab 20/09/2021 Complex mixed profile unsuitable for interp or comparison N
ITEM V6 (Swab) Swab 20/09/2021 Complex mixed profile unsuitable for interp or comparison N
ITEM V10 (Swab Swab 20/09/2021 Complex mixed profile unsuitable for interp or comparison N
ITEM V17 - CUTTING OF FABRIC (Fabric) Fabric 20/09/2021 Complex mixed profile unsuitable for interp or comparison N
ITEM V18 (Swab) Swab 20/09/2021 Complex mixed profile unsuitable for interp or comparison N
ITEM V26 (Swab) Swab 20/09/2021 Complex mixed profile unsuitable for interp or comparison N
ITEM V27 (Swab) Swab 20/09/2021 Complex mixed profile unsuitable for interp or comparison N
ITEM V34 (Swab) Swab 20/09/2021 Complex mixed profile unsuitable for interp or comparison N
ITEM C2 (Trace DNA Kit) Trace DNA Kit 27/09/2021 Testing ongoing Testing ongoing
ITEM C4 (Trace DNA Kit) Trace DNA Kit 27/09/2021 Testing ongoing Testing ongoing
ITEM C7 (Trace DNA Kit) Trace DNA Kit 27/09/2021 Testing ongoing Testing ongoing
ITEM D1 (Trace DNA Kit) Trace DNA Kit 27/09/2021 Complex mixed profile unsuitable for interp or comparison N
ITEM D2 (Trace DNA Kit) Trace DNA Kit 27/09/2021 Complex mixed profile unsuitable for interp or comparison N
ITEM D10 (Trace DNA Kit) Trace DNA Kit 27/09/2021 Complex mixed profile unsuitable for interp or comparison N
ITEM D11 (Trace DNA Kit) Trace DNA Kit 27/09/2021 Complex mixed profile unsuitable for interp or comparison N
ITEM D12 (Trace DNA Kit) Trace DNA Kit 27/09/2021 Complex mixed profile unsuitable for interp or comparison N
ITEM D14 (Trace DNA Kit) Trace DNA Kit 27/09/2021 Complex mixed profile unsuitable for interp or comparison N
ITEM D19 (Trace DNA Kit) Trace DNA Kit 27/09/2021 Testing ongoing Testing ongoing
LR5A -TRACE DNA SWAB OF RIDGED SURFACE (Swab) Swab 27/09/2021 Complex mixed profile unsuitable for interp or comparison N
EXHIBIT A1 TRACE DNA PLASTIC (Swab - Other) Swab 28/09/2021 Complex mixed profile unsuitable for interp or comparison N
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Stoneman.AmyE[CTDFVCOI]

From: Neville.DavidH[OSC]
Sent: Monday, 7 March 2022 11:52
To: McNab.BruceJ[OSC]
Subject: FW: Testing thresholds
Attachments: #184 Review of Microcon Options paper QPS (Final report).pdf

Bruce  
I you read the highlighted passages starting at beginning of the string it should give you an understanding.  We are 
asking for a review of the threshold that they stop testing at. 
 

From: Neville.DavidH[OSC]  
Sent: Thursday, 3 March 2022 14:26 
To: Cathie Allen <  
Cc: Lara Keller < McNab.BruceJ[OSC] <  
Subject: RE: Testing thresholds 
 
 
Hi Cathie 
Without doubting your obvious expertise, I think you may be misinterpreting the data in the paper.  In your 
response you indicated that  “The value of 1.86% refers to DNA profiles that are able to be uploaded to the NCIDD 
(‘loadable profile’).”    However, in part 4 of the paper it describes ‘success’ as what appears to be a loadable profile 
and figure 1 indicates this is 10.6%  (See below).    
 

 

EXHIBIT 69
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The 1.86% refers to where ‘success’ occurred  and it was the only sample in the case that was NCIDD-suitable for 
that particular profile.  In other words, there were no other samples in the case that yielded the same profile.  Again, 
this is problematic because the probative value of samples varies as outlined in my last email to you. 
 
In relation to the spreadsheet you mentioned, we do not have access to quant values and no such spreadsheet 
exists.  This is why I am requesting that you make this information visible to us in addition to degradation values. 
 
I agree that the scientist are best positioned to make a determination as to whether microcon or further testing 
should occur.  I would much rather this decision be made by an expert with access to all of the data, but my 
understanding is that this does not occur at the moment.  Rather, testing is automatically ceased and  it is left up to 
the QPS to make a request without access to any of the information.   
 
I also agree absolutely that any change should be evidence based.  I would request that the options paper give 
consideration to lowering the threshold value.  I look forward to report and hope that the current weather does not 
impact on you or your team 
 
Regards  
 
David Neville 
 
 
 
 
 

From: Cathie Allen <   
Sent: Thursday, 3 March 2022 12:34 
To: Neville.DavidH[OSC] <  
Cc: Lara Keller < McNab.BruceJ[OSC] <  
Subject: RE: Testing thresholds 
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CAUTION: This email originated from outside of Queensland Police Service. Do not click links or open attachments unless you 
recognise the sender and know the content is safe. 

 
Hi David 
 
Thank you for the recognition of being experts in the area of DNA profiling and workflow surround it – I really 
appreciate it.  The Queensland Government has made a significant investment in the expertise and skills of all staff 
in Forensic DNA Analysis in our area of DNA profiling and interpretation and it’s great that they are recognised for 
that.   
 
I’d like to clarify a point regarding the interpretation of the data in the Options Paper from 2017.  This was discussed 
with the Supt and Inspector at the time.  The value of 1.86% refers to DNA profiles that are able to be uploaded to 
the NCIDD (‘loadable profile’).  The more alleles available within a profile, the greater the chance that any matches 
could be considered a true match, rather than an adventitious match.  This should be borne in mind when 
considering additional resources being put towards a sample with a low quant value (ie return on 
investment).  Achieving more than 12 alleles for a sample is the aim so that matches on the NCIDD can be made and 
intelligence results delivered to the QPS. 
 
The Commissioner delegates the responsibility for DNA testing and reporting to FSS.  We’re aware that a 
spreadsheet is used within the QPS DNA Management regarding quant values etc.  To enable FSS to provide an even 
higher standard of service to the QPS, could we please gain access to the spreadsheet, with the view to 
incorporating it into the FR?  We feel that if we could incorporate this, we will be able to provide recommendations 
for the QPS to consider, as you’ve rightly pointed out ‘there is a lot to assimilate when you don’t work in the 
field’.  As we’re across this and how the profile behaves, this would allow us to provide that information to the QPS 
that assists with any future decision making on a collaborative basis. 
 
The data generated within the Options Paper was from 2017.  Given a large number of samples have been 
processed since then, which would include any changes in sampling made by both organisations, FSS would prefer 
that any proposed changes are done using evidence based research.  Gathering more data will assist in decision 
making regarding the processing of DNA samples, whilst also making an assessment on the best use of resources for 
both organisations.  We anticipate providing a follow-up paper to Supt McNab in approx two weeks (given the 
current weather event being experienced and affecting a number of people).  Please bear in mind that any changes 
to the FR workflow will also require an FR enhancement (which at this time will be within the new version of the FR, 
given how close it is to implementing). 
 
Cheers 
Cathie 

Cathie Allen BSc, MSc (Forensic Science) (She/Her*) 
Managing Scientist  

Social Chair, Organising Committee for 25th International Symposium of the 
Australian and New Zealand Forensic Science Society (ANZFSS), Brisbane, 11 – 15 Sept 2022 

Police Services Stream, Forensic & Scientific Services  
Prevention Division, Queensland Health  

p m    
a 39 Kessels Road, Coopers Plains, QLD 4108  
e w  www.health.qld.gov.au/fss 

Queensland Health acknowledges the Traditional Owners of the land, and pays respect to Elders past, present and future. 

*If you’re wondering about the use of pronouns She/Her on this signature block, I encourage you to read some resources available here 
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From: Neville.DavidH[OSC] <   
Sent: Thursday, 24 February 2022 1:21 PM 
To: Cathie Allen <  
Cc: Lara Keller < Frieberg.DaleJ[OSC] <  
Subject: RE: Testing thresholds 
 

This email originated from outside Queensland Health. DO NOT click on any links or open attachments 
unless you recognise the sender and know the content is safe. 

Hi Cathie, 
Thanks for the reply and also for the paper discussing the micro-con success rates. I have read the paper previously, 
however the explanation in your email sent yesterday made this a lot clearer.  It was really helpful because there is a 
lot to assimilate when you don’t work in the field. 
  
I wondered if you can clarify my understanding of the paper?  The success rate of <2%  relates to the likelihood of 
the process resulting in a new link rather than the likelihood of obtaining a profile.  The actual success rate of 
obtaining a profile is roughly 10% overall according to Figure 1.   
  
I’ll be honest, using the number of new links to measure the value of analysis is very problematic because the 
probative value of the evidence will vary hugely depending on the sample type and location.  Although I can see the 
logic, it does over simply the situation. 
  
10% is much closer to 30% which is what we observed and our selection process may explain part of the gap in our 
success values.  More importantly, I did some calculations based on the success rate shown in Figure 2 for samples 
with a quant value of over .006ng/uL.  Above this quant the success rate is 24% which is even closer to our 
observation. 
  
The current system of reporting places an onus on the QPS to make a decision as to whether testing should continue 
for samples under .0088ng/uL of DNA.  Investigators are advised to let the DNA Management Section know if they 
seek for this to occur.  This is problematic for members of the QPS to make a decision as to whether testing should 
proceed because they do not have access to information about the quality and quantity of DNA present.  For this to 
actually work we need to have visibility over the quant and degradation values to make an informed decision.  This 
could easily be resolved through a change in the FR.  For a short time QPS members had visibility of this information 
due to a programming error, but it was switched off.  I believe it is essential that this limited information be made 
available again for the current regime of reporting is to remain. 
  
According to Figure 2, the likelihood of success appears to be much greater for samples above .006ng/uL  (approx. 
24%).  Its also interesting to note that this accounts for relatively low proportion of samples below the .0088ng/uL.  
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Based on the information in this graph, I wondered if it might be worthwhile lowering the threshold.  
  
I am not supportive at this point of returning to automatic processing of all of the samples above .001ng/uL.  I think 
that would be a retrograde step and unnecessarily tie up the scientists.  But I am very supportive of fine tuning the 
threshold. 
  
In any case, your email has been incredibly helpful and it does resolve some of my concerns.  However it also 
highlights a need for us to modify our practices.  Can you please provide advice on the practicality of the suggestions 
I have made? Alternatively I would be very interested in any improvement suggestions you may have.  
  
Thanks again and I look forward to hearing your thoughts. 
  
  

 
  

David Neville 
Inspector 
Biometrics 
Forensic Services Group 
Operations Support Command 
Ph:  
Mob:  

 
  

  
  

From: Cathie Allen <   
Sent: Thursday, 24 February 2022 08:37 
To: Neville.DavidH[OSC] <  
Cc: Frieberg.DaleJ[OSC] < Lara Keller <  
Subject: RE: Testing thresholds 
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CAUTION: This email originated from outside of Queensland Police Service. Do not click links or open attachments unless you 
recognise the sender and know the content is safe. 
  
Hi David 
  
The laboratory has conducted an extensive validation process prior to the implementation of the current 
quantitation process.  The validation outcomes were in line with the manufacturer’s specification.  From August 
2018 onwards, if a sample obtains a quantitation value of 0.001 ng/uL or below, the laboratory reports this to the 
QPS as ‘No DNA Detected’.  If a sample obtains a quantitation value between 0.001ng/uL and 0.0088ng/uL, the 
laboratory reports this to the QPS as ‘DNA insufficient for further processing’ (expanded QPRIME results supplied 
below).  These values are listed in the Options paper attached that was provided to the QPS.  Samples that obtain a 
quantitation value greater than 0.0088ng/ug are processed through the DNA profiling step and results obtained are 
reported.  Its FSS’s understanding that forensic officers review DNA results within the context of the case and can 
request testing or submit additional items for testing. 
  

 
  
The theoretical values regarding human cells to derive a DNA profile are not used within the laboratory.  The 
laboratory uses values obtained from the quantitation process that provide the approximate amount of human DNA 
available within the sample. 
  
Each year, the forensic laboratories will exchange information regarding profiling kit and equipment used, however 
details regarding quantitation values has not been exchanged or collated so I’m unable to comment or draw 
comparisons to other jurisdictions.  Validation studies conducted within each laboratory ensures that the method or 
equipment is fit for purpose within that laboratory environment, so it’s not unexpected that different laboratories 
would have slightly different thresholds for quantitation or limit of detect for DNA profiles (as different equipment 
and kits are used in the different laboratories). 
  
The in-house validation of the current QuantiFiler Trio system showed that the laboratory could reliably detect DNA 
down to concentrations of 0.001ng/uL, however the manufacturer has reported that the system has single source 
sensitivity only down to 0.005ng/uL.  At these lower concentrations of DNA, there are more stochastic effects that 
can occur and thereby affect the interpretation of the DNA profile.  Quantity and quality of the DNA obtained from a 
sample determines the ability to obtain a DNA profile.   
  
If the QPS request a ‘DNA insufficient’ sample to be processed, it first undergoes a concentration step then 
amplification and associated DNA interpretation (excluding Priority 1 samples).  The concentration step is required 
to give the sample the best opportunity to obtain a ‘useful’ DNA profile (ie useful to load to the NCIDD or meaningful 
comparison to other profiles obtained within the case). 
  
Once we’ve received the quote from bdna regarding when an enhancement can be added to the FR for data 
extraction, we will be able to provide a timeframe regarding analysis of the data and provision of a report. 
  
Cheers 
Cathie 
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Cathie Allen BSc, MSc (Forensic Science) (She/Her*) 
Managing Scientist  

Social Chair, Organising Committee for 25th International Symposium of the 
Australian and New Zealand Forensic Science Society (ANZFSS), Brisbane, 11 – 15 Sept 2022 

Police Services Stream, Forensic & Scientific Services  
Prevention Division, Queensland Health  

p m    
a 39 Kessels Road, Coopers Plains, QLD 4108  
e w  www.health.qld.gov.au/fss 

Queensland Health acknowledges the Traditional Owners of the land, and pays respect to Elders past, present and future. 
*If you’re wondering about the use of pronouns She/Her on this signature block, I encourage you to read some resources available here 

 
                              
  

From: Neville.DavidH[OSC] <   
Sent: Wednesday, 23 February 2022 8:51 AM 
To: Cathie Allen <  
Cc: Frieberg.DaleJ[OSC] < Lara Keller <  
Subject: RE: Testing thresholds 
  

This email originated from outside Queensland Health. DO NOT click on any links or open attachments 
unless you recognise the sender and know the content is safe. 

Dear Cathie 
  
Thank you for your reply to my email, however the response does not address the main query posed.  I am seeking 
information from you in relation to the comments in the Australian claiming that the thresholds in Queensland are 
twice that of other states and three times higher than the manufacturer’s recommended value.  These claims in the 
national newspaper come at a time when the QPS has raised similar concerns around testing triage 
thresholds.  Unfortunately the gears have shifted since our meeting on 1 February due these claims in the media and 
I am being asked questions in relation to these very issues. 
  
I need to also further clarify my comment that the QPS had ‘cherry picked’ samples.  The dataset that was provided 
included the barcodes of samples that the QPS requested to continue testing after receiving a result ‘insufficient 
DNA for further testing’.  Some of these were selected because we found it unusual for the sample type to yield low 
DNA.  This included samples from blood and a used condom.   The fact that these produced low quant values is 
concerning to some extent.  However, the majority of them were selected due to the probative value of the sample 
rather than the sample type.   For  alone, this included 33 samples with 10 later providing a full 
profile.  Yes, the sample selection may have had some impact, however it could not explain the vast difference 
between >2% and 30% success rate.   
  
Having said this, I do appreciate the work that you have done so far in reviewing the dataset. I understand that this 
may not be a simple task.  I know that we share a common interest in ensuring the effectiveness of DNA in 
enhancing community safety.  To that effect, could you please provide an estimated timeframe for completion.   
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For clarity, could you please provide advice on the threshold values used with QHFSS as a matter or priority 
including how they accord with other jurisdictions.   I assume that this information will be readily available within 
your procedures.    
  
Kind Regards 
   
  

 
  

David Neville 
Inspector 
Biometrics 
Forensic Services Group 
Operations Support Command 
Ph:  
Mob:  

 
  

  
  

From: Cathie Allen <   
Sent: Tuesday, 22 February 2022 16:32 
To: Neville.DavidH[OSC] <  
Cc: Frieberg.DaleJ[OSC] < Lara Keller <  
Subject: RE: Testing thresholds 
  
CAUTION: This email originated from outside of Queensland Police Service. Do not click links or open attachments unless you 
recognise the sender and know the content is safe. 
  
Hi David 
  
During the Bi-Monthly QPS / QHFSS meeting on the 1st of February, I provided a verbal update to you and Supt 
Frieberg regarding this.  Minutes from this meeting are yet to be circulated (it was recorded), I have detailed notes 
that I took during the meeting and I’ve referred to those for this email.   
  
I advised that due to the community transmission of COVID-19 affecting Forensic DNA Analysis staff members and 
the two urgent cases that the QPS requested we process (a number of items), slow progress had been made on this 
request.  At the meeting, you provided an assurance that you understood the situation that both the QPS and FSS 
were in due to the community transmission of COVID-19 affecting the workforces. 
  
During the meeting, you advised that you were aware that the QPS had ‘cherry-picked’ particular samples to be 
tested further, and that this may be the reason behind the results that were achieved.  
  
The data that is required to be analysed is within the FR, and FSS have submitted a request to bdna for a quote to 
extract the data required.  Once we have received the quote and approved it, and then received and analysed the 
data, we will provide a report to the QPS regarding this. 
  
Cheers 
Cathie 

Cathie Allen BSc, MSc (Forensic Science) (She/Her*) 
Managing Scientist  

Social Chair, Organising Committee for 25th International Symposium of the 
Australian and New Zealand Forensic Science Society (ANZFSS), Brisbane, 11 – 15 Sept 2022 
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Police Services Stream, Forensic & Scientific Services  
Prevention Division, Queensland Health  

p m    
a 39 Kessels Road, Coopers Plains, QLD 4108  
e w  www.health.qld.gov.au/fss 

Queensland Health acknowledges the Traditional Owners of the land, and pays respect to Elders past, present and future. 
*If you’re wondering about the use of pronouns She/Her on this signature block, I encourage you to read some resources available here 

 
                              
  

From: Lara Keller <   
Sent: Monday, 21 February 2022 11:22 AM 
To: Neville.DavidH[OSC] <  
Cc: Frieberg.DaleJ[OSC] < Cathie Allen <  
Subject: RE: Testing thresholds 
  
Good morning David 
  
Cathie is off duty today, so I have asked for an update from within the team today.  I do know that Cathie has been 
following this up already.  
  
Thanks and Kind Regards 
Lara  

 

Lara Keller B App Sc (MLS), Grad Cert Health Mgt, MAIMS, CMgr FIML 
A/Executive Director 

Forensic and Scientific Services 
Prevention Division, Queensland Health  

p   m   
a Administration, Level 1, 39 Kessels Road, Coopers Plains, QLD, 4108 
e w www.health.qld.gov.au/fss  

 
Queensland Health acknowledges the Traditional Owners of the land, and pays respect to Elders past, present and emerging.  
  
  
  

From: Neville.DavidH[OSC] <   
Sent: Monday, 21 February 2022 10:21 AM 
To: Cathie Allen <  
Cc: Frieberg.DaleJ[OSC] < Lara Keller <  
Subject: FW: Testing thresholds 
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This email originated from outside Queensland Health. DO NOT click on any links or open attachments 
unless you recognise the sender and know the content is safe. 

  
Dear Cathie 
I understand the difficulty of the ongoing coverage by the The Australian of the  case.  This must 
be causing significant stress for you and your staff. 
  
Unfortunately I have been drawn into comment internally on peripheral matters raised by the outlet on 18 February 
2022.   
  
article. 
  
It claims that the Queensland lab requires crime scene samples to have the equivalent of at least 22 cells to be fully 
tested, otherwise they are deemed to have insufficient DNA.  It claims that the threshold is double the 11 cells 
required in NSW, and almost three times the eight cells that the product manufacturer has used to obtain good 
quality DNA profiles. 
  
I know you are busy, but since 1 December 2021 I have raised concerns in relation to the truncating of testing based 
on DNA quant values because of the significant number of below threshold samples yielding a profile when testing is 
continued.  This remains a high priority matter for the QPS.  To date I have not received any feedback or explanation 
as to difference between the predicted (<2%) and observed success rates (30%) for samples that reportedly 
contained a low concentration.   
  
Could you please provide advice as to how the Queensland threshold for testing accords with other 
jurisdictions.  Can you also please advise the outcome of any internal review that you have undertaken based on the 
information I provided.    I need this information as a matter of urgency to brief the executive in relation to this 
matter. 
  
Regards 
  

 
  

David Neville 
Inspector 
Biometrics 
Forensic Services Group 
Operations Support Command 
Ph:  
Mob:  

 
  

  
  

From: Neville.DavidH[OSC] <   
Sent: Friday, 17 December 2021 17:23 
To: Cathie Allen <  
Cc: Frieberg.DaleJ[OSC] < '  
<  
Subject: Re:   
  
Hi Cathie 
Thanks for the clarification. That was my understanding too. I was of the belief that QHFSS stopped doing this as a 
matter of routine for low quant samples because there was a lower than 2 percent chance of success.  However, 
QPS has found the success rate to be 30 percent when we requested this to be done. It is the difference between 
these success rates that I am interested in. 
  

WIT.0020.0003.0041
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Have a good weekend 
  
David Neville 
Inspector, FSG 

 
  
  

From: Cathie Allen <  
Sent: Friday, December 17, 2021 5:06 pm 
To: Neville.DavidH[OSC] 
Cc: Lara Keller; Frieberg.DaleJ[OSC] 
Subject: RE:   
  
CAUTION: This email originated from outside of Queensland Police Service. Do not click links or open attachments unless you 
recognise the sender and know the content is safe. 
  
Hi David 
  
Thank you for the follow-up email regarding samples within this case.   
  
To ensure that we’re all on the same page, I’d like to clarify the process.  If samples that have been deemed 
‘insufficient DNA for further processing’ are processed further, they all first undergo a concentration step, followed 
by amplification.  This is in contrast with samples that are not deemed in this range, as these samples amplification, 
without a concentration step.  Just wanted to draw to your attention that there is additional work undertaken on 
the DNA extract to attempt to achieve a DNA result for the samples deemed ‘insufficient DNA for further 
processing’.  
  
Cheers 
Cathie 

Cathie Allen BSc, MSc (Forensic Science) (She/Her*) 
Managing Scientist  
Social Chair, Organising Committee for 25th International Symposium of the 
Australian and New Zealand Forensic Science Society (ANZFSS), Brisbane, 11 – 15 Sept 2022 
Police Services Stream, Forensic & Scientific Services  
Prevention Division, Queensland Health  
p m    
a 39 Kessels Road, Coopers Plains, QLD 4108  
e w  www.health.qld.gov.au/fss 
Queensland Health acknowledges the Traditional Owners of the land, and pays respect to Elders past, present and future. 
*If you’re wondering about the use of pronouns She/Her on this signature block, I encourage you to read some resources available here 

 
                              
  

From: Neville.DavidH[OSC] <   
Sent: Friday, 17 December 2021 12:04 PM 
To: Cathie Allen <  
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Cc: Lara Keller < Frieberg.DaleJ[OSC] <  
Subject: RE:   
  

This email originated from outside Queensland Health. DO NOT click on any links or open attachments 
unless you recognise the sender and know the content is safe. 

Hi Cathie 
In addition to the items on the list provided previously, last week we requested a blood swab ) to be 
retested which was originally reported as “insufficient DNA for further testing”.   This sample was taken from blood 
on a broken shard of glass as depicted in the photo below.  
  
Given the nature of the stain and inert substrate, we were surprised with the original result which is what prompted 
the request to further test.  Today we were advised that subsequent testing yielded a single source 20 loci 
profile.  This was an excellent result solving the crime which would have been otherwise missed.  
  
The image below is attached to the exhibit screen which was visible to the laboratory staff.  The results of 
presumptive testing are also included on that screen.  I wondered if lab staff use this information when making a 
decision on stopping testing? 
  
Forwarded for you information and consideration along with the other material provided.  
  
  

 
  
  

 

David Neville 
Inspector 
Biometrics 
Forensic Services Group 
Operations Support Command 
Ph:  
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  Mob:  
 

  
  
  

From: Neville.DavidH[OSC] <   
Sent: Thursday, 16 December 2021 12:56 
To: Cathie Allen <  
Cc: Frieberg.DaleJ[OSC] < Lara Keller <  
Subject: Re:   
  
Hi Cathie 
Thanks, this is a high priority for us, we would appreciate advice as soon as possible please. 
  
  
David Neville 
Inspector, FSG 

 
  
  

From: Cathie Allen <  
Sent: Thursday, December 16, 2021 12:42 pm 
To: Neville.DavidH[OSC] 
Cc: Frieberg.DaleJ[OSC]; Lara Keller 
Subject: RE:   
  
CAUTION: This email originated from outside of Queensland Police Service. Do not click links or open attachments unless you 
recognise the sender and know the content is safe. 
  
Hi David 
  
Thank you for your email and feedback regarding this.  We will review scientific data available to us and will provide 
further advice to the QPS in due course. 
  
Cheers 
Cathie 

Cathie Allen BSc, MSc (Forensic Science) (She/Her*) 
Managing Scientist  
Social Chair, Organising Committee for 25th International Symposium of the 
Australian and New Zealand Forensic Science Society (ANZFSS), Brisbane, 11 – 15 Sept 2022 
Police Services Stream, Forensic & Scientific Services  
Prevention Division, Queensland Health  
p m    
a 39 Kessels Road, Coopers Plains, QLD 4108  
e w  www.health.qld.gov.au/fss 
Queensland Health acknowledges the Traditional Owners of the land, and pays respect to Elders past, present and future. 
*If you’re wondering about the use of pronouns She/Her on this signature block, I encourage you to read some resources available here 
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From: Neville.DavidH[OSC] <   
Sent: Monday, 13 December 2021 2:06 PM 
To: Cathie Allen <  
Cc: Harris.LibbyA[OSC] <  
Subject: RE:   
  

This email originated from outside Queensland Health. DO NOT click on any links or open attachments 
unless you recognise the sender and know the content is safe. 

Hi Cathie 
Since sending you my last message I found some correspondence from February 2018 where QHFSS made a 
recommendation to QPS that testing of samples that contained less than 0.008ng/uL of DNA should discontinue 
because the chance of obtaining a profile was less than 2%.   Samples below this threshold were previously micro 
concentrated in an effort to attain a profile.  Based on the advice from QHFSS, the QPS agreed to discontinue testing 
including micro concentration under such circumstances and the result would be reported as “DNA Insufficient for 
further testing” (DIFFT).  I am assuming this is the information I was seeking in the below request.  
  
Based on the results obtained for , I asked my staff to undertake a wider review of the 
success rate of further testing of items that were originally reported as DIFFT during 2021.  This revealed 51 out of 
160 samples provided a profile when the QPS requested testing to continue.   These items are listed in the attached.  
  
On 14 November 2018 I raised similar concern in relation to  after 3 out of 4 samples 
yielded a result when QPS requested testing to continue.  At that time QHFSS provided reassurance that the success 
rate would be lower than 2% and that the matter should be treated as an aberration.  As a result the QPS agreed to 
continue the truncation of testing for items below the threshold quantity of DNA and limit automated micro 
concentration to P1 samples only. 
  
Given the result of the recent cases where continued testing was successful, might it be timely to review the 
practice of truncating testing of lower quant items?  For instance, is the threshold value still valid?  Also, with the 
implementation of the latest version of STRMix that can deconvolute more complex mixtures, is it more likely to get 
a result now? 
  
I think the 30% success rate of retesting warrants a little further examination to make sure we are maximising our 
chances of solving crime, particularly for major crime matters. 
  
I look forward to discussing this further with you. 
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David Neville 
Inspector 
Biometrics 
Forensic Services Group 
Operations Support Command 
Ph:  
Mob:  

 
  

  
  

From: Neville.DavidH[OSC]  
Sent: Friday, 3 December 2021 10:07 
To: Cathie Allen <  
Subject: RE:   
  
Thanks Cathie 
I appreciate the timely feedback.  Based on our conversation the other day, I am assuming these discussions 
occurred in 2008.  Is there any correspondence that was provided to base this decision on that you can provide, 
please? For our refence and moving into the future, what is the actual percentage that your dataset has indicated? 
Obviously this information will be helpful in guiding future requests for retesting.   
  

 
  

David Neville 
Inspector 
Biometrics 
Forensic Services Group 
Operations Support Command 
Ph:  
Mob:  

 
  

  
  

From: Cathie Allen <   
Sent: Friday, 3 December 2021 09:55 
To: Neville.DavidH[OSC] <  
Cc: Justin Howes <  
Subject: RE:   
  
CAUTION: This email originated from outside of Queensland Police Service. Do not click links or open attachments unless you 
recognise the sender and know the content is safe. 
  
Hi David 
  
Thanks for the additional information on those samples from that particular case.  We’ll have a look into them and 
get back to you when we can. 
  
After we had conducted a review of a large dataset, it was found that below a particular quantitation threshold and 
in line with manufacturer’s specifications, a very small percentage of samples may provide some type of DNA 
profile, if they proceeded through DNA processing.  This information was provided to the QPS, and the QPS advised 
that it would prefer that those samples that didn’t exceed the quant threshold were not processed through to a 
DNA profile.  We’ve monitored this and have found that with a larger dataset, the small percentage didn’t vary. 
  
We’ll provide advice for this particular case when we’re able to. 
  
Cheers 

WIT.0020.0003.0046
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Cathie 

Cathie Allen BSc, MSc (Forensic Science) (She/Her*) 
Managing Scientist  
Social Chair, Organising Committee for 25th International Symposium of the 
Australian and New Zealand Forensic Science Society (ANZFSS), Brisbane, 11 – 15 Sept 2022 
Police Services Stream, Forensic & Scientific Services  
Prevention Division, Queensland Health  
p m    
a 39 Kessels Road, Coopers Plains, QLD 4108  
e w  www.health.qld.gov.au/fss 
Queensland Health acknowledges the Traditional Owners of the land, and pays respect to Elders past, present and future. 
*If you’re wondering about the use of pronouns She/Her on this signature block, I encourage you to read some resources available here 

 
                              
  

From: Neville.DavidH[OSC] <   
Sent: Wednesday, 1 December 2021 1:48 PM 
To: Cathie Allen <  
Cc: Justin Howes <  
Subject: RE:   
  

This email originated from outside Queensland Health. DO NOT click on any links or open attachments 
unless you recognise the sender and know the content is safe. 

Hi Cathie 
To provide further context, it has been raised with me that 33 items were examined with advice being received, 
“DNA Insufficient for further testing”.  A request was made for these items to be further worked. Ten of these then 
returned a result with persons being identified with LRs of >100 billion.  I have attached a spreadsheet that includes 
the results.  II wondered if there was a particular reason for this case as to why approx. 30% of the samples yielded a 
result after the work was requested.   Can you please advise what the actual threshold is and advice as to whether 
this needs to be reviewed.  
Finally, sorry to sound demanding,  can you also provide information on your expected likelihood of success in 
normal casework (i.e the likelihood of DNA insufficient samples yielding a result if testing is continued).   
  
Cheers 
  
  

 
  

David Neville 
Inspector 
Biometrics 
Forensic Services Group 
Operations Support Command 
Ph:  
Mob:  
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From: Neville.DavidH[OSC]  
Sent: Wednesday, 1 December 2021 10:24 
To: Cathie Allen <  
Subject:   
  
Hi Cathie 
I wondered if you might be available at some time today to have a brief chat about some results from  

  If Justin was available too, that might be helpful.  Can we teams please? 
  

 
  

David Neville 
Inspector 
Biometrics 
Forensic Services Group 
Operations Support Command 
Ph:  
Mob:  

 
  

  
  

  

  

********************************************************************************** 

Disclaimer: This email and any attachments may contain legally privileged or confidential information and may be 
protected by copyright. You must not use or disclose them other than for the purposes for which they were 
supplied. The privilege or confidentiality attached to this message and attachments is not waived by reason of 
mistaken delivery to you. If you are not the intended recipient, you must not use, disclose, retain, forward or 
reproduce this message or any attachments. If you receive this message in error, please notify the sender by return 
email or telephone and destroy and delete all copies. Unless stated otherwise, this email represents only the views 
of the sender and not the views of the Queensland Government.  

Queensland Health carries out monitoring, scanning and blocking of emails and attachments sent from or to 
addresses within Queensland Health for the purposes of operating, protecting, maintaining and ensuring 
appropriate use of its computer network.  

********************************************************************************** 

  
**********************************************************************  
CONFIDENTIALITY: The information contained in this  
electronic mail message and any electronic files attached  
to it may be confidential information, and may also be the  
subject of legal professional privilege and/or public interest  
immunity. If you are not the intended recipient you are  
required to delete it. Any use, disclosure or copying of  
this message and any attachments is unauthorised. If you  
have received this electronic message in error, please  
inform the sender or contact 1300.psaict@police.qld.gov.au.  
This footnote also confirms that this email message has  
been checked for the presence of computer viruses.  
**********************************************************************  
  
**********************************************************************  
CONFIDENTIALITY: The information contained in this  
electronic mail message and any electronic files attached  
to it may be confidential information, and may also be the  
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subject of legal professional privilege and/or public interest  
immunity. If you are not the intended recipient you are  
required to delete it. Any use, disclosure or copying of  
this message and any attachments is unauthorised. If you  
have received this electronic message in error, please  
inform the sender or contact 1300.psaict@police.qld.gov.au.  
This footnote also confirms that this email message has  
been checked for the presence of computer viruses.  
**********************************************************************  
 
**********************************************************************  
CONFIDENTIALITY: The information contained in this  
electronic mail message and any electronic files attached  
to it may be confidential information, and may also be the  
subject of legal professional privilege and/or public interest  
immunity. If you are not the intended recipient you are  
required to delete it. Any use, disclosure or copying of  
this message and any attachments is unauthorised. If you  
have received this electronic message in error, please  
inform the sender or contact 1300.psaict@police.qld.gov.au.  
This footnote also confirms that this email message has  
been checked for the presence of computer viruses.  
**********************************************************************  
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Stoneman.AmyE[CTDFVCOI]

From: Neville.DavidH[OSC]
Sent: Monday, 21 February 2022 16:40
To: Lara Keller
Subject: RE: Testing thresholds

Hi Lara 
Thanks for sending this through.  I did have  it already.  Based on the paper, a recommendation was made to QPS 
that testing of samples containing less than 0.008ng/uL of DNA should discontinue because the chance of obtaining 
a profile would be less than 2%.  As a result of this research, QHFSS advised that they would report samples below 
this threshold as ‘insufficient DNA for further testing’ and that QPS could request testing to continue if the sample 
was critical to a case.  With the exception of ‘Priority One’ samples, the QPS agreed to discontinue testing at that 
point as a matter of routine based on the advice. 
 
In November 2021 the QPS undertook a review of the success rate of obtaining a profile when it requested testing 
to continue for samples initially reported as ‘insufficient DNA for further testing’.  This revealed that 30% of the 
samples yielded a useable DNA profile when testing was continued.   
 
It is the difference between 2% (expected) and 30% (observed) that I am concerned about.   
 
Regards 
 

 
 

David Neville 
Inspector 
Biometrics 
Forensic Services Group 
Operations Support Command 
Ph:  
Mob:  

 
 

 
 

From: Lara Keller <   
Sent: Monday, 21 February 2022 16:24 
To: Neville.DavidH[OSC] <  
Cc: Frieberg.DaleJ[OSC] < Cathie Allen < Lara 
Keller <  
Subject: RE: Testing thresholds 
 
CAUTION: This email originated from outside of Queensland Police Service. Do not click links or open attachments unless you 
recognise the sender and know the content is safe. 

 
Hello David 
 
Not sure if you have a copy of this paper.  It may go some way to answering your enquiries. 
 
Cathie is back tomorrow and I will ask her to call you with an update. 
 
Thanks and kind regards 
Lara 

 

EXHIBIT 70
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Lara Keller, B App Sc (MLS), Grad Cert Health Mgt, MAIMS, CMgr FIML 
A/Executive Director 

Forensic and Scientific Services 
Prevention Division, Queensland Health  

m   
a Administration, 39 Kessels Road, Coopers Plains 
e w www.health.qld.gov.au/fss  

 
Queensland Health acknowledges the Traditional Owners of the land, and pays respect to Elders past, present and emerging.  
 
 
 

From: Neville.DavidH[OSC] <   
Sent: Monday, 21 February 2022 10:21 AM 
To: Cathie Allen <  
Cc: Frieberg.DaleJ[OSC] < Lara Keller <  
Subject: FW: Testing thresholds 
 

This email originated from outside Queensland Health. DO NOT click on any links or open attachments 
unless you recognise the sender and know the content is safe. 

  
Dear Cathie 
I understand the difficulty of the ongoing coverage by the The Australian of the  case.  This must 
be causing significant stress for you and your staff. 
  
Unfortunately I have been drawn into comment internally on peripheral matters raised by the outlet on 18 February 
2022.   
  
article. 
  
It claims that the Queensland lab requires crime scene samples to have the equivalent of at least 22 cells to be fully 
tested, otherwise they are deemed to have insufficient DNA.  It claims that the threshold is double the 11 cells 
required in NSW, and almost three times the eight cells that the product manufacturer has used to obtain good 
quality DNA profiles. 
  
I know you are busy, but since 1 December 2021 I have raised concerns in relation to the truncating of testing based 
on DNA quant values because of the significant number of below threshold samples yielding a profile when testing is 
continued.  This remains a high priority matter for the QPS.  To date I have not received any feedback or explanation 
as to difference between the predicted (<2%) and observed success rates (30%) for samples that reportedly 
contained a low concentration.   
  
Could you please provide advice as to how the Queensland threshold for testing accords with other 
jurisdictions.  Can you also please advise the outcome of any internal review that you have undertaken based on the 
information I provided.    I need this information as a matter of urgency to brief the executive in relation to this 
matter. 
  
Regards 
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David Neville 
Inspector 
Biometrics 
Forensic Services Group 
Operations Support Command 
Ph:  
Mob:  

 
  

  
  

From: Neville.DavidH[OSC] <   
Sent: Friday, 17 December 2021 17:23 
To: Cathie Allen <  
Cc: Frieberg.DaleJ[OSC] < '  
<  
Subject: Re:   
  
Hi Cathie 
Thanks for the clarification. That was my understanding too. I was of the belief that QHFSS stopped doing this as a 
matter of routine for low quant samples because there was a lower than 2 percent chance of success.  However, 
QPS has found the success rate to be 30 percent when we requested this to be done. It is the difference between 
these success rates that I am interested in. 
  
Have a good weekend 
  
David Neville 
Inspector, FSG 

 
  
  

From: Cathie Allen <  
Sent: Friday, December 17, 2021 5:06 pm 
To: Neville.DavidH[OSC] 
Cc: Lara Keller; Frieberg.DaleJ[OSC] 
Subject: RE:   
  
CAUTION: This email originated from outside of Queensland Police Service. Do not click links or open attachments unless you 
recognise the sender and know the content is safe. 
  
Hi David 
  
Thank you for the follow-up email regarding samples within this case.   
  
To ensure that we’re all on the same page, I’d like to clarify the process.  If samples that have been deemed 
‘insufficient DNA for further processing’ are processed further, they all first undergo a concentration step, followed 
by amplification.  This is in contrast with samples that are not deemed in this range, as these samples amplification, 
without a concentration step.  Just wanted to draw to your attention that there is additional work undertaken on 
the DNA extract to attempt to achieve a DNA result for the samples deemed ‘insufficient DNA for further 
processing’.  
  
Cheers 
Cathie 
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Cathie Allen BSc, MSc (Forensic Science) (She/Her*) 
Managing Scientist  
Social Chair, Organising Committee for 25th International Symposium of the 
Australian and New Zealand Forensic Science Society (ANZFSS), Brisbane, 11 – 15 Sept 2022 
Police Services Stream, Forensic & Scientific Services  
Prevention Division, Queensland Health  
p m    
a 39 Kessels Road, Coopers Plains, QLD 4108  
e w  www.health.qld.gov.au/fss 
Queensland Health acknowledges the Traditional Owners of the land, and pays respect to Elders past, present and future. 
*If you’re wondering about the use of pronouns She/Her on this signature block, I encourage you to read some resources available here 

 
                              
  

From: Neville.DavidH[OSC] <   
Sent: Friday, 17 December 2021 12:04 PM 
To: Cathie Allen <  
Cc: Lara Keller < Frieberg.DaleJ[OSC] <  
Subject: RE:   
  

This email originated from outside Queensland Health. DO NOT click on any links or open attachments 
unless you recognise the sender and know the content is safe. 

Hi Cathie 
In addition to the items on the list provided previously, last week we requested a blood swab ) to be 
retested which was originally reported as “insufficient DNA for further testing”.   This sample was taken from blood 
on a broken shard of glass as depicted in the photo below.  
  
Given the nature of the stain and inert substrate, we were surprised with the original result which is what prompted 
the request to further test.  Today we were advised that subsequent testing yielded a single source 20 loci 
profile.  This was an excellent result solving the crime which would have been otherwise missed.  
  
The image below is attached to the exhibit screen which was visible to the laboratory staff.  The results of 
presumptive testing are also included on that screen.  I wondered if lab staff use this information when making a 
decision on stopping testing? 
  
Forwarded for you information and consideration along with the other material provided.  
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David Neville 
Inspector 
Biometrics 
Forensic Services Group 
Operations Support Command 
Ph:  
Mob:  

 
  

  
  

From: Neville.DavidH[OSC] <   
Sent: Thursday, 16 December 2021 12:56 
To: Cathie Allen <  
Cc: Frieberg.DaleJ[OSC] < Lara Keller <  
Subject: Re:   
  
Hi Cathie 
Thanks, this is a high priority for us, we would appreciate advice as soon as possible please. 
  
  
David Neville 
Inspector, FSG 

 
  
  

From: Cathie Allen <  
Sent: Thursday, December 16, 2021 12:42 pm 
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To: Neville.DavidH[OSC] 
Cc: Frieberg.DaleJ[OSC]; Lara Keller 
Subject: RE:   
  
CAUTION: This email originated from outside of Queensland Police Service. Do not click links or open attachments unless you 
recognise the sender and know the content is safe. 
  
Hi David 
  
Thank you for your email and feedback regarding this.  We will review scientific data available to us and will provide 
further advice to the QPS in due course. 
  
Cheers 
Cathie 

Cathie Allen BSc, MSc (Forensic Science) (She/Her*) 
Managing Scientist  
Social Chair, Organising Committee for 25th International Symposium of the 
Australian and New Zealand Forensic Science Society (ANZFSS), Brisbane, 11 – 15 Sept 2022 
Police Services Stream, Forensic & Scientific Services  
Prevention Division, Queensland Health  
p m    
a 39 Kessels Road, Coopers Plains, QLD 4108  
e w  www.health.qld.gov.au/fss 
Queensland Health acknowledges the Traditional Owners of the land, and pays respect to Elders past, present and future. 
*If you’re wondering about the use of pronouns She/Her on this signature block, I encourage you to read some resources available here 

 
                              
  

From: Neville.DavidH[OSC] <   
Sent: Monday, 13 December 2021 2:06 PM 
To: Cathie Allen <  
Cc: Harris.LibbyA[OSC] <  
Subject: RE:   
  

This email originated from outside Queensland Health. DO NOT click on any links or open attachments 
unless you recognise the sender and know the content is safe. 

Hi Cathie 
Since sending you my last message I found some correspondence from February 2018 where QHFSS made a 
recommendation to QPS that testing of samples that contained less than 0.008ng/uL of DNA should discontinue 
because the chance of obtaining a profile was less than 2%.   Samples below this threshold were previously micro 
concentrated in an effort to attain a profile.  Based on the advice from QHFSS, the QPS agreed to discontinue testing 
including micro concentration under such circumstances and the result would be reported as “DNA Insufficient for 
further testing” (DIFFT).  I am assuming this is the information I was seeking in the below request.  
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Based on the results obtained for , I asked my staff to undertake a wider review of the 
success rate of further testing of items that were originally reported as DIFFT during 2021.  This revealed 51 out of 
160 samples provided a profile when the QPS requested testing to continue.   These items are listed in the attached.  
  
On 14 November 2018 I raised similar concern in relation to  after 3 out of 4 samples 
yielded a result when QPS requested testing to continue.  At that time QHFSS provided reassurance that the success 
rate would be lower than 2% and that the matter should be treated as an aberration.  As a result the QPS agreed to 
continue the truncation of testing for items below the threshold quantity of DNA and limit automated micro 
concentration to P1 samples only. 
  
Given the result of the recent cases where continued testing was successful, might it be timely to review the 
practice of truncating testing of lower quant items?  For instance, is the threshold value still valid?  Also, with the 
implementation of the latest version of STRMix that can deconvolute more complex mixtures, is it more likely to get 
a result now? 
  
I think the 30% success rate of retesting warrants a little further examination to make sure we are maximising our 
chances of solving crime, particularly for major crime matters. 
  
I look forward to discussing this further with you. 
  
  
  
  
  

 
  

David Neville 
Inspector 
Biometrics 
Forensic Services Group 
Operations Support Command 
Ph:  
Mob:  

 
  

  
  

From: Neville.DavidH[OSC]  
Sent: Friday, 3 December 2021 10:07 
To: Cathie Allen <  
Subject: RE:   
  
Thanks Cathie 
I appreciate the timely feedback.  Based on our conversation the other day, I am assuming these discussions 
occurred in 2008.  Is there any correspondence that was provided to base this decision on that you can provide, 
please? For our refence and moving into the future, what is the actual percentage that your dataset has indicated? 
Obviously this information will be helpful in guiding future requests for retesting.   
  

 
  

David Neville 
Inspector 
Biometrics 
Forensic Services Group 
Operations Support Command 
Ph:  
Mob:  
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From: Cathie Allen <   
Sent: Friday, 3 December 2021 09:55 
To: Neville.DavidH[OSC] <  
Cc: Justin Howes <  
Subject: RE:   
  
CAUTION: This email originated from outside of Queensland Police Service. Do not click links or open attachments unless you 
recognise the sender and know the content is safe. 
  
Hi David 
  
Thanks for the additional information on those samples from that particular case.  We’ll have a look into them and 
get back to you when we can. 
  
After we had conducted a review of a large dataset, it was found that below a particular quantitation threshold and 
in line with manufacturer’s specifications, a very small percentage of samples may provide some type of DNA 
profile, if they proceeded through DNA processing.  This information was provided to the QPS, and the QPS advised 
that it would prefer that those samples that didn’t exceed the quant threshold were not processed through to a 
DNA profile.  We’ve monitored this and have found that with a larger dataset, the small percentage didn’t vary. 
  
We’ll provide advice for this particular case when we’re able to. 
  
Cheers 
Cathie 

Cathie Allen BSc, MSc (Forensic Science) (She/Her*) 
Managing Scientist  
Social Chair, Organising Committee for 25th International Symposium of the 
Australian and New Zealand Forensic Science Society (ANZFSS), Brisbane, 11 – 15 Sept 2022 
Police Services Stream, Forensic & Scientific Services  
Prevention Division, Queensland Health  
p m    
a 39 Kessels Road, Coopers Plains, QLD 4108  
e w  www.health.qld.gov.au/fss 
Queensland Health acknowledges the Traditional Owners of the land, and pays respect to Elders past, present and future. 
*If you’re wondering about the use of pronouns She/Her on this signature block, I encourage you to read some resources available here 

 
                              
  

From: Neville.DavidH[OSC] <   
Sent: Wednesday, 1 December 2021 1:48 PM 
To: Cathie Allen <  
Cc: Justin Howes <  
Subject: RE:   
  

This email originated from outside Queensland Health. DO NOT click on any links or open attachments 
unless you recognise the sender and know the content is safe. 
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Hi Cathie 
To provide further context, it has been raised with me that 33 items were examined with advice being received, 
“DNA Insufficient for further testing”.  A request was made for these items to be further worked. Ten of these then 
returned a result with persons being identified with LRs of >100 billion.  I have attached a spreadsheet that includes 
the results.  II wondered if there was a particular reason for this case as to why approx. 30% of the samples yielded a 
result after the work was requested.   Can you please advise what the actual threshold is and advice as to whether 
this needs to be reviewed.  
Finally, sorry to sound demanding,  can you also provide information on your expected likelihood of success in 
normal casework (i.e the likelihood of DNA insufficient samples yielding a result if testing is continued).   
  
Cheers 
  
  

 
  

David Neville 
Inspector 
Biometrics 
Forensic Services Group 
Operations Support Command 
Ph:  
Mob:  

 
  

  
  

From: Neville.DavidH[OSC]  
Sent: Wednesday, 1 December 2021 10:24 
To: Cathie Allen <  
Subject:   
  
Hi Cathie 
I wondered if you might be available at some time today to have a brief chat about some results from  

.  If Justin was available too, that might be helpful.  Can we teams please? 
  

 
  

David Neville 
Inspector 
Biometrics 
Forensic Services Group 
Operations Support Command 
Ph:  
Mob:  

 
  

  
  

  

  

********************************************************************************** 

Disclaimer: This email and any attachments may contain legally privileged or confidential information and may be 
protected by copyright. You must not use or disclose them other than for the purposes for which they were 
supplied. The privilege or confidentiality attached to this message and attachments is not waived by reason of 
mistaken delivery to you. If you are not the intended recipient, you must not use, disclose, retain, forward or 
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reproduce this message or any attachments. If you receive this message in error, please notify the sender by return 
email or telephone and destroy and delete all copies. Unless stated otherwise, this email represents only the views 
of the sender and not the views of the Queensland Government.  

Queensland Health carries out monitoring, scanning and blocking of emails and attachments sent from or to 
addresses within Queensland Health for the purposes of operating, protecting, maintaining and ensuring 
appropriate use of its computer network.  

********************************************************************************** 

 
**********************************************************************  
CONFIDENTIALITY: The information contained in this  
electronic mail message and any electronic files attached  
to it may be confidential information, and may also be the  
subject of legal professional privilege and/or public interest  
immunity. If you are not the intended recipient you are  
required to delete it. Any use, disclosure or copying of  
this message and any attachments is unauthorised. If you  
have received this electronic message in error, please  
inform the sender or contact 1300.psaict@police.qld.gov.au.  
This footnote also confirms that this email message has  
been checked for the presence of computer viruses.  
**********************************************************************  
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Stoneman.AmyE[CTDFVCOI]

From: McNab.BruceJ[OSC]
Sent: Wednesday, 11 May 2022 10:26
To: Neville.DavidH[OSC]
Subject: Re: Testing thresholds

No mate not yet 
 
Bruce McNab BM  
Superintendent 7417 
Commander 
Forensic Services Group 
Operations Support Command 
Qld Police Service 

 

From: Neville.DavidH[OSC] <  
Sent: Tuesday, May 10, 2022 9:55:48 AM 
To: McNab.BruceJ[OSC] <  
Subject: FW: Testing thresholds  
  
  
Hi Bruce 
Has there been any information provided back from QHFSS on this at all.  Have the QPS been provided any 
information on the terms of reference for the review? 
Cheers 
Dave 
  
  

From: Neville.DavidH[OSC]  
Sent: Thursday, 7 April 2022 16:18 
To: McNab.BruceJ[OSC] <  
Cc: Pobar.DarrenJ[OSC] <  
Subject: RE: Testing thresholds 
  
Bruce 
That is very concerning.  Given this response and our worrying observations in relation to the efficacy of the current 
testing, I would strongly recommend that we advise QHFSS that the QPS no-longer assents to the removal of the 
automated micro-concentration stage for major crime matters.   
Have you seen any terms of reference for the review? 
  
Dave 
   
  

From: McNab.BruceJ[OSC] <   
Sent: Thursday, 7 April 2022 16:06 
To: Neville.DavidH[OSC] <  
Cc: Pobar.DarrenJ[OSC] < Support Officer FSG[OSC] 
<  
Subject: RE: Testing thresholds 
  
Thanks Dave, 

EXHIBIT 71
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I’ve spoken to Lara, and their legal unit has asked all such reporting (your request) is held until the review of FSS is 
commenced at the direction of government. I’ve expressed to Lara that as the client we are very uncomfortable that 
such a serious matter would be delayed for the same reasons you outlined, but not just from a public optics point of 
view, but also as you outlined, from a potential risk ot victims particularly those who are victims of sexual assault.  
  
She is going to speak to their legal department and get back to me.  
  
Darren FYI.  
  
  

 

Bruce McNab BM 
Superintendent 7417 
Forensic Services Group 
OPERATIONS SUPPORT COMMAND 

 
Police HQ 
200 Roma Street Brisbane QLD 4000 

 
  

 
  

From: Neville.DavidH[OSC] <   
Sent: Wednesday, 6 April 2022 10:28 
To: McNab.BruceJ[OSC] <  
Subject: FW: Testing thresholds 
  
Bruce 
As per our discussion this morning, I am hesitant to accept any delay in responding to this concern raised by QPS in 
December last year.  As you would be aware, the Women’s Safety and Justice Taskforce has now raised this same 
matter as issue and has requested advice from the QPS as to the impact of DNA testing thresholds on justice 
outcomes.  Based on a request form the Taskforce, I undertook an analysis  of how the thresholds may be impacting 
on the analysis of samples collected for sex offences.  66% of samples initially reported as ‘insufficient DNA for 
further processing’ yielded a profile when we requested testing to continue.   
Based on this observation, I don’t think it is appropriate to delay any review or provision of information that might 
assist in understanding the nature or extent of the issue.  Failure to take timely action could place people in the 
community at risk by allowing a perpetrator to go unidentified. 
  
Regards 
  
Dave 
  
  
  

From: Neville.DavidH[OSC]  
Sent: Friday, 1 April 2022 14:56 
To: Cathie Allen <  
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Cc: Lara Keller < McNab.BruceJ[OSC] <  
Subject: RE: Testing thresholds 
  
Dear Cathie 
Previously you indicated that you would provide a report in response to issues raised by QPS around the thresholds 
used to triage continuation of DNA testing.  I spoke to Bruce who indicated that he has not received this as yet 
(unless he missed it amongst his many emails). 
  
In any case, can you confirm whether or not this has been provided yet, please.  If not, do you have an expected 
date of release.  Bruce has also requested that the report be provided to me as the responsible officer for DNA in 
the QPS, please. 
  
Regards 
  

 
  

David Neville 
Inspector 
Biometrics 
Forensic Services Group 
Operations Support Command 
Ph:  
Mob:  

 
  

  
  

From: Neville.DavidH[OSC]  
Sent: Wednesday, 16 March 2022 14:28 
To: Cathie Allen <  
Cc: Lara Keller < McNab.BruceJ[OSC] <  
Subject: RE: Testing thresholds 
  
Hi Cathie 
I have been continuing to track success rates of samples that were originally reported as  ‘DNA Insufficient for 
further processing’ but then yielded a useable profile when QPS requested testing to continue.  I am still seeing a 
similar success rate of nearly 30%.  This high success rate with lower quant samples shows the very good work done 
by your lab which is much appreciated.  
  
The results are included in the attached spreadsheet. The features of the spreadsheet are as follows: 

 Tabs 1 and 2 includes previous provided data for January – September 2021 
 Tab 3 relates to the raw data download for the period 1 October 2021 – 15 March 2022 outlining exhibits 

that were submitted for further processing and the results that were obtained. 
 Tab 4 is a pivot table grouping the results that have been returned from the requested reworks. 

  
Of note, in relation to the data for 1 October – 15 March, there are a total of 155 samples that have finalised testing. 
Breakdown of results as follows: 
  

 43 samples obtained a useable result (Single source; 2, 3, and 4 person mixed DNA profiles) 
 2 samples returned a quality control failure result 
 110 samples did not return a useable result. 

  
The remainder of samples that were submitted for further processing for this period (47 samples), are still 
undergoing testing at QHFSS, therefore it is unknown at this time what results will be returned on these samples. 
  
I have provided this information as it may assist with the report that you are preparing as discussed in previous 
emails.  It would be very interesting to see how the quant and degradation values correlate with success of further 
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processing.  It may also assist with any review of thresholds as requested by QPS.  This is provided for information 
only.   
  
Kind regards 
  
  
  
  

 
  

David Neville 
Inspector 
Biometrics 
Forensic Services Group 
Operations Support Command 
Ph:  
Mob:  

 
  

  
  

From: Cathie Allen <   
Sent: Monday, 7 March 2022 16:47 
To: Neville.DavidH[OSC] <  
Cc: Lara Keller < McNab.BruceJ[OSC] <  
Subject: RE: Testing thresholds 
  
CAUTION: This email originated from outside of Queensland Police Service. Do not click links or open attachments unless you 
recognise the sender and know the content is safe. 
  
Hi David 
  
Thank you for your email. 
  
My clarification only related to the figure of 1.86% and ‘uploadable’ profiles to the NCIDD. 
  
I’ll work with Lara on how this is best resolved and we’ll provide a recommendation/s in the follow-up report. 
  
Cheers 
Cathie 

Cathie Allen BSc, MSc (Forensic Science) (She/Her*) 
Managing Scientist  
Social Chair, Organising Committee for 25th International Symposium of the 
Australian and New Zealand Forensic Science Society (ANZFSS), Brisbane, 11 – 15 Sept 2022 
Police Services Stream, Forensic & Scientific Services  
Prevention Division, Queensland Health  
p m    
a 39 Kessels Road, Coopers Plains, QLD 4108  
e w  www.health.qld.gov.au/fss 
Queensland Health acknowledges the Traditional Owners of the land, and pays respect to Elders past, present and future. 
*If you’re wondering about the use of pronouns She/Her on this signature block, I encourage you to read some resources available here 
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From: Neville.DavidH[OSC] <   
Sent: Thursday, 3 March 2022 2:26 PM 
To: Cathie Allen <  
Cc: Lara Keller < McNab.BruceJ[OSC] <  
Subject: RE: Testing thresholds 
  

This email originated from outside Queensland Health. DO NOT click on any links or open attachments 
unless you recognise the sender and know the content is safe. 

  
Hi Cathie 
Without doubting your obvious expertise, I think you may be misinterpreting the data in the paper.  In your 
response you indicated that  “The value of 1.86% refers to DNA profiles that are able to be uploaded to the NCIDD 
(‘loadable profile’).”    However, in part 4 of the paper it describes ‘success’ as what appears to be a loadable profile 
and figure 1 indicates this is 10.6%  (See below).    
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The 1.86% refers to where ‘success’ occurred  and it was the only sample in the case that was NCIDD-suitable for 
that particular profile.  In other words, there were no other samples in the case that yielded the same profile.  Again, 
this is problematic because the probative value of samples varies as outlined in my last email to you. 
  
In relation to the spreadsheet you mentioned, we do not have access to quant values and no such spreadsheet 
exists.  This is why I am requesting that you make this information visible to us in addition to degradation values. 
  
I agree that the scientist are best positioned to make a determination as to whether microcon or further testing 
should occur.  I would much rather this decision be made by an expert with access to all of the data, but my 
understanding is that this does not occur at the moment.  Rather, testing is automatically ceased and  it is left up to 
the QPS to make a request without access to any of the information.   
  
I also agree absolutely that any change should be evidence based.  I would request that the options paper give 
consideration to lowering the threshold value.  I look forward to report and hope that the current weather does not 
impact on you or your team 
  
Regards  
  
David Neville 
  
  
  
  
  

From: Cathie Allen <   
Sent: Thursday, 3 March 2022 12:34 
To: Neville.DavidH[OSC] <  
Cc: Lara Keller < McNab.BruceJ[OSC] <  
Subject: RE: Testing thresholds 
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CAUTION: This email originated from outside of Queensland Police Service. Do not click links or open attachments unless you 
recognise the sender and know the content is safe. 
  
Hi David 
  
Thank you for the recognition of being experts in the area of DNA profiling and workflow surround it – I really 
appreciate it.  The Queensland Government has made a significant investment in the expertise and skills of all staff 
in Forensic DNA Analysis in our area of DNA profiling and interpretation and it’s great that they are recognised for 
that.   
  
I’d like to clarify a point regarding the interpretation of the data in the Options Paper from 2017.  This was discussed 
with the Supt and Inspector at the time.  The value of 1.86% refers to DNA profiles that are able to be uploaded to 
the NCIDD (‘loadable profile’).  The more alleles available within a profile, the greater the chance that any matches 
could be considered a true match, rather than an adventitious match.  This should be borne in mind when 
considering additional resources being put towards a sample with a low quant value (ie return on 
investment).  Achieving more than 12 alleles for a sample is the aim so that matches on the NCIDD can be made and 
intelligence results delivered to the QPS. 
  
The Commissioner delegates the responsibility for DNA testing and reporting to FSS.  We’re aware that a 
spreadsheet is used within the QPS DNA Management regarding quant values etc.  To enable FSS to provide an even 
higher standard of service to the QPS, could we please gain access to the spreadsheet, with the view to 
incorporating it into the FR?  We feel that if we could incorporate this, we will be able to provide recommendations 
for the QPS to consider, as you’ve rightly pointed out ‘there is a lot to assimilate when you don’t work in the 
field’.  As we’re across this and how the profile behaves, this would allow us to provide that information to the QPS 
that assists with any future decision making on a collaborative basis. 
  
The data generated within the Options Paper was from 2017.  Given a large number of samples have been 
processed since then, which would include any changes in sampling made by both organisations, FSS would prefer 
that any proposed changes are done using evidence based research.  Gathering more data will assist in decision 
making regarding the processing of DNA samples, whilst also making an assessment on the best use of resources for 
both organisations.  We anticipate providing a follow-up paper to Supt McNab in approx two weeks (given the 
current weather event being experienced and affecting a number of people).  Please bear in mind that any changes 
to the FR workflow will also require an FR enhancement (which at this time will be within the new version of the FR, 
given how close it is to implementing). 
  
Cheers 
Cathie 

Cathie Allen BSc, MSc (Forensic Science) (She/Her*) 
Managing Scientist  
Social Chair, Organising Committee for 25th International Symposium of the 
Australian and New Zealand Forensic Science Society (ANZFSS), Brisbane, 11 – 15 Sept 2022 
Police Services Stream, Forensic & Scientific Services  
Prevention Division, Queensland Health  
p m    
a 39 Kessels Road, Coopers Plains, QLD 4108  
e w  www.health.qld.gov.au/fss 
Queensland Health acknowledges the Traditional Owners of the land, and pays respect to Elders past, present and future. 
*If you’re wondering about the use of pronouns She/Her on this signature block, I encourage you to read some resources available here 
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From: Neville.DavidH[OSC] <   
Sent: Thursday, 24 February 2022 1:21 PM 
To: Cathie Allen <  
Cc: Lara Keller < Frieberg.DaleJ[OSC] <  
Subject: RE: Testing thresholds 
  

This email originated from outside Queensland Health. DO NOT click on any links or open attachments 
unless you recognise the sender and know the content is safe. 

Hi Cathie, 
Thanks for the reply and also for the paper discussing the micro-con success rates. I have read the paper previously, 
however the explanation in your email sent yesterday made this a lot clearer.  It was really helpful because there is a 
lot to assimilate when you don’t work in the field. 
  
I wondered if you can clarify my understanding of the paper?  The success rate of <2%  relates to the likelihood of 
the process resulting in a new link rather than the likelihood of obtaining a profile.  The actual success rate of 
obtaining a profile is roughly 10% overall according to Figure 1.   
  
I’ll be honest, using the number of new links to measure the value of analysis is very problematic because the 
probative value of the evidence will vary hugely depending on the sample type and location.  Although I can see the 
logic, it does over simply the situation. 
  
10% is much closer to 30% which is what we observed and our selection process may explain part of the gap in our 
success values.  More importantly, I did some calculations based on the success rate shown in Figure 2 for samples 
with a quant value of over .006ng/uL.  Above this quant the success rate is 24% which is even closer to our 
observation. 
  
The current system of reporting places an onus on the QPS to make a decision as to whether testing should continue 
for samples under .0088ng/uL of DNA.  Investigators are advised to let the DNA Management Section know if they 
seek for this to occur.  This is problematic for members of the QPS to make a decision as to whether testing should 
proceed because they do not have access to information about the quality and quantity of DNA present.  For this to 
actually work we need to have visibility over the quant and degradation values to make an informed decision.  This 
could easily be resolved through a change in the FR.  For a short time QPS members had visibility of this information 
due to a programming error, but it was switched off.  I believe it is essential that this limited information be made 
available again for the current regime of reporting is to remain. 
  
According to Figure 2, the likelihood of success appears to be much greater for samples above .006ng/uL  (approx. 
24%).  Its also interesting to note that this accounts for relatively low proportion of samples below the .0088ng/uL.  
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Based on the information in this graph, I wondered if it might be worthwhile lowering the threshold.  
  
I am not supportive at this point of returning to automatic processing of all of the samples above .001ng/uL.  I think 
that would be a retrograde step and unnecessarily tie up the scientists.  But I am very supportive of fine tuning the 
threshold. 
  
In any case, your email has been incredibly helpful and it does resolve some of my concerns.  However it also 
highlights a need for us to modify our practices.  Can you please provide advice on the practicality of the suggestions 
I have made? Alternatively I would be very interested in any improvement suggestions you may have.  
  
Thanks again and I look forward to hearing your thoughts. 
  
  

 
  

David Neville 
Inspector 
Biometrics 
Forensic Services Group 
Operations Support Command 
Ph:  
Mob:  

 
  

  
  

From: Cathie Allen <   
Sent: Thursday, 24 February 2022 08:37 
To: Neville.DavidH[OSC] <  
Cc: Frieberg.DaleJ[OSC] < Lara Keller <  
Subject: RE: Testing thresholds 
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CAUTION: This email originated from outside of Queensland Police Service. Do not click links or open attachments unless you 
recognise the sender and know the content is safe. 
  
Hi David 
  
The laboratory has conducted an extensive validation process prior to the implementation of the current 
quantitation process.  The validation outcomes were in line with the manufacturer’s specification.  From August 
2018 onwards, if a sample obtains a quantitation value of 0.001 ng/uL or below, the laboratory reports this to the 
QPS as ‘No DNA Detected’.  If a sample obtains a quantitation value between 0.001ng/uL and 0.0088ng/uL, the 
laboratory reports this to the QPS as ‘DNA insufficient for further processing’ (expanded QPRIME results supplied 
below).  These values are listed in the Options paper attached that was provided to the QPS.  Samples that obtain a 
quantitation value greater than 0.0088ng/ug are processed through the DNA profiling step and results obtained are 
reported.  Its FSS’s understanding that forensic officers review DNA results within the context of the case and can 
request testing or submit additional items for testing. 
  

 
  
The theoretical values regarding human cells to derive a DNA profile are not used within the laboratory.  The 
laboratory uses values obtained from the quantitation process that provide the approximate amount of human DNA 
available within the sample. 
  
Each year, the forensic laboratories will exchange information regarding profiling kit and equipment used, however 
details regarding quantitation values has not been exchanged or collated so I’m unable to comment or draw 
comparisons to other jurisdictions.  Validation studies conducted within each laboratory ensures that the method or 
equipment is fit for purpose within that laboratory environment, so it’s not unexpected that different laboratories 
would have slightly different thresholds for quantitation or limit of detect for DNA profiles (as different equipment 
and kits are used in the different laboratories). 
  
The in-house validation of the current QuantiFiler Trio system showed that the laboratory could reliably detect DNA 
down to concentrations of 0.001ng/uL, however the manufacturer has reported that the system has single source 
sensitivity only down to 0.005ng/uL.  At these lower concentrations of DNA, there are more stochastic effects that 
can occur and thereby affect the interpretation of the DNA profile.  Quantity and quality of the DNA obtained from a 
sample determines the ability to obtain a DNA profile.   
  
If the QPS request a ‘DNA insufficient’ sample to be processed, it first undergoes a concentration step then 
amplification and associated DNA interpretation (excluding Priority 1 samples).  The concentration step is required 
to give the sample the best opportunity to obtain a ‘useful’ DNA profile (ie useful to load to the NCIDD or meaningful 
comparison to other profiles obtained within the case). 
  
Once we’ve received the quote from bdna regarding when an enhancement can be added to the FR for data 
extraction, we will be able to provide a timeframe regarding analysis of the data and provision of a report. 
  
Cheers 
Cathie 
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Cathie Allen BSc, MSc (Forensic Science) (She/Her*) 
Managing Scientist  
Social Chair, Organising Committee for 25th International Symposium of the 
Australian and New Zealand Forensic Science Society (ANZFSS), Brisbane, 11 – 15 Sept 2022 
Police Services Stream, Forensic & Scientific Services  
Prevention Division, Queensland Health  
p m    
a 39 Kessels Road, Coopers Plains, QLD 4108  
e w  www.health.qld.gov.au/fss 
Queensland Health acknowledges the Traditional Owners of the land, and pays respect to Elders past, present and future. 
*If you’re wondering about the use of pronouns She/Her on this signature block, I encourage you to read some resources available here 

 
                              
  

From: Neville.DavidH[OSC] <   
Sent: Wednesday, 23 February 2022 8:51 AM 
To: Cathie Allen <  
Cc: Frieberg.DaleJ[OSC] < Lara Keller <  
Subject: RE: Testing thresholds 
  

This email originated from outside Queensland Health. DO NOT click on any links or open attachments 
unless you recognise the sender and know the content is safe. 

Dear Cathie 
  
Thank you for your reply to my email, however the response does not address the main query posed.  I am seeking 
information from you in relation to the comments in the Australian claiming that the thresholds in Queensland are 
twice that of other states and three times higher than the manufacturer’s recommended value.  These claims in the 
national newspaper come at a time when the QPS has raised similar concerns around testing triage 
thresholds.  Unfortunately the gears have shifted since our meeting on 1 February due these claims in the media and 
I am being asked questions in relation to these very issues. 
  
I need to also further clarify my comment that the QPS had ‘cherry picked’ samples.  The dataset that was provided 
included the barcodes of samples that the QPS requested to continue testing after receiving a result ‘insufficient 
DNA for further testing’.  Some of these were selected because we found it unusual for the sample type to yield low 
DNA.  This included samples from blood and a used condom.   The fact that these produced low quant values is 
concerning to some extent.  However, the majority of them were selected due to the probative value of the sample 
rather than the sample type.   For  alone, this included 33 samples with 10 later providing a full 
profile.  Yes, the sample selection may have had some impact, however it could not explain the vast difference 
between >2% and 30% success rate.   
  
Having said this, I do appreciate the work that you have done so far in reviewing the dataset. I understand that this 
may not be a simple task.  I know that we share a common interest in ensuring the effectiveness of DNA in 
enhancing community safety.  To that effect, could you please provide an estimated timeframe for completion.   
  
For clarity, could you please provide advice on the threshold values used with QHFSS as a matter or priority 
including how they accord with other jurisdictions.   I assume that this information will be readily available within 
your procedures.    
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Kind Regards 
   
  

 
  

David Neville 
Inspector 
Biometrics 
Forensic Services Group 
Operations Support Command 
Ph:  
Mob:  

 
  

  
  

From: Cathie Allen <   
Sent: Tuesday, 22 February 2022 16:32 
To: Neville.DavidH[OSC] <  
Cc: Frieberg.DaleJ[OSC] < Lara Keller <  
Subject: RE: Testing thresholds 
  
CAUTION: This email originated from outside of Queensland Police Service. Do not click links or open attachments unless you 
recognise the sender and know the content is safe. 
  
Hi David 
  
During the Bi-Monthly QPS / QHFSS meeting on the 1st of February, I provided a verbal update to you and Supt 
Frieberg regarding this.  Minutes from this meeting are yet to be circulated (it was recorded), I have detailed notes 
that I took during the meeting and I’ve referred to those for this email.   
  
I advised that due to the community transmission of COVID-19 affecting Forensic DNA Analysis staff members and 
the two urgent cases that the QPS requested we process (a number of items), slow progress had been made on this 
request.  At the meeting, you provided an assurance that you understood the situation that both the QPS and FSS 
were in due to the community transmission of COVID-19 affecting the workforces. 
  
During the meeting, you advised that you were aware that the QPS had ‘cherry-picked’ particular samples to be 
tested further, and that this may be the reason behind the results that were achieved.  
  
The data that is required to be analysed is within the FR, and FSS have submitted a request to bdna for a quote to 
extract the data required.  Once we have received the quote and approved it, and then received and analysed the 
data, we will provide a report to the QPS regarding this. 
  
Cheers 
Cathie 

Cathie Allen BSc, MSc (Forensic Science) (She/Her*) 
Managing Scientist  
Social Chair, Organising Committee for 25th International Symposium of the 
Australian and New Zealand Forensic Science Society (ANZFSS), Brisbane, 11 – 15 Sept 2022 
Police Services Stream, Forensic & Scientific Services  
Prevention Division, Queensland Health  
p m    
a 39 Kessels Road, Coopers Plains, QLD 4108  
e w  www.health.qld.gov.au/fss 
Queensland Health acknowledges the Traditional Owners of the land, and pays respect to Elders past, present and future. 
*If you’re wondering about the use of pronouns She/Her on this signature block, I encourage you to read some resources available here 
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From: Lara Keller <   
Sent: Monday, 21 February 2022 11:22 AM 
To: Neville.DavidH[OSC] <  
Cc: Frieberg.DaleJ[OSC] < Cathie Allen <  
Subject: RE: Testing thresholds 
  
Good morning David 
  
Cathie is off duty today, so I have asked for an update from within the team today.  I do know that Cathie has been 
following this up already.  
  
Thanks and Kind Regards 
Lara  

 
Lara Keller B App Sc (MLS), Grad Cert Health Mgt, MAIMS, CMgr FIML 
A/Executive Director 
Forensic and Scientific Services 
Prevention Division, Queensland Health  
p  m   
a Administration, Level 1, 39 Kessels Road, Coopers Plains, QLD, 4108 
e w www.health.qld.gov.au/fss  
 
Queensland Health acknowledges the Traditional Owners of the land, and pays respect to Elders past, present and emerging.  
  
  
  

From: Neville.DavidH[OSC] <   
Sent: Monday, 21 February 2022 10:21 AM 
To: Cathie Allen <  
Cc: Frieberg.DaleJ[OSC] < Lara Keller <  
Subject: FW: Testing thresholds 
  

This email originated from outside Queensland Health. DO NOT click on any links or open attachments 
unless you recognise the sender and know the content is safe. 

  
Dear Cathie 
I understand the difficulty of the ongoing coverage by the The Australian of the  case.  This must 
be causing significant stress for you and your staff. 
  
Unfortunately I have been drawn into comment internally on peripheral matters raised by the outlet on 18 February 
2022.   
  
article. 
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It claims that the Queensland lab requires crime scene samples to have the equivalent of at least 22 cells to be fully 
tested, otherwise they are deemed to have insufficient DNA.  It claims that the threshold is double the 11 cells 
required in NSW, and almost three times the eight cells that the product manufacturer has used to obtain good 
quality DNA profiles. 
  
I know you are busy, but since 1 December 2021 I have raised concerns in relation to the truncating of testing based 
on DNA quant values because of the significant number of below threshold samples yielding a profile when testing is 
continued.  This remains a high priority matter for the QPS.  To date I have not received any feedback or explanation 
as to difference between the predicted (<2%) and observed success rates (30%) for samples that reportedly 
contained a low concentration.   
  
Could you please provide advice as to how the Queensland threshold for testing accords with other 
jurisdictions.  Can you also please advise the outcome of any internal review that you have undertaken based on the 
information I provided.    I need this information as a matter of urgency to brief the executive in relation to this 
matter. 
  
Regards 
  

 
  

David Neville 
Inspector 
Biometrics 
Forensic Services Group 
Operations Support Command 
Ph:  
Mob:  

 
  

  
  

From: Neville.DavidH[OSC] <   
Sent: Friday, 17 December 2021 17:23 
To: Cathie Allen <  
Cc: Frieberg.DaleJ[OSC] < '  
<  
Subject: Re:   
  
Hi Cathie 
Thanks for the clarification. That was my understanding too. I was of the belief that QHFSS stopped doing this as a 
matter of routine for low quant samples because there was a lower than 2 percent chance of success.  However, 
QPS has found the success rate to be 30 percent when we requested this to be done. It is the difference between 
these success rates that I am interested in. 
  
Have a good weekend 
  
David Neville 
Inspector, FSG 

 
  
  

From: Cathie Allen <  
Sent: Friday, December 17, 2021 5:06 pm 
To: Neville.DavidH[OSC] 
Cc: Lara Keller; Frieberg.DaleJ[OSC] 
Subject: RE:   
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CAUTION: This email originated from outside of Queensland Police Service. Do not click links or open attachments unless you 
recognise the sender and know the content is safe. 
  
Hi David 
  
Thank you for the follow-up email regarding samples within this case.   
  
To ensure that we’re all on the same page, I’d like to clarify the process.  If samples that have been deemed 
‘insufficient DNA for further processing’ are processed further, they all first undergo a concentration step, followed 
by amplification.  This is in contrast with samples that are not deemed in this range, as these samples amplification, 
without a concentration step.  Just wanted to draw to your attention that there is additional work undertaken on 
the DNA extract to attempt to achieve a DNA result for the samples deemed ‘insufficient DNA for further 
processing’.  
  
Cheers 
Cathie 

Cathie Allen BSc, MSc (Forensic Science) (She/Her*) 
Managing Scientist  
Social Chair, Organising Committee for 25th International Symposium of the 
Australian and New Zealand Forensic Science Society (ANZFSS), Brisbane, 11 – 15 Sept 2022 
Police Services Stream, Forensic & Scientific Services  
Prevention Division, Queensland Health  
p m    
a 39 Kessels Road, Coopers Plains, QLD 4108  
e w  www.health.qld.gov.au/fss 
Queensland Health acknowledges the Traditional Owners of the land, and pays respect to Elders past, present and future. 
*If you’re wondering about the use of pronouns She/Her on this signature block, I encourage you to read some resources available here 

 
                              
  

From: Neville.DavidH[OSC] <   
Sent: Friday, 17 December 2021 12:04 PM 
To: Cathie Allen <  
Cc: Lara Keller < Frieberg.DaleJ[OSC] <  
Subject: RE:   
  

This email originated from outside Queensland Health. DO NOT click on any links or open attachments 
unless you recognise the sender and know the content is safe. 

Hi Cathie 
In addition to the items on the list provided previously, last week we requested a blood swab  to be 
retested which was originally reported as “insufficient DNA for further testing”.   This sample was taken from blood 
on a broken shard of glass as depicted in the photo below.  
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Given the nature of the stain and inert substrate, we were surprised with the original result which is what prompted 
the request to further test.  Today we were advised that subsequent testing yielded a single source 20 loci 
profile.  This was an excellent result solving the crime which would have been otherwise missed.  
  
The image below is attached to the exhibit screen which was visible to the laboratory staff.  The results of 
presumptive testing are also included on that screen.  I wondered if lab staff use this information when making a 
decision on stopping testing? 
  
Forwarded for you information and consideration along with the other material provided.  
  
  

 
  
  

 
  

David Neville 
Inspector 
Biometrics 
Forensic Services Group 
Operations Support Command 
Ph:  
Mob:  

 
  

  
  

From: Neville.DavidH[OSC] <   
Sent: Thursday, 16 December 2021 12:56 
To: Cathie Allen <  
Cc: Frieberg.DaleJ[OSC] < Lara Keller <  
Subject: Re:   
  
Hi Cathie 
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Thanks, this is a high priority for us, we would appreciate advice as soon as possible please. 
  
  
David Neville 
Inspector, FSG 

 
  
  

From: Cathie Allen <  
Sent: Thursday, December 16, 2021 12:42 pm 
To: Neville.DavidH[OSC] 
Cc: Frieberg.DaleJ[OSC]; Lara Keller 
Subject: RE:   
  
CAUTION: This email originated from outside of Queensland Police Service. Do not click links or open attachments unless you 
recognise the sender and know the content is safe. 
  
Hi David 
  
Thank you for your email and feedback regarding this.  We will review scientific data available to us and will provide 
further advice to the QPS in due course. 
  
Cheers 
Cathie 

Cathie Allen BSc, MSc (Forensic Science) (She/Her*) 
Managing Scientist  
Social Chair, Organising Committee for 25th International Symposium of the 
Australian and New Zealand Forensic Science Society (ANZFSS), Brisbane, 11 – 15 Sept 2022 
Police Services Stream, Forensic & Scientific Services  
Prevention Division, Queensland Health  
p m    
a 39 Kessels Road, Coopers Plains, QLD 4108  
e w  www.health.qld.gov.au/fss 
Queensland Health acknowledges the Traditional Owners of the land, and pays respect to Elders past, present and future. 
*If you’re wondering about the use of pronouns She/Her on this signature block, I encourage you to read some resources available here 

 
                              
  

From: Neville.DavidH[OSC] <   
Sent: Monday, 13 December 2021 2:06 PM 
To: Cathie Allen <  
Cc: Harris.LibbyA[OSC] <  
Subject: RE:   
  

This email originated from outside Queensland Health. DO NOT click on any links or open attachments 
unless you recognise the sender and know the content is safe. 
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Hi Cathie 
Since sending you my last message I found some correspondence from February 2018 where QHFSS made a 
recommendation to QPS that testing of samples that contained less than 0.008ng/uL of DNA should discontinue 
because the chance of obtaining a profile was less than 2%.   Samples below this threshold were previously micro 
concentrated in an effort to attain a profile.  Based on the advice from QHFSS, the QPS agreed to discontinue testing 
including micro concentration under such circumstances and the result would be reported as “DNA Insufficient for 
further testing” (DIFFT).  I am assuming this is the information I was seeking in the below request.  
  
Based on the results obtained for , I asked my staff to undertake a wider review of the 
success rate of further testing of items that were originally reported as DIFFT during 2021.  This revealed 51 out of 
160 samples provided a profile when the QPS requested testing to continue.   These items are listed in the attached.  
  
On 14 November 2018 I raised similar concern in relation to  after 3 out of 4 samples 
yielded a result when QPS requested testing to continue.  At that time QHFSS provided reassurance that the success 
rate would be lower than 2% and that the matter should be treated as an aberration.  As a result the QPS agreed to 
continue the truncation of testing for items below the threshold quantity of DNA and limit automated micro 
concentration to P1 samples only. 
  
Given the result of the recent cases where continued testing was successful, might it be timely to review the 
practice of truncating testing of lower quant items?  For instance, is the threshold value still valid?  Also, with the 
implementation of the latest version of STRMix that can deconvolute more complex mixtures, is it more likely to get 
a result now? 
  
I think the 30% success rate of retesting warrants a little further examination to make sure we are maximising our 
chances of solving crime, particularly for major crime matters. 
  
I look forward to discussing this further with you. 
  
  
  
  
  

 
  

David Neville 
Inspector 
Biometrics 
Forensic Services Group 
Operations Support Command 
Ph:  
Mob:  

 
  

  
  

From: Neville.DavidH[OSC]  
Sent: Friday, 3 December 2021 10:07 
To: Cathie Allen <  
Subject: RE: Op   
  
Thanks Cathie 
I appreciate the timely feedback.  Based on our conversation the other day, I am assuming these discussions 
occurred in 2008.  Is there any correspondence that was provided to base this decision on that you can provide, 
please? For our refence and moving into the future, what is the actual percentage that your dataset has indicated? 
Obviously this information will be helpful in guiding future requests for retesting.   
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David Neville 
Inspector 
Biometrics 
Forensic Services Group 
Operations Support Command 
Ph:  
Mob:  

 
  

  
  

From: Cathie Allen <   
Sent: Friday, 3 December 2021 09:55 
To: Neville.DavidH[OSC] <  
Cc: Justin Howes <  
Subject: RE:   
  
CAUTION: This email originated from outside of Queensland Police Service. Do not click links or open attachments unless you 
recognise the sender and know the content is safe. 
  
Hi David 
  
Thanks for the additional information on those samples from that particular case.  We’ll have a look into them and 
get back to you when we can. 
  
After we had conducted a review of a large dataset, it was found that below a particular quantitation threshold and 
in line with manufacturer’s specifications, a very small percentage of samples may provide some type of DNA 
profile, if they proceeded through DNA processing.  This information was provided to the QPS, and the QPS advised 
that it would prefer that those samples that didn’t exceed the quant threshold were not processed through to a 
DNA profile.  We’ve monitored this and have found that with a larger dataset, the small percentage didn’t vary. 
  
We’ll provide advice for this particular case when we’re able to. 
  
Cheers 
Cathie 

Cathie Allen BSc, MSc (Forensic Science) (She/Her*) 
Managing Scientist  
Social Chair, Organising Committee for 25th International Symposium of the 
Australian and New Zealand Forensic Science Society (ANZFSS), Brisbane, 11 – 15 Sept 2022 
Police Services Stream, Forensic & Scientific Services  
Prevention Division, Queensland Health  
p m    
a 39 Kessels Road, Coopers Plains, QLD 4108  
e w  www.health.qld.gov.au/fss 
Queensland Health acknowledges the Traditional Owners of the land, and pays respect to Elders past, present and future. 
*If you’re wondering about the use of pronouns She/Her on this signature block, I encourage you to read some resources available here 
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From: Neville.DavidH[OSC] <   
Sent: Wednesday, 1 December 2021 1:48 PM 
To: Cathie Allen <  
Cc: Justin Howes <  
Subject: RE:   
  

This email originated from outside Queensland Health. DO NOT click on any links or open attachments 
unless you recognise the sender and know the content is safe. 

Hi Cathie 
To provide further context, it has been raised with me that 33 items were examined with advice being received, 
“DNA Insufficient for further testing”.  A request was made for these items to be further worked. Ten of these then 
returned a result with persons being identified with LRs of >100 billion.  I have attached a spreadsheet that includes 
the results.  II wondered if there was a particular reason for this case as to why approx. 30% of the samples yielded a 
result after the work was requested.   Can you please advise what the actual threshold is and advice as to whether 
this needs to be reviewed.  
Finally, sorry to sound demanding,  can you also provide information on your expected likelihood of success in 
normal casework (i.e the likelihood of DNA insufficient samples yielding a result if testing is continued).   
  
Cheers 
  
  

 
  

David Neville 
Inspector 
Biometrics 
Forensic Services Group 
Operations Support Command 
Ph:  
Mob:  

 
  

  
  

From: Neville.DavidH[OSC]  
Sent: Wednesday, 1 December 2021 10:24 
To: Cathie Allen <  
Subject:   
  
Hi Cathie 
I wondered if you might be available at some time today to have a brief chat about some results from  

.  If Justin was available too, that might be helpful.  Can we teams please? 
  

 
  

David Neville 
Inspector 
Biometrics 
Forensic Services Group 
Operations Support Command 
Ph:  
Mob:  
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********************************************************************************** 

Disclaimer: This email and any attachments may contain legally privileged or confidential information and may be 
protected by copyright. You must not use or disclose them other than for the purposes for which they were 
supplied. The privilege or confidentiality attached to this message and attachments is not waived by reason of 
mistaken delivery to you. If you are not the intended recipient, you must not use, disclose, retain, forward or 
reproduce this message or any attachments. If you receive this message in error, please notify the sender by return 
email or telephone and destroy and delete all copies. Unless stated otherwise, this email represents only the views 
of the sender and not the views of the Queensland Government.  

Queensland Health carries out monitoring, scanning and blocking of emails and attachments sent from or to 
addresses within Queensland Health for the purposes of operating, protecting, maintaining and ensuring 
appropriate use of its computer network.  

********************************************************************************** 

  
**********************************************************************  
CONFIDENTIALITY: The information contained in this  
electronic mail message and any electronic files attached  
to it may be confidential information, and may also be the  
subject of legal professional privilege and/or public interest  
immunity. If you are not the intended recipient you are  
required to delete it. Any use, disclosure or copying of  
this message and any attachments is unauthorised. If you  
have received this electronic message in error, please  
inform the sender or contact 1300.psaict@police.qld.gov.au.  
This footnote also confirms that this email message has  
been checked for the presence of computer viruses.  
**********************************************************************  
  
**********************************************************************  
CONFIDENTIALITY: The information contained in this  
electronic mail message and any electronic files attached  
to it may be confidential information, and may also be the  
subject of legal professional privilege and/or public interest  
immunity. If you are not the intended recipient you are  
required to delete it. Any use, disclosure or copying of  
this message and any attachments is unauthorised. If you  
have received this electronic message in error, please  
inform the sender or contact 1300.psaict@police.qld.gov.au.  
This footnote also confirms that this email message has  
been checked for the presence of computer viruses.  
**********************************************************************  
  
**********************************************************************  
CONFIDENTIALITY: The information contained in this  
electronic mail message and any electronic files attached  
to it may be confidential information, and may also be the  
subject of legal professional privilege and/or public interest  
immunity. If you are not the intended recipient you are  
required to delete it. Any use, disclosure or copying of  
this message and any attachments is unauthorised. If you  
have received this electronic message in error, please  
inform the sender or contact 1300.psaict@police.qld.gov.au.  
This footnote also confirms that this email message has  
been checked for the presence of computer viruses.  
**********************************************************************  
  
**********************************************************************  
CONFIDENTIALITY: The information contained in this  
electronic mail message and any electronic files attached  
to it may be confidential information, and may also be the  
subject of legal professional privilege and/or public interest  
immunity. If you are not the intended recipient you are  
required to delete it. Any use, disclosure or copying of  
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this message and any attachments is unauthorised. If you  
have received this electronic message in error, please  
inform the sender or contact 1300.psaict@police.qld.gov.au.  
This footnote also confirms that this email message has  
been checked for the presence of computer viruses.  
**********************************************************************  
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Stoneman.AmyE[CTDFVCOI]

From: Neville.DavidH[OSC]
Sent: Monday, 30 May 2022 10:52
To: Lara Keller; Cathie Allen
Cc: McNab.BruceJ[OSC]
Subject: FW: DNA insufficient further testing 
Attachments: DNA insuff reworks - Jan 21 - May 22.xlsx

Dear Lara and Cathie 

During previous meetings and email discussions I have raised concern about the success rates we are seeing when a 
sample is requested to continue being tested after having received a result “insufficient DNA for further 
processing”.   Since our last discussions we have undertaken further internal analysis that I feel you need to be 
advised of.   Since January 2021 QPS have requested 393 samples to continue with testing and found that 33% of 
these samples returned a useable profile.  The success rate was 66% for the samples that pertained to sex offences. 
The attached spreadsheet provides information on the samples and the results received. 

The success rate observed for samples relating to sex offences is disturbingly high and raises the risk that we may be 
missing evidence that could identify an offender.  The QPS needs to take steps to mitigate this risk.  Based on the 
results being achieved, the QPS is no longer comfortable with the automatic discontinuation of testing of samples 
below the .008ng/uL threshold.  This matter needs to be discussed as matter of priority between both agencies to 
find a suitable solution.  I believe the next meeting has been changed for later in June which may be too far away to 
discuss this important matter.  I wondered if there was a time you might be available sooner please. 

Regards 

David Neville 

EXHIBIT 72
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Exhibit # Offence Exh Desc Sample Category Sexual off sample categoryDate request sent Result returned Useable result obtained Y/N
Sexual offences Scraping marked area Scraping Bedding 04/01/2021 Single source 20 loci DNA profile LR > 100 billion Y
Murder B1 - Blood swab Swab - Blood 07/01/2021 2 person mix profile - support for contrib > 100 billion Y
Robbery offences Trace DNA tapelift Trace DNA Kit 18/01/2021 Complex mixed profile unsuitable for interp or comparison N
Burglary - trace DNA tape lift, dry plastic Trace DNA Kit 18/01/2021 Complex mixed profile unsuitable for interp or comparison N
Sexual offences Wet right cheek Swab Body 20/01/2021 Complex mixed profile unsuitable for interp or comparison N
Sexual offences Dry right cheek Swab Body 20/01/2021 Complex mixed profile unsuitable for interp or comparison N
Sexual offences Vulval dry #1 Swab Intimate 22/01/2021 Complex mixed profile unsuitable for interp or comparison N
Burglary Swab - Saliva  No stain, plastic surfaces, Swab - Saliva 27/01/2021 Complex mixed profile unsuitable for interp or comparison N
Wounding Swab - Blood A1. (Light stain) Swab - Blood 03/02/2021 SS DNA profile 9 loci and above LR > 100 billion Y
GBH Graph B - Trace DNA lift of fly screen Trace DNA Kit 08/02/2021 Complex mixed profile unsuitable for interp or comparison N
Murder Trace Item B8: DNA tapelift Trace DNA Kit 12/02/2021 Complex mixed profile unsuitable for interp or comparison N
Murder Trace Item B11: DNA tapelift Trace DNA Kit 12/02/2021 Complex mixed profile unsuitable for interp or comparison N
Murder Trace Item B15: DNA tapelift Trace DNA Kit 12/02/2021 Complex mixed profile unsuitable for interp or comparison N
Murder Trace Item B25: DNA tapelift Trace DNA Kit 12/02/2021 Complex mixed profile unsuitable for interp or comparison N
Murder Trace Item B27: DNA tapelift Trace DNA Kit 12/02/2021 Complex mixed profile unsuitable for interp or comparison N
Stealing A1 Trace DNA - metal and plastic Swab 16/02/2021 Complex mixed profile unsuitable for interp or comparison N
Dep Lib EXHIBIT G - trace - plastic Swab 17/02/2021 Complex mixed profile unsuitable for interp or comparison N
Dep Lib EXHIBIT H - trace - plastic Swab 17/02/2021 Complex mixed profile unsuitable for interp or comparison N
Dep Lib EXHIBIT K - trace - plastic Swab 17/02/2021 Complex mixed profile unsuitable for interp or comparison N
Dep Lib EXHIBIT L - trace - metal Swab 17/02/2021 Complex mixed profile unsuitable for interp or comparison N
Dep Lib Exhibit B - plastic/vinyl Trace DNA Kit 17/02/2021 Complex mixed profile unsuitable for interp or comparison N
Sexual offences Swab inside wet and dry Swab Condom 19/02/2021  3 person mix profile - support for contrib > 100 billion Y
Sexual offences Swab outside wet & dry Swab Condom 19/02/2021 3 person mix profile - support for contrib > 100 billion Y
Missing person Item 2: Trace tapelift Trace DNA Kit 19/02/2021 Complex mixed profile unsuitable for interp or comparison N
Missing person Item 3: Trace DNA swab Swab 19/02/2021 Complex mixed profile unsuitable for interp or comparison N
Burglary NN1 nil visible plastic Trace DNA Kit 23/02/2021 Complex mixed profile unsuitable for interp or comparison N
Sexual offences dry perianal Epithelial Fraction Intimate 24/02/2021 Single Source DNA profile - assumed known contributor Y
Weapons offence Trace A1 - nil visible material. Timber Trace DNA Kit 24/02/2021 Complex mixed profile unsuitable for interp or comparison N
Burglary Trace B.On  synthetic material. No stain. Trace DNA Kit 25/02/2021 Complex mixed profile unsuitable for interp or comparison N
Burglary Trace D.On synthetic material. No stain. Trace DNA Kit 25/02/2021 Complex mixed profile unsuitable for interp or comparison N
Assault - Trace DNA - plastic Swab 02/03/2021 3 person mix profile - support for contrib > 100 billion Y
Sexual offences Epithelial FractionAP positive area Epithelial Fraction Other 02/03/2021 Complex mixed profile unsuitable for interp or comparison N
Dep Lib C trace DNA tape lift, metal Trace DNA Kit 04/03/2021 Complex mixed profile unsuitable for interp or comparison N
Dep Lib blood swab red dry drip Swab - Blood 04/03/2021 Complex mixed profile unsuitable for interp or comparison N
Dep Lib blood stain brown dry smear Fabric 04/03/2021 Complex mixed profile unsuitable for interp or comparison N
Burglary Graph A Trace DNA rubber of roller door Swab 10/03/2021 Complex mixed profile unsuitable for interp or comparison N
Drug offence A Trace DNA plastic Swab 16/03/2021 Complex mixed profile unsuitable for interp or comparison N
Drug offence B Trace DNA plastic Swab 16/03/2021 3 person mix profile - support for contrib > 100 billion Y
Sexual offences penis dorsum Swab Intimate 18/03/2021 Complex mixed profile unsuitable for interp or comparison N
GBH Red Stain on Tawny Port box Swab - Blood 22/03/2021 2 person mix profile - support for contrib > 100 billion Y
GBH Swab - Blood E - Nil stains Swab - Blood 22/03/2021 Three person mixed DNA profile Y
Drug offence GR6- Swab Swab 22/03/2021 Single source DNA profile UKF Y
Drug offence GR7- Swab Swab 22/03/2021 Partial DNA profile unsuitable for comparison purposes N
Sexual offences POSTERIOR INTROITUS Swab Intimate 25/03/2021 Complex mixed profile unsuitable for interp or comparison N
Fire/Arson C - Trace DNA dry rubber Swab 25/03/2021 Complex mixed profile unsuitable for interp or comparison N
Robbery offences A. ON FABRIC, NO STAIN Trace DNA Kit 01/04/2021 Complex mixed profile unsuitable for interp or comparison N
Robbery offences B - trace DNA swab metal Swab 20/04/2021 Complex mixed profile unsuitable for interp or comparison N
Weapons offence Graph A1 Trace DNA metal Swab 27/04/2021 Three person mixed DNA profile  NCIDD upload UKM Y
Weapons offence Graph A5 Trace DNA Metal Trace DNA Kit 27/04/2021 Complex mixed profile unsuitable for interp or comparison N
Drug offence RP2: TRACE DNA SWAB Swab 28/04/2021 3 person mix profile - support for contrib > 100 billion Y
Murder Swab - Blood DRIED RED STAIN Swab - Blood 05/05/2021 3 person mix profile - support for contrib > 100 billion Y
Robbery offences Exhibit B - Timber Trace DNA Kit 06/05/2021 Complex mixed profile unsuitable for interp or comparison N
Missing person C3A: Combur positive yellow/orange stained area Fabric 17/05/2021 Complex mixed profile unsuitable for interp or comparison N
Missing person Epithelial Fraction Area 2 Section 1 Epithelial Fraction 17/05/2021 Complex mixed profile unsuitable for interp or comparison N
Missing person Epithelial Fraction Area 2 Section 2 Epithelial Fraction 17/05/2021 Complex mixed profile unsuitable for interp or comparison N
Traffic related death Trace DNA tape lift, dry plastic Trace DNA Kit 25/05/2021 Complex mixed profile unsuitable for interp or comparison N
Traffic related death Trace DNA swab - dry plastic Swab 25/05/2021 Complex mixed profile unsuitable for interp or comparison N
Robbery offences 'AA' - trace DNA lift - polyester Trace DNA Kit 26/05/2021 Complex mixed profile unsuitable for interp or comparison N
Robbery offences 'AB' - trace DNA lift - polyester Trace DNA Kit 26/05/2021 Complex mixed profile unsuitable for interp or comparison N
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Missing person Swab - Blood Combur positive black stain on RHS of stock. Swab - Blood 28/05/2021 Complex mixed profile unsuitable for interp or comparison N
Assault A) NIL VISIBLE MATERIAL, METAL (Trace DNA Kit) Trace DNA Kit 08/06/2021 Complex mixed profile unsuitable for interp or comparison N
Assault B) NIL VISIBLE MATERIAL, PLASTIC (Trace DNA Kit) Trace DNA Kit 08/06/2021 Complex mixed profile unsuitable for interp or comparison N
Sexual offences PERIANAL WET (Swab) Swab Intimate 21/06/2021 2 person mixed profile - conditioned on & 2 person mix rem - support 

for contribution > 100 billion
Y

Sexual offences BUTTOCKS GLUTEAL FOLD WET (Swab) Swab Body 21/06/2021 Complex mixed profile unsuitable for interp or comparison N
Burglary A-TRACE DNA- NIL VISIBLE STAIN-LATEX SURFACE (Swab) Swab 23/06/2021 Mix - Support for contribution 2 to 1 million & Mix - support for contrib 

> 100 billion 
Y

Sexual offences LOW VAGINAL (Swab) Swab Intimate 25/06/2021 Complex mixed profile unsuitable for interp or comparison N
Murder ITEM 31A - SWAB OF RED COLOURED STAIN (Swab) Swab 02/07/2021 Complex mixed profile unsuitable for interp or comparison N
Murder ITEM LG1C - TRACE DNA SWAB DRY METAL (Swab) Swab 02/07/2021 Complex mixed profile unsuitable for interp or comparison N
Murder LOW VAGINAL (Swab) Swab 02/07/2021 Complex mixed profile unsuitable for interp or comparison N
Robbery offences TRACE DNA. PLASTIC GLOVE. NON VISIBLE. (Swab) Swab 05/07/2021 Complex mixed profile unsuitable for interp or comparison N
Weapons offence EXHIBIT A1 - TRACE DNA FROM DRY METAL (Swab) Swab 15/07/2021 Complex mixed profile unsuitable for interp or comparison N
Missing person OUTSIDE FRONT MARKED AREA (Epithelial Fraction) Epithelial Fraction 22/07/2021 Complex mixed profile unsuitable for interp or comparison N
Missing person INSIDE FRONT MARKED AREA (Epithelial Fraction) Epithelial Fraction 22/07/2021 Complex mixed profile unsuitable for interp or comparison N
Missing person INSIDE BACK MARKED AREA 1 (Epithelial Fraction) Epithelial Fraction 22/07/2021 Complex mixed profile unsuitable for interp or comparison N
Missing person ITEM C3(I). TDNA TAPE LIFT INTERIOR SURFACE OF (Trace DNA Kit) Trace DNA Kit 22/07/2021 Complex mixed profile unsuitable for interp or comparison N
Sexual offences SECTION 1 (Tape Lift) Tape Lift Clothing 26/07/2021 3 person mixed profile - conditioned on Y
Sexual offences SECTION 2 (Tape Lift) Tape Lift Clothing 26/07/2021 Two person mixed DNA profile Y
Sexual offences SECTION 1 (Scraping) Scraping Clothing 26/07/2021 3 person mixed profile - conditioned on Y
Sexual offences SECTION 2 (Scraping) Scraping Clothing 26/07/2021 3 person mixed profile - conditioned on Y
Sexual offences LOW VAGINAL (Swab) Swab Intimate 27/07/2021 3 person mixed profile - conditioned on & 3 person mix rem - support 

for contribution > 100 billion
Y

Sexual offences VAGINAL (Swab) Swab Intimate 29/07/2021 2 person mixed profile - conditioned on Y
Assault EXCISED AREA SIDE A (Fabric) Fabric 29/07/2021 Two person mixed DNA profile NCIDD upload - Intel mixed DNA profile 

UKF
Y

Sexual offences CERVICAL (Swab) Swab Intimate 03/08/2021 2 person mixed profile - conditioned on & NCIDD upload remaining 
contribution UKM

Y

Sexual offences HIGH VAGINAL 1 (Swab) Swab Intimate 06/08/2021 2 person mixed profile - conditioned on Y
Sexual offences GROIN DRY (Swab) Swab Intimate 09/08/2021 3 person mixed profile - conditioned on & 3 person mix rem - support 

for contribution > 100 billion 
Y

Sexual offences PERINEUM (Epithelial Fraction) Epithelial Fraction Intimate 09/08/2021 Single Source DNA profile - assumed known contributor Y
Sexual offences ABDOMEN WET (Epithelial Fraction) Epithelial Fraction Body 09/08/2021 Complex mixed profile unsuitable for interp or comparison N
Dep Lib E2 - TRACE DNA - PLASTIC (Swab) Swab 10/08/2021 Complex mixed profile unsuitable for interp or comparison N
Dep Lib E3 - TWINE (Trace DNA Kit) Trace DNA Kit 10/08/2021 Complex mixed profile unsuitable for interp or comparison N
Burglary A - TRACE DNA SWAB (METAL) (Swab) Swab 10/08/2021 Complex mixed profile unsuitable for interp or comparison N
Missing person INSIDE BACK MARKED AREA 2 (Tape Lift) Tape Lift 11/08/2021 No DNA profile N
Burglary EXHIBIT A - TRACE DNA TAPE LIFT NO STAIN SANDPAPER (Trace DNA Kit) Trace DNA Kit 25/08/2021 Three person mixed DNA profile, No statistical interpretation 

performed
Y

UUMV E1 - TRACE DNA - PLASTIC (Swab) Swab 25/08/2021 Complex mixed profile unsuitable for interp or comparison N
UUMV E2- TRACE DNA - WOOD (Swab) Swab 25/08/2021 Complex mixed profile unsuitable for interp or comparison N
Murder Pooled exhibit (FEN 1094263141,1094263162,1094263188,1094263193) Trace DNA from green strapTrace DNA Kit 06/09/2021 Complex mixed profile unsuitable for interp or comparison N
Murder RB60 - TOP OF BACKREST OF CHAIR (Swab) Swab 06/09/2021 3 person mix rem - support for contribution > 100 billion & 3 person mix 

- support for contrib 1 million - 1 billion
Y

Robbery offences B6 - EXCISED PIECE LUMINOL&TMB POSITIVE FABRIC (Fabric) Fabric 06/09/2021 Complex mixed profile unsuitable for interp or comparison N
Robbery offences P6 - EXCISED PIECE OF FABRIC FROM LUMINOL TMB + (Fabric) Fabric 06/09/2021 Complex mixed profile unsuitable for interp or comparison N
Robbery offences P7 - EXCISED PIECE OF FABRIC FROM LUMINOL TMB + (Fabric) Fabric 06/09/2021 Complex mixed profile unsuitable for interp or comparison N
Robbery offences P10 - EXCISED PIECE OF FABRIC FROM LUMINOL TMB + (Fabric) Fabric 06/09/2021 Complex mixed profile unsuitable for interp or comparison N
Robbery offences S7 - EXCISED PIECE OF FABRIC FROM BLOODSTAIN (Fabric) Fabric 06/09/2021 Complex mixed profile unsuitable for interp or comparison N
Murder ITEM SB1A- TRACE DNA SWAB (Swab) Swab 13/09/2021 2 person mix profile - support for contrib > 100 billion Y
Murder ITEM SB7 - TRACE DNA SWAB (Swab) Swab 13/09/2021 2 person mix, support for contrib 10 000 - 100 000 & 2 person mix 

profile - support for contrib > 100 billion
Y

Murder RB100A - EXCISE OF BLOODSTAIN (Fabric) Fabric 13/09/2021 Complex mixed profile unsuitable for interp or comparison N
Murder LEFT NAILS (Fingernail Scraping) Scraping 13/09/2021 2 person mixed profile - conditioned on Y
Murder RB109A - TAPELIFT OF EXTERIOR (Trace DNA Kit) Trace DNA Kit 13/09/2021 Mix - Support for contribution 2 to 1 million & Mix - support for contrib 

> 100 billion
Y

Murder ITEM V9 (Swab) Swab 13/09/2021 2 person mix profile - support for contrib > 100 billion Y
Murder ITEM V28 (Swab) Swab 13/09/2021 3 person mix profile - support for contrib > 100 billion Y
Robbery offences B. NO STAIN ON PLASTIC COVER (Trace DNA Kit) Trace DNA Kit 14/09/2021 Complex mixed profile unsuitable for interp or comparison N
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Sexual offences WET GLANS PENIS (Swab) Swab Intimate 14/09/2021 3 person mixed profile - conditioned on & 3 person mix rem - support 
for contribution > 100 billion

Y

Sexual offences DRY GLANS PENIS (Swab) Swab Intimate 14/09/2021 2 person mixed profile - conditioned on & 2 person mix remaining - 
support for contrib 100 to 1000 

Y

Sexual offences WET SHAFT PENIS (Swab) Swab Intimate 14/09/2021 3 person mixed profile - conditioned on & 3 person mix rem - support 
for contribution > 100 billion 

Y

Sexual offences DRY SHAFT PENIS (Swab) Swab Intimate 14/09/2021 3 person mixed profile - conditioned on & 3 person mix rem - support 
for contribution > 100 billion 

Y

Sexual offences WET BASE PENIS (Swab) Swab Intimate 14/09/2021 3 person mixed profile - conditioned on & 3 person rem - support for 
contrib 1 billion-100 billion 

Y

Sexual offences DRY BASE PENIS (Swab) Swab Intimate 14/09/2021 3 person mixed profile - conditioned on & 3 person mix rem - support 
for contribution > 100 billion 

Y

Sexual offences RIGHT THIGH WET (Epithelial Fraction) Epithelial Fraction Body 14/09/2021 Single Source DNA profile - assumed known contributor Y
Weapons offence A4) METAL SURFACE (Trace DNA Kit) Trace DNA Kit 14/09/2021 Complex mixed profile unsuitable for interp or comparison N
Weapons offence A3) METAL SURFACE (Trace DNA Kit) Trace DNA Kit 14/09/2021 Complex mixed profile unsuitable for interp or comparison N
Murder KG3 - TRACE DNA OF PLASTIC (Trace DNA Kit) Trace DNA Kit 14/09/2021 Complex mixed profile unsuitable for interp or comparison N
Murder T2 - TRACE DNA TAPELIFT (Trace DNA Kit) Trace DNA Kit 14/09/2021 Complex mixed profile unsuitable for interp or comparison N
Murder LB1. CIGARETTE BUTT - BE103 (Cigarette Butt) Cigarette Butt 14/09/2021 Single source DNA profile NCIDD Upload UKM Y
Murder LB2A. CIGARETTE BUTT - A148 (Cigarette Butt) Cigarette Butt 14/09/2021 Complex mixed profile unsuitable for interp or comparison N
Murder LB7. CIGARETTE BUTT. NO MARKING - (Cigarette Butt) Cigarette Butt 14/09/2021 Complex mixed profile unsuitable for interp or comparison N
Murder LB15. CIGARETTE BUTT. MARKING A223 (Cigarette Butt) Cigarette Butt 14/09/2021 Complex mixed profile unsuitable for interp or comparison N
Murder LB20. CIGARETTE BUTT. NO MARKING - WEATHERED (Cigarette Butt) Cigarette Butt 14/09/2021 Two person mixed DNA profile Y
Murder KG22 - TRACE DNA TAPE LIFT (Trace DNA Kit) Trace DNA Kit 14/09/2021 Complex mixed profile unsuitable for interp or comparison N
Murder KG26 - TRACE DNA TAPE LIFT (Trace DNA Kit) Trace DNA Kit 14/09/2021 Complex mixed profile unsuitable for interp or comparison N
Murder EX (TT11): MARKED A126 (Cigarette Butt) Cigarette Butt 14/09/2021 Single source DNA profile NCIDD Upload UKM Y
Murder EX (TT14): MARKED VP114 (Cigarette Butt) Cigarette Butt 14/09/2021 Single source DNA profile NCIDD upload UKM Y
Murder PG1 - TRACE DNA TAPELIFT (PLASTIC AND GLASS) (Trace DNA Kit) Trace DNA Kit 14/09/2021 Complex mixed profile unsuitable for interp or comparison N
Murder RB110B - OPENING AND BAND (Epithelial Fraction) Epithelial Fraction 20/09/2021 3 person mix - support for contribution 1000 to 10 000 & 3 person mix 

profile - support for contrib > 100 billion 
Y

Murder RB110C - INTERIOR (Epithelial Fraction) Epithelial Fraction 20/09/2021 2 person mix profile - support for contrib > 100 billion Y
Murder RB110A - EXTERIOR SHAFT (Epithelial Fraction) Epithelial Fraction 20/09/2021 2 person mix profile - support for contrib > 100 billion Y
Murder ITEM SB18A - TRACE DNA SWAB (Swab) Swab 20/09/2021 Complex mixed profile unsuitable for interp or comparison N
Murder ~10 MM FROM WATB MATTED ROOT END CLUMP (Hair) Hair 20/09/2021 Complex mixed profile unsuitable for interp or comparison N
Murder RB17 - RIGHT CALF (Trace DNA Kit) Trace DNA Kit 20/09/2021 3 person mixed profile - conditioned on & 3 person rem - support for 

contrib 1 million to 1 billion & 3 person mix remaining - support for 
contrib 100 to 1000

Y

Murder RB21 - LEFT ANKLE (Trace DNA Kit) Trace DNA Kit 20/09/2021 Complex mixed profile unsuitable for interp or comparison N
Murder RB22 - LEFT CALF (Trace DNA Kit) Trace DNA Kit 20/09/2021 Single Source DNA profile - assumed known contributor Y
Murder RB78A - EXCISE OF BLOODSTAINS (Fabric) Fabric 20/09/2021 Mix - Support for contribution 2 to 1 million & Mix - Support for 

contribution 1 million to 100 billion & Mix - Support for contribution 2 
to 1 million & Mix - support for contrib > 100 billion

Y

Murder ITEM V5 (Swab) Swab 20/09/2021 Complex mixed profile unsuitable for interp or comparison N
Murder ITEM V6 (Swab) Swab 20/09/2021 Complex mixed profile unsuitable for interp or comparison N
Murder ITEM V10 (Swab Swab 20/09/2021 Complex mixed profile unsuitable for interp or comparison N
Murder ITEM V17 - CUTTING OF FABRIC (Fabric) Fabric 20/09/2021 Complex mixed profile unsuitable for interp or comparison N
Murder ITEM V18 (Swab) Swab 20/09/2021 Complex mixed profile unsuitable for interp or comparison N
Murder ITEM V26 (Swab) Swab 20/09/2021 Complex mixed profile unsuitable for interp or comparison N
Murder ITEM V27 (Swab) Swab 20/09/2021 Complex mixed profile unsuitable for interp or comparison N
Murder ITEM V34 (Swab) Swab 20/09/2021 Complex mixed profile unsuitable for interp or comparison N
Murder ITEM C2 (Trace DNA Kit) Trace DNA Kit 27/09/2021 Testing ongoing Testing ongoing
Murder ITEM C4 (Trace DNA Kit) Trace DNA Kit 27/09/2021 Testing ongoing Testing ongoing
Murder ITEM C7 (Trace DNA Kit) Trace DNA Kit 27/09/2021 Complex mixed profile unsuitable for interp or comparison N
Murder ITEM D1 (Trace DNA Kit) Trace DNA Kit 27/09/2021 Complex mixed profile unsuitable for interp or comparison N
Murder ITEM D2 (Trace DNA Kit) Trace DNA Kit 27/09/2021 Complex mixed profile unsuitable for interp or comparison N
Murder ITEM D10 (Trace DNA Kit) Trace DNA Kit 27/09/2021 Complex mixed profile unsuitable for interp or comparison N
Murder ITEM D11 (Trace DNA Kit) Trace DNA Kit 27/09/2021 Complex mixed profile unsuitable for interp or comparison N
Murder ITEM D12 (Trace DNA Kit) Trace DNA Kit 27/09/2021 Complex mixed profile unsuitable for interp or comparison N
Murder ITEM D14 (Trace DNA Kit) Trace DNA Kit 27/09/2021 Complex mixed profile unsuitable for interp or comparison N
Murder ITEM D19 (Trace DNA Kit) Trace DNA Kit 27/09/2021 Complex mixed profile unsuitable for interp or comparison N
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Murder LR5A -TRACE DNA SWAB OF RIDGED SURFACE (Swab) Swab 27/09/2021 Complex mixed profile unsuitable for interp or comparison N
Assault EXHIBIT A1 TRACE DNA PLASTIC (Swab - Other) Swab 28/09/2021 Complex mixed profile unsuitable for interp or comparison N
Burglary GRAPH A TRACE DNA STEEL (Swab) Swab 21/10/2021 Complex mixed profile unsuitable for interp or comparison N
Burglary GRAPH A TRACE DNA ALUMINIUM (Swab) Swab 21/10/2021 Complex mixed profile unsuitable for interp or comparison N
Stalking A1. TRACE DNA (Swab) Swab 21/10/2021 Complex mixed profile unsuitable for interp or comparison N
Fire/Arson A1, DRY, METAL, CLEAN, TDNA (Swab) Swab 21/10/2021 Complex mixed profile unsuitable for interp or comparison N
Wounding NCA1 - TRACE DNA SWAB - HANDLE OF KNIFE (Swab) Swab 06/10/2021 Complex mixed profile unsuitable for interp or comparison N
Wounding NCA2 - TRACE DNA SWAB - BLADE OF KNIFE (Swab) Swab 06/10/2021 Two person mixed DNA profile NCIDD upload - Intel mixed DNA profile 

UKM
Y

Traffic related EXHIBIT B - TRACE DNA KIT FROM METAL (Trace DNA Kit) Trace DNA Kit 06/10/2021 Two person mixed DNA profile & no statistical interp Y
Drug offence EXHIBIT A1 - SWAB, METAL CAN, NIL STAIN. (Swab - Saliva) Swab - Saliva 18/10/2021 3 person mix- support for contrib 1 billion - 100 billion Y
Fire/Arson EXHIBIT A1 - TRACE DNA TAPELIFT - DRY PLASTIC (Trace DNA Kit) Trace DNA Kit 05/10/2021 Complex mixed profile unsuitable for interp or comparison N
Robbery offences EXHIBIT D - FABRIC SHIRT (Tape Lift) Tape Lift 05/10/2021 Complex mixed profile unsuitable for interp or comparison N
Robbery offences EXHIBIT E - FABRIC JACKET (Tape Lift) Tape Lift 05/10/2021 Complex mixed profile unsuitable for interp or comparison N
Robbery offences EXHIBT A - SMOOTH PLASTIC (Swab) Swab 05/10/2021 Complex mixed profile unsuitable for interp or comparison N
Wounding C1 - TRACE DNA MOBILE PHONE (Swab) Swab 05/10/2021 2 person mix profile - support for contrib > 100 billion Y
Sexual offences HIGH VAGINAL (Swab) Swab Intimate 12/10/2021 2 person mixed profile - conditioned on & 2 person mix remaining- 

support for contrib 1000 to 10000
Y

Sexual offences LOW VAGINAL (Swab) Swab Intimate 12/10/2021 2 person mixed profile - conditioned on & 2 person mix remaining- 
support for contrib 1000 to 10000

Y

Murder ITEM D4 (Trace DNA Kit) Trace DNA Kit 05/10/2021 Complex mixed profile unsuitable for interp or comparison N
Murder ITEM D7 (Trace DNA Kit) Trace DNA Kit 05/10/2021 Complex mixed profile unsuitable for interp or comparison N
Murder ITEM D8 (Trace DNA Kit) Trace DNA Kit 05/10/2021 Complex mixed profile unsuitable for interp or comparison N
Murder ITEM D15 (Trace DNA Kit) Trace DNA Kit 05/10/2021 Complex mixed profile unsuitable for interp or comparison N
Murder ITEM D21 (Trace DNA Kit) Trace DNA Kit 05/10/2021 Complex mixed profile unsuitable for interp or comparison N
Murder LR7A - EXCISION OF REAR RIGHT SHOULDER (Fabric) Fabric 05/10/2021 Complex mixed profile unsuitable for interp or comparison N
Murder OE17 - TRACE DNA SWAB OF TAPE G(MO) (Swab) Swab 18/10/2021 Quality control failure, refer to QPS Quality control failure
Murder OE18 - TRACE DNA TAPE LIFT OF TAPE G(MO) (Trace DNA Kit) Trace DNA Kit 18/10/2021 Complex mixed profile unsuitable for interp or comparison N
Murder SIDE A AREA 1 (Epithelial Fraction) Epithelial Fraction 27/10/2021 Complex mixed profile unsuitable for interp or comparison N
Murder AREA 1 SECTION 1 (Epithelial Fraction) Epithelial Fraction 27/10/2021 2 person mix profile - support for contrib > 100 billion Y
Murder AREA 2 (Epithelial Fraction) Epithelial Fraction 27/10/2021 Single source 20 loci DNA profile LR > 100 billion Y
Murder SIDE A SECTION 1 (Scraping) Scraping 27/10/2021 SS DNA profile 9 loci and above LR > 100 billion Y
Murder SIDE A SECTION 1 (Scraping) Scraping 27/10/2021 Single source 20 loci DNA profile LR > 100 billion Y
Sexual offences PERIANAL (Epithelial Fraction) Epithelial Fraction Intimate 12/10/2021 Complex mixed profile unsuitable for interp or comparison N
Sexual offences PERIANAL (Swab) Swab Intimate 12/10/2021 3 person mixed profile - conditioned on & 3 person mix rem - support 

for contribution > 100 billion
Y

Sexual offences RECTAL (Swab) Swab Intimate 12/10/2021 2 person mixed profile - conditioned on & 2 person mix rem - support 
for contribution > 100 billion

Y

Sexual offences RIGHT CHEEK WET (Epithelial Fraction) Epithelial Fraction Body 11/10/2021 Complex mixed profile unsuitable for interp or comparison N
Sexual offences RIGHT CHEEK DRY (Epithelial Fraction) Epithelial Fraction Body 11/10/2021 Complex mixed profile unsuitable for interp or comparison N
Sexual offences GLANS DRY (Epithelial Fraction) Epithelial Fraction Intimate 11/10/2021 Complex mixed profile unsuitable for interp or comparison N
Sexual offences GLANS WET (Epithelial Fraction) Epithelial Fraction Intimate 11/10/2021 Complex mixed profile unsuitable for interp or comparison N
Sexual offences SHAFT DRY (Epithelial Fraction) Epithelial Fraction Intimate 11/10/2021 3 person mixed profile - conditioned on & 3 person mix remaining - low 

support for contrib
Y

Sexual offences SHAFT WET (Epithelial Fraction) Epithelial Fraction Intimate 11/10/2021 3 person mixed profile - conditioned on & 3 person rem - support for 
contrib 1 million to 1 billion

Y

Sexual offences LABIA MINORA WET (Swab) Swab Intimate 11/10/2021 3 person mixed profile - conditioned on & 3 person mix remaining - 
support for contrib 100 to 1000 & 3 person mix rem - support for 
contribution > 100 billion

Y

Sexual offences RIGHT CHEEK WET (Swab) Swab Body 11/10/2021 Single source 20 loci DNA profile LR > 100 billion Y
Sexual offences RIGHT CHEEK DRY (Swab) Swab Body 11/10/2021 Single source 20 loci DNA profile LR > 100 billion Y
Weapons offence D - TRACE DNA SWAB - BLADE OF MACHETE (Swab) Swab 12/10/2021 Complex mixed profile unsuitable for interp or comparison N
Weapons offence NR2- SWAB (Swab) Swab 12/10/2021 Complex mixed profile unsuitable for interp or comparison N
Stealing A1. TRACE DNA SWAB ON GLASS (Swab) Swab 21/10/2021 Complex mixed profile unsuitable for interp or comparison N
Assault B, CLOTH (Swab - Saliva) Swab - Saliva 20/10/2021 Complex mixed profile unsuitable for interp or comparison N
Robbery offences A1: TRACE DNA SWAB (Swab) Swab 20/10/2021 Complex mixed profile unsuitable for interp or comparison N
Burglary A - DRY BLOOD SMEAR 20CM IN LENGTH (Swab - Blood) Swab - Blood 30/11/2021 Partial DNA profile unsuitable for comparison purposes N
Wounding JR-D - TRACE DNA - NO VISIBLE STAIN - PLASTIC (Swab) Swab 25/11/2021 Complex mixed profile unsuitable for interp or comparison N
Wounding JA1. NIL VISIBLE MATERIAL - METAL (Trace DNA Kit) Trace DNA Kit 29/11/2021 3 person mix profile - support for contrib > 100 billion Y
GBH EXHIBIT S - PLASTIC (Trace DNA Kit) Trace DNA Kit 12/11/2021 Complex mixed profile unsuitable for interp or comparison N
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GBH EXHIBIT T - PLASTIC (Trace DNA Kit) Trace DNA Kit 12/11/2021 Complex mixed profile unsuitable for interp or comparison N
GBH EXHIBIT U - PLASTIC (Trace DNA Kit) Trace DNA Kit 12/11/2021 Complex mixed profile unsuitable for interp or comparison N
GBH EXHIBIT A - RUBBER (Trace DNA Kit) Trace DNA Kit 12/11/2021 Complex mixed profile unsuitable for interp or comparison N
GBH EXHIBIT B - PAINTED WOOD (Trace DNA Kit) Trace DNA Kit 12/11/2021 Complex mixed profile unsuitable for interp or comparison N
GBH EXHIBIT C - TRACE DNA - PAINTED WOOD (Swab) Swab 12/11/2021 Complex mixed profile unsuitable for interp or comparison N
GBH EXHIBIT E - CLOTH (Trace DNA Kit) Trace DNA Kit 12/11/2021 Complex mixed profile unsuitable for interp or comparison N
GBH EXHIBIT O1 - PLASTIC (Trace DNA Kit) Trace DNA Kit 12/11/2021 Complex mixed profile unsuitable for interp or comparison N
GBH EXHIBIT D - GLASS/PLASTIC (Trace DNA Kit) Trace DNA Kit 12/11/2021 Suspect check - support for contribution > 100 billion Y
GBH EXHIBIT J - LEATHER (Trace DNA Kit) Trace DNA Kit 15/11/2021 Complex mixed profile unsuitable for interp or comparison N
GBH EXHIBIT B - GLASS/PLASTIC (Trace DNA Kit) Trace DNA Kit 15/11/2021 Complex mixed profile unsuitable for interp or comparison N
Robbery offences A - [METAL] GOLD CHAIN (Trace DNA Kit) Trace DNA Kit 30/11/2021 Complex mixed profile unsuitable for interp or comparison N
Assault JM6 - NIL VISIBLE - METAL (Trace DNA Kit) Trace DNA Kit 30/11/2021 Complex mixed profile unsuitable for interp or comparison N
Missing person ITEM ST3 - DNA SWAB (Swab) Swab 18/11/2021 Complex mixed profile unsuitable for interp or comparison N
Missing person ITEM ST4 - DNA SWAB (Swab) Swab 18/11/2021 Complex mixed profile unsuitable for interp or comparison N
Missing person ITEM ST6 - DNA SWAB (Swab) Swab 18/11/2021 Complex mixed profile unsuitable for interp or comparison N
Missing person ITEM ST16 - DNA SWAB (Swab) Swab 18/11/2021 Complex mixed profile unsuitable for interp or comparison N
Missing person ITEM ST22 - DNA SWAB (Swab) Swab 18/11/2021 Complex mixed profile unsuitable for interp or comparison N
Assault EXHIBIT A1 - CUTTING OF FABRIC FROM RED STAIN (Fabric) Fabric 30/11/2021 Complex mixed profile unsuitable for interp or comparison N
UUMV C - TRACE DNA SWAB - METAL (Swab) Swab 15/11/2021 Complex mixed profile unsuitable for interp or comparison N
Wilful Damage B - SWAB OF DRY RED STAIN 1CM X 2CM (Swab - Blood) Swab - Blood 30/11/2021 Single source 20 loci DNA profile LR > 100 billion Y
Fire/Arson B1 - TRACE DNA SWAB (Swab) Swab 26/11/2021 Complex mixed profile unsuitable for interp or comparison N
GBH EXHIBIT C3 (Swab - Blood) Swab - Blood 04/11/2021 Complex mixed profile unsuitable for interp or comparison N
Weapons offence EXHIBIT C2 - (TRACE DNA) METAL (Trace DNA Kit) Trace DNA Kit 18/11/2021 Complex mixed profile unsuitable for interp or comparison N
Weapons offence EXHIBIT C1 - (TRACE DNA) METAL (Swab) Swab 18/11/2021 Complex mixed profile unsuitable for interp or comparison N
Weapons offence EXHIBIT B2 - (TRACE DNA) METAL (Trace DNA Kit) Trace DNA Kit 18/11/2021 Complex mixed profile unsuitable for interp or comparison N
Weapons offence EXHIBIT D1 - (TRACE DNA) METAL (Trace DNA Kit) Trace DNA Kit 18/11/2021 Complex mixed profile unsuitable for interp or comparison N
Sexual offences SIDE B (Tape Lift) Tape Lift Clothing 18/11/2021 Complex mixed profile unsuitable for interp or comparison N
Murder SECTION 1 (Scraping) Scraping 02/11/2021 Complex mixed profile unsuitable for interp or comparison N
Murder ENTIRE MARKED AREA SIDE A (Epithelial Fraction) Epithelial Fraction 02/11/2021 Complex mixed profile unsuitable for interp or comparison N
Murder SECTION 1 SIDE A (Epithelial Fraction) Epithelial Fraction 02/11/2021 Testing ongoing Testing ongoing
Murder SECTION 2 SIDE A (Epithelial Fraction) Epithelial Fraction 02/11/2021 Complex mixed profile unsuitable for interp or comparison N
Murder SIDE A - MARKED AREA (Epithelial Fraction) Epithelial Fraction 02/11/2021 Complex mixed profile unsuitable for interp or comparison N
Murder AREA 1 SECTION 1 (Scraping) Scraping 02/11/2021 Testing ongoing Testing ongoing
Murder AREA 1 SECTION 2 (Scraping) Scraping 02/11/2021 2 person mix profile - support for contrib > 100 billion Y
Murder AREA 1 SECTION 3 (Scraping) Scraping 02/11/2021 Single source 20 loci DNA profile LR > 100 billion Y
Murder ITEM A - LONG LIGHT COLOURED HAIRS (Hair) Hair 02/11/2021 Single source DNA profile. NCIDD Upload UKM1 Y
Murder ENTIRE MARKED AREA SIDE A (Scraping) Scraping 02/11/2021  Complex mixed profile unsuitable for interp or comparison N
Burglary EXHIBIT A - RED DRY DROP (Swab - Blood) Swab - Blood 30/11/2021 Partial DNA profile unsuitable for comparison purposes N
Traffic related death OA TAPE LIFT (Trace DNA Kit) Trace DNA Kit 18/11/2021  Complex mixed profile unsuitable for interp or comparison N
Traffic related death MMA3 - TRACE DNA TAPE LIFT DRY DIRTY POLYETHYLENE (Trace DNA Kit) Trace DNA Kit 10/11/2021 Quality control failure, refer to QPS Quality control failure
Traffic related death MMA8 - TRACE DNA TAPE LIFT DRY DIRTY POLYETHYLENE (Trace DNA Kit) Trace DNA Kit 25/11/2021  Complex mixed profile unsuitable for interp or comparison N
Robbery offences A1. TRACE DNA. PLASTIC. (Swab) Swab 09/12/2021 Mixed DNA profile. NICDD Upload UKM1 Y
Murder ITEM 32. SWAB OF BLOODSTAIN ON THE GROUND NEAR THE (Swab - Blood) Swab - Blood 15/12/2021 2 person mix profile - support for contrib > 100 billion Y
GBH 1B FAINT BROWN STAIN, METAL KNUCKLEDUSTERS (Swab - Blood) Swab - Blood 01/12/2021  Complex mixed profile unsuitable for interp or comparison N
GBH 1A TRACE DNA, NO STAIN, METAL FINGERHOLES OF EXH (Swab) Swab 01/12/2021  Complex mixed profile unsuitable for interp or comparison N
Murder ITEM H1: SWAB OF BLADE (METAL) (Swab) Swab 14/12/2021 3 person mix profile - support for contrib > 100 billion Y
Murder ITEM I1: SWAB OF METAL COMPONENT (Swab) Swab 14/12/2021 2 person mix profile - support for contrib > 100 billion Y
Murder SIDE A SECTION 1 (Epithelial Fraction) Epithelial Fraction 14/12/2021 Complex mixed profile unsuitable for interp or comparison N
Murder SIDE A SECTION 2 (Epithelial Fraction) Epithelial Fraction 14/12/2021 Complex mixed profile unsuitable for interp or comparison N
Murder RECTAL (Epithelial Fraction) Epithelial Fraction 14/12/2021 Single Source DNA profile - assumed known contributor Y
Murder B6. TRACE DNA - METAL (Swab) Swab 14/12/2021 Complex mixed profile unsuitable for interp or comparison N
Murder A - PAINTED BRICK ARM MARK (Swab - Blood) Swab - Blood 14/12/2021 Complex mixed profile unsuitable for interp or comparison N
Murder B - PAINTED BRICK LATENT PRINT IN BLOOD (Swab - Blood) Swab - Blood 14/12/2021 2 person mix profile - support for contrib > 100 billion Y
Murder C - PAINTED BRICK PARTIAL PRINT (Swab - Blood) Swab - Blood 14/12/2021 Complex mixed profile unsuitable for interp or comparison N
Murder D - PAINTED BRICK HAND PRINT (Swab - Blood) Swab - Blood 14/12/2021 Complex mixed profile unsuitable for interp or comparison N
Murder PAINTED WALL TRANSFER BLOODSTAIN (Swab - Blood) Swab - Blood 14/12/2021 Single source 20 loci DNA profile LR > 100 billion Y
Murder SIDE A SECTION 2 (Scraping) Scraping 14/12/2021 Complex mixed profile unsuitable for interp or comparison N
Murder C - DNA SAMPLE (Swab) Swab 14/12/2021 3 person rem - support for contrib 1 billion - 100 billion Y
Robbery offences ITEM ST1E - DNA SWAB (Swab) Swab 23/12/2021 3 person mix profile - support for contrib > 100 billion Y
Robbery offences ITEM ST1F - DNA SWAB (Swab) Swab 23/12/2021 Complex mixed profile unsuitable for interp or comparison N
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Missing person ITEM ST5 - DNA SWAB (Swab) Swab 02/12/2021 Two person mixed DNA profile NCIDD Upload UKM1 Y
Robbery offences A - TRACE DNA SWAB DRY RUBBER (Swab) Swab 15/12/2021 Mixed DNA profile. NCIDD upload cold link Y
Robbery offences C - TRACE DNA SWAB DRY PLASTIC (Swab) Swab 15/12/2021 Complex mixed profile unsuitable for interp or comparison N
Robbery offences E - TRACE DNA SWAB DIRTY PLASTIC (Swab) Swab 15/12/2021 Mix - Support for contribution 1 million to 100 billion Y
Robbery offences EXHIBIT B - TRACE DNA TAPE LIFT (MATERIAL) (Trace DNA Kit) Trace DNA Kit 01/12/2021 Complex mixed profile unsuitable for interp or comparison N
Robbery offences EXHIBIT C - TRACE DNA TAPE LIFT (MATERIAL) (Trace DNA Kit) Trace DNA Kit 01/12/2021 Complex mixed profile unsuitable for interp or comparison N
Robbery offences A1 - TRACE DNA - PLASTIC HANDLE (Swab) Swab 01/12/2021 Complex mixed profile unsuitable for interp or comparison N
Wounding B TRACE DNA, SYTHETIC RUBBER, NIL STAIN (Swab) Swab 13/12/2021 Complex mixed profile unsuitable for interp or comparison N
Wounding F TRACE DNA, NIL STAIN, LEATHER (Swab) Swab 13/12/2021 Complex mixed profile unsuitable for interp or comparison N
Wounding U TRACE DNA, NIL STAIN, WOOD (Swab) Swab 13/12/2021 Complex mixed profile unsuitable for interp or comparison N
Wounding V TRACE DNA, NIL STAIN, METAL (Swab) Swab 13/12/2021 Complex mixed profile unsuitable for interp or comparison N
Wounding X TRACE DNA, NIL STAIN, METAL (Swab) Swab 13/12/2021 Complex mixed profile unsuitable for interp or comparison N
Att Murder TAPELIFT FROM PLASTIC HANDLED SCISSORS (Trace DNA Kit) Trace DNA Kit 10/12/2021 Complex mixed profile unsuitable for interp or comparison N
Att Murder TRACE DNA FROM BROKEN METAL KEY (Swab) Swab 10/12/2021 Complex mixed profile unsuitable for interp or comparison N
UUMV EX A - TRACE DNA - METAL (Swab) Swab 10/12/2021 Complex mixed profile unsuitable for interp or comparison N
Traffic related death EXHIBIT B - TRACE DNA SWAB - DRY PLASTIC (Swab) Swab 07/12/2021 Complex mixed profile unsuitable for interp or comparison N
Traffic related death EXHIBIT E - TRACE DNA SWAB - DRY PLASTIC (Swab) Swab 07/12/2021 Complex mixed profile unsuitable for interp or comparison N
Traffic related death EXHIBIT H - TRACE DNA LIFT- DRY FABRIC (Trace DNA Kit) Trace DNA Kit 07/12/2021 Complex mixed profile unsuitable for interp or comparison N
GBH 1A - TRACE DNA TAPELIFT - NIL STAIN, PLASTIC RIM (Trace DNA Kit) Trace DNA Kit 24/01/2022 Complex mixed profile unsuitable for interp or comparison N
Fire/Arson A - TRACE DNA DRY METAL (Swab) Swab 31/01/2022 Complex mixed profile unsuitable for interp or comparison N
Fire/Arson EXHIBIT A - GLASS (Swab - Saliva) Swab - Saliva 31/01/2022 Complex mixed profile unsuitable for interp or comparison N
Domestic violence AA TRACE - METAL (Swab) Swab 31/01/2022 Complex mixed profile unsuitable for interp or comparison N
Missing person ITEM ST14 - DNA SWAB (Swab) Swab 11/01/2022 Complex mixed profile unsuitable for interp or comparison N
Missing person ITEM ST15 - DNA SWAB (Swab) Swab 11/01/2022 Complex mixed profile unsuitable for interp or comparison N
Missing person ITEM ST23 - DNA SWAB (Swab) Swab 11/01/2022 Complex mixed profile unsuitable for interp or comparison N
Missing person ITEM ST29 - DNA SWAB (Swab) Swab 11/01/2022 Mixed DNA profile Y
Missing person NCA6 -BLOOD SWAB BROWN COLOURED DRY SMEARS FABRIC) (Swab - Blood) Swab - Blood 11/01/2022 Complex mixed profile unsuitable for interp or comparison N
Missing person NCA8 - BLOOD SWAB (DARK COLOURED DRY SMEAR30X30MM) (Swab - Blood) Swab - Blood 11/01/2022 Three person mixed DNA profile Y
Missing person NCA7 -EXCISED PIECE OF FABRIC WITH RED/BROWN STAIN (Fabric) Fabric 11/01/2022 Complex mixed profile unsuitable for interp or comparison N
Missing person NCA9 -EXCISED PIECE OF FABRIC WITH RED/BROWN STAIN (Fabric) Fabric 11/01/2022 Complex mixed profile unsuitable for interp or comparison N
Missing person NC13(1) - BLOOD SWAB DARK BROWN DRY STAIN 10X10MM (Swab - Blood) Swab - Blood 11/01/2022 Complex mixed profile unsuitable for interp or comparison N
Missing person NC13(2)EXCISED FABRIC DARK BROWN DRY STAIN 10X10MM (Fabric) Fabric 11/01/2022 Complex mixed profile unsuitable for interp or comparison N
Missing person ITEM 1B. EXCISED FABRIC FROM THE INTERIOR RHS LEG (Fabric) Fabric 06/01/2022 Three person mixed DNA profile & No statistical interp Y
Missing person ITEM 1C. EXCISED FABRIC FROM THE INTERIOR RHS LEG (Fabric) Fabric 06/01/2022 Two person mixed DNA profile & no statistical interp Y
Missing person ITEM 1D. EXCISED FABRIC FROM THE INTERIOR RHS SEAM (Fabric) Fabric 06/01/2022 Two person mixed DNA profile & no statistical interp Y
Missing person ITEM 1F. EXCISED FABRIC FROM THE INTERIOR REAR (Fabric) Fabric 06/01/2022 Two person mixed DNA profile & no statistical interp Y
Missing person ITEM 1G. EXCISED FABRIC FROM THE INTERIOR REAR RHS (Fabric) Fabric 06/01/2022 Complex mixed profile unsuitable for interp or comparison N
Sexual offences LEFT BREAST (WET) (Swab) Swab Body 24/01/2022 Complex mixed profile unsuitable for interp or comparison N
Sexual offences HIGH VAGINAL 2 (Swab) Swab Intimate 19/01/2022 Complex mixed profile unsuitable for interp or comparison N
Sexual offences LABIAL (Swab) Swab Intimate 19/01/2022 Three person mixed DNA profile & No statistical interp Y
Murder ORAL (Epithelial Fraction) Epithelial Fraction 27/01/2022 Single Source DNA profile - assumed known contributor Y
Murder SECTION 1 (Scraping) Scraping 27/01/2022 2 person mix profile - support for contrib > 100 billion Y
Murder EXHIBIT CRG - TRACE DNA TAPELIFT DRY, FABRIC (Trace DNA Kit) Trace DNA Kit 14/02/2022 3 person mix profile - support for contrib > 100 billion Y
Murder LRB - TRACE DNA - METAL (Swab) Swab 14/02/2022 Complex mixed profile unsuitable for interp or comparison N
Murder EXHIBIT CRBD - TRACE DNA SWAB DRY, PLASTIC (Swab) Swab 24/02/2022 2 person mix profile - support for contrib > 100 billion Y
Murder EXHIBIT CRBE - TRACE DNA SWAB DRY, PLASTIC (Swab) Swab 24/02/2022 2 person mix profile - support for contrib > 100 billion Y
Murder EXHIBIT CRBL - TRACE DNA SWAB DRY, PLANT (Swab) Swab 24/02/2022 Complex mixed profile unsuitable for interp or comparison N
Murder EXHIBIT CRBP - TRACE DNA SWAB DRY, METAL (Swab) Swab 24/02/2022 Complex mixed profile unsuitable for interp or comparison N
Murder C. (MM) TRACE DNA SWAB (METAL) (Swab) Swab 24/02/2022 Complex mixed profile unsuitable for interp or comparison N
Murder EXHIBIT CRC - TRACE DNA SWAB, DRY, METAL (Swab) Swab 24/02/2022 Complex mixed profile unsuitable for interp or comparison N
Murder EXHIBIT CRBY - TRACE DNA TAPELIFT, DRY FABRIC (Trace DNA Kit) Trace DNA Kit 24/02/2022 3 person mix profile - support for contrib > 100 billion Y
Murder EXHIBIT CRBZ - TRACE DNA TAPELIFT, DRY FABRIC (Trace DNA Kit) Trace DNA Kit 24/02/2022 Complex mixed profile unsuitable for interp or comparison N
Murder C. TRACE DNA TAPE LIFT - COTTON (Trace DNA Kit) Trace DNA Kit 15/02/2022 3 person mix profile - support for contrib > 100 billion Y
Murder C-A TRACE DNA SWAB (PLASTIC) (Swab) Swab 15/02/2022 2 person mix- support for contrib 1 billion - 100 billion Y
Wounding E1: TRACE DNA: METAL: (Swab) Swab 07/02/2022 Complex mixed profile unsuitable for interp or comparison N
Sexual offences RIGHT ARM DRY (Swab) Swab Body 10/02/2022 2 person mixed profile - conditioned on Y
Sexual offences BUTTOCK AND LEG DRY (Swab) Swab Body 10/02/2022 Single Source DNA profile - assumed known contributor Y
Wounding NN2A TRACE DNA METAL (Swab) Swab 23/02/2022 Mix - support for contrib > 100 billion Y
Weapons offence TR1 DRY PLASTIC AND METAL (Trace DNA Kit) Trace DNA Kit 28/02/2022 Two person mixed DNA profile & NCIDD upload Unknown Y
Sexual offences RIGHT ABDOMINAL (DRY) (Epithelial Fraction) Epithelial Fraction Body 15/02/2022 3 person mix rem - support for contribution > 100 billion Y
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Sexual offences RIGHT ABDOMINAL (WET) (Swab) Swab Body 15/02/2022 Single source 20 loci DNA profile LR > 100 billion Y
Sexual offences RIGHT ABDOMINAL (DRY) (Swab) Swab Body 15/02/2022 3 person mix rem - support for contribution > 100 billion Y
Murder RB6 - TRACE DNA (Trace DNA Kit) Trace DNA Kit 14/02/2022 Single Source DNA profile - assumed known contributor Y
Assault B) NIL VISIBLE MATERIAL, PLASTIC (Trace DNA Kit) Trace DNA Kit 03/02/2022 Mixed DNA profile & No stational interp performed Y
Assault C) NIL VISIBLE MATERIAL, PLASTIC (Trace DNA Kit) Trace DNA Kit 03/02/2022 Complex mixed profile unsuitable for interp or comparison N
Assault A2 TAPE LIFT MATERIAL BLACK 'RAIDERS' HOODIE (Trace DNA Kit) Trace DNA Kit 25/02/2022 Complex mixed profile unsuitable for interp or comparison N
Assault A1 - T/DNA SWAB OF SHELL CASING (Swab) Swab 25/02/2022 Complex mixed profile unsuitable for interp or comparison N
Assault B1 - T/DNA SWAB OF SHELL CASING (Swab) Swab 25/02/2022 Complex mixed profile unsuitable for interp or comparison N
Assault C1 - T/DNA SWAB OF SHELL CASING (Swab) Swab 25/02/2022 Complex mixed profile unsuitable for interp or comparison N
Assault D1 - T/DNA SWAB OF SHELL CASING (Swab) Swab 25/02/2022 Complex mixed profile unsuitable for interp or comparison N
Murder ITEM 46(III)A: TRACE DNA SWAB (Swab) Swab 04/03/2022 Testing ongoing Testing ongoing
Murder ITEM 47A: TRACE DNA SWAB (Swab) Swab 04/03/2022 Testing ongoing Testing ongoing
Murder ITEM 48A- TRACE DNA SWAB (Swab) Swab 04/03/2022 Complex mixed profile unsuitable for interp or comparison N
Murder ITEM 48C- TRACE DNA SWAB (Swab) Swab 04/03/2022 Single source DNA profile UKM Y
Burglary EXHIBIT A - HARD PLASTIC (Trace DNA Kit) Trace DNA Kit 01/03/2022 Complex mixed profile unsuitable for interp or comparison N
Sexual offences BASE PENIS (Swab) Swab Intimate 01/03/2022 Testing ongoing Testing ongoing
Assault EXHIBIT A1 - TRACE DNA FROM METAL (Trace DNA Kit) Trace DNA Kit 08/03/2022 3 person mix - support for contrib 100 to 1000 & 3 person mix profile - 

support for contrib > 100 billion
Y

Assault EXHIBIT B1 - SWAB BLOOD DRY DARK COLOURED STAIN (Swab - Blood) Swab - Blood 08/03/2022 Complex mixed profile unsuitable for interp or comparison N
Assault A:2 - DRY PLASTIC (Trace DNA Kit) Trace DNA Kit 02/03/2022 Testing ongoing Testing ongoing
Assault A:1 - DRY PLASTIC (Trace DNA Kit) Trace DNA Kit 02/03/2022 Complex mixed profile unsuitable for interp or comparison N
Assault (F) TRACE DNA - PLASTIC (Swab) Swab 02/03/2022 Complex mixed profile unsuitable for interp or comparison N
Sexual offences LOW VAGINAL (Swab) Swab Intimate 15/03/2022 3 person rem - suport for contribution > 100 billion Y
Sexual offences VULVA (Swab) Swab Intimate 15/03/2022 3 person rem - suport for contribution > 100 billion Y
Sexual offences TIP PENIS (WET) (Swab) Swab Intimate 07/03/2022 Complex mixed profile unsuitable for interp or comparison N
Sexual offences BASE PENIS (WET) (Swab) Swab Intimate 07/03/2022 2 person mix rem - support for contribution > 100 billion Y
Sexual offences DRY SHAFT PENIS (Swab) Swab Intimate 14/03/2022 2 person mix rem - support for contribution > 100 billion Y
Sexual offences DRY BASE PENIS (Swab) Swab Intimate 14/03/2022 Complex mixed profile unsuitable for interp or comparison N
Burglary B - TRACE DNA SWAB - PLASTIC HANDLE (Swab) Swab 02/03/2022 Complex mixed profile unsuitable for interp or comparison N
Drug offence JC2 - NIL VISIBLE MATERIAL - PLASTIC - (Trace DNA Kit) Trace DNA Kit 01/03/2022 Three person mixed DNA profile & No statistical interp Y
Drug offence JC3 - NIL VISIBLE MATERIAL - PLASTIC - (Trace DNA Kit) Trace DNA Kit 01/03/2022 Two person mixed DNA profile & no statistical interp Y
GBH EXHIBIT D1 - WOOD AND METAL (Trace DNA Kit) Trace DNA Kit 08/03/2022 Complex mixed profile unsuitable for interp or comparison N
Burglary EXHIBIT A - TRACE - METAL (Swab) Swab 15/03/2022 Complex mixed profile unsuitable for interp or comparison N
Murder G4.1 - TRACE - BLADE KNIFE (METAL) (Trace DNA Kit) Trace DNA Kit 01/03/2022 Complex mixed profile unsuitable for interp or comparison N
Sexual offences BASE OF PENIS SAIK -  Swab Intimate 19/04/2022 Testing ongoing Testing ongoing
Sexual offences Outside used condom in bathroom rubbish bin Swab Condom 19/04/2022 Testing ongoing Testing ongoing
Sexual offences Section 1 side A inside crotch of underwear Scraping Clothing 19/04/2022 Testing ongoing Testing ongoing
Sexual offences Outside of front drivers door handle grey Toyota Swab Other 14/04/2022 Testing ongoing Testing ongoing
Sexual offences Outside of the rear drivers door handle Swab Other 14/04/2022 Testing ongoing Testing ongoing
Sexual offences Middle rear seat area Swab Other 14/04/2022 Testing ongoing Testing ongoing
Sexual offences Inside of the front drivers door handle Swab Other 14/04/2022 Testing ongoing Testing ongoing
Sexual offences Labial / Vulval Swab Intimate 19/04/2022 Testing ongoing Testing ongoing
Sexual offences Right breast Swab Body 19/04/2022 Testing ongoing Testing ongoing
Sexual offences Left breast Swab Body 19/04/2022 Testing ongoing Testing ongoing
Sexual offences Right thigh Swab Body 19/04/2022 Testing ongoing Testing ongoing
Sexual offences Base penis wet Swab Intimate 22/04/2022 Testing ongoing Testing ongoing
Sexual offences Glans penis wet Swab Intimate 22/04/2022 Testing ongoing Testing ongoing
Sexual offences Glans penis dry Swab Intimate 22/04/2022 Testing ongoing Testing ongoing
Sexual offences Front centre g-string Fabric Clothing 22/04/2022 Testing ongoing Testing ongoing
Sexual offences Front centre g-string Fabric Clothing 22/04/2022 Testing ongoing Testing ongoing
Sexual offences Front centre g-string Fabric Clothing 22/04/2022 Testing ongoing Testing ongoing
Sexual offences Front centre g-string Fabric Clothing 22/04/2022 Testing ongoing Testing ongoing
Sexual offences Outside condom wet and dry Epithelial Fraction Condom 22/04/2022 Testing ongoing Testing ongoing
Sexual offences Inside condom wet and dry Swab Condom 22/04/2022 Complex mixed profile unsuitable for interp or comparison N
Sexual offences Left buttock wet Epithelial Fraction Body 22/04/2022 Testing ongoing Testing ongoing
Sexual offences Left buttock dry Epithelial Fraction Body 22/04/2022 Testing ongoing Testing ongoing
Sexual offences High vaginal Swab Intimate 22/04/2022 Testing ongoing Testing ongoing
Sexual offences Low vaginal Swab Intimate 22/04/2022 Testing ongoing Testing ongoing
Sexual offences High vaginal Swab Intimate 22/04/2022 Testing ongoing Testing ongoing
Sexual offences High vaginal Swab Intimate 22/04/2022 Testing ongoing Testing ongoing
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Sexual offences High vaginal Swab Intimate 22/04/2022 Testing ongoing Testing ongoing
Sexual offences High vaginal Swab Intimate 22/04/2022 Testing ongoing Testing ongoing
Sexual offences Rectal Epithelial Fraction Intimate 22/04/2022 Testing ongoing Testing ongoing
Sexual offences Thigh wet Epithelial Fraction Body 22/04/2022 Testing ongoing Testing ongoing
Sexual offences Endocervical Swab Intimate 22/04/2022 Testing ongoing Testing ongoing
Sexual offences Endocervical Swab Intimate 22/04/2022 Testing ongoing Testing ongoing
Sexual offences Breast dry Epithelial Fraction Body 22/04/2022 Testing ongoing Testing ongoing
Sexual offences Cervical Swab Intimate 22/04/2022 Testing ongoing Testing ongoing
Sexual offences Low vaginal Swab Intimate 22/04/2022 Testing ongoing Testing ongoing
Sexual offences High vaginal Swab Intimate 22/04/2022 Testing ongoing Testing ongoing
Sexual offences Perianal Epithelial Fraction Intimate 22/04/2022 Testing ongoing Testing ongoing
Sexual offences Oral Swab Body 22/04/2022 Testing ongoing Testing ongoing
Sexual offences High vaginal Swab Intimate 22/04/2022 Testing ongoing Testing ongoing
Sexual offences Right buttock Swab Body 22/04/2022 Testing ongoing Testing ongoing
Sexual offences High vaginal Swab Intimate 22/04/2022 Testing ongoing Testing ongoing
Sexual offences Perianal Swab Intimate 22/04/2022 Testing ongoing Testing ongoing
Sexual offences Breast dry Swab Body 22/04/2022 Testing ongoing Testing ongoing
Sexual offences Blind vaginal Swab Intimate 22/04/2022 Testing ongoing Testing ongoing
Sexual offences Breast wet Swab Body 22/04/2022 Testing ongoing Testing ongoing
Sexual offences Shaft penis dry Swab Intimate 22/04/2022 Testing ongoing Testing ongoing
Sexual offences Base penis dry Swab Intimate 22/04/2022 Testing ongoing Testing ongoing
Sexual offences Shaft penis wet Swab Intimate 22/04/2022 Testing ongoing Testing ongoing
Sexual offences Inside vaginal Swab Intimate 22/04/2022 Testing ongoing Testing ongoing
Sexual offences Low vaginal Swab Intimate 22/04/2022 Testing ongoing Testing ongoing
Sexual offences Right thigh wet Swab Body 22/04/2022 Testing ongoing Testing ongoing
Sexual offences Shaft of penis wet Swab Intimate 22/04/2022 Testing ongoing Testing ongoing
Sexual offences Glans penis wet Swab Intimate 22/04/2022 Testing ongoing Testing ongoing
Sexual offences Glans penis dry Swab Intimate 22/04/2022 Testing ongoing Testing ongoing
Sexual offences Vulval Swab Intimate 22/04/2022 Testing ongoing Testing ongoing
Sexual offences Shaft of penis dry Swab Intimate 22/04/2022 Testing ongoing Testing ongoing
Sexual offences Lower back dry Epithelial Fraction Body 22/04/2022 Testing ongoing Testing ongoing
Sexual offences Lower back wet Epithelial Fraction Body 22/04/2022 Testing ongoing Testing ongoing
Sexual offences Perianal Swab Intimate 22/04/2022 Testing ongoing Testing ongoing
Sexual offences Abdomen wet Swab Body 22/04/2022 Testing ongoing Testing ongoing
Sexual offences Labia majora wet Epithelial Fraction Intimate 22/04/2022 Testing ongoing Testing ongoing
Sexual offences Neck dry Swab Body 22/04/2022 Testing ongoing Testing ongoing
Sexual offences Rectal Swab Intimate 22/04/2022 Testing ongoing Testing ongoing
Sexual offences Right breast nipple area swimsuit Swab Body 22/04/2022 Testing ongoing Testing ongoing
Sexual offences Vulval wet Swab Intimate 22/04/2022 Testing ongoing Testing ongoing
Sexual offences Left breast wet Swab Body 22/04/2022 Testing ongoing Testing ongoing
Sexual offences Oral Swab Body 22/04/2022 Testing ongoing Testing ongoing
Sexual offences Crotch of underwear Scraping Clothing 22/04/2022 Testing ongoing Testing ongoing
Sexual offences SHAFT PENIS DRY SAIK A- Swab Intimate 27/04/2022 Testing ongoing Testing ongoing
Sexual offences GLANS PENIS DRY SAIK A- Swab Intimate 27/04/2022 Testing ongoing Testing ongoing
Sexual offences RIGHT BREAST WET SAIK Swab Body 27/04/2022 Testing ongoing Testing ongoing
Sexual offences RIGHT BREAST DRY SAIK Swab Body 27/04/2022 Testing ongoing Testing ongoing
Sexual offences ABDOMEN WET SAIK Swab Body 27/04/2022 Testing ongoing Testing ongoing
Sexual offences ABDOMEN DRY SAIK Swab Body 27/04/2022 Testing ongoing Testing ongoing
Sexual offences DRY LEFT HAND - Swab Body 27/04/2022 Testing ongoing Testing ongoing
Sexual offences DRY RIGHT HAND - Swab Body 27/04/2022 Testing ongoing Testing ongoing
Sexual offences HIGH VAGINAL SAIK: VICTIM; Swab Intimate 29/04/2022 Testing ongoing Testing ongoing
Sexual offences WET LABIA MINORA C. SAIK;  Swab Intimate 29/04/2022 Testing ongoing Testing ongoing
Sexual offences WET LABIA MAJORA C. SAIK;  Swab Intimate 29/04/2022 Testing ongoing Testing ongoing
Sexual offences DRY LABIA MAJORA C. SAIK;  Swab Intimate 29/04/2022 Testing ongoing Testing ongoing
Sexual offences LEFT SHOULDER DRY Swab Body 29/04/2022 Testing ongoing Testing ongoing
Sexual offences LEFT BREAST DRY Swab Body 29/04/2022 Testing ongoing Testing ongoing
Sexual offences SHAFT OF PENIS SAIK - Swab Intimate 29/04/2022 Testing ongoing Testing ongoing
Burglary EXHIBIT A - METAL (Trace DNA Kit) [PSD 289046781 D10] Trace DNA Kit 11/04/2022 Testing ongoing Testing ongoing
Burglary EXHIBIT A1 - PAINTED WOOD (Trace DNA Kit) [PSD 725336973 G03] Trace DNA Kit 11/04/2022 Testing ongoing Testing ongoing
Burglary A - NO VISIBLE MATERIAL - METAL (Trace DNA Kit) [PSD 725336973 G07] Trace DNA Kit 14/04/2022 Testing ongoing Testing ongoing
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Weapons Offences E - TRACE DNA SWAB - CLIP SEALED BAG (Swab) [PSD 1093120829 E08] Swab 21/03/2022 3 person mix profile - support for contrib > 100 billion Y
Murder LR3BA - SCRAPING (Scraping) [PSD 725337024 F04] Scraping 26/04/2022 Testing ongoing Testing ongoing
Murder LR3BB - TRACE DNA TAPELIFT (Trace DNA Kit) [PSD 725337024 G03] Trace DNA Kit 26/04/2022 Testing ongoing Testing ongoing
Burglary TRACE DNA FABRIC (Swab) [PSD 1093121073 B02] Swab 21/03/2022 Three person mixed DNA profile, NCIDD upload UKM Y
Murder ITEM DVI- BLOODSTAINED FABRIC (Fabric) [PSD 725336848 B02] Fabric 29/04/2022 Testing ongoing Testing ongoing
Murder ITEM B141: SWAB OF BLOODSTAIN (Swab - Blood) [PSD 1093120844 H06] Swab 06/04/2022 Complex mixed profile unsuitable for interp or comparison N
Murder ITEM B142: SWAB OF BLOODSTAIN (Swab - Blood) [PSD 1093120855 D12] Swab 06/04/2022 2 person mix profile - support for contrib > 100 billion Y
Murder ITEM B17: SWAB OF BLOODSTAIN (Swab - Blood) [PSD 1093120482 H02] Swab 06/04/2022 2 person mix profile - support for contrib > 100 billion Y
Murder KB42 - TRACE DNA TAPELIFT (Trace DNA Kit) [PSD 288936856 E06] Trace DNA Kit 11/05/2022 Testing ongoing Testing ongoing
Murder KB22 - TRACE DNA TAPELIFT (Trace DNA Kit) [PSD 288936856 E07] Trace DNA Kit 11/05/2022 Testing ongoing Testing ongoing
Murder KB23 - TRACE DNA TAPELIFT (Trace DNA Kit) [PSD 288936856 E08] Trace DNA Kit 11/05/2022 Testing ongoing Testing ongoing
Murder KB25 - TRACE DNA TAPELIFT (Trace DNA Kit) [PSD 288936856 E09] Trace DNA Kit 11/05/2022 Testing ongoing Testing ongoing
Murder KB26 - TRACE DNA TAPELIFT (Trace DNA Kit) [PSD 288936856 E10] Trace DNA Kit 11/05/2022 Testing ongoing Testing ongoing
Murder KB29 - TMB(+) AREA (Fabric) [PSD 288936856 F03] Fabric 11/05/2022 Testing ongoing Testing ongoing
Murder KB30 - TMB(+) AREA (Fabric) [PSD 288936856 F04] Fabric 11/05/2022 Testing ongoing Testing ongoing
Murder KB32 - TRACE DNA TAPELIFT (Trace DNA Kit) [PSD 288936856 F05] Trace DNA Kit 11/05/2022 Testing ongoing Testing ongoing
Murder KB34 - TRACE DNA TAPELIFT (Trace DNA Kit) [PSD 288936856 F06] Trace DNA Kit 11/05/2022 Testing ongoing Testing ongoing
Murder OE30 - FABRIC SAMPLE OF DARK BROWN STAIN (Fabric) [PSD 288936856 F07] Fabric 11/05/2022 Testing ongoing Testing ongoing
Murder KB36 - TRACE DNA TAPELIFT (Trace DNA Kit) [PSD 289046781 B10] Trace DNA Kit 11/05/2022 Testing ongoing Testing ongoing
Murder KB38 - TRACE DNA TAPELIFT (Trace DNA Kit) [PSD 289046781 B07] Trace DNA Kit 11/05/2022 Testing ongoing Testing ongoing
Murder KB40 - TRACE DNA TAPELIFT (Trace DNA Kit) [PSD 289046781 B06] Trace DNA Kit 11/05/2022 Testing ongoing Testing ongoing
Murder ITEM V3 - TRACE DNA SWAB (Swab) [PSD 624033373 C02] Swab 28/03/2022 Complex mixed profile unsuitable for interp or comparison N
Murder ITEM V12 - TRACE DNA SWAB (Swab) [PSD 624033382 A04] Swab 28/03/2022 Testing ongoing Testing ongoing
Murder KG6- TRACE DNA TAPE LIFT (Trace DNA Kit) [PSD 624033373 C03] Trace DNA Kit 28/03/2022 Testing ongoing Testing ongoing
UUMV NO STAIN ON MATERIAL SURFACE (Trace DNA Kit) [PSD 1093120558 C09] Trace DNA Kit 04/04/2022 Complex mixed profile unsuitable for interp or comparison N
Stealing EXHIBIT A TRACE DNA TAPELIFT - SMOOTH DRY GLASS (Trace DNA Kit) [PSD 1093120563 A10]Trace DNA Kit 22/03/2022 Three person mixed DNA profile, NCIDD upload UKM Y
Murder TP62A - EXCISION SUBSAMPLE OF LUMINOL+ AREA (Fabric) [PSD 288936856 E03] Fabric 12/05/2022 Testing ongoing Testing ongoing
Murder SH2 - SWAB OF BROWN STAIN (Swab) [PSD 624033346 H05] Swab 29/04/2022 Complex mixed profile unsuitable for interp or comparison N
Murder U24. SWAB OF BLOODSTAIN (Swab) [PSD 669063164 F01] Swab 31/03/2022 Two person mixed DNA profile Y
Murder U25. SWAB (Swab) [PSD 669063164 E11] Swab 31/03/2022 Complex mixed profile unsuitable for interp or comparison N
Murder U26. TRANSFER DNA SAMPLE (Swab) [PSD 669063164 E08] Swab 31/03/2022 Complex mixed profile unsuitable for interp or comparison N
Murder 013- BLOOD SWAB (Swab) [PSD 669063164 F10] Swab 31/03/2022 Complex mixed profile unsuitable for interp or comparison N
Murder O42 -BLOOD SWAB (Swab - Blood) [PSD 669063164 F11] Swab 31/03/2022 Complex mixed profile unsuitable for interp or comparison N
Murder O44 -BLOOD SWAB (Swab - Blood) [PSD 669063164 G06] Swab 31/03/2022 3 person mix profile - support for contrib > 100 billion Y
Murder U13 - TMB +IVE PAPER SUBSAMPLE (Paper) [PSD 1093121092 B01] Paper 31/03/2022 3 person mix - support for contrib 10 000 - 100 000 Y
Murder T2 - BLOOD SWAB (Swab - Blood) [PSD 1093121087 H01] Swab 31/03/2022 Complex mixed profile unsuitable for interp or comparison N
Murder TV2A - T/DNA LIFT OF BUTANE GAS BURNER ROD (Trace DNA Kit) [PSD 669063164 H10]Trace DNA Kit 31/03/2022 Complex mixed profile unsuitable for interp or comparison N
Murder TV2C - T/DNA SWAB OF FLAME CONTROLLER KNOB (Swab) [PSD 1093121073 A06] Swab 31/03/2022 Complex mixed profile unsuitable for interp or comparison N
Murder TV2D - T/DNA SWAB OF IGNITOR SWITCH (Swab) [PSD 1093121073 A07] Swab 31/03/2022 Complex mixed profile unsuitable for interp or comparison N
Murder SH2 - SWAB OF BROWN STAIN (Swab) [PSD 624033346 H05] Swab 31/03/2022 Complex mixed profile unsuitable for interp or comparison N
Murder SH3 - SWAB OF TMB POSITIVE STAIN (Swab) [PSD 669063164 H01] Swab 31/03/2022 Complex mixed profile unsuitable for interp or comparison N
Murder SH4 - SWAB OF TMB POSITIVE STAIN (Swab) [PSD 1093121073 A08] Swab 31/03/2022 Mixed DNA profile Y
Murder SH7 - SWAB OF TMB POSITIVE STAIN (DILUTE) (Swab) [PSD 1093121073 A11] Swab 31/03/2022 Complex mixed profile unsuitable for interp or comparison N
Murder HW1 - SWAB OF LCV POSITIVE LATENT STAIN (Swab) [PSD 1093121073 A12] Swab 31/03/2022 Complex mixed profile unsuitable for interp or comparison N
Murder HW2 - SWAB OF LCV POSITIVE LATENT STAIN (Swab) [PSD 1093121073 B01] Swab 31/03/2022 Complex mixed profile unsuitable for interp or comparison N
Murder HW3 - SWAB OF LCV POSITIVE LATENT STAIN (Swab) [PSD 1093121073 A09] Swab 31/03/2022 Complex mixed profile unsuitable for interp or comparison N
Murder HW6 - SWAB OF LCV POSITIVE LATENT STAIN (Swab) [PSD 1093121073 A10] Swab 31/03/2022 Complex mixed profile unsuitable for interp or comparison N
Murder U18 - BLOOD SWAB (Swab - Blood) [PSD 669063173 A02] Swab 21/03/2022 Complex mixed profile unsuitable for interp or comparison N
Murder U19 - BLOOD SWAB (Swab - Blood) [PSD 669063173 A03] Swab 21/03/2022 Complex mixed profile unsuitable for interp or comparison N
Murder U17A - CHUX WIPE SUBSAMPLE (Fabric) [PSD 669063173 A01] Fabric 18/03/2022 Complex mixed profile unsuitable for interp or comparison N
Assault A - TRACE DNA - METAL BLADES (Swab) [PSD 725336870 G08] Swab 19/04/2022 Testing ongoing Testing ongoing
Murder MW 59: TRACE DNA SWAB (Swab) [PSD 725336861 D08] Swab 21/04/2022 Complex mixed profile unsuitable for interp or comparison N
Murder EXHIBIT A1- TRACE DNA TAPE LIFT FROM METAL (Trace DNA Kit) [PSD 624033382 E06] Trace DNA Kit 11/04/2022 Complex mixed profile unsuitable for interp or comparison N
Murder A 1- METAL (Trace DNA Kit) [PSD 624033391 A09] Trace DNA Kit 07/04/2022 Mixed DNA profile & Mix - NCIDD upload UKM Y
Murder B - PLASTIC (Trace DNA Kit) [PSD 624033391 B08] Trace DNA Kit 07/04/2022 Complex mixed profile unsuitable for interp or comparison N
Murder B 1 - METAL (Trace DNA Kit) [PSD 624033373 C01] Trace DNA Kit 07/04/2022 Complex mixed profile unsuitable for interp or comparison N
Murder C - WOOD (Trace DNA Kit) [PSD 624033373 B12] Trace DNA Kit 07/04/2022 Complex mixed profile unsuitable for interp or comparison N
Murder C 1 - WOOD (Trace DNA Kit) [PSD 624033373 B11] Trace DNA Kit 07/04/2022 Complex mixed profile unsuitable for interp or comparison N
Burglary EXHIBIT A1 - PLASTIC (Trace DNA Kit) [PSD 669063146 C07] Trace DNA Kit 04/04/2022 Complex mixed profile unsuitable for interp or comparison N
Forensic Scene LH A 2 - TAPE LIFT COTTON (Trace DNA Kit) [PSD 725336870 F12] Trace DNA Kit 22/04/2022 Testing ongoing Testing ongoing
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Forensic Scene LH A 1 - TAPE LIFT COTTON (Trace DNA Kit) [PSD 725336861 A08] Trace DNA Kit 22/04/2022 Testing ongoing Testing ongoing
Forensic Scene LH B 1 - TAPE LIFT COTTON (Trace DNA Kit) [PSD 725336861 A09] Trace DNA Kit 22/04/2022 Testing ongoing Testing ongoing
Murder JB26 - TRACE DNA SWAB (METAL) (Swab) [PSD 725336798 C09] Swab 12/04/2022 Testing ongoing Testing ongoing
Murder NC2 - TAILOR MADE CIGARETTE BUTT NO BRAND APP 20MM (Cigarette Butt) [PSD 725336798 A03]Cigarette Butt 12/04/2022 Testing ongoing Testing ongoing
Murder JB2 - TRACE DNA SWAB (PAINTED PLASTIC) (Swab) [PSD 725336870 F10] Swab 12/04/2022 Testing ongoing Testing ongoing
Murder JB3 - TRACE DNA SWAB (PAINTED PLASTIC) (Swab) [PSD 725336861 B08] Swab 12/04/2022 Testing ongoing Testing ongoing
Murder JB4 - TRACE DNA SWAB (PAINTED PLASTIC) (Swab) [PSD 725337030 G04] Swab 12/04/2022 Testing ongoing Testing ongoing
Murder JB10 - TRACE DNA TAPE LIFT (PLASTIC) (Trace DNA Kit) [PSD 725336870 G09] Trace DNA Kit 12/04/2022 Testing ongoing Testing ongoing
Life Endangering EXHIBIT TDB (Epithelial Fraction) [PSD 725337030 H05] Epithelial Fraction 19/04/2022 Testing ongoing Testing ongoing
Life Endangering EXHIBIT TDA (Trace DNA Kit) [PSD 725336870 H12] Trace DNA Kit 19/04/2022 Testing ongoing Testing ongoing
UUMV EXHIBIT H - TRACE DNA SWAB - CLEAN DRY PLASTIC (Swab) [PSD 725336973 G09] Swab 26/04/2022 Testing ongoing Testing ongoing
Fire/Arson C1 - TRACE DNA SWAB OF DIRTY RUBBER (Swab) [PSD 725336861 B02] Swab 26/04/2022 Testing ongoing Testing ongoing
Burglary EX A - TRACE SWAB, METAL, NIL STAIN. (Swab) [PSD 725336852 E05] Swab 14/04/2022 Testing ongoing Testing ongoing
Fire/Arson A1 - STICKY TAPE PIECES (Tape) [PSD 725336861 C08] Tape 03/05/2022 Testing ongoing Testing ongoing
Miscellaneous A1 - DRY METAL, SMALL RUST COLOUR STAIN (Swab) [PSD 289046781 J01] Swab 18/05/2022 Testing ongoing Testing ongoing
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Offence (All)

Count of Useable result obtained Y/N
Useable result obtained Y/N Sample Category Exhibit # Result returned Total

N Cigarette Butt Complex mixed profile unsuitable for interp or comparison 1
Complex mixed profile unsuitable for interp or comparison 1
Complex mixed profile unsuitable for interp or comparison 1

Epithelial Fraction Complex mixed profile unsuitable for interp or comparison 1
Complex mixed profile unsuitable for interp or comparison 1
Complex mixed profile unsuitable for interp or comparison 1
Complex mixed profile unsuitable for interp or comparison 1
Complex mixed profile unsuitable for interp or comparison 1
Complex mixed profile unsuitable for interp or comparison 1
Complex mixed profile unsuitable for interp or comparison 1
Complex mixed profile unsuitable for interp or comparison 1
Complex mixed profile unsuitable for interp or comparison 1
Complex mixed profile unsuitable for interp or comparison 1
Complex mixed profile unsuitable for interp or comparison 1
Complex mixed profile unsuitable for interp or comparison 1
Complex mixed profile unsuitable for interp or comparison 1
Complex mixed profile unsuitable for interp or comparison 1
Complex mixed profile unsuitable for interp or comparison 1
Complex mixed profile unsuitable for interp or comparison 1
Complex mixed profile unsuitable for interp or comparison 1
Complex mixed profile unsuitable for interp or comparison 1

Fabric Complex mixed profile unsuitable for interp or comparison 1
Complex mixed profile unsuitable for interp or comparison 1
Complex mixed profile unsuitable for interp or comparison 1
Complex mixed profile unsuitable for interp or comparison 1
Complex mixed profile unsuitable for interp or comparison 1
Complex mixed profile unsuitable for interp or comparison 1
Complex mixed profile unsuitable for interp or comparison 1
Complex mixed profile unsuitable for interp or comparison 1
Complex mixed profile unsuitable for interp or comparison 1
Complex mixed profile unsuitable for interp or comparison 1
Complex mixed profile unsuitable for interp or comparison 1
Complex mixed profile unsuitable for interp or comparison 1
Complex mixed profile unsuitable for interp or comparison 1
Complex mixed profile unsuitable for interp or comparison 1
Complex mixed profile unsuitable for interp or comparison 1
Complex mixed profile unsuitable for interp or comparison 1

Hair Complex mixed profile unsuitable for interp or comparison 1
Scraping Complex mixed profile unsuitable for interp or comparison 1

 Complex mixed profile unsuitable for interp or comparison 1
Complex mixed profile unsuitable for interp or comparison 1

Swab Complex mixed profile unsuitable for interp or comparison 1
Complex mixed profile unsuitable for interp or comparison 1
Complex mixed profile unsuitable for interp or comparison 1
Complex mixed profile unsuitable for interp or comparison 1
Complex mixed profile unsuitable for interp or comparison 1
Complex mixed profile unsuitable for interp or comparison 1
Complex mixed profile unsuitable for interp or comparison 1
Complex mixed profile unsuitable for interp or comparison 1
Complex mixed profile unsuitable for interp or comparison 1
Complex mixed profile unsuitable for interp or comparison 1
Complex mixed profile unsuitable for interp or comparison 1
Complex mixed profile unsuitable for interp or comparison 1
Partial DNA profile unsuitable for comparison purposes 1
Complex mixed profile unsuitable for interp or comparison 1
Complex mixed profile unsuitable for interp or comparison 1
Complex mixed profile unsuitable for interp or comparison 1
Complex mixed profile unsuitable for interp or comparison 1
Complex mixed profile unsuitable for interp or comparison 1
Complex mixed profile unsuitable for interp or comparison 1
Complex mixed profile unsuitable for interp or comparison 1
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N Swab Complex mixed profile unsuitable for interp or comparison 1
Complex mixed profile unsuitable for interp or comparison 1
Complex mixed profile unsuitable for interp or comparison 1
Complex mixed profile unsuitable for interp or comparison 1
Complex mixed profile unsuitable for interp or comparison 1
Complex mixed profile unsuitable for interp or comparison 1
Complex mixed profile unsuitable for interp or comparison 1
Complex mixed profile unsuitable for interp or comparison 1
Complex mixed profile unsuitable for interp or comparison 1
Complex mixed profile unsuitable for interp or comparison 1
Complex mixed profile unsuitable for interp or comparison 1
Complex mixed profile unsuitable for interp or comparison 1
Complex mixed profile unsuitable for interp or comparison 1
Complex mixed profile unsuitable for interp or comparison 1
Complex mixed profile unsuitable for interp or comparison 1
Complex mixed profile unsuitable for interp or comparison 1
Complex mixed profile unsuitable for interp or comparison 1

109 Complex mixed profile unsuitable for interp or comparison 1
Complex mixed profile unsuitable for interp or comparison 1
Complex mixed profile unsuitable for interp or comparison 1
Complex mixed profile unsuitable for interp or comparison 1
Complex mixed profile unsuitable for interp or comparison 1
Complex mixed profile unsuitable for interp or comparison 1
Complex mixed profile unsuitable for interp or comparison 1
Complex mixed profile unsuitable for interp or comparison 1
Complex mixed profile unsuitable for interp or comparison 1
Complex mixed profile unsuitable for interp or comparison 1
Complex mixed profile unsuitable for interp or comparison 1
Complex mixed profile unsuitable for interp or comparison 1
Complex mixed profile unsuitable for interp or comparison 1
Complex mixed profile unsuitable for interp or comparison 1
Complex mixed profile unsuitable for interp or comparison 1
Complex mixed profile unsuitable for interp or comparison 1
Complex mixed profile unsuitable for interp or comparison 1
Complex mixed profile unsuitable for interp or comparison 1
Complex mixed profile unsuitable for interp or comparison 1
Complex mixed profile unsuitable for interp or comparison 1
Complex mixed profile unsuitable for interp or comparison 1

 Complex mixed profile unsuitable for interp or comparison 1
Complex mixed profile unsuitable for interp or comparison 1
Complex mixed profile unsuitable for interp or comparison 1
Complex mixed profile unsuitable for interp or comparison 1
Complex mixed profile unsuitable for interp or comparison 1
Complex mixed profile unsuitable for interp or comparison 1
Complex mixed profile unsuitable for interp or comparison 1
Complex mixed profile unsuitable for interp or comparison 1
Complex mixed profile unsuitable for interp or comparison 1
Complex mixed profile unsuitable for interp or comparison 1
Complex mixed profile unsuitable for interp or comparison 1
Complex mixed profile unsuitable for interp or comparison 1
Complex mixed profile unsuitable for interp or comparison 1
Complex mixed profile unsuitable for interp or comparison 1
Complex mixed profile unsuitable for interp or comparison 1
Complex mixed profile unsuitable for interp or comparison 1
Complex mixed profile unsuitable for interp or comparison 1
Complex mixed profile unsuitable for interp or comparison 1
Complex mixed profile unsuitable for interp or comparison 1
Complex mixed profile unsuitable for interp or comparison 1
Complex mixed profile unsuitable for interp or comparison 1
Complex mixed profile unsuitable for interp or comparison 1
Complex mixed profile unsuitable for interp or comparison 1
Complex mixed profile unsuitable for interp or comparison 1
Complex mixed profile unsuitable for interp or comparison 1
Complex mixed profile unsuitable for interp or comparison 1
Complex mixed profile unsuitable for interp or comparison 1
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N Swab Complex mixed profile unsuitable for interp or comparison 1
Complex mixed profile unsuitable for interp or comparison 1
Complex mixed profile unsuitable for interp or comparison 1
Complex mixed profile unsuitable for interp or comparison 1
Complex mixed profile unsuitable for interp or comparison 1
Complex mixed profile unsuitable for interp or comparison 1
Complex mixed profile unsuitable for interp or comparison 1
Complex mixed profile unsuitable for interp or comparison 1
Complex mixed profile unsuitable for interp or comparison 1
Complex mixed profile unsuitable for interp or comparison 1
Complex mixed profile unsuitable for interp or comparison 1
Complex mixed profile unsuitable for interp or comparison 1
Complex mixed profile unsuitable for interp or comparison 1
Complex mixed profile unsuitable for interp or comparison 2
Complex mixed profile unsuitable for interp or comparison 1
Complex mixed profile unsuitable for interp or comparison 1
Complex mixed profile unsuitable for interp or comparison 1
Complex mixed profile unsuitable for interp or comparison 1
Complex mixed profile unsuitable for interp or comparison 1
Complex mixed profile unsuitable for interp or comparison 1
Complex mixed profile unsuitable for interp or comparison 1
Complex mixed profile unsuitable for interp or comparison 1
Complex mixed profile unsuitable for interp or comparison 1
Complex mixed profile unsuitable for interp or comparison 1
Complex mixed profile unsuitable for interp or comparison 1
Complex mixed profile unsuitable for interp or comparison 1
Complex mixed profile unsuitable for interp or comparison 1
Complex mixed profile unsuitable for interp or comparison 1
Complex mixed profile unsuitable for interp or comparison 1
Complex mixed profile unsuitable for interp or comparison 1

Swab - Blood Complex mixed profile unsuitable for interp or comparison 1
Complex mixed profile unsuitable for interp or comparison 1
Partial DNA profile unsuitable for comparison purposes 1
Complex mixed profile unsuitable for interp or comparison 1
Partial DNA profile unsuitable for comparison purposes 1

 Complex mixed profile unsuitable for interp or comparison 1
Complex mixed profile unsuitable for interp or comparison 1
Complex mixed profile unsuitable for interp or comparison 1
Complex mixed profile unsuitable for interp or comparison 1
Complex mixed profile unsuitable for interp or comparison 1
Complex mixed profile unsuitable for interp or comparison 1
Complex mixed profile unsuitable for interp or comparison 1

Swab - Saliva Complex mixed profile unsuitable for interp or comparison 1
Complex mixed profile unsuitable for interp or comparison 1
Complex mixed profile unsuitable for interp or comparison 1

Tape Lift No DNA profile 1
Complex mixed profile unsuitable for interp or comparison 1
Complex mixed profile unsuitable for interp or comparison 1
Complex mixed profile unsuitable for interp or comparison 1

Trace DNA Kit Complex mixed profile unsuitable for interp or comparison 1
Complex mixed profile unsuitable for interp or comparison 1
Complex mixed profile unsuitable for interp or comparison 1
Complex mixed profile unsuitable for interp or comparison 1
Complex mixed profile unsuitable for interp or comparison 1
Complex mixed profile unsuitable for interp or comparison 1
Complex mixed profile unsuitable for interp or comparison 1
Complex mixed profile unsuitable for interp or comparison 1
Complex mixed profile unsuitable for interp or comparison 1
Complex mixed profile unsuitable for interp or comparison 1
Complex mixed profile unsuitable for interp or comparison 1
Complex mixed profile unsuitable for interp or comparison 1
Complex mixed profile unsuitable for interp or comparison 1
Complex mixed profile unsuitable for interp or comparison 1
Complex mixed profile unsuitable for interp or comparison 1
Complex mixed profile unsuitable for interp or comparison 1
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N Trace DNA Kit Complex mixed profile unsuitable for interp or comparison 1
Complex mixed profile unsuitable for interp or comparison 1
Complex mixed profile unsuitable for interp or comparison 1
Complex mixed profile unsuitable for interp or comparison 1
Complex mixed profile unsuitable for interp or comparison 1
Complex mixed profile unsuitable for interp or comparison 1
Complex mixed profile unsuitable for interp or comparison 1
Complex mixed profile unsuitable for interp or comparison 1
Complex mixed profile unsuitable for interp or comparison 1
Complex mixed profile unsuitable for interp or comparison 1
Complex mixed profile unsuitable for interp or comparison 1
Complex mixed profile unsuitable for interp or comparison 1
Complex mixed profile unsuitable for interp or comparison 1
Complex mixed profile unsuitable for interp or comparison 1
Complex mixed profile unsuitable for interp or comparison 1
Complex mixed profile unsuitable for interp or comparison 1
Complex mixed profile unsuitable for interp or comparison 1
Complex mixed profile unsuitable for interp or comparison 1
Complex mixed profile unsuitable for interp or comparison 1
Complex mixed profile unsuitable for interp or comparison 1
Complex mixed profile unsuitable for interp or comparison 1
Complex mixed profile unsuitable for interp or comparison 1
Complex mixed profile unsuitable for interp or comparison 1
Complex mixed profile unsuitable for interp or comparison 1
Complex mixed profile unsuitable for interp or comparison 1
Complex mixed profile unsuitable for interp or comparison 1
Complex mixed profile unsuitable for interp or comparison 1
Complex mixed profile unsuitable for interp or comparison 1
Complex mixed profile unsuitable for interp or comparison 1
Complex mixed profile unsuitable for interp or comparison 1
Complex mixed profile unsuitable for interp or comparison 1
Complex mixed profile unsuitable for interp or comparison 1
Complex mixed profile unsuitable for interp or comparison 1
Complex mixed profile unsuitable for interp or comparison 1
Complex mixed profile unsuitable for interp or comparison 1
Complex mixed profile unsuitable for interp or comparison 1
Complex mixed profile unsuitable for interp or comparison 1
Complex mixed profile unsuitable for interp or comparison 1
Complex mixed profile unsuitable for interp or comparison 1
Complex mixed profile unsuitable for interp or comparison 1
Complex mixed profile unsuitable for interp or comparison 1
Complex mixed profile unsuitable for interp or comparison 1
Complex mixed profile unsuitable for interp or comparison 1
Complex mixed profile unsuitable for interp or comparison 1
Complex mixed profile unsuitable for interp or comparison 1
Complex mixed profile unsuitable for interp or comparison 1
Complex mixed profile unsuitable for interp or comparison 1
Complex mixed profile unsuitable for interp or comparison 1

 Complex mixed profile unsuitable for interp or comparison 1
 Complex mixed profile unsuitable for interp or comparison 1

Complex mixed profile unsuitable for interp or comparison 1
Complex mixed profile unsuitable for interp or comparison 1
Complex mixed profile unsuitable for interp or comparison 1
Complex mixed profile unsuitable for interp or comparison 1
Complex mixed profile unsuitable for interp or comparison 1
Complex mixed profile unsuitable for interp or comparison 1
Complex mixed profile unsuitable for interp or comparison 1
Complex mixed profile unsuitable for interp or comparison 1
Complex mixed profile unsuitable for interp or comparison 1
Complex mixed profile unsuitable for interp or comparison 1
Complex mixed profile unsuitable for interp or comparison 1
Complex mixed profile unsuitable for interp or comparison 1
Complex mixed profile unsuitable for interp or comparison 1
Complex mixed profile unsuitable for interp or comparison 1
Complex mixed profile unsuitable for interp or comparison 1
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N Trace DNA Kit Complex mixed profile unsuitable for interp or comparison 1
Complex mixed profile unsuitable for interp or comparison 1
Complex mixed profile unsuitable for interp or comparison 1
Complex mixed profile unsuitable for interp or comparison 1
Complex mixed profile unsuitable for interp or comparison 1

N Total 262
Y Cigarette Butt Single source DNA profile NCIDD Upload UKM 1

Two person mixed DNA profile 1
Single source DNA profile NCIDD Upload UKM 1
Single source DNA profile NCIDD Upload UKM 1

Epithelial Fraction Single Source DNA profile - assumed known contributor 1
3 person mix - support for contribution 1000 to 10 000 & 3 person mix profile - support for contrib > 100 billion 1
Single Source DNA profile - assumed known contributor 1
2 person mix profile - support for contrib > 100 billion 1
2 person mix profile - support for contrib > 100 billion 1
Single Source DNA profile - assumed known contributor 1
2 person mix profile - support for contrib > 100 billion 1
Single source 20 loci DNA profile LR > 100 billion 1
3 person mixed profile - conditioned on & 3 person mix remaining - low support for contrib 1
3 person mixed profile - conditioned on & 3 person rem - support for contrib 1 million to 1 billion 1
Single Source DNA profile - assumed known contributor 1
Single Source DNA profile - assumed known contributor 1
3 person mix rem - support for contribution > 100 billion 1

Fabric Two person mixed DNA profile NCIDD upload - Intel mixed DNA profile UKF 1
Mix - Support for contribution 2 to 1 million & Mix - Support for contribution 1 million to 100 billion & Mix - Support for contribution 2 to 1 million & Mix - support for contrib > 100 billion 1
Three person mixed DNA profile & No statistical interp 1
Two person mixed DNA profile & no statistical interp 1
Two person mixed DNA profile & no statistical interp 1
Two person mixed DNA profile & no statistical interp 1

Hair Single source DNA profile. NCIDD Upload UKM1 1
Scraping 3 person mixed profile - conditioned on 1

3 person mixed profile - conditioned on 1
Single source 20 loci DNA profile LR > 100 billion 1
2 person mixed profile - conditioned on 1
SS DNA profile 9 loci and above LR > 100 billion 1
Single source 20 loci DNA profile LR > 100 billion 1
2 person mix profile - support for contrib > 100 billion 1
Single source 20 loci DNA profile LR > 100 billion 1
2 person mix profile - support for contrib > 100 billion 1

Swab  3 person mix profile - support for contrib > 100 billion 1
3 person mix profile - support for contrib > 100 billion 1
2 person mixed profile - conditioned on & 2 person mix rem - support for contribution > 100 billion 1
2 person mixed profile - conditioned on 1
3 person mixed profile - conditioned on & 3 person mix rem - support for contribution > 100 billion 1
3 person mixed profile - conditioned on & 3 person mix rem - support for contribution > 100 billion 1
2 person mixed profile - conditioned on & 2 person mix remaining - support for contrib 100 to 1000 1
3 person mixed profile - conditioned on & 3 person mix rem - support for contribution > 100 billion 1
3 person mixed profile - conditioned on & 3 person mix rem - support for contribution > 100 billion 1
3 person mixed profile - conditioned on & 3 person rem - support for contrib 1 billion-100 billion 1
3 person mixed profile - conditioned on & 3 person mix rem - support for contribution > 100 billion 1
3 person mixed profile - conditioned on & 3 person mix rem - support for contribution > 100 billion 1
2 person mix profile - support for contrib > 100 billion 1
2 person mix, support for contrib 10 000 - 100 000 & 2 person mix profile - support for contrib > 100 billion 1
2 person mixed profile - conditioned on 1
Single source DNA profile UKF 1
2 person mixed profile - conditioned on & NCIDD upload remaining contribution UKM 1
Three person mixed DNA profile  NCIDD upload UKM 1
3 person mix profile - support for contrib > 100 billion 1
Mix - Support for contribution 2 to 1 million & Mix - support for contrib > 100 billion 1
3 person mix profile - support for contrib > 100 billion 1
3 person mix profile - support for contrib > 100 billion 1
3 person mix rem - support for contribution > 100 billion & 3 person mix - support for contrib 1 million - 1 billion 1
2 person mix profile - support for contrib > 100 billion 1
3 person mix profile - support for contrib > 100 billion 1
Two person mixed DNA profile NCIDD upload - Intel mixed DNA profile UKM 1
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Y Swab 2 person mix profile - support for contrib > 100 billion 1
2 person mixed profile - conditioned on & 2 person mix remaining- support for contrib 1000 to 10000 1
2 person mixed profile - conditioned on & 2 person mix remaining- support for contrib 1000 to 10000 1
3 person mixed profile - conditioned on & 3 person mix rem - support for contribution > 100 billion 1
2 person mixed profile - conditioned on & 2 person mix rem - support for contribution > 100 billion 1
3 person mixed profile - conditioned on & 3 person mix remaining - support for contrib 100 to 1000 & 3 person mix rem - support for contribution > 100 billion 1
Single source 20 loci DNA profile LR > 100 billion 1
Single source 20 loci DNA profile LR > 100 billion 1
Mixed DNA profile. NICDD Upload UKM1 1
3 person mix profile - support for contrib > 100 billion 1
2 person mix profile - support for contrib > 100 billion 1
3 person rem - support for contrib 1 billion - 100 billion 1
3 person mix profile - support for contrib > 100 billion 1
Two person mixed DNA profile NCIDD Upload UKM1 1
Mixed DNA profile. NCIDD upload cold link 1
Mix - Support for contribution 1 million to 100 billion 1
Mixed DNA profile 1
Three person mixed DNA profile & No statistical interp 1
2 person mix profile - support for contrib > 100 billion 1
2 person mix profile - support for contrib > 100 billion 1
2 person mix- support for contrib 1 billion - 100 billion 1
2 person mixed profile - conditioned on 1
Single Source DNA profile - assumed known contributor 1
Mix - support for contrib > 100 billion 1
Single source 20 loci DNA profile LR > 100 billion 1
3 person mix rem - support for contribution > 100 billion 1
Single source DNA profile UKM 1
3 person rem - suport for contribution > 100 billion 1
3 person rem - suport for contribution > 100 billion 1
2 person mix rem - support for contribution > 100 billion 1
2 person mix rem - support for contribution > 100 billion 1
3 person mix profile - support for contrib > 100 billion 1
Three person mixed DNA profile, NCIDD upload UKM 1
2 person mix profile - support for contrib > 100 billion 1
2 person mix profile - support for contrib > 100 billion 1
Two person mixed DNA profile 1
3 person mix profile - support for contrib > 100 billion 1
Mixed DNA profile 1

Swab - Blood 2 person mix profile - support for contrib > 100 billion 1
2 person mix profile - support for contrib > 100 billion 1
3 person mix profile - support for contrib > 100 billion 1
SS DNA profile 9 loci and above LR > 100 billion 1
Three person mixed DNA profile 1
Single source 20 loci DNA profile LR > 100 billion 1
2 person mix profile - support for contrib > 100 billion 1
2 person mix profile - support for contrib > 100 billion 1
Single source 20 loci DNA profile LR > 100 billion 1
Three person mixed DNA profile 1

Swab - Saliva 3 person mix- support for contrib 1 billion - 100 billion 1
Tape Lift 3 person mixed profile - conditioned on 1

Two person mixed DNA profile 1
Trace DNA Kit 3 person mixed profile - conditioned on & 3 person rem - support for contrib 1 million to 1 billion & 3 person mix remaining - support for contrib 100 to 1000 1

Single Source DNA profile - assumed known contributor 1
Three person mixed DNA profile, No statistical interpretation performed 1
Mix - Support for contribution 2 to 1 million & Mix - support for contrib > 100 billion 1
Two person mixed DNA profile & no statistical interp 1
3 person mix profile - support for contrib > 100 billion 1
Suspect check - support for contribution > 100 billion 1
3 person mix profile - support for contrib > 100 billion 1
3 person mix profile - support for contrib > 100 billion 1
3 person mix profile - support for contrib > 100 billion 1
Two person mixed DNA profile & NCIDD upload Unknown 1
Single Source DNA profile - assumed known contributor 1
Mixed DNA profile & No stational interp performed 1
3 person mix - support for contrib 100 to 1000 & 3 person mix profile - support for contrib > 100 billion 1
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Y Trace DNA Kit Three person mixed DNA profile & No statistical interp 1
Two person mixed DNA profile & no statistical interp 1
Three person mixed DNA profile, NCIDD upload UKM 1
Mixed DNA profile & Mix - NCIDD upload UKM 1

Paper 3 person mix - support for contrib 10 000 - 100 000 1
Y Total 129

Quality control failure Swab Quality control failure, refer to QPS 1
Trace DNA Kit Quality control failure, refer to QPS 1

Quality control failure Total 2
Grand Total 393
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Offence Sexual offences

Count of Useable result obtained Y/N
Useable result obtained Y/N Sexual off sample category Sample Category Result returned Total

N Body Epithelial Fractio Complex mixed profile unsuitable for interp or comparison 1
Complex mixed profile unsuitable for interp or comparison 1
Complex mixed profile unsuitable for interp or comparison 1

Swab Complex mixed profile unsuitable for interp or comparison 1
Complex mixed profile unsuitable for interp or comparison 1
Complex mixed profile unsuitable for interp or comparison 1
Complex mixed profile unsuitable for interp or comparison 1

Clothing Tape Lift Complex mixed profile unsuitable for interp or comparison 1
Condom Swab Complex mixed profile unsuitable for interp or comparison 1
Intimate Epithelial Fractio Complex mixed profile unsuitable for interp or comparison 1

Complex mixed profile unsuitable for interp or comparison 1
Complex mixed profile unsuitable for interp or comparison 1

Swab Complex mixed profile unsuitable for interp or comparison 1
Complex mixed profile unsuitable for interp or comparison 1
Complex mixed profile unsuitable for interp or comparison 1
Complex mixed profile unsuitable for interp or comparison 1
Complex mixed profile unsuitable for interp or comparison 1
Complex mixed profile unsuitable for interp or comparison 1
Complex mixed profile unsuitable for interp or comparison 1

Other Epithelial Fractio Complex mixed profile unsuitable for interp or comparison 1
N Total 20

Y Bedding Scraping Single source 20 loci DNA profile LR > 100 billion 1
Body Epithelial Fractio Single Source DNA profile - assumed known contributor 1

3 person mix rem - support for contribution > 100 billion 1
Swab Single source 20 loci DNA profile LR > 100 billion 1

Single source 20 loci DNA profile LR > 100 billion 1
2 person mixed profile - conditioned on 1
Single Source DNA profile - assumed known contributor 1
Single source 20 loci DNA profile LR > 100 billion 1
3 person mix rem - support for contribution > 100 billion 1

Clothing Scraping 3 person mixed profile - conditioned on 1
3 person mixed profile - conditioned on 1

Tape Lift 3 person mixed profile - conditioned on 1
Two person mixed DNA profile 1

Condom Swab  3 person mix profile - support for contrib > 100 billion 1
3 person mix profile - support for contrib > 100 billion 1

Intimate Epithelial Fractio Single Source DNA profile - assumed known contributor 1
3 person mixed profile - conditioned on & 3 person mix remaining - low support for contrib 1
3 person mixed profile - conditioned on & 3 person rem - support for contrib 1 million to 1 billion 1
Single Source DNA profile - assumed known contributor 1

Swab 2 person mixed profile - conditioned on & 2 person mix rem - support for contribution > 100 billion 1
2 person mixed profile - conditioned on 1
3 person mixed profile - conditioned on & 3 person mix rem - support for contribution > 100 billion 1
Three person mixed DNA profile & No statistical interp 1
3 person mixed profile - conditioned on & 3 person mix rem - support for contribution > 100 billion 1
2 person mixed profile - conditioned on & 2 person mix remaining - support for contrib 100 to 1000 1
3 person mixed profile - conditioned on & 3 person mix rem - support for contribution > 100 billion 1
3 person mixed profile - conditioned on & 3 person mix rem - support for contribution > 100 billion 1
3 person mixed profile - conditioned on & 3 person rem - support for contrib 1 billion-100 billion 1
3 person mixed profile - conditioned on & 3 person mix rem - support for contribution > 100 billion 1
3 person mixed profile - conditioned on & 3 person mix rem - support for contribution > 100 billion 1
3 person mixed profile - conditioned on & 3 person mix rem - support for contribution > 100 billion 1
2 person mixed profile - conditioned on & 2 person mix rem - support for contribution > 100 billion 1
2 person mixed profile - conditioned on 1
2 person mixed profile - conditioned on & NCIDD upload remaining contribution UKM 1
2 person mixed profile - conditioned on & 2 person mix remaining- support for contrib 1000 to 10000 1
2 person mixed profile - conditioned on & 2 person mix remaining- support for contrib 1000 to 10000 1
3 person mixed profile - conditioned on & 3 person mix remaining - support for contrib 100 to 1000 & 3 person mix rem - support for contribution > 100 billion 1
3 person rem - suport for contribution > 100 billion 1
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Y Intimate Swab 3 person rem - suport for contribution > 100 billion 1
2 person mix rem - support for contribution > 100 billion 1
2 person mix rem - support for contribution > 100 billion 1

Y Total 41
Grand Total 61
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Assessment of Low Quantification Value DNA Samples 

Authors: Cathie Allen, Justin Howes and Paula Brisotto 21 June 2022 

Background: 

The Queensland Police Service (QPS) implemented a new service model in July 2008, which saw 
Forensic Officers taking the lead and responsibility for sample selection, examination of some 
items and case review of forensic results.  This change also saw a reduction in case details and 
case context being supplied to Forensic and Scientific Services (QHFSS).  Provision of scientific 
information to process a sample for DNA profiling remained unchanged.  Under this framework, an 
Options paper was provided to the Superintendent for Forensic Services Group in February 2018 
regarding an assessment undertaken to evaluate samples with low quantitation values and 
subsequent concentration and the DNA profile obtained.  The Options paper detailed the 
assessment of 1449 samples.  The QPS selected the option of not DNA profiling samples within a 
low quantitation range, as a triaging process, and information would be provided electronically on 
QPRIME (via the Forensic Register) regarding additional work that could be undertaken if 
requested. 

Executive Briefing: 

An assessment of all casework DNA samples, with the following criteria was conducted: an initial 
quantification result of between 0ng/µL and 0.0088ng/µL, underwent a concentration process and 
reported results issued between 2018 and 2021.  This equated to an assessment of 650 DNA 
samples.  The reported DNA result, which may have been completed after one or more 
amplifications processes, was categorised into two broad categories - ‘suitable for comparison 
purposes’ or ‘unsuitable for comparison purposes’. 

165 DNA samples (25.4%) were categorised as ‘suitable for comparison purposes’, with most of 
these samples being major crime samples.  485 DNA samples (74.6%) were categorised as 
‘unsuitable for comparison purposes’ after concentration and amplification processes.     

Of the 165 DNA samples categorised as ‘suitable for comparison purposes’, 41 DNA samples were 
able to yield a profile suitable for uploading and searching of the National Criminal Investigation 
DNA Database (NCIDD).  This represents 6.3% of total samples selected for processing.  This 
figure is not unexpected as this assessment was based on samples that were actively selected for 
further processing, determined by either the QPS, QHFSS staff or both organisations using a 
collaborative approach.  This assessment also includes volume crime samples, whereas the 
previous assessment did not include these samples. 

4.15

82.15

13.69

2018-2021: Percentage (%) of samples requested for Microcon 
and assigned Priority (N=650 samples)

Priority 1 Priority 2 Priority 3

EXHIBIT 73

Forensic and Scientific Services 
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Please note the current dataset is different to the previous dataset due to, but not limited to:  

 implementation of the statistical interpretation of four-person mixtures (contributes to 5.5% 
of the total samples deemed ‘suitable for comparison purposes in this dataset),  

 all DNA samples were selected in this dataset (the previously assessed dataset only 
included DNA samples assigned to Major Crime cases),  

 active selection of samples for processing by either the QPS or Forensic DNA Analysis staff 
members based on the context of the case or scientific knowledge with respect to the 
associated parameters from the quantification process,  

 if any new instrumentation or consumables were implemented by either the QPS or QHFSS 
over that period. 

 

Forensic DNA Analysis staff are mindful of consuming all DNA extract when requesting a 
concentration step.  Technologies available in other jurisdictions or future technologies may be 
applied to DNA extracts, however if all DNA extract has been exhausted through concentration and 
amplifications processes, no (or very limited) extract will be available for these technologies or for 
Defence to request external testing.  Forensic DNA Analysis staff have limited scope of the case 
context and other forensic results for the case. 

 

Observations: 

Review of quantitation parameters, other than quantitation value, did not identify a discernible 
trend, however further monitoring of these parameters will continue. 

The value of 0.0088ng/µL is based on assessment of the data (and equates to 132 picograms).  
Validation studies conducted within the laboratory has shown that stochastic effects become 
apparent from DNA templates below 0.132 ng (132 picograms) making interpretation of the 
resultant DNA profile more complex.   

If a value of 0.0067ng/µL (equating to 100 picograms) is chosen as the threshold for this triage 
process, DNA samples with a value of between 0.0067ng/µL and 0.0088ng/µL will not be 
subjected to a concentration step, which may affect the resulting DNA profile.   

It was not unexpected that as the quantitation value increases, the ability to yield suitable profiles 
for interpretation improved. 
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Options for Consideration: 

 

1. Continue with the current workflow: 

a) Priority 1 samples continue to be automatically concentrated prior to amplification if the 
sample falls into the quantitation range of 0.001ng/µL to 0.0088 ng/µL 

b) Priority 2 and Priority 3 samples are reported as ‘DNA Insufficient for Further 
Processing’ if the sample falls into the quantitation range of 0.001 ng/µL to 0.0088 
ng/µL (132 picograms) and process upon request by either the QPS or Forensic DNA 
Analysis staff members.  Continue to retain the DNA extract indefinitely, if no request is 
received. 

2. Amend the workflow:   

a) Priority 1 samples continue to be automatically concentrated prior to amplification if the 
sample falls into the quantitation range of 0.001ng/µL to 0.0088 ng/µL 

b) Priority 2 and Priority 3 samples are reported as ‘DNA Insufficient for Further 
Processing’ if the DNA sample falls into the quantitation range of 0.001 ng/µL to a newly 
determined value and process upon request by either the QPS or Forensic DNA 
Analysis staff members.  If requested, the process would include concentration of the 
DNA sample prior to amplification.  Continue to retain the DNA extract indefinitely, if no 
request is received.  DNA samples with a quantitation value of above a newly 
determined value will be processed as per routine and will not be subject to a 
concentration process. 

c) The reasoning for a newly determined quantitation value will be agreed upon and 
documented, including risks. 

d) This amended workflow will require Forensic Register enhancement prior to use. 

3. Amend the workflow: 

a) Priority 1 samples continue to be automatically concentrated prior to amplification if the 
sample falls into the quantitation range of 0.001ng/µL to 0.0088 ng/µL 

b) All priority 2 samples that fall into the quantitation range of either 0.001ng/µL to 
0.0088ng/µL or 0.001ng/µL to the newly determined value will be concentrated prior to 
amplification.  

c) Priority 3 samples that fall into the quantitation range of either 0.001ng/µL to 0.0088 
ng/µL or 0.001ng/µL to the newly determined value will be amplified without a 
concentration step. 

d) This amended workflow will require Forensic Register enhancement prior to use. 

4. Amend the workflow: 

a) Priority 1 samples continue to undergo a concentration step prior to amplification if the 
sample falls into the quantification range of 0.001ng/µL to 0.0088 ng/µL. 

b) Amplify, without concentration, all Priority 2 and 3 samples above 0.001ng/µL value. 

 

Next Steps: 

QHFSS will meet with the QPS representatives to discuss the options provided and discuss risks 
and implications to reach a collaborative decision on the path forward. 
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Stoneman.AmyE[CTDFVCOI]

From: McNab.BruceJ[OSC]
Sent: Wednesday, 11 May 2022 10:26
To: Neville.DavidH[OSC]
Subject: Re: Testing thresholds

No mate not yet 

Bruce McNab BM  
Superintendent 7417 
Commander 
Forensic Services Group 
Operations Support Command 
Qld Police Service 

 

From: Neville.DavidH[OSC] <  
Sent: Tuesday, May 10, 2022 9:55:48 AM 
To: McNab.BruceJ[OSC] <  
Subject: FW: Testing thresholds  

Hi Bruce 
Has there been any information provided back from QHFSS on this at all.  Have the QPS been provided any 
information on the terms of reference for the review? 
Cheers 
Dave 

From: Neville.DavidH[OSC]  
Sent: Thursday, 7 April 2022 16:18 
To: McNab.BruceJ[OSC] <  
Cc: Pobar.DarrenJ[OSC] <  
Subject: RE: Testing thresholds 

Bruce 
That is very concerning.  Given this response and our worrying observations in relation to the efficacy of the current 
testing, I would strongly recommend that we advise QHFSS that the QPS no-longer assents to the removal of the 
automated micro-concentration stage for major crime matters.   
Have you seen any terms of reference for the review? 

Dave 

From: McNab.BruceJ[OSC] <   
Sent: Thursday, 7 April 2022 16:06 
To: Neville.DavidH[OSC] <  
Cc: Pobar.DarrenJ[OSC] < Support Officer FSG[OSC] 
<  
Subject: RE: Testing thresholds 

Thanks Dave, 

EXHIBIT 74
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I’ve spoken to Lara, and their legal unit has asked all such reporting (your request) is held until the review of FSS is 
commenced at the direction of government. I’ve expressed to Lara that as the client we are very uncomfortable that 
such a serious matter would be delayed for the same reasons you outlined, but not just from a public optics point of 
view, but also as you outlined, from a potential risk ot victims particularly those who are victims of sexual assault.  
  
She is going to speak to their legal department and get back to me.  
  
Darren FYI.  
  
  

 

Bruce McNab BM 
Superintendent 7417 
Forensic Services Group 
OPERATIONS SUPPORT COMMAND 

 
Police HQ 
200 Roma Street Brisbane QLD 4000 

 
  

 
  

From: Neville.DavidH[OSC] <   
Sent: Wednesday, 6 April 2022 10:28 
To: McNab.BruceJ[OSC] <  
Subject: FW: Testing thresholds 
  
Bruce 
As per our discussion this morning, I am hesitant to accept any delay in responding to this concern raised by QPS in 
December last year.  As you would be aware, the Women’s Safety and Justice Taskforce has now raised this same 
matter as issue and has requested advice from the QPS as to the impact of DNA testing thresholds on justice 
outcomes.  Based on a request form the Taskforce, I undertook an analysis  of how the thresholds may be impacting 
on the analysis of samples collected for sex offences.  66% of samples initially reported as ‘insufficient DNA for 
further processing’ yielded a profile when we requested testing to continue.   
Based on this observation, I don’t think it is appropriate to delay any review or provision of information that might 
assist in understanding the nature or extent of the issue.  Failure to take timely action could place people in the 
community at risk by allowing a perpetrator to go unidentified. 
  
Regards 
  
Dave 
  
  
  

From: Neville.DavidH[OSC]  
Sent: Friday, 1 April 2022 14:56 
To: Cathie Allen <  
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Cc: Lara Keller < McNab.BruceJ[OSC] <  
Subject: RE: Testing thresholds 
  
Dear Cathie 
Previously you indicated that you would provide a report in response to issues raised by QPS around the thresholds 
used to triage continuation of DNA testing.  I spoke to Bruce who indicated that he has not received this as yet 
(unless he missed it amongst his many emails). 
  
In any case, can you confirm whether or not this has been provided yet, please.  If not, do you have an expected 
date of release.  Bruce has also requested that the report be provided to me as the responsible officer for DNA in 
the QPS, please. 
  
Regards 
  

 
  

David Neville 
Inspector 
Biometrics 
Forensic Services Group 
Operations Support Command 
Ph:  
Mob:  

 
  

  
  

From: Neville.DavidH[OSC]  
Sent: Wednesday, 16 March 2022 14:28 
To: Cathie Allen <  
Cc: Lara Keller < McNab.BruceJ[OSC] <  
Subject: RE: Testing thresholds 
  
Hi Cathie 
I have been continuing to track success rates of samples that were originally reported as  ‘DNA Insufficient for 
further processing’ but then yielded a useable profile when QPS requested testing to continue.  I am still seeing a 
similar success rate of nearly 30%.  This high success rate with lower quant samples shows the very good work done 
by your lab which is much appreciated.  
  
The results are included in the attached spreadsheet. The features of the spreadsheet are as follows: 

 Tabs 1 and 2 includes previous provided data for January – September 2021 
 Tab 3 relates to the raw data download for the period 1 October 2021 – 15 March 2022 outlining exhibits 

that were submitted for further processing and the results that were obtained. 
 Tab 4 is a pivot table grouping the results that have been returned from the requested reworks. 

  
Of note, in relation to the data for 1 October – 15 March, there are a total of 155 samples that have finalised testing. 
Breakdown of results as follows: 
  

 43 samples obtained a useable result (Single source; 2, 3, and 4 person mixed DNA profiles) 
 2 samples returned a quality control failure result 
 110 samples did not return a useable result. 

  
The remainder of samples that were submitted for further processing for this period (47 samples), are still 
undergoing testing at QHFSS, therefore it is unknown at this time what results will be returned on these samples. 
  
I have provided this information as it may assist with the report that you are preparing as discussed in previous 
emails.  It would be very interesting to see how the quant and degradation values correlate with success of further 
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processing.  It may also assist with any review of thresholds as requested by QPS.  This is provided for information 
only.   
  
Kind regards 
  
  
  
  

 
  

David Neville 
Inspector 
Biometrics 
Forensic Services Group 
Operations Support Command 
Ph:  
Mob:  

 
  

  
  

From: Cathie Allen <   
Sent: Monday, 7 March 2022 16:47 
To: Neville.DavidH[OSC] <  
Cc: Lara Keller < McNab.BruceJ[OSC] <  
Subject: RE: Testing thresholds 
  
CAUTION: This email originated from outside of Queensland Police Service. Do not click links or open attachments unless you 
recognise the sender and know the content is safe. 
  
Hi David 
  
Thank you for your email. 
  
My clarification only related to the figure of 1.86% and ‘uploadable’ profiles to the NCIDD. 
  
I’ll work with Lara on how this is best resolved and we’ll provide a recommendation/s in the follow-up report. 
  
Cheers 
Cathie 

Cathie Allen BSc, MSc (Forensic Science) (She/Her*) 
Managing Scientist  
Social Chair, Organising Committee for 25th International Symposium of the 
Australian and New Zealand Forensic Science Society (ANZFSS), Brisbane, 11 – 15 Sept 2022 
Police Services Stream, Forensic & Scientific Services  
Prevention Division, Queensland Health  
p m    
a 39 Kessels Road, Coopers Plains, QLD 4108  
e w  www.health.qld.gov.au/fss 
Queensland Health acknowledges the Traditional Owners of the land, and pays respect to Elders past, present and future. 
*If you’re wondering about the use of pronouns She/Her on this signature block, I encourage you to read some resources available here 
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From: Neville.DavidH[OSC] <   
Sent: Thursday, 3 March 2022 2:26 PM 
To: Cathie Allen <  
Cc: Lara Keller < McNab.BruceJ[OSC] <  
Subject: RE: Testing thresholds 
  

This email originated from outside Queensland Health. DO NOT click on any links or open attachments 
unless you recognise the sender and know the content is safe. 

  
Hi Cathie 
Without doubting your obvious expertise, I think you may be misinterpreting the data in the paper.  In your 
response you indicated that  “The value of 1.86% refers to DNA profiles that are able to be uploaded to the NCIDD 
(‘loadable profile’).”    However, in part 4 of the paper it describes ‘success’ as what appears to be a loadable profile 
and figure 1 indicates this is 10.6%  (See below).    
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The 1.86% refers to where ‘success’ occurred  and it was the only sample in the case that was NCIDD-suitable for 
that particular profile.  In other words, there were no other samples in the case that yielded the same profile.  Again, 
this is problematic because the probative value of samples varies as outlined in my last email to you. 
  
In relation to the spreadsheet you mentioned, we do not have access to quant values and no such spreadsheet 
exists.  This is why I am requesting that you make this information visible to us in addition to degradation values. 
  
I agree that the scientist are best positioned to make a determination as to whether microcon or further testing 
should occur.  I would much rather this decision be made by an expert with access to all of the data, but my 
understanding is that this does not occur at the moment.  Rather, testing is automatically ceased and  it is left up to 
the QPS to make a request without access to any of the information.   
  
I also agree absolutely that any change should be evidence based.  I would request that the options paper give 
consideration to lowering the threshold value.  I look forward to report and hope that the current weather does not 
impact on you or your team 
  
Regards  
  
David Neville 
  
  
  
  
  

From: Cathie Allen <   
Sent: Thursday, 3 March 2022 12:34 
To: Neville.DavidH[OSC] <  
Cc: Lara Keller < McNab.BruceJ[OSC] <  
Subject: RE: Testing thresholds 
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CAUTION: This email originated from outside of Queensland Police Service. Do not click links or open attachments unless you 
recognise the sender and know the content is safe. 
  
Hi David 
  
Thank you for the recognition of being experts in the area of DNA profiling and workflow surround it – I really 
appreciate it.  The Queensland Government has made a significant investment in the expertise and skills of all staff 
in Forensic DNA Analysis in our area of DNA profiling and interpretation and it’s great that they are recognised for 
that.   
  
I’d like to clarify a point regarding the interpretation of the data in the Options Paper from 2017.  This was discussed 
with the Supt and Inspector at the time.  The value of 1.86% refers to DNA profiles that are able to be uploaded to 
the NCIDD (‘loadable profile’).  The more alleles available within a profile, the greater the chance that any matches 
could be considered a true match, rather than an adventitious match.  This should be borne in mind when 
considering additional resources being put towards a sample with a low quant value (ie return on 
investment).  Achieving more than 12 alleles for a sample is the aim so that matches on the NCIDD can be made and 
intelligence results delivered to the QPS. 
  
The Commissioner delegates the responsibility for DNA testing and reporting to FSS.  We’re aware that a 
spreadsheet is used within the QPS DNA Management regarding quant values etc.  To enable FSS to provide an even 
higher standard of service to the QPS, could we please gain access to the spreadsheet, with the view to 
incorporating it into the FR?  We feel that if we could incorporate this, we will be able to provide recommendations 
for the QPS to consider, as you’ve rightly pointed out ‘there is a lot to assimilate when you don’t work in the 
field’.  As we’re across this and how the profile behaves, this would allow us to provide that information to the QPS 
that assists with any future decision making on a collaborative basis. 
  
The data generated within the Options Paper was from 2017.  Given a large number of samples have been 
processed since then, which would include any changes in sampling made by both organisations, FSS would prefer 
that any proposed changes are done using evidence based research.  Gathering more data will assist in decision 
making regarding the processing of DNA samples, whilst also making an assessment on the best use of resources for 
both organisations.  We anticipate providing a follow-up paper to Supt McNab in approx two weeks (given the 
current weather event being experienced and affecting a number of people).  Please bear in mind that any changes 
to the FR workflow will also require an FR enhancement (which at this time will be within the new version of the FR, 
given how close it is to implementing). 
  
Cheers 
Cathie 

Cathie Allen BSc, MSc (Forensic Science) (She/Her*) 
Managing Scientist  
Social Chair, Organising Committee for 25th International Symposium of the 
Australian and New Zealand Forensic Science Society (ANZFSS), Brisbane, 11 – 15 Sept 2022 
Police Services Stream, Forensic & Scientific Services  
Prevention Division, Queensland Health  
p m    
a 39 Kessels Road, Coopers Plains, QLD 4108  
e w  www.health.qld.gov.au/fss 
Queensland Health acknowledges the Traditional Owners of the land, and pays respect to Elders past, present and future. 
*If you’re wondering about the use of pronouns She/Her on this signature block, I encourage you to read some resources available here 
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From: Neville.DavidH[OSC] <   
Sent: Thursday, 24 February 2022 1:21 PM 
To: Cathie Allen <  
Cc: Lara Keller < Frieberg.DaleJ[OSC] <  
Subject: RE: Testing thresholds 
  

This email originated from outside Queensland Health. DO NOT click on any links or open attachments 
unless you recognise the sender and know the content is safe. 

Hi Cathie, 
Thanks for the reply and also for the paper discussing the micro-con success rates. I have read the paper previously, 
however the explanation in your email sent yesterday made this a lot clearer.  It was really helpful because there is a 
lot to assimilate when you don’t work in the field. 
  
I wondered if you can clarify my understanding of the paper?  The success rate of <2%  relates to the likelihood of 
the process resulting in a new link rather than the likelihood of obtaining a profile.  The actual success rate of 
obtaining a profile is roughly 10% overall according to Figure 1.   
  
I’ll be honest, using the number of new links to measure the value of analysis is very problematic because the 
probative value of the evidence will vary hugely depending on the sample type and location.  Although I can see the 
logic, it does over simply the situation. 
  
10% is much closer to 30% which is what we observed and our selection process may explain part of the gap in our 
success values.  More importantly, I did some calculations based on the success rate shown in Figure 2 for samples 
with a quant value of over .006ng/uL.  Above this quant the success rate is 24% which is even closer to our 
observation. 
  
The current system of reporting places an onus on the QPS to make a decision as to whether testing should continue 
for samples under .0088ng/uL of DNA.  Investigators are advised to let the DNA Management Section know if they 
seek for this to occur.  This is problematic for members of the QPS to make a decision as to whether testing should 
proceed because they do not have access to information about the quality and quantity of DNA present.  For this to 
actually work we need to have visibility over the quant and degradation values to make an informed decision.  This 
could easily be resolved through a change in the FR.  For a short time QPS members had visibility of this information 
due to a programming error, but it was switched off.  I believe it is essential that this limited information be made 
available again for the current regime of reporting is to remain. 
  
According to Figure 2, the likelihood of success appears to be much greater for samples above .006ng/uL  (approx. 
24%).  Its also interesting to note that this accounts for relatively low proportion of samples below the .0088ng/uL.  
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Based on the information in this graph, I wondered if it might be worthwhile lowering the threshold.  
  
I am not supportive at this point of returning to automatic processing of all of the samples above .001ng/uL.  I think 
that would be a retrograde step and unnecessarily tie up the scientists.  But I am very supportive of fine tuning the 
threshold. 
  
In any case, your email has been incredibly helpful and it does resolve some of my concerns.  However it also 
highlights a need for us to modify our practices.  Can you please provide advice on the practicality of the suggestions 
I have made? Alternatively I would be very interested in any improvement suggestions you may have.  
  
Thanks again and I look forward to hearing your thoughts. 
  
  

 
  

David Neville 
Inspector 
Biometrics 
Forensic Services Group 
Operations Support Command 
Ph:  
Mob:  

 
  

  
  

From: Cathie Allen <   
Sent: Thursday, 24 February 2022 08:37 
To: Neville.DavidH[OSC] <  
Cc: Frieberg.DaleJ[OSC] < Lara Keller <  
Subject: RE: Testing thresholds 
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CAUTION: This email originated from outside of Queensland Police Service. Do not click links or open attachments unless you 
recognise the sender and know the content is safe. 
  
Hi David 
  
The laboratory has conducted an extensive validation process prior to the implementation of the current 
quantitation process.  The validation outcomes were in line with the manufacturer’s specification.  From August 
2018 onwards, if a sample obtains a quantitation value of 0.001 ng/uL or below, the laboratory reports this to the 
QPS as ‘No DNA Detected’.  If a sample obtains a quantitation value between 0.001ng/uL and 0.0088ng/uL, the 
laboratory reports this to the QPS as ‘DNA insufficient for further processing’ (expanded QPRIME results supplied 
below).  These values are listed in the Options paper attached that was provided to the QPS.  Samples that obtain a 
quantitation value greater than 0.0088ng/ug are processed through the DNA profiling step and results obtained are 
reported.  Its FSS’s understanding that forensic officers review DNA results within the context of the case and can 
request testing or submit additional items for testing. 
  

 
  
The theoretical values regarding human cells to derive a DNA profile are not used within the laboratory.  The 
laboratory uses values obtained from the quantitation process that provide the approximate amount of human DNA 
available within the sample. 
  
Each year, the forensic laboratories will exchange information regarding profiling kit and equipment used, however 
details regarding quantitation values has not been exchanged or collated so I’m unable to comment or draw 
comparisons to other jurisdictions.  Validation studies conducted within each laboratory ensures that the method or 
equipment is fit for purpose within that laboratory environment, so it’s not unexpected that different laboratories 
would have slightly different thresholds for quantitation or limit of detect for DNA profiles (as different equipment 
and kits are used in the different laboratories). 
  
The in-house validation of the current QuantiFiler Trio system showed that the laboratory could reliably detect DNA 
down to concentrations of 0.001ng/uL, however the manufacturer has reported that the system has single source 
sensitivity only down to 0.005ng/uL.  At these lower concentrations of DNA, there are more stochastic effects that 
can occur and thereby affect the interpretation of the DNA profile.  Quantity and quality of the DNA obtained from a 
sample determines the ability to obtain a DNA profile.   
  
If the QPS request a ‘DNA insufficient’ sample to be processed, it first undergoes a concentration step then 
amplification and associated DNA interpretation (excluding Priority 1 samples).  The concentration step is required 
to give the sample the best opportunity to obtain a ‘useful’ DNA profile (ie useful to load to the NCIDD or meaningful 
comparison to other profiles obtained within the case). 
  
Once we’ve received the quote from bdna regarding when an enhancement can be added to the FR for data 
extraction, we will be able to provide a timeframe regarding analysis of the data and provision of a report. 
  
Cheers 
Cathie 
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Cathie Allen BSc, MSc (Forensic Science) (She/Her*) 
Managing Scientist  
Social Chair, Organising Committee for 25th International Symposium of the 
Australian and New Zealand Forensic Science Society (ANZFSS), Brisbane, 11 – 15 Sept 2022 
Police Services Stream, Forensic & Scientific Services  
Prevention Division, Queensland Health  
p m    
a 39 Kessels Road, Coopers Plains, QLD 4108  
e w  www.health.qld.gov.au/fss 
Queensland Health acknowledges the Traditional Owners of the land, and pays respect to Elders past, present and future. 
*If you’re wondering about the use of pronouns She/Her on this signature block, I encourage you to read some resources available here 

 
                              
  

From: Neville.DavidH[OSC] <   
Sent: Wednesday, 23 February 2022 8:51 AM 
To: Cathie Allen <  
Cc: Frieberg.DaleJ[OSC] < Lara Keller <  
Subject: RE: Testing thresholds 
  

This email originated from outside Queensland Health. DO NOT click on any links or open attachments 
unless you recognise the sender and know the content is safe. 

Dear Cathie 
  
Thank you for your reply to my email, however the response does not address the main query posed.  I am seeking 
information from you in relation to the comments in the Australian claiming that the thresholds in Queensland are 
twice that of other states and three times higher than the manufacturer’s recommended value.  These claims in the 
national newspaper come at a time when the QPS has raised similar concerns around testing triage 
thresholds.  Unfortunately the gears have shifted since our meeting on 1 February due these claims in the media and 
I am being asked questions in relation to these very issues. 
  
I need to also further clarify my comment that the QPS had ‘cherry picked’ samples.  The dataset that was provided 
included the barcodes of samples that the QPS requested to continue testing after receiving a result ‘insufficient 
DNA for further testing’.  Some of these were selected because we found it unusual for the sample type to yield low 
DNA.  This included samples from blood and a used condom.   The fact that these produced low quant values is 
concerning to some extent.  However, the majority of them were selected due to the probative value of the sample 
rather than the sample type.   For  alone, this included 33 samples with 10 later providing a full 
profile.  Yes, the sample selection may have had some impact, however it could not explain the vast difference 
between >2% and 30% success rate.   
  
Having said this, I do appreciate the work that you have done so far in reviewing the dataset. I understand that this 
may not be a simple task.  I know that we share a common interest in ensuring the effectiveness of DNA in 
enhancing community safety.  To that effect, could you please provide an estimated timeframe for completion.   
  
For clarity, could you please provide advice on the threshold values used with QHFSS as a matter or priority 
including how they accord with other jurisdictions.   I assume that this information will be readily available within 
your procedures.    
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Kind Regards 
   
  

 
  

David Neville 
Inspector 
Biometrics 
Forensic Services Group 
Operations Support Command 
Ph:  
Mob:  

 
  

  
  

From: Cathie Allen <   
Sent: Tuesday, 22 February 2022 16:32 
To: Neville.DavidH[OSC] <  
Cc: Frieberg.DaleJ[OSC] < Lara Keller <  
Subject: RE: Testing thresholds 
  
CAUTION: This email originated from outside of Queensland Police Service. Do not click links or open attachments unless you 
recognise the sender and know the content is safe. 
  
Hi David 
  
During the Bi-Monthly QPS / QHFSS meeting on the 1st of February, I provided a verbal update to you and Supt 
Frieberg regarding this.  Minutes from this meeting are yet to be circulated (it was recorded), I have detailed notes 
that I took during the meeting and I’ve referred to those for this email.   
  
I advised that due to the community transmission of COVID-19 affecting Forensic DNA Analysis staff members and 
the two urgent cases that the QPS requested we process (a number of items), slow progress had been made on this 
request.  At the meeting, you provided an assurance that you understood the situation that both the QPS and FSS 
were in due to the community transmission of COVID-19 affecting the workforces. 
  
During the meeting, you advised that you were aware that the QPS had ‘cherry-picked’ particular samples to be 
tested further, and that this may be the reason behind the results that were achieved.  
  
The data that is required to be analysed is within the FR, and FSS have submitted a request to bdna for a quote to 
extract the data required.  Once we have received the quote and approved it, and then received and analysed the 
data, we will provide a report to the QPS regarding this. 
  
Cheers 
Cathie 

Cathie Allen BSc, MSc (Forensic Science) (She/Her*) 
Managing Scientist  
Social Chair, Organising Committee for 25th International Symposium of the 
Australian and New Zealand Forensic Science Society (ANZFSS), Brisbane, 11 – 15 Sept 2022 
Police Services Stream, Forensic & Scientific Services  
Prevention Division, Queensland Health  
p m    
a 39 Kessels Road, Coopers Plains, QLD 4108  
e w  www.health.qld.gov.au/fss 
Queensland Health acknowledges the Traditional Owners of the land, and pays respect to Elders past, present and future. 
*If you’re wondering about the use of pronouns She/Her on this signature block, I encourage you to read some resources available here 
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From: Lara Keller <   
Sent: Monday, 21 February 2022 11:22 AM 
To: Neville.DavidH[OSC] <  
Cc: Frieberg.DaleJ[OSC] < Cathie Allen <  
Subject: RE: Testing thresholds 
  
Good morning David 
  
Cathie is off duty today, so I have asked for an update from within the team today.  I do know that Cathie has been 
following this up already.  
  
Thanks and Kind Regards 
Lara  

 
Lara Keller B App Sc (MLS), Grad Cert Health Mgt, MAIMS, CMgr FIML 
A/Executive Director 
Forensic and Scientific Services 
Prevention Division, Queensland Health  
p  m   
a Administration, Level 1, 39 Kessels Road, Coopers Plains, QLD, 4108 
e w www.health.qld.gov.au/fss  
 
Queensland Health acknowledges the Traditional Owners of the land, and pays respect to Elders past, present and emerging.  
  
  
  

From: Neville.DavidH[OSC] <   
Sent: Monday, 21 February 2022 10:21 AM 
To: Cathie Allen <  
Cc: Frieberg.DaleJ[OSC] < Lara Keller <  
Subject: FW: Testing thresholds 
  

This email originated from outside Queensland Health. DO NOT click on any links or open attachments 
unless you recognise the sender and know the content is safe. 

  
Dear Cathie 
I understand the difficulty of the ongoing coverage by the The Australian of the  case.  This must 
be causing significant stress for you and your staff. 
  
Unfortunately I have been drawn into comment internally on peripheral matters raised by the outlet on 18 February 
2022.   
  
article. 
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It claims that the Queensland lab requires crime scene samples to have the equivalent of at least 22 cells to be fully 
tested, otherwise they are deemed to have insufficient DNA.  It claims that the threshold is double the 11 cells 
required in NSW, and almost three times the eight cells that the product manufacturer has used to obtain good 
quality DNA profiles. 
  
I know you are busy, but since 1 December 2021 I have raised concerns in relation to the truncating of testing based 
on DNA quant values because of the significant number of below threshold samples yielding a profile when testing is 
continued.  This remains a high priority matter for the QPS.  To date I have not received any feedback or explanation 
as to difference between the predicted (<2%) and observed success rates (30%) for samples that reportedly 
contained a low concentration.   
  
Could you please provide advice as to how the Queensland threshold for testing accords with other 
jurisdictions.  Can you also please advise the outcome of any internal review that you have undertaken based on the 
information I provided.    I need this information as a matter of urgency to brief the executive in relation to this 
matter. 
  
Regards 
  

 
  

David Neville 
Inspector 
Biometrics 
Forensic Services Group 
Operations Support Command 
Ph:  
Mob:  

 
  

  
  

From: Neville.DavidH[OSC] <   
Sent: Friday, 17 December 2021 17:23 
To: Cathie Allen <  
Cc: Frieberg.DaleJ[OSC] < '  
<  

  
  
Hi Cathie 
Thanks for the clarification. That was my understanding too. I was of the belief that QHFSS stopped doing this as a 
matter of routine for low quant samples because there was a lower than 2 percent chance of success.  However, 
QPS has found the success rate to be 30 percent when we requested this to be done. It is the difference between 
these success rates that I am interested in. 
  
Have a good weekend 
  
David Neville 
Inspector, FSG 

 
  
  

From: Cathie Allen <  
Sent: Friday, December 17, 2021 5:06 pm 
To: Neville.DavidH[OSC] 
Cc: Lara Keller; Frieberg.DaleJ[OSC] 
Subject: RE:   
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CAUTION: This email originated from outside of Queensland Police Service. Do not click links or open attachments unless you 
recognise the sender and know the content is safe. 
  
Hi David 
  
Thank you for the follow-up email regarding samples within this case.   
  
To ensure that we’re all on the same page, I’d like to clarify the process.  If samples that have been deemed 
‘insufficient DNA for further processing’ are processed further, they all first undergo a concentration step, followed 
by amplification.  This is in contrast with samples that are not deemed in this range, as these samples amplification, 
without a concentration step.  Just wanted to draw to your attention that there is additional work undertaken on 
the DNA extract to attempt to achieve a DNA result for the samples deemed ‘insufficient DNA for further 
processing’.  
  
Cheers 
Cathie 

Cathie Allen BSc, MSc (Forensic Science) (She/Her*) 
Managing Scientist  
Social Chair, Organising Committee for 25th International Symposium of the 
Australian and New Zealand Forensic Science Society (ANZFSS), Brisbane, 11 – 15 Sept 2022 
Police Services Stream, Forensic & Scientific Services  
Prevention Division, Queensland Health  
p m    
a 39 Kessels Road, Coopers Plains, QLD 4108  
e w  www.health.qld.gov.au/fss 
Queensland Health acknowledges the Traditional Owners of the land, and pays respect to Elders past, present and future. 
*If you’re wondering about the use of pronouns She/Her on this signature block, I encourage you to read some resources available here 

 
                              
  

From: Neville.DavidH[OSC] <   
Sent: Friday, 17 December 2021 12:04 PM 
To: Cathie Allen <  
Cc: Lara Keller < Frieberg.DaleJ[OSC] <  
Subject: RE:   
  

This email originated from outside Queensland Health. DO NOT click on any links or open attachments 
unless you recognise the sender and know the content is safe. 

Hi Cathie 
In addition to the items on the list provided previously, last week we requested a blood swab  to be 
retested which was originally reported as “insufficient DNA for further testing”.   This sample was taken from blood 
on a broken shard of glass as depicted in the photo below.  
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Given the nature of the stain and inert substrate, we were surprised with the original result which is what prompted 
the request to further test.  Today we were advised that subsequent testing yielded a single source 20 loci 
profile.  This was an excellent result solving the crime which would have been otherwise missed.  
  
The image below is attached to the exhibit screen which was visible to the laboratory staff.  The results of 
presumptive testing are also included on that screen.  I wondered if lab staff use this information when making a 
decision on stopping testing? 
  
Forwarded for you information and consideration along with the other material provided.  
  
  

 
  
  

 
  

David Neville 
Inspector 
Biometrics 
Forensic Services Group 
Operations Support Command 
Ph:  
Mob:  

 
  

  
  

From: Neville.DavidH[OSC] <   
Sent: Thursday, 16 December 2021 12:56 
To: Cathie Allen <  
Cc: Frieberg.DaleJ[OSC] < Lara Keller <  
Subject: Re:   
  
Hi Cathie 
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Thanks, this is a high priority for us, we would appreciate advice as soon as possible please. 
  
  
David Neville 
Inspector, FSG 

 
  
  

From: Cathie Allen <  
Sent: Thursday, December 16, 2021 12:42 pm 
To: Neville.DavidH[OSC] 
Cc: Frieberg.DaleJ[OSC]; Lara Keller 
Subject: RE:   
  
CAUTION: This email originated from outside of Queensland Police Service. Do not click links or open attachments unless you 
recognise the sender and know the content is safe. 
  
Hi David 
  
Thank you for your email and feedback regarding this.  We will review scientific data available to us and will provide 
further advice to the QPS in due course. 
  
Cheers 
Cathie 

Cathie Allen BSc, MSc (Forensic Science) (She/Her*) 
Managing Scientist  
Social Chair, Organising Committee for 25th International Symposium of the 
Australian and New Zealand Forensic Science Society (ANZFSS), Brisbane, 11 – 15 Sept 2022 
Police Services Stream, Forensic & Scientific Services  
Prevention Division, Queensland Health  
p m    
a 39 Kessels Road, Coopers Plains, QLD 4108  
e w  www.health.qld.gov.au/fss 
Queensland Health acknowledges the Traditional Owners of the land, and pays respect to Elders past, present and future. 
*If you’re wondering about the use of pronouns She/Her on this signature block, I encourage you to read some resources available here 

 
                              
  

From: Neville.DavidH[OSC] <   
Sent: Monday, 13 December 2021 2:06 PM 
To: Cathie Allen <  
Cc: Harris.LibbyA[OSC] <  
Subject: RE:   
  

This email originated from outside Queensland Health. DO NOT click on any links or open attachments 
unless you recognise the sender and know the content is safe. 
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Hi Cathie 
Since sending you my last message I found some correspondence from February 2018 where QHFSS made a 
recommendation to QPS that testing of samples that contained less than 0.008ng/uL of DNA should discontinue 
because the chance of obtaining a profile was less than 2%.   Samples below this threshold were previously micro 
concentrated in an effort to attain a profile.  Based on the advice from QHFSS, the QPS agreed to discontinue testing 
including micro concentration under such circumstances and the result would be reported as “DNA Insufficient for 
further testing” (DIFFT).  I am assuming this is the information I was seeking in the below request.  
  
Based on the results obtained for , I asked my staff to undertake a wider review of the 
success rate of further testing of items that were originally reported as DIFFT during 2021.  This revealed 51 out of 
160 samples provided a profile when the QPS requested testing to continue.   These items are listed in the attached.  
  
On 14 November 2018 I raised similar concern in relation to  after 3 out of 4 samples 
yielded a result when QPS requested testing to continue.  At that time QHFSS provided reassurance that the success 
rate would be lower than 2% and that the matter should be treated as an aberration.  As a result the QPS agreed to 
continue the truncation of testing for items below the threshold quantity of DNA and limit automated micro 
concentration to P1 samples only. 
  
Given the result of the recent cases where continued testing was successful, might it be timely to review the 
practice of truncating testing of lower quant items?  For instance, is the threshold value still valid?  Also, with the 
implementation of the latest version of STRMix that can deconvolute more complex mixtures, is it more likely to get 
a result now? 
  
I think the 30% success rate of retesting warrants a little further examination to make sure we are maximising our 
chances of solving crime, particularly for major crime matters. 
  
I look forward to discussing this further with you. 
  
  
  
  
  

 
  

David Neville 
Inspector 
Biometrics 
Forensic Services Group 
Operations Support Command 
Ph:  
Mob:  

 
  

  
  

From: Neville.DavidH[OSC]  
Sent: Friday, 3 December 2021 10:07 
To: Cathie Allen <  
Subject: RE:   
  
Thanks Cathie 
I appreciate the timely feedback.  Based on our conversation the other day, I am assuming these discussions 
occurred in 2008.  Is there any correspondence that was provided to base this decision on that you can provide, 
please? For our refence and moving into the future, what is the actual percentage that your dataset has indicated? 
Obviously this information will be helpful in guiding future requests for retesting.   
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David Neville 
Inspector 
Biometrics 
Forensic Services Group 
Operations Support Command 
Ph:  
Mob:  

 
  

  
  

From: Cathie Allen <   
Sent: Friday, 3 December 2021 09:55 
To: Neville.DavidH[OSC] <  
Cc: Justin Howes <  
Subject:   
  
CAUTION: This email originated from outside of Queensland Police Service. Do not click links or open attachments unless you 
recognise the sender and know the content is safe. 
  
Hi David 
  
Thanks for the additional information on those samples from that particular case.  We’ll have a look into them and 
get back to you when we can. 
  
After we had conducted a review of a large dataset, it was found that below a particular quantitation threshold and 
in line with manufacturer’s specifications, a very small percentage of samples may provide some type of DNA 
profile, if they proceeded through DNA processing.  This information was provided to the QPS, and the QPS advised 
that it would prefer that those samples that didn’t exceed the quant threshold were not processed through to a 
DNA profile.  We’ve monitored this and have found that with a larger dataset, the small percentage didn’t vary. 
  
We’ll provide advice for this particular case when we’re able to. 
  
Cheers 
Cathie 

Cathie Allen BSc, MSc (Forensic Science) (She/Her*) 
Managing Scientist  
Social Chair, Organising Committee for 25th International Symposium of the 
Australian and New Zealand Forensic Science Society (ANZFSS), Brisbane, 11 – 15 Sept 2022 
Police Services Stream, Forensic & Scientific Services  
Prevention Division, Queensland Health  
p m    
a 39 Kessels Road, Coopers Plains, QLD 4108  
e w  www.health.qld.gov.au/fss 
Queensland Health acknowledges the Traditional Owners of the land, and pays respect to Elders past, present and future. 
*If you’re wondering about the use of pronouns She/Her on this signature block, I encourage you to read some resources available here 
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From: Neville.DavidH[OSC] <   
Sent: Wednesday, 1 December 2021 1:48 PM 
To: Cathie Allen <  
Cc: Justin Howes <  
Subject: RE:   
  

This email originated from outside Queensland Health. DO NOT click on any links or open attachments 
unless you recognise the sender and know the content is safe. 

Hi Cathie 
To provide further context, it has been raised with me that 33 items were examined with advice being received, 
“DNA Insufficient for further testing”.  A request was made for these items to be further worked. Ten of these then 
returned a result with persons being identified with LRs of >100 billion.  I have attached a spreadsheet that includes 
the results.  II wondered if there was a particular reason for this case as to why approx. 30% of the samples yielded a 
result after the work was requested.   Can you please advise what the actual threshold is and advice as to whether 
this needs to be reviewed.  
Finally, sorry to sound demanding,  can you also provide information on your expected likelihood of success in 
normal casework (i.e the likelihood of DNA insufficient samples yielding a result if testing is continued).   
  
Cheers 
  
  

 
  

David Neville 
Inspector 
Biometrics 
Forensic Services Group 
Operations Support Command 
Ph:  
Mob:  

 
  

  
  

From: Neville.DavidH[OSC]  
Sent: Wednesday, 1 December 2021 10:24 
To: Cathie Allen <  
Subject:   
  
Hi Cathie 
I wondered if you might be available at some time today to have a brief chat about some results from  

t.  If Justin was available too, that might be helpful.  Can we teams please? 
  

 
  

David Neville 
Inspector 
Biometrics 
Forensic Services Group 
Operations Support Command 
Ph:  
Mob:  
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********************************************************************************** 

Disclaimer: This email and any attachments may contain legally privileged or confidential information and may be 
protected by copyright. You must not use or disclose them other than for the purposes for which they were 
supplied. The privilege or confidentiality attached to this message and attachments is not waived by reason of 
mistaken delivery to you. If you are not the intended recipient, you must not use, disclose, retain, forward or 
reproduce this message or any attachments. If you receive this message in error, please notify the sender by return 
email or telephone and destroy and delete all copies. Unless stated otherwise, this email represents only the views 
of the sender and not the views of the Queensland Government.  

Queensland Health carries out monitoring, scanning and blocking of emails and attachments sent from or to 
addresses within Queensland Health for the purposes of operating, protecting, maintaining and ensuring 
appropriate use of its computer network.  

********************************************************************************** 

  
**********************************************************************  
CONFIDENTIALITY: The information contained in this  
electronic mail message and any electronic files attached  
to it may be confidential information, and may also be the  
subject of legal professional privilege and/or public interest  
immunity. If you are not the intended recipient you are  
required to delete it. Any use, disclosure or copying of  
this message and any attachments is unauthorised. If you  
have received this electronic message in error, please  
inform the sender or contact 1300.psaict@police.qld.gov.au.  
This footnote also confirms that this email message has  
been checked for the presence of computer viruses.  
**********************************************************************  
  
**********************************************************************  
CONFIDENTIALITY: The information contained in this  
electronic mail message and any electronic files attached  
to it may be confidential information, and may also be the  
subject of legal professional privilege and/or public interest  
immunity. If you are not the intended recipient you are  
required to delete it. Any use, disclosure or copying of  
this message and any attachments is unauthorised. If you  
have received this electronic message in error, please  
inform the sender or contact 1300.psaict@police.qld.gov.au.  
This footnote also confirms that this email message has  
been checked for the presence of computer viruses.  
**********************************************************************  
  
**********************************************************************  
CONFIDENTIALITY: The information contained in this  
electronic mail message and any electronic files attached  
to it may be confidential information, and may also be the  
subject of legal professional privilege and/or public interest  
immunity. If you are not the intended recipient you are  
required to delete it. Any use, disclosure or copying of  
this message and any attachments is unauthorised. If you  
have received this electronic message in error, please  
inform the sender or contact 1300.psaict@police.qld.gov.au.  
This footnote also confirms that this email message has  
been checked for the presence of computer viruses.  
**********************************************************************  
  
**********************************************************************  
CONFIDENTIALITY: The information contained in this  
electronic mail message and any electronic files attached  
to it may be confidential information, and may also be the  
subject of legal professional privilege and/or public interest  
immunity. If you are not the intended recipient you are  
required to delete it. Any use, disclosure or copying of  
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this message and any attachments is unauthorised. If you  
have received this electronic message in error, please  
inform the sender or contact 1300.psaict@police.qld.gov.au.  
This footnote also confirms that this email message has  
been checked for the presence of computer viruses.  
**********************************************************************  
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Stoneman.AmyE[CTDFVCOI]

From: Neville.DavidH[OSC]
Sent: Friday, 24 June 2022 15:11
To: McNab.BruceJ[OSC]
Subject: RE: Assessment of low quantification value DNA samples
Attachments: DNA insuff reworks - Jan 21 - June 22.xlsx; Assessment of Low Quant DNA 

Samples_June 2022.pdf

Dear Superintendent 
I have reviewed the report authored by Ms Allen  et al.   The data provided accords to some extent with what we 
have seen when we request testing to continue after having been advised there is ‘insufficient DNA for further 
processing’.  The important distinction however is what is considered successful.  Our observations were as follows: 

 From January 2021 to May 2022 a total of 574 samples were further tested.  Over 20% of samples (121
samples ) yielded a result with a likelihood ratio of >100 Billion and/or were loaded to NCIDD.  A further 16%
of them provided some information that had the potential to assist the case.  The tables below give a
breakdown of the type of results obtained. I have include the raw data in the attached spreadsheet also for
transparency.

Although the  new QHFSS report mentions 25% of samples yielded a profile suitable for comparison purposes, it 
infers the success rate is only 6.3%.  The inferred success rate is grossly minimised  by only including profiles 
potentially uploaded to NCIDD.  Such upload is not necessary for most major crime matters given suspects and 
victims are nominated and reference samples are provided for direct comparison.  I believe that constricting the 
definition of success to ‘suitable for uploading and searching on NCIDD’ greatly deflates the figure and understates 
the importance of the 20% of evidence with a LR of >100 billion. 

I believe that the important measure of success is the 25% mentioned in the QHFSS report which accords to some 
extent with what we are observing.  If we were to be conservative and only consider 20% as the success rate, this is 
still high, certainly much higher than the rate of success that was forecast by QHFSS in 2018.   

There are also two important matters that need to be addressed that are included in the report.  In the background 
it links the removal of microcon and stoppage of testing to the service model implemented in 2008, these are 
unrelated matters.  The statement that we do not provide case/sample information is incorrect, we make a 
photograph available of the sample and substrate and include results of presumptive screening tests to assist the 
scientist to make analytical decision.  We did not request QHFSS to implement this triage process, they 
recommended it to us completely of their own accord.   

Secondly, they paper indicates that samples are selected for further processing based on a collaboration between 
QPS and QHFSS.  QHFSS make no assessment of samples with a concentration under the .0088 ng/uL threshold, they 
simply automatically discontinue the process.  

Out all of the options suggested, I am not in favour of any of them.  My preference would be: 
 Maintain a stop testing threshold for volume crime matters, however potentially decrease it. (the actual

threshold needs to be based on some type of validation).
 Introduce a threshold for major crime which is not a hard bar.  At that threshold the scientist would make

analytical decisions (including assessment of photos, presumptive screening and Quantrio values) on how
best to process the sample to maximise the opportunity of profiling success.

Regards 

David Neville 

EXHIBIT 75
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All offences pivot table -  in relation to the data for 1 January 2021 – 2 June May 2022, there are a total of 574 
samples that have finalised testing. Breakdown of results as follows: 
 

Result Obtained Number of exhibits 
Yes - > 100 Billion 96 
Yes - 1 billion - 100 billion  3 
Yes - 1 million - 1 billion  5 
Yes - 10,000 - 100,000  2 
Yes - Consistent with unknown  10 
Yes - Mix - Assumed contrib  33 
Yes - NCIDD upload 22 
Yes - Single source - assumed contrib  14 
Yes - Single source - Unknown 2 
Yes - Mix no statistical interp performed 25 
No - unsuitable  360 
Quality control failure 2 

 
Sexual offences pivot table -  in relation to the data for 1 January 2021 – 2 June 2022, there are a total of 145 
samples that have finalised testing. Breakdown of results as follows: 
 

 Result Obtained  Number of exhibits 
Yes - > 100 Billion 28 
Yes - 1 billion - 100 billion 1 
Yes - 1 million - 1 billion 2 
Yes - 10,000 - 100,000 1 
Yes - Consistent with unknown 9 
Yes - Mix - Assumed contrib 32 
Yes - NCIDD upload 6 
Yes - Single source - assumed contrib 10 
Yes – Single Source - Unknown 1 
No - unsuitable 55 

 

From: McNab.BruceJ[OSC] <   
Sent: Friday, 24 June 2022 09:30 
To: Neville.DavidH[OSC] <  
Subject: FW: Assessment of low quantification value DNA samples 
 
Let me know what you think bloke 
 
 

 

Bruce McNab BM 
Superintendent 7417 
Forensic Services Group 
OPERATIONS SUPPORT 
COMMAND 

 
Police HQ 
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200 Roma Street Brisbane QLD 4000 
 

 

 
 

From: Lara Keller <   
Sent: Friday, 24 June 2022 09:17 
To: McNab.BruceJ[OSC] <  
Subject: Assessment of low quantification value DNA samples 
 
CAUTION: This email originated from outside of Queensland Police Service. Do not click links or open attachments unless you 
recognise the sender and know the content is safe. 

 
Good morning Bruce 
 
Kindly find attached follow up paper regarding DNA quantification values. 
 
Thanks and Kind Regards 
Lara  

 

Lara Keller B App Sc (MLS), Grad Cert Health Mgt, MAIMS, CMgr FIML 
A/Executive Director 

Forensic and Scientific Services 
Prevention Division, Queensland Health  

p  m   
a Administration, Level 1, 39 Kessels Road, Coopers Plains, QLD, 4108 
e w www.health.qld.gov.au/fss  

 
Queensland Health acknowledges the Traditional Owners of the land, and pays respect to Elders past, present and emerging.  
 

 

 

********************************************************************************** 

Disclaimer: This email and any attachments may contain legally privileged or confidential information and may be 
protected by copyright. You must not use or disclose them other than for the purposes for which they were 
supplied. The privilege or confidentiality attached to this message and attachments is not waived by reason of 
mistaken delivery to you. If you are not the intended recipient, you must not use, disclose, retain, forward or 
reproduce this message or any attachments. If you receive this message in error, please notify the sender by return 
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email or telephone and destroy and delete all copies. Unless stated otherwise, this email represents only the views 
of the sender and not the views of the Queensland Government.  

Queensland Health carries out monitoring, scanning and blocking of emails and attachments sent from or to 
addresses within Queensland Health for the purposes of operating, protecting, maintaining and ensuring 
appropriate use of its computer network.  

********************************************************************************** 
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Exhibit # Offence Exh Desc Sample Category Sexual off sample categoryDate request sent Result returned Result obtained Y/N
Sexual offences Scraping marked area Scraping Bedding 04/01/2021 Single source 20 loci DNA profile LR > 100 billion Y - > 100 Billion
Murder B1 - Blood swab Swab - Blood 07/01/2021 2 person mix profile - support for contrib > 100 billion Y - > 100 Billion
Robbery offences Trace DNA tapelift Trace DNA Kit 18/01/2021 Complex mixed profile unsuitable for interp or comparison No - unsuitable
Burglary - trace DNA tape lift, dry plastic Trace DNA Kit 18/01/2021 Complex mixed profile unsuitable for interp or comparison No - unsuitable
Sexual offences Wet right cheek Swab Body 20/01/2021 Complex mixed profile unsuitable for interp or comparison No - unsuitable
Sexual offences Dry right cheek Swab Body 20/01/2021 Complex mixed profile unsuitable for interp or comparison No - unsuitable
Sexual offences Vulval dry #1 Swab Intimate 22/01/2021 Complex mixed profile unsuitable for interp or comparison No - unsuitable
Burglary Swab - Saliva  No stain, plastic surfaces, Swab - Saliva 27/01/2021 Complex mixed profile unsuitable for interp or comparison No - unsuitable
Wounding Swab - Blood A1. (Light stain) Swab - Blood 03/02/2021 SS DNA profile 9 loci and above LR > 100 billion Y - > 100 Billion
GBH Graph B - Trace DNA lift of fly screen Trace DNA Kit 08/02/2021 Complex mixed profile unsuitable for interp or comparison No - unsuitable
Murder Trace Item B8: DNA tapelift Trace DNA Kit 12/02/2021 Complex mixed profile unsuitable for interp or comparison No - unsuitable
Murder Trace Item B11: DNA tapelift Trace DNA Kit 12/02/2021 Complex mixed profile unsuitable for interp or comparison No - unsuitable
Murder Trace Item B15: DNA tapelift Trace DNA Kit 12/02/2021 Complex mixed profile unsuitable for interp or comparison No - unsuitable
Murder Trace Item B25: DNA tapelift Trace DNA Kit 12/02/2021 Complex mixed profile unsuitable for interp or comparison No - unsuitable
Murder Trace Item B27: DNA tapelift Trace DNA Kit 12/02/2021 Complex mixed profile unsuitable for interp or comparison No - unsuitable
Stealing A1 Trace DNA - metal and plastic Swab 16/02/2021 Complex mixed profile unsuitable for interp or comparison No - unsuitable
Dep Lib EXHIBIT G - trace - plastic Swab 17/02/2021 Complex mixed profile unsuitable for interp or comparison No - unsuitable
Dep Lib EXHIBIT H - trace - plastic Swab 17/02/2021 Complex mixed profile unsuitable for interp or comparison No - unsuitable
Dep Lib EXHIBIT K - trace - plastic Swab 17/02/2021 Complex mixed profile unsuitable for interp or comparison No - unsuitable
Dep Lib EXHIBIT L - trace - metal Swab 17/02/2021 Complex mixed profile unsuitable for interp or comparison No - unsuitable
Dep Lib Exhibit B - plastic/vinyl Trace DNA Kit 17/02/2021 Complex mixed profile unsuitable for interp or comparison No - unsuitable
Sexual offences Swab inside wet and dry Swab Condom 19/02/2021  3 person mix profile - support for contrib > 100 billion Y - > 100 Billion
Sexual offences Swab outside wet & dry Swab Condom 19/02/2021 3 person mix profile - support for contrib > 100 billion Y - > 100 Billion
Missing person Item 2: Trace tapelift Trace DNA Kit 19/02/2021 Complex mixed profile unsuitable for interp or comparison No - unsuitable
Missing person Item 3: Trace DNA swab Swab 19/02/2021 Complex mixed profile unsuitable for interp or comparison No - unsuitable
Burglary NN1 nil visible plastic Trace DNA Kit 23/02/2021 Complex mixed profile unsuitable for interp or comparison No - unsuitable
Sexual offences dry perianal Epithelial Fraction Intimate 24/02/2021 Single Source DNA profile - assumed known contributor Y - Single source - assumed contrib
Weapons offence Trace A1 - nil visible material. Timber Trace DNA Kit 24/02/2021 Complex mixed profile unsuitable for interp or comparison No - unsuitable
Burglary Trace B.On  synthetic material. No stain. Trace DNA Kit 25/02/2021 Complex mixed profile unsuitable for interp or comparison No - unsuitable
Burglary Trace D.On synthetic material. No stain. Trace DNA Kit 25/02/2021 Complex mixed profile unsuitable for interp or comparison No - unsuitable
Assault - Trace DNA - plastic Swab 02/03/2021 3 person mix profile - support for contrib > 100 billion Y - > 100 Billion
Sexual offences Epithelial FractionAP positive area Epithelial Fraction Other 02/03/2021 Complex mixed profile unsuitable for interp or comparison No - unsuitable
Dep Lib C trace DNA tape lift, metal Trace DNA Kit 04/03/2021 Complex mixed profile unsuitable for interp or comparison No - unsuitable
Dep Lib blood swab red dry drip Swab - Blood 04/03/2021 Complex mixed profile unsuitable for interp or comparison No - unsuitable
Dep Lib blood stain brown dry smear Fabric 04/03/2021 Complex mixed profile unsuitable for interp or comparison No - unsuitable
Burglary Graph A Trace DNA rubber of roller door Swab 10/03/2021 Complex mixed profile unsuitable for interp or comparison No - unsuitable
Drug offence A Trace DNA plastic Swab 16/03/2021 Complex mixed profile unsuitable for interp or comparison No - unsuitable
Drug offence B Trace DNA plastic Swab 16/03/2021 3 person mix profile - support for contrib > 100 billion Y - > 100 Billion
Sexual offences penis dorsum Swab Intimate 18/03/2021 Complex mixed profile unsuitable for interp or comparison No - unsuitable
GBH Red Stain on Tawny Port box Swab - Blood 22/03/2021 2 person mix profile - support for contrib > 100 billion Y - > 100 Billion
GBH Swab - Blood E - Nil stains Swab - Blood 22/03/2021 Three person mixed DNA profile Y - Mix no stat interp
Drug offence GR6- Swab Swab 22/03/2021 Single source DNA profile UKF Y - Single source - Unknown
Drug offence GR7- Swab Swab 22/03/2021 Partial DNA profile unsuitable for comparison purposes No - unsuitable
Sexual offences POSTERIOR INTROITUS Swab Intimate 25/03/2021 Complex mixed profile unsuitable for interp or comparison No - unsuitable
Fire/Arson C - Trace DNA dry rubber Swab 25/03/2021 Complex mixed profile unsuitable for interp or comparison No - unsuitable
Robbery offences A. ON FABRIC, NO STAIN Trace DNA Kit 01/04/2021 Complex mixed profile unsuitable for interp or comparison No - unsuitable
Robbery offences B - trace DNA swab metal Swab 20/04/2021 Complex mixed profile unsuitable for interp or comparison No - unsuitable
Weapons offence Graph A1 Trace DNA metal Swab 27/04/2021 Three person mixed DNA profile  NCIDD upload UKM Y - NCIDD upload
Weapons offence Graph A5 Trace DNA Metal Trace DNA Kit 27/04/2021 Complex mixed profile unsuitable for interp or comparison No - unsuitable
Drug offence RP2: TRACE DNA SWAB Swab 28/04/2021 3 person mix profile - support for contrib > 100 billion Y - > 100 Billion
Murder Swab - Blood DRIED RED STAIN Swab - Blood 05/05/2021 3 person mix profile - support for contrib > 100 billion Y - > 100 Billion
Robbery offences Exhibit B - Timber Trace DNA Kit 06/05/2021 Complex mixed profile unsuitable for interp or comparison No - unsuitable
Missing person C3A: Combur positive yellow/orange stained area Fabric 17/05/2021 Complex mixed profile unsuitable for interp or comparison No - unsuitable
Missing person Epithelial Fraction Area 2 Section 1 Epithelial Fraction 17/05/2021 Complex mixed profile unsuitable for interp or comparison No - unsuitable
Missing person Epithelial Fraction Area 2 Section 2 Epithelial Fraction 17/05/2021 Complex mixed profile unsuitable for interp or comparison No - unsuitable
Traffic related death Trace DNA tape lift, dry plastic Trace DNA Kit 25/05/2021 Complex mixed profile unsuitable for interp or comparison No - unsuitable
Traffic related death Trace DNA swab - dry plastic Swab 25/05/2021 Complex mixed profile unsuitable for interp or comparison No - unsuitable
Robbery offences 'AA' - trace DNA lift - polyester Trace DNA Kit 26/05/2021 Complex mixed profile unsuitable for interp or comparison No - unsuitable
Robbery offences 'AB' - trace DNA lift - polyester Trace DNA Kit 26/05/2021 Complex mixed profile unsuitable for interp or comparison No - unsuitable
Missing person Swab - Blood Combur positive black stain on RHS of stock. Swab - Blood 28/05/2021 Complex mixed profile unsuitable for interp or comparison No - unsuitable
Assault A) NIL VISIBLE MATERIAL, METAL (Trace DNA Kit) Trace DNA Kit 08/06/2021 Complex mixed profile unsuitable for interp or comparison No - unsuitable
Assault B) NIL VISIBLE MATERIAL, PLASTIC (Trace DNA Kit) Trace DNA Kit 08/06/2021 Complex mixed profile unsuitable for interp or comparison No - unsuitable
Sexual offences PERIANAL WET (Swab) Swab Intimate 21/06/2021 2 person mixed profile - conditioned on & 2 person mix rem - support for contribution > 100 billion Y - > 100 Billion
Sexual offences BUTTOCKS GLUTEAL FOLD WET (Swab) Swab Body 21/06/2021 Complex mixed profile unsuitable for interp or comparison No - unsuitable
Burglary A-TRACE DNA- NIL VISIBLE STAIN-LATEX SURFACE (Swab) Swab 23/06/2021 Mix - Support for contribution 2 to 1 million & Mix - support for contrib > 100 billion Y - > 100 Billion
Sexual offences LOW VAGINAL (Swab) Swab Intimate 25/06/2021 Complex mixed profile unsuitable for interp or comparison No - unsuitable
Murder ITEM 31A - SWAB OF RED COLOURED STAIN (Swab) Swab 02/07/2021 Complex mixed profile unsuitable for interp or comparison No - unsuitable
Murder ITEM LG1C - TRACE DNA SWAB DRY METAL (Swab) Swab 02/07/2021 Complex mixed profile unsuitable for interp or comparison No - unsuitable
Murder LOW VAGINAL (Swab) Swab 02/07/2021 Complex mixed profile unsuitable for interp or comparison No - unsuitable
Robbery offences TRACE DNA. PLASTIC GLOVE. NON VISIBLE. (Swab) Swab 05/07/2021 Complex mixed profile unsuitable for interp or comparison No - unsuitable
Weapons offence EXHIBIT A1 - TRACE DNA FROM DRY METAL (Swab) Swab 15/07/2021 Complex mixed profile unsuitable for interp or comparison No - unsuitable
Missing person OUTSIDE FRONT MARKED AREA (Epithelial Fraction) Epithelial Fraction 22/07/2021 Complex mixed profile unsuitable for interp or comparison No - unsuitable
Missing person INSIDE FRONT MARKED AREA (Epithelial Fraction) Epithelial Fraction 22/07/2021 Complex mixed profile unsuitable for interp or comparison No - unsuitable
Missing person INSIDE BACK MARKED AREA 1 (Epithelial Fraction) Epithelial Fraction 22/07/2021 Complex mixed profile unsuitable for interp or comparison No - unsuitable
Missing person ITEM C3(I). TDNA TAPE LIFT INTERIOR SURFACE OF (Trace DNA Kit) Trace DNA Kit 22/07/2021 Complex mixed profile unsuitable for interp or comparison No - unsuitable
Sexual offences SECTION 1 (Tape Lift) Tape Lift Clothing 26/07/2021 3 person mixed profile - conditioned on Y - Mix - Assumed contrib
Sexual offences SECTION 2 (Tape Lift) Tape Lift Clothing 26/07/2021 Two person mixed DNA profile Y - Mix no stat interp
Sexual offences SECTION 1 (Scraping) Scraping Clothing 26/07/2021 3 person mixed profile - conditioned on Y - Mix - Assumed contrib
Sexual offences SECTION 2 (Scraping) Scraping Clothing 26/07/2021 3 person mixed profile - conditioned on Y - Mix - Assumed contrib
Sexual offences LOW VAGINAL (Swab) Swab Intimate 27/07/2021 3 person mixed profile - conditioned on & 3 person mix rem - support for contribution > 100 billion Y - > 100 Billion
Sexual offences VAGINAL (Swab) Swab Intimate 29/07/2021 2 person mixed profile - conditioned on Y - Mix - Assumed contrib
Assault EXCISED AREA SIDE A (Fabric) Fabric 29/07/2021 Two person mixed DNA profile NCIDD upload - Intel mixed DNA profile UKF Y - NCIDD upload
Sexual offences CERVICAL (Swab) Swab Intimate 03/08/2021 2 person mixed profile - conditioned on & NCIDD upload remaining contribution UKM Y - NCIDD upload
Sexual offences HIGH VAGINAL 1 (Swab) Swab Intimate 06/08/2021 2 person mixed profile - conditioned on Y - Mix - Assumed contrib
Sexual offences GROIN DRY (Swab) Swab Intimate 09/08/2021 3 person mixed profile - conditioned on & 3 person mix rem - support for contribution > 100 billion Y - > 100 Billion
Sexual offences PERINEUM (Epithelial Fraction) Epithelial Fraction Intimate 09/08/2021 Single Source DNA profile - assumed known contributor Y - Single source - assumed contrib
Sexual offences ABDOMEN WET (Epithelial Fraction) Epithelial Fraction Body 09/08/2021 Complex mixed profile unsuitable for interp or comparison No - unsuitable
Dep Lib E2 - TRACE DNA - PLASTIC (Swab) Swab 10/08/2021 Complex mixed profile unsuitable for interp or comparison No - unsuitable
Dep Lib E3 - TWINE (Trace DNA Kit) Trace DNA Kit 10/08/2021 Complex mixed profile unsuitable for interp or comparison No - unsuitable
Burglary A - TRACE DNA SWAB (METAL) (Swab) Swab 10/08/2021 Complex mixed profile unsuitable for interp or comparison No - unsuitable
Missing person INSIDE BACK MARKED AREA 2 (Tape Lift) Tape Lift 11/08/2021 No DNA profile No - unsuitable
Burglary EXHIBIT A - TRACE DNA TAPE LIFT NO STAIN SANDPAPER (Trace DNA Kit) Trace DNA Kit 25/08/2021 Three person mixed DNA profile, No statistical interpretation performed Y - Mix no stat interp
UUMV E1 - TRACE DNA - PLASTIC (Swab) Swab 25/08/2021 Complex mixed profile unsuitable for interp or comparison No - unsuitable
UUMV E2- TRACE DNA - WOOD (Swab) Swab 25/08/2021 Complex mixed profile unsuitable for interp or comparison No - unsuitable
Murder Pooled exhibit (FEN 1094263141,1094263162,1094263188,1094263193) Trace DNA from green strapTrace DNA Kit 06/09/2021 Complex mixed profile unsuitable for interp or comparison No - unsuitable
Murder RB60 - TOP OF BACKREST OF CHAIR (Swab) Swab 06/09/2021 3 person mix rem - support for contribution > 100 billion & 3 person mix - support for contrib 1 million - 1 billion Y - > 100 Billion
Robbery offences B6 - EXCISED PIECE LUMINOL&TMB POSITIVE FABRIC (Fabric) Fabric 06/09/2021 Complex mixed profile unsuitable for interp or comparison No - unsuitable
Robbery offences P6 - EXCISED PIECE OF FABRIC FROM LUMINOL TMB + (Fabric) Fabric 06/09/2021 Complex mixed profile unsuitable for interp or comparison No - unsuitable
Robbery offences P7 - EXCISED PIECE OF FABRIC FROM LUMINOL TMB + (Fabric) Fabric 06/09/2021 Complex mixed profile unsuitable for interp or comparison No - unsuitable
Robbery offences P10 - EXCISED PIECE OF FABRIC FROM LUMINOL TMB + (Fabric) Fabric 06/09/2021 Complex mixed profile unsuitable for interp or comparison No - unsuitable
Robbery offences S7 - EXCISED PIECE OF FABRIC FROM BLOODSTAIN (Fabric) Fabric 06/09/2021 Complex mixed profile unsuitable for interp or comparison No - unsuitable
Murder ITEM SB1A- TRACE DNA SWAB (Swab) Swab 13/09/2021 2 person mix profile - support for contrib > 100 billion Y - > 100 Billion
Murder ITEM SB7 - TRACE DNA SWAB (Swab) Swab 13/09/2021 2 person mix, support for contrib 10 000 - 100 000 & 2 person mix profile - support for contrib > 100 billion Y - > 100 Billion
Murder RB100A - EXCISE OF BLOODSTAIN (Fabric) Fabric 13/09/2021 Complex mixed profile unsuitable for interp or comparison No - unsuitable
Murder LEFT NAILS (Fingernail Scraping) Scraping 13/09/2021 2 person mixed profile - conditioned on Y - Mix - Assumed contrib
Murder RB109A - TAPELIFT OF EXTERIOR (Trace DNA Kit) Trace DNA Kit 13/09/2021 Mix - Support for contribution 2 to 1 million & Mix - support for contrib > 100 billion Y - > 100 Billion
Murder ITEM V9 (Swab) Swab 13/09/2021 2 person mix profile - support for contrib > 100 billion Y - > 100 Billion
Murder ITEM V28 (Swab) Swab 13/09/2021 3 person mix profile - support for contrib > 100 billion Y - > 100 Billion
Robbery offences B. NO STAIN ON PLASTIC COVER (Trace DNA Kit) Trace DNA Kit 14/09/2021 Complex mixed profile unsuitable for interp or comparison No - unsuitable
Sexual offences WET GLANS PENIS (Swab) Swab Intimate 14/09/2021 3 person mixed profile - conditioned on & 3 person mix rem - support for contribution > 100 billion Y - > 100 Billion
Sexual offences DRY GLANS PENIS (Swab) Swab Intimate 14/09/2021 2 person mixed profile - conditioned on & 2 person mix remaining - support for contrib 100 to 1000 Y - Mix - Assumed contrib
Sexual offences WET SHAFT PENIS (Swab) Swab Intimate 14/09/2021 3 person mixed profile - conditioned on & 3 person mix rem - support for contribution > 100 billion Y - > 100 Billion
Sexual offences DRY SHAFT PENIS (Swab) Swab Intimate 14/09/2021 3 person mixed profile - conditioned on & 3 person mix rem - support for contribution > 100 billion Y - > 100 Billion
Sexual offences WET BASE PENIS (Swab) Swab Intimate 14/09/2021 3 person mixed profile - conditioned on & 3 person rem - support for contrib 1 billion-100 billion Y - 1 billion - 100 billion
Sexual offences DRY BASE PENIS (Swab) Swab Intimate 14/09/2021 3 person mixed profile - conditioned on & 3 person mix rem - support for contribution > 100 billion Y - > 100 Billion
Sexual offences RIGHT THIGH WET (Epithelial Fraction) Epithelial Fraction Body 14/09/2021 Single Source DNA profile - assumed known contributor Y - Single source - assumed contrib
Weapons offence A4) METAL SURFACE (Trace DNA Kit) Trace DNA Kit 14/09/2021 Complex mixed profile unsuitable for interp or comparison No - unsuitable
Weapons offence A3) METAL SURFACE (Trace DNA Kit) Trace DNA Kit 14/09/2021 Complex mixed profile unsuitable for interp or comparison No - unsuitable
Murder KG3 - TRACE DNA OF PLASTIC (Trace DNA Kit) Trace DNA Kit 14/09/2021 Complex mixed profile unsuitable for interp or comparison No - unsuitable
Murder T2 - TRACE DNA TAPELIFT (Trace DNA Kit) Trace DNA Kit 14/09/2021 Complex mixed profile unsuitable for interp or comparison No - unsuitable
Murder LB1. CIGARETTE BUTT - BE103 (Cigarette Butt) Cigarette Butt 14/09/2021 Single source DNA profile NCIDD Upload UKM Y - NCIDD upload
Murder LB2A. CIGARETTE BUTT - A148 (Cigarette Butt) Cigarette Butt 14/09/2021 Complex mixed profile unsuitable for interp or comparison No - unsuitable
Murder LB7. CIGARETTE BUTT. NO MARKING - (Cigarette Butt) Cigarette Butt 14/09/2021 Complex mixed profile unsuitable for interp or comparison No - unsuitable
Murder LB15. CIGARETTE BUTT. MARKING A223 (Cigarette Butt) Cigarette Butt 14/09/2021 Complex mixed profile unsuitable for interp or comparison No - unsuitable
Murder LB20. CIGARETTE BUTT. NO MARKING - WEATHERED (Cigarette Butt) Cigarette Butt 14/09/2021 Two person mixed DNA profile Y - Mix no stat interp
Murder KG22 - TRACE DNA TAPE LIFT (Trace DNA Kit) Trace DNA Kit 14/09/2021 Complex mixed profile unsuitable for interp or comparison No - unsuitable
Murder KG26 - TRACE DNA TAPE LIFT (Trace DNA Kit) Trace DNA Kit 14/09/2021 Complex mixed profile unsuitable for interp or comparison No - unsuitable
Murder EX (TT11): MARKED A126 (Cigarette Butt) Cigarette Butt 14/09/2021 Single source DNA profile NCIDD Upload UKM Y - NCIDD upload
Murder EX (TT14): MARKED VP114 (Cigarette Butt) Cigarette Butt 14/09/2021 Single source DNA profile NCIDD upload UKM Y - NCIDD upload
Murder PG1 - TRACE DNA TAPELIFT (PLASTIC AND GLASS) (Trace DNA Kit) Trace DNA Kit 14/09/2021 Complex mixed profile unsuitable for interp or comparison No - unsuitable
Murder RB110B - OPENING AND BAND (Epithelial Fraction) Epithelial Fraction 20/09/2021 3 person mix - support for contribution 1000 to 10 000 & 3 person mix profile - support for contrib > 100 billion Y - > 100 Billion
Murder RB110C - INTERIOR (Epithelial Fraction) Epithelial Fraction 20/09/2021 2 person mix profile - support for contrib > 100 billion Y - > 100 Billion
Murder RB110A - EXTERIOR SHAFT (Epithelial Fraction) Epithelial Fraction 20/09/2021 2 person mix profile - support for contrib > 100 billion Y - > 100 Billion
Murder ITEM SB18A - TRACE DNA SWAB (Swab) Swab 20/09/2021 Complex mixed profile unsuitable for interp or comparison No - unsuitable
Murder ~10 MM FROM WATB MATTED ROOT END CLUMP (Hair) Hair 20/09/2021 Complex mixed profile unsuitable for interp or comparison No - unsuitable
Murder RB17 - RIGHT CALF (Trace DNA Kit) Trace DNA Kit 20/09/2021 3 person mixed profile - conditioned on & 3 person rem - support for contrib 1 million to 1 billion & 3 person mix remaining - support for contrib 100 to 1000 Y - 1 million - 1 billion

Murder RB21 - LEFT ANKLE (Trace DNA Kit) Trace DNA Kit 20/09/2021 Complex mixed profile unsuitable for interp or comparison No - unsuitable
Murder RB22 - LEFT CALF (Trace DNA Kit) Trace DNA Kit 20/09/2021 Single Source DNA profile - assumed known contributor Y - Single source - assumed contrib
Murder RB78A - EXCISE OF BLOODSTAINS (Fabric) Fabric 20/09/2021 Mix - Support for contribution 2 to 1 million & Mix - Support for contribution 1 million to 100 billion & Mix - Support for contribution 2 to 1 million & Mix - support for 

contrib > 100 billion
Y - > 100 Billion

Murder ITEM V5 (Swab) Swab 20/09/2021 Complex mixed profile unsuitable for interp or comparison No - unsuitable
Murder ITEM V6 (Swab) Swab 20/09/2021 Complex mixed profile unsuitable for interp or comparison No - unsuitable
Murder ITEM V10 (Swab Swab 20/09/2021 Complex mixed profile unsuitable for interp or comparison No - unsuitable
Murder ITEM V17 - CUTTING OF FABRIC (Fabric) Fabric 20/09/2021 Complex mixed profile unsuitable for interp or comparison No - unsuitable
Murder ITEM V18 (Swab) Swab 20/09/2021 Complex mixed profile unsuitable for interp or comparison No - unsuitable
Murder ITEM V26 (Swab) Swab 20/09/2021 Complex mixed profile unsuitable for interp or comparison No - unsuitable
Murder ITEM V27 (Swab) Swab 20/09/2021 Complex mixed profile unsuitable for interp or comparison No - unsuitable
Murder ITEM V34 (Swab) Swab 20/09/2021 Complex mixed profile unsuitable for interp or comparison No - unsuitable
Murder ITEM C2 (Trace DNA Kit) Trace DNA Kit 27/09/2021 Testing ongoing Testing ongoing
Murder ITEM C4 (Trace DNA Kit) Trace DNA Kit 27/09/2021 Testing ongoing Testing ongoing
Murder ITEM C7 (Trace DNA Kit) Trace DNA Kit 27/09/2021 Complex mixed profile unsuitable for interp or comparison No - unsuitable
Murder ITEM D1 (Trace DNA Kit) Trace DNA Kit 27/09/2021 Complex mixed profile unsuitable for interp or comparison No - unsuitable
Murder ITEM D2 (Trace DNA Kit) Trace DNA Kit 27/09/2021 Complex mixed profile unsuitable for interp or comparison No - unsuitable
Murder ITEM D10 (Trace DNA Kit) Trace DNA Kit 27/09/2021 Complex mixed profile unsuitable for interp or comparison No - unsuitable
Murder ITEM D11 (Trace DNA Kit) Trace DNA Kit 27/09/2021 Complex mixed profile unsuitable for interp or comparison No - unsuitable
Murder ITEM D12 (Trace DNA Kit) Trace DNA Kit 27/09/2021 Complex mixed profile unsuitable for interp or comparison No - unsuitable
Murder ITEM D14 (Trace DNA Kit) Trace DNA Kit 27/09/2021 Complex mixed profile unsuitable for interp or comparison No - unsuitable
Murder ITEM D19 (Trace DNA Kit) Trace DNA Kit 27/09/2021 Complex mixed profile unsuitable for interp or comparison No - unsuitable
Murder LR5A -TRACE DNA SWAB OF RIDGED SURFACE (Swab) Swab 27/09/2021 Complex mixed profile unsuitable for interp or comparison No - unsuitable
Assault EXHIBIT A1 TRACE DNA PLASTIC (Swab - Other) Swab 28/09/2021 Complex mixed profile unsuitable for interp or comparison No - unsuitable
Burglary GRAPH A TRACE DNA STEEL (Swab) Swab 21/10/2021 Complex mixed profile unsuitable for interp or comparison No - unsuitable
Burglary GRAPH A TRACE DNA ALUMINIUM (Swab) Swab 21/10/2021 Complex mixed profile unsuitable for interp or comparison No - unsuitable
Stalking A1. TRACE DNA (Swab) Swab 21/10/2021 Complex mixed profile unsuitable for interp or comparison No - unsuitable
Fire/Arson A1, DRY, METAL, CLEAN, TDNA (Swab) Swab 21/10/2021 Complex mixed profile unsuitable for interp or comparison No - unsuitable
Wounding NCA1 - TRACE DNA SWAB - HANDLE OF KNIFE (Swab) Swab 06/10/2021 Complex mixed profile unsuitable for interp or comparison No - unsuitable
Wounding NCA2 - TRACE DNA SWAB - BLADE OF KNIFE (Swab) Swab 06/10/2021 Two person mixed DNA profile NCIDD upload - Intel mixed DNA profile UKM Y - NCIDD upload
Traffic related EXHIBIT B - TRACE DNA KIT FROM METAL (Trace DNA Kit) Trace DNA Kit 06/10/2021 Two person mixed DNA profile & no statistical interp Y - Mix no stat interp
Drug offence EXHIBIT A1 - SWAB, METAL CAN, NIL STAIN. (Swab - Saliva) Swab - Saliva 18/10/2021 3 person mix- support for contrib 1 billion - 100 billion Y - 1 Billion - 100 billion
Fire/Arson EXHIBIT A1 - TRACE DNA TAPELIFT - DRY PLASTIC (Trace DNA Kit) Trace DNA Kit 05/10/2021 Complex mixed profile unsuitable for interp or comparison No - unsuitable
Robbery offences EXHIBIT D - FABRIC SHIRT (Tape Lift) Tape Lift 05/10/2021 Complex mixed profile unsuitable for interp or comparison No - unsuitable
Robbery offences EXHIBIT E - FABRIC JACKET (Tape Lift) Tape Lift 05/10/2021 Complex mixed profile unsuitable for interp or comparison No - unsuitable
Robbery offences EXHIBT A - SMOOTH PLASTIC (Swab) Swab 05/10/2021 Complex mixed profile unsuitable for interp or comparison No - unsuitable
Wounding C1 - TRACE DNA MOBILE PHONE (Swab) Swab 05/10/2021 2 person mix profile - support for contrib > 100 billion Y - > 100 Billion
Sexual offences HIGH VAGINAL (Swab) Swab Intimate 12/10/2021 2 person mixed profile - conditioned on & 2 person mix remaining- support for contrib 1000 to 10000 Y - Mix - Assumed contrib
Sexual offences LOW VAGINAL (Swab) Swab Intimate 12/10/2021 2 person mixed profile - conditioned on & 2 person mix remaining- support for contrib 1000 to 10000 Y - Mix - Assumed contrib
Murder ITEM D4 (Trace DNA Kit) Trace DNA Kit 05/10/2021 Complex mixed profile unsuitable for interp or comparison No - unsuitable
Murder ITEM D7 (Trace DNA Kit) Trace DNA Kit 05/10/2021 Complex mixed profile unsuitable for interp or comparison No - unsuitable
Murder ITEM D8 (Trace DNA Kit) Trace DNA Kit 05/10/2021 Complex mixed profile unsuitable for interp or comparison No - unsuitable
Murder ITEM D15 (Trace DNA Kit) Trace DNA Kit 05/10/2021 Complex mixed profile unsuitable for interp or comparison No - unsuitable
Murder ITEM D21 (Trace DNA Kit) Trace DNA Kit 05/10/2021 Complex mixed profile unsuitable for interp or comparison No - unsuitable
Murder LR7A - EXCISION OF REAR RIGHT SHOULDER (Fabric) Fabric 05/10/2021 Complex mixed profile unsuitable for interp or comparison No - unsuitable
Murder OE17 - TRACE DNA SWAB OF TAPE G(MO) (Swab) Swab 18/10/2021 Quality control failure, refer to QPS Quality control failure
Murder OE18 - TRACE DNA TAPE LIFT OF TAPE G(MO) (Trace DNA Kit) Trace DNA Kit 18/10/2021 Complex mixed profile unsuitable for interp or comparison No - unsuitable
Murder SIDE A AREA 1 (Epithelial Fraction) Epithelial Fraction 27/10/2021 Complex mixed profile unsuitable for interp or comparison No - unsuitable
Murder AREA 1 SECTION 1 (Epithelial Fraction) Epithelial Fraction 27/10/2021 2 person mix profile - support for contrib > 100 billion Y - > 100 Billion
Murder AREA 2 (Epithelial Fraction) Epithelial Fraction 27/10/2021 Single source 20 loci DNA profile LR > 100 billion Y - > 100 Billion
Murder SIDE A SECTION 1 (Scraping) Scraping 27/10/2021 SS DNA profile 9 loci and above LR > 100 billion Y - > 100 Billion
Murder SIDE A SECTION 1 (Scraping) Scraping 27/10/2021 Single source 20 loci DNA profile LR > 100 billion Y - > 100 Billion
Sexual offences PERIANAL (Epithelial Fraction) Epithelial Fraction Intimate 12/10/2021 Complex mixed profile unsuitable for interp or comparison No - unsuitable
Sexual offences PERIANAL (Swab) Swab Intimate 12/10/2021 3 person mixed profile - conditioned on & 3 person mix rem - support for contribution > 100 billion Y - > 100 Billion
Sexual offences RECTAL (Swab) Swab Intimate 12/10/2021 2 person mixed profile - conditioned on & 2 person mix rem - support for contribution > 100 billion Y - > 100 Billion
Sexual offences RIGHT CHEEK WET (Epithelial Fraction) Epithelial Fraction Body 11/10/2021 Complex mixed profile unsuitable for interp or comparison No - unsuitable
Sexual offences RIGHT CHEEK DRY (Epithelial Fraction) Epithelial Fraction Body 11/10/2021 Complex mixed profile unsuitable for interp or comparison No - unsuitable
Sexual offences GLANS DRY (Epithelial Fraction) Epithelial Fraction Intimate 11/10/2021 Complex mixed profile unsuitable for interp or comparison No - unsuitable
Sexual offences GLANS WET (Epithelial Fraction) Epithelial Fraction Intimate 11/10/2021 Complex mixed profile unsuitable for interp or comparison No - unsuitable
Sexual offences SHAFT DRY (Epithelial Fraction) Epithelial Fraction Intimate 11/10/2021 3 person mixed profile - conditioned on & 3 person mix remaining - low support for contrib Y - Mix - Assumed contrib
Sexual offences SHAFT WET (Epithelial Fraction) Epithelial Fraction Intimate 11/10/2021 3 person mixed profile - conditioned on & 3 person rem - support for contrib 1 million to 1 billion Y - 1 million - 1 billion
Sexual offences LABIA MINORA WET (Swab) Swab Intimate 11/10/2021 3 person mixed profile - conditioned on & 3 person mix remaining - support for contrib 100 to 1000 & 3 person mix rem - support for contribution > 100 billion Y - > 100 Billion

Sexual offences RIGHT CHEEK WET (Swab) Swab Body 11/10/2021 Single source 20 loci DNA profile LR > 100 billion Y - > 100 Billion
Sexual offences RIGHT CHEEK DRY (Swab) Swab Body 11/10/2021 Single source 20 loci DNA profile LR > 100 billion Y - > 100 Billion
Weapons offence D - TRACE DNA SWAB - BLADE OF MACHETE (Swab) Swab 12/10/2021 Complex mixed profile unsuitable for interp or comparison No - unsuitable
Weapons offence NR2- SWAB (Swab) Swab 12/10/2021 Complex mixed profile unsuitable for interp or comparison No - unsuitable
Stealing A1. TRACE DNA SWAB ON GLASS (Swab) Swab 21/10/2021 Complex mixed profile unsuitable for interp or comparison No - unsuitable
Assault B, CLOTH (Swab - Saliva) Swab - Saliva 20/10/2021 Complex mixed profile unsuitable for interp or comparison No - unsuitable
Robbery offences A1: TRACE DNA SWAB (Swab) Swab 20/10/2021 Complex mixed profile unsuitable for interp or comparison No - unsuitable
Burglary A - DRY BLOOD SMEAR 20CM IN LENGTH (Swab - Blood) Swab - Blood 30/11/2021 Partial DNA profile unsuitable for comparison purposes No - unsuitable
Wounding JR-D - TRACE DNA - NO VISIBLE STAIN - PLASTIC (Swab) Swab 25/11/2021 Complex mixed profile unsuitable for interp or comparison No - unsuitable
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Wounding JA1. NIL VISIBLE MATERIAL - METAL (Trace DNA Kit) Trace DNA Kit 29/11/2021 3 person mix profile - support for contrib > 100 billion Y - > 100 Billion
GBH EXHIBIT S - PLASTIC (Trace DNA Kit) Trace DNA Kit 12/11/2021 Complex mixed profile unsuitable for interp or comparison No - unsuitable
GBH EXHIBIT T - PLASTIC (Trace DNA Kit) Trace DNA Kit 12/11/2021 Complex mixed profile unsuitable for interp or comparison No - unsuitable
GBH EXHIBIT U - PLASTIC (Trace DNA Kit) Trace DNA Kit 12/11/2021 Complex mixed profile unsuitable for interp or comparison No - unsuitable
GBH EXHIBIT A - RUBBER (Trace DNA Kit) Trace DNA Kit 12/11/2021 Complex mixed profile unsuitable for interp or comparison No - unsuitable
GBH EXHIBIT B - PAINTED WOOD (Trace DNA Kit) Trace DNA Kit 12/11/2021 Complex mixed profile unsuitable for interp or comparison No - unsuitable
GBH EXHIBIT C - TRACE DNA - PAINTED WOOD (Swab) Swab 12/11/2021 Complex mixed profile unsuitable for interp or comparison No - unsuitable
GBH EXHIBIT E - CLOTH (Trace DNA Kit) Trace DNA Kit 12/11/2021 Complex mixed profile unsuitable for interp or comparison No - unsuitable
GBH EXHIBIT O1 - PLASTIC (Trace DNA Kit) Trace DNA Kit 12/11/2021 Complex mixed profile unsuitable for interp or comparison No - unsuitable
GBH EXHIBIT D - GLASS/PLASTIC (Trace DNA Kit) Trace DNA Kit 12/11/2021 Suspect check - support for contribution > 100 billion Y - > 100 Billion
GBH EXHIBIT J - LEATHER (Trace DNA Kit) Trace DNA Kit 15/11/2021 Complex mixed profile unsuitable for interp or comparison No - unsuitable
GBH EXHIBIT B - GLASS/PLASTIC (Trace DNA Kit) Trace DNA Kit 15/11/2021 Complex mixed profile unsuitable for interp or comparison No - unsuitable
Robbery offences A - [METAL] GOLD CHAIN (Trace DNA Kit) Trace DNA Kit 30/11/2021 Complex mixed profile unsuitable for interp or comparison No - unsuitable
Assault JM6 - NIL VISIBLE - METAL (Trace DNA Kit) Trace DNA Kit 30/11/2021 Complex mixed profile unsuitable for interp or comparison No - unsuitable
Missing person ITEM ST3 - DNA SWAB (Swab) Swab 18/11/2021 Complex mixed profile unsuitable for interp or comparison No - unsuitable
Missing person ITEM ST4 - DNA SWAB (Swab) Swab 18/11/2021 Complex mixed profile unsuitable for interp or comparison No - unsuitable
Missing person ITEM ST6 - DNA SWAB (Swab) Swab 18/11/2021 Complex mixed profile unsuitable for interp or comparison No - unsuitable
Missing person ITEM ST16 - DNA SWAB (Swab) Swab 18/11/2021 Complex mixed profile unsuitable for interp or comparison No - unsuitable
Missing person ITEM ST22 - DNA SWAB (Swab) Swab 18/11/2021 Complex mixed profile unsuitable for interp or comparison No - unsuitable
Assault EXHIBIT A1 - CUTTING OF FABRIC FROM RED STAIN (Fabric) Fabric 30/11/2021 Complex mixed profile unsuitable for interp or comparison No - unsuitable
UUMV C - TRACE DNA SWAB - METAL (Swab) Swab 15/11/2021 Complex mixed profile unsuitable for interp or comparison No - unsuitable
Wilful Damage B - SWAB OF DRY RED STAIN 1CM X 2CM (Swab - Blood) Swab - Blood 30/11/2021 Single source 20 loci DNA profile LR > 100 billion Y - > 100 Billion
Fire/Arson B1 - TRACE DNA SWAB (Swab) Swab 26/11/2021 Complex mixed profile unsuitable for interp or comparison No - unsuitable
GBH EXHIBIT C3 (Swab - Blood) Swab - Blood 04/11/2021 Complex mixed profile unsuitable for interp or comparison No - unsuitable
Weapons offence EXHIBIT C2 - (TRACE DNA) METAL (Trace DNA Kit) Trace DNA Kit 18/11/2021 Complex mixed profile unsuitable for interp or comparison No - unsuitable
Weapons offence EXHIBIT C1 - (TRACE DNA) METAL (Swab) Swab 18/11/2021 Complex mixed profile unsuitable for interp or comparison No - unsuitable
Weapons offence EXHIBIT B2 - (TRACE DNA) METAL (Trace DNA Kit) Trace DNA Kit 18/11/2021 Complex mixed profile unsuitable for interp or comparison No - unsuitable
Weapons offence EXHIBIT D1 - (TRACE DNA) METAL (Trace DNA Kit) Trace DNA Kit 18/11/2021 Complex mixed profile unsuitable for interp or comparison No - unsuitable
Sexual offences SIDE B (Tape Lift) Tape Lift Clothing 18/11/2021 Complex mixed profile unsuitable for interp or comparison No - unsuitable
Murder SECTION 1 (Scraping) Scraping 02/11/2021 Complex mixed profile unsuitable for interp or comparison No - unsuitable
Murder ENTIRE MARKED AREA SIDE A (Epithelial Fraction) Epithelial Fraction 02/11/2021 Complex mixed profile unsuitable for interp or comparison No - unsuitable
Murder SECTION 1 SIDE A (Epithelial Fraction) Epithelial Fraction 02/11/2021 Testing ongoing Testing ongoing
Murder SECTION 2 SIDE A (Epithelial Fraction) Epithelial Fraction 02/11/2021 Complex mixed profile unsuitable for interp or comparison No - unsuitable
Murder SIDE A - MARKED AREA (Epithelial Fraction) Epithelial Fraction 02/11/2021 Complex mixed profile unsuitable for interp or comparison No - unsuitable
Murder AREA 1 SECTION 1 (Scraping) Scraping 02/11/2021 Testing ongoing Testing ongoing
Murder AREA 1 SECTION 2 (Scraping) Scraping 02/11/2021 2 person mix profile - support for contrib > 100 billion Y - > 100 Billion
Murder AREA 1 SECTION 3 (Scraping) Scraping 02/11/2021 Single source 20 loci DNA profile LR > 100 billion Y - > 100 Billion
Murder ITEM A - LONG LIGHT COLOURED HAIRS (Hair) Hair 02/11/2021 Single source DNA profile. NCIDD Upload UKM1 Y - NCIDD upload
Murder ENTIRE MARKED AREA SIDE A (Scraping) Scraping 02/11/2021 Complex mixed profile unsuitable for interp or comparison No - unsuitable
Burglary EXHIBIT A - RED DRY DROP (Swab - Blood) Swab - Blood 30/11/2021 Partial DNA profile unsuitable for comparison purposes No - unsuitable
Traffic related death OA TAPE LIFT (Trace DNA Kit) Trace DNA Kit 18/11/2021 Complex mixed profile unsuitable for interp or comparison No - unsuitable
Traffic related death MMA3 - TRACE DNA TAPE LIFT DRY DIRTY POLYETHYLENE (Trace DNA Kit) Trace DNA Kit 10/11/2021 Quality control failure, refer to QPS Quality control failure
Traffic related death MMA8 - TRACE DNA TAPE LIFT DRY DIRTY POLYETHYLENE (Trace DNA Kit) Trace DNA Kit 25/11/2021 Complex mixed profile unsuitable for interp or comparison No - unsuitable
Robbery offences A1. TRACE DNA. PLASTIC. (Swab) Swab 09/12/2021 Mixed DNA profile. NICDD Upload UKM1 Y - NCIDD upload
Murder ITEM 32. SWAB OF BLOODSTAIN ON THE GROUND NEAR THE (Swab - Blood) Swab - Blood 15/12/2021 2 person mix profile - support for contrib > 100 billion Y - > 100 Billion
GBH 1B FAINT BROWN STAIN, METAL KNUCKLEDUSTERS (Swab - Blood) Swab - Blood 01/12/2021 Complex mixed profile unsuitable for interp or comparison No - unsuitable
GBH 1A TRACE DNA, NO STAIN, METAL FINGERHOLES OF EXH (Swab) Swab 01/12/2021 Complex mixed profile unsuitable for interp or comparison No - unsuitable
Murder ITEM H1: SWAB OF BLADE (METAL) (Swab) Swab 14/12/2021 3 person mix profile - support for contrib > 100 billion Y - > 100 Billion
Murder ITEM I1: SWAB OF METAL COMPONENT (Swab) Swab 14/12/2021 2 person mix profile - support for contrib > 100 billion Y - > 100 Billion
Murder SIDE A SECTION 1 (Epithelial Fraction) Epithelial Fraction 14/12/2021 Complex mixed profile unsuitable for interp or comparison No - unsuitable
Murder SIDE A SECTION 2 (Epithelial Fraction) Epithelial Fraction 14/12/2021 Complex mixed profile unsuitable for interp or comparison No - unsuitable
Murder RECTAL (Epithelial Fraction) Epithelial Fraction 14/12/2021 Single Source DNA profile - assumed known contributor Y - Single source - assumed contrib
Murder B6. TRACE DNA - METAL (Swab) Swab 14/12/2021 Complex mixed profile unsuitable for interp or comparison No - unsuitable
Murder A - PAINTED BRICK ARM MARK (Swab - Blood) Swab - Blood 14/12/2021 Complex mixed profile unsuitable for interp or comparison No - unsuitable
Murder B - PAINTED BRICK LATENT PRINT IN BLOOD (Swab - Blood) Swab - Blood 14/12/2021 2 person mix profile - support for contrib > 100 billion Y - > 100 Billion
Murder C - PAINTED BRICK PARTIAL PRINT (Swab - Blood) Swab - Blood 14/12/2021 Complex mixed profile unsuitable for interp or comparison No - unsuitable
Murder D - PAINTED BRICK HAND PRINT (Swab - Blood) Swab - Blood 14/12/2021 Complex mixed profile unsuitable for interp or comparison No - unsuitable
Murder PAINTED WALL TRANSFER BLOODSTAIN (Swab - Blood) Swab - Blood 14/12/2021 Single source 20 loci DNA profile LR > 100 billion Y - > 100 Billion
Murder SIDE A SECTION 2 (Scraping) Scraping 14/12/2021 Complex mixed profile unsuitable for interp or comparison No - unsuitable
Murder C - DNA SAMPLE (Swab) Swab 14/12/2021 3 person rem - support for contrib 1 billion - 100 billion Y - 1 Billion - 100 billion
Robbery offences ITEM ST1E - DNA SWAB (Swab) Swab 23/12/2021 3 person mix profile - support for contrib > 100 billion Y - > 100 Billion
Robbery offences ITEM ST1F - DNA SWAB (Swab) Swab 23/12/2021 Complex mixed profile unsuitable for interp or comparison No - unsuitable
Missing person ITEM ST5 - DNA SWAB (Swab) Swab 02/12/2021 Two person mixed DNA profile NCIDD Upload UKM1 Y - NCIDD upload
Robbery offences A - TRACE DNA SWAB DRY RUBBER (Swab) Swab 15/12/2021 Mixed DNA profile. NCIDD upload cold link Y - NCIDD upload
Robbery offences C - TRACE DNA SWAB DRY PLASTIC (Swab) Swab 15/12/2021 Complex mixed profile unsuitable for interp or comparison No - unsuitable
Robbery offences E - TRACE DNA SWAB DIRTY PLASTIC (Swab) Swab 15/12/2021 Mix - Support for contribution 1 million to 100 billion Y - 1 million - 1 billion
Robbery offences EXHIBIT B - TRACE DNA TAPE LIFT (MATERIAL) (Trace DNA Kit) Trace DNA Kit 01/12/2021 Complex mixed profile unsuitable for interp or comparison No - unsuitable
Robbery offences EXHIBIT C - TRACE DNA TAPE LIFT (MATERIAL) (Trace DNA Kit) Trace DNA Kit 01/12/2021 Complex mixed profile unsuitable for interp or comparison No - unsuitable
Robbery offences A1 - TRACE DNA - PLASTIC HANDLE (Swab) Swab 01/12/2021 Complex mixed profile unsuitable for interp or comparison No - unsuitable
Wounding B TRACE DNA, SYTHETIC RUBBER, NIL STAIN (Swab) Swab 13/12/2021 Complex mixed profile unsuitable for interp or comparison No - unsuitable
Wounding F TRACE DNA, NIL STAIN, LEATHER (Swab) Swab 13/12/2021 Complex mixed profile unsuitable for interp or comparison No - unsuitable
Wounding U TRACE DNA, NIL STAIN, WOOD (Swab) Swab 13/12/2021 Complex mixed profile unsuitable for interp or comparison No - unsuitable
Wounding V TRACE DNA, NIL STAIN, METAL (Swab) Swab 13/12/2021 Complex mixed profile unsuitable for interp or comparison No - unsuitable
Wounding X TRACE DNA, NIL STAIN, METAL (Swab) Swab 13/12/2021 Complex mixed profile unsuitable for interp or comparison No - unsuitable
Att Murder TAPELIFT FROM PLASTIC HANDLED SCISSORS (Trace DNA Kit) Trace DNA Kit 10/12/2021 Complex mixed profile unsuitable for interp or comparison No - unsuitable
Att Murder TRACE DNA FROM BROKEN METAL KEY (Swab) Swab 10/12/2021 Complex mixed profile unsuitable for interp or comparison No - unsuitable
UUMV EX A - TRACE DNA - METAL (Swab) Swab 10/12/2021 Complex mixed profile unsuitable for interp or comparison No - unsuitable
Traffic related death EXHIBIT B - TRACE DNA SWAB - DRY PLASTIC (Swab) Swab 07/12/2021 Complex mixed profile unsuitable for interp or comparison No - unsuitable
Traffic related death EXHIBIT E - TRACE DNA SWAB - DRY PLASTIC (Swab) Swab 07/12/2021 Complex mixed profile unsuitable for interp or comparison No - unsuitable
Traffic related death EXHIBIT H - TRACE DNA LIFT- DRY FABRIC (Trace DNA Kit) Trace DNA Kit 07/12/2021 Complex mixed profile unsuitable for interp or comparison No - unsuitable
GBH 1A - TRACE DNA TAPELIFT - NIL STAIN, PLASTIC RIM (Trace DNA Kit) Trace DNA Kit 24/01/2022 Complex mixed profile unsuitable for interp or comparison No - unsuitable
Fire/Arson A - TRACE DNA DRY METAL (Swab) Swab 31/01/2022 Complex mixed profile unsuitable for interp or comparison No - unsuitable
Fire/Arson EXHIBIT A - GLASS (Swab - Saliva) Swab - Saliva 31/01/2022 Complex mixed profile unsuitable for interp or comparison No - unsuitable
Domestic violence AA TRACE - METAL (Swab) Swab 31/01/2022 Complex mixed profile unsuitable for interp or comparison No - unsuitable
Missing person ITEM ST14 - DNA SWAB (Swab) Swab 11/01/2022 Complex mixed profile unsuitable for interp or comparison No - unsuitable
Missing person ITEM ST15 - DNA SWAB (Swab) Swab 11/01/2022 Complex mixed profile unsuitable for interp or comparison No - unsuitable
Missing person ITEM ST23 - DNA SWAB (Swab) Swab 11/01/2022 Complex mixed profile unsuitable for interp or comparison No - unsuitable
Missing person ITEM ST29 - DNA SWAB (Swab) Swab 11/01/2022 Mixed DNA profile Y - Mix no stat interp
Missing person NCA6 -BLOOD SWAB BROWN COLOURED DRY SMEARS FABRIC) (Swab - Blood)Swab - Blood 11/01/2022 Complex mixed profile unsuitable for interp or comparison No - unsuitable
Missing person NCA8 - BLOOD SWAB (DARK COLOURED DRY SMEAR30X30MM) (Swab - Blood)Swab - Blood 11/01/2022 Three person mixed DNA profile Y - Mix no stat interp
Missing person NCA7 -EXCISED PIECE OF FABRIC WITH RED/BROWN STAIN (Fabric) Fabric 11/01/2022 Complex mixed profile unsuitable for interp or comparison No - unsuitable
Missing person NCA9 -EXCISED PIECE OF FABRIC WITH RED/BROWN STAIN (Fabric) Fabric 11/01/2022 Complex mixed profile unsuitable for interp or comparison No - unsuitable
Missing person NC13(1) - BLOOD SWAB DARK BROWN DRY STAIN 10X10MM (Swab - Blood) Swab - Blood 11/01/2022 Complex mixed profile unsuitable for interp or comparison No - unsuitable
Missing person NC13(2)EXCISED FABRIC DARK BROWN DRY STAIN 10X10MM (Fabric) Fabric 11/01/2022 Complex mixed profile unsuitable for interp or comparison No - unsuitable
Missing person ITEM 1B. EXCISED FABRIC FROM THE INTERIOR RHS LEG (Fabric) Fabric 06/01/2022 Three person mixed DNA profile & No statistical interp Y - Mix no stat interp
Missing person ITEM 1C. EXCISED FABRIC FROM THE INTERIOR RHS LEG (Fabric) Fabric 06/01/2022 Two person mixed DNA profile & no statistical interp Y - Mix no stat interp
Missing person ITEM 1D. EXCISED FABRIC FROM THE INTERIOR RHS SEAM (Fabric) Fabric 06/01/2022 Two person mixed DNA profile & no statistical interp Y - Mix no stat interp
Missing person ITEM 1F. EXCISED FABRIC FROM THE INTERIOR REAR (Fabric) Fabric 06/01/2022 Two person mixed DNA profile & no statistical interp Y - Mix no stat interp
Missing person ITEM 1G. EXCISED FABRIC FROM THE INTERIOR REAR RHS (Fabric) Fabric 06/01/2022 Complex mixed profile unsuitable for interp or comparison No - unsuitable
Sexual offences LEFT BREAST (WET) (Swab) Swab Body 24/01/2022 Complex mixed profile unsuitable for interp or comparison No - unsuitable
Sexual offences HIGH VAGINAL 2 (Swab) Swab Intimate 19/01/2022 Complex mixed profile unsuitable for interp or comparison No - unsuitable
Sexual offences LABIAL (Swab) Swab Intimate 19/01/2022 Three person mixed DNA profile & No statistical interp Y - Mix no stat interp
Murder ORAL (Epithelial Fraction) Epithelial Fraction 27/01/2022 Single Source DNA profile - assumed known contributor Y - Single source - assumed contrib
Murder SECTION 1 (Scraping) Scraping 27/01/2022 2 person mix profile - support for contrib > 100 billion Y - > 100 Billion
Murder EXHIBIT CRG - TRACE DNA TAPELIFT DRY, FABRIC (Trace DNA Kit) Trace DNA Kit 14/02/2022 3 person mix profile - support for contrib > 100 billion Y - > 100 Billion
Murder LRB - TRACE DNA - METAL (Swab) Swab 14/02/2022 Complex mixed profile unsuitable for interp or comparison No - unsuitable
Murder EXHIBIT CRBD - TRACE DNA SWAB DRY, PLASTIC (Swab) Swab 24/02/2022 2 person mix profile - support for contrib > 100 billion Y - > 100 Billion
Murder EXHIBIT CRBE - TRACE DNA SWAB DRY, PLASTIC (Swab) Swab 24/02/2022 2 person mix profile - support for contrib > 100 billion Y - > 100 Billion
Murder EXHIBIT CRBL - TRACE DNA SWAB DRY, PLANT (Swab) Swab 24/02/2022 Complex mixed profile unsuitable for interp or comparison No - unsuitable
Murder EXHIBIT CRBP - TRACE DNA SWAB DRY, METAL (Swab) Swab 24/02/2022 Complex mixed profile unsuitable for interp or comparison No - unsuitable
Murder C. (MM) TRACE DNA SWAB (METAL) (Swab) Swab 24/02/2022 Complex mixed profile unsuitable for interp or comparison No - unsuitable
Murder EXHIBIT CRC - TRACE DNA SWAB, DRY, METAL (Swab) Swab 24/02/2022 Complex mixed profile unsuitable for interp or comparison No - unsuitable
Murder EXHIBIT CRBY - TRACE DNA TAPELIFT, DRY FABRIC (Trace DNA Kit) Trace DNA Kit 24/02/2022 3 person mix profile - support for contrib > 100 billion Y - > 100 Billion
Murder EXHIBIT CRBZ - TRACE DNA TAPELIFT, DRY FABRIC (Trace DNA Kit) Trace DNA Kit 24/02/2022 Complex mixed profile unsuitable for interp or comparison No - unsuitable
Murder C. TRACE DNA TAPE LIFT - COTTON (Trace DNA Kit) Trace DNA Kit 15/02/2022 3 person mix profile - support for contrib > 100 billion Y - > 100 Billion
Murder C-A TRACE DNA SWAB (PLASTIC) (Swab) Swab 15/02/2022 2 person mix- support for contrib 1 billion - 100 billion Y - 1 million - 1 billion
Wounding E1: TRACE DNA: METAL: (Swab) Swab 07/02/2022 Complex mixed profile unsuitable for interp or comparison No - unsuitable
Sexual offences RIGHT ARM DRY (Swab) Swab Body 10/02/2022 2 person mixed profile - conditioned on Y - Mix - Assumed contrib
Sexual offences BUTTOCK AND LEG DRY (Swab) Swab Body 10/02/2022 Single Source DNA profile - assumed known contributor Y - Single source - assumed contrib
Wounding NN2A TRACE DNA METAL (Swab) Swab 23/02/2022 Mix - support for contrib > 100 billion Y - > 100 Billion
Weapons offence TR1 DRY PLASTIC AND METAL (Trace DNA Kit) Trace DNA Kit 28/02/2022 Two person mixed DNA profile & NCIDD upload Y - NCIDD upload
Sexual offences RIGHT ABDOMINAL (DRY) (Epithelial Fraction) Epithelial Fraction Body 15/02/2022 3 person mix rem - support for contribution > 100 billion Y - > 100 Billion
Sexual offences RIGHT ABDOMINAL (WET) (Swab) Swab Body 15/02/2022 Single source 20 loci DNA profile LR > 100 billion Y - > 100 Billion
Sexual offences RIGHT ABDOMINAL (DRY) (Swab) Swab Body 15/02/2022 3 person mix rem - support for contribution > 100 billion Y - > 100 Billion
Murder RB6 - TRACE DNA (Trace DNA Kit) Trace DNA Kit 14/02/2022 Single Source DNA profile - assumed known contributor Y - Single source - assumed contrib
Assault B) NIL VISIBLE MATERIAL, PLASTIC (Trace DNA Kit) Trace DNA Kit 03/02/2022 Mixed DNA profile & No stational interp performed Y - Mix no stat interp
Assault C) NIL VISIBLE MATERIAL, PLASTIC (Trace DNA Kit) Trace DNA Kit 03/02/2022 Complex mixed profile unsuitable for interp or comparison No - unsuitable
Assault A2 TAPE LIFT MATERIAL BLACK 'RAIDERS' HOODIE (Trace DNA Kit) Trace DNA Kit 25/02/2022 Complex mixed profile unsuitable for interp or comparison No - unsuitable
Assault A1 - T/DNA SWAB OF SHELL CASING (Swab) Swab 25/02/2022 Complex mixed profile unsuitable for interp or comparison No - unsuitable
Assault B1 - T/DNA SWAB OF SHELL CASING (Swab) Swab 25/02/2022 Complex mixed profile unsuitable for interp or comparison No - unsuitable
Assault C1 - T/DNA SWAB OF SHELL CASING (Swab) Swab 25/02/2022 Complex mixed profile unsuitable for interp or comparison No - unsuitable
Assault D1 - T/DNA SWAB OF SHELL CASING (Swab) Swab 25/02/2022 Complex mixed profile unsuitable for interp or comparison No - unsuitable
Murder ITEM 46(III)A: TRACE DNA SWAB (Swab) Swab 04/03/2022 2 person mix profile - support for contrib > 100 billion & 2 person mix - low support for contribution Y - > 100 Billion
Murder ITEM 47A: TRACE DNA SWAB (Swab) Swab 04/03/2022  2 person mix profile - support for contrib > 100 billion Y - > 100 Billion
Murder ITEM 48A- TRACE DNA SWAB (Swab) Swab 04/03/2022 Complex mixed profile unsuitable for interp or comparison No - unsuitable
Murder ITEM 48C- TRACE DNA SWAB (Swab) Swab 04/03/2022 Single source DNA profile UKM Y - Consistent with unknown
Burglary EXHIBIT A - HARD PLASTIC (Trace DNA Kit) Trace DNA Kit 01/03/2022 Complex mixed profile unsuitable for interp or comparison No - unsuitable
Sexual offences BASE PENIS (Swab) Swab Intimate 01/03/2022 3 person mixed profile - conditioned on Y - Mix - Assumed contrib
Assault EXHIBIT A1 - TRACE DNA FROM METAL (Trace DNA Kit) Trace DNA Kit 08/03/2022 3 person mix - support for contrib 100 to 1000 & 3 person mix profile - support for contrib > 100 billion Y - > 100 Billion
Assault EXHIBIT B1 - SWAB BLOOD DRY DARK COLOURED STAIN (Swab - Blood) Swab - Blood 08/03/2022 Complex mixed profile unsuitable for interp or comparison No - unsuitable
Assault A:2 - DRY PLASTIC (Trace DNA Kit) Trace DNA Kit 02/03/2022 Complex mixed profile unsuitable for interp or comparison No - unsuitable
Assault A:1 - DRY PLASTIC (Trace DNA Kit) Trace DNA Kit 02/03/2022 Complex mixed profile unsuitable for interp or comparison No - unsuitable
Assault (F) TRACE DNA - PLASTIC (Swab) Swab 02/03/2022 Complex mixed profile unsuitable for interp or comparison No - unsuitable
Sexual offences LOW VAGINAL (Swab) Swab Intimate 15/03/2022 3 person rem - suport for contribution > 100 billion Y - > 100 Billion
Sexual offences VULVA (Swab) Swab Intimate 15/03/2022 3 person rem - suport for contribution > 100 billion Y - > 100 Billion
Sexual offences TIP PENIS (WET) (Swab) Swab Intimate 07/03/2022 Complex mixed profile unsuitable for interp or comparison No - unsuitable
Sexual offences BASE PENIS (WET) (Swab) Swab Intimate 07/03/2022 2 person mix rem - support for contribution > 100 billion Y - > 100 Billion
Sexual offences DRY SHAFT PENIS (Swab) Swab Intimate 14/03/2022 2 person mix rem - support for contribution > 100 billion Y - > 100 Billion
Sexual offences DRY BASE PENIS (Swab) Swab Intimate 14/03/2022 Complex mixed profile unsuitable for interp or comparison No - unsuitable
Burglary B - TRACE DNA SWAB - PLASTIC HANDLE (Swab) Swab 02/03/2022 Complex mixed profile unsuitable for interp or comparison No - unsuitable
Drug offence JC2 - NIL VISIBLE MATERIAL - PLASTIC - (Trace DNA Kit) Trace DNA Kit 01/03/2022 Three person mixed DNA profile & No statistical interp Y - Mix no stat interp
Drug offence JC3 - NIL VISIBLE MATERIAL - PLASTIC - (Trace DNA Kit) Trace DNA Kit 01/03/2022 Two person mixed DNA profile & no statistical interp Y - Mix no stat interp
GBH EXHIBIT D1 - WOOD AND METAL (Trace DNA Kit) Trace DNA Kit 08/03/2022 Complex mixed profile unsuitable for interp or comparison No - unsuitable
Burglary EXHIBIT A - TRACE - METAL (Swab) Swab 15/03/2022 Complex mixed profile unsuitable for interp or comparison No - unsuitable
Murder G4.1 - TRACE - BLADE KNIFE (METAL) (Trace DNA Kit) Trace DNA Kit 01/03/2022 Complex mixed profile unsuitable for interp or comparison No - unsuitable
Sexual offences BASE OF PENIS SAIK - Swab Intimate 19/04/2022 Complex mixed profile unsuitable for interp or comparison No - unsuitable
Sexual offences Outside used condom in bathroom rubbish bin Swab Condom 19/04/2022 Complex mixed profile unsuitable for interp or comparison No - unsuitable
Sexual offences Section 1 side A inside crotch of underwear Scraping Clothing 19/04/2022 Complex mixed profile unsuitable for interp or comparison No - unsuitable
Sexual offences Outside of front drivers door handle grey Toyota Swab Other 14/04/2022 Complex mixed profile unsuitable for interp or comparison No - unsuitable
Sexual offences Outside of the rear drivers door handle Swab Other 14/04/2022 Complex mixed profile unsuitable for interp or comparison No - unsuitable
Sexual offences Middle rear seat area Swab Other 14/04/2022 Complex mixed profile unsuitable for interp or comparison No - unsuitable
Sexual offences Inside of the front drivers door handle Swab Other 14/04/2022 Testing ongoing Testing ongoing
Sexual offences Labial / Vulval Swab Intimate 19/04/2022 Two person mixed DNA profile Y - Mix no stat interp
Sexual offences Right breast Swab Body 19/04/2022 Testing ongoing Testing ongoing
Sexual offences Left breast Swab Body 19/04/2022 Testing ongoing Testing ongoing
Sexual offences Right thigh Swab Body 19/04/2022 Testing ongoing Testing ongoing
Sexual offences Base penis wet Swab Intimate 22/04/2022 2 person mixed profile - conditioned on Y - Mix - Assumed contrib
Sexual offences Glans penis wet Swab Intimate 22/04/2022 2 person mixed profile - conditioned on Y - Mix - Assumed contrib
Sexual offences Glans penis dry Swab Intimate 22/04/2022 2 person mixed profile - conditioned on Y - Mix - Assumed contrib
Sexual offences Front centre g-string Fabric Clothing 22/04/2022 Complex mixed profile unsuitable for interp or comparison No - unsuitable
Sexual offences Front centre g-string Fabric Clothing 22/04/2022 3 person mixed profile - conditioned on Y - Mix - Assumed contrib
Sexual offences Front centre g-string Fabric Clothing 22/04/2022 3 person mixed profile - conditioned on Y - Mix - Assumed contrib
Sexual offences Front centre g-string Fabric Clothing 22/04/2022 Complex mixed profile unsuitable for interp or comparison No - unsuitable
Sexual offences Outside condom wet and dry Epithelial Fraction Condom 22/04/2022 Complex mixed profile unsuitable for interp or comparison No - unsuitable
Sexual offences Inside condom wet and dry Swab Condom 22/04/2022 Complex mixed profile unsuitable for interp or comparison No - unsuitable
Sexual offences Left buttock wet Epithelial Fraction Body 22/04/2022 Complex mixed profile unsuitable for interp or comparison No - unsuitable
Sexual offences Left buttock dry Epithelial Fraction Body 22/04/2022 Complex mixed profile unsuitable for interp or comparison No - unsuitable
Sexual offences High vaginal Swab Intimate 22/04/2022 Single source DNA profile (Cold link prev reported) Y - Consistent with unknown
Sexual offences Low vaginal Swab Intimate 22/04/2022 Single source DNA profile (Cold link prev reported) Y - Consistent with unknown
Sexual offences High vaginal Swab Intimate 22/04/2022 2 person mixed profile - conditioned on Y - Mix - Assumed contrib
Sexual offences High vaginal Swab Intimate 22/04/2022 3 person mixed profile - conditioned on & 3 person mixed profile, mixture remaining NCIDD UKM1 Y - NCIDD upload
Sexual offences High vaginal Swab Intimate 22/04/2022 Single Source DNA profile - assumed known contributor Y - Single source - assumed contrib
Sexual offences High vaginal Swab Intimate 22/04/2022  Single Source DNA profile - assumed known contributor Y - Single source - assumed contrib
Sexual offences Rectal Epithelial Fraction Intimate 22/04/2022 2 person mixed profile - conditioned on Y - Mix - Assumed contrib
Sexual offences Thigh wet Epithelial Fraction Body 22/04/2022 Complex mixed profile unsuitable for interp or comparison No - unsuitable
Sexual offences Endocervical Swab Intimate 22/04/2022  3 person mixed profile - condi oned on Y - Mix - Assumed contrib
Sexual offences Endocervical Swab Intimate 22/04/2022 Two person mixed DNA profile; 2 person mixed profile - conditioned on Y - Mix - Assumed contrib
Sexual offences Breast dry Epithelial Fraction Body 22/04/2022 Complex mixed profile unsuitable for interp or comparison No - unsuitable
Sexual offences Cervical Swab Intimate 22/04/2022 2 person mixed profile - conditioned on Y - Mix - Assumed contrib
Sexual offences Low vaginal Swab Intimate 22/04/2022 Complex mixed profile unsuitable for interp or comparison No - unsuitable
Sexual offences High vaginal Swab Intimate 22/04/2022 Testing ongoing Testing ongoing
Sexual offences Perianal Epithelial Fraction Intimate 22/04/2022  2 person mixed profile - condi oned on Y - Mix - Assumed contrib
Sexual offences Oral Swab Body 22/04/2022 Two person mixed DNA profile & No statistical interpretation performed Y - Mix no stat interp
Sexual offences High vaginal Swab Intimate 22/04/2022 Single source DNA profile UKF1 Y - Consistent with unknown
Sexual offences Right buttock Swab Body 22/04/2022  3 person mixed profile - condi oned on Y - Mix - Assumed contrib
Sexual offences High vaginal Swab Intimate 22/04/2022 2 person mixed profile - conditioned on & NCIDD upload remaining contribution UKM1 Y - NCIDD upload
Sexual offences Perianal Swab Intimate 22/04/2022 2 person mixed profile - conditioned on & 2 pers mix remaining consistent with unknown UKM1 Y - Consistent with unknown
Sexual offences Breast dry Swab Body 22/04/2022 Complex mixed profile unsuitable for interp or comparison No - unsuitable
Sexual offences Blind vaginal Swab Intimate 22/04/2022 Single Source DNA profile - assumed known contributor Y - Single source - assumed contrib
Sexual offences Breast wet Swab Body 22/04/2022 Complex mixed profile unsuitable for interp or comparison No - unsuitable
Sexual offences Shaft penis dry Swab Intimate 22/04/2022 3 person mixed profile - conditioned on Y - Mix - Assumed contrib
Sexual offences Base penis dry Swab Intimate 22/04/2022 2 person mixed profile - conditioned on Y - Mix - Assumed contrib
Sexual offences Shaft penis wet Swab Intimate 22/04/2022 2 person mixed profile - conditioned on Y - Mix - Assumed contrib
Sexual offences Inside vaginal Swab Intimate 22/04/2022 2 person mixed profile - conditioned on & NCIDD upload remaining contribution UKM1 Y - NCIDD upload
Sexual offences Low vaginal Swab Intimate 22/04/2022 2 person mixed profile - conditioned on & 2 person mix rem - support for contribution > 100 billion Y - > 100 Billion
Sexual offences Right thigh wet Swab Body 22/04/2022 Two person mixed DNA profile; 2 person mixed profile - conditioned on Y - Mix - Assumed contrib
Sexual offences Shaft of penis wet Swab Intimate 22/04/2022 3 person mixed profile - conditioned on & 3 person mix - low support for contribution Y - Mix - Assumed contrib
Sexual offences Glans penis wet Swab Intimate 22/04/2022 3 person mixed profile - conditioned on & 3 person mix rem - support for contrib 10 000 to 100 000 Y - 10,000 - 100,000
Sexual offences Glans penis dry Swab Intimate 22/04/2022 Two person mixed DNA profile; 2 person mixed profile - conditioned on; 2 person rem- support for contrib 1 million to 1 billion Y - 1 million - 1 billion
Sexual offences Vulval Swab Intimate 22/04/2022  3 person mixed profile - condi oned on & 3 person mix rem - support for contribu on > 100 billion Y - > 100 Billion
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Sexual offences Shaft of penis dry Swab Intimate 22/04/2022  Complex mixed profile unsuitable for interp or comparison No - unsuitable
Sexual offences Lower back dry Epithelial Fraction Body 22/04/2022 Two person mixed DNA profile; 2 person mixed profile - conditioned on; 2 person mix rem - support for contribution > 100 billion Y - > 100 Billion
Sexual offences Lower back wet Epithelial Fraction Body 22/04/2022 2 person mixed profile - conditioned on & 2 person mix rem - support for contribution > 100 billion Y - > 100 Billion
Sexual offences Perianal Swab Intimate 22/04/2022 Single source 20 loci DNA profile LR > 100 billion Y - > 100 Billion
Sexual offences Abdomen wet Swab Body 22/04/2022 Complex mixed profile unsuitable for interp or comparison No - unsuitable
Sexual offences Labia majora wet Epithelial Fraction Intimate 22/04/2022 Two person mixed DNA profile; No statistical interpretation performed Y - Mix no stat interp
Sexual offences Neck dry Swab Body 22/04/2022 Complex mixed profile unsuitable for interp or comparison No - unsuitable
Sexual offences Rectal Swab Intimate 22/04/2022 Single Source DNA profile - assumed known contributor Y - Single source - assumed contrib
Sexual offences Right breast nipple area swimsuit Swab Body 22/04/2022 Two person mixed DNA profile & No statistical interpretation performed Y - Mix no stat interp
Sexual offences Vulval wet Swab Intimate 22/04/2022 Complex mixed profile unsuitable for interp or comparison No - unsuitable
Sexual offences Left breast wet Swab Body 22/04/2022 Testing ongoing Testing ongoing
Sexual offences Oral Swab Body 22/04/2022 Single source DNA profile UKF1 Y - Consistent with unknown
Sexual offences Crotch of underwear Scraping Clothing 22/04/2022 3 person mixed profile - conditioned on Y - Mix - Assumed contrib
Sexual offences SHAFT PENIS DRY SAIK A- Swab Intimate 27/04/2022 Testing ongoing Testing ongoing
Sexual offences GLANS PENIS DRY SAIK A- Swab Intimate 27/04/2022 Testing ongoing Testing ongoing
Sexual offences RIGHT BREAST WET SAIK Swab Body 27/04/2022 Complex mixed profile unsuitable for interp or comparison No - unsuitable
Sexual offences RIGHT BREAST DRY SAIK Swab Body 27/04/2022 Complex mixed profile unsuitable for interp or comparison No - unsuitable
Sexual offences ABDOMEN WET SAIK Swab Body 27/04/2022 Testing ongoing Testing ongoing
Sexual offences ABDOMEN DRY SAIK Swab Body 27/04/2022 Testing ongoing Testing ongoing
Sexual offences DRY LEFT HAND - Swab Body 27/04/2022 Testing ongoing Testing ongoing
Sexual offences DRY RIGHT HAND - Swab Body 27/04/2022 Complex mixed profile unsuitable for interp or comparison No - unsuitable
Sexual offences HIGH VAGINAL SAIK: VICTIM; Swab Intimate 29/04/2022 3 person mixed profile - conditioned on Y - Mix - Assumed contrib
Sexual offences WET LABIA MINORA C. SAIK; Swab Intimate 29/04/2022  Complex mixed profile unsuitable for interp or comparison No - unsuitable
Sexual offences WET LABIA MAJORA C. SAIK; Swab Intimate 29/04/2022 Three person mixed DNA profile; 3 person mixed profile - conditioned on Y - Mix - Assumed contrib
Sexual offences DRY LABIA MAJORA C. SAIK; Swab Intimate 29/04/2022 Two person mixed DNA profile; 2 person mixed profile - conditioned on; 2 pers mix remaining consistent with unknown (Cold link prev reported) Y - Consistent with unknown
Sexual offences LEFT SHOULDER DRY Swab Body 29/04/2022 Complex mixed profile unsuitable for interp or comparison No - unsuitable
Sexual offences LEFT BREAST DRY Swab Body 29/04/2022 Testing ongoing Testing ongoing
Sexual offences SHAFT OF PENIS SAIK - Swab Intimate 29/04/2022 Testing ongoing Testing ongoing
Burglary EXHIBIT A - METAL (Trace DNA Kit) [PSD 289046781 D10] Trace DNA Kit 11/04/2022 Complex mixed profile unsuitable for interp or comparison No - unsuitable
Burglary EXHIBIT A1 - PAINTED WOOD (Trace DNA Kit) [PSD 725336973 G03] Trace DNA Kit 11/04/2022 Complex mixed profile unsuitable for interp or comparison No - unsuitable
Burglary A - NO VISIBLE MATERIAL - METAL (Trace DNA Kit) [PSD 725336973 G07] Trace DNA Kit 14/04/2022 Three person mixed DNA profile & No statistical interp Y - Mix no stat interp
Weapons Offences E - TRACE DNA SWAB - CLIP SEALED BAG (Swab) [PSD 1093120829 E08] Swab 21/03/2022 3 person mix profile - support for contrib > 100 billion Y - > 100 Billion
Murder LR3BA - SCRAPING (Scraping) [PSD 725337024 F04] Scraping 26/04/2022 Complex mixed profile unsuitable for interp or comparison No - unsuitable
Murder LR3BB - TRACE DNA TAPELIFT (Trace DNA Kit) [PSD 725337024 G03] Trace DNA Kit 26/04/2022 Complex mixed profile unsuitable for interp or comparison No - unsuitable
Burglary TRACE DNA FABRIC (Swab) [PSD 1093121073 B02] Swab 21/03/2022 Three person mixed DNA profile, NCIDD upload UKM Y - NCIDD upload
Murder ITEM DVI- BLOODSTAINED FABRIC (Fabric) [PSD 725336848 B02] Fabric 29/04/2022 Complex mixed profile unsuitable for interp or comparison No - unsuitable
Murder ITEM B141: SWAB OF BLOODSTAIN (Swab - Blood) [PSD 1093120844 H06] Swab 06/04/2022 Complex mixed profile unsuitable for interp or comparison No - unsuitable
Murder ITEM B142: SWAB OF BLOODSTAIN (Swab - Blood) [PSD 1093120855 D12] Swab 06/04/2022 2 person mix profile - support for contrib > 100 billion Y - > 100 Billion
Murder ITEM B17: SWAB OF BLOODSTAIN (Swab - Blood) [PSD 1093120482 H02] Swab 06/04/2022 2 person mix profile - support for contrib > 100 billion Y - > 100 Billion
Murder KB42 - TRACE DNA TAPELIFT (Trace DNA Kit) [PSD 288936856 E06] Trace DNA Kit 11/05/2022 Complex mixed profile unsuitable for interp or comparison No - unsuitable
Murder KB22 - TRACE DNA TAPELIFT (Trace DNA Kit) [PSD 288936856 E07] Trace DNA Kit 11/05/2022 Testing ongoing Testing ongoing
Murder KB23 - TRACE DNA TAPELIFT (Trace DNA Kit) [PSD 288936856 E08] Trace DNA Kit 11/05/2022 Complex mixed profile unsuitable for interp or comparison No - unsuitable
Murder KB25 - TRACE DNA TAPELIFT (Trace DNA Kit) [PSD 288936856 E09] Trace DNA Kit 11/05/2022 Complex mixed profile unsuitable for interp or comparison No - unsuitable
Murder KB26 - TRACE DNA TAPELIFT (Trace DNA Kit) [PSD 288936856 E10] Trace DNA Kit 11/05/2022 Complex mixed profile unsuitable for interp or comparison No - unsuitable
Murder KB29 - TMB(+) AREA (Fabric) [PSD 288936856 F03] Fabric 11/05/2022 Complex mixed profile unsuitable for interp or comparison No - unsuitable
Murder KB30 - TMB(+) AREA (Fabric) [PSD 288936856 F04] Fabric 11/05/2022 Complex mixed profile unsuitable for interp or comparison No - unsuitable
Murder KB32 - TRACE DNA TAPELIFT (Trace DNA Kit) [PSD 288936856 F05] Trace DNA Kit 11/05/2022 Testing ongoing Testing ongoing
Murder KB34 - TRACE DNA TAPELIFT (Trace DNA Kit) [PSD 288936856 F06] Trace DNA Kit 11/05/2022 Complex mixed profile unsuitable for interp or comparison No - unsuitable
Murder OE30 - FABRIC SAMPLE OF DARK BROWN STAIN (Fabric) [PSD 288936856 F07] Fabric 11/05/2022 Complex mixed profile unsuitable for interp or comparison No - unsuitable
Murder KB36 - TRACE DNA TAPELIFT (Trace DNA Kit) [PSD 289046781 B10] Trace DNA Kit 11/05/2022 Complex mixed profile unsuitable for interp or comparison No - unsuitable
Murder KB38 - TRACE DNA TAPELIFT (Trace DNA Kit) [PSD 289046781 B07] Trace DNA Kit 11/05/2022  Complex mixed profile unsuitable for interp or comparison No - unsuitable
Murder KB40 - TRACE DNA TAPELIFT (Trace DNA Kit) [PSD 289046781 B06] Trace DNA Kit 11/05/2022 Complex mixed profile unsuitable for interp or comparison No - unsuitable
Murder ITEM V3 - TRACE DNA SWAB (Swab) [PSD 624033373 C02] Swab 28/03/2022 Complex mixed profile unsuitable for interp or comparison No - unsuitable
Murder ITEM V12 - TRACE DNA SWAB (Swab) [PSD 624033382 A04] Swab 28/03/2022 Complex mixed profile unsuitable for interp or comparison No - unsuitable
Murder KG6- TRACE DNA TAPE LIFT (Trace DNA Kit) [PSD 624033373 C03] Trace DNA Kit 28/03/2022 Testing ongoing Testing ongoing
UUMV NO STAIN ON MATERIAL SURFACE (Trace DNA Kit) [PSD 1093120558 C09] Trace DNA Kit 04/04/2022 Complex mixed profile unsuitable for interp or comparison No - unsuitable
Stealing EXHIBIT A TRACE DNA TAPELIFT - SMOOTH DRY GLASS (Trace DNA Kit) [PSD 1093120563 A10]Trace DNA Kit 22/03/2022 Three person mixed DNA profile, NCIDD upload UKM Y - NCIDD upload
Murder TP62A - EXCISION SUBSAMPLE OF LUMINOL+ AREA (Fabric) [PSD 288936856 E03] Fabric 12/05/2022 Complex mixed profile unsuitable for interp or comparison No - unsuitable
Murder SH2 - SWAB OF BROWN STAIN (Swab) [PSD 624033346 H05] Swab 29/04/2022 Complex mixed profile unsuitable for interp or comparison No - unsuitable
Murder U24. SWAB OF BLOODSTAIN (Swab) [PSD 669063164 F01] Swab 31/03/2022 Two person mixed DNA profile Y - Mix no stat interp
Murder U25. SWAB (Swab) [PSD 669063164 E11] Swab 31/03/2022 Complex mixed profile unsuitable for interp or comparison No - unsuitable
Murder U26. TRANSFER DNA SAMPLE (Swab) [PSD 669063164 E08] Swab 31/03/2022 Complex mixed profile unsuitable for interp or comparison No - unsuitable
Murder 013- BLOOD SWAB (Swab) [PSD 669063164 F10] Swab 31/03/2022 Complex mixed profile unsuitable for interp or comparison No - unsuitable
Murder O42 -BLOOD SWAB (Swab - Blood) [PSD 669063164 F11] Swab 31/03/2022 Complex mixed profile unsuitable for interp or comparison No - unsuitable
Murder O44 -BLOOD SWAB (Swab - Blood) [PSD 669063164 G06] Swab 31/03/2022 3 person mix profile - support for contrib > 100 billion Y - > 100 Billion
Murder U13 - TMB +IVE PAPER SUBSAMPLE (Paper) [PSD 1093121092 B01] Paper 31/03/2022 3 person mix - support for contrib 10 000 - 100 000 Y - 10,000 - 100,000
Murder T2 - BLOOD SWAB (Swab - Blood) [PSD 1093121087 H01] Swab 31/03/2022 Complex mixed profile unsuitable for interp or comparison No - unsuitable
Murder TV2A - T/DNA LIFT OF BUTANE GAS BURNER ROD (Trace DNA Kit) [PSD 669063164 H10]Trace DNA Kit 31/03/2022 Complex mixed profile unsuitable for interp or comparison No - unsuitable
Murder TV2C - T/DNA SWAB OF FLAME CONTROLLER KNOB (Swab) [PSD 1093121073 A06] Swab 31/03/2022 Complex mixed profile unsuitable for interp or comparison No - unsuitable
Murder TV2D - T/DNA SWAB OF IGNITOR SWITCH (Swab) [PSD 1093121073 A07] Swab 31/03/2022 Complex mixed profile unsuitable for interp or comparison No - unsuitable
Murder SH2 - SWAB OF BROWN STAIN (Swab) [PSD 624033346 H05] Swab 31/03/2022 Complex mixed profile unsuitable for interp or comparison No - unsuitable
Murder SH3 - SWAB OF TMB POSITIVE STAIN (Swab) [PSD 669063164 H01] Swab 31/03/2022 Complex mixed profile unsuitable for interp or comparison No - unsuitable
Murder SH4 - SWAB OF TMB POSITIVE STAIN (Swab) [PSD 1093121073 A08] Swab 31/03/2022 Mixed DNA profile Y - Mix no stat interp
Murder SH7 - SWAB OF TMB POSITIVE STAIN (DILUTE) (Swab) [PSD 1093121073 A11] Swab 31/03/2022 Complex mixed profile unsuitable for interp or comparison No - unsuitable
Murder HW1 - SWAB OF LCV POSITIVE LATENT STAIN (Swab) [PSD 1093121073 A12] Swab 31/03/2022 Complex mixed profile unsuitable for interp or comparison No - unsuitable
Murder HW2 - SWAB OF LCV POSITIVE LATENT STAIN (Swab) [PSD 1093121073 B01] Swab 31/03/2022 Complex mixed profile unsuitable for interp or comparison No - unsuitable
Murder HW3 - SWAB OF LCV POSITIVE LATENT STAIN (Swab) [PSD 1093121073 A09] Swab 31/03/2022 Complex mixed profile unsuitable for interp or comparison No - unsuitable
Murder HW6 - SWAB OF LCV POSITIVE LATENT STAIN (Swab) [PSD 1093121073 A10] Swab 31/03/2022 Complex mixed profile unsuitable for interp or comparison No - unsuitable
Murder U18 - BLOOD SWAB (Swab - Blood) [PSD 669063173 A02] Swab 21/03/2022 Complex mixed profile unsuitable for interp or comparison No - unsuitable
Murder U19 - BLOOD SWAB (Swab - Blood) [PSD 669063173 A03] Swab 21/03/2022 Complex mixed profile unsuitable for interp or comparison No - unsuitable
Murder U17A - CHUX WIPE SUBSAMPLE (Fabric) [PSD 669063173 A01] Fabric 18/03/2022 Complex mixed profile unsuitable for interp or comparison No - unsuitable
Assault A - TRACE DNA - METAL BLADES (Swab) [PSD 725336870 G08] Swab 19/04/2022 2 person mix profile - support for contrib > 100 billion Y - > 100 Billion
Murder MW 59: TRACE DNA SWAB (Swab) [PSD 725336861 D08] Swab 21/04/2022 Complex mixed profile unsuitable for interp or comparison No - unsuitable
Murder EXHIBIT A1- TRACE DNA TAPE LIFT FROM METAL (Trace DNA Kit) [PSD 624033382 E06] Trace DNA Kit 11/04/2022 Complex mixed profile unsuitable for interp or comparison No - unsuitable
Murder A 1- METAL (Trace DNA Kit) [PSD 624033391 A09] Trace DNA Kit 07/04/2022 Mixed DNA profile & Mix - NCIDD upload UKM Y - NCIDD upload
Murder B - PLASTIC (Trace DNA Kit) [PSD 624033391 B08] Trace DNA Kit 07/04/2022 Complex mixed profile unsuitable for interp or comparison No - unsuitable
Murder B 1 - METAL (Trace DNA Kit) [PSD 624033373 C01] Trace DNA Kit 07/04/2022 Complex mixed profile unsuitable for interp or comparison No - unsuitable
Murder C - WOOD (Trace DNA Kit) [PSD 624033373 B12] Trace DNA Kit 07/04/2022 Complex mixed profile unsuitable for interp or comparison No - unsuitable
Murder C 1 - WOOD (Trace DNA Kit) [PSD 624033373 B11] Trace DNA Kit 07/04/2022 Complex mixed profile unsuitable for interp or comparison No - unsuitable
Burglary EXHIBIT A1 - PLASTIC (Trace DNA Kit) [PSD 669063146 C07] Trace DNA Kit 04/04/2022 Complex mixed profile unsuitable for interp or comparison No - unsuitable
Forensic Scene LH A 2 - TAPE LIFT COTTON (Trace DNA Kit) [PSD 725336870 F12] Trace DNA Kit 22/04/2022 Complex mixed profile unsuitable for interp or comparison No - unsuitable
Forensic Scene LH A 1 - TAPE LIFT COTTON (Trace DNA Kit) [PSD 725336861 A08] Trace DNA Kit 22/04/2022 Complex mixed profile unsuitable for interp or comparison No - unsuitable
Forensic Scene LH B 1 - TAPE LIFT COTTON (Trace DNA Kit) [PSD 725336861 A09] Trace DNA Kit 22/04/2022 Complex mixed profile unsuitable for interp or comparison No - unsuitable
Murder JB26 - TRACE DNA SWAB (METAL) (Swab) [PSD 725336798 C09] Swab 12/04/2022 Complex mixed profile unsuitable for interp or comparison No - unsuitable
Murder NC2 - TAILOR MADE CIGARETTE BUTT NO BRAND APP 20MM (Cigarette Butt) [PSD 725336798 A03]Cigarette Butt 12/04/2022 Two person mixed DNA profile; NCIDD upload - Intel mixed DNA profile UKM1 Y - NCIDD upload
Murder JB2 - TRACE DNA SWAB (PAINTED PLASTIC) (Swab) [PSD 725336870 F10] Swab 12/04/2022 Complex mixed profile unsuitable for interp or comparison No - unsuitable
Murder JB3 - TRACE DNA SWAB (PAINTED PLASTIC) (Swab) [PSD 725336861 B08] Swab 12/04/2022 Complex mixed profile unsuitable for interp or comparison No - unsuitable
Murder JB4 - TRACE DNA SWAB (PAINTED PLASTIC) (Swab) [PSD 725337030 G04] Swab 12/04/2022 Complex mixed profile unsuitable for interp or comparison No - unsuitable
Murder JB10 - TRACE DNA TAPE LIFT (PLASTIC) (Trace DNA Kit) [PSD 725336870 G09] Trace DNA Kit 12/04/2022 Complex mixed profile unsuitable for interp or comparison No - unsuitable
Life Endangering EXHIBIT TDB (Epithelial Fraction) [PSD 725337030 H05] Epithelial Fraction 19/04/2022 Complex mixed profile unsuitable for interp or comparison No - unsuitable
Life Endangering EXHIBIT TDA (Trace DNA Kit) [PSD 725336870 H12] Trace DNA Kit 19/04/2022 Complex mixed profile unsuitable for interp or comparison No - unsuitable
UUMV EXHIBIT H - TRACE DNA SWAB - CLEAN DRY PLASTIC (Swab) [PSD 725336973 G09] Swab 26/04/2022 Complex mixed profile unsuitable for interp or comparison No - unsuitable
Fire/Arson C1 - TRACE DNA SWAB OF DIRTY RUBBER (Swab) [PSD 725336861 B02] Swab 26/04/2022 Complex mixed profile unsuitable for interp or comparison No - unsuitable
Burglary EX A - TRACE SWAB, METAL, NIL STAIN. (Swab) [PSD 725336852 E05] Swab 14/04/2022 Complex mixed profile unsuitable for interp or comparison No - unsuitable
Fire/Arson A1 - STICKY TAPE PIECES (Tape) [PSD 725336861 C08] Tape 03/05/2022 Complex mixed profile unsuitable for interp or comparison No - unsuitable
Miscellaneous A1 - DRY METAL, SMALL RUST COLOUR STAIN (Swab) [PSD 289046781 J01] Swab 18/05/2022 Complex mixed profile unsuitable for interp or comparison No - unsuitable
Sexual offences PERIANAL SAIK; Swab Intimate 01/06/2022 Testing ongoing Testing ongoing
Sexual offences LOW VAGINAL SAIK- Swab Intimate 01/06/2022 Single Source DNA profile - assumed known contributor Y - Single source - assumed contrib
Sexual offences HIGH VAGINAL SAIK VIC: Swab Intimate 01/06/2022 Testing ongoing Testing ongoing
Sexual offences NECK (DRY) SAIK: Swab Body 01/06/2022 Testing ongoing Testing ongoing
Sexual offences BASE OF PENIS SAIK: TAKEN FROM Swab Intimate 01/06/2022 Two person mixed DNA profile; No statistical interpretation performed Y - Mix no stat interp
Sexual offences SHAFT OF PENIS SAIK: TAKEN FROM Swab Intimate 01/06/2022 Two person mixed DNA profile; No statistical interpretation performed Y - Mix no stat interp
Sexual offences SCROTUM SAIK: TAKEN FROM Swab Intimate 01/06/2022 Complex mixed profile unsuitable for interp or comparison No - unsuitable
Sexual offences PERIANAL SAIK- Epithelial Fraction Intimate 01/06/2022 Testing ongoing Testing ongoing
Sexual offences EXTERNAL VULVAL SAIK- Swab Intimate 01/06/2022 Testing ongoing Testing ongoing
Sexual offences RECTAL SAIK- Epithelial Fraction Intimate 01/06/2022 Testing ongoing Testing ongoing
Sexual offences LOW VAGINAL SAIK: JIC/SAIK SEAL NO: B340236805)Swab Intimate 01/06/2022 Three person mixed DNA profile; 3 person mixed profile - conditioned on Y - Mix - Assumed contrib
Sexual offences ANAL VERGE SAIK: (JIC/SAIK SEAL NO: B340236805)Swab Intimate 01/06/2022  Complex mixed profile unsuitable for interp or comparison No - unsuitable
Sexual offences RIGHT BREAST SCRATCH DRY SAIK - Swab Body 01/06/2022 Complex mixed profile unsuitable for interp or comparison No - unsuitable
Sexual offences VULVA SAIK: Swab Intimate 01/06/2022 Two person mixed DNA profile; 2 person mixed profile - conditioned on - Intel; 2 person mixed profile - remaining Intel - NCIDD UKM1 Y - NCIDD upload
Sexual offences ENTIRE MARKED AREA SIDE A DM1; TISSUE PAPER NUMBER ONE Epithelial Fraction Other 01/06/2022 Single source DNA profile UKM1 Y - Single source - Unknown
Sexual offences ENDOCERVICAL 2 SAIK KIT Swab Intimate 01/06/2022 Two person mixed DNA profile; 2 person mixed profile - conditioned on; 2 pers mix remaining consistent with unknown UKM1 Y - Consistent with unknown
Sexual offences LOW VAGINAL SAIK KIT Swab Intimate 01/06/2022 Two person mixed DNA profile; 2 person mixed profile - conditioned on; 2 pers mix remaining consistent with unknown UKM1 Y - Consistent with unknown
Sexual offences ENDOCERVICAL 1 SAIK KIT Swab Intimate 01/06/2022 Two person mixed DNA profile; 2 person mixed profile - conditioned on; NCIDD upload remaining contribution UKM1 Y - NCIDD upload
Sexual offences HIGH VAGINAL SAIK KIT - Swab Intimate 01/06/2022 Two person mixed DNA profile; 2 person mixed profile - conditioned on; 2 pers mix remaining consistent with unknown UKM1 (Cold link prev reported) Y - Consistent with unknown
Sexual offences ANAL SAIK- Swab Intimate 01/06/2022 Testing ongoing Testing ongoing
Sexual offences PERIANAL SAIK- Swab Intimate 01/06/2022 Three person mixed DNA profile; 3 person mixed profile - conditioned on; 3 person mix rem - support for contribution > 100 billion Y - > 100 Billion
Sexual offences NECK WET Swab Body 01/06/2022 Testing ongoing Testing ongoing
Sexual offences NECK DRY Swab Body 01/06/2022 Testing ongoing Testing ongoing
Sexual offences LEFT BREAST WET Swab Body 01/06/2022 Complex mixed profile unsuitable for interp or comparison No - unsuitable
Sexual offences GROIN Epithelial Fraction Intimate 01/06/2022 Testing ongoing Testing ongoing
Sexual offences ENDOCERVICAL SAIK- Swab Intimate 01/06/2022 Testing ongoing Testing ongoing
Sexual offences HIGH VAGINAL SAIK- Swab Intimate 01/06/2022 Testing ongoing Testing ongoing
Sexual offences GROIN SAIK A; COLLECTED FROM Epithelial Fraction Intimate 01/06/2022 Single Source DNA profile - assumed known contributor Y - Single source - assumed contrib
Sexual offences RECTAL EXHIBIT A - SAIK KIT: VICTIM/COMPLAINANT -  REYNOLDS (09/01/91)pithelial Fraction Intimate 01/06/2022 Testing ongoing Testing ongoing
Sexual offences PERINEUM EXHIBIT A - SAIK KIT: VICTIM/COMPLAINANT - EGUE REYNOLDS (09/01/91)Epithelial Fraction Intimate 01/06/2022 Complex mixed profile unsuitable for interp or comparison No - unsuitable
Sexual offences RIGHT RIBS WET SAIK Swab Body 01/06/2022 Testing ongoing Testing ongoing
Sexual offences RIGHT RIBS DRY SAIK Swab Body 01/06/2022 Testing ongoing Testing ongoing
Sexual offences PERIANAL WET SAIK Swab Intimate 01/06/2022 Testing ongoing Testing ongoing
Sexual offences ANAL CANAL WET SAIK Swab Intimate 01/06/2022 Testing ongoing Testing ongoing
Sexual offences ANAL CANAL DRY SAIK Swab Intimate 01/06/2022 Testing ongoing Testing ongoing
Sexual offences RIGHT SHOULDER WET Swab Body 01/06/2022 Testing ongoing Testing ongoing
Sexual offences RIGHT SHOULDER DRY Swab Body 01/06/2022 Testing ongoing Testing ongoing
Sexual offences BASE OF PENIS SAIK - Swab Intimate 01/06/2022 Testing ongoing Testing ongoing
Sexual offences SHAFT OF PENIS SAIK - Swab Intimate 01/06/2022 Testing ongoing Testing ongoing
Sexual offences RIGHT LEG SAIK - Epithelial Fraction Body 01/06/2022 Testing ongoing Testing ongoing
Sexual offences PERINEUM DRY SAIK- Epithelial Fraction Intimate 01/06/2022 Testing ongoing Testing ongoing
Sexual offences WET GLANS PENIS SAIK; Swab Intimate 01/06/2022 Complex mixed profile unsuitable for interp or comparison No - unsuitable
Sexual offences WET SHAFT PENIS SAIK; Swab Intimate 01/06/2022 Complex mixed profile unsuitable for interp or comparison No - unsuitable
Sexual offences DRY SHAFT PENIS SAIK; Swab Intimate 01/06/2022 Three person mixed DNA profile; No statistical interpretation performed Y - Mix no stat interp
Sexual offences SECTION 1 SIDE A ITEM 1B ; COLLECTED FROM INTERIOR, FRONT, LEFT LEG OF SHORTSScraping Clothing 01/06/2022 Testing ongoing Testing ongoing
Sexual offences SECTION 3 SIDE A ITEM 1B ; COLLECTED FROM INTERIOR, FRONT, LEFT LEG OF SHORTSScraping Clothing 01/06/2022 Testing ongoing Testing ongoing
Sexual offences MARKED AREA ITEM 2A - COLLECTED FROM INTERIOR SURFACE, BACK OF UNDERWEARScraping Clothing 01/06/2022 Testing ongoing Testing ongoing
Sexual offences SECTION 2 SIDE A ITEM 1B ; COLLECTED FROM INTERIOR, FRONT, LEFT LEG OF SHORTSScraping Clothing 01/06/2022 Testing ongoing Testing ongoing
Sexual offences MARKED AREA ITEM 2A - COLLECTED FROM INTERIOR SURFACE, BACK OF UNDERWEAREpithelial Fraction Clothing 01/06/2022 Testing ongoing Testing ongoing
Sexual offences o/s condom (Epithelial Fraction) Condom; Collected by victim Epithelial Fraction Other 26/05/2022 Testing ongoing Testing ongoing
Sexual offences Groin (Swab) Swab Intimate 26/05/2022 Testing ongoing Testing ongoing
Sexual offences external labial (Swab) SAIK D. Swab Intimate 26/05/2022 Testing ongoing Testing ongoing
Sexual offences wet perineal (Swab) SAIK EX (A);  Swab Intimate 26/05/2022 Complex mixed profile unsuitable for interp or comparison No - unsuitable
Sexual offences Perianal (Epithelial Fraction)  Epithelial Fraction Intimate 26/05/2022 Complex mixed profile unsuitable for interp or comparison No - unsuitable
Sexual offences Perianal (Swab) Saik kit - Victim Swab Intimate 26/05/2022 Testing ongoing Testing ongoing
Sexual offences GLANS PENIS (WET) OFFENDER SAIK - Swab Intimate 26/05/2022 Testing ongoing Testing ongoing
Sexual offences GLANS PENIS (DRY) OFFENDER SAIK - Swab Intimate 26/05/2022 Testing ongoing Testing ongoing
Sexual offences CERVICAL SAIK VIC: Swab Intimate 26/05/2022 Testing ongoing Testing ongoing
Sexual offences LOW VAGINAL SAIK: VICTIM; Swab Intimate 26/05/2022 Testing ongoing Testing ongoing
Sexual offences VULVA SAIK: VICTIM; Swab Intimate 26/05/2022 Testing ongoing Testing ongoing
Sexual offences Right nipple swab from Swab Body 02/06/2022 Testing ongoing Testing ongoing
Murder KB60 - Trace DNA tapelift outer surface right glove (front/back) Trace DNA Kit N/A 02/06/2022  Complex mixed profile unsuitable for interp or comparison No - unsuitable
Murder KB62 - TRACE DNA TAPELIFT inner surface right glove (front/back) Trace DNA Kit N/A 02/06/2022 Testing ongoing Testing ongoing
Murder KB63 - Trace DNA tapelift inner surface left glove (front/back) Trace DNA Kit N/A 02/06/2022 Testing ongoing Testing ongoing
Liberty offences EXHIBIT A, DRY RED STAIN, WOOD FLOOR Dry red stain on hallway floor Swab - Blood N/A 02/06/2022 Testing ongoing Testing ongoing Advice steve of these results
Liberty offences EXHIBIT G, DRY RED STAIN, CERAMIC Dry red stain on bath in main bathroom Swab - Blood N/A 02/06/2022 Testing ongoing Testing ongoing Advice steve of these results
Burglary JM1 - NIL VISIBLE - RUBBER Trace DNA Kit N/A 26/05/2022 Complex mixed profile unsuitable for interp or comparison No - unsuitable
Sexual offences RP1: SWAB OF AP POSITIVE AREA on floor of tent Epithelial Fraction Other 23/05/2022 Complex mixed profile unsuitable for interp or comparison No - unsuitable
Murder KB28 - TMB(+) AREA front inner right sleeve (black shirt FEN: 1099740237) Fabric N/A 30/05/2022 Complex mixed profile unsuitable for interp or comparison No - unsuitable
Murder OE28 - FABRIC SAMPLE OF DARK BROWN STAIN Right boot - top of tongue Fabric N/A 30/05/2022 Complex mixed profile unsuitable for interp or comparison No - unsuitable
Murder OE29 - FABRIC SAMPLE OF DARK BROWN STAIN Left boot - top of tongue Fabric N/A 30/05/2022 Complex mixed profile unsuitable for interp or comparison No - unsuitable
Murder OE24 - TRACE DNA TAPE LIFT opening of shoe Trace DNA Kit N/A 19/05/2022 Testing ongoing Testing ongoing
Murder OE31 - SWAB OF TMB POSITIVE AREA Outsoles of both boots Swab N/A 19/05/2022 Testing ongoing Testing ongoing
Murder OE20 - TRACE DNA SWAB Bracelet with FEN 1098812078 Swab N/A 19/05/2022 Complex mixed profile unsuitable for interp or comparison No - unsuitable
Murder JB5 - TRACE DNA SWAB (PAINTED PLASTIC) from rear driver's side exterior door handleSwab N/A 25/05/2022 Complex mixed profile unsuitable for interp or comparison No - unsuitable
Murder JB6 - TRACE DNA SWAB (PAINTED PLASTIC)  from rear driver's side interior door handleSwab N/A 25/05/2022 Complex mixed profile unsuitable for interp or comparison No - unsuitable
Murder JB7 - TRACE DNA SWAB (PAINTED PLASTIC) from rear passenger side exterior door handleSwab N/A 25/05/2022  Complex mixed profile unsuitable for interp or comparison No - unsuitable
Murder JB8 - TRACE DNA SWAB (PAINTED PLASTIC) from rear passenger side interior door handleSwab N/A 25/05/2022 Complex mixed profile unsuitable for interp or comparison No - unsuitable
Burglary EXHIBIT CR1 - TRACE DNA TAPELIFT, DRY RUBBER steering wheel Trace DNA Kit N/A 25/05/2022 Three person mixed DNA profile; NCIDD upload - Intel mixed DNA profile UKM1 Y - NCIDD upload
Burglary EXHIBIT CR2 - TRACE DNA TAPELIFT, DRY RUBBER gear stick Trace DNA Kit N/A 25/05/2022 Complex mixed profile unsuitable for interp or comparison No - unsuitable
Liberty offences EXHIBIT SGA - TRACE DNA SWAB - SMOOTH DRY PLASTIC Plunger end of used capped syringe in bowl on vanity in bathroomSwab N/A 19/05/2022 Testing ongoing Testing ongoing
Drug offence B-DRY PLASTIC inside QLD  second plastic packaging -located inside bootTrace DNA Kit N/A 26/05/2022 Testing ongoing Testing ongoing
Stalking AREA 4 SIDE A RT 4 - Excised piece of fabric;three (3)areas on A side and six (6) on B side of the brown towel.Scraping N/A 23/05/2022 Single source 20 loci DNA profile LR > 100 billion Y - > 100 Billion
Stalking AREA 1 SIDE B RT 4 - Excised piece of fabric;three (3)areas on A side and six (6) on B side of the brown towel.Scraping N/A 23/05/2022 Single source 20 loci DNA profile LR > 100 billion Y - > 100 Billion
Stalking AREA 2 SIDE B RT 4 - Excised piece of fabric;three (3)areas on A side and six (6) on B side of the brown towel.Scraping N/A 23/05/2022 Single source 20 loci DNA profile LR > 100 billion Y - > 100 Billion
Stalking AREA 4 SIDE B RT 4 - Excised piece of fabric;three (3)areas on A side and six (6) on B side of the brown towel.Scraping N/A 23/05/2022 SS DNA profile 9 loci and above LR > 100 billion Y - > 100 Billion
Stalking AREA 5 SIDE B RT 4 - Excised piece of fabric;three (3)areas on A side and six (6) on B side of the brown towel.Scraping N/A 23/05/2022 Single source 20 loci DNA profile LR > 100 billion Y - > 100 Billion
Stalking SIDE A AREA 1 (Tape Lift) [PSD 1093091712 B03] Tape Lift N/A 23/05/2022 SS DNA profile 9 loci and above LR > 100 billion Y - > 100 Billion
Stalking SIDE A AREA 2 (Tape Lift) [PSD 1093091712 E05] Tape Lift N/A 23/05/2022 Complex mixed profile unsuitable for interp or comparison No - unsuitable
Stalking SIDE A AREA 3 (Tape Lift) [PSD 1093091712 B04] Tape Lift N/A 23/05/2022 Two person mixed DNA profile; 2 person mix profile - support for contrib > 100 billion Y - > 100 Billion
Stalking SIDE A AREA 4 (Scraping) [PSD 1093091712 D02] Scraping N/A 23/05/2022 Two person mixed DNA profile; 2 person mix profile - support for contrib > 100 billion Y - > 100 Billion
Stalking SIDE A AREA 5 (Scraping) [PSD 1093091712 C12] Scraping N/A 23/05/2022 Two person mixed DNA profile; 2 person mix profile - support for contrib > 100 billion Y - > 100 Billion
Stalking SIDE A AREA 6 (Scraping) [PSD 1093091712 D03] Scraping N/A 23/05/2022 Testing ongoing Testing ongoing
Stalking SIDE A AREA 7 (Scraping) [PSD 1093091712 D12] Scraping N/A 23/05/2022 Single source 20 loci DNA profile LR > 100 billion Y - > 100 Billion
Stalking SIDE A AREA 8 (Tape Lift) [PSD 1093091712 E01] Tape Lift N/A 23/05/2022 Complex mixed profile unsuitable for interp or comparison No - unsuitable
Stalking SIDE B AREA 1 (Tape Lift) [PSD 1093091712 A11] Tape Lift N/A 23/05/2022 Complex mixed profile unsuitable for interp or comparison No - unsuitable
Stalking SIDE B AREA 2 (Tape Lift) [PSD 1093091712 G09] Tape Lift N/A 23/05/2022 SS DNA profile 9 loci and above LR > 100 billion Y - > 100 Billion
Stalking SIDE A AREA 1 (Scraping) [PSD 1093091712 F06] Scraping N/A 23/05/2022 Single source 20 loci DNA profile LR > 100 billion Y - > 100 Billion
Stalking SIDE A AREA 2 (Scraping) [PSD 1093091712 D09] Scraping N/A 23/05/2022 SS DNA profile 9 loci and above LR > 100 billion Y - > 100 Billion
Stalking SIDE A AREA 3 (Tape Lift) [PSD 1093091712 D10] Tape Lift N/A 23/05/2022 SS DNA profile 9 loci and above LR > 100 billion Y - > 100 Billion
Stalking SIDE A AREA 4 (Tape Lift) [PSD 1093091712 D11] Tape Lift N/A 23/05/2022 Testing ongoing Testing ongoing
Stalking SIDE B MARKED AREA (Scraping) [PSD 1093091712 G03] Scraping N/A 23/05/2022 Two person mixed DNA profile; 2 person mix profile - support for contrib > 100 billion Y - > 100 Billion
Stalking AREA 1 (Scraping) [PSD 1093091712 B06] Scraping N/A 23/05/2022 Single source 20 loci DNA profile LR > 100 billion Y - > 100 Billion
Stalking A - SWAB OF RIGHT HAND (Swab - Semen) [PSD 1093091712 G08] Swab - Semen N/A 23/05/2022 No DNA profile No - unsuitable
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Stalking AREA 1 SIDE A (Scraping) [PSD 1093091712 F02] Scraping N/A 23/05/2022 Complex mixed profile unsuitable for interp or comparison No - unsuitable
Stalking AREA 1 SIDE B (Scraping) [PSD 1093091712 F04] Scraping N/A 23/05/2022 SS DNA profile 9 loci and above LR > 100 billion Y - > 100 Billion
Stalking AREA 3 SIDE B (Scraping) [PSD 1093091712 F01] Scraping N/A 23/05/2022 Complex mixed profile unsuitable for interp or comparison No - unsuitable
Stalking AREA 4 SIDE B (Tape Lift) [PSD 1093091712 F08] Tape Lift N/A 23/05/2022 Complex mixed profile unsuitable for interp or comparison No - unsuitable
Stalking AREA 1 SIDE A (Scraping) [PSD 1093091712 G04] Scraping N/A 23/05/2022 SS DNA profile 9 loci and above LR > 100 billion Y - > 100 Billion
Stalking AREA 2 SIDE A (Fabric) [PSD 1093091712 G01] Fabric N/A 23/05/2022 Complex mixed profile unsuitable for interp or comparison No - unsuitable
Stalking AREA 3 SIDE A (Tape Lift) [PSD 1093091712 C05] Tape Lift N/A 23/05/2022 Complex mixed profile unsuitable for interp or comparison No - unsuitable
Drug offence (B) TRACE DNA - METAL Dial combination lock top of suitcase 2 Swab N/A 26/05/2022 Testing ongoing Testing ongoing
Drug offence (E) TAPE LIFT - PLASTIC Underside of suitcase 1 retractable handle Trace DNA Kit N/A 26/05/2022 Complex mixed profile unsuitable for interp or comparison No - unsuitable
Drug offence (F) TAPE LIFT - PLASTIC Underside of suitcase 2 retractable handle Trace DNA Kit N/A 26/05/2022 Complex mixed profile unsuitable for interp or comparison No - unsuitable
Drug offence (J) TAPE LIFT - PAPER Instruction manual in suitcase 4 Trace DNA Kit N/A 26/05/2022 Complex mixed profile unsuitable for interp or comparison No - unsuitable
Burglary EXHIBIT C - TRACE DNA TAPELIFT -SMOOTH DRY PLASTIC Underside of handle of yellow fuel containerTrace DNA Kit N/A 19/05/2022 Complex mixed profile unsuitable for interp or comparison No - unsuitable
Burglary E1 - STEEL HANDLES Trace DNA Kit N/A 26/05/2022 Complex mixed profile unsuitable for interp or comparison No - unsuitable
Burglary EXHIBIT A - TRACE DNA TAPELIFT - DIRTY DRY RUBBER Handle of wheelbarrowTrace DNA Kit N/A 19/05/2022 Complex mixed profile unsuitable for interp or comparison No - unsuitable
Drug offence EXHIBIT C - FABRIC Sample from the exterior of the white gloves Trace DNA Kit N/A 23/05/2022 Complex mixed profile unsuitable for interp or comparison No - unsuitable
Wounding C1. TRACE DNA on the handle of the knife on the kitchen sink. Swab N/A 19/05/2022 Complex mixed profile unsuitable for interp or comparison No - unsuitable
Wounding C2. on the blade of the knife on the kitchen sink. Swab - Blood N/A 19/05/2022 Complex mixed profile unsuitable for interp or comparison No - unsuitable
Deaths EXHIBIT P - DRY DARK STAIN Outside kitchen window sill Swab - Blood N/A 25/05/2022 Suspect check - support for contribution > 100 billion Y - > 100 Billion
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QUEENSLAND POLICE SERVICE 

QHFSS Bimonthly Meeting 

QHFSS Bimonthly Meeting – 17/03/2022 Page 1 of 2 

OFFICIAL 

OFFICIAL 

MINUTES
Meeting Date:  Thursday 17 March 2022 
Location: Microsoft Teams Meeting 
Time:  10:00am - 10:30am 
Chair:  Lara Keller 
Secretary: AO3 Delinda Brits 
Attendees: 
Supt Bruce McNab 
Insp David Neville 
Lara Keller 
Cathie Allen 

Item 
1.0 SAIK Discussion Group 

 Adam Griffin to establish SAIK discussion group again.
 Cathie and a QPS representative to be involved.
 To update document and make it happen.
 Bruce recapped that QPS position has not changed regarding Medical Officers taking

sample from victims.  He indicated a desire to have this resolved rapidly in the
interest of protecting victims.

 Lara indicated that the policy needed some amendment given it is missing process
around juveniles and victims.

2.0 Use FR as main database 
 To simplify process.
 Searching profiles on Qld database first, then if no hit to search National Database.
 Potential to cleanse NCIDD to remove duplicates
 Cathie mentioned potential risks and complex collaborative change management

process

ACTION ITEM: Both agencies to assess potential for using FR as primary search engine and 
only uploading unknown crime scene profiles and new person profiles to NCIDD.  to be 
reviewed at next meeting – risks/impacts from QHSS regarding FR as main search database 

3.0 Insufficient DNA for further processing results 
 Success rate of continuing testing of samples originally reported as ‘insufficient DNA

for further processing’ remains about 30%
 David explained the difficulties involved with QPS making decisions on testing of

samples when they do not have access to information regarding quantity and quality
of DNA present

ACTION ITEM: QHFSS to provide a report to QPS regarding their review of the efficacy of 
testing samples below the agreed threshold.  This report will be provided by 25th March 

 NEXT MEETING TBC 12TH May 2022
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EXECUTIVE BRIEFING NOTE 

SUBJECT: POTENTIAL ISSUES WITH TESTING OF DNA BY QUEENSLAND HEALTH 
FORENSIC AND SCIENTIFIC SERVICES 

PURPOSE: 

1. To inform the Commissioner of potential issues reported in the media relating to the testing
of DNA samples by Queensland Health Forensic and Scientific Services.

BACKGROUND: 

2. Queensland Health Forensic and Scientific Services (QHFSS) undertakes DNA testing on
behalf of the Queensland Police Service (QPS).  QHFSS receives partial funding directly
from government and additional funding from the QPS to deliver the service.  The cost to
the QPS is approximately $4.7 million per year.

3. Since November 2021 QHFSS has received continuous criticism in The Australian
newspaper about the DNA testing it performed as part of the  investigation into the
murder o  . The scope of the criticism has now widened to the threshold
value used by QHFSS to determine if testing of a sample should continue.

4. In February 2018 QHFSS made a recommendation to QPS that testing of samples
containing less than 0.008ng/uL of DNA should discontinue because the chance of
obtaining a profile would be less than 2%.  QHFSS advised that QPS could request testing
to continue if the sample was critical to a case.  Except for ‘Priority One’ samples, the QPS
agreed to discontinue testing at that point as a matter of routine based on the advice.

5. Prior to this threshold being established, it was routine for samples with low amounts of
DNA to undergo a process of concentration to improve the likelihood of attaining a profile.
It is understood that the removal of this process as a matter of routine resulted in a
significant cost saving for QHFSS.

6. On 14 November 2018 Inspector David Neville raised concern with Ms Cathie Allen,
Managing Scientist, QHFSS that the triage process may be problematic after 3 out of 4
below threshold samples from a murder investigation yielded a result after QPS requested
testing to continue.  At that time QHFSS provided reassurance that the success rate would
be lower than 2% and that the matter should be treated as an aberration.

7. On 26 November 2021 police investigating the murder of  raised concerns
about 33 samples that were initially reported as having ‘insufficient DNA for further testing’.
When QHFSS was requested to continue with testing, 10 of them yielding a full profile.

8. Based on the results of the case, the DNA Management Section undertook a
wider review of results achieved when the QPS requested testing to continue during the
period of July to December 2021.  This revealed 51 out of 160 samples provided a profile
when the QPS requested testing to continue.  This equates to a 30% success for samples
that did not meet testing threshold.

9. As a result of the internal review, on 13 December 2021 Inspector Neville requested an
explanation from Ms Allen as to why police were observing a 30% success rate for samples
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Continuation of Executive Briefing Note 
 
SUBJECT: POTENTIAL ISSUES WITH TESTING OF DNA BY QUEENSLAND HEALTH 

FORENSIC AND SCIENTIFIC SERVICES 
 

 
 

Page 2 

that were initially reported as ‘insufficient DNA for further testing’.  A request was also made 
for the threshold value to be reviewed to ensure it remained valid. 

10. On 17 February 2022 The Australian published another article relating to the  
case claiming that thresholds used by QHFSS to triage testing are too high.  It 

claims that the Queensland lab requires crime scene samples to have the equivalent of at 
least 22 cells to be fully tested, otherwise they are deemed to have insufficient DNA.  It 
claims that the threshold is double the 11 cells required in NSW, and almost three times the 
eight cells that the product manufacturer has used to obtain good quality DNA profiles. It 
alleges there is potentially a very large number of cases where offenders aren’t being 
identified when they should be.   

ISSUES: 

11. Over the past 12-month period approximately 4500 samples were reported by QHFSS as 
having ‘insufficient DNA for further testing’.  This would include samples from both volume 
and major crime matters.  The results of the internal review indicate a significant number of 
these (up to 30%) may have produced a profile if the samples were concentrated and 
testing continued. 

12. QHFSS indicated that it has moved the portion of the budget previously used to fund the 
sample concentration process to another area of the business. As a result, it may seek 
additional funding from the QPS if the process is reimplemented as a matter of routine. 

13. The truncation of testing of low concentration samples will also have saved significant 
processing and interpretation time within the laboratory.  A lowering of the threshold for 
testing to continue will mostly likely increase testing turnaround times. 

14. QHFSS is yet to address the concerns raised by Inspector Neville other than indicating they 
will respond in due course.  These concerns were raised prior to this issue around 
thresholds being raised in the media.   

15. A review of the sample triage processes undertaken at QHFSS is recommended to ensure 
the thresholds for further testing remain valid.  A letter under the hand of Commissioner 
requesting such review is attached for consideration of signing. 

RECOMMENDATION/S: 

16. That the content of the briefing note be noted. 

17. That the Commissioner sign the attached letter requesting an interdepartmental review of 
the sample triage processes implemented for DNA testing. 

 
 
 
D FRENCH 
A/ASSISTANT COMMISSIONER 
OPERATIONS SUPPORT COMMAND  

Contact Officer: 
Inspector David Neville 
Inspector, Biometrics 
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NOTED  /  SUPPORTED  /  APPROVED 
 
Comment: 
 
 
 
 
 
 
DEPUTY COMMISSIONER 
(CRIME, COUNTER-TERRORISM & 
SPECIALIST OPERATIONS) 
          /          / 

 
NOTED  /  SUPPORTED  /  APPROVED 
 
Comment: 
 
 
 
 
 
 
DEPUTY COMMISSIONER 
(REGIONAL QUEENSLAND) 
          /          / 

 
   NOTED  /  SUPPORTED  /  APPROVED 

 
Comment: 
 
 
 
 
 
 
DEPUTY COMMISSIONER 
(SOUTHERN QUEENSLAND) 
          /          / 

 
NOTED  /  SUPPORTED  /  APPROVED 
 
Comment: 
 
 
 
 

 
 

    DEPUTY COMMISSIONER  
    (STRATEGY & CORPORATE SERVICES) 

          /          / 
 
NOTED  /  SUPPORTED  /  APPROVED 
 
Comment: 
 
 
 
 

 
 

    COMMISSIONER 
          /          / 
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9 August 2022 

Dr John Wakefield PSM 
Director-General 
Queensland Health 
GPO Box 48 Brisbane, Queensland 4001 Australia 

Dear Dr Wakefield 

As you are aware, Queensland Health Forensic and Scientific Services 
(QHFSS) undertakes DNA testing on behalf of the Queensland Police Service 
(QPS).   

In February 2018 QHFSS made a recommendation to QPS that testing of 
samples containing less than 0.008ng/uL of DNA should discontinue because 
the chance of obtaining a profile would be less than 2%.  QHFSS advised that 
they would report samples below this threshold as ‘insufficient DNA for 
further testing’ and that QPS could request testing to continue if the sample 
was critical to a case.  Except for ‘Priority One’ samples, the QPS agreed to 
discontinue testing at that point as a matter of routine based on the advice. 

In December 2021 the QPS undertook a review of the success rate of obtaining 
a profile when it requested testing to continue for samples initially reported 
as ‘insufficient DNA for further testing’.  This revealed that 30% of the 
samples yielded a useable DNA profile when testing was continued.   

I understand that the sample triage process may have resulted in considerable 
cost and time savings, however the relatively high success rates observed 
when testing is continued raises concerns in relation to the threshold value 
used.  If the value is too high, it has the potential to result in offenders going 
undetected. 

I have been keeping abreast of commentary in The Australian relating to DNA 
testing undertaken by QHFSS.  On 17 February 2022 this widened to claims 
that thresholds used by QHFSS to triage testing are too high.  It stated that the 
Queensland lab requires crime scene samples to have the equivalent of at least 
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22 cells to be fully tested, otherwise they are deemed to have insufficient 
DNA.  It claimed that the threshold is double the 11 cells required in NSW, 
and almost three times the eight cells that the product manufacturer has used 
to obtain good quality DNA profiles.  
 
I am not able to assess the basis or legitimacy of the claims made by The 
Australian, however they come at a time where similar concerns have been 
raised internally within my organisation.   
 
Considering the current circumstances, I request that a review of the current 
DNA sample triage process be undertaken as a matter of urgency to ensure 
that the threshold value is still valid.  Such a review should include 
benchmarking practices with other DNA laboratories within Australia. 
 
I would request that an interdepartmental working party be established to 
undertake the review and offer the QPS to take a lead role.  Should 
independent advice be required during the review, I would recommend this 
would occur by way of mutual agreement between both agencies. 
 
The key point of contact within the QPS for the purposes of the review is 
Inspector David Neville, Biometrics, Forensic Services Group.  His contact 
number is  
  
 
Yours sincerely 
 
 
 
 
 
 
KATARINA CARROLL APM 
COMMISSIONER 
 
 
 
LETTER FORMATTING GUIDE: 
 
Font Size 12 (Palatino) or Size 11 to fit to a page only 
Margins for letters:  Left and right margins ~ 3.17 centimetres  
   Top of letter ~ 2.5 centimetres 
   Bottom of letter ~ between 3.3 centimetres to   
   1.5 centimetres 
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QUEENSLAND POLICE SERVICE 

Requested by: 

DOC Ref: 

File Ref: 

MINISTER FOR POLICE AND CORRECTIVE SERVICES and 
MINISTER FOR FIRE AND EMERGENCY SERVICES 

Submission for Approval  Briefing Note for Information 

Information for Minister’s Speech Joint Media Release  

Locality Brief Function Checklist 

MINISTER’S DUE DATE MINISTER’S APPROVAL REQUIRED BY 

SUBJECT: 

POTENTIAL ISSUES WITH TESTING OF DNA BY QUEENSLAND HEALTH FORENSIC AND 
SCIENTIFIC SERVICES 

RECOMMENDATION: 

That the Minister notes the content of this briefing note. 

NOTED / SUPPORTED 

Deputy Commissioner, 
Regional Queensland 

 /     /2020 

NOTED / APPROVED / NOT APPROVED 

The Honourable Mark Ryan MP 
Minister for Police and Corrective Services and 
Minister for Fire and Emergency Services 

/         /2020 

NOTED / SUPPORTED 

Katarina Carroll APM 
Commissioner 

 /     /2020 

MINISTER’S COMMENTS: 

COMMENTS: 

CRITICAL URGENT ROUTINE 
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MINISTERIAL BRIEFING NOTE / APPROVAL 
 
 
SUBJECT: POTENTIAL ISSUES WITH TESTING OF DNA BY QUEENSLAND HEALTH 

FORENSIC AND SCIENTIFIC SERVICES 
 

PURPOSE: 

1. To inform the Minister of potential issues reported in the news relating to the testing of DNA 
samples by Queensland Health Forensic and Scientific Services. 

BACKGROUND: 

2. Queensland Health Forensic and Scientific Services (QHFSS) undertakes DNA testing on 
behalf of the Queensland Police Service (QPS).  Since November 2021 QHFSS has received 
continuous criticism in The Australian newspaper about the testing it performed as part of the 

 investigation into the murder of . The scope of the criticism has 
widened to questioning the competence of the laboratory to generate a DNA profile from routine 
samples that include blood and samples taken from intimate areas. The news outlet has 
repeatedly requested an enquiry into QHFSS due to alleged systemic problems with testing.  
Copies of the relevant articles are attached.  

3. On 25 November 2021 the QPS provided advice to the Minister that DNA did not play a major 
role in the  investigation and that it was satisfied with the testing undertaken by 
QHFSS given it held NATA accreditation at the time. 

4. On 26 November 2021 police investigating the murder of  were aware of the 
ongoing newspaper articles and raised concerns in relation to some of the results reported to 
them by QHFSS.  Ten critical items, including a used condom, were reported as ‘DNA 
insufficient for further testing’.  Each of these items generated a profile when investigators 
requested reactivation of testing.  On 1 December 2021 Inspector David Neville, DNA 
Management Section raised concerns to Ms Cathie Allan, Managing Scientist, QHFSS about 
the high proportion of results for this case being reported as “DNA insufficient for further testing” 
which were later found to be able to generate a profile.   

5. The inability of QHFSS to attain a profile from a blood sample is a key criticism by The Australian 
based on advice from two independent DNA experts, including Dr Kirsty Wright who was 
engaged previously as a consultant by the QPS.  Due to the sustained criticism in the media 
and the results from the  case, in December 2021 the QPS undertook an internal review 
of other results where no DNA profile was reported to determine if there were any systemic 
issues.   

6. In February 2018 QHFSS made a recommendation to QPS that testing of samples containing 
less than 0.008ng/uL of DNA should discontinue because the chance of obtaining a profile would 
be less than 2%.  QHFSS advised that QPS could request testing to continue if the sample was 
critical to a case.  With the exception of ‘Priority One’ samples, the QPS agreed to discontinue 
testing at that point as a matter of routine based on the advice.  It is understood that this may 
have been a significant cost saving for QHFSS given it eliminated a stage of testing which 
involved concentration of samples to enhance the likelihood of obtaining a profile.    

7. On occasions for serious matters, the QPS has requested QHFSS to continue testing of samples 
which did not meet the concentration threshold.  The QPS internal review examined the success 
rate of obtaining a useable profile when this was requested. During the latter half of 2021, the 
QPS requested QHFSS to reactivate testing for 160 samples initially reported as “DNA 
insufficient for further testing”.  As a result, 51 of these went on to produce a useable DNA 
profile.  Based on these findings, on 13 December 2021 Inspector Neville raised further 
concerns with Ms Allen around the possible inappropriate truncation of testing resulting in results 
being missed. 
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8. On 17 December 2021 Inspector David Neville raised other concerns to Ms Allen about an 
obvious blood stain on a shard of glass which yielded a full profile when testing was requested 
to recommence.  This was of significance because this type of sample would also be expected 
to have a high concentration of DNA, yet it was initially reported as being below the 
concentration threshold. 

9. On 1 February 2022 the difference between the projected (<2%) and observed success rates 
(30%) for samples that supposedly contained a low concentration of DNA was raised as an 
issue during an interdepartmental meeting involving Acting Director Lara Keller, QHFSS, 
Superintendent Dale Frieberg, Ms Allen and Inspector Neville.  Ms Allen indicated that she had 
competing priorities but would respond to the concerns raised by the QPS in due course. 

10. The sustained media attention resulted in the Attorney General requesting that the Coroner 
conduct a new enquiry into the  case. 

ISSUES: 

11. Based on anecdotal evidence, it would appear that the process used to estimate the quantity of 
DNA present may be inaccurate on occasions. This is based on an examination of the types of 
samples which would be expected to contain very high concentrations of DNA including blood 
and the used condom.  Similar concerns were raised by the independent experts quoted by The 
Australian .  

12. Recent enquiries by the QPS have revealed that using concentration values to triage DNA 
testing is not common practice, at least within Australia.  One of the reasons for this is that 
process only provides an estimation. 

13. The murder of  occurred in .  If correct, the reported failings of testing 
including inability to obtain DNA from blood are not related to the discontinuation of testing 
based on concertation values, given this triage process did not commence until 2018. It is 
unknown if there is some other potential underlying issue contributing to samples failing to 
provide a profile. 

14. The QPS is still to receive an explanation from QHFSS in relation to difference in the predicted 
and observed success rate and the concerns raised in relation to items such as blood being 
reported as ‘DNA insufficient for further testing’.  It would appear that such concerns are also 
not being reported upwards within Queensland Health, despite the intense media scrutiny 
around this very issue at present.  Ms D’Ath, Minister for Health was reported in The Australian 
on 10 February 2022 as stating, “There has not been one body that has come forward that 
operates in this space every single day and said we have systemic failures.”  

RECOMMENDATION/S: 

15. That the content of the briefing note be noted. 
 
 
All statistics have been centrally verified by insert verifying person’s name/rank/designation. 
 
 
 
 
D FRENCH 
ACTING ASSISTANT COMMISSIONER 
OPERATIONS SUPPORT COMMAND 
 

Contact Officer: 
David Neville 
Inspector, Biometrics, Forensic Services Group  
Telephone:  
Date: 14/02/2021 
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Count of Useable result obtained Y/N
Useable result obtained Y/N Sample Category Exhibit # Result returned Total

N Cigarette Butt Complex mixed profile unsuitable for interp or comparison 1
Complex mixed profile unsuitable for interp or comparison 1
Complex mixed profile unsuitable for interp or comparison 1

Epithelial Fraction Complex mixed profile unsuitable for interp or comparison 1
Complex mixed profile unsuitable for interp or comparison 1
Complex mixed profile unsuitable for interp or comparison 1
Complex mixed profile unsuitable for interp or comparison 1
Complex mixed profile unsuitable for interp or comparison 1
Complex mixed profile unsuitable for interp or comparison 1
Complex mixed profile unsuitable for interp or comparison 1

Fabric Complex mixed profile unsuitable for interp or comparison 1
Complex mixed profile unsuitable for interp or comparison 1
Complex mixed profile unsuitable for interp or comparison 1
Complex mixed profile unsuitable for interp or comparison 1
Complex mixed profile unsuitable for interp or comparison 1
Complex mixed profile unsuitable for interp or comparison 1
Complex mixed profile unsuitable for interp or comparison 1
Complex mixed profile unsuitable for interp or comparison 1

Hair Complex mixed profile unsuitable for interp or comparison 1
Swab Complex mixed profile unsuitable for interp or comparison 1

Complex mixed profile unsuitable for interp or comparison 1
Complex mixed profile unsuitable for interp or comparison 1
Complex mixed profile unsuitable for interp or comparison 1
Complex mixed profile unsuitable for interp or comparison 1
Complex mixed profile unsuitable for interp or comparison 1
Complex mixed profile unsuitable for interp or comparison 1
Complex mixed profile unsuitable for interp or comparison 1
Complex mixed profile unsuitable for interp or comparison 1
Complex mixed profile unsuitable for interp or comparison 1
Complex mixed profile unsuitable for interp or comparison 1
Complex mixed profile unsuitable for interp or comparison 1
Partial DNA profile unsuitable for comparison purposes 1
Complex mixed profile unsuitable for interp or comparison 1
Complex mixed profile unsuitable for interp or comparison 1
Complex mixed profile unsuitable for interp or comparison 1
Complex mixed profile unsuitable for interp or comparison 1
Complex mixed profile unsuitable for interp or comparison 1
Complex mixed profile unsuitable for interp or comparison 1
Complex mixed profile unsuitable for interp or comparison 1
Complex mixed profile unsuitable for interp or comparison 1
Complex mixed profile unsuitable for interp or comparison 1
Complex mixed profile unsuitable for interp or comparison 1
Complex mixed profile unsuitable for interp or comparison 1
Complex mixed profile unsuitable for interp or comparison 1
Complex mixed profile unsuitable for interp or comparison 1
Complex mixed profile unsuitable for interp or comparison 1
Complex mixed profile unsuitable for interp or comparison 1
Complex mixed profile unsuitable for interp or comparison 1
Complex mixed profile unsuitable for interp or comparison 1
Complex mixed profile unsuitable for interp or comparison 1
Complex mixed profile unsuitable for interp or comparison 1
Complex mixed profile unsuitable for interp or comparison 1
Complex mixed profile unsuitable for interp or comparison 1
Complex mixed profile unsuitable for interp or comparison 1
Complex mixed profile unsuitable for interp or comparison 1
Complex mixed profile unsuitable for interp or comparison 1
Complex mixed profile unsuitable for interp or comparison 1

Swab - Blood Complex mixed profile unsuitable for interp or comparison 1
Complex mixed profile unsuitable for interp or comparison 1

Swab - Saliva Complex mixed profile unsuitable for interp or comparison 1
Tape Lift No DNA profile 1
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N Trace DNA Kit Complex mixed profile unsuitable for interp or comparison 1
Complex mixed profile unsuitable for interp or comparison 1
Complex mixed profile unsuitable for interp or comparison 1
Complex mixed profile unsuitable for interp or comparison 1
Complex mixed profile unsuitable for interp or comparison 1
Complex mixed profile unsuitable for interp or comparison 1
Complex mixed profile unsuitable for interp or comparison 1
Complex mixed profile unsuitable for interp or comparison 1
Complex mixed profile unsuitable for interp or comparison 1
Complex mixed profile unsuitable for interp or comparison 1
Complex mixed profile unsuitable for interp or comparison 1
Complex mixed profile unsuitable for interp or comparison 1
Complex mixed profile unsuitable for interp or comparison 1
Complex mixed profile unsuitable for interp or comparison 1
Complex mixed profile unsuitable for interp or comparison 1
Complex mixed profile unsuitable for interp or comparison 1
Complex mixed profile unsuitable for interp or comparison 1
Complex mixed profile unsuitable for interp or comparison 1
Complex mixed profile unsuitable for interp or comparison 1
Complex mixed profile unsuitable for interp or comparison 1
Complex mixed profile unsuitable for interp or comparison 1
Complex mixed profile unsuitable for interp or comparison 1
Complex mixed profile unsuitable for interp or comparison 1
Complex mixed profile unsuitable for interp or comparison 1
Complex mixed profile unsuitable for interp or comparison 1
Complex mixed profile unsuitable for interp or comparison 1
Complex mixed profile unsuitable for interp or comparison 1
Complex mixed profile unsuitable for interp or comparison 1
Complex mixed profile unsuitable for interp or comparison 1
Complex mixed profile unsuitable for interp or comparison 1
Complex mixed profile unsuitable for interp or comparison 1
Complex mixed profile unsuitable for interp or comparison 1
Complex mixed profile unsuitable for interp or comparison 1
Complex mixed profile unsuitable for interp or comparison 1
Complex mixed profile unsuitable for interp or comparison 1
Complex mixed profile unsuitable for interp or comparison 1
Complex mixed profile unsuitable for interp or comparison 1
Complex mixed profile unsuitable for interp or comparison 1
Complex mixed profile unsuitable for interp or comparison 1

N Total 100
Testing ongoing Fabric Testing ongoing 1

Trace DNA Kit Testing ongoing 1
Testing ongoing 1
Testing ongoing 1
Testing ongoing 1
Testing ongoing 1
Testing ongoing 1
Testing ongoing 1

Testing ongoing Total 8
Y Cigarette Butt Single source DNA profile NCIDD Upload UKM 1

Two person mixed DNA profile 1
Single source DNA profile NCIDD Upload UKM 1
Single source DNA profile NCIDD Upload UKM 1

Epithelial Fraction Single Source DNA profile - assumed known contributor 1
3 person mix - support for contribution 1000 to 10 000 & 3 person mix profile - support for contrib > 100 billion 1
Single Source DNA profile - assumed known contributor 1
2 person mix profile - support for contrib > 100 billion 1
2 person mix profile - support for contrib > 100 billion 1
Single Source DNA profile - assumed known contributor 1

Fabric Two person mixed DNA profile NCIDD upload - Intel mixed DNA profile UKF 1
Mix - Support for contribution 2 to 1 million & Mix - Support for contribution 1 million to 100 billion & Mix - Support for contribution 2 to 1 million & Mix - support for contrib > 100 billion 1

Scraping 3 person mixed profile - conditioned on 1
3 person mixed profile - conditioned on 1
Single source 20 loci DNA profile LR > 100 billion 1
2 person mixed profile - conditioned on 1
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Y Swab  3 person mix profile - support for contrib > 100 billion 1
3 person mix profile - support for contrib > 100 billion 1
2 person mixed profile - conditioned on & 2 person mix rem - support for contribution > 100 billion 1
2 person mixed profile - conditioned on 1
3 person mixed profile - conditioned on & 3 person mix rem - support for contribution > 100 billion 1
3 person mixed profile - conditioned on & 3 person mix rem - support for contribution > 100 billion 1
2 person mixed profile - conditioned on & 2 person mix remaining - support for contrib 100 to 1000 1
3 person mixed profile - conditioned on & 3 person mix rem - support for contribution > 100 billion 1
3 person mixed profile - conditioned on & 3 person mix rem - support for contribution > 100 billion 1
3 person mixed profile - conditioned on & 3 person rem - support for contrib 1 billion-100 billion 1
3 person mixed profile - conditioned on & 3 person mix rem - support for contribution > 100 billion 1
3 person mixed profile - conditioned on & 3 person mix rem - support for contribution > 100 billion 1
2 person mix profile - support for contrib > 100 billion 1
2 person mix, support for contrib 10 000 - 100 000 & 2 person mix profile - support for contrib > 100 billion 1
2 person mixed profile - conditioned on 1
Single source DNA profile UKF 1
2 person mixed profile - conditioned on & NCIDD upload remaining contribution UKM 1
Three person mixed DNA profile  NCIDD upload UKM 1
3 person mix profile - support for contrib > 100 billion 1
Mix - Support for contribution 2 to 1 million & Mix - support for contrib > 100 billion 1
3 person mix profile - support for contrib > 100 billion 1
3 person mix profile - support for contrib > 100 billion 1
3 person mix rem - support for contribution > 100 billion & 3 person mix - support for contrib 1 million - 1 billion 1
2 person mix profile - support for contrib > 100 billion 1
3 person mix profile - support for contrib > 100 billion 1

Swab - Blood 2 person mix profile - support for contrib > 100 billion 1
2 person mix profile - support for contrib > 100 billion 1
3 person mix profile - support for contrib > 100 billion 1
SS DNA profile 9 loci and above LR > 100 billion 1
Three person mixed DNA profile 1

Tape Lift 3 person mixed profile - conditioned on 1
Two person mixed DNA profile 1

Trace DNA Kit Single Source DNA profile - assumed known contributor 1
Three person mixed DNA profile, No statistical interpretation performed 1
Mix - Support for contribution 2 to 1 million & Mix - support for contrib > 100 billion 1

Y Total 51
Grand Total 159
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Exh Desc Sample Category Date request sent Result returned Useable result obtained Y/N
Scraping marked area Scraping 04/01/2021 Single source 20 loci DNA profile LR > 100 billion Y
B1 - Blood swab Swab - Blood 07/01/2021 2 person mix profile - support for contrib > 100 billion Y
Trace DNA tapelift Trace DNA Kit 18/01/2021 Complex mixed profile unsuitable for interp or comparison N
- trace DNA tape lift, dry plastic Trace DNA Kit 18/01/2021 Complex mixed profile unsuitable for interp or comparison N
Wet right cheek Swab 20/01/2021 Complex mixed profile unsuitable for interp or comparison N
Dry right cheek Swab 20/01/2021 Complex mixed profile unsuitable for interp or comparison N
Vulval dry #1 Swab 22/01/2021 Complex mixed profile unsuitable for interp or comparison N
Swab - Saliva  No stain, plastic surfaces, Swab - Saliva 27/01/2021 Complex mixed profile unsuitable for interp or comparison N
Swab - Blood A1. (Light stain) Swab - Blood 03/02/2021 SS DNA profile 9 loci and above LR > 100 billion Y
Graph B - Trace DNA lift of fly screen Trace DNA Kit 08/02/2021 Complex mixed profile unsuitable for interp or comparison N
Trace Item B8: DNA tapelift Trace DNA Kit 12/02/2021 Complex mixed profile unsuitable for interp or comparison N
Trace Item B11: DNA tapelift Trace DNA Kit 12/02/2021 Complex mixed profile unsuitable for interp or comparison N
Trace Item B15: DNA tapelift Trace DNA Kit 12/02/2021 Complex mixed profile unsuitable for interp or comparison N
Trace Item B25: DNA tapelift Trace DNA Kit 12/02/2021 Complex mixed profile unsuitable for interp or comparison N
Trace Item B27: DNA tapelift Trace DNA Kit 12/02/2021 Complex mixed profile unsuitable for interp or comparison N
A1 Trace DNA - metal and plastic Swab 16/02/2021 Complex mixed profile unsuitable for interp or comparison N
EXHIBIT G - trace - plastic Swab 17/02/2021 Complex mixed profile unsuitable for interp or comparison N
EXHIBIT H - trace - plastic Swab 17/02/2021 Complex mixed profile unsuitable for interp or comparison N
EXHIBIT K - trace - plastic Swab 17/02/2021 Complex mixed profile unsuitable for interp or comparison N
EXHIBIT L - trace - metal Swab 17/02/2021 Complex mixed profile unsuitable for interp or comparison N
Exhibit B - plastic/vinyl Trace DNA Kit 17/02/2021 Complex mixed profile unsuitable for interp or comparison N
Swab inside wet and dry Swab 19/02/2021  3 person mix profile - support for contrib > 100 billion Y
Swab outside wet & dry Swab 19/02/2021 3 person mix profile - support for contrib > 100 billion Y
Item 2: Trace tapelift Trace DNA Kit 19/02/2021 Complex mixed profile unsuitable for interp or comparison N
Item 3: Trace DNA swab Swab 19/02/2021 Complex mixed profile unsuitable for interp or comparison N
NN1 nil visible plastic Trace DNA Kit 23/02/2021 Complex mixed profile unsuitable for interp or comparison N
dry perianal Epithelial Fraction 24/02/2021 Single Source DNA profile - assumed known contributor Y
Trace A1 - nil visible material. Timber Trace DNA Kit 24/02/2021 Complex mixed profile unsuitable for interp or comparison N
Trace B.On  synthetic material. No stain. Trace DNA Kit 25/02/2021 Complex mixed profile unsuitable for interp or comparison N
Trace D.On synthetic material. No stain. Trace DNA Kit 25/02/2021 Complex mixed profile unsuitable for interp or comparison N
- Trace DNA - plastic Swab 02/03/2021 3 person mix profile - support for contrib > 100 billion Y
Epithelial FractionAP positive area Epithelial Fraction 02/03/2021 Complex mixed profile unsuitable for interp or comparison N
C trace DNA tape lift, metal Trace DNA Kit 04/03/2021 Complex mixed profile unsuitable for interp or comparison N
blood swab red dry drip Swab - Blood 04/03/2021 Complex mixed profile unsuitable for interp or comparison N
blood stain brown dry smear Fabric 04/03/2021 Complex mixed profile unsuitable for interp or comparison N
Graph A Trace DNA rubber of roller door Swab 10/03/2021 Complex mixed profile unsuitable for interp or comparison N
A Trace DNA plastic Swab 16/03/2021 Complex mixed profile unsuitable for interp or comparison N
B Trace DNA plastic Swab 16/03/2021 3 person mix profile - support for contrib > 100 billion Y
penis dorsum Swab 18/03/2021 Complex mixed profile unsuitable for interp or comparison N
Red Stain on Tawny Port box Swab - Blood 22/03/2021 2 person mix profile - support for contrib > 100 billion Y
Swab - Blood E - Nil stains Swab - Blood 22/03/2021 Three person mixed DNA profile Y
GR6- Swab Swab 22/03/2021 Single source DNA profile UKF Y
GR7- Swab Swab 22/03/2021 Partial DNA profile unsuitable for comparison purposes N
POSTERIOR INTROITUS Swab 25/03/2021 Complex mixed profile unsuitable for interp or comparison N
C - Trace DNA dry rubber Swab 25/03/2021 Complex mixed profile unsuitable for interp or comparison N
A. ON FABRIC, NO STAIN Trace DNA Kit 01/04/2021 Complex mixed profile unsuitable for interp or comparison N
B - trace DNA swab metal Swab 20/04/2021 Complex mixed profile unsuitable for interp or comparison N
Graph A1 Trace DNA metal Swab 27/04/2021 Three person mixed DNA profile  NCIDD upload UKM Y
Graph A5 Trace DNA Metal Trace DNA Kit 27/04/2021 Complex mixed profile unsuitable for interp or comparison N
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RP2: TRACE DNA SWAB Swab 28/04/2021 3 person mix profile - support for contrib > 100 billion Y
Swab - Blood DRIED RED STAIN Swab - Blood 05/05/2021 3 person mix profile - support for contrib > 100 billion Y
Exhibit B - Timber Trace DNA Kit 06/05/2021 Complex mixed profile unsuitable for interp or comparison N
C3A: Combur positive yellow/orange stained area Fabric 17/05/2021 Complex mixed profile unsuitable for interp or comparison N
Epithelial Fraction Area 2 Section 1 Epithelial Fraction 17/05/2021 Complex mixed profile unsuitable for interp or comparison N
Epithelial Fraction Area 2 Section 2 Epithelial Fraction 17/05/2021 Complex mixed profile unsuitable for interp or comparison N
Trace DNA tape lift, dry plastic Trace DNA Kit 25/05/2021 Complex mixed profile unsuitable for interp or comparison N
Trace DNA swab - dry plastic Swab 25/05/2021 Complex mixed profile unsuitable for interp or comparison N
'AA' - trace DNA lift - polyester Trace DNA Kit 26/05/2021 Complex mixed profile unsuitable for interp or comparison N
'AB' - trace DNA lift - polyester Trace DNA Kit 26/05/2021 Complex mixed profile unsuitable for interp or comparison N
Swab - Blood Combur positive black stain on RHS of stock. Swab - Blood 28/05/2021 Complex mixed profile unsuitable for interp or comparison N
A) NIL VISIBLE MATERIAL, METAL (Trace DNA Kit) Trace DNA Kit 08/06/2021 Complex mixed profile unsuitable for interp or comparison N
B) NIL VISIBLE MATERIAL, PLASTIC (Trace DNA Kit) Trace DNA Kit 08/06/2021 Complex mixed profile unsuitable for interp or comparison N
PERIANAL WET (Swab) Swab 21/06/2021 2 person mixed profile - conditioned on & 2 person mix rem - 

support for contribution > 100 billion
Y

BUTTOCKS GLUTEAL FOLD WET (Swab) Swab 21/06/2021 Complex mixed profile unsuitable for interp or comparison N
A-TRACE DNA- NIL VISIBLE STAIN-LATEX SURFACE (Swab) Swab 23/06/2021 Mix - Support for contribution 2 to 1 million & Mix - support for 

contrib > 100 billion 
Y

LOW VAGINAL (Swab) Swab 25/06/2021 Complex mixed profile unsuitable for interp or comparison N
ITEM 31A - SWAB OF RED COLOURED STAIN (Swab) Swab 02/07/2021 Complex mixed profile unsuitable for interp or comparison N
ITEM LG1C - TRACE DNA SWAB DRY METAL (Swab) Swab 02/07/2021 Complex mixed profile unsuitable for interp or comparison N
LOW VAGINAL (Swab) Swab 02/07/2021 Complex mixed profile unsuitable for interp or comparison N
TRACE DNA. PLASTIC GLOVE. NON VISIBLE. (Swab) Swab 05/07/2021 Complex mixed profile unsuitable for interp or comparison N
EXHIBIT A1 - TRACE DNA FROM DRY METAL (Swab) Swab 15/07/2021 Complex mixed profile unsuitable for interp or comparison N
OUTSIDE FRONT MARKED AREA (Epithelial Fraction) Epithelial Fraction 22/07/2021 Complex mixed profile unsuitable for interp or comparison N
INSIDE FRONT MARKED AREA (Epithelial Fraction) Epithelial Fraction 22/07/2021 Complex mixed profile unsuitable for interp or comparison N
INSIDE BACK MARKED AREA 1 (Epithelial Fraction) Epithelial Fraction 22/07/2021 Complex mixed profile unsuitable for interp or comparison N
ITEM C3(I). TDNA TAPE LIFT INTERIOR SURFACE OF (Trace DNA Kit) Trace DNA Kit 22/07/2021 Complex mixed profile unsuitable for interp or comparison N
SECTION 1 (Tape Lift) Tape Lift 26/07/2021 3 person mixed profile - conditioned on Y
SECTION 2 (Tape Lift) Tape Lift 26/07/2021 Two person mixed DNA profile Y
SECTION 1 (Scraping) Scraping 26/07/2021 3 person mixed profile - conditioned on Y
SECTION 2 (Scraping) Scraping 26/07/2021 3 person mixed profile - conditioned on Y
LOW VAGINAL (Swab) Swab 27/07/2021 3 person mixed profile - conditioned on & 3 person mix rem - 

support for contribution > 100 billion
Y

VAGINAL (Swab) Swab 29/07/2021 2 person mixed profile - conditioned on Y
EXCISED AREA SIDE A (Fabric) Fabric 29/07/2021 Two person mixed DNA profile NCIDD upload - Intel mixed DNA 

profile UKF
Y

CERVICAL (Swab) Swab 03/08/2021 2 person mixed profile - conditioned on & NCIDD upload 
remaining contribution UKM

Y

HIGH VAGINAL 1 (Swab) Swab 06/08/2021 2 person mixed profile - conditioned on Y
GROIN DRY (Swab) Swab 09/08/2021 3 person mixed profile - conditioned on & 3 person mix rem - 

support for contribution > 100 billion 
Y

PERINEUM (Epithelial Fraction) Epithelial Fraction 09/08/2021 Single Source DNA profile - assumed known contributor Y
ABDOMEN WET (Epithelial Fraction) Epithelial Fraction 09/08/2021 Complex mixed profile unsuitable for interp or comparison N
E2 - TRACE DNA - PLASTIC (Swab) Swab 10/08/2021 Complex mixed profile unsuitable for interp or comparison N
E3 - TWINE (Trace DNA Kit) Trace DNA Kit 10/08/2021 Complex mixed profile unsuitable for interp or comparison N
A - TRACE DNA SWAB (METAL) (Swab) Swab 10/08/2021 Complex mixed profile unsuitable for interp or comparison N
INSIDE BACK MARKED AREA 2 (Tape Lift) Tape Lift 11/08/2021 No DNA profile N
EXHIBIT A - TRACE DNA TAPE LIFT NO STAIN SANDPAPER (Trace DNA Kit) Trace DNA Kit 25/08/2021 Three person mixed DNA profile, No statistical interpretation 

performed
Y
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E1 - TRACE DNA - PLASTIC (Swab) Swab 25/08/2021 Complex mixed profile unsuitable for interp or comparison N
E2- TRACE DNA - WOOD (Swab) Swab 25/08/2021 Complex mixed profile unsuitable for interp or comparison N
Pooled exhibit (FEN 1094263141,1094263162,1094263188,1094263193) Trace DNA from green strapTrace DNA Kit 06/09/2021 Complex mixed profile unsuitable for interp or comparison N
RB60 - TOP OF BACKREST OF CHAIR (Swab) Swab 06/09/2021 3 person mix rem - support for contribution > 100 billion & 3 

person mix - support for contrib 1 million - 1 billion
Y

B6 - EXCISED PIECE LUMINOL&TMB POSITIVE FABRIC (Fabric) Fabric 06/09/2021 Complex mixed profile unsuitable for interp or comparison N
P6 - EXCISED PIECE OF FABRIC FROM LUMINOL TMB + (Fabric) Fabric 06/09/2021 Complex mixed profile unsuitable for interp or comparison N
P7 - EXCISED PIECE OF FABRIC FROM LUMINOL TMB + (Fabric) Fabric 06/09/2021 Complex mixed profile unsuitable for interp or comparison N
P10 - EXCISED PIECE OF FABRIC FROM LUMINOL TMB + (Fabric) Fabric 06/09/2021 Testing ongoing Testing ongoing
S7 - EXCISED PIECE OF FABRIC FROM BLOODSTAIN (Fabric) Fabric 06/09/2021 Complex mixed profile unsuitable for interp or comparison N
ITEM SB1A- TRACE DNA SWAB (Swab) Swab 13/09/2021 2 person mix profile - support for contrib > 100 billion Y
ITEM SB7 - TRACE DNA SWAB (Swab) Swab 13/09/2021 2 person mix, support for contrib 10 000 - 100 000 & 2 person mix 

profile - support for contrib > 100 billion
Y

RB100A - EXCISE OF BLOODSTAIN (Fabric) Fabric 13/09/2021 Complex mixed profile unsuitable for interp or comparison N
LEFT NAILS (Fingernail Scraping) Scraping 13/09/2021 2 person mixed profile - conditioned on Y
RB109A - TAPELIFT OF EXTERIOR (Trace DNA Kit) Trace DNA Kit 13/09/2021 Mix - Support for contribution 2 to 1 million & Mix - support for 

contrib > 100 billion
Y

ITEM V9 (Swab) Swab 13/09/2021 2 person mix profile - support for contrib > 100 billion Y
ITEM V28 (Swab) Swab 13/09/2021 3 person mix profile - support for contrib > 100 billion Y
B. NO STAIN ON PLASTIC COVER (Trace DNA Kit) Trace DNA Kit 14/09/2021 Complex mixed profile unsuitable for interp or comparison N
WET GLANS PENIS (Swab) Swab 14/09/2021 3 person mixed profile - conditioned on & 3 person mix rem - 

support for contribution > 100 billion
Y

DRY GLANS PENIS (Swab) Swab 14/09/2021 2 person mixed profile - conditioned on & 2 person mix remaining - 
support for contrib 100 to 1000 

Y

WET SHAFT PENIS (Swab) Swab 14/09/2021 3 person mixed profile - conditioned on & 3 person mix rem - 
support for contribution > 100 billion 

Y

DRY SHAFT PENIS (Swab) Swab 14/09/2021 3 person mixed profile - conditioned on & 3 person mix rem - 
support for contribution > 100 billion 

Y

WET BASE PENIS (Swab) Swab 14/09/2021 3 person mixed profile - conditioned on & 3 person rem - support 
for contrib 1 billion-100 billion 

Y

DRY BASE PENIS (Swab) Swab 14/09/2021 3 person mixed profile - conditioned on & 3 person mix rem - 
support for contribution > 100 billion 

Y

RIGHT THIGH WET (Epithelial Fraction) Epithelial Fraction 14/09/2021 Single Source DNA profile - assumed known contributor Y
A4) METAL SURFACE (Trace DNA Kit) Trace DNA Kit 14/09/2021 Complex mixed profile unsuitable for interp or comparison N
A3) METAL SURFACE (Trace DNA Kit) Trace DNA Kit 14/09/2021 Complex mixed profile unsuitable for interp or comparison N
KG3 - TRACE DNA OF PLASTIC (Trace DNA Kit) Trace DNA Kit 14/09/2021 Testing ongoing Testing ongoing
T2 - TRACE DNA TAPELIFT (Trace DNA Kit) Trace DNA Kit 14/09/2021 Complex mixed profile unsuitable for interp or comparison N
LB1. CIGARETTE BUTT - BE103 (Cigarette Butt) Cigarette Butt 14/09/2021 Single source DNA profile NCIDD Upload UKM Y
LB2A. CIGARETTE BUTT - A148 (Cigarette Butt) Cigarette Butt 14/09/2021 Complex mixed profile unsuitable for interp or comparison N
LB7. CIGARETTE BUTT. NO MARKING - (Cigarette Butt) Cigarette Butt 14/09/2021 Complex mixed profile unsuitable for interp or comparison N
LB15. CIGARETTE BUTT. MARKING A223 (Cigarette Butt) Cigarette Butt 14/09/2021 Complex mixed profile unsuitable for interp or comparison N
LB20. CIGARETTE BUTT. NO MARKING - WEATHERED (Cigarette Butt) Cigarette Butt 14/09/2021 Two person mixed DNA profile Y
KG22 - TRACE DNA TAPE LIFT (Trace DNA Kit) Trace DNA Kit 14/09/2021 Complex mixed profile unsuitable for interp or comparison N
KG26 - TRACE DNA TAPE LIFT (Trace DNA Kit) Trace DNA Kit 14/09/2021 Testing ongoing Testing ongoing
EX (TT11): MARKED A126 (Cigarette Butt) Cigarette Butt 14/09/2021 Single source DNA profile NCIDD Upload UKM Y
EX (TT14): MARKED VP114 (Cigarette Butt) Cigarette Butt 14/09/2021 Single source DNA profile NCIDD upload UKM Y
PG1 - TRACE DNA TAPELIFT (PLASTIC AND GLASS) (Trace DNA Kit) Trace DNA Kit 14/09/2021 Complex mixed profile unsuitable for interp or comparison N
RB110B - OPENING AND BAND (Epithelial Fraction) Epithelial Fraction 20/09/2021 3 person mix - support for contribution 1000 to 10 000 & 3 person 

mix profile - support for contrib > 100 billion 
Y

RB110C - INTERIOR (Epithelial Fraction) Epithelial Fraction 20/09/2021 2 person mix profile - support for contrib > 100 billion Y
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B110A - EXTERIOR SHAFT (Epithelial Fraction) Epithelial Fraction 20/09/2021 2 person mix profile - support for contrib > 100 billion Y
TEM SB18A - TRACE DNA SWAB (Swab) Swab 20/09/2021 Complex mixed profile unsuitable for interp or comparison N
10 MM FROM WATB MATTED ROOT END CLUMP (Hair) Hair 20/09/2021 Complex mixed profile unsuitable for interp or comparison N
B17 - RIGHT CALF (Trace DNA Kit) Trace DNA Kit 20/09/2021 Testing ongoing Testing ongoing
B21 - LEFT ANKLE (Trace DNA Kit) Trace DNA Kit 20/09/2021 Complex mixed profile unsuitable for interp or comparison N
B22 - LEFT CALF (Trace DNA Kit) Trace DNA Kit 20/09/2021 Single Source DNA profile - assumed known contributor Y
B78A - EXCISE OF BLOODSTAINS (Fabric) Fabric 20/09/2021 Mix - Support for contribution 2 to 1 million & Mix - Support for 

contribution 1 million to 100 billion & Mix - Support for 
contribution 2 to 1 million & Mix - support for contrib > 100 billion

Y

TEM V5 (Swab) Swab 20/09/2021 Complex mixed profile unsuitable for interp or comparison N
TEM V6 (Swab) Swab 20/09/2021 Complex mixed profile unsuitable for interp or comparison N
TEM V10 (Swab Swab 20/09/2021 Complex mixed profile unsuitable for interp or comparison N
TEM V17 - CUTTING OF FABRIC (Fabric) Fabric 20/09/2021 Complex mixed profile unsuitable for interp or comparison N
TEM V18 (Swab) Swab 20/09/2021 Complex mixed profile unsuitable for interp or comparison N
TEM V26 (Swab) Swab 20/09/2021 Complex mixed profile unsuitable for interp or comparison N
TEM V27 (Swab) Swab 20/09/2021 Complex mixed profile unsuitable for interp or comparison N
TEM V34 (Swab) Swab 20/09/2021 Complex mixed profile unsuitable for interp or comparison N
TEM C2 (Trace DNA Kit) Trace DNA Kit 27/09/2021 Testing ongoing Testing ongoing
TEM C4 (Trace DNA Kit) Trace DNA Kit 27/09/2021 Testing ongoing Testing ongoing
TEM C7 (Trace DNA Kit) Trace DNA Kit 27/09/2021 Testing ongoing Testing ongoing
TEM D1 (Trace DNA Kit) Trace DNA Kit 27/09/2021 Complex mixed profile unsuitable for interp or comparison N
TEM D2 (Trace DNA Kit) Trace DNA Kit 27/09/2021 Complex mixed profile unsuitable for interp or comparison N
TEM D10 (Trace DNA Kit) Trace DNA Kit 27/09/2021 Complex mixed profile unsuitable for interp or comparison N
TEM D11 (Trace DNA Kit) Trace DNA Kit 27/09/2021 Complex mixed profile unsuitable for interp or comparison N
TEM D12 (Trace DNA Kit) Trace DNA Kit 27/09/2021 Complex mixed profile unsuitable for interp or comparison N
TEM D14 (Trace DNA Kit) Trace DNA Kit 27/09/2021 Complex mixed profile unsuitable for interp or comparison N
TEM D19 (Trace DNA Kit) Trace DNA Kit 27/09/2021 Testing ongoing Testing ongoing
R5A -TRACE DNA SWAB OF RIDGED SURFACE (Swab) Swab 27/09/2021 Complex mixed profile unsuitable for interp or comparison N
XHIBIT A1 TRACE DNA PLASTIC (Swab - Other) Swab 28/09/2021 Complex mixed profile unsuitable for interp or comparison N
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Exhibit # Offence Exh Desc Sample Category Sexual off sample category Date request sent Result returned Result obtained Y/N
Sexual offences Scraping marked area Scraping Bedding 04/01/2021 Single source 20 loci DNA profile LR > 100 billion Y - > 100 Billion
Murder B1 - Blood swab Swab - Blood 07/01/2021 2 person mix profile - support for contrib > 100 billion Y - > 100 Billion
Robbery offences Trace DNA tapelift Trace DNA Kit 18/01/2021 Complex mixed profile unsuitable for interp or comparison No - unsuitable
Burglary - trace DNA tape lift, dry plastic Trace DNA Kit 18/01/2021 Complex mixed profile unsuitable for interp or comparison No - unsuitable
Sexual offences Wet right cheek Swab Body 20/01/2021 Complex mixed profile unsuitable for interp or comparison No - unsuitable
Sexual offences Dry right cheek Swab Body 20/01/2021 Complex mixed profile unsuitable for interp or comparison No - unsuitable
Sexual offences Vulval dry #1 Swab Intimate 22/01/2021 Complex mixed profile unsuitable for interp or comparison No - unsuitable
Burglary Swab - Saliva  No stain, plastic surfaces, Swab - Saliva 27/01/2021 Complex mixed profile unsuitable for interp or comparison No - unsuitable
Wounding Swab - Blood A1. (Light stain) Swab - Blood 03/02/2021 SS DNA profile 9 loci and above LR > 100 billion Y - > 100 Billion
GBH Graph B - Trace DNA lift of fly screen Trace DNA Kit 08/02/2021 Complex mixed profile unsuitable for interp or comparison No - unsuitable
Murder Trace Item B8: DNA tapelift Trace DNA Kit 12/02/2021 Complex mixed profile unsuitable for interp or comparison No - unsuitable
Murder Trace Item B11: DNA tapelift Trace DNA Kit 12/02/2021 Complex mixed profile unsuitable for interp or comparison No - unsuitable
Murder Trace Item B15: DNA tapelift Trace DNA Kit 12/02/2021 Complex mixed profile unsuitable for interp or comparison No - unsuitable
Murder Trace Item B25: DNA tapelift Trace DNA Kit 12/02/2021 Complex mixed profile unsuitable for interp or comparison No - unsuitable
Murder Trace Item B27: DNA tapelift Trace DNA Kit 12/02/2021 Complex mixed profile unsuitable for interp or comparison No - unsuitable
Stealing A1 Trace DNA - metal and plastic Swab 16/02/2021 Complex mixed profile unsuitable for interp or comparison No - unsuitable
Dep Lib EXHIBIT G - trace - plastic Swab 17/02/2021 Complex mixed profile unsuitable for interp or comparison No - unsuitable
Dep Lib EXHIBIT H - trace - plastic Swab 17/02/2021 Complex mixed profile unsuitable for interp or comparison No - unsuitable
Dep Lib EXHIBIT K - trace - plastic Swab 17/02/2021 Complex mixed profile unsuitable for interp or comparison No - unsuitable
Dep Lib EXHIBIT L - trace - metal Swab 17/02/2021 Complex mixed profile unsuitable for interp or comparison No - unsuitable
Dep Lib Exhibit B - plastic/vinyl Trace DNA Kit 17/02/2021 Complex mixed profile unsuitable for interp or comparison No - unsuitable
Sexual offences Swab inside wet and dry Swab Condom 19/02/2021  3 person mix profile - support for contrib > 100 billion Y - > 100 Billion
Sexual offences Swab outside wet & dry Swab Condom 19/02/2021 3 person mix profile - support for contrib > 100 billion Y - > 100 Billion
Missing person Item 2: Trace tapelift Trace DNA Kit 19/02/2021 Complex mixed profile unsuitable for interp or comparison No - unsuitable
Missing person Item 3: Trace DNA swab Swab 19/02/2021 Complex mixed profile unsuitable for interp or comparison No - unsuitable
Burglary NN1 nil visible plastic Trace DNA Kit 23/02/2021 Complex mixed profile unsuitable for interp or comparison No - unsuitable
Sexual offences dry perianal Epithelial Fraction Intimate 24/02/2021 Single Source DNA profile - assumed known contributor Y - Single source - assumed contrib
Weapons offence Trace A1 - nil visible material. Timber Trace DNA Kit 24/02/2021 Complex mixed profile unsuitable for interp or comparison No - unsuitable
Burglary Trace B.On  synthetic material. No stain. Trace DNA Kit 25/02/2021 Complex mixed profile unsuitable for interp or comparison No - unsuitable
Burglary Trace D.On synthetic material. No stain. Trace DNA Kit 25/02/2021 Complex mixed profile unsuitable for interp or comparison No - unsuitable
Assault - Trace DNA - plastic Swab 02/03/2021 3 person mix profile - support for contrib > 100 billion Y - > 100 Billion
Sexual offences Epithelial FractionAP positive area Epithelial Fraction Other 02/03/2021 Complex mixed profile unsuitable for interp or comparison No - unsuitable
Dep Lib C trace DNA tape lift, metal Trace DNA Kit 04/03/2021 Complex mixed profile unsuitable for interp or comparison No - unsuitable
Dep Lib blood swab red dry drip Swab - Blood 04/03/2021 Complex mixed profile unsuitable for interp or comparison No - unsuitable
Dep Lib blood stain brown dry smear Fabric 04/03/2021 Complex mixed profile unsuitable for interp or comparison No - unsuitable
Burglary Graph A Trace DNA rubber of roller door Swab 10/03/2021 Complex mixed profile unsuitable for interp or comparison No - unsuitable
Drug offence A Trace DNA plastic Swab 16/03/2021 Complex mixed profile unsuitable for interp or comparison No - unsuitable
Drug offence B Trace DNA plastic Swab 16/03/2021 3 person mix profile - support for contrib > 100 billion Y - > 100 Billion
Sexual offences penis dorsum Swab Intimate 18/03/2021 Complex mixed profile unsuitable for interp or comparison No - unsuitable
GBH Red Stain on Tawny Port box Swab - Blood 22/03/2021 2 person mix profile - support for contrib > 100 billion Y - > 100 Billion
GBH Swab - Blood E - Nil stains Swab - Blood 22/03/2021 Three person mixed DNA profile Y - Mix no stat interp
Drug offence GR6- Swab Swab 22/03/2021 Single source DNA profile UKF Y - Single source - Unknown
Drug offence GR7- Swab Swab 22/03/2021 Partial DNA profile unsuitable for comparison purposes No - unsuitable
Sexual offences POSTERIOR INTROITUS Swab Intimate 25/03/2021 Complex mixed profile unsuitable for interp or comparison No - unsuitable
Fire/Arson C - Trace DNA dry rubber Swab 25/03/2021 Complex mixed profile unsuitable for interp or comparison No - unsuitable
Robbery offences A. ON FABRIC, NO STAIN Trace DNA Kit 01/04/2021 Complex mixed profile unsuitable for interp or comparison No - unsuitable
Robbery offences B - trace DNA swab metal Swab 20/04/2021 Complex mixed profile unsuitable for interp or comparison No - unsuitable
Weapons offence Graph A1 Trace DNA metal Swab 27/04/2021 Three person mixed DNA profile  NCIDD upload UKM Y - NCIDD upload
Weapons offence Graph A5 Trace DNA Metal Trace DNA Kit 27/04/2021 Complex mixed profile unsuitable for interp or comparison No - unsuitable
Drug offence RP2: TRACE DNA SWAB Swab 28/04/2021 3 person mix profile - support for contrib > 100 billion Y - > 100 Billion
Murder Swab - Blood DRIED RED STAIN Swab - Blood 05/05/2021 3 person mix profile - support for contrib > 100 billion Y - > 100 Billion
Robbery offences Exhibit B - Timber Trace DNA Kit 06/05/2021 Complex mixed profile unsuitable for interp or comparison No - unsuitable
Missing person C3A: Combur positive yellow/orange stained area Fabric 17/05/2021 Complex mixed profile unsuitable for interp or comparison No - unsuitable
Missing person Epithelial Fraction Area 2 Section 1 Epithelial Fraction 17/05/2021 Complex mixed profile unsuitable for interp or comparison No - unsuitable
Missing person Epithelial Fraction Area 2 Section 2 Epithelial Fraction 17/05/2021 Complex mixed profile unsuitable for interp or comparison No - unsuitable
Traffic related death Trace DNA tape lift, dry plastic Trace DNA Kit 25/05/2021 Complex mixed profile unsuitable for interp or comparison No - unsuitable
Traffic related death Trace DNA swab - dry plastic Swab 25/05/2021 Complex mixed profile unsuitable for interp or comparison No - unsuitable
Robbery offences 'AA' - trace DNA lift - polyester Trace DNA Kit 26/05/2021 Complex mixed profile unsuitable for interp or comparison No - unsuitable
Robbery offences 'AB' - trace DNA lift - polyester Trace DNA Kit 26/05/2021 Complex mixed profile unsuitable for interp or comparison No - unsuitable
Missing person Swab - Blood Combur positive black stain on RHS of stock. Swab - Blood 28/05/2021 Complex mixed profile unsuitable for interp or comparison No - unsuitable
Assault A) NIL VISIBLE MATERIAL, METAL (Trace DNA Kit) Trace DNA Kit 08/06/2021 Complex mixed profile unsuitable for interp or comparison No - unsuitable
Assault B) NIL VISIBLE MATERIAL, PLASTIC (Trace DNA Kit) Trace DNA Kit 08/06/2021 Complex mixed profile unsuitable for interp or comparison No - unsuitable
Sexual offences PERIANAL WET (Swab) Swab Intimate 21/06/2021 2 person mixed profile - conditioned on & 2 person mix rem - support for contribution > 100 billion Y - > 100 Billion
Sexual offences BUTTOCKS GLUTEAL FOLD WET (Swab) Swab Body 21/06/2021 Complex mixed profile unsuitable for interp or comparison No - unsuitable
Burglary A-TRACE DNA- NIL VISIBLE STAIN-LATEX SURFACE (Swab) Swab 23/06/2021 Mix - Support for contribution 2 to 1 million & Mix - support for contrib > 100 billion Y - > 100 Billion
Sexual offences LOW VAGINAL (Swab) Swab Intimate 25/06/2021 Complex mixed profile unsuitable for interp or comparison No - unsuitable
Murder ITEM 31A - SWAB OF RED COLOURED STAIN (Swab) Swab 02/07/2021 Complex mixed profile unsuitable for interp or comparison No - unsuitable
Murder ITEM LG1C - TRACE DNA SWAB DRY METAL (Swab) Swab 02/07/2021 Complex mixed profile unsuitable for interp or comparison No - unsuitable
Murder LOW VAGINAL (Swab) Swab 02/07/2021 Complex mixed profile unsuitable for interp or comparison No - unsuitable
Robbery offences TRACE DNA. PLASTIC GLOVE. NON VISIBLE. (Swab) Swab 05/07/2021 Complex mixed profile unsuitable for interp or comparison No - unsuitable
Weapons offence EXHIBIT A1 - TRACE DNA FROM DRY METAL (Swab) Swab 15/07/2021 Complex mixed profile unsuitable for interp or comparison No - unsuitable
Missing person OUTSIDE FRONT MARKED AREA (Epithelial Fraction) Epithelial Fraction 22/07/2021 Complex mixed profile unsuitable for interp or comparison No - unsuitable
Missing person INSIDE FRONT MARKED AREA (Epithelial Fraction) Epithelial Fraction 22/07/2021 Complex mixed profile unsuitable for interp or comparison No - unsuitable
Missing person INSIDE BACK MARKED AREA 1 (Epithelial Fraction) Epithelial Fraction 22/07/2021 Complex mixed profile unsuitable for interp or comparison No - unsuitable
Missing person ITEM C3(I). TDNA TAPE LIFT INTERIOR SURFACE OF (Trace DNA Kit) Trace DNA Kit 22/07/2021 Complex mixed profile unsuitable for interp or comparison No - unsuitable
Sexual offences SECTION 1 (Tape Lift) Tape Lift Clothing 26/07/2021 3 person mixed profile - conditioned on Y - Mix - Assumed contrib
Sexual offences SECTION 2 (Tape Lift) Tape Lift Clothing 26/07/2021 Two person mixed DNA profile Y - Mix no stat interp
Sexual offences SECTION 1 (Scraping) Scraping Clothing 26/07/2021 3 person mixed profile - conditioned on Y - Mix - Assumed contrib
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Sexual offences SECTION 2 (Scraping) Scraping Clothing 26/07/2021 3 person mixed profile - conditioned on Y - Mix - Assumed contrib
Sexual offences LOW VAGINAL (Swab) Swab Intimate 27/07/2021 3 person mixed profile - conditioned on & 3 person mix rem - support for contribution > 100 billion Y - > 100 Billion
Sexual offences VAGINAL (Swab) Swab Intimate 29/07/2021 2 person mixed profile - conditioned on Y - Mix - Assumed contrib
Assault EXCISED AREA SIDE A (Fabric) Fabric 29/07/2021 Two person mixed DNA profile NCIDD upload - Intel mixed DNA profile UKF Y - NCIDD upload
Sexual offences CERVICAL (Swab) Swab Intimate 03/08/2021 2 person mixed profile - conditioned on & NCIDD upload remaining contribution UKM Y - NCIDD upload
Sexual offences HIGH VAGINAL 1 (Swab) Swab Intimate 06/08/2021 2 person mixed profile - conditioned on Y - Mix - Assumed contrib
Sexual offences GROIN DRY (Swab) Swab Intimate 09/08/2021 3 person mixed profile - conditioned on & 3 person mix rem - support for contribution > 100 billion Y - > 100 Billion
Sexual offences PERINEUM (Epithelial Fraction) Epithelial Fraction Intimate 09/08/2021 Single Source DNA profile - assumed known contributor Y - Single source - assumed contrib
Sexual offences ABDOMEN WET (Epithelial Fraction) Epithelial Fraction Body 09/08/2021 Complex mixed profile unsuitable for interp or comparison No - unsuitable
Dep Lib E2 - TRACE DNA - PLASTIC (Swab) Swab 10/08/2021 Complex mixed profile unsuitable for interp or comparison No - unsuitable
Dep Lib E3 - TWINE (Trace DNA Kit) Trace DNA Kit 10/08/2021 Complex mixed profile unsuitable for interp or comparison No - unsuitable
Burglary A - TRACE DNA SWAB (METAL) (Swab) Swab 10/08/2021 Complex mixed profile unsuitable for interp or comparison No - unsuitable
Missing person INSIDE BACK MARKED AREA 2 (Tape Lift) Tape Lift 11/08/2021 No DNA profile No - unsuitable
Burglary EXHIBIT A - TRACE DNA TAPE LIFT NO STAIN SANDPAPER (Trace DNA Kit) Trace DNA Kit 25/08/2021 Three person mixed DNA profile, No statistical interpretation performed Y - Mix no stat interp
UUMV E1 - TRACE DNA - PLASTIC (Swab) Swab 25/08/2021 Complex mixed profile unsuitable for interp or comparison No - unsuitable
UUMV E2- TRACE DNA - WOOD (Swab) Swab 25/08/2021 Complex mixed profile unsuitable for interp or comparison No - unsuitable
Murder Pooled exhibit (FEN 1094263141,1094263162,1094263188,1094263193) Trace DNA from green strapTrace DNA Kit 06/09/2021 Complex mixed profile unsuitable for interp or comparison No - unsuitable
Murder RB60 - TOP OF BACKREST OF CHAIR (Swab) Swab 06/09/2021 3 person mix rem - support for contribution > 100 billion & 3 person mix - support for contrib 1 million - 1 billion Y - > 100 Billion
Robbery offences B6 - EXCISED PIECE LUMINOL&TMB POSITIVE FABRIC (Fabric) Fabric 06/09/2021 Complex mixed profile unsuitable for interp or comparison No - unsuitable
Robbery offences P6 - EXCISED PIECE OF FABRIC FROM LUMINOL TMB + (Fabric) Fabric 06/09/2021 Complex mixed profile unsuitable for interp or comparison No - unsuitable
Robbery offences P7 - EXCISED PIECE OF FABRIC FROM LUMINOL TMB + (Fabric) Fabric 06/09/2021 Complex mixed profile unsuitable for interp or comparison No - unsuitable
Robbery offences P10 - EXCISED PIECE OF FABRIC FROM LUMINOL TMB + (Fabric) Fabric 06/09/2021 Complex mixed profile unsuitable for interp or comparison No - unsuitable
Robbery offences S7 - EXCISED PIECE OF FABRIC FROM BLOODSTAIN (Fabric) Fabric 06/09/2021 Complex mixed profile unsuitable for interp or comparison No - unsuitable
Murder ITEM SB1A- TRACE DNA SWAB (Swab) Swab 13/09/2021 2 person mix profile - support for contrib > 100 billion Y - > 100 Billion
Murder ITEM SB7 - TRACE DNA SWAB (Swab) Swab 13/09/2021 2 person mix, support for contrib 10 000 - 100 000 & 2 person mix profile - support for contrib > 100 billion Y - > 100 Billion
Murder RB100A - EXCISE OF BLOODSTAIN (Fabric) Fabric 13/09/2021 Complex mixed profile unsuitable for interp or comparison No - unsuitable
Murder LEFT NAILS (Fingernail Scraping) Scraping 13/09/2021 2 person mixed profile - conditioned on Y - Mix - Assumed contrib
Murder RB109A - TAPELIFT OF EXTERIOR (Trace DNA Kit) Trace DNA Kit 13/09/2021 Mix - Support for contribution 2 to 1 million & Mix - support for contrib > 100 billion Y - > 100 Billion
Murder ITEM V9 (Swab) Swab 13/09/2021 2 person mix profile - support for contrib > 100 billion Y - > 100 Billion
Murder ITEM V28 (Swab) Swab 13/09/2021 3 person mix profile - support for contrib > 100 billion Y - > 100 Billion
Robbery offences B. NO STAIN ON PLASTIC COVER (Trace DNA Kit) Trace DNA Kit 14/09/2021 Complex mixed profile unsuitable for interp or comparison No - unsuitable
Sexual offences WET GLANS PENIS (Swab) Swab Intimate 14/09/2021 3 person mixed profile - conditioned on & 3 person mix rem - support for contribution > 100 billion Y - > 100 Billion
Sexual offences DRY GLANS PENIS (Swab) Swab Intimate 14/09/2021 2 person mixed profile - conditioned on & 2 person mix remaining - support for contrib 100 to 1000 Y - Mix - Assumed contrib
Sexual offences WET SHAFT PENIS (Swab) Swab Intimate 14/09/2021 3 person mixed profile - conditioned on & 3 person mix rem - support for contribution > 100 billion Y - > 100 Billion
Sexual offences DRY SHAFT PENIS (Swab) Swab Intimate 14/09/2021 3 person mixed profile - conditioned on & 3 person mix rem - support for contribution > 100 billion Y - > 100 Billion
Sexual offences WET BASE PENIS (Swab) Swab Intimate 14/09/2021 3 person mixed profile - conditioned on & 3 person rem - support for contrib 1 billion-100 billion Y - 1 billion - 100 billion
Sexual offences DRY BASE PENIS (Swab) Swab Intimate 14/09/2021 3 person mixed profile - conditioned on & 3 person mix rem - support for contribution > 100 billion Y - > 100 Billion
Sexual offences RIGHT THIGH WET (Epithelial Fraction) Epithelial Fraction Body 14/09/2021 Single Source DNA profile - assumed known contributor Y - Single source - assumed contrib
Weapons offence A4) METAL SURFACE (Trace DNA Kit) Trace DNA Kit 14/09/2021 Complex mixed profile unsuitable for interp or comparison No - unsuitable
Weapons offence A3) METAL SURFACE (Trace DNA Kit) Trace DNA Kit 14/09/2021 Complex mixed profile unsuitable for interp or comparison No - unsuitable
Murder KG3 - TRACE DNA OF PLASTIC (Trace DNA Kit) Trace DNA Kit 14/09/2021 Complex mixed profile unsuitable for interp or comparison No - unsuitable
Murder T2 - TRACE DNA TAPELIFT (Trace DNA Kit) Trace DNA Kit 14/09/2021 Complex mixed profile unsuitable for interp or comparison No - unsuitable
Murder LB1. CIGARETTE BUTT - BE103 (Cigarette Butt) Cigarette Butt 14/09/2021 Single source DNA profile NCIDD Upload UKM Y - NCIDD upload
Murder LB2A. CIGARETTE BUTT - A148 (Cigarette Butt) Cigarette Butt 14/09/2021 Complex mixed profile unsuitable for interp or comparison No - unsuitable
Murder LB7. CIGARETTE BUTT. NO MARKING - (Cigarette Butt) Cigarette Butt 14/09/2021 Complex mixed profile unsuitable for interp or comparison No - unsuitable
Murder LB15. CIGARETTE BUTT. MARKING A223 (Cigarette Butt) Cigarette Butt 14/09/2021 Complex mixed profile unsuitable for interp or comparison No - unsuitable
Murder LB20. CIGARETTE BUTT. NO MARKING - WEATHERED (Cigarette Butt) Cigarette Butt 14/09/2021 Two person mixed DNA profile Y - Mix no stat interp
Murder KG22 - TRACE DNA TAPE LIFT (Trace DNA Kit) Trace DNA Kit 14/09/2021 Complex mixed profile unsuitable for interp or comparison No - unsuitable
Murder KG26 - TRACE DNA TAPE LIFT (Trace DNA Kit) Trace DNA Kit 14/09/2021 Complex mixed profile unsuitable for interp or comparison No - unsuitable
Murder EX (TT11): MARKED A126 (Cigarette Butt) Cigarette Butt 14/09/2021 Single source DNA profile NCIDD Upload UKM Y - NCIDD upload
Murder EX (TT14): MARKED VP114 (Cigarette Butt) Cigarette Butt 14/09/2021 Single source DNA profile NCIDD upload UKM Y - NCIDD upload
Murder PG1 - TRACE DNA TAPELIFT (PLASTIC AND GLASS) (Trace DNA Kit) Trace DNA Kit 14/09/2021 Complex mixed profile unsuitable for interp or comparison No - unsuitable
Murder RB110B - OPENING AND BAND (Epithelial Fraction) Epithelial Fraction 20/09/2021 3 person mix - support for contribution 1000 to 10 000 & 3 person mix profile - support for contrib > 100 billion Y - > 100 Billion
Murder RB110C - INTERIOR (Epithelial Fraction) Epithelial Fraction 20/09/2021 2 person mix profile - support for contrib > 100 billion Y - > 100 Billion
Murder RB110A - EXTERIOR SHAFT (Epithelial Fraction) Epithelial Fraction 20/09/2021 2 person mix profile - support for contrib > 100 billion Y - > 100 Billion
Murder ITEM SB18A - TRACE DNA SWAB (Swab) Swab 20/09/2021 Complex mixed profile unsuitable for interp or comparison No - unsuitable
Murder ~10 MM FROM WATB MATTED ROOT END CLUMP (Hair) Hair 20/09/2021 Complex mixed profile unsuitable for interp or comparison No - unsuitable
Murder RB17 - RIGHT CALF (Trace DNA Kit) Trace DNA Kit 20/09/2021 3 person mixed profile - conditioned on & 3 person rem - support for contrib 1 million to 1 billion & 3 person mix remaining - support for contrib 100 to 1000 Y - 1 million - 1 billion

Murder RB21 - LEFT ANKLE (Trace DNA Kit) Trace DNA Kit 20/09/2021 Complex mixed profile unsuitable for interp or comparison No - unsuitable
Murder RB22 - LEFT CALF (Trace DNA Kit) Trace DNA Kit 20/09/2021 Single Source DNA profile - assumed known contributor Y - Single source - assumed contrib
Murder RB78A - EXCISE OF BLOODSTAINS (Fabric) Fabric 20/09/2021 Mix - Support for contribution 2 to 1 million & Mix - Support for contribution 1 million to 100 billion & Mix - Support for contribution 2 to 1 million & Mix - support for 

contrib > 100 billion
Y - > 100 Billion

Murder ITEM V5 (Swab) Swab 20/09/2021 Complex mixed profile unsuitable for interp or comparison No - unsuitable
Murder ITEM V6 (Swab) Swab 20/09/2021 Complex mixed profile unsuitable for interp or comparison No - unsuitable
Murder ITEM V10 (Swab Swab 20/09/2021 Complex mixed profile unsuitable for interp or comparison No - unsuitable
Murder ITEM V17 - CUTTING OF FABRIC (Fabric) Fabric 20/09/2021 Complex mixed profile unsuitable for interp or comparison No - unsuitable
Murder ITEM V18 (Swab) Swab 20/09/2021 Complex mixed profile unsuitable for interp or comparison No - unsuitable
Murder ITEM V26 (Swab) Swab 20/09/2021 Complex mixed profile unsuitable for interp or comparison No - unsuitable
Murder ITEM V27 (Swab) Swab 20/09/2021 Complex mixed profile unsuitable for interp or comparison No - unsuitable
Murder ITEM V34 (Swab) Swab 20/09/2021 Complex mixed profile unsuitable for interp or comparison No - unsuitable
Murder ITEM C2 (Trace DNA Kit) Trace DNA Kit 27/09/2021 Testing ongoing Testing ongoing
Murder ITEM C4 (Trace DNA Kit) Trace DNA Kit 27/09/2021 Testing ongoing Testing ongoing
Murder ITEM C7 (Trace DNA Kit) Trace DNA Kit 27/09/2021 Complex mixed profile unsuitable for interp or comparison No - unsuitable
Murder ITEM D1 (Trace DNA Kit) Trace DNA Kit 27/09/2021 Complex mixed profile unsuitable for interp or comparison No - unsuitable
Murder ITEM D2 (Trace DNA Kit) Trace DNA Kit 27/09/2021 Complex mixed profile unsuitable for interp or comparison No - unsuitable
Murder ITEM D10 (Trace DNA Kit) Trace DNA Kit 27/09/2021 Complex mixed profile unsuitable for interp or comparison No - unsuitable
Murder ITEM D11 (Trace DNA Kit) Trace DNA Kit 27/09/2021 Complex mixed profile unsuitable for interp or comparison No - unsuitable
Murder ITEM D12 (Trace DNA Kit) Trace DNA Kit 27/09/2021 Complex mixed profile unsuitable for interp or comparison No - unsuitable
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Murder ITEM D14 (Trace DNA Kit) Trace DNA Kit 27/09/2021 Complex mixed profile unsuitable for interp or comparison No - unsuitable
Murder ITEM D19 (Trace DNA Kit) Trace DNA Kit 27/09/2021 Complex mixed profile unsuitable for interp or comparison No - unsuitable
Murder LR5A -TRACE DNA SWAB OF RIDGED SURFACE (Swab) Swab 27/09/2021 Complex mixed profile unsuitable for interp or comparison No - unsuitable
Assault EXHIBIT A1 TRACE DNA PLASTIC (Swab - Other) Swab 28/09/2021 Complex mixed profile unsuitable for interp or comparison No - unsuitable
Burglary GRAPH A TRACE DNA STEEL (Swab) Swab 21/10/2021 Complex mixed profile unsuitable for interp or comparison No - unsuitable
Burglary GRAPH A TRACE DNA ALUMINIUM (Swab) Swab 21/10/2021 Complex mixed profile unsuitable for interp or comparison No - unsuitable
Stalking A1. TRACE DNA (Swab) Swab 21/10/2021 Complex mixed profile unsuitable for interp or comparison No - unsuitable
Fire/Arson A1, DRY, METAL, CLEAN, TDNA (Swab) Swab 21/10/2021 Complex mixed profile unsuitable for interp or comparison No - unsuitable
Wounding NCA1 - TRACE DNA SWAB - HANDLE OF KNIFE (Swab) Swab 06/10/2021 Complex mixed profile unsuitable for interp or comparison No - unsuitable
Wounding NCA2 - TRACE DNA SWAB - BLADE OF KNIFE (Swab) Swab 06/10/2021 Two person mixed DNA profile NCIDD upload - Intel mixed DNA profile UKM Y - NCIDD upload
Traffic related EXHIBIT B - TRACE DNA KIT FROM METAL (Trace DNA Kit) Trace DNA Kit 06/10/2021 Two person mixed DNA profile & no statistical interp Y - Mix no stat interp
Drug offence EXHIBIT A1 - SWAB, METAL CAN, NIL STAIN. (Swab - Saliva) Swab - Saliva 18/10/2021 3 person mix- support for contrib 1 billion - 100 billion Y - 1 Billion - 100 billion
Fire/Arson EXHIBIT A1 - TRACE DNA TAPELIFT - DRY PLASTIC (Trace DNA Kit) Trace DNA Kit 05/10/2021 Complex mixed profile unsuitable for interp or comparison No - unsuitable
Robbery offences EXHIBIT D - FABRIC SHIRT (Tape Lift) Tape Lift 05/10/2021 Complex mixed profile unsuitable for interp or comparison No - unsuitable
Robbery offences EXHIBIT E - FABRIC JACKET (Tape Lift) Tape Lift 05/10/2021 Complex mixed profile unsuitable for interp or comparison No - unsuitable
Robbery offences EXHIBT A - SMOOTH PLASTIC (Swab) Swab 05/10/2021 Complex mixed profile unsuitable for interp or comparison No - unsuitable
Wounding C1 - TRACE DNA MOBILE PHONE (Swab) Swab 05/10/2021 2 person mix profile - support for contrib > 100 billion Y - > 100 Billion
Sexual offences HIGH VAGINAL (Swab) Swab Intimate 12/10/2021 2 person mixed profile - conditioned on & 2 person mix remaining- support for contrib 1000 to 10000 Y - Mix - Assumed contrib
Sexual offences LOW VAGINAL (Swab) Swab Intimate 12/10/2021 2 person mixed profile - conditioned on & 2 person mix remaining- support for contrib 1000 to 10000 Y - Mix - Assumed contrib
Murder ITEM D4 (Trace DNA Kit) Trace DNA Kit 05/10/2021 Complex mixed profile unsuitable for interp or comparison No - unsuitable
Murder ITEM D7 (Trace DNA Kit) Trace DNA Kit 05/10/2021 Complex mixed profile unsuitable for interp or comparison No - unsuitable
Murder ITEM D8 (Trace DNA Kit) Trace DNA Kit 05/10/2021 Complex mixed profile unsuitable for interp or comparison No - unsuitable
Murder ITEM D15 (Trace DNA Kit) Trace DNA Kit 05/10/2021 Complex mixed profile unsuitable for interp or comparison No - unsuitable
Murder ITEM D21 (Trace DNA Kit) Trace DNA Kit 05/10/2021 Complex mixed profile unsuitable for interp or comparison No - unsuitable
Murder LR7A - EXCISION OF REAR RIGHT SHOULDER (Fabric) Fabric 05/10/2021 Complex mixed profile unsuitable for interp or comparison No - unsuitable
Murder OE17 - TRACE DNA SWAB OF TAPE G(MO) (Swab) Swab 18/10/2021 Quality control failure, refer to QPS Quality control failure
Murder OE18 - TRACE DNA TAPE LIFT OF TAPE G(MO) (Trace DNA Kit) Trace DNA Kit 18/10/2021 Complex mixed profile unsuitable for interp or comparison No - unsuitable
Murder SIDE A AREA 1 (Epithelial Fraction) Epithelial Fraction 27/10/2021 Complex mixed profile unsuitable for interp or comparison No - unsuitable
Murder AREA 1 SECTION 1 (Epithelial Fraction) Epithelial Fraction 27/10/2021 2 person mix profile - support for contrib > 100 billion Y - > 100 Billion
Murder AREA 2 (Epithelial Fraction) Epithelial Fraction 27/10/2021 Single source 20 loci DNA profile LR > 100 billion Y - > 100 Billion
Murder SIDE A SECTION 1 (Scraping) Scraping 27/10/2021 SS DNA profile 9 loci and above LR > 100 billion Y - > 100 Billion
Murder SIDE A SECTION 1 (Scraping) Scraping 27/10/2021 Single source 20 loci DNA profile LR > 100 billion Y - > 100 Billion
Sexual offences PERIANAL (Epithelial Fraction) Epithelial Fraction Intimate 12/10/2021 Complex mixed profile unsuitable for interp or comparison No - unsuitable
Sexual offences PERIANAL (Swab) Swab Intimate 12/10/2021 3 person mixed profile - conditioned on & 3 person mix rem - support for contribution > 100 billion Y - > 100 Billion
Sexual offences RECTAL (Swab) Swab Intimate 12/10/2021 2 person mixed profile - conditioned on & 2 person mix rem - support for contribution > 100 billion Y - > 100 Billion
Sexual offences RIGHT CHEEK WET (Epithelial Fraction) Epithelial Fraction Body 11/10/2021 Complex mixed profile unsuitable for interp or comparison No - unsuitable
Sexual offences RIGHT CHEEK DRY (Epithelial Fraction) Epithelial Fraction Body 11/10/2021 Complex mixed profile unsuitable for interp or comparison No - unsuitable
Sexual offences GLANS DRY (Epithelial Fraction) Epithelial Fraction Intimate 11/10/2021 Complex mixed profile unsuitable for interp or comparison No - unsuitable
Sexual offences GLANS WET (Epithelial Fraction) Epithelial Fraction Intimate 11/10/2021 Complex mixed profile unsuitable for interp or comparison No - unsuitable
Sexual offences SHAFT DRY (Epithelial Fraction) Epithelial Fraction Intimate 11/10/2021 3 person mixed profile - conditioned on & 3 person mix remaining - low support for contrib Y - Mix - Assumed contrib
Sexual offences SHAFT WET (Epithelial Fraction) Epithelial Fraction Intimate 11/10/2021 3 person mixed profile - conditioned on & 3 person rem - support for contrib 1 million to 1 billion Y - 1 million - 1 billion
Sexual offences LABIA MINORA WET (Swab) Swab Intimate 11/10/2021 3 person mixed profile - conditioned on & 3 person mix remaining - support for contrib 100 to 1000 & 3 person mix rem - support for contribution > 100 billion Y - > 100 Billion

Sexual offences RIGHT CHEEK WET (Swab) Swab Body 11/10/2021 Single source 20 loci DNA profile LR > 100 billion Y - > 100 Billion
Sexual offences RIGHT CHEEK DRY (Swab) Swab Body 11/10/2021 Single source 20 loci DNA profile LR > 100 billion Y - > 100 Billion
Weapons offence D - TRACE DNA SWAB - BLADE OF MACHETE (Swab) Swab 12/10/2021 Complex mixed profile unsuitable for interp or comparison No - unsuitable
Weapons offence NR2- SWAB (Swab) Swab 12/10/2021 Complex mixed profile unsuitable for interp or comparison No - unsuitable
Stealing A1. TRACE DNA SWAB ON GLASS (Swab) Swab 21/10/2021 Complex mixed profile unsuitable for interp or comparison No - unsuitable
Assault B, CLOTH (Swab - Saliva) Swab - Saliva 20/10/2021 Complex mixed profile unsuitable for interp or comparison No - unsuitable
Robbery offences A1: TRACE DNA SWAB (Swab) Swab 20/10/2021 Complex mixed profile unsuitable for interp or comparison No - unsuitable
Burglary A - DRY BLOOD SMEAR 20CM IN LENGTH (Swab - Blood) Swab - Blood 30/11/2021 Partial DNA profile unsuitable for comparison purposes No - unsuitable
Wounding JR-D - TRACE DNA - NO VISIBLE STAIN - PLASTIC (Swab) Swab 25/11/2021 Complex mixed profile unsuitable for interp or comparison No - unsuitable
Wounding JA1. NIL VISIBLE MATERIAL - METAL (Trace DNA Kit) Trace DNA Kit 29/11/2021 3 person mix profile - support for contrib > 100 billion Y - > 100 Billion
GBH EXHIBIT S - PLASTIC (Trace DNA Kit) Trace DNA Kit 12/11/2021 Complex mixed profile unsuitable for interp or comparison No - unsuitable
GBH EXHIBIT T - PLASTIC (Trace DNA Kit) Trace DNA Kit 12/11/2021 Complex mixed profile unsuitable for interp or comparison No - unsuitable
GBH EXHIBIT U - PLASTIC (Trace DNA Kit) Trace DNA Kit 12/11/2021 Complex mixed profile unsuitable for interp or comparison No - unsuitable
GBH EXHIBIT A - RUBBER (Trace DNA Kit) Trace DNA Kit 12/11/2021 Complex mixed profile unsuitable for interp or comparison No - unsuitable
GBH EXHIBIT B - PAINTED WOOD (Trace DNA Kit) Trace DNA Kit 12/11/2021 Complex mixed profile unsuitable for interp or comparison No - unsuitable
GBH EXHIBIT C - TRACE DNA - PAINTED WOOD (Swab) Swab 12/11/2021 Complex mixed profile unsuitable for interp or comparison No - unsuitable
GBH EXHIBIT E - CLOTH (Trace DNA Kit) Trace DNA Kit 12/11/2021 Complex mixed profile unsuitable for interp or comparison No - unsuitable
GBH EXHIBIT O1 - PLASTIC (Trace DNA Kit) Trace DNA Kit 12/11/2021 Complex mixed profile unsuitable for interp or comparison No - unsuitable
GBH EXHIBIT D - GLASS/PLASTIC (Trace DNA Kit) Trace DNA Kit 12/11/2021 Suspect check - support for contribution > 100 billion Y - > 100 Billion
GBH EXHIBIT J - LEATHER (Trace DNA Kit) Trace DNA Kit 15/11/2021 Complex mixed profile unsuitable for interp or comparison No - unsuitable
GBH EXHIBIT B - GLASS/PLASTIC (Trace DNA Kit) Trace DNA Kit 15/11/2021 Complex mixed profile unsuitable for interp or comparison No - unsuitable
Robbery offences A - [METAL] GOLD CHAIN (Trace DNA Kit) Trace DNA Kit 30/11/2021 Complex mixed profile unsuitable for interp or comparison No - unsuitable
Assault JM6 - NIL VISIBLE - METAL (Trace DNA Kit) Trace DNA Kit 30/11/2021 Complex mixed profile unsuitable for interp or comparison No - unsuitable
Missing person ITEM ST3 - DNA SWAB (Swab) Swab 18/11/2021 Complex mixed profile unsuitable for interp or comparison No - unsuitable
Missing person ITEM ST4 - DNA SWAB (Swab) Swab 18/11/2021 Complex mixed profile unsuitable for interp or comparison No - unsuitable
Missing person ITEM ST6 - DNA SWAB (Swab) Swab 18/11/2021 Complex mixed profile unsuitable for interp or comparison No - unsuitable
Missing person ITEM ST16 - DNA SWAB (Swab) Swab 18/11/2021 Complex mixed profile unsuitable for interp or comparison No - unsuitable
Missing person ITEM ST22 - DNA SWAB (Swab) Swab 18/11/2021 Complex mixed profile unsuitable for interp or comparison No - unsuitable
Assault EXHIBIT A1 - CUTTING OF FABRIC FROM RED STAIN (Fabric) Fabric 30/11/2021 Complex mixed profile unsuitable for interp or comparison No - unsuitable
UUMV C - TRACE DNA SWAB - METAL (Swab) Swab 15/11/2021 Complex mixed profile unsuitable for interp or comparison No - unsuitable
Wilful Damage B - SWAB OF DRY RED STAIN 1CM X 2CM (Swab - Blood) Swab - Blood 30/11/2021 Single source 20 loci DNA profile LR > 100 billion Y - > 100 Billion
Fire/Arson B1 - TRACE DNA SWAB (Swab) Swab 26/11/2021 Complex mixed profile unsuitable for interp or comparison No - unsuitable
GBH EXHIBIT C3 (Swab - Blood) Swab - Blood 04/11/2021 Complex mixed profile unsuitable for interp or comparison No - unsuitable
Weapons offence EXHIBIT C2 - (TRACE DNA) METAL (Trace DNA Kit) Trace DNA Kit 18/11/2021 Complex mixed profile unsuitable for interp or comparison No - unsuitable
Weapons offence EXHIBIT C1 - (TRACE DNA) METAL (Swab) Swab 18/11/2021 Complex mixed profile unsuitable for interp or comparison No - unsuitable
Weapons offence EXHIBIT B2 - (TRACE DNA) METAL (Trace DNA Kit) Trace DNA Kit 18/11/2021 Complex mixed profile unsuitable for interp or comparison No - unsuitable
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Weapons offence EXHIBIT D1 - (TRACE DNA) METAL (Trace DNA Kit) Trace DNA Kit 18/11/2021 Complex mixed profile unsuitable for interp or comparison No - unsuitable
Sexual offences SIDE B (Tape Lift) Tape Lift Clothing 18/11/2021 Complex mixed profile unsuitable for interp or comparison No - unsuitable
Murder SECTION 1 (Scraping) Scraping 02/11/2021 Complex mixed profile unsuitable for interp or comparison No - unsuitable
Murder ENTIRE MARKED AREA SIDE A (Epithelial Fraction) Epithelial Fraction 02/11/2021 Complex mixed profile unsuitable for interp or comparison No - unsuitable
Murder SECTION 1 SIDE A (Epithelial Fraction) Epithelial Fraction 02/11/2021 Testing ongoing Testing ongoing
Murder SECTION 2 SIDE A (Epithelial Fraction) Epithelial Fraction 02/11/2021 Complex mixed profile unsuitable for interp or comparison No - unsuitable
Murder SIDE A - MARKED AREA (Epithelial Fraction) Epithelial Fraction 02/11/2021 Complex mixed profile unsuitable for interp or comparison No - unsuitable
Murder AREA 1 SECTION 1 (Scraping) Scraping 02/11/2021 Testing ongoing Testing ongoing
Murder AREA 1 SECTION 2 (Scraping) Scraping 02/11/2021 2 person mix profile - support for contrib > 100 billion Y - > 100 Billion
Murder AREA 1 SECTION 3 (Scraping) Scraping 02/11/2021 Single source 20 loci DNA profile LR > 100 billion Y - > 100 Billion
Murder ITEM A - LONG LIGHT COLOURED HAIRS (Hair) Hair 02/11/2021 Single source DNA profile. NCIDD Upload UKM1 Y - NCIDD upload
Murder ENTIRE MARKED AREA SIDE A (Scraping) Scraping 02/11/2021 Complex mixed profile unsuitable for interp or comparison No - unsuitable
Burglary EXHIBIT A - RED DRY DROP (Swab - Blood) Swab - Blood 30/11/2021 Partial DNA profile unsuitable for comparison purposes No - unsuitable
Traffic related death OA TAPE LIFT (Trace DNA Kit) Trace DNA Kit 18/11/2021 Complex mixed profile unsuitable for interp or comparison No - unsuitable
Traffic related death MMA3 - TRACE DNA TAPE LIFT DRY DIRTY POLYETHYLENE (Trace DNA Kit) Trace DNA Kit 10/11/2021 Quality control failure, refer to QPS Quality control failure
Traffic related death MMA8 - TRACE DNA TAPE LIFT DRY DIRTY POLYETHYLENE (Trace DNA Kit) Trace DNA Kit 25/11/2021 Complex mixed profile unsuitable for interp or comparison No - unsuitable
Robbery offences A1. TRACE DNA. PLASTIC. (Swab) Swab 09/12/2021 Mixed DNA profile. NICDD Upload UKM1 Y - NCIDD upload
Murder ITEM 32. SWAB OF BLOODSTAIN ON THE GROUND NEAR THE (Swab - Blood) Swab - Blood 15/12/2021 2 person mix profile - support for contrib > 100 billion Y - > 100 Billion
GBH 1B FAINT BROWN STAIN, METAL KNUCKLEDUSTERS (Swab - Blood) Swab - Blood 01/12/2021 Complex mixed profile unsuitable for interp or comparison No - unsuitable
GBH 1A TRACE DNA, NO STAIN, METAL FINGERHOLES OF EXH (Swab) Swab 01/12/2021 Complex mixed profile unsuitable for interp or comparison No - unsuitable
Murder ITEM H1: SWAB OF BLADE (METAL) (Swab) Swab 14/12/2021 3 person mix profile - support for contrib > 100 billion Y - > 100 Billion
Murder ITEM I1: SWAB OF METAL COMPONENT (Swab) Swab 14/12/2021 2 person mix profile - support for contrib > 100 billion Y - > 100 Billion
Murder SIDE A SECTION 1 (Epithelial Fraction) Epithelial Fraction 14/12/2021 Complex mixed profile unsuitable for interp or comparison No - unsuitable
Murder SIDE A SECTION 2 (Epithelial Fraction) Epithelial Fraction 14/12/2021 Complex mixed profile unsuitable for interp or comparison No - unsuitable
Murder RECTAL (Epithelial Fraction) Epithelial Fraction 14/12/2021 Single Source DNA profile - assumed known contributor Y - Single source - assumed contrib
Murder B6. TRACE DNA - METAL (Swab) Swab 14/12/2021 Complex mixed profile unsuitable for interp or comparison No - unsuitable
Murder A - PAINTED BRICK ARM MARK (Swab - Blood) Swab - Blood 14/12/2021 Complex mixed profile unsuitable for interp or comparison No - unsuitable
Murder B - PAINTED BRICK LATENT PRINT IN BLOOD (Swab - Blood) Swab - Blood 14/12/2021 2 person mix profile - support for contrib > 100 billion Y - > 100 Billion
Murder C - PAINTED BRICK PARTIAL PRINT (Swab - Blood) Swab - Blood 14/12/2021 Complex mixed profile unsuitable for interp or comparison No - unsuitable
Murder D - PAINTED BRICK HAND PRINT (Swab - Blood) Swab - Blood 14/12/2021 Complex mixed profile unsuitable for interp or comparison No - unsuitable
Murder PAINTED WALL TRANSFER BLOODSTAIN (Swab - Blood) Swab - Blood 14/12/2021 Single source 20 loci DNA profile LR > 100 billion Y - > 100 Billion
Murder SIDE A SECTION 2 (Scraping) Scraping 14/12/2021 Complex mixed profile unsuitable for interp or comparison No - unsuitable
Murder C - DNA SAMPLE (Swab) Swab 14/12/2021 3 person rem - support for contrib 1 billion - 100 billion Y - 1 Billion - 100 billion
Robbery offences ITEM ST1E - DNA SWAB (Swab) Swab 23/12/2021 3 person mix profile - support for contrib > 100 billion Y - > 100 Billion
Robbery offences ITEM ST1F - DNA SWAB (Swab) Swab 23/12/2021 Complex mixed profile unsuitable for interp or comparison No - unsuitable
Missing person ITEM ST5 - DNA SWAB (Swab) Swab 02/12/2021 Two person mixed DNA profile NCIDD Upload UKM1 Y - NCIDD upload
Robbery offences A - TRACE DNA SWAB DRY RUBBER (Swab) Swab 15/12/2021 Mixed DNA profile. NCIDD upload cold link Y - NCIDD upload
Robbery offences C - TRACE DNA SWAB DRY PLASTIC (Swab) Swab 15/12/2021 Complex mixed profile unsuitable for interp or comparison No - unsuitable
Robbery offences E - TRACE DNA SWAB DIRTY PLASTIC (Swab) Swab 15/12/2021 Mix - Support for contribution 1 million to 100 billion Y - 1 million - 1 billion
Robbery offences EXHIBIT B - TRACE DNA TAPE LIFT (MATERIAL) (Trace DNA Kit) Trace DNA Kit 01/12/2021 Complex mixed profile unsuitable for interp or comparison No - unsuitable
Robbery offences EXHIBIT C - TRACE DNA TAPE LIFT (MATERIAL) (Trace DNA Kit) Trace DNA Kit 01/12/2021 Complex mixed profile unsuitable for interp or comparison No - unsuitable
Robbery offences A1 - TRACE DNA - PLASTIC HANDLE (Swab) Swab 01/12/2021 Complex mixed profile unsuitable for interp or comparison No - unsuitable
Wounding B TRACE DNA, SYTHETIC RUBBER, NIL STAIN (Swab) Swab 13/12/2021 Complex mixed profile unsuitable for interp or comparison No - unsuitable
Wounding F TRACE DNA, NIL STAIN, LEATHER (Swab) Swab 13/12/2021 Complex mixed profile unsuitable for interp or comparison No - unsuitable
Wounding U TRACE DNA, NIL STAIN, WOOD (Swab) Swab 13/12/2021 Complex mixed profile unsuitable for interp or comparison No - unsuitable
Wounding V TRACE DNA, NIL STAIN, METAL (Swab) Swab 13/12/2021 Complex mixed profile unsuitable for interp or comparison No - unsuitable
Wounding X TRACE DNA, NIL STAIN, METAL (Swab) Swab 13/12/2021 Complex mixed profile unsuitable for interp or comparison No - unsuitable
Att Murder TAPELIFT FROM PLASTIC HANDLED SCISSORS (Trace DNA Kit) Trace DNA Kit 10/12/2021 Complex mixed profile unsuitable for interp or comparison No - unsuitable
Att Murder TRACE DNA FROM BROKEN METAL KEY (Swab) Swab 10/12/2021 Complex mixed profile unsuitable for interp or comparison No - unsuitable
UUMV EX A - TRACE DNA - METAL (Swab) Swab 10/12/2021 Complex mixed profile unsuitable for interp or comparison No - unsuitable
Traffic related death EXHIBIT B - TRACE DNA SWAB - DRY PLASTIC (Swab) Swab 07/12/2021 Complex mixed profile unsuitable for interp or comparison No - unsuitable
Traffic related death EXHIBIT E - TRACE DNA SWAB - DRY PLASTIC (Swab) Swab 07/12/2021 Complex mixed profile unsuitable for interp or comparison No - unsuitable
Traffic related death EXHIBIT H - TRACE DNA LIFT- DRY FABRIC (Trace DNA Kit) Trace DNA Kit 07/12/2021 Complex mixed profile unsuitable for interp or comparison No - unsuitable
GBH 1A - TRACE DNA TAPELIFT - NIL STAIN, PLASTIC RIM (Trace DNA Kit) Trace DNA Kit 24/01/2022 Complex mixed profile unsuitable for interp or comparison No - unsuitable
Fire/Arson A - TRACE DNA DRY METAL (Swab) Swab 31/01/2022 Complex mixed profile unsuitable for interp or comparison No - unsuitable
Fire/Arson EXHIBIT A - GLASS (Swab - Saliva) Swab - Saliva 31/01/2022 Complex mixed profile unsuitable for interp or comparison No - unsuitable
Domestic violence AA TRACE - METAL (Swab) Swab 31/01/2022 Complex mixed profile unsuitable for interp or comparison No - unsuitable
Missing person ITEM ST14 - DNA SWAB (Swab) Swab 11/01/2022 Complex mixed profile unsuitable for interp or comparison No - unsuitable
Missing person ITEM ST15 - DNA SWAB (Swab) Swab 11/01/2022 Complex mixed profile unsuitable for interp or comparison No - unsuitable
Missing person ITEM ST23 - DNA SWAB (Swab) Swab 11/01/2022 Complex mixed profile unsuitable for interp or comparison No - unsuitable
Missing person ITEM ST29 - DNA SWAB (Swab) Swab 11/01/2022 Mixed DNA profile Y - Mix no stat interp
Missing person NCA6 -BLOOD SWAB BROWN COLOURED DRY SMEARS FABRIC) (Swab - Blood)Swab - Blood 11/01/2022 Complex mixed profile unsuitable for interp or comparison No - unsuitable
Missing person NCA8 - BLOOD SWAB (DARK COLOURED DRY SMEAR30X30MM) (Swab - Blood)Swab - Blood 11/01/2022 Three person mixed DNA profile Y - Mix no stat interp
Missing person NCA7 -EXCISED PIECE OF FABRIC WITH RED/BROWN STAIN (Fabric) Fabric 11/01/2022 Complex mixed profile unsuitable for interp or comparison No - unsuitable
Missing person NCA9 -EXCISED PIECE OF FABRIC WITH RED/BROWN STAIN (Fabric) Fabric 11/01/2022 Complex mixed profile unsuitable for interp or comparison No - unsuitable
Missing person NC13(1) - BLOOD SWAB DARK BROWN DRY STAIN 10X10MM (Swab - Blood) Swab - Blood 11/01/2022 Complex mixed profile unsuitable for interp or comparison No - unsuitable
Missing person NC13(2)EXCISED FABRIC DARK BROWN DRY STAIN 10X10MM (Fabric) Fabric 11/01/2022 Complex mixed profile unsuitable for interp or comparison No - unsuitable
Missing person ITEM 1B. EXCISED FABRIC FROM THE INTERIOR RHS LEG (Fabric) Fabric 06/01/2022 Three person mixed DNA profile & No statistical interp Y - Mix no stat interp
Missing person ITEM 1C. EXCISED FABRIC FROM THE INTERIOR RHS LEG (Fabric) Fabric 06/01/2022 Two person mixed DNA profile & no statistical interp Y - Mix no stat interp
Missing person ITEM 1D. EXCISED FABRIC FROM THE INTERIOR RHS SEAM (Fabric) Fabric 06/01/2022 Two person mixed DNA profile & no statistical interp Y - Mix no stat interp
Missing person ITEM 1F. EXCISED FABRIC FROM THE INTERIOR REAR (Fabric) Fabric 06/01/2022 Two person mixed DNA profile & no statistical interp Y - Mix no stat interp
Missing person ITEM 1G. EXCISED FABRIC FROM THE INTERIOR REAR RHS (Fabric) Fabric 06/01/2022 Complex mixed profile unsuitable for interp or comparison No - unsuitable
Sexual offences LEFT BREAST (WET) (Swab) Swab Body 24/01/2022 Complex mixed profile unsuitable for interp or comparison No - unsuitable
Sexual offences HIGH VAGINAL 2 (Swab) Swab Intimate 19/01/2022 Complex mixed profile unsuitable for interp or comparison No - unsuitable
Sexual offences LABIAL (Swab) Swab Intimate 19/01/2022 Three person mixed DNA profile & No statistical interp Y - Mix no stat interp
Murder ORAL (Epithelial Fraction) Epithelial Fraction 27/01/2022 Single Source DNA profile - assumed known contributor Y - Single source - assumed contrib
Murder SECTION 1 (Scraping) Scraping 27/01/2022 2 person mix profile - support for contrib > 100 billion Y - > 100 Billion
Murder EXHIBIT CRG - TRACE DNA TAPELIFT DRY, FABRIC (Trace DNA Kit) Trace DNA Kit 14/02/2022 3 person mix profile - support for contrib > 100 billion Y - > 100 Billion
Murder LRB - TRACE DNA - METAL (Swab) Swab 14/02/2022 Complex mixed profile unsuitable for interp or comparison No - unsuitable
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Murder EXHIBIT CRBD - TRACE DNA SWAB DRY, PLASTIC (Swab) Swab 24/02/2022 2 person mix profile - support for contrib > 100 billion Y - > 100 Billion
Murder EXHIBIT CRBE - TRACE DNA SWAB DRY, PLASTIC (Swab) Swab 24/02/2022 2 person mix profile - support for contrib > 100 billion Y - > 100 Billion
Murder EXHIBIT CRBL - TRACE DNA SWAB DRY, PLANT (Swab) Swab 24/02/2022 Complex mixed profile unsuitable for interp or comparison No - unsuitable
Murder EXHIBIT CRBP - TRACE DNA SWAB DRY, METAL (Swab) Swab 24/02/2022 Complex mixed profile unsuitable for interp or comparison No - unsuitable
Murder C. (MM) TRACE DNA SWAB (METAL) (Swab) Swab 24/02/2022 Complex mixed profile unsuitable for interp or comparison No - unsuitable
Murder EXHIBIT CRC - TRACE DNA SWAB, DRY, METAL (Swab) Swab 24/02/2022 Complex mixed profile unsuitable for interp or comparison No - unsuitable
Murder EXHIBIT CRBY - TRACE DNA TAPELIFT, DRY FABRIC (Trace DNA Kit) Trace DNA Kit 24/02/2022 3 person mix profile - support for contrib > 100 billion Y - > 100 Billion
Murder EXHIBIT CRBZ - TRACE DNA TAPELIFT, DRY FABRIC (Trace DNA Kit) Trace DNA Kit 24/02/2022 Complex mixed profile unsuitable for interp or comparison No - unsuitable
Murder C. TRACE DNA TAPE LIFT - COTTON (Trace DNA Kit) Trace DNA Kit 15/02/2022 3 person mix profile - support for contrib > 100 billion Y - > 100 Billion
Murder C-A TRACE DNA SWAB (PLASTIC) (Swab) Swab 15/02/2022 2 person mix- support for contrib 1 billion - 100 billion Y - 1 million - 1 billion
Wounding E1: TRACE DNA: METAL: (Swab) Swab 07/02/2022 Complex mixed profile unsuitable for interp or comparison No - unsuitable
Sexual offences RIGHT ARM DRY (Swab) Swab Body 10/02/2022 2 person mixed profile - conditioned on Y - Mix - Assumed contrib
Sexual offences BUTTOCK AND LEG DRY (Swab) Swab Body 10/02/2022 Single Source DNA profile - assumed known contributor Y - Single source - assumed contrib
Wounding NN2A TRACE DNA METAL (Swab) Swab 23/02/2022 Mix - support for contrib > 100 billion Y - > 100 Billion
Weapons offence TR1 DRY PLASTIC AND METAL (Trace DNA Kit) Trace DNA Kit 28/02/2022 Two person mixed DNA profile & NCIDD upload Y - NCIDD upload
Sexual offences RIGHT ABDOMINAL (DRY) (Epithelial Fraction) Epithelial Fraction Body 15/02/2022 3 person mix rem - support for contribution > 100 billion Y - > 100 Billion
Sexual offences RIGHT ABDOMINAL (WET) (Swab) Swab Body 15/02/2022 Single source 20 loci DNA profile LR > 100 billion Y - > 100 Billion
Sexual offences RIGHT ABDOMINAL (DRY) (Swab) Swab Body 15/02/2022 3 person mix rem - support for contribution > 100 billion Y - > 100 Billion
Murder RB6 - TRACE DNA (Trace DNA Kit) Trace DNA Kit 14/02/2022 Single Source DNA profile - assumed known contributor Y - Single source - assumed contrib
Assault B) NIL VISIBLE MATERIAL, PLASTIC (Trace DNA Kit) Trace DNA Kit 03/02/2022 Mixed DNA profile & No stational interp performed Y - Mix no stat interp
Assault C) NIL VISIBLE MATERIAL, PLASTIC (Trace DNA Kit) Trace DNA Kit 03/02/2022 Complex mixed profile unsuitable for interp or comparison No - unsuitable
Assault A2 TAPE LIFT MATERIAL BLACK 'RAIDERS' HOODIE (Trace DNA Kit) Trace DNA Kit 25/02/2022 Complex mixed profile unsuitable for interp or comparison No - unsuitable
Assault A1 - T/DNA SWAB OF SHELL CASING (Swab) Swab 25/02/2022 Complex mixed profile unsuitable for interp or comparison No - unsuitable
Assault B1 - T/DNA SWAB OF SHELL CASING (Swab) Swab 25/02/2022 Complex mixed profile unsuitable for interp or comparison No - unsuitable
Assault C1 - T/DNA SWAB OF SHELL CASING (Swab) Swab 25/02/2022 Complex mixed profile unsuitable for interp or comparison No - unsuitable
Assault D1 - T/DNA SWAB OF SHELL CASING (Swab) Swab 25/02/2022 Complex mixed profile unsuitable for interp or comparison No - unsuitable
Murder ITEM 46(III)A: TRACE DNA SWAB (Swab) Swab 04/03/2022 2 person mix profile - support for contrib > 100 billion & 2 person mix - low support for contribution Y - > 100 Billion
Murder ITEM 47A: TRACE DNA SWAB (Swab) Swab 04/03/2022  2 person mix profile - support for contrib > 100 billion Y - > 100 Billion
Murder ITEM 48A- TRACE DNA SWAB (Swab) Swab 04/03/2022 Complex mixed profile unsuitable for interp or comparison No - unsuitable
Murder ITEM 48C- TRACE DNA SWAB (Swab) Swab 04/03/2022 Single source DNA profile UKM Y - Consistent with unknown
Burglary EXHIBIT A - HARD PLASTIC (Trace DNA Kit) Trace DNA Kit 01/03/2022 Complex mixed profile unsuitable for interp or comparison No - unsuitable
Sexual offences BASE PENIS (Swab) Swab Intimate 01/03/2022 3 person mixed profile - conditioned on Y - Mix - Assumed contrib
Assault EXHIBIT A1 - TRACE DNA FROM METAL (Trace DNA Kit) Trace DNA Kit 08/03/2022 3 person mix - support for contrib 100 to 1000 & 3 person mix profile - support for contrib > 100 billion Y - > 100 Billion
Assault EXHIBIT B1 - SWAB BLOOD DRY DARK COLOURED STAIN (Swab - Blood) Swab - Blood 08/03/2022 Complex mixed profile unsuitable for interp or comparison No - unsuitable
Assault A:2 - DRY PLASTIC (Trace DNA Kit) Trace DNA Kit 02/03/2022 Complex mixed profile unsuitable for interp or comparison No - unsuitable
Assault A:1 - DRY PLASTIC (Trace DNA Kit) Trace DNA Kit 02/03/2022 Complex mixed profile unsuitable for interp or comparison No - unsuitable
Assault (F) TRACE DNA - PLASTIC (Swab) Swab 02/03/2022 Complex mixed profile unsuitable for interp or comparison No - unsuitable
Sexual offences LOW VAGINAL (Swab) Swab Intimate 15/03/2022 3 person rem - suport for contribution > 100 billion Y - > 100 Billion
Sexual offences VULVA (Swab) Swab Intimate 15/03/2022 3 person rem - suport for contribution > 100 billion Y - > 100 Billion
Sexual offences TIP PENIS (WET) (Swab) Swab Intimate 07/03/2022 Complex mixed profile unsuitable for interp or comparison No - unsuitable
Sexual offences BASE PENIS (WET) (Swab) Swab Intimate 07/03/2022 2 person mix rem - support for contribution > 100 billion Y - > 100 Billion
Sexual offences DRY SHAFT PENIS (Swab) Swab Intimate 14/03/2022 2 person mix rem - support for contribution > 100 billion Y - > 100 Billion
Sexual offences DRY BASE PENIS (Swab) Swab Intimate 14/03/2022 Complex mixed profile unsuitable for interp or comparison No - unsuitable
Burglary B - TRACE DNA SWAB - PLASTIC HANDLE (Swab) Swab 02/03/2022 Complex mixed profile unsuitable for interp or comparison No - unsuitable
Drug offence JC2 - NIL VISIBLE MATERIAL - PLASTIC - (Trace DNA Kit) Trace DNA Kit 01/03/2022 Three person mixed DNA profile & No statistical interp Y - Mix no stat interp
Drug offence JC3 - NIL VISIBLE MATERIAL - PLASTIC - (Trace DNA Kit) Trace DNA Kit 01/03/2022 Two person mixed DNA profile & no statistical interp Y - Mix no stat interp
GBH EXHIBIT D1 - WOOD AND METAL (Trace DNA Kit) Trace DNA Kit 08/03/2022 Complex mixed profile unsuitable for interp or comparison No - unsuitable
Burglary EXHIBIT A - TRACE - METAL (Swab) Swab 15/03/2022 Complex mixed profile unsuitable for interp or comparison No - unsuitable
Murder G4.1 - TRACE - BLADE KNIFE (METAL) (Trace DNA Kit) Trace DNA Kit 01/03/2022 Complex mixed profile unsuitable for interp or comparison No - unsuitable
Sexual offences BASE OF PENIS SAIK - Swab Intimate 19/04/2022 Complex mixed profile unsuitable for interp or comparison No - unsuitable
Sexual offences Outside used condom in bathroom rubbish bin Swab Condom 19/04/2022 Complex mixed profile unsuitable for interp or comparison No - unsuitable
Sexual offences Section 1 side A inside crotch of underwear Scraping Clothing 19/04/2022 Complex mixed profile unsuitable for interp or comparison No - unsuitable
Sexual offences Outside of front drivers door handle grey Toyota Swab Other 14/04/2022 Complex mixed profile unsuitable for interp or comparison No - unsuitable
Sexual offences Outside of the rear drivers door handle Swab Other 14/04/2022 Complex mixed profile unsuitable for interp or comparison No - unsuitable
Sexual offences Middle rear seat area Swab Other 14/04/2022 Complex mixed profile unsuitable for interp or comparison No - unsuitable
Sexual offences Inside of the front drivers door handle Swab Other 14/04/2022 Testing ongoing Testing ongoing
Sexual offences Labial / Vulval Swab Intimate 19/04/2022 Two person mixed DNA profile Y - Mix no stat interp
Sexual offences Right breast Swab Body 19/04/2022 Testing ongoing Testing ongoing
Sexual offences Left breast Swab Body 19/04/2022 Testing ongoing Testing ongoing
Sexual offences Right thigh Swab Body 19/04/2022 Testing ongoing Testing ongoing
Sexual offences Base penis wet Swab Intimate 22/04/2022 2 person mixed profile - conditioned on Y - Mix - Assumed contrib
Sexual offences Glans penis wet Swab Intimate 22/04/2022 2 person mixed profile - conditioned on Y - Mix - Assumed contrib
Sexual offences Glans penis dry Swab Intimate 22/04/2022 2 person mixed profile - conditioned on Y - Mix - Assumed contrib
Sexual offences Front centre g-string Fabric Clothing 22/04/2022 Complex mixed profile unsuitable for interp or comparison No - unsuitable
Sexual offences Front centre g-string Fabric Clothing 22/04/2022 3 person mixed profile - conditioned on Y - Mix - Assumed contrib
Sexual offences Front centre g-string Fabric Clothing 22/04/2022 3 person mixed profile - conditioned on Y - Mix - Assumed contrib
Sexual offences Front centre g-string Fabric Clothing 22/04/2022 Complex mixed profile unsuitable for interp or comparison No - unsuitable
Sexual offences Outside condom wet and dry Epithelial Fraction Condom 22/04/2022 Complex mixed profile unsuitable for interp or comparison No - unsuitable
Sexual offences Inside condom wet and dry Swab Condom 22/04/2022 Complex mixed profile unsuitable for interp or comparison No - unsuitable
Sexual offences Left buttock wet Epithelial Fraction Body 22/04/2022 Complex mixed profile unsuitable for interp or comparison No - unsuitable
Sexual offences Left buttock dry Epithelial Fraction Body 22/04/2022 Complex mixed profile unsuitable for interp or comparison No - unsuitable
Sexual offences High vaginal Swab Intimate 22/04/2022 Single source DNA profile (Cold link prev reported) Y - Consistent with unknown
Sexual offences Low vaginal Swab Intimate 22/04/2022 Single source DNA profile (Cold link prev reported) Y - Consistent with unknown
Sexual offences High vaginal Swab Intimate 22/04/2022 2 person mixed profile - conditioned on Y - Mix - Assumed contrib
Sexual offences High vaginal Swab Intimate 22/04/2022 3 person mixed profile - conditioned on & 3 person mixed profile, mixture remaining NCIDD UKM1 Y - NCIDD upload
Sexual offences High vaginal Swab Intimate 22/04/2022 Single Source DNA profile - assumed known contributor Y - Single source - assumed contrib
Sexual offences High vaginal Swab Intimate 22/04/2022  Single Source DNA profile - assumed known contributor Y - Single source - assumed contrib
Sexual offences Rectal Epithelial Fraction Intimate 22/04/2022 2 person mixed profile - conditioned on Y - Mix - Assumed contrib
Sexual offences Thigh wet Epithelial Fraction Body 22/04/2022 Complex mixed profile unsuitable for interp or comparison No - unsuitable
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Sexual offences Endocervical Swab Intimate 22/04/2022  3 person mixed profile - condi oned on Y - Mix - Assumed contrib
Sexual offences Endocervical Swab Intimate 22/04/2022 Two person mixed DNA profile; 2 person mixed profile - conditioned on Y - Mix - Assumed contrib
Sexual offences Breast dry Epithelial Fraction Body 22/04/2022 Complex mixed profile unsuitable for interp or comparison No - unsuitable
Sexual offences Cervical Swab Intimate 22/04/2022 2 person mixed profile - conditioned on Y - Mix - Assumed contrib
Sexual offences Low vaginal Swab Intimate 22/04/2022 Complex mixed profile unsuitable for interp or comparison No - unsuitable
Sexual offences High vaginal Swab Intimate 22/04/2022 Testing ongoing Testing ongoing
Sexual offences Perianal Epithelial Fraction Intimate 22/04/2022  2 person mixed profile - condi oned on Y - Mix - Assumed contrib
Sexual offences Oral Swab Body 22/04/2022 Two person mixed DNA profile & No statistical interpretation performed Y - Mix no stat interp
Sexual offences High vaginal Swab Intimate 22/04/2022 Single source DNA profile UKF1 Y - Consistent with unknown
Sexual offences Right buttock Swab Body 22/04/2022  3 person mixed profile - condi oned on Y - Mix - Assumed contrib
Sexual offences High vaginal Swab Intimate 22/04/2022 2 person mixed profile - conditioned on & NCIDD upload remaining contribution UKM1 Y - NCIDD upload
Sexual offences Perianal Swab Intimate 22/04/2022 2 person mixed profile - conditioned on & 2 pers mix remaining consistent with unknown UKM1 Y - Consistent with unknown
Sexual offences Breast dry Swab Body 22/04/2022 Complex mixed profile unsuitable for interp or comparison No - unsuitable
Sexual offences Blind vaginal Swab Intimate 22/04/2022 Single Source DNA profile - assumed known contributor Y - Single source - assumed contrib
Sexual offences Breast wet Swab Body 22/04/2022 Complex mixed profile unsuitable for interp or comparison No - unsuitable
Sexual offences Shaft penis dry Swab Intimate 22/04/2022 3 person mixed profile - conditioned on Y - Mix - Assumed contrib
Sexual offences Base penis dry Swab Intimate 22/04/2022 2 person mixed profile - conditioned on Y - Mix - Assumed contrib
Sexual offences Shaft penis wet Swab Intimate 22/04/2022 2 person mixed profile - conditioned on Y - Mix - Assumed contrib
Sexual offences Inside vaginal Swab Intimate 22/04/2022 2 person mixed profile - conditioned on & NCIDD upload remaining contribution UKM1 Y - NCIDD upload
Sexual offences Low vaginal Swab Intimate 22/04/2022 2 person mixed profile - conditioned on & 2 person mix rem - support for contribution > 100 billion Y - > 100 Billion
Sexual offences Right thigh wet Swab Body 22/04/2022 Two person mixed DNA profile; 2 person mixed profile - conditioned on Y - Mix - Assumed contrib
Sexual offences Shaft of penis wet Swab Intimate 22/04/2022 3 person mixed profile - conditioned on & 3 person mix - low support for contribution Y - Mix - Assumed contrib
Sexual offences Glans penis wet Swab Intimate 22/04/2022 3 person mixed profile - conditioned on & 3 person mix rem - support for contrib 10 000 to 100 000 Y - 10,000 - 100,000
Sexual offences Glans penis dry Swab Intimate 22/04/2022 Two person mixed DNA profile; 2 person mixed profile - conditioned on; 2 person rem- support for contrib 1 million to 1 billion Y - 1 million - 1 billion
Sexual offences Vulval Swab Intimate 22/04/2022  3 person mixed profile - condi oned on & 3 person mix rem - support for contribu on > 100 billion Y - > 100 Billion
Sexual offences Shaft of penis dry Swab Intimate 22/04/2022  Complex mixed profile unsuitable for interp or comparison No - unsuitable
Sexual offences Lower back dry Epithelial Fraction Body 22/04/2022 Two person mixed DNA profile; 2 person mixed profile - conditioned on; 2 person mix rem - support for contribution > 100 billion Y - > 100 Billion
Sexual offences Lower back wet Epithelial Fraction Body 22/04/2022 2 person mixed profile - conditioned on & 2 person mix rem - support for contribution > 100 billion Y - > 100 Billion
Sexual offences Perianal Swab Intimate 22/04/2022 Single source 20 loci DNA profile LR > 100 billion Y - > 100 Billion
Sexual offences Abdomen wet Swab Body 22/04/2022 Complex mixed profile unsuitable for interp or comparison No - unsuitable
Sexual offences Labia majora wet Epithelial Fraction Intimate 22/04/2022 Two person mixed DNA profile; No statistical interpretation performed Y - Mix no stat interp
Sexual offences Neck dry Swab Body 22/04/2022 Complex mixed profile unsuitable for interp or comparison No - unsuitable
Sexual offences Rectal Swab Intimate 22/04/2022 Single Source DNA profile - assumed known contributor Y - Single source - assumed contrib
Sexual offences Right breast nipple area swimsuit Swab Body 22/04/2022 Two person mixed DNA profile & No statistical interpretation performed Y - Mix no stat interp
Sexual offences Vulval wet Swab Intimate 22/04/2022 Complex mixed profile unsuitable for interp or comparison No - unsuitable
Sexual offences Left breast wet Swab Body 22/04/2022 Testing ongoing Testing ongoing
Sexual offences Oral Swab Body 22/04/2022 Single source DNA profile UKF1 Y - Consistent with unknown
Sexual offences Crotch of underwear Scraping Clothing 22/04/2022 3 person mixed profile - conditioned on Y - Mix - Assumed contrib
Sexual offences SHAFT PENIS DRY SAIK A- Swab Intimate 27/04/2022 Testing ongoing Testing ongoing
Sexual offences GLANS PENIS DRY SAIK A- Swab Intimate 27/04/2022 Testing ongoing Testing ongoing
Sexual offences RIGHT BREAST WET SAIK Swab Body 27/04/2022 Complex mixed profile unsuitable for interp or comparison No - unsuitable
Sexual offences RIGHT BREAST DRY SAIK Swab Body 27/04/2022 Complex mixed profile unsuitable for interp or comparison No - unsuitable
Sexual offences ABDOMEN WET SAIK Swab Body 27/04/2022 Testing ongoing Testing ongoing
Sexual offences ABDOMEN DRY SAIK Swab Body 27/04/2022 Testing ongoing Testing ongoing
Sexual offences DRY LEFT HAND - Swab Body 27/04/2022 Testing ongoing Testing ongoing
Sexual offences DRY RIGHT HAND - Swab Body 27/04/2022 Complex mixed profile unsuitable for interp or comparison No - unsuitable
Sexual offences HIGH VAGINAL SAIK: VICTIM; Swab Intimate 29/04/2022 3 person mixed profile - conditioned on Y - Mix - Assumed contrib
Sexual offences WET LABIA MINORA C. SAIK; Swab Intimate 29/04/2022  Complex mixed profile unsuitable for interp or comparison No - unsuitable
Sexual offences WET LABIA MAJORA C. SAIK; Swab Intimate 29/04/2022 Three person mixed DNA profile; 3 person mixed profile - conditioned on Y - Mix - Assumed contrib
Sexual offences DRY LABIA MAJORA C. SAIK;  Swab Intimate 29/04/2022 Two person mixed DNA profile; 2 person mixed profile - conditioned on; 2 pers mix remaining consistent with unknown (Cold link prev reported) Y - Consistent with unknown
Sexual offences LEFT SHOULDER DRY Swab Body 29/04/2022 Complex mixed profile unsuitable for interp or comparison No - unsuitable
Sexual offences LEFT BREAST DRY Swab Body 29/04/2022 Testing ongoing Testing ongoing
Sexual offences SHAFT OF PENIS SAIK - Swab Intimate 29/04/2022 Testing ongoing Testing ongoing
Burglary EXHIBIT A - METAL (Trace DNA Kit) [PSD 289046781 D10] Trace DNA Kit 11/04/2022 Complex mixed profile unsuitable for interp or comparison No - unsuitable
Burglary EXHIBIT A1 - PAINTED WOOD (Trace DNA Kit) [PSD 725336973 G03] Trace DNA Kit 11/04/2022 Complex mixed profile unsuitable for interp or comparison No - unsuitable
Burglary A - NO VISIBLE MATERIAL - METAL (Trace DNA Kit) [PSD 725336973 G07] Trace DNA Kit 14/04/2022 Three person mixed DNA profile & No statistical interp Y - Mix no stat interp
Weapons Offences E - TRACE DNA SWAB - CLIP SEALED BAG (Swab) [PSD 1093120829 E08] Swab 21/03/2022 3 person mix profile - support for contrib > 100 billion Y - > 100 Billion
Murder LR3BA - SCRAPING (Scraping) [PSD 725337024 F04] Scraping 26/04/2022 Complex mixed profile unsuitable for interp or comparison No - unsuitable
Murder LR3BB - TRACE DNA TAPELIFT (Trace DNA Kit) [PSD 725337024 G03] Trace DNA Kit 26/04/2022 Complex mixed profile unsuitable for interp or comparison No - unsuitable
Burglary TRACE DNA FABRIC (Swab) [PSD 1093121073 B02] Swab 21/03/2022 Three person mixed DNA profile, NCIDD upload UKM Y - NCIDD upload
Murder ITEM DVI- BLOODSTAINED FABRIC (Fabric) [PSD 725336848 B02] Fabric 29/04/2022 Complex mixed profile unsuitable for interp or comparison No - unsuitable
Murder ITEM B141: SWAB OF BLOODSTAIN (Swab - Blood) [PSD 1093120844 H06] Swab 06/04/2022 Complex mixed profile unsuitable for interp or comparison No - unsuitable
Murder ITEM B142: SWAB OF BLOODSTAIN (Swab - Blood) [PSD 1093120855 D12] Swab 06/04/2022 2 person mix profile - support for contrib > 100 billion Y - > 100 Billion
Murder ITEM B17: SWAB OF BLOODSTAIN (Swab - Blood) [PSD 1093120482 H02] Swab 06/04/2022 2 person mix profile - support for contrib > 100 billion Y - > 100 Billion
Murder KB42 - TRACE DNA TAPELIFT (Trace DNA Kit) [PSD 288936856 E06] Trace DNA Kit 11/05/2022 Complex mixed profile unsuitable for interp or comparison No - unsuitable
Murder KB22 - TRACE DNA TAPELIFT (Trace DNA Kit) [PSD 288936856 E07] Trace DNA Kit 11/05/2022 Testing ongoing Testing ongoing
Murder KB23 - TRACE DNA TAPELIFT (Trace DNA Kit) [PSD 288936856 E08] Trace DNA Kit 11/05/2022 Complex mixed profile unsuitable for interp or comparison No - unsuitable
Murder KB25 - TRACE DNA TAPELIFT (Trace DNA Kit) [PSD 288936856 E09] Trace DNA Kit 11/05/2022 Complex mixed profile unsuitable for interp or comparison No - unsuitable
Murder KB26 - TRACE DNA TAPELIFT (Trace DNA Kit) [PSD 288936856 E10] Trace DNA Kit 11/05/2022 Complex mixed profile unsuitable for interp or comparison No - unsuitable
Murder KB29 - TMB(+) AREA (Fabric) [PSD 288936856 F03] Fabric 11/05/2022 Complex mixed profile unsuitable for interp or comparison No - unsuitable
Murder KB30 - TMB(+) AREA (Fabric) [PSD 288936856 F04] Fabric 11/05/2022 Complex mixed profile unsuitable for interp or comparison No - unsuitable
Murder KB32 - TRACE DNA TAPELIFT (Trace DNA Kit) [PSD 288936856 F05] Trace DNA Kit 11/05/2022 Testing ongoing Testing ongoing
Murder KB34 - TRACE DNA TAPELIFT (Trace DNA Kit) [PSD 288936856 F06] Trace DNA Kit 11/05/2022 Complex mixed profile unsuitable for interp or comparison No - unsuitable
Murder OE30 - FABRIC SAMPLE OF DARK BROWN STAIN (Fabric) [PSD 288936856 F07] Fabric 11/05/2022 Complex mixed profile unsuitable for interp or comparison No - unsuitable
Murder KB36 - TRACE DNA TAPELIFT (Trace DNA Kit) [PSD 289046781 B10] Trace DNA Kit 11/05/2022 Complex mixed profile unsuitable for interp or comparison No - unsuitable
Murder KB38 - TRACE DNA TAPELIFT (Trace DNA Kit) [PSD 289046781 B07] Trace DNA Kit 11/05/2022  Complex mixed profile unsuitable for interp or comparison No - unsuitable
Murder KB40 - TRACE DNA TAPELIFT (Trace DNA Kit) [PSD 289046781 B06] Trace DNA Kit 11/05/2022 Complex mixed profile unsuitable for interp or comparison No - unsuitable
Murder ITEM V3 - TRACE DNA SWAB (Swab) [PSD 624033373 C02] Swab 28/03/2022 Complex mixed profile unsuitable for interp or comparison No - unsuitable
Murder ITEM V12 - TRACE DNA SWAB (Swab) [PSD 624033382 A04] Swab 28/03/2022 Complex mixed profile unsuitable for interp or comparison No - unsuitable
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Murder KG6- TRACE DNA TAPE LIFT (Trace DNA Kit) [PSD 624033373 C03] Trace DNA Kit 28/03/2022 Testing ongoing Testing ongoing
UUMV NO STAIN ON MATERIAL SURFACE (Trace DNA Kit) [PSD 1093120558 C09] Trace DNA Kit 04/04/2022 Complex mixed profile unsuitable for interp or comparison No - unsuitable
Stealing EXHIBIT A TRACE DNA TAPELIFT - SMOOTH DRY GLASS (Trace DNA Kit) [PSD 1093120563 A10]Trace DNA Kit 22/03/2022 Three person mixed DNA profile, NCIDD upload UKM Y - NCIDD upload
Murder TP62A - EXCISION SUBSAMPLE OF LUMINOL+ AREA (Fabric) [PSD 288936856 E03] Fabric 12/05/2022 Complex mixed profile unsuitable for interp or comparison No - unsuitable
Murder SH2 - SWAB OF BROWN STAIN (Swab) [PSD 624033346 H05] Swab 29/04/2022 Complex mixed profile unsuitable for interp or comparison No - unsuitable
Murder U24. SWAB OF BLOODSTAIN (Swab) [PSD 669063164 F01] Swab 31/03/2022 Two person mixed DNA profile Y - Mix no stat interp
Murder U25. SWAB (Swab) [PSD 669063164 E11] Swab 31/03/2022 Complex mixed profile unsuitable for interp or comparison No - unsuitable
Murder U26. TRANSFER DNA SAMPLE (Swab) [PSD 669063164 E08] Swab 31/03/2022 Complex mixed profile unsuitable for interp or comparison No - unsuitable
Murder 013- BLOOD SWAB (Swab) [PSD 669063164 F10] Swab 31/03/2022 Complex mixed profile unsuitable for interp or comparison No - unsuitable
Murder O42 -BLOOD SWAB (Swab - Blood) [PSD 669063164 F11] Swab 31/03/2022 Complex mixed profile unsuitable for interp or comparison No - unsuitable
Murder O44 -BLOOD SWAB (Swab - Blood) [PSD 669063164 G06] Swab 31/03/2022 3 person mix profile - support for contrib > 100 billion Y - > 100 Billion
Murder U13 - TMB +IVE PAPER SUBSAMPLE (Paper) [PSD 1093121092 B01] Paper 31/03/2022 3 person mix - support for contrib 10 000 - 100 000 Y - 10,000 - 100,000
Murder T2 - BLOOD SWAB (Swab - Blood) [PSD 1093121087 H01] Swab 31/03/2022 Complex mixed profile unsuitable for interp or comparison No - unsuitable
Murder TV2A - T/DNA LIFT OF BUTANE GAS BURNER ROD (Trace DNA Kit) [PSD 669063164 H10]Trace DNA Kit 31/03/2022 Complex mixed profile unsuitable for interp or comparison No - unsuitable
Murder TV2C - T/DNA SWAB OF FLAME CONTROLLER KNOB (Swab) [PSD 1093121073 A06] Swab 31/03/2022 Complex mixed profile unsuitable for interp or comparison No - unsuitable
Murder TV2D - T/DNA SWAB OF IGNITOR SWITCH (Swab) [PSD 1093121073 A07] Swab 31/03/2022 Complex mixed profile unsuitable for interp or comparison No - unsuitable
Murder SH2 - SWAB OF BROWN STAIN (Swab) [PSD 624033346 H05] Swab 31/03/2022 Complex mixed profile unsuitable for interp or comparison No - unsuitable
Murder SH3 - SWAB OF TMB POSITIVE STAIN (Swab) [PSD 669063164 H01] Swab 31/03/2022 Complex mixed profile unsuitable for interp or comparison No - unsuitable
Murder SH4 - SWAB OF TMB POSITIVE STAIN (Swab) [PSD 1093121073 A08] Swab 31/03/2022 Mixed DNA profile Y - Mix no stat interp
Murder SH7 - SWAB OF TMB POSITIVE STAIN (DILUTE) (Swab) [PSD 1093121073 A11] Swab 31/03/2022 Complex mixed profile unsuitable for interp or comparison No - unsuitable
Murder HW1 - SWAB OF LCV POSITIVE LATENT STAIN (Swab) [PSD 1093121073 A12] Swab 31/03/2022 Complex mixed profile unsuitable for interp or comparison No - unsuitable
Murder HW2 - SWAB OF LCV POSITIVE LATENT STAIN (Swab) [PSD 1093121073 B01] Swab 31/03/2022 Complex mixed profile unsuitable for interp or comparison No - unsuitable
Murder HW3 - SWAB OF LCV POSITIVE LATENT STAIN (Swab) [PSD 1093121073 A09] Swab 31/03/2022 Complex mixed profile unsuitable for interp or comparison No - unsuitable
Murder HW6 - SWAB OF LCV POSITIVE LATENT STAIN (Swab) [PSD 1093121073 A10] Swab 31/03/2022 Complex mixed profile unsuitable for interp or comparison No - unsuitable
Murder U18 - BLOOD SWAB (Swab - Blood) [PSD 669063173 A02] Swab 21/03/2022 Complex mixed profile unsuitable for interp or comparison No - unsuitable
Murder U19 - BLOOD SWAB (Swab - Blood) [PSD 669063173 A03] Swab 21/03/2022 Complex mixed profile unsuitable for interp or comparison No - unsuitable
Murder U17A - CHUX WIPE SUBSAMPLE (Fabric) [PSD 669063173 A01] Fabric 18/03/2022 Complex mixed profile unsuitable for interp or comparison No - unsuitable
Assault A - TRACE DNA - METAL BLADES (Swab) [PSD 725336870 G08] Swab 19/04/2022 2 person mix profile - support for contrib > 100 billion Y - > 100 Billion
Murder MW 59: TRACE DNA SWAB (Swab) [PSD 725336861 D08] Swab 21/04/2022 Complex mixed profile unsuitable for interp or comparison No - unsuitable
Murder EXHIBIT A1- TRACE DNA TAPE LIFT FROM METAL (Trace DNA Kit) [PSD 624033382 E06] Trace DNA Kit 11/04/2022 Complex mixed profile unsuitable for interp or comparison No - unsuitable
Murder A 1- METAL (Trace DNA Kit) [PSD 624033391 A09] Trace DNA Kit 07/04/2022 Mixed DNA profile & Mix - NCIDD upload UKM Y - NCIDD upload
Murder B - PLASTIC (Trace DNA Kit) [PSD 624033391 B08] Trace DNA Kit 07/04/2022 Complex mixed profile unsuitable for interp or comparison No - unsuitable
Murder B 1 - METAL (Trace DNA Kit) [PSD 624033373 C01] Trace DNA Kit 07/04/2022 Complex mixed profile unsuitable for interp or comparison No - unsuitable
Murder C - WOOD (Trace DNA Kit) [PSD 624033373 B12] Trace DNA Kit 07/04/2022 Complex mixed profile unsuitable for interp or comparison No - unsuitable
Murder C 1 - WOOD (Trace DNA Kit) [PSD 624033373 B11] Trace DNA Kit 07/04/2022 Complex mixed profile unsuitable for interp or comparison No - unsuitable
Burglary EXHIBIT A1 - PLASTIC (Trace DNA Kit) [PSD 669063146 C07] Trace DNA Kit 04/04/2022 Complex mixed profile unsuitable for interp or comparison No - unsuitable
Forensic Scene LH A 2 - TAPE LIFT COTTON (Trace DNA Kit) [PSD 725336870 F12] Trace DNA Kit 22/04/2022 Complex mixed profile unsuitable for interp or comparison No - unsuitable
Forensic Scene LH A 1 - TAPE LIFT COTTON (Trace DNA Kit) [PSD 725336861 A08] Trace DNA Kit 22/04/2022 Complex mixed profile unsuitable for interp or comparison No - unsuitable
Forensic Scene LH B 1 - TAPE LIFT COTTON (Trace DNA Kit) [PSD 725336861 A09] Trace DNA Kit 22/04/2022 Complex mixed profile unsuitable for interp or comparison No - unsuitable
Murder JB26 - TRACE DNA SWAB (METAL) (Swab) [PSD 725336798 C09] Swab 12/04/2022 Complex mixed profile unsuitable for interp or comparison No - unsuitable
Murder NC2 - TAILOR MADE CIGARETTE BUTT NO BRAND APP 20MM (Cigarette Butt) [PSD 725336798 A03]Cigarette Butt 12/04/2022 Two person mixed DNA profile; NCIDD upload - Intel mixed DNA profile UKM1 Y - NCIDD upload
Murder JB2 - TRACE DNA SWAB (PAINTED PLASTIC) (Swab) [PSD 725336870 F10] Swab 12/04/2022 Complex mixed profile unsuitable for interp or comparison No - unsuitable
Murder JB3 - TRACE DNA SWAB (PAINTED PLASTIC) (Swab) [PSD 725336861 B08] Swab 12/04/2022 Complex mixed profile unsuitable for interp or comparison No - unsuitable
Murder JB4 - TRACE DNA SWAB (PAINTED PLASTIC) (Swab) [PSD 725337030 G04] Swab 12/04/2022 Complex mixed profile unsuitable for interp or comparison No - unsuitable
Murder JB10 - TRACE DNA TAPE LIFT (PLASTIC) (Trace DNA Kit) [PSD 725336870 G09] Trace DNA Kit 12/04/2022 Complex mixed profile unsuitable for interp or comparison No - unsuitable
Life Endangering EXHIBIT TDB (Epithelial Fraction) [PSD 725337030 H05] Epithelial Fraction 19/04/2022 Complex mixed profile unsuitable for interp or comparison No - unsuitable
Life Endangering EXHIBIT TDA (Trace DNA Kit) [PSD 725336870 H12] Trace DNA Kit 19/04/2022 Complex mixed profile unsuitable for interp or comparison No - unsuitable
UUMV EXHIBIT H - TRACE DNA SWAB - CLEAN DRY PLASTIC (Swab) [PSD 725336973 G09] Swab 26/04/2022 Complex mixed profile unsuitable for interp or comparison No - unsuitable
Fire/Arson C1 - TRACE DNA SWAB OF DIRTY RUBBER (Swab) [PSD 725336861 B02] Swab 26/04/2022 Complex mixed profile unsuitable for interp or comparison No - unsuitable
Burglary EX A - TRACE SWAB, METAL, NIL STAIN. (Swab) [PSD 725336852 E05] Swab 14/04/2022 Complex mixed profile unsuitable for interp or comparison No - unsuitable
Fire/Arson A1 - STICKY TAPE PIECES (Tape) [PSD 725336861 C08] Tape 03/05/2022 Complex mixed profile unsuitable for interp or comparison No - unsuitable
Miscellaneous A1 - DRY METAL, SMALL RUST COLOUR STAIN (Swab) [PSD 289046781 J01] Swab 18/05/2022 Complex mixed profile unsuitable for interp or comparison No - unsuitable
Sexual offences PERIANAL SAIK; Swab Intimate 01/06/2022 Testing ongoing Testing ongoing
Sexual offences LOW VAGINAL SAIK- Swab Intimate 01/06/2022 Single Source DNA profile - assumed known contributor Y - Single source - assumed contrib
Sexual offences HIGH VAGINAL SAIK VIC: Swab Intimate 01/06/2022 Testing ongoing Testing ongoing
Sexual offences NECK (DRY) SAIK: Swab Body 01/06/2022 Testing ongoing Testing ongoing
Sexual offences BASE OF PENIS SAIK: TAKEN FROM Swab Intimate 01/06/2022 Two person mixed DNA profile; No statistical interpretation performed Y - Mix no stat interp
Sexual offences SHAFT OF PENIS SAIK: TAKEN FROM Swab Intimate 01/06/2022 Two person mixed DNA profile; No statistical interpretation performed Y - Mix no stat interp
Sexual offences SCROTUM SAIK: TAKEN FROM Swab Intimate 01/06/2022 Complex mixed profile unsuitable for interp or comparison No - unsuitable
Sexual offences PERIANAL SAIK- Epithelial Fraction Intimate 01/06/2022 Testing ongoing Testing ongoing
Sexual offences EXTERNAL VULVAL SAIK- Swab Intimate 01/06/2022 Testing ongoing Testing ongoing
Sexual offences RECTAL SAIK- Epithelial Fraction Intimate 01/06/2022 Testing ongoing Testing ongoing
Sexual offences LOW VAGINAL SAIK: (JIC/SAIK SEAL NO: B340236805)Swab Intimate 01/06/2022 Three person mixed DNA profile; 3 person mixed profile - conditioned on Y - Mix - Assumed contrib
Sexual offences ANAL VERGE SAIK: (JIC/SAIK SEAL NO: B340236805)Swab Intimate 01/06/2022  Complex mixed profile unsuitable for interp or comparison No - unsuitable
Sexual offences RIGHT BREAST SCRATCH DRY SAIK - Swab Body 01/06/2022 Complex mixed profile unsuitable for interp or comparison No - unsuitable
Sexual offences VULVA SAIK: Swab Intimate 01/06/2022 Two person mixed DNA profile; 2 person mixed profile - conditioned on - Intel; 2 person mixed profile - remaining Intel - NCIDD UKM1 Y - NCIDD upload
Sexual offences ENTIRE MARKED AREA SIDE A DM1; TISSUE PAPER NUMBER ONE Epithelial Fraction Other 01/06/2022 Single source DNA profile UKM1 Y - Single source - Unknown
Sexual offences ENDOCERVICAL 2 SAIK KIT Swab Intimate 01/06/2022 Two person mixed DNA profile; 2 person mixed profile - conditioned on; 2 pers mix remaining consistent with unknown UKM1 Y - Consistent with unknown
Sexual offences LOW VAGINAL SAIK KIT Swab Intimate 01/06/2022 Two person mixed DNA profile; 2 person mixed profile - conditioned on; 2 pers mix remaining consistent with unknown UKM1 Y - Consistent with unknown
Sexual offences ENDOCERVICAL 1 SAIK KIT Swab Intimate 01/06/2022 Two person mixed DNA profile; 2 person mixed profile - conditioned on; NCIDD upload remaining contribution UKM1 Y - NCIDD upload
Sexual offences HIGH VAGINAL SAIK KIT - Swab Intimate 01/06/2022 Two person mixed DNA profile; 2 person mixed profile - conditioned on; 2 pers mix remaining consistent with unknown UKM1 (Cold link prev reported) Y - Consistent with unknown
Sexual offences ANAL SAIK- Swab Intimate 01/06/2022 Testing ongoing Testing ongoing
Sexual offences PERIANAL SAIK- Swab Intimate 01/06/2022 Three person mixed DNA profile; 3 person mixed profile - conditioned on; 3 person mix rem - support for contribution > 100 billion Y - > 100 Billion
Sexual offences NECK WET SAIK Swab Body 01/06/2022 Testing ongoing Testing ongoing
Sexual offences NECK DRY SAIK Swab Body 01/06/2022 Testing ongoing Testing ongoing
Sexual offences LEFT BREAST WET SAIK Swab Body 01/06/2022 Complex mixed profile unsuitable for interp or comparison No - unsuitable
Sexual offences GROIN Epithelial Fraction Intimate 01/06/2022 Testing ongoing Testing ongoing
Sexual offences ENDOCERVICAL SAIK- Swab Intimate 01/06/2022 Testing ongoing Testing ongoing
Sexual offences HIGH VAGINAL SAIK- Swab Intimate 01/06/2022 Testing ongoing Testing ongoing
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exual offences GROIN SAIK A; COLLECTED FROM Epithelial Fraction Intimate 01/06/2022 Single Source DNA profile - assumed known contributor Y - Single source - assumed contrib
exual offences RECTAL EXHIBIT A - SAIK KIT: VICTIM/COMPLAINANT - E REYNOLDS (09/01/91)Epithelial Fraction Intimate 01/06/2022 Testing ongoing Testing ongoing
exual offences PERINEUM EXHIBIT A - SAIK KIT: VICTIM/COMPLAINANT - GUE REYNOLDS (09/01/91)Epithelial Fraction Intimate 01/06/2022 Complex mixed profile unsuitable for interp or comparison No - unsuitable
exual offences RIGHT RIBS WET SAIK Swab Body 01/06/2022 Testing ongoing Testing ongoing
exual offences RIGHT RIBS DRY SAIK Swab Body 01/06/2022 Testing ongoing Testing ongoing
exual offences PERIANAL WET SAIK Swab Intimate 01/06/2022 Testing ongoing Testing ongoing
exual offences ANAL CANAL WET SAIK Swab Intimate 01/06/2022 Testing ongoing Testing ongoing
exual offences ANAL CANAL DRY SAIK Swab Intimate 01/06/2022 Testing ongoing Testing ongoing
exual offences RIGHT SHOULDER WET Swab Body 01/06/2022 Testing ongoing Testing ongoing
exual offences RIGHT SHOULDER DRY Swab Body 01/06/2022 Testing ongoing Testing ongoing
exual offences BASE OF PENIS SAIK - Swab Intimate 01/06/2022 Testing ongoing Testing ongoing
exual offences SHAFT OF PENIS SAIK - Swab Intimate 01/06/2022 Testing ongoing Testing ongoing
exual offences RIGHT LEG SAIK - Epithelial Fraction Body 01/06/2022 Testing ongoing Testing ongoing
exual offences PERINEUM DRY SAIK- Epithelial Fraction Intimate 01/06/2022 Testing ongoing Testing ongoing
exual offences WET GLANS PENIS SAIK; Swab Intimate 01/06/2022 Complex mixed profile unsuitable for interp or comparison No - unsuitable
exual offences WET SHAFT PENIS SAIK; Swab Intimate 01/06/2022 Complex mixed profile unsuitable for interp or comparison No - unsuitable
exual offences DRY SHAFT PENIS SAIK; Swab Intimate 01/06/2022 Three person mixed DNA profile; No statistical interpretation performed Y - Mix no stat interp
exual offences SECTION 1 SIDE A ITEM 1B ; COLLECTED FROM INTERIOR, FRONT, LEFT LEG OF SHORTSScraping Clothing 01/06/2022 Testing ongoing Testing ongoing
exual offences SECTION 3 SIDE A ITEM 1B ; COLLECTED FROM INTERIOR, FRONT, LEFT LEG OF SHORTSScraping Clothing 01/06/2022 Testing ongoing Testing ongoing
exual offences MARKED AREA ITEM 2A - COLLECTED FROM INTERIOR SURFACE, BACK OF UNDERWEARScraping Clothing 01/06/2022 Testing ongoing Testing ongoing
exual offences SECTION 2 SIDE A ITEM 1B ; COLLECTED FROM INTERIOR, FRONT, LEFT LEG OF SHORTSScraping Clothing 01/06/2022 Testing ongoing Testing ongoing
exual offences MARKED AREA ITEM 2A - COLLECTED FROM INTERIOR SURFACE, BACK OF UNDERWEAREpithelial Fraction Clothing 01/06/2022 Testing ongoing Testing ongoing
exual offences o/s condom (Epithelial Fraction) Condom; Collected by victim Epithelial Fraction Other 26/05/2022 Testing ongoing Testing ongoing
exual offences Groin (Swab) Swab Intimate 26/05/2022 Testing ongoing Testing ongoing
exual offences external labial (Swab) SAIK D. Swab Intimate 26/05/2022 Testing ongoing Testing ongoing
exual offences wet perineal (Swab) SAIK EX (A); Swab Intimate 26/05/2022 Complex mixed profile unsuitable for interp or comparison No - unsuitable
exual offences Perianal (Epithelial Fraction) Epithelial Fraction Intimate 26/05/2022 Complex mixed profile unsuitable for interp or comparison No - unsuitable
exual offences Perianal (Swab) Saik kit - Victim Swab Intimate 26/05/2022 Testing ongoing Testing ongoing
exual offences GLANS PENIS (WET) OFFENDER SAIK - Swab Intimate 26/05/2022 Testing ongoing Testing ongoing
exual offences GLANS PENIS (DRY) OFFENDER SAIK - Swab Intimate 26/05/2022 Testing ongoing Testing ongoing
exual offences CERVICAL SAIK VIC: Swab Intimate 26/05/2022 Testing ongoing Testing ongoing
exual offences LOW VAGINAL SAIK: VICTIM; Swab Intimate 26/05/2022 Testing ongoing Testing ongoing
exual offences VULVA SAIK: VICTIM; Swab Intimate 26/05/2022 Testing ongoing Testing ongoing
exual offences Right nipple swab from Swab Body 02/06/2022 Testing ongoing Testing ongoing

Murder KB60 - Trace DNA tapelift outer surface right glove (front/back) Trace DNA Kit N/A 02/06/2022  Complex mixed profile unsuitable for interp or comparison No - unsuitable
Murder KB62 - TRACE DNA TAPELIFT inner surface right glove (front/back) Trace DNA Kit N/A 02/06/2022 Testing ongoing Testing ongoing
Murder KB63 - Trace DNA tapelift inner surface left glove (front/back) Trace DNA Kit N/A 02/06/2022 Testing ongoing Testing ongoing
iberty offences EXHIBIT A, DRY RED STAIN, WOOD FLOOR Dry red stain on hallway floor Swab - Blood N/A 02/06/2022 Testing ongoing Testing ongoing
iberty offences EXHIBIT G, DRY RED STAIN, CERAMIC Dry red stain on bath in main bathroom Swab - Blood N/A 02/06/2022 Testing ongoing Testing ongoing
urglary JM1 - NIL VISIBLE - RUBBER Trace DNA Kit N/A 26/05/2022 Complex mixed profile unsuitable for interp or comparison No - unsuitable
exual offences RP1: SWAB OF AP POSITIVE AREA on floor of tent Epithelial Fraction Other 23/05/2022 Complex mixed profile unsuitable for interp or comparison No - unsuitable

Murder KB28 - TMB(+) AREA front inner right sleeve (black shirt FEN: 1099740237) Fabric N/A 30/05/2022 Complex mixed profile unsuitable for interp or comparison No - unsuitable
Murder OE28 - FABRIC SAMPLE OF DARK BROWN STAIN Right boot - top of tongue Fabric N/A 30/05/2022 Complex mixed profile unsuitable for interp or comparison No - unsuitable
Murder OE29 - FABRIC SAMPLE OF DARK BROWN STAIN Left boot - top of tongue Fabric N/A 30/05/2022 Complex mixed profile unsuitable for interp or comparison No - unsuitable
Murder OE24 - TRACE DNA TAPE LIFT opening of shoe Trace DNA Kit N/A 19/05/2022 Testing ongoing Testing ongoing
Murder OE31 - SWAB OF TMB POSITIVE AREA Outsoles of both boots Swab N/A 19/05/2022 Testing ongoing Testing ongoing
Murder OE20 - TRACE DNA SWAB Bracelet with FEN 1098812078 Swab N/A 19/05/2022 Complex mixed profile unsuitable for interp or comparison No - unsuitable
Murder JB5 - TRACE DNA SWAB (PAINTED PLASTIC) from rear driver's side exterior door handleSwab N/A 25/05/2022 Complex mixed profile unsuitable for interp or comparison No - unsuitable
Murder JB6 - TRACE DNA SWAB (PAINTED PLASTIC)  from rear driver's side interior door handleSwab N/A 25/05/2022 Complex mixed profile unsuitable for interp or comparison No - unsuitable
Murder JB7 - TRACE DNA SWAB (PAINTED PLASTIC) from rear passenger side exterior door handleSwab N/A 25/05/2022  Complex mixed profile unsuitable for interp or comparison No - unsuitable
Murder JB8 - TRACE DNA SWAB (PAINTED PLASTIC) from rear passenger side interior door handleSwab N/A 25/05/2022 Complex mixed profile unsuitable for interp or comparison No - unsuitable

urglary EXHIBIT CR1 - TRACE DNA TAPELIFT, DRY RUBBER steering wheel Trace DNA Kit N/A 25/05/2022 Three person mixed DNA profile; NCIDD upload - Intel mixed DNA profile UKM1 Y - NCIDD upload
urglary EXHIBIT CR2 - TRACE DNA TAPELIFT, DRY RUBBER gear stick Trace DNA Kit N/A 25/05/2022 Complex mixed profile unsuitable for interp or comparison No - unsuitable
iberty offences EXHIBIT SGA - TRACE DNA SWAB - SMOOTH DRY PLASTIC Plunger end of used capped syringe in bowl on vanity in bathroomSwab N/A 19/05/2022 Testing ongoing Testing ongoing

Drug offence B-DRY PLASTIC inside QLD - second plastic packaging -located inside bootTrace DNA Kit N/A 26/05/2022 Testing ongoing Testing ongoing
talking AREA 4 SIDE A RT 4 - Excised piece of fabric;three (3)areas on A side and six (6) on B side of the brown towel.Scraping N/A 23/05/2022 Single source 20 loci DNA profile LR > 100 billion Y - > 100 Billion
talking AREA 1 SIDE B RT 4 - Excised piece of fabric;three (3)areas on A side and six (6) on B side of the brown towel.Scraping N/A 23/05/2022 Single source 20 loci DNA profile LR > 100 billion Y - > 100 Billion
talking AREA 2 SIDE B RT 4 - Excised piece of fabric;three (3)areas on A side and six (6) on B side of the brown towel.Scraping N/A 23/05/2022 Single source 20 loci DNA profile LR > 100 billion Y - > 100 Billion
talking AREA 4 SIDE B RT 4 - Excised piece of fabric;three (3)areas on A side and six (6) on B side of the brown towel.Scraping N/A 23/05/2022 SS DNA profile 9 loci and above LR > 100 billion Y - > 100 Billion
talking AREA 5 SIDE B RT 4 - Excised piece of fabric;three (3)areas on A side and six (6) on B side of the brown towel.Scraping N/A 23/05/2022 Single source 20 loci DNA profile LR > 100 billion Y - > 100 Billion
talking SIDE A AREA 1 (Tape Lift) [PSD 1093091712 B03] Tape Lift N/A 23/05/2022 SS DNA profile 9 loci and above LR > 100 billion Y - > 100 Billion
talking SIDE A AREA 2 (Tape Lift) [PSD 1093091712 E05] Tape Lift N/A 23/05/2022 Complex mixed profile unsuitable for interp or comparison No - unsuitable
talking SIDE A AREA 3 (Tape Lift) [PSD 1093091712 B04] Tape Lift N/A 23/05/2022 Two person mixed DNA profile; 2 person mix profile - support for contrib > 100 billion Y - > 100 Billion
talking SIDE A AREA 4 (Scraping) [PSD 1093091712 D02] Scraping N/A 23/05/2022 Two person mixed DNA profile; 2 person mix profile - support for contrib > 100 billion Y - > 100 Billion
talking SIDE A AREA 5 (Scraping) [PSD 1093091712 C12] Scraping N/A 23/05/2022 Two person mixed DNA profile; 2 person mix profile - support for contrib > 100 billion Y - > 100 Billion
talking SIDE A AREA 6 (Scraping) [PSD 1093091712 D03] Scraping N/A 23/05/2022 Testing ongoing Testing ongoing
talking SIDE A AREA 7 (Scraping) [PSD 1093091712 D12] Scraping N/A 23/05/2022 Single source 20 loci DNA profile LR > 100 billion Y - > 100 Billion
talking SIDE A AREA 8 (Tape Lift) [PSD 1093091712 E01] Tape Lift N/A 23/05/2022 Complex mixed profile unsuitable for interp or comparison No - unsuitable
talking SIDE B AREA 1 (Tape Lift) [PSD 1093091712 A11] Tape Lift N/A 23/05/2022 Complex mixed profile unsuitable for interp or comparison No - unsuitable
talking SIDE B AREA 2 (Tape Lift) [PSD 1093091712 G09] Tape Lift N/A 23/05/2022 SS DNA profile 9 loci and above LR > 100 billion Y - > 100 Billion
talking SIDE A AREA 1 (Scraping) [PSD 1093091712 F06] Scraping N/A 23/05/2022 Single source 20 loci DNA profile LR > 100 billion Y - > 100 Billion
talking SIDE A AREA 2 (Scraping) [PSD 1093091712 D09] Scraping N/A 23/05/2022 SS DNA profile 9 loci and above LR > 100 billion Y - > 100 Billion
talking SIDE A AREA 3 (Tape Lift) [PSD 1093091712 D10] Tape Lift N/A 23/05/2022 SS DNA profile 9 loci and above LR > 100 billion Y - > 100 Billion
talking SIDE A AREA 4 (Tape Lift) [PSD 1093091712 D11] Tape Lift N/A 23/05/2022 Testing ongoing Testing ongoing
talking SIDE B MARKED AREA (Scraping) [PSD 1093091712 G03] Scraping N/A 23/05/2022 Two person mixed DNA profile; 2 person mix profile - support for contrib > 100 billion Y - > 100 Billion
talking AREA 1 (Scraping) [PSD 1093091712 B06] Scraping N/A 23/05/2022 Single source 20 loci DNA profile LR > 100 billion Y - > 100 Billion
talking A - SWAB OF RIGHT HAND (Swab - Semen) [PSD 1093091712 G08] Swab - Semen N/A 23/05/2022 No DNA profile No - unsuitable
talking AREA 1 SIDE A (Scraping) [PSD 1093091712 F02] Scraping N/A 23/05/2022 Complex mixed profile unsuitable for interp or comparison No - unsuitable
talking AREA 1 SIDE B (Scraping) [PSD 1093091712 F04] Scraping N/A 23/05/2022 SS DNA profile 9 loci and above LR > 100 billion Y - > 100 Billion
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Stalking AREA 3 SIDE B (Scraping) [PSD 1093091712 F01] Scraping N/A 23/05/2022 Complex mixed profile unsuitable for interp or comparison No - unsuitable
Stalking AREA 4 SIDE B (Tape Lift) [PSD 1093091712 F08] Tape Lift N/A 23/05/2022 Complex mixed profile unsuitable for interp or comparison No - unsuitable
Stalking AREA 1 SIDE A (Scraping) [PSD 1093091712 G04] Scraping N/A 23/05/2022 SS DNA profile 9 loci and above LR > 100 billion Y - > 100 Billion
Stalking AREA 2 SIDE A (Fabric) [PSD 1093091712 G01] Fabric N/A 23/05/2022 Complex mixed profile unsuitable for interp or comparison No - unsuitable
Stalking AREA 3 SIDE A (Tape Lift) [PSD 1093091712 C05] Tape Lift N/A 23/05/2022 Complex mixed profile unsuitable for interp or comparison No - unsuitable
Drug offence (B) TRACE DNA - METAL Dial combination lock top of suitcase 2 Swab N/A 26/05/2022 Testing ongoing Testing ongoing
Drug offence (E) TAPE LIFT - PLASTIC Underside of suitcase 1 retractable handle Trace DNA Kit N/A 26/05/2022 Complex mixed profile unsuitable for interp or comparison No - unsuitable
Drug offence (F) TAPE LIFT - PLASTIC Underside of suitcase 2 retractable handle Trace DNA Kit N/A 26/05/2022 Complex mixed profile unsuitable for interp or comparison No - unsuitable
Drug offence (J) TAPE LIFT - PAPER Instruction manual in suitcase 4 Trace DNA Kit N/A 26/05/2022 Complex mixed profile unsuitable for interp or comparison No - unsuitable
Burglary EXHIBIT C - TRACE DNA TAPELIFT -SMOOTH DRY PLASTIC Underside of handle of yellow fuel containerTrace DNA Kit N/A 19/05/2022 Complex mixed profile unsuitable for interp or comparison No - unsuitable
Burglary E1 - STEEL HANDLES Trace DNA Kit N/A 26/05/2022 Complex mixed profile unsuitable for interp or comparison No - unsuitable
Burglary EXHIBIT A - TRACE DNA TAPELIFT - DIRTY DRY RUBBER Handle of wheelbarrowTrace DNA Kit N/A 19/05/2022 Complex mixed profile unsuitable for interp or comparison No - unsuitable
Drug offence EXHIBIT C - FABRIC Sample from the exterior of the white gloves Trace DNA Kit N/A 23/05/2022 Complex mixed profile unsuitable for interp or comparison No - unsuitable
Wounding C1. TRACE DNA on the handle of the knife on the kitchen sink. Swab N/A 19/05/2022 Complex mixed profile unsuitable for interp or comparison No - unsuitable
Wounding C2. on the blade of the knife on the kitchen sink. Swab - Blood N/A 19/05/2022 Complex mixed profile unsuitable for interp or comparison No - unsuitable
Deaths EXHIBIT P - DRY DARK STAIN Outside kitchen window sill Swab - Blood N/A 25/05/2022 Suspect check - support for contribution > 100 billion Y - > 100 Billion
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Count of Result obtained Y/N
Result obtained Y/N Sample Category Exhibit # Result returned Total

No - unsuitable Cigarette Butt Complex mixed profile unsuitable for interp or comparison 1
Complex mixed profile unsuitable for interp or comparison 1
Complex mixed profile unsuitable for interp or comparison 1

Epithelial Fracti Complex mixed profile unsuitable for interp or comparison 1
Complex mixed profile unsuitable for interp or comparison 1
Complex mixed profile unsuitable for interp or comparison 1
Complex mixed profile unsuitable for interp or comparison 1
Complex mixed profile unsuitable for interp or comparison 1
Complex mixed profile unsuitable for interp or comparison 1
Complex mixed profile unsuitable for interp or comparison 1
Complex mixed profile unsuitable for interp or comparison 1
Complex mixed profile unsuitable for interp or comparison 1
Complex mixed profile unsuitable for interp or comparison 1
Complex mixed profile unsuitable for interp or comparison 1
Complex mixed profile unsuitable for interp or comparison 1
Complex mixed profile unsuitable for interp or comparison 1
Complex mixed profile unsuitable for interp or comparison 1
Complex mixed profile unsuitable for interp or comparison 1
Complex mixed profile unsuitable for interp or comparison 1
Complex mixed profile unsuitable for interp or comparison 1
Complex mixed profile unsuitable for interp or comparison 1
Complex mixed profile unsuitable for interp or comparison 1
Complex mixed profile unsuitable for interp or comparison 1
Complex mixed profile unsuitable for interp or comparison 1
Complex mixed profile unsuitable for interp or comparison 1
Complex mixed profile unsuitable for interp or comparison 1
Complex mixed profile unsuitable for interp or comparison 1
Complex mixed profile unsuitable for interp or comparison 1
Complex mixed profile unsuitable for interp or comparison 1
Complex mixed profile unsuitable for interp or comparison 1

Fabric Complex mixed profile unsuitable for interp or comparison 1
Complex mixed profile unsuitable for interp or comparison 1
Complex mixed profile unsuitable for interp or comparison 1
Complex mixed profile unsuitable for interp or comparison 1
Complex mixed profile unsuitable for interp or comparison 1
Complex mixed profile unsuitable for interp or comparison 1
Complex mixed profile unsuitable for interp or comparison 1
Complex mixed profile unsuitable for interp or comparison 1
Complex mixed profile unsuitable for interp or comparison 1
Complex mixed profile unsuitable for interp or comparison 1
Complex mixed profile unsuitable for interp or comparison 1
Complex mixed profile unsuitable for interp or comparison 1
Complex mixed profile unsuitable for interp or comparison 1
Complex mixed profile unsuitable for interp or comparison 1
Complex mixed profile unsuitable for interp or comparison 1
Complex mixed profile unsuitable for interp or comparison 1
Complex mixed profile unsuitable for interp or comparison 1
Complex mixed profile unsuitable for interp or comparison 1
Complex mixed profile unsuitable for interp or comparison 1
Complex mixed profile unsuitable for interp or comparison 1
Complex mixed profile unsuitable for interp or comparison 1
Complex mixed profile unsuitable for interp or comparison 1
Complex mixed profile unsuitable for interp or comparison 1
Complex mixed profile unsuitable for interp or comparison 1
Complex mixed profile unsuitable for interp or comparison 1
Complex mixed profile unsuitable for interp or comparison 1
Complex mixed profile unsuitable for interp or comparison 1

Hair Complex mixed profile unsuitable for interp or comparison 1
Scraping Complex mixed profile unsuitable for interp or comparison 1
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No - unsuitable Scraping Complex mixed profile unsuitable for interp or comparison 1
Complex mixed profile unsuitable for interp or comparison 1
Complex mixed profile unsuitable for interp or comparison 1
Complex mixed profile unsuitable for interp or comparison 1
Complex mixed profile unsuitable for interp or comparison 1
Complex mixed profile unsuitable for interp or comparison 1

Swab Complex mixed profile unsuitable for interp or comparison 1
Complex mixed profile unsuitable for interp or comparison 1
Complex mixed profile unsuitable for interp or comparison 1
Complex mixed profile unsuitable for interp or comparison 1
Complex mixed profile unsuitable for interp or comparison 1
Complex mixed profile unsuitable for interp or comparison 1
Complex mixed profile unsuitable for interp or comparison 1
Complex mixed profile unsuitable for interp or comparison 1
Complex mixed profile unsuitable for interp or comparison 1
Complex mixed profile unsuitable for interp or comparison 1
Complex mixed profile unsuitable for interp or comparison 1
Complex mixed profile unsuitable for interp or comparison 1
Complex mixed profile unsuitable for interp or comparison 1
Complex mixed profile unsuitable for interp or comparison 1
Complex mixed profile unsuitable for interp or comparison 1
Complex mixed profile unsuitable for interp or comparison 1
Complex mixed profile unsuitable for interp or comparison 1
Complex mixed profile unsuitable for interp or comparison 1
Complex mixed profile unsuitable for interp or comparison 1
Complex mixed profile unsuitable for interp or comparison 1
Complex mixed profile unsuitable for interp or comparison 1
Complex mixed profile unsuitable for interp or comparison 1
Complex mixed profile unsuitable for interp or comparison 1
Complex mixed profile unsuitable for interp or comparison 1
Complex mixed profile unsuitable for interp or comparison 1
Complex mixed profile unsuitable for interp or comparison 1
Complex mixed profile unsuitable for interp or comparison 1
Complex mixed profile unsuitable for interp or comparison 1
Complex mixed profile unsuitable for interp or comparison 1
Complex mixed profile unsuitable for interp or comparison 1
Complex mixed profile unsuitable for interp or comparison 1
Complex mixed profile unsuitable for interp or comparison 1
Complex mixed profile unsuitable for interp or comparison 1
Complex mixed profile unsuitable for interp or comparison 1
Complex mixed profile unsuitable for interp or comparison 1
Complex mixed profile unsuitable for interp or comparison 1
Complex mixed profile unsuitable for interp or comparison 1
Partial DNA profile unsuitable for comparison purposes 1
Complex mixed profile unsuitable for interp or comparison 1
Complex mixed profile unsuitable for interp or comparison 1
Complex mixed profile unsuitable for interp or comparison 1
Complex mixed profile unsuitable for interp or comparison 1
Complex mixed profile unsuitable for interp or comparison 1
Complex mixed profile unsuitable for interp or comparison 1
Complex mixed profile unsuitable for interp or comparison 1
Complex mixed profile unsuitable for interp or comparison 1
Complex mixed profile unsuitable for interp or comparison 1
Complex mixed profile unsuitable for interp or comparison 1
Complex mixed profile unsuitable for interp or comparison 1
Complex mixed profile unsuitable for interp or comparison 1
Complex mixed profile unsuitable for interp or comparison 1
Complex mixed profile unsuitable for interp or comparison 1
Complex mixed profile unsuitable for interp or comparison 1
Complex mixed profile unsuitable for interp or comparison 1
Complex mixed profile unsuitable for interp or comparison 1
Complex mixed profile unsuitable for interp or comparison 1
Complex mixed profile unsuitable for interp or comparison 1
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No - unsuitable Swab Complex mixed profile unsuitable for interp or comparison 1
Complex mixed profile unsuitable for interp or comparison 1
Complex mixed profile unsuitable for interp or comparison 1
Complex mixed profile unsuitable for interp or comparison 1
Complex mixed profile unsuitable for interp or comparison 1
Complex mixed profile unsuitable for interp or comparison 1
Complex mixed profile unsuitable for interp or comparison 1
Complex mixed profile unsuitable for interp or comparison 1
Complex mixed profile unsuitable for interp or comparison 1
Complex mixed profile unsuitable for interp or comparison 1
Complex mixed profile unsuitable for interp or comparison 1
Complex mixed profile unsuitable for interp or comparison 1
Complex mixed profile unsuitable for interp or comparison 1
Complex mixed profile unsuitable for interp or comparison 1
Complex mixed profile unsuitable for interp or comparison 1
Complex mixed profile unsuitable for interp or comparison 1
Complex mixed profile unsuitable for interp or comparison 1
Complex mixed profile unsuitable for interp or comparison 1
Complex mixed profile unsuitable for interp or comparison 1
Complex mixed profile unsuitable for interp or comparison 1
Complex mixed profile unsuitable for interp or comparison 1
Complex mixed profile unsuitable for interp or comparison 1
Complex mixed profile unsuitable for interp or comparison 1
Complex mixed profile unsuitable for interp or comparison 1
Complex mixed profile unsuitable for interp or comparison 1
Complex mixed profile unsuitable for interp or comparison 1
Complex mixed profile unsuitable for interp or comparison 1
Complex mixed profile unsuitable for interp or comparison 1
Complex mixed profile unsuitable for interp or comparison 1
Complex mixed profile unsuitable for interp or comparison 1
Complex mixed profile unsuitable for interp or comparison 1
Complex mixed profile unsuitable for interp or comparison 1

 Complex mixed profile unsuitable for interp or comparison 1
Complex mixed profile unsuitable for interp or comparison 1
Complex mixed profile unsuitable for interp or comparison 1
Complex mixed profile unsuitable for interp or comparison 1
Complex mixed profile unsuitable for interp or comparison 1
Complex mixed profile unsuitable for interp or comparison 1
Complex mixed profile unsuitable for interp or comparison 1
Complex mixed profile unsuitable for interp or comparison 1

 Complex mixed profile unsuitable for interp or comparison 1
Complex mixed profile unsuitable for interp or comparison 1

 Complex mixed profile unsuitable for interp or comparison 1
Complex mixed profile unsuitable for interp or comparison 1
Complex mixed profile unsuitable for interp or comparison 1
Complex mixed profile unsuitable for interp or comparison 1
Complex mixed profile unsuitable for interp or comparison 1
Complex mixed profile unsuitable for interp or comparison 1
Complex mixed profile unsuitable for interp or comparison 1
Complex mixed profile unsuitable for interp or comparison 1
Complex mixed profile unsuitable for interp or comparison 1
Complex mixed profile unsuitable for interp or comparison 1
Complex mixed profile unsuitable for interp or comparison 1
Complex mixed profile unsuitable for interp or comparison 1
Complex mixed profile unsuitable for interp or comparison 1
Complex mixed profile unsuitable for interp or comparison 1
Complex mixed profile unsuitable for interp or comparison 1
Complex mixed profile unsuitable for interp or comparison 1
Complex mixed profile unsuitable for interp or comparison 1
Complex mixed profile unsuitable for interp or comparison 1
Complex mixed profile unsuitable for interp or comparison 1
Complex mixed profile unsuitable for interp or comparison 1
Complex mixed profile unsuitable for interp or comparison 1
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No - unsuitable Swab Complex mixed profile unsuitable for interp or comparison 1
Complex mixed profile unsuitable for interp or comparison 1
Complex mixed profile unsuitable for interp or comparison 1
Complex mixed profile unsuitable for interp or comparison 1
Complex mixed profile unsuitable for interp or comparison 1
Complex mixed profile unsuitable for interp or comparison 1
Complex mixed profile unsuitable for interp or comparison 1
Complex mixed profile unsuitable for interp or comparison 1
Complex mixed profile unsuitable for interp or comparison 1
Complex mixed profile unsuitable for interp or comparison 1
Complex mixed profile unsuitable for interp or comparison 1
Complex mixed profile unsuitable for interp or comparison 1
Complex mixed profile unsuitable for interp or comparison 2
Complex mixed profile unsuitable for interp or comparison 1
Complex mixed profile unsuitable for interp or comparison 1
Complex mixed profile unsuitable for interp or comparison 1
Complex mixed profile unsuitable for interp or comparison 1
Complex mixed profile unsuitable for interp or comparison 1
Complex mixed profile unsuitable for interp or comparison 1
Complex mixed profile unsuitable for interp or comparison 1
Complex mixed profile unsuitable for interp or comparison 1
Complex mixed profile unsuitable for interp or comparison 1
Complex mixed profile unsuitable for interp or comparison 1
Complex mixed profile unsuitable for interp or comparison 1
Complex mixed profile unsuitable for interp or comparison 1
Complex mixed profile unsuitable for interp or comparison 1
Complex mixed profile unsuitable for interp or comparison 1
Complex mixed profile unsuitable for interp or comparison 1
Complex mixed profile unsuitable for interp or comparison 1
Complex mixed profile unsuitable for interp or comparison 1
Complex mixed profile unsuitable for interp or comparison 1

 Complex mixed profile unsuitable for interp or comparison 1
Complex mixed profile unsuitable for interp or comparison 1
Complex mixed profile unsuitable for interp or comparison 1

Swab - Blood Complex mixed profile unsuitable for interp or comparison 1
Complex mixed profile unsuitable for interp or comparison 1
Complex mixed profile unsuitable for interp or comparison 1
Complex mixed profile unsuitable for interp or comparison 1
Complex mixed profile unsuitable for interp or comparison 1
Complex mixed profile unsuitable for interp or comparison 1
Partial DNA profile unsuitable for comparison purposes 1
Complex mixed profile unsuitable for interp or comparison 1
Complex mixed profile unsuitable for interp or comparison 1
Complex mixed profile unsuitable for interp or comparison 1
Partial DNA profile unsuitable for comparison purposes 1
Complex mixed profile unsuitable for interp or comparison 1
Complex mixed profile unsuitable for interp or comparison 1

Swab - Saliva Complex mixed profile unsuitable for interp or comparison 1
Complex mixed profile unsuitable for interp or comparison 1
Complex mixed profile unsuitable for interp or comparison 1

Swab - Semen No DNA profile 1
Tape Complex mixed profile unsuitable for interp or comparison 1
Tape Lift Complex mixed profile unsuitable for interp or comparison 1

No DNA profile 1
Complex mixed profile unsuitable for interp or comparison 1
Complex mixed profile unsuitable for interp or comparison 1
Complex mixed profile unsuitable for interp or comparison 1
Complex mixed profile unsuitable for interp or comparison 1
Complex mixed profile unsuitable for interp or comparison 1
Complex mixed profile unsuitable for interp or comparison 1
Complex mixed profile unsuitable for interp or comparison 1

Trace DNA Kit Complex mixed profile unsuitable for interp or comparison 1
Complex mixed profile unsuitable for interp or comparison 1
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No - unsuitable Trace DNA Kit Complex mixed profile unsuitable for interp or comparison 1
Complex mixed profile unsuitable for interp or comparison 1
Complex mixed profile unsuitable for interp or comparison 1
Complex mixed profile unsuitable for interp or comparison 1
Complex mixed profile unsuitable for interp or comparison 1
Complex mixed profile unsuitable for interp or comparison 1
Complex mixed profile unsuitable for interp or comparison 1
Complex mixed profile unsuitable for interp or comparison 1
Complex mixed profile unsuitable for interp or comparison 1
Complex mixed profile unsuitable for interp or comparison 1
Complex mixed profile unsuitable for interp or comparison 1
Complex mixed profile unsuitable for interp or comparison 1
Complex mixed profile unsuitable for interp or comparison 1
Complex mixed profile unsuitable for interp or comparison 1
Complex mixed profile unsuitable for interp or comparison 1
Complex mixed profile unsuitable for interp or comparison 1
Complex mixed profile unsuitable for interp or comparison 1
Complex mixed profile unsuitable for interp or comparison 1
Complex mixed profile unsuitable for interp or comparison 1
Complex mixed profile unsuitable for interp or comparison 1
Complex mixed profile unsuitable for interp or comparison 1
Complex mixed profile unsuitable for interp or comparison 1
Complex mixed profile unsuitable for interp or comparison 1
Complex mixed profile unsuitable for interp or comparison 1
Complex mixed profile unsuitable for interp or comparison 1
Complex mixed profile unsuitable for interp or comparison 1
Complex mixed profile unsuitable for interp or comparison 1
Complex mixed profile unsuitable for interp or comparison 1
Complex mixed profile unsuitable for interp or comparison 1
Complex mixed profile unsuitable for interp or comparison 1
Complex mixed profile unsuitable for interp or comparison 1
Complex mixed profile unsuitable for interp or comparison 1
Complex mixed profile unsuitable for interp or comparison 1
Complex mixed profile unsuitable for interp or comparison 1
Complex mixed profile unsuitable for interp or comparison 1
Complex mixed profile unsuitable for interp or comparison 1
Complex mixed profile unsuitable for interp or comparison 1
Complex mixed profile unsuitable for interp or comparison 1
Complex mixed profile unsuitable for interp or comparison 1
Complex mixed profile unsuitable for interp or comparison 1
Complex mixed profile unsuitable for interp or comparison 1
Complex mixed profile unsuitable for interp or comparison 1
Complex mixed profile unsuitable for interp or comparison 1
Complex mixed profile unsuitable for interp or comparison 1
Complex mixed profile unsuitable for interp or comparison 1
Complex mixed profile unsuitable for interp or comparison 1
Complex mixed profile unsuitable for interp or comparison 1
Complex mixed profile unsuitable for interp or comparison 1
Complex mixed profile unsuitable for interp or comparison 1
Complex mixed profile unsuitable for interp or comparison 1

 Complex mixed profile unsuitable for interp or comparison 1
Complex mixed profile unsuitable for interp or comparison 1
Complex mixed profile unsuitable for interp or comparison 1
Complex mixed profile unsuitable for interp or comparison 1
Complex mixed profile unsuitable for interp or comparison 1
Complex mixed profile unsuitable for interp or comparison 1

 Complex mixed profile unsuitable for interp or comparison 1
Complex mixed profile unsuitable for interp or comparison 1
Complex mixed profile unsuitable for interp or comparison 1
Complex mixed profile unsuitable for interp or comparison 1
Complex mixed profile unsuitable for interp or comparison 1
Complex mixed profile unsuitable for interp or comparison 1
Complex mixed profile unsuitable for interp or comparison 1
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No - unsuitable Trace DNA Ki Complex mixed profile unsuitable for interp or comparison 1
Complex mixed profile unsuitable for interp or comparison 1
Complex mixed profile unsuitable for interp or comparison 1
Complex mixed profile unsuitable for interp or comparison 1
Complex mixed profile unsuitable for interp or comparison 1
Complex mixed profile unsuitable for interp or comparison 1
Complex mixed profile unsuitable for interp or comparison 1
Complex mixed profile unsuitable for interp or comparison 1
Complex mixed profile unsuitable for interp or comparison 1
Complex mixed profile unsuitable for interp or comparison 1
Complex mixed profile unsuitable for interp or comparison 1
Complex mixed profile unsuitable for interp or comparison 1
Complex mixed profile unsuitable for interp or comparison 1
Complex mixed profile unsuitable for interp or comparison 1
Complex mixed profile unsuitable for interp or comparison 1
Complex mixed profile unsuitable for interp or comparison 1
Complex mixed profile unsuitable for interp or comparison 1
Complex mixed profile unsuitable for interp or comparison 1
Complex mixed profile unsuitable for interp or comparison 1
Complex mixed profile unsuitable for interp or comparison 1
Complex mixed profile unsuitable for interp or comparison 1
Complex mixed profile unsuitable for interp or comparison 1
Complex mixed profile unsuitable for interp or comparison 1
Complex mixed profile unsuitable for interp or comparison 1
Complex mixed profile unsuitable for interp or comparison 1
Complex mixed profile unsuitable for interp or comparison 1
Complex mixed profile unsuitable for interp or comparison 1
Complex mixed profile unsuitable for interp or comparison 1
Complex mixed profile unsuitable for interp or comparison 1
Complex mixed profile unsuitable for interp or comparison 1
Complex mixed profile unsuitable for interp or comparison 1
Complex mixed profile unsuitable for interp or comparison 1
Complex mixed profile unsuitable for interp or comparison 1
Complex mixed profile unsuitable for interp or comparison 1
Complex mixed profile unsuitable for interp or comparison 1
Complex mixed profile unsuitable for interp or comparison 1
Complex mixed profile unsuitable for interp or comparison 1
Complex mixed profile unsuitable for interp or comparison 1
Complex mixed profile unsuitable for interp or comparison 1
Complex mixed profile unsuitable for interp or comparison 1
Complex mixed profile unsuitable for interp or comparison 1
Complex mixed profile unsuitable for interp or comparison 1
Complex mixed profile unsuitable for interp or comparison 1
Complex mixed profile unsuitable for interp or comparison 1
Complex mixed profile unsuitable for interp or comparison 1
Complex mixed profile unsuitable for interp or comparison 1
Complex mixed profile unsuitable for interp or comparison 1
Complex mixed profile unsuitable for interp or comparison 1

No - unsuitable Total 360
Quality control failure Swab Quality control failure, refer to QPS 1

Trace DNA Ki Quality control failure, refer to QPS 1
Quality control failure Total 2

Y - > 100 Billion Epithelial Fra 2 person mix profile - support for contrib > 100 billion 1
Single source 20 loci DNA profile LR > 100 billion 1
3 person mix - support for contribution 1000 to 10 000 & 3 person mix profile - support for contrib > 100 billion 1
2 person mix profile - support for contrib > 100 billion 1
2 person mix profile - support for contrib > 100 billion 1
Two person mixed DNA profile; 2 person mixed profile - conditioned on; 2 person mix rem - support for contribution > 100 billion 1
3 person mix rem - support for contribution > 100 billion 1
2 person mixed profile - conditioned on & 2 person mix rem - support for contribution > 100 billion 1

Fabric Mix - Support for contribution 2 to 1 million & Mix - Support for contribution 1 million to 100 billion & Mix - Support for contribution 2 to 1 million & Mix - support for contrib > 100 billion 1
Scraping 2 person mix profile - support for contrib > 100 billion 1

Single source 20 loci DNA profile LR > 100 billion 1
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Y - > 100 Billion Scraping Two person mixed DNA profile; 2 person mix profile - support for contrib > 100 billion 1
Two person mixed DNA profile; 2 person mix profile - support for contrib > 100 billion 1
Single source 20 loci DNA profile LR > 100 billion 1
2 person mix profile - support for contrib > 100 billion 1
Single source 20 loci DNA profile LR > 100 billion 1
Single source 20 loci DNA profile LR > 100 billion 1
SS DNA profile 9 loci and above LR > 100 billion 1
Two person mixed DNA profile; 2 person mix profile - support for contrib > 100 billion 1
Single source 20 loci DNA profile LR > 100 billion 1
SS DNA profile 9 loci and above LR > 100 billion 1
Single source 20 loci DNA profile LR > 100 billion 1
SS DNA profile 9 loci and above LR > 100 billion 1
SS DNA profile 9 loci and above LR > 100 billion 1
Single source 20 loci DNA profile LR > 100 billion 1
Single source 20 loci DNA profile LR > 100 billion 1
Single source 20 loci DNA profile LR > 100 billion 1
SS DNA profile 9 loci and above LR > 100 billion 1
Single source 20 loci DNA profile LR > 100 billion 1

Swab  3 person mix profile - support for contrib > 100 billion 1
3 person mix profile - support for contrib > 100 billion 1
3 person mix profile - support for contrib > 100 billion 1
Three person mixed DNA profile; 3 person mixed profile - conditioned on; 3 person mix rem - support for contribution > 100 billion 1
2 person mixed profile - conditioned on & 2 person mix rem - support for contribution > 100 billion 1
3 person mixed profile - conditioned on & 3 person mix rem - support for contribution > 100 billion 1
3 person mixed profile - conditioned on & 3 person mix rem - support for contribution > 100 billion 1
3 person mixed profile - conditioned on & 3 person mix rem - support for contribution > 100 billion 1
3 person mixed profile - conditioned on & 3 person mix rem - support for contribution > 100 billion 1
3 person mixed profile - conditioned on & 3 person mix rem - support for contribution > 100 billion 1
3 person mixed profile - conditioned on & 3 person mix rem - support for contribution > 100 billion 1
3 person mixed profile - conditioned on & 3 person mix rem - support for contribution > 100 billion 1
2 person mixed profile - conditioned on & 2 person mix rem - support for contribution > 100 billion 1
2 person mix profile - support for contrib > 100 billion 1
2 person mix, support for contrib 10 000 - 100 000 & 2 person mix profile - support for contrib > 100 billion 1
2 person mix profile - support for contrib > 100 billion 1
3 person mix profile - support for contrib > 100 billion 1
2 person mix profile - support for contrib > 100 billion 1
3 person mix profile - support for contrib > 100 billion 1
3 person mixed profile - conditioned on & 3 person mix remaining - support for contrib 100 to 1000 & 3 person mix rem - support for contribution > 100 billion 1
Single source 20 loci DNA profile LR > 100 billion 1
Single source 20 loci DNA profile LR > 100 billion 1

 3 person mixed profile - condi oned on & 3 person mix rem - support for contribu on > 100 billion 1
Single source 20 loci DNA profile LR > 100 billion 1
3 person mix profile - support for contrib > 100 billion 1
Mix - Support for contribution 2 to 1 million & Mix - support for contrib > 100 billion 1
Mix - support for contrib > 100 billion 1
2 person mix profile - support for contrib > 100 billion 1
3 person mix profile - support for contrib > 100 billion 1
3 person mix profile - support for contrib > 100 billion 1
3 person mix profile - support for contrib > 100 billion 1
2 person mix profile - support for contrib > 100 billion 1
3 person mix rem - support for contribution > 100 billion & 3 person mix - support for contrib 1 million - 1 billion 1
2 person mix profile - support for contrib > 100 billion 1
Single source 20 loci DNA profile LR > 100 billion 1
3 person mix rem - support for contribution > 100 billion 1
3 person rem - suport for contribution > 100 billion 1
3 person rem - suport for contribution > 100 billion 1
2 person mix rem - support for contribution > 100 billion 1
2 person mixed profile - conditioned on & 2 person mix rem - support for contribution > 100 billion 1
2 person mix rem - support for contribution > 100 billion 1
2 person mix profile - support for contrib > 100 billion 1
3 person mix profile - support for contrib > 100 billion 1
2 person mix profile - support for contrib > 100 billion 1
2 person mix profile - support for contrib > 100 billion 1
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Y - > 100 Billion Swab 2 person mix profile - support for contrib > 100 billion & 2 person mix - low support for contribution 1
 2 person mix profile - support for contrib > 100 billion 1

Swab - Blood 2 person mix profile - support for contrib > 100 billion 1
2 person mix profile - support for contrib > 100 billion 1
2 person mix profile - support for contrib > 100 billion 1
3 person mix profile - support for contrib > 100 billion 1
2 person mix profile - support for contrib > 100 billion 1
Single source 20 loci DNA profile LR > 100 billion 1
SS DNA profile 9 loci and above LR > 100 billion 1
Single source 20 loci DNA profile LR > 100 billion 1
Suspect check - support for contribution > 100 billion 1

Tape Lift SS DNA profile 9 loci and above LR > 100 billion 1
Two person mixed DNA profile; 2 person mix profile - support for contrib > 100 billion 1
SS DNA profile 9 loci and above LR > 100 billion 1
SS DNA profile 9 loci and above LR > 100 billion 1

Trace DNA Kit 3 person mix profile - support for contrib > 100 billion 1
3 person mix profile - support for contrib > 100 billion 1
3 person mix - support for contrib 100 to 1000 & 3 person mix profile - support for contrib > 100 billion 1
Mix - Support for contribution 2 to 1 million & Mix - support for contrib > 100 billion 1
Suspect check - support for contribution > 100 billion 1
3 person mix profile - support for contrib > 100 billion 1
3 person mix profile - support for contrib > 100 billion 1

Y - > 100 Billion Total 96
Y - 1 billion - 100 billion Swab 3 person mixed profile - conditioned on & 3 person rem - support for contrib 1 billion-100 billion 1

3 person rem - support for contrib 1 billion - 100 billion 1
Swab - Saliva 3 person mix- support for contrib 1 billion - 100 billion 1

Y - 1 billion - 100 billion Total 3
Y - 1 million - 1 billion Epithelial Fractio 3 person mixed profile - conditioned on & 3 person rem - support for contrib 1 million to 1 billion 1

Swab Two person mixed DNA profile; 2 person mixed profile - conditioned on; 2 person rem- support for contrib 1 million to 1 billion 1
2 person mix- support for contrib 1 billion - 100 billion 1
Mix - Support for contribution 1 million to 100 billion 1

Trace DNA Kit 3 person mixed profile - conditioned on & 3 person rem - support for contrib 1 million to 1 billion & 3 person mix remaining - support for contrib 100 to 1000 1
Y - 1 million - 1 billion Total 5

Y - 10,000 - 100,000 Paper 3 person mix - support for contrib 10 000 - 100 000 1
Swab 3 person mixed profile - conditioned on & 3 person mix rem - support for contrib 10 000 to 100 000 1

Y - 10,000 - 100,000 Total 2
Y - Consistent with unknown Swab Single source DNA profile UKF1 1

Two person mixed DNA profile; 2 person mixed profile - conditioned on; 2 pers mix remaining consistent with unknown UKM1 1
Two person mixed DNA profile; 2 person mixed profile - conditioned on; 2 pers mix remaining consistent with unknown UKM1 (Cold link prev reported) 1
Two person mixed DNA profile; 2 person mixed profile - conditioned on; 2 pers mix remaining consistent with unknown UKM1 1
Single source DNA profile (Cold link prev reported) 1
Single source DNA profile (Cold link prev reported) 1
Single source DNA profile UKF1 1
2 person mixed profile - conditioned on & 2 pers mix remaining consistent with unknown UKM1 1
Two person mixed DNA profile; 2 person mixed profile - conditioned on; 2 pers mix remaining consistent with unknown (Cold link prev reported) 1
Single source DNA profile UKM 1

Y - Consistent with unknown Total 10
Y - Mix - Assumed contrib Epithelial Fractio 3 person mixed profile - conditioned on & 3 person mix remaining - low support for contrib 1

 2 person mixed profile - condi oned on 1
2 person mixed profile - conditioned on 1

Fabric 3 person mixed profile - conditioned on 1
3 person mixed profile - conditioned on 1

Scraping 3 person mixed profile - conditioned on 1
3 person mixed profile - conditioned on 1
3 person mixed profile - conditioned on 1
2 person mixed profile - conditioned on 1

Swab  3 person mixed profile - condi oned on 1
Two person mixed DNA profile; 2 person mixed profile - conditioned on 1
2 person mixed profile - conditioned on 1
2 person mixed profile - conditioned on 1
 3 person mixed profile - condi oned on 1
2 person mixed profile - conditioned on 1
2 person mixed profile - conditioned on 1
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Y - Mix - Assumed contrib Swab 2 person mixed profile - conditioned on 1
2 person mixed profile - conditioned on & 2 person mix remaining - support for contrib 100 to 1000 1
2 person mixed profile - conditioned on 1
2 person mixed profile - conditioned on 1
2 person mixed profile - conditioned on & 2 person mix remaining- support for contrib 1000 to 10000 1
2 person mixed profile - conditioned on & 2 person mix remaining- support for contrib 1000 to 10000 1
2 person mixed profile - conditioned on 1
2 person mixed profile - conditioned on 1
3 person mixed profile - conditioned on 1
2 person mixed profile - conditioned on 1
3 person mixed profile - conditioned on 1
Three person mixed DNA profile; 3 person mixed profile - conditioned on 1
3 person mixed profile - conditioned on 1
Two person mixed DNA profile; 2 person mixed profile - conditioned on 1
3 person mixed profile - conditioned on & 3 person mix - low support for contribution 1
Three person mixed DNA profile; 3 person mixed profile - conditioned on 1

Tape Lift 3 person mixed profile - conditioned on 1
Y - Mix - Assumed contrib Total 33

Y - NCIDD upload Cigarette Butt Single source DNA profile NCIDD Upload UKM 1
Single source DNA profile NCIDD Upload UKM 1
Single source DNA profile NCIDD Upload UKM 1
Two person mixed DNA profile; NCIDD upload - Intel mixed DNA profile UKM1 1

Fabric Two person mixed DNA profile NCIDD upload - Intel mixed DNA profile UKF 1
Hair Single source DNA profile. NCIDD Upload UKM1 1
Swab Two person mixed DNA profile NCIDD Upload UKM1 1

2 person mixed profile - conditioned on & NCIDD upload remaining contribution UKM1 1
Two person mixed DNA profile; 2 person mixed profile - conditioned on; NCIDD upload remaining contribution UKM1 1
2 person mixed profile - conditioned on & NCIDD upload remaining contribution UKM 1
3 person mixed profile - conditioned on & 3 person mixed profile, mixture remaining NCIDD UKM1 1
2 person mixed profile - conditioned on & NCIDD upload remaining contribution UKM1 1
Three person mixed DNA profile  NCIDD upload UKM 1
Mixed DNA profile. NICDD Upload UKM1 1
Two person mixed DNA profile NCIDD upload - Intel mixed DNA profile UKM 1
Three person mixed DNA profile, NCIDD upload UKM 1
Two person mixed DNA profile; 2 person mixed profile - conditioned on - Intel; 2 person mixed profile - remaining Intel - NCIDD UKM1 1
Mixed DNA profile. NCIDD upload cold link 1

Trace DNA Kit Two person mixed DNA profile & NCIDD upload 1
Mixed DNA profile & Mix - NCIDD upload UKM 1
Three person mixed DNA profile, NCIDD upload UKM 1
Three person mixed DNA profile; NCIDD upload - Intel mixed DNA profile UKM1 1

Y - NCIDD upload Total 22
Y - Single source - assumed contrib Epithelial Fraction Single Source DNA profile - assumed known contributor 1

Single Source DNA profile - assumed known contributor 1
Single Source DNA profile - assumed known contributor 1
Single Source DNA profile - assumed known contributor 1
Single Source DNA profile - assumed known contributor 1
Single Source DNA profile - assumed known contributor 1

Swab Single Source DNA profile - assumed known contributor 1
 Single Source DNA profile - assumed known contributor 1
Single Source DNA profile - assumed known contributor 1
Single Source DNA profile - assumed known contributor 1
Single Source DNA profile - assumed known contributor 1
Single Source DNA profile - assumed known contributor 1

Trace DNA Kit Single Source DNA profile - assumed known contributor 1
Single Source DNA profile - assumed known contributor 1

Y - Single source - assumed contrib Total 14
Y - Single source - Unknown Epithelial Fraction Single source DNA profile UKM1 1

Swab Single source DNA profile UKF 1
Y - Single source - Unknown Total 2

Y - Mix no stat interp Cigarette Butt Two person mixed DNA profile 1
Epithelial Fraction Two person mixed DNA profile; No statistical interpretation performed 1
Fabric Three person mixed DNA profile & No statistical interp 1

Two person mixed DNA profile & no statistical interp 1
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Y - Mix no stat interp Fabric Two person mixed DNA profile & no statistical interp 1
Two person mixed DNA profile & no statistical interp 1

Swab Two person mixed DNA profile 1
Two person mixed DNA profile 1
Mixed DNA profile 1
Three person mixed DNA profile & No statistical interp 1
Two person mixed DNA profile & No statistical interpretation performed 1
Two person mixed DNA profile; No statistical interpretation performed 1
Two person mixed DNA profile; No statistical interpretation performed 1
Three person mixed DNA profile; No statistical interpretation performed 1
Two person mixed DNA profile & No statistical interpretation performed 1
Mixed DNA profile 1

Swab - Blood Three person mixed DNA profile 1
Three person mixed DNA profile 1

Tape Lift Two person mixed DNA profile 1
Trace DNA Kit Three person mixed DNA profile, No statistical interpretation performed 1

Three person mixed DNA profile & No statistical interp 1
Two person mixed DNA profile & no statistical interp 1
Mixed DNA profile & No stational interp performed 1
Three person mixed DNA profile & No statistical interp 1
Two person mixed DNA profile & no statistical interp 1

Y - Mix no stat interp Total 25
Grand Total 574
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Offence Sexual offences

Count of Result obtained Y/N
Result obtained Y/N Sample Category Exhibit # Result returned Total

No - unsuitable Epithelial Fracti Complex mixed profile unsuitable for interp or comparison 1
Complex mixed profile unsuitable for interp or comparison 1
Complex mixed profile unsuitable for interp or comparison 1
Complex mixed profile unsuitable for interp or comparison 1
Complex mixed profile unsuitable for interp or comparison 1
Complex mixed profile unsuitable for interp or comparison 1
Complex mixed profile unsuitable for interp or comparison 1
Complex mixed profile unsuitable for interp or comparison 1
Complex mixed profile unsuitable for interp or comparison 1
Complex mixed profile unsuitable for interp or comparison 1
Complex mixed profile unsuitable for interp or comparison 1
Complex mixed profile unsuitable for interp or comparison 1
Complex mixed profile unsuitable for interp or comparison 1
Complex mixed profile unsuitable for interp or comparison 1
Complex mixed profile unsuitable for interp or comparison 1

Fabric Complex mixed profile unsuitable for interp or comparison 1
Complex mixed profile unsuitable for interp or comparison 1

Scraping Complex mixed profile unsuitable for interp or comparison 1
Swab Complex mixed profile unsuitable for interp or comparison 1

Complex mixed profile unsuitable for interp or comparison 1
Complex mixed profile unsuitable for interp or comparison 1
Complex mixed profile unsuitable for interp or comparison 1
Complex mixed profile unsuitable for interp or comparison 1
Complex mixed profile unsuitable for interp or comparison 1
Complex mixed profile unsuitable for interp or comparison 1
Complex mixed profile unsuitable for interp or comparison 1
Complex mixed profile unsuitable for interp or comparison 1
Complex mixed profile unsuitable for interp or comparison 1
Complex mixed profile unsuitable for interp or comparison 1
Complex mixed profile unsuitable for interp or comparison 1
Complex mixed profile unsuitable for interp or comparison 1
Complex mixed profile unsuitable for interp or comparison 1
Complex mixed profile unsuitable for interp or comparison 1
Complex mixed profile unsuitable for interp or comparison 1
Complex mixed profile unsuitable for interp or comparison 1
Complex mixed profile unsuitable for interp or comparison 1
Complex mixed profile unsuitable for interp or comparison 1

 Complex mixed profile unsuitable for interp or comparison 1
Complex mixed profile unsuitable for interp or comparison 1
Complex mixed profile unsuitable for interp or comparison 1
Complex mixed profile unsuitable for interp or comparison 1
Complex mixed profile unsuitable for interp or comparison 1
Complex mixed profile unsuitable for interp or comparison 1
Complex mixed profile unsuitable for interp or comparison 1
Complex mixed profile unsuitable for interp or comparison 1

 Complex mixed profile unsuitable for interp or comparison 1
Complex mixed profile unsuitable for interp or comparison 1

 Complex mixed profile unsuitable for interp or comparison 1
Complex mixed profile unsuitable for interp or comparison 1
Complex mixed profile unsuitable for interp or comparison 1
Complex mixed profile unsuitable for interp or comparison 1
Complex mixed profile unsuitable for interp or comparison 1
Complex mixed profile unsuitable for interp or comparison 1
Complex mixed profile unsuitable for interp or comparison 1

Tape Lift Complex mixed profile unsuitable for interp or comparison 1
No - unsuitable Total 55

Y - > 100 Billion Epithelial Fracti Two person mixed DNA profile; 2 person mixed profile - conditioned on; 2 person mix rem - support for contribution > 100 billion 1
3 person mix rem - support for contribution > 100 billion 1
2 person mixed profile - conditioned on & 2 person mix rem - support for contribution > 100 billion 1

Scraping Single source 20 loci DNA profile LR > 100 billion 1
Swab  3 person mix profile - support for contrib > 100 billion 1

3 person mix profile - support for contrib > 100 billion 1
Three person mixed DNA profile; 3 person mixed profile - conditioned on; 3 person mix rem - support for contribution > 100 billion 1
2 person mixed profile - conditioned on & 2 person mix rem - support for contribution > 100 billion 1
3 person mixed profile - conditioned on & 3 person mix rem - support for contribution > 100 billion 1
3 person mixed profile - conditioned on & 3 person mix rem - support for contribution > 100 billion 1
3 person mixed profile - conditioned on & 3 person mix rem - support for contribution > 100 billion 1
3 person mixed profile - conditioned on & 3 person mix rem - support for contribution > 100 billion 1
3 person mixed profile - conditioned on & 3 person mix rem - support for contribution > 100 billion 1
3 person mixed profile - conditioned on & 3 person mix rem - support for contribution > 100 billion 1
3 person mixed profile - conditioned on & 3 person mix rem - support for contribution > 100 billion 1
2 person mixed profile - conditioned on & 2 person mix rem - support for contribution > 100 billion 1
3 person mixed profile - conditioned on & 3 person mix remaining - support for contrib 100 to 1000 & 3 person mix rem - support for contribution > 100 billion 1
Single source 20 loci DNA profile LR > 100 billion 1
Single source 20 loci DNA profile LR > 100 billion 1

 3 person mixed profile - condi oned on & 3 person mix rem - support for contribu on > 100 billion 1
Single source 20 loci DNA profile LR > 100 billion 1
Single source 20 loci DNA profile LR > 100 billion 1
3 person mix rem - support for contribution > 100 billion 1
3 person rem - suport for contribution > 100 billion 1
3 person rem - suport for contribution > 100 billion 1
2 person mix rem - support for contribution > 100 billion 1
2 person mixed profile - conditioned on & 2 person mix rem - support for contribution > 100 billion 1
2 person mix rem - support for contribution > 100 billion 1

Y - > 100 Billion Total 28
Y - 1 billion - 100 billion Swab 3 person mixed profile - conditioned on & 3 person rem - support for contrib 1 billion-100 billion 1

Y - 1 billion - 100 billion Total 1
Y - 1 million - 1 billion Epithelial Fracti 3 person mixed profile - conditioned on & 3 person rem - support for contrib 1 million to 1 billion 1

Swab Two person mixed DNA profile; 2 person mixed profile - conditioned on; 2 person rem- support for contrib 1 million to 1 billion 1
Y - 1 million - 1 billion Total 2

Y - 10,000 - 100,000 Swab 3 person mixed profile - conditioned on & 3 person mix rem - support for contrib 10 000 to 100 000 1
Y - 10,000 - 100,000 Total 1

Y - Consistent with unknown Swab Single source DNA profile UKF1 1
Two person mixed DNA profile; 2 person mixed profile - conditioned on; 2 pers mix remaining consistent with unknown UKM1 1
Two person mixed DNA profile; 2 person mixed profile - conditioned on; 2 pers mix remaining consistent with unknown UKM1 (Cold link prev reported) 1
Two person mixed DNA profile; 2 person mixed profile - conditioned on; 2 pers mix remaining consistent with unknown UKM1 1
Single source DNA profile (Cold link prev reported) 1
Single source DNA profile (Cold link prev reported) 1
Single source DNA profile UKF1 1
2 person mixed profile - conditioned on & 2 pers mix remaining consistent with unknown UKM1 1
Two person mixed DNA profile; 2 person mixed profile - conditioned on; 2 pers mix remaining consistent with unknown (Cold link prev reported) 1

Y - Consistent with unknown Total 9
Y - Mix - Assumed contrib Epithelial Fracti 3 person mixed profile - conditioned on & 3 person mix remaining - low support for contrib 1

 2 person mixed profile - condi oned on 1
2 person mixed profile - conditioned on 1

Fabric 3 person mixed profile - conditioned on 1
3 person mixed profile - conditioned on 1

Scraping 3 person mixed profile - conditioned on 1
3 person mixed profile - conditioned on 1
3 person mixed profile - conditioned on 1

Swab  3 person mixed profile - condi oned on 1
Two person mixed DNA profile; 2 person mixed profile - conditioned on 1
2 person mixed profile - conditioned on 1
2 person mixed profile - conditioned on 1
 3 person mixed profile - condi oned on 1
2 person mixed profile - conditioned on 1
2 person mixed profile - conditioned on 1
2 person mixed profile - conditioned on 1
2 person mixed profile - conditioned on & 2 person mix remaining - support for contrib 100 to 1000 1
2 person mixed profile - conditioned on 1
2 person mixed profile - conditioned on 1
2 person mixed profile - conditioned on & 2 person mix remaining- support for contrib 1000 to 10000 1
2 person mixed profile - conditioned on & 2 person mix remaining- support for contrib 1000 to 10000 1
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Y - Mix - Assumed contrib Swab 2 person mixed profile - conditioned on 1
2 person mixed profile - conditioned on 1
3 person mixed profile - conditioned on 1
2 person mixed profile - conditioned on 1
3 person mixed profile - conditioned on 1
Three person mixed DNA profile; 3 person mixed profile - conditioned on 1
3 person mixed profile - conditioned on 1
Two person mixed DNA profile; 2 person mixed profile - conditioned on 1
3 person mixed profile - conditioned on & 3 person mix - low support for contribution 1
Three person mixed DNA profile; 3 person mixed profile - conditioned on 1

Tape Lift 3 person mixed profile - conditioned on 1
Y - Mix - Assumed contrib Total 32

Y - NCIDD upload Swab 2 person mixed profile - conditioned on & NCIDD upload remaining contribution UKM1 1
Two person mixed DNA profile; 2 person mixed profile - conditioned on; NCIDD upload remaining contribution UKM1 1
2 person mixed profile - conditioned on & NCIDD upload remaining contribution UKM 1
3 person mixed profile - conditioned on & 3 person mixed profile, mixture remaining NCIDD UKM1 1
2 person mixed profile - conditioned on & NCIDD upload remaining contribution UKM1 1
Two person mixed DNA profile; 2 person mixed profile - conditioned on - Intel; 2 person mixed profile - remaining Intel - NCIDD UKM1 1

Y - NCIDD upload Total 6
Y - Single source - assumed contrib Epithelial Fract Single Source DNA profile - assumed known contributor 1

Single Source DNA profile - assumed known contributor 1
Single Source DNA profile - assumed known contributor 1
Single Source DNA profile - assumed known contributor 1

Swab Single Source DNA profile - assumed known contributor 1
 Single Source DNA profile - assumed known contributor 1
Single Source DNA profile - assumed known contributor 1
Single Source DNA profile - assumed known contributor 1
Single Source DNA profile - assumed known contributor 1
Single Source DNA profile - assumed known contributor 1

Y - Single source - assumed contrib Total 10
Y - Single source - Unknown Epithelial Fract Single source DNA profile UKM1 1

Y - Single source - Unknown Total 1
Grand Total 145
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Count of Offence
Offence Result obtained Y/N Total

Assault No - unsuitable 16
Y - > 100 Billion 3
Y - NCIDD upload 1

Assault Total 20
Att Murder No - unsuitable 2

Att Murder Total 2
Burglary No - unsuitable 23

Y - > 100 Billion 1
Y - NCIDD upload 2

Burglary Total 26
Deaths Y - > 100 Billion 1

Deaths Total 1
Dep Lib No - unsuitable 10

Dep Lib Total 10
Domestic violence No - unsuitable 1

Domestic violence Total 1
Drug offence No - unsuitable 6

Y - > 100 Billion 2
Y - 1 billion - 100 billion 1
Y - Single source - Unknown 1

Drug offence Total 10
Fire/Arson No - unsuitable 8

Fire/Arson Total 8
Forensic Scene No - unsuitable 3

Forensic Scene Total 3
GBH No - unsuitable 16

Y - > 100 Billion 2
GBH Total 18

Life Endangering No - unsuitable 2
Life Endangering Total 2

Miscellaneous No - unsuitable 1
Miscellaneous Total 1

Missing person No - unsuitable 25
Y - NCIDD upload 1

Missing person Total 26
Murder No - unsuitable 123

Quality control failure 1
Y - > 100 Billion 34
Y - 1 billion - 100 billion 1
Y - 1 million - 1 billion 2
Y - 10,000 - 100,000 1
Y - Consistent with unknown 1
Y - Mix - Assumed contrib 1
Y - NCIDD upload 6
Y - Single source - assumed contrib 4

Murder Total 174
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Robbery offences No - unsuitable 23
Y - > 100 Billion 1
Y - 1 million - 1 billion 1
Y - NCIDD upload 2

Robbery offences Total 27
Sexual offences No - unsuitable 55

Y - > 100 Billion 28
Y - 1 billion - 100 billion 1
Y - 1 million - 1 billion 2
Y - 10,000 - 100,000 1
Y - Consistent with unknown 9
Y - Mix - Assumed contrib 32
Y - NCIDD upload 6
Y - Single source - assumed contrib 10
Y - Single source - Unknown 1

Sexual offences Total 145
Stalking No - unsuitable 10

Y - > 100 Billion 18
Stalking Total 28

Stealing No - unsuitable 2
Y - NCIDD upload 1

Stealing Total 3
Traffic related death No - unsuitable 7

Quality control failure 1
Traffic related death Total 8

UUMV No - unsuitable 6
UUMV Total 6

Weapons offence No - unsuitable 11
Y - NCIDD upload 2

Weapons offence Total 13
Weapons Offences Y - > 100 Billion 1

Weapons Offences Total 1
Wilful Damage Y - > 100 Billion 1

Wilful Damage Total 1
Wounding No - unsuitable 10

Y - > 100 Billion 4
Y - NCIDD upload 1

Wounding Total 15
Grand Total 549
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Stoneman.AmyE[CTDFVCOI]

From: Neville.DavidH[OSC]
Sent: Friday, 25 March 2022 10:40
To: Support Officer FSG[OSC]
Subject: FW: Request for input - Women's Safety and Justice Taskforce information request
Attachments: #184 Review of Microcon Options paper QPS (Final report).pdf

Please see my response as requested 

David Neville 
Inspector 
Biometrics 
Forensic Services Group 
Operations Support Command 
Ph:  
Mob:  

 

From: Neville.DavidH[OSC]  
Sent: Thursday, 24 March 2022 15:00 
To: McNab.BruceJ[OSC] <  
Subject: FW: Request for input - Women's Safety and Justice Taskforce information request 

What impact has DNA failures had on continuation of sexual offence   prosecutions? 
 Forensic Services Group (FSG) is not in a position to comment on this matter.

What percentage (on average) of sexual offences involve some form of forensic evidence collection? (2010-11 
through to 2020-21)? 

 Almost all sexual offences will involve some form of forensic evidence unless there is large time gap
between the offence occurring and being reported to police.

How many sexual offence cases (2010-11 through to 2020-21) have not proceeded to prosecution/full brief due to 
DNA evidence not being collected, destroyed or lost (refer to media article attached ‘DNA debacle: how crims get 
past lab’ The Australian). 

 FSG is not in a position to comment on this matter.

Since the implementation of new thresholds in DNA detection, what proportion of sexual offences each year have 
failed to progress/have progressed to prosecution? (refer to media article attached ‘DNA debacle: how crims get past 
lab’ The Australian). 

 FSG is only able to comment on how DNA detection thresholds impact on the progression of samples
through the testing process.

 In February 2018 Queensland Health Forensic and Scientific Services (QHFSS) made a recommendation to
FSG that testing of samples containing less than 0.008ng/uL of DNA should discontinue because the
chance of obtaining meaningful evidence was low (see attached report issued by QHFSS).  Previously
samples below this concentration underwent a process of micro-concentration to try and improve the
likelihood of obtaining a useful profile.  QHFSS advised that the overall success rate of micro-concentration

EXHIBIT 83
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was 10.6%.  However, they advised that in most of these instances the process of micro-concentration did 
not provide any new evidence for the case due to the same profile already having been detected on other 
samples.  They reported that the actual success rate of micro-concentration finding new evidence was 
1.86%. 

 
 Based on the advice of QHFSS, QPS agreed that further testing of samples with less than 0.008ng/uL of 

DNA should cease as a matter of routine.  In these instances the outcome of the testing would be reported 
to police as ‘insufficient DNA for further proessing’ and investigators would be given the option to request 
testing (which involves micro-concentration) to continue  if the sample was important for the case. 

 
 For the calendar year of 2021 the QPS has gathered information to monitor the success rate of obtaining a 

usable profile when investigators requested testing to continue for samples initially reported as ‘insufficient 
DNA for further processing’.    The observed success rate of obtaining a profile from these low concentration 
samples was approximately 30%.  This success rate includes samples collected in relation to all crime 
classes.  Given the observed success rate was substantially higher than what was forecast by QHFSS (see 
attached report), in December 2021 the QPS requested that the process be reviewed by QHFSS including 
the threshold value used. 

 
 The success of further testing for samples collected in relation to sex offences was much higher which may 

be attributed to the sample type which are generally taken from intimate areas.  During 2021, 583 samples 
relating to sex offences were initially reported as ‘insufficient DNA for further testing’.  Investigators 
requested for testing to continue for 47 of these samples.   Upon the continuation of testing, 31 samples 
yielded a useable profile.  This equates to a success rate of 66% when samples below the threshold 
progressed through the full testing process. 

 
 

 
 

 
 

David Neville 
Inspector 
Biometrics 
Forensic Services Group 
Operations Support Command 
Ph:  
Mob:  

 
 

 
 

From: McNab.BruceJ[OSC] <   
Sent: Thursday, 24 March 2022 05:57 
To: Neville.DavidH[OSC] < Support Officer FSG[OSC] 
<  
Subject: Fwd: Request for input - Women's Safety and Justice Taskforce information request 
 
 
Hi Dave, 
 
Could you start crafting a response re the DNA questions please. Back to is by 29/3 please. 
 
Karen I'll add something before it goes up around SAIK 
Bruce McNab BM  
Superintendent 7417 
Commander 
Forensic Services Group 
Operations Support Command 
Qld Police Service 
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From: Jones.DebbieM[CIC] <  
Sent: Wednesday, March 23, 2022 12:56:47 PM 
To: Hansel.ChristopherD[CIC] < CIC CASCG Policy [CIC] <

>; Ralston.GrantD[CIC] < >; Donaldson.GlenJ[CIC] 
< >; Webster.JulianneLo[ORGCC] < >; 
Hinchliffe.JamesD[ORGCC] < ; Smith.SandraJ[ORGCC] 

>; Manning.MarniW[HQ] <  
Hayes.MichelleA[PP] >; HR Workforce Strategy and Analytics 
< >; Winter.DavidB[QUEENSLAND POLICE SERVICE] 
< >; Helton.KirstenL[PCAP] < >; CIC CASCG 
YouthJustice [CIC] < >; Bliss.SamD[CR] < >; 
Johnson.KerryE[CCE] < >; Supt FSG 

>; Brownhill.AmandaJ[LD] < ; 
Blanchfield.StephenJ[SR] < >; Keeley.WillD[FNREGN] 
< >; Bell.AlinaR[FNREGN] < >; Stapleton.Jett[FNREGN] 
< >; Bull.StephenA[HQ] < >; Bye.AndrewC[NR] 
< >; Perham.TrevorJ[FNREGN] < >; 
Hall.GaryJ[FNREGN] < ; Devine.BrettR[FNREGN] < >; 
Watts.StevenD[FNREGN] < >; Moynihan.AnthonyC[FNREGN] 
< >; Corcoran.KearinC[FNREGN] < >; 
Abraham.AndrewA[FNREGN] < ; Shields.LisaA[NR] 

>; Burns.GregJ[NR] >; Hicks.ChristopherJ[NR] 
< >; Roati.CushlaA[NR] < >; Miles.DavidJ[NR] 

>; Barron.DavidJ[NR] < >; Johnson.MeaganC[NR] 
< >; Froggatt.MichaelJ[CR] < >; 
Andersen.AnthonyG[CR] < >; Long.BrettA[CR] 

>; Mawdsley.KevinJ[CR] < >; Barton.MaryaN[CR] 
< >; Steel.WylieW[CR] < >; Pordage.AnitaJ[CR] 

>; Savage.JackT[HQ] < >; Feldman.DanielJ[CR] 
< >; Murray.JoeG[CR] < >; Scells.LukeW[CR] 

; Novosel.EmmaJ[CR] < >; 
Bishop.MichaelJ[NCREGN] < >; Lowry.RobertJ[NCREGN] 

>; Harbison.DavidA[NCREGN] < >; 
Thompson.RyanB[NCREGN] >; Bailey.AndrewG[NCREGN] 

>; Geck.MelonieJ[NCREGN] >; 
Mansfield.CraigA[NCREGN] ; Hurst.PhilipA[NCREGN] 
< >; Green.AnthonyP[NCREGN] < ; 
Ford.GuyR[NCREGN] < >; Innes.Karl[NCREGN] < ; 
Windsor.StephenE[NCREGN] >; Pierce.JasonP[NCREGN] 
< ; Zitny.JosephV[NCREGN] >; Richard.BrettD[SR] 

>; Flood.MichaelK[SR] < >; 
Prendergast.ScottJ[SR] < >; Hunter.MartinH[SR] 
< >; Flintham.TrudiH[CIC] ; 
McCusker.PaulF[SR] >; Roche.GlenF[SR] < ; 
Nelis.LynetteM[SR] >; Garske.ReneeL[SR] >; 
Francis.WayneA[SR] >; Ellis.DanielN[SR] < ; 
Roberts.ShaneP[SR] >; Symons.MatthewE[SR] 
< >; Harvey.ColinF[SR] >; Forrest.MartinK[SR] 
< >; Eisentraut.RichardM[SR] < >; 
Ellis.CraigA[SR] < >; Smith.RebeccaJ[SR] < >; 
Ward.MatthewB[SER] < >; Wilkinson.TobyC[SER] 
< >; Garrett.SimonP[SER] ; 
Procter.MarkR[SER] <  Davy.IanP[SER] < >; 
Cunningham.DanielL[SER] < >; Antonie.GlenR[SER] 
< >; Trenerry.AndrewG[CIC] < >; 
O'Connell.MurrayJ[BR] < ; Rogers.KennethJ[BR] 
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< >; Jones.MichaelD[BR] < ; Morton.PaulJ[BR] 
< >; Toohey.ChristopherJ[BR] < >; 
Gundry.MalcolmJ[BR] < >; Strohfeldt.CraigL[CR] 
< ; Brook.DylanP[CR] < ; Lunney.PeterJ[BR] 
< ; Biddle.WesleyR[BR] < >; Farley.DavidJ[BR] 
< ; Puller.BrettA[BR] < ; Watts.RodneyJ[BR] 
< ; Geary.AnthonyJ[BR] >; Mooney.MarkI[BR] 
< ; Pickett.SharonL[BR] < >; Mison.JohnA[BR] 
< >; Gibbs.WarrenD[BR] < > 
Cc: Duncan.JulieA[CIC] < ; Strategy & Performance Legal Division <

>; Strategy and Performance DFVVP[DFVVPC] 
; Strategy and Performance Officer AC.PCAP 

< >; Strategy and Performance Officer CIC < -
; Strategy and Performance OSC <

>; Strategy and Performance Officer OCC 
< ; Strategy and Performance - C&CC Police Group < -

; Strategy and Performance HRD 
< ; CIC CASCG Supt Admin <

> 
Subject: Request for input - Women's Safety and Justice Taskforce information request  
  
Good afternoon 
  
The Child Abuse and Sexual Crime Group (CASCG) is responsible for coordinating QPS responses to the Women’s 
Safety and Justice Taskforce in relation to its examination of women and girls’ experience in the criminal justice 
system. 
  
We have received the attached request for information, which seeks answers to questions relating to a range of 
policing responses.  In the end column I have identified, as far as possible, the lead area for response to each of the 
questions, however there may be other questions you may wish to provide input on. 
  
In order to meet the Taskforce timeframes and our internal reporting requirements, could you please provide your 
responses to me by COB Friday 1 April.  If you identify difficulties with this timeframe, please let me know. 
  
Please do not hesitate to contact me if you have any queries. 
  
Regards 
Debbie 
  
  
Debbie Jones 
Manager, Policy and Programs Unit 
Child Abuse & Sexual Crime Group 
Queensland Police Service 
  
Ph:   
Mob:  
Email:   
Email:   
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Exhibit # Offence Exh Desc Sample Category Date request sent Result returned Useable result obtained Y/N
Sexual Offences Scraping marked area Scraping 04/01/2021 Single source 20 loci DNA profile LR > 100 billion Y
Sexual Offences Wet right cheek Swab 20/01/2021 Complex mixed profile unsuitable for interp or comparison N
Sexual Offences Dry right cheek Swab 20/01/2021 Complex mixed profile unsuitable for interp or comparison N
Sexual Offences Vulval dry #1 Swab 22/01/2021 Complex mixed profile unsuitable for interp or comparison N
Sexual Offences Swab inside wet and dry Swab 19/02/2021  3 person mix profile - support for contrib > 100 billion Y
Sexual Offences Swab outside wet & dry Swab 19/02/2021 3 person mix profile - support for contrib > 100 billion Y
Sexual Offences dry perianal Epithelial Fraction 24/02/2021 Single Source DNA profile - assumed known contributor Y
Sexual Offences Epithelial FractionAP positive area Epithelial Fraction 02/03/2021 Complex mixed profile unsuitable for interp or comparison N
Sexual Offences penis dorsum Swab 18/03/2021 Complex mixed profile unsuitable for interp or comparison N
Sexual Offences POSTERIOR INTROITUS Swab 25/03/2021 Complex mixed profile unsuitable for interp or comparison N
Sexual Offences PERIANAL WET (Swab) Swab 21/06/2021 2 person mixed profile - conditioned on & 2 person mix rem - support for contribution > 100 billion Y
Sexual Offences BUTTOCKS GLUTEAL FOLD WET (Swab) Swab 21/06/2021 Complex mixed profile unsuitable for interp or comparison N
Sexual Offences LOW VAGINAL (Swab) Swab 25/06/2021 Complex mixed profile unsuitable for interp or comparison N
Sexual Offences LOW VAGINAL (Swab) Swab 02/07/2021 Complex mixed profile unsuitable for interp or comparison N
Sexual Offences SECTION 1 (Tape Lift) Tape Lift 26/07/2021 3 person mixed profile - conditioned on Y
Sexual Offences SECTION 2 (Tape Lift) Tape Lift 26/07/2021 Two person mixed DNA profile Y
Sexual Offences SECTION 1 (Scraping) Scraping 26/07/2021 3 person mixed profile - conditioned on Y
Sexual Offences SECTION 2 (Scraping) Scraping 26/07/2021 3 person mixed profile - conditioned on Y
Sexual Offences LOW VAGINAL (Swab) Swab 27/07/2021 3 person mixed profile - conditioned on & 3 person mix rem - support for contribution > 100 billion Y
Sexual Offences VAGINAL (Swab) Swab 29/07/2021 2 person mixed profile - conditioned on Y
Sexual Offences CERVICAL (Swab) Swab 03/08/2021 2 person mixed profile - conditioned on & NCIDD upload remaining contribution UKM Y
Sexual Offences HIGH VAGINAL 1 (Swab) Swab 06/08/2021 2 person mixed profile - conditioned on Y
Sexual Offences GROIN DRY (Swab) Swab 09/08/2021 3 person mixed profile - conditioned on & 3 person mix rem - support for contribution > 100 billion Y
Sexual Offences PERINEUM (Epithelial Fraction) Epithelial Fraction 09/08/2021 Single Source DNA profile - assumed known contributor Y
Sexual Offences ABDOMEN WET (Epithelial Fraction) Epithelial Fraction 09/08/2021 Complex mixed profile unsuitable for interp or comparison N
Sexual Offences WET GLANS PENIS (Swab) Swab 14/09/2021 3 person mixed profile - conditioned on & 3 person mix rem - support for contribution > 100 billion Y
Sexual Offences DRY GLANS PENIS (Swab) Swab 14/09/2021 2 person mixed profile - conditioned on & 2 person mix remaining - support for contrib 100 to 1000 Y
Sexual Offences WET SHAFT PENIS (Swab) Swab 14/09/2021 3 person mixed profile - conditioned on & 3 person mix rem - support for contribution > 100 billion Y
Sexual Offences DRY SHAFT PENIS (Swab) Swab 14/09/2021 3 person mixed profile - conditioned on & 3 person mix rem - support for contribution > 100 billion Y
Sexual Offences WET BASE PENIS (Swab) Swab 14/09/2021 3 person mixed profile - conditioned on & 3 person rem - support for contrib 1 billion-100 billion Y
Sexual Offences DRY BASE PENIS (Swab) Swab 14/09/2021 3 person mixed profile - conditioned on & 3 person mix rem - support for contribution > 100 billion Y
Sexual Offences RIGHT THIGH WET (Epithelial Fraction) Epithelial Fraction 14/09/2021 Single Source DNA profile - assumed known contributor Y
Sexual Offences HIGH VAGINAL (Swab) Swab 12/10/2021 2 person mixed profile - conditioned on & 2 person mix remaining- support for contrib 1000 to 10000 Y
Sexual Offences LOW VAGINAL (Swab) Swab 12/10/2021 2 person mixed profile - conditioned on & 2 person mix remaining- support for contrib 1000 to 10000 Y
Sexual Offences PERIANAL (Epithelial Fraction) Epithelial Fraction 12/10/2021 Complex mixed profile unsuitable for interp or comparison N
Sexual Offences PERIANAL (Swab) Swab 12/10/2021 3 person mixed profile - conditioned on & 3 person mix rem - support for contribution > 100 billion Y
Sexual Offences RECTAL (Swab) Swab 12/10/2021 2 person mixed profile - conditioned on & 2 person mix rem - support for contribution > 100 billion Y
Sexual Offences RIGHT CHEEK WET (Epithelial Fraction) Epithelial Fraction 11/10/2021 Complex mixed profile unsuitable for interp or comparison N
Sexual Offences RIGHT CHEEK DRY (Epithelial Fraction) Epithelial Fraction 11/10/2021 Complex mixed profile unsuitable for interp or comparison N
Sexual Offences GLANS DRY (Epithelial Fraction) Epithelial Fraction 11/10/2021 Complex mixed profile unsuitable for interp or comparison N
Sexual Offences GLANS WET (Epithelial Fraction) Epithelial Fraction 11/10/2021 Complex mixed profile unsuitable for interp or comparison N
Sexual Offences SHAFT DRY (Epithelial Fraction) Epithelial Fraction 11/10/2021 3 person mixed profile - conditioned on & 3 person mix remaining - low support for contrib Y
Sexual Offences SHAFT WET (Epithelial Fraction) Epithelial Fraction 11/10/2021 3 person mixed profile - conditioned on & 3 person rem - support for contrib 1 million to 1 billion Y
Sexual Offences LABIA MINORA WET (Swab) Swab 11/10/2021 3 person mixed profile - conditioned on & 3 person mix remaining - support for contrib 100 to 1000 & 3 person mix rem - support for contribution > 100 billion Y
Sexual Offences RIGHT CHEEK WET (Swab) Swab 11/10/2021 Single source 20 loci DNA profile LR > 100 billion Y
Sexual Offences RIGHT CHEEK DRY (Swab) Swab 11/10/2021 Single source 20 loci DNA profile LR > 100 billion Y
Sexual Offences SIDE B (Tape Lift) Tape Lift 18/11/2021 Complex mixed profile unsuitable for interp or comparison N
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Exhibit # Offence Exh Desc Type of Sample Sample Category Date Sample Taken Sampler Date request sent
Sexual Offences Scraping marked area Sperm Scraping 07/12/2020 Scientific 04/01/2021
Sexual Offences Wet right cheek Saliva Swab 02/01/2020 Doctor 20/01/2021
Sexual Offences Dry right cheek Saliva Swab 02/01/2020 Doctor 20/01/2021
Sexual Offences Vulval dry #1 Sperm Swab 16/12/2020 Doctor 22/01/2021
Sexual Offences Swab inside wet and dry Sperm Swab 23/12/2020 Scientific 19/02/2021
Sexual Offences Swab outside wet & dry Sperm Swab 23/12/2020 Scientific 19/02/2021
Sexual Offences dry perianal Unknown Epithelial Fraction 04/12/2020 Doctor 24/02/2021
Sexual Offences Epithelial FractionAP positive area Sperm Epithelial Fraction 22/08/2020 SOCO 02/03/2021
Sexual Offences penis dorsum Saliva Swab 03/03/2021 Doctor 18/03/2021
Sexual Offences POSTERIOR INTROITUS Sperm Swab 18/03/2021 Doctor 25/03/2021
Sexual Offences PERIANAL WET (Swab) Sperm Swab 03/06/2021 Doctor 21/06/2021
Sexual Offences BUTTOCKS GLUTEAL FOLD WET (Swab) Sperm Swab 14/07/2021 Doctor 21/06/2021
Sexual Offences LOW VAGINAL (Swab) Sperm Swab 07/04/2021 Doctor 25/06/2021
Sexual Offences LOW VAGINAL (Swab) Unknown Swab 08/04/2021 Doctor 02/07/2021
Sexual Offences SECTION 1 (Tape Lift) Sperm Tape Lift 24/06/2021 Scientific 26/07/2021
Sexual Offences SECTION 2 (Tape Lift) Sperm Tape Lift 24/06/2021 Scientific 26/07/2021
Sexual Offences SECTION 1 (Scraping) Sperm Scraping 17/06/2021 Scientific 26/07/2021
Sexual Offences SECTION 2 (Scraping) Sperm Scraping 17/06/2021 Scientific 26/07/2021
Sexual Offences LOW VAGINAL (Swab) Sperm Swab 08/07/2021 Doctor 27/07/2021
Sexual Offences VAGINAL (Swab) Sperm Swab 25/06/2021 Doctor 29/07/2021
Sexual Offences CERVICAL (Swab) Sperm Swab 21/04/2021 Doctor 03/08/2021
Sexual Offences HIGH VAGINAL 1 (Swab) Unknown Swab 29/07/2021 Doctor 06/08/2021
Sexual Offences GROIN DRY (Swab) Sperm Swab 21/07/2021 Doctor 09/08/2021
Sexual Offences PERINEUM (Epithelial Fraction) Unknown Epithelial Fraction 21/07/2021 Doctor 09/08/2021
Sexual Offences ABDOMEN WET (Epithelial Fraction) Unknown Epithelial Fraction 21/07/2021 Doctor 09/08/2021
Sexual Offences WET GLANS PENIS (Swab) Unknown Swab 17/05/2021 Doctor 14/09/2021
Sexual Offences DRY GLANS PENIS (Swab) Unknown Swab 17/05/2021 Doctor 14/09/2021
Sexual Offences WET SHAFT PENIS (Swab) Unknown Swab 17/05/2021 Doctor 14/09/2021
Sexual Offences DRY SHAFT PENIS (Swab) Unknown Swab 17/05/2021 Doctor 14/09/2021
Sexual Offences WET BASE PENIS (Swab) Unknown Swab 17/05/2021 Doctor 14/09/2021
Sexual Offences DRY BASE PENIS (Swab) Unknown Swab 17/05/2021 Doctor 14/09/2021
Sexual Offences RIGHT THIGH WET (Epithelial Fraction) Unknown Epithelial Fraction 17/05/2021 Doctor 14/09/2021
Sexual Offences HIGH VAGINAL (Swab) Unknown Swab 23/09/2021 Doctor 12/10/2021
Sexual Offences LOW VAGINAL (Swab) Unknown Swab 23/09/2021 Doctor 12/10/2021
Sexual Offences PERIANAL (Epithelial Fraction) Unknown Epithelial Fraction 27/09/2021 Doctor 12/10/2021
Sexual Offences PERIANAL (Swab) Sperm Swab 07/09/2021 Doctor 12/10/2021
Sexual Offences RECTAL (Swab) Sperm Swab 07/09/2021 Doctor 12/10/2021
Sexual Offences RIGHT CHEEK WET (Epithelial Fraction) Sperm Epithelial Fraction 16/09/2021 Doctor 11/10/2021
Sexual Offences RIGHT CHEEK DRY (Epithelial Fraction) Sperm Epithelial Fraction 16/09/2021 Doctor 11/10/2021
Sexual Offences GLANS DRY (Epithelial Fraction) Unknown Epithelial Fraction 16/09/2021 Doctor 11/10/2021
Sexual Offences GLANS WET (Epithelial Fraction) Unknown Epithelial Fraction 16/09/2021 Doctor 11/10/2021
Sexual Offences SHAFT DRY (Epithelial Fraction) Unknown Epithelial Fraction 16/09/2021 Doctor 11/10/2021
Sexual Offences SHAFT WET (Epithelial Fraction) Unknown Epithelial Fraction 16/09/2021 Doctor 11/10/2021
Sexual Offences LABIA MINORA WET (Swab) Sperm Swab 16/09/2021 Doctor 11/10/2021
Sexual Offences RIGHT CHEEK WET (Swab) Sperm Swab 16/09/2021 Doctor 11/10/2021
Sexual Offences RIGHT CHEEK DRY (Swab) Sperm Swab 16/09/2021 Doctor 11/10/2021
Sexual Offences SIDE B (Tape Lift) Sperm Tape Lift 01/11/2021 Scientific 18/11/2021
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Result returned Date Result Received DNA Insufficient Received Date Useable result obtained Y/N
Single source 20 loci DNA profile LR > 100 billion 27/01/2021 11/12/2020 Y
Complex mixed profile unsuitable for interp or comparison 28/01/2021 09/01/2020 N
Complex mixed profile unsuitable for interp or comparison 28/01/2021 09/01/2020 N
Complex mixed profile unsuitable for interp or comparison 02/02/2021 21/12/2020 N
 3 person mix profile - support for contrib > 100 billion 15/06/2021 07/01/2021 Y
3 person mix profile - support for contrib > 100 billion 11/05/2021 07/01/2021 Y
Single Source DNA profile - assumed known contributor 12/03/2021 11/12/2020 Y
Complex mixed profile unsuitable for interp or comparison 30/03/2021 22/02/2021 N
Complex mixed profile unsuitable for interp or comparison 31/03/2021 09/03/2021 N
Complex mixed profile unsuitable for interp or comparison 14/04/2021 23/03/2021 N
2 person mixed profile - conditioned on & 2 person mix rem - support for contribution > 100 billion 15/07/2021 08/06/2021 Y
Complex mixed profile unsuitable for interp or comparison 14/07/2021 08/06/2021 N
Complex mixed profile unsuitable for interp or comparison 23/07/2021 13/04/2021 N
Complex mixed profile unsuitable for interp or comparison 13/07/2021 15/04/2021 N
3 person mixed profile - conditioned on 31/08/2021 01/07/2021 Y
Two person mixed DNA profile 21/10/2021 01/07/2021 Y
3 person mixed profile - conditioned on 30/09/2021 24/06/2021 Y
3 person mixed profile - conditioned on 20/08/2021 24/06/2021 Y
3 person mixed profile - conditioned on & 3 person mix rem - support for contribution > 100 billion 26/10/2021 15/07/2021 Y
2 person mixed profile - conditioned on 19/08/2021 01/07/2021 Y
2 person mixed profile - conditioned on & NCIDD upload remaining contribution UKM 16/08/2021 30/04/2021 Y
2 person mixed profile - conditioned on 27/09/2021 04/08/2021 Y
3 person mixed profile - conditioned on & 3 person mix rem - support for contribution > 100 billion 12/11/2021 26/07/2021 Y
Single Source DNA profile - assumed known contributor 18/08/2021 23/07/2021 Y
Complex mixed profile unsuitable for interp or comparison 18/08/2021 23/07/2021 N
3 person mixed profile - conditioned on & 3 person mix rem - support for contribution > 100 billion 05/10/2021 21/05/2021 Y
2 person mixed profile - conditioned on & 2 person mix remaining - support for contrib 100 to 1000 08/10/2021 21/05/2021 Y
3 person mixed profile - conditioned on & 3 person mix rem - support for contribution > 100 billion 08/10/2021 21/05/2021 Y
3 person mixed profile - conditioned on & 3 person mix rem - support for contribution > 100 billion 28/09/2021 21/05/2021 Y
3 person mixed profile - conditioned on & 3 person rem - support for contrib 1 billion-100 billion 30/09/2021 21/05/2021 Y
3 person mixed profile - conditioned on & 3 person mix rem - support for contribution > 100 billion 22/10/2021 21/05/2021 Y
Single Source DNA profile - assumed known contributor 06/10/2021 21/05/2021 Y
2 person mixed profile - conditioned on & 2 person mix remaining- support for contrib 1000 to 10000 17/12/2021 29/09/2021 Y
2 person mixed profile - conditioned on & 2 person mix remaining- support for contrib 1000 to 10000 17/12/2021 29/09/2021 Y
Complex mixed profile unsuitable for interp or comparison 29/11/2021 30/09/2021 N
3 person mixed profile - conditioned on & 3 person mix rem - support for contribution > 100 billion 30/11/2021 14/09/2021 Y
2 person mixed profile - conditioned on & 2 person mix rem - support for contribution > 100 billion 24/11/2021 14/09/2021 Y
Complex mixed profile unsuitable for interp or comparison 02/11/2021 21/09/2021 N
Complex mixed profile unsuitable for interp or comparison 27/10/2021 21/09/2021 N
Complex mixed profile unsuitable for interp or comparison 02/11/2021 22/09/2021 N
Complex mixed profile unsuitable for interp or comparison 02/11/2021 22/09/2021 N
3 person mixed profile - conditioned on & 3 person mix remaining - low support for contrib 10/11/2021 22/09/2021 Y
3 person mixed profile - conditioned on & 3 person rem - support for contrib 1 million to 1 billion 10/11/2021 24/09/2021 Y
3 person mixed profile - conditioned on & 3 person mix remaining - support for contrib 100 to 1000 & 3 person mix rem - support for contribution > 100 billion10/11/2021 22/09/2021 Y
Single source 20 loci DNA profile LR > 100 billion 02/11/2021 22/09/2021 Y
Single source 20 loci DNA profile LR > 100 billion 04/11/2021 22/09/2021 Y
Complex mixed profile unsuitable for interp or comparison 02/12/2021 10/11/2021 N
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QUEENSLAND POLICE SERVICE 
DNA Liaison and Major Crime Unit 

DNA Management Section 
Level 4, 200 Roma Street, Brisbane 
GPO Box 1440  Brisbane  Qld  4001 

ABN: 29 409 225 509 
TELEPHONE (07)  

QP 0006
11/08
1

Our Ref.: 

Your Ref.: 

9 August 2022 

TO: Senior Sergeant 
DNA Management Section 

FROM: Detective Sergeant John SAUNDERS 10589 
DNA Management Section 

SUBJECT: Sexual offences DNA insufficient review 

1. I commenced secondment to the DNA Management Section, Forensic Services Group
from the 26th of March 2022. I undertook duties assigned to me within the DNA Liaison
and Major Crime Unit. After that commencement date I was provided with instructions to
assist in a QPS management initiated review of Sexual offences with ‘DNA insufficient’
results in testing.

2. The purpose of that review related to an issue of intimate DNA sample exhibits being
tested and failing to profile either complainant donor or offender. The result often received
after testing was ‘Insufficient DNA for further processing’. This may cause evidential
deficiency in prosecution or negatively affect decisions to commence proceedings.

3. I was provided with instructions and parameters from in line manager Inspector David
NEVILLE regarding that review. Those instructions were as follows;

This review was limited to samples where a result was received indicating ‘insufficient
DNA for further processing’. These results commenced in February 2018. Matters prior to
this date are not to be included.

For each of these results check that the case is still unsolved / open. If the matter is solved
(including matters still before the court), withdrawn or unsubstantiated, no further testing is
to be initiated.

If the matter is unsolved / open examine QPRIME to assess if admissions have been
made in relation to sexual contact. If the matter is one of disputed consent no further
testing is to be initiated.

Where the matter remains unsolved / open and there are no admissions of sexual contact
request testing of the item to continue.

Keep a record for each item including whether testing is to continue or why testing was not
continued.

The review was required to be completed by 30 June 2022.

4. Those instructions were conveyed to me in person by Inspector NEVILLE and also within
internal email.
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5. To complete this review task I was continuously assisted throughout by QPS 
administrative officer Olivia McINTYRE. McINTYRE identified relevant investigations and 
collated same to a list with reference numbers identifying Forensic Exhibit Numbers. That 
list was presented as a Microsoft Excel document detailing unique reference numbers 
from Queensland Police Records and Information Management Exchange [QPRIME]. 

 
6. I utilised computer systems to access information contained within QPRIME and Forensic 

Registers to assess circumstances relating to those individual investigations. I made 
consideration with respect to the individual circumstances of each matter and the 
instructions I had received. I further considered the victims expressed requests concerning 
ongoing investigations and withdrawals. Within the parameters of the review I then 
recommended further testing when relevant. 

 
7. I made necessary notations within the list from my considerations whether further testing 

was recommended or not recommended. I have since completed that review as tasked. I 
am aware that further testing has been requested however not yet completed. 

 
 

8. I have been provided with reporting statistics in relation to this review as follows; 
 
Number of sexual assault occurrences reviewed    286 
 
Number of exhibits involved in occurrences reviewed   601 
 
Number of occurrences reviewed where further testing recommended 156 
 
Number of exhibits submitted for further testing    336 
 
 
 

9. I have been provided with result statistics in relation to this review as follows; 
 
Number of exhibits with testing ongoing / results not yet received  150 
 
Number of exhibits that did not return DNA profile   49 
 
Number of exhibits that did return DNA profile    137 

 
 

10. I am aware of certain positive outcomes that have assisted prosecution of offender as a 
direct result of further testing instigated during this review process. Notably of particular 
interest is a rape offence alleged to have occurred at  , 

 on the  ]. During that investigation four 
intimate samples taken from the body of the complainant were initially reported ‘Insufficient 
DNA for further processing’. Upon review and request to continue testing all four samples 
yielded offender profile with likelihood ratio >100 billion. 
 

11. This reported is submitted for your information and necessary attention. 
 

 
 

 
John SAUNDERS 
Detective Sergeant 10589 
DNA Management Section 
 
 
Attachments 
 
Excel document: Sexual offence review - Insufficient DNA 
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OccNo Status ExhibitNo DMS review notes Further testing required? Date request submitted Results obtained Profile Obtained - Y/N ForensicNo ForensicOffenceCategoryCategoryCodeCategoryNameExhibitDescription LocatedDescription
Withdraw **suspect known.  Matter withdrawn by victim. Further DNA testing may 

provide corroboration should victim wish to reactivate complaint. 
**Consideration with victim Rape SWAB      Swab      right breast dry SAIK victim 

Withdraw **suspect known.  Matter withdrawn by victim. Further DNA testing may 
provide corroboration should victim wish to reactivate complaint. 

**Consideration with victim Rape SWAB   Swab   left breast dry SAIK victim

Withdraw **Suspect unknown. Report withdrawn on personal wish to move on 
with life. Consideration is made to sample being PSA positive which may 
greatly improve evailable evidence and identify suspect. This may further 
influence complaint to be reactivated by victim.

**Consideration with victim Rape SWAB   Swab   High Vaginal  SAIK

Unsolved Victim and suspect are work colleagues. Victim has nominated suspect 
for sex assault after waking up semi naked and seeing suspects face 
close. Victim unsure if assaulted or not due to intoxication.  Victim 
provided a version and suspect denied this with a conflicting version 
saying he helped victim to her room after a night out. Suspect provided 
DNA sample which ruled him out of a three person mix with an unknown 
contributor.  Victim stated she had sex with the witness, her boyfriend in 
the week prior to this report.  He gave a dna sample and was identified in 
several two person swabs with the victim.  There are no other 
investigative leads at this time.  Victim has been advised that the 
unknown contributor may not be on the national dna database and until 
a sample is taken to compare the matter cannot progress.  All other 
available evidence collected to date has ruled out the nominated 
suspect. Further DNA testing would not value add to available evidence 
as it would not disprove evidence already gathered. 

Nil further testing recommended Rape SWAB   Swab   Endocervical Swab COMP: ; Endocervical Swab

Unsolved Suspect known. Victim claims he passed out after suspect spiked his
drink. Victim claims suspect anally raped him and performed oral sex on
him. The examining doctor did not identify any evidence of sexual
intercourse occurring. None of the DNA sampling indicates that the
suspect penetrated the victim. No evidence was located on the suspect’s
bed. Blood and urine toxicology did not identify any stupefying
substances. Matter filed pending. Victim hesitant to proceed on oral
testimony only. Further DNA testing would not value add to available
evidence as it would not disprove evidence already gathered. 

Nil further testing recommended Rape SWAB   Swab   anal swab anal swab

Unsolved Suspect known. Victim claims he passed out after suspect spiked his
drink. Victim claims suspect anally raped him and performed oral sex on
him. The examining doctor did not identify any evidence of sexual
intercourse occurring. None of the DNA sampling indicates that the
suspect penetrated the victim. No evidence was located on the suspect’s
bed. Blood and urine toxicology did not identify any stupefying
substances. Matter filed pending. Victim hesitant to proceed on oral
testimony only. Further DNA testing would not value add to available
evidence as it would not disprove evidence already gathered. 

Nil further testing recommended Rape EFRAC   Epithelial Fractionpenile glans swab (?) ,  penile glans swab (?)

1 Unsolved Victim and suspect known to each other. Similar versions given up until 
area regarding consent. Victim when challenged concedes her 
participation was voluntary and consensual on the premise of obtaining 
drugs from the suspect.  Suspect stated victim initiated acts for promise 
of drugs after attending his residence.  DNA samples taken identify 
victim and suspect as reported. Further DNA testing would not value add 
to available evidence as it would not disprove evidence already 
gathered. On review this matter has been marked as Unfounded - 
Evidence indicates offence did not occur.

Nil further testing recommended Rape SWAB   Swab   R breast dry Mundingburra Property Point, 791181188, R breast dry

Unsolved
Witness and suspects own account provided explaination DNA evidence 
would be found on bedding and clothing. Denies sexual intercourse and 
intimate samples tested with single source results.

Nil further testing recommended Rape EFRAC   Epithelial Fractionperianal swab barcoded at SOC, 943193336, perianal swab

Unsolved
Witness and suspects own account provided explaination DNA evidence 
would be found on bedding and clothing. Denies sexual intercourse and 
intimate samples tested with single source results.

Nil further testing recommended Rape EFRAC   Epithelial Fractionrectal swab barcoded at SOC, 943193336, rectal swab

Unsolved Victim deceased. Consent was claimed by suspect in EROI. Nil further testing recommended Rape SWAB   Swab   endo cervix 1 barcoded at SOC; 943193309; endo cervix 1
Unsolved Victim deceased. Consent was claimed by suspect in EROI. Nil further testing recommended Rape SWAB   Swab   endo cervix 2 barcoded at SOC; 943193309; endo cervix 2
Unsolved Victim deceased. Consent was claimed by suspect in EROI. Nil further testing recommended Rape SWAB   Swab   anal wet barcoded at SOC; 943193309; anal wet
Unsolved Victim deceased. Consent was claimed by suspect in EROI. Nil further testing recommended Rape SWAB   Swab   anal dry barcoded at SOC; 943193309; anal dry
Unsolved Victim deceased. Consent was claimed by suspect in EROI. Nil further testing recommended Rape SWAB   Swab   rectal wet barcoded at SOC; 943193309; rectal wet
Unsolved Victim deceased. Consent was claimed by suspect in EROI. Nil further testing recommended Rape SWAB   Swab   rectal dry barcoded at SOC; 943193309; rectal dry
Unsolved Consent was claimed by suspect in EROI. Further testing would not value 

add to available evidence.
Nil further testing recommended Rape FABRIC   Fabric   Entire marked area Excised fabric from outside surface of rear of skirt; 930803935; Entire marked area

Unsolved Suspect known. Suspect claimed consensual sex with victim as she had 
arranged.  Victim recalls suspect touching her body but no sex until she 
woke up next to naked suspect. The suspect and victims voluntary drug 
use during offence times was also considered by investigator. Further 
DNA testing would not value add to available evidence as it would not 
disprove evidence already gathered.

Nil further testing recommended Rape SWAB   Swab   anal swab SAIK taken from  anal swab

Unsolved Suspect known. Suspect claimed consensual sex with victim as she had 
arranged.  Victim recalls suspect touching her body but no sex until she 
woke up next to naked suspect. The suspect and victims voluntary drug 
use during offence times was also considered by investigator. Further 
DNA testing would not value add to available evidence as it would not 
disprove evidence already gathered.

Nil further testing recommended Rape SWAB   Swab   wet left neck  swab SAIK taken from wet left neck  swab
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Unsolved Suspect known. Suspect claimed consensual sex with victim as she had 
arranged.  Victim recalls suspect touching her body but no sex until she 
woke up next to naked suspect. The suspect and victims voluntary drug 
use during offence times was also considered by investigator. Further 
DNA testing would not value add to available evidence as it would not 
disprove evidence already gathered.

Nil further testing recommended Rape SWAB      Swab      dry left neck  swab SAIK taken from ; 931164233; dry left neck  swab

Unsolved
Consent was claimed by suspect in EROI. Furter testing would not 
disprove that defence and ultimately does not effect available evidence.

Nil further testing recommended Rape SCRAP     Scraping  Entire marked area - Item 6 collected from the pink bed sheet; 712864694; Entire marked area - Item 6

Unsolved
Consent was claimed by suspect in EROI. Furter testing would not 
disprove that defence and ultimately does not effect available evidence.

Nil further testing recommended Rape EFRAC     Epithelial FractionEntire marked area - Item 6 collected from the pink bed sheet; 712864694; Entire marked area - Item 6

Unsolved Suspect known. Conflicting versions from victim and suspect. Nil 
independent witnesses. DNA samples from victim swabs return neg 
results. Nil DNA found belonging to suspect and sample taken from 
suspect destroyed after 12 months as suspect not charged.  FMO unable 
to determine if victim penetrated as observed no injuries during 
examination of victim. Further DNA testing would not value add to 
available evidence as it would not disprove evidence already gathered.

Nil further testing recommended Rape SWAB      Swab      High Vaginal Swab Collected from victim - P1800054745 791978470 High Vaginal Swab

Unsolved Evidence obtained that disproved victims version of events. No further 
investigation required.

Nil further testing recommended Rape SWAB      Swab      Vulval 930873843, Vulval

Unsolved Evidence obtained that disproved victims version of events. No further 
investigation required.

Nil further testing recommended Rape SWAB      Swab      Trace DNA- nil visible stain, plastictaken from internal living room glass sliding door handle

Unfounded Victim states cannot recall matter due to blacking out after drinking. 
Victim cannot particularise any rape offence and does not want to speak 
further of matter.  Suspect interviewed and stated victim went to hotel 
room with him and initiated kissing and consented to sex. Suspect stated 
he put her in a taxi home.  SAIK samples did not return any links to 
suspect but suspect has provided sample. Appears consent was not an 
issue. Matter has since been unfounded. 

Nil further testing recommended Rape SWAB      Swab      low vaginal swab Complainant  792011407; low vaginal swab

Unsolved
Investigation finalised with noted inconsistencies in victim statement. 
Consent was claimed by both suspects and further forensic testing will 
not disprove versions provided by suspects.

Nil further testing recommended Rape SWAB      Swab      Low vaginal 943397733; Low vaginal 

Unsolved
Conflicting versions regarding issue of consent.  Further forensic testing 
will not disprove versions provided by suspect. Investigation finalised

Nil further testing recommended Rape SWAB      Swab      Vulval 791490389; Vulval

Unsolved Suspects unknown. Investigation continuing.  Victim met with unknown 
female and walked into alleyway where she was pinned and sexually 
penetrated by three unknown males. All SAIK swab results linked to 
report returned as micro neg to sperm with male suspects unknown. 
However swab results returned as unknown female 1.   No victim 
statement and reference sample destroyed.  Further DNA testing would 
not advance this matter from current status.

Nil further testing recommended Rape SWAB      Swab      Low vaginal 2 930876325, Low vaginal 2

Unsolved Suspect deceased Nil further testing recommended Child OffencesHAIR      Hair      ~10mm from root end of hair ; 727912925; ~10mm from root end of hair 
Unsolved Suspect known to victim. Report unfounded and filed. Victim s DNA only 

returned on swabs taken. Victim and suspect continued to stay together 
after alleged rape.  No medical evidence of injury to victim or offence 
occurring. Insufficient evidence to proceed.  Further DNA testing would 
not value add to available evidence as it would not disprove evidence 
already gathered.

Nil further testing recommended Rape SWAB      Swab      low vaginal  943779024; low vaginal

Unsolved
Consent was claimed by suspect in EROI. Furter testing would not 
disprove that defence and ultimately does not effect available evidence.

Nil further testing recommended Rape SWAB      Swab      Low Vaginal Upper Mount Gravatt SOC office; 943877531; Low Vaginal

Unsolved
Consent was claimed by suspect in EROI. Furter testing would not 
disprove that defence and ultimately does not effect available evidence.

Nil further testing recommended Rape SWAB      Swab      Vulval Upper Mount Gravatt SOC office; 943877531; Vulval

Unsolved Named person known. Victim and named person had consensual 
unprotected sex whilst both highly affected by drugs. DNA results 
returned as positive to named person and victim. Further testing would 
not value add to evidence collected.

Nil further testing recommended Rape SWAB      Swab      high vaginal 2 by ; 944185000; high vaginal 2

Unsolved Named person known. Victim and named person had consensual 
unprotected sex whilst both highly affected by drugs. DNA results 
returned as positive to named person and victim. Further testing would 
not value add to evidence collected.

Nil further testing recommended Rape SWAB      Swab      perineum N by ; 944185000; perineum

Unsolved Witness statements have identified consentual sex element that would 
not be disproven by further testing.

Nil further testing recommended Sexual OffencesSWAB      Swab      low vaginal A/Kit 

Unsolved Witness statements have identified consentual sex element that would 
not be disproven by further testing.

Nil further testing recommended Sexual OffencesSWAB      Swab      vulval A/Kit 

Unsolved Investigation finalised with interviews and statements obtained. 
Evidence indicates consentual sex occurred and further testing would not 
disprove that.

Nil further testing recommended Rape SWAB      Swab      Vaginal  SAIK Kit

Unsolved Investigation finalised with interviews and statements obtained. 
Evidence indicates consentual sex occurred and further testing would not 
disprove that.

Nil further testing recommended Rape SWAB      Swab      External vulval SAIK Kit

Unsolved Victim has admittedly provided false information and declined to provide 
reference DNA sample.

Nil further testing recommended Rape SWAB      Swab      Oral  

Unsolved Investigation completed. Evidence already obtained that sex had 
occurred however unable to disprove consent.

Nil further testing recommended Rape SWAB      Swab      Right arm SAIK Kit

Unsolved Investigation completed. Evidence already obtained that sex had 
occurred however unable to disprove consent.

Nil further testing recommended Rape SWAB      Swab      Buccal  SAIK Kit

Unsolved Investigation completed. Evidence already obtained that sex had 
occurred however unable to disprove consent.

Nil further testing recommended Rape SWAB      Swab      wet Neck

Unsolved Evidence obtained that offence did not occur. No further investigation 
required.

Nil further testing recommended Rape SWAB      Swab      i/s surface of condom wet & dryCondom 1
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Unsolved
Investigation completed. Admissions of consentual sex. Victim 
inconsistencies and COA indicate victim drug use and altered state of 
mind. Unable to disprove suspect version with further testing.

Nil further testing recommended Rape SWAB      Swab      Vulval

 witnesses did not disclose any evidence of any offence. Victim 
did not disclose any offence and further testing on this item is not going 
to provide further probative evidence of any offence.

Nil further testing recommended Rape SWAB      Swab      Exhibit A - Trace DNA - Plastic Lip of empty SOLO bottle located on trailer - 

Unsolved Investigation completed and unfounded. No evidence that any offence 
occurred.

Nil further testing recommended Rape SWAB      Swab      buccal SAIK- 

Unsolved
Investigation finalised. Issue of consent unable to be disproved.

Nil further testing recommended Rape SWAB      Swab      A. TRACE DNA swab from condom wrapperripped open section of condom wrapper

Unsolved Investigation finalised. Conflicting versions and issue of consent unable 
to be disproved.

Nil further testing recommended Sexual OffencesSWAB      Swab      Rectal SAIK - 

Unsolved Investigation finalised. Conflicting versions and issue of consent unable 
to be disproved.

Nil further testing recommended Sexual OffencesSWAB      Swab      Oral SAIK - .

Unsolved Investigation finalised. DNA and medical evidence indicate offence did 
not occur.

Nil further testing recommended Rape SWAB      Swab      perianal VICTIM SAIK

Unsolved **Suspect known** Suspect DNA sample has been destroyed. Victim not 
continuining complaint. Partner rape with statement of initial consent. 
DNA testing would offer corroboration only and not direct evidence of 
offence outside of that consent being withdrawn.

Nil further testing recommended Rape SWAB      Swab      high vaginal Exhibit I - SAIK complainant 

Unsolved **Suspect known** Suspect DNA sample has been destroyed. Victim not 
continuining complaint. Partner rape with statement of initial consent. 
DNA testing would offer corroboration only and not direct evidence of 
offence outside of that consent being withdrawn.

Nil further testing recommended Rape SWAB      Swab      perianal Exhibit I - SAIK complainant

Unsolved
Investigation finalised. Evidence obtained that offence did not occur.

Nil further testing recommended Rape SWAB      Swab      Low Vaginal  SAIK

Unsolved
Investigation finalised. Evidence obtained that offence did not occur.

Nil further testing recommended Rape SWAB      Swab      Anus  SAIK

Unsolved
Investigation finalised. Evidence obtained that offence did not occur.

Nil further testing recommended Rape SWAB      Swab      Buccal  SAIK

Unsolved Investigation finalised. Detailed report outlining insufficient evidence 
and inconsistencies regarding allegations. DNA Oral samples returned 
single source female. Reported as oral rape.

Nil further testing recommended Rape SWAB      Swab      oral 2 SAIK- 

Unsolved **Suspects known** Investigation finalised with consent defence raised. 
Consent is corroborated by witnesses in this matter and further DNA 
testing would not negate evidence gathered during investigation.

Nil further testing recommended Sexual OffencesSWAB      Swab      Low Vaginal SAIK

Unsolved Conflicting versions regarding issue of consent.  Further forensic testing 
will not disprove versions provided by suspect. 

Nil further testing recommended Rape SWAB      Swab      Cervical  SAIK

Unsolved Conflicting versions regarding issue of consent.  Further forensic testing 
will not disprove versions provided by suspect. 

Nil further testing recommended Rape SWAB      Swab      Low Vaginal  SAIK

Unsolved Conflicting versions regarding issue of consent.  Further forensic testing 
will not disprove versions provided by suspect. 

Nil further testing recommended Rape SWAB      Swab      Oral SAIK

Unsolved Conflicting versions regarding issue of consent.  Further forensic testing 
will not disprove versions provided by suspect. 

Nil further testing recommended Rape SWAB      Swab      Left Nipple #1 SAIK

Unfounded **unknown suspect** Offence has been unfounded with reference to 
fact of previous testing only identifying single source DNA assumed 
victim contribultion. Any further DNA testing may provide significant 
evidence in this matter.

Nil further testing recommended Rape SWAB      Swab      High vaginal SAIK: 

Unsolved
Conflicting versions regarding issue of consent.  Further forensic testing 
will not disprove versions provided by suspect. Investigation finalised

Nil further testing recommended Rape SWAB      Swab      Vulval SAIK 

Unsolved
Conflicting versions regarding issue of consent.  Further forensic testing 
will not disprove versions provided by suspect. Investigation finalised

Nil further testing recommended Rape SWAB      Swab      Anal SAIK 

Unsolved
Conflicting versions regarding issue of consent.  Further forensic testing 
will not disprove versions provided by suspect. Investigation finalised

Nil further testing recommended Rape SWAB      Swab      dry Base penis SAIK - 

Unsolved Victim and suspect consentual sex at licenced brothel. Nature of 
complaint concerns strangulation during intercourse.  Further testing on 
these exhibits will not assist investigation

Nil further testing recommended Rape HAIR      Hair       I/S condom Ex A - condom; Within laytex glove, within bin, wthin room

Unsolved Victim and suspect consentual sex at licenced brothel. Nature of 
complaint concerns strangulation during intercourse.  Further testing on 
these exhibits will not assist investigation

Nil further testing recommended Rape SWAB      Swab       O/S condom Ex A - condom; Within laytex glove, within bin, wthin room

Unsolved **Suspect known** Admissions of penetration made by suspect and 
defence of consent and intention-motive raised. Neither defence could 
be negated by further DNA evidence in this matter.

Nil further testing recommended Sexual OffencesSWAB      Swab      Low Vaginal SAIK

Unsolved
Conflicting versions regarding issue of consent.  Further forensic testing 
will not disprove versions provided by suspect. Investigation finalised

Nil further testing recommended Rape SWAB      Swab      Anal SAIK - 

Withdrawn **Known suspect** Report has been withdrawn by victim who did not 
wish to speak further with police.  Offence committed against victim 
intoxicated beyond consent ability. Any further DNA testing may provide 
significant evidence in this matter if victim recommences complaint.

Nil further testing recommended Rape SWAB      Swab      Endocervical SAIK - 

Withdrawn **Known suspect** Report has been withdrawn by victim who did not 
wish to speak further with police.  Offence committed against victim 
intoxicated beyond consent ability. Any further DNA testing may provide 
significant evidence in this matter if victim recommences complaint.

Nil further testing recommended Rape SWAB      Swab      Low vaginal SAIK -

7 Withdrawn **Known suspect** Report has been withdrawn by victim who did not 
wish to speak further with police.  Offence committed against victim 
intoxicated beyond consent ability. Any further DNA testing may provide 
significant evidence in this matter if victim recommences complaint.

Nil further testing recommended Rape SWAB      Swab      1 Inner labium SAIK - 
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Withdrawn *Known suspect** Report has been withdrawn by victim who did not 
ish to speak further with police.  Offence committed against victim 
toxicated beyond consent ability. Any further DNA testing may provide 
gnificant evidence in this matter if victim recommences complaint.

Nil further testing recommended Rape SWAB      Swab      2 Left upper thigh SAIK - 

Unsolved *Known suspect** Investigation finalised. Suspect claim of consentual 
ex and that defence is unable to be negated by further DNA evidence. 
ctim stated initially consentual sex but blacked out during believing to 

e drugged. Toxicology reports did not indicate being drugged.

Nil further testing recommended Rape SWAB      Swab      Endocervical SAIK 

Unsolved *Known suspect** Investigation finalised. Suspect claim of consentual 
ex and that defence is unable to be negated by further DNA evidence. 
ctim stated initially consentual sex but blacked out during believing to 

e drugged. Toxicology reports did not indicate being drugged.

Nil further testing recommended Rape SWAB      Swab      High vaginal SAIK 

Unsolved *Known suspect** Investigation finalised. Suspect claim of consentual 
ex and that defence is unable to be negated by further DNA evidence. 
ctim stated initially consentual sex but blacked out during believing to 

e drugged. Toxicology reports did not indicate being drugged.

Nil further testing recommended Rape SWAB      Swab      Low vaginal SAIK 

Unsolved *Known suspect** Investigation finalised. Suspect claim of consentual 
ex and that defence is unable to be negated by further DNA evidence. 
ctim stated initially consentual sex but blacked out during believing to 

e drugged. Toxicology reports did not indicate being drugged.

Nil further testing recommended Rape SWAB      Swab      Labial minora SAIK 

Unsolved *Known suspect** Investigation finalised. Suspect claim of consentual 
ex and that defence is unable to be negated by further DNA evidence. 
ctim stated initially consentual sex but blacked out during believing to 

e drugged. Toxicology reports did not indicate being drugged.

Nil further testing recommended Rape SWAB      Swab      Perianal SAIK 

Unsolved *Known suspect** Investigation finalised. Suspect claim of consentual 
ex and that defence is unable to be negated by further DNA evidence. 
ctim stated initially consentual sex but blacked out during believing to 

e drugged. Toxicology reports did not indicate being drugged.

Nil further testing recommended Rape SWAB      Swab      Abdomen wet SAIK 

Unsolved *Known suspect** Investigation finalised. Suspect claim of consentual 
ex and that defence is unable to be negated by further DNA evidence. 
ctim stated initially consentual sex but blacked out during believing to 

e drugged. Toxicology reports did not indicate being drugged.

Nil further testing recommended Rape SWAB      Swab      Abdomen dry SAIK 

Unsolved *Known suspect** Investigation finalised. Suspect claim of consentual 
ex and that defence is unable to be negated by further DNA evidence. 
ctim stated initially consentual sex but blacked out during believing to 

e drugged. Toxicology reports did not indicate being drugged.

Nil further testing recommended Rape EFRAC     Epithelial FractionRectal SAIK 

Unsolved *Known suspect** Investigation finalised. Suspect claim of consentual 
ex and that defence is unable to be negated by further DNA evidence. 
ctim stated initially consentual sex but blacked out during believing to 

e drugged. Toxicology reports did not indicate being drugged.

Nil further testing recommended Rape EFRAC     Epithelial FractionAbdomen dry SAIK 

Unfounded *Known suspect** Investigation unfounded complaint. Suspect claim of 
onsentual sex and that defence is unable to be negated by further DNA 
vidence.

Nil further testing recommended Rape SWAB      Swab      dry Vulval SAIK - 

Unfounded *Suspect identified** IO has finalised as unfounded as investigated by 
SC regarding an incustody rape allegation. A suspect has already been 
entified from trace sample internal crotch of underpants.  Further DNA 
sting is recommended in this instance.

Nil further testing recommended Sexual OffencesSCRAP     Scraping  Section 1 Side A OE2 - Internal crotch of underpants

Unfounded *Suspect identified** IO has finalised as unfounded as investigated by 
SC regarding an incustody rape allegation. A suspect has already been 
entified from trace sample internal crotch of underpants.  Further DNA 
sting is recommended in this instance.

Nil further testing recommended Sexual OffencesSCRAP     Scraping  Section 2 Side A OE2 - Internal crotch of underpants

Unfounded *Suspect identified** IO has finalised as unfounded as investigated by 
SC regarding an incustody rape allegation. A suspect has already been 
entified from trace sample internal crotch of underpants.  Further DNA 
sting is recommended in this instance.

Nil further testing recommended Sexual OffencesTLIFT     Tape Lift Section 3 Side A OE2 - Internal crotch of underpants

Unfounded *Suspect identified** IO has finalised as unfounded as investigated by 
SC regarding an incustody rape allegation. A suspect has already been 
entified from trace sample internal crotch of underpants.  Further DNA 
sting is recommended in this instance.

Nil further testing recommended Sexual OffencesSCRAP     Scraping  Areas 1 and 2 Side B OE2 - Internal crotch of underpants

Unfounded *Suspect identified** IO has finalised as unfounded as investigated by 
SC regarding an incustody rape allegation. A suspect has already been 
entified from trace sample internal crotch of underpants.  Further DNA 
sting is recommended in this instance.

Nil further testing recommended Sexual OffencesEFRAC     Epithelial FractionOE1 - Fabric sample of TMB positive areaExternal crotch of Underwear with FEN 619039705

Unsolved *Known suspect** Investigation filed. Suspect claim of consentual sex 
as supported by  witness accounts and that defence is unable to be 
egated by further DNA evidence.

Nil further testing recommended Rape TRACE     Trace DNA KitA - polyester material P1900536971 - black ladies swim bottoms - front and inside hem edge.  

Unsolved *Known suspect** Investigation filed. Suspect claim of consentual sex 
as supported by  witness accounts and that defence is unable to be 
egated by further DNA evidence.

Nil further testing recommended Rape TRACE     Trace DNA KitB - denim material P1900536969 - black shorts - inside hem of both legs near crotch area.

Withdrawn *Unknown suspect** Report has been withdrawn by victim. Offence 
ommitted by possibly two unknown offender. Any further DNA testing 
ay provide significant evidence in this matter if victim recommences 

omplaint.

Nil further testing recommended Sexual OffencesSWAB      Swab      Low vaginal SAIK 

Withdrawn *Unknown suspect** Report has been withdrawn by victim. Offence 
ommitted by possibly two unknown offender. Any further DNA testing 
ay provide significant evidence in this matter if victim recommences 

complaint.

Nil further testing recommended Sexual OffencesSWAB      Swab      Vulval SAIK - 
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Withdrawn **suspect known** DNA evidence has been obtained from condom used 
in this offence however issue of consent is unabe to be negated. Further 
testing will not improve available evidence. Matter has also been 
withdrawn at this time.

Nil further testing recommended Rape EFRAC     Epithelial Fractionwet Shaft SAIK - 

Withdrawn **suspect known** DNA evidence has been obtained from condom used 
in this offence however issue of consent is unabe to be negated. Further 
testing will not improve available evidence. Matter has also been 
withdrawn at this time.

Nil further testing recommended Rape EFRAC     Epithelial Fractiondry Anal SAIK - 

Withdrawn **suspect known** DNA evidence has been obtained from condom used 
in this offence however issue of consent is unabe to be negated. Further 
testing will not improve available evidence. Matter has also been 
withdrawn at this time.

Nil further testing recommended Rape SWAB      Swab      I - mouth

Unfounded **Suspect known** Suspect has PDNA - Inconsistencies with version of 
events provided by victim. Further testing to confirm all investigative 
avenues have been exhausted.

Nil further testing recommended Sexual OffencesSWAB      Swab      external vulval SAIK - ;Doctor

Unfounded **Suspect known** Suspect has PDNA - Inconsistencies with version of 
events provided by victim. Further testing to confirm all investigative 
avenues have been exhausted.

Nil further testing recommended Sexual OffencesSWAB      Swab      anorectal SAIK M ;Doctor

Unfounded **Unfounded - unknown suspect**. Investigation finalised. Investigators 
identified offence did not occur and victim suffering mental health issue 
[PTSD with delusions to previous trauma]. Further DNA testing would not 
be beneficial in this intsnace

Nil further testing recommended Rape SWAB      Swab      vulval SAIK; A; Victim

Withdrawn **Unknown suspect** Report has been withdrawn by victim who did not 
wish to speak further with police.  Offence committed by male offender 
possible second offender. Any further DNA testing may provide 
significant evidence in this matter if victim recommences complaint.

Nil further testing recommended Rape SWAB      Swab      wet Right breast SAIK 

Withdrawn **Unknown suspect** Report has been withdrawn by victim who did not 
wish to speak further with police.  Offence committed by male offender 
possible second offender. Any further DNA testing may provide 
significant evidence in this matter if victim recommences complaint.

Nil further testing recommended Rape SWAB      Swab      dry Right breast SAIK - 

Withdrawn **Unknown suspect** Report has been withdrawn by victim who did not 
wish to speak further with police.  Offence committed by male offender 
possible second offender. Any further DNA testing may provide 
significant evidence in this matter if victim recommences complaint.

Nil further testing recommended Rape SWAB      Swab      dry Left breast SAIK - 

Withdrawn **Unknown suspect** Report has been withdrawn by victim who did not 
wish to speak further with police.  Offence committed by male offender 
possible second offender. Any further DNA testing may provide 
significant evidence in this matter if victim recommences complaint.

Nil further testing recommended Rape SWAB      Swab      wet Left neck SAIK - 

Withdrawn **Unknown suspect** Report has been withdrawn by victim who did not 
wish to speak further with police.  Offence committed by male offender 
possible second offender. Any further DNA testing may provide 
significant evidence in this matter if victim recommences complaint.

Nil further testing recommended Rape SWAB      Swab      dry Left neck SAIK - 

Unsolved **Suspect known** Matter has been withdrawn but shound be 
considered unfounded in these circumstances. Vast inconsistencies and 
victim is considered unreliable. DNA testing is not further required.

Nil further testing recommended Rape SWAB      Swab      low vaginal SAIK 

Unsolved **Suspect known** Matter has been withdrawn but shound be 
considered unfounded in these circumstances. Vast inconsistencies and 
victim is considered unreliable. DNA testing is not further required.

Nil further testing recommended Rape SWAB      Swab      wet left breast/chest SAIK 

Unsolved **Suspect known** Matter has been withdrawn but shound be 
considered unfounded in these circumstances. Vast inconsistencies and 
victim is considered unreliable. DNA testing is not further required.

Nil further testing recommended Rape SWAB      Swab      dry left chest SAIK 

Unsolved **Suspect known** DNA evidence has been obtained in this matter 
indicating suspect had sex with victim. Suspect has raised defence of 
consent which cannot be negated. Further DNA testing will not assist 
investigation in these circumstances.

Nil further testing recommended Sexual OffencesSWAB      Swab      Low vaginal SAIK 

Unsolved **Suspect known** DNA evidence has been obtained in this matter 
indicating suspect had sex with victim. Suspect has raised defence of 
consent which cannot be negated. Further DNA testing will not assist 
investigation in these circumstances.

Nil further testing recommended Sexual OffencesSWAB      Swab      Vulval SAIK 

Unsolved **Suspect known** DNA evidence has been obtained in this matter 
indicating suspect had sex with victim. Suspect has raised defence of 
consent which cannot be negated. Further DNA testing will not assist 
investigation in these circumstances.

Nil further testing recommended Sexual OffencesSWAB      Swab      Anal SAIK - 

Unsolved **Known suspect** Investigation filed. Suspect claim of consentual sex 
was supported by  witness accounts and that defence is unable to be 
negated by further DNA evidence.

Nil further testing recommended Sexual OffencesHAIR      Hair      3 x brown SAIK - (Protector pad 2)

Unfounded **suspect deceased** Evidence identified during investigation proven 
offence did not occur. Suspect is now deceeased. No further testing 
required

Nil further testing recommended Rape SWAB      Swab      shaft of penis Offender kit;

Unfounded **No suspect left** Investigation and witness accounts that offence did 
not occur. Further testing not beneficial to investigation

Nil further testing recommended Rape SWAB      Swab      high vaginal EX (A): SAIK; 

Unfounded **No suspect left** Investigation and witness accounts that offence did 
not occur. Further testing not beneficial to investigation

Nil further testing recommended Rape SWAB      Swab      wet vulval EX (A): SAIK

Unsolved NSW Police investigation. Inconsistency with victim statement and 
contradictory additional evidence obtained. Further testing would not 
assist this investigation

Nil further testing recommended Rape SWAB      Swab      Low vaginal 1 SAIK: 

Unsolved NSW Police investigation. Inconsistency with victim statement and 
contradictory additional evidence obtained. Further testing would not 
assist this investigation

Nil further testing recommended Rape SWAB      Swab      Low vaginal 2 SAIK: 
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Unsolved **Suspect known** Suspect interviewed and claimed attempts at 
consentual sex and stopped when victim said to stop. DNA evidence is 
expected to be found and will not negate version of events and consent 
issue raised. Further DNA evidence will not assist.

Nil further testing recommended Rape SWAB      Swab      Low vaginal SAIK -

Unsolved **Suspect known** Suspect interviewed and claimed attempts at 
consentual sex and stopped when victim said to stop. DNA evidence is 
expected to be found and will not negate version of events and consent 
issue raised. Further DNA evidence will not assist.

Nil further testing recommended Rape SWAB      Swab      Vulval SAIK 

Unfounded **No suspect - No offence** Investigation finlaised due to statement 
made from victim that they were a willing particpant who provide 
consent and denied any form of coercion was made. Victim of consenting 
age and as such no offence has occurred. No further testing is required in 
this instance.

Nil further testing recommended Rape SCRAP     Scraping  Area 1 Side A marked area Item 2o - AP positive fabric from rear of shirt (FEN 720730651)

Unfounded **No suspect - No offence** Investigation finlaised due to statement 
made from victim that they were a willing particpant who provide 
consent and denied any form of coercion was made. Victim of consenting 
age and as such no offence has occurred. No further testing is required in 
this instance.

Nil further testing recommended Rape SCRAP     Scraping  Area 2 Side B marked area Item 2o - AP positive fabric from rear of shirt (FEN 720730651)

Unfounded **No suspect - No offence** Investigation finlaised due to statement 
made from victim that they were a willing particpant who provide 
consent and denied any form of coercion was made. Victim of consenting 
age and as such no offence has occurred. No further testing is required in 
this instance.

Nil further testing recommended Rape SCRAP     Scraping  Area 3 Side B marked area Item 2o - AP positive fabric from rear of shirt (FEN 720730651)

Unfounded **No suspect - No offence** Investigation finlaised due to statement 
made from victim that they were a willing particpant who provide 
consent and denied any form of coercion was made. Victim of consenting 
age and as such no offence has occurred. No further testing is required in 
this instance.

Nil further testing recommended Rape SCRAP     Scraping  Area 2 marked area Item 2s - from front of shirt (FEN 720730651)

Unfounded **No suspect - No offence** Investigation finalised due to statement 
made from victim that they were a willing particpant who provide 
consent and denied any form of coercion was made. Victim of consenting 
age and as such no offence has occurred. No further testing is required in 
this instance.

Nil further testing recommended Rape SCRAP     Scraping  Area 4 marked area Item 2s - from front of shirt (FEN 720730651)

Unfounded **No suspect - No offence** Investigation finlaised due to statement 
made from victim that they were a willing particpant who provide 
consent and denied any form of coercion was made. Victim of consenting 
age and as such no offence has occurred. No further testing is required in 
this instance.

Nil further testing recommended Rape SCRAP     Scraping  marked area Item 2q from right sleeve of shirt (FEN 720730651)

Unfounded **No suspect - No offence** Investigation finlaised due to statement 
made from victim that they were a willing particpant who provide 
consent and denied any form of coercion was made. Victim of consenting 
age and as such no offence has occurred. No further testing is required in 
this instance.

Nil further testing recommended Rape SCRAP     Scraping  area 2 Item 2u from left sleeve of shirt (FEN 720730651)

Unfounded **No suspect - No offence** Investigation finlaised due to statement 
made from victim that they were a willing particpant who provide 
consent and denied any form of coercion was made. Victim of consenting 
age and as such no offence has occurred. No further testing is required in 
this instance.

Nil further testing recommended Rape SCRAP     Scraping  Side A marked area Item 1j- from front waitband of shorts (FEN 720730638)

Unfounded **No suspect - No offence** Investigation finlaised due to statement 
made from victim that they were a willing particpant who provide 
consent and denied any form of coercion was made. Victim of consenting 
age and as such no offence has occurred. No further testing is required in 
this instance.

Nil further testing recommended Rape SCRAP     Scraping  marked area Item 2w from rear of shirt (FEN 720730651)

Unfounded **No suspect - No offence** Investigation finlaised due to statement 
made from victim that they were a willing particpant who provide 
consent and denied any form of coercion was made. Victim of consenting 
age and as such no offence has occurred. No further testing is required in 
this instance.

Nil further testing recommended Rape FABRIC    Fabric    marked area Item 2k -  front of shirt

Unfounded **No suspect - No offence** Investigation finlaised due to statement 
made from victim that they were a willing particpant who provide 
consent and denied any form of coercion was made. Victim of consenting 
age and as such no offence has occurred. No further testing is required in 
this instance.

Nil further testing recommended Rape SCRAP     Scraping  Area 2 Side A Item 1i - from crotch of shorts (FEN 720730638)

Unfounded **No suspect - No offence** Investigation finlaised due to statement 
made from victim that they were a willing particpant who provide 
consent and denied any form of coercion was made. Victim of consenting 
age and as such no offence has occurred. No further testing is required in 
this instance.

Nil further testing recommended Rape SCRAP     Scraping  Area 3 section 1 Side A Item 1i - from crotch of shorts (FEN 720730638)

Unfounded **No suspect - No offence** Investigation finlaised due to statement 
made from victim that they were a willing particpant who provide 
consent and denied any form of coercion was made. Victim of consenting 
age and as such no offence has occurred. No further testing is required in 
this instance.

Nil further testing recommended Rape SCRAP     Scraping  Area 3 section 2 Side A Item 1i - from crotch of shorts (FEN 720730638)

Unfounded **No suspect - No offence** Investigation finlaised due to statement 
made from victim that they were a willing particpant who provide 
consent and denied any form of coercion was made. Victim of consenting 
age and as such no offence has occurred. No further testing is required in 
this instance.

Nil further testing recommended Rape SCRAP     Scraping  Marked area side A Item 2m - from front of shirt (FEN 720730651)

Unfounded **No suspect - No offence** Investigation finlaised due to statement 
made from victim that they were a willing particpant who provide 
consent and denied any form of coercion was made. Victim of consenting 
age and as such no offence has occurred. No further testing is required in 
this instance.

Nil further testing recommended Rape SCRAP     Scraping  Area 1 Side A Item 2r - from front of shirt (FEN 720730651)

Unfounded **No suspect - No offence** Investigation finlaised due to statement 
made from victim that they were a willing particpant who provide 
consent and denied any form of coercion was made. Victim of consenting 
age and as such no offence has occurred. No further testing is required in 
this instance.

Nil further testing recommended Rape SCRAP     Scraping  Area 3 Side A Item 2r - from front of shirt (FEN 720730651)
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Unfounded **No suspect - No offence** Investigation finlaised due to statement 
made from victim that they were a willing particpant who provide 
consent and denied any form of coercion was made. Victim of consenting 
age and as such no offence has occurred. No further testing is required in 
this instance.

Nil further testing recommended Rape SCRAP     Scraping  Side A Marked area Item 2L from front of shirt (FEN 720730651)

Unfounded **No suspect - No offence** Investigation finlaised due to statement 
made from victim that they were a willing particpant who provide 
consent and denied any form of coercion was made. Victim of consenting 
age and as such no offence has occurred. No further testing is required in 
this instance.

Nil further testing recommended Rape FABRIC    Fabric    Side B Marked area Item 2L from front of shirt (FEN 720730651)

Unfounded **No suspect - No offence** Investigation finlaised due to statement 
made from victim that they were a willing particpant who provide 
consent and denied any form of coercion was made. Victim of consenting 
age and as such no offence has occurred. No further testing is required in 
this instance.

Nil further testing recommended Rape FABRIC    Fabric    Item 1g - excised brown stains(luminescent and combur +e) in crotch of shorts (FEN 72073 0638)

Unfounded **No suspect - No offence** Investigation finlaised due to statement 
made from victim that they were a willing particpant who provide 
consent and denied any form of coercion was made. Victim of consenting 
age and as such no offence has occurred. No further testing is required in 
this instance.

Nil further testing recommended Rape FABRIC    Fabric    Item 1h- excised brown stains(combur +e) in crotch of shorts (FEN 72073 0638)

Unsolved Investigation finalised - offence did not occur Nil further testing recommended Rape HAIR      Hair      OE10 - Hair root Collected from hair exhibit with FEN 572419700
Unsolved Investigation finalised - offence did not occur Nil further testing recommended Rape HAIR      Hair      OE11 - Hair root Collected from hair exhibit with FEN 572419700
Unsolved No details of any offence in occurrence - linked to burglary occurrence 

that is finalised with fact he was observed inside dwelling masturbating. 
Court finalised.

Nil further testing recommended Sexual OffencesEFRAC     Epithelial FractionA - clear liquid on vinyl floor Kitchen floor of unit block on the right

Withdrawn **suspect known** Matter withdrawn for personal reasons. Further 
testing would likely provide strong evidence in this matter if this 
complaint is ever reinitiated by victim.

Nil further testing recommended Rape SCRAP     Scraping  Area 1 MA6 - Horizontal surface of rear passenger seat

Withdrawn **suspect known** victims version would expect DNA to be located 
however complaint has been withdrawn. No benefit exists for further 
testing to corroborate consentual sex occurred.

Nil further testing recommended Sexual OffencesSWAB      Swab      shaft penis wet SAIK- 

Withdrawn **suspect known** victims version would expect DNA to be located 
however complaint has been withdrawn. No benefit exists for further 
testing to corroborate consentual sex occurred.

Nil further testing recommended Sexual OffencesSWAB      Swab      shaft penis dry SAIK- 

Unsolved Contradictory evidence obtained on victims own phone. Evidence that no 
offence was committed

Nil further testing recommended Rape SWAB      Swab      Rectal 1 Item G - Victim SAIK 

Unsolved Contradictory evidence obtained on victims own phone. Evidence that no 
offence was committed

Nil further testing recommended Rape SWAB      Swab      perianal 1 (external anus) Item G - Victim SAIK )

Unfounded **suspect known** Investigation finalised that confirmed witness 
accounts that no rape offence occurred. Victim had been witnessed to 
ingest illicit drugs and alcohol however consented to every sex act with 
every partner on that night. DNA further testing would not ptovide any 
evidence to negate witness accounts.

Nil further testing recommended Rape SWAB      Swab      Perianal  SAIK

Unfounded **suspect known** Investigation finalised that confirmed witness 
accounts that no rape offence occurred. Victim had been witnessed to 
ingest illicit drugs and alcohol however consented to every sex act with 
every partner on that night. DNA further testing would not ptovide any 
evidence to negate witness accounts.

Nil further testing recommended Rape SWAB      Swab      Perioral wet SAIK

Unfounded **suspect known** Investigation finalised that confirmed witness 
accounts that no rape offence occurred. Victim had been witnessed to 
ingest illicit drugs and alcohol however consented to every sex act with 
every partner on that night. DNA further testing would not ptovide any 
evidence to negate witness accounts.

Nil further testing recommended Rape SWAB      Swab      Perioral dry  SAIK

Unsolved
Conflicting versions regarding issue of consent.  Further forensic testing 
will not disprove versions provided by suspect. Investigation finalised

Nil further testing recommended Rape SWAB      Swab      inner Labia majoria SAIK

Unsolved **Suspect known** Witness accounts contradicted victim version of 
events. Consent issue is unable to be proven as suspect freely admitted 
sexual contact with victim. Further DNA testing would not assist.

Nil further testing recommended Rape SWAB      Swab      endocervical SAIK; 

Withdrawn **suspect known** Complaint withdrawn -  suspect not forensically 
identified. Further testing would assist if this complaint were 
reactivated.

Nil further testing recommended Rape SWAB      Swab      cervical SAIK 

Withdrawn **suspect known** Complaint withdrawn -  suspect not forensically 
identified. Further testing would assist if this complaint were 
reactivated.

Nil further testing recommended Rape SWAB      Swab      perianal dry SAIK 

Unsolved **suspect known** issue of consent is unable to be disproven by further 
DNA testing.

Nil further testing recommended Rape SWAB      Swab      endocervical SAIK - 

Unsolved
Conflicting versions regarding issue of consent.  Further forensic testing 
will not disprove versions provided by suspect. Investigation finalised

Nil further testing recommended Rape SWAB      Swab      Perianal SAIK

Withdrawn **suspect unknown** Complaint withdrawn - no suspect forensically 
identified. Further testing would assist if this complaint were 
reactivated.

Nil further testing recommended Rape SWAB      Swab      Left dry breast SAIK - D

Withdrawn **suspect known** Complaint withdrawn -  suspect not forensically 
identified. Further testing would assist if this complaint were 
reactivated.

Nil further testing recommended Sexual OffencesEFRAC     Epithelial Fractionrectal A - SAIK 

Withdrawn **suspect known** Complaint withdrawn -  suspect not forensically 
identified. Further testing would assist if this complaint were 
reactivated.

Nil further testing recommended Sexual OffencesSWAB      Swab      anal canal A - SAIK 

Unsolved
Conflicting versions regarding issue of consent.  Further forensic testing 
will not disprove versions provided by suspect. Investigation finalised

Nil further testing recommended Rape SWAB      Swab      high vaginal SAIK Taken from victim

Unsolved Swabs taken from discarded moveable objects within CS. Linkage to 
offender not established. Further testing would not provide probative 
evidence in this matter.

Nil further testing recommended Child OffencesSWSAL     Swab - SalivaExhibit A1 - Saliva - plastic collected from mouth area of empty water bottle (Exhibit A - P2000377762)
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Withdrawn *suspect known** Complaint withdrawn - suspect subject of previous 
milar rape complaints also withdrawn.  Further testing would be 
eneficial in event complaint is reinitiated.

Nil further testing recommended Rape SWAB      Swab      inner labia majora SAIK;  (JIC kit B340236771)

Withdrawn *suspect known** complaint withdrawn - Further testing would be 
eneficial in event complaint is reinitiated.

Nil further testing recommended Sexual OffencesSCRAP     Scraping  fabric 1 side A and side B Item A1: Two pieces of black Fabric removed from black skirt (1093423342)

Withdrawn *suspect known** complaint withdrawn - Further testing would be 
eneficial in event complaint is reinitiated.

Nil further testing recommended Sexual OffencesSCRAP     Scraping  fabric 2 side A and side B Item A1: Two pieces of black Fabric removed from black skirt (1093423342)

Withdrawn *Suspect known. Matter was withdrawn by victim before suspect was 
terviewed. There are no witnesses identified or other sources of 

vidence. It is unknown if suspect would claim intercourse was 
onsentual or alternatively deny allegation. Suspect does not have PDNA 
rofile within Queensland. Nil reference sample was sought during 
vestigation. Further DNA testing would not provide further evidence in 
is matter without comparison sample. **Similar sex based complaint 

lso withdrawn by additional victim.

Nil further testing recommended Rape SWAB      Swab      1 low vaginal SAIK; in name of

Withdrawn *suspect known** complaint withdrawn - Further testing would be 
eneficial in event complaint is reinitiated.

Nil further testing recommended Rape SWAB      Swab      vulval SAIK; in name of

Withdrawn *suspect known** complaint withdrawn - Further testing would be 
eneficial in event complaint is reinitiated.

Nil further testing recommended Rape SWAB      Swab      perianal SAIK; in name of

Unfounded *Nil suspect known. Report was unfounded due to lack of 
articularisation, consistency and no corroborating evidence. Victim has 
istory of mental illness interactions with police and previous similar 
nfounded sexual assault reports. Further DNA testing of this sigle 
ample would not assist in proof of offence.

Nil further testing recommended Rape EFRAC     Epithelial Fractionupper thigh dry SAIK 

Withdrawn *suspect known** Withdrawn - No suspect forensically identified. 
urther testing would be beneficial in event complaint is reinitiated.

Nil further testing recommended Rape SWAB      Swab      1 blood pooling in vagina A - SAIK Kit; 

Unsolved
atter has been filed as victim does not wish to be involved in any 

rosecution but has not withdrawn complaint. DNA from UKN male has 
lready been detected however no reference sample to suspect has been 
btained. Further testing will not assist this investigation.

Nil further testing recommended Sexual OffencesEFRAC     Epithelial FractionSide A A - TISSUE

Unsolved
oncerns held by investigators. Victim unwilling to assist investigation 
xamination of own body and mobile phone. No reference sample 
rovided. Further testing would not assist investigation.

Nil further testing recommended Rape SCRAP     Scraping  entire marked area Side A KB1; Side 1 of grey towel

Withdrawn *suspect known** Withdrawn - No suspect forensically identified. 
urther testing would be beneficial in event complaint is reinitiated.

Nil further testing recommended Rape SWAB      Swab      high vaginal SAIK - 

Withdrawn *suspect known** Withdrawn - No suspect forensically identified. 
urther testing would be beneficial in event complaint is reinitiated.

Nil further testing recommended Rape SWAB      Swab      low vaginal SAIK -

Unsolved *Suspect known. Suspect provided conflicting account which is unable 
 be disproved. CCTV footage contradicted victims account and 

upports suspects. Witness statement supported suspect version as 
rovided under caution. Suspect denies intercourse occurred but admits 
at consentual attempt and physical contact of genitals occurred. 

urther DNA testing would not improve available evidence and it would 
ot disprove evidence already gathered.

Nil further testing recommended Rape EFRAC     Epithelial Fractionrectal 1 Saik from

Unsolved *Suspect known. Suspect provided conflicting account which is unable 
 be disproved. CCTV footage contradicted victims account and 

upports suspects. Witness statement supported suspect version as 
rovided under caution. Suspect denies intercourse occurred but admits 
at consentual attempt and physical contact of genitals occurred. 

urther DNA testing would not improve available evidence and it would 
ot disprove evidence already gathered.

Nil further testing recommended Rape EFRAC     Epithelial Fractionrectal 2 Saik from

Withdrawn *suspect known** Withdrawn - No suspect forensically identified. 
urther testing would be beneficial in event complaint is reinitiated.

Nil further testing recommended Rape SWAB      Swab      posterior introitus SAIK 

Withdrawn *suspect known** Withdrawn - No suspect forensically identified. 
urther testing would be beneficial in event complaint is reinitiated.

Nil further testing recommended Rape SWAB      Swab      dry vulval SAIK 

Unsolved *Suspect known. Issue of consent. Investigation identified several 
consistencies with victim statement. Further DNA testing will not assist 

vidence in this investigation.

Nil further testing recommended Rape EFRAC     Epithelial Fractionrectal SAIK-  

Unfounded * Suspect known. Suspect claim of consentual sex was supported by 
oth witness accounts. The contradition relating to victim  voluntry drug 
se during offence times was also considered by investigator. Further 
NA testing would not value add to available evidence as it would not 
isprove evidence already gathered.

Nil further testing recommended Rape EFRAC     Epithelial FractionPerianal SAIK

Unfounded * Suspect known. Suspect claim of consentual sex was supported by 
oth witness accounts. The contradition relating to victim  voluntry drug 
se during offence times was also considered by investigator. Further 
NA testing would not value add to available evidence as it would not 
isprove evidence already gathered.

Nil further testing recommended Rape EFRAC     Epithelial FractionAnal SAIK

Unfounded * Suspect known. Matter has been unfounded due to general 
consistencies and blood analysis. DNA testing is negative for Sperm. 
NA indicates contributor from UIF. Further DNA testing would not assist 
 proof of offence.

Nil further testing recommended Rape FABRIC    Fabric    Area 2 Side B B4 - Excised piece of fabric ; three (3) AP positive areas on the front interior and exterior crotch

Unsolved
onflicting evidence regarding issue of consent.  Further forensic testing 
ill not value add to available evidence. Exhibits seized 4 weeks after 

lleged offence. Investigation remains open but has not been subject of 
vestigator action  Investigation finalised

Nil further testing recommended Rape SCRAP     Scraping  side a marked area AP2- AP positive stain on exterior (MW6) and interior (MW2) of sheet
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Unsolved
Conflicting evidence. Tested samples have identified that contribultion is 
not supported with respect to suspect consent elimination sample. 
Investigation remains open but there is serious doubt in credibility of 
victim. Multiple previous false complaints made by victim.

Nil further testing recommended Rape EFRAC     Epithelial FractionSide A, Section 1 AM3 - groin area of pants

Withdrawn **Suspect known. Matter withdrawn by victim for personal well being 
reasons. Investigations  through CCTV / Financial ttransactions has 
identified suspect male in this matter.  has not been 
approached due to victims withdrawal. Suspect  does not have 
PDNA profile or reference sample held within Queensland. Crimtrac 
reveals only NSW driving offences. Further DNA testing would not 
provide further evidence in this mtter without suspect reference sample.

Nil further testing recommended Rape SWAB      Swab      Oral SAIK

Withdrawn **Suspect known. Matter withdrawn by victim for personal well being 
reasons. Investigations  through CCTV / Financial ttransactions has 
identified suspect male in this matter.  has not been 
approached due to victims withdrawal. Suspect does not have 
PDNA profile or reference sample held within Queensland. Crimtrac 
reveals only NSW driving offences. Further DNA testing would not 
provide further evidence in this mtter without suspect reference sample.

Nil further testing recommended Rape SWAB      Swab      left Breast dry 5 SAIK

Unfounded **Suspect known. Matter was unfounded based on consideration of 
victims actions before during and after offence time.  Offence of rape 
unable to be proven to burden of proof however offence of UCK is able to 
be proven. Nil PDNA profile of suspect exists - Nil consent sample 
obtained by investigators. Further DNA testing would not provide further 
evidence in this matter without a suspect comparison sample. **similar 
report against suspect within 1 month. 

Nil further testing recommended Rape SWAB      Swab      breast right and left SAIK; 

Withdrawn **Suspect unknown Matter withdrawn by victim child. No reference 
sample obtained. No suspects nominated. Offence occurred during 
school aged party suggesting suspect likely juvenile without PDNA 
sample. Further DNA testing would not provide further evidence in this 
matter without a victim comparison sample.

Nil further testing recommended Rape SWAB      Swab      outside wet and dry I - Used condom on ground behind storm water drain

Withdrawn **Suspect unknown Matter withdrawn by victim child. No reference 
sample obtained. No suspects nominated. Offence occurred during 
school aged party suggesting suspect likely juvenile without PDNA 
sample. Further DNA testing would not provide further evidence in this 
matter without a victim comparison sample.

Nil further testing recommended Rape SWAB      Swab      inside wet and dry I - Used condom on ground behind storm water drain

Unsolved Offender cautioned and matter finalised Nil further testing recommended Sexual OffencesTRACE     Trace DNA KitJE1 - no visible stain - plastic/rubberHammer on floor in garage (handle area)
Unsolved Offender cautioned and matter finalised Nil further testing recommended Sexual OffencesSWAB      Swab      JE4 - Trace DNA - no visible stain - plastic/paintMark on wall near kitchen
Unfounded **Suspect known. Matter was unfounded based on general 

inconsistencies in events between victim, witness and suspect account. 
Intercourse is not denied however consent is an issue which may not be 
disproved by further DNA testing.

Nil further testing recommended Rape SWAB      Swab      Low Vaginal   SAIK

Unsolved **suspect unknown. Matter withdrawn by victim when interviewed 
regarding inconsistencies between information provided and 
investigation. 

Nil further testing recommended Rape SWAB      Swab      high vaginal  SAIK - )

Unfounded **Suspect known. Matter was unfounded based on consent issue. Both 
victim and suspect confirmed that consentual sex was said to have 
occurred initially. Victim alleged that during further consentual sex later 
in the day she withdrew consent. Victim outlined that the suspect did not 
immediately stop and continued for approx 15 seconds. Suspect denied 
that fact and stated that he immediately stopped. Further DNA testing 
will not prove / disprove either account.

Nil further testing recommended Rape SWAB      Swab      high vaginal SAIK 

Unfounded **Suspect known. Matter was unfounded based on consent issue. Both 
victim and suspect confirmed that consentual sex was said to have 
occurred initially. Victim alleged that during further consentual sex later 
in the day she withdrew consent. Victim outlined that the suspect did not 
immediately stop and continued for approx 15 seconds. Suspect denied 
that fact and stated that he immediately stopped. Further DNA testing 
will not prove / disprove either account.

Nil further testing recommended Rape SWAB      Swab      low vaginal SAIK 

Unsolved **suspect known. Investigation has proven false complaint. Further DNA 
testing is not required.

Nil further testing recommended Rape SWAB      Swab      peri-anal dry 2 SAIK 

Unsolved **suspect known. Investigation has proven false complaint. Further DNA 
testing is not required.

Nil further testing recommended Rape SWAB      Swab      anal wet 1 SAIK 

Unsolved **suspect known. Investigation has proven false complaint. Further DNA 
testing is not required.

Nil further testing recommended Rape SWAB      Swab      anal dry 2 SAIK 

Unsolved
Offender charged with this offence based on evidence at that time.

Nil further testing recommended Sexual OffencesSWAB      Swab      rectal SAI

Unsolved **Suspect known. Issue of consent which cannot be disproven. Further 
DNA testing would not assist proof of this offence.

Nil further testing recommended Rape SWAB      Swab      high vaginal SAIK; A; victim

Unsolved **Suspect known. Issue of consent which cannot be disproven. Further 
DNA testing would not assist proof of this offence.

Nil further testing recommended Rape EFRAC     Epithelial Fractionperianal SAIK; A; victim D

Unfounded **Evidence that offence did not occur. No further DNA testing is 
required.

Nil further testing recommended Sexual OffencesEFRAC     Epithelial Fractionvulval SAIK- 

Unfounded **Evidence that offence did not occur. No further DNA testing is 
required.

Nil further testing recommended Sexual OffencesSWAB      Swab      high vaginal SAIK- 

Unsolved **Suspect known. DNA ident also achieved. Matter has not proceeded 
due to conflicts between witness accounts against victim statement. 
Sexual intercourse has been admitted however consent is at issue. 
Further DNA testing would not assist proof of this offence.

Nil further testing recommended Rape SWAB      Swab      right breast wet SAIK- 
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Unsolved **Suspect known. DNA ident also achieved. Matter has not proceeded 
due to conflicts between witness accounts against victim statement. 
Sexual intercourse has been admitted however consent is at issue. 
Further DNA testing would not assist proof of this offence.

Nil further testing recommended Rape SWAB      Swab      right neck wet SAIK

Unsolved **Suspect known. DNA ident also achieved. Matter has not proceeded 
due to conflicts between witness accounts against victim statement. 
Sexual intercourse has been admitted however consent is at issue. 
Further DNA testing would not assist proof of this offence.

Nil further testing recommended Rape SWAB      Swab      right neck dry SAIK- 

Unsolved **Suspect known. DNA ident also achieved. Matter has not proceeded 
due to conflicts between witness accounts against victim statement. 
Sexual intercourse has been admitted however consent is at issue. 
Further DNA testing would not assist proof of this offence.

Nil further testing recommended Rape SWAB      Swab      left neck wet SAIK- 

Unsolved **Suspect known. DNA ident also achieved. Matter has not proceeded 
due to conflicts between witness accounts against victim statement. 
Sexual intercourse has been admitted however consent is at issue. 
Further DNA testing would not assist proof of this offence.

Nil further testing recommended Rape SWAB      Swab      left neck dry SAIK T

Unsolved **Suspect known. Issue of consent is unable to be negated in this 
instance. Further DNA will testing will not assist the available evidence in 
this matter

Nil further testing recommended Sexual OffencesSWAB      Swab      oral SAIK 2 -  

Unsolved **Suspect known. Issue of consent is unable to be negated in this 
instance. Further DNA will testing will not assist the available evidence in 
this matter

Nil further testing recommended Sexual OffencesEFRAC     Epithelial Fractionfeet dry 2 SAIK 2  

Unsolved **Suspect known. Issue of consent is unable to be negated in this 
instance. Further DNA will testing will not assist the available evidence in 
this matter

Nil further testing recommended Sexual OffencesEFRAC     Epithelial Fractionunlabelled SAIK 2 -  

Withdrawn **suspect known. Iss ue of consent however victim has withdrawn this 
complaint for personal reasons. Further DNA testing would not assist 
evidence in this investigation.

Nil further testing recommended Rape SWAB      Swab      low vaginal SAIK Complainan

Withdrawn **suspect known. Iss ue of consent however victim has withdrawn this 
complaint for personal reasons. Further DNA testing would not assist 
evidence in this investigation.

Nil further testing recommended Rape EFRAC     Epithelial Fractionlabial SAIK Complainant:

Unsolved **suspect known. Circumstances regarding competence of victim and 
unable to negate consent. Further DNA testing would not assist proof of 
this offence.

Nil further testing recommended Rape SWAB      Swab      labial SAIK - 

Unsolved **Evidence that offence did not occur. No further DNA testing is 
required.

Nil further testing recommended Sexual OffencesSWAB      Swab      left breast wet SAIK- 

Unsolved **Evidence that offence did not occur. No further DNA testing is 
required.

Nil further testing recommended Sexual OffencesSWAB      Swab      left breast dry SAIK- 

Unfounded **suspect unknown. Investigation identified evidence that offence did 
not occur. Further DNA testing will not assist burden of proof.

Nil further testing recommended Rape SWAB      Swab      left breast dry SAIK 

Unsolved Single source male DNA detected. No reference sample forthcoming 
from victim. UKN male DNA uploaded to NCIDD - no matches. Further 
testing not required.

Nil further testing recommended Rape EFRAC     Epithelial Fractionentire marked area Side B Item D1 - excised fabric; inside and outside of bottom edge of right breast panel

Unsolved Single source male DNA detected. No reference sample forthcoming 
from victim. UKN male DNA uploaded to NCIDD - no matches. Further 
testing not required.

Nil further testing recommended Rape EFRAC     Epithelial Fractionentire marked area Item D2 - excised fabric; inside rear of the dress near the tag

Unsolved Single source male DNA detected. No reference sample forthcoming 
from victim. UKN male DNA uploaded to NCIDD - no matches. Further 
testing not required.

Nil further testing recommended Rape FABRIC    Fabric    side A marked area Item D3 - excised fabric on inside and outside of bottom edge of left breast panel

Unsolved Single source male DNA detected. No reference sample forthcoming 
from victim. UKN male DNA uploaded to NCIDD - no matches. Further 
testing not required.

Nil further testing recommended Rape SCRAP     Scraping  entire marked area Side B Item D1 - excised fabric; inside and outside of bottom edge of right breast panel

Unsolved Single source male DNA detected. No reference sample forthcoming 
from victim. UKN male DNA uploaded to NCIDD - no matches. Further 
testing not required.

Nil further testing recommended Rape SCRAP     Scraping  entire marked area Item D2 - excised fabric; inside rear of the dress near the tag

Unsolved Single source male DNA detected. No reference sample forthcoming 
from victim. UKN male DNA uploaded to NCIDD - no matches. Further 
testing not required.

Nil further testing recommended Rape SCRAP     Scraping  entire marked area side A Item D4 - excised fabric;  inside of front of dress just under midriff cut-out

Withdrawn **suspect known. Complaint withdrawn. Further DNA testing may 
provide corroborative evidence should victim reactivate complaint at 
future date.

Nil further testing recommended Sexual OffencesEFRAC     Epithelial FractionRight leg (dry) SAIK, Complainant

Withdrawn **suspect known. Complaint withdrawn. Further DNA testing may 
provide corroborative evidence should victim reactivate complaint at 
future date.

Nil further testing recommended Sexual OffencesEFRAC     Epithelial FractionRight leg (wet) SAIK, Complainant -

Unsolved ** suspect known. Issue of consent unable to be negated. Further DNA 
testing would not assist evidence in this investigation.

Nil further testing recommended Rape SWAB      Swab      Labia (dry) SAIK Kit - 

Withdrawn **suspect known. Complaint withdrawn before results of SAIK. Further 
DNA testing may provide corroborative evidence should victim 
reactivate complaint at future date.

Nil further testing recommended Rape SWAB      Swab      Low vaginal SAIK 

Unfounded ** suspect known. Issue of consent unable to be negated.. Further DNA 
testing would not assist evidence in this investigation.

Nil further testing recommended Rape SWAB      Swab      Perianal SAIK - 

Unsolved **suspect known. Investigation identified evidence that offence did not 
occur. Further DNA testing will not assist burden of proof.

Nil further testing recommended Rape SWAB      Swab      High vaginal JIC SAIK 

Unsolved **suspect known. Investigation identified evidence that offence did not 
occur. Further DNA testing will not assist burden of proof.

Nil further testing recommended Rape SWAB      Swab      Labia minora JIC SAIK - 

Withdrawn **supsect known. Consent unable to be negated. Inconsistencies 
identified during investigation. Further DNA testing would not assist 
evidence and matter has been withdrawn by victim.

Nil further testing recommended Rape EFRAC     Epithelial FractionBreast right dry SAIK

Withdrawn **supsect known. Consent unable to be negated. Inconsistencies 
identified during investigation. Further DNA testing would not assist 
evidence and matter has been withdrawn by victim.

Nil further testing recommended Rape EFRAC     Epithelial FractionBreast left wet SAIK
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Withdrawn **supsect known. Consent unable to be negated. Inconsistencies 
identified during investigation. Further DNA testing would not assist 
evidence and matter has been withdrawn by victim.

Nil further testing recommended Rape EFRAC     Epithelial FractionNeck left dry  SAIK

Unsolved ** suspect known. Issue of consent unable to be negated. Investigation 
completed identified inconsistencies. Further DNA testing would not 
assist evidence in this investigation.

Nil further testing recommended Rape EFRAC     Epithelial FractionAnal (wet) SAIK: A) 

Unfounded **Evidence that offence did not occur. No further DNA testing is 
required.

Nil further testing recommended Rape EFRAC     Epithelial FractionPerianal SAIK: 

Unfounded **Evidence that offence did not occur. No further DNA testing is 
required.

Nil further testing recommended Rape SWAB      Swab      right Neck wet SAIK

Unfounded **Evidence that offence did not occur. No further DNA testing is 
required.

Nil further testing recommended Rape SWAB      Swab      right Neck dry SAIK

Unsolved Victim unwiliing to provide reference sample or statement. No other 
corroborating evidence that any offence has occurred. Further testing 
not required.

Nil further testing recommended Sexual OffencesTRACE     Trace DNA KitA. On the hole area in the fly screen.

Unsolved Previous consensual sex negates any value of SAIK testing. Further 
testing not required.

Nil further testing recommended Sexual OffencesEFRAC     Epithelial FractionRectal SAIK -

Unsolved Previous consensual sex negates any value of SAIK testing. Further 
testing not required.

Nil further testing recommended Sexual OffencesSWAB      Swab      Wet right breast SAIK - 

Unsolved Previous consensual sex negates any value of SAIK testing. Further 
testing not required.

Nil further testing recommended Sexual OffencesSWAB      Swab      Dry right breast SAIK - 

Unsolved **suspect identified during investigations. Unable to negate consent 
issue and further DNA testing would not benefit as admissions to 
intercourse has been made.

Nil further testing recommended Rape EFRAC     Epithelial FractionLower abdominal skin (wet) SAIK: 

Unsolved **suspect identified during investigations. Unable to negate consent 
issue and further DNA testing would not benefit as admissions to 
intercourse has been made.

Nil further testing recommended Rape SWAB      Swab      Endocervical (1) SAIK

Withdrawn **Evidence that offence did not occur. No further DNA testing is 
required.

Nil further testing recommended Rape SWAB      Swab      shaft penis wet SAIK -

Withdrawn **Evidence that offence did not occur. No further DNA testing is 
required.

Nil further testing recommended Rape SWAB      Swab      shaft penis dry SAIK -

Withdrawn **Evidence that offence did not occur. No further DNA testing is 
required.

Nil further testing recommended Rape SWAB      Swab      glans penis wet SAIK - 

Withdrawn **Evidence that offence did not occur. No further DNA testing is 
required.

Nil further testing recommended Rape SWAB      Swab      glans penis dry SAIK - 

Withdrawn **Evidence that offence did not occur. No further DNA testing is 
required.

Nil further testing recommended Rape SWAB      Swab      coronal sulcus dry SAIK - 

Withdrawn **suspect known. Investigation finalised. Evidence identified that 
offence did not occur. Nil further testing is required in this instance.

Nil further testing recommended Rape SWSAL     Swab - Saliva(B) Trace DNA swab from glass - no stainRum and Cola bottle located on kitchen bench top - marked with scene marker (B).

Unfounded **suspect known. Investigation has revealed evidence that offence did 
not occur. Matter unfounded. Further DNA testin would not offer 
assistance.

Nil further testing recommended Rape EFRAC     Epithelial Fractionpenis SAIK - J

Unfounded **suspect known. Investigation has revealed evidence that offence did 
not occur. Matter unfounded. Further DNA testin would not offer 
assistance.

Nil further testing recommended Rape EFRAC     Epithelial Fractionscrotal SAIK - 

Unfounded **suspect known. Investigation finalised. Evidence identified that 
offence did not occur. Nil further testing is required in this instance.

Nil further testing recommended Rape SWAB      Swab      Right Breast #1 wet SAIK

Unfounded **suspect known. Investigation finalised. Evidence identified that 
offence did not occur. Nil further testing is required in this instance.

Nil further testing recommended Rape SWAB      Swab      Left Breast #1 wet AIK

Unfounded **suspect known. Investigation finalised. Evidence identified that 
offence did not occur. Nil further testing is required in this instance.

Nil further testing recommended Rape SWAB      Swab      Left Breast #2 dry SAIK

Unfounded **suspect known. Investigation finalised. Evidence identified that 
offence did not occur. Nil further testing is required in this instance.

Nil further testing recommended Rape EFRAC     Epithelial Fractionperineal wet SAIK -

Unfounded **suspect known. Investigation finalised. Evidence identified that 
offence did not occur. Nil further testing is required in this instance.

Nil further testing recommended Rape EFRAC     Epithelial Fractionperineal dry SAI

Unfounded **suspect known. Investigation finalised. Evidence identified that 
offence did not occur. Nil further testing is required in this instance.

Nil further testing recommended Rape EFRAC     Epithelial Fractionperianal SAIK 

Unfounded **suspect known. Investigation finalised. Evidence identified that 
offence did not occur. Nil further testing is required in this instance.

Nil further testing recommended Rape EFRAC     Epithelial FractionAbdomen wet SAIK

Unfounded **suspect known. Investigation finalised. Evidence identified that 
offence did not occur. Nil further testing is required in this instance.

Nil further testing recommended Rape EFRAC     Epithelial FractionAbdomen dry SAIK

Unsolved Conflicting versions regarding issue of consent.  Further forensic testing 
will not disprove versions provided by suspect. 

Nil further testing recommended Sexual OffencesEFRAC     Epithelial Fractionperianal wet SAIK

Unsolved Conflicting versions regarding issue of consent.  Further forensic testing 
will not disprove versions provided by suspect. 

Nil further testing recommended Sexual OffencesEFRAC     Epithelial Fractionperianal dry SAIK- 

Unsolved Investigation finalised as unfounded. Evidence exists that no offence 
occurred,

Nil further testing recommended Rape SWSAL     Swab - SalivaExhibit B - Glass Taken from the mouth area of the 'Great Northern' bottle

Unsolved Investigation finalised as unfounded. Evidence exists that no offence 
occurred,

Nil further testing recommended Rape SWSAL     Swab - SalivaExhibit C - Glass Taken from the mouth area of the 'Great Northern' bottle

Unsolved Single source male DNA detected. ID has been made however matter not 
finlalised. Further testing not required.

Nil further testing recommended Sexual OffencesSWSAL     Swab - SalivaGraph B (Plasic) Straw inside Up and Go container - driver footwell

Unsolved Single source male DNA detected. ID has been made however matter not 
finlalised. Further testing not required.

Nil further testing recommended Sexual OffencesSWSAL     Swab - SalivaGraph H (Plastic) Gatorade plastic bottle turned into waterpipe - rear passenger footwell

Unsolved Offender charged with this offence No further testing- matter finalised in court. Sexual OffencesTRACE     Trace DNA KitEx A1 - Nil visible material - material surfaceon the left cup of a bra marked Exhibit A P1800225876
Unsolved Offender has been interviewed and denied sexual interaction with 

victim. DNA sample from SAIK swab has identified offender from 
investigative consent sample as having sex Not required - ID has been made

Rape HAIR      Hair      from dropsheet

Unsolved
Similar MO to subsequent solved offences. Victim sample obtained. Recommended

12/04/2013 Three person mixed DNA profile; 3 person mixed profileYes Sexual OffencesTRACE     Trace DNA KitJM1 - Non-visible stain I/S front of grey checked shorts

Unsolved DNA insufficient on SAIK hairs. Previous idents to condom at scene. 
Linkage required to victim which not yet obtained. Recommended

13/07/2022 Rape HAIR      Hair      12 x brown SAIK - N - dropsheet
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Unsolved Suspect known. Suspect believed he had victims consent for digital
penetration of victim who was intoxicated. Victim recalls suspect
penetrating her however stated she was in and out of consciousness due
o being heavily intoxicated. Swabs from inside victim’s underwear and

vagina were positive for sperm in a three person mix of an unknown
person. Victim stated she had sex with an unknown male earlier in the
week prior to this offence. This is an ongoing investigation and further
DNA testing may value add to available evidence. 

Recommended 16/06/2022 Rape TLIFT     Tape Lift Outside back panel Property office 727542044 Outside back panel

Unsolved Suspect known. Suspect believed he had victims consent for digital
penetration of victim who was intoxicated. Victim recalls suspect
penetrating her however stated she was in and out of consciousness due
o being heavily intoxicated. Swabs from inside victim’s underwear and

vagina were positive for sperm in a three person mix of an unknown
person. Victim stated she had sex with an unknown male earlier in the
week prior to this offence. This is an ongoing investigation and further
DNA testing may value add to available evidence. 

Recommended 16/06/2022 Rape TLIFT     Tape Lift Inside back panel  Property office 727542044 Inside back panel

Unsolved Suspect known. Suspect believed he had victims consent for digital
penetration of victim who was intoxicated. Victim recalls suspect
penetrating her however stated she was in and out of consciousness due
o being heavily intoxicated. Swabs from inside victim’s underwear and

vagina were positive for sperm in a three person mix of an unknown
person. Victim stated she had sex with an unknown male earlier in the
week prior to this offence. This is an ongoing investigation and further
DNA testing may value add to available evidence. 

Recommended 16/06/2022 Rape FABRIC    Fabric    Area 1 (AP positive) - Inside ea Property office 727542044 Area 1 (AP positive) - Inside crotch area

Unsolved Suspect known. Suspect believed he had victims consent for digital
penetration of victim who was intoxicated. Victim recalls suspect
penetrating her however stated she was in and out of consciousness due
o being heavily intoxicated. Swabs from inside victim’s underwear and

vagina were positive for sperm in a three person mix of an unknown
person. Victim stated she had sex with an unknown male earlier in the
week prior to this offence. This is an ongoing investigation and further
DNA testing may value add to available evidence. 

Recommended 16/06/2022 Rape EFRAC     Epithelial FractionArea 1 - Inside crotch area  Property office 727542044 Area 1 - Inside crotch area

8 Unsolved Suspect known. Suspect believed he had victims consent for digital
penetration of victim who was intoxicated. Victim recalls suspect
penetrating her however stated she was in and out of consciousness due
o being heavily intoxicated. Swabs from inside victim’s underwear and

vagina were positive for sperm in a three person mix of an unknown
person. Victim stated she had sex with an unknown male earlier in the
week prior to this offence. This is an ongoing investigation and further
DNA testing may value add to available evidence. 

Recommended 16/06/2022 Rape EFRAC     Epithelial FractionAreas 2 & 3 - Inside crotch ar  Property office 727542044 Areas 2 & 3 - Inside crotch area

Unsolved Forensic evidence critical to corroborate victim Recommended 13/07/2022 Rape SCRAP     Scraping  Area 1: Entire marked area scraped.excised from crotch of underwear (FEN 93080-370-2); 930803796; Area 1: Entire marked area scraped.
Unsolved Forensic evidence critical to corroborate victim Recommended 13/07/2022 Rape SCRAP     Scraping  Entire marked area Side A crotch  blue underwear (FEN 93080-364-2);930803779; Entire marked area Side A 
Unsolved Forensic evidence critical to corroborate victim Recommended 13/07/2022 Rape TRACE     Trace DNA KitItem 8b: Trace DNA tape lift collected from the interior gusset of the underwear (FEN 93080-363-1)
Unsolved Unsolved open investigation. No suspects have been previously 

generated. Recommended
13/07/2022 Rape SCRAP     Scraping  Section 2 scraped - GRAPH 7 AP POSITIVE AREA MIDDLE CUSHION COUCH LOUNGE ROOM 931212249 Section 2 scraped - GRAPH 7

Unsolved Unsolved open investigation. No suspects have been previously 
generated. Recommended

13/07/2022 Rape FABRIC    Fabric    Entire marked area excised. AP POSITIVE AREA ON END OF CHAISE OF COUCH IN LOUNGE ROOM;931212139; Entire marked area excised.

Unsolved Unsolved open investigation. No suspects have been previously 
generated. Recommended

13/07/2022 Rape SCRAP     Scraping  Section 1: Entire area scraped.AP POSITIVE ON TOP SIDE BRONCOS CUSHION IN LOUNGE ROOM; 931212271; Section 1: Entire area scraped.

Unsolved Unsolved open investigation. No suspects have been previously 
generated. Recommended

13/07/2022 Rape SCRAP     Scraping  Section 2: Entire area scraped.AP POSITIVE ON TOP SIDE BRONCOS CUSHION IN LOUNGE ROOM; 931212271; Section 2: Entire area scraped.

Unsolved Unsolved open investigation. No suspects have been previously 
generated. Recommended

13/07/2022 Rape SCRAP     Scraping  Section 3: Entire area scraped.AP POSITIVE ON TOP SIDE BRONCOS CUSHION IN LOUNGE ROOM; 931212271; Section 3: Entire area scraped.

Unsolved Unsolved open investigation. No suspects have been previously 
generated. Recommended

13/07/2022 Rape SCRAP     Scraping  Section 4: Entire area scraped.AP POSITIVE ON TOP SIDE BRONCOS CUSHION IN LOUNGE ROOM; 931212271; Section 4: Entire area scraped.

Unsolved Unsolved open investigation. No suspects have been previously 
generated. Recommended

13/07/2022 Rape SCRAP     Scraping  Section 5: Entire area scraped.AP POSITIVE ON TOP SIDE BRONCOS CUSHION IN LOUNGE ROOM; 931212271; Section 5: Entire area scraped.

Unsolved Unsolved open investigation. No suspects have been previously 
generated. Recommended

13/07/2022 Rape EFRAC     Epithelial FractionRectal Swab from 791567663 Rectal Swab

Q Unsolved **Suspect known** Further DNA testing would offer corroboration and 
evidence of offence not otherwise established..

Recommended 16/06/2022 Single Source DNA profile - 
assumed known contributor

Yes Rape SWAB      Swab      Low vaginal SAIK 

Unsolved **Suspect known** Further DNA testing would offer corroboration and 
evidence of offence not otherwise established..

Recommended 16/06/2022 Single Source DNA profile - 
assumed known contributor

Yes Rape SWAB      Swab      Vulval SA

Unsolved Unsolved open investigation. No suspects have been previously 
generated. Recommended

13/07/2022 Rape SWAB      Swab      buccal swab from at Hospital, 791543861, buccal swab

Unsolved Unsolved open investigation. No suspects have been previously 
generated. Recommended

13/07/2022 Rape SWAB      Swab      low vaginal swab from at Hospital, 791543861, low vaginal swab

Unsolved Unsolved open investigation. No suspects have been previously 
generated. Recommended

13/07/2022 Rape HAIR      Hair      1x brown hair root bulb from at Hospital, 695328508, 1x brown hair root bulb

Unsolved Suspect known. Investigation filed. Suspect has no DNA on database and 
no reference sample taken. Suspect not interviewed, pretext only in 
which suspect acknowledges something happened but makes nil 
admissions and limited conversation regarding consent.  High vaginal 
swab returned as two person mix being the victim and an unknown male. 
Further testing will not identify suspect unless a reference sample is 
obtained for comparison. 

Recommended 16/06/2022 Rape SWAB      Swab      Vulval In  possesion, 944004250, Vulval

Unsolved Suspect known. Investigation filed. Suspect has no DNA on database and 
no reference sample taken. Suspect not interviewed, pretext only in 
which suspect acknowledges something happened but makes nil 
admissions and limited conversation regarding consent.  High vaginal 
swab returned as two person mix being the victim and an unknown male. 
Further testing will not identify suspect unless a reference sample is 
obtained for comparison. 

Recommended 16/06/2022 Single Source DNA profile - 
assumed known contributor

Yes Rape SWAB      Swab      Perioral (WET) In  possesion, 944004250, Perioral (WET)
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Unsolved
Suspect denied sex. Any testing which contradicted that version and 
offer victim corroboration would be sufficient evidence. Recommended

13/07/2022 Rape SWAB      Swab      cervical 585512884; cervical

Unsolved
Suspect denied sex. Any testing which contradicted that version and 
offer victim corroboration would be sufficient evidence. Recommended

13/07/2022 Rape SWAB      Swab      high vaginal  585512884; high vaginal

Unsolved Suspect unknown.  All enquiries have been exhausted with nil evidentiary 
value. Listed and unlisted named Persons have been spoken to and have 
been unable to be linked to this offence. All DNA and other Forensic 
evidence previously been identified to belong to the victim of this 
offence and nil other DNA has been located identifying any suspect/s. 
Fingernail scrapings and trace dna from clothing may identify suspect. 
Further DNA testing would value add to available evidence as it would 
assist to progress matter.

Recommended 16/06/2022 Rape FNAILSCRAPFingernail ScrapingC. fingernail scrapings from victim BLUNDENwet adn dry scrapping of all 10 fingernails of victim

Unsolved
Nil suspect in investigation. Further forensic evidence considered crucial. Recommended

13/07/2022 Sexual OffencesTRACE     Trace DNA KitB. Plastic Collected from surface area of sunglasses-

Unsolved
Nil suspect in investigation. Further forensic evidence considered crucial. Recommended

13/07/2022 Sexual OffencesTRACE     Trace DNA KitA. Plastic Collected from exterior surface of plastic water bottle-

Unsolved Forensic evidence critical to corroborate victim. Filed pending lack of 
forensic corroboration. Recommended

13/07/2022 Sexual OffencesEFRAC     Epithelial FractionKG3B marked area From top of mattress - positive AP reaction (from sheet 1) 711111618 KG3B marked area

Unsolved Forensic evidence critical to corroborate victim. Filed pending lack of 
forensic corroboration. Recommended

13/07/2022 Sexual OffencesEFRAC     Epithelial FractionKG5B marked area From top of mattress - positive AP reaction (from sheet 2) 711111654 KG5B marked area

Unsolved Forensic evidence critical to corroborate victim. Filed pending lack of 
forensic corroboration. Recommended

13/07/2022 Sexual OffencesEFRAC     Epithelial FractionArea 3 From top of mattress in main bedroom, 711111574, Area 3

Unsolved Forensic evidence critical to corroborate victim. Filed pending lack of 
forensic corroboration. Recommended

22/01/2019 Single source DNA profile- 
unsuitable for NCIDD searching 

Yes Sexual OffencesSCRAP     Scraping  Area 1(scraping) From top of mattress in main bedroom, 711111574, Area 1

Unsolved Forensic evidence critical to corroborate victim. Filed pending lack of 
forensic corroboration. Recommended

13/07/2022 Rape SWAB      Swab      Perineal ); 791439865; Perineal

Unsolved Suspect known. Suspect initially makes admissions to digital rape of the 
victim during pretext phone call however denies this when interviewed.  
Witness accounts semi corroborate victim version. No sample obtained 
from suspect.  Trace dna from victim’s underwear returned as 3 person 
complex mix. Further testing may provide significant evidence in this 
instance.  

Recommended 16/06/2022 Three person mixed DNA 
profile; 3 person mixed profile - 
conditioned on

Yes Rape SWAB      Swab      Dry neck Victim I .  SOC office, 943549018, Dry neck

Unsolved Forensic evidence crucial for suspect identification Recommended 13/07/2022 Sexual OffencesTRACE     Trace DNA KitB, trace DNA, polyester type fabricleft shoulder and under arm area of blouse worn by victim  
Unsolved

Forensic evidence critical to corroborate victim. Filed pending lack of 
forensic corroboration. Recommended

28/6/2018 Two person mixed DNA profile; 
2 person mixed profile - 
conditioned on; 2 person mix 

Yes Rape SWAB      Swab      high vaginal  Property point 791316819 high vaginal

Unsolved Suspect known.  Suspect forced sex onto the victim with penile 
penetration and licking of breasts in car.  Victim attended police station 
to report matter however has been very reluctant to provide full details. 
To date no formal statement has been completed by victim.  Results 
returned from health have indicated mix contains sample from an 
unknown male which may or may not belong to the suspect.  Victim very 
uncooperative in assisting police with information however wishes to 
proceed. DNA considered highly beneficial evidence in this matter.

Recommended 16/06/2022 Three person mixed DNA 
profile; 3 person mixed profile - 
conditioned on

Yes Rape SWAB      Swab      left nipple dry Victim . Logan SOC office, 943549009, left nipple dry

Unsolved Suspect unknown. Investigation filed.  Offence committed by unknown 
male offender. Trace dna swab was taken from the victim’s skirt.  Further 
DNA testing may provide significant evidence in this instance.

Recommended 16/06/2022 Complex mixed profile 
unsuitable for interp or 
comparison

No Sexual OffencesTRACE     Trace DNA KitNN1 nil visible mesh skirt P1800265765

Unsolved Forensic evidence crucial for suspect identification Recommended 13/07/2022 Sexual OffencesTRACE     Trace DNA KitA - Black imitation leather Bicycle seat of red bicycle at 
Unsolved Ongoing investigation. Suspect not yet interviewed. Recommended 13/07/2022 Rape SWAB      Swab      endocervical  Hospital on 22/08/2018; 944335267; endocervical
Unsolved Ongoing investigation. Suspect not yet interviewed. Recommended 13/07/2022 Rape SWAB      Swab      high vaginal Hospital on 22/08/2018; 944335267; high vaginal
Unsolved Suspect known. Suspect currently in custody.   DNA swabs taken from 

victim results to her only. Suspect has PDNA on database. Conflicting 
versions given by victim and suspect regarding consent.
Further DNA testing may be beneficial in this matter.

Recommended 16/06/2022 Single Source DNA profile - 
assumed known contributor

Yes Rape SWAB      Swab      high vaginal 24/11/2000; 792042903; high vaginal

Unsolved Suspect known. Suspect currently in custody.   DNA swabs taken from 
victim results to her only. Suspect has PDNA on database. Conflicting 
versions given by victim and suspect regarding consent.
Further DNA testing may be beneficial in this matter.

Recommended 16/06/2022 Rape SWAB      Swab      vulval 24/11/2000; 792042903; vulval

Unsolved
Report furnished outlining inconsistency with victim version. Lack of 
forensic evidence appears crucial to deceision not to prosecute. Recommended

13/07/2022 Rape SWAB      Swab      vulval ; 710496999; vulval

Unsolved
Unsolved open investigation. No suspects have been previously 
generated. Victim no longer cooperating with investigation. Recommended

13/07/2022 Rape SWAB      Swab      High vaginal P1800384948; 943256761; High vaginal 

Unsolved Unsolved open investigation. Insufficient evidence to charge suspect in 
this matter. Recommended

13/07/2022 Sexual OffencesSWAB      Swab      A) Nil visible stain,metal, trace DNAExterior point of entry glass door handle,

Unsolved Unsolved open investigation. No suspects have been previously 
generated. Recommended

13/07/2022 Sexual OffencesSWAB      Swab      Oral 1 collected from , 685705888, Oral 1

Unsolved Unsolved open investigation. No suspects have been previously 
generated. Recommended

13/07/2022 Sexual OffencesSWAB      Swab      Oral 2 collected from  685705888, Oral 2

Unsolved Unsolved open investigation. No suspects have been previously 
generated. Recommended

13/07/2022 Sexual OffencesTRACE     Trace DNA KitGraph B1 (Cotton) Black iLabb skirt

Unsolved Unsolved open investigation. No suspects have been previously 
generated. Recommended

13/07/2022 Sexual OffencesTRACE     Trace DNA KitGraph B2 (Cotton) Black iLabb skirt

Unsolved Unsolved open investigation. No suspects have been previously 
generated. Recommended

13/07/2022 Sexual OffencesTRACE     Trace DNA KitGraph B3 (Cotton) Black iLabb skirt

Unsolved Unsolved open investigation. Nil forensic suspects. Stranger rape 
investigation. Recommended

13/07/2022 Rape EFRAC     Epithelial Fractionperianal  712485856; perianal

Unsolved Unsolved open investigation. Nil forensic suspects. Stranger rape 
investigation. Recommended

13/07/2022 Rape EFRAC     Epithelial FractionSide A marked area Inside surface, inner seam, lower right leg of jeans, 944093266, Side A marked area

Unsolved Unsolved open investigation. Nil forensic suspects. Stranger rape 
investigation. Recommended

13/07/2022 Rape SCRAP     Scraping  Section 1 Crotch underwear FEN 790842203(Victim ,944093222,Section 1

Unsolved Unsolved open investigation. Nil forensic suspects. Stranger rape 
investigation. Recommended

13/07/2022 Rape SCRAP     Scraping  Section 2 Crotch underwear FEN 790842203(Victim ,944093222,Section 2
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Unsolved Unsolved open investigation. Nil forensic suspects. Stranger rape 
investigation. Recommended

13/07/2022 Rape SCRAP     Scraping  Section 1 Inside surface, rear crotch jeans FEN 790842198 (Victim ,944093277,Section 1

Unsolved Unsolved open investigation. Nil forensic suspects. Stranger rape 
investigation. Recommended

13/07/2022 Rape HAIR      Hair      5 x root ends From inside surfaces  jeans FEN 790842198 (Victim 944093244,5 x root ends

Unsolved Unsolved open investigation. Nil forensic suspects. Stranger rape 
investigation. Recommended

27/11/2018 Complex mixed profile 
unsuitable for interp or 

No Rape TRACE     Trace DNA KitA.  Trace DNA plastic cover to cableRed cable to battery on driver's side of engine bay, White Nissan

Unsolved Unsolved open investigation. Nil forensic suspects. Stranger rape 
investigation. Recommended

27/11/2018 Complex mixed profile 
unsuitable for interp or 

No Rape TRACE     Trace DNA KitB.  Trace DNA plastic cover to cableBlack cable to battery on driver's side of engine bay, White Nissan 

Unsolved Unsolved open investigation. Nil forensic suspects. Stranger rape 
investigation. Recommended

13/07/2022 Rape TRACE     Trace DNA KitE.  Trace DNA plastic cover to cableRed cable to battery on Passenger side of engine bay, White Nissan

Unsolved Unsolved open investigation. Nil forensic suspects. Stranger rape 
investigation. Recommended

13/07/2022 Rape TRACE     Trace DNA KitOE1 - Trace DNA tapelift Inner waist band of the underwear with FEN 790842203 (Victim

Unsolved **Suspect known** Further DNA testing would offer corroboration and 
evidence of offence not otherwise established. Investigation stalled by 
victim avoiding police for other matters.

Recommended 16/06/2022 Two person mixed DNA profile; 
2 person mixed profile - 
conditioned on

Yes Rape EFRAC     Epithelial FractionVulval SAIK - 

Unsolved **Suspect known** Further DNA testing would offer corroboration and 
evidence of offence not otherwise established. Investigation stalled by 
victim avoiding police for other matters.

Recommended 16/06/2022 Single Source DNA profile - 
assumed known contributor

Yes Rape SWAB      Swab      Low vaginal SAIK -

Unsolved **Suspect unknown** Further DNA testing may provide offender 
identification in this investigation

Recommended 16/06/2022 Rape SWAB      Swab      cervical SAIK in the name o

Unsolved **Suspect unknown** Further DNA testing may provide offender 
identification in this investigation

Recommended 16/06/2022 Three person mixed DNA 
profile; 3 person mixed profile - 

Yes Rape SWAB      Swab      vaginal specimen SAIK in the name of rom yellow screw capped jar

Unsolved **suspect known** Investigation stalled due to lack of evidence that 
suspected exhibit was used to cause anal injury. Further DNA testing may 
provide strong probative evidence in this this matter

Recommended 16/06/2022 Three person mixed DNA 
profile; 3 person mix - low 
support for contribution

Yes Child OffencesSWAB      Swab      A1  latex/plastic rubberised surfaceOutside of white latex glove - P1800487275

Unsolved **suspect known** Investigation stalled due to lack of evidence that 
suspected exhibit was used to cause anal injury. Further DNA testing may 
provide strong probative evidence in this this matter

Recommended 16/06/2022 Complex mixed profile 
unsuitable for interp or 
comparison

No Child OffencesSWAB      Swab      B2 glass sex toy probe end - P1800487285

Unsolved **Suspect known** DNA match already made in matter to suspect. 
Further DNA evidence would provide strong probative evidence in this 
matter.

Recommended 16/06/2022 Sexual OffencesSWAB      Swab      Breasts (wet) A/KIT,

Unsolved Known suspect. Nil forensic corroboration of complaint. Further testing 
may offer corroboration. Recommended

13/07/2022 Rape SWAB      Swab      Oral Collected from Complainant

Unsolved Known suspect. Nil forensic corroboration of complaint. Further testing 
may offer corroboration. Recommended

13/07/2022 Rape SWAB      Swab      Right neck wet Collected from Complainant

Unsolved Known suspect. Nil forensic corroboration of complaint. Further testing 
may offer corroboration. Recommended

13/07/2022 Rape SWAB      Swab      Right neck dry Collected from Complainant

Unsolved Suspect unknown. Investigation filed.  Offence committed by unknown 
male offender. Trace dna swab was taken from the victim’s shirt.  
Further DNA testing may identify offender in this instance.

Recommended 16/06/2022 Sexual OffencesTRACE     Trace DNA KitA.  White coloured top

Unsolved Unsolved open investigation. No suspects have been previously 
generated. Recommended

13/07/2022 Rape SWAB      Swab      Vulval

Unsolved Unsolved open investigation. No suspects have been previously 
generated. Recommended

13/07/2022 Rape TRACE     Trace DNA KitItem B.1: Trace lift (metal,leather)from ends of belt (item B)

Unsolved **Suspect known** Investigation has stalled due to victim mental health 
issue. No suspect reference sample has been obtained. Suspect has not 
been questioned. DNA evidence would provide strong probative 
evidence in this matter.

Recommended 16/06/2022 Sexual OffencesSWAB      Swab      High vaginal A/Kit, 

Unsolved **Suspect unknown** Further DNA evidence would provide strong 
probative evidence to identify suspect

Recommended 16/06/2022 Complex mixed profile 
unsuitable for interp or 

No Sexual OffencesTRACE     Trace DNA KitInside straw hat inside hat left at scene

Unsolved **Suspect unknown** Further DNA testing may provide offender 
identification in this investigation

Recommended 16/06/2022 Rape SWAB      Swab      vulval A, Saik kit 

Unsolved **Suspect unknown** Further DNA testing may provide offender 
identification in this investigation

Recommended 16/06/2022  Mixed DNA profile; Assumed 
contributor

Yes Rape TRACE     Trace DNA KitA1 - Trace bottom edge pink topfrom P1800536123

Unsolved **Suspect unknown** Further DNA evidence would provide strong 
probative evidence to identify suspect

Recommended 16/06/2022 Complex mixed profile 
unsuitable for interp or 

No Rape EFRAC     Epithelial Fraction Side A marked area C20 Side B of Sheet C (FEN 723770359)

Unsolved **Suspect unknown** Further DNA evidence would provide strong 
probative evidence to identify suspect

Recommended 16/06/2022 Two person mixed DNA profile; 
NCIDD upload - mixed DNA 

Yes Rape SCRAP     Scraping  Side A marked area C17 Side B of Sheet C (FEN 723770359)

Unsolved **Suspect unknown** Further DNA evidence would provide strong 
probative evidence to identify suspect

Recommended 16/06/2022 Two person mixed DNA profile Yes Rape SCRAP     Scraping  Marked area C15 Side B of Sheet C

Unsolved **Suspect unknown** Further DNA evidence would provide strong 
probative evidence to identify suspect

Recommended 16/06/2022 Two person mixed DNA profile Yes Rape SCRAP     Scraping  Marked area C19 Side B of Sheet C

Unsolved **Suspect unknown** Further DNA evidence would provide strong 
probative evidence to identify suspect

Recommended 16/06/2022 Rape SCRAP     Scraping  Side A C16 - Side B of Sheet C 

Unsolved **Suspect unknown** Further DNA evidence would provide strong 
probative evidence to identify suspect

Recommended 16/06/2022 Single Source DNA profile - 
assumed known contributor

Yes Rape SWAB      Swab      high vaginal SAIK Kit; 

Unsolved **Suspect unknown** Further DNA evidence would provide strong 
probative evidence to identify suspect

Recommended 16/06/2022 Two person mixed DNA profile; 
2 person mixed profile - 

Yes Rape SWAB      Swab      labial SAIK Kit; 

Unsolved Unsolved open investigation. Nil forensic suspects. Stranger rape 
investigation. Recommended

13/07/2022 Rape SWAB      Swab      oral SAIK Kit; 

Unsolved
Open investigation - further testing may identify suspect. Concerns that 
offence did not occur however that is not proven at this time. Recommended

15/07/2022 Sexual OffencesSWAB      Swab      EXH B1- TRACE DNA metal from zips of backpack

Unsolved **Suspect unknown** Investigation finalised as victim ceased 
cooperation with police.  Further DNA evidence would provide strong 
probative evidence to identify suspect

Recommended 16/06/2022 Two person mixed DNA profile; 
No statistical interpretation 
performed

Yes Rape SWAB      Swab      cervical ITEM 1 - SAIK KIT 

Unsolved **Suspect unknown** Investigation finalised as victim ceased 
cooperation with police.  Further DNA evidence would provide strong 
probative evidence to identify suspect

Recommended 16/06/2022 Two person mixed DNA profile; 
No statistical interpretation 
performed

Yes Rape SWAB      Swab      low vaginal ITEM 1 - SAIK KIT 

Unsolved Unsolved open investigation. No suspects have been previously 
generated. Recommended

13/07/2022 Rape EFRAC     Epithelial FractionPerianal SAIK 

Unsolved Unsolved open investigation. No suspects have been previously 
generated. Recommended

13/07/2022 Rape SWAB      Swab      Dry Penile Head SAIK 

Unsolved Unsolved open investigation. No suspects have been previously 
generated. Recommended

13/07/2022 Rape SWAB      Swab      Anal SAIK 

Unsolved Unsolved open investigation. No suspects have been previously 
generated. Recommended

13/07/2022 Rape SWAB      Swab      Rectal SAIK 
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Unsolved **Suspect unknown** Investigation finalised as no DNA detected.  
Further DNA evidence would provide strong probative evidence to 
identify suspect

Recommended 16/06/2022 Single Source DNA profile - 
assumed known contributor

Yes Rape SWAB      Swab      Rectal swab wet Victim child SAIK Kit

Unsolved
Open Investigation. Known suspect with PDNA. Victim child unable to 
particularise offence date so unknown when this occurred. Proceedings 
unable to be commenced without forensic corroboration. Further testing 
may provide strong probative evidence. Recommended

15/07/2022 Child OffencesEFRAC     Epithelial Fractionanal SAIK 

Unsolved
Open Investigation. Known suspect with PDNA. Victim child unable to 
particularise offence date so unknown when this occurred. Proceedings 
unable to be commenced without forensic corroboration. Further testing 
may provide strong probative evidence. Recommended

15/07/2022 Child OffencesSCRAP     Scraping  Marked area - Side A Item 1e - from front, inside, crotch of underwear

Unsolved **Suspect known** Suspect DNA sample has been destroyed. Suspect 
has denied sexual contact and declined interview. DNA testing would 
provide strong probative evidence in this matter

Recommended 16/06/2022 Single Source DNA profile - 
assumed known contributor

Yes Rape SWAB      Swab      Cervical

Unsolved **Suspect known** Suspect has provided DNA by consent. Investigation 
has been filed as no forensic link estbalished. DNA evidence wuld directly 
contradict suspect version. DNA retesting has strong probative evidence 
in this matter.

Recommended 16/06/2022 Two person mixed DNA profile; 
2 person mixed profile - 
conditioned on

Yes Sexual OffencesSWSAL     Swab - SalivaSwab Saliva Trace DNA Skin Neck of victim G

Unsolved Investigation stopped after victim stopped engaging with investigators. 
DNA evidence has been obtained in this matter. Further testing may offer 
corroboration of victim version. Recommended

13/07/2022 Rape EFRAC     Epithelial FractionPenile shaft SAIK 

Unsolved Investigation stopped after victim stopped engaging with investigators. 
DNA evidence has been obtained in this matter. Further testing may offer 
corroboration of victim version. Recommended

13/07/2022 Rape EFRAC     Epithelial FractionUnder foreskin SAIK - 

Unsolved Investigation stopped after victim stopped engaging with investigators. 
DNA evidence has been obtained in this matter. Further testing may offer 
corroboration of victim version. Recommended

13/07/2022 Rape SWAB      Swab      Perianal SAIK - 

Unsolved **suspect known** Victim suffers extreme MH issues causing 
inconsistencies throughout investigation. Further DNA testing could 
provide corroboration and evidence of this offence which may assist 
potential prosecution.

Recommended 16/06/2022 Rape SWAB      Swab      Low vaginal SAIK 

Unsolved Further testing may identify suspect in this matter. Recommended 13/07/2022 Sexual OffencesSWAB      Swab      Wet trace DNA swab marked AFrom the top, side and shin area of the left foot of victim
Unsolved Further testing may identify suspect in this matter. Recommended 13/07/2022 Sexual OffencesSWAB      Swab      Dry trace DNA swab marked BFrom the top, side and shin area of the left foot of victim
Unsolved **Suspect known** Further DNA testing would offer corroboration and 

evidence of offence not otherwise established. Investigation stalled by 
victim wishing to not commence court proceedings at this time for her 
personal reasons. 

Recommended 16/06/2022 Two person mixed DNA profile; 
2 person mixed profile - 
conditioned on; 2 pers mix 
remaining consistent with 
unknown UKM1

Yes Rape SWAB      Swab      Vulval AIK

Unsolved **Suspect known** Further DNA testing would offer corroboration and 
evidence of offence not otherwise established. Investigation stalled by 
victim wishing to not commence court proceedings at this time for her 
personal reasons. 

Recommended 16/06/2022 Rape SWAB      Swab      Oral AIK

Unsolved **Suspect unknown** Investigation identified suspect. Inconsistencies 
identified during investigation. Interstate suspect with no PDNA or 
apparent interstate sample. Unknown what version suspect may provide 
if questioned. Further DNA testing would offer corroboration and 
evidence of offence not yet established.

Recommended 16/06/2022 Three person mixed DNA 
profile; 3 person mixed profile - 
conditioned on

Yes Rape SCRAP     Scraping  Area 2 Section 4 KB4 Interior surface of underwear FEN 720768083

Unsolved **Suspect unknown** Investigation identified suspect. Inconsistencies 
identified during investigation. Interstate suspect with no PDNA or 
apparent interstate sample. Unknown what version suspect may provide 
if questioned. Further DNA testing would offer corroboration and 
evidence of offence not yet established.

Recommended 16/06/2022 Three person mixed DNA 
profile; 3 person mixed profile - 
conditioned on

Yes Rape SCRAP     Scraping  Area 2 Section 5 KB4 Interior surface of underwear FEN 720768083

Unsolved **Suspect known** Further DNA testing would offer corroboration and 
evidence of offence not otherwise established..

Recommended 16/06/2022 Single source DNA profile Yes Rape SWAB      Swab      labial SAIK A

Unsolved Investigation finalised - nil evidence that any offence has occurred. 
Victim denies making false complaint. Further testing may corroborate 
victim version. Recommended

13/07/2022 Rape EFRAC     Epithelial Fractionperianal SAIK

Unsolved Investigation finalised - nil evidence that any offence has occurred. 
Victim denies making false complaint. Further testing may corroborate 
victim version. Recommended

13/07/2022 Rape EFRAC     Epithelial Fractionperianal wet SAIK- 

Unsolved **Suspect Identified** Suspect denied any sexual intercourse took place. 
urther DNA testing could offer corroboration and evidence of offence not 
yet established.

Recommended 16/06/2022 Single Source DNA profile - 
assumed known contributor

Yes Rape SWAB      Swab      Endocervical SAIK - 

Unsolved **Suspect Identified** Suspect denied any sexual intercourse took place. 
urther DNA testing could offer corroboration and evidence of offence not 
yet established.

Recommended 16/06/2022 Single Source DNA profile - 
assumed known contributor

Yes Rape SWAB      Swab      wet Vulval SAIK - 

Unsolved **Suspect Identified** Suspect denied any sexual intercourse took place. 
urther DNA testing could offer corroboration and evidence of offence not 
yet established.

Recommended 16/06/2022 Single Source DNA profile - 
assumed known contributor

Yes Rape SWAB      Swab      dry Vulval SAIK 

Unsolved **Suspect known** Ex partner Rape - complaint withdrawn but 
reactivated bu victim Feb 2022. Further DNA testing would offer 
corroboration and evidence of offence not otherwise established.

Recommended 16/06/2022 Rape EFRAC     Epithelial Fractioninner labia majora SAI

Unsolved **Suspect known** Ex partner Rape - complaint withdrawn but 
reactivated bu victim Feb 2022. Further DNA testing would offer 
corroboration and evidence of offence not otherwise established.

Recommended 16/06/2022 Rape EFRAC     Epithelial Fractionnasal bridge dry SAIK 

Unsolved **Suspect known** Ex partner Rape - complaint withdrawn but 
reactivated bu victim Feb 2022. Further DNA testing would offer 
corroboration and evidence of offence not otherwise established.

Recommended 16/06/2022 Rape EFRAC     Epithelial Fractionforehead dry SAIK 

Unsolved **Suspect known** Ex partner Rape - complaint withdrawn but 
reactivated bu victim Feb 2022. Further DNA testing would offer 
corroboration and evidence of offence not otherwise established.

Recommended 16/06/2022 Rape SWAB      Swab      high vaginal without speculumSAIK 
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Unsolved
Open investigation - further testing may offer victim corroboration Recommended

13/07/2022 Sexual OffencesSWAB      Swab      1 High vaginal SAIK - 

Unsolved
Open investigation - further testing may offer victim corroboration Recommended

13/07/2022 Sexual OffencesSWAB      Swab      2 High vaginal SAIK 

Unsolved
Open investigation - further testing may offer victim corroboration Recommended

13/07/2022 Sexual OffencesSWAB      Swab      Labia minora SAIK - E

Unsolved
Open investigation - further testing may offer victim corroboration Recommended

13/07/2022 Sexual OffencesSWAB      Swab      wet Perioral SAIK - 

Unsolved
Open investigation - further testing may offer victim corroboration Recommended

13/07/2022 Sexual OffencesSWAB      Swab      dry Perioral SAIK - 

Unsolved **Suspect known** DNA is crucial evidence in this investigation with 
suspect declining to answer questions. Further DNA testing would offer 
corroboration and evidence of offence not yet established.

Recommended 16/06/2022 Complex mixed profile 
unsuitable for interp or 
comparison

No Rape SWAB      Swab      high vaginal SAIK 1 (JIC kit )

Unsolved **Suspect known** DNA is crucial evidence in this investigation with 
suspect declining to answer questions. Further DNA testing would offer 
corroboration and evidence of offence not yet established.

Recommended 16/06/2022 Rape SWAB      Swab      low vaginal SAIK; (JIC kit )

Unsolved **Suspect known** DNA is crucial evidence in this investigation with 
suspect declining to answer questions. Further DNA testing would offer 
corroboration and evidence of offence not yet established.

Recommended 16/06/2022 Rape SWAB      Swab      labia minora SAIK  (JIC kit )

Unsolved **Unknown suspect** Investigation filed. Reference samples from victim 
and husband provided. No suspect has been identified and investigative 
avenues exhausted. Any further DNA testing may provide significant 
evidence in this matter.

Recommended 16/06/2022 Sexual OffencesSWAB      Swab      Rectal SAIK -

Unsolved DNA evidence would contradict suspects version. Recommended 13/07/2022 Sexual OffencesSCRAP     Scraping  Side B marked area Item 3A - from the shorts (684454848)
Unsolved **Suspect unknown** Further DNA testing may provide offender 

identification in this investigation
Recommended 16/06/2022 Rape SWAB      Swab      Left nipple SAIK 

Unsolved **Suspect unknown** Further DNA testing may provide offender 
identification in this investigation

Recommended 16/06/2022 Rape SWAB      Swab      Left armpit SAIK 

Unsolved **unknown suspect** Investigative avenues have been exhausted 
without identifying suspect. Any further DNA testing may provide 
significant evidence in this matter.

Recommended 16/06/2022 Single Source DNA profile - 
assumed known contributor

Yes Rape SWAB      Swab      vulval Item 1:SAIK; collected from Victim 

Unsolved **Unknown suspect** Open investigation. Any further DNA testing may 
provide significant evidence in this matter.

Recommended 16/06/2022 Three person mixed DNA 
profile; No statistical 

Yes Rape SWAB      Swab      low vaginal SAIK; 

Unsolved **Unknown suspect** Open investigation. Any further DNA testing may 
provide significant evidence in this matter.

Recommended 16/06/2022 Rape SWAB      Swab      vulval SAIK; 

Unsolved **Unknown suspect** Open investigation. Any further DNA testing may 
provide significant evidence in this matter.

Recommended 16/06/2022 Single source DNA profile UKF1 Yes Rape SWAB      Swab      perianal SAIK; 

Unsolved **Unknown suspect** Open investigation. Any further DNA testing may 
provide significant evidence in this matter.

Recommended 16/06/2022 Single source DNA profile UKF1 Yes Rape SWAB      Swab      oral SAIK; 

Unsolved **Unknown suspect** Open investigation. Any further DNA testing may 
provide significant evidence in this matter.

Recommended 16/06/2022 Complex mixed profile 
unsuitable for interp or 

No Rape SWAB      Swab      wet swab beak section SAIK

Unsolved **Unknown suspect** Open investigation. Any further DNA testing may 
provide significant evidence in this matter.

Recommended 16/06/2022 Single source DNA profile UKF1 Yes Rape EFRAC     Epithelial Fractionrectal SAIK; 

Unsolved **Suspect unknown** Inconsistencies identified during investigation. 
Further DNA testing may provide offender identification in this 
investigation.

Recommended 16/06/2022 Rape SWAB      Swab      high vaginal Exhibit A SAIK

Unsolved **Suspect known** No reference sample obtained from suspect. No 
information within report of suspect account. Further DNA evidence 
would provide strong probative evidence to corroborate victim

Recommended 16/06/2022 Sexual OffencesSWAB      Swab      inside condom (A) used condom

Unsolved **Suspect known** No reference sample obtained from suspect. No 
information within report of suspect account. Further DNA evidence 
would provide strong probative evidence to corroborate victim

Recommended 16/06/2022 Single Source DNA profile - 
assumed known contributor

Yes Sexual OffencesSWAB      Swab      cervical SAIK 

Unsolved **Suspect known** No reference sample obtained from suspect. No 
information within report of suspect account. Further DNA evidence 
would provide strong probative evidence to corroborate victim

Recommended 16/06/2022 Two person mixed DNA profile; 
2 person mixed profile - 
conditioned on

Yes Sexual OffencesSWAB      Swab      vulval SAIK 

Unsolved **Known suspect** Investigation filed. No proceedings commenced 
based on lack of DNA evidence and suspect mental health competency. 
Any further DNA testing may provide significant evidence in this matter .

Recommended 16/06/2022 Complex mixed profile 
unsuitable for interp or 
comparison

No Sexual OffencesSWAB      Swab      base penis Exhibit A - SAIK;

Unsolved **Known suspect** Investigation filed. No proceedings commenced 
based on lack of DNA evidence and suspect mental health competency. 
Any further DNA testing may provide significant evidence in this matter .

Recommended 16/06/2022 Two person mixed DNA profile; 
2 person mixed profile - 
conditioned on

Yes Sexual OffencesSWAB      Swab      shaft penis Exhibit A - SAIK;

Unsolved **suspect known** open investigation Recommended 16/06/2022 Rape SWAB      Swab      Rectal SAIK - 
Unsolved **Suspect not identified** Victim believed to have returned overseas to 

China. No suspect has been identified during investigation. DNA evidence 
is considered crucial to suspect identification in this investigation.

Recommended 16/06/2022 Rape SWAB      Swab      ENDOCERVICAL 2 AIK

Unsolved **Suspect not identified** Victim believed to have returned overseas to 
China. No suspect has been identified during investigation. DNA evidence 
is considered crucial to suspect identification in this investigation.

Recommended 16/06/2022 Rape SWAB      Swab      HIGH VAGINAL 1  SAIK

Unsolved **Suspect not identified** Victim believed to have returned overseas to 
China. No suspect has been identified during investigation. DNA evidence 
is considered crucial to suspect identification in this investigation.

Recommended 16/06/2022 Rape SWAB      Swab      HIGH VAGINAL 2 SAIK

Unsolved **Suspect not identified** Victim believed to have returned overseas to 
China. No suspect has been identified during investigation. DNA evidence 
is considered crucial to suspect identification in this investigation.

Recommended 16/06/2022 Rape SWAB      Swab      LOW VAGINAL SAIK

Unsolved **Suspect not identified** Victim believed to have returned overseas to 
China. No suspect has been identified during investigation. DNA evidence 
is considered crucial to suspect identification in this investigation.

Recommended 16/06/2022 Rape SWAB      Swab      inner LABIA dry SAIK

Unsolved **Suspect known** Suspect has PDNA - Inconsistencies with version of 
events provided by victim. Further testing to confirm all investigative 
avenues have been exhausted.

Recommended 16/06/2022 Single source DNA profile 
 UKF1; NCIDD upload single 

source DNA profile

Yes Rape EFRAC     Epithelial FractionLabia SAIK - 
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Unsolved **Suspect known** Suspect has PDNA - Inconsistencies with version of 
events provided by victim. Further testing to confirm all investigative 
avenues have been exhausted.

Recommended 16/06/2022 Two person mixed DNA profile; 
No statistical interpretation 
performed

Yes Rape SWAB      Swab      High vaginal SAIK - 

Unsolved Further testing may identify suspect in this matter. Recommended 15/07/2022 Sexual OffencesSWAB      Swab      A -Trace DNA - metal - nil visibleFront security screen door handle
Q Unsolved **Suspect unknown** Nil suspect identification forensically. Further 

testing is considered essential in this instance.
Recommended 16/06/2022 Rape SWAB      Swab      High vaginal 2 SAIK 

Unsolved **Suspect unknown** Nil suspect identification forensically. Further 
testing is considered essential in this instance.

Recommended 16/06/2022 Three person mixed DNA 
profile; 3 person mixed profile - 

Yes Rape SWAB      Swab      Perianal (wet) SAIK 

Unsolved **Suspect unknown** Nil suspect identification forensically. Further 
testing is considered essential in this instance.

Recommended 16/06/2022 Three person mixed DNA 
profile; 3 person mixed profile - 

Yes Rape SWAB      Swab      Perianal (dry) SAIK - 

Unsolved
Open investigation - further testing may offer victim corroboration Recommended

13/07/2022 Rape TRACE     Trace DNA KitGraph C1 - Trace DNA lift of fabric shirtfrom white chalky stain observed on rear left sleeve of Polo Shirt (P2000084915)

Unsolved
Open investigation - further testing may offer victim corroboration Recommended

13/07/2022 Rape SWAB      Swab      perianal SAIK;  for 

Unsolved **suspect unknown** open investigation Recommended 16/06/2022 Sexual OffencesTRACE     Trace DNA KitExhibit A- synthetic taken from outside of bra of victim
Unsolved Open investigation - further testing may identify suspect Recommended 13/07/2022 Sexual OffencesSWAB      Swab      Exhibit C - DNA swab - metal taken from  front bedroom external door handle (hallway)
Unsolved Open investigation - further testing may identify suspect Recommended 13/07/2022 Rape SWAB      Swab      A. Trace DNA Dry black plasticExterior rear door screen handle 
Unsolved Open investigation - further testing may identify suspect Recommended 13/07/2022 Rape SWAB      Swab      B. Trace DNA Dry black plasticInteior rear door screen handle
Unsolved Open investigation - further testing may identify suspect Recommended 13/07/2022 Rape SWAB      Swab      D. Trace DNA Dry black metalInterior rear door glass handle 
Unsolved No disclosures made by child victim. Further forensic testing maye 

identify suspect in this matter Recommended
15/07/2022 Rape SWAB      Swab      Perineum SA

Unsolved **Suspect known** Investigation filed pending and has not been 
finalised. Further testing is required

Recommended 16/06/2022 Rape SWAB      Swab      vulval SAIK

Unsolved **suspect known** DNA evidence would offer strong probabtive 
evidence in this investigation

Recommended 16/06/2022 Sexual OffencesSWAB      Swab      1 endocervical SAIK 

Unsolved **suspect known** DNA evidence would offer strong probabtive 
evidence in this investigation

Recommended 16/06/2022 Single Source DNA profile - 
assumed known contributor

Yes Sexual OffencesSWAB      Swab      2 endocervical SAIK ;

Unsolved **suspect known** DNA evidence would offer strong probabtive 
evidence in this investigation

Recommended 16/06/2022 Single Source DNA profile - 
assumed known contributor

Yes Sexual OffencesSWAB      Swab      1 high vaginal SAIK ;

Unsolved **suspect known** DNA evidence would offer strong probabtive 
evidence in this investigation

Recommended 16/06/2022 Single Source DNA profile - 
assumed known contributor

Yes Sexual OffencesSWAB      Swab      2 high vaginal SAIK 

Unsolved **suspect known** DNA evidence would offer strong probabtive 
evidence in this investigation

Recommended 16/06/2022 Single Source DNA profile - 
assumed known contributor

Yes Sexual OffencesSWAB      Swab      1 low vaginal SAIK ;

Unsolved **suspect known** DNA evidence would offer strong probabtive 
evidence in this investigation

Recommended 16/06/2022 Two person mixed DNA profile; 
2 person mixed profile - 

Yes Sexual OffencesSWAB      Swab      2 low vaginal SAIK ;

Unsolved **suspect known** Open investigation - No suspect forensically 
identified. Further testing is required

Recommended 16/06/2022 Two person mixed DNA profile; 
2 person mixed profile - 

Yes Sexual OffencesSWAB      Swab      low vaginal Saik kit - 6

Unsolved **suspect known** Open investigation - No suspect forensically 
identified. Further testing is required

Recommended 16/06/2022 Two person mixed DNA profile; 
2 person mixed profile - 

Yes Sexual OffencesSWAB      Swab      rectal Saik kit 

Unsolved
Further testing may offer probative evidence in this matter. Suspect has 
been subject of ID and has denied any sexual contact. Recommended

14/07/2022 Rape SWAB      Swab      Buccal SAIK - G

Unsolved Further testing may offer probative evidence in this matter. Recommended 14/07/2022 Rape HAIR      Hair      dark brown Item 2a Pair of beige underwear (FEN 1093860558)
Unsolved

Further testing may offer probative evidence in this matter. Recommended
08/10/2020 Two person mixed DNA profile; 

2 person mixed profile - 
Yes Rape SWAB      Swab      high vaginal SAIK: 

Unsolved
Further testing may offer probative evidence in this matter. Recommended

19/08/2020 Single Source DNA profile - 
assumed known contributor

Yes Rape SWAB      Swab      low vaginal SAIK: 

Unsolved
Further testing may offer probative evidence in this matter. Recommended

12/08/2020 Complex mixed profile 
unsuitable for interp or 

No Rape SWAB      Swab      vulval SAIK: )

Unsolved **suspect unknown** No suspect forensically identified. Further testing 
would assistthis investigation.

Recommended 16/06/2022 Single Source DNA profile - 
assumed known contributor

Yes Rape SWAB      Swab      2 high vaginal SAIK; 

Unsolved **suspect unknown** No suspect forensically identified. Further testing 
would assistthis investigation.

Recommended 16/06/2022 Single Source DNA profile - 
assumed known contributor

Yes Rape SWAB      Swab      1 low vaginal SAIK; 

Unsolved **suspect unknown** No suspect forensically identified. Further testing 
would assistthis investigation.

Recommended 16/06/2022 Two person mixed DNA profile; 
2 person mixed profile - 

Yes Rape SWAB      Swab      2 low vaginal SAIK; 

Unsolved **suspect unknown** No suspect forensically identified. Further testing 
would assistthis investigation.

Recommended 16/06/2022 Two person mixed DNA profile; 
2 person mixed profile - 

Yes Rape SWAB      Swab      vulval SAIK; 

Unsolved **suspect unknown** No suspect forensically identified. Further testing 
would assistthis investigation.

Recommended 16/06/2022 Single Source DNA profile - 
assumed known contributor

Yes Rape SWAB      Swab      perineal SAIK

Unsolved **suspect known** Open investigation - No suspect forensically 
identified. Further testing is required

Recommended 16/06/2022 Complex mixed profile 
unsuitable for interp or 

No Rape SWAB      Swab      vulval SAIK 

Unsolved **suspect known** Complaint withdrawn - suspect subject of previous 
similar rape complaints also withdrawn.  Further testing would be 
beneficial in event complaint is reinitiated.

Recommended 16/06/2022 Rape EFRAC     Epithelial Fractionright leg dry SAIK - 

Unsolved **suspect known** Complaint withdrawn - suspect subject of previous 
similar rape complaints also withdrawn.  Further testing would be 
beneficial in event complaint is reinitiated.

Recommended 16/06/2022 Complex mixed profile 
unsuitable for interp or 
comparison

No Rape EFRAC     Epithelial Fractionleft leg wet SAIK - 

Unsolved **suspect known** Complaint withdrawn - suspect subject of previous 
similar rape complaints also withdrawn.  Further testing would be 
beneficial in event complaint is reinitiated.

Recommended 16/06/2022 Complex mixed profile 
unsuitable for interp or 
comparison

No Rape EFRAC     Epithelial Fractionleft leg dry SAIK 

Withdrawn **supsect known with PDNA. Further DNA testing may provide strong 
corroborative evidence. Matter has been withdrawn but reactivated by 
victim.

Recommended 22/04/2022 Two person mixed DNA profile; 
 2 person mixed profile - 
conditioned on

Yes Rape SWAB      Swab      cervical SAIK - 

Withdrawn **supsect known with PDNA. Further DNA testing may provide strong 
corroborative evidence. Matter has been withdrawn but reactivated by 
victim.

Recommended 22/04/2022 Rape SWAB      Swab      high vaginal SAIK - 

Withdrawn **supsect known with PDNA. Further DNA testing may provide strong 
corroborative evidence. Matter has been withdrawn but reactivated by 
victim.

Recommended 22/04/2022 Complex mixed profile 
unsuitable for interp or 
comparison

No Rape SWAB      Swab      low vaginal SAIK -

Unsolved
Open investigation - further testing may offer victim corroboration. 
Investigatots holds doubts that offence occurred. Only one sample DNA 
insufficient - all other are single source victim. Recommended

14/07/2022 Rape SWAB      Swab      perianal SAIK: COMPLAINANT

Unsolved **suspect known** Open investigation - further testing is required Recommended 16/06/2022 Two person mixed DNA profile; 
2 person mixed profile - 

Yes Rape HAIR      Hair      brown SAIK - Victim

Unsolved **suspect known** Open investigation - further testing is required Recommended 16/06/2022 Complex mixed profile 
unsuitable for interp or 

No Rape TLIFT     Tape Lift marked area SAIK - Victim -

Unsolved **suspect known** Open investigation - further testing is required Recommended 16/06/2022 Two person mixed DNA profile; 
2 person mixed profile - 

Yes Sexual OffencesEFRAC     Epithelial Fraction1 Vulval SAIK 

Unsolved **suspect known** Open investigation - further testing is required Recommended 16/06/2022 Two person mixed DNA profile; 
2 person mixed profile - 

Yes Sexual OffencesEFRAC     Epithelial Fraction2 Vulval SAIK 

Unsolved **suspect known** Open investigation - No suspect forensically 
identified. Further testing is required

Recommended 16/06/2022 Two person mixed DNA profile; 
2 person mixed profile - 

Yes Rape SWAB      Swab      vulval SAIK - 
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Unsolved ** Suspect known. Suspect acount provided however DNA refused. Filed 
as insufficient evidence to disprove version of events. Nil sperm located 
however insufficient DNA sample from buttocks. Mixed profile from 
underwear. Possible NSW sample. Nil PDNA in Queensland. DNA sample 
from within underwear / buttocks swab may prove sufficient to charge in 
this matter.

Recommended 22/04/2022 Complex mixed profile 
unsuitable for interp or 
comparison

No Rape EFRAC     Epithelial Fractionleft Buttock tattoo wet 0 SAIK

Unsolved ** Suspect known. Suspect acount provided however DNA refused. Filed 
as insufficient evidence to disprove version of events. Nil sperm located 
however insufficient DNA sample from buttocks. Mixed profile from 
underwear. Possible NSW sample. Nil PDNA in Queensland. DNA sample 
from within underwear / buttocks swab may prove sufficient to charge in 
this matter.

Recommended 22/04/2022 Complex mixed profile 
unsuitable for interp or 
comparison

No Rape EFRAC     Epithelial Fractionleft Buttock tattoo dry  SAIK

Unsolved **suspect known. Ongoing investigation.  Further DNA testing may 
provide strong corroborative evidence.

Recommended 22/04/2022 Complex mixed profile 
unsuitable for interp or 

No Rape SWAB      Swab      neck dry SAIK- 

Unsolved Further testing may identify suspect in this matter. Recommended 14/07/2022 Rape TRACE     Trace DNA KitExhibit P3 - Dirty, dry, fabric Exterior surface, stomach area, front of singlet - worn by victim during the incident.
Unsolved Further testing may identify suspect in this matter. Recommended 14/07/2022 Rape SWAB      Swab      Exhibit A - Trace DNA swab - dry, dirty metalExterior handle of rear sliding glass door.
Unsolved Further testing may identify suspect in this matter. Recommended 14/07/2022 Rape SWAB      Swab      Exhibit B - Trace DNA swab - dry, dirty metalInterior handle of rear sliding glass door.
Unsolved Further testing may identify suspect in this matter. Recommended 14/07/2022 Rape TRACE     Trace DNA KitExhibit C - Trace DNA tape lift- dry, dirty glassExterior glass of rear sliding glass door.
Unsolved Request submitted 2020 at request of IO Recommended 22/12/2020 Complex mixed profile unsuitable for interp or comparNo Sexual OffencesTRACE     Trace DNA KitA1: dry material Exercise shorts (victim
Unsolved **suspect known. Ongoing investigation. Any further DNA testing may 

provide significant evidence in this matter.
Recommended 01/06/2022 Single Source DNA profile - 

assumed known contributor
Yes Rape SWAB      Swab      low vaginal SAIK- 

Unsolved ** Suspect identified via other investigative avenues. Matter remains 
under investigation. Suspect has PDNA profile. DNA considered highly 
beneficial evidence in this matter.

Recommended 22/04/2022 Complex mixed profile 
unsuitable for interp or 
comparison

No Rape EFRAC     Epithelial Fractionwet and dry outside pink condom 1

Unsolved ** Suspect identified via other investigative avenues. Matter remains 
under investigation. Suspect has PDNA profile. DNA considered highly 
beneficial evidence in this matter.

Recommended 22/04/2022 Complex mixed profile 
unsuitable for interp or 
comparison

No Rape SWAB      Swab      wet and dry inside pink condom 1

Unsolved ** Suspect identified via other investigative avenues. Matter remains 
under investigation. Suspect has PDNA profile. DNA considered highly 
beneficial evidence in this matter.

Recommended 16/06/2022 Complex mixed profile 
unsuitable for interp or 
comparison

No Rape SWAB      Swab      E - trace DNA - dry gyprock wallfrom the brown smudge on the left side wall near the point of entry internal hallway door

Unsolved ** Suspect unknown / stranger rape. 3 person mixed profile. Victim 
account describes offender speaking foreign language suggesting 
possible tourist. 3 perspon mixed profile - nil other investigative avenues.

Recommended 22/04/2022 Complex mixed profile 
unsuitable for interp or 
comparison

No Rape FABRIC    Fabric    B3 - grey nylon material from front centre of grey G-string - Property Tag P2100000611

Unsolved ** Suspect unknown / stranger rape. 3 person mixed profile. Victim 
account describes offender speaking foreign language suggesting 
possible tourist. 3 perspon mixed profile - nil other investigative avenues.

Recommended 22/04/2022 Complex mixed profile 
unsuitable for interp or 
comparison

No Rape FABRIC    Fabric    B4 - grey nylon material from front centre of grey G-string - Property Tag P2100000611

Unsolved ** Suspect unknown / stranger rape. 3 person mixed profile. Victim 
account describes offender speaking foreign language suggesting 
possible tourist. 3 perspon mixed profile - nil other investigative avenues.

Recommended 22/04/2022 Three person mixed DNA 
profile; 3 person mixed profile - 
conditioned on

Yes Rape FABRIC    Fabric    B5 - grey nylon material from front centre of grey G-string - Property Tag P2100000611

Unsolved ** Suspect unknown / stranger rape. 3 person mixed profile. Victim 
account describes offender speaking foreign language suggesting 
possible tourist. 3 perspon mixed profile - nil other investigative avenues.

Recommended 22/04/2022 Three person mixed DNA 
profile; 3 person mixed profile - 
conditioned on

Yes Rape FABRIC    Fabric    B6 - grey nylon material from front centre of grey G-string - Property Tag P2100000611

Unsolved **suspect unknown. Ongoing investigation.  Further DNA testing may 
provide strong corroborative evidence.

Recommended 22/04/2022 Three person mixed DNA 
profile; 3 person mixed profile - 

Yes Sexual OffencesSCRAP     Scraping  side B marked area Item 1c - collected from crotch of underwear

Withdrawn ** Suspect known. Ongoing active investigation. Conversation with 
investigatinbg officer. DNA considered highly beneficial evidence in this 
matter.

Recommended 22/04/2022 Two person mixed DNA profile; 
2 person mixed profile - 
conditioned on

Yes Rape SWAB      Swab      wet base penis

Withdrawn ** Suspect known. Ongoing active investigation. Conversation with 
investigatinbg officer. DNA considered highly beneficial evidence in this 
matter.

Recommended 22/04/2022 Two person mixed DNA profile; 
 2 person mixed profile - 
conditioned on; Mix Rem DNA 

Yes Rape SWAB      Swab      wet glans penis

Withdrawn ** Suspect known. Ongoing active investigation. Conversation with 
investigatinbg officer. DNA considered highly beneficial evidence in this 
matter.

Recommended 22/04/2022 Two person mixed DNA profile; 
2 person mixed profile - 
conditioned on

Yes Rape SWAB      Swab      dry glans penis

Unsolved
Open investigation - further testing may offer victim corroboration Recommended

14/07/2022 Rape SWAB      Swab      Item 1: Trace DNA swab (plastic)collected from the mouthpiece of the Woolworths Cola bottle on the patio

Unsolved
Open investigation - further testing may offer victim corroboration Recommended

14/07/2022 Rape SWAB      Swab      Item 4: Trace DNA swab (painted brick)collected from a 'smudge' on the wall in the fridge alcove in the kitchen

Unsolved
Open investigation - further testing may offer victim corroboration Recommended

14/07/2022 Rape SWAB      Swab      Item 5: Trace DNA swab (plastic)collected from the lid and mouthpiece of the Woolworths Cola bottle in the bin on the patio

Unsolved **suspect known. Ongoing investigation.  Further DNA testing may 
provide strong corroborative evidence.

Recommended 22/04/2022 Single source DNA profile UKF1 Yes Sexual OffencesSWAB      Swab      1 oral SAIK 

Unsolved **Named person nominated. Review of matter does not include 
investigation to identify named person. Atempts to contact IO have been 
unsuccessful. Matter is an open investigation and with consideration to 
PSA positive this evidence is considered valuable to this investigation. 
Further DNA testing may identify offender.

Recommended 22/04/2022 Two person mixed DNA profile; 
2 person mixed profile - 
conditioned on; Mix - DNA 
contribution indicates male 
origin

Yes Rape SWAB      Swab      high vaginal SAIK 

Unsolved **Named person nominated. Review of matter does not include 
investigation to identify named person. Atempts to contact IO have been 
unsuccessful. Matter is an open investigation and with consideration to 
PSA positive this evidence is considered valuable to this investigation. 
Further DNA testing may identify offender.

Recommended 16/06/2022 Rape TRACE     Trace DNA KitC - Trace - McDonald's chips packet (cardboard)lounge

Unsolved Open investigation - further testing may offer victim corroboration. Nil 
suspect sample at this time. Recommended

14/07/2022 Rape SCRAP     Scraping  section 2 OE4 - Outside surface - rear left leg / centre of shorts with FEN 1093637986

Unsolved Open investigation - further testing may offer victim corroboration. Nil 
suspect sample at this time. Recommended

14/07/2022 Rape SCRAP     Scraping  entire marked area Side A OE3 - Fabric; Outside surface - front left leg of shorts with FEN 1093637986

Solved **Offender charged. Further DNA testing may provide strong 
corroborative evidence.

Recommended 26/10/2021 Three person mixed DNA 
profile; 3 person mixed profile - 
conditioned on; 3 person mix 

Yes Sexual OffencesSWAB      Swab      low vaginal SAIK;  responsible officer

Unsolved **suspect unknown. Ongoing investigation.  Further DNA testing may 
provide strong corroborative evidence.

Recommended 22/04/2022 Three person mixed DNA 
profile; 3 person mixed profile - 

Yes Rape SWAB      Swab      endocervical 1 SAIK 

Unsolved **suspect unknown. Ongoing investigation.  Further DNA testing may 
provide strong corroborative evidence.

Recommended 22/04/2022 Two person mixed DNA profile; 
 2 person mixed profile - 
conditioned on; Mix Rem DNA 

Yes Rape SWAB      Swab      endocervical 2 SAIK 

Unsolved **suspect unknown. Ongoing investigation.  Further DNA testing may 
provide strong corroborative evidence.

Recommended 22/04/2022 Complex mixed profile 
unsuitable for interp or 

No Rape EFRAC     Epithelial Fractionthigh wet SAIK 
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Unsolved **suspect unknown. Ongoing investigation.  Further DNA testing may 
provide strong corroborative evidence.

Recommended 22/04/2022 Complex mixed profile 
unsuitable for interp or 

No Rape EFRAC     Epithelial Fractionbreast dry

Unsolved **suspect known. Ongoing investigation.  Further DNA testing may 
provide strong corroborative evidence.

Recommended 22/04/2022 Complex mixed profile 
unsuitable for interp or 

No Rape SWAB      Swab      Wet Abdominal Property Office

Unsolved **suspect unknown. Ongoing investigation.  Further DNA testing may 
idemtify suspect.

Recommended 22/04/2022 Two person mixed DNA profile; 
2 person mixed profile - 

Yes Rape EFRAC     Epithelial FractionRectal SAIK

Unsolved **suspect unknown. Ongoing investigation.  Further DNA testing may 
idemtify suspect.

Recommended 16/06/2022 Complex mixed profile 
unsuitable for interp or 

No Rape SCRAP     Scraping  Section 3 Item 2a. from rear interior crotch of pair of blue jeans (FEN 1096046405)

Unsolved **suspect unknown. Ongoing investigation.  Further DNA testing may 
idemtify suspect.

Recommended 16/06/2022 Complex mixed profile 
unsuitable for interp or 

No Rape SCRAP     Scraping  Section 4 Item 2a. from rear interior crotch of pair of blue jeans (FEN 1096046405)

Withdrawn ** Suspect known. Nil PDNA. Alleged 2 x rape of 15 yo victims. 
Complaints withdrawn by both complaints due to personal reasons. 
Further DNA esting would assist evidence rape / UCK offence

Recommended 22/04/2022 Two person mixed DNA profile; 
2 person mixed profile - 
conditioned on; 2 pers mix 
remaining consistent with 

Yes Rape SWAB      Swab      perianal SAIK - 

Unsolved
Open investigation - further testing may offer victim corroboration Recommended

14/07/2022 Sexual OffencesSWAB      Swab      right nails 2 SAIK- 

Withdrawn ** suspect unknown. Matter has been withdrawn for personal reasons.  
Stanger rape within licenced premises. Further DNA testing may identify 
offender.

Recommended 22/04/2022 Single Source DNA profile - 
assumed known contributor

Yes Rape SWAB      Swab      High Vaginal  SAIK

Unsolved **Nil suspect. CCTV footage has been reviewed which depicts the victims 
movements and behaviour. Evidence obtained has indicated thus far that 
offence did not occur. Further testing may offer significant evidence that 
this offence did occur.

Recommended 22/04/2022 Three person mixed DNA 
profile; 3 person mixed profile - 
conditioned on; 3 person 
mixed profile, mixture 

Yes Rape SWAB      Swab      High Vaginal  SAIK

Unsolved **Suspect known. Ongoing investigation. Further DNA testing is 
expected to provide significant evidence of offence to corroborate 
victim.

Recommended 22/04/2022 Single Source DNA profile - 
assumed known contributor

Yes Rape SWAB      Swab      high vaginal SAIK - 

Unsolved **Suspect known. Ongoing investigation. Further DNA testing is 
expected to provide significant evidence of offence to corroborate 
victim.

Recommended 16/06/2022 Two person mixed DNA profile Yes Rape SCRAP     Scraping  marked area Item 1B: excised from the fitted sheet (1095949843)

Unsolved **Suspect known. Ongoing investigation. Further DNA testing is 
expected to provide significant evidence of offence to corroborate 
victim.

Recommended 16/06/2022 Rape SCRAP     Scraping  marked area Item 1C: excised from the fitted sheet (1095949843)

Unsolved **Suspect known. Ongoing investigation. Further DNA testing is 
expected to provide significant evidence of offence to corroborate 
victim.

Recommended 16/06/2022 Single source DNA profile Yes Rape FABRIC    Fabric    Area 3 Item 1A-  fitted sheet (1095949843)

Unsolved **suspect known. Ongoing investigation.  Further DNA testing may 
provide corroboration..

Recommended 22/04/2022 Two person mixed DNA profile; 
2 person mixed profile - 
conditioned on; NCIDD upload 

Yes Rape SWAB      Swab      high vaginal SAIK 

Unsolved **suspect known. Ongoing investigation.  Further DNA testing may 
provide corroboration..

Recommended 22/04/2022 Three person mixed DNA 
profile; 3 person mixed profile - 

Yes Rape SWAB      Swab      right buttock SAIK - 

Unsolved **suspect known. Ongoing investigation.  Further DNA testing may 
provide strong corroborative evidence.

Recommended 06/08/2021 Two person mixed DNA profile; 
2 person mixed profile - 

Yes Sexual OffencesSWAB      Swab      high vaginal 1 SAIK- 

Unfounded **suspect known. DNA specifically may disprove version provided by 
suspect who denies any sexual intercourse.

Recommended 14/03/2022 Complex mixed profile 
unsuitable for interp or 

No Sexual OffencesSWAB      Swab      high vaginal 2 SAIK - 

Unfounded **suspect known. DNA specifically may disprove version provided by 
suspect who denies any sexual intercourse.

Recommended 19/01/2022 Three person mixed DNA 
profile; Suspect check - 

Yes Sexual OffencesSWAB      Swab      labial SAIK - 

Unsolved **suspect unknown. Ongoing investigation.  Further DNA testing may 
provide strong corroborative evidence.

Recommended 22/04/2022 Sexual OffencesSWAB      Swab      left Breast wet SAIK

Withdrawn **suspect known. Complaint withdrawn before results of SAIK. Further 
DNA testing may provide corroborative evidence should victim 
reactivate complaint at future date.

Recommended 22/04/2022 Single source DNA profile UKF1 Yes Rape SWAB      Swab      High Vaginal SAIK

Withdrawn **suspect known. Complaint withdrawn before results of SAIK. Further 
DNA testing may provide corroborative evidence should victim 
reactivate complaint at future date.

Recommended 22/04/2022 Two person mixed DNA profile; 
No statistical interpretation 
performed

Yes Rape SWAB      Swab      Oral AIK

Unsolved **suspect known. Ongoing investigation.  Further DNA testing may 
provide strong corroborative evidence.

Recommended 22/04/2022 Complex mixed profile 
unsuitable for interp or 

No Sexual OffencesSWAB      Swab      vulval wet SAIK- T )

Solved **Offender charged. Further DNA testing may provide strong 
corroborative evidence.

Recommended 22/04/2022 Two person mixed DNA profile; 
2 person mixed profile - 
conditioned on; 2 person mix 

Yes Rape EFRAC     Epithelial Fractionlower back dry SAIK - 

Solved **Offender charged. Further DNA testing may provide strong 
corroborative evidence.

Recommended 22/04/2022 Two person mixed DNA profile; 
2 person mixed profile - 
conditioned on; 2 person mix 

Yes Rape EFRAC     Epithelial Fractionlower back wet SAIK - T

Solved **Offender charged. Further DNA testing may provide strong 
corroborative evidence.

Recommended 22/04/2022 Three person mixed DNA 
profile; 3 person mixed profile - 
conditioned on; 3 person mix 

Yes Rape SWAB      Swab      vulval SAIK 

Solved **Offender charged. Further DNA testing may provide strong 
corroborative evidence.

Recommended 22/04/2022 Single source 20 loci DNA 
profile LR > 100 billion

Yes Rape SWAB      Swab      perineal SAIK 

Solved **Offender charged. Further DNA testing may provide strong 
corroborative evidence.

Recommended Unable to confirm Single source 20 loci DNA 
profile LR > 100 billion

Yes Rape SWAB      Swab      lower back wet SAIK - 

Solved **Offender charged. Further DNA testing may provide strong 
corroborative evidence.

Recommended Unable to confirm Two person mixed DNA profile; 
2 person mixed profile - 
conditioned on; 2 pers mix 

Yes Rape SWAB      Swab      lower back dry SAIK - 

Solved **Offender charged. Further DNA testing may provide strong 
corroborative evidence.

Recommended 22/04/2022 Three person mixed DNA 
profile; 3 person mixed profile - 
conditioned on; 3 person mix - 

Yes Rape SWAB      Swab      Shaft of penis (wet) SAIK: 

Solved **Offender charged. Further DNA testing may provide strong 
corroborative evidence.

Recommended 22/04/2022 Three person mixed DNA 
profile; 3 person mixed profile - 
conditioned on; 3 person mix 

Yes Rape SWAB      Swab      Glans penis (wet) SAIK: 

Solved **Offender charged. Further DNA testing may provide strong 
corroborative evidence.

Recommended 22/04/2022 Two person mixed DNA profile; 
2 person mixed profile - 
conditioned on; 2 person rem- 

Yes Rape SWAB      Swab      Glans penis (dry) SAIK: 

Withdrawn ** suspect identified. Matter withdrawn by victim twice. Further DNA 
testing may provide corroborative evidence should victim reactivate 
complaint at future date.

Recommended 22/04/2022 Two person mixed DNA profile; 
2 person mixed profile - 
conditioned on; Mix Rem DNA 

Yes Rape EFRAC     Epithelial Fractionperi-anal JIC/SAIK seal no: B340236966

Unsolved **suspect known. Ongoing investigation.  Further DNA testing may 
provide strong corroborative evidence.

Recommended 24/01/2022 Complex mixed profile 
unsuitable for interp or 

No Sexual OffencesSWAB      Swab      Left breast (wet) SAIK: Victim

Unsolved **suspect known. Ongoing investigation.  Further DNA testing may 
provide strong corroborative evidence.

Recommended 22/04/2022 Two person mixed DNA profile; 
2 person mixed profile - 

Yes Rape SWAB      Swab      Right thigh (wet) SAIK: A

Unsolved **suspect known. Ongoing investigation.  Further DNA testing may 
provide strong corroborative evidence.

Recommended 22/04/2022 Two person mixed DNA profile; 
No statistical interpretation 

Yes Sexual OffencesSWAB      Swab      Exhibit A1 - material Inside the swimsuit right breast/nipple area
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Solved **Offender charged. urther DNA testing may provide strong 
corroborative evidence.

Recommended 22/04/2022 Two person mixed DNA profile; 
2 person mixed profile - 
conditioned on; 2 person mix 

Yes Rape SWAB      Swab      Low vaginal SAIK

Unsolved **suspect unknown. Ongoing investigation. Any further DNA testing may 
provide significant evidence in this matter. Multiple previous unfounded 
reports.

Recommended 17/06/2022 Rape SWAB      Swab      cervical SAIK Vic:

Unsolved **suspect unknown. Ongoing investigation. Any further DNA testing may 
provide significant evidence in this matter. Multiple previous unfounded 
reports.

Recommended 01/06/2022 Rape SWAB      Swab      high vaginal SAIK Vic:

Unsolved **suspect unknown. Ongoing investigation.  Further DNA testing may 
provide strong corroborative evidence.

Recommended 22/04/2022 Single Source DNA profile - 
assumed known contributor

Yes Rape SWAB      Swab      Rectal

Unsolved **suspect known. Ongoing investigation.  Further DNA testing may 
provide strong corroborative evidence.

Recommended 22/04/2022 Two person mixed DNA profile; 
2 person mixed profile - 
conditioned on; NCIDD upload 

Yes Rape SWAB      Swab      inside vaginal SAIK 

Unsolved **suspect known. Ongoing investigation.  Further DNA testing may 
provide strong corroborative evidence.

Recommended 22/04/2022 Two person mixed DNA profile; 
2 person mixed profile - 

Yes Rape SWAB      Swab      base penis dry SAIK 

Unsolved **suspect known. Ongoing investigation.  Further DNA testing may 
provide strong corroborative evidence.

Recommended 22/04/2022 Two person mixed DNA profile; 
2 person mixed profile - 

Yes Rape SWAB      Swab      shaft penis wet SAIK 

Unsolved **suspect known. Ongoing investigation.  Further DNA testing may 
provide strong corroborative evidence.

Recommended 22/04/2022 Three person mixed DNA 
profile; 3 person mixed profile - 

Yes Rape SWAB      Swab      shaft penis dry SAIK - 

Unsolved **suspect known. Ongoing investigation.  Further DNA testing may 
provide strong corroborative evidence.

Recommended 22/04/2022 Single Source DNA profile - 
assumed known contributor

Yes Rape SWAB      Swab      Blind vaginal SAIK: 1,

Unsolved **suspect known. Ongoing investigation.  Further DNA testing may 
provide strong corroborative evidence.

Recommended 22/04/2022 Complex mixed profile 
unsuitable for interp or 

No Rape SWAB      Swab      Breast (wet) SAIK: 1,

Unsolved **suspect known. Ongoing investigation.  Further DNA testing may 
provide strong corroborative evidence.

Recommended 22/04/2022 Complex mixed profile 
unsuitable for interp or 

No Rape SWAB      Swab      Breast (dry) SAIK: 1,

Unsolved **suspect known. Ongoing investigation. Any further DNA testing may 
provide significant evidence in this matter.

Recommended 01/06/2022 Rape SWAB      Swab      external vulval SAIK- 

Unsolved **suspect known. Ongoing investigation. Any further DNA testing may 
provide significant evidence in this matter.

Recommended 01/06/2022 Two person mixed DNA profile; 
2 person mixed profile - 

Yes Rape EFRAC     Epithelial Fractionperianal SAIK- 

Unsolved **suspect known. Ongoing investigation. Any further DNA testing may 
provide significant evidence in this matter.

Recommended 01/06/2022 Rape EFRAC     Epithelial Fractionrectal SAIK- 

Unsolved **suspect known. Ongoing investigation. Further DNA testing may 
provide significant evidence in this instance.

Recommended 01/06/2022 Rape EFRAC     Epithelial Fractionright leg SAIK - 

Unsolved **suspect known. Ongoing investigation. Further DNA testing may 
provide significant evidence in this instance.

Recommended 01/06/2022 Complex mixed profile 
unsuitable for interp or 

No Rape SWAB      Swab      shaft of penis SAIK - 

Unsolved **suspect known. Ongoing investigation.  Further DNA testing may 
provide strong corroborative evidence.

Recommended 01/06/2022 Two person mixed DNA profile; 
No statistical interpretation 

Yes Rape EFRAC     Epithelial FractionLabia majora wet

Unsolved **suspect known. Ongoing investigation. Any further DNA testing may 
provide significant evidence in this matter.

Recommended 01/06/2022 Two person mixed DNA profile; 
2 person mixed profile - 
conditioned on; 2 pers mix 

Yes Rape SWAB      Swab      perianal SAIK; 

Unsolved **suspect unknown. Ongoing investigation. Further DNA testing may 
provide significant evidence in this instance.

Recommended 05/05/2022 Three person mixed DNA 
profile; 3 person mixed profile - 

Yes Rape SWAB      Swab      wet labia majora C. SAIK; - P2100432909

Unsolved **suspect unknown. Ongoing investigation. Further DNA testing may 
provide significant evidence in this instance.

Recommended 29/04/2022 Two person mixed DNA profile; 
2 person mixed profile - 
conditioned on; 2 pers mix 
remaining consistent with 

Yes Rape SWAB      Swab      dry labia majora C. SAIK; - P2100432909

Unsolved **suspect unknown. Ongoing investigation. Further DNA testing may 
provide significant evidence in this instance.

Recommended 29/04/2022 Complex mixed profile 
unsuitable for interp or 

No Rape SWAB      Swab      wet labia minora C. SAIK; ) - P2100432909

Withdrawn **suspect is known. Matter has been withdrawn due to personal 
reasons. Matter may be reactivated by complainant and further DNA 
evidence would be significant.

Recommended 01/06/2022 Three person mixed DNA 
profile; 3 person mixed profile - 
conditioned on

Yes Sexual OffencesEFRAC     Epithelial Fractionperineum dry SAIK- 

Withdrawn **supsect known. Complaint withdrawn however may be reactivated. 
Further DNA testing may provide significant evidence if sexual contact is 
denied.

Recommended 01/06/2022 Two person mixed DNA profile; 
2 person mixed profile - 
conditioned on - Intel UKF1; 2 

Yes Rape SWAB      Swab      Vulva SAIK: 

Unsolved **suspect known. Ongoing investigation. Further DNA testing may 
provide significant evidence in this instance.

Recommended 01/06/2022 Three person mixed DNA 
profile; No statistical 

Yes Sexual OffencesEFRAC     Epithelial Fractionmarked area Item 2a - collected from interior surface, back of underwear

Unsolved **suspect known. Ongoing investigation. Further DNA testing may 
provide significant evidence in this instance.

Recommended 01/06/2022 Two person mixed DNA profile; 
No statistical interpretation 

Yes Sexual OffencesSCRAP     Scraping  marked area Item 2a - collected from interior surface, back of underwear

Unsolved **suspect known. Ongoing investigation. Further DNA testing may 
provide significant evidence in this instance.

Recommended 01/06/2022 Single source DNA profile 
UKM1

Yes Sexual OffencesSCRAP     Scraping  section 1 Side A Item 1b ; collected from interior, front, left leg of shorts

Unsolved **suspect known. Ongoing investigation. Further DNA testing may 
provide significant evidence in this instance.

Recommended 01/06/2022 Single source DNA profile 
UKM1

Yes Sexual OffencesSCRAP     Scraping  section 2 Side A Item 1b ; collected from interior, front, left leg of shorts

Unsolved **suspect known. Ongoing investigation. Further DNA testing may 
provide significant evidence in this instance.

Recommended 01/06/2022 Sexual OffencesSCRAP     Scraping  section 3 Side A Item 1b ; collected from interior, front, left leg of shorts

Unsolved **suspect known. Ongoing investigation. Further DNA testing may 
provide significant evidence in this instance.

Recommended 01/06/2022 Two person mixed DNA profile; 
2 person mixed profile - 
conditioned on; NCIDD upload 

Yes Rape SWAB      Swab      endocervical 1 Saik Kit -

Unsolved **suspect known. Ongoing investigation. Further DNA testing may 
provide significant evidence in this instance.

Recommended 01/06/2022 Two person mixed DNA profile; 
2 person mixed profile - 
conditioned on; NCIDD upload 

Yes Rape SWAB      Swab      endocervical 2 Saik Kit -

Unsolved **suspect known. Ongoing investigation. Further DNA testing may 
provide significant evidence in this instance.

Recommended 01/06/2022 Two person mixed DNA profile; 
2 person mixed profile - 
conditioned on; NCIDD upload 

Yes Rape SWAB      Swab      high vaginal Saik Kit -

Unsolved **suspect known. Ongoing investigation. Further DNA testing may 
provide significant evidence in this instance.

Recommended 01/06/2022 Two person mixed DNA profile; 
2 person mixed profile - 
conditioned on; NCIDD upload 

Yes Rape SWAB      Swab      low vaginal Saik Kit -

Unsolved **suspect unknown. Ongoing investigation. Further DNA testing may 
provide significant evidence in this instance.

Recommended 01/06/2022 Two person mixed DNA profile; 
2 person mixed profile - 
conditioned on; NCIDD upload 

Yes Rape SWAB      Swab      base of penis SAIK - 

Unsolved **suspect unknown. Ongoing investigation. Further DNA testing may 
provide significant evidence in this instance.

Recommended 29/04/2022 Complex mixed profile 
unsuitable for interp or 

No Rape SWAB      Swab      shaft of penis SAIK - 

Unsolved **suspect unknown. Ongoing investigation awaiting DNA and toxicology 
results. Further DNA testing may provide significant evidence in this 
instance.

Recommended 29/04/2022 Three person mixed DNA 
profile; 3 person mixed profile - 
conditioned on

Yes Rape SWAB      Swab      High vaginal SAIK: Victim; e

Unsolved **suspect unknown. Ongoing investigation awaiting DNA and toxicology 
results. Further DNA testing may provide significant evidence in this 
instance.

Recommended 20/06/2022 Three person mixed DNA 
 profile; 3 person mixed 

profile - conditioned on

Yes Rape SWAB      Swab      Low vaginal SAIK: Victim;

Unsolved **suspect unknown. Ongoing investigation awaiting DNA and toxicology 
results. Further DNA testing may provide significant evidence in this 
instance.

Recommended 20/06/2022 Rape SWAB      Swab      Vulva SAIK: Victim

Unsolved **suspect unknown. Ongoing investigation. Further DNA testing may 
provide significant evidence in this instance.

Recommended 01/06/2022 Single source DNA profile 
UKM1

Yes Rape EFRAC     Epithelial Fractionentire marked area Side A DM1; Tissue paper number one
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Unsolved **suspect known. Ongoing investigation. Further DNA testing may 
provide significant evidence in this instance.

Recommended 01/06/2022 Complex mixed profile 
unsuitable for interp or 

No Rape SWAB      Swab      right breast scratch dry SAIK - 

Unsolved **suspect unknown. Ongoing investigation. Further DNA testing may 
provide significant evidence in this instance.

Recommended 29/04/2022 Three person mixed DNA 
 profile; 3 person mixed 

Yes Rape SWAB      Swab      Left Breast dry

Unsolved **suspect unknown. Ongoing investigation. Further DNA testing may 
provide significant evidence in this instance.

Recommended 01/06/2022 Three person mixed DNA 
profile; 3 person mixed profile - 
conditioned on; 3 person rem - 

Yes Rape SWAB      Swab      Right Shoulder wet

Unsolved **suspect unknown. Ongoing investigation. Further DNA testing may 
provide significant evidence in this instance.

Recommended 01/06/2022 Three person mixed DNA 
profile; 3 person mixed profile - 

Yes Rape SWAB      Swab      Right Shoulder dry

Unsolved **suspect unknown. Ongoing investigation. Further DNA testing may 
provide significant evidence in this instance.

Recommended 29/04/2022 Complex mixed profile 
unsuitable for interp or 

No Rape SWAB      Swab      Left Shoulder dry

Unsolved **suspect unknown. Ongoing investigation. Further DNA testing may 
provide significant evidence in this instance.

Recommended 01/06/2022 Complex mixed profile 
unsuitable for interp or 

No Rape SWAB      Swab      right Ribs wet SAIK

Unsolved **suspect unknown. Ongoing investigation. Further DNA testing may 
provide significant evidence in this instance.

Recommended 01/06/2022 Rape SWAB      Swab      right Ribs dry SAIK

Unsolved **suspect unknown. Ongoing investigation. Further DNA testing may 
provide significant evidence in this instance.

Recommended 01/06/2022 Three person mixed DNA 
profile; 3 person mixed profile - 
conditioned on; 3 person 

Yes Rape SWAB      Swab      Perianal wet SAIK

Unsolved **suspect unknown. Ongoing investigation. Further DNA testing may 
provide significant evidence in this instance.

Recommended 01/06/2022 Rape SWAB      Swab      Anal canal wet SAIK

Unsolved **suspect unknown. Ongoing investigation. Further DNA testing may 
provide significant evidence in this instance.

Recommended 01/06/2022 Two person mixed DNA profile; 
2 person mixed profile - 

Yes Rape SWAB      Swab      Anal canal dry SAIK

Unsolved **suspect known. Ongoing investigation awaiting DNA and toxicology 
results. Further DNA testing may provide significant evidence in this 
instance.

Recommended 01/06/2022 Three person mixed DNA 
profile; 3 person mixed profile - 
conditioned on

Yes Rape SWAB      Swab      Low vaginal SAIK: (JIC/SAIK seal no: B340236805)

Unsolved **suspect known. Ongoing investigation awaiting DNA and toxicology 
results. Further DNA testing may provide significant evidence in this 
instance.

Recommended 01/06/2022 Complex mixed profile 
unsuitable for interp or 
comparison

No Rape SWAB      Swab      Anal verge SAIK: (JIC/SAIK seal no: B340236805)

Unsolved **suspect known. Ongoing investigation. Further DNA testing may 
provide significant evidence in this instance.

Recommended 01/06/2022 Complex mixed profile 
unsuitable for interp or 

No Sexual OffencesSWAB      Swab      wet glans penis SAIK; (P2200034844)

Unsolved **suspect known. Ongoing investigation. Further DNA testing may 
provide significant evidence in this instance.

Recommended 01/06/2022 Complex mixed profile 
unsuitable for interp or 

No Sexual OffencesSWAB      Swab      wet shaft penis SAIK; (P2200034844)

Unsolved **suspect known. Ongoing investigation. Further DNA testing may 
provide significant evidence in this instance.

Recommended 01/06/2022 Three person mixed DNA 
 profile; No sta s cal 

Yes Sexual OffencesSWAB      Swab      dry shaft penis SAIK; (P2200034844)

Unsolved **suspect known. Ongoing investigation. Any further DNA testing may 
provide significant evidence in this matter.

Recommended 01/06/2022 Two person mixed DNA profile; 
No statistical interpretation 

Yes Rape SWAB      Swab      Base of penis SAIK: Taken from

Unsolved **suspect known. Ongoing investigation. Any further DNA testing may 
provide significant evidence in this matter.

Recommended 01/06/2022 Two person mixed DNA profile; 
No statistical interpretation 

Yes Rape SWAB      Swab      Shaft of penis SAIK: Taken from

Unsolved **suspect known. Ongoing investigation. Any further DNA testing may 
provide significant evidence in this matter.

Recommended 01/06/2022 Complex mixed profile 
unsuitable for interp or 

No Rape SWAB      Swab      Scrotum SAIK: Taken from

Unsolved **suspect known. Ongoing investigation. Any further DNA testing may 
provide significant evidence in this matter. Suspect has declined ROI.

Recommended 25/05/2022 Rape SWAB      Swab      Neck (dry) SAIK: 

Withdrawn **suspect known. Ongoing investigation. Further DNA testing may 
provide significant evidence in this instance.

Recommended 01/06/2022 Rape EFRAC     Epithelial FractionRectal Exhibit A - Saik Kit: Victim/complainant -

Withdrawn **suspect known. Ongoing investigation. Further DNA testing may 
provide significant evidence in this instance.

Recommended 01/06/2022 Complex mixed profile 
unsuitable for interp or 

No Rape EFRAC     Epithelial FractionPerineum Exhibit A - Saik Kit: Victim/complainant -

Unsolved **suspect known. Ongoing investigation. Further DNA testing may 
provide significant evidence in this instance.

Recommended 01/06/2022 Rape EFRAC     Epithelial Fractiongroin

Unsolved **suspect known. Ongoing investigation. Further DNA testing may 
provide significant evidence in this instance.

Recommended 16/06/2022 Complex mixed profile 
unsuitable for interp or 

No Rape EFRAC     Epithelial FractionSide A marked area MW1: Quilt cover

Unsolved **suspect known. Ongoing investigation. Further DNA testing may 
provide significant evidence in this instance.

Recommended 01/06/2022 Single Source DNA profile - 
assumed known contributor

Yes Rape EFRAC     Epithelial Fractiongroin SAIK A; collected from 

Unsolved **suspect known. Ongoing investigation. Further DNA testing may 
provide significant evidence in this instance.

Recommended 16/06/2022 Complex mixed profile 
unsuitable for interp or 

No Rape SCRAP     Scraping  Side A Section 1 - marked areaMW4: Quilt cover

Unsolved **suspect known. Ongoing investigation. Further DNA testing may 
provide significant evidence in this instance.

Recommended 01/06/2022 Two person mixed DNA profile; 
2 person mixed profile - 
conditioned on; 2 person mix 

Yes Rape SWAB      Swab      Neck wet SAIK

Unsolved **suspect known. Ongoing investigation. Further DNA testing may 
provide significant evidence in this instance.

Recommended 04/06/2022 Complex mixed profile 
unsuitable for interp or 

No Rape SWAB      Swab      Neck dry SAIK

Unsolved **suspect known. Ongoing investigation. Further DNA testing may 
provide significant evidence in this instance.

Recommended 01/06/2022 Complex mixed profile 
unsuitable for interp or 

No Rape SWAB      Swab      left Breast wet SAIK

Unsolved
Open investigation - further testing may offer victim corroboration Recommended

15/07/2022 Rape SWAB      Swab      Right breast nipple (wet) SAIK: JIC KIT )

Unsolved
Open investigation - further testing may offer victim corroboration Recommended

15/07/2022 Rape SWAB      Swab      Right breast nipple (dry) SAIK: H JIC KIT )

Unsolved Request for further testing submitted Recommended 26/05/2022 Two person mixed DNA profile; 2 person mixed profile - Rape SWAB      Swab      external labial SAIK D. 
Unsolved Request for further testing submitted Recommended 26/05/2022 Rape SWAB      Swab      Groin
Unsolved

Open investigation - further testing may offer victim corroboration Recommended
15/07/2022 Rape HAIR      Hair      From anus (1) SAIK: 

Unsolved
Open investigation - further testing may offer victim corroboration Recommended

15/07/2022 Sexual OffencesSWAB      Swab      B. Trace DNA plastic metal Sides of rear chair

Unsolved Request for further testing submitted Recommended 26/05/2022 Three person mixed DNA profile; 3 person mix - suppor on - 1 billionYes Rape EFRAC     Epithelial Fractiono/s condom Condom; Collected by victim.
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Count of OccNo
Further testing required?OccNo ExhibitNo Total

**Consideration 1
1
1

**Consideration w 3
Nil further testi 1

1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
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Nil further testing 1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
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Nil further testi 1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
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Nil further testin 1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
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Nil further testi 1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
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Nil further testi 1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1

Nil further testing 259
No further testi . 1

No further testing otal 1
Not required - I 1

Not required - ID 1
Recommended 1

1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
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Recommended 1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
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Recommended 1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
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Recommended 1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
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Recommended 1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
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Recommended 1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
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Recommende 1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
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Recommended 1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1

Recommended Total 337
Grand Total 601
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Count of Profile Obtained - Y
Profile Obtained - Y/N Results obtained Total

No Complex mixed profile unsuitable for interp or comparison 1
Complex mixed profile unsuitable for interp or comparison 1
Complex mixed profile unsuitable for interp or comparison 1
Complex mixed profile unsuitable for interp or comparison 1
Complex mixed profile unsuitable for interp or comparison 1
Complex mixed profile unsuitable for interp or comparison 1
Complex mixed profile unsuitable for interp or comparison 1
Complex mixed profile unsuitable for interp or comparison 1
Complex mixed profile unsuitable for interp or comparison 1
Complex mixed profile unsuitable for interp or comparison 1
Complex mixed profile unsuitable for interp or comparison 1
Complex mixed profile unsuitable for interp or comparison 1
Complex mixed profile unsuitable for interp or comparison 1
Complex mixed profile unsuitable for interp or comparison 1
Complex mixed profile unsuitable for interp or comparison 1
Complex mixed profile unsuitable for interp or comparison 1
Complex mixed profile unsuitable for interp or comparison 1
Complex mixed profile unsuitable for interp or comparison 1
Complex mixed profile unsuitable for interp or comparison 1
Complex mixed profile unsuitable for interp or comparison 1
Complex mixed profile unsuitable for interp or comparison 1
Complex mixed profile unsuitable for interp or comparison 1
Complex mixed profile unsuitable for interp or comparison 1
Complex mixed profile unsuitable for interp or comparison 1
Complex mixed profile unsuitable for interp or comparison 1
Complex mixed profile unsuitable for interp or comparison 1
Complex mixed profile unsuitable for interp or comparison 1
Complex mixed profile unsuitable for interp or comparison 1
Complex mixed profile unsuitable for interp or comparison 1
Complex mixed profile unsuitable for interp or comparison 1
Complex mixed profile unsuitable for interp or comparison 1
Complex mixed profile unsuitable for interp or comparison 1
Complex mixed profile unsuitable for interp or comparison 1
Complex mixed profile unsuitable for interp or comparison 1
Complex mixed profile unsuitable for interp or comparison 1
Complex mixed profile unsuitable for interp or comparison 1
Complex mixed profile unsuitable for interp or comparison 1
Complex mixed profile unsuitable for interp or comparison 1
Complex mixed profile unsuitable for interp or comparison 1
Complex mixed profile unsuitable for interp or comparison 1
Complex mixed profile unsuitable for interp or comparison 1
Complex mixed profile unsuitable for interp or comparison 1
Complex mixed profile unsuitable for interp or comparison 1
Complex mixed profile unsuitable for interp or comparison 1
Complex mixed profile unsuitable for interp or comparison 1
Complex mixed profile unsuitable for interp or comparison 1
Complex mixed profile unsuitable for interp or comparison 1
Complex mixed profile unsuitable for interp or comparison 1
Complex mixed profile unsuitable for interp or comparison 1

No Total 49
Yes Two person mixed DNA profile; 2 person mixed profile - conditioned on; Mix - DNA contribution indicates male origin1

Single Source DNA profile - assumed known contributor 1
Three person mixed DNA profile; 3 person mixed profile - conditioned on; 3 person mixed profile, mixture remaining NCIDD UKM1. Cold link recdeived - witness1
Single source DNA profile UKF1 1
Two person mixed DNA profile; No statistical interpretation performed 1
Two person mixed DNA profile; 2 person mixed profile - conditioned on; 2 pers mix remaining consistent with unknown UKM11
Three person mixed DNA profile; 3 person mixed profile - conditioned on; 3 person mix rem - support for contribution > 100 billion1
Single source 20 loci DNA profile LR > 100 billion 1
Single source 20 loci DNA profile LR > 100 billion 1
Two person mixed DNA profile; 2 person mixed profile - conditioned on; 2 pers mix remaining consistent with unknown UKM11
Two person mixed DNA profile; 2 person mixed profile - conditioned on 1
Two person mixed DNA profile; 2 person mixed profile - conditioned on 1
Three person mixed DNA profile; 3 person mixed profile - conditioned on 1
Two person mixed DNA profile; 2 person mixed profile - conditioned on; NCIDD upload remaining contribution UKM11
Single Source DNA profile - assumed known contributor 1
Two person mixed DNA profile; No statistical interpretation performed 1
Two person mixed DNA profile; 2 person mixed profile - conditioned on; NCIDD upload remaining contribution UKF11
Two person mixed DNA profile; 2 person mixed profile - conditioned on - Intel UKF1; 2 person mixed profile - remaining Intel - NCIDD UKM11
Three person mixed DNA profile; 3 person mixed profile - conditioned on 1

 Three person mixed DNA profile; 3 person mixed profile - condi oned on 1
Three person mixed DNA profile; 3 person mixed profile - conditioned on 1
Two person mixed DNA profile; No statistical interpretation performed 1
Two person mixed DNA profile; No statistical interpretation performed 1
Single Source DNA profile - assumed known contributor 1
Two person mixed DNA profile; 2 person mixed profile - conditioned on; 2 person mix rem- support for contrib 100000 to 1 million1
Three person mixed DNA profile; 3 person mixed profile - conditioned on; 3 person mixed profile, mixture remaining NCIDD1
Two person mixed DNA profile; 2 person mixed profile - conditioned on 1

 Three person mixed DNA profile; 3 person mixed profile - condi oned on 1
Three person mixed DNA profile; 3 person mixed profile - conditioned on; 3 person rem - support for contrib 1 million to 1 billion1
Three person mixed DNA profile; 3 person mixed profile - conditioned on 1
Two person mixed DNA profile; 2 person mixed profile - conditioned on 1
Single Source DNA profile - assumed known contributor 1
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Yes Three person mixed DNA profile; 3 person mixed profile - conditioned on; 3 person mix - low support for contribution1
Three person mixed DNA profile; 3 person mixed profile - conditioned on; 3 person mix rem - support for contrib 10 000 to 100 0001
Two person mixed DNA profile; 2 person mixed profile - conditioned on; 2 person rem- support for contrib 1 million to 1 billion1
Two person mixed DNA profile; 2 person mixed profile - conditioned on; 2 person mix rem - support for contribution > 100 billion1
Two person mixed DNA profile; 2 person mixed profile - conditioned on; 2 pers mix remaining consistent with unknown UKM11
Three person mixed DNA profile; 3 person mixed profile - conditioned on 1
Two person mixed DNA profile; 2 person mixed profile - conditioned on; 2 pers mix remaining consistent with unknown (Cold link previously reported)1
Single source DNA profile UKM1 1
Single source DNA profile UKM1 1

 Three person mixed DNA profile; No sta s cal interpreta on performed 1
Two person mixed DNA profile; No statistical interpretation performed 1
Three person mixed DNA profile; 3 person mixed profile - conditioned on 1
Single Source DNA profile - assumed known contributor 1
Single Source DNA profile - assumed known contributor 1
Single Source DNA profile - assumed known contributor 1
Single Source DNA profile - assumed known contributor 1
Two person mixed DNA profile; 2 person mixed profile - conditioned on; 1
Single Source DNA profile - assumed known contributor 1
Single Source DNA profile - assumed known contributor 1
Two person mixed DNA profile; 2 person mixed profile - conditioned on; 1
Two person mixed DNA profile; 2 person mixed profile - conditioned on; 1
Single Source DNA profile - assumed known contributor 1
Two person mixed DNA profile; 2 person mixed profile - conditioned on; 1
Three person mixed DNA profile; 3 person mixed profile - conditioned on 1
Three person mixed DNA profile; 3 person mixed profile - conditioned on 1
Three person mixed DNA profile; 3 person mixed profile - conditioned on 1
Three person mixed DNA profile; 3 person mixed profile - conditioned on 1

 Two person mixed DNA profile; 2 person mixed profile - condi oned on; Mix Rem DNA contrib unsuitable for NCIDD searching1
Single Source DNA profile - assumed known contributor 1

 Two person mixed DNA profile; 2 person mixed profile - condi oned on 1
Two person mixed DNA profile 1
Two person mixed DNA profile; 2 person mixed profile - conditioned on; NCIDD upload remaining contribution UKM11
Three person mixed DNA profile; 3 person mixed profile - conditioned on 1
Three person mixed DNA profile; Suspect check - support for contribution > 100 billion 1
Two person mixed DNA profile; 2 person mixed profile - conditioned on 1
Two person mixed DNA profile; 2 person mixed profile - conditioned on 1

 Two person mixed DNA profile; 2 person mixed profile - condi oned on; Mix Rem DNA contrib unsuitable for NCIDD searching1
Two person mixed DNA profile; 2 person mixed profile - conditioned on 1
Single source DNA profile UKF1 1

 Single source DNA profile UKF1; NCIDD upload single source DNA profile 1
Three person mixed DNA profile; 3 person mixed profile - conditioned on; 3 person mix rem - support for contribution > 100 billion1
Three person mixed DNA profile; 3 person mixed profile - conditioned on 1
Three person mixed DNA profile; 3 person mixed profile - conditioned on 1
Two person mixed DNA profile; 2 person mixed profile - conditioned on; 1
Single Source DNA profile - assumed known contributor 1
Two person mixed DNA profile; 2 person mixed profile - conditioned on; 1
Single source DNA profile UKM1 1
Two person mixed DNA profile; 2 person mixed profile - conditioned on; 1
Two person mixed DNA profile; 2 person mixed profile - conditioned on; 1
Two person mixed DNA profile; 2 person mixed profile - conditioned on 1
Two person mixed DNA profile; 2 person mixed profile - conditioned on; Mix Rem DNA contrib unsuitable for NCIDD searching1
Two person mixed DNA profile; 2 person mixed profile - conditioned on 1
Three person mixed DNA profile; 3 person mixed profile - conditioned on 1
Two person mixed DNA profile; NCIDD upload - mixed DNA profile UKM2 1
Single Source DNA profile - assumed known contributor 1
Three person mixed DNA profile; No statistical interpretation performed 1
Single source DNA profile UKF1 1
Single source DNA profile UKF1 1
Two person mixed DNA profile; 2 person mixed profile - conditioned on 1
Two person mixed DNA profile 1
Two person mixed DNA profile 1
Single Source DNA profile - assumed known contributor 1
Single Source DNA profile - assumed known contributor 1
Two person mixed DNA profile; 2 person mixed profile - conditioned on; 2 person mix remaining - low support for contrib1
Single Source DNA profile - assumed known contributor 1
Single Source DNA profile - assumed known contributor 1
Single Source DNA profile - assumed known contributor 1
Single Source DNA profile - assumed known contributor 1
Two person mixed DNA profile; 2 person mixed profile - conditioned on 1
Single source DNA profile 1
Two person mixed DNA profile; 2 person mixed profile - conditioned on; NCIDD upload remaining contribution UKM1 (Cold link received)1
Two person mixed DNA profile; 2 person mixed profile - conditioned on; NCIDD upload remaining contribution UKM1 (Cold link received)1
Two person mixed DNA profile; 2 person mixed profile - conditioned on; NCIDD upload remaining contribution UKM1 (Cold link received)1
Two person mixed DNA profile; 2 person mixed profile - conditioned on; NCIDD upload remaining contribution UKM1 (Cold link received)1
Single Source DNA profile - assumed known contributor 1
Three person mixed DNA profile; No statistical interpretation performed 1
Three person mixed DNA profile; 3 person mix - support for contrib 1 million - 1 billion 1
Two person mixed DNA profile; 2 person mixed profile - conditioned on; 1
Two person mixed DNA profile; 2 person mixed profile - conditioned on; 1
Three person mixed DNA profile; 3 person mixed profile - conditioned on 1
Three person mixed DNA profile; 3 person mixed profile - conditioned on 1
Two person mixed DNA profile; No statistical interpretation performed 1
Single Source DNA profile - assumed known contributor 1
Two person mixed DNA profile; 2 person mixed profile - conditioned on 1
Single Source DNA profile - assumed known contributor 1
Single Source DNA profile - assumed known contributor 1
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Yes Single Source DNA profile - assumed known contributor 1
Single source DNA profile- unsuitable for NCIDD searching - UKM1 1
Single Source DNA profile - assumed known contributor 1
Single Source DNA profile - assumed known contributor 1
Two person mixed DNA profile; 2 person mixed profile - conditioned on 1
Three person mixed DNA profile; 3 person mixed profile - conditioned on 1
Single source DNA profile UKF1 1
Two person mixed DNA profile; 2 person mixed profile - conditioned on; 2 pers mix remaining consistent with unknown UKM11
Three person mixed DNA profile; 3 person mixed profile - conditioned on 1
Three person mixed DNA profile; 3 person mixed profile - conditioned on 1
Single source DNA profile 1
Two person mixed DNA profile; No statistical interpretation performed 1
Two person mixed DNA profile; No statistical interpretation performed 1
Two person mixed DNA profile; 2 person mixed profile - conditioned on; 2 person mix rem - support for contribution > 100 billion1
Two person mixed DNA profile; No statistical interpretation performed 1
Two person mixed DNA profile; 2 person mixed profile - conditioned on; 2 person mix rem - support for contribution > 100 billion1

 Mixed DNA profile; Assumed contributor 1
Three person mixed DNA profile; 3 person mix - low support for contribution 1
Two person mixed DNA profile; 2 person mixed profile - conditioned on 1

Yes Total 137
Grand Total 186
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De Marco.JennaL[LD]

From: Neville.DavidH[OSC]
Sent: Friday, 7 September 2018 12:42
To: Cathie Allen
Cc: Craig Russell; Frieberg.DaleJ[OSC]
Subject: Reporting of incorrect resuls

Importance: High

 
Hi Cathie, 
I am sorry to send this email on your last day before your leave but I need clarification on results that are reported 
and then retracted as incorrect. I have been speaking with my staff and examining the FR to try and get my head 
around this issue. I was wondering if you could confirm if my take on it is correct. I would be delighted to be wrong. 
 
My understanding, with the limited information I have, is that sometimes a person is picked from a mixed profile as 
a result of the analysis of a crime scene sample. On occasion the initial result is retracted and the crime scene 
sample is called too complex to interpret. Sometimes this occurs after a reference sample from the arrested 
offender is submitted for testing.  
 
For example exhibit ) was submitted for analysis on 11/5/17. On the 21/12/17 the following 
result was reported to QPS: 
“This item/sample provided a DNA profile that indicated the presence of DNA from three contributors. 
Some or all of the components of the DNA profile from the associated barcode sent with this exhibit 
report are represented within this mixed DNA profile. This DNA profile is greater than 100 billion times 
more likely to have occurred if the barcode sent with this exhibit report has contributed to this DNA 
profile, rather than three unknown, unrelated individuals.” 
 
On 31/8/18 the result was changed to “This item/sample gave a complex Mixed DNA profile with 
multiple contributors. This mixture is not suitable for meaningful interpretation due to either its 
complexity relating to the unknown and potentially large number of contributors and/or the limited 
amount of information within the DNA profile.” 
 
I need to highlight that the examination summaries on the FR indicate that the initial result was retracted on the 
same day it was issued. If this was the case, I would not be concerned as it would simply indicate that your quality 
controls are working correctly. However my staff are adamant that notification of the result change did not occur 
until 8 months later. A review of the audit history for the examination summary tends to verify what my staff are 
telling me. The time date on the examination summary also indicates that the result was retracted before it was 
issued which also makes no sense.  
 
On this occasion the initial statistic calculated was >100 billion. For this to go from that level of 
support to the sample being unsuitable 8 months later is a very big shift (assuming it was not reported 
the same day).  
 
My concern is that if there was an 8 month delay, there is a risk that an identified person could be 
arrested and potentially kept in custody based partly on the initial advice. If this does occur from time 
to time, could the new ability to resolve 4 person mixtures increase the frequency of this occurring? 
 
Let me apologise in advance if I have misinterpreted this. In fact, that would be a relief. However, if 
this is correct, could you provide advice on why/how this occurs, please? Are these result subjected to 
quality controls prior to release and if so, what are they? Should the police be treating some results 
with a level of caution, please?  
 
This is of some priority given the potential it may have on police investigations and the liberty of persons.  
 

EXHIBIT 88
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Regards 
 
 

 

 

 
 
David Neville 
Inspector  
DNA Management Unit | Forensic Services Group 
Operations Support Command 
QUEENSLAND POLICE SERVICE 
______________________________ 

Phone  
Email 

Address GPO Box 1440 Brisbane 4001 
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De Marco.JennaL[LD]

From: Neville.DavidH[OSC]
Sent: Friday, 12 October 2018 09:43
To: McNab.BruceJ[OSC]
Subject: FW: Reporting of incorrect resuls

Supt 
Here is the previous email where QHFSS advised this occurred as a result of a different opinion. They seem to have 
moved away from this now stating it relates to supply of reference samples and a result of 2008 QPS instruction not 
rework volume crime samples 
 
 
 
 

From: Craig Russell <   
Sent: Wednesday, 12 September 2018 8:59 AM 
To: Neville.DavidH[OSC] <  
Cc: Peter Culshaw <  
Subject: FW: Reporting of incorrect resuls 
 
David 
 
Paula and Justine have put together the below response to address your query; 
 
One of the most challenging aspects to DNA profile interpretation is determining the number of contributors, 
particularly where there are three or more possible contributors to a DNA profile. This assessment is subjective and 
draws on the experience of the interpreting scientist. STRmix uses the assessed number of contributors, among 
other parameters, to interpret the mixture. The scientist then compares their intuitive assessment of the mixture to 
the interpretation developed from STRmix.  
 
Samples are routinely interpreted, reviewed and reported by two separate scientists (the interpreting and reviewing 
scientists) following initial processing. If a statement request is received at a later time, the statement may be 
prepared and reviewed by different scientists (i.e. not the initial interpreting and reviewing scientists). ). In this 
situation, the scientists preparing and reviewing the statement will review each DNA profile based on current 
interpretation strategies and modelling. As DNA profile interpretations are subjective, in some instances these 
interpretations will differ, and the initial result is updated. This is what has occurred for the sample you have 
identified, whereby the DNA profile was initially interpreted to have three contributors, however this was revised 
during statement preparation to four contributors. This decision was reviewed and supported by a Senior Scientist. 
As you are aware, mixtures with four contributors are routinely reported as being unsuitable for interpretation. 
 
We have validated four-person mixture interpretations but with limited scope and this sample would not have 
qualified for a four-person mixture interpretation.  
 
We appreciate the seriousness of this issue and also your concern and frustration. Results are only revised and 
corrected when the initial result is deemed incorrect or incomplete. Correcting results to ensure high levels of 
accuracy and quality is essential. 
 
We also appreciate your concern regarding the length of time between the initial result and the corrected result, 
however this was due to the receipt of a statement request and not due to delays within Forensic DNA Analysis. 
 
Whenever a result is corrected this is taken extremely seriously and performed in consultation with a Senior 
Scientist and/or Team Leader. Forensic DNA Analysis is working to improve our processes and mixture interpretation 

EXHIBIT 89
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methodology to minimise the need to change results, however, given the subjective nature of profile interpretation, 
this risk can never be completely mitigated. 
 
We are dedicated to continuously improving our processes in line with advances with STRmix and mixture 
interpretation approaches, and working collaboratively with the QPS to achieve the best outcome for the 
Queensland community.  
 
 
Should you have any further queries please liaise through Peter Culshaw in Cathies absence so we can provide a 
response in a timely manner 
 
Regards 
 
 

Craig Russell 
Acting Executive Director 

Forensic and Scientific Services 
Health Support Queensland, Department of Health 

p |  
a | 39 Kessels Road Coopers Plains QLD 4108 
w | Queensland Health e |  
 

 
 
 

From: Neville.DavidH[OSC] [mailto:   
Sent: Friday, 7 September 2018 12:42 PM 
To: Cathie Allen <  
Cc: Craig Russell < Frieberg.DaleJ[OSC] <  
Subject: Reporting of incorrect resuls 
Importance: High 
 
 
Hi Cathie, 
I am sorry to send this email on your last day before your leave but I need clarification on results that are reported 
and then retracted as incorrect. I have been speaking with my staff and examining the FR to try and get my head 
around this issue. I was wondering if you could confirm if my take on it is correct. I would be delighted to be wrong. 
 
My understanding, with the limited information I have, is that sometimes a person is picked from a mixed profile as 
a result of the analysis of a crime scene sample. On occasion the initial result is retracted and the crime scene 
sample is called too complex to interpret. Sometimes this occurs after a reference sample from the arrested 
offender is submitted for testing.  
 
For example exhibit  was submitted for analysis on 11/5/17. On the 21/12/17 the following 
result was reported to QPS: 
“This item/sample provided a DNA profile that indicated the presence of DNA from three contributors. 
Some or all of the components of the DNA profile from the associated barcode sent with this exhibit 
report are represented within this mixed DNA profile. This DNA profile is greater than 100 billion times 
more likely to have occurred if the barcode sent with this exhibit report has contributed to this DNA 
profile, rather than three unknown, unrelated individuals.” 
 
On 31/8/18 the result was changed to “This item/sample gave a complex Mixed DNA profile with 
multiple contributors. This mixture is not suitable for meaningful interpretation due to either its 
complexity relating to the unknown and potentially large number of contributors and/or the limited 
amount of information within the DNA profile.” 
 
I need to highlight that the examination summaries on the FR indicate that the initial result was retracted on the 
same day it was issued. If this was the case, I would not be concerned as it would simply indicate that your quality 
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controls are working correctly. However my staff are adamant that notification of the result change did not occur 
until 8 months later. A review of the audit history for the examination summary tends to verify what my staff are 
telling me. The time date on the examination summary also indicates that the result was retracted before it was 
issued which also makes no sense.  
 
On this occasion the initial statistic calculated was >100 billion. For this to go from that level of 
support to the sample being unsuitable 8 months later is a very big shift (assuming it was not reported 
the same day).  
 
My concern is that if there was an 8 month delay, there is a risk that an identified person could be 
arrested and potentially kept in custody based partly on the initial advice. If this does occur from time 
to time, could the new ability to resolve 4 person mixtures increase the frequency of this occurring? 
 
Let me apologise in advance if I have misinterpreted this. In fact, that would be a relief. However, if 
this is correct, could you provide advice on why/how this occurs, please? Are these result subjected to 
quality controls prior to release and if so, what are they? Should the police be treating some results 
with a level of caution, please?  
 
This is of some priority given the potential it may have on police investigations and the liberty of persons.  
 
Regards 
 
 

 

 

 
 
David Neville 
Inspector  
DNA Management Unit | Forensic Services Group 
Operations Support Command 
QUEENSLAND POLICE SERVICE 
______________________________ 

Phone  
Email 

Address GPO Box 1440 Brisbane 4001 

 
 
 
**********************************************************************  
CONFIDENTIALITY: The information contained in this  
electronic mail message and any electronic files attached  
to it may be confidential information, and may also be the  
subject of legal professional privilege and/or public interest  
immunity. If you are not the intended recipient you are  
required to delete it. Any use, disclosure or copying of  
this message and any attachments is unauthorised. If you  
have received this electronic message in error, please  
inform the sender or contact 1300ITPSBA@psba.qld.gov.au.  
This footnote also confirms that this email message has  
been checked for the presence of computer viruses.  
**********************************************************************  

******************************************************************************** 

This email, including any attachments sent with it, is confidential and for the sole use of the intended recipient(s). This 
confidentiality is not waived or lost, if you receive it and you are not the intended recipient(s), or if it is transmitted/received in 
error. 

Any unauthorised use, alteration, disclosure, distribution or review of this email is strictly prohibited. The information contained 
in this email, including any attachment sent with it, may be subject to a statutory duty of confidentiality if it relates to health 
service matters. 

If you are not the intended recipient(s), or if you have received this email in error, you are asked to immediately notify the 
sender by telephone collect on Australia +61 1800 198 175 or by return email. You should also delete this email, and any copies, 
from your computer system network and destroy any hard copies produced. 
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If not an intended recipient of this email, you must not copy, distribute or take any action(s) that relies on it; any form of 
disclosure, modification, distribution and/or publication of this email is also prohibited. 

Although Queensland Health takes all reasonable steps to ensure this email does not contain malicious software, Queensland 
Health does not accept responsibility for the consequences if any person's computer inadvertently suffers any disruption to 
services, loss of information, harm or is infected with a virus, other malicious computer programme or code that may occur as a 
consequence of receiving this email. 

Unless stated otherwise, this email represents only the views of the sender and not the views of the Queensland Government. 

********************************************************************************** 
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De Marco.JennaL[LD]

From: Neville.DavidH[OSC]
Sent: Wednesday, 12 September 2018 14:55
To:
Cc: Collopen.RubenB[OSC]; Simpfendorfer.GerardM[OSC]; Harris.LibbyA[OSC]
Subject: FW: Reporting of incorrect resuls

Hi Peter, 
Firstly, please thank Justin and Paula for their comprehensive response. I understand this is a complex issue and FSS 
has acted with the utmost integrity by correcting the results as soon as the examiners were aware of the issue. 
There is an obvious danger here that police act on evidence that is retracted. This seems to be exclusively related to 
3 person mixtures. We have three options as I see it: 

1. All necessary crime scene sample testing is undertaken and sufficient quality checks undertaken before the 
result is released. 

2. We place a caveat on those mixture results telling investigators to treat it with caution as it could change 
(this would severely dilute the evidence) 

3. We do nothing and continue to have results reported and then rescinded as incorrect. I think this ultimately 
reduces confidence in DNA evidence and could result in a person being inappropriately 
charges/incarcerated.  

 
If we went for option 1, what impact might that have of workflows etc? Again, this is a complex issue and should not 
be considered as a criticism of the good work undertaken by the DNA team. I think we just need to examine the 
issue from a few different angles to see how this complexity/potential uncertainty is best dealt with. 
 
 

 
 
David Neville 
Inspector  
DNA Management Unit | Forensic Services Group 
Operations Support Command 
QUEENSLAND POLICE SERVICE 
______________________________ 

 
 

GPO Box 1440 Brisbane 4001 

 
 
 

From: Craig Russell <   
Sent: Wednesday, 12 September 2018 8:59 AM 
To: Neville.DavidH[OSC] <  
Cc: Peter Culshaw <  
Subject: FW: Reporting of incorrect resuls 
 
David 
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Paula and Justine have put together the below response to address your query; 
 
One of the most challenging aspects to DNA profile interpretation is determining the number of contributors, 
particularly where there are three or more possible contributors to a DNA profile. This assessment is subjective and 
draws on the experience of the interpreting scientist. STRmix uses the assessed number of contributors, among 
other parameters, to interpret the mixture. The scientist then compares their intuitive assessment of the mixture to 
the interpretation developed from STRmix.  
 
Samples are routinely interpreted, reviewed and reported by two separate scientists (the interpreting and reviewing 
scientists) following initial processing. If a statement request is received at a later time, the statement may be 
prepared and reviewed by different scientists (i.e. not the initial interpreting and reviewing scientists). ). In this 
situation, the scientists preparing and reviewing the statement will review each DNA profile based on current 
interpretation strategies and modelling. As DNA profile interpretations are subjective, in some instances these 
interpretations will differ, and the initial result is updated. This is what has occurred for the sample you have 
identified, whereby the DNA profile was initially interpreted to have three contributors, however this was revised 
during statement preparation to four contributors. This decision was reviewed and supported by a Senior Scientist. 
As you are aware, mixtures with four contributors are routinely reported as being unsuitable for interpretation. 
 
We have validated four-person mixture interpretations but with limited scope and this sample would not have 
qualified for a four-person mixture interpretation.  
 
We appreciate the seriousness of this issue and also your concern and frustration. Results are only revised and 
corrected when the initial result is deemed incorrect or incomplete. Correcting results to ensure high levels of 
accuracy and quality is essential. 
 
We also appreciate your concern regarding the length of time between the initial result and the corrected result, 
however this was due to the receipt of a statement request and not due to delays within Forensic DNA Analysis. 
 
Whenever a result is corrected this is taken extremely seriously and performed in consultation with a Senior 
Scientist and/or Team Leader. Forensic DNA Analysis is working to improve our processes and mixture interpretation 
methodology to minimise the need to change results, however, given the subjective nature of profile interpretation, 
this risk can never be completely mitigated. 
 
We are dedicated to continuously improving our processes in line with advances with STRmix and mixture 
interpretation approaches, and working collaboratively with the QPS to achieve the best outcome for the 
Queensland community.  
 
 
Should you have any further queries please liaise through Peter Culshaw in Cathies absence so we can provide a 
response in a timely manner 
 
Regards 
 
 

Craig Russell 
Acting Executive Director 

Forensic and Scientific Services 
Health Support Queensland, Department of Health 

p |  
a | 39 Kessels Road Coopers Plains QLD 4108 
w | Queensland Health e |  
 

 
 
 

From: Neville.DavidH[OSC] [mailto:   
Sent: Friday, 7 September 2018 12:42 PM 
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To: Cathie Allen <  
Cc: Craig Russell < Frieberg.DaleJ[OSC] <  
Subject: Reporting of incorrect resuls 
Importance: High 
 
 
Hi Cathie, 
I am sorry to send this email on your last day before your leave but I need clarification on results that are reported 
and then retracted as incorrect. I have been speaking with my staff and examining the FR to try and get my head 
around this issue. I was wondering if you could confirm if my take on it is correct. I would be delighted to be wrong. 
 
My understanding, with the limited information I have, is that sometimes a person is picked from a mixed profile as 
a result of the analysis of a crime scene sample. On occasion the initial result is retracted and the crime scene 
sample is called too complex to interpret. Sometimes this occurs after a reference sample from the arrested 
offender is submitted for testing.  
 
For example exhibit ) was submitted for analysis on 11/5/17. On the 21/12/17 the following 
result was reported to QPS: 
“This item/sample provided a DNA profile that indicated the presence of DNA from three contributors. 
Some or all of the components of the DNA profile from the associated barcode sent with this exhibit 
report are represented within this mixed DNA profile. This DNA profile is greater than 100 billion times 
more likely to have occurred if the barcode sent with this exhibit report has contributed to this DNA 
profile, rather than three unknown, unrelated individuals.” 
 
On 31/8/18 the result was changed to “This item/sample gave a complex Mixed DNA profile with 
multiple contributors. This mixture is not suitable for meaningful interpretation due to either its 
complexity relating to the unknown and potentially large number of contributors and/or the limited 
amount of information within the DNA profile.” 
 
I need to highlight that the examination summaries on the FR indicate that the initial result was retracted on the 
same day it was issued. If this was the case, I would not be concerned as it would simply indicate that your quality 
controls are working correctly. However my staff are adamant that notification of the result change did not occur 
until 8 months later. A review of the audit history for the examination summary tends to verify what my staff are 
telling me. The time date on the examination summary also indicates that the result was retracted before it was 
issued which also makes no sense.  
 
On this occasion the initial statistic calculated was >100 billion. For this to go from that level of 
support to the sample being unsuitable 8 months later is a very big shift (assuming it was not reported 
the same day).  
 
My concern is that if there was an 8 month delay, there is a risk that an identified person could be 
arrested and potentially kept in custody based partly on the initial advice. If this does occur from time 
to time, could the new ability to resolve 4 person mixtures increase the frequency of this occurring? 
 
Let me apologise in advance if I have misinterpreted this. In fact, that would be a relief. However, if 
this is correct, could you provide advice on why/how this occurs, please? Are these result subjected to 
quality controls prior to release and if so, what are they? Should the police be treating some results 
with a level of caution, please?  
 
This is of some priority given the potential it may have on police investigations and the liberty of persons.  
 
Regards 
 
 

  
 
David Neville 
Inspector  
DNA Management Unit | Forensic Services Group 
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Operations Support Command 
QUEENSLAND POLICE SERVICE 
______________________________ 

Phone  
Email 

Address GPO Box 1440 Brisbane 4001 

 
 
 
**********************************************************************  
CONFIDENTIALITY: The information contained in this  
electronic mail message and any electronic files attached  
to it may be confidential information, and may also be the  
subject of legal professional privilege and/or public interest  
immunity. If you are not the intended recipient you are  
required to delete it. Any use, disclosure or copying of  
this message and any attachments is unauthorised. If you  
have received this electronic message in error, please  
inform the sender or contact 1300ITPSBA@psba.qld.gov.au.  
This footnote also confirms that this email message has  
been checked for the presence of computer viruses.  
**********************************************************************  

******************************************************************************** 

This email, including any attachments sent with it, is confidential and for the sole use of the intended recipient(s). This 
confidentiality is not waived or lost, if you receive it and you are not the intended recipient(s), or if it is transmitted/received in 
error. 

Any unauthorised use, alteration, disclosure, distribution or review of this email is strictly prohibited. The information contained 
in this email, including any attachment sent with it, may be subject to a statutory duty of confidentiality if it relates to health 
service matters. 

If you are not the intended recipient(s), or if you have received this email in error, you are asked to immediately notify the 
sender by telephone collect on Australia +61 1800 198 175 or by return email. You should also delete this email, and any copies, 
from your computer system network and destroy any hard copies produced. 

If not an intended recipient of this email, you must not copy, distribute or take any action(s) that relies on it; any form of 
disclosure, modification, distribution and/or publication of this email is also prohibited. 

Although Queensland Health takes all reasonable steps to ensure this email does not contain malicious software, Queensland 
Health does not accept responsibility for the consequences if any person's computer inadvertently suffers any disruption to 
services, loss of information, harm or is infected with a virus, other malicious computer programme or code that may occur as a 
consequence of receiving this email. 

Unless stated otherwise, this email represents only the views of the sender and not the views of the Queensland Government. 

********************************************************************************** 
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De Marco.JennaL[LD]

From: Neville.DavidH[OSC]
Sent: Wednesday, 12 September 2018 09:21
To: Frieberg.DaleJ[OSC]
Subject: FW: Reporting of incorrect results

Hi Dale, 
I got a response from FSS in relation to them changing their results. I have cc’d Bruce as this will be an issue that I 
think will be ongoing.  
 
Basically FSS have confirmed that they change result from time to time and this generally occurs after the offender 
has been arrested. They report a match to a person and then later correct the result to say they can no longer be 
confident in the result based on a difference of professional opinion. 
 
There is an obvious danger here that police act on evidence that is retracted. This seems to be exclusively related to 
3 person mixtures. We have three options as I see it: 

1. We insist that FSS completes sufficient quality checks before they release the result to us. 
2. We place a caveat on those mixture results telling investigators to treat it with caution as it could change 
3. We do nothing and continue to have results reported and then rescinded as incorrect. I think this ultimately 

reduces confidence in DNA evidence. 
 
My recommendation is option 1. The risk of this option is that it will take longer and impact on TAT but I would 
rather get a late result than an incorrect result. 
 
Dave 
 
 
 
 

From: Neville.DavidH[OSC]  
Sent: Wednesday, 12 September 2018 9:03 AM 
To: 'Craig Russell' <  
Subject: RE: Reporting of incorrect resuls 
 
Hi Craig, thanks for this reply. I will have a chat to Peter. I have already spoken to Justin who was very helpful.  
 
David Neville 
 

From: Craig Russell <   
Sent: Wednesday, 12 September 2018 8:59 AM 
To: Neville.DavidH[OSC] <  
Cc: Peter Culshaw <  
Subject: FW: Reporting of incorrect resuls 
 
David 
 
Paula and Justine have put together the below response to address your query; 
 
One of the most challenging aspects to DNA profile interpretation is determining the number of contributors, 
particularly where there are three or more possible contributors to a DNA profile. This assessment is subjective and 
draws on the experience of the interpreting scientist. STRmix uses the assessed number of contributors, among 
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other parameters, to interpret the mixture. The scientist then compares their intuitive assessment of the mixture to 
the interpretation developed from STRmix.  
 
Samples are routinely interpreted, reviewed and reported by two separate scientists (the interpreting and reviewing 
scientists) following initial processing. If a statement request is received at a later time, the statement may be 
prepared and reviewed by different scientists (i.e. not the initial interpreting and reviewing scientists). ). In this 
situation, the scientists preparing and reviewing the statement will review each DNA profile based on current 
interpretation strategies and modelling. As DNA profile interpretations are subjective, in some instances these 
interpretations will differ, and the initial result is updated. This is what has occurred for the sample you have 
identified, whereby the DNA profile was initially interpreted to have three contributors, however this was revised 
during statement preparation to four contributors. This decision was reviewed and supported by a Senior Scientist. 
As you are aware, mixtures with four contributors are routinely reported as being unsuitable for interpretation. 
 
We have validated four-person mixture interpretations but with limited scope and this sample would not have 
qualified for a four-person mixture interpretation.  
 
We appreciate the seriousness of this issue and also your concern and frustration. Results are only revised and 
corrected when the initial result is deemed incorrect or incomplete. Correcting results to ensure high levels of 
accuracy and quality is essential. 
 
We also appreciate your concern regarding the length of time between the initial result and the corrected result, 
however this was due to the receipt of a statement request and not due to delays within Forensic DNA Analysis. 
 
Whenever a result is corrected this is taken extremely seriously and performed in consultation with a Senior 
Scientist and/or Team Leader. Forensic DNA Analysis is working to improve our processes and mixture interpretation 
methodology to minimise the need to change results, however, given the subjective nature of profile interpretation, 
this risk can never be completely mitigated. 
 
We are dedicated to continuously improving our processes in line with advances with STRmix and mixture 
interpretation approaches, and working collaboratively with the QPS to achieve the best outcome for the 
Queensland community.  
 
 
Should you have any further queries please liaise through Peter Culshaw in Cathies absence so we can provide a 
response in a timely manner 
 
Regards 
 
 

Craig Russell 
Acting Executive Director 

Forensic and Scientific Services 
Health Support Queensland, Department of Health 

p |  
a | 39 Kessels Road Coopers Plains QLD 4108 
w | Queensland Health e |  
 

 
 
 

From: Neville.DavidH[OSC] [mailto:   
Sent: Friday, 7 September 2018 12:42 PM 
To: Cathie Allen <  
Cc: Craig Russell < Frieberg.DaleJ[OSC] <  
Subject: Reporting of incorrect resuls 
Importance: High 
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Hi Cathie, 
I am sorry to send this email on your last day before your leave but I need clarification on results that are reported 
and then retracted as incorrect. I have been speaking with my staff and examining the FR to try and get my head 
around this issue. I was wondering if you could confirm if my take on it is correct. I would be delighted to be wrong. 
 
My understanding, with the limited information I have, is that sometimes a person is picked from a mixed profile as 
a result of the analysis of a crime scene sample. On occasion the initial result is retracted and the crime scene 
sample is called too complex to interpret. Sometimes this occurs after a reference sample from the arrested 
offender is submitted for testing.  
 
For example exhibit  was submitted for analysis on 11/5/17. On the 21/12/17 the following 
result was reported to QPS: 
“This item/sample provided a DNA profile that indicated the presence of DNA from three contributors. 
Some or all of the components of the DNA profile from the associated barcode sent with this exhibit 
report are represented within this mixed DNA profile. This DNA profile is greater than 100 billion times 
more likely to have occurred if the barcode sent with this exhibit report has contributed to this DNA 
profile, rather than three unknown, unrelated individuals.” 
 
On 31/8/18 the result was changed to “This item/sample gave a complex Mixed DNA profile with 
multiple contributors. This mixture is not suitable for meaningful interpretation due to either its 
complexity relating to the unknown and potentially large number of contributors and/or the limited 
amount of information within the DNA profile.” 
 
I need to highlight that the examination summaries on the FR indicate that the initial result was retracted on the 
same day it was issued. If this was the case, I would not be concerned as it would simply indicate that your quality 
controls are working correctly. However my staff are adamant that notification of the result change did not occur 
until 8 months later. A review of the audit history for the examination summary tends to verify what my staff are 
telling me. The time date on the examination summary also indicates that the result was retracted before it was 
issued which also makes no sense.  
 
On this occasion the initial statistic calculated was >100 billion. For this to go from that level of 
support to the sample being unsuitable 8 months later is a very big shift (assuming it was not reported 
the same day).  
 
My concern is that if there was an 8 month delay, there is a risk that an identified person could be 
arrested and potentially kept in custody based partly on the initial advice. If this does occur from time 
to time, could the new ability to resolve 4 person mixtures increase the frequency of this occurring? 
 
Let me apologise in advance if I have misinterpreted this. In fact, that would be a relief. However, if 
this is correct, could you provide advice on why/how this occurs, please? Are these result subjected to 
quality controls prior to release and if so, what are they? Should the police be treating some results 
with a level of caution, please?  
 
This is of some priority given the potential it may have on police investigations and the liberty of persons.  
 
Regards 
 
 

 

 

 
 
David Neville 
Inspector  
DNA Management Unit | Forensic Services Group 
Operations Support Command 
QUEENSLAND POLICE SERVICE 
______________________________ 

Phone  
Email 

Address GPO Box 1440 Brisbane 4001 
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**********************************************************************  
CONFIDENTIALITY: The information contained in this  
electronic mail message and any electronic files attached  
to it may be confidential information, and may also be the  
subject of legal professional privilege and/or public interest  
immunity. If you are not the intended recipient you are  
required to delete it. Any use, disclosure or copying of  
this message and any attachments is unauthorised. If you  
have received this electronic message in error, please  
inform the sender or contact 1300ITPSBA@psba.qld.gov.au.  
This footnote also confirms that this email message has  
been checked for the presence of computer viruses.  
**********************************************************************  

******************************************************************************** 

This email, including any attachments sent with it, is confidential and for the sole use of the intended recipient(s). This 
confidentiality is not waived or lost, if you receive it and you are not the intended recipient(s), or if it is transmitted/received in 
error. 

Any unauthorised use, alteration, disclosure, distribution or review of this email is strictly prohibited. The information contained 
in this email, including any attachment sent with it, may be subject to a statutory duty of confidentiality if it relates to health 
service matters. 

If you are not the intended recipient(s), or if you have received this email in error, you are asked to immediately notify the 
sender by telephone collect on Australia +61 1800 198 175 or by return email. You should also delete this email, and any copies, 
from your computer system network and destroy any hard copies produced. 

If not an intended recipient of this email, you must not copy, distribute or take any action(s) that relies on it; any form of 
disclosure, modification, distribution and/or publication of this email is also prohibited. 

Although Queensland Health takes all reasonable steps to ensure this email does not contain malicious software, Queensland 
Health does not accept responsibility for the consequences if any person's computer inadvertently suffers any disruption to 
services, loss of information, harm or is infected with a virus, other malicious computer programme or code that may occur as a 
consequence of receiving this email. 

Unless stated otherwise, this email represents only the views of the sender and not the views of the Queensland Government. 

********************************************************************************** 
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De Marco.JennaL[LD]

From: Neville.DavidH[OSC]
Sent: Friday, 14 September 2018 09:41
To: Supt FSG
Cc: Collopen.RubenB[OSC]; Simpfendorfer.GerardM[OSC]
Subject: DNA incorrect results EBN.doc
Attachments: DNA incorrect results EBN.doc

Please find the attached EBN as requested by Supt Frieberg 
 
 
David Neville 
Inspector  
DNA Management Unit | Forensic Services Group 
Operations Support Command 
QUEENSLAND POLICE SERVICE 
______________________________ 

 
 

GPO Box 1440 Brisbane 4001 
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EXECUTIVE BRIEFING NOTE 
 
SUBJECT: RECALL OF DNA RESULTS REPORTED BY QUEENSLAND HEALTH 

FORENSIC AND SCIENTIFIC SERVICES 
 

PURPOSE: 
 

1. To provide information regarding a trend where Queensland Health Forensic and 
Scientific Services (QHFSS) release DNA identifications and later recall the result. 

 
BACKGROUND: 

 
 

2. There has been an increasing trend where QHFSS release DNA identifications to 
the QPS and later recall the result stating that it was incorrect.  On almost every 
occasion the initial reported result related to a mixed DNA profile.  QHFSS report 
very high probabilities (greater than 100,000,000,000:1) that a person contributed 
their DNA to the mixture and this information is reported to investigators through 
QPRIME.  The result is later reviewed and the initial result is retracted, instead 
QHFSS report that the sample yielded a mixed profile that cannot be interpreted.  
This usually occurs after the person has been arrested and following the 
submission of the arrest DNA reference sample.  The following table provides some 
recent examples. 

 
Exhibit  Date of 

initial result 
Initial Result Date of 

updated result 
Updated result 

27/03/2018 3 person mix profile - 
support for contrib > 100 
billion victim match 

 

14/05/2018 MIXED PROFILE 
UNSUITABLE FOR 
INTERP OR 
COMPARISON 

13/02/2018 3 person mix - support for 
contribution > 100 billion - 
 to  

10/04/2018 COMPLEX MIXED 
PROFILE UNSUITABLE 
FOR INTERP OR 
COMPARISON 

5/12/2017 3 person mix profile - 
support for contrib > 100 
billion evidence match 

 

15/06/2018 COMPLEX MIXED 
PROFILE UNSUITABLE 
FOR INTERP OR 
COMPARISON 

3/4/2018 3 person mix profile - 
support for contrib > 100 
billion evidence match 

 

27/04/2018 COMPLEX MIXED 
PROFILE UNSUITABLE 
FOR INTERP OR 
COMPARISON 

21/12/2017 3 person mix profile - 
support for contrib > 100 
billion evidence match 

 

31/08/2018 COMPLEX MIXED 
PROFILE UNSUITABLE 
FOR INTERP OR 
COMPARISON 
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Continuation of Executive Briefing Note 
 

SUBJECT: RECALL OF DNA RESULTS REPORTED BY QUEENSLAND HEALTH 
FORENSIC AND SCIENTIFIC SERVICES 
 

 

 

Page 2 

3. The reporting of results from three-person mixtures only commenced when QHFSS 
introduced a statistical program called STRMix which allows them to separate 
components from a complex mixed profile.  The practitioner must manually 
determine how many persons are in the mixture and the program then isolates 
each contributor based partly on the concentrations of the material present and 
other factors.  If the examiner makes a bad call on the number of contributors, 
STRMix can give an unreliable result.  
 

4. Information was requested from QHFSS in relation to these incorrectly reported 
results.  They have confirmed that the result might change when a statement is 
requested.  QHFSS advised that the statement may be prepared and reviewed by 
different scientists (i.e. not the initial interpreting and reviewing scientists).  In this 
situation, the scientists preparing and reviewing the statement will review each DNA 
profile based on current interpretation strategies and modelling.  As DNA profile 
interpretations are subjective, in some instances these interpretations will differ, 
and the initial result is updated.  
 

  
 

ISSUES: 
 

5. The results that are reported initially are weighted with very high probabilities that 
the accused person contributed their DNA to the crime scene sample (likelihood 
ratio of over 100 billion:1).  The withdrawal of such a result is a very big shift in the 
weight of evidence against an accused. There is a risk that an identified person 
could be arrested and potentially kept in custody based largely on the initial DNA 
identification which may be unreliable. 
 

6. The advice from QHFSS is that the result change is based of a difference of 
professional opinion about the number of contributors.  QHFSS has been 
requested to review their quality assurance processes to prevent this from 
continuing. 
 

 
RECOMMENDATION: 

 
7. It is recommended the content of this Briefing Note be noted. 
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ALLAN McCARTHY 
ASSISTANT COMMISSIONER 
OPERATIONS SUPPORT COMMAND 
 

Contact Officer: 
Inspector David Neville  
Telephone:   
Date: 24 July 2018 

 
 
NOTED  /  SUPPORTED  /  APPROVED 
 
Comment: 
 
 
 
 
 
 
DEPUTY COMMISSIONER 
          /          / 

 
NOTED  /  SUPPORTED  /  APPROVED 
 
Comment: 
 
 
 
 
 
 
COMMISSIONER 
          /          / 
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De Marco.JennaL[LD]

From: Neville.DavidH[OSC]
Sent: Monday, 17 September 2018 14:41
To: Support Officer FSG
Subject:  - EBN - RECALL OF DNA RESULTS REPORTED BY QUEENSLAND 

HEALTH FORENSIC AND SCIENTIFIC SERVICES.doc
Attachments: - EBN - RECALL OF DNA RESULTS REPORTED BY QUEENSLAND 

HEALTH FORENSIC AND SCIENTIFIC SERVICES.doc

Changes to EBN as requested 
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EXECUTIVE BRIEFING NOTE 
 
SUBJECT: RECALL OF DNA RESULTS REPORTED BY QUEENSLAND HEALTH 

FORENSIC AND SCIENTIFIC SERVICES 
 

PURPOSE: 
 
1. To provide information regarding a trend where Queensland Health Forensic and 

Scientific Services (QHFSS) release DNA identifications and later recall the result. 
 

BACKGROUND: 
 

2. There has been an increasing trend where QHFSS release DNA identifications to the 
QPS and later recall the result stating that it was incorrect.  On almost every 
occasion the initial reported result related to a mixed DNA profile.  QHFSS report 
very high probabilities (greater than 100,000,000,000:1) that a person contributed 
their DNA to the mixture and this information is reported to investigators through 
QPRIME.  The result is later reviewed, and the initial result is retracted, instead 
QHFSS report that the sample yielded a mixed profile that cannot be interpreted.  
This usually occurs after the person has been arrested and following the submission 
of the arrest DNA reference sample.  The following table provides some recent 
examples. 

 
Exhibit  Date of 

initial result 
Initial Result Date of 

updated result 
Updated result 

27/03/2018 3 person mix profile - 
support for contrib > 100 
billion victim match 

 

14/05/2018 MIXED PROFILE 
UNSUITABLE FOR 
INTERP OR 
COMPARISON 

13/02/2018 3 person mix - support for 
contribution > 100 billion - 
 to  

10/04/2018 COMPLEX MIXED 
PROFILE UNSUITABLE 
FOR INTERP OR 
COMPARISON 

5/12/2017 3 person mix profile - 
support for contrib > 100 
billion evidence match 

 

15/06/2018 COMPLEX MIXED 
PROFILE UNSUITABLE 
FOR INTERP OR 
COMPARISON 

3/4/2018 3 person mix profile - 
support for contrib > 100 
billion evidence match 

 

27/04/2018 COMPLEX MIXED 
PROFILE UNSUITABLE 
FOR INTERP OR 
COMPARISON 

21/12/2017 3 person mix profile - 
support for contrib > 100 
billion evidence match 

 

31/08/2018 COMPLEX MIXED 
PROFILE UNSUITABLE 
FOR INTERP OR 
COMPARISON 

  
3. The reporting of results from three-person mixtures only commenced when QHFSS 

introduced a statistical program called STRMix which allows them to separate 
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components from a complex mixed profile.  The practitioner must manually 
determine how many persons are in the mixture and the program then isolates each 
contributor based partly on the concentrations of the material present and other 
factors.  If the examiner makes a bad call on the number of contributors, STRMix can 
give an unreliable result.  

 
4. Information was requested from QHFSS in relation to these incorrectly reported 

results.  They have confirmed that the result might change when a statement is 
requested.  QHFSS advised that the statement may be prepared and reviewed by 
different scientists (i.e. not the initial interpreting and reviewing scientists).  In this 
situation, the scientists preparing and reviewing the statement will review each DNA 
profile based on current interpretation strategies and modelling.  As DNA profile 
interpretations are subjective, in some instances these interpretations will differ, and 
the initial result is updated.  

 
ISSUES: 

 
5. The results that are reported initially are weighted with very high probabilities that the 

accused person contributed their DNA to the crime scene sample (likelihood ratio of 
over 100 billion:1).  The withdrawal of such a result is a very big shift in the weight of 
evidence against an accused. There is a risk that an identified person could be 
arrested and potentially kept in custody based largely on the initial DNA identification 
which may be unreliable. 

 
6. The advice from QHFSS is that the result change is based on a difference of 

professional opinion about the number of contributors.  QPS has requested QHFSS 
to review their quality assurance processes to prevent this from continuing. 

 
RECOMMENDATION: 
 
7. It is recommended the content of this Briefing Note be noted. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
STEVEN DABINETT 
A/ASSISTANT COMMISSIONER 
OPERATIONS SUPPORT COMMAND 
 

Contact Officer: 
Inspector David Neville  
Telephone:   
Date: 14 September 2018 
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NOTED  /  SUPPORTED  /  APPROVED 
 
Comment: 
 
 
 
 
 
 
DEPUTY COMMISSIONER 
          /          / 

 
NOTED  /  SUPPORTED  /  APPROVED 
 
Comment: 
 
 
 
 
 
 
COMMISSIONER 
          /          / 
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De Marco.JennaL[LD]

From: Maguire.JennaL[OSC]
Sent: Tuesday, 9 October 2018 13:45
To: Neville.DavidH[OSC]
Cc: Supt FSG
Subject: FW:  - EBN - RECALL OF DNA RESULTS REPORTED BY 

QUEENSLAND HEALTH FORENSIC AND SCIENTIFIC SERVICES
Attachments:  - EBN - RECALL OF DNA RESULTS REPORTED BY QUEENSLAND 

HEALTH FORENSIC AND SCIENTIFIC SERVICES V7.doc; ATTACHMENT B.docx; 
ATTACHMENT A.docx

Importance: High

Hi Dave, 
 
Can you please provide a second update of this EBN and submit back to this office by 12pm Thursday 11.10.18. 
 
Regards, 
Jenna  
 
Jenna Maguire  
Administration Officer | Office of the Superintendent | Forensic Services Group 
Operations Support Command | Queensland Police Service  
Level 4, 200 Roma Street, Brisbane City QLD 4000 
Phone:  | Email:  
 

 
 

From: Hahn.RichardJ[OSC]  
Sent: Tuesday, 9 October 2018 1:34 PM 
To: Supt FSG < > 
Cc: Strategy and Performance Officer OSC <OSC-D-CmdOffice-

>; McCarthy.AllanE[OSC] 
< Neville.DavidH[OSC] <  
Subject: FW:  - EBN - RECALL OF DNA RESULTS REPORTED BY QUEENSLAND HEALTH FORENSIC AND 
SCIENTIFIC SERVICES 
Importance: High 
 
Super, for attention please. 
 
Can a second update to this EBN please be provided to this office by no later than 1500 on Thursday 11 October 
2018. 
 
Sarah, for bring up please. 
 
Rgds and thanks 
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RJH 
 
________________________________________________ 
Richard Hahn 
Inspector 
Strategy and Performance 
Operations Support Command 
Queensland Police Service 

 
 

 
 

 
 

From: Croft.MurrayR[SPECOPS]  
Sent: Tuesday, 9 October 2018 12:19 PM 
To: Strategy and Performance Officer OSC < -

 
Cc: DEPUTY COMMISSIONER CCTSO GROUP < >; 
Admin.Deputy Commissioners > 
Subject: FW:  - EBN - RECALL OF DNA RESULTS REPORTED BY QUEENSLAND HEALTH FORENSIC AND 
SCIENTIFIC SERVICES 
 
Good afternoon, 
 
The Deputy has requested an updated EBN for COB Thursday. After reviewing the updated EBN the Deputy will 
make a decision regarding the need for a pre-brief on Friday prior to the Monday meeting with the CoP. 
 
Thank you 
Murray.  
 

Murray Croft 
Acting Inspector, Strategy and Performance  
Office of the Deputy Commissioner – Crime, Counter-Terrorism and Specialist Operations 
Level 7, Police HQ, 200 Roma Street 
BRISBANE QLD 4000 
Ph: Mob:  
Email:   
Queensland Police Service 
 

From: Croft.MurrayR[SPECOPS]  
Sent: Monday, 8 October 2018 4:48 PM 
To: DEPUTY COMMISSIONER CCTSO GROUP  
Subject: FW:  - EBN - RECALL OF DNA RESULTS REPORTED BY QUEENSLAND HEALTH FORENSIC AND 
SCIENTIFIC SERVICES 
 
DC CCTSO signed and forwarded to DCRO 
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From: Kluth.Sarah[OSC]  
Sent: Monday, 8 October 2018 2:54 PM 
To: Strategy and Performance Officer Deputy Commissioner (Specialist Operations) 

 
Cc: Strategy and Performance Officer OSC 

 
Subject: RE: - EBN - RECALL OF DNA RESULTS REPORTED BY QUEENSLAND HEALTH FORENSIC AND 
SCIENTIFIC SERVICES 
 
Good afternoon, 
 
In addition please see attached additional attachments. 
 
Thank you, 
 
 

 

Sarah Kluth 
Executive Secretary to Assistant Commissioner  
Operations Support Command (OSC) 
Queensland Police Service 
 
Phone:  
Email:  
Address: Police Headquarters, Level 7, 200 Roma Street, Brisbane, Queensland 4000 
Australia 
Postal: GPO Box 1440, Brisbane, Queensland 4001, Australia  

 
 

From: Kluth.Sarah[OSC]  
Sent: Monday, 8 October 2018 2:40 PM 
To: Strategy and Performance Officer Deputy Commissioner (Specialist Operations) 
<  
Cc: Strategy and Performance Officer OSC 

> 
Subject:  - EBN - RECALL OF DNA RESULTS REPORTED BY QUEENSLAND HEALTH FORENSIC AND 
SCIENTIFIC SERVICES 
 
Good afternoon, 
 
Please see attached word version of  - EBN - RECALL OF DNA RESULTS REPORTED BY QUEENSLAND 
HEALTH FORENSIC AND SCIENTIFIC SERVICES. 
 
Hard copy has been walked around and document has been moved to the DC CCTSO Working Folder on Objective. 
 
Thank you, 
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Sarah Kluth 
Executive Secretary to Assistant Commissioner  
Operations Support Command (OSC) 
Queensland Police Service 
 
Phone:  
Email:  
Address: Police Headquarters, Level 7, 200 Roma Street, Brisbane, Queensland 4000 
Australia 
Postal: GPO Box 1440, Brisbane, Queensland 4001, Australia  
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EXECUTIVE BRIEFING NOTE 
 
SUBJECT: RECALL OF DNA RESULTS REPORTED BY QUEENSLAND HEALTH 

FORENSIC AND SCIENTIFIC SERVICES – UPDATE 1, 8 OCTOBER 2018 
 

PURPOSE: 
 
1. To provide information regarding a trend where Queensland Health Forensic and 

Scientific Services (QHFSS) release DNA identifications and later recall the result. 
 
BACKGROUND: 
 
2. This matter only pertains to results where the sample contained a mixture of 

DNA from 3 or more persons.  On a small number of occasions, the results 
were recalled because of reduced confidence in the statistic previously 
reported about the likelihood of a person’s DNA forming part of the mixture.  
This does not mean the wrong person was initially identified. The recall was 
required because a reliable statistic can no longer be given to support the 
likelihood of the person’s contribution.   
 

3. In December 2012 QHFSS introduced a statistical program called STRMix which 
allows them to separate components from a complex mixed DNA profile.  Using this 
program the QHFSS analyst must manually determine how many persons are in the 
mixture and the program then isolates each contributor based partly on the 
concentrations of the material present and other factors.  If the analyst makes an 
incorrect call on the number of contributors, STRMix can give an unreliable result.  

 
4. On most occasions the initial reported result related to a mixed DNA profile in which 

QHFSS reported very high probabilities (greater than 100,000,000,000:1) that a 
person contributed their DNA to the mixture.  This information is reported to 
investigators through QPRIME. 

 
5. QHFSS has later reported that the sample yielded a mixed profile that cannot be 

interpreted.  This has occurred on 128 occasions since 2012. 
 
6. It was first identified in early 2013 that QHFSS DNA identifications could potentially 

change and there was a risk for the QPS if the identification was withdrawn.  As part 
of the risk mitigation at the time, DNA Management Section (DMS) added the 
following caveat to mixed DNA cold link results reported to investigators on QPRIME: 

 
It is important to note that this report is for INTELLIGENCE PURPOSES 
ONLY, and that any reference samples subsequently received will be 
compared with the entire mixed DNA profile, with the result reported as a 
likelihood ratio.  Depending on the nature of the mixed DNA profile, the 
strength of the support for contribution may vary or change. 

 
7. Additionally, s. 2.25 of the OPM provides the following policy guidance to 

investigators: 
 
 
 

POLICY 
DNA evidence should not be relied upon in isolation during an investigation, 
as it is only circumstantial evidence linking crime scenes to crime scenes or 
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persons to crime scenes. Officers using DNA evidence in an investigation are 
to make all reasonable inquiries into the lawful or unlawful reasons why a 
person’s DNA is present at a crime scene. 
 
However, there may be instances where DNA evidence is the only evidence 
available and it will be necessary for a decision to be made as to its use. 

 
ISSUES: 
 
8. STRMix was limited to major crime up until January 2018.  Major crime cases usually 

involve multiple DNA samples so other DNA evidence is often still available should a 
result be withdrawn; however, STRMix is now used for all matters including volume 
crime where there will be no more than two DNA samples, increasing the potential 
impact that the withdrawal of evidence will have on a case.   

 
9. Since the commencement of the use of STRMix for volume crime, there have been 

11 occasions where QHFSS has released DNA identifications to the QPS and later, 
following an internal review, recalled the result stating that it was incorrect.   

 
10. Information was requested from QHFSS in relation to these incorrectly reported 

results, who confirmed that the result might change when a statement is requested. 
 
11. QHFSS advised that their statement may be prepared and reviewed by different 

scientists (i.e. not the initial interpreting and reviewing scientists).  The scientists 
preparing and reviewing the statement will review each DNA profile based on current 
interpretation strategies and modelling.  DNA profile interpretations are subjective 
and in some instances these interpretations will differ.   Essentially the change in the 
result is due to a difference of professional opinion.   

 
12. The results that are of concern are those that are reported initially with very high 

probabilities that the accused person contributed their DNA to the crime scene 
sample (likelihood ratio of over 100 billion:1). 

 
13. Regardless of the safeguards in place, there remains the risk that a person could be 

arrested and incarcerated partly based on the perceived weight of the DNA evidence 
which is later retracted. 

 
14. I have raised this issue with Michel Lok (GM, Strategy, Community and Scientific 

Support, Department of Health) initially on 27/9/18, and again on 5/10/18.  Mr Lok 
advised on 5/10/18 that while he had briefed his Executive Director on the issue, he 
required further information internally before he could commit to any process change 
from within his Forensic & Scientific Services area.  Mr Lok indicated that he was 
aware of the significance of the issue to QPS and was seeking further information 
internally on 5/10/18. 

 
15. Forensic Services Group (FSG) DNA Management Section has developed and is 

implementing an Action Plan to remove or reduce the risk of this issue to the Service.  
This Plan, which is supported, is outlined in Attachment A. 
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16. This issue is being closely monitored.  Weekly updates to this Briefing Note will be 
provided until the matter has been addressed. 

 
UPDATE ONE – 8 OCTOBER 2018 

 
17. A progress report on the Action Plan is included as Attachment B. 

 
18. This matter was referred to the National Association of Testing Authorities 

(NATA) for advice as to whether this was an issue common to all DNA 
laboratories using STRMix.  Ms Pam Scott, a DNA expert on the Forensic 
Science Accreditation Advisory Committee, responded indicating that the 
change of DNA results should be something that occurs very rarely.  She 
advised that there is some subjective input required by the scientist during 
use of the STRMix interpretation including assessing how many people are in 
the mixture.  She advised that her Tasmanian laboratory generally avoided this 
issue by having the initial links and statements reported and reviewed by the 
same court reporting scientists.   

 
19. QHFSS advised there are two levels of Forensic DNA Analysis scientists that 

release DNA results to the QPS: 
 

 Level 1 scientists are trained and deemed competent to interpret 
results, enter results and peer review DNA results entered by other 
scientists; and 

 Level 2 scientists are trained and deemed competent to interpret 
results, enter results and peer review DNA results entered by other 
scientists, in addition to providing evidence on the results in court.  
These scientists have undergone additional training in court reporting.  
The difference in opinion between the court reporting and non-court 
reporting scientist may be contributing to this issue. 

 
20. South Australia Police has advised that they do not have this issue because 

the same scientist who report the initial link issues the statement for court.   
 

21. Western Australia and New South Wales Police only receive intelligence 
reports for three-person mixtures.  Their laboratories do not report any 
associated statistic and the result is not deemed evidential. 

 
22. QHFSS has advised that the complexity of interpreting three-person mixtures 

varies, and it is only some that are ambiguous.  The majority can be reported 
with certainty.  They advised that they could flag the results where there is 
some ambiguity in terms of the number of contributors.   

 
23. QHFSS has been requested to review their current reporting practices to 

minimise the impact that scientist subjectivity has on reporting findings to 
courts of law. They are briefing FSG of the proposed outcomes on 12 October 
2018. 
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24. Subject to the outcomes meeting with QHFSS on the 12 October, a potential 
best practice solution to remove the current risks associated with this issue is 
for the QPS and QHFSS to identify and report the ambiguous mixtures as 
intelligence only using a caveat similar to: 

“Officers are NOT to commence proceedings against the identified 
person on the basis of this DNA result.  It is possible that the result 
could be withdrawn as a result of subsequent checking processes.  For 
further information contact Inspector, DNA Management Section on 07 

 
 

25. It is recommended that the current and recommended practices of QHFSS to 
the QPS in terms of reporting DNA results be reviewed by the Integrity and 
Performance Group, Ethical Standards Command.  Superintendent Andrew 
Pilotto is well placed to overview this review given his understanding of DNA 
evidence and independence of the current practices.  

 
RECOMMENDATION: 

 
26. It is recommended the content of this Briefing Note be noted. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
ALLAN McCARTHY 
ASSISTANT COMMISSIONER 
OPERATIONS SUPPORT COMMAND 
 

Contact Officer: 
Inspector David Neville  
Telephone:   
Date: 08 October 2018 

 
 
NOTED  /  SUPPORTED  /  APPROVED 
 
Comment: 
 
 
 
 
 
DEPUTY COMMISSIONER 
(CRIME, COUNTER-TERRORISM AND 
SPECIALIST OPERATIONS) 
          /          / 

 
NOTED  /  SUPPORTED  /  APPROVED 
 
Comment: 
 
 
 
 
 
 
DEPUTY COMMISSIONER 
(REGIONAL OPERATIONS) 
          /          / 
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NOTED  /  SUPPORTED  /  APPROVED 
 
Comment: 
 
 
 
 
 
DEPUTY COMMISSIONER 
(STRATEGY, POLICY AND 
PERFORMANCE) 
          /          / 

 
NOTED  /  SUPPORTED  /  APPROVED 
 
Comment: 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
COMMISSIONER 
          /          / 
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ATTACHMENT B 
 
ACTION PLAN PROGRESS REPORT 8 OCTOBER 
 
Actions Completed: 
 

 On 4/10/18 the DNA Management Section (DMS) ceased reporting results of three-
person mixtures to QPRIME. 
 

 On 5/10/18 Forensic Services Group (FSG) identified 2364 three-person mixed profile 
results that had been reported. The relevant QPRIME occurrence numbers were 
provided to State Intelligence Group (SIG) who identified that 1331 occurrences had 
charges linked to them. 
 

 On 5/10/18 DMS staff reviewed the 1331 occurrences with charges laid and found 
that 709 of these had been subjected to full Quality Assurance (QA) processes by 
Queensland Health Forensic and Scientific Services (QHFSS) resulting in the release 
of a statement. The remaining 622 cases that had not undergone the full QA process 
were referred to the investigative taskforce consisting of investigators from ICSC 
and SCC for investigative review. 
 

 On 5/10/18 all QPRIME entries for the 605 cold links based on three-person mixture 
results had been reviewed by DMS.  Wanted flags were removed for all identified 
persons where the matter has not been actioned and the Forensic Supplementary 
Report was amended to include the following warning:  

Officers are NOT to commence proceedings against the identified person on the 
basis of this DNA result.  It is possible that the result could be withdrawn as a 
result of subsequent checking processes.  For further information contact 
Inspector, DNA Management Section on 07  

 
 On 5/10/18 Supt McNab and Inspector Neville met with management of QHFSS 

including Executive Director Craig Russell and Ms Cathie Allen.  QHFSS indicated: 
o they are currently undertaking a review of what triggered the recall of the 

results and are planning to take appropriate corrective action in consultation 
with FSG; 

o they would review matters referred back to them to assess the ongoing 
validity of three-person mixed profile results; and 

o they will meet again with FSG on 12/10/18 to discuss strategies and 
outcomes.  

 
 From 6-7 October 2018 investigators from ICSC and SCC reviewed the 622 cases 

referred to them where charges have been laid. They reviewed the role the DNA 
evidence played in each case and identified 117 matters where the DNA evidence 
was of significance.  There was a further 21 cases where the role of DNA was 
unknown and will require further investigation. These are all volume crime offences.  
 

 On 8/10/18 the 138 matters identified by the SIG and SCC taskforce as being heavily 
reliant on three-person mixed DNA evidence were referred back to QHFSS for 
review.  QHFSS was requested to confirm the validity of the initial results as a matter 
of priority.  They were requested to provide a time frame for their review by COB 
8/10/18. 
 

 On 8/10/18 the DMS commenced a review of 1759 QPRIME entries relating to DNA 
mixture ‘warm links’.  The review is limited to matters where no charges have been 
laid.  Any wanted flags will be removed for identified persons and the Forensic 
Supplementary Report will be amended to include the warning as per the above.  
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ATTACHMENT A 
 
 
ACTION PLAN 
 
1. Immediate action implemented by Inspector David Neville, DNA Management 

Section (DMS): 
 Reporting of all 3-person mixtures for volume crime matters ceased by the 

Inspector of the DMS. 
 The reporting of 3-person mixtures for major crime matters will only occur if 

approved by the Inspector of the DMS.  This will include a caveat and the 
investigator will be contacted to ensure they understand the limitation of the 
information. 
 

2. Actions to scope the extent of the problem  
 Initial enquiries – completed by COB Friday 5/10/2018 

 There are a total of 2364 results of mixed profiles reported since 
December 2012.  Each of these will be reviewed to determine if the 
matters have ben actioned or are pending finalisation. At present there 
are 605 ‘cold links’, and 1759 ‘warm links’. Cold links are those in which 
prior to the DNA evidence being identified, there was no link with the 
offence; warm is where the suspect/offender has been nominated by 
other means or evidence. These need to be searched to identify which 
matters have been ‘actioned’ and which are still pending finalisation. A 
key priority is identifying those matters which are unsolved. 

 DMS will check ‘cold links’ and ICSC will check ‘warm links’.  
 For matters where a prosecution has not commenced, the current 

QPRIME occurrence flag will be expired and a caveat will be placed in 
the Forensic Support report directing officers not to act on the DNA 
evidence 

 Matters that resulted in the commencement of proceeding against the 
nominated person will be triaged into following groups: 

 Means of finalisation (plea of guilty, trial) and; 
 Those prisoners currently incarcerated as a consequence of a 

linked matter, or those on remand for a linked matter. 
 Case review (anticipated to be completed by Friday 12 October 2018) 

 Each case where mixed DNA evidence resulted in the commencement 
of proceedings against the identified person will be fully reviewed.  
These results will be triaged with those matters which had led to a 
defendant being currently in custody either from remand or sentencing 
will be given priority. The review will assess: 

 If the mixed DNA evidence was reviewed a second time and 
reported upon by way of statement by QHFSS.  If this has 
occurred the result will be considered reliable as it has 
undergone 2 separate peer review processes. 

 If the result has not been peer reviewed a second time, an 
assessment will be made as to the evidential weight that was 
placed on the mixed DNA evidence.  If the evidence played a 
significant role, the evidence will be referred to QHFSS for 
second peer review to verify the correctness of the number of 
mixture contributors and therefore the reliability of the result. 
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 Concurrent to the process outlined above, the strength of other 
evidence will be assessed by the review team, to determine if 
the case has sufficient strength in the absence of the DNA 
evidence.  

 NB The time taken to undertake this process will depend on the 
outcome of the initial enquiries, and time frames for QHEALTH. 

 Legal advice  
 Legal advice to be sought by Deputy Commissioner regarding legal 

implications of these matters. 
 Triage new matters  

 Overview of new volume crime mixed DNA mixed profiles by the 
Inspector, DMS. For matters requiring immediate investigation to 
ensure public safety, Inspector, DMS will, after consultation with 
Superintendent, Forensic Services Group, contact Detective 
Investigator for relevant area to advise presence of intelligence 
possible linking suspects. 
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De Marco.JennaL[LD]

From: McNab.BruceJ[OSC]
Sent: Tuesday, 9 October 2018 14:31
To: Maguire.JennaL[OSC]; Neville.DavidH[OSC]
Cc: Supt FSG
Subject: Re: - EBN - RECALL OF DNA RESULTS REPORTED BY 

QUEENSLAND HEALTH FORENSIC AND SCIENTIFIC SERVICES

Thanks Jenna, 
 
Can I see this one before we send upstairs please. 
 
Bruce McNAB BM 
Superintendent 7417 
Forensic Services Group  
OPERATIONS SUPPORT COMMAND  
Qld Police Service 

 

From: Maguire.JennaL[OSC] 
Sent: Tuesday, October 9, 2018 1:45:15 PM 
To: Neville.DavidH[OSC] 
Cc: Supt FSG 
Subject: FW:  - EBN - RECALL OF DNA RESULTS REPORTED BY QUEENSLAND HEALTH FORENSIC AND 
SCIENTIFIC SERVICES  
Hi Dave, 
Can you please provide a second update of this EBN and submit back to this office by 12pm Thursday 11.10.18. 
Regards, 
Jenna  
Jenna Maguire  
Administration Officer | Office of the Superintendent | Forensic Services Group 
Operations Support Command | Queensland Police Service  
Level 4, 200 Roma Street, Brisbane City QLD 4000 
Phone: | Email:  

 
From: Hahn.RichardJ[OSC]  
Sent: Tuesday, 9 October 2018 1:34 PM 
To: Supt FSG <  
Cc: Strategy and Performance Officer OSC 

>; McCarthy.AllanE[OSC] 
Neville.DavidH[OSC] <  

Subject: FW:  - EBN - RECALL OF DNA RESULTS REPORTED BY QUEENSLAND HEALTH FORENSIC AND 
SCIENTIFIC SERVICES 
Importance: High 
Super, for attention please. 
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Can a second update to this EBN please be provided to this office by no later than 1500 on Thursday 11 October 
2018. 
Sarah, for bring up please. 
Rgds and thanks 
RJH 
________________________________________________ 
Richard Hahn 
Inspector 
Strategy and Performance 
Operations Support Command 
Queensland Police Service 

 
 

 

 
From: Croft.MurrayR[SPECOPS]  
Sent: Tuesday, 9 October 2018 12:19 PM 
To: Strategy and Performance Officer OSC 

> 
Cc: DEPUTY COMMISSIONER CCTSO GROUP < >; 
Admin.Deputy Commissioners < > 
Subject: FW:  - EBN - RECALL OF DNA RESULTS REPORTED BY QUEENSLAND HEALTH FORENSIC AND 
SCIENTIFIC SERVICES 
Good afternoon, 
The Deputy has requested an updated EBN for COB Thursday. After reviewing the updated EBN the Deputy will 
make a decision regarding the need for a pre-brief on Friday prior to the Monday meeting with the CoP. 
Thank you 
Murray.  

Murray Croft 
Acting Inspector, Strategy and Performance  
Office of the Deputy Commissioner – Crime, Counter-Terrorism and Specialist Operations 
Level 7, Police HQ, 200 Roma Street 
BRISBANE QLD 4000 
Ph: +61 7 Mob:  
Email:   
Queensland Police Service 

From: Croft.MurrayR[SPECOPS]  
Sent: Monday, 8 October 2018 4:48 PM 
To: DEPUTY COMMISSIONER CCTSO GROUP < > 
Subject: FW:  - EBN - RECALL OF DNA RESULTS REPORTED BY QUEENSLAND HEALTH FORENSIC AND 
SCIENTIFIC SERVICES 
DC CCTSO signed and forwarded to DCRO 

From: Kluth.Sarah[OSC]  
Sent: Monday, 8 October 2018 2:54 PM 
To: Strategy and Performance Officer Deputy Commissioner (Specialist Operations) 
< > 
Cc: Strategy and Performance Officer OSC 

> 
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Subject: RE:  - EBN - RECALL OF DNA RESULTS REPORTED BY QUEENSLAND HEALTH FORENSIC AND 
SCIENTIFIC SERVICES 
Good afternoon, 
In addition please see attached additional attachments. 
Thank you, 

 

Sarah Kluth 
Executive Secretary to Assistant Commissioner  
Operations Support Command (OSC) 
Queensland Police Service 
Phone: +61 7  
Email:  
Address: Police Headquarters, Level 7, 200 Roma Street, Brisbane, Queensland 4000 
Australia 
Postal: GPO Box 1440, Brisbane, Queensland 4001, Australia 

From: Kluth.Sarah[OSC]  
Sent: Monday, 8 October 2018 2:40 PM 
To: Strategy and Performance Officer Deputy Commissioner (Specialist Operations) 
< > 
Cc: Strategy and Performance Officer OSC 

> 
Subject:  - EBN - RECALL OF DNA RESULTS REPORTED BY QUEENSLAND HEALTH FORENSIC AND 
SCIENTIFIC SERVICES 
Good afternoon, 
Please see attached word version of  - EBN - RECALL OF DNA RESULTS REPORTED BY QUEENSLAND 
HEALTH FORENSIC AND SCIENTIFIC SERVICES. 
Hard copy has been walked around and document has been moved to the DC CCTSO Working Folder on Objective. 
Thank you, 

 

Sarah Kluth 
Executive Secretary to Assistant Commissioner  
Operations Support Command (OSC) 
Queensland Police Service 
Phone: +61 7  
Email:  
Address: Police Headquarters, Level 7, 200 Roma Street, Brisbane, Queensland 4000 
Australia 
Postal: GPO Box 1440, Brisbane, Queensland 4001, Australia 
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De Marco.JennaL[LD]

From: Maguire.JennaL[OSC]
Sent: Thursday, 11 October 2018 11:35
To: Neville.DavidH[OSC]
Subject: FW:  - EBN - RECALL OF DNA RESULTS REPORTED BY 

QUEENSLAND HEALTH FORENSIC AND SCIENTIFIC SERVICES
Attachments:  - EBN - RECALL OF DNA RESULTS REPORTED BY QUEENSLAND 

HEALTH FORENSIC AND SCIENTIFIC SERVICES V7.doc; ATTACHMENT B.docx; 
ATTACHMENT A.docx

Importance: High

 
 
Regards, 
Jenna  
 
Jenna Maguire  
Administration Officer | Office of the Superintendent | Forensic Services Group 
Operations Support Command | Queensland Police Service  
Level 4, 200 Roma Street, Brisbane City QLD 4000 
Phone: | Email:  
 

 
 

From: Hahn.RichardJ[OSC]  
Sent: Tuesday, 9 October 2018 1:34 PM 
To: Supt FSG <  
Cc: Strategy and Performance Officer OSC 

>; McCarthy.AllanE[OSC] 
< Neville.DavidH[OSC] <  
Subject: FW:  - EBN - RECALL OF DNA RESULTS REPORTED BY QUEENSLAND HEALTH FORENSIC AND 
SCIENTIFIC SERVICES 
Importance: High 
 
Super, for attention please. 
 
Can a second update to this EBN please be provided to this office by no later than 1500 on Thursday 11 October 
2018. 
 
Sarah, for bring up please. 
 
Rgds and thanks 
 
RJH 
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________________________________________________ 
Richard Hahn 
Inspector 
Strategy and Performance 
Operations Support Command 
Queensland Police Service 

9 
 

 
 

 
 

From: Croft.MurrayR[SPECOPS]  
Sent: Tuesday, 9 October 2018 12:19 PM 
To: Strategy and Performance Officer OSC < -

> 
Cc: DEPUTY COMMISSIONER CCTSO GROUP < ; 
Admin.Deputy Commissioners < > 
Subject: FW:  - EBN - RECALL OF DNA RESULTS REPORTED BY QUEENSLAND HEALTH FORENSIC AND 
SCIENTIFIC SERVICES 
 
Good afternoon, 
 
The Deputy has requested an updated EBN for COB Thursday. After reviewing the updated EBN the Deputy will 
make a decision regarding the need for a pre-brief on Friday prior to the Monday meeting with the CoP. 
 
Thank you 
Murray.  
 

Murray Croft 
Acting Inspector, Strategy and Performance  
Office of the Deputy Commissioner – Crime, Counter-Terrorism and Specialist Operations 
Level 7, Police HQ, 200 Roma Street 
BRISBANE QLD 4000 
Ph: +61 7 Mob:  
Email:   
Queensland Police Service 
 

From: Croft.MurrayR[SPECOPS]  
Sent: Monday, 8 October 2018 4:48 PM 
To: DEPUTY COMMISSIONER CCTSO GROUP < > 
Subject: FW: - EBN - RECALL OF DNA RESULTS REPORTED BY QUEENSLAND HEALTH FORENSIC AND 
SCIENTIFIC SERVICES 
 
DC CCTSO signed and forwarded to DCRO 
 

From: Kluth.Sarah[OSC]  
Sent: Monday, 8 October 2018 2:54 PM 
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To: Strategy and Performance Officer Deputy Commissioner (Specialist Operations) 
< > 
Cc: Strategy and Performance Officer OSC 

> 
Subject: RE:  - EBN - RECALL OF DNA RESULTS REPORTED BY QUEENSLAND HEALTH FORENSIC AND 
SCIENTIFIC SERVICES 
 
Good afternoon, 
 
In addition please see attached additional attachments. 
 
Thank you, 
 
 

 

Sarah Kluth 
Executive Secretary to Assistant Commissioner  
Operations Support Command (OSC) 
Queensland Police Service 
 
Phone: +61 7  
Email:  
Address: Police Headquarters, Level 7, 200 Roma Street, Brisbane, Queensland 4000 
Australia 
Postal: GPO Box 1440, Brisbane, Queensland 4001, Australia  

 
 

From: Kluth.Sarah[OSC]  
Sent: Monday, 8 October 2018 2:40 PM 
To: Strategy and Performance Officer Deputy Commissioner (Specialist Operations) 
< > 
Cc: Strategy and Performance Officer OSC <

> 
Subject:  - EBN - RECALL OF DNA RESULTS REPORTED BY QUEENSLAND HEALTH FORENSIC AND 
SCIENTIFIC SERVICES 
 
Good afternoon, 
 
Please see attached word version of  - EBN - RECALL OF DNA RESULTS REPORTED BY QUEENSLAND 
HEALTH FORENSIC AND SCIENTIFIC SERVICES. 
 
Hard copy has been walked around and document has been moved to the DC CCTSO Working Folder on Objective. 
 
Thank you, 
 
 

 

Sarah Kluth 
Executive Secretary to Assistant Commissioner  
Operations Support Command (OSC) 
Queensland Police Service 
 
Phone: +61 7  
Email:  
Address: Police Headquarters, Level 7, 200 Roma Street, Brisbane, Queensland 4000 
Australia 
Postal: GPO Box 1440, Brisbane, Queensland 4001, Australia  
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EXECUTIVE BRIEFING NOTE 
 
SUBJECT: RECALL OF DNA RESULTS REPORTED BY QUEENSLAND HEALTH 

FORENSIC AND SCIENTIFIC SERVICES – UPDATE 1, 8 OCTOBER 2018 
 

PURPOSE: 
 
1. To provide information regarding a trend where Queensland Health Forensic and 

Scientific Services (QHFSS) release DNA identifications and later recall the result. 
 
BACKGROUND: 
 
2. This matter only pertains to results where the sample contained a mixture of 

DNA from 3 or more persons.  On a small number of occasions, the results 
were recalled because of reduced confidence in the statistic previously 
reported about the likelihood of a person’s DNA forming part of the mixture.  
This does not mean the wrong person was initially identified. The recall was 
required because a reliable statistic can no longer be given to support the 
likelihood of the person’s contribution.   
 

3. In December 2012 QHFSS introduced a statistical program called STRMix which 
allows them to separate components from a complex mixed DNA profile.  Using this 
program the QHFSS analyst must manually determine how many persons are in the 
mixture and the program then isolates each contributor based partly on the 
concentrations of the material present and other factors.  If the analyst makes an 
incorrect call on the number of contributors, STRMix can give an unreliable result.  

 
4. On most occasions the initial reported result related to a mixed DNA profile in which 

QHFSS reported very high probabilities (greater than 100,000,000,000:1) that a 
person contributed their DNA to the mixture.  This information is reported to 
investigators through QPRIME. 

 
5. QHFSS has later reported that the sample yielded a mixed profile that cannot be 

interpreted.  This has occurred on 128 occasions since 2012. 
 
6. It was first identified in early 2013 that QHFSS DNA identifications could potentially 

change and there was a risk for the QPS if the identification was withdrawn.  As part 
of the risk mitigation at the time, DNA Management Section (DMS) added the 
following caveat to mixed DNA cold link results reported to investigators on QPRIME: 

 
It is important to note that this report is for INTELLIGENCE PURPOSES 
ONLY, and that any reference samples subsequently received will be 
compared with the entire mixed DNA profile, with the result reported as a 
likelihood ratio.  Depending on the nature of the mixed DNA profile, the 
strength of the support for contribution may vary or change. 

 
7. Additionally, s. 2.25 of the OPM provides the following policy guidance to 

investigators: 
 
 
 

POLICY 
DNA evidence should not be relied upon in isolation during an investigation, 
as it is only circumstantial evidence linking crime scenes to crime scenes or 
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persons to crime scenes. Officers using DNA evidence in an investigation are 
to make all reasonable inquiries into the lawful or unlawful reasons why a 
person’s DNA is present at a crime scene. 
 
However, there may be instances where DNA evidence is the only evidence 
available and it will be necessary for a decision to be made as to its use. 

 
ISSUES: 
 
8. STRMix was limited to major crime up until January 2018.  Major crime cases usually 

involve multiple DNA samples so other DNA evidence is often still available should a 
result be withdrawn; however, STRMix is now used for all matters including volume 
crime where there will be no more than two DNA samples, increasing the potential 
impact that the withdrawal of evidence will have on a case.   

 
9. Since the commencement of the use of STRMix for volume crime, there have been 

11 occasions where QHFSS has released DNA identifications to the QPS and later, 
following an internal review, recalled the result stating that it was incorrect.   

 
10. Information was requested from QHFSS in relation to these incorrectly reported 

results, who confirmed that the result might change when a statement is requested. 
 
11. QHFSS advised that their statement may be prepared and reviewed by different 

scientists (i.e. not the initial interpreting and reviewing scientists).  The scientists 
preparing and reviewing the statement will review each DNA profile based on current 
interpretation strategies and modelling.  DNA profile interpretations are subjective 
and in some instances these interpretations will differ.   Essentially the change in the 
result is due to a difference of professional opinion.   

 
12. The results that are of concern are those that are reported initially with very high 

probabilities that the accused person contributed their DNA to the crime scene 
sample (likelihood ratio of over 100 billion:1). 

 
13. Regardless of the safeguards in place, there remains the risk that a person could be 

arrested and incarcerated partly based on the perceived weight of the DNA evidence 
which is later retracted. 

 
14. I have raised this issue with Michel Lok (GM, Strategy, Community and Scientific 

Support, Department of Health) initially on 27/9/18, and again on 5/10/18.  Mr Lok 
advised on 5/10/18 that while he had briefed his Executive Director on the issue, he 
required further information internally before he could commit to any process change 
from within his Forensic & Scientific Services area.  Mr Lok indicated that he was 
aware of the significance of the issue to QPS and was seeking further information 
internally on 5/10/18. 

 
15. Forensic Services Group (FSG) DNA Management Section has developed and is 

implementing an Action Plan to remove or reduce the risk of this issue to the Service.  
This Plan, which is supported, is outlined in Attachment A. 
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16. This issue is being closely monitored.  Weekly updates to this Briefing Note will be 
provided until the matter has been addressed. 

 
UPDATE ONE – 8 OCTOBER 2018 

 
17. A progress report on the Action Plan is included as Attachment B. 

 
18. This matter was referred to the National Association of Testing Authorities 

(NATA) for advice as to whether this was an issue common to all DNA 
laboratories using STRMix.  Ms Pam Scott, a DNA expert on the Forensic 
Science Accreditation Advisory Committee, responded indicating that the 
change of DNA results should be something that occurs very rarely.  She 
advised that there is some subjective input required by the scientist during 
use of the STRMix interpretation including assessing how many people are in 
the mixture.  She advised that her Tasmanian laboratory generally avoided this 
issue by having the initial links and statements reported and reviewed by the 
same court reporting scientists.   

 
19. QHFSS advised there are two levels of Forensic DNA Analysis scientists that 

release DNA results to the QPS: 
 

 Level 1 scientists are trained and deemed competent to interpret 
results, enter results and peer review DNA results entered by other 
scientists; and 

 Level 2 scientists are trained and deemed competent to interpret 
results, enter results and peer review DNA results entered by other 
scientists, in addition to providing evidence on the results in court.  
These scientists have undergone additional training in court reporting.  
The difference in opinion between the court reporting and non-court 
reporting scientist may be contributing to this issue. 

 
20. South Australia Police has advised that they do not have this issue because 

the same scientist who report the initial link issues the statement for court.   
 

21. Western Australia and New South Wales Police only receive intelligence 
reports for three-person mixtures.  Their laboratories do not report any 
associated statistic and the result is not deemed evidential. 

 
22. QHFSS has advised that the complexity of interpreting three-person mixtures 

varies, and it is only some that are ambiguous.  The majority can be reported 
with certainty.  They advised that they could flag the results where there is 
some ambiguity in terms of the number of contributors.   

 
23. QHFSS has been requested to review their current reporting practices to 

minimise the impact that scientist subjectivity has on reporting findings to 
courts of law. They are briefing FSG of the proposed outcomes on 12 October 
2018. 
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24. Subject to the outcomes meeting with QHFSS on the 12 October, a potential 
best practice solution to remove the current risks associated with this issue is 
for the QPS and QHFSS to identify and report the ambiguous mixtures as 
intelligence only using a caveat similar to: 

“Officers are NOT to commence proceedings against the identified 
person on the basis of this DNA result.  It is possible that the result 
could be withdrawn as a result of subsequent checking processes.  For 
further information contact Inspector, DNA Management Section on 07 

 
 

25. It is recommended that the current and recommended practices of QHFSS to 
the QPS in terms of reporting DNA results be reviewed by the Integrity and 
Performance Group, Ethical Standards Command.  Superintendent Andrew 
Pilotto is well placed to overview this review given his understanding of DNA 
evidence and independence of the current practices.  

 
RECOMMENDATION: 

 
26. It is recommended the content of this Briefing Note be noted. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
ALLAN McCARTHY 
ASSISTANT COMMISSIONER 
OPERATIONS SUPPORT COMMAND 
 

Contact Officer: 
Inspector David Neville  
Telephone:   
Date: 08 October 2018 

 
 
NOTED  /  SUPPORTED  /  APPROVED 
 
Comment: 
 
 
 
 
 
DEPUTY COMMISSIONER 
(CRIME, COUNTER-TERRORISM AND 
SPECIALIST OPERATIONS) 
          /          / 

 
NOTED  /  SUPPORTED  /  APPROVED 
 
Comment: 
 
 
 
 
 
 
DEPUTY COMMISSIONER 
(REGIONAL OPERATIONS) 
          /          / 
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NOTED  /  SUPPORTED  /  APPROVED 
 
Comment: 
 
 
 
 
 
DEPUTY COMMISSIONER 
(STRATEGY, POLICY AND 
PERFORMANCE) 
          /          / 

 
NOTED  /  SUPPORTED  /  APPROVED 
 
Comment: 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
COMMISSIONER 
          /          / 
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ATTACHMENT B 
 
ACTION PLAN PROGRESS REPORT 8 OCTOBER 
 
Actions Completed: 
 

 On 4/10/18 the DNA Management Section (DMS) ceased reporting results of three-
person mixtures to QPRIME. 
 

 On 5/10/18 Forensic Services Group (FSG) identified 2364 three-person mixed profile 
results that had been reported. The relevant QPRIME occurrence numbers were 
provided to State Intelligence Group (SIG) who identified that 1331 occurrences had 
charges linked to them. 
 

 On 5/10/18 DMS staff reviewed the 1331 occurrences with charges laid and found 
that 709 of these had been subjected to full Quality Assurance (QA) processes by 
Queensland Health Forensic and Scientific Services (QHFSS) resulting in the release 
of a statement. The remaining 622 cases that had not undergone the full QA process 
were referred to the investigative taskforce consisting of investigators from ICSC 
and SCC for investigative review. 
 

 On 5/10/18 all QPRIME entries for the 605 cold links based on three-person mixture 
results had been reviewed by DMS.  Wanted flags were removed for all identified 
persons where the matter has not been actioned and the Forensic Supplementary 
Report was amended to include the following warning:  

Officers are NOT to commence proceedings against the identified person on the 
basis of this DNA result.  It is possible that the result could be withdrawn as a 
result of subsequent checking processes.  For further information contact 
Inspector, DNA Management Section on 07  

 
 On 5/10/18 Supt McNab and Inspector Neville met with management of QHFSS 

including Executive Director Craig Russell and Ms Cathie Allen.  QHFSS indicated: 
o they are currently undertaking a review of what triggered the recall of the 

results and are planning to take appropriate corrective action in consultation 
with FSG; 

o they would review matters referred back to them to assess the ongoing 
validity of three-person mixed profile results; and 

o they will meet again with FSG on 12/10/18 to discuss strategies and 
outcomes.  

 
 From 6-7 October 2018 investigators from ICSC and SCC reviewed the 622 cases 

referred to them where charges have been laid. They reviewed the role the DNA 
evidence played in each case and identified 117 matters where the DNA evidence 
was of significance.  There was a further 21 cases where the role of DNA was 
unknown and will require further investigation. These are all volume crime offences.  
 

 On 8/10/18 the 138 matters identified by the SIG and SCC taskforce as being heavily 
reliant on three-person mixed DNA evidence were referred back to QHFSS for 
review.  QHFSS was requested to confirm the validity of the initial results as a matter 
of priority.  They were requested to provide a time frame for their review by COB 
8/10/18. 
 

 On 8/10/18 the DMS commenced a review of 1759 QPRIME entries relating to DNA 
mixture ‘warm links’.  The review is limited to matters where no charges have been 
laid.  Any wanted flags will be removed for identified persons and the Forensic 
Supplementary Report will be amended to include the warning as per the above.  
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ATTACHMENT A 
 
 
ACTION PLAN 
 
1. Immediate action implemented by Inspector David Neville, DNA Management 

Section (DMS): 
 Reporting of all 3-person mixtures for volume crime matters ceased by the 

Inspector of the DMS. 
 The reporting of 3-person mixtures for major crime matters will only occur if 

approved by the Inspector of the DMS.  This will include a caveat and the 
investigator will be contacted to ensure they understand the limitation of the 
information. 
 

2. Actions to scope the extent of the problem  
 Initial enquiries – completed by COB Friday 5/10/2018 

 There are a total of 2364 results of mixed profiles reported since 
December 2012.  Each of these will be reviewed to determine if the 
matters have ben actioned or are pending finalisation. At present there 
are 605 ‘cold links’, and 1759 ‘warm links’. Cold links are those in which 
prior to the DNA evidence being identified, there was no link with the 
offence; warm is where the suspect/offender has been nominated by 
other means or evidence. These need to be searched to identify which 
matters have been ‘actioned’ and which are still pending finalisation. A 
key priority is identifying those matters which are unsolved. 

 DMS will check ‘cold links’ and ICSC will check ‘warm links’.  
 For matters where a prosecution has not commenced, the current 

QPRIME occurrence flag will be expired and a caveat will be placed in 
the Forensic Support report directing officers not to act on the DNA 
evidence 

 Matters that resulted in the commencement of proceeding against the 
nominated person will be triaged into following groups: 

 Means of finalisation (plea of guilty, trial) and; 
 Those prisoners currently incarcerated as a consequence of a 

linked matter, or those on remand for a linked matter. 
 Case review (anticipated to be completed by Friday 12 October 2018) 

 Each case where mixed DNA evidence resulted in the commencement 
of proceedings against the identified person will be fully reviewed.  
These results will be triaged with those matters which had led to a 
defendant being currently in custody either from remand or sentencing 
will be given priority. The review will assess: 

 If the mixed DNA evidence was reviewed a second time and 
reported upon by way of statement by QHFSS.  If this has 
occurred the result will be considered reliable as it has 
undergone 2 separate peer review processes. 

 If the result has not been peer reviewed a second time, an 
assessment will be made as to the evidential weight that was 
placed on the mixed DNA evidence.  If the evidence played a 
significant role, the evidence will be referred to QHFSS for 
second peer review to verify the correctness of the number of 
mixture contributors and therefore the reliability of the result. 
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 Concurrent to the process outlined above, the strength of other 
evidence will be assessed by the review team, to determine if 
the case has sufficient strength in the absence of the DNA 
evidence.  

 NB The time taken to undertake this process will depend on the 
outcome of the initial enquiries, and time frames for QHEALTH. 

 Legal advice  
 Legal advice to be sought by Deputy Commissioner regarding legal 

implications of these matters. 
 Triage new matters  

 Overview of new volume crime mixed DNA mixed profiles by the 
Inspector, DMS. For matters requiring immediate investigation to 
ensure public safety, Inspector, DMS will, after consultation with 
Superintendent, Forensic Services Group, contact Detective 
Investigator for relevant area to advise presence of intelligence 
possible linking suspects. 
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De Marco.JennaL[LD]

From: Frieberg.DaleJ[ESC]
Sent: Tuesday, 18 September 2018 21:54
To: Neville.DavidH[OSC]
Cc: Support Officer FSG
Subject: FW: Reporting of incorrect resuls

Dave, 
 
Can you ensure when you have your one on one with the incoming Supt that you brief him on this issue. Jenna and 
Karen will have a copy of the EBN regarding this also for him to read. 
 
D 
 
Dale Frieberg 
Superintendent 
Operations Commander 
Forensic Services Group 
Operations Support Command 
Queensland Police Service 
(E)  
(W)  / (M)  

 
 
 

From: Peter Culshaw <   
Sent: Tuesday, 18 September 2018 10:45 AM 
To: Neville.DavidH[OSC] <  
Cc: Frieberg.DaleJ[OSC] < Cathie Allen < Craig 
Russell <  
Subject: RE: Reporting of incorrect resuls 
 
Dear David, 
 
Thank you for your recent emails and phone conversation last week regarding the recall of certain multi-person DNA 
profiles after they had been released. 
 
I have been endeavouring to understand and find out more about the DNA peer review process and the release of 
results to QPS. 
 
I think you would agree with me that your forensic specialisation in ballistics and my own in forensic chemistry are 
both in the physical forensic sciences (rather than biological) and so we each have a similar approach to how a result 
should be peer reviewed, released and the ultimately supported through the legal process. 
 
When it comes to Forensic DNA and the release of results, it has raised some questions for both of us and as I don’t 
have the level of expertise our Forensic DNA scientists have in this area, it’s taken me a little while to get some 
further information. 

EXHIBIT 97
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Whilst I can now better understand why results are recalled under certain conditions, it is preferable to significantly 
minimise the conditions in which this would occur. I would anticipate that if recall of three person profiles which 
have later been reassessed as four person profiles is infrequent but an issue, then statistically, there should be 
significantly less recalls if we could validate four person profiles. 
 
With this I mind, the Forensic DNA team has now validated STRmix for a four person mixed profile, but at present 
this requires a lot of computing power. Currently it takes a standard desktop PC several days to process a single four 
person STRmix result, which is not efficient on a regular basis. 
 
Yesterday we arranged for our local IT to trial some upgraded hardware to attempt to process these results in a 
quicker timeframe. Once we get that installed we will have a better idea of how fast we can perform this work and if 
this is successful, we would look into an expansion of the four person validation. 
 
Hopefully, this is the start to developing a solution to avoid recall of four person mixture results. 
 
The issue of DNA peer review and reporting is clearly one of national significance as I note that ANZPAA-NIFS in the 
latest issue of ‘The Forensic Exhibit’ newsletter have announced they are hosting a project ‘Peer Review in Forensic 
Science’ which to quote ‘The aim of this project is to review the current processes for peer review of casefiles and 
reports in forensic biology and to develop a best practice risk-based approach for results that are intended for both 
intelligence and evidentiary purposes.’ 
 
To get a clearer understanding beyond my basic attempts above, you will need to speak with Cathie Allen when she 
returns next week, but hopefully if we can raise the number of profiles we can validate per sample, that should 
increase our confidence level in reporting multi-person samples into the future. 
 
Kind Regards, 
 
Peter 
 
 

Dr Peter Culshaw, CChem, FRSC 
A/Managing Scientist, Police Services Stream 

Forensic & Scientific Services, 
Health Support Queensland, Department of Health 

p | m | 0466 365 209 
a | 39 Kessels Road, Coopers Plains, QLD 4108 
w | www.health.qld.gov.au e |   
 

HSQ's vision | Delivering the best health support services and solutions for a safer and healthier Queensland. 

Queensland Health acknowledges the Traditional Owners of the land, and pays respect to Elders past, present and future. 

 
 
 

From: Neville.DavidH[OSC] [mailto:   
Sent: Friday, 14 September 2018 10:11 AM 
To: Peter Culshaw 
Cc: Frieberg.DaleJ[OSC]; Cathie Allen; Craig Russell 
Subject: RE: Reporting of incorrect resuls 
 
Dear Peter, 
I understand this is a complex issue and FSS has acted with the utmost integrity by correcting the results. The below 
should not be considered as a criticism of the good work undertaken by the DNA team. However the current 
practice where a result could be changed based on the a difference of professional opinion is a considerable risk for 
the QPS. The following table outlines the most recent examples of this occurrence: 
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Exhibit  Date of 

initial result 
Initial Result Date of 

updated result 
Updated result 

27/03/2018 3 person mix profile - 
support for contrib > 100 
billion victim match 

 

14/05/2018 MIXED PROFILE 
UNSUITABLE FOR 
INTERP OR 
COMPARISON 

13/02/2018 3 person mix - support for 
contribution > 100 billion - 
to  

10/04/2018 COMPLEX MIXED 
PROFILE UNSUITABLE 
FOR INTERP OR 
COMPARISON 

5/12/2017 3 person mix profile - 
support for contrib > 100 
billion evidence match 

 

15/06/2018 COMPLEX MIXED 
PROFILE UNSUITABLE 
FOR INTERP OR 
COMPARISON 

3/4/2018 3 person mix profile - 
support for contrib > 100 
billion evidence match 

 

27/04/2018 COMPLEX MIXED 
PROFILE UNSUITABLE 
FOR INTERP OR 
COMPARISON 

21/12/2017 3 person mix profile - 
support for contrib > 100 
billion evidence match 

 

31/08/2018 COMPLEX MIXED 
PROFILE UNSUITABLE 
FOR INTERP OR 
COMPARISON 

 
In the above examples, the initial results are weighted with very high probabilities that the accused person 
contributed their DNA to the crime scene sample (likelihood ratio of over 100 billion:1). The withdrawal of such a 
result is a very big shift in the weight of evidence against an accused.  
 
There is a risk that an identified person could be arrested and potentially kept in custody based largely on the initial 
DNA identification which may be unreliable. I note that the review and change of the opinion usually occurs when a 
statement is requested. Statements are not generally requested until after the commencement of proceeding 
against an accused person. As a result it is too late by that stage. 
 
The QPS would request that QHFSS review its current practices to prevent this from reoccurring, please. Perhaps we 
could discuss this further at the next meeting. 
 
Kind Regards 

 
 
David Neville 
Inspector  
DNA Management Unit | Forensic Services Group 
Operations Support Command 
QUEENSLAND POLICE SERVICE 
______________________________ 

 

GPO Box 1440 Brisbane 4001 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 

From: Craig Russell <   
Sent: Wednesday, 12 September 2018 8:59 AM 
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To: Neville.DavidH[OSC] <  
Cc: Peter Culshaw <  
Subject: FW: Reporting of incorrect resuls 
 
David 
 
Paula and Justine have put together the below response to address your query; 
 
One of the most challenging aspects to DNA profile interpretation is determining the number of contributors, 
particularly where there are three or more possible contributors to a DNA profile. This assessment is subjective and 
draws on the experience of the interpreting scientist. STRmix uses the assessed number of contributors, among 
other parameters, to interpret the mixture. The scientist then compares their intuitive assessment of the mixture to 
the interpretation developed from STRmix.  
 
Samples are routinely interpreted, reviewed and reported by two separate scientists (the interpreting and reviewing 
scientists) following initial processing. If a statement request is received at a later time, the statement may be 
prepared and reviewed by different scientists (i.e. not the initial interpreting and reviewing scientists). ). In this 
situation, the scientists preparing and reviewing the statement will review each DNA profile based on current 
interpretation strategies and modelling. As DNA profile interpretations are subjective, in some instances these 
interpretations will differ, and the initial result is updated. This is what has occurred for the sample you have 
identified, whereby the DNA profile was initially interpreted to have three contributors, however this was revised 
during statement preparation to four contributors. This decision was reviewed and supported by a Senior Scientist. 
As you are aware, mixtures with four contributors are routinely reported as being unsuitable for interpretation. 
 
We have validated four-person mixture interpretations but with limited scope and this sample would not have 
qualified for a four-person mixture interpretation.  
 
We appreciate the seriousness of this issue and also your concern and frustration. Results are only revised and 
corrected when the initial result is deemed incorrect or incomplete. Correcting results to ensure high levels of 
accuracy and quality is essential. 
 
We also appreciate your concern regarding the length of time between the initial result and the corrected result, 
however this was due to the receipt of a statement request and not due to delays within Forensic DNA Analysis. 
 
Whenever a result is corrected this is taken extremely seriously and performed in consultation with a Senior 
Scientist and/or Team Leader. Forensic DNA Analysis is working to improve our processes and mixture interpretation 
methodology to minimise the need to change results, however, given the subjective nature of profile interpretation, 
this risk can never be completely mitigated. 
 
We are dedicated to continuously improving our processes in line with advances with STRmix and mixture 
interpretation approaches, and working collaboratively with the QPS to achieve the best outcome for the 
Queensland community.  
 
 
Should you have any further queries please liaise through Peter Culshaw in Cathies absence so we can provide a 
response in a timely manner 
 
Regards 
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Craig Russell 
Acting Executive Director 

Forensic and Scientific Services 
Health Support Queensland, Department of Health 

p |  
a | 39 Kessels Road Coopers Plains QLD 4108 
w | Queensland Health e |  
 

 
 
 

From: Neville.DavidH[OSC] [mailto:   
Sent: Friday, 7 September 2018 12:42 PM 
To: Cathie Allen <  
Cc: Craig Russell < Frieberg.DaleJ[OSC] <  
Subject: Reporting of incorrect resuls 
Importance: High 
 
 
Hi Cathie, 
I am sorry to send this email on your last day before your leave but I need clarification on results that are reported 
and then retracted as incorrect. I have been speaking with my staff and examining the FR to try and get my head 
around this issue. I was wondering if you could confirm if my take on it is correct. I would be delighted to be wrong. 
 
My understanding, with the limited information I have, is that sometimes a person is picked from a mixed profile as 
a result of the analysis of a crime scene sample. On occasion the initial result is retracted and the crime scene 
sample is called too complex to interpret. Sometimes this occurs after a reference sample from the arrested 
offender is submitted for testing.  
 
For example exhibit ) was submitted for analysis on 11/5/17. On the 21/12/17 the following 
result was reported to QPS: 
“This item/sample provided a DNA profile that indicated the presence of DNA from three contributors. 
Some or all of the components of the DNA profile from the associated barcode sent with this exhibit 
report are represented within this mixed DNA profile. This DNA profile is greater than 100 billion times 
more likely to have occurred if the barcode sent with this exhibit report has contributed to this DNA 
profile, rather than three unknown, unrelated individuals.” 
 
On 31/8/18 the result was changed to “This item/sample gave a complex Mixed DNA profile with 
multiple contributors. This mixture is not suitable for meaningful interpretation due to either its 
complexity relating to the unknown and potentially large number of contributors and/or the limited 
amount of information within the DNA profile.” 
 
I need to highlight that the examination summaries on the FR indicate that the initial result was retracted on the 
same day it was issued. If this was the case, I would not be concerned as it would simply indicate that your quality 
controls are working correctly. However my staff are adamant that notification of the result change did not occur 
until 8 months later. A review of the audit history for the examination summary tends to verify what my staff are 
telling me. The time date on the examination summary also indicates that the result was retracted before it was 
issued which also makes no sense.  
 
On this occasion the initial statistic calculated was >100 billion. For this to go from that level of 
support to the sample being unsuitable 8 months later is a very big shift (assuming it was not reported 
the same day).  
 
My concern is that if there was an 8 month delay, there is a risk that an identified person could be 
arrested and potentially kept in custody based partly on the initial advice. If this does occur from time 
to time, could the new ability to resolve 4 person mixtures increase the frequency of this occurring? 
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Let me apologise in advance if I have misinterpreted this. In fact, that would be a relief. However, if 
this is correct, could you provide advice on why/how this occurs, please? Are these result subjected to 
quality controls prior to release and if so, what are they? Should the police be treating some results 
with a level of caution, please?  
 
This is of some priority given the potential it may have on police investigations and the liberty of persons.  
 
Regards 
 
 

 

 

 
 
David Neville 
Inspector  
DNA Management Unit | Forensic Services Group 
Operations Support Command 
QUEENSLAND POLICE SERVICE 
______________________________ 

Phone  
Email 

Address GPO Box 1440 Brisbane 4001 
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sender by telephone collect on Australia +61 1800 198 175 or by return email. You should also delete this email, and any copies, 
from your computer system network and destroy any hard copies produced. 

If not an intended recipient of this email, you must not copy, distribute or take any action(s) that relies on it; any form of 
disclosure, modification, distribution and/or publication of this email is also prohibited. 

Although Queensland Health takes all reasonable steps to ensure this email does not contain malicious software, Queensland 
Health does not accept responsibility for the consequences if any person's computer inadvertently suffers any disruption to 
services, loss of information, harm or is infected with a virus, other malicious computer programme or code that may occur as a 
consequence of receiving this email. 

Unless stated otherwise, this email represents only the views of the sender and not the views of the Queensland Government. 
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**********************************************************************  
CONFIDENTIALITY: The information contained in this  
electronic mail message and any electronic files attached  
to it may be confidential information, and may also be the  
subject of legal professional privilege and/or public interest  
immunity. If you are not the intended recipient you are  
required to delete it. Any use, disclosure or copying of  
this message and any attachments is unauthorised. If you  
have received this electronic message in error, please  
inform the sender or contact 1300ITPSBA@psba.qld.gov.au.  
This footnote also confirms that this email message has  
been checked for the presence of computer viruses.  
**********************************************************************  
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De Marco.JennaL[LD]

From: Neville.DavidH[OSC]
Sent: Friday, 21 September 2018 10:48
To: Supt FSG
Subject: DNA incorrect results EBN v2.doc
Attachments: DNA incorrect results EBN v2.doc

Updated ebn. List has been hand delivered 

EXHIBIT 98
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EXECUTIVE BRIEFING NOTE 
 
SUBJECT: RECALL OF DNA RESULTS REPORTED BY QUEENSLAND HEALTH 

FORENSIC AND SCIENTIFIC SERVICES 
 

PURPOSE: 
 

1. To provide information regarding a trend where Queensland Health Forensic and 
Scientific Services (QHFSS) release DNA identifications and later recall the result. 

 
BACKGROUND: 
 

2. There has been is a an increasing trend where QHFSS release DNA identifications 
to the QPS and later recall the result stating that it was incorrect.  On almost 
everymost occasions the initial reported result related to a mixed DNA profile.  
QHFSS reported very high probabilities (greater than 100,000,000,000:1) that a 
person contributed their DNA to the mixture and this information wasis reported to 
investigators through QPRIME.  The result wasis later reviewed and the initial result 
wasis retracted, instead QHFSS reported that the sample yielded a mixed profile 
that cannot be interpreted.  This usually occurs after the person has been arrested 
and following the submission of the arrest DNA reference sample.  The following 
table provides some recent examplesThe table attached provides information on 
the 128 occasions this has occurred since 2012.  
  

3. The reporting of results from three-person mixtures commenced in December 2012 
when QHFSS introduced a statistical program called STRMix which allows them to 
separate components from a complex mixed profile.  The practitioner must 
manually determine how many persons are in the mixture and the program then 
isolates each contributor based partly on the concentrations of the material present 
and other factors.  If the examiner makes an incorrect call on the number of 
contributors, STRMix can give an unreliable result.  

2. . 
 

Exhibit  Date of 
initial 
result 

Initial Result Date of 
updated 
result 

Updated result 

 27/03/2018 3 person mix profile 
- support for contrib 
> 100 billion victim 
match  

14/05/2018 MIXED PROFILE 
UNSUITABLE FOR 
INTERP OR 
COMPARISON 

 13/02/2018 3 person mix - 
support for 
contribution > 100 
billion -  to 

 

10/04/2018 COMPLEX MIXED 
PROFILE 
UNSUITABLE FOR 
INTERP OR 
COMPARISON 

 5/12/2017 3 person mix profile 
- support for contrib 
> 100 billion 

15/06/2018 COMPLEX MIXED 
PROFILE 
UNSUITABLE FOR 
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evidence match 
 

 

INTERP OR 
COMPARISON 

3/4/2018 3 person mix profile 
- support for contrib 
> 100 billion 
evidence match 

 

27/04/2018 COMPLEX MIXED 
PROFILE 
UNSUITABLE FOR 
INTERP OR 
COMPARISON 

21/12/2017 3 person mix profile 
- support for contrib 
> 100 billion 
evidence match 

 

31/08/2018 COMPLEX MIXED 
PROFILE 
UNSUITABLE FOR 
INTERP OR 
COMPARISON 

 
The above cases are all before the courts, but it appears that the preferred charges have 
not changed as a result of the change in DNA results. 
  

3. The reporting of results from three-person mixtures only commenced when QHFSS 
introduced a statistical program called STRMix which allows them to separate components 
from a complex mixed profile.  The practitioner must manually determine how many 
persons are in the mixture and the program then isolates each contributor based partly on 
the concentrations of the material present and other factors.  If the examiner makes a bad 
call on the number of contributors, STRMix can give an unreliable result.  
 
4. QHFSS commenced using STRMix for all crime scene samples in December 2012 
but ceased using it for volume crime in May 2013.  STRMix was used exclusive for major 
crime from May 2013 to January 2018 when volume crime recommenced utilising 
STRMix.  Figures indicate QHFSS incorrected approximately 35 results per year from 
matching a person to no longer matching a person when STRMix was being used 
exclusively for major crime, but current trends indicate this will increase due to both major 
and volume crime now utilising STRMix. 
 

5.4. It was first identified in early 2013 that QHFSS DNA identifications could 
potentially change and there was a risk for the QPS if the identification was 
withdrawn.  As part of the risk mitigation at the time DNA Management Section 
(DMS) added the following caveat to mixed DNA cold link results reported to 
investigators on QPRIME. 
 

It is important to note that this report is for INTELLIGENCE PURPOSES ONLY, 
and that any reference samples subsequently received will be compared with 
the entire mixed DNA profile, with the result reported as a likelihood ratio.  
Depending on the nature of the mixed DNA profile, the strength of the support 
for contribution may vary or change. 

 
 

5. Section 2.25 of the OPM also advises investigators to treat all DNA with caution 
and that they should avoid laying charges where DNA is the only evidence 
available.  
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6. For DNA results where the only exhibit or all the exhibits matching the person 
where the DNA identifications was made incorrect by QHFSS and no longer 
matched the person DNA Management Section would add the below comment to 
the affected QPRIME reports to alert the investigating officer of the change. 

 
Please note: FSS have advised the QPS that the above result for this exhibit 
was incorrectly reported and is no longer valid. 
 

7. Also, if the investigating officer had requested a statement from QHFSS and the 
DNA identification changed to no longer matching the person for the exhibits 
requested in the statement after the request was submitted but before the 
statement was produced by QHFSS a senior member of the DNA Management 
Section would email the investigating officer advising them of the change and 
seeking advice as to whether they still required the statement from QHFSS. 

 
 

8. DNA Management Section additionally rely on section 2.25 of the OPM where the 
following policy is listed that DNA evidence not be relied upon as the only evidence 
utilised in an investigation as risk mitigation that a person should not be held in 
custody based largely on the initial DNA identification. 
 

DNA evidence should not be relied upon in isolation during an investigation, as 
it is only circumstantial evidence linking crime scenes to crime scenes or 
persons to crime scenes. Officers using DNA evidence in an investigation are to 
make all reasonable inquiries into the lawful or unlawful reasons why a person’s 
DNA is present at a crime scene.  
 
However, there may be instances where DNA evidence is the only evidence 
available and it will be necessary for a decision to be made as to its use. 
 

9. Information was requested from QHFSS in relation to these incorrectly reported 
results.  They have confirmed that the result might change when a statement is 
requested.  QHFSS advised that the statement may be prepared and reviewed by 
different scientists (i.e. not the initial interpreting and reviewing scientists).  In this 
situation, the scientists preparing and reviewing the statement will review each DNA 
profile based on current interpretation strategies and modelling.  As DNA profile 
interpretations are subjective, in some instances these interpretations will differ, 
and the initial result is updated.  

 
ISSUES: 

 
6. Information was requested from QHFSS in relation to these incorrectly reported 

results.  They have confirmed that the result might change when a statement is 
requested.  QHFSS advised that the statement may be prepared and reviewed by 
different scientists (i.e. not the initial interpreting and reviewing scientists).  The 
scientists preparing and reviewing the statement will review each DNA profile 
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based on current interpretation strategies and modelling.  DNA profile 
interpretations are subjective, in some instances these interpretations will differ.   
Essentially the change in the result is due to a difference of professional opinion.   
   

7. The results that are of concern are those that are reported initially with very high 
probabilities that the accused person contributed their DNA to the crime scene 
sample (likelihood ratio of over 100 billion:1).  Regardless of the safeguards in 
place, there remains the risk that a person could be arrested and incarcerated 
partly based on the perceived weight of the DNA evidence which is later retracted.   
  

8. STRMix was limited to major crime up until January 2018.  Major crime cases 
usually involve multiple DNA samples so other DNA evidence is often still available 
should a result be withdrawn. However, STRMix is now used for all matters 
including volume crime where there will be no more than two DNA samples 
increasing the potential impact that the withdrawal of evidence will have on a case.   
  

9. The reporting of results using STRMix for volume crime is relatively new and the 
recall of results tends to occur several months after the initial result is reported.  To 
date there have been no issues reported to the DMS in terms of failed prosecutions 
however if may be too early to tell the impact due to QHFSS reporting delays and 
lag period for matters to be heard in court. 
  

10. QHFSS have been requested to review their result release processes to prevent 
this occurrence.  The DMS will continue to monitor the trend. 
  

10. The results that are reported initially are weighted with very high 
probabilities that the accused person contributed their DNA to the crime 
scene sample (likelihood ratio of over 100 billion:1).  The withdrawal of such 
a result is a very big shift in the weight of evidence against an accused. 
There is a risk that an identified person could be arrested and potentially 
kept in custody based largely on the initial DNA identification which may be 
unreliable. 

 
1. The advice from QHFSS is that the result change is based of a difference of 

professional opinion about the number of contributors.  QHFSS has been 
requested to review their quality assurance processes to prevent this from 
continuing. 

 
RECOMMENDATION: 

 
2.11. It is recommended the content of this Briefing Note be noted. 
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ALLAN McCARTHY 
ASSISTANT COMMISSIONER 
OPERATIONS SUPPORT COMMAND 
 

Contact Officer: 
Inspector David Neville  
Telephone:   
Date: 24 July 2018 

 
 
NOTED  /  SUPPORTED  /  APPROVED 
 
Comment: 
 
 
 
 
 
 
DEPUTY COMMISSIONER 
          /          / 

 
NOTED  /  SUPPORTED  /  APPROVED 
 
Comment: 
 
 
 
 
 
 
COMMISSIONER 
          /          / 
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De Marco.JennaL[LD]

From: Neville.DavidH[OSC]
Sent: Friday, 21 September 2018 14:36
To: Hahn.RichardJ[OSC]
Subject: Recall of DNA results-impact on court otucomes

Richard 
The last column of the table below indicates the information I was able to get as to how the recall of results is impacting on prosecutions. One matter was NETO’d (No 
Evidence To Offer). Another matter resulted in a not guilty verdict. I have no way of know if this was the result of the recall of the DNA without talking to the prosecutor. I 
will have my staff do this 
 
 

FR Offence Exhibit 
Original 
result date Original result 

New result 
date New result Court status 

Murder 09/08/2018 

Three person mixed DNA profile 
3 person mixed profile - conditioned on 
3 person mix rem - support for contribution > 
100 billion 05/09/2018 

Complex mixed profile 
unsuitable for interp 
or comparison Court ongoing 

Murder (inc attempts 08/06/2018 

Two person mixed DNA profile 
2 person mix - support for contribution 100 
to 1000 
2 person mix profile - support for contrib > 
100 billion 03/09/2018 

Complex mixed profile 
unsuitable for interp 
or comparison Court ongoing 

Wounding 16/07/2018 

Three person mixed DNA profile 
3 person mixed profile - conditioned on 
3 person mix rem - support for contribution > 
100 billion 19/07/2018 

Complex mixed profile 
unsuitable for interp 
or comparison Court ongoing 

UUMV 19/03/2018 

Three person mixed DNA profile 
3 person mix profile - support for contrib > 
100 billion 04/06/2018 

Complex mixed profile 
unsuitable for interp 
or comparison 

UUMV - Pleaded 
guilty 
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UUMV 19/03/2018 

Three person mixed DNA profile 
3 person mix profile - support for contrib > 
100 billion 24/05/2018 

Complex mixed profile 
unsuitable for interp 
or comparison 

UUMV - Pleaded 
guilty 

 
 

Child offences 30/01/2018 
SS DNA profile 9 loci and above LR > 100 
billion 18/05/2018 

Complex mixed profile 
unsuitable for interp 
or comparison 

Listed for 
sentencing 

Assault 27/03/2018 

Three person mixed DNA profile 
3 person mix profile - support for contrib > 
100 billion 
3 person mix profile - support for contrib > 
100 billion 14/05/2018 

Complex mixed profile 
unsuitable for interp 
or comparison Court ongoing 

Robbery 05/03/2018 

Three person mixed DNA profile 
NCIDD upload - mixed DNA profile 
3 person mix profile - support for contrib > 
100 billion 01/05/2018 

Complex mixed profile 
unsuitable for interp 
or comparison 

Conviction 
recorded - 
imprisonment 

Robbery 27/03/2018 

Three person mixed DNA profile 
3 person mix - support for contrib 1 million - 
1 billion 
3 person mix profile - support for contrib > 
100 billion 27/04/2018 

Complex mixed profile 
unsuitable for interp 
or comparison Not guilty 

GBH/Unlawful 
Wounding 06/02/2018 

Three person mixed DNA profile 
3 person mixed profile - conditioned on 
3 person mix rem - support for contribution > 
100 billion 10/04/2018 

Complex mixed profile 
unsuitable for interp 
or comparison 

GBH / Stealing / 
Enter premises - 
Pleaded guilty 

Assault 29/01/2018 

Three person mixed DNA profile 
3 person mix profile - support for contrib > 
100 billion 02/03/2018 

Complex mixed profile 
unsuitable for interp 
or comparison Court ongoing 

 
 
Olivia McIntyre | DNA Management Officer | Profile Management Team | DNA Management Section 
Forensic Services Group| Operations Support Command | Queensland Police Service  
GPO Box 1440 | Brisbane QLD 4001 | Australia 
Level 4, Police Headquarters | 200 Roma Street | Brisbane QLD 4000 | Australia 
ph: 07  | fax: 07  
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De Marco.JennaL[LD]

From: Cathie Allen <
Sent: Wednesday, 3 October 2018 13:38
To: Neville.DavidH[OSC]; Craig Russell
Cc: McNab.BruceJ[OSC]
Subject: RE: Withdrawal of DNA result

Thanks David. We will supply information to you tomorrow morning. 
 
Cheers 
Cathie 

Cathie Allen 
Managing Scientist  

Police Services Stream, Forensic & Scientific Services  
Health Support Queensland, Queensland Health  

p m   
a 39 Kessels Road, Coopers Plains, QLD 4108  
e w www.health.qld.gov.au/healthsupport  

Queensland Health acknowledges the Traditional Owners of the land, and pays respect to Elders past, present and future. 

 

From: Neville.DavidH[OSC] [mailto:   
Sent: Wednesday, 3 October 2018 1:09 PM 
To: Cathie Allen; Craig Russell 
Cc: McNab.BruceJ[OSC] 
Subject: Re: Withdrawal of DNA result 
 
It is tomorrow afternoon at 1230.  
 
Get Outlook for iOS 

From: Cathie Allen <  
Sent: Wednesday, October 3, 2018 12:52:32 PM 
To: Neville.DavidH[OSC]; Craig Russell 
Cc: McNab.BruceJ[OSC] 
Subject: RE: Withdrawal of DNA result  
 
Hi David 
 
Yes, we would like to provide additional information regarding this. Are you able to advise when the briefing is or 
required by? 
 
Cheers 
Cathie 
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Cathie Allen 
Managing Scientist  
Police Services Stream, Forensic & Scientific Services  
Health Support Queensland, Queensland Health  
p m   
a 39 Kessels Road, Coopers Plains, QLD 4108  
e w www.health.qld.gov.au/healthsupport  

Queensland Health acknowledges the Traditional Owners of the land, and pays respect to Elders past, present and future. 
 

From: Neville.DavidH[OSC] [mailto:   
Sent: Wednesday, 3 October 2018 12:02 PM 
To: Cathie Allen; Craig Russell 
Cc: McNab.BruceJ[OSC] 
Subject: RE: Withdrawal of DNA result 
 
Hi Cathie and Craig, 
I have been requested to provide a briefing to the Commissioner of Police on this matter. Unfortunately the briefing 
will be before Friday’s meeting (it is tomorrow afternoon). I was wondering if there was any additional information 
that you might like to provide before that briefing. 
 

 

 

 
 
David Neville 
Inspector  
DNA Management Unit | Forensic Services Group 
Operations Support Command 
QUEENSLAND POLICE SERVICE 
______________________________ 

Phone  
Email  

Address GPO Box 1440 Brisbane 4001 
 
 
 
 

From: Neville.DavidH[OSC]  
Sent: Friday, 28 September 2018 3:13 PM 
To: 'Cathie Allen' < 'Craig Russell' <  
Cc: McNab.BruceJ[OSC] <  
Subject: Withdrawal of DNA result 
 
Hi Cathie and Craig, 
 
Today we received another notification of a changed result. The initial result issued on 22/5/18 was something that 
we would consider conclusive (i.e. >100 billion support for contribution). That changed to an inconclusive result 
today (i.e. complex mixture unsuitable for comparison). The details of the matter are as follows: 
 

 
 

 
The identified contributor was the victim so the change in the result has no impact on this matter.  
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As previously indicated, the QPS has some concerns about these changes in the results and impact it can have of 
prosecutions. Now that STRMix is used for volume crime which might only have one sample, the impact of a change 
in the result will be more profound. 
 
We currently provide a caveat that the statistical calculation may change, but this does not cover the complete 
withdrawal of the result as per this situation. Could we discuss this a little more next week when we meet please. 
 

 

 

 
 
David Neville 
Inspector  
DNA Management Unit | Forensic Services Group 
Operations Support Command 
QUEENSLAND POLICE SERVICE 
______________________________ 

Phone  
Email 

Address GPO Box 1440 Brisbane 4001 
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De Marco.JennaL[LD]

From: Neville.DavidH[OSC]
Sent: Thursday, 4 October 2018 08:37
To: Cathie Allen
Cc: Craig Russell; McNab.BruceJ[OSC]
Subject: Complex mixed Incorrect results (003) (002).xlsx
Attachments: Complex mixed Incorrect results (003) (002).xlsx

Hi Cathie 
Here is a spreadsheet that includes results that were originally reported as >100 billion :1 support for contribution which were later retracted and reported as inconclusive. 
There are 128 of these on the list. There were others of lower levels of support which I have excluded from the count 
 
Interestingly, in some cases multiple results were recalled with one murder case having 9 results recalled  The recalled results for this matter were: 
 

Murder 16/08/2013 

Three person mixed DNA profile 
3 person mix - support for contribution 
1000 to 10 000 
3 person mix profile - support for contrib > 
100 billion 09/01/2015 

Complex mixed profile 
unsuitable for interp or 
comparison 

Murder 19/12/2013 

Three person mixed DNA profile 
3 person mixed profile - conditioned on 
3 person mix rem - support for 
contribution > 100 billion 07/01/2015 

Complex mixed profile 
unsuitable for interp or 
comparison 

Murder 18/12/2013 
Single Source DNA profile - assumed 
known contributor 07/01/2015 

Complex mixed profile 
unsuitable for interp or 
comparison 

Murder 18/03/2014 

Three person mixed DNA profile 
3 person mix - support for contrib 1 million 
- 1 billion 
Suspect check - support for contribution > 
100 billion 07/01/2015 

Complex mixed profile 
unsuitable for interp or 
comparison 
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Murder 19/12/2013 

Three person mixed DNA profile 
Suspect check - support for contribution > 
100 billion 
3 person mix- support for contrib 1 billion - 
100 billion 07/01/2015 

Complex mixed profile 
unsuitable for interp or 
comparison 

Murder 19/12/2013 

Two person mixed DNA profile 
2 person mix profile - support for contrib > 
100 billion 
Suspect check- support for contrib 1 
billion- 100 billion 07/01/2015 

Complex mixed profile 
unsuitable for interp or 
comparison 

Murder 09/05/2014 
Three person mixed DNA profile 
3 person mixed profile - conditioned on 22/07/2014 

Complex mixed profile 
unsuitable for interp or 
comparison 

Murder 19/12/2013 

Three person mixed DNA profile 
3 person mix profile - support for 
contrib > 100 billion 
Suspect check - support for 
contribution 1000 to 10 000 04/07/2014 

Complex mixed profile 
unsuitable for interp or 
comparison 

Murder 20/12/2013 

Three person mixed DNA profile 
3 person mix- support for contrib 1 billion - 
100 billion 18/03/2014 

Complex mixed profile 
unsuitable for interp or 
comparison 

I hope this helps with your enquiries . 
 
Regards 
 
David Neville  
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1
1
1
1
1
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1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1

Grand Total 267
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FR Offence Exhibit Original result dateOriginal result New result date New result

Murder 09/08/2018

Three person mixed DNA profile
3 person mixed profile - conditioned on
3 person mix rem - support for contribution > 100 
billion 05/09/2018

Complex mixed profile unsuitable for 
interp or comparison

Rape 06/07/2018
Three person mixed DNA profile
3 person mixed profile - conditioned on 04/09/2018

Complex mixed profile unsuitable for 
interp or comparison

Robbery 05/06/2013
Three person mixed DNA profile
No statistical interpretation performed 16/12/2013

Complex mixed profile unsuitable for 
interp or comparison

Murder (inc 08/06/2018

Two person mixed DNA profile
2 person mix - support for contribution 100 to 
1000
2 person mix profile - support for contrib > 100 
billion 03/09/2018

Complex mixed profile unsuitable for 
interp or comparison

Burglary/Ent 31/05/2013
Three person mixed DNA profile
No statistical interpretation performed 24/12/2013

Complex mixed profile unsuitable for 
interp or comparison

Wounding 21/12/2017

Three person mixed DNA profile
3 person mix profile - support for contrib > 100 
billion 31/08/2018

Complex mixed profile unsuitable for 
interp or comparison

Wounding 16/07/2018

Three person mixed DNA profile
3 person mixed profile - conditioned on
3 person mix rem - support for contribution > 100 
billion 19/07/2018

Complex mixed profile unsuitable for 
interp or comparison

Assault 04/04/2013
Two person mixed DNA profile
No statistical interpretation performed 13/11/2013

Complex mixed profile unsuitable for 
interp or comparison

UUMV 12/07/2013 3 person mixed DNA profile not deconvoluted 13/12/2013
Complex mixed profile unsuitable for 
interp or comparison

UUMV 12/07/2013
Three person mixed DNA profile
No statistical interpretation performed 13/12/2013

Complex mixed profile unsuitable for 
interp or comparison

Burglary/Ent 13/05/2013
Three person mixed DNA profile
No statistical interpretation performed 30/11/2013

Complex mixed profile unsuitable for 
interp or comparison

Burglary/Ent 30/05/2013 3 person mixed DNA profile not deconvoluted 14/11/2013
Complex mixed profile unsuitable for 
interp or comparison
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Burglary/Ent 07/02/2013
Single source DNA profile UKM2
NCIDD upload single source DNA profile 21/11/2013

Complex mixed profile unsuitable for 
interp or comparison

Burglary/Ent 31/05/2013  3 person mixed DNA profile not deconvoluted 11/11/2013
Complex mixed profile unsuitable for 
interp or comparison

Burglary/Ent 09/12/2013
Partial DNA profile- NCIDD- possible sub-threshold 
peaks UKM1 10/12/2013

Complex mixed profile unsuitable for 
interp or comparison

Murder (inc 05/12/2017

Three person mixed DNA profile
3 person mix profile - support for contrib > 100 
billion 15/06/2018

Complex mixed profile unsuitable for 
interp or comparison

UUMV 19/03/2018

Three person mixed DNA profile
3 person mix profile - support for contrib > 100 
billion 04/06/2018

Complex mixed profile unsuitable for 
interp or comparison

UUMV 19/03/2018

Three person mixed DNA profile
3 person mix profile - support for contrib > 100 
billion 24/05/2018

Complex mixed profile unsuitable for 
interp or comparison

Sexual offenc 27/03/2018

Two person mixed DNA profile
2 person mixed profile - conditioned on
2 person mix remaining - low support for contrib 18/05/2018

Complex mixed profile unsuitable for 
interp or comparison

Drug offence 07/06/2013
Three person mixed DNA profile
No statistical interpretation performed 24/06/2013

Complex mixed profile unsuitable for 
interp or comparison

Sexual offenc 23/07/2013 Three person mixed DNA profile 25/07/2013
Complex mixed profile unsuitable for 
interp or comparison

Child offence 30/01/2018 SS DNA profile 9 loci and above LR > 100 billion 18/05/2018
Complex mixed profile unsuitable for 
interp or comparison

Assault 27/03/2018

Three person mixed DNA profile
3 person mix profile - support for contrib > 100 
billion
3 person mix profile - support for contrib > 100 
billion 14/05/2018

Complex mixed profile unsuitable for 
interp or comparison

Murder 23/03/2018

Three person mixed DNA profile
3 person mixed profile - conditioned on
3 person rem - support for contrib 1 million to 1 
billion 04/05/2018

Complex mixed profile unsuitable for 
interp or comparison
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Robbery 05/03/2018

Three person mixed DNA profile
NCIDD upload - mixed DNA profile
3 person mix profile - support for contrib > 100 
billion 01/05/2018

Complex mixed profile unsuitable for 
interp or comparison

Robbery 27/03/2018

Three person mixed DNA profile
3 person mix - support for contrib 1 million - 1 
billion
3 person mix profile - support for contrib > 100 
billion 27/04/2018

Complex mixed profile unsuitable for 
interp or comparison

GBH/Unlawf 06/02/2018

Three person mixed DNA profile
3 person mixed profile - conditioned on
3 person mix rem - support for contribution > 100 
billion 10/04/2018

Complex mixed profile unsuitable for 
interp or comparison

GBH/Unlawf 19/12/2017

Three person mixed DNA profile
3 person mix profile - support for contrib > 100 
billion
3 person mix - low support for contribution 10/04/2018

Complex mixed profile unsuitable for 
interp or comparison

Murder 01/08/2016 SS DNA profile 9 loci and above LR > 100 billion 27/03/2018
Complex mixed profile unsuitable for 
interp or comparison

Murder 08/07/2016

Three person mixed DNA profile
3 person mixed profile - conditioned on
3 person mix rem - support for contribution > 100 
billion 27/03/2018

Complex mixed profile unsuitable for 
interp or comparison

Murder 28/07/2016
Three person mixed DNA profile
3 person mixed profile - conditioned on 27/03/2018

Complex mixed profile unsuitable for 
interp or comparison

UUMV 07/03/2018
Three person mixed DNA profile
NCIDD upload - mixed DNA profile 26/03/2018

Complex mixed profile unsuitable for 
interp or comparison

Murder 15/09/2016 SS DNA profile 9 loci and above LR > 100 billion 21/03/2018
Complex mixed profile unsuitable for 
interp or comparison

GBH/Unlawf 26/07/2017
Three person mixed DNA profile
 NCIDD upload - Intel mixed DNA profile 06/03/2018

Complex mixed profile unsuitable for 
interp or comparison

Assault 29/01/2018

Three person mixed DNA profile
3 person mix profile - support for contrib > 100 
billion 02/03/2018

Complex mixed profile unsuitable for 
interp or comparison
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Sexual offen 04/07/2017
Three person mixed DNA profile 
3 person mixed profile - conditioned on 01/03/2018

Complex mixed profile unsuitable for 
interp or comparison

Murder 04/10/2016

 Three person mixed DNA profile 
 3 person mix profile - support for contrib > 100 
billion
3 person mix profile - support for contrib > 100 
billion 27/02/2018

Complex mixed profile unsuitable for 
interp or comparison

Drug offenc 18/12/2017

Three person mixed DNA profile
3 person mix - support for contrib 1 million - 1 
billion 22/02/2018

Complex mixed profile unsuitable for 
interp or comparison

Wounding 30/06/2017

Three person mixed DNA profile
3 person mix profile - support for contrib > 100 
billion
3 person mix - support for contribution 100 to 
1000 02/02/2018

Complex mixed profile unsuitable for 
interp or comparison

Murder (inc 27/05/2017

Three person mixed DNA profile
3 person mix - support for contrib 10 000 - 100 000
 3 person mix - support for contrib 1 million - 1 
billion 31/01/2018

Complex mixed profile unsuitable for 
interp or comparison

Murder 05/09/2017

Three person mixed DNA profile
3 person mix profile - support for contrib > 100 
billion 23/01/2018

Complex mixed profile unsuitable for 
interp or comparison

Rape 02/06/2014
Three person mixed DNA profile
No statistical interpretation performed 08/12/2014

Complex mixed profile unsuitable for 
interp or comparison

Burglary/Ent 14/06/2014

Three person mixed DNA profile
Mixture - low support for contrib or supports non 
contrib 06/11/2014

Complex mixed profile unsuitable for 
interp or comparison

Murder 07/12/2017

 Three person mixed DNA profile
3 person mix profile - support for contrib > 100 
billion 23/01/2018

Complex mixed profile unsuitable for 
interp or comparison

Rape 02/03/2017

Three person mixed DNA profile
 3 person mixed profile - conditioned on
3 person mix - low support for contribution 23/01/2018

Complex mixed profile unsuitable for 
interp or comparison

Rape 05/07/2017

Three person mixed DNA profile
3 person mixed profile - conditioned on
3 person mix rem - support for contribution > 100 
billion 05/01/2018

Complex mixed profile unsuitable for 
interp or comparison
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Wounding 03/07/2017 SS DNA profile 9 loci and above LR > 100 billion 06/12/2017
Complex mixed profile unsuitable for 
interp or comparison

UUMV 14/01/2014
Three person mixed DNA profile
NCIDD upload - Intel mixed DNA profile UK M1 17/05/2014

Complex mixed profile unsuitable for 
interp or comparison

Assault 14/03/2017
Three person mixed DNA profile
3 person mixed profile - conditioned on 30/11/2017

Complex mixed profile unsuitable for 
interp or comparison

Assault 02/05/2017

 Three person mixed DNA profile
 3 person mix profile - support for contrib > 100 
billion

30/11/2017
Complex mixed profile unsuitable for 
interp or comparison

Robbery 28/03/2017
Three person mixed DNA profile
NCIDD upload - mixed DNA profile UKM1 29/11/2017

Complex mixed profile unsuitable for 
interp or comparison

Rape 04/07/2017

Three person mixed DNA profile
 3 person mix profile - support for contrib > 100 
billion
3 person mix - support for contribution 1000 to 10 
000 29/11/2017

Complex mixed profile unsuitable for 
interp or comparison

Robbery 10/02/2017

Three person mixed DNA profile
3 person mix - support for contribution 1000 to 10 
000 28/11/2017

Complex mixed profile unsuitable for 
interp or comparison

Robbery 20/09/2017

Three person mixed DNA profile
3 person mix profile - support for contrib > 100 
billion 24/11/2017

Complex mixed profile unsuitable for 
interp or comparison

Robbery 14/07/2017

Three person mixed DNA profile
3 person mix- support for contrib 1 billion - 100 
billion 24/11/2017

Complex mixed profile unsuitable for 
interp or comparison

Sexual offen 26/07/2017

Three person mixed DNA profile
3 person mix profile - support for contrib > 100 
billion
 3 person mix - support for contrib 1 million - 1 
billion 20/11/2017

Complex mixed profile unsuitable for 
interp or comparison

Drug offenc 17/07/2013
 Two person mixed DNA profile
No statistical interpretation performed 18/11/2014

Complex mixed profile unsuitable for 
interp or comparison

Robbery 07/07/2017

Three person mixed DNA profile
3 person mix profile - support for contrib > 100 
billion 30/10/2017

Complex mixed profile unsuitable for 
interp or comparison
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Murder (inc 5/06/2017

Two person mixed DNA profile
2 person mix - supports non contribution
NCIDD upload - Intel mixed DNA profile 24/10/2017

Complex mixed profile unsuitable for 
interp or comparison

Drug offence 5/07/2013
Three person mixed DNA profile
No statistical interpretation performed 05/05/2014

Complex mixed profile unsuitable for 
interp or comparison

Rape 7/07/2017

 Three person mixed DNA profile 
3 person mixed profile - conditioned on
3 person mix rem - support for contribution > 100 
billion 16/10/2017

Complex mixed profile unsuitable for 
interp or comparison

Burglary/Ent 1/05/2013
Three person mixed DNA profile
No statistical interpretation performed 12/06/2014

Complex mixed profile unsuitable for 
interp or comparison

Robbery 7/07/2013
Three person mixed DNA profile
No statistical interpretation performed 03/11/2014

Complex mixed profile unsuitable for 
interp or comparison

UUMV 7/06/2013
Single source DNA profile UKM2

05/05/2014
Complex mixed profile unsuitable for 
interp or comparison

UUMV 7/06/2013
Three person mixed DNA profile
No statistical interpretation performed 16/06/2014

Complex mixed profile unsuitable for 
interp or comparison

Robbery 0/09/2013
Three person mixed DNA profile
NCIDD upload - Intel mixed DNA profile UKF1 10/07/2014

Complex mixed profile unsuitable for 
interp or comparison

Assault 5/06/2013
Three person mixed DNA profile
No statistical interpretation performed 10/05/2014

Complex mixed profile unsuitable for 
interp or comparison

Sexual offen 4/04/2017
Three person mixed DNA profile
3 person mixed profile - conditioned on 05/09/2017

Complex mixed profile unsuitable for 
interp or comparison

Wounding 1/10/2013
Three person mixed DNA profile
NCIDD upload - Intel mixed DNA profile UKM4 30/06/2014

Complex mixed profile unsuitable for 
interp or comparison

Rape 9/08/2017

Three person mixed DNA profile 
3 person mix profile - support for contrib > 100 
billion 29/08/2017

Complex mixed profile unsuitable for 
interp or comparison

Burglary/Ent 7/03/2014
Three person mixed DNA profile
No statistical interpretation performed 22/05/2014

Complex mixed profile unsuitable for 
interp or comparison
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Drug offence 27/07/2013
Two person mixed DNA profile
No statistical interpretation performed 18/09/2014

Complex mixed profile unsuitable for 
interp or comparison

Murder 05/06/2017

Three person mixed DNA profile 
3 person mixed profile - conditioned on - 

22/08/2017
Complex mixed profile unsuitable for 
interp or comparison

Burglary/Ent 02/07/2013
Three person mixed DNA profile
No statistical interpretation performed 28/04/2014

Complex mixed profile unsuitable for 
interp or comparison

Rape 29/06/2013
Two person mixed DNA profile
No statistical interpretation performed 16/09/2014

Complex mixed profile unsuitable for 
interp or comparison

Burglary/Ent 20/08/2013

Three person mixed DNA profile
Mixture - low support for contrib or supports non 
contrib 05/11/2014

Complex mixed profile unsuitable for 
interp or comparison

Robbery 13/04/2017

Three person mixed DNA profile
 3 person mix- support for contrib 1 billion - 100 
billion
NCIDD upload - Intel mixed DNA profile UKM1 15/08/2017

Complex mixed profile unsuitable for 
interp or comparison

Stealing 30/05/2013
 Three person mixed DNA profile
No statistical interpretation performed 28/04/2014

Complex mixed profile unsuitable for 
interp or comparison

Drug offence 19/06/2013
 Three person mixed DNA profile
No statistical interpretation performed 05/05/2014

Complex mixed profile unsuitable for 
interp or comparison

Domestic Vio 12/07/2017

 Three person mixed DNA profile
3 person mixed profile - conditioned on
3 person mix rem - support for contribution > 100 
billion 07/08/2017

Complex mixed profile unsuitable for 
interp or comparison

Murder (inc 07/03/2017

Three person mixed DNA profile
3 person mix profile - support for contrib > 100 
billion 06/07/2017

Complex mixed profile unsuitable for 
interp or comparison

Rape 24/05/2017
Three person mixed DNA profile
3 person mix - low support for contribution 15/06/2017

Complex mixed profile unsuitable for 
interp or comparison

Robbery 17/03/2017

Three person mixed DNA profile
3 person mix profile - support for contrib > 100 
billion 13/06/2017

Complex mixed profile unsuitable for 
interp or comparison
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UUMV 29/05/2013
 Three person mixed DNA profile
No statistical interpretation performed 11/02/2014

Complex mixed profile unsuitable for 
interp or comparison

UUMV 25/01/2013
Two person mixed DNA profile
NCIDD upload - Intel mixed DNA profile UKM1 30/01/2014

Complex mixed profile unsuitable for 
interp or comparison

Drug offenc 21/11/2014 Three person mixed DNA profile 21/11/2014
Complex mixed profile unsuitable for 
interp or comparison

rape 15/11/2016

Three person mixed DNA profile
3 person mix profile - support for contrib > 100 
billion
3 person mix - support for contrib 1 million - 1 
billion 06/04/2017

Complex mixed profile unsuitable for 
interp or comparison

Robbery 17/05/2016
Single source DNA profile UKM1
NCIDD upload single source DNA profile 21/03/2017

Complex mixed profile unsuitable for 
interp or comparison

Wounding 07/08/2014 Three person mixed DNA profile 07/08/2014
Complex mixed profile unsuitable for 
interp or comparison

Rape 03/02/2017
Three person mixed DNA profile 
3 person mixed profile - conditioned on 06/03/2017

Complex mixed profile unsuitable for 
interp or comparison

Murder 21/11/2016

Three person mixed DNA profile
3 person mixed profile - conditioned on
3 person mix rem - support for contribution > 100 
billion 03/03/2017

Complex mixed profile unsuitable for 
interp or comparison

Rape 19/09/2016

 Three person mixed DNA profile 
3 person mix profile - support for contrib > 100 
billion 13/01/2017

Complex mixed profile unsuitable for 
interp or comparison

Murder 16/12/2016
Three person mixed DNA profile
 3 person mixed profile - conditioned on 16/12/2016

Complex mixed profile unsuitable for 
interp or comparison

Sexual offen 09/12/2016

 Three person mixed DNA profile
3 person mixed profile - conditioned on
3 person rem - support for contrib 1 billion-100 
billion 14/12/2016

Complex mixed profile unsuitable for 
interp or comparison

Robbery 17/12/2013
 Three person mixed DNA profile
No statistical interpretation performed 05/03/2014

Complex mixed profile unsuitable for 
interp or comparison
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Murder 25/02/2016

Three person mixed DNA profile
3 person mix profile - support for contrib > 100 
billion
 NCIDD upload - mixed DNA profile UKM5 30/11/2016

Complex mixed profile unsuitable for 
interp or comparison

Drug offence 11/12/2013
Three person mixed DNA profile
3 person mix - supports non contribution 14/01/2014

Complex mixed profile unsuitable for 
interp or comparison

Burglary/Ent 29/01/2014
 Three person mixed DNA profile
NCIDD upload - Intel mixed DNA profile UKM2 12/08/2014

Complex mixed profile unsuitable for 
interp or comparison

Miscellaneou 14/06/2014
 Three person mixed DNA profile
No statistical interpretation performed 05/12/2014

Complex mixed profile unsuitable for 
interp or comparison

Rape 27/09/2016
Three person mixed DNA profile
3 person mixed profile - conditioned on 29/11/2016

Complex mixed profile unsuitable for 
interp or comparison

Sexual offenc 13/10/2016

Three person mixed DNA profile
 3 person mixed profile - conditioned on
3 person mix rem - support for contribution > 100 
billion 24/11/2016

Complex mixed profile unsuitable for 
interp or comparison

Property 30/11/2013
 Three person mixed DNA profile
No statistical interpretation performed 03/01/2014

Complex mixed profile unsuitable for 
interp or comparison

Drug offence 28/09/2016

Three person mixed DNA profile
3 person mix profile - support for contrib > 100 
billion 22/11/2016

Complex mixed profile unsuitable for 
interp or comparison

Murder 22/05/2015

Two person mixed DNA profile -
2 person mix profile - support for contrib > 100 
billion 18/11/2016

Complex mixed profile unsuitable for 
interp or comparison

Murder 12/06/2015

 Three person mixed DNA profile
3 person mix profile - support for contrib > 100 
billion
 3 person mix- support for contrib 1 billion - 100 
billion 18/11/2016

Complex mixed profile unsuitable for 
interp or comparison

Drug offence 10/12/2015

Three person mixed DNA profile
 3 person mix - support for contrib 1 million - 
1 billion 14/10/2016

Complex mixed profile unsuitable for 
interp or comparison

Drug offence 19/08/2013
 Three person mixed DNA profile
No statistical interpretation performed 03/11/2014

Complex mixed profile unsuitable for 
interp or comparison
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Murder 24/09/2014
Two person mixed DNA profile
Intel report required for further interpretation 28/09/2016

Complex mixed profile unsuitable for 
interp or comparison

Burglary/Ent 15/12/2015

Three person mixed DNA profile
3 person mix profile - support for contrib > 100 
billion 23/09/2016

Complex mixed profile unsuitable for 
interp or comparison

UUMV 17/06/2013

 Three person mixed DNA profile
No statistical interpretation performed
 3 person mix - supports non contribution 13/05/2014

Complex mixed profile unsuitable for 
interp or comparison

Burglary/Ent 12/09/2013

Three person mixed DNA profile
3 person mix profile - support for contrib > 100 
billion 14/09/2016

Complex mixed profile unsuitable for 
interp or comparison

Rape 06/06/2013
 Three person mixed DNA profile
No statistical interpretation performed 12/06/2014

Complex mixed profile unsuitable for 
interp or comparison

Rape 02/07/2013
 Three person mixed DNA profile
No statistical interpretation performed 17/09/2014

Complex mixed profile unsuitable for 
interp or comparison

Robbery 19/08/2013 3 person mixed DNA profile not deconvoluted 15/01/2014
Complex mixed profile unsuitable for 
interp or comparison

Burglary/Ent 30/05/2013 3 person mixed DNA profile not deconvoluted 14/01/2014
Complex mixed profile unsuitable for 
interp or comparison

Assault 18/05/2016
Three person mixed DNA profile
3 person mixed profile - conditioned on 12/09/2016

Complex mixed profile unsuitable for 
interp or comparison

Rape 06/07/2016

Three person mixed DNA profile
3 person mix profile - support for contrib > 
100 billion
3 person mix - support for contribution 1000 
to 10 000 02/09/2016

Complex mixed profile unsuitable for 
interp or comparison

Weapons off 25/08/2015
 Three person mixed DNA profile
No statistical interpretation performed 14/10/2015

Complex mixed profile unsuitable for 
interp or comparison

Sexual offenc 19/06/2015
Three person mixed DNA profile
NCIDD upload - mixed DNA profile UKF1 03/07/2015

Complex mixed profile unsuitable for 
interp or comparison

Rape 03/06/2016

Three person mixed DNA profile
3 person mix profile - support for contrib > 100 
billion 25/08/2016

Complex mixed profile unsuitable for 
interp or comparison
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Rape 03/06/2016

 Three person mixed DNA profile
 3 person mix profile - support for contrib > 100 
billion 
 3 person mix - support for contrib 10 000 - 100 
000 - 25/08/2016

Complex mixed profile unsuitable for 
interp or comparison

Sexual offen 11/08/2015

 Three person mixed DNA profile
3 person mixed profile - conditioned on
 3 person mix remaining- support for contrib 1000 
to 10000 17/08/2016

Complex mixed profile unsuitable for 
interp or comparison

Murder 20/04/2016
Three person mixed DNA profile
3 person mixed profile - conditioned on 04/08/2016

Complex mixed profile unsuitable for 
interp or comparison

Robbery 22/12/2015

 Three person mixed DNA profile
NCIDD upload - mixed DNA profile UKM1
3 person mix profile - support for contrib > 100 
billion 19/07/2016

Complex mixed profile unsuitable for 
interp or comparison

Drug offence 02/12/2014
 Three person mixed DNA profile
No statistical interpretation performed 20/04/2015

Complex mixed profile unsuitable for 
interp or comparison

Fire/Arson 08/01/2015
Single source DNA profile < NCIDD matching 
stringency UKM1 10/09/2015

Complex mixed profile unsuitable for 
interp or comparison

Assault 08/06/2016

Three person mixed DNA profile
3 person mix profile - support for contrib > 100 
billion
 3 person mix- support for contrib 1 billion - 100 
billion 15/07/2016

Complex mixed profile unsuitable for 
interp or comparison

Robbery 03/12/2015
 Three person mixed DNA profile
NCIDD upload - Intel mixed DNA profile UkM1 14/07/2016

Complex mixed profile unsuitable for 
interp or comparison

Sexual offen 15/04/2016

 Three person mixed DNA profile
3 person mix - support for contrib 1 million - 1 
billion 22/06/2016

Complex mixed profile unsuitable for 
interp or comparison

Drug offence 14/06/2016

Three person mixed DNA profile
3 person mix - support for contrib 100 000 to 1 
million 14/06/2016

Complex mixed profile unsuitable for 
interp or comparison

Murder 10/06/2014
 Two person mixed DNA profile
2 person mix - supports non contribution 26/02/2015

Complex mixed profile unsuitable for 
interp or comparison
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Sexual offen 18/04/2016

 Three person mixed DNA profile
3 person mix - support for contribution 100 to 
1000
NCIDD upload - mixed DNA profile UKF1 03/06/2016

Complex mixed profile unsuitable for 
interp or comparison

Robbery 15/04/2016

Three person mixed DNA profile
3 person mix - support for contrib 1 million - 1 
billion

19/05/2016
Complex mixed profile unsuitable for 
interp or comparison

Assault 03/05/2013
 Three person mixed DNA profile
No statistical interpretation performed 08/04/2015

Complex mixed profile unsuitable for 
interp or comparison

Assault 08/05/2013

Three person mixed DNA profile
 No statistical interpretation performed
 3 person mix - supports non contribution 02/02/2015

Complex mixed profile unsuitable for 
interp or comparison

Fire/Arson 27/11/2014
Three person mixed DNA profile
 3 person mix - supports non contribution 23/01/2015

Complex mixed profile unsuitable for 
interp or comparison

Rape 25/11/2015
Three person mixed DNA profile
3 person mixed profile - conditioned on 18/05/2016

Complex mixed profile unsuitable for 
interp or comparison

Robbery 25/01/2016

Three person mixed DNA profile
 3 person mix profile - support for contrib > 100 
billion
 3 person mix - support for contrib 100 000 to 1 
million 18/05/2016

Complex mixed profile unsuitable for 
interp or comparison

Wounding 29/07/2015

 Three person mixed DNA profile
3 person mix profile - support for contrib > 100 
billion 18/05/2016

Complex mixed profile unsuitable for 
interp or comparison

Murder 07/11/2013

Three person mixed DNA profile
3 person mix - support for contribution 100 to 
1000
3 person mix profile - support for contrib > 100 
billion 13/05/2016

Complex mixed profile unsuitable for 
interp or comparison

Assault 24/03/2016

Three person mixed DNA profile
 3 person mix profile - support for contrib > 100 
billion 10/05/2016

Complex mixed profile unsuitable for 
interp or comparison

Murder 19/01/2016

Three person mixed DNA profile
3 person mix profile - support for contrib > 100 
billion 05/05/2016

Complex mixed profile unsuitable for 
interp or comparison
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Rape 07/01/2016
Three person mixed DNA profile
3 person mixed profile - conditioned on 04/05/2016

Complex mixed profile unsuitable for 
interp or comparison

Murder (inc 09/10/2013

Three person mixed DNA profile
 NCIDD upload - Intel mixed DNA profile UKM2

27/04/2016
Complex mixed profile unsuitable for 
interp or comparison

Assault 12/09/2014

Three person mixed DNA profile
3 person mix profile - support for contrib > 100 
billion
3 person mix- support for contrib 1 billion - 100 
billion 21/04/2016

Complex mixed profile unsuitable for 
interp or comparison

Wounding 18/01/2016

Three person mixed DNA profile
 3 person mixed profile - conditioned on
3 person mix rem - support for contribution 
> 100 billion 14/04/2016

Complex mixed profile unsuitable for 
interp or comparison

Assault 22/03/2016

Three person mixed DNA profile
3 person mix profile - support for contrib > 
100 billion 22/03/2016

Complex mixed profile unsuitable for 
interp or comparison

Liberty offen 08/12/2015

 Three person mixed DNA profile
3 person mix profile - support for contrib > 100 
billion 04/03/2016

Complex mixed profile unsuitable for 
interp or comparison

Robbery 15/02/2016

Three person mixed DNA profile
 3 person mix profile - support for contrib > 100 
billion 15/02/2016

Complex mixed profile unsuitable for 
interp or comparison

Robbery 19/11/2015

Three person mixed DNA profile
NCIDD upload - Intel mixed DNA profile UKM2
3 person mix - support for contrib 1 million - 1 
billion 15/02/2016

Complex mixed profile unsuitable for 
interp or comparison

Wounding 05/06/2015

Two person mixed DNA profile
2 person mixed profile - conditioned on
 2 person mix rem - support for contribution > 100 
billion 12/02/2016

Complex mixed profile unsuitable for 
interp or comparison

Sexual offenc 02/10/2015

Three person mixed DNA profile
 3 person mixed profile - conditioned on
 3 person mix rem - support for contribution > 100 
billion 03/02/2016

Complex mixed profile unsuitable for 
interp or comparison

Rape 23/11/2015

Three person mixed DNA profile
3 person mix profile - support for contrib > 100 
billion 11/01/2016

Complex mixed profile unsuitable for 
interp or comparison
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Murder 27/03/2013

Three person mixed DNA profile
3 person mix - support for contrib 1 million - 1 
billion 17/12/2015

Complex mixed profile unsuitable for 
interp or comparison

Wounding 28/07/2015

 Three person mixed DNA profile
3 person mix profile - support for contrib > 100 
billion
3 person mix- support for contrib 1 billion - 100 
billion 20/10/2015

Complex mixed profile unsuitable for 
interp or comparison

Murder 29/06/2013

Three person mixed DNA profile
3 person mix - support for contrib 100 000 to 1 
million 18/09/2015

Complex mixed profile unsuitable for 
interp or comparison

Child offenc 17/08/2015

Three person mixed DNA profile
3 person mix profile - support for contrib > 100 
billion
3 person mix profile - support for contrib > 100 
billion 02/09/2015

Complex mixed profile unsuitable for 
interp or comparison

Drug offenc 08/09/2016
Three person mixed DNA profile
NCIDD upload - mixed DNA profile UKM4 07/10/2016

Complex mixed profile unsuitable for 
interp or comparison

Drug offenc 09/09/2016
Three person mixed DNA profile
 Excluded from mixed DNA profile 07/10/2016

Complex mixed profile unsuitable for 
interp or comparison

Murder 03/07/2013

Three person mixed DNA profile
 3 person mix - support for contrib 100 000 to 1 
million 18/08/2015

Complex mixed profile unsuitable for 
interp or comparison

Rape 07/05/2015
Single source DNA profile
 Possible sub-threshold information 24/06/2015

Complex mixed profile unsuitable for 
interp or comparison

Murder 20/03/2015

Two person mixed DNA profile
 2 person mixed profile - conditioned on
2 person mix rem - support for contribution > 100 
billion 22/06/2015

Complex mixed profile unsuitable for 
interp or comparison

Murder 20/03/2015

Two person mixed DNA profile
2 person mix profile - support for contrib > 100 
billion
 2 person mix profile - support for contrib > 100 
billion 10/06/2015

Complex mixed profile unsuitable for 
interp or comparison

Murder 14/08/2014

 Three person mixed DNA profile
3 person mixed profile - conditioned on
3 person mix rem - support for contribution > 100 
billion 05/06/2015

Complex mixed profile unsuitable for 
interp or comparison
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Murder 06/03/2015

Two person mixed DNA profile
2 person mix profile - support for contrib > 100 
billion 26/05/2015

Complex mixed profile unsuitable for 
interp or comparison

Robbery 19/11/2013

 Three person mixed DNA profile
3 person mixed profile - conditioned on
3 person mix rem - support for contribution > 100 
billion 08/04/2015

Complex mixed profile unsuitable for 
interp or comparison

Robbery 27/07/2013

Three person mixed DNA profile
3 person mix profile - support for contrib > 100 
billion 02/04/2015

Complex mixed profile unsuitable for 
interp or comparison

Robbery 11/02/2016
Single source DNA profile UKM1
NCIDD upload single source DNA profile 22/02/2016

Complex mixed profile unsuitable for 
interp or comparison

Child offence 11/02/2015

Three person mixed DNA profile
3 person mix profile - support for contrib > 100 
billion 01/04/2015

Complex mixed profile unsuitable for 
interp or comparison

Rape 23/07/2014

 Three person mixed DNA profile
3 person mix profile - support for contrib > 100 
billion

19/03/2015
Complex mixed profile unsuitable for 
interp or comparison

Rape 06/02/2014

Three person mixed DNA profile -
 3 person mix profile - support for contrib > 100 
billion 19/03/2015

Complex mixed profile unsuitable for 
interp or comparison

Rape 06/09/2013

Three person mixed DNA profile
3 person mix profile - support for contrib > 100 
billion 19/03/2015

Complex mixed profile unsuitable for 
interp or comparison

Rape 11/09/2013

Three person mixed DNA profile 
3 person mix profile - support for contrib > 100 
billion - 19/03/2015

Complex mixed profile unsuitable for 
interp or comparison

Wounding 10/04/2014

Three person mixed DNA profile
3 person mix profile - support for contrib > 100 
billion 18/03/2015

Complex mixed profile unsuitable for 
interp or comparison

Murder 03/09/2014

Three person mixed DNA profile
 3 person mixed profile - conditioned on
3 person mix remaining- support for contrib 1000 
to 10000
 3 person rem - support for contrib 1 million to 1 
billion 16/02/2015

Complex mixed profile unsuitable for 
interp or comparison

Murder (inc a 09/10/2013
 Two person mixed DNA profile
2 person mix - supports non contribution 27/04/2016

Complex mixed profile unsuitable for 
interp or comparison
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GBH/Unlawf 07/11/2014

 Three person mixed DNA profile
3 person mix profile - support for contrib > 100 
billion
 3 person mix - support for contribution 1000 to 10 
000 06/02/2015

Complex mixed profile unsuitable for 
interp or comparison

Rape 21/07/2014

Three person mixed DNA profile
3 person mixed profile - conditioned on

06/02/2015
Complex mixed profile unsuitable for 
interp or comparison

Rape 30/07/2014
Three person mixed DNA profile
3 person mixed profile - conditioned on 06/02/2015

Complex mixed profile unsuitable for 
interp or comparison

Child offence 29/09/2014

Two person mixed DNA profile
 2 person mix profile - support for contrib > 100 
billion 06/02/2015

Complex mixed profile unsuitable for 
interp or comparison

Rape 17/05/2016
 Three person mixed DNA profile
No statistical interpretation performed 15/09/2016

Complex mixed profile unsuitable for 
interp or comparison

Murder 07/11/2014

Two person mixed DNA profile
2 person mixed profile - conditioned on
2 person rem- support for contrib 1 million to 1 
billion 02/02/2015

Complex mixed profile unsuitable for 
interp or comparison

Deaths 06/09/2013

Three person mixed DNA profile
3 person mix profile - support for contrib > 100 
billion 29/01/2015

Complex mixed profile unsuitable for 
interp or comparison

Murder 16/08/2013

Three person mixed DNA profile
3 person mix - support for contribution 1000 to 10 
000
3 person mix profile - support for contrib > 100 
billion 09/01/2015

Complex mixed profile unsuitable for 
interp or comparison

Murder 19/12/2013

 Three person mixed DNA profile
3 person mixed profile - conditioned on
3 person mix rem - support for contribution > 100 
billion 07/01/2015

Complex mixed profile unsuitable for 
interp or comparison

Murder 18/12/2013
Single Source DNA profile - assumed known 
contributor 07/01/2015

Complex mixed profile unsuitable for 
interp or comparison

Murder 18/03/2014

Three person mixed DNA profile
3 person mix - support for contrib 1 million - 1 
billion
Suspect check - support for contribution > 100 
billion 07/01/2015

Complex mixed profile unsuitable for 
interp or comparison
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Murder 19/12/2013

Three person mixed DNA profile
 Suspect check - support for contribution > 100 
billion
3 person mix- support for contrib 1 billion - 100 
billion 07/01/2015

Complex mixed profile unsuitable for 
interp or comparison

Murder 19/12/2013

Two person mixed DNA profile
2 person mix profile - support for contrib > 100 
billion
Suspect check- support for contrib 1 billion- 100 
billion 07/01/2015

Complex mixed profile unsuitable for 
interp or comparison

Rape 17/10/2014

Three person mixed DNA profile
3 person mix profile - support for contrib > 100 
billion 19/12/2014

Complex mixed profile unsuitable for 
interp or comparison

Rape 17/11/2014
 Three person mixed DNA profile
3 person mixed profile - conditioned on 19/12/2014

Complex mixed profile unsuitable for 
interp or comparison

GBH/Unlawf 12/09/2014

Three person mixed DNA profile
3 person mixed profile - conditioned on
3 person rem - support for contrib 1 million to 1 
billion 08/12/2014

Complex mixed profile unsuitable for 
interp or comparison

Murder 08/09/2014

 Three person mixed DNA profile
3 person mixed profile - conditioned on
 3 person mix rem - support for contribution > 100 
billion 19/11/2014

Complex mixed profile unsuitable for 
interp or comparison

Drug offenc 07/03/2014

Three person mixed DNA profile
NCIDD upload - Intel mixed DNA profile UK M1
3 person mix - support for contribution 100 to 
1000 07/11/2014

Complex mixed profile unsuitable for 
interp or comparison

Robbery 15/08/2013

Three person mixed DNA profile
Suspect check - support for contribution > 100 
billion 07/11/2014

Complex mixed profile unsuitable for 
interp or comparison

Burglary/Ent 28/04/2014

Three person mixed DNA profile
 3 person mix - support for contrib 1 million - 1 
billion
 3 person mix profile - support for contrib > 100 
billion 06/11/2014

Complex mixed profile unsuitable for 
interp or comparison
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Rape 22/10/2014

 Three person mixed DNA profile
 3 person mix profile - support for contrib > 100 
billion
3 person mix - support for contribution 100 to 
1000 05/11/2014

Complex mixed profile unsuitable for 
interp or comparison

Burglary/En 20/08/2013

Three person mixed DNA profile
3 person mix - support for contribution 100 to 
1000
3 person mix profile - support for contrib > 100 
billion 05/11/2014

Complex mixed profile unsuitable for 
interp or comparison

Drug offenc 13/01/2014

Two person mixed DNA profile
2 person mix profile - support for contrib > 100 
billion 23/10/2014

Complex mixed profile unsuitable for 
interp or comparison

Burglary/En 10/05/2014

Three person mixed DNA profile
3 person mix profile - support for contrib > 100 
billion 23/10/2014

Complex mixed profile unsuitable for 
interp or comparison

Wounding 01/08/2014

Three person mixed DNA profile
3 person mixed profile - conditioned on
3 person mix rem - support for contribution > 100 
billion
 3 person mixed profile, mixture remaining NCIDD 
UKP1 01/10/2014

Complex mixed profile unsuitable for 
interp or comparison

Robbery 14/05/2014
 3 person mix profile - support for contrib > 100 
billion 26/09/2014

Complex mixed profile unsuitable for 
interp or comparison

Murder 22/05/2013
Three person mixed DNA profile
NCIDD upload - Intel mixed DNA profile UKM5 26/09/2016

Complex mixed profile unsuitable for 
interp or comparison

UUMV 08/02/2013
Single source DNA profile UKM1
NCIDD Intel Upload - single source partial profile 26/08/2016

Complex mixed profile unsuitable for 
interp or comparison

GBH/Unlawf 23/06/2014

Two person mixed DNA profile
2 person mixed profile - conditioned on

04/09/2014
Complex mixed profile unsuitable for 
interp or comparison

Assault 23/12/2013

Two person mixed DNA profile
2 person mix profile - support for contrib > 100 
billion 28/08/2014

Complex mixed profile unsuitable for 
interp or comparison

Rape 24/06/2014

Two person mixed DNA profile
 2 person mixed profile - conditioned on
2 person mix rem - support for contrib 10 000 to 
100 000 25/08/2014

Complex mixed profile unsuitable for 
interp or comparison
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GBH/Unlawf 24/03/2014
 Three person mixed DNA profile
 3 person mixed profile - conditioned on 22/08/2014

Complex mixed profile unsuitable for 
interp or comparison

GBH/Unlawf 07/02/2014

Three person mixed DNA profile
3 person mix profile - support for contrib > 100 
billion 18/08/2014

Complex mixed profile unsuitable for 
interp or comparison

GBH/Unlawf 07/02/2014

Three person mixed DNA profile
 3 person mix - support for contrib 10 000 - 100 
000 18/08/2014

Complex mixed profile unsuitable for 
interp or comparison

Deaths 24/05/2013

 Three person mixed DNA profile
3 person mix profile - support for contrib > 100 
billion
 3 person mix - support for contrib 1 million - 1 
billion 18/08/2014

Complex mixed profile unsuitable for 
interp or comparison

Wounding 24/11/2016
Three person mixed DNA profile
Single evidence sample excluded 26/04/2017

Complex mixed profile unsuitable for 
interp or comparison

Drug offence 07/07/2014

Two person mixed DNA profile
2 person mix profile - support for contrib > 100 
billion 31/07/2014

Complex mixed profile unsuitable for 
interp or comparison

Robbery 23/05/2014

Three person mixed DNA profile
3 person mix - support for contribution 1000 to 10 
000
3 person mix - support for contribution 100 to 
1000 28/07/2014

Complex mixed profile unsuitable for 
interp or comparison

Assault 02/06/2014

Three person mixed DNA profile
3 person mix profile - support for contrib > 100 
billion 24/07/2014

Complex mixed profile unsuitable for 
interp or comparison

Murder 09/05/2014
Three person mixed DNA profile
3 person mixed profile - conditioned on 22/07/2014

Complex mixed profile unsuitable for 
interp or comparison

Murder 05/07/2013

Three person mixed DNA profile
3 person mix profile - support for contrib > 100 
billion 21/07/2014

Complex mixed profile unsuitable for 
interp or comparison

Rape 18/08/2017
Three person mixed DNA profile 
Excluded from mixed DNA profile 21/09/2017

Complex mixed profile unsuitable for 
interp or comparison

Murder 19/12/2013

Three person mixed DNA profile
 3 person mix profile - support for contrib > 
100 billion
Suspect check - support for contribution 
1000 to 10 000 04/07/2014

Complex mixed profile unsuitable for 
interp or comparison
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Robbery 30/05/2014

Two person mixed DNA profile
 2 person mix profile - support for contrib > 100 
billion 04/07/2014

Complex mixed profile unsuitable for 
interp or comparison

Wounding 09/01/2014

Two person mixed DNA profile
2 person mix profile - support for contrib > 100 
billion 27/06/2014

Complex mixed profile unsuitable for 
interp or comparison

Wounding 22/11/2013

Two person mixed DNA profile
2 person mix profile - support for contrib > 100 
billion 27/06/2014

Complex mixed profile unsuitable for 
interp or comparison

Murder 21/03/2014

Three person mixed DNA profile
2 person mixed profile - conditioned on
3 person mix rem - support for contribution > 100 
billion 24/06/2014

Complex mixed profile unsuitable for 
interp or comparison

Assault 16/01/2014
 Two person mixed DNA profile
2 person mixed profile - conditioned on 23/06/2014

Complex mixed profile unsuitable for 
interp or comparison

Murder 29/11/2013

Three person mixed DNA profile
3 person mix - support for contrib 100 000 to 1 
million
3 person mix profile - support for contrib > 100 
billion 04/06/2014

Complex mixed profile unsuitable for 
interp or comparison

Assault 23/05/2014
Three person mixed DNA profile
3 person mix - supports non contribution 26/05/2014

Complex mixed profile unsuitable for 
interp or comparison

Murder 28/11/2013

Three person mixed DNA profile
3 person mixed profile - conditioned on
3 person mix remaining - support for contrib 100 
to 1000 23/05/2014

Complex mixed profile unsuitable for 
interp or comparison

Rape 14/05/2013

Three person mixed DNA profile
3 person mix - support for contribution 100 to 
1000
3 person mix profile - support for contrib > 100 
billion 20/05/2014

Complex mixed profile unsuitable for 
interp or comparison

Murder 19/08/2013

 Three person mixed DNA profile
3 person mix- support for contrib 1 billion - 100 
billion 05/05/2014

Complex mixed profile unsuitable for 
interp or comparison

Murder 03/02/2014
Three person mixed DNA profile
3 person mixed profile - conditioned on 23/04/2014

Complex mixed profile unsuitable for 
interp or comparison
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UMV 06/12/2013

Three person mixed DNA profile
 3 person mix profile - support for contrib > 100 
billion 16/04/2014

Complex mixed profile unsuitable for 
interp or comparison

urder 01/07/2013

Three person mixed DNA profile
3 person mix profile - support for contrib > 100 
billion 11/04/2014

Complex mixed profile unsuitable for 
interp or comparison

ire/Arson 04/10/2013

Three person mixed DNA profile
3 person mix- support for contrib 1 billion - 100 
billion 21/03/2014

Complex mixed profile unsuitable for 
interp or comparison

urder 20/12/2013

Three person mixed DNA profile
3 person mix- support for contrib 1 billion - 100 
billion 18/03/2014

Complex mixed profile unsuitable for 
interp or comparison

eaths 24/05/2013

 Three person mixed DNA profile
3 person mix profile - support for contrib > 100 
billion 10/03/2014

Complex mixed profile unsuitable for 
interp or comparison

ape 14/11/2013

 Three person mixed DNA profile
3 person mix profile - support for contrib > 100 
billion 06/03/2014

Complex mixed profile unsuitable for 
interp or comparison

obbery 27/06/2013

Three person mixed DNA profile
3 person mix profile - support for contrib > 100 
billion 03/03/2014

Complex mixed profile unsuitable for 
interp or comparison

hild offenc 05/06/2013
Three person mixed DNA profile 
 3 person mix - low support for contribution 21/02/2014

Complex mixed profile unsuitable for 
interp or comparison

BH/Unlawf 30/07/2013

 Three person mixed DNA profile
3 person mix profile - support for contrib > 100 
billion
3 person mix - support for contribution 100 to 
1000 UKM1
3 person mix - support for contrib 100 000 to 1 
million

18/02/2014
Complex mixed profile unsuitable for 
interp or comparison

BH/Unlawf 27/11/2013

Three person mixed DNA profile
3 person mix profile - support for contrib > 100 
billion 20/01/2014

Complex mixed profile unsuitable for 
interp or comparison

obbery 23/08/2013

 Three person mixed DNA profile
 3 person mix - support for contrib 10 000 - 100 
000
3 person mix - support for contribution 100 to 
1000 03/01/2014

Complex mixed profile unsuitable for 
interp or comparison
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Murder 18/06/2013

Two person mixed DNA profile
2 person mix profile - support for contrib > 100 
billion - Evidence 20/12/2013

Complex mixed profile unsuitable for 
interp or comparison

GBH/Unlawf 29/06/2013

Three person mixed DNA profile
 NCIDD upload - mixed DNA profile UKM1
NCIDD upload - Intel mixed DNA profile UKP1
 Suspect check - support for contribution > 100 
billion 20/12/2013

Complex mixed profile unsuitable for 
interp or comparison

GBH/Unlawf 29/06/2013

Three person mixed DNA profile
 3 person mix profile - support for contrib > 100 
billion - Evidence 20/12/2013

Complex mixed profile unsuitable for 
interp or comparison

GBH/Unlawf 29/06/2013

Three person mixed DNA profile
3 person mixed profile - conditioned on (Evidence)
Multiple supports non contribution / suspect check 
no match results 20/12/2013

Complex mixed profile unsuitable for 
interp or comparison

Liberty offen 25/10/2017
Three person mixed DNA profile
NCIDD upload - Intel mixed DNA profile UKM6 19/02/2018

Complex mixed profile unsuitable for 
interp or comparison

GBH/Unlawf 15/10/2013

 Three person mixed DNA profile
3 person mix - support for contribution 1000 to 10 
000 - Evidence
 3 person mix - support for contribution 100 to 
1000 - Evidence
Suspect check - support for contribution > 100 
billion - suspect nomination 20/12/2013

Complex mixed profile unsuitable for 
interp or comparison

Murder 06/06/2013

Three person mixed DNA profile
3 person mixed profile - conditioned on (Deceased)
Multiple supports non contribution / suspect check 
no match results 28/11/2013

Complex mixed profile unsuitable for 
interp or comparison

Robbery 10/07/2013
Three person mixed DNA profile
3 person mix - support for contrib 10 000 - 100 000 25/11/2013

Complex mixed profile unsuitable for 
interp or comparison

Robbery 03/10/2013

Three person mixed DNA profile
3 person mix - low support for contribution 
(evidence) 18/11/2013

Complex mixed profile unsuitable for 
interp or comparison

GBH/Unlawf 05/06/2017
 Three person mixed DNA profile
No statistical interpretation performed 03/09/2018

Complex mixed profile unsuitable for 
interp or comparison
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Deaths 10/04/2013

Three person mixed DNA profile
3 person mix - support for contribution 100 to 
1000 - Deceased
3 person mix - support for contribution 100 to 
1000 - Elimination
3 person mix profile - support for contrib > 100 
billion - Elimination 12/11/2013

Complex mixed profile unsuitable for 
interp or comparison

Drug offenc 10/10/2016
Two person mixed DNA profile
No statistical interpretation performed 21/05/2018

Complex mixed profile unsuitable for 
interp or comparison

Deaths 11/04/2013

Three person mixed DNA profile
3 person mix profile - support for contrib > 100 
billion - Deceased
3 person mix- support for contrib 1 billion - 100 
billion - Elimination

12/11/2013
Complex mixed profile unsuitable for 
interp or comparison

Robbery 09/08/2013

Three person mixed DNA profile
NCIDD upload - Intel mixed DNA profile UKM1
Cold link - suspect wanted
3 person mix profile - support for contrib > 100 
billion 11/11/2013

Complex mixed profile unsuitable for 
interp or comparison

Murder 23/08/2013

Three person mixed DNA profile
3 person mix profile - support for contrib > 100 
billion - Deceased
 3 person mix- support for contrib 1 billion - 100 
billion - Elimination 31/10/2013

Complex mixed profile unsuitable for 
interp or comparison

Murder 02/09/2013

Three person mixed DNA profile
3 person mix profile - support for contrib > 100 
billion - Deceased
3 person mix profile - support for contrib > 100 
billion - Elimination 31/10/2013

Complex mixed profile unsuitable for 
interp or comparison

Murder 10/09/2013

Two person mixed DNA profile
2 person mix profile - support for contrib > 100 
billion - Elimination 31/10/2013

Complex mixed profile unsuitable for 
interp or comparison

Assault 05/09/2013

Three person mixed DNA profile
 3 person mix profile - support for contrib > 100 
billion 14/10/2013

Complex mixed profile unsuitable for 
interp or comparison
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Murder 17/07/2013

Three person mixed DNA profile
3 person mix profile - support for contrib > 100 
billion - Evidence
3 person mix - support for contrib 100 000 to 1 
million - Deceased 09/10/2013

Complex mixed profile unsuitable for 
interp or comparison

Murder 17/07/2013

Three person mixed DNA profile
3 person mixed profile - conditioned on - Suspect
3 person mix rem - support for contribution > 100 
billion - Deceased 09/10/2013

Complex mixed profile unsuitable for 
interp or comparison

Rape 11/09/2013

Three person mixed DNA profile 
 3 person mix - support for contrib 1 million - 1 
billion 11/09/2013

Complex mixed profile unsuitable for 
interp or comparison

Weapons off 29/06/2013

Three person mixed DNA profile
3 person mix profile - support for contrib > 100 
billion - Evidence 16/07/2013

Complex mixed profile unsuitable for 
interp or comparison

Wounding 19/04/2013

 Three person mixed DNA profile
3 person mix profile - support for contrib > 100 
billion - Evidence 26/06/2013

Complex mixed profile unsuitable for 
interp or comparison
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obbery 14/05/2013

 Three person mixed DNA profile
3 person mix - support for contribution 100 to 
1000
 3 person mix profile - support for contrib > 100 
billion 17/06/2013

Complex mixed profile unsuitable for 
interp or comparison

*This result was originally reported as 
Complex mixed profile unsuitable for interp 
or comparison on 12/2/13 then was re-
reported as mixed in May 13 then Complex 
again in June 13

obbery 29/04/2013

Three person mixed DNA profile
3 person mix profile - support for contrib > 100 
billion - Evidence 13/06/2013

Complex mixed profile unsuitable for 
interp or comparison

ape 02/05/2013

Three person mixed DNA profile
3 person mixed profile - conditioned on - Victim
3 person rem - support for contrib 1 million to 1 
billion - Evidence 24/05/2013

Complex mixed profile unsuitable for 
interp or comparison
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De Marco.JennaL[LD]

Sent: Thursday, 4 October 2018 11:17
To: Cathie Allen
Cc: Craig Russell; McNab.BruceJ[OSC]
Subject: RE: Withdrawal of DNA result

Hi Cathie 
Thanks for the update. I note the particulars provided in relation to the specific recall of a result last Friday. The 
briefing I have been asked to give is in more general terms. Previously Peter Culshaw provided some advice that 
explained the process and that the change in results was due to the subjectivity in determining the number of 
contributors in a mixture. Once it exceeded 3, nothing could be concluded. 
 
I had asked if it was possible for the process to be reviewed to prevent this from reoccurring. The  
 
 
 
 

From: Cathie Allen <   
Sent: Thursday, 4 October 2018 8:59 AM 
To: Neville.DavidH[OSC] < Craig Russell <  
Cc: McNab.BruceJ[OSC] <  
Subject: RE: Withdrawal of DNA result 
 
Hi David 
 
Please find attached additional information regarding  and the amendment of one result for this 
case. 
 
I will be with the QAO Auditors this morning from 9am until 12pm. If you would like to query anything regarding 
this, I may be able to phone you if there is a break with the auditors, or at the conclusion of the meeting at 12. 
 
Cheers 
Cathie 

Cathie Allen 
Managing Scientist  

Police Services Stream, Forensic & Scientific Services  
Health Support Queensland, Queensland Health  

p m   
a 39 Kessels Road, Coopers Plains, QLD 4108  
e w www.health.qld.gov.au/healthsupport  

Queensland Health acknowledges the Traditional Owners of the land, and pays respect to Elders past, present and future. 

 

EXHIBIT 102
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From: Neville.DavidH[OSC] [mailto:   
Sent: Wednesday, 3 October 2018 1:09 PM 
To: Cathie Allen; Craig Russell 
Cc: McNab.BruceJ[OSC] 
Subject: Re: Withdrawal of DNA result 
 
It is tomorrow afternoon at 1230.  
 
Get Outlook for iOS 

From: Cathie Allen <  
Sent: Wednesday, October 3, 2018 12:52:32 PM 
To: Neville.DavidH[OSC]; Craig Russell 
Cc: McNab.BruceJ[OSC] 
Subject: RE: Withdrawal of DNA result  
 
Hi David 
 
Yes, we would like to provide additional information regarding this. Are you able to advise when the briefing is or 
required by? 
 
Cheers 
Cathie 

Cathie Allen 
Managing Scientist  
Police Services Stream, Forensic & Scientific Services  
Health Support Queensland, Queensland Health  
p m   
a 39 Kessels Road, Coopers Plains, QLD 4108  
e w www.health.qld.gov.au/healthsupport  

Queensland Health acknowledges the Traditional Owners of the land, and pays respect to Elders past, present and future. 
 

From: Neville.DavidH[OSC] [mailto:   
Sent: Wednesday, 3 October 2018 12:02 PM 
To: Cathie Allen; Craig Russell 
Cc: McNab.BruceJ[OSC] 
Subject: RE: Withdrawal of DNA result 
 
Hi Cathie and Craig, 
I have been requested to provide a briefing to the Commissioner of Police on this matter. Unfortunately the briefing 
will be before Friday’s meeting (it is tomorrow afternoon). I was wondering if there was any additional information 
that you might like to provide before that briefing. 
 

 

 

 
 
David Neville 
Inspector  
DNA Management Unit | Forensic Services Group 
Operations Support Command 
QUEENSLAND POLICE SERVICE 
______________________________ 

Phone  
Email 

Address GPO Box 1440 Brisbane 4001 
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From: Neville.DavidH[OSC]  
Sent: Friday, 28 September 2018 3:13 PM 
To: 'Cathie Allen' < 'Craig Russell' <  
Cc: McNab.BruceJ[OSC] <  
Subject: Withdrawal of DNA result 
 
Hi Cathie and Craig, 
 
Today we received another notification of a changed result. The initial result issued on 22/5/18 was something that 
we would consider conclusive (i.e. >100 billion support for contribution). That changed to an inconclusive result 
today (i.e. complex mixture unsuitable for comparison). The details of the matter are as follows: 
 

 
  

 
The identified contributor was the victim so the change in the result has no impact on this matter.  
 
As previously indicated, the QPS has some concerns about these changes in the results and impact it can have of 
prosecutions. Now that STRMix is used for volume crime which might only have one sample, the impact of a change 
in the result will be more profound. 
 
We currently provide a caveat that the statistical calculation may change, but this does not cover the complete 
withdrawal of the result as per this situation. Could we discuss this a little more next week when we meet please. 
 

 

 

 
 
David Neville 
Inspector  
DNA Management Unit | Forensic Services Group 
Operations Support Command 
QUEENSLAND POLICE SERVICE 
______________________________ 

Phone  
Email 

Address GPO Box 1440 Brisbane 4001 
 
 
 
**********************************************************************  
CONFIDENTIALITY: The information contained in this  
electronic mail message and any electronic files attached  
to it may be confidential information, and may also be the  
subject of legal professional privilege and/or public interest  
immunity. If you are not the intended recipient you are  
required to delete it. Any use, disclosure or copying of  
this message and any attachments is unauthorised. If you  
have received this electronic message in error, please  
inform the sender or contact 1300ITPSBA@psba.qld.gov.au.  
This footnote also confirms that this email message has  
been checked for the presence of computer viruses.  
**********************************************************************  

******************************************************************************** 

This email, including any attachments sent with it, is confidential and for the sole use of the intended recipient(s). This 
confidentiality is not waived or lost, if you receive it and you are not the intended recipient(s), or if it is transmitted/received in 
error. 
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Any unauthorised use, alteration, disclosure, distribution or review of this email is strictly prohibited. The information contained 
in this email, including any attachment sent with it, may be subject to a statutory duty of confidentiality if it relates to health 
service matters. 

If you are not the intended recipient(s), or if you have received this email in error, you are asked to immediately notify the 
sender by telephone collect on Australia +61 1800 198 175 or by return email. You should also delete this email, and any copies, 
from your computer system network and destroy any hard copies produced. 

If not an intended recipient of this email, you must not copy, distribute or take any action(s) that relies on it; any form of 
disclosure, modification, distribution and/or publication of this email is also prohibited. 

Although Queensland Health takes all reasonable steps to ensure this email does not contain malicious software, Queensland 
Health does not accept responsibility for the consequences if any person's computer inadvertently suffers any disruption to 
services, loss of information, harm or is infected with a virus, other malicious computer programme or code that may occur as a 
consequence of receiving this email. 

Unless stated otherwise, this email represents only the views of the sender and not the views of the Queensland Government. 

********************************************************************************** 

 
**********************************************************************  
CONFIDENTIALITY: The information contained in this  
electronic mail message and any electronic files attached  
to it may be confidential information, and may also be the  
subject of legal professional privilege and/or public interest  
immunity. If you are not the intended recipient you are  
required to delete it. Any use, disclosure or copying of  
this message and any attachments is unauthorised. If you  
have received this electronic message in error, please  
inform the sender or contact 1300ITPSBA@psba.qld.gov.au.  
This footnote also confirms that this email message has  
been checked for the presence of computer viruses.  
**********************************************************************  
 
**********************************************************************  
CONFIDENTIALITY: The information contained in this  
electronic mail message and any electronic files attached  
to it may be confidential information, and may also be the  
subject of legal professional privilege and/or public interest  
immunity. If you are not the intended recipient you are  
required to delete it. Any use, disclosure or copying of  
this message and any attachments is unauthorised. If you  
have received this electronic message in error, please  
inform the sender or contact 1300ITPSBA@psba.qld.gov.au.  
This footnote also confirms that this email message has  
been checked for the presence of computer viruses.  
**********************************************************************  
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De Marco.JennaL[LD]

From: McNab.BruceJ[OSC]
Sent: Friday, 5 October 2018 07:58
To: Neville.DavidH[OSC]
Subject: RE: Immediate Action Implemented 4.docx

Officers are NOT to commence proceedings against the identified person on the basis of this DNA result. It is 
possible that the result could be withdrawn as a result of subsequent checking processes. For further information 
contact Inspector, DNA Management Section on 07  
 
How’s this sound? 
 
Bruce McNab BM 
Superintendent 7417 
Forensic Services Group 
OPERATIONS SUPPORT COMMAND 
Queensland Police Service 

 
 

From: Neville.DavidH[OSC]  
Sent: Friday, 5 October 2018 7:29 AM 
To: McNab.BruceJ[OSC] <  
Subject: Immediate Action Implemented 4.docx 
 
Bruce  
 
 
This DNA result is an interim result that has not be subjected to full quality assurance processes. It is possible that 
the result could be withdrawn as a result of subsequent checking processes. Therefore, officers are not to 
commence proceedings against the identified person on the basis of the DNA result. For further information contact 
Inspector, DNA Management Section on 07  
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De Marco.JennaL[LD]

From: McNab.BruceJ[OSC]
Sent: Friday, 5 October 2018 06:25
To: Neville.DavidH[OSC]
Subject: RE: action plan

Thanks Dave, 
 
This was a great help mate, and thanks for your briefing yesterday too, it was exceptional.  
 
Bruce McNab BM 
Superintendent 7417 
Forensic Services Group 
OPERATIONS SUPPORT COMMAND 
Queensland Police Service 

 
 

From: Neville.DavidH[OSC]  
Sent: Thursday, 4 October 2018 4:26 PM 
To: McNab.BruceJ[OSC] <  
Subject: action plan 
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De Marco.JennaL[LD]

From: Craig Russell <
Sent: Friday, 5 October 2018 09:17
To: Cathie Allen; Neville.DavidH[OSC]
Subject: RE: Agenda for today's meeting

Cathie 
 
We will be discussing the DNA complex mix as a key priority and will reschedule the monthly meeting for a later 
time. 
 
Regards 
 

 

Craig Russell 
Execitive Director (acting)  

Forensic and Scientific Services  
Health Support Queensland, Queensland Health  

p   
a 39 Kessels Road, Coopers Plains, QLD 4108  
e w www.health.qld.gov.au/healthsupport  

 
Queensland Health acknowledges the Traditional Owners of the land, and pays respect to Elders past, present and future. 
 
 
 

From: Cathie Allen  
Sent: Friday, 5 October 2018 9:14 AM 
To: Insp David Neville ( <  
Cc: Craig Russell <  
Subject: Agenda for today's meeting 
 
Hi David 
 
Could you please send through an Agenda for today’s meeting. 
 
Cheers 
Cathie 

Cathie Allen 
Managing Scientist  
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Police Services Stream, Forensic & Scientific Services  
Health Support Queensland, Queensland Health  

p m   
a 39 Kessels Road, Coopers Plains, QLD 4108  
e w www.health.qld.gov.au/healthsupport  

Queensland Health acknowledges the Traditional Owners of the land, and pays respect to Elders past, present and future. 

 

******************************************************************************** 

This email, including any attachments sent with it, is confidential and for the sole use of the intended recipient(s). This 
confidentiality is not waived or lost, if you receive it and you are not the intended recipient(s), or if it is transmitted/received in 
error. 

Any unauthorised use, alteration, disclosure, distribution or review of this email is strictly prohibited. The information contained 
in this email, including any attachment sent with it, may be subject to a statutory duty of confidentiality if it relates to health 
service matters. 

If you are not the intended recipient(s), or if you have received this email in error, you are asked to immediately notify the 
sender by telephone collect on Australia +61 1800 198 175 or by return email. You should also delete this email, and any copies, 
from your computer system network and destroy any hard copies produced. 

If not an intended recipient of this email, you must not copy, distribute or take any action(s) that relies on it; any form of 
disclosure, modification, distribution and/or publication of this email is also prohibited. 

Although Queensland Health takes all reasonable steps to ensure this email does not contain malicious software, Queensland 
Health does not accept responsibility for the consequences if any person's computer inadvertently suffers any disruption to 
services, loss of information, harm or is infected with a virus, other malicious computer programme or code that may occur as a 
consequence of receiving this email. 

Unless stated otherwise, this email represents only the views of the sender and not the views of the Queensland Government. 

********************************************************************************** 
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De Marco.JennaL[LD]

From: Neville.DavidH[OSC]
Sent: Friday, 5 October 2018 11:12
To: McNab.BruceJ[OSC]
Subject: Fwd: RECALL OF DNA RESULTS dot points (002).doc
Attachments: RECALL OF DNA RESULTS dot points (002).doc

Get Outlook for iOS 

From: Neville.DavidH[OSC] 
Sent: Thursday, October 4, 2018 3:31:37 PM 
To: McNab.BruceJ[CR] 
Subject: RECALL OF DNA RESULTS dot points (002).doc 
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RECALL OF DNA RESULTS REPORTED BY QUEENSLAND HEALTH FORENSIC 

AND SCIENTIFIC SERVICES (QHFSS) 
 

BACKGROUND 
 This matter only pertains to results where the sample contained a mixture of DNA 

from 3 or more persons.   
 On a small number of occasions the results were recalled because of reduced 

confidence in the statistic previously reported about the likelihood of a person’s 
DNA forming part of the mixture.  The recall of the result does not mean that the 
wrong person was initially identified, it just means that a reliable statistic can no 
longer be given to support the likelihood of the person’s contribution.   
 

 In December 2012 QHFSS introduced a statistical program called STRMix which allows 
them to separate components from a complex mixed DNA profile.  Using this program 
the QHFSS analyst must manually determine how many persons are in the mixture and 
the program then isolates each contributor based partly on the concentrations of the 
material present and other factors.  If the analyst makes an incorrect call on the number 
of contributors, STRMix can give an unreliable result.  
 

 On most occasions the initial reported result related to a mixed DNA profile in which 
QHFSS reported very high probabilities (greater than 100,000,000,000:1) that a person 
contributed their DNA to the mixture.  This information is reported to investigators 
through QPRIME. 

 
 QHFSS has later reported that the sample yielded a mixed profile that cannot be 

interpreted.  This has occurred on 128 occasions since 2012. 
 
 It was first identified in early 2013 that QHFSS DNA identifications could potentially 

change and there was a risk for the QPS if the identification was withdrawn.  As part of 
the risk mitigation at the time, DNA Management Section (DMS) added the following 
caveat to mixed DNA cold link results reported to investigators on QPRIME: 

 
It is important to note that this report is for INTELLIGENCE PURPOSES 
ONLY, and that any reference samples subsequently received will be 
compared with the entire mixed DNA profile, with the result reported as a 
likelihood ratio.  Depending on the nature of the mixed DNA profile, the 
strength of the support for contribution may vary or change. 

 
 Additionally, s. 2.25 of the OPM provides the following policy guidance to investigators: 
 

POLICY 
DNA evidence should not be relied upon in isolation during an investigation, 
as it is only circumstantial evidence linking crime scenes to crime scenes or 
persons to crime scenes. Officers using DNA evidence in an investigation are 
to make all reasonable inquiries into the lawful or unlawful reasons why a 
person’s DNA is present at a crime scene. 
 
However, there may be instances where DNA evidence is the only evidence 
available and it will be necessary for a decision to be made as to its use. 

 
ISSUES: 

 STRMix was limited to major crime up until January 2018.  Major crime cases usually 
involve multiple DNA samples so other DNA evidence is often still available should a 
result be withdrawn; however, STRMix is now used for all matters including volume 
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crime where there will be no more than two DNA samples, increasing the potential 
impact that the withdrawal of evidence will have on a case.   

 
 Since the commencement of the use of STRMix for volume crime, there have been 11 

occasions where QHFSS has released DNA identifications to the QPS and later, 
following an internal review, recalled the result stating that it was incorrect.  These 11 
matters are summarised in the attached table.  Advice from FSG is that only one of 
these matters was withrdrawn (by DPP) as a result of DNA evidence being retracted. 

 
 Information was requested from QHFSS in relation to these incorrectly reported results, 

who confirmed that the result might change when a statement is requested. 
 
 QHFSS advised that their statement may be prepared and reviewed by different 

scientists (i.e. not the initial interpreting and reviewing scientists).  The scientists 
preparing and reviewing the statement will review each DNA profile based on current 
interpretation strategies and modelling.  DNA profile interpretations are subjective and 
in some instances these interpretations will differ.   Essentially the change in the result 
is due to a difference of professional opinion.   

 
 The results that are of concern are those that are reported initially with very high 

probabilities that the accused person contributed their DNA to the crime scene sample 
(likelihood ratio of over 100 billion:1). 

 
 Regardless of the safeguards in place, there remains the risk that a person could be 

arrested and incarcerated partly based on the perceived weight of the DNA evidence 
which is later retracted. 

 
 Forensic Services Group (FSG) DNA Management Section is in consultation with 

QHFSS to identify suitable strategies that would minimise the risk to the Service of 
retracted DNA results. 

 
 Additionally, FSG will consider the outcomes of their discussions with QHFSS to inform 

internal policy changes if indicated. 
 

 It is not considered necessary to provide this advice generally to investigators at this 
stage. 
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FR Offence Exhibit 
Original 
result date Original result 

New result 
date New result Court status 

Murder 09/08/2018 

Three person mixed DNA 
profile 
3 person mixed profile - 
conditioned on 
3 person mix rem - support 
for contribution > 100 
billion 05/09/2018 

Complex mixed 
profile unsuitable for 
interp or comparison Court ongoing 

Murder (inc 
attempts) 08/06/2018 

Two person mixed DNA 
profile 
2 person mix - support for 
contribution 100 to 1000 
2 person mix profile - 
support for contrib > 100 
billion 03/09/2018 

Complex mixed 
profile unsuitable for 
interp or comparison Court ongoing 

Wounding 16/07/2018 

Three person mixed DNA 
profile 
3 person mixed profile - 
conditioned on 
3 person mix rem - support 
for contribution > 100 
billion 19/07/2018 

Complex mixed 
profile unsuitable for 
interp or comparison Court ongoing 

UUMV 19/03/2018 

Three person mixed DNA 
profile 
3 person mix profile - 
support for contrib > 100 
billion 04/06/2018 

Complex mixed 
profile unsuitable for 
interp or comparison 

UUMV - Pleaded guilty 
Dang Op MV - NETO 

UUMV 19/03/2018 

Three person mixed DNA 
profile 
3 person mix profile - 
support for contrib > 100 
billion 24/05/2018 

Complex mixed 
profile unsuitable for 
interp or comparison 

UUMV - Pleaded guilty 
Dang Op MV - NETO 
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Child offences 30/01/2018 
SS DNA profile 9 loci and 
above LR > 100 billion 18/05/2018 

Complex mixed 
profile unsuitable for 
interp or comparison Listed for sentencing 

Assault 27/03/2018 

Three person mixed DNA 
profile 
3 person mix profile - 
support for contrib > 100 
billion 
3 person mix profile - 
support for contrib > 100 
billion 14/05/2018 

Complex mixed 
profile unsuitable for 
interp or comparison Court ongoing 

Robbery 05/03/2018 

Three person mixed DNA 
profile 
NCIDD upload - mixed 
DNA profile 
3 person mix profile - 
support for contrib > 100 
billion 01/05/2018 

Complex mixed 
profile unsuitable for 
interp or comparison 

Conviction recorded - 
imprisonment 

Attempted 
armed robbery 27/03/2018 

Three person mixed DNA 
profile 
3 person mix - support for 
contrib 1 million - 1 billion 
3 person mix profile - 
support for contrib > 100 
billion 27/04/2018 

Complex mixed 
profile unsuitable for 
interp or comparison 

DPP withrdrew the 
charges when the DNA 
evidence was retracted. 

GBH/Unlawfu
Wounding 06/02/2018 

Three person mixed DNA 
profile 
3 person mixed profile - 
conditioned on 
3 person mix rem - support 
for contribution > 100 
billion 10/04/2018 

Complex mixed 
profile unsuitable for 
interp or comparison 

GBH / Stealing / Enter 
premises - Pleaded guilty 
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 Assault  29/01/2018 

Three person mixed DNA 
profile 
3 person mix profile - 
support for contrib > 100 
billion 02/03/2018 

Complex mixed 
profile unsuitable for 
interp or comparison Court ongoing 
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De Marco.JennaL[LD]

From: McNab.BruceJ[OSC]
Sent: Friday, 5 October 2018 17:59
To: Neville.DavidH[OSC]; McLaren.ScottA[HQ]; O'Dowd.MichaelW[ICSC]
Subject: Re: Investigative review of mixed profile cases

Thanks gents for your work on this. I’m happy with the strategy. I’ve briefed AC OSC and he is very happy with the 
concept of ‘parking’ those cases in which qhss has supplied a statement, and we deep dive on the remaining jobs 
based on the index (ie serious offences first).  
 
Thanks again 
 
Bruce McNAB BM 
Superintendent 7417 
Forensic Services Group  
OPERATIONS SUPPORT COMMAND  
Qld Police Service 

 

From: Neville.DavidH[OSC] 
Sent: Friday, October 5, 2018 4:08:48 PM 
To: McLaren.ScottA[HQ]; McNab.BruceJ[OSC]; O'Dowd.MichaelW[ICSC] 
Subject: Re: Investigative review of mixed profile cases  
Yes, I think we are the same page, we just expressed it differently. Sounds like a good plan 
 
Get Outlook for iOS 

From: McLaren.ScottA[HQ] 
Sent: Friday, October 5, 2018 3:51:44 PM 
To: Neville.DavidH[OSC]; McNab.BruceJ[OSC]; O'Dowd.MichaelW[ICSC] 
Subject: RE: Investigative review of mixed profile cases  
The proposal we’ve worked up is that utilising the priorities for the Crime Harm Index, SCC and SIG staff rostered 
tomorrow, will progressively work through the prioritised occurrences. Staff will review each occurrence to see 
whether what evidence supported the arrest.  
 If DNA was the sole evidence relieved upon by the investigators, those occurrences will be placed on a list and it is 

suggested that QHFSS reviews those results. 
 Those occurrences where other supporting evidence was available, i.e. witness statements, fingerprints, CCTV, etc, 

will be placed on a separate list and no further action recommended. 
Given that these occurrences will have occurred state-wide and the staff working within the JIG tomorrow can only 
rely upon what is provided within QPRIME, i.e. does not have access to notebooks, or draft statements, etc. it would 
be unfair to expect those officers to provide a recommendation. It would be much more appropriate to ensure that 
the DNA results originally provided by QHFSS remain valid. 
Cheers,  

 

Inspector Scott McLaren 
Specialist Operations A | State Intelligence Group 
Intelligence and Covert Services Command | Queensland Police Service  
Address: Level 1, Queensland Police Headquarters, 200 Roma Street, Brisbane 
Phone: 07  | Mobile:  
Email:  

From: Neville.DavidH[OSC]  
Sent: Friday, 5 October 2018 3:38 PM 

EXHIBIT 107
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To: McNab.BruceJ[OSC] < McLaren.ScottA[HQ] 
<  
Subject: Investigative review of mixed profile cases 
Hi Bruce and Scott,  
The list of cases where no statement was issued will be provided tonight to you. 
In terms of the review by investigators, my thoughts are that we look at the cases and identify those where a DNA 
mixed profile is key evidence. If that evidence was not available, is the case still strong. If the case does not stand up 
without that mixed profile evidence, it will need to be referred to QHFSS to confirm that the reported finding is valid 
by subjecting it to the full QA process. 
In short, the investigators need to make a recommendation as to the sufficiency of the case in the absence of the 
mixed DNA prifile evidence. It may be that there are no issues with any of them. 
dave 
Get Outlook for iOS 
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De Marco.JennaL[LD]

From: McNab.BruceJ[OSC]
Sent: Saturday, 6 October 2018 19:56
To: McCarthy.AllanE[OSC]
Cc: O'Dowd.MichaelW[ICSC]; Carless.MauriceJ[ICSC]; Codd.BrianJ[SCC]; 

Wacker.JonH[SCC]; Neville.DavidH[OSC]; McLaren.ScottA[HQ]
Subject: Fwd: QPRIME Occurrence Review

Ac, 
 
Outstanding effort by the team yesterday and today. 
 
All matters covered and we have some that will require more work, but this number is small considering the original 
figure.  
 
I would like to acknowledge the members of Fsg DNA Unit, Icmc and SCC who delivered these outcomes, and pass 
on my thanks. 
 
Bruce McNAB BM 
Superintendent 7417 
Forensic Services Group  
OPERATIONS SUPPORT COMMAND  
Qld Police Service 

 

From: McNab.BruceJ[OSC] 
Sent: Saturday, October 6, 2018 7:49:40 PM 
To: O'Dowd.MichaelW[ICSC]; McLaren.ScottA[HQ]; Neville.DavidH[OSC] 
Cc: Horan.TonyR[ICSC]; Chan.TrackaJ[ICSC] 
Subject: Re: QPRIME Occurrence Review  
Couldn’t agree more Scott outstanding effort, please pass on my thanks to the team. 
 
Bruce McNAB BM 
Superintendent 7417 
Forensic Services Group  
OPERATIONS SUPPORT COMMAND  
Qld Police Service 

 

From: O'Dowd.MichaelW[ICSC] 
Sent: Saturday, October 6, 2018 7:46:17 PM 
To: McLaren.ScottA[HQ]; McNab.BruceJ[OSC]; Neville.DavidH[OSC] 
Cc: Horan.TonyR[ICSC]; Chan.TrackaJ[ICSC] 
Subject: Re: QPRIME Occurrence Review  
Thanks Scott 
 
Thanks Tony and Tracka. Great job 
 
Thanks 
MOD 
 
Get Outlook for iOS 
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From: McLaren.ScottA[HQ] <  
Sent: Saturday, October 6, 2018 7:39 pm 
To: O'Dowd.MichaelW[ICSC]; McNab.BruceJ[OSC]; Neville.DavidH[OSC] 
Cc: Horan.TonyR[ICSC]; Chan.TrackaJ[ICSC] 
Subject: Re: QPRIME Occurrence Review  
Good evening, the review of the 599 occurrences has been completed. This morning 4 SCC staff and 7 SIG 
staff, completed just over 400 QPRIME reviews. The remaining was completed by an additional number of 
SCC and SIG staff working the afternoon shift. 
 
Utilising the priorities for the Crime Harm Index, SCC and SIG staff rostered across two shifts today, 
progressively worked through the 599 prioritised occurrences. Staff reviewed each occurrence and marked 
on the attached spreadsheet whether DNA was the sole evidence or whether other supporting evidence 
utilised to substantiate the arrest. If they were unsure of whether DNA played a critical role they marked a 
third column. 
All 241 major crime occurrences involved more than just DNA evidence, as indicated in the table below. 
There are however a number of 83 volume crime occurrences that relied on DNA evidence alone and a 
further 42 that may require further review. 
 

 
This evening staff also reviewed the 23 occurrences where a statement had already been requested from 
QHFSS Scientists, but was pending. It should be noted that all of these occurrences involved the use of 
DNA evidence only. 
 
I would like to say that this was a fantastic effort by SIG and SCC in completing this review, it was intense 
and detailed work. I would specifically like to mention the excellent work of Senior Sergeant Tony Horan 
(SIG) and Sergeant Tracka Chan (SIG) who managed the process over these two shifts. 
 
Regards, 
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Inspector Scott McLaren 
Specialist Operations A | State Intelligence Group 
Intelligence and Covert Services Command | Queensland Police Service  
Address: Level 1, Queensland Police Headquarters, 200 Roma Street, Brisbane 
Phone: 07  | Mobile:  
Email:  
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De Marco.JennaL[LD]

From: Neville.DavidH[OSC]
Sent: Monday, 8 October 2018 12:59
To: McNab.BruceJ[OSC]; Maguire.JennaL[OSC]
Subject:  - EBN - RECALL OF DNA RESULTS REPORTED BY QUEENSLAND 

HEALTH FORENSIC AND SCIENTIFIC SERVICES update 1.doc
Attachments:  - EBN - RECALL OF DNA RESULTS REPORTED BY QUEENSLAND 

HEALTH FORENSIC AND SCIENTIFIC SERVICES update 1.doc
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EXECUTIVE BRIEFING NOTE 
 
SUBJECT: RECALL OF DNA RESULTS REPORTED BY QUEENSLAND HEALTH 

FORENSIC AND SCIENTIFIC SERVICES – UPDATE 1 
 

PURPOSE: 
 
1. To provide information regarding a trend where Queensland Health Forensic and 

Scientific Services (QHFSS) release DNA identifications and later recall the result. 
 
BACKGROUND: 
 
2. This matter only pertains to results where the sample contained a mixture of 

DNA from 3 or more persons.  On a small number of occasions the results 
were recalled because of reduced confidence in the statistic previously 
reported about the likelihood of a person’s DNA forming part of the mixture.  
This does not mean the wrong person was initially identified. The recall was 
required simply because a reliable statistic can no longer be given to support 
the likelihood of the person’s contribution.   
 

3. In December 2012 QHFSS introduced a statistical program called STRMix which 
allows them to separate components from a complex mixed DNA profile.  Using this 
program the QHFSS analyst must manually determine how many persons are in the 
mixture and the program then isolates each contributor based partly on the 
concentrations of the material present and other factors.  If the analyst makes an 
incorrect call on the number of contributors, STRMix can give an unreliable result.  

 
4. On most occasions the initial reported result related to a mixed DNA profile in which 

QHFSS reported very high probabilities (greater than 100,000,000,000:1) that a 
person contributed their DNA to the mixture.  This information is reported to 
investigators through QPRIME. 

 
5. QHFSS has later reported that the sample yielded a mixed profile that cannot be 

interpreted.  This has occurred on 128 occasions since 2012. 
 
6. It was first identified in early 2013 that QHFSS DNA identifications could potentially 

change and there was a risk for the QPS if the identification was withdrawn.  As part 
of the risk mitigation at the time, DNA Management Section (DMS) added the 
following caveat to mixed DNA cold link results reported to investigators on QPRIME: 

 
It is important to note that this report is for INTELLIGENCE PURPOSES 
ONLY, and that any reference samples subsequently received will be 
compared with the entire mixed DNA profile, with the result reported as a 
likelihood ratio.  Depending on the nature of the mixed DNA profile, the 
strength of the support for contribution may vary or change. 

 
7. Additionally, s. 2.25 of the OPM provides the following policy guidance to 

investigators: 
 

POLICY 
DNA evidence should not be relied upon in isolation during an investigation, 
as it is only circumstantial evidence linking crime scenes to crime scenes or 
persons to crime scenes. Officers using DNA evidence in an investigation are 
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to make all reasonable inquiries into the lawful or unlawful reasons why a 
person’s DNA is present at a crime scene. 
 
However, there may be instances where DNA evidence is the only evidence 
available and it will be necessary for a decision to be made as to its use. 

 
  
ISSUES: 
 
8. STRMix was limited to major crime up until January 2018.  Major crime cases usually 

involve multiple DNA samples so other DNA evidence is often still available should a 
result be withdrawn; however, STRMix is now used for all matters including volume 
crime where there will be no more than two DNA samples, increasing the potential 
impact that the withdrawal of evidence will have on a case.   

 
9. Since the commencement of the use of STRMix for volume crime, there have been 

11 occasions where QHFSS has released DNA identifications to the QPS and later, 
following an internal review, recalled the result stating that it was incorrect.   

 
10. Information was requested from QHFSS in relation to these incorrectly reported 

results, who confirmed that the result might change when a statement is requested. 
 
11. QHFSS advised that their statement may be prepared and reviewed by different 

scientists (i.e. not the initial interpreting and reviewing scientists).  The scientists 
preparing and reviewing the statement will review each DNA profile based on current 
interpretation strategies and modelling.  DNA profile interpretations are subjective 
and in some instances these interpretations will differ.   Essentially the change in the 
result is due to a difference of professional opinion.   

 
12. The results that are of concern are those that are reported initially with very high 

probabilities that the accused person contributed their DNA to the crime scene 
sample (likelihood ratio of over 100 billion:1). 

 
13. Regardless of the safeguards in place, there remains the risk that a person could be 

arrested and incarcerated partly based on the perceived weight of the DNA evidence 
which is later retracted. 

 
14. I have raised this issue with Michel Lok (GM, Strategy, Community and Scientific 

Support, Department of Health) initially on 27/9/18, and again on 5/10/18.  Mr Lok 
advised on 5/10/18 that while he had briefed his Executive Director on the issue, he 
required further information internally before he could commit to any process change 
from within his Forensic & Scientific Services area.  Mr Lok indicated that he was 
aware of the significance of the issue to QPS and was seeking further information 
internally on 5/10/18. 

 
15. Forensic Services Group (FSG) DNA Management Section has developed and is 

implementing an Action Plan to remove or reduce the risk of this issue to the Service.  
This Plan, which is supported, is outlined in Attachment A. 
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16. This issue is being closely monitored.  Weekly updates to this Briefing Note will be 

provided until the matter has been addressed. 
 
UPDATE ONE – 8 OCTOBER 2018 
 

 
17. A progress report on the Action Plan is included as Attachment B. 

 
18. This matter was referred to the National Association of Testing Authorities 

(NATA) for advice as to whether this was an issue common to all DNA 
laboratories using STRMix.  Ms Pam Scott, a DNA expert on the Forensic 
Science Accreditation Advisory Committee responded indicating that the 
change of DNA results should be something that occurs very rarely.  She 
advised that there is some subjective input required by the scientist during 
use of the STRMix interpretation including assessing how many people are in 
the mixture.  She advised that her Tasmanian laboratory generally avoided this 
issue by having the initial links and statements reported and reviewed by the 
same court reporting scientists.   

 
19. QHFSS advised there are two levels of Forensic DNA Analysis scientists that 

release DNA results to the QPS.  Type 1 is trained and deemed competent to 
interpret results, enter results and peer review DNA results entered by other 
scientists.  Type 2 is trained and deemed competent to interpret results, enter 
results and peer review DNA results entered by other scientists, in addition to 
providing evidence on the results in court. Type 2 have undergone additional 
training in court reporting.  The difference in opinion between the court 
reporting and non-court reporting scientist may be contributing to this issue. 

 
20. South Australia police indicated that they do not have this issue because the 

same scientists who report the initial link issues the statement for court.   
 

21. Western Australia and NSW police only receive intelligence reports for three-
person mixtures.  Their laboratories do not report any associated statistic and 
the result is not deemed evidential.   

 
22. QHFSS have advised that the complexity of interpreting three-person mixtures 

varies, and it is only some that are ambiguous.  The majority can be reported 
with certainty.  They advised that they could flag the results where there is 
some ambiguity in terms of the number of contributors.   

 
23. The best practice would be for QPS and QHFSS to identify and report the 

ambiguous mixtures as intelligence only using a caveat similar to: 
 

“Officers are NOT to commence proceedings against the identified 
person on the basis of this DNA result.  It is possible that the result 
could be withdrawn as a result of subsequent checking processes.  For 
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further information contact Inspector, DNA Management Section on 07 
 

 
24. QHFSS should also be requested to review their current reporting practices 

to minimise the impact that scientist subjectivity has on reporting finding to 
courts of law. 
 

25. It is recommended that the current and recommended practices of QHFSS the 
QPS in terms of reporting DNA results be reviewed by the Integrity and 
Performance Group, Ethical Standards Command.  Superintend Pilotto is well 
placed to overview this review given his understanding of DNA evidence and 
independence of the current practices.  

 
RECOMMENDATION: 

 
26. It is recommended the content of this Briefing Note be noted. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
ALLAN McCARTHY 
ASSISTANT COMMISSIONER 
OPERATIONS SUPPORT COMMAND 
 

Contact Officer: 
Inspector David Neville  
Telephone:   
Date: 05 October 2018 

 
 
NOTED  /  SUPPORTED  /  APPROVED 
 
Comment: 
 
 
 
 
 
DEPUTY COMMISSIONER 
(CRIME, COUNTER-TERRORISM AND 
SPECIALIST OPERATIONS) 
          /          / 

 
NOTED  /  SUPPORTED  /  APPROVED 
 
Comment: 
 
 
 
 
 
 
DEPUTY COMMISSIONER 
(REGIONAL OPERATIONS) 
          /          / 
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NOTED  /  SUPPORTED  /  APPROVED 
 
Comment: 
 
 
 
 
 
DEPUTY COMMISSIONER 
(STRATEGY, POLICY AND 
PERFORMANCE) 
          /          / 

 
NOTED  /  SUPPORTED  /  APPROVED 
 
Comment: 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
COMMISSIONER 
          /          / 
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De Marco.JennaL[LD]

From: Neville.DavidH[OSC]
Sent: Monday, 8 October 2018 13:52
To: Supt FSG
Subject: EBN further ino

Can the EBN also include the following in the update as the second last update paragraph 
 

1. QHFSS should validate STRMix so that it is able to provide results on mixtures with 
greater than three persons so that statistical results can be adjusted rather than 
recalled. 

 
 

 

 

 
 
David Neville 
Inspector  
DNA Management Unit | Forensic Services Group 
Operations Support Command 
QUEENSLAND POLICE SERVICE 
______________________________ 

Phone  
Email  

Address GPO Box 1440 Brisbane 4001 

 
 

EXHIBIT 110
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De Marco.JennaL[LD]

From: McNab.BruceJ[OSC]
Sent: Monday, 8 October 2018 13:56
To: Neville.DavidH[OSC]; Supt FSG
Subject: Re: EBN further ino

Thanks Dave, we will have to brief up later in the week, are you ok if we include it in that one perhaps after we 
speak with health on Friday? I’m just aware the brief as it now stands is packed with info and I don’t want this 
important piece to get buried. 
 
Thanks mate 
 
Bruce McNAB BM 
Superintendent 7417 
Forensic Services Group  
OPERATIONS SUPPORT COMMAND  
Qld Police Service 

 

From: Neville.DavidH[OSC] 
Sent: Monday, October 8, 2018 1:51:54 PM 
To: Supt FSG 
Subject: EBN further ino  
Can the EBN also include the following in the update as the second last update paragraph 
1. QHFSS should validate STRMix so that it is able to provide results on mixtures with greater 

than three persons so that statistical results can be adjusted rather than recalled. 

 

David Neville 
Inspector  
DNA Management Unit | Forensic Services Group 
Operations Support Command 
QUEENSLAND POLICE SERVICE 
______________________________ 

Phone  
Email  

Address GPO Box 1440 Brisbane 4001 
 

EXHIBIT 111
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De Marco.JennaL[LD]

From: Maguire.JennaL[OSC]
Sent: Tuesday, 9 October 2018 13:45
To: Neville.DavidH[OSC]
Cc: Supt FSG
Subject:  - EBN - RECALL OF DNA RESULTS REPORTED BY 

QUEENSLAND HEALTH FORENSIC AND SCIENTIFIC SERVICES
Attachments:  - EBN - RECALL OF DNA RESULTS REPORTED BY QUEENSLAND 

HEALTH FORENSIC AND SCIENTIFIC SERVICES V7.doc; ATTACHMENT B.docx; 
ATTACHMENT A.docx

Importance: High

Hi Dave, 
 
Can you please provide a second update of this EBN and submit back to this office by 12pm Thursday 11.10.18. 
 
Regards, 
Jenna  
 
Jenna Maguire  
Administration Officer | Office of the Superintendent | Forensic Services Group 
Operations Support Command | Queensland Police Service  
Level 4, 200 Roma Street, Brisbane City QLD 4000 
Phone: | Email:  
 

 
 

From: Hahn.RichardJ[OSC]  
Sent: Tuesday, 9 October 2018 1:34 PM 
To: Supt FSG < > 
Cc: Strategy and Performance Officer OSC 

>; McCarthy.AllanE[OSC] 
< Neville.DavidH[OSC] <  
Subject: FW:  - EBN - RECALL OF DNA RESULTS REPORTED BY QUEENSLAND HEALTH FORENSIC AND 
SCIENTIFIC SERVICES 
Importance: High 
 
Super, for attention please. 
 
Can a second update to this EBN please be provided to this office by no later than 1500 on Thursday 11 October 
2018. 
 
Sarah, for bring up please. 
 
Rgds and thanks 

EXHIBIT 112
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RJH 
 
________________________________________________ 
Richard Hahn 
Inspector 
Strategy and Performance 
Operations Support Command 
Queensland Police Service 

 
 

 
 

 
 

From: Croft.MurrayR[SPECOPS]  
Sent: Tuesday, 9 October 2018 12:19 PM 
To: Strategy and Performance Officer OSC 

> 
Cc: DEPUTY COMMISSIONER CCTSO GROUP < ; 
Admin.Deputy Commissioners < > 
Subject: FW:  - EBN - RECALL OF DNA RESULTS REPORTED BY QUEENSLAND HEALTH FORENSIC AND 
SCIENTIFIC SERVICES 
 
Good afternoon, 
 
The Deputy has requested an updated EBN for COB Thursday. After reviewing the updated EBN the Deputy will 
make a decision regarding the need for a pre-brief on Friday prior to the Monday meeting with the CoP. 
 
Thank you 
Murray.  
 

Murray Croft 
Acting Inspector, Strategy and Performance  
Office of the Deputy Commissioner – Crime, Counter-Terrorism and Specialist Operations 
Level 7, Police HQ, 200 Roma Street 
BRISBANE QLD 4000 
Ph: +61 7 Mob:  
Email:   
Queensland Police Service 
 

From: Croft.MurrayR[SPECOPS]  
Sent: Monday, 8 October 2018 4:48 PM 
To: DEPUTY COMMISSIONER CCTSO GROUP  
Subject: FW:  - EBN - RECALL OF DNA RESULTS REPORTED BY QUEENSLAND HEALTH FORENSIC AND 
SCIENTIFIC SERVICES 
 
DC CCTSO signed and forwarded to DCRO 
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From: Kluth.Sarah[OSC]  
Sent: Monday, 8 October 2018 2:54 PM 
To: Strategy and Performance Officer Deputy Commissioner (Specialist Operations) 
< > 
Cc: Strategy and Performance Officer OSC <

> 
Subject: RE: D  - EBN - RECALL OF DNA RESULTS REPORTED BY QUEENSLAND HEALTH FORENSIC AND 
SCIENTIFIC SERVICES 
 
Good afternoon, 
 
In addition please see attached additional attachments. 
 
Thank you, 
 
 

 

Sarah Kluth 
Executive Secretary to Assistant Commissioner  
Operations Support Command (OSC) 
Queensland Police Service 
 
Phone: +61 7  
Email:  
Address: Police Headquarters, Level 7, 200 Roma Street, Brisbane, Queensland 4000 
Australia 
Postal: GPO Box 1440, Brisbane, Queensland 4001, Australia  

 
 

From: Kluth.Sarah[OSC]  
Sent: Monday, 8 October 2018 2:40 PM 
To: Strategy and Performance Officer Deputy Commissioner (Specialist Operations) 
<  
Cc: Strategy and Performance Officer OSC 

> 
Subject:  - EBN - RECALL OF DNA RESULTS REPORTED BY QUEENSLAND HEALTH FORENSIC AND 
SCIENTIFIC SERVICES 
 
Good afternoon, 
 
Please see attached word version of  - EBN - RECALL OF DNA RESULTS REPORTED BY QUEENSLAND 
HEALTH FORENSIC AND SCIENTIFIC SERVICES. 
 
Hard copy has been walked around and document has been moved to the DC CCTSO Working Folder on Objective. 
 
Thank you, 
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Sarah Kluth 
Executive Secretary to Assistant Commissioner  
Operations Support Command (OSC) 
Queensland Police Service 
 
Phone: +61 7  
Email:  
Address: Police Headquarters, Level 7, 200 Roma Street, Brisbane, Queensland 4000 
Australia 
Postal: GPO Box 1440, Brisbane, Queensland 4001, Australia  
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EXECUTIVE BRIEFING NOTE 
 
SUBJECT: RECALL OF DNA RESULTS REPORTED BY QUEENSLAND HEALTH 

FORENSIC AND SCIENTIFIC SERVICES – UPDATE 1, 8 OCTOBER 2018 
 

PURPOSE: 
 
1. To provide information regarding a trend where Queensland Health Forensic and 

Scientific Services (QHFSS) release DNA identifications and later recall the result. 
 
BACKGROUND: 
 
2. This matter only pertains to results where the sample contained a mixture of 

DNA from 3 or more persons.  On a small number of occasions, the results 
were recalled because of reduced confidence in the statistic previously 
reported about the likelihood of a person’s DNA forming part of the mixture.  
This does not mean the wrong person was initially identified. The recall was 
required because a reliable statistic can no longer be given to support the 
likelihood of the person’s contribution.   
 

3. In December 2012 QHFSS introduced a statistical program called STRMix which 
allows them to separate components from a complex mixed DNA profile.  Using this 
program the QHFSS analyst must manually determine how many persons are in the 
mixture and the program then isolates each contributor based partly on the 
concentrations of the material present and other factors.  If the analyst makes an 
incorrect call on the number of contributors, STRMix can give an unreliable result.  

 
4. On most occasions the initial reported result related to a mixed DNA profile in which 

QHFSS reported very high probabilities (greater than 100,000,000,000:1) that a 
person contributed their DNA to the mixture.  This information is reported to 
investigators through QPRIME. 

 
5. QHFSS has later reported that the sample yielded a mixed profile that cannot be 

interpreted.  This has occurred on 128 occasions since 2012. 
 
6. It was first identified in early 2013 that QHFSS DNA identifications could potentially 

change and there was a risk for the QPS if the identification was withdrawn.  As part 
of the risk mitigation at the time, DNA Management Section (DMS) added the 
following caveat to mixed DNA cold link results reported to investigators on QPRIME: 

 
It is important to note that this report is for INTELLIGENCE PURPOSES 
ONLY, and that any reference samples subsequently received will be 
compared with the entire mixed DNA profile, with the result reported as a 
likelihood ratio.  Depending on the nature of the mixed DNA profile, the 
strength of the support for contribution may vary or change. 

 
7. Additionally, s. 2.25 of the OPM provides the following policy guidance to 

investigators: 
 
 
 

POLICY 
DNA evidence should not be relied upon in isolation during an investigation, 
as it is only circumstantial evidence linking crime scenes to crime scenes or 
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persons to crime scenes. Officers using DNA evidence in an investigation are 
to make all reasonable inquiries into the lawful or unlawful reasons why a 
person’s DNA is present at a crime scene. 
 
However, there may be instances where DNA evidence is the only evidence 
available and it will be necessary for a decision to be made as to its use. 

 
ISSUES: 
 
8. STRMix was limited to major crime up until January 2018.  Major crime cases usually 

involve multiple DNA samples so other DNA evidence is often still available should a 
result be withdrawn; however, STRMix is now used for all matters including volume 
crime where there will be no more than two DNA samples, increasing the potential 
impact that the withdrawal of evidence will have on a case.   

 
9. Since the commencement of the use of STRMix for volume crime, there have been 

11 occasions where QHFSS has released DNA identifications to the QPS and later, 
following an internal review, recalled the result stating that it was incorrect.   

 
10. Information was requested from QHFSS in relation to these incorrectly reported 

results, who confirmed that the result might change when a statement is requested. 
 
11. QHFSS advised that their statement may be prepared and reviewed by different 

scientists (i.e. not the initial interpreting and reviewing scientists).  The scientists 
preparing and reviewing the statement will review each DNA profile based on current 
interpretation strategies and modelling.  DNA profile interpretations are subjective 
and in some instances these interpretations will differ.   Essentially the change in the 
result is due to a difference of professional opinion.   

 
12. The results that are of concern are those that are reported initially with very high 

probabilities that the accused person contributed their DNA to the crime scene 
sample (likelihood ratio of over 100 billion:1). 

 
13. Regardless of the safeguards in place, there remains the risk that a person could be 

arrested and incarcerated partly based on the perceived weight of the DNA evidence 
which is later retracted. 

 
14. I have raised this issue with Michel Lok (GM, Strategy, Community and Scientific 

Support, Department of Health) initially on 27/9/18, and again on 5/10/18.  Mr Lok 
advised on 5/10/18 that while he had briefed his Executive Director on the issue, he 
required further information internally before he could commit to any process change 
from within his Forensic & Scientific Services area.  Mr Lok indicated that he was 
aware of the significance of the issue to QPS and was seeking further information 
internally on 5/10/18. 

 
15. Forensic Services Group (FSG) DNA Management Section has developed and is 

implementing an Action Plan to remove or reduce the risk of this issue to the Service.  
This Plan, which is supported, is outlined in Attachment A. 
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16. This issue is being closely monitored.  Weekly updates to this Briefing Note will be 
provided until the matter has been addressed. 

 
UPDATE ONE – 8 OCTOBER 2018 

 
17. A progress report on the Action Plan is included as Attachment B. 

 
18. This matter was referred to the National Association of Testing Authorities 

(NATA) for advice as to whether this was an issue common to all DNA 
laboratories using STRMix.  Ms Pam Scott, a DNA expert on the Forensic 
Science Accreditation Advisory Committee, responded indicating that the 
change of DNA results should be something that occurs very rarely.  She 
advised that there is some subjective input required by the scientist during 
use of the STRMix interpretation including assessing how many people are in 
the mixture.  She advised that her Tasmanian laboratory generally avoided this 
issue by having the initial links and statements reported and reviewed by the 
same court reporting scientists.   

 
19. QHFSS advised there are two levels of Forensic DNA Analysis scientists that 

release DNA results to the QPS: 
 

 Level 1 scientists are trained and deemed competent to interpret 
results, enter results and peer review DNA results entered by other 
scientists; and 

 Level 2 scientists are trained and deemed competent to interpret 
results, enter results and peer review DNA results entered by other 
scientists, in addition to providing evidence on the results in court.  
These scientists have undergone additional training in court reporting.  
The difference in opinion between the court reporting and non-court 
reporting scientist may be contributing to this issue. 

 
20. South Australia Police has advised that they do not have this issue because 

the same scientist who report the initial link issues the statement for court.   
 

21. Western Australia and New South Wales Police only receive intelligence 
reports for three-person mixtures.  Their laboratories do not report any 
associated statistic and the result is not deemed evidential. 

 
22. QHFSS has advised that the complexity of interpreting three-person mixtures 

varies, and it is only some that are ambiguous.  The majority can be reported 
with certainty.  They advised that they could flag the results where there is 
some ambiguity in terms of the number of contributors.   

 
23. QHFSS has been requested to review their current reporting practices to 

minimise the impact that scientist subjectivity has on reporting findings to 
courts of law. They are briefing FSG of the proposed outcomes on 12 October 
2018. 
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24. Subject to the outcomes meeting with QHFSS on the 12 October, a potential 
best practice solution to remove the current risks associated with this issue is 
for the QPS and QHFSS to identify and report the ambiguous mixtures as 
intelligence only using a caveat similar to: 

“Officers are NOT to commence proceedings against the identified 
person on the basis of this DNA result.  It is possible that the result 
could be withdrawn as a result of subsequent checking processes.  For 
further information contact Inspector, DNA Management Section on 07 

 
 

25. It is recommended that the current and recommended practices of QHFSS to 
the QPS in terms of reporting DNA results be reviewed by the Integrity and 
Performance Group, Ethical Standards Command.  Superintendent Andrew 
Pilotto is well placed to overview this review given his understanding of DNA 
evidence and independence of the current practices.  

 
RECOMMENDATION: 

 
26. It is recommended the content of this Briefing Note be noted. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
ALLAN McCARTHY 
ASSISTANT COMMISSIONER 
OPERATIONS SUPPORT COMMAND 
 

Contact Officer: 
Inspector David Neville  
Telephone:   
Date: 08 October 2018 

 
 
NOTED  /  SUPPORTED  /  APPROVED 
 
Comment: 
 
 
 
 
 
DEPUTY COMMISSIONER 
(CRIME, COUNTER-TERRORISM AND 
SPECIALIST OPERATIONS) 
          /          / 

 
NOTED  /  SUPPORTED  /  APPROVED 
 
Comment: 
 
 
 
 
 
 
DEPUTY COMMISSIONER 
(REGIONAL OPERATIONS) 
          /          / 
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NOTED  /  SUPPORTED  /  APPROVED 
 
Comment: 
 
 
 
 
 
DEPUTY COMMISSIONER 
(STRATEGY, POLICY AND 
PERFORMANCE) 
          /          / 

 
NOTED  /  SUPPORTED  /  APPROVED 
 
Comment: 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
COMMISSIONER 
          /          / 
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ATTACHMENT A 
 
 
ACTION PLAN 
 
1. Immediate action implemented by Inspector David Neville, DNA Management 

Section (DMS): 
 Reporting of all 3-person mixtures for volume crime matters ceased by the 

Inspector of the DMS. 
 The reporting of 3-person mixtures for major crime matters will only occur if 

approved by the Inspector of the DMS.  This will include a caveat and the 
investigator will be contacted to ensure they understand the limitation of the 
information. 
 

2. Actions to scope the extent of the problem  
 Initial enquiries – completed by COB Friday 5/10/2018 

 There are a total of 2364 results of mixed profiles reported since 
December 2012.  Each of these will be reviewed to determine if the 
matters have ben actioned or are pending finalisation. At present there 
are 605 ‘cold links’, and 1759 ‘warm links’. Cold links are those in which 
prior to the DNA evidence being identified, there was no link with the 
offence; warm is where the suspect/offender has been nominated by 
other means or evidence. These need to be searched to identify which 
matters have been ‘actioned’ and which are still pending finalisation. A 
key priority is identifying those matters which are unsolved. 

 DMS will check ‘cold links’ and ICSC will check ‘warm links’.  
 For matters where a prosecution has not commenced, the current 

QPRIME occurrence flag will be expired and a caveat will be placed in 
the Forensic Support report directing officers not to act on the DNA 
evidence 

 Matters that resulted in the commencement of proceeding against the 
nominated person will be triaged into following groups: 

 Means of finalisation (plea of guilty, trial) and; 
 Those prisoners currently incarcerated as a consequence of a 

linked matter, or those on remand for a linked matter. 
 Case review (anticipated to be completed by Friday 12 October 2018) 

 Each case where mixed DNA evidence resulted in the commencement 
of proceedings against the identified person will be fully reviewed.  
These results will be triaged with those matters which had led to a 
defendant being currently in custody either from remand or sentencing 
will be given priority. The review will assess: 

 If the mixed DNA evidence was reviewed a second time and 
reported upon by way of statement by QHFSS.  If this has 
occurred the result will be considered reliable as it has 
undergone 2 separate peer review processes. 

 If the result has not been peer reviewed a second time, an 
assessment will be made as to the evidential weight that was 
placed on the mixed DNA evidence.  If the evidence played a 
significant role, the evidence will be referred to QHFSS for 
second peer review to verify the correctness of the number of 
mixture contributors and therefore the reliability of the result. 
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 Concurrent to the process outlined above, the strength of other 
evidence will be assessed by the review team, to determine if 
the case has sufficient strength in the absence of the DNA 
evidence.  

 NB The time taken to undertake this process will depend on the 
outcome of the initial enquiries, and time frames for QHEALTH. 

 Legal advice  
 Legal advice to be sought by Deputy Commissioner regarding legal 

implications of these matters. 
 Triage new matters  

 Overview of new volume crime mixed DNA mixed profiles by the 
Inspector, DMS. For matters requiring immediate investigation to 
ensure public safety, Inspector, DMS will, after consultation with 
Superintendent, Forensic Services Group, contact Detective 
Investigator for relevant area to advise presence of intelligence 
possible linking suspects. 
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ATTACHMENT B 
 
ACTION PLAN PROGRESS REPORT 8 OCTOBER 
 
Actions Completed: 
 

 On 4/10/18 the DNA Management Section (DMS) ceased reporting results of three-
person mixtures to QPRIME. 
 

 On 5/10/18 Forensic Services Group (FSG) identified 2364 three-person mixed profile 
results that had been reported. The relevant QPRIME occurrence numbers were 
provided to State Intelligence Group (SIG) who identified that 1331 occurrences had 
charges linked to them. 
 

 On 5/10/18 DMS staff reviewed the 1331 occurrences with charges laid and found 
that 709 of these had been subjected to full Quality Assurance (QA) processes by 
Queensland Health Forensic and Scientific Services (QHFSS) resulting in the release 
of a statement. The remaining 622 cases that had not undergone the full QA process 
were referred to the investigative taskforce consisting of investigators from ICSC 
and SCC for investigative review. 
 

 On 5/10/18 all QPRIME entries for the 605 cold links based on three-person mixture 
results had been reviewed by DMS.  Wanted flags were removed for all identified 
persons where the matter has not been actioned and the Forensic Supplementary 
Report was amended to include the following warning:  

Officers are NOT to commence proceedings against the identified person on the 
basis of this DNA result.  It is possible that the result could be withdrawn as a 
result of subsequent checking processes.  For further information contact 
Inspector, DNA Management Section on 07  

 
 On 5/10/18 Supt McNab and Inspector Neville met with management of QHFSS 

including Executive Director Craig Russell and Ms Cathie Allen.  QHFSS indicated: 
o they are currently undertaking a review of what triggered the recall of the 

results and are planning to take appropriate corrective action in consultation 
with FSG; 

o they would review matters referred back to them to assess the ongoing 
validity of three-person mixed profile results; and 

o they will meet again with FSG on 12/10/18 to discuss strategies and 
outcomes.  

 
 From 6-7 October 2018 investigators from ICSC and SCC reviewed the 622 cases 

referred to them where charges have been laid. They reviewed the role the DNA 
evidence played in each case and identified 117 matters where the DNA evidence 
was of significance.  There was a further 21 cases where the role of DNA was 
unknown and will require further investigation. These are all volume crime offences.  
 

 On 8/10/18 the 138 matters identified by the SIG and SCC taskforce as being heavily 
reliant on three-person mixed DNA evidence were referred back to QHFSS for 
review.  QHFSS was requested to confirm the validity of the initial results as a matter 
of priority.  They were requested to provide a time frame for their review by COB 
8/10/18. 
 

 On 8/10/18 the DMS commenced a review of 1759 QPRIME entries relating to DNA 
mixture ‘warm links’.  The review is limited to matters where no charges have been 
laid.  Any wanted flags will be removed for identified persons and the Forensic 
Supplementary Report will be amended to include the warning as per the above.  
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De Marco.JennaL[LD]

From: McNab.BruceJ[OSC]
Sent: Tuesday, 9 October 2018 14:31
To: Maguire.JennaL[OSC]; Neville.DavidH[OSC]
Cc: Supt FSG
Subject: Re:  - EBN - RECALL OF DNA RESULTS REPORTED BY 

QUEENSLAND HEALTH FORENSIC AND SCIENTIFIC SERVICES

Thanks Jenna, 
 
Can I see this one before we send upstairs please. 
 
Bruce McNAB BM 
Superintendent 7417 
Forensic Services Group  
OPERATIONS SUPPORT COMMAND  
Qld Police Service 

 

From: Maguire.JennaL[OSC] 
Sent: Tuesday, October 9, 2018 1:45:15 PM 
To: Neville.DavidH[OSC] 
Cc: Supt FSG 
Subject: FW:  - EBN - RECALL OF DNA RESULTS REPORTED BY QUEENSLAND HEALTH FORENSIC AND 
SCIENTIFIC SERVICES  
Hi Dave, 
Can you please provide a second update of this EBN and submit back to this office by 12pm Thursday 11.10.18. 
Regards, 
Jenna  
Jenna Maguire  
Administration Officer | Office of the Superintendent | Forensic Services Group 
Operations Support Command | Queensland Police Service  
Level 4, 200 Roma Street, Brisbane City QLD 4000 
Phone: | Email:  

 
From: Hahn.RichardJ[OSC]  
Sent: Tuesday, 9 October 2018 1:34 PM 
To: Supt FSG < > 
Cc: Strategy and Performance Officer OSC 

>; McCarthy.AllanE[OSC] 
< Neville.DavidH[OSC] <  
Subject: FW:  - EBN - RECALL OF DNA RESULTS REPORTED BY QUEENSLAND HEALTH FORENSIC AND 
SCIENTIFIC SERVICES 
Importance: High 
Super, for attention please. 

EXHIBIT 113
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Can a second update to this EBN please be provided to this office by no later than 1500 on Thursday 11 October 
2018. 
Sarah, for bring up please. 
Rgds and thanks 
RJH 
________________________________________________ 
Richard Hahn 
Inspector 
Strategy and Performance 
Operations Support Command 
Queensland Police Service 

 
 

 

 
From: Croft.MurrayR[SPECOPS]  
Sent: Tuesday, 9 October 2018 12:19 PM 
To: Strategy and Performance Officer OSC 

> 
Cc: DEPUTY COMMISSIONER CCTSO GROUP < ; 
Admin.Deputy Commissioners <  
Subject: FW:  - EBN - RECALL OF DNA RESULTS REPORTED BY QUEENSLAND HEALTH FORENSIC AND 
SCIENTIFIC SERVICES 
Good afternoon, 
The Deputy has requested an updated EBN for COB Thursday. After reviewing the updated EBN the Deputy will 
make a decision regarding the need for a pre-brief on Friday prior to the Monday meeting with the CoP. 
Thank you 
Murray.  

Murray Croft 
Acting Inspector, Strategy and Performance  
Office of the Deputy Commissioner – Crime, Counter-Terrorism and Specialist Operations 
Level 7, Police HQ, 200 Roma Street 
BRISBANE QLD 4000 
Ph: +61 7 Mob:  
Email:   
Queensland Police Service 

From: Croft.MurrayR[SPECOPS]  
Sent: Monday, 8 October 2018 4:48 PM 
To: DEPUTY COMMISSIONER CCTSO GROUP <  
Subject: FW:  - EBN - RECALL OF DNA RESULTS REPORTED BY QUEENSLAND HEALTH FORENSIC AND 
SCIENTIFIC SERVICES 
DC CCTSO signed and forwarded to DCRO 

From: Kluth.Sarah[OSC]  
Sent: Monday, 8 October 2018 2:54 PM 
To: Strategy and Performance Officer Deputy Commissioner (Specialist Operations) 
<  
Cc: Strategy and Performance Officer OSC 
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Subject: RE:  - EBN - RECALL OF DNA RESULTS REPORTED BY QUEENSLAND HEALTH FORENSIC AND 
SCIENTIFIC SERVICES 
Good afternoon, 
In addition please see attached additional attachments. 
Thank you, 

 

Sarah Kluth 
Executive Secretary to Assistant Commissioner  
Operations Support Command (OSC) 
Queensland Police Service 
Phone: +61 7  
Email:  
Address: Police Headquarters, Level 7, 200 Roma Street, Brisbane, Queensland 4000 
Australia 
Postal: GPO Box 1440, Brisbane, Queensland 4001, Australia 

From: Kluth.Sarah[OSC]  
Sent: Monday, 8 October 2018 2:40 PM 
To: Strategy and Performance Officer Deputy Commissioner (Specialist Operations) 
< > 
Cc: Strategy and Performance Officer OSC 

 
Subject:  - EBN - RECALL OF DNA RESULTS REPORTED BY QUEENSLAND HEALTH FORENSIC AND 
SCIENTIFIC SERVICES 
Good afternoon, 
Please see attached word version of  - EBN - RECALL OF DNA RESULTS REPORTED BY QUEENSLAND 
HEALTH FORENSIC AND SCIENTIFIC SERVICES. 
Hard copy has been walked around and document has been moved to the DC CCTSO Working Folder on Objective. 
Thank you, 

 

Sarah Kluth 
Executive Secretary to Assistant Commissioner  
Operations Support Command (OSC) 
Queensland Police Service 
Phone: +61 7  
Email:  
Address: Police Headquarters, Level 7, 200 Roma Street, Brisbane, Queensland 4000 
Australia 
Postal: GPO Box 1440, Brisbane, Queensland 4001, Australia 
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De Marco.JennaL[LD]

From: Maguire.JennaL[OSC]
Sent: Thursday, 11 October 2018 11:35
To: Neville.DavidH[OSC]
Subject: FW:  - EBN - RECALL OF DNA RESULTS REPORTED BY 

QUEENSLAND HEALTH FORENSIC AND SCIENTIFIC SERVICES
Attachments:  - EBN - RECALL OF DNA RESULTS REPORTED BY QUEENSLAND 

HEALTH FORENSIC AND SCIENTIFIC SERVICES V7.doc; ATTACHMENT B.docx; 
ATTACHMENT A.docx

Importance: High

 
 
Regards, 
Jenna  
 
Jenna Maguire  
Administration Officer | Office of the Superintendent | Forensic Services Group 
Operations Support Command | Queensland Police Service  
Level 4, 200 Roma Street, Brisbane City QLD 4000 
Phone: | Email:  
 

 
 

From: Hahn.RichardJ[OSC]  
Sent: Tuesday, 9 October 2018 1:34 PM 
To: Supt FSG <  
Cc: Strategy and Performance Officer OSC 

; McCarthy.AllanE[OSC] 
< Neville.DavidH[OSC] <  
Subject: FW:  - EBN - RECALL OF DNA RESULTS REPORTED BY QUEENSLAND HEALTH FORENSIC AND 
SCIENTIFIC SERVICES 
Importance: High 
 
Super, for attention please. 
 
Can a second update to this EBN please be provided to this office by no later than 1500 on Thursday 11 October 
2018. 
 
Sarah, for bring up please. 
 
Rgds and thanks 
 
RJH 
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________________________________________________ 
Richard Hahn 
Inspector 
Strategy and Performance 
Operations Support Command 
Queensland Police Service 

 
 

 
 

 
 

From: Croft.MurrayR[SPECOPS]  
Sent: Tuesday, 9 October 2018 12:19 PM 
To: Strategy and Performance Officer OSC 

> 
Cc: DEPUTY COMMISSIONER CCTSO GROUP < >; 
Admin.Deputy Commissioners < > 
Subject: FW: - EBN - RECALL OF DNA RESULTS REPORTED BY QUEENSLAND HEALTH FORENSIC AND 
SCIENTIFIC SERVICES 
 
Good afternoon, 
 
The Deputy has requested an updated EBN for COB Thursday. After reviewing the updated EBN the Deputy will 
make a decision regarding the need for a pre-brief on Friday prior to the Monday meeting with the CoP. 
 
Thank you 
Murray.  
 

Murray Croft 
Acting Inspector, Strategy and Performance  
Office of the Deputy Commissioner – Crime, Counter-Terrorism and Specialist Operations 
Level 7, Police HQ, 200 Roma Street 
BRISBANE QLD 4000 
Ph: +61 7 Mob:  
Email:   
Queensland Police Service 
 

From: Croft.MurrayR[SPECOPS]  
Sent: Monday, 8 October 2018 4:48 PM 
To: DEPUTY COMMISSIONER CCTSO GROUP <  
Subject: FW:  - EBN - RECALL OF DNA RESULTS REPORTED BY QUEENSLAND HEALTH FORENSIC AND 
SCIENTIFIC SERVICES 
 
DC CCTSO signed and forwarded to DCRO 
 

From: Kluth.Sarah[OSC]  
Sent: Monday, 8 October 2018 2:54 PM 
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To: Strategy and Performance Officer Deputy Commissioner (Specialist Operations) 
< > 
Cc: Strategy and Performance Officer OSC 

> 
Subject: RE:  - EBN - RECALL OF DNA RESULTS REPORTED BY QUEENSLAND HEALTH FORENSIC AND 
SCIENTIFIC SERVICES 
 
Good afternoon, 
 
In addition please see attached additional attachments. 
 
Thank you, 
 
 

 

Sarah Kluth 
Executive Secretary to Assistant Commissioner  
Operations Support Command (OSC) 
Queensland Police Service 
 
Phone: +61 7  
Email:  
Address: Police Headquarters, Level 7, 200 Roma Street, Brisbane, Queensland 4000 
Australia 
Postal: GPO Box 1440, Brisbane, Queensland 4001, Australia  

 
 

From: Kluth.Sarah[OSC]  
Sent: Monday, 8 October 2018 2:40 PM 
To: Strategy and Performance Officer Deputy Commissioner (Specialist Operations) 
< > 
Cc: Strategy and Performance Officer OSC <

 
Subject:  - EBN - RECALL OF DNA RESULTS REPORTED BY QUEENSLAND HEALTH FORENSIC AND 
SCIENTIFIC SERVICES 
 
Good afternoon, 
 
Please see attached word version of  - EBN - RECALL OF DNA RESULTS REPORTED BY QUEENSLAND 
HEALTH FORENSIC AND SCIENTIFIC SERVICES. 
 
Hard copy has been walked around and document has been moved to the DC CCTSO Working Folder on Objective. 
 
Thank you, 
 
 

 

Sarah Kluth 
Executive Secretary to Assistant Commissioner  
Operations Support Command (OSC) 
Queensland Police Service 
 
Phone: +61 7  
Email:  
Address: Police Headquarters, Level 7, 200 Roma Street, Brisbane, Queensland 4000 
Australia 
Postal: GPO Box 1440, Brisbane, Queensland 4001, Australia  
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EXECUTIVE BRIEFING NOTE 
 
SUBJECT: RECALL OF DNA RESULTS REPORTED BY QUEENSLAND HEALTH 

FORENSIC AND SCIENTIFIC SERVICES – UPDATE 1, 8 OCTOBER 2018 
 

PURPOSE: 
 
1. To provide information regarding a trend where Queensland Health Forensic and 

Scientific Services (QHFSS) release DNA identifications and later recall the result. 
 
BACKGROUND: 
 
2. This matter only pertains to results where the sample contained a mixture of 

DNA from 3 or more persons.  On a small number of occasions, the results 
were recalled because of reduced confidence in the statistic previously 
reported about the likelihood of a person’s DNA forming part of the mixture.  
This does not mean the wrong person was initially identified. The recall was 
required because a reliable statistic can no longer be given to support the 
likelihood of the person’s contribution.   
 

3. In December 2012 QHFSS introduced a statistical program called STRMix which 
allows them to separate components from a complex mixed DNA profile.  Using this 
program the QHFSS analyst must manually determine how many persons are in the 
mixture and the program then isolates each contributor based partly on the 
concentrations of the material present and other factors.  If the analyst makes an 
incorrect call on the number of contributors, STRMix can give an unreliable result.  

 
4. On most occasions the initial reported result related to a mixed DNA profile in which 

QHFSS reported very high probabilities (greater than 100,000,000,000:1) that a 
person contributed their DNA to the mixture.  This information is reported to 
investigators through QPRIME. 

 
5. QHFSS has later reported that the sample yielded a mixed profile that cannot be 

interpreted.  This has occurred on 128 occasions since 2012. 
 
6. It was first identified in early 2013 that QHFSS DNA identifications could potentially 

change and there was a risk for the QPS if the identification was withdrawn.  As part 
of the risk mitigation at the time, DNA Management Section (DMS) added the 
following caveat to mixed DNA cold link results reported to investigators on QPRIME: 

 
It is important to note that this report is for INTELLIGENCE PURPOSES 
ONLY, and that any reference samples subsequently received will be 
compared with the entire mixed DNA profile, with the result reported as a 
likelihood ratio.  Depending on the nature of the mixed DNA profile, the 
strength of the support for contribution may vary or change. 

 
7. Additionally, s. 2.25 of the OPM provides the following policy guidance to 

investigators: 
 
 
 

POLICY 
DNA evidence should not be relied upon in isolation during an investigation, 
as it is only circumstantial evidence linking crime scenes to crime scenes or 
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persons to crime scenes. Officers using DNA evidence in an investigation are 
to make all reasonable inquiries into the lawful or unlawful reasons why a 
person’s DNA is present at a crime scene. 
 
However, there may be instances where DNA evidence is the only evidence 
available and it will be necessary for a decision to be made as to its use. 

 
ISSUES: 
 
8. STRMix was limited to major crime up until January 2018.  Major crime cases usually 

involve multiple DNA samples so other DNA evidence is often still available should a 
result be withdrawn; however, STRMix is now used for all matters including volume 
crime where there will be no more than two DNA samples, increasing the potential 
impact that the withdrawal of evidence will have on a case.   

 
9. Since the commencement of the use of STRMix for volume crime, there have been 

11 occasions where QHFSS has released DNA identifications to the QPS and later, 
following an internal review, recalled the result stating that it was incorrect.   

 
10. Information was requested from QHFSS in relation to these incorrectly reported 

results, who confirmed that the result might change when a statement is requested. 
 
11. QHFSS advised that their statement may be prepared and reviewed by different 

scientists (i.e. not the initial interpreting and reviewing scientists).  The scientists 
preparing and reviewing the statement will review each DNA profile based on current 
interpretation strategies and modelling.  DNA profile interpretations are subjective 
and in some instances these interpretations will differ.   Essentially the change in the 
result is due to a difference of professional opinion.   

 
12. The results that are of concern are those that are reported initially with very high 

probabilities that the accused person contributed their DNA to the crime scene 
sample (likelihood ratio of over 100 billion:1). 

 
13. Regardless of the safeguards in place, there remains the risk that a person could be 

arrested and incarcerated partly based on the perceived weight of the DNA evidence 
which is later retracted. 

 
14. I have raised this issue with Michel Lok (GM, Strategy, Community and Scientific 

Support, Department of Health) initially on 27/9/18, and again on 5/10/18.  Mr Lok 
advised on 5/10/18 that while he had briefed his Executive Director on the issue, he 
required further information internally before he could commit to any process change 
from within his Forensic & Scientific Services area.  Mr Lok indicated that he was 
aware of the significance of the issue to QPS and was seeking further information 
internally on 5/10/18. 

 
15. Forensic Services Group (FSG) DNA Management Section has developed and is 

implementing an Action Plan to remove or reduce the risk of this issue to the Service.  
This Plan, which is supported, is outlined in Attachment A. 
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16. This issue is being closely monitored.  Weekly updates to this Briefing Note will be 
provided until the matter has been addressed. 

 
UPDATE ONE – 8 OCTOBER 2018 

 
17. A progress report on the Action Plan is included as Attachment B. 

 
18. This matter was referred to the National Association of Testing Authorities 

(NATA) for advice as to whether this was an issue common to all DNA 
laboratories using STRMix.  Ms Pam Scott, a DNA expert on the Forensic 
Science Accreditation Advisory Committee, responded indicating that the 
change of DNA results should be something that occurs very rarely.  She 
advised that there is some subjective input required by the scientist during 
use of the STRMix interpretation including assessing how many people are in 
the mixture.  She advised that her Tasmanian laboratory generally avoided this 
issue by having the initial links and statements reported and reviewed by the 
same court reporting scientists.   

 
19. QHFSS advised there are two levels of Forensic DNA Analysis scientists that 

release DNA results to the QPS: 
 

 Level 1 scientists are trained and deemed competent to interpret 
results, enter results and peer review DNA results entered by other 
scientists; and 

 Level 2 scientists are trained and deemed competent to interpret 
results, enter results and peer review DNA results entered by other 
scientists, in addition to providing evidence on the results in court.  
These scientists have undergone additional training in court reporting.  
The difference in opinion between the court reporting and non-court 
reporting scientist may be contributing to this issue. 

 
20. South Australia Police has advised that they do not have this issue because 

the same scientist who report the initial link issues the statement for court.   
 

21. Western Australia and New South Wales Police only receive intelligence 
reports for three-person mixtures.  Their laboratories do not report any 
associated statistic and the result is not deemed evidential. 

 
22. QHFSS has advised that the complexity of interpreting three-person mixtures 

varies, and it is only some that are ambiguous.  The majority can be reported 
with certainty.  They advised that they could flag the results where there is 
some ambiguity in terms of the number of contributors.   

 
23. QHFSS has been requested to review their current reporting practices to 

minimise the impact that scientist subjectivity has on reporting findings to 
courts of law. They are briefing FSG of the proposed outcomes on 12 October 
2018. 
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24. Subject to the outcomes meeting with QHFSS on the 12 October, a potential 
best practice solution to remove the current risks associated with this issue is 
for the QPS and QHFSS to identify and report the ambiguous mixtures as 
intelligence only using a caveat similar to: 

“Officers are NOT to commence proceedings against the identified 
person on the basis of this DNA result.  It is possible that the result 
could be withdrawn as a result of subsequent checking processes.  For 
further information contact Inspector, DNA Management Section on 07 

 
 

25. It is recommended that the current and recommended practices of QHFSS to 
the QPS in terms of reporting DNA results be reviewed by the Integrity and 
Performance Group, Ethical Standards Command.  Superintendent Andrew 
Pilotto is well placed to overview this review given his understanding of DNA 
evidence and independence of the current practices.  

 
RECOMMENDATION: 

 
26. It is recommended the content of this Briefing Note be noted. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
ALLAN McCARTHY 
ASSISTANT COMMISSIONER 
OPERATIONS SUPPORT COMMAND 
 

Contact Officer: 
Inspector David Neville  
Telephone:   
Date: 08 October 2018 

 
 
NOTED  /  SUPPORTED  /  APPROVED 
 
Comment: 
 
 
 
 
 
DEPUTY COMMISSIONER 
(CRIME, COUNTER-TERRORISM AND 
SPECIALIST OPERATIONS) 
          /          / 

 
NOTED  /  SUPPORTED  /  APPROVED 
 
Comment: 
 
 
 
 
 
 
DEPUTY COMMISSIONER 
(REGIONAL OPERATIONS) 
          /          / 
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NOTED  /  SUPPORTED  /  APPROVED 
 
Comment: 
 
 
 
 
 
DEPUTY COMMISSIONER 
(STRATEGY, POLICY AND 
PERFORMANCE) 
          /          / 

 
NOTED  /  SUPPORTED  /  APPROVED 
 
Comment: 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
COMMISSIONER 
          /          / 
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ATTACHMENT A 
 
 
ACTION PLAN 
 
1. Immediate action implemented by Inspector David Neville, DNA Management 

Section (DMS): 
 Reporting of all 3-person mixtures for volume crime matters ceased by the 

Inspector of the DMS. 
 The reporting of 3-person mixtures for major crime matters will only occur if 

approved by the Inspector of the DMS.  This will include a caveat and the 
investigator will be contacted to ensure they understand the limitation of the 
information. 
 

2. Actions to scope the extent of the problem  
 Initial enquiries – completed by COB Friday 5/10/2018 

 There are a total of 2364 results of mixed profiles reported since 
December 2012.  Each of these will be reviewed to determine if the 
matters have ben actioned or are pending finalisation. At present there 
are 605 ‘cold links’, and 1759 ‘warm links’. Cold links are those in which 
prior to the DNA evidence being identified, there was no link with the 
offence; warm is where the suspect/offender has been nominated by 
other means or evidence. These need to be searched to identify which 
matters have been ‘actioned’ and which are still pending finalisation. A 
key priority is identifying those matters which are unsolved. 

 DMS will check ‘cold links’ and ICSC will check ‘warm links’.  
 For matters where a prosecution has not commenced, the current 

QPRIME occurrence flag will be expired and a caveat will be placed in 
the Forensic Support report directing officers not to act on the DNA 
evidence 

 Matters that resulted in the commencement of proceeding against the 
nominated person will be triaged into following groups: 

 Means of finalisation (plea of guilty, trial) and; 
 Those prisoners currently incarcerated as a consequence of a 

linked matter, or those on remand for a linked matter. 
 Case review (anticipated to be completed by Friday 12 October 2018) 

 Each case where mixed DNA evidence resulted in the commencement 
of proceedings against the identified person will be fully reviewed.  
These results will be triaged with those matters which had led to a 
defendant being currently in custody either from remand or sentencing 
will be given priority. The review will assess: 

 If the mixed DNA evidence was reviewed a second time and 
reported upon by way of statement by QHFSS.  If this has 
occurred the result will be considered reliable as it has 
undergone 2 separate peer review processes. 

 If the result has not been peer reviewed a second time, an 
assessment will be made as to the evidential weight that was 
placed on the mixed DNA evidence.  If the evidence played a 
significant role, the evidence will be referred to QHFSS for 
second peer review to verify the correctness of the number of 
mixture contributors and therefore the reliability of the result. 
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 Concurrent to the process outlined above, the strength of other 
evidence will be assessed by the review team, to determine if 
the case has sufficient strength in the absence of the DNA 
evidence.  

 NB The time taken to undertake this process will depend on the 
outcome of the initial enquiries, and time frames for QHEALTH. 

 Legal advice  
 Legal advice to be sought by Deputy Commissioner regarding legal 

implications of these matters. 
 Triage new matters  

 Overview of new volume crime mixed DNA mixed profiles by the 
Inspector, DMS. For matters requiring immediate investigation to 
ensure public safety, Inspector, DMS will, after consultation with 
Superintendent, Forensic Services Group, contact Detective 
Investigator for relevant area to advise presence of intelligence 
possible linking suspects. 
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ATTACHMENT B 
 
ACTION PLAN PROGRESS REPORT 8 OCTOBER 
 
Actions Completed: 
 

 On 4/10/18 the DNA Management Section (DMS) ceased reporting results of three-
person mixtures to QPRIME. 
 

 On 5/10/18 Forensic Services Group (FSG) identified 2364 three-person mixed profile 
results that had been reported. The relevant QPRIME occurrence numbers were 
provided to State Intelligence Group (SIG) who identified that 1331 occurrences had 
charges linked to them. 
 

 On 5/10/18 DMS staff reviewed the 1331 occurrences with charges laid and found 
that 709 of these had been subjected to full Quality Assurance (QA) processes by 
Queensland Health Forensic and Scientific Services (QHFSS) resulting in the release 
of a statement. The remaining 622 cases that had not undergone the full QA process 
were referred to the investigative taskforce consisting of investigators from ICSC 
and SCC for investigative review. 
 

 On 5/10/18 all QPRIME entries for the 605 cold links based on three-person mixture 
results had been reviewed by DMS.  Wanted flags were removed for all identified 
persons where the matter has not been actioned and the Forensic Supplementary 
Report was amended to include the following warning:  

Officers are NOT to commence proceedings against the identified person on the 
basis of this DNA result.  It is possible that the result could be withdrawn as a 
result of subsequent checking processes.  For further information contact 
Inspector, DNA Management Section on 07  

 
 On 5/10/18 Supt McNab and Inspector Neville met with management of QHFSS 

including Executive Director Craig Russell and Ms Cathie Allen.  QHFSS indicated: 
o they are currently undertaking a review of what triggered the recall of the 

results and are planning to take appropriate corrective action in consultation 
with FSG; 

o they would review matters referred back to them to assess the ongoing 
validity of three-person mixed profile results; and 

o they will meet again with FSG on 12/10/18 to discuss strategies and 
outcomes.  

 
 From 6-7 October 2018 investigators from ICSC and SCC reviewed the 622 cases 

referred to them where charges have been laid. They reviewed the role the DNA 
evidence played in each case and identified 117 matters where the DNA evidence 
was of significance.  There was a further 21 cases where the role of DNA was 
unknown and will require further investigation. These are all volume crime offences.  
 

 On 8/10/18 the 138 matters identified by the SIG and SCC taskforce as being heavily 
reliant on three-person mixed DNA evidence were referred back to QHFSS for 
review.  QHFSS was requested to confirm the validity of the initial results as a matter 
of priority.  They were requested to provide a time frame for their review by COB 
8/10/18. 
 

 On 8/10/18 the DMS commenced a review of 1759 QPRIME entries relating to DNA 
mixture ‘warm links’.  The review is limited to matters where no charges have been 
laid.  Any wanted flags will be removed for identified persons and the Forensic 
Supplementary Report will be amended to include the warning as per the above.  
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De Marco.JennaL[LD]

From: Neville.DavidH[OSC]
Sent: Monday, 8 October 2018 08:45
To: Cathie Allen; Craig Russell
Cc: McNab.BruceJ[OSC]
Subject: IMPORTANT:  Cases requiring urgent review
Attachments: cases for QHFSS review.xlsx

Importance: High

Dear Craig and Cathie, 
Over the weekend a taskforce of detectives were assigned to review all cases involving 3 person mixed profile DNA 
evidence. The matters where a statement had been provided by QHFSS were excluded given those had already 
undergone a full analysis and peer review which would have confirmed the number of contributors to the mixture. 
 
The purpose of the review was to determine the matters where the DNA evidence played a major part in the 
prosecution’s case. This revealed there were 147 cases where a 3 person mixed profile was used to substantiate 
charges where the result of the analysis has not undergone the peer review process undertaken by QHFSS prior to 
release of a statement. The 147 cases are identified in the attached spreadsheet. 
 
It is requested that QHFSS review the results for 3 person mixed profiles for each of these matters and confirm the 
reported results are valid. 
 
The first 23 cases identified (highlighted in red) are matters where a statement has been requested from QHFSS 
which has not yet been received. These are matters that are currently before the court and involve more serious 
changes raising the risk that the accused person may be in custody. These should be reviewed first. 
 
The remaining matters on the list pertain to volume crime offences. It is critical that these are also reviewed as a 
matter priority as the accused may also be in custody. They have been listed in order of priority based on the 
recency of the link. 
 
Given the importance of this matter it is requested that this be undertaken as a matter of priority. Before COB 
today, could you please provide a timeframe for this review to be completed. Could we also receive regular updates 
as to the status of the review and immediate advice as to any case where the DNA result previously provided is no 
longer valid. 
 
 

 

 

 
 
David Neville 
Inspector  
DNA Management Unit | Forensic Services Group 
Operations Support Command 
QUEENSLAND POLICE SERVICE 
______________________________ 

Phone  
Email  

Address GPO Box 1440 Brisbane 4001 

 
 
 
 

EXHIBIT 115
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Date link reported QPRIME Number Offence
05/07/2017 0613 Robbery, unarmed, in 

company DNA evidence significant to prosecution statement already requested from QH
12/10/2017 1011 Drug - Possess and/or use 

dangerous drugs DNA evidence significant to prosecution statement already requested from QH
25/10/2017 0611 Robbery, armed DNA evidence significant to prosecution statement already requested from QH
26/11/2017 0213 Wounding DNA evidence significant to prosecution statement already requested from QH
14/12/2017 0311 Rape DNA evidence significant to prosecution statement already requested from QH
24/12/2017 0311 Rape DNA evidence significant to prosecution statement already requested from QH
18/01/2018 0811 Motor vehicle - steal, 

unlawfully use, possess DNA evidence significant to prosecution statement already requested from QH
16/04/2018 0213 Wounding DNA evidence significant to prosecution statement already requested from QH
04/05/2018 1011 Drug - Possess and/or use 

dangerous drugs DNA evidence significant to prosecution statement already requested from QH
12/05/2018 0811 Motor vehicle - steal, 

unlawfully use, possess DNA evidence significant to prosecution statement already requested from QH
27/05/2018 0213 Wounding DNA evidence significant to prosecution statement already requested from QH
03/06/2018 1406 Traffic Crash - Fatal DNA evidence significant to prosecution statement already requested from QH
23/06/2017 0713 Burglary, with violence or 

threats, with breaking DNA evidence significant to prosecution statement already requested from QH
19/09/2017 0211 Grievous Bodily Harm DNA evidence significant to prosecution statement already requested from QH
07/10/2017 0112 Homicide - Attempted murder

DNA evidence significant to prosecution statement already requested from QH
30/01/2018 0711 Burglary, with breaking DNA evidence significant to prosecution statement already requested from QH
15/03/2018 0911 Fire - Building or Structure - 

Deliberate/Suspicious DNA evidence significant to prosecution statement already requested from QH
11/04/2018 1011 Drug - Possess and/or use 

dangerous drugs DNA evidence significant to prosecution statement already requested from QH
27/04/2018 0717 Enter with intent, other 

premises, with breaking DNA evidence significant to prosecution statement already requested from QH
01/05/2018 0211 Grievous Bodily Harm DNA evidence significant to prosecution statement already requested from QH
13/06/2018 0214 Assault occasioning bodily 

harm DNA evidence significant to prosecution statement already requested from QH
26/06/2018 0714 Burglary, with violence or 

threats DNA evidence significant to prosecution statement already requested from QH
06/07/2018 0715 Enter with intent, shop, with 

breaking DNA evidence significant to prosecution statement already requested from QH
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05/08/2018 1372 Domestic Violence - 
Application Police DNA evidence significant to prosecution

01/07/2018 1410 Traffic Crash - With Injury DNA evidence significant to prosecution
03/06/2018 1203 Graffiti DNA evidence significant to prosecution
16/05/2018 1015 Drug - Produce dangerous 

drugs DNA evidence significant to prosecution
15/05/2018 1460 Drug Driving - Saliva test DNA evidence significant to prosecution
25/04/2018 1415 Dangerous operation of a 

vehicle DNA evidence significant to prosecution
10/04/2018 1372 Domestic Violence - 

Application Police DNA evidence significant to prosecution
09/04/2018 1204 Wilful damage (not elsewhere 

classified) DNA evidence significant to prosecution
15/03/2018 1457 Traffic Crash - Hit and Run 

(with Injury) DNA evidence significant to prosecution
06/03/2018 1372 Domestic Violence - 

Application Police DNA evidence significant to prosecution
12/02/2018 1407 Traffic Crash - Hit and Run DNA evidence significant to prosecution
17/01/2018 1407 Traffic Crash - Hit and Run DNA evidence significant to prosecution
09/01/2018 1372 Domestic Violence - 

Application Police DNA evidence significant to prosecution
26/12/2017 1406 Traffic Crash - Fatal DNA evidence significant to prosecution
13/12/2017 1011 Drug - Possess and/or use 

dangerous drugs Unkown weight of DNA evicence
29/11/2017 1407 Traffic Crash - Hit and Run DNA evidence significant to prosecution
07/11/2017 1372 Domestic Violence - 

Application Police DNA evidence significant to prosecution
03/11/2017 1101 Unlawful Possession of 

concealable firearm DNA evidence significant to prosecution
31/08/2017 3126 Transport Operations (Road 

Use Management) Act 1995
DNA evidence significant to prosecution

15/08/2017 1372 Domestic Violence - 
Application Police DNA evidence significant to prosecution

02/08/2017 1488 Type 1b Evade Police DNA evidence significant to prosecution
16/07/2017 1410 Traffic Crash - With Injury DNA evidence significant to prosecution
07/07/2017 1011 Drug - Possess and/or use 

dangerous drugs Unkown weight of DNA evicence
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04/06/2017 1415 Dangerous operation of a 
vehicle DNA evidence significant to prosecution

30/05/2017 1372 Domestic Violence - 
Application Police DNA evidence significant to prosecution

21/05/2017 1372 Domestic Violence - 
Application Police DNA evidence significant to prosecution

06/05/2017 1011 Drug - Possess and/or use 
dangerous drugs Unkown weight of DNA evicence

28/04/2017 1011 Drug - Possess and/or use 
dangerous drugs Unkown weight of DNA evicence

27/04/2017 1011 Drug - Possess and/or use 
dangerous drugs Unkown weight of DNA evicence

24/04/2017 1015 Drug - Produce dangerous 
drugs Unkown weight of DNA evicence

04/04/2017 1018 Drug - Receive/possess 
property obtained from trafficking 
or supplying dangerous drugs

DNA evidence significant to prosecution
04/02/2017 1371 Domestic Violence 

(Contravene DFVPA) DNA evidence significant to prosecution
24/12/2016 1011 Drug - Possess and/or use 

dangerous drugs Unkown weight of DNA evicence
25/11/2016 1102 Unlawful Possession of firearm 

(other) DNA evidence significant to prosecution
25/11/2016 1014 Drug - Trafficking in 

dangerous drugs Unkown weight of DNA evicence
19/11/2016 1101 Unlawful Possession of 

concealable firearm DNA evidence significant to prosecution
12/11/2016 1011 Drug - Possess and/or use 

dangerous drugs Unkown weight of DNA evicence
04/11/2016 1101 Unlawful Possession of 

concealable firearm DNA evidence significant to prosecution
20/10/2016 1410 Traffic Crash - With Injury DNA evidence significant to prosecution
07/10/2016 1488 Type 1b Evade Police DNA evidence significant to prosecution
15/09/2016 1013 Drug - Supply dangerous 

drugs Unkown weight of DNA evicence
06/08/2016 1416 Type 1a(i) Dangerous 

operation of a vehicle DNA evidence significant to prosecution
04/08/2016 1011 Drug - Possess and/or use 

dangerous drugs Unkown weight of DNA evicence
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27/07/2016 1014 Drug - Trafficking in 
dangerous drugs Unkown weight of DNA evicence

22/07/2016 1011 Drug - Possess and/or use 
dangerous drugs Unkown weight of DNA evicence

17/07/2016 1416 Type 1a(i) Dangerous 
operation of a vehicle DNA evidence significant to prosecution

25/05/2016 1372 Domestic Violence - 
Application Police DNA evidence significant to prosecution

30/03/2016 1015 Drug - Produce dangerous 
drugs Unkown weight of DNA evicence

23/03/2016 1407 Traffic Crash - Hit and Run DNA evidence significant to prosecution
19/02/2016 1011 Drug - Possess and/or use 

dangerous drugs Unkown weight of DNA evicence
15/02/2016 1011 Drug - Possess and/or use 

dangerous drugs Unkown weight of DNA evicence
08/02/2016 1102 Unlawful Possession of firearm 

(other) DNA evidence significant to prosecution
14/01/2016 1488 Type 1b Evade Police DNA evidence significant to prosecution
27/12/2015 1372 Domestic Violence - 

Application Police DNA evidence significant to prosecution
23/12/2015 1371 Domestic Violence 

(Contravene DFVPA) DNA evidence significant to prosecution
19/12/2015 1416 Type 1a(i) Dangerous 

operation of a vehicle DNA evidence significant to prosecution
18/12/2015 1372 Domestic Violence - 

Application Police DNA evidence significant to prosecution
12/12/2015 1011 Drug - Possess and/or use 

dangerous drugs Unkown weight of DNA evicence
20/11/2015 1421 Driving whilst unlicensed DNA evidence significant to prosecution
11/11/2015 1416 Type 1a(i) Dangerous 

operation of a vehicle DNA evidence significant to prosecution
06/11/2015 1011 Drug - Possess and/or use 

dangerous drugs Unkown weight of DNA evicence
31/10/2015 1011 Drug - Possess and/or use 

dangerous drugs Unkown weight of DNA evicence
14/10/2015 1015 Drug - Produce dangerous 

drugs DNA evidence significant to prosecution
05/10/2015 1415 Dangerous operation of a 

vehicle DNA evidence significant to prosecution
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13/09/2015 1372 Domestic Violence - 
Application Police DNA evidence significant to prosecution

11/09/2015 1011 Drug - Possess and/or use 
dangerous drugs Unkown weight of DNA evicence

20/08/2015 1101 Unlawful Possession of 
concealable firearm DNA evidence significant to prosecution

20/08/2015 1416 Type 1a(i) Dangerous 
operation of a vehicle DNA evidence significant to prosecution

11/08/2015 1415 Dangerous operation of a 
vehicle DNA evidence significant to prosecution

11/08/2015 1011 Drug - Possess and/or use 
dangerous drugs Unkown weight of DNA evicence

07/08/2015 1011 Drug - Possess and/or use 
dangerous drugs Unkown weight of DNA evicence

23/07/2015 1015 Drug - Produce dangerous 
drugs Unkown weight of DNA evicence

17/07/2015 1415 Dangerous operation of a 
vehicle DNA evidence significant to prosecution

06/07/2015 1015 Drug - Produce dangerous 
drugs DNA evidence significant to prosecution

28/05/2015 1015 Drug - Produce dangerous 
drugs DNA evidence significant to prosecution

22/05/2015 1015 Drug - Produce dangerous 
drugs Unkown weight of DNA evicence

10/05/2015 1416 Type 1a(i) Dangerous 
operation of a vehicle DNA evidence significant to prosecution

26/03/2015 1416 Type 1a(i) Dangerous 
operation of a vehicle DNA evidence significant to prosecution

31/01/2015 1019 Drugs offences (other) DNA evidence significant to prosecution
16/01/2015 1488 Type 1b Evade Police DNA evidence significant to prosecution
23/12/2014 1204 Wilful damage (not elsewhere 

classified) DNA evidence significant to prosecution
04/12/2014 1488 Type 1b Evade Police DNA evidence significant to prosecution
23/11/2014 1372 Domestic Violence - 

Application Police DNA evidence significant to prosecution
18/11/2014 1101 Unlawful Possession of 

concealable firearm DNA evidence significant to prosecution
02/08/2014 1102 Unlawful Possession of firearm 

(other) DNA evidence significant to prosecution
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28/06/2014 1011 Drug - Possess and/or use 
dangerous drugs Unkown weight of DNA evicence

22/05/2014 1013 Drug - Supply dangerous 
drugs Unkown weight of DNA evicence

25/04/2014 1012 Drug - Import/export 
dangerous drugs Unkown weight of DNA evicence

15/04/2014 1372 Domestic Violence - 
Application Police DNA evidence significant to prosecution

25/03/2014 1011 Drug - Possess and/or use 
dangerous drugs Unkown weight of DNA evicence

11/03/2014 1014 Drug - Trafficking in 
dangerous drugs Unkown weight of DNA evicence

21/02/2014 1601 Missing Person DNA evidence significant to prosecution
18/02/2014 1371 Domestic Violence 

(Contravene DFVPA) DNA evidence significant to prosecution
18/01/2014 1017 Drug - Possess things for use, 

or used in the administration, 
consumption, smoking of a 
dangerous drug DNA evidence significant to prosecution

08/01/2014 1011 Drug - Possess and/or use 
dangerous drugs Unkown weight of DNA evicence

22/12/2013 1011 Drug - Possess and/or use 
dangerous drugs Unkown weight of DNA evicence

21/11/2013 1011 Drug - Possess and/or use 
dangerous drugs Unkown weight of DNA evicence

03/11/2013 1102 Unlawful Possession of firearm 
(other) DNA evidence significant to prosecution

31/10/2013 1011 Drug - Possess and/or use 
dangerous drugs Unkown weight of DNA evicence

23/10/2013 3048 Explosives Act 1999 DNA evidence significant to prosecution
22/10/2013 1372 Domestic Violence - 

Application Police DNA evidence significant to prosecution
15/10/2013 1204 Wilful damage (not elsewhere 

classified) DNA evidence significant to prosecution
15/10/2013 1457 Traffic Crash - Hit and Run 

(with Injury) DNA evidence significant to prosecution
03/10/2013 1371 Domestic Violence 

(Contravene DFVPA) DNA evidence significant to prosecution
10/09/2013 1011 Drug - Possess and/or use 

dangerous drugs Unkown weight of DNA evicence
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17/07/2013 1101 Unlawful Possession of 
concealable firearm DNA evidence significant to prosecution

08/07/2013 1371 Domestic Violence 
(Contravene DFVPA) DNA evidence significant to prosecution

03/07/2013 3130 Weapons Act 1990 DNA evidence significant to prosecution
21/06/2013 1420 Evade Police - Pursuit Policy

DNA evidence significant to prosecution
18/06/2013 1011 Drug - Possess and/or use 

dangerous drugs Unkown weight of DNA evicence
28/05/2013 1011 Drug - Possess and/or use 

dangerous drugs Unkown weight of DNA evicence
19/05/2013 1011 Drug - Possess and/or use 

dangerous drugs Unkown weight of DNA evicence
17/05/2013 1015 Drug - Produce dangerous 

drugs Unkown weight of DNA evicence
16/05/2013 1014 Drug - Trafficking in 

dangerous drugs Unkown weight of DNA evicence
09/05/2013 1015 Drug - Produce dangerous 

drugs Unkown weight of DNA evicence
17/04/2013 1011 Drug - Possess and/or use 

dangerous drugs Unkown weight of DNA evicence
27/03/2013 1420 Evade Police - Pursuit Policy

DNA evidence significant to prosecution
26/03/2013 1601 Missing Person DNA evidence significant to prosecution
19/03/2013 1415 Dangerous operation of a 

vehicle DNA evidence significant to prosecution
10/03/2013 1015 Drug - Produce dangerous 

drugs Unkown weight of DNA evicence
01/02/2013 1372 Domestic Violence - 

Application Police DNA evidence significant to prosecution
16/12/2012 1420 Evade Police - Pursuit Policy

DNA evidence significant to prosecution
25/11/2012 1415 Dangerous operation of a 

vehicle DNA evidence significant to prosecution
19/11/2012 1371 Domestic Violence 

(Contravene DFVPA) DNA evidence significant to prosecution
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De Marco.JennaL[LD]

From: Neville.DavidH[OSC]
Sent: Monday, 8 October 2018 10:33
To: Cathie Allen; Craig Russell
Cc: McNab.BruceJ[OSC]
Subject: RE: IMPORTANT:  Cases requiring urgent review

Hi Craig and Cathie, 
I was just advised by the taskforce of detectives that the list of cases might change. The changes are isolated to 
matters where no statement has been requested. As a result those 23 in red on the list I already sent you are 
priority at this stage. 
 
David 
 

From: Neville.DavidH[OSC]  
Sent: Monday, 8 October 2018 8:45 AM 
To: 'Cathie Allen' < Craig Russell <  
Cc: McNab.BruceJ[CR] <  
Subject: IMPORTANT: Cases requiring urgent review 
Importance: High 
 
Dear Craig and Cathie, 
Over the weekend a taskforce of detectives were assigned to review all cases involving 3 person mixed profile DNA 
evidence. The matters where a statement had been provided by QHFSS were excluded given those had already 
undergone a full analysis and peer review which would have confirmed the number of contributors to the mixture. 
 
The purpose of the review was to determine the matters where the DNA evidence played a major part in the 
prosecution’s case. This revealed there were 147 cases where a 3 person mixed profile was used to substantiate 
charges where the result of the analysis has not undergone the peer review process undertaken by QHFSS prior to 
release of a statement. The 147 cases are identified in the attached spreadsheet. 
 
It is requested that QHFSS review the results for 3 person mixed profiles for each of these matters and confirm the 
reported results are valid. 
 
The first 23 cases identified (highlighted in red) are matters where a statement has been requested from QHFSS 
which has not yet been received. These are matters that are currently before the court and involve more serious 
changes raising the risk that the accused person may be in custody. These should be reviewed first. 
 
The remaining matters on the list pertain to volume crime offences. It is critical that these are also reviewed as a 
matter priority as the accused may also be in custody. They have been listed in order of priority based on the 
recency of the link. 
 
Given the importance of this matter it is requested that this be undertaken as a matter of priority. Before COB 
today, could you please provide a timeframe for this review to be completed. Could we also receive regular updates 
as to the status of the review and immediate advice as to any case where the DNA result previously provided is no 
longer valid. 
 
 

  
 
David Neville 
Inspector  
DNA Management Unit | Forensic Services Group 
Operations Support Command 

EXHIBIT 116
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QUEENSLAND POLICE SERVICE 
______________________________ 

Phone  
Email 

Address GPO Box 1440 Brisbane 4001 
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De Marco.JennaL[LD]

From: Cathie Allen <
Sent: Monday, 8 October 2018 16:58
To: Neville.DavidH[OSC]; Craig Russell
Cc: McNab.BruceJ[OSC]
Subject: RE: IMPORTANT:  Cases requiring urgent review
Attachments: cases for QHFSS review_ _FSSv2_8th.xlsx

Hi David 
 
Please find attached the corrected list of cases and additional information that we are able to supply regarding the 
first priority cases. 
 
I will continue to update and regularly send this spreadsheet.  
 
Cheers 
Cathie 

Cathie Allen 
Managing Scientist  

Police Services Stream, Forensic & Scientific Services  
Health Support Queensland, Queensland Health  

p m   
a 39 Kessels Road, Coopers Plains, QLD 4108  
e w www.health.qld.gov.au/healthsupport  

Queensland Health acknowledges the Traditional Owners of the land, and pays respect to Elders past, present and future. 

 

From: Neville.DavidH[OSC] [mailto:   
Sent: Monday, 8 October 2018 1:25 PM 
To: Cathie Allen; Craig Russell 
Cc: McNab.BruceJ[OSC] 
Subject: RE: IMPORTANT: Cases requiring urgent review 
 
Please find the attached corrected list of cases for review in order of priority. 
 

 
 
David Neville 
Inspector  
DNA Management Unit | Forensic Services Group 
Operations Support Command 
QUEENSLAND POLICE SERVICE 
______________________________ 

 
 

GPO Box 1440 Brisbane 4001 

EXHIBIT 117
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From: Neville.DavidH[OSC]  
Sent: Monday, 8 October 2018 10:33 AM 
To: 'Cathie Allen' < 'Craig Russell' <  
Cc: McNab.BruceJ[OSC] <  
Subject: RE: IMPORTANT: Cases requiring urgent review 
 
Hi Craig and Cathie, 
I was just advised by the taskforce of detectives that the list of cases might change. The changes are isolated to 
matters where no statement has been requested. As a result those 23 in red on the list I already sent you are 
priority at this stage. 
 
David 
 

From: Neville.DavidH[OSC]  
Sent: Monday, 8 October 2018 8:45 AM 
To: 'Cathie Allen' < Craig Russell <  
Cc: McNab.BruceJ[CR] <  
Subject: IMPORTANT: Cases requiring urgent review 
Importance: High 
 
Dear Craig and Cathie, 
Over the weekend a taskforce of detectives were assigned to review all cases involving 3 person mixed profile DNA 
evidence. The matters where a statement had been provided by QHFSS were excluded given those had already 
undergone a full analysis and peer review which would have confirmed the number of contributors to the mixture. 
 
The purpose of the review was to determine the matters where the DNA evidence played a major part in the 
prosecution’s case. This revealed there were 147 cases where a 3 person mixed profile was used to substantiate 
charges where the result of the analysis has not undergone the peer review process undertaken by QHFSS prior to 
release of a statement. The 147 cases are identified in the attached spreadsheet. 
 
It is requested that QHFSS review the results for 3 person mixed profiles for each of these matters and confirm the 
reported results are valid. 
 
The first 23 cases identified (highlighted in red) are matters where a statement has been requested from QHFSS 
which has not yet been received. These are matters that are currently before the court and involve more serious 
changes raising the risk that the accused person may be in custody. These should be reviewed first. 
 
The remaining matters on the list pertain to volume crime offences. It is critical that these are also reviewed as a 
matter priority as the accused may also be in custody. They have been listed in order of priority based on the 
recency of the link. 
 
Given the importance of this matter it is requested that this be undertaken as a matter of priority. Before COB 
today, could you please provide a timeframe for this review to be completed. Could we also receive regular updates 
as to the status of the review and immediate advice as to any case where the DNA result previously provided is no 
longer valid. 
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David Neville 
Inspector  
DNA Management Unit | Forensic Services Group 
Operations Support Command 
QUEENSLAND POLICE SERVICE 
______________________________ 

Phone  
Email 

Address GPO Box 1440 Brisbane 4001 

 
 
 
 
 
**********************************************************************  
CONFIDENTIALITY: The information contained in this  
electronic mail message and any electronic files attached  
to it may be confidential information, and may also be the  
subject of legal professional privilege and/or public interest  
immunity. If you are not the intended recipient you are  
required to delete it. Any use, disclosure or copying of  
this message and any attachments is unauthorised. If you  
have received this electronic message in error, please  
inform the sender or contact 1300ITPSBA@psba.qld.gov.au.  
This footnote also confirms that this email message has  
been checked for the presence of computer viruses.  
**********************************************************************  

******************************************************************************** 

This email, including any attachments sent with it, is confidential and for the sole use of the intended recipient(s). This 
confidentiality is not waived or lost, if you receive it and you are not the intended recipient(s), or if it is transmitted/received in 
error. 

Any unauthorised use, alteration, disclosure, distribution or review of this email is strictly prohibited. The information contained 
in this email, including any attachment sent with it, may be subject to a statutory duty of confidentiality if it relates to health 
service matters. 

If you are not the intended recipient(s), or if you have received this email in error, you are asked to immediately notify the sender 
by telephone collect on Australia +61 1800 198 175 or by return email. You should also delete this email, and any copies, from 
your computer system network and destroy any hard copies produced. 

If not an intended recipient of this email, you must not copy, distribute or take any action(s) that relies on it; any form of 
disclosure, modification, distribution and/or publication of this email is also prohibited. 

Although Queensland Health takes all reasonable steps to ensure this email does not contain malicious software, Queensland 
Health does not accept responsibility for the consequences if any person's computer inadvertently suffers any disruption to 
services, loss of information, harm or is infected with a virus, other malicious computer programme or code that may occur as a 
consequence of receiving this email. 

Unless stated otherwise, this email represents only the views of the sender and not the views of the Queensland Government. 

********************************************************************************** 
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Date link reported QPRIME Number Offence QPS comment QPS comment Anticipated release date for Statement Further Information
05/07/2017 0613 Robbery, unarmed, in company

DNA evidence significant to prosecution statement already requested from QH Statement issued to QPS 4th Oct 2018

No changes were made to the results during the 
compliation of the Statement or during the 
Statement peer review process for the items 
within this case.

12/10/2017 1011 Drug - Possess and/or use 
dangerous drugs DNA evidence significant to prosecution statement already requested from QH

25/10/2017 0611 Robbery, armed DNA evidence significant to prosecution statement already requested from QH
26/11/2017 0213 Wounding

DNA evidence significant to prosecution statement already requested from QH Statement issued to QPS 8th Oct 2018

No changes were made to the results during the 
compliation of the Statement or during the 
Statement peer review process for the items 
within this case.

14/12/2017 0311 Rape DNA evidence significant to prosecution statement already requested from QH
24/12/2017 0311 Rape DNA evidence significant to prosecution statement already requested from QH
18/01/2018 0811 Motor vehicle - steal, 

unlawfully use, possess DNA evidence significant to prosecution statement already requested from QH
16/04/2018 0213 Wounding DNA evidence significant to prosecution statement already requested from QH
04/05/2018 1011 Drug - Possess and/or use 

dangerous drugs
DNA evidence significant to prosecution statement already requested from QH

One sample undergoing additional work due to 
Manufacturer's issue, further update to be 
provided by 12th Oct 2018

12/05/2018 0811 Motor vehicle - steal, 
unlawfully use, possess DNA evidence significant to prosecution statement already requested from QH

27/05/2018 0213 Wounding DNA evidence significant to prosecution statement already requested from QH
03/06/2018 1406 Traffic Crash - Fatal DNA evidence significant to prosecution statement already requested from QH
23/06/2017 0713 Burglary, with violence or 

threats, with breaking

DNA evidence significant to prosecution statement already requested from QH Statement issued 27 Oct 2017

No changes were made to the results during the 
compliation of the Statement or during the 
Statement peer review process for the items 
within this case.  No further items or reference 
samples have been delivered for this case, so no 
further interpretation or work has been required 
which would change the results for this case.

19/09/2017 0211 Grievous Bodily Harm

DNA evidence significant to prosecution statement already requested from QH Statement issued 2 Feb 2018

No changes were made to the results during the 
compliation of the Statement or during the 
Statement peer review process for the items 
within this case.  No further items or reference 
samples have been delivered for this case, so no 
further interpretation or work has been required 
which would change the results for this case.

07/10/2017 0112 Homicide - Attempted murder
DNA evidence significant to prosecution statement already requested from QH

30/01/2018 0711 Burglary, with breaking DNA evidence significant to prosecution statement already requested from QH
15/03/2018 0911 Fire - Building or Structure - 

Deliberate/Suspicious DNA evidence significant to prosecution statement already requested from QH
11/04/2018 1011 Drug - Possess and/or use 

dangerous drugs DNA evidence significant to prosecution statement already requested from QH
27/04/2018 0717 Enter with intent, other 

premises, with breaking

DNA evidence significant to prosecution statement already requested from QH

Additional testing has been required for one 
sample which may change the result issued. Final 
result to be interpreted by 12th Oct 2018.  

01/05/2018 0211 Grievous Bodily Harm

DNA evidence significant to prosecution statement already requested from QH Statement issued 8 Oct 2018

No changes were made to the results during the 
compliation of the Statement or during the 
Statement peer review process for the items 
within this case.
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13/06/2018 0214 Assault occasioning bodily 
harm DNA evidence significant to prosecution statement already requested from QH

26/06/2018 0714 Burglary, with violence or 
threats

DNA evidence significant to prosecution statement already requested from QH

One sample failed to meet quality standards and 
result incorrected, Insp Neville aware of this 
action 8th Oct 2018

06/07/2018 0715 Enter with intent, shop, with 
breaking DNA evidence significant to prosecution statement already requested from QH

10/10/2013 0611 Robbery, armed DNA evidence significant to prosecution
07/11/2014 0611 Robbery, armed DNA evidence significant to prosecution
20/06/2016 0613 Robbery, unarmed, in company

DNA evidence significant to prosecution
25/09/2018 0711 Burglary, with breaking DNA evidence significant to prosecution
25/09/2018 0811 Motor vehicle - steal, 

unlawfully use, possess Unknown strength of DNA evidence
20/09/2018 0811 Motor vehicle - steal, 

unlawfully use, possess DNA evidence significant to prosecution
17/09/2018 0812 Motor vehicle - attempted 

steal/unlawfully use DNA evidence significant to prosecution
14/09/2018 0811 Motor vehicle - steal, 

unlawfully use, possess DNA evidence significant to prosecution
13/09/2018 0711 Burglary, with breaking DNA evidence significant to prosecution
13/09/2018 0717 Enter with intent, other 

premises, with breaking Unknown strength of DNA evidence
11/09/2018 0717 Enter with intent, other 

premises, with breaking DNA evidence significant to prosecution
05/09/2018 0711 Burglary, with breaking DNA evidence significant to prosecution
04/09/2018 0811 Motor vehicle - steal, 

unlawfully use, possess DNA evidence significant to prosecution
04/09/2018 0814 Vessel - steal, unlawfully use, 

remove from mooring DNA evidence significant to prosecution
03/09/2018 0717 Enter with intent, other 

premises, with breaking DNA evidence significant to prosecution
03/09/2018 0813 Bicycle - steal, unlawfully use

DNA evidence significant to prosecution
30/08/2018 0812 Motor vehicle - attempted 

steal/unlawfully use DNA evidence significant to prosecution
20/08/2018 0836 Vehicles - Stealing from/enter 

with intent DNA evidence significant to prosecution
03/08/2018 0812 Motor vehicle - attempted 

steal/unlawfully use DNA evidence significant to prosecution
01/08/2018 0717 Enter with intent, other 

premises, with breaking DNA evidence significant to prosecution
25/07/2018 0836 Vehicles - Stealing from/enter 

with intent DNA evidence significant to prosecution
20/07/2018 0836 Vehicles - Stealing from/enter 

with intent DNA evidence significant to prosecution
18/07/2018 0711 Burglary, with breaking DNA evidence significant to prosecution
09/07/2018 0711 Burglary, with breaking DNA evidence significant to prosecution
02/07/2018 0711 Burglary, with breaking DNA evidence significant to prosecution
30/06/2018 0811 Motor vehicle - steal, 

unlawfully use, possess DNA evidence significant to prosecution
28/06/2018 1011 Drug - Possess and/or use 

dangerous drugs Unknown strength of DNA evidence
18/06/2018 0717 Enter with intent, other 

premises, with breaking DNA evidence significant to prosecution
14/06/2018 0711 Burglary, with breaking DNA evidence significant to prosecution
13/06/2018 0711 Burglary, with breaking DNA evidence significant to prosecution
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04/06/2018 0717 Enter with intent, other 
premises, with breaking DNA evidence significant to prosecution

03/06/2018 0712 Burglary DNA evidence significant to prosecution
28/05/2018 0711 Burglary, with breaking DNA evidence significant to prosecution
28/05/2018 0715 Enter with intent, shop, with 

breaking DNA evidence significant to prosecution
21/05/2018 0717 Enter with intent, other 

premises, with breaking DNA evidence significant to prosecution
18/05/2018 0711 Burglary, with breaking DNA evidence significant to prosecution
16/05/2018 0811 Motor vehicle - steal, 

unlawfully use, possess DNA evidence significant to prosecution
26/04/2018 0836 Vehicles - Stealing from/enter 

with intent DNA evidence significant to prosecution
25/04/2018 1415 Dangerous operation of a 

vehicle DNA evidence significant to prosecution
16/04/2018 0836 Vehicles - Stealing from/enter 

with intent DNA evidence significant to prosecution
13/04/2018 0811 Motor vehicle - steal, 

unlawfully use, possess DNA evidence significant to prosecution
06/04/2018 0711 Burglary, with breaking DNA evidence significant to prosecution
06/04/2018 0711 Burglary, with breaking DNA evidence significant to prosecution
25/03/2018 0811 Motor vehicle - steal, 

unlawfully use, possess Unknown strength of DNA evidence
23/03/2018 0711 Burglary, with breaking DNA evidence significant to prosecution
17/03/2018 0717 Enter with intent, other 

premises, with breaking DNA evidence significant to prosecution
15/03/2018 0711 Burglary, with breaking DNA evidence significant to prosecution
15/03/2018 0717 Enter with intent, other 

premises, with breaking DNA evidence significant to prosecution
15/03/2018 1457 Traffic Crash - Hit and Run 

(with Injury) DNA evidence significant to prosecution
15/03/2018 0711 Burglary, with breaking Unknown strength of DNA evidence
06/03/2018 0712 Burglary DNA evidence significant to prosecution
02/03/2018 0717 Enter with intent, other 

premises, with breaking Unknown strength of DNA evidence
22/02/2018 0717 Enter with intent, other 

premises, with breaking Unknown strength of DNA evidence
19/01/2018 1011 Drug - Possess and/or use 

dangerous drugs DNA evidence significant to prosecution
31/12/2017 0711 Burglary, with breaking DNA evidence significant to prosecution
13/12/2017 1011 Drug - Possess and/or use 

dangerous drugs Unknown strength of DNA evidence
30/06/2017 1011 Drug - Possess and/or use 

dangerous drugs DNA evidence significant to prosecution
28/06/2017 0711 Burglary, with breaking DNA evidence significant to prosecution
21/02/2017 0711 Burglary, with breaking DNA evidence significant to prosecution
25/11/2016 1102 Unlawful Possession of firearm 

(other) DNA evidence significant to prosecution
16/11/2016 1011 Drug - Possess and/or use 

dangerous drugs DNA evidence significant to prosecution
25/10/2016 1011 Drug - Possess and/or use 

dangerous drugs DNA evidence significant to prosecution
20/10/2016 1410 Traffic Crash - With Injury DNA evidence significant to prosecution
18/09/2016 1011 Drug - Possess and/or use 

dangerous drugs Unknown strength of DNA evidence
05/07/2016 0713 Burglary, with violence or 

threats, with breaking DNA evidence significant to prosecution
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04/07/2016 0714 Burglary, with violence or 
threats Unknown strength of DNA evidence

30/03/2016 1015 Drug - Produce dangerous 
drugs Unknown strength of DNA evidence

14/01/2016 1488 Type 1b Evade Police Unknown strength of DNA evidence
08/01/2016 1011 Drug - Possess and/or use 

dangerous drugs DNA evidence significant to prosecution
19/12/2015 1416 Type 1a(i) Dangerous 

operation of a vehicle DNA evidence significant to prosecution
03/11/2015 0912 Fire - Aircraft or Motor Vehicle - 

Deliberate/Suspicious Unknown strength of DNA evidence
30/10/2015 0711 Burglary, with breaking DNA evidence significant to prosecution
14/10/2015 1015 Drug - Produce dangerous 

drugs DNA evidence significant to prosecution
20/08/2015 1101 Unlawful Possession of 

concealable firearm DNA evidence significant to prosecution
07/07/2015 0717 Enter with intent, other 

premises, with breaking Unknown strength of DNA evidence
06/07/2015 1015 Drug - Produce dangerous 

drugs Unknown strength of DNA evidence
25/06/2015 0711 Burglary, with breaking DNA evidence significant to prosecution
21/05/2015 0711 Burglary, with breaking DNA evidence significant to prosecution
14/04/2015 0717 Enter with intent, other 

premises, with breaking DNA evidence significant to prosecution
10/02/2015 0827 Stock - kill with intent to steal

DNA evidence significant to prosecution
22/01/2015 0711 Burglary, with breaking DNA evidence significant to prosecution
18/11/2014 1101 Unlawful Possession of 

concealable firearm DNA evidence significant to prosecution
23/09/2014 0716 Enter with intent, shop DNA evidence significant to prosecution
02/08/2014 1102 Unlawful Possession of firearm 

(other) DNA evidence significant to prosecution
23/06/2014 0836 Vehicles - Stealing from/enter 

with intent DNA evidence significant to prosecution
17/06/2014 1011 Drug - Possess and/or use 

dangerous drugs DNA evidence significant to prosecution
25/04/2014 1012 Drug - Import/export 

dangerous drugs DNA evidence significant to prosecution
11/04/2014 0711 Burglary, with breaking DNA evidence significant to prosecution
28/03/2014 0717 Enter with intent, other 

premises, with breaking DNA evidence significant to prosecution
14/03/2014 0717 Enter with intent, other 

premises, with breaking DNA evidence significant to prosecution
10/03/2014 0711 Burglary, with breaking DNA evidence significant to prosecution
10/03/2014 0717 Enter with intent, other 

premises, with breaking DNA evidence significant to prosecution
22/02/2014 0711 Burglary, with breaking Unknown strength of DNA evidence
17/02/2014 0711 Burglary, with breaking DNA evidence significant to prosecution
03/02/2014 0711 Burglary, with breaking DNA evidence significant to prosecution
18/01/2014 1017 Drug - Possess things for use, 

or used in the administration, 
consumption, smoking of a 
dangerous drug DNA evidence significant to prosecution

18/01/2014 1017 Drug - Possess things for use, 
or used in the administration, 
consumption, smoking of a 
dangerous drug Unknown strength of DNA evidence
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04/12/2013 0717 Enter with intent, other 
premises, with breaking DNA evidence significant to prosecution

30/10/2013 0711 Burglary, with breaking DNA evidence significant to prosecution
21/10/2013 0811 Motor vehicle - steal, 

unlawfully use, possess DNA evidence significant to prosecution
15/10/2013 1204 Wilful damage (not elsewhere 

classified) Unknown strength of DNA evidence
09/10/2013 0717 Enter with intent, other 

premises, with breaking DNA evidence significant to prosecution
27/08/2013 0713 Burglary, with violence or 

threats, with breaking DNA evidence significant to prosecution
17/07/2013 1101 Unlawful Possession of 

concealable firearm DNA evidence significant to prosecution
09/07/2013 0711 Burglary, with breaking DNA evidence significant to prosecution
03/07/2013 3130 Weapons Act 1990 DNA evidence significant to prosecution
09/05/2013 1015 Drug - Produce dangerous 

drugs Unknown strength of DNA evidence
10/04/2013 0711 Burglary, with breaking DNA evidence significant to prosecution
03/04/2013 0712 Burglary DNA evidence significant to prosecution
15/03/2013 0711 Burglary, with breaking Unknown strength of DNA evidence
10/03/2013 1015 Drug - Produce dangerous 

drugs DNA evidence significant to prosecution
30/01/2013 1011 Drug - Possess and/or use 

dangerous drugs DNA evidence significant to prosecution
22/12/2012 1011 Drug - Possess and/or use 

dangerous drugs Unknown strength of DNA evidence
30/11/2012 0811 Motor vehicle - steal, 

unlawfully use, possess DNA evidence significant to prosecution
24/11/2012 0711 Burglary, with breaking DNA evidence significant to prosecution
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De Marco.JennaL[LD]

From: Neville.DavidH[OSC]
Sent: Tuesday, 9 October 2018 08:21
To: Cathie Allen
Cc: Craig Russell; McNab.BruceJ[OSC]
Subject: RE: IMPORTANT:  Cases requiring urgent review

Thanks for the update Cathie. I need to report back the timeframe for you to review the cases and confirm the 3 
person mixture results. Could you provide an estimate on this please. 
 
David 
 

From: Cathie Allen <   
Sent: Monday, 8 October 2018 4:58 PM 
To: Neville.DavidH[OSC] < Craig Russell <  
Cc: McNab.BruceJ[OSC] <  
Subject: RE: IMPORTANT: Cases requiring urgent review 
 
Hi David 
 
Please find attached the corrected list of cases and additional information that we are able to supply regarding the 
first priority cases. 
 
I will continue to update and regularly send this spreadsheet.  
 
Cheers 
Cathie 

Cathie Allen 
Managing Scientist  

Police Services Stream, Forensic & Scientific Services  
Health Support Queensland, Queensland Health  

p m   
a 39 Kessels Road, Coopers Plains, QLD 4108  
e w www.health.qld.gov.au/healthsupport  

Queensland Health acknowledges the Traditional Owners of the land, and pays respect to Elders past, present and future. 

 

From: Neville.DavidH[OSC] [mailto:   
Sent: Monday, 8 October 2018 1:25 PM 
To: Cathie Allen; Craig Russell 
Cc: McNab.BruceJ[OSC] 
Subject: RE: IMPORTANT: Cases requiring urgent review 
 
Please find the attached corrected list of cases for review in order of priority. 

EXHIBIT 118
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David Neville 
Inspector  
DNA Management Unit | Forensic Services Group 
Operations Support Command 
QUEENSLAND POLICE SERVICE 
______________________________ 

 

GPO Box 1440 Brisbane 4001 

 
 
 
 

From: Neville.DavidH[OSC]  
Sent: Monday, 8 October 2018 10:33 AM 
To: 'Cathie Allen' < 'Craig Russell' <  
Cc: McNab.BruceJ[OSC] <  
Subject: RE: IMPORTANT: Cases requiring urgent review 
 
Hi Craig and Cathie, 
I was just advised by the taskforce of detectives that the list of cases might change. The changes are isolated to 
matters where no statement has been requested. As a result those 23 in red on the list I already sent you are 
priority at this stage. 
 
David 
 

From: Neville.DavidH[OSC]  
Sent: Monday, 8 October 2018 8:45 AM 
To: 'Cathie Allen' < Craig Russell <  
Cc: McNab.BruceJ[CR] <  
Subject: IMPORTANT: Cases requiring urgent review 
Importance: High 
 
Dear Craig and Cathie, 
Over the weekend a taskforce of detectives were assigned to review all cases involving 3 person mixed profile DNA 
evidence. The matters where a statement had been provided by QHFSS were excluded given those had already 
undergone a full analysis and peer review which would have confirmed the number of contributors to the mixture. 
 
The purpose of the review was to determine the matters where the DNA evidence played a major part in the 
prosecution’s case. This revealed there were 147 cases where a 3 person mixed profile was used to substantiate 
charges where the result of the analysis has not undergone the peer review process undertaken by QHFSS prior to 
release of a statement. The 147 cases are identified in the attached spreadsheet. 
 
It is requested that QHFSS review the results for 3 person mixed profiles for each of these matters and confirm the 
reported results are valid. 
 
The first 23 cases identified (highlighted in red) are matters where a statement has been requested from QHFSS 
which has not yet been received. These are matters that are currently before the court and involve more serious 
changes raising the risk that the accused person may be in custody. These should be reviewed first. 
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The remaining matters on the list pertain to volume crime offences. It is critical that these are also reviewed as a 
matter priority as the accused may also be in custody. They have been listed in order of priority based on the 
recency of the link. 
 
Given the importance of this matter it is requested that this be undertaken as a matter of priority. Before COB 
today, could you please provide a timeframe for this review to be completed. Could we also receive regular updates 
as to the status of the review and immediate advice as to any case where the DNA result previously provided is no 
longer valid. 
 
 

 

 

 
 
David Neville 
Inspector  
DNA Management Unit | Forensic Services Group 
Operations Support Command 
QUEENSLAND POLICE SERVICE 
______________________________ 

Phone  
Email 

Address GPO Box 1440 Brisbane 4001 

 
 
 
 
 
**********************************************************************  
CONFIDENTIALITY: The information contained in this  
electronic mail message and any electronic files attached  
to it may be confidential information, and may also be the  
subject of legal professional privilege and/or public interest  
immunity. If you are not the intended recipient you are  
required to delete it. Any use, disclosure or copying of  
this message and any attachments is unauthorised. If you  
have received this electronic message in error, please  
inform the sender or contact 1300ITPSBA@psba.qld.gov.au.  
This footnote also confirms that this email message has  
been checked for the presence of computer viruses.  
**********************************************************************  

******************************************************************************** 

This email, including any attachments sent with it, is confidential and for the sole use of the intended recipient(s). This 
confidentiality is not waived or lost, if you receive it and you are not the intended recipient(s), or if it is transmitted/received in 
error. 

Any unauthorised use, alteration, disclosure, distribution or review of this email is strictly prohibited. The information contained 
in this email, including any attachment sent with it, may be subject to a statutory duty of confidentiality if it relates to health 
service matters. 

If you are not the intended recipient(s), or if you have received this email in error, you are asked to immediately notify the 
sender by telephone collect on Australia +61 1800 198 175 or by return email. You should also delete this email, and any copies, 
from your computer system network and destroy any hard copies produced. 

If not an intended recipient of this email, you must not copy, distribute or take any action(s) that relies on it; any form of 
disclosure, modification, distribution and/or publication of this email is also prohibited. 

Although Queensland Health takes all reasonable steps to ensure this email does not contain malicious software, Queensland 
Health does not accept responsibility for the consequences if any person's computer inadvertently suffers any disruption to 
services, loss of information, harm or is infected with a virus, other malicious computer programme or code that may occur as a 
consequence of receiving this email. 

Unless stated otherwise, this email represents only the views of the sender and not the views of the Queensland Government. 
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De Marco.JennaL[LD]

From: Cathie Allen <
Sent: Tuesday, 9 October 2018 16:43
To: Neville.DavidH[OSC]
Cc: Craig Russell; McNab.BruceJ[OSC]
Subject: RE: IMPORTANT:  Cases requiring urgent review

Hi David 

We are able to provide the requested information for the spreadsheet that was provided on Monday afternoon, 8th 
of Oct (corrected list) on Monday, 15th of October.  

Cheers 
Cathie 

Cathie Allen 
Managing Scientist 

Police Services Stream, Forensic & Scientific Services 
Health Support Queensland, Queensland Health 

p m  
a 39 Kessels Road, Coopers Plains, QLD 4108 

e w www.health.qld.gov.au/healthsupport

Queensland Health acknowledges the Traditional Owners of the land, and pays respect to Elders past, present and future.

From: Neville.DavidH[OSC] [mailto:  
Sent: Tuesday, 9 October 2018 8:21 AM 
To: Cathie Allen 
Cc: Craig Russell; McNab.BruceJ[OSC] 
Subject: RE: IMPORTANT: Cases requiring urgent review 

Thanks for the update Cathie. I need to report back the timeframe for you to review the cases and confirm the 3 
person mixture results. Could you provide an estimate on this please. 

David 

From: Cathie Allen <   
Sent: Monday, 8 October 2018 4:58 PM 
To: Neville.DavidH[OSC] < Craig Russell <  
Cc: McNab.BruceJ[OSC] <  
Subject: RE: IMPORTANT: Cases requiring urgent review 

Hi David 

EXHIBIT 119
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Please find attached the corrected list of cases and additional information that we are able to supply regarding the 
first priority cases. 
 
I will continue to update and regularly send this spreadsheet.  
 
Cheers 
Cathie 

Cathie Allen 
Managing Scientist  

Police Services Stream, Forensic & Scientific Services  
Health Support Queensland, Queensland Health  

p m   
a 39 Kessels Road, Coopers Plains, QLD 4108  
e w www.health.qld.gov.au/healthsupport  

Queensland Health acknowledges the Traditional Owners of the land, and pays respect to Elders past, present and future. 

 

From: Neville.DavidH[OSC] [mailto:   
Sent: Monday, 8 October 2018 1:25 PM 
To: Cathie Allen; Craig Russell 
Cc: McNab.BruceJ[OSC] 
Subject: RE: IMPORTANT: Cases requiring urgent review 
 
Please find the attached corrected list of cases for review in order of priority. 
 

 
 
David Neville 
Inspector  
DNA Management Unit | Forensic Services Group 
Operations Support Command 
QUEENSLAND POLICE SERVICE 
______________________________ 

 

GPO Box 1440 Brisbane 4001 

 
 
 
 

From: Neville.DavidH[OSC]  
Sent: Monday, 8 October 2018 10:33 AM 
To: 'Cathie Allen' < 'Craig Russell' <  
Cc: McNab.BruceJ[OSC] <  
Subject: RE: IMPORTANT: Cases requiring urgent review 
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Hi Craig and Cathie, 
I was just advised by the taskforce of detectives that the list of cases might change. The changes are isolated to 
matters where no statement has been requested. As a result those 23 in red on the list I already sent you are 
priority at this stage. 
 
David 
 

From: Neville.DavidH[OSC]  
Sent: Monday, 8 October 2018 8:45 AM 
To: 'Cathie Allen' < Craig Russell <  
Cc: McNab.BruceJ[CR] <  
Subject: IMPORTANT: Cases requiring urgent review 
Importance: High 
 
Dear Craig and Cathie, 
Over the weekend a taskforce of detectives were assigned to review all cases involving 3 person mixed profile DNA 
evidence. The matters where a statement had been provided by QHFSS were excluded given those had already 
undergone a full analysis and peer review which would have confirmed the number of contributors to the mixture. 
 
The purpose of the review was to determine the matters where the DNA evidence played a major part in the 
prosecution’s case. This revealed there were 147 cases where a 3 person mixed profile was used to substantiate 
charges where the result of the analysis has not undergone the peer review process undertaken by QHFSS prior to 
release of a statement. The 147 cases are identified in the attached spreadsheet. 
 
It is requested that QHFSS review the results for 3 person mixed profiles for each of these matters and confirm the 
reported results are valid. 
 
The first 23 cases identified (highlighted in red) are matters where a statement has been requested from QHFSS 
which has not yet been received. These are matters that are currently before the court and involve more serious 
changes raising the risk that the accused person may be in custody. These should be reviewed first. 
 
The remaining matters on the list pertain to volume crime offences. It is critical that these are also reviewed as a 
matter priority as the accused may also be in custody. They have been listed in order of priority based on the 
recency of the link. 
 
Given the importance of this matter it is requested that this be undertaken as a matter of priority. Before COB 
today, could you please provide a timeframe for this review to be completed. Could we also receive regular updates 
as to the status of the review and immediate advice as to any case where the DNA result previously provided is no 
longer valid. 
 
 

 

 

 
 
David Neville 
Inspector  
DNA Management Unit | Forensic Services Group 
Operations Support Command 
QUEENSLAND POLICE SERVICE 
______________________________ 

Phone  
Email 

Address GPO Box 1440 Brisbane 4001 
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**********************************************************************  
CONFIDENTIALITY: The information contained in this  
electronic mail message and any electronic files attached  
to it may be confidential information, and may also be the  
subject of legal professional privilege and/or public interest  
immunity. If you are not the intended recipient you are  
required to delete it. Any use, disclosure or copying of  
this message and any attachments is unauthorised. If you  
have received this electronic message in error, please  
inform the sender or contact 1300ITPSBA@psba.qld.gov.au.  
This footnote also confirms that this email message has  
been checked for the presence of computer viruses.  
**********************************************************************  

******************************************************************************** 

This email, including any attachments sent with it, is confidential and for the sole use of the intended recipient(s). This 
confidentiality is not waived or lost, if you receive it and you are not the intended recipient(s), or if it is transmitted/received in 
error. 

Any unauthorised use, alteration, disclosure, distribution or review of this email is strictly prohibited. The information contained 
in this email, including any attachment sent with it, may be subject to a statutory duty of confidentiality if it relates to health 
service matters. 

If you are not the intended recipient(s), or if you have received this email in error, you are asked to immediately notify the sender 
by telephone collect on Australia +61 1800 198 175 or by return email. You should also delete this email, and any copies, from 
your computer system network and destroy any hard copies produced. 

If not an intended recipient of this email, you must not copy, distribute or take any action(s) that relies on it; any form of 
disclosure, modification, distribution and/or publication of this email is also prohibited. 

Although Queensland Health takes all reasonable steps to ensure this email does not contain malicious software, Queensland 
Health does not accept responsibility for the consequences if any person's computer inadvertently suffers any disruption to 
services, loss of information, harm or is infected with a virus, other malicious computer programme or code that may occur as a 
consequence of receiving this email. 

Unless stated otherwise, this email represents only the views of the sender and not the views of the Queensland Government. 

********************************************************************************** 

 
**********************************************************************  
CONFIDENTIALITY: The information contained in this  
electronic mail message and any electronic files attached  
to it may be confidential information, and may also be the  
subject of legal professional privilege and/or public interest  
immunity. If you are not the intended recipient you are  
required to delete it. Any use, disclosure or copying of  
this message and any attachments is unauthorised. If you  
have received this electronic message in error, please  
inform the sender or contact 1300ITPSBA@psba.qld.gov.au.  
This footnote also confirms that this email message has  
been checked for the presence of computer viruses.  
**********************************************************************  
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De Marco.JennaL[LD]

From: Neville.DavidH[OSC]
Sent: Monday, 8 October 2018 11:51
To: Cathie Allen
Subject: RE: Exec Briefing Note

Thanks Cathie 
 

From: Cathie Allen <   
Sent: Monday, 8 October 2018 11:49 AM 
To: Neville.DavidH[OSC] <  
Cc: Craig Russell <  
Subject: RE: Exec Briefing Note 
 
Hi David 
 
I confirm the following portion of the EBN that you’ve supplied: 
 

there are two levels of Forensic DNA Analysis scientists that release DNA results to the QPS. 
Type 1 is trained and deemed competent to interpret results, enter results and peer review 
DNA results entered by other scientists. Type 2 is trained and deemed competent to interpret 
results, enter results and peer review DNA results entered by other scientists, in addition to 
providing evidence on the results in court. Type 2 have undergone additional training in court 
reporting. 

 
 
Cheers 
Cathie 

Cathie Allen 
Managing Scientist  

Police Services Stream, Forensic & Scientific Services  
Health Support Queensland, Queensland Health  

p m   
a 39 Kessels Road, Coopers Plains, QLD 4108  
e w www.health.qld.gov.au/healthsupport  

Queensland Health acknowledges the Traditional Owners of the land, and pays respect to Elders past, present and future. 

 

From: Neville.DavidH[OSC] [mailto:   
Sent: Monday, 8 October 2018 11:34 AM 
To: Cathie Allen 
Subject:  
 

EXHIBIT 120
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Cathie 
Can you please confirm this 
 

there are two levels of reporting scientists that release DNA results to the QPS. Type 1 is 
trained and competent to release and review all DNA results. Type 2 is trained and competent 
to release and review all DNA results in addition to reporting the results in court. Type 2 has 
undergone additional training in court reporting. 

 
 

 

 

 
 
David Neville 
Inspector  
DNA Management Unit | Forensic Services Group 
Operations Support Command 
QUEENSLAND POLICE SERVICE 
______________________________ 

Phone  
Email 

Address GPO Box 1440 Brisbane 4001 

 
 
 
**********************************************************************  
CONFIDENTIALITY: The information contained in this  
electronic mail message and any electronic files attached  
to it may be confidential information, and may also be the  
subject of legal professional privilege and/or public interest  
immunity. If you are not the intended recipient you are  
required to delete it. Any use, disclosure or copying of  
this message and any attachments is unauthorised. If you  
have received this electronic message in error, please  
inform the sender or contact 1300ITPSBA@psba.qld.gov.au.  
This footnote also confirms that this email message has  
been checked for the presence of computer viruses.  
**********************************************************************  

******************************************************************************** 

This email, including any attachments sent with it, is confidential and for the sole use of the intended recipient(s). This 
confidentiality is not waived or lost, if you receive it and you are not the intended recipient(s), or if it is transmitted/received in 
error. 

Any unauthorised use, alteration, disclosure, distribution or review of this email is strictly prohibited. The information contained 
in this email, including any attachment sent with it, may be subject to a statutory duty of confidentiality if it relates to health 
service matters. 

If you are not the intended recipient(s), or if you have received this email in error, you are asked to immediately notify the 
sender by telephone collect on Australia +61 1800 198 175 or by return email. You should also delete this email, and any copies, 
from your computer system network and destroy any hard copies produced. 

If not an intended recipient of this email, you must not copy, distribute or take any action(s) that relies on it; any form of 
disclosure, modification, distribution and/or publication of this email is also prohibited. 

Although Queensland Health takes all reasonable steps to ensure this email does not contain malicious software, Queensland 
Health does not accept responsibility for the consequences if any person's computer inadvertently suffers any disruption to 
services, loss of information, harm or is infected with a virus, other malicious computer programme or code that may occur as a 
consequence of receiving this email. 

Unless stated otherwise, this email represents only the views of the sender and not the views of the Queensland Government. 

********************************************************************************** 
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De Marco.JennaL[LD]

From: Neville.DavidH[OSC]
Sent: Tuesday, 9 October 2018 10:17
To: Cathie Allen
Cc: McNab.BruceJ[OSC]; Craig Russell
Subject: 3 person mixed result distinction 

Hi Cathie 
During the meeting on Friday we discussed distinguishing between results for 3 person mixtures as follows: 
1. Results where there is no ambiguity as to the number of contributors  
2. Results where there is ambiguity around the number of contributors which might be later retracted. 
 
The qps has stopped reporting results for 3 person mixtures until this distinction is established. Can you please 
advise when this distinction may be made please. Also, how will they be identified to the us please? 
 
Regards 
 
David Neville 
 
Get Outlook for iOS 

EXHIBIT 121
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De Marco.JennaL[LD]

From: Neville.DavidH[OSC]
Sent: Thursday, 11 October 2018 17:14
To: McLaren.ScottA[HQ]
Subject: Fwd: Updated spreadsheet from Taskforce of Detectives
Attachments: cases for QHFSS review_ _FSSv2_10th.xlsx

Scott, 
Please note Cathie’s comment below. Can you give some background please . 
 
Dave  
Get Outlook for iOS 

From: Neville.DavidH[OSC] <  
Sent: Thursday, October 11, 2018 4:59 pm 
To: McNab.BruceJ[OSC] 
Subject: Fwd: Updated spreadsheet from Taskforce of Detectives  
 
Get Outlook for iOS 

From: Cathie Allen <  
Sent: Thursday, October 11, 2018 4:03 pm 
To: Neville.DavidH[OSC]; McNab.BruceJ[OSC] 
Cc: Craig Russell 
Subject: Updated spreadsheet from Taskforce of Detectives  
Hi David 
The attached spreadsheet is the finalised spreadsheet for the one provided from the taskforce of detectives.  
Please note: for Volume crime samples, the QPS directed the lab to only profile the sample once. So if a reference 
sample is supplied and a statement is requested, a rework on the sample may be required due to analysis issues that 
are required to be resolved. This means that the result may change due to the additional rework required. The QPS 
directed only one profiling step to be done on the sample to facilitate release of intelligence results to the QPS. The 
one profiling policy has been in place since mid 2008. 
Earlier today I advised that I would be able to provide the spreadsheet of all results that have been changed since 
2013, however I overestimated the amount of work that I could do in this space. I will provide this spreadsheet 
tomorrow morning as soon as I can. This spreadsheet will contain the triggers for the change of result. 
Cheers 
Cathie 

Cathie Allen 
Managing Scientist 
Police Services Stream, Forensic & Scientific Services 
Health Support Queensland, Queensland Health 

m  
a39 Kessels Road, Coopers Plains, QLD 4108 
e w www.health.qld.gov.au/healthsupport 

Queensland Health acknowledges the Traditional Owners of the land, and pays respect to Elders past, present and future. 

******************************************************************************** 
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This email, including any attachments sent with it, is confidential and for the sole use of the intended recipient(s). This 
confidentiality is not waived or lost, if you receive it and you are not the intended recipient(s), or if it is transmitted/received in 
error. 

Any unauthorised use, alteration, disclosure, distribution or review of this email is strictly prohibited. The information contained 
in this email, including any attachment sent with it, may be subject to a statutory duty of confidentiality if it relates to health 
service matters. 

If you are not the intended recipient(s), or if you have received this email in error, you are asked to immediately notify the 
sender by telephone collect on Australia +61 1800 198 175 or by return email. You should also delete this email, and any copies, 
from your computer system network and destroy any hard copies produced. 

If not an intended recipient of this email, you must not copy, distribute or take any action(s) that relies on it; any form of 
disclosure, modification, distribution and/or publication of this email is also prohibited. 

Although Queensland Health takes all reasonable steps to ensure this email does not contain malicious software, Queensland 
Health does not accept responsibility for the consequences if any person's computer inadvertently suffers any disruption to 
services, loss of information, harm or is infected with a virus, other malicious computer programme or code that may occur as a 
consequence of receiving this email. 

Unless stated otherwise, this email represents only the views of the sender and not the views of the Queensland Government. 

********************************************************************************** 
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Date link reported QPRIME Number Offence QPS comment QPS comment Anticipated release date for Statement Further Information
05/07/2017 0613 Robbery, unarmed, in 

company

DNA evidence significant to prosecution statement already requested from QH Statement issued to QPS 4th Oct 2018

No changes were made to the results during the 
compliation of the Statement or during the 
Statement peer review process for the items 
within this case.

12/10/2017 1011 Drug - Possess and/or use 
dangerous drugs

DNA evidence significant to prosecution statement already requested from QH
Expected to be issued by due date (4 
weeks from Statement requested date)

Do not anticipate results to change given no 
further reworks are required, no further ref 
samples expected to be delivered.

25/10/2017 0611 Robbery, armed

DNA evidence significant to prosecution statement already requested from QH
Expected to be issued by due date (4 
weeks from Statement requested date)

Do not anticipate results to change given no 
further reworks are required, no further ref 
samples expected to be delivered.

26/11/2017 0213 Wounding

DNA evidence significant to prosecution statement already requested from QH Statement issued to QPS 8th Oct 2018

No changes were made to the results during the 
compliation of the Statement or during the 
Statement peer review process for the items 
within this case.

14/12/2017 0311 Rape

DNA evidence significant to prosecution statement already requested from QH
Expected to be issued by due date (4 
weeks from Statement requested date)

Do not anticipate results to change given no 
further reworks are required, no further ref 
samples expected to be delivered.

24/12/2017 0311 Rape

DNA evidence significant to prosecution statement already requested from QH Statement currently being reviewed

Do not anticipate results to change given no 
further reworks are required, no further ref 
samples expected to be delivered.

18/01/2018 0811 Motor vehicle - steal, 
unlawfully use, possess

DNA evidence significant to prosecution statement already requested from QH
Expected to be issued by due date (4 
weeks from Statement requested date)

Do not anticipate results to change given no 
further reworks are required, no further ref 
samples expected to be delivered.

16/04/2018 0213 Wounding

DNA evidence significant to prosecution statement already requested from QH
Expected to be issued by due date (4 
weeks from Statement requested date)

Do not anticipate results to change given no 
further reworks are required, no further ref 
samples expected to be delivered.

04/05/2018 1011 Drug - Possess and/or use 
dangerous drugs

DNA evidence significant to prosecution statement already requested from QH
Expected to be issued by due date (4 
weeks from Statement requested date)

One sample undergoing additional work due to 
Manufacturer's issue, further update to be 
provided by 12th Oct 2018 - Updated 
information: rework did not change the result 
that had been released to the QPS.

12/05/2018 0811 Motor vehicle - steal, 
unlawfully use, possess

DNA evidence significant to prosecution statement already requested from QH
Expected to be issued by due date (4 
weeks from Statement requested date)

Do not anticipate results to change given no 
further reworks are required, no further ref 
samples expected to be delivered.

27/05/2018 0213 Wounding

DNA evidence significant to prosecution statement already requested from QH
Expected to be issued by due date (4 
weeks from Statement requested date)

Do not anticipate results to change given no 
further reworks are required, no further ref 
samples expected to be delivered.

03/06/2018 1406 Traffic Crash - Fatal

DNA evidence significant to prosecution statement already requested from QH
Expected to be issued by due date (4 
weeks from Statement requested date)

Do not anticipate results to change given no 
further reworks are required, no further ref 
samples expected to be delivered.

23/06/2017 0713 Burglary, with violence or 
threats, with breaking

DNA evidence significant to prosecution statement already requested from QH Statement issued 27 Oct 2017

No changes were made to the results during the 
compliation of the Statement or during the 
Statement peer review process for the items 
within this case.  No further items or reference 
samples have been delivered for this case, so no 
further interpretation or work has been required 
which would change the results for this case.
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19/09/2017 0211 Grievous Bodily Harm

DNA evidence significant to prosecution statement already requested from QH Statement issued 2 Feb 2018

No changes were made to the results during the 
compliation of the Statement or during the 
Statement peer review process for the items 
within this case.  No further items or reference 
samples have been delivered for this case, so no 
further interpretation or work has been required 
which would change the results for this case.

07/10/2017 0112 Homicide - Attempted 
murder

DNA evidence significant to prosecution statement already requested from QH Statement currently being reviewed

Do not anticipate results to change given no 
further reworks are required, no further ref 
samples expected to be delivered.

30/01/2018 0711 Burglary, with breaking

DNA evidence significant to prosecution statement already requested from QH
Expected to be issued by due date (4 
weeks from Statement requested date)

Do not anticipate results to change given no 
further reworks are required, no further ref 
samples expected to be delivered.

15/03/2018 0911 Fire - Building or Structure - 
Deliberate/Suspicious

DNA evidence significant to prosecution statement already requested from QH
Expected to be issued by due date (4 
weeks from Statement requested date)

Do not anticipate results to change given no 
further reworks are required, no further ref 
samples expected to be delivered.

11/04/2018 1011 Drug - Possess and/or use 
dangerous drugs

DNA evidence significant to prosecution statement already requested from QH
Expected to be issued by due date (4 
weeks from Statement requested date)

Do not anticipate results to change given no 
further reworks are required, no further ref 
samples expected to be delivered.

27/04/2018 0717 Enter with intent, other 
premises, with breaking

DNA evidence significant to prosecution statement already requested from QH

Additional testing has been required for one 
sample which may change the result issued. Final 
result to be interpreted by 12th Oct 2018.  
Update: reworking has confirmed 4 person 
mixture, Forensic DNA Analysis will hold result as 
anticipate that STRmix will be validated for 4 
Person Mixtures by the time Statement is due for 
court in November 2018.

01/05/2018 0211 Grievous Bodily Harm

DNA evidence significant to prosecution statement already requested from QH Statement issued 8 Oct 2018

No changes were made to the results during the 
compliation of the Statement or during the 
Statement peer review process for the items 
within this case.

13/06/2018 0214 Assault occasioning bodily 
harm

DNA evidence significant to prosecution statement already requested from QH
Expected to be issued by due date (4 
weeks from Statement requested date)

Do not anticipate results to change given no 
further reworks are required, no further ref 
samples expected to be delivered.

26/06/2018 0714 Burglary, with violence or 
threats

DNA evidence significant to prosecution statement already requested from QH
Expected to be issued by due date (4 
weeks from Statement requested date)

One sample failed to meet quality standards and 
result incorrected, Insp Neville aware of this 
action 8th Oct 2018

06/07/2018 0715 Enter with intent, shop, 
with breaking

DNA evidence significant to prosecution statement already requested from QH
Expected to be issued by due date (4 
weeks from Statement requested date)

Do not anticipate results to change given no 
further reworks are required, no further ref 
samples expected to be delivered.

10/10/2013 0611 Robbery, armed

DNA evidence significant to prosecution Statement issued 12 Feb 2014 

No changes were made to the results during the 
compliation of the Statement or during the 
Statement peer review process for the items 
within this case.  No further items received since 
statement issued, unlikely that changes would be 
necessary.
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07/11/2014 0611 Robbery, armed

DNA evidence significant to prosecution

Appears that all reference samples have been 
submitted and compared against crime scene 
profiles, therefore the result is unlikely to be 
changed.

20/06/2016 0613 Robbery, unarmed, in 
company

DNA evidence significant to prosecution

Appears that all reference samples have been 
submitted and compared against crime scene 
profiles, therefore the result is unlikely to be 
changed.

25/09/2018 0711 Burglary, with breaking

DNA evidence significant to prosecution

If further reference samples are submitted for 
this case, due it being reported in a Cold Link, the 
crime scene profile will undergo further 
assessment against the reference sample/s 
submitted, which could result in either no change 
or a change.

25/09/2018 0811 Motor vehicle - steal, 
unlawfully use, possess

Unknown strength of DNA evidence

If further reference samples are submitted for 
this case, due it being reported in a Cold Link, the 
crime scene profile will undergo further 
assessment against the reference sample/s 
submitted, which could result in either no change 
or a change.

20/09/2018 0811 Motor vehicle - steal, 
unlawfully use, possess

DNA evidence significant to prosecution

If further reference samples are submitted for 
this case, due it being reported in a Cold Link, the 
crime scene profile will undergo further 
assessment (or rework if required) against the 
reference sample/s submitted, which could result 
in either no change or a change.

17/09/2018 0812 Motor vehicle - attempted 
steal/unlawfully use

DNA evidence significant to prosecution

If further reference samples are submitted for 
this case, due it being reported in a Cold Link, the 
crime scene profile will undergo further 
assessment (or rework if required) against the 
reference sample/s submitted, which could result 
in either no change or a change.

14/09/2018 0811 Motor vehicle - steal, 
unlawfully use, possess

DNA evidence significant to prosecution

If further reference samples are submitted for 
this case, due it being reported in a Cold Link, the 
crime scene profile will undergo further 
assessment against the reference sample/s 
submitted, which could result in either no change 
or a change.

13/09/2018 0711 Burglary, with breaking

DNA evidence significant to prosecution

If further reference samples are submitted for 
this case, due it being reported in a Cold Link, the 
crime scene profile will undergo further 
assessment against the reference sample/s 
submitted, which could result in either no change 
or a change.
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13/09/2018 0717 Enter with intent, other 
premises, with breaking

Unknown strength of DNA evidence

If further reference samples are submitted for 
this case, due it being reported in a Cold Link, the 
crime scene profile will undergo further 
assessment (or rework if required) against the 
reference sample/s submitted, which could result 
in either no change or a change.

11/09/2018 0717 Enter with intent, other 
premises, with breaking

DNA evidence significant to prosecution

If further reference samples are submitted for 
this case, due it being reported in a Cold Link, the 
crime scene profile will undergo further 
assessment (or rework if required) against the 
reference sample/s submitted, which could result 
in either no change or a change.

05/09/2018 0711 Burglary, with breaking

DNA evidence significant to prosecution

If further reference samples are submitted for 
this case, due it being reported in a Cold Link, the 
crime scene profile will undergo further 
assessment (or rework if required) against the 
reference sample/s submitted, which could result 
in either no change or a change.

04/09/2018 0811 Motor vehicle - steal, 
unlawfully use, possess

DNA evidence significant to prosecution

If further reference samples are submitted for 
this case, due it being reported in a Cold Link, the 
crime scene profile will undergo further 
assessment (or rework if required) against the 
reference sample/s submitted, which could result 
in either no change or a change.

04/09/2018 0814 Vessel - steal, unlawfully 
use, remove from mooring

DNA evidence significant to prosecution

If further reference samples are submitted for 
this case, due it being reported in a Cold Link, the 
crime scene profile will undergo further 
assessment (or rework if required) against the 
reference sample/s submitted, which could result 
in either no change or a change.  Advised that a 
reference sample is with the QPS currently for 
this case (10/10/2018).

03/09/2018 0717 Enter with intent, other 
premises, with breaking

DNA evidence significant to prosecution

Reference sample received but yet to be 
compared with crime scene sample.  Based on 
information available, unlikely that this result will 
be amended.

03/09/2018 0813 Bicycle - steal, unlawfully 
use

DNA evidence significant to prosecution

If further reference samples are submitted for 
this case, due it being reported in a Cold Link, the 
crime scene profile will undergo further 
assessment against the reference sample/s 
submitted, which could result in either no change 
or a change.
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30/08/2018 0812 Motor vehicle - attempted 
steal/unlawfully use

DNA evidence significant to prosecution

If further reference samples are submitted for 
this case, due it being reported in a Cold Link, the 
crime scene profile will undergo further 
assessment (or rework if required) against the 
reference sample/s submitted, which could result 
in either no change or a change.

20/08/2018 0836 Vehicles - Stealing 
from/enter with intent

DNA evidence significant to prosecution

Reference sample received but yet to be 
compared with crime scene sample.  Based on 
information available, unlikely that this result will 
be amended.

03/08/2018 0812 Motor vehicle - attempted 
steal/unlawfully use

DNA evidence significant to prosecution

If further reference samples are submitted for 
this case, due it being reported in a Cold Link, the 
crime scene profile will undergo further 
assessment (or rework if required) against the 
reference sample/s submitted, which could result 
in either no change or a change.

01/08/2018 0717 Enter with intent, other 
premises, with breaking

DNA evidence significant to prosecution

Reference sample received but yet to be 
compared with crime scene sample.  Based on 
information available, unlikely that this result will 
be amended.

25/07/2018 0836 Vehicles - Stealing 
from/enter with intent

DNA evidence significant to prosecution

If further reference samples are submitted for 
this case, due it being reported in a Cold Link, the 
crime scene profile will undergo further 
assessment (or rework if required) against the 
reference sample/s submitted, which could result 
in either no change or a change.

20/07/2018 0836 Vehicles - Stealing 
from/enter with intent

DNA evidence significant to prosecution

If further reference samples are submitted for 
this case, due it being reported in a Cold Link, the 
crime scene profile will undergo further 
assessment (or rework if required) against the 
reference sample/s submitted, which could result 
in either no change or a change.

18/07/2018 0711 Burglary, with breaking

DNA evidence significant to prosecution

Reference sample received but yet to be 
compared with crime scene sample.  Based on 
information available, unlikely that this result will 
be amended.

09/07/2018 0711 Burglary, with breaking

DNA evidence significant to prosecution

If further reference samples are submitted for 
this case, due it being reported in a Cold Link, the 
crime scene profile will undergo further 
assessment (or rework if required) against the 
reference sample/s submitted, which could result 
in either no change or a change.
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02/07/2018 0711 Burglary, with breaking

DNA evidence significant to prosecution

If further reference samples are submitted for 
this case, due it being reported in a Cold Link, the 
crime scene profile will undergo further 
assessment against the reference sample/s 
submitted, which could result in either no change 
or a change.

30/06/2018 0811 Motor vehicle - steal, 
unlawfully use, possess

DNA evidence significant to prosecution

Reference sample received but yet to be 
compared with crime scene sample.  Based on 
information available, unlikely that this result will 
be amended.

28/06/2018 1011 Drug - Possess and/or use 
dangerous drugs

Unknown strength of DNA evidence Statement Issued 9 October 2018

No changes were made to the results during the 
compliation of the Statement or during the 
Statement peer review process for the items 
within this case.  No further items received since 
statement issued, unlikely that changes would be 
necessary.

18/06/2018 0717 Enter with intent, other 
premises, with breaking

DNA evidence significant to prosecution

A reference sample has been submitted and 
compared against crime scene profiles, therefore 
the result is unlikely to be changed.

14/06/2018 0711 Burglary, with breaking

DNA evidence significant to prosecution

If further reference samples are submitted for 
this case, due it being reported in a Cold Link, the 
crime scene profile will undergo further 
assessment against the reference sample/s 
submitted, which could result in either no change 
or a change.

13/06/2018 0711 Burglary, with breaking
DNA evidence significant to prosecution

Result has been re-checked and do not anticipate 
an amendment to the result

04/06/2018 0717 Enter with intent, other 
premises, with breaking

DNA evidence significant to prosecution

If further reference samples are submitted for 
this case, due it being reported in a Cold Link, the 
crime scene profile will undergo further 
assessment (or rework if required) against the 
reference sample/s submitted, which could result 
in either no change or a change.

03/06/2018 0712 Burglary
DNA evidence significant to prosecution

Result has been re-checked and do not anticipate 
an amendment to the result

28/05/2018 0711 Burglary, with breaking

DNA evidence significant to prosecution

If further reference samples are submitted for 
this case, due it being reported in a Cold Link, the 
crime scene profile will undergo further 
assessment (or rework if required) against the 
reference sample/s submitted, which could result 
in either no change or a change.
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28/05/2018 0715 Enter with intent, shop, 
with breaking

DNA evidence significant to prosecution

If further reference samples are submitted for 
this case, due it being reported in a Cold Link, the 
crime scene profile will undergo further 
assessment (or rework if required) against the 
reference sample/s submitted, which could result 
in either no change or a change.

21/05/2018 0717 Enter with intent, other 
premises, with breaking

DNA evidence significant to prosecution

If further reference samples are submitted for 
this case, due it being reported in a Cold Link, the 
crime scene profile will undergo further 
assessment (or rework if required) against the 
reference sample/s submitted, which could result 
in either no change or a change.

18/05/2018 0711 Burglary, with breaking
DNA evidence significant to prosecution

Result has been re-checked and do not anticipate 
an amendment to the result

16/05/2018 0811 Motor vehicle - steal, 
unlawfully use, possess

DNA evidence significant to prosecution

If further reference samples are submitted for 
this case, due it being reported in a Cold Link, the 
crime scene profile will undergo further 
assessment (or rework if required) against the 
reference sample/s submitted, which could result 
in either no change or a change.

26/04/2018 0836 Vehicles - Stealing 
from/enter with intent DNA evidence significant to prosecution

Result has been re-checked and do not anticipate 
an amendment to the result

25/04/2018 1415 Dangerous operation of a 
vehicle DNA evidence significant to prosecution

Result has been re-checked and do not anticipate 
an amendment to the result

16/04/2018 0836 Vehicles - Stealing 
from/enter with intent DNA evidence significant to prosecution

Result has been re-checked and do not anticipate 
an amendment to the result

13/04/2018 0811 Motor vehicle - steal, 
unlawfully use, possess

DNA evidence significant to prosecution

If further reference samples are submitted for 
this case, due it being reported in a Cold Link, the 
crime scene profile will undergo further 
assessment (or rework if required) against the 
reference sample/s submitted, which could result 
in either no change or a change.

06/04/2018 0711 Burglary, with breaking

DNA evidence significant to prosecution

If further reference samples are submitted for 
this case, due it being reported in a Cold Link, the 
crime scene profile will undergo further 
assessment (or rework if required) against the 
reference sample/s submitted, which could result 
in either no change or a change.

06/04/2018 0711 Burglary, with breaking

DNA evidence significant to prosecution

If further reference samples are submitted for 
this case, due it being reported in a Cold Link, the 
crime scene profile will undergo further 
assessment (or rework if required) against the 
reference sample/s submitted, which could result 
in either no change or a change.

25/03/2018 0811 Motor vehicle - steal, 
unlawfully use, possess Unknown strength of DNA evidence

Result has been re-checked and do not anticipate 
an amendment to the result
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23/03/2018 0711 Burglary, with breaking

DNA evidence significant to prosecution

If further reference samples are submitted for 
this case, due it being reported in a Cold Link, the 
crime scene profile will undergo further 
assessment (or rework if required) against the 
reference sample/s submitted, which could result 
in either no change or a change.

17/03/2018 0717 Enter with intent, other 
premises, with breaking

DNA evidence significant to prosecution

If further reference samples are submitted for 
this case, due it being reported in a Cold Link, the 
crime scene profile will undergo further 
assessment (or rework if required) against the 
reference sample/s submitted, which could result 
in either no change or a change.

15/03/2018 0711 Burglary, with breaking

DNA evidence significant to prosecution

If further reference samples are submitted for 
this case, due it being reported in a Cold Link, the 
crime scene profile will undergo further 
assessment (or rework if required) against the 
reference sample/s submitted, which could result 
in either no change or a change.

15/03/2018 0717 Enter with intent, other 
premises, with breaking

DNA evidence significant to prosecution

If further reference samples are submitted for 
this case, due it being reported in a Cold Link, the 
crime scene profile will undergo further 
assessment (or rework if required) against the 
reference sample/s submitted, which could result 
in either no change or a change.

15/03/2018 1457 Traffic Crash - Hit and Run 
(with Injury)

DNA evidence significant to prosecution

If further reference samples are submitted for 
this case, due it being reported in a Cold Link, the 
crime scene profile will undergo further 
assessment (or rework if required) against the 
reference sample/s submitted, which could result 
in either no change or a change.

15/03/2018 0711 Burglary, with breaking

Unknown strength of DNA evidence

If further reference samples are submitted for 
this case, due it being reported in a Cold Link, the 
crime scene profile will undergo further 
assessment (or rework if required) against the 
reference sample/s submitted, which could result 
in either no change or a change.

06/03/2018 0712 Burglary

DNA evidence significant to prosecution

If further reference samples are submitted for 
this case, due it being reported in a Cold Link, the 
crime scene profile will undergo further 
assessment (or rework if required) against the 
reference sample/s submitted, which could result 
in either no change or a change.
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02/03/2018 0717 Enter with intent, other 
premises, with breaking

Unknown strength of DNA evidence

If further reference samples are submitted for 
this case, due it being reported in a Cold Link, the 
crime scene profile will undergo further 
assessment (or rework if required) against the 
reference sample/s submitted, which could result 
in either no change or a change.

22/02/2018 0717 Enter with intent, other 
premises, with breaking

Unknown strength of DNA evidence

If further reference samples are submitted for 
this case, due it being reported in a Cold Link, the 
crime scene profile will undergo further 
assessment (or rework if required) against the 
reference sample/s submitted, which could result 
in either no change or a change.

19/01/2018 1011 Drug - Possess and/or use 
dangerous drugs DNA evidence significant to prosecution

Result has been re-checked and do not anticipate 
an amendment to the result

31/12/2017 0711 Burglary, with breaking

DNA evidence significant to prosecution

If further reference samples are submitted for 
this case, due it being reported in a Cold Link, the 
crime scene profile will undergo further 
assessment (or rework if required) against the 
reference sample/s submitted, which could result 
in either no change or a change.

13/12/2017 1011 Drug - Possess and/or use 
dangerous drugs Unknown strength of DNA evidence

Result has been re-checked and do not anticipate 
an amendment to the result

30/06/2017 1011 Drug - Possess and/or use 
dangerous drugs DNA evidence significant to prosecution

No  further work required as per advice fromm 
QPS.

28/06/2017 0711 Burglary, with breaking
DNA evidence significant to prosecution

Result has been re-checked and do not anticipate 
an amendment to the result

21/02/2017 0711 Burglary, with breaking

DNA evidence significant to prosecution

If further reference samples are submitted for 
this case, due it being reported in a Cold Link, the 
crime scene profile will undergo further 
assessment (or rework if required) against the 
reference sample/s submitted, which could result 
in either no change or a change.

25/11/2016 1102 Unlawful Possession of 
firearm (other)

DNA evidence significant to prosecution

If further reference samples are submitted for 
this case, due it being reported in a Cold Link, the 
crime scene profile will undergo further 
assessment (or rework if required) against the 
reference sample/s submitted, which could result 
in either no change or a change.

16/11/2016 1011 Drug - Possess and/or use 
dangerous drugs

DNA evidence significant to prosecution

If further reference samples are submitted for 
this case, due it being reported in a Cold Link, the 
crime scene profile will undergo further 
assessment (or rework if required) against the 
reference sample/s submitted, which could result 
in either no change or a change.
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25/10/2016 1011 Drug - Possess and/or use 
dangerous drugs

DNA evidence significant to prosecution

If further reference samples are submitted for 
this case, due it being reported in a Cold Link, the 
crime scene profile will undergo further 
assessment (or rework if required) against the 
reference sample/s submitted, which could result 
in either no change or a change.

20/10/2016 1410 Traffic Crash - With Injury

DNA evidence significant to prosecution

If further reference samples are submitted for 
this case, due it being reported in a Cold Link, the 
crime scene profile will undergo further 
assessment (or rework if required) against the 
reference sample/s submitted, which could result 
in either no change or a change.

18/09/2016 1011 Drug - Possess and/or use 
dangerous drugs

Unknown strength of DNA evidence

If further reference samples are submitted for 
this case, due it being reported in a Cold Link, the 
crime scene profile will undergo further 
assessment (or rework if required) against the 
reference sample/s submitted, which could result 
in either no change or a change.

05/07/2016 0713 Burglary, with violence or 
threats, with breaking

DNA evidence significant to prosecution

If further reference samples are submitted for 
this case, due it being reported in a Cold Link, the 
crime scene profile will undergo further 
assessment (or rework if required) against the 
reference sample/s submitted, which could result 
in either no change or a change.

04/07/2016 0714 Burglary, with violence or 
threats

Unknown strength of DNA evidence

If further reference samples are submitted for 
this case, due it being reported in a Cold Link, the 
crime scene profile will undergo further 
assessment (or rework if required) against the 
reference sample/s submitted, which could result 
in either no change or a change.

30/03/2016 1015 Drug - Produce dangerous 
drugs

Unknown strength of DNA evidence

If further reference samples are submitted for 
this case, due it being reported in a Cold Link, the 
crime scene profile will undergo further 
assessment (or rework if required) against the 
reference sample/s submitted, which could result 
in either no change or a change.

14/01/2016 1488 Type 1b Evade Police

Unknown strength of DNA evidence
Result has been re-checked and do not anticipate 
an amendment to the result

08/01/2016 1011 Drug - Possess and/or use 
dangerous drugs

DNA evidence significant to prosecution

If further reference samples are submitted for 
this case, due it being reported in a Cold Link, the 
crime scene profile will undergo further 
assessment (or rework if required) against the 
reference sample/s submitted, which could result 
in either no change or a change.
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19/12/2015 1416 Type 1a(i) Dangerous 
operation of a vehicle DNA evidence significant to prosecution

Result has been re-checked and do not anticipate 
an amendment to the result

03/11/2015 0912 Fire - Aircraft or Motor 
Vehicle - Deliberate/Suspicious

Unknown strength of DNA evidence

If further reference samples are submitted for 
this case, due it being reported in a Cold Link, the 
crime scene profile will undergo further 
assessment (or rework if required) against the 
reference sample/s submitted, which could result 
in either no change or a change.

30/10/2015 0711 Burglary, with breaking
DNA evidence significant to prosecution

Result has been re-checked and do not anticipate 
an amendment to the result

14/10/2015 1015 Drug - Produce dangerous 
drugs DNA evidence significant to prosecution

Result has been re-checked and do not anticipate 
an amendment to the result

20/08/2015 1101 Unlawful Possession of 
concealable firearm DNA evidence significant to prosecution

Result has been re-checked and do not anticipate 
an amendment to the result

07/07/2015 0717 Enter with intent, other 
premises, with breaking Unknown strength of DNA evidence

Result has been re-checked and do not anticipate 
an amendment to the result

06/07/2015 1015 Drug - Produce dangerous 
drugs Unknown strength of DNA evidence

Result has been re-checked and do not anticipate 
an amendment to the result

25/06/2015 0711 Burglary, with breaking

DNA evidence significant to prosecution

If further reference samples are submitted for 
this case, due it being reported in a Cold Link, the 
crime scene profile will undergo further 
assessment (or rework if required) against the 
reference sample/s submitted, which could result 
in either no change or a change.

21/05/2015 0711 Burglary, with breaking

DNA evidence significant to prosecution

If further reference samples are submitted for 
this case, due it being reported in a Cold Link, the 
crime scene profile will undergo further 
assessment (or rework if required) against the 
reference sample/s submitted, which could result 
in either no change or a change.

14/04/2015 0717 Enter with intent, other 
premises, with breaking DNA evidence significant to prosecution

Result has been re-checked and do not anticipate 
an amendment to the result

10/02/2015 0827 Stock - kill with intent to 
steal

DNA evidence significant to prosecution

Reference sample received but yet to be 
compared with crime scene sample.  Based on 
information available, unlikely that this result will 
be amended.

22/01/2015 0711 Burglary, with breaking

DNA evidence significant to prosecution

Reference sample received but yet to be 
compared with crime scene sample.  Based on 
information available, unlikely that this result will 
be amended.

18/11/2014 1101 Unlawful Possession of 
concealable firearm

DNA evidence significant to prosecution Statement issued 1 June 2015

No changes were made to the results during the 
compliation of the Statement or during the 
Statement peer review process for the items 
within this case.  No further items received since 
statement issued, unlikely that changes would be 
necessary.
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23/09/2014 0716 Enter with intent, shop

DNA evidence significant to prosecution

If further reference samples are submitted for 
this case, due it being reported in a Cold Link, the 
crime scene profile will undergo further 
assessment against the reference sample/s 
submitted, which could result in either no change 
or a change.

02/08/2014 1102 Unlawful Possession of 
firearm (other)

DNA evidence significant to prosecution Statement issued 21 May 2015

No changes were made to the results during the 
compliation of the Statement or during the 
Statement peer review process for the items 
within this case.  No further items received since 
statement issued, unlikely that changes would be 
necessary.

23/06/2014 0836 Vehicles - Stealing 
from/enter with intent

DNA evidence significant to prosecution

If further reference samples are submitted for 
this case, due it being reported in a Cold Link, the 
crime scene profile will undergo further 
assessment (or rework if required) against the 
reference sample/s submitted, which could result 
in either no change or a change.  Advised that a 
reference sample is with the QPS currently for 
this case (10/10/2018).

17/06/2014 1011 Drug - Possess and/or use 
dangerous drugs

DNA evidence significant to prosecution

All reference samples appear to have been 
received and compared to crime scene profile.  
Unlikely that the result would require a change 
to be made.

25/04/2014 1012 Drug - Import/export 
dangerous drugs

DNA evidence significant to prosecution

All reference samples appear to have been 
received and compared to crime scene profile.  
Unlikely that the result would require a change 
to be made.

11/04/2014 0711 Burglary, with breaking

DNA evidence significant to prosecution

All reference samples appear to have been 
received and compared to crime scene profile.  
Unlikely that the result would require a change 
to be made.

28/03/2014 0717 Enter with intent, other 
premises, with breaking

DNA evidence significant to prosecution

All reference samples appear to have been 
received and compared to crime scene profile.  
Unlikely that the result would require a change 
to be made.

14/03/2014 0717 Enter with intent, other 
premises, with breaking

DNA evidence significant to prosecution

All reference samples appear to have been 
received and compared to crime scene profile.  
Unlikely that the result would require a change 
to be made.

10/03/2014 0711 Burglary, with breaking

DNA evidence significant to prosecution

All reference samples appear to have been 
received and compared to crime scene profile.  
Unlikely that the result would require a change 
to be made.

10/03/2014 0717 Enter with intent, other 
premises, with breaking

DNA evidence significant to prosecution

All reference samples appear to have been 
received and compared to crime scene profile.  
Unlikely that the result would require a change 
to be made.
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22/02/2014 0711 Burglary, with breaking

Unknown strength of DNA evidence

If further reference samples are submitted for 
this case, due it being reported in a Cold Link, the 
crime scene profile will undergo further 
assessment against the reference sample/s 
submitted, which could result in either no change 
or a change.

17/02/2014 0711 Burglary, with breaking

DNA evidence significant to prosecution

All reference samples appear to have been 
received and compared to crime scene profile.  
Unlikely that the result would require a change 
to be made.

03/02/2014 0711 Burglary, with breaking

DNA evidence significant to prosecution

All reference samples appear to have been 
received and compared to crime scene profile.  
Unlikely that the result would require a change 
to be made.

18/01/2014 1017 Drug - Possess things for 
use, or used in the 
administration, consumption, 
smoking of a dangerous drug

DNA evidence significant to prosecution

All reference samples appear to have been 
received and compared to crime scene profile.  
Unlikely that the result would require a change 
to be made.

18/01/2014 1017 Drug - Possess things for 
use, or used in the 
administration, consumption, 
smoking of a dangerous drug Unknown strength of DNA evidence Duplicate of above

04/12/2013 0717 Enter with intent, other 
premises, with breaking

DNA evidence significant to prosecution

If further reference samples are submitted for 
this case, due it being reported in a Cold Link, the 
crime scene profile will undergo further 
assessment (or rework if required) against the 
reference sample/s submitted, which could result 
in either no change or a change.

30/10/2013 0711 Burglary, with breaking

DNA evidence significant to prosecution

If further reference samples are submitted for 
this case, due it being reported in a Cold Link, the 
crime scene profile will undergo further 
assessment (or rework if required) against the 
reference sample/s submitted, which could result 
in either no change or a change.

21/10/2013 0811 Motor vehicle - steal, 
unlawfully use, possess

DNA evidence significant to prosecution

If further reference samples are submitted for 
this case, due it being reported in a Cold Link, the 
crime scene profile will undergo further 
assessment (or rework if required) against the 
reference sample/s submitted, which could result 
in either no change or a change.

15/10/2013 1204 Wilful damage (not 
elsewhere classified)

Unknown strength of DNA evidence

If further reference samples are submitted for 
this case, due it being reported in a Cold Link, the 
crime scene profile will undergo further 
assessment (or rework if required) against the 
reference sample/s submitted, which could result 
in either no change or a change.
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09/10/2013 0717 Enter with intent, other 
premises, with breaking

DNA evidence significant to prosecution

If further reference samples are submitted for 
this case, due it being reported in a Cold Link, the 
crime scene profile will undergo further 
assessment (or rework if required) against the 
reference sample/s submitted, which could result 
in either no change or a change.

27/08/2013 0713 Burglary, with violence or 
threats, with breaking

DNA evidence significant to prosecution

If further reference samples are submitted for 
this case, due it being reported in a Cold Link, the 
crime scene profile will undergo further 
assessment (or rework if required) against the 
reference sample/s submitted, which could result 
in either no change or a change.

17/07/2013 1101 Unlawful Possession of 
concealable firearm DNA evidence significant to prosecution

Result has been re-checked and do not anticipate 
an amendment to the result

09/07/2013 0711 Burglary, with breaking
DNA evidence significant to prosecution

Result has been re-checked and do not anticipate 
an amendment to the result

03/07/2013 3130 Weapons Act 1990

DNA evidence significant to prosecution

If further reference samples are submitted for 
this case, due it being reported in a Cold Link, the 
crime scene profile will undergo further 
assessment (or rework if required) against the 
reference sample/s submitted, which could result 
in either no change or a change.

09/05/2013 1015 Drug - Produce dangerous 
drugs Unknown strength of DNA evidence

Result has been re-checked and do not anticipate 
an amendment to the result

10/04/2013 0711 Burglary, with breaking

DNA evidence significant to prosecution

If further reference samples are submitted for 
this case, due it being reported in a Cold Link, the 
crime scene profile will undergo further 
assessment (or rework if required) against the 
reference sample/s submitted, which could result 
in either no change or a change.

03/04/2013 0712 Burglary

DNA evidence significant to prosecution
Rework has been requested for an item, there is 
a possibility that the result could change

15/03/2013 0711 Burglary, with breaking

Unknown strength of DNA evidence

If further reference samples are submitted for 
this case, due it being reported in a Cold Link, the 
crime scene profile will undergo further 
assessment (or rework if required) against the 
reference sample/s submitted, which could result 
in either no change or a change.

10/03/2013 1015 Drug - Produce dangerous 
drugs DNA evidence significant to prosecution

Result has been re-checked and do not anticipate 
an amendment to the result

30/01/2013 1011 Drug - Possess and/or use 
dangerous drugs DNA evidence significant to prosecution

Result has been re-checked and do not anticipate 
an amendment to the result

22/12/2012 1011 Drug - Possess and/or use 
dangerous drugs Unknown strength of DNA evidence

Result has been re-checked and do not anticipate 
an amendment to the result
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30/11/2012 0811 Motor vehicle - steal, 
unlawfully use, possess

DNA evidence significant to prosecution

If further reference samples are submitted for 
this case, due it being reported in a Cold Link, the 
crime scene profile will undergo further 
assessment (or rework if required) against the 
reference sample/s submitted, which could result 
in either no change or a change.

24/11/2012 0711 Burglary, with breaking
DNA evidence significant to prosecution

Result has been re-checked and do not anticipate 
an amendment to the result
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De Marco.JennaL[LD]

From: Neville.DavidH[OSC]
Sent: Friday, 12 October 2018 08:48
To: Cathie Allen
Cc: McNab.BruceJ[OSC]; Craig Russell
Subject: RE: Updated spreadsheet from Taskforce of Detectives

Hi Cathie, 
I note that the majority of the results reviewed could be changed which is concerning. Are there any trends around 
these in terms of whether the identified person was a minor or major contributor to the mix, please? 
 
My staff have reviewed NCIDD to check if the identified persons had full PP21 profiles recorded where the result 
might change in the event a reference sample was obtained. The majority of the persons had full profiles recorded 
which would have been available to your laboratory at the time the initial result was recorded. We do not collect 
reference samples from complainants in relation to volume crime matters at any stage, regardless if a statement 
requested from QHFSS. If you already have the full profile of the accused from NCIDD and no other reference 
samples are ever submitted, why would the result possibly change? 
 
Can you confirm the reliability of STRMix at deconvoluting mixtures when the identity of the contributors is 
unknown please. Is it the case that we can have no confidence unless all of the contributors are identified and 
reference samples are obtained from them. 
 
Can you please advise what version of STRMix QHFSS is currently using, too. 
 
David Neville  
 
 

From: Cathie Allen <   
Sent: Thursday, 11 October 2018 3:59 PM 
To: Neville.DavidH[OSC] < McNab.BruceJ[OSC] 
<  
Cc: Craig Russell <  
Subject: Updated spreadsheet from Taskforce of Detectives 
 
Hi David 
 
The attached spreadsheet is the finalised spreadsheet for the one provided from the taskforce of detectives.  
 
Please note: for Volume crime samples, the QPS directed the lab to only profile the sample once. So if a reference 
sample is supplied and a statement is requested, a rework on the sample may be required due to analysis issues that 
are required to be resolved. This means that the result may change due to the additional rework required. The QPS 
directed only one profiling step to be done on the sample to facilitate release of intelligence results to the QPS. The 
one profiling policy has been in place since mid 2008. 
 
Earlier today I advised that I would be able to provide the spreadsheet of all results that have been changed since 
2013, however I overestimated the amount of work that I could do in this space. I will provide this spreadsheet 
tomorrow morning as soon as I can. This spreadsheet will contain the triggers for the change of result. 
 
Cheers 
Cathie 
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Cathie Allen 
Managing Scientist  

Police Services Stream, Forensic & Scientific Services  
Health Support Queensland, Queensland Health  

p m   
a 39 Kessels Road, Coopers Plains, QLD 4108  
e w www.health.qld.gov.au/healthsupport  

Queensland Health acknowledges the Traditional Owners of the land, and pays respect to Elders past, present and future. 

 

******************************************************************************** 

This email, including any attachments sent with it, is confidential and for the sole use of the intended recipient(s). This 
confidentiality is not waived or lost, if you receive it and you are not the intended recipient(s), or if it is transmitted/received in 
error. 

Any unauthorised use, alteration, disclosure, distribution or review of this email is strictly prohibited. The information contained 
in this email, including any attachment sent with it, may be subject to a statutory duty of confidentiality if it relates to health 
service matters. 

If you are not the intended recipient(s), or if you have received this email in error, you are asked to immediately notify the 
sender by telephone collect on Australia +61 1800 198 175 or by return email. You should also delete this email, and any copies, 
from your computer system network and destroy any hard copies produced. 

If not an intended recipient of this email, you must not copy, distribute or take any action(s) that relies on it; any form of 
disclosure, modification, distribution and/or publication of this email is also prohibited. 

Although Queensland Health takes all reasonable steps to ensure this email does not contain malicious software, Queensland 
Health does not accept responsibility for the consequences if any person's computer inadvertently suffers any disruption to 
services, loss of information, harm or is infected with a virus, other malicious computer programme or code that may occur as a 
consequence of receiving this email. 

Unless stated otherwise, this email represents only the views of the sender and not the views of the Queensland Government. 

********************************************************************************** 
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De Marco.JennaL[LD]

From: Neville.DavidH[OSC]
Sent: Friday, 12 October 2018 14:55
To: Cathie Allen
Subject: RE: Clarification of incorrect results

Thanks Cathie, 
That is very reassuring.  
 

 

 

 
 
David Neville 
Inspector  
DNA Management Unit | Forensic Services Group 
Operations Support Command 
QUEENSLAND POLICE SERVICE 
______________________________ 

Phone  
Email  

Address GPO Box 1440 Brisbane 4001 

 
 
 
 
 

From: Cathie Allen <   
Sent: Friday, 12 October 2018 2:41 PM 
To: Neville.DavidH[OSC] < Craig Russell <  
Cc: McNab.BruceJ[OSC] <  
Subject: RE: Clarification of incorrect results 
 
Hi David 
 
Based on the information available at the time of the result, the change has most likely occurred due to the profile 
being a 4 person mixture. At present, the lab is not validated to apply a statistical value to four person mixtures. 
Increasing the number of contributors to 4 persons would mean that more people are included, rather than being 
excluded. This would likely result in the suspect still being included as a contributor, however the Likelihood Ratio 
may decrease.  
 
Cheers 
Cathie 

Cathie Allen 
Managing Scientist  

Police Services Stream, Forensic & Scientific Services  
Health Support Queensland, Queensland Health  

p m   
a 39 Kessels Road, Coopers Plains, QLD 4108  
e w www.health.qld.gov.au/healthsupport  
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Queensland Health acknowledges the Traditional Owners of the land, and pays respect to Elders past, present and future. 

 

From: Neville.DavidH[OSC] [mailto:   
Sent: Friday, 12 October 2018 1:13 PM 
To: Cathie Allen; Craig Russell 
Cc: McNab.BruceJ[OSC] 
Subject: Clarification of incorrect results 
 
Hi Cathie and Craig 
Thanks for meeting and clarifying this issue today. 
 
As per our conversation, could you please confirm by return email that the recall of all of the results 
pertaining to mixed profiles does not mean that the wrong person was originally identified. It is just that the 
likelihood ratio previously reported can no longer be relied upon because the number of contributors has 
exceeded 3 persons and STRMix is currently not validated to give a statistic for more than three person 
mixtures. 
 
Regards 
 
David Neville 
 
Get Outlook for iOS 
 
**********************************************************************  
CONFIDENTIALITY: The information contained in this  
electronic mail message and any electronic files attached  
to it may be confidential information, and may also be the  
subject of legal professional privilege and/or public interest  
immunity. If you are not the intended recipient you are  
required to delete it. Any use, disclosure or copying of  
this message and any attachments is unauthorised. If you  
have received this electronic message in error, please  
inform the sender or contact 1300ITPSBA@psba.qld.gov.au.  
This footnote also confirms that this email message has  
been checked for the presence of computer viruses.  
**********************************************************************  

******************************************************************************** 

This email, including any attachments sent with it, is confidential and for the sole use of the intended recipient(s). This 
confidentiality is not waived or lost, if you receive it and you are not the intended recipient(s), or if it is transmitted/received in 
error. 

Any unauthorised use, alteration, disclosure, distribution or review of this email is strictly prohibited. The information contained 
in this email, including any attachment sent with it, may be subject to a statutory duty of confidentiality if it relates to health 
service matters. 

If you are not the intended recipient(s), or if you have received this email in error, you are asked to immediately notify the 
sender by telephone collect on Australia +61 1800 198 175 or by return email. You should also delete this email, and any copies, 
from your computer system network and destroy any hard copies produced. 

If not an intended recipient of this email, you must not copy, distribute or take any action(s) that relies on it; any form of 
disclosure, modification, distribution and/or publication of this email is also prohibited. 

Although Queensland Health takes all reasonable steps to ensure this email does not contain malicious software, Queensland 
Health does not accept responsibility for the consequences if any person's computer inadvertently suffers any disruption to 
services, loss of information, harm or is infected with a virus, other malicious computer programme or code that may occur as a 
consequence of receiving this email. 
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Unless stated otherwise, this email represents only the views of the sender and not the views of the Queensland Government. 

********************************************************************************** 
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De Marco.JennaL[LD]

From: Obst.GregB[LD]
Sent: Friday, 12 October 2018 14:49
To: Neville.DavidH[OSC]
Subject: RE: Recall of DNA results

Thanks Dave. That’s great. 
 
Greg Obst |Director|Legal Services| Legal Division | Queensland Police Service 

Tel:  | Mobile:  Fax:  | 200 Roma Street Brisbane | GPO Box 1440 Brisbane QLD 4001 

 

This legal advice is confidential and subject to legal professional privilege. 
Reference to the existence and content of this legal advice may result in waiver of the privilege. 
Do not refer to or quote from this advice outside the Queensland Police Service without prior consultation with the Director, Legal Services. 
 
 
 

From: Neville.DavidH[OSC]  
Sent: Friday, 12 October 2018 1:52 PM 
To: Obst.GregB[LD] < > 
Subject: Recall of DNA results 
 
Greg  

 

 

On 12 October 2018 representatives of QPS and QHFSS met to further discuss the recall of DNA results. Ms Cathie 
Allen confirmed that the recall of the results does not mean that the wrong person was originally identified. It is just 
that the likelihood ratio previously reported can no longer be relied upon because the number of contributors has 
exceeded three persons and STRMix is currently not validated to give a statistic for more than three person 
mixtures.  

 

Litriture produced by the manufacturer of STRMix indicated that a change to the number of contributors has 
minimal impact on the likelihood ratio produced. This was confirmed by Forensic Science South Australia who are 
part owners of STRMix. Therefore the QPS can have confidence in the initial reported results even though some may 
be unable to reported to court standards at this time. 

 

QHFSS are still undertaking a review of the matters referred back to them and undertook to give a timeframe for 
that review by Monday 15 October 2018. The review will confirm the number of contributors in the samples. Where 
the number is confirmed as three, the result will stand. Where the number of contributors could be more, it will be 
passed through STRMix once it is validated to accept more contributors so a court reportable statistic can be 
provided (i.e. It is not expected that the likelihood ratio will change significantly in the event the number of 
contributors increases.) 
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QHFSS advised that it will take between 4 to 6 weeks to validate STRMix to accept mixtures with more than three 
contributors. This will require the reallocation of staff from casework however they do not believe this will have a 
significant impact on future turnaround times and ability to concurrently analyse major crime samples. This will 
enable QHFSS to provide court reportable statistics for most mixed profiles into the future. 

 

QHFSS and QPS are working collaboratively to ensure that results that should be used for intelligence purposes are 
clearly identified so that investigators are aware of the limitation around the information.  

 

 

 

 

Get Outlook for iOS 
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De Marco.JennaL[LD]

From: Cathie Allen <
Sent: Monday, 15 October 2018 10:00
To: Neville.DavidH[OSC]
Cc: Craig Russell
Subject: RE: QHFSS review

Hi David 
Forensic DNA Analysis will be able to provide the spreadsheet from the Taskforce of Detectives ( ) by 
close of business Wednesday, 24th of October. 
Cheers 
Cathie 

Cathie Allen 
Managing Scientist  

Police Services Stream, Forensic & Scientific Services  
Health Support Queensland, Queensland Health  

p m   
a 39 Kessels Road, Coopers Plains, QLD 4108  
e w www.health.qld.gov.au/healthsupport  

Queensland Health acknowledges the Traditional Owners of the land, and pays respect to Elders past, present and future. 

From: Neville.DavidH[OSC] [mailto:   
Sent: Monday, 15 October 2018 9:55 AM 
To: Cathie Allen 
Subject: QHFSS review 
Hi Cathie 
Our Assist Commissioner is meeting with the Commissioner today to brief him on the recall of results. I was hoping 
this morning you might be able to give us a timeframe on the review of 3 person mixtures (i.e. the ones referred 
back to you for confirmation from the taskforce). 
Regards 
David Neville 

From: Keleher.BrendanE[OSC]  
Sent: Monday, 15 October 2018 9:25 AM 
To: Neville.DavidH[OSC] <  
Subject: RE: Wednesday - working from home 
Dave, 
I was going to chase you up today in relation to the ‘time frames’ for QHS to complete their review of the 138 items 
with the mixed profiles before the court? Bruce contacted me this morning and advised that the A/C and 
Commissioner are meeting today and I just wanted to be ready for any questions that may come out of that 
meeting. 
Await your further advice. 
Regards 
Brendan.K 
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Brendan Keleher 
Queensland Police Service | Acting Superintendent, Forensic Services Group| Queensland Police Headquarters | 200 
Roma Street, Brisbane 4000 
'  | È | •  
"Efficiency is doing things right, effectiveness is doing the right thing at the right time." - General Stanley McChrystal 
**********************************************************************  
CONFIDENTIALITY: The information contained in this  
electronic mail message and any electronic files attached  
to it may be confidential information, and may also be the  
subject of legal professional privilege and/or public interest  
immunity. If you are not the intended recipient you are  
required to delete it. Any use, disclosure or copying of  
this message and any attachments is unauthorised. If you  
have received this electronic message in error, please  
inform the sender or contact 1300ITPSBA@psba.qld.gov.au.  
This footnote also confirms that this email message has  
been checked for the presence of computer viruses.  
**********************************************************************  

******************************************************************************** 

This email, including any attachments sent with it, is confidential and for the sole use of the intended recipient(s). This 
confidentiality is not waived or lost, if you receive it and you are not the intended recipient(s), or if it is transmitted/received in 
error. 

Any unauthorised use, alteration, disclosure, distribution or review of this email is strictly prohibited. The information contained 
in this email, including any attachment sent with it, may be subject to a statutory duty of confidentiality if it relates to health 
service matters. 

If you are not the intended recipient(s), or if you have received this email in error, you are asked to immediately notify the sender 
by telephone collect on Australia +61 1800 198 175 or by return email. You should also delete this email, and any copies, from 
your computer system network and destroy any hard copies produced. 

If not an intended recipient of this email, you must not copy, distribute or take any action(s) that relies on it; any form of 
disclosure, modification, distribution and/or publication of this email is also prohibited. 

Although Queensland Health takes all reasonable steps to ensure this email does not contain malicious software, Queensland 
Health does not accept responsibility for the consequences if any person's computer inadvertently suffers any disruption to 
services, loss of information, harm or is infected with a virus, other malicious computer programme or code that may occur as a 
consequence of receiving this email. 

Unless stated otherwise, this email represents only the views of the sender and not the views of the Queensland Government. 

********************************************************************************** 
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De Marco.JennaL[LD]

From: Neville.DavidH[OSC]
Sent: Monday, 15 October 2018 11:58
To: Supt FSG; Keleher.BrendanE[OSC]
Subject: RE: QHFSS review

The review by health will be complete by cob 24/10 

From: Cathie Allen <   
Sent: Monday, 15 October 2018 10:00 AM 
To: Neville.DavidH[OSC] <  
Cc: Craig Russell <  
Subject: RE: QHFSS review 
Hi David 
Forensic DNA Analysis will be able to provide the spreadsheet from the Taskforce of Detectives (amber results) by 
close of business Wednesday, 24th of October. 
Cheers 
Cathie 

Cathie Allen 
Managing Scientist  

Police Services Stream, Forensic & Scientific Services  
Health Support Queensland, Queensland Health  

p m   
a 39 Kessels Road, Coopers Plains, QLD 4108  
e w www.health.qld.gov.au/healthsupport  

Queensland Health acknowledges the Traditional Owners of the land, and pays respect to Elders past, present and future. 

From: Neville.DavidH[OSC] [mailto:   
Sent: Monday, 15 October 2018 9:55 AM 
To: Cathie Allen 
Subject: QHFSS review 
Hi Cathie 
Our Assist Commissioner is meeting with the Commissioner today to brief him on the recall of results. I was hoping 
this morning you might be able to give us a timeframe on the review of 3 person mixtures (i.e. the ones referred 
back to you for confirmation from the taskforce). 
Regards 
David Neville 

From: Keleher.BrendanE[OSC]  
Sent: Monday, 15 October 2018 9:25 AM 
To: Neville.DavidH[OSC] <  
Subject: RE: Wednesday - working from home 
Dave, 
I was going to chase you up today in relation to the ‘time frames’ for QHS to complete their review of the 138 items 
with the mixed profiles before the court? Bruce contacted me this morning and advised that the A/C and 
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Commissioner are meeting today and I just wanted to be ready for any questions that may come out of that 
meeting. 
Await your further advice. 
Regards 
Brendan.K 
Brendan Keleher 
Queensland Police Service | Acting Superintendent, Forensic Services Group| Queensland Police Headquarters | 200 
Roma Street, Brisbane 4000 
' 07- | È | •  
"Efficiency is doing things right, effectiveness is doing the right thing at the right time." - General Stanley McChrystal 
**********************************************************************  
CONFIDENTIALITY: The information contained in this  
electronic mail message and any electronic files attached  
to it may be confidential information, and may also be the  
subject of legal professional privilege and/or public interest  
immunity. If you are not the intended recipient you are  
required to delete it. Any use, disclosure or copying of  
this message and any attachments is unauthorised. If you  
have received this electronic message in error, please  
inform the sender or contact 1300ITPSBA@psba.qld.gov.au.  
This footnote also confirms that this email message has  
been checked for the presence of computer viruses.  
**********************************************************************  

******************************************************************************** 

This email, including any attachments sent with it, is confidential and for the sole use of the intended recipient(s). This 
confidentiality is not waived or lost, if you receive it and you are not the intended recipient(s), or if it is transmitted/received in 
error. 

Any unauthorised use, alteration, disclosure, distribution or review of this email is strictly prohibited. The information contained 
in this email, including any attachment sent with it, may be subject to a statutory duty of confidentiality if it relates to health 
service matters. 

If you are not the intended recipient(s), or if you have received this email in error, you are asked to immediately notify the 
sender by telephone collect on Australia +61 1800 198 175 or by return email. You should also delete this email, and any copies, 
from your computer system network and destroy any hard copies produced. 

If not an intended recipient of this email, you must not copy, distribute or take any action(s) that relies on it; any form of 
disclosure, modification, distribution and/or publication of this email is also prohibited. 

Although Queensland Health takes all reasonable steps to ensure this email does not contain malicious software, Queensland 
Health does not accept responsibility for the consequences if any person's computer inadvertently suffers any disruption to 
services, loss of information, harm or is infected with a virus, other malicious computer programme or code that may occur as a 
consequence of receiving this email. 

Unless stated otherwise, this email represents only the views of the sender and not the views of the Queensland Government. 

********************************************************************************** 
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De Marco.JennaL[LD]

From: Cathie Allen <
Sent: Friday, 19 October 2018 16:27
To: Neville.DavidH[OSC]
Cc: Craig Russell
Subject: RE: QHFSS review

Hi David 
Can you please clarify your meaning of ‘incorrect’? We use ‘Incorrect’ to mean two different things - updating of 
results based on new information, as well as correction of errors that may have made. Just want to ensure that we 
are discussing the same thing. 
Are you requesting that errors are brought to the QPS’s attention immediately? If so, this is the advice that we have 
been working under when incorrecting a result in the Forensic Register, which is then immediately visible to the 
QPS: 

Cheers 
Cathie 
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Cathie Allen 
Managing Scientist  

Police Services Stream, Forensic & Scientific Services  
Health Support Queensland, Queensland Health  

p m   
a 39 Kessels Road, Coopers Plains, QLD 4108  
e w www.health.qld.gov.au/healthsupport  

Queensland Health acknowledges the Traditional Owners of the land, and pays respect to Elders past, present and future. 

From: Neville.DavidH[OSC] [mailto:   
Sent: Thursday, 18 October 2018 9:57 AM 
To: Cathie Allen 
Subject: RE: QHFSS review 
Hi Cathie, 
As per previous request, if a result is found to be incorrect during this review can you provide immediate advice 
please. 
David 

From: Cathie Allen <   
Sent: Monday, 15 October 2018 10:00 AM 
To: Neville.DavidH[OSC] <  
Cc: Craig Russell <  
Subject: RE: QHFSS review 
Hi David 
Forensic DNA Analysis will be able to provide the spreadsheet from the Taskforce of Detectives (amber results) by 
close of business Wednesday, 24th of October. 
Cheers 
Cathie 

Cathie Allen 
Managing Scientist  

Police Services Stream, Forensic & Scientific Services  
Health Support Queensland, Queensland Health  

p m   
a 39 Kessels Road, Coopers Plains, QLD 4108  
e w www.health.qld.gov.au/healthsupport  

Queensland Health acknowledges the Traditional Owners of the land, and pays respect to Elders past, present and future. 

From: Neville.DavidH[OSC] [mailto:   
Sent: Monday, 15 October 2018 9:55 AM 
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To: Cathie Allen 
Subject: QHFSS review 
Hi Cathie 
Our Assist Commissioner is meeting with the Commissioner today to brief him on the recall of results. I was hoping 
this morning you might be able to give us a timeframe on the review of 3 person mixtures (i.e. the ones referred 
back to you for confirmation from the taskforce). 
Regards 
David Neville 

From: Keleher.BrendanE[OSC]  
Sent: Monday, 15 October 2018 9:25 AM 
To: Neville.DavidH[OSC] <  
Subject: RE: Wednesday - working from home 
Dave, 
I was going to chase you up today in relation to the ‘time frames’ for QHS to complete their review of the 138 items 
with the mixed profiles before the court? Bruce contacted me this morning and advised that the A/C and 
Commissioner are meeting today and I just wanted to be ready for any questions that may come out of that 
meeting. 
Await your further advice. 
Regards 
Brendan.K 
Brendan Keleher 
Queensland Police Service | Acting Superintendent, Forensic Services Group| Queensland Police Headquarters | 200 
Roma Street, Brisbane 4000 
' 07- | È | •  
"Efficiency is doing things right, effectiveness is doing the right thing at the right time." - General Stanley McChrystal 
**********************************************************************  
CONFIDENTIALITY: The information contained in this  
electronic mail message and any electronic files attached  
to it may be confidential information, and may also be the  
subject of legal professional privilege and/or public interest  
immunity. If you are not the intended recipient you are  
required to delete it. Any use, disclosure or copying of  
this message and any attachments is unauthorised. If you  
have received this electronic message in error, please  
inform the sender or contact 1300ITPSBA@psba.qld.gov.au.  
This footnote also confirms that this email message has  
been checked for the presence of computer viruses.  
**********************************************************************  

******************************************************************************** 

This email, including any attachments sent with it, is confidential and for the sole use of the intended recipient(s). This 
confidentiality is not waived or lost, if you receive it and you are not the intended recipient(s), or if it is transmitted/received in 
error. 

Any unauthorised use, alteration, disclosure, distribution or review of this email is strictly prohibited. The information contained 
in this email, including any attachment sent with it, may be subject to a statutory duty of confidentiality if it relates to health 
service matters. 

If you are not the intended recipient(s), or if you have received this email in error, you are asked to immediately notify the sender 
by telephone collect on Australia +61 1800 198 175 or by return email. You should also delete this email, and any copies, from 
your computer system network and destroy any hard copies produced. 

If not an intended recipient of this email, you must not copy, distribute or take any action(s) that relies on it; any form of 
disclosure, modification, distribution and/or publication of this email is also prohibited. 

Although Queensland Health takes all reasonable steps to ensure this email does not contain malicious software, Queensland 
Health does not accept responsibility for the consequences if any person's computer inadvertently suffers any disruption to 
services, loss of information, harm or is infected with a virus, other malicious computer programme or code that may occur as a 
consequence of receiving this email. 

Unless stated otherwise, this email represents only the views of the sender and not the views of the Queensland Government. 
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********************************************************************************** 

**********************************************************************  
CONFIDENTIALITY: The information contained in this  
electronic mail message and any electronic files attached  
to it may be confidential information, and may also be the  
subject of legal professional privilege and/or public interest  
immunity. If you are not the intended recipient you are  
required to delete it. Any use, disclosure or copying of  
this message and any attachments is unauthorised. If you  
have received this electronic message in error, please  
inform the sender or contact 1300ITPSBA@psba.qld.gov.au.  
This footnote also confirms that this email message has  
been checked for the presence of computer viruses.  
**********************************************************************  
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De Marco.JennaL[LD]

From: Neville.DavidH[OSC]
Sent: Tuesday, 23 October 2018 08:38
To: Cathie Allen
Cc: Craig Russell
Subject: RE: QHFSS review

Hi Cathie 
I was out yesterday so this is the first time that I have had a chance to respond. My request to be advised 
immediately of results that were found to be incorrect only pertains to the matters that were referred back to in the 
spreadsheet put together by the detective taskforce. The reason I wanted immediate advice is because these are 
matters where proceedings have commenced. It may be that charges should be withdrawn, offender released from 
custody etc.  
David Neville 

From: Cathie Allen <   
Sent: Friday, 19 October 2018 4:27 PM 
To: Neville.DavidH[OSC] <  
Cc: Craig Russell <  
Subject: RE: QHFSS review 
Hi David 
Can you please clarify your meaning of ‘incorrect’? We use ‘Incorrect’ to mean two different things - updating of 
results based on new information, as well as correction of errors that may have made. Just want to ensure that we 
are discussing the same thing. 
Are you requesting that errors are brought to the QPS’s attention immediately? If so, this is the advice that we have 
been working under when incorrecting a result in the Forensic Register, which is then immediately visible to the 
QPS: 
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Cheers 
Cathie 

Cathie Allen 
Managing Scientist  

Police Services Stream, Forensic & Scientific Services  
Health Support Queensland, Queensland Health  

p m   
a 39 Kessels Road, Coopers Plains, QLD 4108  
e w www.health.qld.gov.au/healthsupport  

Queensland Health acknowledges the Traditional Owners of the land, and pays respect to Elders past, present and future. 
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From: Neville.DavidH[OSC] [mailto:   
Sent: Thursday, 18 October 2018 9:57 AM 
To: Cathie Allen 
Subject: RE: QHFSS review 
Hi Cathie, 
As per previous request, if a result is found to be incorrect during this review can you provide immediate advice 
please. 
David 

From: Cathie Allen <   
Sent: Monday, 15 October 2018 10:00 AM 
To: Neville.DavidH[OSC] <  
Cc: Craig Russell <  
Subject: RE: QHFSS review 
Hi David 
Forensic DNA Analysis will be able to provide the spreadsheet from the Taskforce of Detectives (amber results) by 
close of business Wednesday, 24th of October. 
Cheers 
Cathie 

Cathie Allen 
Managing Scientist  

Police Services Stream, Forensic & Scientific Services  
Health Support Queensland, Queensland Health  

p m   
a 39 Kessels Road, Coopers Plains, QLD 4108  
e w www.health.qld.gov.au/healthsupport  

Queensland Health acknowledges the Traditional Owners of the land, and pays respect to Elders past, present and future. 

From: Neville.DavidH[OSC] [mailto:   
Sent: Monday, 15 October 2018 9:55 AM 
To: Cathie Allen 
Subject: QHFSS review 
Hi Cathie 
Our Assist Commissioner is meeting with the Commissioner today to brief him on the recall of results. I was hoping 
this morning you might be able to give us a timeframe on the review of 3 person mixtures (i.e. the ones referred 
back to you for confirmation from the taskforce). 
Regards 
David Neville 

From: Keleher.BrendanE[OSC]  
Sent: Monday, 15 October 2018 9:25 AM 
To: Neville.DavidH[OSC] <  
Subject: RE: Wednesday - working from home 
Dave, 
I was going to chase you up today in relation to the ‘time frames’ for QHS to complete their review of the 138 items 
with the mixed profiles before the court? Bruce contacted me this morning and advised that the A/C and 
Commissioner are meeting today and I just wanted to be ready for any questions that may come out of that 
meeting. 
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Await your further advice. 
Regards 
Brendan.K 
Brendan Keleher 
Queensland Police Service | Acting Superintendent, Forensic Services Group| Queensland Police Headquarters | 200 
Roma Street, Brisbane 4000 
' 07- | È | •  
"Efficiency is doing things right, effectiveness is doing the right thing at the right time." - General Stanley McChrystal 
**********************************************************************  
CONFIDENTIALITY: The information contained in this  
electronic mail message and any electronic files attached  
to it may be confidential information, and may also be the  
subject of legal professional privilege and/or public interest  
immunity. If you are not the intended recipient you are  
required to delete it. Any use, disclosure or copying of  
this message and any attachments is unauthorised. If you  
have received this electronic message in error, please  
inform the sender or contact 1300ITPSBA@psba.qld.gov.au.  
This footnote also confirms that this email message has  
been checked for the presence of computer viruses.  
**********************************************************************  

******************************************************************************** 

This email, including any attachments sent with it, is confidential and for the sole use of the intended recipient(s). This 
confidentiality is not waived or lost, if you receive it and you are not the intended recipient(s), or if it is transmitted/received in 
error. 

Any unauthorised use, alteration, disclosure, distribution or review of this email is strictly prohibited. The information contained 
in this email, including any attachment sent with it, may be subject to a statutory duty of confidentiality if it relates to health 
service matters. 

If you are not the intended recipient(s), or if you have received this email in error, you are asked to immediately notify the 
sender by telephone collect on Australia +61 1800 198 175 or by return email. You should also delete this email, and any copies, 
from your computer system network and destroy any hard copies produced. 

If not an intended recipient of this email, you must not copy, distribute or take any action(s) that relies on it; any form of 
disclosure, modification, distribution and/or publication of this email is also prohibited. 

Although Queensland Health takes all reasonable steps to ensure this email does not contain malicious software, Queensland 
Health does not accept responsibility for the consequences if any person's computer inadvertently suffers any disruption to 
services, loss of information, harm or is infected with a virus, other malicious computer programme or code that may occur as a 
consequence of receiving this email. 

Unless stated otherwise, this email represents only the views of the sender and not the views of the Queensland Government. 

********************************************************************************** 

**********************************************************************  
CONFIDENTIALITY: The information contained in this  
electronic mail message and any electronic files attached  
to it may be confidential information, and may also be the  
subject of legal professional privilege and/or public interest  
immunity. If you are not the intended recipient you are  
required to delete it. Any use, disclosure or copying of  
this message and any attachments is unauthorised. If you  
have received this electronic message in error, please  
inform the sender or contact 1300ITPSBA@psba.qld.gov.au.  
This footnote also confirms that this email message has  
been checked for the presence of computer viruses.  
**********************************************************************  
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De Marco.JennaL[LD]

From: Cathie Allen <
Sent: Tuesday, 16 October 2018 15:50
To: Neville.DavidH[OSC]
Cc: Keleher.BrendanE[OSC]; Craig Russell; McNab.BruceJ[OSC]
Subject: Completed spreadsheet of all amended results since Dec 2012
Attachments: Incorrected results_QPS 201810015_complete.xls

Hi David 
 
Please find attached the completed spreadsheet for all amended DNA results since Dec 2012. Shortly, we will 
provide a consolidated report to summarise the triggers for the amendments. 
 
Please don’t hesitate to let me know if there’s any queries regarding this spreadsheet. 
 
Cheers 
Cathie 

Cathie Allen 
Managing Scientist  

Police Services Stream, Forensic & Scientific Services  
Health Support Queensland, Queensland Health  

p m   
a 39 Kessels Road, Coopers Plains, QLD 4108  
e w www.health.qld.gov.au/healthsupport  

Queensland Health acknowledges the Traditional Owners of the land, and pays respect to Elders past, present and future. 

 

******************************************************************************** 

This email, including any attachments sent with it, is confidential and for the sole use of the intended recipient(s). This 
confidentiality is not waived or lost, if you receive it and you are not the intended recipient(s), or if it is transmitted/received in 
error. 

Any unauthorised use, alteration, disclosure, distribution or review of this email is strictly prohibited. The information contained 
in this email, including any attachment sent with it, may be subject to a statutory duty of confidentiality if it relates to health 
service matters. 

If you are not the intended recipient(s), or if you have received this email in error, you are asked to immediately notify the 
sender by telephone collect on Australia +61 1800 198 175 or by return email. You should also delete this email, and any copies, 
from your computer system network and destroy any hard copies produced. 

If not an intended recipient of this email, you must not copy, distribute or take any action(s) that relies on it; any form of 
disclosure, modification, distribution and/or publication of this email is also prohibited. 
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Although Queensland Health takes all reasonable steps to ensure this email does not contain malicious software, Queensland 
Health does not accept responsibility for the consequences if any person's computer inadvertently suffers any disruption to 
services, loss of information, harm or is infected with a virus, other malicious computer programme or code that may occur as a 
consequence of receiving this email. 

Unless stated otherwise, this email represents only the views of the sender and not the views of the Queensland Government. 

********************************************************************************** 
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Offence Exhibit Original result date Original result New result date New result
reason behind 
change

Appears to be 
probative 
sample

Other similar 
results in case Trigger

Murder 09/08/2018

Three person mixed DNA profile
3 person mixed profile - conditioned on
3 person mix rem - support for 
contribution > 100 billion 05/09/2018

Complex mixed profile 
unsuitable for interp or 
comparison

Ref samples 
available for 
comparison Y Y

Reference sample 
supplied and now 
available for comparison

Wounding 16/07/2018

Three person mixed DNA profile
3 person mixed profile - conditioned on
3 person mix rem - support for 
contribution > 100 billion 19/07/2018

Complex mixed profile 
unsuitable for interp or 
comparison

From 3 person to 4 
person mixture y y

Subjectivity between 
reviewers, being 
addressed to reduce in 
future

Rape 06/07/2018
Three person mixed DNA profile
3 person mixed profile - conditioned on 04/09/2018

Complex mixed profile 
unsuitable for interp or 
comparison

From 3 person to 4 
person mixture N Y Training issue

Murder (inc 
attempts) 08/06/2018

Two person mixed DNA profile
2 person mix - support for contribution 
100 to 1000
2 person mix profile - support for 
contrib > 100 billion 03/09/2018

Complex mixed profile 
unsuitable for interp or 
comparison

Manufacturer's 
issue Y Y

Manufacturer's issue 
detected after result 
released, re-interpretation 
required once issue 
detected

Sexual offences 27/03/2018

Two person mixed DNA profile
2 person mixed profile - conditioned on
2 person mix remaining - low support 
for contrib 18/05/2018

Complex mixed profile 
unsuitable for interp or 
comparison

Manufacturer's 
issue y y

Manufacturer's issue 
detected after result 
released, re-interpretation 
required once issue 
detected

Assault 27/03/2018

Three person mixed DNA profile
3 person mix profile - support for 
contrib > 100 billion
3 person mix profile - support for 
contrib > 100 billion 14/05/2018

Complex mixed profile 
unsuitable for interp or 
comparison

Re-assessed at 
statement stage y y?

Subjectivity between 
reviewers, being 
addressed to reduce in 
future

Robbery (Armed
robery case 
highlighted by 
Insp Neville) 27/03/2018

Three person mixed DNA profile
3 person mix - support for contrib 1 
million - 1 billion
3 person mix profile - support for 
contrib > 100 billion 27/04/2018

Complex mixed profile 
unsuitable for interp or 
comparison

Re-assessed at 
statement stage, 
ref samples 
became available y n

Reference sample 
supplied and now 
available for comparison, 
which meant re-
interpretation of the 
crime scene profile

Murder 23/03/2018

Three person mixed DNA profile
3 person mixed profile - conditioned on
3 person rem - support for contrib 1 
million to 1 billion 04/05/2018

Complex mixed profile 
unsuitable for interp or 
comparison

From 3 person to 4 
person mixture y y

New information supplied 
after initial result issued, 
meant re-interpretation 
was required for the crime 
scene profile
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UUMV 19/03/2018

Three person mixed DNA profile
3 person mix profile - support for 
contrib > 100 billion 04/06/2018

Complex mixed profile 
unsuitable for interp or 
comparison

From 3 person to 4 
person mixture y n

Additional work 
undertaken prior to 
Statement being released.  
Rework meant re-
interpretation of the 
profile.

UUMV 19/03/2018

Three person mixed DNA profile
3 person mix profile - support for 
contrib > 100 billion 24/05/2018

Complex mixed profile 
unsuitable for interp or 
comparison

From 3 person to 4 
person mixture y n

Additional work 
undertaken prior to 
Statement being released.  
Rework meant re-
interpretation of the 
profile.

UUMV 07/03/2018
Three person mixed DNA profile
NCIDD upload - mixed DNA profile 26/03/2018

Complex mixed profile 
unsuitable for interp or 
comparison

From 3 person to 4 
person mixture y n Training issue

Robbery 05/03/2018

Three person mixed DNA profile
NCIDD upload - mixed DNA profile
3 person mix profile - support for 
contrib > 100 billion 01/05/2018

Complex mixed profile 
unsuitable for interp or 
comparison

From 3 person to 4 
person mixture y n

Additional work 
undertaken prior to 
Statement being released.  
Rework meant re-
interpretation of the 
profile.

GBH/Unlawful 
Wounding 06/02/2018

Three person mixed DNA profile
3 person mixed profile - conditioned on
3 person mix rem - support for 
contribution > 100 billion 10/04/2018

Complex mixed profile 
unsuitable for interp or 
comparison

Re-assessed at 
statement stage y n

Subjectivity between 
reviewers, being 
addressed to reduce in 
future

Child offences 30/01/2018
SS DNA profile 9 loci and above LR > 
100 billion 18/05/2018

Complex mixed profile 
unsuitable for interp or 
comparison Training issue n y

Additional work 
undertaken prior to 
Statement being released.  
Rework meant re-
interpretation of the 
profile.

Assault 29/01/2018

Three person mixed DNA profile
3 person mix profile - support for 
contrib > 100 billion 02/03/2018

Complex mixed profile 
unsuitable for interp or 
comparison

Reassessment at 
statement stage, 
rework ordered 
causing re-
interpretation y n

Subjectivity between 
reviewers, being 
addressed to reduce in 
future

Wounding 21/12/2017

Three person mixed DNA profile
3 person mix profile - support for 
contrib > 100 billion 31/08/2018

Complex mixed profile 
unsuitable for interp or 
comparison

From 3 person to 4 
person mixture y y Training issue
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GBH/Unlawful 
Wounding 19/12/2017

Three person mixed DNA profile
3 person mix profile - support for 
contrib > 100 billion
3 person mix - low support for 
contribution 10/04/2018

Complex mixed profile 
unsuitable for interp or 
comparison

Reassessment at 
statement stage, 
rework ordered 
causing re-
interpreation y n

Subjectivity between 
reviewers, being 
addressed to reduce in 
future

Drug offences 18/12/2017

Three person mixed DNA profile
3 person mix - support for contrib 1 
million - 1 billion 22/02/2018

Complex mixed profile 
unsuitable for interp or 
comparison

From 3 person to 4 
person mixture y y

Additional work 
undertaken prior to 
Statement being released.  
Rework meant re-
interpretation of the 
profile.

Murder 07/12/2017

 Three person mixed DNA profile
3 person mix profile - support for 
contrib > 100 billion 23/01/2018

Complex mixed profile 
unsuitable for interp or 
comparison

STRmix issue 
detected y n

Issue with STRmix 
detected, action put in 
place for future issues

Murder (inc 
attempts) 05/12/2017

Three person mixed DNA profile
3 person mix profile - support for 
contrib > 100 billion 15/06/2018

Complex mixed profile 
unsuitable for interp or 
comparison

From 3 person to 4 
person mixture y y Training issue

Robbery 20/09/2017

Three person mixed DNA profile
3 person mix profile - support for 
contrib > 100 billion 24/11/2017

Complex mixed profile 
unsuitable for interp or 
comparison

Reassessment at 
statement stage y n

Subjectivity between 
reviewers, being 
addressed to reduce in 
future

Murder 05/09/2017

Three person mixed DNA profile
3 person mix profile - support for 
contrib > 100 billion 23/01/2018

Complex mixed profile 
unsuitable for interp or 
comparison

Reassessment at 
Statement stage y n Training issue

Rape 29/08/2017

Three person mixed DNA profile 
3 person mix profile - support for 
contrib > 100 billion 29/08/2017

Complex mixed profile 
unsuitable for interp or 
comparison

DNA degradation, 
training issue n y

Subjectivity between 
reviewers, being 
addressed to reduce in 
future

GBH/Unlawful 
Wounding 26/07/2017

Three person mixed DNA profile
 NCIDD upload - Intel mixed DNA profile 06/03/2018

Complex mixed profile 
unsuitable for interp or 
comparison

familial 
relationship 
between suspects y n

Subjectivity between 
reviewers, being 
addressed to reduce in 
future

Sexual offences 26/07/2017

Three person mixed DNA profile
3 person mix profile - support for 
contrib > 100 billion
 3 person mix - support for contrib 1 
million - 1 billion 20/11/2017

Complex mixed profile 
unsuitable for interp or 
comparison

From 3 person to 4 
person mixture y y

New information made 
available causing sample 
to be reworked, re-
interpretation of crime 
scene profile

Rape 17/07/2017

 Three person mixed DNA profile 
3 person mixed profile - conditioned on
3 person mix rem - support for 
contribution > 100 billion 16/10/2017

Complex mixed profile 
unsuitable for interp or 
comparison

Reassessment at 
Statement stage y y

Subjectivity between 
reviewers, being 
addressed to reduce in 
future
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Robbery 14/07/2017

Three person mixed DNA profile
3 person mix- support for contrib 1 
billion - 100 billion 24/11/2017

Complex mixed profile 
unsuitable for interp or 
comparison

From 3 person to 4 
person mixture n n

New information made 
available causing sample 
to be reworked, re-
interpretation of crime 
scene profile

Domestic 
Violence 12/07/2017

 Three person mixed DNA profile
3 person mixed profile - conditioned on
3 person mix rem - support for 
contribution > 100 billion 07/08/2017

Complex mixed profile 
unsuitable for interp or 
comparison

From 3 person to 4 
person mixture y y

Additional work 
undertaken at Statement 
stage, meant that the 
crime scene profile was re-
interpreted

Robbery 07/07/2017

Three person mixed DNA profile
3 person mix profile - support for 
contrib > 100 billion 30/10/2017

Complex mixed profile 
unsuitable for interp or 
comparison

Reference 
sample/s available y y

Reference sample 
supplied and now 
available for comparison, 
which meant re-
interpretation of the 
crime scene profile

Rape 05/07/2017

Three person mixed DNA profile
3 person mixed profile - conditioned on
3 person mix rem - support for 
contribution > 100 billion 05/01/2018

Complex mixed profile 
unsuitable for interp or 
comparison DNA degradation y y

STRmix unable to perform 
at optimum due to DNA 
degradation

Sexual offence 04/07/2017
Three person mixed DNA profile 
3 person mixed profile - conditioned on 01/03/2018

Complex mixed profile 
unsuitable for interp or 
comparison

Reassessment at 
statement stage, 
rework ordered 
causing re-
interpretation n n Training issue

Rape 04/07/2017

Three person mixed DNA profile
 3 person mix profile - support for 
contrib > 100 billion
3 person mix - support for contribution 
1000 to 10 000 29/11/2017

Complex mixed profile 
unsuitable for interp or 
comparison

Analytical issue 
with sample y y

Subjectivity between 
reviewers, being 
addressed to reduce in 
future

Wounding 03/07/2017
SS DNA profile 9 loci and above LR > 
100 billion 06/12/2017

Complex mixed profile 
unsuitable for interp or 
comparison

Reassessment at 
Statement stage unknown n Training issue

Wounding 30/06/2017

Three person mixed DNA profile
3 person mix profile - support for 
contrib > 100 billion
3 person mix - support for contribution 
100 to 1000 02/02/2018

Complex mixed profile 
unsuitable for interp or 
comparison

From 3 person to 4 
person mixture n n

Additional work 
undertaken prior to 
Statement being released.  
Rework meant re-
interpretation of the 
profile.
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Murder (inc 
attempts) 15/06/2017

Two person mixed DNA profile
2 person mix - supports non 
contribution
NCIDD upload - Intel mixed DNA profile 24/10/2017

Complex mixed profile 
unsuitable for interp or 
comparison

Reassessment at 
statement stage unknown y

Subjectivity between 
reviewers, being 
addressed to reduce in 
future

Murder 05/06/2017

Three person mixed DNA profile 
3 person mixed profile - conditioned on 
- 

22/08/2017

Complex mixed profile 
unsuitable for interp or 
comparison

DNA degradation, 
training issue n y

Subjectivity between 
reviewers, being 
addressed to reduce in 
future

Murder (inc 
attempts) 27/05/2017

Three person mixed DNA profile
3 person mix - support for contrib 10 
000 - 100 000
 3 person mix - support for contrib 1 
million - 1 billion 31/01/2018

Complex mixed profile 
unsuitable for interp or 
comparison

STRmix issue 
detected unknown y

Issue with STRmix 
detected, action put in 
place for future issues

Rape 24/05/2017

Three person mixed DNA profile
3 person mix - low support for 
contribution 15/06/2017

Complex mixed profile 
unsuitable for interp or 
comparison Training issue n y

Additional exhibit 
delivered and second 
statement required. 
Subjectivity between 
reviewers, being 
addressed to reduce in 
future

Assault 02/05/2017

 Three person mixed DNA profile
 3 person mix profile - support for 
contrib > 100 billion

30/11/2017

Complex mixed profile 
unsuitable for interp or 
comparison

From 3 person to 4 
person mixture unknown y

Subjectivity between 
reviewers, being 
addressed to reduce in 
future

Robbery 13/04/2017

Three person mixed DNA profile
 3 person mix- support for contrib 1 
billion - 100 billion
NCIDD upload - Intel mixed DNA profile 
UKM1 15/08/2017

Complex mixed profile 
unsuitable for interp or 
comparison

From 3 person to 4 
person mixture y y

Additional work 
undertaken at Statement 
stage, meant that the 
crime scene profile was re-
interpreted

Sexual offences 04/04/2017
Three person mixed DNA profile
3 person mixed profile - conditioned on 05/09/2017

Complex mixed profile 
unsuitable for interp or 
comparison

familial 
relationship with 
reference samples n y

Subjectivity between 
reviewers, being 
addressed to reduce in 
future

Robbery 28/03/2017

Three person mixed DNA profile
NCIDD upload - mixed DNA profile 
UKM1 29/11/2017

Complex mixed profile 
unsuitable for interp or 
comparison

From 3 person to 4 
person mixture y n

Subjectivity between 
reviewers, being 
addressed to reduce in 
future

Robbery 17/03/2017

Three person mixed DNA profile
3 person mix profile - support for 
contrib > 100 billion 13/06/2017

Complex mixed profile 
unsuitable for interp or 
comparison Training issue y n

Subjectivity between 
reviewers, being 
addressed to reduce in 
future

Assault 14/03/2017
Three person mixed DNA profile
3 person mixed profile - conditioned on 30/11/2017

Complex mixed profile 
unsuitable for interp or 
comparison

From 3 person to 4 
person mixture n y Training issue
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Murder (inc 
attempts) 07/03/2017

Three person mixed DNA profile
3 person mix profile - support for 
contrib > 100 billion 06/07/2017

Complex mixed profile 
unsuitable for interp or 
comparison

From 3 person to 4 
person mixture y n

Subjectivity between 
reviewers, being 
addressed to reduce in 
future

Rape 02/03/2017

Three person mixed DNA profile
 3 person mixed profile - conditioned 
on
3 person mix - low support for 
contribution 23/01/2018

Complex mixed profile 
unsuitable for interp or 
comparison

Reference 
sample/s available n y

Reference sample 
supplied and now 
available for comparison, 
which meant re-
interpretation of the 
crime scene profile

Robbery 10/02/2017

Three person mixed DNA profile
3 person mix - support for contribution 
1000 to 10 000 28/11/2017

Complex mixed profile 
unsuitable for interp or 
comparison

From 3 person to 4 
person mixture unknown n

Subjectivity between 
reviewers, being 
addressed to reduce in 
future

Rape 03/02/2017
Three person mixed DNA profile 
3 person mixed profile - conditioned on 06/03/2017

Complex mixed profile 
unsuitable for interp or 
comparison

Analytical issue 
with sample n y

Subjectivity between 
reviewers, being 
addressed to reduce in 
future

Liberty offences 25/10/2017

Three person mixed DNA profile
NCIDD upload - Intel mixed DNA profile 
UKM6 19/02/2018

Complex mixed profile 
unsuitable for interp or 
comparison

familial 
relationship with 
reference samples n y

Subjectivity between 
reviewers, being 
addressed to reduce in 
future

Rape 18/08/2017
Three person mixed DNA profile 
Excluded from mixed DNA profile 21/09/2017

Complex mixed profile 
unsuitable for interp or 
comparison STRmix issue n y

STRmix issue detected, re-
assessment at Statement 
Stage

GBH/Unlawful 
Wounding 05/06/2017

 Three person mixed DNA profile
No statistical interpretation performed 03/09/2018

Complex mixed profile 
unsuitable for interp or 
comparison

From 3 person to 4 
person y y

Reassessment at 
Statement stage due to 
subjectivity, being 
addressed to reduce in 
future

Murder 16/12/2016

Three person mixed DNA profile
 3 person mixed profile - conditioned 
on 16/12/2016

Complex mixed profile 
unsuitable for interp or 
comparison

From 3 person to 4 
person n y

Additional work 
undertaken at Statement 
stage, meant that the 
crime scene profile was re-
interpreted

Sexual offences 09/12/2016

 Three person mixed DNA profile
3 person mixed profile - conditioned on
3 person rem - support for contrib 1 
billion-100 billion 14/12/2016

Complex mixed profile 
unsuitable for interp or 
comparison

Analytical issue 
with sample y y

Subjectivity between 
reviewers, being 
addressed to reduce in 
future
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Murder 21/11/2016

Three person mixed DNA profile
3 person mixed profile - conditioned on
3 person mix rem - support for 
contribution > 100 billion 03/03/2017

Complex mixed profile 
unsuitable for interp or 
comparison

Limited number of 
reference samples 
available, 
additional 
information caused 
re-interpretation n y

Limited reference samples 
available at time of result 
being issued.

rape 15/11/2016

Three person mixed DNA profile
3 person mix profile - support for 
contrib > 100 billion
3 person mix - support for contrib 1 
million - 1 billion 06/04/2017

Complex mixed profile 
unsuitable for interp or 
comparison

From 3 person to 4 
person mixture, 
reference sample 
supplied y y

Error made in laboratory, 
training issue

Sexual offence 13/10/2016

Three person mixed DNA profile
 3 person mixed profile - conditioned 
on
3 person mix rem - support for 
contribution > 100 billion 24/11/2016

Complex mixed profile 
unsuitable for interp or 
comparison

Rework of the 
sample meant re-
intpretation y y

Additional work 
undertaken at Statement 
stage, meant that the 
crime scene profile was re-
interpreted

Murder 04/10/2016

 Three person mixed DNA profile 
 3 person mix profile - support for 
contrib > 100 billion
3 person mix profile - support for 
contrib > 100 billion 27/02/2018

Complex mixed profile 
unsuitable for interp or 
comparison

Reassessment at 
statement stage, 
rework ordered 
causing re-
interpretation unknown

Subjectivity between 
reviewers, being 
addressed to reduce in 
future

Drug offences 28/09/2016

Three person mixed DNA profile
3 person mix profile - support for 
contrib > 100 billion 22/11/2016

Complex mixed profile 
unsuitable for interp or 
comparison

STRmix issue 
detected y n

STRmix issue detected, re-
assessment at Statement 
Stage

Rape 27/09/2016
Three person mixed DNA profile
3 person mixed profile - conditioned on 29/11/2016

Complex mixed profile 
unsuitable for interp or 
comparison

Re-assessed at 
statement stage, 
from 3 person to 4 
person n y

Subjectivity between 
reviewers, being 
addressed to reduce in 
future

Rape 19/09/2016

 Three person mixed DNA profile 
3 person mix profile - support for 
contrib > 100 billion 13/01/2017

Complex mixed profile 
unsuitable for interp or 
comparison

Limited number of 
reference samples 
available, 
additional 
information caused 
re-interpretation, 
from 3 person to 4 
person y y

Limited reference samples 
available at time of result 
being issued.

Murder 15/09/2016
SS DNA profile 9 loci and above LR > 
100 billion 21/03/2018

Complex mixed profile 
unsuitable for interp or 
comparison

Reassessment at 
statement stage, 
rework ordered 
causing re-
interpretation unknown y

Subjectivity between 
reviewers, being 
addressed to reduce in 
future
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Murder 01/08/2016
SS DNA profile 9 loci and above LR > 
100 billion 27/03/2018

Complex mixed profile 
unsuitable for interp or 
comparison

Reassessment at 
statement stage, 
rework ordered 
causing re-
interpretation unknown y

Subjectivity between 
reviewers, being 
addressed to reduce in 
future

Murder 28/07/2016
Three person mixed DNA profile
3 person mixed profile - conditioned on 27/03/2018

Complex mixed profile 
unsuitable for interp or 
comparison

Reassessment at 
statement stage, 
rework ordered 
causing re-
interpretation unknown y

Subjectivity between 
reviewers, being 
addressed to reduce in 
future

Murder 08/07/2016

Three person mixed DNA profile
3 person mixed profile - conditioned on
3 person mix rem - support for 
contribution > 100 billion 27/03/2018

Complex mixed profile 
unsuitable for interp or 
comparison

Reassessment at 
statement stage, 
rework ordered 
causing re-
interpretation unknown y

Rape 06/07/2016

Three person mixed DNA profile
3 person mix profile - support for 
contrib > 100 billion
3 person mix - support for 
contribution 1000 to 10 000 02/09/2016

Complex mixed profile 
unsuitable for interp or 
comparison

From 3 person to 4 
person unknown n

Additional work 
undertaken at Statement 
stage, meant that the 
crime scene profile was re-
interpreted

Assault 18/05/2016
Three person mixed DNA profile
3 person mixed profile - conditioned on 12/09/2016

Complex mixed profile 
unsuitable for interp or 
comparison

From 3 person to 4 
person n y

Additional work 
undertaken at Statement 
stage, meant that the 
crime scene profile was re-
interpreted

Robbery 17/05/2016
Single source DNA profile UKM1
NCIDD upload single source DNA profile 21/03/2017

Complex mixed profile 
unsuitable for interp or 
comparison Training issue y y

Subjectivity between 
reviewers, being 
addressed to reduce in 
future

Murder 25/02/2016

Three person mixed DNA profile
3 person mix profile - support for 
contrib > 100 billion
 NCIDD upload - mixed DNA profile 
UKM5 30/11/2016

Complex mixed profile 
unsuitable for interp or 
comparison

From 3 person to 4 
person n n

Subjectivity between 
reviewers, being 
addressed to reduce in 
future

Wounding 24/11/2016
Three person mixed DNA profile
Single evidence sample excluded 26/04/2017

Complex mixed profile 
unsuitable for interp or 
comparison Analytical issue n y

Additional work 
undertaken at Statement 
stage, meant that the 
crime scene profile was re-
interpreted

Drug offences 10/10/2016
Two person mixed DNA profile
No statistical interpretation performed 21/05/2018

Complex mixed profile 
unsuitable for interp or 
comparison Training issue y y

Subjectivity between 
reviewers, being 
addressed to reduce in 
future
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Drug offences 09/09/2016
Three person mixed DNA profile
 Excluded from mixed DNA profile 07/10/2016

Complex mixed profile 
unsuitable for interp or 
comparison

From 3 person to 4 
person n n

Reassessment of profiles 
undertaken at Statement 
stage

Drug offences 08/09/2016

Three person mixed DNA profile
NCIDD upload - mixed DNA profile 
UKM4 07/10/2016

Complex mixed profile 
unsuitable for interp or 
comparison

From 3 person to 4 
person n n

Error made in laboratory, 
training issue; re-
assessment undertaken at 
statement stage to detect

Drug offences 14/06/2016

Three person mixed DNA profile
3 person mix - support for contrib 100 
000 to 1 million 14/06/2016

Complex mixed profile 
unsuitable for interp or 
comparison Training issue y y

Reassessment of profiles 
undertaken at Statement 
stage

Assault 08/06/2016

Three person mixed DNA profile
3 person mix profile - support for 
contrib > 100 billion
 3 person mix- support for contrib 1 
billion - 100 billion 15/07/2016

Complex mixed profile 
unsuitable for interp or 
comparison Analytical issue y y

Reassessment of profiles 
undertaken at Statement 
stage

Rape 03/06/2016

Three person mixed DNA profile
3 person mix profile - support for 
contrib > 100 billion 25/08/2016

Complex mixed profile 
unsuitable for interp or 
comparison

familial 
relationship with 
reference samples y y

Reassessment of profiles 
undertaken at Statement 
stage (case context taken 
into consideration)

Rape 03/06/2016

 Three person mixed DNA profile
 3 person mix profile - support for 
contrib > 100 billion 
 3 person mix - support for contrib 10 
000 - 100 000 - 25/08/2016

Complex mixed profile 
unsuitable for interp or 
comparison

familial 
relationship with 
reference samples, 
reassessment at 
statement stage y y

Additional work 
undertaken at Statement 
stage, meant that the 
crime scene profile was re-
interpreted

Rape 17/05/2016
 Three person mixed DNA profile
No statistical interpretation performed 15/09/2016

Complex mixed profile 
unsuitable for interp or 
comparison

Rework of the 
sample meant re-
intpretation y y

Additional work 
undertaken at Statement 
stage, meant that the 
crime scene profile was re-
interpreted

Murder 20/04/2016
Three person mixed DNA profile
3 person mixed profile - conditioned on 04/08/2016

Complex mixed profile 
unsuitable for interp or 
comparison

From 3 person to 4 
person n y

Reassessment of profiles 
undertaken at Statement 
stage

Sexual offences 18/04/2016

 Three person mixed DNA profile
3 person mix - support for contribution 
100 to 1000
NCIDD upload - mixed DNA profile UKF1 03/06/2016

Complex mixed profile 
unsuitable for interp or 
comparison

From 3 person to 4 
person; ref sample 
supplied for 
comparison y n

Reference sample 
supplied and now 
available for comparison, 
re-assessment undertaken 
due to ref sample

Sexual offences 15/04/2016

 Three person mixed DNA profile
3 person mix - support for contrib 1 
million - 1 billion 22/06/2016

Complex mixed profile 
unsuitable for interp or 
comparison Analytical issue n n

Reassessment of profiles 
undertaken at Statement 
stage
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Robbery 15/04/2016

Three person mixed DNA profile
3 person mix - support for contrib 1 
million - 1 billion

19/05/2016

Complex mixed profile 
unsuitable for interp or 
comparison

Rework of the 
sample meant re-
intpretation with 
analytical issue y y

Additional work 
undertaken at Statement 
stage, meant that the 
crime scene profile was re-
interpreted

Assault 24/03/2016

Three person mixed DNA profile
 3 person mix profile - support for 
contrib > 100 billion 10/05/2016

Complex mixed profile 
unsuitable for interp or 
comparison

Rework of the 
sample meant re-
intpretation y y

Additional work 
undertaken at Statement 
stage, meant that the 
crime scene profile was re-
interpreted

Assault 22/03/2016

Three person mixed DNA profile
3 person mix profile - support for 
contrib > 100 billion 22/03/2016

Complex mixed profile 
unsuitable for interp or 
comparison

Rework of the 
sample meant re-
intpretation y y

Additional work 
undertaken at Statement 
stage, meant that the 
crime scene profile was re-
interpreted

Robbery 15/02/2016

Three person mixed DNA profile
 3 person mix profile - support for 
contrib > 100 billion 15/02/2016

Complex mixed profile 
unsuitable for interp or 
comparison

From 3 person to 4 
person unknown y

Additional work 
undertaken at Statement 
stage, meant that the 
crime scene profile was re-
interpreted

Robbery 11/02/2016
Single source DNA profile UKM1
NCIDD upload single source DNA profile 22/02/2016

Complex mixed profile 
unsuitable for interp or 
comparison Training issue y n

Subjectivity between 
reviewers, being 
addressed to reduce in 
future

Robbery 25/01/2016

Three person mixed DNA profile
 3 person mix profile - support for 
contrib > 100 billion
 3 person mix - support for contrib 100 
000 to 1 million 18/05/2016

Complex mixed profile 
unsuitable for interp or 
comparison

Rework of the 
sample meant re-
intpretation unknown n

Additional work 
undertaken at Statement 
stage, meant that the 
crime scene profile was re-
interpreted

Murder 19/01/2016

Three person mixed DNA profile
3 person mix profile - support for 
contrib > 100 billion 05/05/2016

Complex mixed profile 
unsuitable for interp or 
comparison Training issue n y

Subjectivity between 
reviewers, being 
addressed to reduce in 
future

Wounding 18/01/2016

Three person mixed DNA profile
 3 person mixed profile - 
conditioned on
3 person mix rem - support for 
contribution > 100 billion 14/04/2016

Complex mixed profile 
unsuitable for interp or 
comparison

Rework of the 
sample meant re-
intpretation y y

Additional work 
undertaken at Statement 
stage, meant that the 
crime scene profile was re-
interpreted
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Rape 07/01/2016
Three person mixed DNA profile
3 person mixed profile - conditioned on 04/05/2016

Complex mixed profile 
unsuitable for interp or 
comparison

Rework of the 
sample meant re-
intpretation; From 
3 person to 4 
person n y

Additional work 
undertaken at Statement 
stage, meant that the 
crime scene profile was re-
interpreted

Burglary/Enter 
with intent 15/12/2015

Three person mixed DNA profile
3 person mix profile - support for 
contrib > 100 billion 23/09/2016

Complex mixed profile 
unsuitable for interp or 
comparison Training issue unknown y

Subjectivity between 
reviewers, being 
addressed to reduce in 
future

Drug offences 10/12/2015

Three person mixed DNA profile
 3 person mix - support for contrib 
1 million - 1 billion 14/10/2016

Complex mixed profile 
unsuitable for interp or 
comparison

Rework of the 
sample meant re-
intpretation y y

Additional work 
undertaken at Statement 
stage, meant that the 
crime scene profile was re-
interpreted

Weapons 
offences 25/08/2015

 Three person mixed DNA profile
No statistical interpretation performed 14/10/2015

Complex mixed profile 
unsuitable for interp or 
comparison

Rework of the 
sample meant re-
intpretation y y

Additional work 
undertaken due to 
Suspect Check request.  
Rework meant re-
interpretation of the 
profile.

Sexual offences 19/06/2015
Three person mixed DNA profile
NCIDD upload - mixed DNA profile UKF1 03/07/2015

Complex mixed profile 
unsuitable for interp or 
comparison

From 3 person to 4 
person y n

Additional work 
undertaken after initial 
result was issued, as item 
was a Priority 1

Murder 12/06/2015

 Three person mixed DNA profile
3 person mix profile - support for 
contrib > 100 billion
 3 person mix- support for contrib 1 
billion - 100 billion 18/11/2016

Complex mixed profile 
unsuitable for interp or 
comparison

 Relatedness in 2 x 
2 family members, 
low level unknown y

Subjectivity between 
reviewers, being 
addressed to reduce in 
future

Murder 22/05/2015

Two person mixed DNA profile -
2 person mix profile - support for 
contrib > 100 billion 18/11/2016

Complex mixed profile 
unsuitable for interp or 
comparison

familial 
relationship with 
reference samples unknown y

Subjectivity between 
reviewers, being 
addressed to reduce in 
future

Robbery 22/12/2015

 Three person mixed DNA profile
NCIDD upload - mixed DNA profile 
UKM1
3 person mix profile - support for 
contrib > 100 billion 19/07/2016

Complex mixed profile 
unsuitable for interp or 
comparison Training issue y n

Subjectivity between 
reviewers, being 
addressed to reduce in 
future

Liberty offences 08/12/2015

 Three person mixed DNA profile
3 person mix profile - support for 
contrib > 100 billion 04/03/2016

Complex mixed profile 
unsuitable for interp or 
comparison

Rework of the 
sample meant re-
intpretation; From 
3 person to 4 
person y n

Additional work 
undertaken at Statement 
stage, meant that the 
crime scene profile was re-
interpreted
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Robbery 03/12/2015

 Three person mixed DNA profile
NCIDD upload - Intel mixed DNA profile 
UkM1 14/07/2016

Complex mixed profile 
unsuitable for interp or 
comparison

Rework of the 
sample meant re-
intpretation; From 
3 person to 4 
person y n

Additional work 
undertaken at Statement 
stage, meant that the 
crime scene profile was re-
interpreted

Rape 25/11/2015
Three person mixed DNA profile
3 person mixed profile - conditioned on 18/05/2016

Complex mixed profile 
unsuitable for interp or 
comparison Training issue n y

Reassessment of profiles 
undertaken at Statement 
stage

Rape 23/11/2015

Three person mixed DNA profile
3 person mix profile - support for 
contrib > 100 billion 11/01/2016

Complex mixed profile 
unsuitable for interp or 
comparison

From 3 person to 4 
person n y

Additional work 
undertaken at Statement 
stage, meant that the 
crime scene profile was re-
interpreted

Robbery 19/11/2015

Three person mixed DNA profile
NCIDD upload - Intel mixed DNA profile 
UKM2
3 person mix - support for contrib 1 
million - 1 billion 15/02/2016

Complex mixed profile 
unsuitable for interp or 
comparison STRmix issue y y

STRmix issue detected, re-
assessment at Statement 
Stage

Sexual offences 02/10/2015

Three person mixed DNA profile
 3 person mixed profile - conditioned 
on
 3 person mix rem - support for 
contribution > 100 billion 03/02/2016

Complex mixed profile 
unsuitable for interp or 
comparison

Reference sample 
available, from 3 
person to 4 person y y

Reference sample 
supplied and now 
available for comparison, 
reassessment due to ref 
sample and re-
interpretation

Child offences 17/08/2015

Three person mixed DNA profile
3 person mix profile - support for 
contrib > 100 billion
3 person mix profile - support for 
contrib > 100 billion 02/09/2015

Complex mixed profile 
unsuitable for interp or 
comparison STRmix issue y y

STRmix issue detected, re-
assessment at Statement 
Stage

Sexual offences 11/08/2015

 Three person mixed DNA profile
3 person mixed profile - conditioned on
 3 person mix remaining- support for 
contrib 1000 to 10000 17/08/2016

Complex mixed profile 
unsuitable for interp or 
comparison

From 3 person to 4 
person y y

Subjectivity between 
reviewers, being 
addressed to reduce in 
future

Wounding 29/07/2015

 Three person mixed DNA profile
3 person mix profile - support for 
contrib > 100 billion 18/05/2016

Complex mixed profile 
unsuitable for interp or 
comparison

From 3 person to 4 
person unknown y

Additional work 
undertaken at Statement 
stage, meant that the 
crime scene profile was re-
interpreted (due to the 
context of the case)
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Wounding 28/07/2015

 Three person mixed DNA profile
3 person mix profile - support for 
contrib > 100 billion
3 person mix- support for contrib 1 
billion - 100 billion 20/10/2015

Complex mixed profile 
unsuitable for interp or 
comparison

From 3 person to 4 
person y y

Additional work 
undertaken at Statement 
stage, meant that the 
crime scene profile was re-
interpreted

Wounding 05/06/2015

Two person mixed DNA profile
2 person mixed profile - conditioned on
 2 person mix rem - support for 
contribution > 100 billion 12/02/2016

Complex mixed profile 
unsuitable for interp or 
comparison

From 3 person to 4 
person y y

Additional work 
undertaken at Statement 
stage, meant that the 
crime scene profile was re-
interpreted

Rape 07/05/2015
Single source DNA profile
 Possible sub-threshold information 24/06/2015

Complex mixed profile 
unsuitable for interp or 
comparison Training issue n y

Subjectivity between 
reviewers, being 
addressed to reduce in 
future

Murder 20/03/2015

Two person mixed DNA profile
 2 person mixed profile - conditioned 
on
2 person mix rem - support for 
contribution > 100 billion 22/06/2015

Complex mixed profile 
unsuitable for interp or 
comparison

familial 
relationship with 
reference samples n y

Reassessment of profiles 
undertaken at Statement 
stage, to be consistent in 
the context of the case

Murder 20/03/2015

Two person mixed DNA profile
2 person mix profile - support for 
contrib > 100 billion
 2 person mix profile - support for 
contrib > 100 billion 10/06/2015

Complex mixed profile 
unsuitable for interp or 
comparison

familial 
relationship with 
reference samples n y

Subjectivity between 
reviewers, being 
addressed to reduce in 
future

Murder 06/03/2015

Two person mixed DNA profile
2 person mix profile - support for 
contrib > 100 billion 26/05/2015

Complex mixed profile 
unsuitable for interp or 
comparison

Reference sample 
available n y

Reference sample 
supplied and now 
available for comparison, 
reassessment due to ref 
sample and re-
interpretation

Child offences 11/02/2015

Three person mixed DNA profile
3 person mix profile - support for 
contrib > 100 billion 01/04/2015

Complex mixed profile 
unsuitable for interp or 
comparison

From 3 person to 4 
person n n

Reassessment of profiles 
undertaken at Statement 
stage, to be consistent in 
the context of the case

Fire/Arson 08/01/2015
Single source DNA profile < NCIDD 
matching stringency UKM1 10/09/2015

Complex mixed profile 
unsuitable for interp or 
comparison Training issue y y Training issue

Drug offences 21/11/2014 Three person mixed DNA profile 21/11/2014

Complex mixed profile 
unsuitable for interp or 
comparison Training issue y n

Subjectivity between 
reviewers, being 
addressed to reduce in 
future
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Murder 24/09/2014

Two person mixed DNA profile
Intel report required for further 
interpretation 28/09/2016

Complex mixed profile 
unsuitable for interp or 
comparison Training issue unknown y

Subjectivity between 
reviewers, being 
addressed to reduce in 
future

Wounding 07/08/2014 Three person mixed DNA profile 07/08/2014

Complex mixed profile 
unsuitable for interp or 
comparison

Rework of the 
sample meant re-
intpretation y n

Additional work 
undertaken at Statement 
stage, meant that the 
crime scene profile was re-
interpreted

Burglary/Enter 
with intent 14/06/2014

Three person mixed DNA profile
Mixture - low support for contrib or 
supports non contrib 06/11/2014

Complex mixed profile 
unsuitable for interp or 
comparison

From 3 person to 4 
person mixture n y

Additional work 
undertaken prior to 
Statement being released.  
Rework meant re-
interpretation of the 
profile.

Miscellaneous 14/06/2014
 Three person mixed DNA profile
No statistical interpretation performed 05/12/2014

Complex mixed profile 
unsuitable for interp or 
comparison

Rework of the 
sample meant re-
intpretation n y

Additional work 
undertaken due to 
Suspect Check request.  
Rework meant re-
interpretation of the 
profile.

Rape 02/06/2014
Three person mixed DNA profile
No statistical interpretation performed 08/12/2014

Complex mixed profile 
unsuitable for interp or 
comparison

From 3 person to 4 
person mixture y n Training issue

Burglary/Enter 
with intent 07/03/2014

Three person mixed DNA profile
No statistical interpretation performed 22/05/2014

Complex mixed profile 
unsuitable for interp or 
comparison

From 3 person to 4 
person mixture n y

Subjectivity between 
reviewers, being 
addressed to reduce in 
future

Burglary/Enter 
with intent 29/01/2014

 Three person mixed DNA profile
NCIDD upload - Intel mixed DNA profile 
UKM2 12/08/2014

Complex mixed profile 
unsuitable for interp or 
comparison

Rework of the 
sample meant re-
intpretation y n

Additional work 
undertaken at Statement 
stage, meant that the 
crime scene profile was re-
interpreted

UUMV 14/01/2014

Three person mixed DNA profile
NCIDD upload - Intel mixed DNA profile 
UK M1 17/05/2014

Complex mixed profile 
unsuitable for interp or 
comparison

From 3 person to 4 
person mixture y n

Subjectivity between 
reviewers, being 
addressed to reduce in 
future

Drug offences 02/12/2014
 Three person mixed DNA profile
No statistical interpretation performed 20/04/2015

Complex mixed profile 
unsuitable for interp or 
comparison

From 3 person to 4 
person y y

Additional work 
undertaken at Statement 
stage, meant that the 
crime scene profile was re-
interpreted 
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re/Arson 27/11/2014

Three person mixed DNA profile
 3 person mix - supports non 
contribution 23/01/2015

Complex mixed profile 
unsuitable for interp or 
comparison

From 3 person to 4 
person N Y

Reference sample 
supplied and now 
available for comparison, 
which meant re-
interpretation of the 
crime scene profile

ape 17/11/2014
 Three person mixed DNA profile
3 person mixed profile - conditioned on 19/12/2014

Complex mixed profile 
unsuitable for interp or 
comparison Training issue n n

Additional work 
undertaken at Statement 
stage, meant that the 
crime scene profile was re-
interpreted 

BH/Unlawful 
ounding 07/11/2014

 Three person mixed DNA profile
3 person mix profile - support for 
contrib > 100 billion
 3 person mix - support for contribution 
1000 to 10 000 06/02/2015

Complex mixed profile 
unsuitable for interp or 
comparison

From 3 person to 4 
person unknown y

Additional work 
undertaken at Statement 
stage, meant that the 
crime scene profile was re-
interpreted 

urder 07/11/2014

Two person mixed DNA profile
2 person mixed profile - conditioned on
2 person rem- support for contrib 1 
million to 1 billion 02/02/2015

Complex mixed profile 
unsuitable for interp or 
comparison Training issue n y Training issue

ape 22/10/2014

 Three person mixed DNA profile
 3 person mix profile - support for 
contrib > 100 billion
3 person mix - support for contribution 
100 to 1000 05/11/2014

Complex mixed profile 
unsuitable for interp or 
comparison

familial 
relationship with 
reference samples, 
reassessment at 
statement stage

Reassessment of profiles 
undertaken at Statement 
stage (case context taken 
into consideration)

ape 17/10/2014

Three person mixed DNA profile
3 person mix profile - support for 
contrib > 100 billion 19/12/2014

Complex mixed profile 
unsuitable for interp or 
comparison Training issue n y

Additional work 
undertaken at Statement 
stage, meant that the 
crime scene profile was re-
interpreted 

hild offences 29/09/2014

Two person mixed DNA profile
 2 person mix profile - support for 
contrib > 100 billion 06/02/2015

Complex mixed profile 
unsuitable for interp or 
comparison Training issue y y

Subjectivity between 
reviewers, being 
addressed to reduce in 
future

ssault 12/09/2014

Three person mixed DNA profile
3 person mix profile - support for 
contrib > 100 billion
3 person mix- support for contrib 1 
billion - 100 billion 21/04/2016

Complex mixed profile 
unsuitable for interp or 
comparison

Rework of the 
sample meant re-
intpretation y n

Additional work 
undertaken at Statement 
stage, meant that the 
crime scene profile was re-
interpreted 
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GBH/Unlawful 
Wounding 12/09/2014

Three person mixed DNA profile
3 person mixed profile - conditioned on
3 person rem - support for contrib 1 
million to 1 billion 08/12/2014

Complex mixed profile 
unsuitable for interp or 
comparison Training issue ? y

Additional work 
undertaken at Statement 
stage, meant that the 
crime scene profile was re-
interpreted (due to the 
context of the case)

Murder 08/09/2014

 Three person mixed DNA profile
3 person mixed profile - conditioned on
 3 person mix rem - support for 
contribution > 100 billion 19/11/2014

Complex mixed profile 
unsuitable for interp or 
comparison Training issue n y

Additional work 
undertaken at Statement 
stage, meant that the 
crime scene profile was re-
interpreted (due to the 
context of the case)

Murder 03/09/2014

Three person mixed DNA profile
 3 person mixed profile - conditioned 
on
3 person mix remaining- support for 
contrib 1000 to 10000
 3 person rem - support for contrib 1 
million to 1 billion 16/02/2015

Complex mixed profile 
unsuitable for interp or 
comparison

From 3 person to 4 
person unknown y

Subjectivity between 
reviewers, being 
addressed to reduce in 
future

Murder 14/08/2014

 Three person mixed DNA profile
3 person mixed profile - conditioned on
3 person mix rem - support for 
contribution > 100 billion 05/06/2015

Complex mixed profile 
unsuitable for interp or 
comparison

Rework of the 
sample meant re-
intpretation y y

Additional work 
undertaken at Statement 
stage, meant that the 
crime scene profile was re-
interpreted

Wounding 01/08/2014

Three person mixed DNA profile
3 person mixed profile - conditioned on
3 person mix rem - support for 
contribution > 100 billion
 3 person mixed profile, mixture 
remaining NCIDD UKP1 01/10/2014

Complex mixed profile 
unsuitable for interp or 
comparison Training issue

Reassessment of profiles 
undertaken at Statement 
stage (case context taken 
into consideration)

Rape 30/07/2014
Three person mixed DNA profile
3 person mixed profile - conditioned on 06/02/2015

Complex mixed profile 
unsuitable for interp or 
comparison

From 3 person to 4 
person y y

Additional work 
undertaken due to 
Suspect check request, 
meant that the crime 
scene profile was re-
interpreted

Rape 23/07/2014

 Three person mixed DNA profile
3 person mix profile - support for 
contrib > 100 billion

19/03/2015

Complex mixed profile 
unsuitable for interp or 
comparison

Familial 
relationship with 
reference samples, 
trainig y y

Subjectivity between 
reviewers, being 
addressed to reduce in 
future
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Rape 21/07/2014

Three person mixed DNA profile
3 person mixed profile - conditioned on

06/02/2015

Complex mixed profile 
unsuitable for interp or 
comparison

From 3 person to 4 
person y y

Additional work 
undertaken due to 
Suspect check request, 
meant that the crime 
scene profile was re-
interpreted

Drug offences 07/07/2014

Two person mixed DNA profile
2 person mix profile - support for 
contrib > 100 billion 31/07/2014

Complex mixed profile 
unsuitable for interp or 
comparison Training issue unknown y

Subjectivity between 
reviewers, being 
addressed to reduce in 
future

Rape 24/06/2014

Two person mixed DNA profile
 2 person mixed profile - conditioned 
on
2 person mix rem - support for contrib 
10 000 to 100 000 25/08/2014

Complex mixed profile 
unsuitable for interp or 
comparison Analytical issue y y

Subjectivity between 
reviewers, being 
addressed to reduce in 
future

GBH/Unlawful 
Wounding 23/06/2014

Two person mixed DNA profile
2 person mixed profile - conditioned on

04/09/2014

Complex mixed profile 
unsuitable for interp or 
comparison Analytical issue unknown n

Additional work 
undertaken at Statement 
stage, meant that the 
crime scene profile was re-
interpreted

Murder 10/06/2014

 Two person mixed DNA profile
2 person mix - supports non 
contribution 26/02/2015

Complex mixed profile 
unsuitable for interp or 
comparison Training issue unknown y

Subjectivity between 
reviewers, being 
addressed to reduce in 
future

Assault 02/06/2014

Three person mixed DNA profile
3 person mix profile - support for 
contrib > 100 billion 24/07/2014

Complex mixed profile 
unsuitable for interp or 
comparison

From 3 person to 4 
person y y

Additional work 
undertaken at Statement 
stage, meant that the 
crime scene profile was re-
interpreted

Robbery 30/05/2014

Two person mixed DNA profile
 2 person mix profile - support for 
contrib > 100 billion 04/07/2014

Complex mixed profile 
unsuitable for interp or 
comparison

Rework of the 
sample meant re-
intpretation y y

Additional work 
undertaken at Statement 
stage, meant that the 
crime scene profile was re-
interpreted

Robbery 23/05/2014

Three person mixed DNA profile
3 person mix - support for contribution 
1000 to 10 000
3 person mix - support for contribution 
100 to 1000 28/07/2014

Complex mixed profile 
unsuitable for interp or 
comparison

Rework of the 
sample meant re-
intpretation y n

Additional work 
undertaken at Statement 
stage, meant that the 
crime scene profile was re-
interpreted
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Assault 23/05/2014

Three person mixed DNA profile
3 person mix - supports non 
contribution 26/05/2014

Complex mixed profile 
unsuitable for interp or 
comparison

From 3 person to 4 
person n y

Additional work 
undertaken due to 
Suspect check request, 
meant that the crime 
scene profile was re-
interpreted

Robbery 14/05/2014
 3 person mix profile - support for 
contrib > 100 billion 26/09/2014

Complex mixed profile 
unsuitable for interp or 
comparison Analytical issue y y

Additional work 
undertaken at Statement 
stage, meant that the 
crime scene profile was re-
interpreted

Burglary/Enter 
with intent 10/05/2014

Three person mixed DNA profile
3 person mix profile - support for 
contrib > 100 billion 23/10/2014

Complex mixed profile 
unsuitable for interp or 
comparison

From 3 person to 4 
person y y

Additional work 
undertaken at Statement 
stage, meant that the 
crime scene profile was re-
interpreted

Murder 09/05/2014
Three person mixed DNA profile
3 person mixed profile - conditioned on 22/07/2014

Complex mixed profile 
unsuitable for interp or 
comparison

From 3 person to 4 
person n y

Additional work 
undertaken at Statement 
stage, meant that the 
crime scene profile was re-
interpreted

Burglary/Enter 
with intent 28/04/2014

Three person mixed DNA profile
 3 person mix - support for contrib 1 
million - 1 billion
 3 person mix profile - support for 
contrib > 100 billion 06/11/2014

Complex mixed profile 
unsuitable for interp or 
comparison

Reference sample 
available ? y

Reference sample 
available for comparison 
and additional work 
undertaken after the 
comparison

Wounding 10/04/2014

Three person mixed DNA profile
3 person mix profile - support for 
contrib > 100 billion 18/03/2015

Complex mixed profile 
unsuitable for interp or 
comparison

Rework of the 
sample meant re-
intpretation unknown y

Additional work 
undertaken at Statement 
stage, meant that the 
crime scene profile was re-
interpreted

GBH/Unlawful 
Wounding 24/03/2014

 Three person mixed DNA profile
 3 person mixed profile - conditioned 
on 22/08/2014

Complex mixed profile 
unsuitable for interp or 
comparison Training issue n y

Subjectivity between 
reviewers, being 
addressed to reduce in 
future

Murder 21/03/2014

Three person mixed DNA profile
2 person mixed profile - conditioned on
3 person mix rem - support for 
contribution > 100 billion 24/06/2014

Complex mixed profile 
unsuitable for interp or 
comparison

Reference samples 
available, limited 
knowledge and 
experience with 
PP21 and STRmix

Reassessment of profiles 
undertaken at Statement 
stage, to be consistent in 
the context of the case
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Murder 18/03/2014

Three person mixed DNA profile
3 person mix - support for contrib 1 
million - 1 billion
Suspect check - support for 
contribution > 100 billion 07/01/2015

Complex mixed profile 
unsuitable for interp or 
comparison

Reference samples 
available ? y

Multiple reference sample 
available for comparison 
and additional work 
undertaken after the 
comparison, context of 
other profiles within the 
case taken into 
consideration

Drug offences 07/03/2014

Three person mixed DNA profile
NCIDD upload - Intel mixed DNA profile 
UK M1
3 person mix - support for contribution 
100 to 1000 07/11/2014

Complex mixed profile 
unsuitable for interp or 
comparison Training issue y n

Reassessment of profiles 
undertaken at Statement 
stage, to be consistent in 
the context of the case

GBH/Unlawfu
Wounding 07/02/2014

Three person mixed DNA profile
3 person mix profile - support for 
contrib > 100 billion 18/08/2014

Complex mixed profile 
unsuitable for interp or 
comparison

From 3 person to 4 
person y y

Additional work 
undertaken at Statement 
stage, meant that the 
crime scene profile was re-
interpreted

GBH/Unlawfu
Wounding 07/02/2014

Three person mixed DNA profile
 3 person mix - support for contrib 10 
000 - 100 000 18/08/2014

Complex mixed profile 
unsuitable for interp or 
comparison Training issue y y

Additional work 
undertaken at Statement 
stage, meant that the 
crime scene profile was re-
interpreted

Rape 06/02/2014

Three person mixed DNA profile -
 3 person mix profile - support for 
contrib > 100 billion 19/03/2015

Complex mixed profile 
unsuitable for interp or 
comparison

Familial 
relationship with 
reference samples, 
training issues y y

Subjectivity between 
reviewers, being 
addressed to reduce in 
future

Murder 03/02/2014
Three person mixed DNA profile
3 person mixed profile - conditioned on 23/04/2014

Complex mixed profile 
unsuitable for interp or 
comparison

From 3 person to 4 
person n y

Additional work 
undertaken at Statement 
stage, meant that the 
crime scene profile was re-
interpreted

Assault 16/01/2014
 Two person mixed DNA profile
2 person mixed profile - conditioned on 23/06/2014

Complex mixed profile 
unsuitable for interp or 
comparison

From 3 person to 4 
person n y

Additional work 
undertaken at Statement 
stage, meant that the 
crime scene profile was re-
interpreted
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Drug offences 13/01/2014

Two person mixed DNA profile
2 person mix profile - support for 
contrib > 100 billion 23/10/2014

Complex mixed profile 
unsuitable for interp or 
comparison Training issue y y

Additional work 
undertaken at Statement 
stage, meant that the 
crime scene profile was re-
interpreted

Wounding 09/01/2014

Two person mixed DNA profile
2 person mix profile - support for 
contrib > 100 billion 27/06/2014

Complex mixed profile 
unsuitable for interp or 
comparison Training issue y y

Additional work 
undertaken at Statement 
stage, meant that the 
crime scene profile was re-
interpreted

Robbery 17/12/2013
 Three person mixed DNA profile
No statistical interpretation performed 05/03/2014

Complex mixed profile 
unsuitable for interp or 
comparison Training issue y y

Subjectivity between 
reviewers, being 
addressed to reduce in 
future

Drug offences 11/12/2013

Three person mixed DNA profile
3 person mix - supports non 
contribution 14/01/2014

Complex mixed profile 
unsuitable for interp or 
comparison

From 3 person to 4 
person y y

Additional work 
undertaken due to 
Suspect Check request.  
Rework meant re-
interpretation of the 
profile.

Burglary/Enter
with intent 09/12/2013

Partial DNA profile- NCIDD- possible 
sub-threshold peaks UKM1 10/12/2013

Complex mixed profile 
unsuitable for interp or 
comparison Training issue y y Training issue

Property 30/11/2013
 Three person mixed DNA profile
No statistical interpretation performed 03/01/2014

Complex mixed profile 
unsuitable for interp or 
comparison Training issue y y

Subjectivity between 
reviewers, being 
addressed to reduce in 
future

Wounding 11/10/2013

Three person mixed DNA profile
NCIDD upload - Intel mixed DNA profile 
UKM4 30/06/2014

Complex mixed profile 
unsuitable for interp or 
comparison Training issue n y

Subjectivity between 
reviewers, being 
addressed to reduce in 
future

Robbery 20/09/2013

Three person mixed DNA profile
NCIDD upload - Intel mixed DNA profile 
UKF1 10/07/2014

Complex mixed profile 
unsuitable for interp or 
comparison Sample reworked n y

Additional work 
undertaken at Statement 
stage, meant that the 
crime scene profile was re-
interpreted

Burglary/Enter
with intent 12/09/2013

Three person mixed DNA profile
3 person mix profile - support for 
contrib > 100 billion 14/09/2016

Complex mixed profile 
unsuitable for interp or 
comparison Training issue y y

Subjectivity between 
reviewers, being 
addressed to reduce in 
future

Burglary/Enter
with intent 20/08/2013

Three person mixed DNA profile
Mixture - low support for contrib or 
supports non contrib 05/11/2014

Complex mixed profile 
unsuitable for interp or 
comparison

From 3 person to 4 
person mixture n y

Subjectivity between 
reviewers, being 
addressed to reduce in 
future
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Drug offences 19/08/2013
 Three person mixed DNA profile
No statistical interpretation performed 03/11/2014

Complex mixed profile 
unsuitable for interp or 
comparison

From 3 person to 4 
person y n

Additional work 
undertaken at Statement 
stage, meant that the 
crime scene profile was re-
interpreted

Robbery 19/08/2013
3 person mixed DNA profile not 
deconvoluted 15/01/2014

Complex mixed profile 
unsuitable for interp or 
comparison

Rework of the 
sample meant re-
intpretation y n

Analytical issue detected 
after result issued, error in 
laboratory

Robbery 27/07/2013
Three person mixed DNA profile
No statistical interpretation performed 03/11/2014

Complex mixed profile 
unsuitable for interp or 
comparison Sample reworked y n

Additional work 
undertaken due to 
Suspect Check request.  
Rework meant re-
interpretation of the 
profile.

Drug offences 27/07/2013
Two person mixed DNA profile
No statistical interpretation performed 18/09/2014

Complex mixed profile 
unsuitable for interp or 
comparison Training issue unknown y

Subjectivity between 
reviewers, being 
addressed to reduce in 
future

Sexual offences 23/07/2013 Three person mixed DNA profile 25/07/2013

Complex mixed profile 
unsuitable for interp or 
comparison Training issue n y Training issue

Drug offences 17/07/2013
 Two person mixed DNA profile
No statistical interpretation performed 18/11/2014

Complex mixed profile 
unsuitable for interp or 
comparison

From 2 person to 4 
person mixture y n

Additional work 
undertaken prior to 
Statement being released.  
Rework meant re-
interpretation of the 
profile.

UUMV 12/07/2013
3 person mixed DNA profile not 
deconvoluted 13/12/2013

Complex mixed profile 
unsuitable for interp or 
comparison

From 3 person to 4 
person mixture y n

Analytical issue detected 
after result issued, error in 
laboratory

UUMV 12/07/2013
Three person mixed DNA profile
No statistical interpretation performed 13/12/2013

Complex mixed profile 
unsuitable for interp or 
comparison

From 3 person to 4 
person mixture y n

Analytical issue detected 
after result issued, error in 
laboratory

Drug offences 05/07/2013
Three person mixed DNA profile
No statistical interpretation performed 05/05/2014

Complex mixed profile 
unsuitable for interp or 
comparison

From 3 person to 4 
person mixture y n

Analytical issue detected 
after result issued, error in 
laboratory

Burglary/Enter 
with intent 02/07/2013

Three person mixed DNA profile
No statistical interpretation performed 28/04/2014

Complex mixed profile 
unsuitable for interp or 
comparison

Analytical issue 
with sample y n

Analytical issue detected 
after result issued, error in 
laboratory
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Rape 02/07/2013
 Three person mixed DNA profile
No statistical interpretation performed 17/09/2014

Complex mixed profile 
unsuitable for interp or 
comparison Training issue y y

Reassessment of profiles 
undertaken at Statement 
stage

Rape 29/06/2013
Two person mixed DNA profile
No statistical interpretation performed 16/09/2014

Complex mixed profile 
unsuitable for interp or 
comparison

From 3 person to 4 
person mixture n y

Subjectivity between 
reviewers, being 
addressed to reduce in 
future

Drug offences 19/06/2013
 Three person mixed DNA profile
No statistical interpretation performed 05/05/2014

Complex mixed profile 
unsuitable for interp or 
comparison

Rework of the 
sample meant re-
intpretation y n

Analytical issue detected 
after result issued, error in 
laboratory

UUMV 17/06/2013
Single source DNA profile UKM2

05/05/2014

Complex mixed profile 
unsuitable for interp or 
comparison Sample reworked y y

Analytical issue detected 
after result issued, error in 
laboratory

UUMV 17/06/2013
Three person mixed DNA profile
No statistical interpretation performed 16/06/2014

Complex mixed profile 
unsuitable for interp or 
comparison Sample reworked y y

Additional work 
undertaken and re-
interpretation of crime 
scene profile done

UUMV 17/06/2013

 Three person mixed DNA profile
No statistical interpretation performed
 3 person mix - supports non 
contribution 13/05/2014

Complex mixed profile 
unsuitable for interp or 
comparison Training issue y n Training issue

Drug offences 07/06/2013
Three person mixed DNA profile
No statistical interpretation performed 24/06/2013

Complex mixed profile 
unsuitable for interp or 
comparison

From 3 person to 4 
person mixture y n Training issue

Rape 06/06/2013
 Three person mixed DNA profile
No statistical interpretation performed 12/06/2014

Complex mixed profile 
unsuitable for interp or 
comparison Training issue unknown y

Subjectivity between 
reviewers, being 
addressed to reduce in 
future

Robbery 05/06/2013
Three person mixed DNA profile
No statistical interpretation performed 16/12/2013

Complex mixed profile 
unsuitable for interp or 
comparison

From 3 person to 4 
person mixture Y N

Analytical issue detected 
after result issued, error in 
laboratory

Assault 05/06/2013
Three person mixed DNA profile
No statistical interpretation performed 10/05/2014

Complex mixed profile 
unsuitable for interp or 
comparison

Analytical issue 
with sample y n

Subjectivity between 
reviewers, being 
addressed to reduce in 
future

Burglary/Enter 
with intent 31/05/2013

Three person mixed DNA profile
No statistical interpretation performed 24/12/2013

Complex mixed profile 
unsuitable for interp or 
comparison

From 3 person to 4 
person mixture y y

Analytical issue detected 
after result issued, error in 
laboratory

Burglary/Enter 
with intent 31/05/2013

 3 person mixed DNA profile not 
deconvoluted 11/11/2013

Complex mixed profile 
unsuitable for interp or 
comparison

From 3 person to 4 
person mixture y n

Analytical issue detected 
after result issued, error in 
laboratory
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urglary/Enter 
ith intent 31/05/2013

Three person mixed DNA profile
No statistical interpretation performed 12/06/2014

Complex mixed profile 
unsuitable for interp or 
comparison

From 3 person to 4 
person mixture y n

Analytical issue detected 
after result issued, error in 
laboratory

urglary/Enter 
ith intent 30/05/2013

3 person mixed DNA profile not 
deconvoluted 14/11/2013

Complex mixed profile 
unsuitable for interp or 
comparison

From 3 person to 4 
person mixture y y

Analytical issue detected 
after result issued, error in 
laboratory

tealing 30/05/2013
 Three person mixed DNA profile
No statistical interpretation performed 28/04/2014

Complex mixed profile 
unsuitable for interp or 
comparison

Rework of the 
sample meant re-
intpretation y n

Analytical issue detected 
after result issued, error in 
laboratory

urglary/Enter 
ith intent 30/05/2013

3 person mixed DNA profile not 
deconvoluted 14/01/2014

Complex mixed profile 
unsuitable for interp or 
comparison

Rework of the 
sample meant re-
intpretation y n

Analytical issue detected 
after result issued, error in 
laboratory

UMV 29/05/2013
 Three person mixed DNA profile
No statistical interpretation performed 11/02/2014

Complex mixed profile 
unsuitable for interp or 
comparison

Rework of the 
sample meant re-
intpretation y n

Analytical issue detected 
after result issued, error in 
laboratory

urglary/Enter 
ith intent 13/05/2013

Three person mixed DNA profile
No statistical interpretation performed 30/11/2013

Complex mixed profile 
unsuitable for interp or 
comparison

Degradation of 
DNA y n

Analytical issue detected 
after result issued, error in 
laboratory

ssault 04/04/2013
Two person mixed DNA profile
No statistical interpretation performed 13/11/2013

Complex mixed profile 
unsuitable for interp or 
comparison

Degradation of 
DNA y n

Subjectivity / Training 
issue

urglary/Enter 
ith intent 07/02/2013

Single source DNA profile UKM2
NCIDD upload single source DNA profile 21/11/2013

Complex mixed profile 
unsuitable for interp or 
comparison

Degradation of 
DNA y y

Analytical issue detected 
after result issued, error in 
laboratory

UMV 25/01/2013

Two person mixed DNA profile
NCIDD upload - Intel mixed DNA profile 
UKM1 30/01/2014

Complex mixed profile 
unsuitable for interp or 
comparison

Rework of the 
sample meant re-
intpretation y n

Analytical issue detected 
after result issued, error in 
laboratory

ssault 23/12/2013

Two person mixed DNA profile
2 person mix profile - support for 
contrib > 100 billion 28/08/2014

Complex mixed profile 
unsuitable for interp or 
comparison

From 2 person to 4 
person y y

Additional work 
undertaken at Statement 
stage, meant that the 
crime scene profile was re-
interpreted

Murder 20/12/2013

Three person mixed DNA profile
3 person mix- support for contrib 1 
billion - 100 billion 18/03/2014

Complex mixed profile 
unsuitable for interp or 
comparison

From 3 person to 4 
person y y

Error made in laboratory, 
training issue; re-
assessment undertaken at 
statement stage to detect
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urder 19/12/2013

 Three person mixed DNA profile
3 person mixed profile - conditioned on
3 person mix rem - support for 
contribution > 100 billion 07/01/2015

Complex mixed profile 
unsuitable for interp or 
comparison

Reference samples 
available n y

Multiple reference sample 
available for comparison 
and additional work 
undertaken after the 
comparison, context of 
other profiles within the 
case taken into 
consideration

urder 19/12/2013

Three person mixed DNA profile
 Suspect check - support for 
contribution > 100 billion
3 person mix- support for contrib 1 
billion - 100 billion 07/01/2015

Complex mixed profile 
unsuitable for interp or 
comparison

Reference samples 
available ? y

Multiple reference sample 
available for comparison 
and additional work 
undertaken after the 
comparison, context of 
other profiles within the 
case taken into 
consideration

urder 19/12/2013

Two person mixed DNA profile
2 person mix profile - support for 
contrib > 100 billion
Suspect check- support for contrib 1 
billion- 100 billion 07/01/2015

Complex mixed profile 
unsuitable for interp or 
comparison

Reference samples 
available ? y

Multiple reference sample 
available for comparison 
and additional work 
undertaken after the 
comparison, context of 
other profiles within the 
case taken into 
consideration

urder 19/12/2013

Three person mixed DNA profile
 3 person mix profile - support for 
contrib > 100 billion
Suspect check - support for 
contribution 1000 to 10 000 04/07/2014

Complex mixed profile 
unsuitable for interp or 
comparison

Limited experience 
and knowledge of 
PP21 and STRmix, 
training issue unknown y

Subjectivity between 
reviewers, being 
addressed to reduce in 
future

urder 18/12/2013
Single Source DNA profile - assumed 
known contributor 07/01/2015

Complex mixed profile 
unsuitable for interp or 
comparison

Reference samples 
available n y

Multiple reference sample 
available for comparison 
and additional work 
undertaken after the 
comparison, context of 
other profiles within the 
case taken into 
consideration
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UMV 06/12/2013

Three person mixed DNA profile
 3 person mix profile - support for 
contrib > 100 billion 16/04/2014

Complex mixed profile 
unsuitable for interp or 
comparison

From 3 person to 4 
person y y

Additional work 
undertaken at Statement 
stage, meant that the 
crime scene profile was re-
interpreted

urder 29/11/2013

Three person mixed DNA profile
3 person mix - support for contrib 100 
000 to 1 million
3 person mix profile - support for 
contrib > 100 billion 04/06/2014

Complex mixed profile 
unsuitable for interp or 
comparison

From 3 person to 4 
person y y

Additional work 
undertaken at Statement 
stage to ensure case 
consistency, meant that 
the crime scene profile 
was re-interpreted

urder 28/11/2013

Three person mixed DNA profile
3 person mixed profile - conditioned on
3 person mix remaining - support for 
contrib 100 to 1000 23/05/2014

Complex mixed profile 
unsuitable for interp or 
comparison Training issue y y

Additional work 
undertaken at Statement 
stage to ensure case 
consistency, meant that 
the crime scene profile 
was re-interpreted

BH/Unlawful 
ounding 27/11/2013

Three person mixed DNA profile
3 person mix profile - support for 
contrib > 100 billion 20/01/2014

Complex mixed profile 
unsuitable for interp or 
comparison Training issue unknown y

Reassessment of profiles 
undertaken at Statement 
stage, to be consistent in 
the context of the case

ounding 22/11/2013

Two person mixed DNA profile
2 person mix profile - support for 
contrib > 100 billion 27/06/2014

Complex mixed profile 
unsuitable for interp or 
comparison Training issue y y

Additional work 
undertaken at Statement 
stage to ensure case 
consistency, meant that 
the crime scene profile 
was re-interpreted

obbery 19/11/2013

 Three person mixed DNA profile
3 person mixed profile - conditioned on
3 person mix rem - support for 
contribution > 100 billion 08/04/2015

Complex mixed profile 
unsuitable for interp or 
comparison

From 3 person to 4 
person y y

Error made in laboratory, 
training issue - error 
detected at Statement 
stage

ape 14/11/2013

 Three person mixed DNA profile
3 person mix profile - support for 
contrib > 100 billion 06/03/2014

Complex mixed profile 
unsuitable for interp or 
comparison

Limited experience 
and knowledge of 
PP21 and STRmix, 
training issue y y

Subjectivity between 
reviewers, being 
addressed to reduce in 
future
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Murder 07/11/2013

Three person mixed DNA profile
3 person mix - support for contribution 
100 to 1000
3 person mix profile - support for 
contrib > 100 billion 13/05/2016

Complex mixed profile 
unsuitable for interp or 
comparison

From 3 person to 4 
person unknown y

Subjectivity between 
reviewers, being 
addressed to reduce in 
future

BH/Unlawfu
Wounding 15/10/2013

 Three person mixed DNA profile
3 person mix - support for contribution 
1000 to 10 000 - Evidence
 3 person mix - support for contribution 
100 to 1000 - Evidence
Suspect check - support for 
contribution > 100 billion - suspect 
nomination 20/12/2013

Complex mixed profile 
unsuitable for interp or 
comparison

From 3 person to 4 
person n y

Reassessment of profiles 
undertaken at Statement 
stage, to be consistent in 
the context of the case

Murder (inc 
ttempts) 09/10/2013

Three person mixed DNA profile
 NCIDD upload - Intel mixed DNA profile 
UKM2

27/04/2016

Complex mixed profile 
unsuitable for interp or 
comparison

From 3 person to 4 
person y n

Subjectivity between 
reviewers, being 
addressed to reduce in 
future

Murder (inc 
ttempts) 09/10/2013

 Two person mixed DNA profile
2 person mix - supports non 
contribution 27/04/2016

Complex mixed profile 
unsuitable for interp or 
comparison Training issue y n

Reassessment of profiles 
undertaken at Statement 
stage, to be consistent in 
the context of the case

ire/Arson 04/10/2013

Three person mixed DNA profile
3 person mix- support for contrib 1 
billion - 100 billion 21/03/2014

Complex mixed profile 
unsuitable for interp or 
comparison Analytical issue y n

Additional work 
undertaken at Statement 
stage to ensure case 
consistency, meant that 
the crime scene profile 
was re-interpreted

obbery 03/10/2013

Three person mixed DNA profile
3 person mix - low support for 
contribution (evidence) 18/11/2013

Complex mixed profile 
unsuitable for interp or 
comparison

From 3 person to 4 
person y y

Analytical issue detected 
after result issued, error in 
laboratory

ape 11/09/2013

Three person mixed DNA profile 
3 person mix profile - support for 
contrib > 100 billion - 19/03/2015

Complex mixed profile 
unsuitable for interp or 
comparison

familial 
relationship with 
reference samples, 
reassessment 
conducted y y

Reassessment of profiles 
undertaken due to familial 
relationship with 
reference samples
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Rape 11/09/2013

Three person mixed DNA profile 
 3 person mix - support for contrib 1 
million - 1 billion 11/09/2013

Complex mixed profile 
unsuitable for interp or 
comparison

familial 
relationship with 
reference samples, 
some profile 
subjectivity y y Training issue

Murder 10/09/2013

Two person mixed DNA profile
2 person mix profile - support for 
contrib > 100 billion - Elimination 31/10/2013

Complex mixed profile 
unsuitable for interp or 
comparison Training issue unknown y

Subjectivity between 
reviewers, being 
addressed to reduce in 
future

Rape 06/09/2013

Three person mixed DNA profile
3 person mix profile - support for 
contrib > 100 billion 19/03/2015

Complex mixed profile 
unsuitable for interp or 
comparison

familial 
relationship with 
reference samples, 
training issue y y Training issue

Deaths 06/09/2013

Three person mixed DNA profile
3 person mix profile - support for 
contrib > 100 billion 29/01/2015

Complex mixed profile 
unsuitable for interp or 
comparison Training issue n y Training issue

Assault 05/09/2013

Three person mixed DNA profile
 3 person mix profile - support for 
contrib > 100 billion 14/10/2013

Complex mixed profile 
unsuitable for interp or 
comparison

From 3 person to 4 
person y y

Error made in laboratory, 
training issue - error 
detected at Statement 
stage

Murder 02/09/2013

Three person mixed DNA profile
3 person mix profile - support for 
contrib > 100 billion - Deceased
3 person mix profile - support for 
contrib > 100 billion - Elimination 31/10/2013

Complex mixed profile 
unsuitable for interp or 
comparison

Limited experience 
and knowledge of 
PP21 and STRmix, 
training issue n y

Subjectivity between 
reviewers, being 
addressed to reduce in 
future

Robbery 23/08/2013

 Three person mixed DNA profile
 3 person mix - support for contrib 10 
000 - 100 000
3 person mix - support for contribution 
100 to 1000 03/01/2014

Complex mixed profile 
unsuitable for interp or 
comparison Training issue y y

Reassessment of profiles 
undertaken at Statement 
stage, to be consistent in 
the context of the case

Murder 23/08/2013

Three person mixed DNA profile
3 person mix profile - support for 
contrib > 100 billion - Deceased
 3 person mix- support for contrib 1 
billion - 100 billion - Elimination 31/10/2013

Complex mixed profile 
unsuitable for interp or 
comparison

Limited experience 
and knowledge of 
PP21 and STRmix, 
training issue n y

Subjectivity between 
reviewers, being 
addressed to reduce in 
future

Burglary/Enter 
with intent 20/08/2013

Three person mixed DNA profile
3 person mix - support for contribution 
100 to 1000
3 person mix profile - support for 
contrib > 100 billion 05/11/2014

Complex mixed profile 
unsuitable for interp or 
comparison Training issue y y

Reassessment undertaken 
due to Suspect check 
request, meant that the 
crime scene profile was re-
interpreted
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Murder 19/08/2013

 Three person mixed DNA profile
3 person mix- support for contrib 1 
billion - 100 billion 05/05/2014

Complex mixed profile 
unsuitable for interp or 
comparison

Limited experience 
and knowledge of 
PP21 and STRmix, 
training issue y y

Reassessment of profiles 
undertaken at Statement 
stage, to be consistent in 
the context of the case

Murder 16/08/2013

Three person mixed DNA profile
3 person mix - support for contribution 
1000 to 10 000
3 person mix profile - support for 
contrib > 100 billion 09/01/2015

Complex mixed profile 
unsuitable for interp or 
comparison

Reference samples 
available n y

Multiple reference sample 
available for comparison 
and additional work 
undertaken after the 
comparison, context of 
other profiles within the 
case taken into 
consideration

obbery 15/08/2013

Three person mixed DNA profile
Suspect check - support for 
contribution > 100 billion 07/11/2014

Complex mixed profile 
unsuitable for interp or 
comparison

Rework of sample 
meant re-
interpretation ? y

Reference sample 
supplied and now 
available for comparison, 
reassessment due to ref 
sample and re-
interpretation

obbery 09/08/2013

Three person mixed DNA profile
NCIDD upload - Intel mixed DNA profile 
UKM1
Cold link - suspect wanted
3 person mix profile - support for 
contrib > 100 billion 11/11/2013

Complex mixed profile 
unsuitable for interp or 
comparison

From 3 person to 4 
person y n

Additional work 
undertaken at Statement 
stage to ensure case 
consistency, meant that 
the crime scene profile 
was re-interpreted

BH/Unlawful 
Wounding 30/07/2013

 Three person mixed DNA profile
3 person mix profile - support for 
contrib > 100 billion
3 person mix - support for contribution 
100 to 1000 UKM1
3 person mix - support for contrib 100 
000 to 1 million

18/02/2014

Complex mixed profile 
unsuitable for interp or 
comparison

Limited experience 
and knowledge of 
PP21 and STRmix, 
training issue y y

Subjectivity between 
reviewers, being 
addressed to reduce in 
future

obbery 27/07/2013

Three person mixed DNA profile
3 person mix profile - support for 
contrib > 100 billion 02/04/2015

Complex mixed profile 
unsuitable for interp or 
comparison

From 3 person to 4 
person y y

Error made in laboratory, 
training issue - error 
detected at Statement 
stage

Murder 17/07/2013

Three person mixed DNA profile
3 person mix profile - support for 
contrib > 100 billion - Evidence
3 person mix - support for contrib 100 
000 to 1 million - Deceased 09/10/2013

Complex mixed profile 
unsuitable for interp or 
comparison Training issue y y

Subjectivity between 
reviewers, being 
addressed to reduce in 
future
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Murder 17/07/2013

Three person mixed DNA profile
3 person mixed profile - conditioned on 
- Suspect
3 person mix rem - support for 
contribution > 100 billion - Deceased 09/10/2013

Complex mixed profile 
unsuitable for interp or 
comparison Training issue y y

Subjectivity between 
reviewers, being 
addressed to reduce in 
future

Robbery 10/07/2013

Three person mixed DNA profile
3 person mix - support for contrib 10 
000 - 100 000 25/11/2013

Complex mixed profile 
unsuitable for interp or 
comparison Analytical issue y n

Analytical issue detected 
after result issued, error in 
laboratory

Murder 05/07/2013

Three person mixed DNA profile
3 person mix profile - support for 
contrib > 100 billion 21/07/2014

Complex mixed profile 
unsuitable for interp or 
comparison

From 3 person to 4 
person y y

Analytical issue detected 
after result issued, error in 
laboratory

Murder 03/07/2013

Three person mixed DNA profile
 3 person mix - support for contrib 100 
000 to 1 million 18/08/2015

Complex mixed profile 
unsuitable for interp or 
comparison

Familial 
relationship with 
reference samples, 
limited experience 
and knowledge 
with PP21 and 
STRmix

Reference samples 
available for comparison, 
additional work 
undertaken at Statement 
request stage

Murder 01/07/2013

Three person mixed DNA profile
3 person mix profile - support for 
contrib > 100 billion 11/04/2014

Complex mixed profile 
unsuitable for interp or 
comparison Analytical issue unknown y

Analytical issue detected 
after result issued, error in 
laboratory

Murder 29/06/2013

Three person mixed DNA profile
3 person mix - support for contrib 100 
000 to 1 million 18/09/2015

Complex mixed profile 
unsuitable for interp or 
comparison

Familial 
relationship with 
reference samples, 
limited experience 
and knowledge 
with PP21 and 
STRmix

Reference samples 
available for comparison, 
additional work 
undertaken at Statement 
request stage

GBH/Unlawful 
Wounding 29/06/2013

Three person mixed DNA profile
 NCIDD upload - mixed DNA profile 
UKM1
NCIDD upload - Intel mixed DNA profile 
UKP1
 Suspect check - support for 
contribution > 100 billion 20/12/2013

Complex mixed profile 
unsuitable for interp or 
comparison

Limited experience 
and knowledge of 
PP21 and STRmix, 
training issue y n Training issue

GBH/Unlawful 
Wounding 29/06/2013

Three person mixed DNA profile
 3 person mix profile - support for 
contrib > 100 billion - Evidence 20/12/2013

Complex mixed profile 
unsuitable for interp or 
comparison

Limited experience 
and knowledge of 
PP21 and STRmix, 
training issue y n Training issue
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BH/Unlawful 
Wounding 29/06/2013

Three person mixed DNA profile
3 person mixed profile - conditioned on 
(Evidence)
Multiple supports non contribution / 
suspect check no match results 20/12/2013

Complex mixed profile 
unsuitable for interp or 
comparison

From 3 person to 4 
person n y

Reassessment undertaken 
due to Statement, meant 
that the crime scene 
profile was re-interpreted 
(case consistency)

Weapons 
ffences 29/06/2013

Three person mixed DNA profile
3 person mix profile - support for 
contrib > 100 billion - Evidence 16/07/2013

Complex mixed profile 
unsuitable for interp or 
comparison Analytical issue y y

Analytical issue detected 
after result issued, error in 
laboratory

obbery 27/06/2013

Three person mixed DNA profile
3 person mix profile - support for 
contrib > 100 billion 03/03/2014

Complex mixed profile 
unsuitable for interp or 
comparison

From 3 person to 4 
person y y

Analytical issue detected 
after result issued, error in 
laboratory

Murder 18/06/2013

Two person mixed DNA profile
2 person mix profile - support for 
contrib > 100 billion - Evidence 20/12/2013

Complex mixed profile 
unsuitable for interp or 
comparison Training issue unknown y

Reassessment undertaken 
due to Statement, meant 
that the crime scene 
profile was re-interpreted 
(case consistency)

Murder 06/06/2013

Three person mixed DNA profile
3 person mixed profile - conditioned on 
(Deceased)
Multiple supports non contribution / 
suspect check no match results 28/11/2013

Complex mixed profile 
unsuitable for interp or 
comparison Analytical issue y y

Analytical issue detected 
after result issued, error in 
laboratory

hild offences 05/06/2013

Three person mixed DNA profile 
 3 person mix - low support for 
contribution 21/02/2014

Complex mixed profile 
unsuitable for interp or 
comparison

From 3 person to 4 
person unknown n

Additional work 
undertaken at Statement 
stage to ensure case 
consistency, meant that 
the crime scene profile 
was re-interpreted

eaths 24/05/2013

 Three person mixed DNA profile
3 person mix profile - support for 
contrib > 100 billion
 3 person mix - support for contrib 1 
million - 1 billion 18/08/2014

Complex mixed profile 
unsuitable for interp or 
comparison

From 3 person to 4 
person y y

Additional work 
undertaken at Statement 
stage to ensure case 
consistency, meant that 
the crime scene profile 
was re-interpreted

eaths 24/05/2013

 Three person mixed DNA profile
3 person mix profile - support for 
contrib > 100 billion 10/03/2014

Complex mixed profile 
unsuitable for interp or 
comparison Analytical issue y y

Analytical issue detected 
after result issued, error in 
laboratory
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Murder 22/05/2013

Three person mixed DNA profile
NCIDD upload - Intel mixed DNA profile 
UKM5 26/09/2016

Complex mixed profile 
unsuitable for interp or 
comparison Training issue n y

Additional work 
undertaken at Statement 
stage to ensure case 
consistency, meant that 
the crime scene profile 
was re-interpreted

Rape 14/05/2013

Three person mixed DNA profile
3 person mix - support for contribution 
100 to 1000
3 person mix profile - support for 
contrib > 100 billion 20/05/2014

Complex mixed profile 
unsuitable for interp or 
comparison Analytical issue y y

Analytical issue detected 
after result issued, error in 
laboratory

Robbery 14/05/2013

 Three person mixed DNA profile
3 person mix - support for contribution 
100 to 1000
 3 person mix profile - support for 
contrib > 100 billion 17/06/2013

Complex mixed profile 
unsuitable for interp or 
comparison

From 3 person to 4 
person y y

Analytical issue detected 
after result issued, error in 
laboratory

Assault 08/05/2013

Three person mixed DNA profile
 No statistical interpretation performed
 3 person mix - supports non 
contribution 02/02/2015

Complex mixed profile 
unsuitable for interp or 
comparison Training issue y n

Subjectivity between 
reviewers, being 
addressed to reduce in 
future

Assault 03/05/2013
 Three person mixed DNA profile
No statistical interpretation performed 08/04/2015

Complex mixed profile 
unsuitable for interp or 
comparison

Rework of sample 
meant re-
interpretation y y

Subjectivity between 
reviewers, being 
addressed to reduce in 
future

Rape 02/05/2013

Three person mixed DNA profile
3 person mixed profile - conditioned on 
- Victim
3 person rem - support for contrib 1 
million to 1 billion - Evidence 24/05/2013

Complex mixed profile 
unsuitable for interp or 
comparison

From 3 person to 4 
person y y

Reassessment undertaken 
due to Statement, meant 
that the crime scene 
profile was re-interpreted 
(case consistency)

Robbery 29/04/2013

Three person mixed DNA profile
3 person mix profile - support for 
contrib > 100 billion - Evidence 13/06/2013

Complex mixed profile 
unsuitable for interp or 
comparison

From 3 person to 4 
person y y

Analytical issue detected 
after result issued, error in 
laboratory

Wounding 19/04/2013

 Three person mixed DNA profile
3 person mix profile - support for 
contrib > 100 billion - Evidence 26/06/2013

Complex mixed profile 
unsuitable for interp or 
comparison

From 3 person to 4 
person y n

Subjectivity between 
reviewers, being 
addressed to reduce in 
future

Deaths 11/04/2013

Three person mixed DNA profile
3 person mix profile - support for 
contrib > 100 billion - Deceased
3 person mix- support for contrib 1 
billion - 100 billion - Elimination

12/11/2013

Complex mixed profile 
unsuitable for interp or 
comparison

From 3 person to 4 
person y n

Subjectivity between 
reviewers, being 
addressed to reduce in 
future
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Deaths 10/04/2013

Three person mixed DNA profile
3 person mix - support for contribution 
100 to 1000 - Deceased
3 person mix - support for contribution 
100 to 1000 - Elimination
3 person mix profile - support for 
contrib > 100 billion - Elimination 12/11/2013

Complex mixed profile 
unsuitable for interp or 
comparison

Limited experience 
and knowledge of 
PP21 and STRmix, 
training issue y y

Subjectivity between 
reviewers, being 
addressed to reduce in 
future

Murder 27/03/2013

Three person mixed DNA profile
3 person mix - support for contrib 1 
million - 1 billion 17/12/2015

Complex mixed profile 
unsuitable for interp or 
comparison

Familial 
relationship with 
reference samples, 
limited experience 
and knowledge 
with PP21 and 
STRmix

Reference samples 
available for comparison, 
additional work 
undertaken at Statement 
request stage

UUMV 08/02/2013

Single source DNA profile UKM1
NCIDD Intel Upload - single source 
partial profile 26/08/2016

Complex mixed profile 
unsuitable for interp or 
comparison Analytical issue unknown n

Analytical issue detected 
after result issued, error in 
laboratory
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Offence E riginal result date Original result New result date New result
reason behind 
change

Appears to be 
probative 

sample
Other similar 
results in case Trigger

Murder 09/08/2018

Three person mixed DNA profile
3 person mixed profile - conditioned on
3 person mix rem - support for 
contribution > 100 billion 05/09/2018

Complex mixed profile 
unsuitable for interp or 
comparison Ref samples Y Y

Reference sample supplied and 
now available for comparison

Wounding 16/07/2018

Three person mixed DNA profile
3 person mixed profile - conditioned on
3 person mix rem - support for 
contribution > 100 billion 19/07/2018

Complex mixed profile 
unsuitable for interp or 
comparison

From 3 person to 4 
person mixture y y

Subjectivity between reviewers, 
being addressed to reduce in 
future

Rape 06/07/2018
Three person mixed DNA profile
3 person mixed profile - conditioned on 04/09/2018

Complex mixed profile 
unsuitable for interp or 
comparison

From 3 person to 4 
person mixture N Y Training issue

Murder (inc 
attempts) 08/06/2018

Two person mixed DNA profile
2 person mix - support for contribution 
100 to 1000
2 person mix profile - support for 
contrib > 100 billion 03/09/2018

Complex mixed profile 
unsuitable for interp or 
comparison

Manufacturer's 
issue Y Y

Manufacturer's issue detected 
after result released, re-
interpretation required once issue 
detected

Sexual offences 27/03/2018

Two person mixed DNA profile
2 person mixed profile - conditioned on
2 person mix remaining - low support 
for contrib 18/05/2018

Complex mixed profile 
unsuitable for interp or 
comparison

Manufacturer's 
issue y y

Manufacturer's issue detected 
after result released, re-
interpretation required once issue 
detected

Assault 27/03/2018

Three person mixed DNA profile
3 person mix profile - support for 
contrib > 100 billion
3 person mix profile - support for 
contrib > 100 billion 14/05/2018

Complex mixed profile 
unsuitable for interp or 
comparison

Re-assessed at 
statement stage y y?

Subjectivity between reviewers, 
being addressed to reduce in 
future

Robbery (Armed 
robery case 
highlighted by 
Insp Neville) 27/03/2018

Three person mixed DNA profile
3 person mix - support for contrib 1 
million - 1 billion
3 person mix profile - support for 
contrib > 100 billion 27/04/2018

Complex mixed profile 
unsuitable for interp or 
comparison

Re-assessed at 
statement stage, 
ref samples 
became available y n

Reference sample supplied and 
now available for comparison, 
which meant re-interpretation of 
the crime scene profile

Murder 23/03/2018

Three person mixed DNA profile
3 person mixed profile - conditioned on
3 person rem - support for contrib 1 
million to 1 billion 04/05/2018

Complex mixed profile 
unsuitable for interp or 
comparison

From 3 person to 4 
person mixture y y

New information supplied after 
initial result issued, meant re-
interpretation was required for 
the crime scene profile

UUMV 19/03/2018

Three person mixed DNA profile
3 person mix profile - support for 
contrib > 100 billion 04/06/2018

Complex mixed profile 
unsuitable for interp or 
comparison

From 3 person to 4 
person mixture y n

Additional work undertaken prior 
to Statement being released.  
Rework meant re-interpretation 
of the profile.
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UUMV 19/03/2018

Three person mixed DNA profile
3 person mix profile - support for 
contrib > 100 billion 24/05/2018

Complex mixed profile 
unsuitable for interp or 
comparison

From 3 person to 4 
person mixture y n

Additional work undertaken prior 
to Statement being released.  
Rework meant re-interpretation 
of the profile.

UUMV 07/03/2018
Three person mixed DNA profile
NCIDD upload - mixed DNA profile 26/03/2018

Complex mixed profile 
unsuitable for interp or 
comparison

From 3 person to 4 
person mixture y n Training issue

Robbery 05/03/2018

Three person mixed DNA profile
NCIDD upload - mixed DNA profile
3 person mix profile - support for 
contrib > 100 billion 01/05/2018

Complex mixed profile 
unsuitable for interp or 
comparison

From 3 person to 4 
person mixture y n

Additional work undertaken prior 
to Statement being released.  
Rework meant re-interpretation 
of the profile.

GBH/Unlawful 
Wounding 06/02/2018

Three person mixed DNA profile
3 person mixed profile - conditioned on
3 person mix rem - support for 
contribution > 100 billion 10/04/2018

Complex mixed profile 
unsuitable for interp or 
comparison

Re-assessed at 
statement stage y n

Subjectivity between reviewers, 
being addressed to reduce in 
future

Child offences 30/01/2018
SS DNA profile 9 loci and above LR > 
100 billion 18/05/2018

Complex mixed profile 
unsuitable for interp or 
comparison Training issue n y

Additional work undertaken prior 
to Statement being released.  
Rework meant re-interpretation 
of the profile.

Assault 29/01/2018

Three person mixed DNA profile
3 person mix profile - support for 
contrib > 100 billion 02/03/2018

Complex mixed profile 
unsuitable for interp or 
comparison

Reassessment at 
statement stage, 
rework ordered 
causing re-
interpretation y n

Subjectivity between reviewers, 
being addressed to reduce in 
future
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FR Offence Exhibit Original result date Original result New result date New result
reason behind 
change

Appears 
to be 

probative 
sample

Other 
similar 

results in 
case Trigger

Wounding 21/12/2017

Three person mixed DNA profile
3 person mix profile - support 
for contrib > 100 billion 31/08/2018

Complex mixed profile 
unsuitable for interp or 
comparison

From 3 person to 4 
person mixture y y Training issue

GBH/Unlawful 
Wounding 19/12/2017

Three person mixed DNA profile
3 person mix profile - support 
for contrib > 100 billion
3 person mix - low support for 
contribution 10/04/2018

Complex mixed profile 
unsuitable for interp or 
comparison

Reassessment at 
statement stage, 
rework ordered 
causing re-
interpreation y n

Subjectivity between 
reviewers, being 
addressed to reduce in 
future

Drug offences 18/12/2017

Three person mixed DNA profile
3 person mix - support for 
contrib 1 million - 1 billion 22/02/2018

Complex mixed profile 
unsuitable for interp or 
comparison

From 3 person to 4 
person mixture y y

Additional work 
undertaken prior to 
Statement being 
released.  Rework 
meant re-interpretation 
of the profile.

Murder 07/12/2017

 Three person mixed DNA 
profile
3 person mix profile - support 
for contrib > 100 billion 23/01/2018

Complex mixed profile 
unsuitable for interp or 
comparison

STRmix issue 
detected y n

Issue with STRmix 
detected, action put in 
place for future issues

Murder (inc 
attempts) 05/12/2017

Three person mixed DNA profile
3 person mix profile - support 
for contrib > 100 billion 15/06/2018

Complex mixed profile 
unsuitable for interp or 
comparison

From 3 person to 4 
person mixture y y Training issue

Robbery 20/09/2017

Three person mixed DNA profile
3 person mix profile - support 
for contrib > 100 billion 24/11/2017

Complex mixed profile 
unsuitable for interp or 
comparison

Reassessment at 
statement stage y n

Subjectivity between 
reviewers, being 
addressed to reduce in 
future

Murder 05/09/2017

Three person mixed DNA profile
3 person mix profile - support 
for contrib > 100 billion 23/01/2018

Complex mixed profile 
unsuitable for interp or 
comparison

Reassessment at 
Statement stage y n Training issue
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Rape 29/08/2017

Three person mixed DNA profile 
3 person mix profile - support 
for contrib > 100 billion 29/08/2017

Complex mixed profile 
unsuitable for interp or 
comparison

DNA degradation, 
training issue n y

Subjectivity between 
reviewers, being 
addressed to reduce in 
future

GBH/Unlawful 
Wounding 26/07/2017

Three person mixed DNA profile
 NCIDD upload - Intel mixed 
DNA profile 06/03/2018

Complex mixed profile 
unsuitable for interp or 
comparison

familial 
relationship 
between suspects y n

Subjectivity between 
reviewers, being 
addressed to reduce in 
future

Sexual offences 26/07/2017

Three person mixed DNA profile
3 person mix profile - support 
for contrib > 100 billion
 3 person mix - support for 
contrib 1 million - 1 billion 20/11/2017

Complex mixed profile 
unsuitable for interp or 
comparison

From 3 person to 4 
person mixture y y

New information made 
available causing 
sample to be reworked, 
re-interpretation of 
crime scene profile

Rape 17/07/2017

 Three person mixed DNA 
profile 
3 person mixed profile - 
conditioned on
3 person mix rem - support for 
contribution > 100 billion 16/10/2017

Complex mixed profile 
unsuitable for interp or 
comparison

Reassessment at 
Statement stage y y

Subjectivity between 
reviewers, being 
addressed to reduce in 
future

Robbery 14/07/2017

Three person mixed DNA profile
3 person mix- support for 
contrib 1 billion - 100 billion 24/11/2017

Complex mixed profile 
unsuitable for interp or 
comparison

From 3 person to 4 
person mixture n n

New information made 
available causing 
sample to be reworked, 
re-interpretation of 
crime scene profile

Domestic 
Violence 12/07/2017

 Three person mixed DNA 
profile
3 person mixed profile - 
conditioned on
3 person mix rem - support for 
contribution > 100 billion 07/08/2017

Complex mixed profile 
unsuitable for interp or 
comparison

From 3 person to 4 
person mixture y y

Additional work 
undertaken at 
Statement stage, meant 
that the crime scene 
profile was re-
interpreted

Robbery 07/07/2017

Three person mixed DNA profile
3 person mix profile - support 
for contrib > 100 billion 30/10/2017

Complex mixed profile 
unsuitable for interp or 
comparison

Reference 
sample/s available y y

Reference sample 
supplied and now 
available for 
comparison, which 
meant re-interpretation 
of the crime scene 
profile
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Rape 05/07/2017

Three person mixed DNA profile
3 person mixed profile - 
conditioned on
3 person mix rem - support for 
contribution > 100 billion 05/01/2018

Complex mixed profile 
unsuitable for interp or 
comparison DNA degradation y y

STRmix unable to 
perform at optimum 
due to DNA degradation

Sexual offences 04/07/2017

Three person mixed DNA profile 
3 person mixed profile - 
conditioned on 01/03/2018

Complex mixed profile 
unsuitable for interp or 
comparison

Reassessment at 
statement stage, 
rework ordered 
causing re-
interpretation n n Training issue

Rape 04/07/2017

Three person mixed DNA profile
 3 person mix profile - support 
for contrib > 100 billion
3 person mix - support for 
contribution 1000 to 10 000 29/11/2017

Complex mixed profile 
unsuitable for interp or 
comparison

Analytical issue 
with sample y y

Subjectivity between 
reviewers, being 
addressed to reduce in 
future

Wounding 03/07/2017
SS DNA profile 9 loci and above 
LR > 100 billion 06/12/2017

Complex mixed profile 
unsuitable for interp or 
comparison

Reassessment at 
Statement stage unknown n Training issue

Wounding 30/06/2017

Three person mixed DNA profile
3 person mix profile - support 
for contrib > 100 billion
3 person mix - support for 
contribution 100 to 1000 02/02/2018

Complex mixed profile 
unsuitable for interp or 
comparison

From 3 person to 4 
person mixture n n

Additional work 
undertaken prior to 
Statement being 
released.  Rework 
meant re-interpretation 
of the profile.

Murder (inc 
attempts) 15/06/2017

Two person mixed DNA profile
2 person mix - supports non 
contribution
NCIDD upload - Intel mixed DNA 
profile 24/10/2017

Complex mixed profile 
unsuitable for interp or 
comparison

Reassessment at 
statement stage unknown y

Subjectivity between 
reviewers, being 
addressed to reduce in 
future

Murder 05/06/2017

Three person mixed DNA profile 
3 person mixed profile - 
conditioned on - 

22/08/2017

Complex mixed profile 
unsuitable for interp or 
comparison

DNA degradation, 
training issue n y

Subjectivity between 
reviewers, being 
addressed to reduce in 
future

Murder (inc 
attempts) 27/05/2017

Three person mixed DNA profile
3 person mix - support for 
contrib 10 000 - 100 000
 3 person mix - support for 
contrib 1 million - 1 billion 31/01/2018

Complex mixed profile 
unsuitable for interp or 
comparison

STRmix issue 
detected unknown y

Issue with STRmix 
detected, action put in 
place for future issues
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Rape 24/05/2017

Three person mixed DNA profile
3 person mix - low support for 
contribution 15/06/2017

Complex mixed profile 
unsuitable for interp or 
comparison Training issue n y

Additional exhibit 
delivered and second 
statement required. 
Subjectivity between 
reviewers, being 
addressed to reduce in 
future

Assault 02/05/2017

 Three person mixed DNA 
profile
 3 person mix profile - support 
for contrib > 100 billion

30/11/2017

Complex mixed profile 
unsuitable for interp or 
comparison

From 3 person to 4 
person mixture unknown y

Subjectivity between 
reviewers, being 
addressed to reduce in 
future

Robbery 13/04/2017

Three person mixed DNA profile
 3 person mix- support for 
contrib 1 billion - 100 billion
NCIDD upload - Intel mixed DNA 
profile UKM1 15/08/2017

Complex mixed profile 
unsuitable for interp or 
comparison

From 3 person to 4 
person mixture y y

Additional work 
undertaken at 
Statement stage, meant 
that the crime scene 
profile was re-
interpreted

Sexual offences 04/04/2017

Three person mixed DNA profile
3 person mixed profile - 
conditioned on 05/09/2017

Complex mixed profile 
unsuitable for interp or 
comparison

familial 
relationship with 
reference samples n y

Subjectivity between 
reviewers, being 
addressed to reduce in 
future

Robbery 28/03/2017

Three person mixed DNA profile
NCIDD upload - mixed DNA 
profile UKM1 29/11/2017

Complex mixed profile 
unsuitable for interp or 
comparison

From 3 person to 4 
person mixture y n

Subjectivity between 
reviewers, being 
addressed to reduce in 
future

Robbery 17/03/2017

Three person mixed DNA profile
3 person mix profile - support 
for contrib > 100 billion 13/06/2017

Complex mixed profile 
unsuitable for interp or 
comparison Training issue y n

Subjectivity between 
reviewers, being 
addressed to reduce in 
future

Assault 14/03/2017

Three person mixed DNA profile
3 person mixed profile - 
conditioned on 30/11/2017

Complex mixed profile 
unsuitable for interp or 
comparison

From 3 person to 4 
person mixture n y Training issue

Murder (inc 
attempts) 07/03/2017

Three person mixed DNA profile
3 person mix profile - support 
for contrib > 100 billion 06/07/2017

Complex mixed profile 
unsuitable for interp or 
comparison

From 3 person to 4 
person mixture y n

Subjectivity between 
reviewers, being 
addressed to reduce in 
future
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Rape 02/03/2017

Three person mixed DNA profile
 3 person mixed profile - 
conditioned on
3 person mix - low support for 
contribution 23/01/2018

Complex mixed profile 
unsuitable for interp or 
comparison

Reference 
sample/s available n y

Reference sample 
supplied and now 
available for 
comparison, which 
meant re-interpretation 
of the crime scene 
profile

Robbery 10/02/2017

Three person mixed DNA profile
3 person mix - support for 
contribution 1000 to 10 000 28/11/2017

Complex mixed profile 
unsuitable for interp or 
comparison

From 3 person to 4 
person mixture unknown n

Subjectivity between 
reviewers, being 
addressed to reduce in 
future

Rape 03/02/2017

Three person mixed DNA profile 
3 person mixed profile - 
conditioned on 06/03/2017

Complex mixed profile 
unsuitable for interp or 
comparison

Analytical issue 
with sample n y

Subjectivity between 
reviewers, being 
addressed to reduce in 
future

Liberty offences 25/10/2017

Three person mixed DNA profile
NCIDD upload - Intel mixed DNA 
profile UKM6 19/02/2018

Complex mixed profile 
unsuitable for interp or 
comparison

familial 
relationship with 
reference samples n y

Subjectivity between 
reviewers, being 
addressed to reduce in 
future

Rape 18/08/2017

Three person mixed DNA profile 
Excluded from mixed DNA 
profile 21/09/2017

Complex mixed profile 
unsuitable for interp or 
comparison STRmix issue n y

STRmix issue detected, 
re-assessment at 
Statement Stage

GBH/Unlawful 
Wounding 05/06/2017

 Three person mixed DNA 
profile
No statistical interpretation 
performed 03/09/2018

Complex mixed profile 
unsuitable for interp or 
comparison

From 3 person to 4 
person y y

Reassessment at 
Statement stage due to 
subjectivity, being 
addressed to reduce in 
future
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FR Offence Exhibit Original result date Original result New result date New result reason behind change

Appears 
to be 
probative 
sample

Other 
similar 
results in 
case Trigger

Murder 3 16/12/2016

Three person mixed DNA 
profile
 3 person mixed profile - 
conditioned on 16/12/2016

Complex mixed profile 
unsuitable for interp or 
comparison

From 3 person to 4 
person n y

Additional work undertaken 
at Statement stage, meant 
that the crime scene profile 
was re-interpreted

Sexual 
offences 2 09/12/2016

 Three person mixed DNA 
profile
3 person mixed profile - 
conditioned on
3 person rem - support for 
contrib 1 billion-100 billion 14/12/2016

Complex mixed profile 
unsuitable for interp or 
comparison

Analytical issue with 
sample y y

Subjectivity between 
reviewers, being addressed to 
reduce in future

Murder 7 21/11/2016

Three person mixed DNA 
profile
3 person mixed profile - 
conditioned on
3 person mix rem - support 
for contribution > 100 billion 03/03/2017

Complex mixed profile 
unsuitable for interp or 
comparison

Limited number of 
reference samples 
available, additional 
information caused re-
interpretation n y

Limited reference samples 
available at time of result 
being issued.

rape 5 15/11/2016

Three person mixed DNA 
profile
3 person mix profile - 
support for contrib > 100 
billion
3 person mix - support for 
contrib 1 million - 1 billion 06/04/2017

Complex mixed profile 
unsuitable for interp or 
comparison

From 3 person to 4 
person mixture, 
reference sample 
supplied y y

Error made in laboratory, 
training issue

Sexual 
offences 1 13/10/2016

Three person mixed DNA 
profile
 3 person mixed profile - 
conditioned on
3 person mix rem - support 
for contribution > 100 billion 24/11/2016

Complex mixed profile 
unsuitable for interp or 
comparison

Rework of the sample 
meant re-intpretation y y

Additional work undertaken 
at Statement stage, meant 
that the crime scene profile 
was re-interpreted
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Murder 04/10/2016

 Three person mixed DNA 
profile 
 3 person mix profile - 
support for contrib > 100 
billion
3 person mix profile - 
support for contrib > 100 
billion 27/02/2018

Complex mixed profile 
unsuitable for interp or 
comparison

Reassessment at 
statement stage, rework 
ordered causing re-
interpretation unknown

Subjectivity between 
reviewers, being addressed to 
reduce in future

Drug 
offences 28/09/2016

Three person mixed DNA 
profile
3 person mix profile - 
support for contrib > 100 
billion 22/11/2016

Complex mixed profile 
unsuitable for interp or 
comparison STRmix issue detected y n

STRmix issue detected, re-
assessment at Statement 
Stage

Rape 27/09/2016

Three person mixed DNA 
profile
3 person mixed profile - 
conditioned on 29/11/2016

Complex mixed profile 
unsuitable for interp or 
comparison

Re-assessed at statement 
stage, from 3 person to 4 
person n y

Subjectivity between 
reviewers, being addressed to 
reduce in future

Rape 19/09/2016

 Three person mixed DNA 
profile 
3 person mix profile - 
support for contrib > 100 
billion 13/01/2017

Complex mixed profile 
unsuitable for interp or 
comparison

Limited number of 
reference samples 
available, additional 
information caused re-
interpretation, from 3 
person to 4 person y y

Limited reference samples 
available at time of result 
being issued.

Murder 15/09/2016
SS DNA profile 9 loci and 
above LR > 100 billion 21/03/2018

Complex mixed profile 
unsuitable for interp or 
comparison

Reassessment at 
statement stage, rework 
ordered causing re-
interpretation unknown y

Subjectivity between 
reviewers, being addressed to 
reduce in future

Murder 01/08/2016
SS DNA profile 9 loci and 
above LR > 100 billion 27/03/2018

Complex mixed profile 
unsuitable for interp or 
comparison

Reassessment at 
statement stage, rework 
ordered causing re-
interpretation unknown y

Subjectivity between 
reviewers, being addressed to 
reduce in future

Murder 28/07/2016

Three person mixed DNA 
profile
3 person mixed profile - 
conditioned on 27/03/2018

Complex mixed profile 
unsuitable for interp or 
comparison

Reassessment at 
statement stage, rework 
ordered causing re-
interpretation unknown y

Subjectivity between 
reviewers, being addressed to 
reduce in future

Murder 08/07/2016

Three person mixed DNA 
profile
3 person mixed profile - 
conditioned on
3 person mix rem - support 
for contribution > 100 billion 27/03/2018

Complex mixed profile 
unsuitable for interp or 
comparison

Reassessment at 
statement stage, rework 
ordered causing re-
interpretation unknown y
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Rape 06/07/2016

Three person mixed DNA 
profile
3 person mix profile - 
support for contrib > 100 
billion
3 person mix - support 
for contribution 1000 to 
10 000 02/09/2016

Complex mixed profile 
unsuitable for interp or 
comparison

From 3 person to 4 
person unknown n

Additional work undertaken 
at Statement stage, meant 
that the crime scene profile 
was re-interpreted

Assault 18/05/2016

Three person mixed DNA 
profile
3 person mixed profile - 
conditioned on 12/09/2016

Complex mixed profile 
unsuitable for interp or 
comparison

From 3 person to 4 
person n y

Additional work undertaken 
at Statement stage, meant 
that the crime scene profile 
was re-interpreted

Robbery 17/05/2016

Single source DNA profile 
UKM1
NCIDD upload single source 
DNA profile 21/03/2017

Complex mixed profile 
unsuitable for interp or 
comparison Training issue y y

Subjectivity between 
reviewers, being addressed to 
reduce in future

Murder 25/02/2016

Three person mixed DNA 
profile
3 person mix profile - 
support for contrib > 100 
billion
 NCIDD upload - mixed DNA 
profile UKM5 30/11/2016

Complex mixed profile 
unsuitable for interp or 
comparison

From 3 person to 4 
person n n

Subjectivity between 
reviewers, being addressed to 
reduce in future

Woundi 24/11/2016

Three person mixed DNA 
profile
Single evidence sample 
excluded 26/04/2017

Complex mixed profile 
unsuitable for interp or 
comparison Analytical issue n y

Additional work undertaken 
at Statement stage, meant 
that the crime scene profile 
was re-interpreted

Drug 
offence 10/10/2016

Two person mixed DNA 
profile
No statistical interpretation 
performed 21/05/2018

Complex mixed profile 
unsuitable for interp or 
comparison Training issue y y

Subjectivity between 
reviewers, being addressed to 
reduce in future

Drug 
offence 09/09/2016

Three person mixed DNA 
profile
 Excluded from mixed DNA 
profile 07/10/2016

Complex mixed profile 
unsuitable for interp or 
comparison

From 3 person to 4 
person n n

Reassessment of profiles 
undertaken at Statement 
stage

Drug 
offence 08/09/2016

Three person mixed DNA 
profile
NCIDD upload - mixed DNA 
profile UKM4 07/10/2016

Complex mixed profile 
unsuitable for interp or 
comparison

From 3 person to 4 
person n n

Error made in laboratory, 
training issue; re-assessment 
undertaken at statement 
stage to detect

Drug 
offence 14/06/2016

Three person mixed DNA 
profile
3 person mix - support for 
contrib 100 000 to 1 million 14/06/2016

Complex mixed profile 
unsuitable for interp or 
comparison Training issue y y

Reassessment of profiles 
undertaken at Statement 
stage
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Assault 08/06/2016

Three person mixed DNA 
profile
3 person mix profile - 
support for contrib > 100 
billion
 3 person mix- support for 
contrib 1 billion - 100 billion 15/07/2016

Complex mixed profile 
unsuitable for interp or 
comparison Analytical issue y y

Reassessment of profiles 
undertaken at Statement 
stage

Rape 03/06/2016

Three person mixed DNA 
profile
3 person mix profile - 
support for contrib > 100 
billion 25/08/2016

Complex mixed profile 
unsuitable for interp or 
comparison

familial relationship with 
reference samples y y

Reassessment of profiles 
undertaken at Statement 
stage (case context taken into 
consideration)

Rape 03/06/2016

 Three person mixed DNA 
profile
 3 person mix profile - 
support for contrib > 100 
billion 
 3 person mix - support for 
contrib 10 000 - 100 000 - 25/08/2016

Complex mixed profile 
unsuitable for interp or 
comparison

familial relationship with 
reference samples, 
reassessment at 
statement stage y y

Additional work undertaken 
at Statement stage, meant 
that the crime scene profile 
was re-interpreted

Rape 17/05/2016

 Three person mixed DNA 
profile
No statistical interpretation 
performed 15/09/2016

Complex mixed profile 
unsuitable for interp or 
comparison

Rework of the sample 
meant re-intpretation y y

Additional work undertaken 
at Statement stage, meant 
that the crime scene profile 
was re-interpreted

Murder 20/04/2016

Three person mixed DNA 
profile
3 person mixed profile - 
conditioned on 04/08/2016

Complex mixed profile 
unsuitable for interp or 
comparison

From 3 person to 4 
person n y

Reassessment of profiles 
undertaken at Statement 
stage

Sexual 
offences 18/04/2016

 Three person mixed DNA 
profile
3 person mix - support for 
contribution 100 to 1000
NCIDD upload - mixed DNA 
profile UKF1 03/06/2016

Complex mixed profile 
unsuitable for interp or 
comparison

From 3 person to 4 
person; ref sample 
supplied for comparison y n

Reference sample supplied 
and now available for 
comparison, re-assessment 
undertaken due to ref sample

Sexual 
offences 15/04/2016

 Three person mixed DNA 
profile
3 person mix - support for 
contrib 1 million - 1 billion 22/06/2016

Complex mixed profile 
unsuitable for interp or 
comparison Analytical issue n n

Reassessment of profiles 
undertaken at Statement 
stage
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Robbery 15/04/2016

Three person mixed DNA 
profile
3 person mix - support for 
contrib 1 million - 1 billion

19/05/2016

Complex mixed profile 
unsuitable for interp or 
comparison

Rework of the sample 
meant re-intpretation 
with analytical issue y y

Additional work undertaken 
at Statement stage, meant 
that the crime scene profile 
was re-interpreted

Assault 24/03/2016

Three person mixed DNA 
profile
 3 person mix profile - 
support for contrib > 100 
billion 10/05/2016

Complex mixed profile 
unsuitable for interp or 
comparison

Rework of the sample 
meant re-intpretation y y

Additional work undertaken 
at Statement stage, meant 
that the crime scene profile 
was re-interpreted

Assault 22/03/2016

Three person mixed DNA 
profile
3 person mix profile - 
support for contrib > 100 
billion 22/03/2016

Complex mixed profile 
unsuitable for interp or 
comparison

Rework of the sample 
meant re-intpretation y y

Additional work undertaken 
at Statement stage, meant 
that the crime scene profile 
was re-interpreted

Robbery 15/02/2016

Three person mixed DNA 
profile
 3 person mix profile - 
support for contrib > 100 
billion 15/02/2016

Complex mixed profile 
unsuitable for interp or 
comparison

From 3 person to 4 
person unknown y

Additional work undertaken 
at Statement stage, meant 
that the crime scene profile 
was re-interpreted

Robbery 11/02/2016

Single source DNA profile 
UKM1
NCIDD upload single source 
DNA profile 22/02/2016

Complex mixed profile 
unsuitable for interp or 
comparison Training issue y n

Subjectivity between 
reviewers, being addressed to 
reduce in future

Robbery 25/01/2016

Three person mixed DNA 
profile
 3 person mix profile - 
support for contrib > 100 
billion
 3 person mix - support for 
contrib 100 000 to 1 million 18/05/2016

Complex mixed profile 
unsuitable for interp or 
comparison

Rework of the sample 
meant re-intpretation unknown n

Additional work undertaken 
at Statement stage, meant 
that the crime scene profile 
was re-interpreted

Murder 19/01/2016

Three person mixed DNA 
profile
3 person mix profile - 
support for contrib > 100 
billion 05/05/2016

Complex mixed profile 
unsuitable for interp or 
comparison Training issue n y

Subjectivity between 
reviewers, being addressed to 
reduce in future

Wounding 18/01/2016

Three person mixed DNA 
profile
 3 person mixed profile - 
conditioned on
3 person mix rem - 
support for contribution > 
100 billion 14/04/2016

Complex mixed profile 
unsuitable for interp or 
comparison

Rework of the sample 
meant re-intpretation y y

Additional work undertaken 
at Statement stage, meant 
that the crime scene profile 
was re-interpreted
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Rape 1 07/01/2016

Three person mixed DNA 
profile
3 person mixed profile - 
conditioned on 04/05/2016

Complex mixed profile 
unsuitable for interp or 
comparison

Rework of the sample 
meant re-intpretation; 
From 3 person to 4 
person n y

Additional work undertaken 
at Statement stage, meant 
that the crime scene profile 
was re-interpreted
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FR Offence Exhibit Original result date Original result New result date New result
reason behind 
change

Appears 
to be 
probative 
sample

Other 
similar 
results in 
case Trigger

2

Burglary/Ent
er with 
intent 15/12/2015

Three person mixed DNA profile
3 person mix profile - support for 
contrib > 100 billion 23/09/2016

Complex mixed profile 
unsuitable for interp or 
comparison Training issue unknown y

Subjectivity between reviewers, 
being addressed to reduce in 
future

2
Drug 
offences 10/12/2015

Three person mixed DNA profile
 3 person mix - support for 
contrib 1 million - 1 billion 14/10/2016

Complex mixed profile 
unsuitable for interp or 
comparison

Rework of the 
sample meant 
re-intpretation y y

Additional work undertaken at 
Statement stage, meant that the 
crime scene profile was re-
interpreted

6
Weapons 
offences 25/08/2015

 Three person mixed DNA profile
No statistical interpretation 
performed 14/10/2015

Complex mixed profile 
unsuitable for interp or 
comparison

Rework of the 
sample meant 
re-intpretation y y

Additional work undertaken due 
to Suspect Check request.  
Rework meant re-interpretation 
of the profile.

5
Sexual 
offences 19/06/2015

Three person mixed DNA profile
NCIDD upload - mixed DNA profile 
UKF1 03/07/2015

Complex mixed profile 
unsuitable for interp or 
comparison

From 3 person 
to 4 person y n

Additional work undertaken 
after initial result was issued, as 
item was a Priority 1

5 Murder 12/06/2015

 Three person mixed DNA profile
3 person mix profile - support for 
contrib > 100 billion
 3 person mix- support for contrib 1 
billion - 100 billion 18/11/2016

Complex mixed profile 
unsuitable for interp or 
comparison

 Relatedness 
in 2 x 2 family 
members, low 
level unknown y

Subjectivity between reviewers, 
being addressed to reduce in 
future

5 Murder 22/05/2015

Two person mixed DNA profile -
2 person mix profile - support for 
contrib > 100 billion 18/11/2016

Complex mixed profile 
unsuitable for interp or 
comparison

familial 
relationship 
with reference 
samples unknown y

Subjectivity between reviewers, 
being addressed to reduce in 
future

4 Robbery 22/12/2015

 Three person mixed DNA profile
NCIDD upload - mixed DNA profile 
UKM1
3 person mix profile - support for 
contrib > 100 billion 19/07/2016

Complex mixed profile 
unsuitable for interp or 
comparison Training issue y n

Subjectivity between reviewers, 
being addressed to reduce in 
future

7
Liberty 
offences 08/12/2015

 Three person mixed DNA profile
3 person mix profile - support for 
contrib > 100 billion 04/03/2016

Complex mixed profile 
unsuitable for interp or 
comparison

Rework of the 
sample meant 
re-
intpretation; 
From 3 person 
to 4 person y n

Additional work undertaken at 
Statement stage, meant that the 
crime scene profile was re-
interpreted
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Robbery 03/12/2015

 Three person mixed DNA profile
NCIDD upload - Intel mixed DNA 
profile UkM1 14/07/2016

Complex mixed profile 
unsuitable for interp or 
comparison

Rework of the 
sample meant 
re-
intpretation; 
From 3 person 
to 4 person y n

Additional work undertaken at 
Statement stage, meant that the 
crime scene profile was re-
interpreted

Rape 25/11/2015

Three person mixed DNA profile
3 person mixed profile - conditioned 
on 18/05/2016

Complex mixed profile 
unsuitable for interp or 
comparison Training issue n y

Reassessment of profiles 
undertaken at Statement stage

Rape 23/11/2015

Three person mixed DNA profile
3 person mix profile - support for 
contrib > 100 billion 11/01/2016

Complex mixed profile 
unsuitable for interp or 
comparison

From 3 person 
to 4 person n y

Additional work undertaken at 
Statement stage, meant that the 
crime scene profile was re-
interpreted

Robbery 19/11/2015

Three person mixed DNA profile
NCIDD upload - Intel mixed DNA 
profile UKM2
3 person mix - support for contrib 1 
million - 1 billion 15/02/2016

Complex mixed profile 
unsuitable for interp or 
comparison STRmix issue y y

STRmix issue detected, re-
assessment at Statement Stage

Sexual 
offences 02/10/2015

Three person mixed DNA profile
 3 person mixed profile - conditioned 
on
 3 person mix rem - support for 
contribution > 100 billion 03/02/2016

Complex mixed profile 
unsuitable for interp or 
comparison

Reference 
sample 
available, from 
3 person to 4 
person y y

Reference sample supplied and 
now available for comparison, 
reassessment due to ref sample 
and re-interpretation

Child 
offences 17/08/2015

Three person mixed DNA profile
3 person mix profile - support for 
contrib > 100 billion
3 person mix profile - support for 
contrib > 100 billion 02/09/2015

Complex mixed profile 
unsuitable for interp or 
comparison STRmix issue y y

STRmix issue detected, re-
assessment at Statement Stage

Sexual 
offences 11/08/2015

 Three person mixed DNA profile
3 person mixed profile - conditioned 
on
 3 person mix remaining- support for 
contrib 1000 to 10000 17/08/2016

Complex mixed profile 
unsuitable for interp or 
comparison

From 3 person 
to 4 person y y

Subjectivity between reviewers, 
being addressed to reduce in 
future

Wounding 29/07/2015

 Three person mixed DNA profile
3 person mix profile - support for 
contrib > 100 billion 18/05/2016

Complex mixed profile 
unsuitable for interp or 
comparison

From 3 person 
to 4 person unknown y

Additional work undertaken at 
Statement stage, meant that the 
crime scene profile was re-
interpreted (due to the context 
of the case)
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Wounding 28/07/2015

 Three person mixed DNA profile
3 person mix profile - support for 
contrib > 100 billion
3 person mix- support for contrib 1 
billion - 100 billion 20/10/2015

Complex mixed profile 
unsuitable for interp or 
comparison

From 3 person 
to 4 person y y

Additional work undertaken at 
Statement stage, meant that the 
crime scene profile was re-
interpreted

Wounding 05/06/2015

Two person mixed DNA profile
2 person mixed profile - conditioned 
on
 2 person mix rem - support for 
contribution > 100 billion 12/02/2016

Complex mixed profile 
unsuitable for interp or 
comparison

From 3 person 
to 4 person y y

Additional work undertaken at 
Statement stage, meant that the 
crime scene profile was re-
interpreted

Rape 07/05/2015
Single source DNA profile
 Possible sub-threshold information 24/06/2015

Complex mixed profile 
unsuitable for interp or 
comparison Training issue n y

Subjectivity between reviewers, 
being addressed to reduce in 
future

Murder 20/03/2015

Two person mixed DNA profile
 2 person mixed profile - conditioned 
on
2 person mix rem - support for 
contribution > 100 billion 22/06/2015

Complex mixed profile 
unsuitable for interp or 
comparison

familial 
relationship 
with reference 
samples n y

Reassessment of profiles 
undertaken at Statement stage, 
to be consistent in the context 
of the case

Murder 20/03/2015

Two person mixed DNA profile
2 person mix profile - support for 
contrib > 100 billion
 2 person mix profile - support for 
contrib > 100 billion 10/06/2015

Complex mixed profile 
unsuitable for interp or 
comparison

familial 
relationship 
with reference 
samples n y

Subjectivity between reviewers, 
being addressed to reduce in 
future

Murder 06/03/2015

Two person mixed DNA profile
2 person mix profile - support for 
contrib > 100 billion 26/05/2015

Complex mixed profile 
unsuitable for interp or 
comparison

Reference 
sample 
available n y

Reference sample supplied and 
now available for comparison, 
reassessment due to ref sample 
and re-interpretation

Child 
offences 11/02/2015

Three person mixed DNA profile
3 person mix profile - support for 
contrib > 100 billion 01/04/2015

Complex mixed profile 
unsuitable for interp or 
comparison

From 3 person 
to 4 person n n

Reassessment of profiles 
undertaken at Statement stage, 
to be consistent in the context 
of the case

Fire/Arson 08/01/2015
Single source DNA profile < NCIDD 
matching stringency UKM1 10/09/2015

Complex mixed profile 
unsuitable for interp or 
comparison Training issue y y Training issue
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FR Offence Exhibit Original result date Original result New result date New result reason behind change

Appears 
to be 
probative 
sample

Other 
similar 
results in 
case Trigger

Drug 
offences 21/11/2014 Three person mixed DNA profile 21/11/2014

Complex mixed profile unsuitable for 
interp or comparison Training issue y n

Subjectivity between reviewers, being 
addressed to reduce in future

Murder 24/09/2014

Two person mixed DNA profile
Intel report required for further 
interpretation 28/09/2016

Complex mixed profile unsuitable for 
interp or comparison Training issue unknown y

Subjectivity between reviewers, being 
addressed to reduce in future

Wounding 07/08/2014 Three person mixed DNA profile 07/08/2014
Complex mixed profile unsuitable for 
interp or comparison

Rework of the sample meant re-
intpretation y n

Additional work undertaken at 
Statement stage, meant that the crime 
scene profile was re-interpreted

Burglary/En
er with 
intent 14/06/2014

Three person mixed DNA profile
Mixture - low support for contrib or 
supports non contrib 06/11/2014

Complex mixed profile unsuitable for 
interp or comparison From 3 person to 4 person mixture n y

Additional work undertaken prior to 
Statement being released.  Rework 
meant re-interpretation of the profile.

Miscellane
us 14/06/2014

 Three person mixed DNA profile
No statistical interpretation 
performed 05/12/2014

Complex mixed profile unsuitable for 
interp or comparison

Rework of the sample meant re-
intpretation n y

Additional work undertaken due to 
Suspect Check request.  Rework meant 
re-interpretation of the profile.

Rape 02/06/2014

Three person mixed DNA profile
No statistical interpretation 
performed 08/12/2014

Complex mixed profile unsuitable for 
interp or comparison From 3 person to 4 person mixture y n Training issue

Burglary/En
er with 
intent 07/03/2014

Three person mixed DNA profile
No statistical interpretation 
performed 22/05/2014

Complex mixed profile unsuitable for 
interp or comparison From 3 person to 4 person mixture n y

Subjectivity between reviewers, being 
addressed to reduce in future

Burglary/En
er with 
intent 29/01/2014

 Three person mixed DNA profile
NCIDD upload - Intel mixed DNA 
profile UKM2 12/08/2014

Complex mixed profile unsuitable for 
interp or comparison

Rework of the sample meant re-
intpretation y n

Additional work undertaken at 
Statement stage, meant that the crime 
scene profile was re-interpreted

UUMV 14/01/2014

Three person mixed DNA profile
NCIDD upload - Intel mixed DNA 
profile UK M1 17/05/2014

Complex mixed profile unsuitable for 
interp or comparison From 3 person to 4 person mixture y n

Subjectivity between reviewers, being 
addressed to reduce in future

Drug 
offences 02/12/2014

 Three person mixed DNA profile
No statistical interpretation 
performed 20/04/2015

Complex mixed profile unsuitable for 
interp or comparison From 3 person to 4 person y y

Additional work undertaken at 
Statement stage, meant that the crime 
scene profile was re-interpreted 

Fire/Arson 27/11/2014

Three person mixed DNA profile
 3 person mix - supports non 
contribution 23/01/2015

Complex mixed profile unsuitable for 
interp or comparison From 3 person to 4 person N Y

Reference sample supplied and now 
available for comparison, which meant 
re-interpretation of the crime scene 
profile

Rape 17/11/2014

 Three person mixed DNA profile
3 person mixed profile - 
conditioned on 19/12/2014

Complex mixed profile unsuitable for 
interp or comparison Training issue n n

Additional work undertaken at 
Statement stage, meant that the crime 
scene profile was re-interpreted 
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GBH/Unlaw
ul Woundin 07/11/2014

 Three person mixed DNA profile
3 person mix profile - support for 
contrib > 100 billion
 3 person mix - support for 
contribution 1000 to 10 000 06/02/2015

Complex mixed profile unsuitable for 
interp or comparison From 3 person to 4 person unknown y

Additional work undertaken at 
Statement stage, meant that the crime 
scene profile was re-interpreted 

Murder 07/11/2014

Two person mixed DNA profile
2 person mixed profile - 
conditioned on
2 person rem- support for contrib 1 
million to 1 billion 02/02/2015

Complex mixed profile unsuitable for 
interp or comparison Training issue n y Training issue

Rape 22/10/2014

 Three person mixed DNA profile
 3 person mix profile - support for 
contrib > 100 billion
3 person mix - support for 
contribution 100 to 1000 05/11/2014

Complex mixed profile unsuitable for 
interp or comparison

familial relationship with reference 
samples, reassessment at statement 
stage

Reassessment of profiles undertaken at 
Statement stage (case context taken 
into consideration)

Rape 17/10/2014

Three person mixed DNA profile
3 person mix profile - support for 
contrib > 100 billion 19/12/2014

Complex mixed profile unsuitable for 
interp or comparison Training issue n y

Additional work undertaken at 
Statement stage, meant that the crime 
scene profile was re-interpreted 

Child 
offences 29/09/2014

Two person mixed DNA profile
 2 person mix profile - support for 
contrib > 100 billion 06/02/2015

Complex mixed profile unsuitable for 
interp or comparison Training issue y y

Subjectivity between reviewers, being 
addressed to reduce in future

Assault 12/09/2014

Three person mixed DNA profile
3 person mix profile - support for 
contrib > 100 billion
3 person mix- support for contrib 1 
billion - 100 billion 21/04/2016

Complex mixed profile unsuitable for 
interp or comparison

Rework of the sample meant re-
intpretation y n

Additional work undertaken at 
Statement stage, meant that the crime 
scene profile was re-interpreted 

GBH/Unlaw
ul Woundin 12/09/2014

Three person mixed DNA profile
3 person mixed profile - 
conditioned on
3 person rem - support for contrib 1 
million to 1 billion 08/12/2014

Complex mixed profile unsuitable for 
interp or comparison Training issue ? y

Additional work undertaken at 
Statement stage, meant that the crime 
scene profile was re-interpreted (due 
to the context of the case)

Murder 08/09/2014

 Three person mixed DNA profile
3 person mixed profile - 
conditioned on
 3 person mix rem - support for 
contribution > 100 billion 19/11/2014

Complex mixed profile unsuitable for 
interp or comparison Training issue n y

Additional work undertaken at 
Statement stage, meant that the crime 
scene profile was re-interpreted (due 
to the context of the case)

Murder 03/09/2014

Three person mixed DNA profile
 3 person mixed profile - 
conditioned on
3 person mix remaining- support 
for contrib 1000 to 10000
 3 person rem - support for contrib 
1 million to 1 billion 16/02/2015

Complex mixed profile unsuitable for 
interp or comparison From 3 person to 4 person unknown y

Subjectivity between reviewers, being 
addressed to reduce in future
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Murder 14/08/2014

 Three person mixed DNA profile
3 person mixed profile - 
conditioned on
3 person mix rem - support for 
contribution > 100 billion 05/06/2015

Complex mixed profile unsuitable for 
interp or comparison

Rework of the sample meant re-
intpretation y y

Additional work undertaken at 
Statement stage, meant that the crime 
scene profile was re-interpreted

Wounding 01/08/2014

Three person mixed DNA profile
3 person mixed profile - 
conditioned on
3 person mix rem - support for 
contribution > 100 billion
 3 person mixed profile, mixture 
remaining NCIDD UKP1 01/10/2014

Complex mixed profile unsuitable for 
interp or comparison Training issue

Reassessment of profiles undertaken at 
Statement stage (case context taken 
into consideration)

Rape 30/07/2014

Three person mixed DNA profile
3 person mixed profile - 
conditioned on 06/02/2015

Complex mixed profile unsuitable for 
interp or comparison From 3 person to 4 person y y

Additional work undertaken due to 
Suspect check request, meant that the 
crime scene profile was re-interpreted

Rape 23/07/2014

 Three person mixed DNA profile
3 person mix profile - support for 
contrib > 100 billion

19/03/2015
Complex mixed profile unsuitable for 
interp or comparison

Familial relationship with reference 
samples, trainig y y

Subjectivity between reviewers, being 
addressed to reduce in future

Rape 21/07/2014

Three person mixed DNA profile
3 person mixed profile - 
conditioned on

06/02/2015
Complex mixed profile unsuitable for 
interp or comparison From 3 person to 4 person y y

Additional work undertaken due to 
Suspect check request, meant that the 
crime scene profile was re-interpreted

Drug 
offences 07/07/2014

Two person mixed DNA profile
2 person mix profile - support for 
contrib > 100 billion 31/07/2014

Complex mixed profile unsuitable for 
interp or comparison Training issue unknown y

Subjectivity between reviewers, being 
addressed to reduce in future

Rape 24/06/2014

Two person mixed DNA profile
 2 person mixed profile - 
conditioned on
2 person mix rem - support for 
contrib 10 000 to 100 000 25/08/2014

Complex mixed profile unsuitable for 
interp or comparison Analytical issue y y

Subjectivity between reviewers, being 
addressed to reduce in future

GBH/Unlaw
ul Woundin 23/06/2014

Two person mixed DNA profile
2 person mixed profile - 
conditioned on

04/09/2014
Complex mixed profile unsuitable for 
interp or comparison Analytical issue unknown n

Additional work undertaken at 
Statement stage, meant that the crime 
scene profile was re-interpreted

Murder 10/06/2014

 Two person mixed DNA profile
2 person mix - supports non 
contribution 26/02/2015

Complex mixed profile unsuitable for 
interp or comparison Training issue unknown y

Subjectivity between reviewers, being 
addressed to reduce in future

Assault 02/06/2014

Three person mixed DNA profile
3 person mix profile - support for 
contrib > 100 billion 24/07/2014

Complex mixed profile unsuitable for 
interp or comparison From 3 person to 4 person y y

Additional work undertaken at 
Statement stage, meant that the crime 
scene profile was re-interpreted

Robbery 30/05/2014

Two person mixed DNA profile
 2 person mix profile - support for 
contrib > 100 billion 04/07/2014

Complex mixed profile unsuitable for 
interp or comparison

Rework of the sample meant re-
intpretation y y

Additional work undertaken at 
Statement stage, meant that the crime 
scene profile was re-interpreted
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Robbery 23/05/2014

Three person mixed DNA profile
3 person mix - support for 
contribution 1000 to 10 000
3 person mix - support for 
contribution 100 to 1000 28/07/2014

Complex mixed profile unsuitable for 
interp or comparison

Rework of the sample meant re-
intpretation y n

Additional work undertaken at 
Statement stage, meant that the crime 
scene profile was re-interpreted

Assault 23/05/2014

Three person mixed DNA profile
3 person mix - supports non 
contribution 26/05/2014

Complex mixed profile unsuitable for 
interp or comparison From 3 person to 4 person n y

Additional work undertaken due to 
Suspect check request, meant that the 
crime scene profile was re-interpreted

Robbery 14/05/2014
 3 person mix profile - support for 
contrib > 100 billion 26/09/2014

Complex mixed profile unsuitable for 
interp or comparison Analytical issue y y

Additional work undertaken at 
Statement stage, meant that the crime 
scene profile was re-interpreted

Burglary/En
er with 
ntent 10/05/2014

Three person mixed DNA profile
3 person mix profile - support for 
contrib > 100 billion 23/10/2014

Complex mixed profile unsuitable for 
interp or comparison From 3 person to 4 person y y

Additional work undertaken at 
Statement stage, meant that the crime 
scene profile was re-interpreted

Murder 09/05/2014

Three person mixed DNA profile
3 person mixed profile - 
conditioned on 22/07/2014

Complex mixed profile unsuitable for 
interp or comparison From 3 person to 4 person n y

Additional work undertaken at 
Statement stage, meant that the crime 
scene profile was re-interpreted

Burglary/En
er with 
ntent 28/04/2014

Three person mixed DNA profile
 3 person mix - support for contrib 
1 million - 1 billion
 3 person mix profile - support for 
contrib > 100 billion 06/11/2014

Complex mixed profile unsuitable for 
interp or comparison Reference sample available ? y

Reference sample available for 
comparison and additional work 
undertaken after the comparison

Wounding 10/04/2014

Three person mixed DNA profile
3 person mix profile - support for 
contrib > 100 billion 18/03/2015

Complex mixed profile unsuitable for 
interp or comparison

Rework of the sample meant re-
intpretation unknown y

Additional work undertaken at 
Statement stage, meant that the crime 
scene profile was re-interpreted

GBH/Unlaw
ul Wounding 24/03/2014

 Three person mixed DNA profile
 3 person mixed profile - 
conditioned on 22/08/2014

Complex mixed profile unsuitable for 
interp or comparison Training issue n y

Subjectivity between reviewers, being 
addressed to reduce in future

Murder 21/03/2014

Three person mixed DNA profile
2 person mixed profile - 
conditioned on
3 person mix rem - support for 
contribution > 100 billion 24/06/2014

Complex mixed profile unsuitable for 
interp or comparison

Reference samples available, limited 
knowledge and experience with PP21 
and STRmix

Reassessment of profiles undertaken at 
Statement stage, to be consistent in 
the context of the case

Murder 18/03/2014

Three person mixed DNA profile
3 person mix - support for contrib 1 
million - 1 billion
Suspect check - support for 
contribution > 100 billion 07/01/2015

Complex mixed profile unsuitable for 
interp or comparison Reference samples available ? y

Multiple reference sample available for 
comparison and additional work 
undertaken after the comparison, 
context of other profiles within the 
case taken into consideration
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Drug 
offences 07/03/2014

Three person mixed DNA profile
NCIDD upload - Intel mixed DNA 
profile UK M1
3 person mix - support for 
contribution 100 to 1000 07/11/2014

Complex mixed profile unsuitable for 
interp or comparison Training issue y n

Reassessment of profiles undertaken at 
Statement stage, to be consistent in 
the context of the case

GBH/Unlaw
ul Woundin 07/02/2014

Three person mixed DNA profile
3 person mix profile - support for 
contrib > 100 billion 18/08/2014

Complex mixed profile unsuitable for 
interp or comparison From 3 person to 4 person y y

Additional work undertaken at 
Statement stage, meant that the crime 
scene profile was re-interpreted

GBH/Unlaw
ul Woundin 07/02/2014

Three person mixed DNA profile
 3 person mix - support for contrib 
10 000 - 100 000 18/08/2014

Complex mixed profile unsuitable for 
interp or comparison Training issue y y

Additional work undertaken at 
Statement stage, meant that the crime 
scene profile was re-interpreted

Rape 06/02/2014

Three person mixed DNA profile -
 3 person mix profile - support for 
contrib > 100 billion 19/03/2015

Complex mixed profile unsuitable for 
interp or comparison

Familial relationship with reference 
samples, training issues y y

Subjectivity between reviewers, being 
addressed to reduce in future

Murder 03/02/2014

Three person mixed DNA profile
3 person mixed profile - 
conditioned on 23/04/2014

Complex mixed profile unsuitable for 
interp or comparison From 3 person to 4 person n y

Additional work undertaken at 
Statement stage, meant that the crime 
scene profile was re-interpreted

Assault 16/01/2014

 Two person mixed DNA profile
2 person mixed profile - 
conditioned on 23/06/2014

Complex mixed profile unsuitable for 
interp or comparison From 3 person to 4 person n y

Additional work undertaken at 
Statement stage, meant that the crime 
scene profile was re-interpreted

Drug 
offences 13/01/2014

Two person mixed DNA profile
2 person mix profile - support for 
contrib > 100 billion 23/10/2014

Complex mixed profile unsuitable for 
interp or comparison Training issue y y

Additional work undertaken at 
Statement stage, meant that the crime 
scene profile was re-interpreted

Wounding 09/01/2014

Two person mixed DNA profile
2 person mix profile - support for 
contrib > 100 billion 27/06/2014

Complex mixed profile unsuitable for 
interp or comparison Training issue y y

Additional work undertaken at 
Statement stage, meant that the crime 
scene profile was re-interpreted
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FR Offence Exhibit Original result date Original result New result date New result
reason behind 
change

Appears 
to be 
probative 
sample

Other 
similar 
results in 
case Trigger

Robbery 17/12/2013

 Three person mixed DNA 
profile
No statistical 
interpretation performed 05/03/2014

Complex mixed profile 
unsuitable for interp or 
comparison Training issue y y

Subjectivity between reviewers, being 
addressed to reduce in future

Drug offences 11/12/2013

Three person mixed DNA 
profile
3 person mix - supports 
non contribution 14/01/2014

Complex mixed profile 
unsuitable for interp or 
comparison

From 3 person to 
4 person y y

Additional work undertaken due to Suspect 
Check request.  Rework meant re-
interpretation of the profile.

Burglary/Enter with 
intent 09/12/2013

Partial DNA profile- 
NCIDD- possible sub-
threshold peaks UKM1 10/12/2013

Complex mixed profile 
unsuitable for interp or 
comparison Training issue y y Training issue

Property 30/11/2013

 Three person mixed DNA 
profile
No statistical 
interpretation performed 03/01/2014

Complex mixed profile 
unsuitable for interp or 
comparison Training issue y y

Subjectivity between reviewers, being 
addressed to reduce in future

Wounding 11/10/2013

Three person mixed DNA 
profile
NCIDD upload - Intel 
mixed DNA profile UKM4 30/06/2014

Complex mixed profile 
unsuitable for interp or 
comparison Training issue n y

Subjectivity between reviewers, being 
addressed to reduce in future

Robbery 20/09/2013

Three person mixed DNA 
profile
NCIDD upload - Intel 
mixed DNA profile UKF1 10/07/2014

Complex mixed profile 
unsuitable for interp or 
comparison Sample reworked n y

Additional work undertaken at Statement 
stage, meant that the crime scene profile 
was re-interpreted

Burglary/Enter with 
intent 12/09/2013

Three person mixed DNA 
profile
3 person mix profile - 
support for contrib > 100 
billion 14/09/2016

Complex mixed profile 
unsuitable for interp or 
comparison Training issue y y

Subjectivity between reviewers, being 
addressed to reduce in future

Burglary/Enter with 
intent 20/08/2013

Three person mixed DNA 
profile
Mixture - low support for 
contrib or supports non 
contrib 05/11/2014

Complex mixed profile 
unsuitable for interp or 
comparison

From 3 person to 
4 person mixture n y

Subjectivity between reviewers, being 
addressed to reduce in future

Drug offences 19/08/2013

 Three person mixed DNA 
profile
No statistical 
interpretation performed 03/11/2014

Complex mixed profile 
unsuitable for interp or 
comparison

From 3 person to 
4 person y n

Additional work undertaken at Statement 
stage, meant that the crime scene profile 
was re-interpreted
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Robbery 19/08/2013
3 person mixed DNA 
profile not deconvoluted 15/01/2014

Complex mixed profile 
unsuitable for interp or 
comparison

Rework of the 
sample meant re-
intpretation y n

Analytical issue detected after result 
issued, error in laboratory

Robbery 27/07/2013

Three person mixed DNA 
profile
No statistical 
interpretation performed 03/11/2014

Complex mixed profile 
unsuitable for interp or 
comparison Sample reworked y n

Additional work undertaken due to Suspect 
Check request.  Rework meant re-
interpretation of the profile.

Drug offences 27/07/2013

Two person mixed DNA 
profile
No statistical 
interpretation performed 18/09/2014

Complex mixed profile 
unsuitable for interp or 
comparison Training issue unknown y

Subjectivity between reviewers, being 
addressed to reduce in future

Sexual offences 23/07/2013
Three person mixed DNA 
profile 25/07/2013

Complex mixed profile 
unsuitable for interp or 
comparison Training issue n y Training issue

Drug offences 17/07/2013

 Two person mixed DNA 
profile
No statistical 
interpretation performed 18/11/2014

Complex mixed profile 
unsuitable for interp or 
comparison

From 2 person to 
4 person mixture y n

Additional work undertaken prior to 
Statement being released.  Rework meant 
re-interpretation of the profile.

UUMV 12/07/2013
3 person mixed DNA 
profile not deconvoluted 13/12/2013

Complex mixed profile 
unsuitable for interp or 
comparison

From 3 person to 
4 person mixture y n

Analytical issue detected after result 
issued, error in laboratory

UUMV 12/07/2013

Three person mixed DNA 
profile
No statistical 
interpretation performed 13/12/2013

Complex mixed profile 
unsuitable for interp or 
comparison

From 3 person to 
4 person mixture y n

Analytical issue detected after result 
issued, error in laboratory

Drug offences 05/07/2013

Three person mixed DNA 
profile
No statistical 
interpretation performed 05/05/2014

Complex mixed profile 
unsuitable for interp or 
comparison

From 3 person to 
4 person mixture y n

Analytical issue detected after result 
issued, error in laboratory

Burglary/Enter with 
intent 02/07/2013

Three person mixed DNA 
profile
No statistical 
interpretation performed 28/04/2014

Complex mixed profile 
unsuitable for interp or 
comparison

Analytical issue 
with sample y n

Analytical issue detected after result 
issued, error in laboratory

Rape 02/07/2013

 Three person mixed DNA 
profile
No statistical 
interpretation performed 17/09/2014

Complex mixed profile 
unsuitable for interp or 
comparison Training issue y y

Reassessment of profiles undertaken at 
Statement stage

Rape 29/06/2013

Two person mixed DNA 
profile
No statistical 
interpretation performed 16/09/2014

Complex mixed profile 
unsuitable for interp or 
comparison

From 3 person to 
4 person mixture n y

Subjectivity between reviewers, being 
addressed to reduce in future
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Drug offences 19/06/2013

 Three person mixed DNA 
profile
No statistical 
interpretation performed 05/05/2014

Complex mixed profile 
unsuitable for interp or 
comparison

Rework of the 
sample meant re-
intpretation y n

Analytical issue detected after result 
issued, error in laboratory

UUMV 17/06/2013

Single source DNA profile 
UKM2

05/05/2014

Complex mixed profile 
unsuitable for interp or 
comparison Sample reworked y y

Analytical issue detected after result 
issued, error in laboratory

UUMV 17/06/2013

Three person mixed DNA 
profile
No statistical 
interpretation performed 16/06/2014

Complex mixed profile 
unsuitable for interp or 
comparison Sample reworked y y

Additional work undertaken and re-
interpretation of crime scene profile done

UUMV 17/06/2013

 Three person mixed DNA 
profile
No statistical 
interpretation performed
 3 person mix - supports 
non contribution 13/05/2014

Complex mixed profile 
unsuitable for interp or 
comparison Training issue y n Training issue

Drug offences 07/06/2013

Three person mixed DNA 
profile
No statistical 
interpretation performed 24/06/2013

Complex mixed profile 
unsuitable for interp or 
comparison

From 3 person to 
4 person mixture y n Training issue

Rape 06/06/2013

 Three person mixed DNA 
profile
No statistical 
interpretation performed 12/06/2014

Complex mixed profile 
unsuitable for interp or 
comparison Training issue unknown y

Subjectivity between reviewers, being 
addressed to reduce in future

Robbery 05/06/2013

Three person mixed DNA 
profile
No statistical 
interpretation performed 16/12/2013

Complex mixed profile 
unsuitable for interp or 
comparison

From 3 person to 
4 person mixture Y N

Analytical issue detected after result 
issued, error in laboratory

Assault 05/06/2013

Three person mixed DNA 
profile
No statistical 
interpretation performed 10/05/2014

Complex mixed profile 
unsuitable for interp or 
comparison

Analytical issue 
with sample y n

Subjectivity between reviewers, being 
addressed to reduce in future

Burglary/Enter with 
intent 31/05/2013

Three person mixed DNA 
profile
No statistical 
interpretation performed 24/12/2013

Complex mixed profile 
unsuitable for interp or 
comparison

From 3 person to 
4 person mixture y y

Analytical issue detected after result 
issued, error in laboratory

Burglary/Enter with 
intent 31/05/2013

 3 person mixed DNA 
profile not deconvoluted 11/11/2013

Complex mixed profile 
unsuitable for interp or 
comparison

From 3 person to 
4 person mixture y n

Analytical issue detected after result 
issued, error in laboratory
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Burglary/Enter with 
intent 31/05/2013

Three person mixed DNA 
profile
No statistical 
interpretation performed 12/06/2014

Complex mixed profile 
unsuitable for interp or 
comparison

From 3 person to 
4 person mixture y n

Analytical issue detected after result 
issued, error in laboratory

Burglary/Enter with 
intent 30/05/2013

3 person mixed DNA 
profile not deconvoluted 14/11/2013

Complex mixed profile 
unsuitable for interp or 
comparison

From 3 person to 
4 person mixture y y

Analytical issue detected after result 
issued, error in laboratory

Stealing 30/05/2013

 Three person mixed DNA 
profile
No statistical 
interpretation performed 28/04/2014

Complex mixed profile 
unsuitable for interp or 
comparison

Rework of the 
sample meant re-
intpretation y n

Analytical issue detected after result 
issued, error in laboratory

Burglary/Enter with 
intent 30/05/2013

3 person mixed DNA 
profile not deconvoluted 14/01/2014

Complex mixed profile 
unsuitable for interp or 
comparison

Rework of the 
sample meant re-
intpretation y n

Analytical issue detected after result 
issued, error in laboratory

UUMV 29/05/2013

 Three person mixed DNA 
profile
No statistical 
interpretation performed 11/02/2014

Complex mixed profile 
unsuitable for interp or 
comparison

Rework of the 
sample meant re-
intpretation y n

Analytical issue detected after result 
issued, error in laboratory

Burglary/Enter with 
intent 13/05/2013

Three person mixed DNA 
profile
No statistical 
interpretation performed 30/11/2013

Complex mixed profile 
unsuitable for interp or 
comparison

Degradation of 
DNA y n

Analytical issue detected after result 
issued, error in laboratory

Assault 04/04/2013

Two person mixed DNA 
profile
No statistical 
interpretation performed 13/11/2013

Complex mixed profile 
unsuitable for interp or 
comparison

Degradation of 
DNA y n Subjectivity / Training issue

Burglary/Enter with 
intent 07/02/2013

Single source DNA profile 
UKM2
NCIDD upload single 
source DNA profile 21/11/2013

Complex mixed profile 
unsuitable for interp or 
comparison

Degradation of 
DNA y y

Analytical issue detected after result 
issued, error in laboratory

UUMV 25/01/2013

Two person mixed DNA 
profile
NCIDD upload - Intel 
mixed DNA profile UKM1 30/01/2014

Complex mixed profile 
unsuitable for interp or 
comparison

Rework of the 
sample meant re-
intpretation y n

Analytical issue detected after result 
issued, error in laboratory

Assault 23/12/2013

Two person mixed DNA 
profile
2 person mix profile - 
support for contrib > 100 
billion 28/08/2014

Complex mixed profile 
unsuitable for interp or 
comparison

From 2 person to 
4 person y y

Additional work undertaken at Statement 
stage, meant that the crime scene profile 
was re-interpreted

Murder 20/12/2013

Three person mixed DNA 
profile
3 person mix- support for 
contrib 1 billion - 100 
billion 18/03/2014

Complex mixed profile 
unsuitable for interp or 
comparison

From 3 person to 
4 person y y

Error made in laboratory, training issue; re-
assessment undertaken at statement stage 
to detect
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Murder 19/12/2013

 Three person mixed DNA 
profile
3 person mixed profile - 
conditioned on
3 person mix rem - 
support for contribution 
> 100 billion 07/01/2015

Complex mixed profile 
unsuitable for interp or 
comparison

Reference 
samples available n y

Multiple reference sample available for 
comparison and additional work 
undertaken after the comparison, context 
of other profiles within the case taken into 
consideration

Murder 19/12/2013

Three person mixed DNA 
profile
 Suspect check - support 
for contribution > 100 
billion
3 person mix- support for 
contrib 1 billion - 100 
billion 07/01/2015

Complex mixed profile 
unsuitable for interp or 
comparison

Reference 
samples available ? y

Multiple reference sample available for 
comparison and additional work 
undertaken after the comparison, context 
of other profiles within the case taken into 
consideration

Murder 19/12/2013

Two person mixed DNA 
profile
2 person mix profile - 
support for contrib > 100 
billion
Suspect check- support 
for contrib 1 billion- 100 
billion 07/01/2015

Complex mixed profile 
unsuitable for interp or 
comparison

Reference 
samples available ? y

Multiple reference sample available for 
comparison and additional work 
undertaken after the comparison, context 
of other profiles within the case taken into 
consideration

Murder 19/12/2013

Three person mixed 
DNA profile
 3 person mix profile - 
support for contrib > 
100 billion
Suspect check - 
support for 
contribution 1000 to 
10 000 04/07/2014

Complex mixed profile 
unsuitable for interp or 
comparison

Limited 
experience and 
knowledge of 
PP21 and STRmix, 
training issue unknown y

Subjectivity between reviewers, being 
addressed to reduce in future

Murder 18/12/2013

Single Source DNA profile 
- assumed known 
contributor 07/01/2015

Complex mixed profile 
unsuitable for interp or 
comparison

Reference 
samples available n y

Multiple reference sample available for 
comparison and additional work 
undertaken after the comparison, context 
of other profiles within the case taken into 
consideration

UMV 06/12/2013

Three person mixed DNA 
profile
 3 person mix profile - 
support for contrib > 100 
billion 16/04/2014

Complex mixed profile 
unsuitable for interp or 
comparison

From 3 person to 
4 person y y

Additional work undertaken at Statement 
stage, meant that the crime scene profile 
was re-interpreted
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urder 29/11/2013

Three person mixed DNA 
profile
3 person mix - support 
for contrib 100 000 to 1 
million
3 person mix profile - 
support for contrib > 100 
billion 04/06/2014

Complex mixed profile 
unsuitable for interp or 
comparison

From 3 person to 
4 person y y

Additional work undertaken at Statement 
stage to ensure case consistency, meant 
that the crime scene profile was re-
interpreted

urder 28/11/2013

Three person mixed DNA 
profile
3 person mixed profile - 
conditioned on
3 person mix remaining - 
support for contrib 100 
to 1000 23/05/2014

Complex mixed profile 
unsuitable for interp or 
comparison Training issue y y

Additional work undertaken at Statement 
stage to ensure case consistency, meant 
that the crime scene profile was re-
interpreted

BH/Unlawful Woundin 27/11/2013

Three person mixed DNA 
profile
3 person mix profile - 
support for contrib > 100 
billion 20/01/2014

Complex mixed profile 
unsuitable for interp or 
comparison Training issue unknown y

Reassessment of profiles undertaken at 
Statement stage, to be consistent in the 
context of the case

ounding 22/11/2013

Two person mixed DNA 
profile
2 person mix profile - 
support for contrib > 100 
billion 27/06/2014

Complex mixed profile 
unsuitable for interp or 
comparison Training issue y y

Additional work undertaken at Statement 
stage to ensure case consistency, meant 
that the crime scene profile was re-
interpreted

obbery 19/11/2013

 Three person mixed DNA 
profile
3 person mixed profile - 
conditioned on
3 person mix rem - 
support for contribution 
> 100 billion 08/04/2015

Complex mixed profile 
unsuitable for interp or 
comparison

From 3 person to 
4 person y y

Error made in laboratory, training issue - 
error detected at Statement stage

ape 14/11/2013

 Three person mixed DNA 
profile
3 person mix profile - 
support for contrib > 100 
billion 06/03/2014

Complex mixed profile 
unsuitable for interp or 
comparison

Limited 
experience and 
knowledge of 
PP21 and STRmix, 
training issue y y

Subjectivity between reviewers, being 
addressed to reduce in future
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Murder 07/11/2013

Three person mixed DNA 
profile
3 person mix - support 
for contribution 100 to 
1000
3 person mix profile - 
support for contrib > 100 
billion 13/05/2016

Complex mixed profile 
unsuitable for interp or 
comparison

From 3 person to 
4 person unknown y

Subjectivity between reviewers, being 
addressed to reduce in future

GBH/Unlawful Woundi 15/10/2013

 Three person mixed DNA 
profile
3 person mix - support 
for contribution 1000 to 
10 000 - Evidence
 3 person mix - support 
for contribution 100 to 
1000 - Evidence
Suspect check - support 
for contribution > 100 
billion - suspect 
nomination 20/12/2013

Complex mixed profile 
unsuitable for interp or 
comparison

From 3 person to 
4 person n y

Reassessment of profiles undertaken at 
Statement stage, to be consistent in the 
context of the case

Murder (inc attempts) 09/10/2013

Three person mixed DNA 
profile
 NCIDD upload - Intel 
mixed DNA profile UKM2

27/04/2016

Complex mixed profile 
unsuitable for interp or 
comparison

From 3 person to 
4 person y n

Subjectivity between reviewers, being 
addressed to reduce in future

Murder (inc attempts) 09/10/2013

 Two person mixed DNA 
profile
2 person mix - supports 
non contribution 27/04/2016

Complex mixed profile 
unsuitable for interp or 
comparison Training issue y n

Reassessment of profiles undertaken at 
Statement stage, to be consistent in the 
context of the case

Fire/Arson 04/10/2013

Three person mixed DNA 
profile
3 person mix- support for 
contrib 1 billion - 100 
billion 21/03/2014

Complex mixed profile 
unsuitable for interp or 
comparison Analytical issue y n

Additional work undertaken at Statement 
stage to ensure case consistency, meant 
that the crime scene profile was re-
interpreted

Robbery 03/10/2013

Three person mixed DNA 
profile
3 person mix - low 
support for contribution 
(evidence) 18/11/2013

Complex mixed profile 
unsuitable for interp or 
comparison

From 3 person to 
4 person y y

Analytical issue detected after result 
issued, error in laboratory
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ape 11/09/2013

Three person mixed DNA 
profile 
3 person mix profile - 
support for contrib > 100 
billion - 19/03/2015

Complex mixed profile 
unsuitable for interp or 
comparison

familial 
relationship with 
reference 
samples, 
reassessment 
conducted y y

Reassessment of profiles undertaken due 
to familial relationship with reference 
samples

ape 11/09/2013

Three person mixed DNA 
profile 
 3 person mix - support 
for contrib 1 million - 1 
billion 11/09/2013

Complex mixed profile 
unsuitable for interp or 
comparison

familial 
relationship with 
reference 
samples, some 
profile 
subjectivity y y Training issue

Murder 10/09/2013

Two person mixed DNA 
profile
2 person mix profile - 
support for contrib > 100 
billion - Elimination 31/10/2013

Complex mixed profile 
unsuitable for interp or 
comparison Training issue unknown y

Subjectivity between reviewers, being 
addressed to reduce in future

ape 06/09/2013

Three person mixed DNA 
profile
3 person mix profile - 
support for contrib > 100 
billion 19/03/2015

Complex mixed profile 
unsuitable for interp or 
comparison

familial 
relationship with 
reference 
samples, training 
issue y y Training issue

eaths 06/09/2013

Three person mixed DNA 
profile
3 person mix profile - 
support for contrib > 100 
billion 29/01/2015

Complex mixed profile 
unsuitable for interp or 
comparison Training issue n y Training issue

ssault 05/09/2013

Three person mixed DNA 
profile
 3 person mix profile - 
support for contrib > 100 
billion 14/10/2013

Complex mixed profile 
unsuitable for interp or 
comparison

From 3 person to 
4 person y y

Error made in laboratory, training issue - 
error detected at Statement stage

Murder 02/09/2013

Three person mixed DNA 
profile
3 person mix profile - 
support for contrib > 100 
billion - Deceased
3 person mix profile - 
support for contrib > 100 
billion - Elimination 31/10/2013

Complex mixed profile 
unsuitable for interp or 
comparison

Limited 
experience and 
knowledge of 
PP21 and STRmix, 
training issue n y

Subjectivity between reviewers, being 
addressed to reduce in future
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Robbery 23/08/2013

 Three person mixed DNA 
profile
 3 person mix - support 
for contrib 10 000 - 100 
000
3 person mix - support 
for contribution 100 to 
1000 03/01/2014

Complex mixed profile 
unsuitable for interp or 
comparison Training issue y y

Reassessment of profiles undertaken at 
Statement stage, to be consistent in the 
context of the case

Murder 23/08/2013

Three person mixed DNA 
profile
3 person mix profile - 
support for contrib > 100 
billion - Deceased
 3 person mix- support 
for contrib 1 billion - 100 
billion - Elimination 31/10/2013

Complex mixed profile 
unsuitable for interp or 
comparison

Limited 
experience and 
knowledge of 
PP21 and STRmix, 
training issue n y

Subjectivity between reviewers, being 
addressed to reduce in future

Burglary/Enter with 
ntent 20/08/2013

Three person mixed DNA 
profile
3 person mix - support 
for contribution 100 to 
1000
3 person mix profile - 
support for contrib > 100 
billion 05/11/2014

Complex mixed profile 
unsuitable for interp or 
comparison Training issue y y

Reassessment undertaken due to Suspect 
check request, meant that the crime scene 
profile was re-interpreted

Murder 19/08/2013

 Three person mixed DNA 
profile
3 person mix- support for 
contrib 1 billion - 100 
billion 05/05/2014

Complex mixed profile 
unsuitable for interp or 
comparison

Limited 
experience and 
knowledge of 
PP21 and STRmix, 
training issue y y

Reassessment of profiles undertaken at 
Statement stage, to be consistent in the 
context of the case

Murder 16/08/2013

Three person mixed DNA 
profile
3 person mix - support 
for contribution 1000 to 
10 000
3 person mix profile - 
support for contrib > 100 
billion 09/01/2015

Complex mixed profile 
unsuitable for interp or 
comparison

Reference 
samples available n y

Multiple reference sample available for 
comparison and additional work 
undertaken after the comparison, context 
of other profiles within the case taken into 
consideration

Robbery 15/08/2013

Three person mixed DNA 
profile
Suspect check - support 
for contribution > 100 
billion 07/11/2014

Complex mixed profile 
unsuitable for interp or 
comparison

Rework of sample 
meant re-
interpretation ? y

Reference sample supplied and now 
available for comparison, reassessment due 
to ref sample and re-interpretation
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bbery 09/08/2013

Three person mixed DNA 
profile
NCIDD upload - Intel 
mixed DNA profile UKM1
Cold link - suspect 
wanted
3 person mix profile - 
support for contrib > 100 
billion 11/11/2013

Complex mixed profile 
unsuitable for interp or 
comparison

From 3 person to 
4 person y n

Additional work undertaken at Statement 
stage to ensure case consistency, meant 
that the crime scene profile was re-
interpreted

H/Unlawful Wounding 30/07/2013

 Three person mixed DNA 
profile
3 person mix profile - 
support for contrib > 100 
billion
3 person mix - support 
for contribution 100 to 
1000 UKM1
3 person mix - support 
for contrib 100 000 to 1 
million

18/02/2014

Complex mixed profile 
unsuitable for interp or 
comparison

Limited 
experience and 
knowledge of 
PP21 and STRmix, 
training issue y y

Subjectivity between reviewers, being 
addressed to reduce in future

bbery 27/07/2013

Three person mixed DNA 
profile
3 person mix profile - 
support for contrib > 100 
billion 02/04/2015

Complex mixed profile 
unsuitable for interp or 
comparison

From 3 person to 
4 person y y

Error made in laboratory, training issue - 
error detected at Statement stage

urder 17/07/2013

Three person mixed DNA 
profile
3 person mix profile - 
support for contrib > 100 
billion - Evidence
3 person mix - support 
for contrib 100 000 to 1 
million - Deceased 09/10/2013

Complex mixed profile 
unsuitable for interp or 
comparison Training issue y y

Subjectivity between reviewers, being 
addressed to reduce in future

urder 17/07/2013

Three person mixed DNA 
profile
3 person mixed profile - 
conditioned on - Suspect
3 person mix rem - 
support for contribution 
> 100 billion - Deceased 09/10/2013

Complex mixed profile 
unsuitable for interp or 
comparison Training issue y y

Subjectivity between reviewers, being 
addressed to reduce in future
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Robbery 10/07/2013

Three person mixed DNA 
profile
3 person mix - support 
for contrib 10 000 - 100 
000 25/11/2013

Complex mixed profile 
unsuitable for interp or 
comparison Analytical issue y n

Analytical issue detected after result 
issued, error in laboratory

Murder 05/07/2013

Three person mixed DNA 
profile
3 person mix profile - 
support for contrib > 100 
billion 21/07/2014

Complex mixed profile 
unsuitable for interp or 
comparison

From 3 person to 
4 person y y

Analytical issue detected after result 
issued, error in laboratory

Murder 03/07/2013

Three person mixed DNA 
profile
 3 person mix - support 
for contrib 100 000 to 1 
million 18/08/2015

Complex mixed profile 
unsuitable for interp or 
comparison

Familial 
relationship with 
reference 
samples, limited 
experience and 
knowledge with 
PP21 and STRmix

Reference samples available for 
comparison, additional work undertaken at 
Statement request stage

Murder 01/07/2013

Three person mixed DNA 
profile
3 person mix profile - 
support for contrib > 100 
billion 11/04/2014

Complex mixed profile 
unsuitable for interp or 
comparison Analytical issue unknown y

Analytical issue detected after result 
issued, error in laboratory

Murder 29/06/2013

Three person mixed DNA 
profile
3 person mix - support 
for contrib 100 000 to 1 
million 18/09/2015

Complex mixed profile 
unsuitable for interp or 
comparison

Familial 
relationship with 
reference 
samples, limited 
experience and 
knowledge with 
PP21 and STRmix

Reference samples available for 
comparison, additional work undertaken at 
Statement request stage

GBH/Unlawful Woundin 29/06/2013

Three person mixed DNA 
profile
 NCIDD upload - mixed 
DNA profile UKM1
NCIDD upload - Intel 
mixed DNA profile UKP1
 Suspect check - support 
for contribution > 100 
billion 20/12/2013

Complex mixed profile 
unsuitable for interp or 
comparison

Limited 
experience and 
knowledge of 
PP21 and STRmix, 
training issue y n Training issue
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1 GBH/Unlawful Wounding 29/06/2013

Three person mixed DNA 
profile
 3 person mix profile - 
support for contrib > 100 
billion - Evidence 20/12/2013

Complex mixed profile 
unsuitable for interp or 
comparison

Limited 
experience and 
knowledge of 
PP21 and STRmix, 
training issue y n Training issue

1 GBH/Unlawful Wounding 29/06/2013

Three person mixed DNA 
profile
3 person mixed profile - 
conditioned on 
(Evidence)
Multiple supports non 
contribution / suspect 
check no match results 20/12/2013

Complex mixed profile 
unsuitable for interp or 
comparison

From 3 person to 
4 person n y

Reassessment undertaken due to 
Statement, meant that the crime scene 
profile was re-interpreted (case 
consistency)

6 Weapons offences 29/06/2013

Three person mixed DNA 
profile
3 person mix profile - 
support for contrib > 100 
billion - Evidence 16/07/2013

Complex mixed profile 
unsuitable for interp or 
comparison Analytical issue y y

Analytical issue detected after result 
issued, error in laboratory

0 Robbery 27/06/2013

Three person mixed DNA 
profile
3 person mix profile - 
support for contrib > 100 
billion 03/03/2014

Complex mixed profile 
unsuitable for interp or 
comparison

From 3 person to 
4 person y y

Analytical issue detected after result 
issued, error in laboratory

3 Murder 18/06/2013

Two person mixed DNA 
profile
2 person mix profile - 
support for contrib > 100 
billion - Evidence 20/12/2013

Complex mixed profile 
unsuitable for interp or 
comparison Training issue unknown y

Reassessment undertaken due to 
Statement, meant that the crime scene 
profile was re-interpreted (case 
consistency)

1 Murder 06/06/2013

Three person mixed DNA 
profile
3 person mixed profile - 
conditioned on 
(Deceased)
Multiple supports non 
contribution / suspect 
check no match results 28/11/2013

Complex mixed profile 
unsuitable for interp or 
comparison Analytical issue y y

Analytical issue detected after result 
issued, error in laboratory

5 Child offences 05/06/2013

Three person mixed DNA 
profile 
 3 person mix - low 
support for contribution 21/02/2014

Complex mixed profile 
unsuitable for interp or 
comparison

From 3 person to 
4 person unknown n

Additional work undertaken at Statement 
stage to ensure case consistency, meant 
that the crime scene profile was re-
interpreted
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Deaths 24/05/2013

 Three person mixed DNA 
profile
3 person mix profile - 
support for contrib > 100 
billion
 3 person mix - support 
for contrib 1 million - 1 
billion 18/08/2014

Complex mixed profile 
unsuitable for interp or 
comparison

From 3 person to 
4 person y y

Additional work undertaken at Statement 
stage to ensure case consistency, meant 
that the crime scene profile was re-
interpreted

Deaths 24/05/2013

 Three person mixed DNA 
profile
3 person mix profile - 
support for contrib > 100 
billion 10/03/2014

Complex mixed profile 
unsuitable for interp or 
comparison Analytical issue y y

Analytical issue detected after result 
issued, error in laboratory

Murder 22/05/2013

Three person mixed DNA 
profile
NCIDD upload - Intel 
mixed DNA profile UKM5 26/09/2016

Complex mixed profile 
unsuitable for interp or 
comparison Training issue n y

Additional work undertaken at Statement 
stage to ensure case consistency, meant 
that the crime scene profile was re-
interpreted

Rape 14/05/2013

Three person mixed DNA 
profile
3 person mix - support 
for contribution 100 to 
1000
3 person mix profile - 
support for contrib > 100 
billion 20/05/2014

Complex mixed profile 
unsuitable for interp or 
comparison Analytical issue y y

Analytical issue detected after result 
issued, error in laboratory

Robbery 14/05/2013

 Three person mixed DNA 
profile
3 person mix - support 
for contribution 100 to 
1000
 3 person mix profile - 
support for contrib > 100 
billion 17/06/2013

Complex mixed profile 
unsuitable for interp or 
comparison

From 3 person to 
4 person y y

Analytical issue detected after result 
issued, error in laboratory

Assault 08/05/2013

Three person mixed DNA 
profile
 No statistical 
interpretation performed
 3 person mix - supports 
non contribution 02/02/2015

Complex mixed profile 
unsuitable for interp or 
comparison Training issue y n

Subjectivity between reviewers, being 
addressed to reduce in future

Assault 03/05/2013

 Three person mixed DNA 
profile
No statistical 
interpretation performed 08/04/2015

Complex mixed profile 
unsuitable for interp or 
comparison

Rework of sample 
meant re-
interpretation y y

Subjectivity between reviewers, being 
addressed to reduce in future
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ape 02/05/2013

Three person mixed DNA 
profile
3 person mixed profile - 
conditioned on - Victim
3 person rem - support 
for contrib 1 million to 1 
billion - Evidence 24/05/2013

Complex mixed profile 
unsuitable for interp or 
comparison

From 3 person to 
4 person y y

Reassessment undertaken due to 
Statement, meant that the crime scene 
profile was re-interpreted (case 
consistency)

obbery 29/04/2013

Three person mixed DNA 
profile
3 person mix profile - 
support for contrib > 100 
billion - Evidence 13/06/2013

Complex mixed profile 
unsuitable for interp or 
comparison

From 3 person to 
4 person y y

Analytical issue detected after result 
issued, error in laboratory

Wounding 19/04/2013

 Three person mixed DNA 
profile
3 person mix profile - 
support for contrib > 100 
billion - Evidence 26/06/2013

Complex mixed profile 
unsuitable for interp or 
comparison

From 3 person to 
4 person y n

Subjectivity between reviewers, being 
addressed to reduce in future

eaths 11/04/2013

Three person mixed DNA 
profile
3 person mix profile - 
support for contrib > 100 
billion - Deceased
3 person mix- support for 
contrib 1 billion - 100 
billion - Elimination

12/11/2013

Complex mixed profile 
unsuitable for interp or 
comparison

From 3 person to 
4 person y n

Subjectivity between reviewers, being 
addressed to reduce in future

eaths 10/04/2013

Three person mixed DNA 
profile
3 person mix - support 
for contribution 100 to 
1000 - Deceased
3 person mix - support 
for contribution 100 to 
1000 - Elimination
3 person mix profile - 
support for contrib > 100 
billion - Elimination 12/11/2013

Complex mixed profile 
unsuitable for interp or 
comparison

Limited 
experience and 
knowledge of 
PP21 and STRmix, 
training issue y y

Subjectivity between reviewers, being 
addressed to reduce in future
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Murder 27/03/2013

Three person mixed DNA 
profile
3 person mix - support 
for contrib 1 million - 1 
billion 17/12/2015

Complex mixed profile 
unsuitable for interp or 
comparison

Familial 
relationship with 
reference 
samples, limited 
experience and 
knowledge with 
PP21 and STRmix

Reference samples available for 
comparison, additional work undertaken at 
Statement request stage

UUMV 08/02/2013

Single source DNA profile 
UKM1
NCIDD Intel Upload - 
single source partial 
profile 26/08/2016

Complex mixed profile 
unsuitable for interp or 
comparison Analytical issue unknown n

Analytical issue detected after result 
issued, error in laboratory
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FR Offence Exhibit Original result date Original result New result date New result
reason behind 
change

Appears to be 
probative 
sample

Other similar 
results in case Trigger

Murder 09/08/2018

Three person mixed DNA profile
3 person mixed profile - conditioned on
3 person mix rem - support for 
contribution > 100 billion 05/09/2018

Complex mixed profile 
unsuitable for interp or 
comparison

Ref samples 
available for 
comparison Y Y

Reference sample 
supplied and now 
available for comparison

Wounding 16/07/2018

Three person mixed DNA profile
3 person mixed profile - conditioned on
3 person mix rem - support for 
contribution > 100 billion 19/07/2018

Complex mixed profile 
unsuitable for interp or 
comparison

From 3 person to 4 
person mixture y y

Subjectivity between 
reviewers, being 
addressed to reduce in 
future

Rape 06/07/2018
Three person mixed DNA profile
3 person mixed profile - conditioned on 04/09/2018

Complex mixed profile 
unsuitable for interp or 
comparison

From 3 person to 4 
person mixture N Y Training issue

Murder (inc 
attempts) 08/06/2018

Two person mixed DNA profile
2 person mix - support for contribution 
100 to 1000
2 person mix profile - support for 
contrib > 100 billion 03/09/2018

Complex mixed profile 
unsuitable for interp or 
comparison

Manufacturer's 
issue Y Y

Manufacturer's issue 
detected after result 
released, re-interpretation 
required once issue 
detected

Sexual offences 27/03/2018

Two person mixed DNA profile
2 person mixed profile - conditioned on
2 person mix remaining - low support 
for contrib 18/05/2018

Complex mixed profile 
unsuitable for interp or 
comparison

Manufacturer's 
issue y y

Manufacturer's issue 
detected after result 
released, re-interpretation 
required once issue 
detected

Assault 27/03/2018

Three person mixed DNA profile
3 person mix profile - support for 
contrib > 100 billion
3 person mix profile - support for 
contrib > 100 billion 14/05/2018

Complex mixed profile 
unsuitable for interp or 
comparison

Re-assessed at 
statement stage y y?

Subjectivity between 
reviewers, being 
addressed to reduce in 
future

Robbery (Armed
robery case 
highlighted by 
Insp Neville) 27/03/2018

Three person mixed DNA profile
3 person mix - support for contrib 1 
million - 1 billion
3 person mix profile - support for 
contrib > 100 billion 27/04/2018

Complex mixed profile 
unsuitable for interp or 
comparison

Re-assessed at 
statement stage, 
ref samples 
became available y n

Reference sample 
supplied and now 
available for comparison, 
which meant re-
interpretation of the 
crime scene profile

Murder 23/03/2018

Three person mixed DNA profile
3 person mixed profile - conditioned on
3 person rem - support for contrib 1 
million to 1 billion 04/05/2018

Complex mixed profile 
unsuitable for interp or 
comparison

From 3 person to 4 
person mixture y y

New information supplied 
after initial result issued, 
meant re-interpretation 
was required for the crime 
scene profile

EXHIBIT 131
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UUMV 19/03/2018

Three person mixed DNA profile
3 person mix profile - support for 
contrib > 100 billion 04/06/2018

Complex mixed profile 
unsuitable for interp or 
comparison

From 3 person to 4 
person mixture y n

Additional work 
undertaken prior to 
Statement being released.  
Rework meant re-
interpretation of the 
profile.

UUMV 19/03/2018

Three person mixed DNA profile
3 person mix profile - support for 
contrib > 100 billion 24/05/2018

Complex mixed profile 
unsuitable for interp or 
comparison

From 3 person to 4 
person mixture y n

Additional work 
undertaken prior to 
Statement being released.  
Rework meant re-
interpretation of the 
profile.

UUMV 07/03/2018
Three person mixed DNA profile
NCIDD upload - mixed DNA profile 26/03/2018

Complex mixed profile 
unsuitable for interp or 
comparison

From 3 person to 4 
person mixture y n Training issue

Robbery 05/03/2018

Three person mixed DNA profile
NCIDD upload - mixed DNA profile
3 person mix profile - support for 
contrib > 100 billion 01/05/2018

Complex mixed profile 
unsuitable for interp or 
comparison

From 3 person to 4 
person mixture y n

Additional work 
undertaken prior to 
Statement being released.  
Rework meant re-
interpretation of the 
profile.

GBH/Unlawful 
Wounding 06/02/2018

Three person mixed DNA profile
3 person mixed profile - conditioned on
3 person mix rem - support for 
contribution > 100 billion 10/04/2018

Complex mixed profile 
unsuitable for interp or 
comparison

Re-assessed at 
statement stage y n

Subjectivity between 
reviewers, being 
addressed to reduce in 
future

Child offences 30/01/2018
SS DNA profile 9 loci and above LR > 
100 billion 18/05/2018

Complex mixed profile 
unsuitable for interp or 
comparison Training issue n y

Additional work 
undertaken prior to 
Statement being released.  
Rework meant re-
interpretation of the 
profile.

Assault 29/01/2018

Three person mixed DNA profile
3 person mix profile - support for 
contrib > 100 billion 02/03/2018

Complex mixed profile 
unsuitable for interp or 
comparison

Reassessment at 
statement stage, 
rework ordered 
causing re-
interpretation y n

Subjectivity between 
reviewers, being 
addressed to reduce in 
future

Wounding 21/12/2017

Three person mixed DNA profile
3 person mix profile - support for 
contrib > 100 billion 31/08/2018

Complex mixed profile 
unsuitable for interp or 
comparison

From 3 person to 4 
person mixture y y Training issue
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GBH/Unlawful 
Wounding 19/12/2017

Three person mixed DNA profile
3 person mix profile - support for 
contrib > 100 billion
3 person mix - low support for 
contribution 10/04/2018

Complex mixed profile 
unsuitable for interp or 
comparison

Reassessment at 
statement stage, 
rework ordered 
causing re-
interpreation y n

Subjectivity between 
reviewers, being 
addressed to reduce in 
future

Drug offences 18/12/2017

Three person mixed DNA profile
3 person mix - support for contrib 1 
million - 1 billion 22/02/2018

Complex mixed profile 
unsuitable for interp or 
comparison

From 3 person to 4 
person mixture y y

Additional work 
undertaken prior to 
Statement being released.  
Rework meant re-
interpretation of the 
profile.

Murder 07/12/2017

 Three person mixed DNA profile
3 person mix profile - support for 
contrib > 100 billion 23/01/2018

Complex mixed profile 
unsuitable for interp or 
comparison

STRmix issue 
detected y n

Issue with STRmix 
detected, action put in 
place for future issues

Murder (inc 
attempts) 05/12/2017

Three person mixed DNA profile
3 person mix profile - support for 
contrib > 100 billion 15/06/2018

Complex mixed profile 
unsuitable for interp or 
comparison

From 3 person to 4 
person mixture y y Training issue

Robbery 20/09/2017

Three person mixed DNA profile
3 person mix profile - support for 
contrib > 100 billion 24/11/2017

Complex mixed profile 
unsuitable for interp or 
comparison

Reassessment at 
statement stage y n

Subjectivity between 
reviewers, being 
addressed to reduce in 
future

Murder 05/09/2017

Three person mixed DNA profile
3 person mix profile - support for 
contrib > 100 billion 23/01/2018

Complex mixed profile 
unsuitable for interp or 
comparison

Reassessment at 
Statement stage y n Training issue

Rape 29/08/2017

Three person mixed DNA profile 
3 person mix profile - support for 
contrib > 100 billion 29/08/2017

Complex mixed profile 
unsuitable for interp or 
comparison

DNA degradation, 
training issue n y

Subjectivity between 
reviewers, being 
addressed to reduce in 
future

GBH/Unlawful 
Wounding 26/07/2017

Three person mixed DNA profile
 NCIDD upload - Intel mixed DNA profile 06/03/2018

Complex mixed profile 
unsuitable for interp or 
comparison

familial 
relationship 
between suspects y n

Subjectivity between 
reviewers, being 
addressed to reduce in 
future

Sexual offences 26/07/2017

Three person mixed DNA profile
3 person mix profile - support for 
contrib > 100 billion
 3 person mix - support for contrib 1 
million - 1 billion 20/11/2017

Complex mixed profile 
unsuitable for interp or 
comparison

From 3 person to 4 
person mixture y y

New information made 
available causing sample 
to be reworked, re-
interpretation of crime 
scene profile

Rape 17/07/2017

 Three person mixed DNA profile 
3 person mixed profile - conditioned on
3 person mix rem - support for 
contribution > 100 billion 16/10/2017

Complex mixed profile 
unsuitable for interp or 
comparison

Reassessment at 
Statement stage y y

Subjectivity between 
reviewers, being 
addressed to reduce in 
future
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Robbery 14/07/2017

Three person mixed DNA profile
3 person mix- support for contrib 1 
billion - 100 billion 24/11/2017

Complex mixed profile 
unsuitable for interp or 
comparison

From 3 person to 4 
person mixture n n

New information made 
available causing sample 
to be reworked, re-
interpretation of crime 
scene profile

Domestic 
Violence 12/07/2017

 Three person mixed DNA profile
3 person mixed profile - conditioned on
3 person mix rem - support for 
contribution > 100 billion 07/08/2017

Complex mixed profile 
unsuitable for interp or 
comparison

From 3 person to 4 
person mixture y y

Additional work 
undertaken at Statement 
stage, meant that the 
crime scene profile was re-
interpreted

Robbery 07/07/2017

Three person mixed DNA profile
3 person mix profile - support for 
contrib > 100 billion 30/10/2017

Complex mixed profile 
unsuitable for interp or 
comparison

Reference 
sample/s available y y

Reference sample 
supplied and now 
available for comparison, 
which meant re-
interpretation of the 
crime scene profile

Rape 05/07/2017

Three person mixed DNA profile
3 person mixed profile - conditioned on
3 person mix rem - support for 
contribution > 100 billion 05/01/2018

Complex mixed profile 
unsuitable for interp or 
comparison DNA degradation y y

STRmix unable to perform 
at optimum due to DNA 
degradation

Sexual offences 04/07/2017
Three person mixed DNA profile 
3 person mixed profile - conditioned on 01/03/2018

Complex mixed profile 
unsuitable for interp or 
comparison

Reassessment at 
statement stage, 
rework ordered 
causing re-
interpretation n n Training issue

Rape 04/07/2017

Three person mixed DNA profile
 3 person mix profile - support for 
contrib > 100 billion
3 person mix - support for contribution 
1000 to 10 000 29/11/2017

Complex mixed profile 
unsuitable for interp or 
comparison

Analytical issue 
with sample y y

Subjectivity between 
reviewers, being 
addressed to reduce in 
future

Wounding 03/07/2017
SS DNA profile 9 loci and above LR > 
100 billion 06/12/2017

Complex mixed profile 
unsuitable for interp or 
comparison

Reassessment at 
Statement stage unknown n Training issue

Wounding 30/06/2017

Three person mixed DNA profile
3 person mix profile - support for 
contrib > 100 billion
3 person mix - support for contribution 
100 to 1000 02/02/2018

Complex mixed profile 
unsuitable for interp or 
comparison

From 3 person to 4 
person mixture n n

Additional work 
undertaken prior to 
Statement being released.  
Rework meant re-
interpretation of the 
profile.
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Murder (inc 
attempts) 15/06/2017

Two person mixed DNA profile
2 person mix - supports non 
contribution
NCIDD upload - Intel mixed DNA profile 24/10/2017

Complex mixed profile 
unsuitable for interp or 
comparison

Reassessment at 
statement stage unknown y

Subjectivity between 
reviewers, being 
addressed to reduce in 
future

Murder 05/06/2017

Three person mixed DNA profile 
3 person mixed profile - conditioned on 
- 

22/08/2017

Complex mixed profile 
unsuitable for interp or 
comparison

DNA degradation, 
training issue n y

Subjectivity between 
reviewers, being 
addressed to reduce in 
future

Murder (inc 
attempts) 27/05/2017

Three person mixed DNA profile
3 person mix - support for contrib 10 
000 - 100 000
 3 person mix - support for contrib 1 
million - 1 billion 31/01/2018

Complex mixed profile 
unsuitable for interp or 
comparison

STRmix issue 
detected unknown y

Issue with STRmix 
detected, action put in 
place for future issues

Rape 24/05/2017

Three person mixed DNA profile
3 person mix - low support for 
contribution 15/06/2017

Complex mixed profile 
unsuitable for interp or 
comparison Training issue n y

Additional exhibit 
delivered and second 
statement required. 
Subjectivity between 
reviewers, being 
addressed to reduce in 
future

Assault 02/05/2017

 Three person mixed DNA profile
 3 person mix profile - support for 
contrib > 100 billion

30/11/2017

Complex mixed profile 
unsuitable for interp or 
comparison

From 3 person to 4 
person mixture unknown y

Subjectivity between 
reviewers, being 
addressed to reduce in 
future

Robbery 13/04/2017

Three person mixed DNA profile
 3 person mix- support for contrib 1 
billion - 100 billion
NCIDD upload - Intel mixed DNA profile 
UKM1 15/08/2017

Complex mixed profile 
unsuitable for interp or 
comparison

From 3 person to 4 
person mixture y y

Additional work 
undertaken at Statement 
stage, meant that the 
crime scene profile was re-
interpreted

Sexual offences 04/04/2017
Three person mixed DNA profile
3 person mixed profile - conditioned on 05/09/2017

Complex mixed profile 
unsuitable for interp or 
comparison

familial 
relationship with 
reference samples n y

Subjectivity between 
reviewers, being 
addressed to reduce in 
future

Robbery 28/03/2017

Three person mixed DNA profile
NCIDD upload - mixed DNA profile 
UKM1 29/11/2017

Complex mixed profile 
unsuitable for interp or 
comparison

From 3 person to 4 
person mixture y n

Subjectivity between 
reviewers, being 
addressed to reduce in 
future

Robbery 17/03/2017

Three person mixed DNA profile
3 person mix profile - support for 
contrib > 100 billion 13/06/2017

Complex mixed profile 
unsuitable for interp or 
comparison Training issue y n

Subjectivity between 
reviewers, being 
addressed to reduce in 
future

Assault 14/03/2017
Three person mixed DNA profile
3 person mixed profile - conditioned on 30/11/2017

Complex mixed profile 
unsuitable for interp or 
comparison

From 3 person to 4 
person mixture n y Training issue
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Murder (inc 
attempts) 07/03/2017

Three person mixed DNA profile
3 person mix profile - support for 
contrib > 100 billion 06/07/2017

Complex mixed profile 
unsuitable for interp or 
comparison

From 3 person to 4 
person mixture y n

Subjectivity between 
reviewers, being 
addressed to reduce in 
future

Rape 02/03/2017

Three person mixed DNA profile
 3 person mixed profile - conditioned 
on
3 person mix - low support for 
contribution 23/01/2018

Complex mixed profile 
unsuitable for interp or 
comparison

Reference 
sample/s available n y

Reference sample 
supplied and now 
available for comparison, 
which meant re-
interpretation of the 
crime scene profile

Robbery 10/02/2017

Three person mixed DNA profile
3 person mix - support for contribution 
1000 to 10 000 28/11/2017

Complex mixed profile 
unsuitable for interp or 
comparison

From 3 person to 4 
person mixture unknown n

Subjectivity between 
reviewers, being 
addressed to reduce in 
future

Rape 03/02/2017
Three person mixed DNA profile 
3 person mixed profile - conditioned on 06/03/2017

Complex mixed profile 
unsuitable for interp or 
comparison

Analytical issue 
with sample n y

Subjectivity between 
reviewers, being 
addressed to reduce in 
future

Liberty offences 25/10/2017

Three person mixed DNA profile
NCIDD upload - Intel mixed DNA profile 
UKM6 19/02/2018

Complex mixed profile 
unsuitable for interp or 
comparison

familial 
relationship with 
reference samples n y

Subjectivity between 
reviewers, being 
addressed to reduce in 
future

Rape 18/08/2017
Three person mixed DNA profile 
Excluded from mixed DNA profile 21/09/2017

Complex mixed profile 
unsuitable for interp or 
comparison STRmix issue n y

STRmix issue detected, re-
assessment at Statement 
Stage

GBH/Unlawful 
Wounding 05/06/2017

 Three person mixed DNA profile
No statistical interpretation performed 03/09/2018

Complex mixed profile 
unsuitable for interp or 
comparison

From 3 person to 4 
person y y

Reassessment at 
Statement stage due to 
subjectivity, being 
addressed to reduce in 
future

Murder 16/12/2016

Three person mixed DNA profile
 3 person mixed profile - conditioned 
on 16/12/2016

Complex mixed profile 
unsuitable for interp or 
comparison

From 3 person to 4 
person n y

Additional work 
undertaken at Statement 
stage, meant that the 
crime scene profile was re-
interpreted

Sexual offences 09/12/2016

 Three person mixed DNA profile
3 person mixed profile - conditioned on
3 person rem - support for contrib 1 
billion-100 billion 14/12/2016

Complex mixed profile 
unsuitable for interp or 
comparison

Analytical issue 
with sample y y

Subjectivity between 
reviewers, being 
addressed to reduce in 
future
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Murder 21/11/2016

Three person mixed DNA profile
3 person mixed profile - conditioned on
3 person mix rem - support for 
contribution > 100 billion 03/03/2017

Complex mixed profile 
unsuitable for interp or 
comparison

Limited number of 
reference samples 
available, 
additional 
information caused 
re-interpretation n y

Limited reference samples 
available at time of result 
being issued.

ape 15/11/2016

Three person mixed DNA profile
3 person mix profile - support for 
contrib > 100 billion
3 person mix - support for contrib 1 
million - 1 billion 06/04/2017

Complex mixed profile 
unsuitable for interp or 
comparison

From 3 person to 4 
person mixture, 
reference sample 
supplied y y

Error made in laboratory, 
training issue

exual offences 13/10/2016

Three person mixed DNA profile
 3 person mixed profile - conditioned 
on
3 person mix rem - support for 
contribution > 100 billion 24/11/2016

Complex mixed profile 
unsuitable for interp or 
comparison

Rework of the 
sample meant re-
intpretation y y

Additional work 
undertaken at Statement 
stage, meant that the 
crime scene profile was re-
interpreted

Murder 04/10/2016

 Three person mixed DNA profile 
 3 person mix profile - support for 
contrib > 100 billion
3 person mix profile - support for 
contrib > 100 billion 27/02/2018

Complex mixed profile 
unsuitable for interp or 
comparison

Reassessment at 
statement stage, 
rework ordered 
causing re-
interpretation unknown

Subjectivity between 
reviewers, being 
addressed to reduce in 
future

rug offences 28/09/2016

Three person mixed DNA profile
3 person mix profile - support for 
contrib > 100 billion 22/11/2016

Complex mixed profile 
unsuitable for interp or 
comparison

STRmix issue 
detected y n

STRmix issue detected, re-
assessment at Statement 
Stage

ape 27/09/2016
Three person mixed DNA profile
3 person mixed profile - conditioned on 29/11/2016

Complex mixed profile 
unsuitable for interp or 
comparison

Re-assessed at 
statement stage, 
from 3 person to 4 
person n y

Subjectivity between 
reviewers, being 
addressed to reduce in 
future

ape 19/09/2016

 Three person mixed DNA profile 
3 person mix profile - support for 
contrib > 100 billion 13/01/2017

Complex mixed profile 
unsuitable for interp or 
comparison

Limited number of 
reference samples 
available, 
additional 
information caused 
re-interpretation, 
from 3 person to 4 
person y y

Limited reference samples 
available at time of result 
being issued.

Murder 15/09/2016
SS DNA profile 9 loci and above LR > 
100 billion 21/03/2018

Complex mixed profile 
unsuitable for interp or 
comparison

Reassessment at 
statement stage, 
rework ordered 
causing re-
interpretation unknown y

Subjectivity between 
reviewers, being 
addressed to reduce in 
future
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Murder 01/08/2016
SS DNA profile 9 loci and above LR > 
100 billion 27/03/2018

Complex mixed profile 
unsuitable for interp or 
comparison

Reassessment at 
statement stage, 
rework ordered 
causing re-
interpretation unknown y

Subjectivity between 
reviewers, being 
addressed to reduce in 
future

Murder 28/07/2016
Three person mixed DNA profile
3 person mixed profile - conditioned on 27/03/2018

Complex mixed profile 
unsuitable for interp or 
comparison

Reassessment at 
statement stage, 
rework ordered 
causing re-
interpretation unknown y

Subjectivity between 
reviewers, being 
addressed to reduce in 
future

Murder 08/07/2016

Three person mixed DNA profile
3 person mixed profile - conditioned on
3 person mix rem - support for 
contribution > 100 billion 27/03/2018

Complex mixed profile 
unsuitable for interp or 
comparison

Reassessment at 
statement stage, 
rework ordered 
causing re-
interpretation unknown y

ape 06/07/2016

Three person mixed DNA profile
3 person mix profile - support for 
contrib > 100 billion
3 person mix - support for 
contribution 1000 to 10 000 02/09/2016

Complex mixed profile 
unsuitable for interp or 
comparison

From 3 person to 4 
person unknown n

Additional work 
undertaken at Statement 
stage, meant that the 
crime scene profile was re-
interpreted

ssault 18/05/2016
Three person mixed DNA profile
3 person mixed profile - conditioned on 12/09/2016

Complex mixed profile 
unsuitable for interp or 
comparison

From 3 person to 4 
person n y

Additional work 
undertaken at Statement 
stage, meant that the 
crime scene profile was re-
interpreted

obbery 17/05/2016
Single source DNA profile UKM1
NCIDD upload single source DNA profile 21/03/2017

Complex mixed profile 
unsuitable for interp or 
comparison Training issue y y

Subjectivity between 
reviewers, being 
addressed to reduce in 
future

Murder 25/02/2016

Three person mixed DNA profile
3 person mix profile - support for 
contrib > 100 billion
 NCIDD upload - mixed DNA profile 
UKM5 30/11/2016

Complex mixed profile 
unsuitable for interp or 
comparison

From 3 person to 4 
person n n

Subjectivity between 
reviewers, being 
addressed to reduce in 
future

Wounding 24/11/2016
Three person mixed DNA profile
Single evidence sample excluded 26/04/2017

Complex mixed profile 
unsuitable for interp or 
comparison Analytical issue n y

Additional work 
undertaken at Statement 
stage, meant that the 
crime scene profile was re-
interpreted

rug offences 10/10/2016
Two person mixed DNA profile
No statistical interpretation performed 21/05/2018

Complex mixed profile 
unsuitable for interp or 
comparison Training issue y y

Subjectivity between 
reviewers, being 
addressed to reduce in 
future
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rug offences 09/09/2016
Three person mixed DNA profile
 Excluded from mixed DNA profile 07/10/2016

Complex mixed profile 
unsuitable for interp or 
comparison

From 3 person to 4 
person n n

Reassessment of profiles 
undertaken at Statement 
stage

rug offences 08/09/2016

Three person mixed DNA profile
NCIDD upload - mixed DNA profile 
UKM4 07/10/2016

Complex mixed profile 
unsuitable for interp or 
comparison

From 3 person to 4 
person n n

Error made in laboratory, 
training issue; re-
assessment undertaken at 
statement stage to detect

rug offences 14/06/2016

Three person mixed DNA profile
3 person mix - support for contrib 100 
000 to 1 million 14/06/2016

Complex mixed profile 
unsuitable for interp or 
comparison Training issue y y

Reassessment of profiles 
undertaken at Statement 
stage

ssault 08/06/2016

Three person mixed DNA profile
3 person mix profile - support for 
contrib > 100 billion
 3 person mix- support for contrib 1 
billion - 100 billion 15/07/2016

Complex mixed profile 
unsuitable for interp or 
comparison Analytical issue y y

Reassessment of profiles 
undertaken at Statement 
stage

ape 03/06/2016

Three person mixed DNA profile
3 person mix profile - support for 
contrib > 100 billion 25/08/2016

Complex mixed profile 
unsuitable for interp or 
comparison

familial 
relationship with 
reference samples y y

Reassessment of profiles 
undertaken at Statement 
stage (case context taken 
into consideration)

ape 03/06/2016

 Three person mixed DNA profile
 3 person mix profile - support for 
contrib > 100 billion 
 3 person mix - support for contrib 10 
000 - 100 000 - 25/08/2016

Complex mixed profile 
unsuitable for interp or 
comparison

familial 
relationship with 
reference samples, 
reassessment at 
statement stage y y

Additional work 
undertaken at Statement 
stage, meant that the 
crime scene profile was re-
interpreted

ape 17/05/2016
 Three person mixed DNA profile
No statistical interpretation performed 15/09/2016

Complex mixed profile 
unsuitable for interp or 
comparison

Rework of the 
sample meant re-
intpretation y y

Additional work 
undertaken at Statement 
stage, meant that the 
crime scene profile was re-
interpreted

Murder 20/04/2016
Three person mixed DNA profile
3 person mixed profile - conditioned on 04/08/2016

Complex mixed profile 
unsuitable for interp or 
comparison

From 3 person to 4 
person n y

Reassessment of profiles 
undertaken at Statement 
stage

exual offences 18/04/2016

 Three person mixed DNA profile
3 person mix - support for contribution 
100 to 1000
NCIDD upload - mixed DNA profile UKF1 03/06/2016

Complex mixed profile 
unsuitable for interp or 
comparison

From 3 person to 4 
person; ref sample 
supplied for 
comparison y n

Reference sample 
supplied and now 
available for comparison, 
re-assessment undertaken 
due to ref sample

exual offences 15/04/2016

 Three person mixed DNA profile
3 person mix - support for contrib 1 
million - 1 billion 22/06/2016

Complex mixed profile 
unsuitable for interp or 
comparison Analytical issue n n

Reassessment of profiles 
undertaken at Statement 
stage
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Robbery 15/04/2016

Three person mixed DNA profile
3 person mix - support for contrib 1 
million - 1 billion

19/05/2016

Complex mixed profile 
unsuitable for interp or 
comparison

Rework of the 
sample meant re-
intpretation with 
analytical issue y y

Additional work 
undertaken at Statement 
stage, meant that the 
crime scene profile was re-
interpreted

Assault 24/03/2016

Three person mixed DNA profile
 3 person mix profile - support for 
contrib > 100 billion 10/05/2016

Complex mixed profile 
unsuitable for interp or 
comparison

Rework of the 
sample meant re-
intpretation y y

Additional work 
undertaken at Statement 
stage, meant that the 
crime scene profile was re-
interpreted

Assault 22/03/2016

Three person mixed DNA profile
3 person mix profile - support for 
contrib > 100 billion 22/03/2016

Complex mixed profile 
unsuitable for interp or 
comparison

Rework of the 
sample meant re-
intpretation y y

Additional work 
undertaken at Statement 
stage, meant that the 
crime scene profile was re-
interpreted

Robbery 15/02/2016

Three person mixed DNA profile
 3 person mix profile - support for 
contrib > 100 billion 15/02/2016

Complex mixed profile 
unsuitable for interp or 
comparison

From 3 person to 4 
person unknown y

Additional work 
undertaken at Statement 
stage, meant that the 
crime scene profile was re-
interpreted

Robbery 11/02/2016
Single source DNA profile UKM1
NCIDD upload single source DNA profile 22/02/2016

Complex mixed profile 
unsuitable for interp or 
comparison Training issue y n

Subjectivity between 
reviewers, being 
addressed to reduce in 
future

Robbery 25/01/2016

Three person mixed DNA profile
 3 person mix profile - support for 
contrib > 100 billion
 3 person mix - support for contrib 100 
000 to 1 million 18/05/2016

Complex mixed profile 
unsuitable for interp or 
comparison

Rework of the 
sample meant re-
intpretation unknown n

Additional work 
undertaken at Statement 
stage, meant that the 
crime scene profile was re-
interpreted

Murder 19/01/2016

Three person mixed DNA profile
3 person mix profile - support for 
contrib > 100 billion 05/05/2016

Complex mixed profile 
unsuitable for interp or 
comparison Training issue n y

Subjectivity between 
reviewers, being 
addressed to reduce in 
future

Wounding 18/01/2016

Three person mixed DNA profile
 3 person mixed profile - 
conditioned on
3 person mix rem - support for 
contribution > 100 billion 14/04/2016

Complex mixed profile 
unsuitable for interp or 
comparison

Rework of the 
sample meant re-
intpretation y y

Additional work 
undertaken at Statement 
stage, meant that the 
crime scene profile was re-
interpreted
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ape 07/01/2016
Three person mixed DNA profile
3 person mixed profile - conditioned on 04/05/2016

Complex mixed profile 
unsuitable for interp or 
comparison

Rework of the 
sample meant re-
intpretation; From 
3 person to 4 
person n y

Additional work 
undertaken at Statement 
stage, meant that the 
crime scene profile was re-
interpreted

urglary/Enter 
ith intent 15/12/2015

Three person mixed DNA profile
3 person mix profile - support for 
contrib > 100 billion 23/09/2016

Complex mixed profile 
unsuitable for interp or 
comparison Training issue unknown y

Subjectivity between 
reviewers, being 
addressed to reduce in 
future

rug offences 10/12/2015

Three person mixed DNA profile
 3 person mix - support for contrib 
1 million - 1 billion 14/10/2016

Complex mixed profile 
unsuitable for interp or 
comparison

Rework of the 
sample meant re-
intpretation y y

Additional work 
undertaken at Statement 
stage, meant that the 
crime scene profile was re-
interpreted

eapons 
ffences 25/08/2015

 Three person mixed DNA profile
No statistical interpretation performed 14/10/2015

Complex mixed profile 
unsuitable for interp or 
comparison

Rework of the 
sample meant re-
intpretation y y

Additional work 
undertaken due to 
Suspect Check request.  
Rework meant re-
interpretation of the 
profile.

xual offences 19/06/2015
Three person mixed DNA profile
NCIDD upload - mixed DNA profile UKF1 03/07/2015

Complex mixed profile 
unsuitable for interp or 
comparison

From 3 person to 4 
person y n

Additional work 
undertaken after initial 
result was issued, as item 
was a Priority 1

urder 12/06/2015

 Three person mixed DNA profile
3 person mix profile - support for 
contrib > 100 billion
 3 person mix- support for contrib 1 
billion - 100 billion 18/11/2016

Complex mixed profile 
unsuitable for interp or 
comparison

 Relatedness in 2 x 
2 family members, 
low level unknown y

Subjectivity between 
reviewers, being 
addressed to reduce in 
future

urder 22/05/2015

Two person mixed DNA profile -
2 person mix profile - support for 
contrib > 100 billion 18/11/2016

Complex mixed profile 
unsuitable for interp or 
comparison

familial 
relationship with 
reference samples unknown y

Subjectivity between 
reviewers, being 
addressed to reduce in 
future

obbery 22/12/2015

 Three person mixed DNA profile
NCIDD upload - mixed DNA profile 
UKM1
3 person mix profile - support for 
contrib > 100 billion 19/07/2016

Complex mixed profile 
unsuitable for interp or 
comparison Training issue y n

Subjectivity between 
reviewers, being 
addressed to reduce in 
future

berty offences 08/12/2015

 Three person mixed DNA profile
3 person mix profile - support for 
contrib > 100 billion 04/03/2016

Complex mixed profile 
unsuitable for interp or 
comparison

Rework of the 
sample meant re-
intpretation; From 
3 person to 4 
person y n

Additional work 
undertaken at Statement 
stage, meant that the 
crime scene profile was re-
interpreted
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obbery 03/12/2015

 Three person mixed DNA profile
NCIDD upload - Intel mixed DNA profile 
UkM1 14/07/2016

Complex mixed profile 
unsuitable for interp or 
comparison

Rework of the 
sample meant re-
intpretation; From 
3 person to 4 
person y n

Additional work 
undertaken at Statement 
stage, meant that the 
crime scene profile was re-
interpreted

ape 25/11/2015
Three person mixed DNA profile
3 person mixed profile - conditioned on 18/05/2016

Complex mixed profile 
unsuitable for interp or 
comparison Training issue n y

Reassessment of profiles 
undertaken at Statement 
stage

ape 23/11/2015

Three person mixed DNA profile
3 person mix profile - support for 
contrib > 100 billion 11/01/2016

Complex mixed profile 
unsuitable for interp or 
comparison

From 3 person to 4 
person n y

Additional work 
undertaken at Statement 
stage, meant that the 
crime scene profile was re-
interpreted

obbery 19/11/2015

Three person mixed DNA profile
NCIDD upload - Intel mixed DNA profile 
UKM2
3 person mix - support for contrib 1 
million - 1 billion 15/02/2016

Complex mixed profile 
unsuitable for interp or 
comparison STRmix issue y y

STRmix issue detected, re-
assessment at Statement 
Stage

xual offence 02/10/2015

Three person mixed DNA profile
 3 person mixed profile - conditioned 
on
 3 person mix rem - support for 
contribution > 100 billion 03/02/2016

Complex mixed profile 
unsuitable for interp or 
comparison

Reference sample 
available, from 3 
person to 4 person y y

Reference sample 
supplied and now 
available for comparison, 
reassessment due to ref 
sample and re-
interpretation

hild offences 17/08/2015

Three person mixed DNA profile
3 person mix profile - support for 
contrib > 100 billion
3 person mix profile - support for 
contrib > 100 billion 02/09/2015

Complex mixed profile 
unsuitable for interp or 
comparison STRmix issue y y

STRmix issue detected, re-
assessment at Statement 
Stage

xual offence 11/08/2015

 Three person mixed DNA profile
3 person mixed profile - conditioned on
 3 person mix remaining- support for 
contrib 1000 to 10000 17/08/2016

Complex mixed profile 
unsuitable for interp or 
comparison

From 3 person to 4 
person y y

Subjectivity between 
reviewers, being 
addressed to reduce in 
future

ounding 29/07/2015

 Three person mixed DNA profile
3 person mix profile - support for 
contrib > 100 billion 18/05/2016

Complex mixed profile 
unsuitable for interp or 
comparison

From 3 person to 4 
person unknown y

Additional work 
undertaken at Statement 
stage, meant that the 
crime scene profile was re-
interpreted (due to the 
context of the case)
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Wounding 28/07/2015

 Three person mixed DNA profile
3 person mix profile - support for 
contrib > 100 billion
3 person mix- support for contrib 1 
billion - 100 billion 20/10/2015

Complex mixed profile 
unsuitable for interp or 
comparison

From 3 person to 4 
person y y

Additional work 
undertaken at Statement 
stage, meant that the 
crime scene profile was re-
interpreted

Wounding 05/06/2015

Two person mixed DNA profile
2 person mixed profile - conditioned on
 2 person mix rem - support for 
contribution > 100 billion 12/02/2016

Complex mixed profile 
unsuitable for interp or 
comparison

From 3 person to 4 
person y y

Additional work 
undertaken at Statement 
stage, meant that the 
crime scene profile was re-
interpreted

Rape 07/05/2015
Single source DNA profile
 Possible sub-threshold information 24/06/2015

Complex mixed profile 
unsuitable for interp or 
comparison Training issue n y

Subjectivity between 
reviewers, being 
addressed to reduce in 
future

Murder 20/03/2015

Two person mixed DNA profile
 2 person mixed profile - conditioned 
on
2 person mix rem - support for 
contribution > 100 billion 22/06/2015

Complex mixed profile 
unsuitable for interp or 
comparison

familial 
relationship with 
reference samples n y

Reassessment of profiles 
undertaken at Statement 
stage, to be consistent in 
the context of the case

Murder 20/03/2015

Two person mixed DNA profile
2 person mix profile - support for 
contrib > 100 billion
 2 person mix profile - support for 
contrib > 100 billion 10/06/2015

Complex mixed profile 
unsuitable for interp or 
comparison

familial 
relationship with 
reference samples n y

Subjectivity between 
reviewers, being 
addressed to reduce in 
future

Murder 06/03/2015

Two person mixed DNA profile
2 person mix profile - support for 
contrib > 100 billion 26/05/2015

Complex mixed profile 
unsuitable for interp or 
comparison

Reference sample 
available n y

Reference sample 
supplied and now 
available for comparison, 
reassessment due to ref 
sample and re-
interpretation

Child offences 11/02/2015

Three person mixed DNA profile
3 person mix profile - support for 
contrib > 100 billion 01/04/2015

Complex mixed profile 
unsuitable for interp or 
comparison

From 3 person to 4 
person n n

Reassessment of profiles 
undertaken at Statement 
stage, to be consistent in 
the context of the case

Fire/Arson 08/01/2015
Single source DNA profile < NCIDD 
matching stringency UKM1 10/09/2015

Complex mixed profile 
unsuitable for interp or 
comparison Training issue y y Training issue

Drug offences 21/11/2014 Three person mixed DNA profile 21/11/2014

Complex mixed profile 
unsuitable for interp or 
comparison Training issue y n

Subjectivity between 
reviewers, being 
addressed to reduce in 
future
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Murder 24/09/2014

Two person mixed DNA profile
Intel report required for further 
interpretation 28/09/2016

Complex mixed profile 
unsuitable for interp or 
comparison Training issue unknown y

Subjectivity between 
reviewers, being 
addressed to reduce in 
future

Wounding 07/08/2014 Three person mixed DNA profile 07/08/2014

Complex mixed profile 
unsuitable for interp or 
comparison

Rework of the 
sample meant re-
intpretation y n

Additional work 
undertaken at Statement 
stage, meant that the 
crime scene profile was re-
interpreted

Burglary/Enter 
with intent 14/06/2014

Three person mixed DNA profile
Mixture - low support for contrib or 
supports non contrib 06/11/2014

Complex mixed profile 
unsuitable for interp or 
comparison

From 3 person to 4 
person mixture n y

Additional work 
undertaken prior to 
Statement being released.  
Rework meant re-
interpretation of the 
profile.

Miscellaneous 14/06/2014
 Three person mixed DNA profile
No statistical interpretation performed 05/12/2014

Complex mixed profile 
unsuitable for interp or 
comparison

Rework of the 
sample meant re-
intpretation n y

Additional work 
undertaken due to 
Suspect Check request.  
Rework meant re-
interpretation of the 
profile.

Rape 02/06/2014
Three person mixed DNA profile
No statistical interpretation performed 08/12/2014

Complex mixed profile 
unsuitable for interp or 
comparison

From 3 person to 4 
person mixture y n Training issue

Burglary/Enter 
with intent 07/03/2014

Three person mixed DNA profile
No statistical interpretation performed 22/05/2014

Complex mixed profile 
unsuitable for interp or 
comparison

From 3 person to 4 
person mixture n y

Subjectivity between 
reviewers, being 
addressed to reduce in 
future

Burglary/Enter 
with intent 29/01/2014

 Three person mixed DNA profile
NCIDD upload - Intel mixed DNA profile 
UKM2 12/08/2014

Complex mixed profile 
unsuitable for interp or 
comparison

Rework of the 
sample meant re-
intpretation y n

Additional work 
undertaken at Statement 
stage, meant that the 
crime scene profile was re-
interpreted

UUMV 14/01/2014

Three person mixed DNA profile
NCIDD upload - Intel mixed DNA profile 
UK M1 17/05/2014

Complex mixed profile 
unsuitable for interp or 
comparison

From 3 person to 4 
person mixture y n

Subjectivity between 
reviewers, being 
addressed to reduce in 
future

Drug offences 02/12/2014
 Three person mixed DNA profile
No statistical interpretation performed 20/04/2015

Complex mixed profile 
unsuitable for interp or 
comparison

From 3 person to 4 
person y y

Additional work 
undertaken at Statement 
stage, meant that the 
crime scene profile was re-
interpreted 
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ire/Arson 27/11/2014

Three person mixed DNA profile
 3 person mix - supports non 
contribution 23/01/2015

Complex mixed profile 
unsuitable for interp or 
comparison

From 3 person to 4 
person N Y

Reference sample 
supplied and now 
available for comparison, 
which meant re-
interpretation of the 
crime scene profile

ape 17/11/2014
 Three person mixed DNA profile
3 person mixed profile - conditioned on 19/12/2014

Complex mixed profile 
unsuitable for interp or 
comparison Training issue n n

Additional work 
undertaken at Statement 
stage, meant that the 
crime scene profile was re-
interpreted 

BH/Unlawful 
Wounding 07/11/2014

 Three person mixed DNA profile
3 person mix profile - support for 
contrib > 100 billion
 3 person mix - support for contribution 
1000 to 10 000 06/02/2015

Complex mixed profile 
unsuitable for interp or 
comparison

From 3 person to 4 
person unknown y

Additional work 
undertaken at Statement 
stage, meant that the 
crime scene profile was re-
interpreted 

Murder 07/11/2014

Two person mixed DNA profile
2 person mixed profile - conditioned on
2 person rem- support for contrib 1 
million to 1 billion 02/02/2015

Complex mixed profile 
unsuitable for interp or 
comparison Training issue n y Training issue

ape 22/10/2014

 Three person mixed DNA profile
 3 person mix profile - support for 
contrib > 100 billion
3 person mix - support for contribution 
100 to 1000 05/11/2014

Complex mixed profile 
unsuitable for interp or 
comparison

familial 
relationship with 
reference samples, 
reassessment at 
statement stage

Reassessment of profiles 
undertaken at Statement 
stage (case context taken 
into consideration)

ape 17/10/2014

Three person mixed DNA profile
3 person mix profile - support for 
contrib > 100 billion 19/12/2014

Complex mixed profile 
unsuitable for interp or 
comparison Training issue n y

Additional work 
undertaken at Statement 
stage, meant that the 
crime scene profile was re-
interpreted 

hild offences 29/09/2014

Two person mixed DNA profile
 2 person mix profile - support for 
contrib > 100 billion 06/02/2015

Complex mixed profile 
unsuitable for interp or 
comparison Training issue y y

Subjectivity between 
reviewers, being 
addressed to reduce in 
future

ssault 12/09/2014

Three person mixed DNA profile
3 person mix profile - support for 
contrib > 100 billion
3 person mix- support for contrib 1 
billion - 100 billion 21/04/2016

Complex mixed profile 
unsuitable for interp or 
comparison

Rework of the 
sample meant re-
intpretation y n

Additional work 
undertaken at Statement 
stage, meant that the 
crime scene profile was re-
interpreted 
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BH/Unlawful
ounding 12/09/2014

Three person mixed DNA profile
3 person mixed profile - conditioned on
3 person rem - support for contrib 1 
million to 1 billion 08/12/2014

Complex mixed profile 
unsuitable for interp or 
comparison Training issue ? y

Additional work 
undertaken at Statement 
stage, meant that the 
crime scene profile was re-
interpreted (due to the 
context of the case)

urder 08/09/2014

 Three person mixed DNA profile
3 person mixed profile - conditioned on
 3 person mix rem - support for 
contribution > 100 billion 19/11/2014

Complex mixed profile 
unsuitable for interp or 
comparison Training issue n y

Additional work 
undertaken at Statement 
stage, meant that the 
crime scene profile was re-
interpreted (due to the 
context of the case)

urder 03/09/2014

Three person mixed DNA profile
 3 person mixed profile - conditioned 
on
3 person mix remaining- support for 
contrib 1000 to 10000
 3 person rem - support for contrib 1 
million to 1 billion 16/02/2015

Complex mixed profile 
unsuitable for interp or 
comparison

From 3 person to 4 
person unknown y

Subjectivity between 
reviewers, being 
addressed to reduce in 
future

urder 14/08/2014

 Three person mixed DNA profile
3 person mixed profile - conditioned on
3 person mix rem - support for 
contribution > 100 billion 05/06/2015

Complex mixed profile 
unsuitable for interp or 
comparison

Rework of the 
sample meant re-
intpretation y y

Additional work 
undertaken at Statement 
stage, meant that the 
crime scene profile was re-
interpreted

ounding 01/08/2014

Three person mixed DNA profile
3 person mixed profile - conditioned on
3 person mix rem - support for 
contribution > 100 billion
 3 person mixed profile, mixture 
remaining NCIDD UKP1 01/10/2014

Complex mixed profile 
unsuitable for interp or 
comparison Training issue

Reassessment of profiles 
undertaken at Statement 
stage (case context taken 
into consideration)

ape 30/07/2014
Three person mixed DNA profile
3 person mixed profile - conditioned on 06/02/2015

Complex mixed profile 
unsuitable for interp or 
comparison

From 3 person to 4 
person y y

Additional work 
undertaken due to 
Suspect check request, 
meant that the crime 
scene profile was re-
interpreted

ape 23/07/2014

 Three person mixed DNA profile
3 person mix profile - support for 
contrib > 100 billion

19/03/2015

Complex mixed profile 
unsuitable for interp or 
comparison

Familial 
relationship with 
reference samples, 
trainig y y

Subjectivity between 
reviewers, being 
addressed to reduce in 
future
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Rape 21/07/2014

Three person mixed DNA profile
3 person mixed profile - conditioned on

06/02/2015

Complex mixed profile 
unsuitable for interp or 
comparison

From 3 person to 4 
person y y

Additional work 
undertaken due to 
Suspect check request, 
meant that the crime 
scene profile was re-
interpreted

Drug offences 07/07/2014

Two person mixed DNA profile
2 person mix profile - support for 
contrib > 100 billion 31/07/2014

Complex mixed profile 
unsuitable for interp or 
comparison Training issue unknown y

Subjectivity between 
reviewers, being 
addressed to reduce in 
future

Rape 24/06/2014

Two person mixed DNA profile
 2 person mixed profile - conditioned 
on
2 person mix rem - support for contrib 
10 000 to 100 000 25/08/2014

Complex mixed profile 
unsuitable for interp or 
comparison Analytical issue y y

Subjectivity between 
reviewers, being 
addressed to reduce in 
future

GBH/Unlawful
Wounding 23/06/2014

Two person mixed DNA profile
2 person mixed profile - conditioned on

04/09/2014

Complex mixed profile 
unsuitable for interp or 
comparison Analytical issue unknown n

Additional work 
undertaken at Statement 
stage, meant that the 
crime scene profile was re-
interpreted

Murder 10/06/2014

 Two person mixed DNA profile
2 person mix - supports non 
contribution 26/02/2015

Complex mixed profile 
unsuitable for interp or 
comparison Training issue unknown y

Subjectivity between 
reviewers, being 
addressed to reduce in 
future

Assault 02/06/2014

Three person mixed DNA profile
3 person mix profile - support for 
contrib > 100 billion 24/07/2014

Complex mixed profile 
unsuitable for interp or 
comparison

From 3 person to 4 
person y y

Additional work 
undertaken at Statement 
stage, meant that the 
crime scene profile was re-
interpreted

Robbery 30/05/2014

Two person mixed DNA profile
 2 person mix profile - support for 
contrib > 100 billion 04/07/2014

Complex mixed profile 
unsuitable for interp or 
comparison

Rework of the 
sample meant re-
intpretation y y

Additional work 
undertaken at Statement 
stage, meant that the 
crime scene profile was re-
interpreted

Robbery 23/05/2014

Three person mixed DNA profile
3 person mix - support for contribution 
1000 to 10 000
3 person mix - support for contribution 
100 to 1000 28/07/2014

Complex mixed profile 
unsuitable for interp or 
comparison

Rework of the 
sample meant re-
intpretation y n

Additional work 
undertaken at Statement 
stage, meant that the 
crime scene profile was re-
interpreted
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Assault 23/05/2014

Three person mixed DNA profile
3 person mix - supports non 
contribution 26/05/2014

Complex mixed profile 
unsuitable for interp or 
comparison

From 3 person to 4 
person n y

Additional work 
undertaken due to 
Suspect check request, 
meant that the crime 
scene profile was re-
interpreted

Robbery 14/05/2014
 3 person mix profile - support for 
contrib > 100 billion 26/09/2014

Complex mixed profile 
unsuitable for interp or 
comparison Analytical issue y y

Additional work 
undertaken at Statement 
stage, meant that the 
crime scene profile was re-
interpreted

Burglary/Enter 
with intent 10/05/2014

Three person mixed DNA profile
3 person mix profile - support for 
contrib > 100 billion 23/10/2014

Complex mixed profile 
unsuitable for interp or 
comparison

From 3 person to 4 
person y y

Additional work 
undertaken at Statement 
stage, meant that the 
crime scene profile was re-
interpreted

Murder 09/05/2014
Three person mixed DNA profile
3 person mixed profile - conditioned on 22/07/2014

Complex mixed profile 
unsuitable for interp or 
comparison

From 3 person to 4 
person n y

Additional work 
undertaken at Statement 
stage, meant that the 
crime scene profile was re-
interpreted

Burglary/Enter 
with intent 28/04/2014

Three person mixed DNA profile
 3 person mix - support for contrib 1 
million - 1 billion
 3 person mix profile - support for 
contrib > 100 billion 06/11/2014

Complex mixed profile 
unsuitable for interp or 
comparison

Reference sample 
available ? y

Reference sample 
available for comparison 
and additional work 
undertaken after the 
comparison

Wounding 10/04/2014

Three person mixed DNA profile
3 person mix profile - support for 
contrib > 100 billion 18/03/2015

Complex mixed profile 
unsuitable for interp or 
comparison

Rework of the 
sample meant re-
intpretation unknown y

Additional work 
undertaken at Statement 
stage, meant that the 
crime scene profile was re-
interpreted

GBH/Unlawful 
Wounding 24/03/2014

 Three person mixed DNA profile
 3 person mixed profile - conditioned 
on 22/08/2014

Complex mixed profile 
unsuitable for interp or 
comparison Training issue n y

Subjectivity between 
reviewers, being 
addressed to reduce in 
future

Murder 21/03/2014

Three person mixed DNA profile
2 person mixed profile - conditioned on
3 person mix rem - support for 
contribution > 100 billion 24/06/2014

Complex mixed profile 
unsuitable for interp or 
comparison

Reference samples 
available, limited 
knowledge and 
experience with 
PP21 and STRmix

Reassessment of profiles 
undertaken at Statement 
stage, to be consistent in 
the context of the case
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Murder 18/03/2014

Three person mixed DNA profile
3 person mix - support for contrib 1 
million - 1 billion
Suspect check - support for 
contribution > 100 billion 07/01/2015

Complex mixed profile 
unsuitable for interp or 
comparison

Reference samples 
available ? y

Multiple reference sample 
available for comparison 
and additional work 
undertaken after the 
comparison, context of 
other profiles within the 
case taken into 
consideration

Drug offences 07/03/2014

Three person mixed DNA profile
NCIDD upload - Intel mixed DNA profile 
UK M1
3 person mix - support for contribution 
100 to 1000 07/11/2014

Complex mixed profile 
unsuitable for interp or 
comparison Training issue y n

Reassessment of profiles 
undertaken at Statement 
stage, to be consistent in 
the context of the case

GBH/Unlawful 
Wounding 07/02/2014

Three person mixed DNA profile
3 person mix profile - support for 
contrib > 100 billion 18/08/2014

Complex mixed profile 
unsuitable for interp or 
comparison

From 3 person to 4 
person y y

Additional work 
undertaken at Statement 
stage, meant that the 
crime scene profile was re-
interpreted

GBH/Unlawful 
Wounding 07/02/2014

Three person mixed DNA profile
 3 person mix - support for contrib 10 
000 - 100 000 18/08/2014

Complex mixed profile 
unsuitable for interp or 
comparison Training issue y y

Additional work 
undertaken at Statement 
stage, meant that the 
crime scene profile was re-
interpreted

Rape 06/02/2014

Three person mixed DNA profile -
 3 person mix profile - support for 
contrib > 100 billion 19/03/2015

Complex mixed profile 
unsuitable for interp or 
comparison

Familial 
relationship with 
reference samples, 
training issues y y

Subjectivity between 
reviewers, being 
addressed to reduce in 
future

Murder 03/02/2014
Three person mixed DNA profile
3 person mixed profile - conditioned on 23/04/2014

Complex mixed profile 
unsuitable for interp or 
comparison

From 3 person to 4 
person n y

Additional work 
undertaken at Statement 
stage, meant that the 
crime scene profile was re-
interpreted

Assault 16/01/2014
 Two person mixed DNA profile
2 person mixed profile - conditioned on 23/06/2014

Complex mixed profile 
unsuitable for interp or 
comparison

From 3 person to 4 
person n y

Additional work 
undertaken at Statement 
stage, meant that the 
crime scene profile was re-
interpreted
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ug offences 13/01/2014

Two person mixed DNA profile
2 person mix profile - support for 
contrib > 100 billion 23/10/2014

Complex mixed profile 
unsuitable for interp or 
comparison Training issue y y

Additional work 
undertaken at Statement 
stage, meant that the 
crime scene profile was re-
interpreted

ounding 09/01/2014

Two person mixed DNA profile
2 person mix profile - support for 
contrib > 100 billion 27/06/2014

Complex mixed profile 
unsuitable for interp or 
comparison Training issue y y

Additional work 
undertaken at Statement 
stage, meant that the 
crime scene profile was re-
interpreted

obbery 17/12/2013
 Three person mixed DNA profile
No statistical interpretation performed 05/03/2014

Complex mixed profile 
unsuitable for interp or 
comparison Training issue y y

Subjectivity between 
reviewers, being 
addressed to reduce in 
future

ug offences 11/12/2013

Three person mixed DNA profile
3 person mix - supports non 
contribution 14/01/2014

Complex mixed profile 
unsuitable for interp or 
comparison

From 3 person to 4 
person y y

Additional work 
undertaken due to 
Suspect Check request.  
Rework meant re-
interpretation of the 
profile.

urglary/Enter 
ith intent 09/12/2013

Partial DNA profile- NCIDD- possible 
sub-threshold peaks UKM1 10/12/2013

Complex mixed profile 
unsuitable for interp or 
comparison Training issue y y Training issue

operty 30/11/2013
 Three person mixed DNA profile
No statistical interpretation performed 03/01/2014

Complex mixed profile 
unsuitable for interp or 
comparison Training issue y y

Subjectivity between 
reviewers, being 
addressed to reduce in 
future

ounding 11/10/2013

Three person mixed DNA profile
NCIDD upload - Intel mixed DNA profile 
UKM4 30/06/2014

Complex mixed profile 
unsuitable for interp or 
comparison Training issue n y

Subjectivity between 
reviewers, being 
addressed to reduce in 
future

obbery 20/09/2013

Three person mixed DNA profile
NCIDD upload - Intel mixed DNA profile 
UKF1 10/07/2014

Complex mixed profile 
unsuitable for interp or 
comparison Sample reworked n y

Additional work 
undertaken at Statement 
stage, meant that the 
crime scene profile was re-
interpreted

urglary/Enter 
ith intent 12/09/2013

Three person mixed DNA profile
3 person mix profile - support for 
contrib > 100 billion 14/09/2016

Complex mixed profile 
unsuitable for interp or 
comparison Training issue y y

Subjectivity between 
reviewers, being 
addressed to reduce in 
future

urglary/Enter 
ith intent 20/08/2013

Three person mixed DNA profile
Mixture - low support for contrib or 
supports non contrib 05/11/2014

Complex mixed profile 
unsuitable for interp or 
comparison

From 3 person to 4 
person mixture n y

Subjectivity between 
reviewers, being 
addressed to reduce in 
future
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rug offences 19/08/2013
 Three person mixed DNA profile
No statistical interpretation performed 03/11/2014

Complex mixed profile 
unsuitable for interp or 
comparison

From 3 person to 4 
person y n

Additional work 
undertaken at Statement 
stage, meant that the 
crime scene profile was re-
interpreted

obbery 19/08/2013
3 person mixed DNA profile not 
deconvoluted 15/01/2014

Complex mixed profile 
unsuitable for interp or 
comparison

Rework of the 
sample meant re-
intpretation y n

Analytical issue detected 
after result issued, error in 
laboratory

obbery 27/07/2013
Three person mixed DNA profile
No statistical interpretation performed 03/11/2014

Complex mixed profile 
unsuitable for interp or 
comparison Sample reworked y n

Additional work 
undertaken due to 
Suspect Check request.  
Rework meant re-
interpretation of the 
profile.

rug offences 27/07/2013
Two person mixed DNA profile
No statistical interpretation performed 18/09/2014

Complex mixed profile 
unsuitable for interp or 
comparison Training issue unknown y

Subjectivity between 
reviewers, being 
addressed to reduce in 
future

exual offences 23/07/2013 Three person mixed DNA profile 25/07/2013

Complex mixed profile 
unsuitable for interp or 
comparison Training issue n y Training issue

rug offences 17/07/2013
 Two person mixed DNA profile
No statistical interpretation performed 18/11/2014

Complex mixed profile 
unsuitable for interp or 
comparison

From 2 person to 4 
person mixture y n

Additional work 
undertaken prior to 
Statement being released.  
Rework meant re-
interpretation of the 
profile.

UMV 12/07/2013
3 person mixed DNA profile not 
deconvoluted 13/12/2013

Complex mixed profile 
unsuitable for interp or 
comparison

From 3 person to 4 
person mixture y n

Analytical issue detected 
after result issued, error in 
laboratory

UMV 12/07/2013
Three person mixed DNA profile
No statistical interpretation performed 13/12/2013

Complex mixed profile 
unsuitable for interp or 
comparison

From 3 person to 4 
person mixture y n

Analytical issue detected 
after result issued, error in 
laboratory

rug offences 05/07/2013
Three person mixed DNA profile
No statistical interpretation performed 05/05/2014

Complex mixed profile 
unsuitable for interp or 
comparison

From 3 person to 4 
person mixture y n

Analytical issue detected 
after result issued, error in 
laboratory

urglary/Enter 
ith intent 02/07/2013

Three person mixed DNA profile
No statistical interpretation performed 28/04/2014

Complex mixed profile 
unsuitable for interp or 
comparison

Analytical issue 
with sample y n

Analytical issue detected 
after result issued, error in 
laboratory
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Rape 02/07/2013
 Three person mixed DNA profile
No statistical interpretation performed 17/09/2014

Complex mixed profile 
unsuitable for interp or 
comparison Training issue y y

Reassessment of profiles 
undertaken at Statement 
stage

Rape 29/06/2013
Two person mixed DNA profile
No statistical interpretation performed 16/09/2014

Complex mixed profile 
unsuitable for interp or 
comparison

From 3 person to 4 
person mixture n y

Subjectivity between 
reviewers, being 
addressed to reduce in 
future

Drug offences 19/06/2013
 Three person mixed DNA profile
No statistical interpretation performed 05/05/2014

Complex mixed profile 
unsuitable for interp or 
comparison

Rework of the 
sample meant re-
intpretation y n

Analytical issue detected 
after result issued, error in 
laboratory

UUMV 17/06/2013
Single source DNA profile UKM2

05/05/2014

Complex mixed profile 
unsuitable for interp or 
comparison Sample reworked y y

Analytical issue detected 
after result issued, error in 
laboratory

UUMV 17/06/2013
Three person mixed DNA profile
No statistical interpretation performed 16/06/2014

Complex mixed profile 
unsuitable for interp or 
comparison Sample reworked y y

Additional work 
undertaken and re-
interpretation of crime 
scene profile done

UUMV 17/06/2013

 Three person mixed DNA profile
No statistical interpretation performed
 3 person mix - supports non 
contribution 13/05/2014

Complex mixed profile 
unsuitable for interp or 
comparison Training issue y n Training issue

Drug offences 07/06/2013
Three person mixed DNA profile
No statistical interpretation performed 24/06/2013

Complex mixed profile 
unsuitable for interp or 
comparison

From 3 person to 4 
person mixture y n Training issue

Rape 06/06/2013
 Three person mixed DNA profile
No statistical interpretation performed 12/06/2014

Complex mixed profile 
unsuitable for interp or 
comparison Training issue unknown y

Subjectivity between 
reviewers, being 
addressed to reduce in 
future

Robbery 05/06/2013
Three person mixed DNA profile
No statistical interpretation performed 16/12/2013

Complex mixed profile 
unsuitable for interp or 
comparison

From 3 person to 4 
person mixture Y N

Analytical issue detected 
after result issued, error in 
laboratory

Assault 05/06/2013
Three person mixed DNA profile
No statistical interpretation performed 10/05/2014

Complex mixed profile 
unsuitable for interp or 
comparison

Analytical issue 
with sample y n

Subjectivity between 
reviewers, being 
addressed to reduce in 
future

Burglary/Enter 
with intent 31/05/2013

Three person mixed DNA profile
No statistical interpretation performed 24/12/2013

Complex mixed profile 
unsuitable for interp or 
comparison

From 3 person to 4 
person mixture y y

Analytical issue detected 
after result issued, error in 
laboratory

Burglary/Enter 
with intent 31/05/2013

 3 person mixed DNA profile not 
deconvoluted 11/11/2013

Complex mixed profile 
unsuitable for interp or 
comparison

From 3 person to 4 
person mixture y n

Analytical issue detected 
after result issued, error in 
laboratory
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urglary/Enter 
ith intent 31/05/2013

Three person mixed DNA profile
No statistical interpretation performed 12/06/2014

Complex mixed profile 
unsuitable for interp or 
comparison

From 3 person to 4 
person mixture y n

Analytical issue detected 
after result issued, error in 
laboratory

urglary/Enter 
ith intent 30/05/2013

3 person mixed DNA profile not 
deconvoluted 14/11/2013

Complex mixed profile 
unsuitable for interp or 
comparison

From 3 person to 4 
person mixture y y

Analytical issue detected 
after result issued, error in 
laboratory

ealing 30/05/2013
 Three person mixed DNA profile
No statistical interpretation performed 28/04/2014

Complex mixed profile 
unsuitable for interp or 
comparison

Rework of the 
sample meant re-
intpretation y n

Analytical issue detected 
after result issued, error in 
laboratory

urglary/Enter 
ith intent 30/05/2013

3 person mixed DNA profile not 
deconvoluted 14/01/2014

Complex mixed profile 
unsuitable for interp or 
comparison

Rework of the 
sample meant re-
intpretation y n

Analytical issue detected 
after result issued, error in 
laboratory

UMV 29/05/2013
 Three person mixed DNA profile
No statistical interpretation performed 11/02/2014

Complex mixed profile 
unsuitable for interp or 
comparison

Rework of the 
sample meant re-
intpretation y n

Analytical issue detected 
after result issued, error in 
laboratory

urglary/Enter 
ith intent 13/05/2013

Three person mixed DNA profile
No statistical interpretation performed 30/11/2013

Complex mixed profile 
unsuitable for interp or 
comparison

Degradation of 
DNA y n

Analytical issue detected 
after result issued, error in 
laboratory

ssault 04/04/2013
Two person mixed DNA profile
No statistical interpretation performed 13/11/2013

Complex mixed profile 
unsuitable for interp or 
comparison

Degradation of 
DNA y n

Subjectivity / Training 
issue

urglary/Enter 
ith intent 07/02/2013

Single source DNA profile UKM2
NCIDD upload single source DNA profile 21/11/2013

Complex mixed profile 
unsuitable for interp or 
comparison

Degradation of 
DNA y y

Analytical issue detected 
after result issued, error in 
laboratory

UMV 25/01/2013

Two person mixed DNA profile
NCIDD upload - Intel mixed DNA profile 
UKM1 30/01/2014

Complex mixed profile 
unsuitable for interp or 
comparison

Rework of the 
sample meant re-
intpretation y n

Analytical issue detected 
after result issued, error in 
laboratory

ssault 23/12/2013

Two person mixed DNA profile
2 person mix profile - support for 
contrib > 100 billion 28/08/2014

Complex mixed profile 
unsuitable for interp or 
comparison

From 2 person to 4 
person y y

Additional work 
undertaken at Statement 
stage, meant that the 
crime scene profile was re-
interpreted

urder 20/12/2013

Three person mixed DNA profile
3 person mix- support for contrib 1 
billion - 100 billion 18/03/2014

Complex mixed profile 
unsuitable for interp or 
comparison

From 3 person to 4 
person y y

Error made in laboratory, 
training issue; re-
assessment undertaken at 
statement stage to detect
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urder 19/12/2013

 Three person mixed DNA profile
3 person mixed profile - conditioned on
3 person mix rem - support for 
contribution > 100 billion 07/01/2015

Complex mixed profile 
unsuitable for interp or 
comparison

Reference samples 
available n y

Multiple reference sample 
available for comparison 
and additional work 
undertaken after the 
comparison, context of 
other profiles within the 
case taken into 
consideration

urder 19/12/2013

Three person mixed DNA profile
 Suspect check - support for 
contribution > 100 billion
3 person mix- support for contrib 1 
billion - 100 billion 07/01/2015

Complex mixed profile 
unsuitable for interp or 
comparison

Reference samples 
available ? y

Multiple reference sample 
available for comparison 
and additional work 
undertaken after the 
comparison, context of 
other profiles within the 
case taken into 
consideration

urder 19/12/2013

Two person mixed DNA profile
2 person mix profile - support for 
contrib > 100 billion
Suspect check- support for contrib 1 
billion- 100 billion 07/01/2015

Complex mixed profile 
unsuitable for interp or 
comparison

Reference samples 
available ? y

Multiple reference sample 
available for comparison 
and additional work 
undertaken after the 
comparison, context of 
other profiles within the 
case taken into 
consideration

urder 19/12/2013

Three person mixed DNA profile
 3 person mix profile - support for 
contrib > 100 billion
Suspect check - support for 
contribution 1000 to 10 000 04/07/2014

Complex mixed profile 
unsuitable for interp or 
comparison

Limited experience 
and knowledge of 
PP21 and STRmix, 
training issue unknown y

Subjectivity between 
reviewers, being 
addressed to reduce in 
future

urder 18/12/2013
Single Source DNA profile - assumed 
known contributor 07/01/2015

Complex mixed profile 
unsuitable for interp or 
comparison

Reference samples 
available n y

Multiple reference sample 
available for comparison 
and additional work 
undertaken after the 
comparison, context of 
other profiles within the 
case taken into 
consideration
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UMV 06/12/2013

Three person mixed DNA profile
 3 person mix profile - support for 
contrib > 100 billion 16/04/2014

Complex mixed profile 
unsuitable for interp or 
comparison

From 3 person to 4 
person y y

Additional work 
undertaken at Statement 
stage, meant that the 
crime scene profile was re-
interpreted

Murder 29/11/2013

Three person mixed DNA profile
3 person mix - support for contrib 100 
000 to 1 million
3 person mix profile - support for 
contrib > 100 billion 04/06/2014

Complex mixed profile 
unsuitable for interp or 
comparison

From 3 person to 4 
person y y

Additional work 
undertaken at Statement 
stage to ensure case 
consistency, meant that 
the crime scene profile 
was re-interpreted

Murder 28/11/2013

Three person mixed DNA profile
3 person mixed profile - conditioned on
3 person mix remaining - support for 
contrib 100 to 1000 23/05/2014

Complex mixed profile 
unsuitable for interp or 
comparison Training issue y y

Additional work 
undertaken at Statement 
stage to ensure case 
consistency, meant that 
the crime scene profile 
was re-interpreted

BH/Unlawfu
Wounding 27/11/2013

Three person mixed DNA profile
3 person mix profile - support for 
contrib > 100 billion 20/01/2014

Complex mixed profile 
unsuitable for interp or 
comparison Training issue unknown y

Reassessment of profiles 
undertaken at Statement 
stage, to be consistent in 
the context of the case

Wounding 22/11/2013

Two person mixed DNA profile
2 person mix profile - support for 
contrib > 100 billion 27/06/2014

Complex mixed profile 
unsuitable for interp or 
comparison Training issue y y

Additional work 
undertaken at Statement 
stage to ensure case 
consistency, meant that 
the crime scene profile 
was re-interpreted

obbery 19/11/2013

 Three person mixed DNA profile
3 person mixed profile - conditioned on
3 person mix rem - support for 
contribution > 100 billion 08/04/2015

Complex mixed profile 
unsuitable for interp or 
comparison

From 3 person to 4 
person y y

Error made in laboratory, 
training issue - error 
detected at Statement 
stage

ape 14/11/2013

 Three person mixed DNA profile
3 person mix profile - support for 
contrib > 100 billion 06/03/2014

Complex mixed profile 
unsuitable for interp or 
comparison

Limited experience 
and knowledge of 
PP21 and STRmix, 
training issue y y

Subjectivity between 
reviewers, being 
addressed to reduce in 
future
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urder 07/11/2013

Three person mixed DNA profile
3 person mix - support for contribution 
100 to 1000
3 person mix profile - support for 
contrib > 100 billion 13/05/2016

Complex mixed profile 
unsuitable for interp or 
comparison

From 3 person to 4 
person unknown y

Subjectivity between 
reviewers, being 
addressed to reduce in 
future

BH/Unlawful 
ounding 15/10/2013

 Three person mixed DNA profile
3 person mix - support for contribution 
1000 to 10 000 - Evidence
 3 person mix - support for contribution 
100 to 1000 - Evidence
Suspect check - support for 
contribution > 100 billion - suspect 
nomination 20/12/2013

Complex mixed profile 
unsuitable for interp or 
comparison

From 3 person to 4 
person n y

Reassessment of profiles 
undertaken at Statement 
stage, to be consistent in 
the context of the case

urder (inc 
tempts) 09/10/2013

Three person mixed DNA profile
 NCIDD upload - Intel mixed DNA profile 
UKM2

27/04/2016

Complex mixed profile 
unsuitable for interp or 
comparison

From 3 person to 4 
person y n

Subjectivity between 
reviewers, being 
addressed to reduce in 
future

urder (inc 
tempts) 09/10/2013

 Two person mixed DNA profile
2 person mix - supports non 
contribution 27/04/2016

Complex mixed profile 
unsuitable for interp or 
comparison Training issue y n

Reassessment of profiles 
undertaken at Statement 
stage, to be consistent in 
the context of the case

re/Arson 04/10/2013

Three person mixed DNA profile
3 person mix- support for contrib 1 
billion - 100 billion 21/03/2014

Complex mixed profile 
unsuitable for interp or 
comparison Analytical issue y n

Additional work 
undertaken at Statement 
stage to ensure case 
consistency, meant that 
the crime scene profile 
was re-interpreted

obbery 03/10/2013

Three person mixed DNA profile
3 person mix - low support for 
contribution (evidence) 18/11/2013

Complex mixed profile 
unsuitable for interp or 
comparison

From 3 person to 4 
person y y

Analytical issue detected 
after result issued, error in 
laboratory

pe 11/09/2013

Three person mixed DNA profile 
3 person mix profile - support for 
contrib > 100 billion - 19/03/2015

Complex mixed profile 
unsuitable for interp or 
comparison

familial 
relationship with 
reference samples, 
reassessment 
conducted y y

Reassessment of profiles 
undertaken due to familial 
relationship with 
reference samples
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Rape 11/09/2013

Three person mixed DNA profile 
 3 person mix - support for contrib 1 
million - 1 billion 11/09/2013

Complex mixed profile 
unsuitable for interp or 
comparison

familial 
relationship with 
reference samples, 
some profile 
subjectivity y y Training issue

Murder 10/09/2013

Two person mixed DNA profile
2 person mix profile - support for 
contrib > 100 billion - Elimination 31/10/2013

Complex mixed profile 
unsuitable for interp or 
comparison Training issue unknown y

Subjectivity between 
reviewers, being 
addressed to reduce in 
future

Rape 06/09/2013

Three person mixed DNA profile
3 person mix profile - support for 
contrib > 100 billion 19/03/2015

Complex mixed profile 
unsuitable for interp or 
comparison

familial 
relationship with 
reference samples, 
training issue y y Training issue

Deaths 06/09/2013

Three person mixed DNA profile
3 person mix profile - support for 
contrib > 100 billion 29/01/2015

Complex mixed profile 
unsuitable for interp or 
comparison Training issue n y Training issue

Assault 05/09/2013

Three person mixed DNA profile
 3 person mix profile - support for 
contrib > 100 billion 14/10/2013

Complex mixed profile 
unsuitable for interp or 
comparison

From 3 person to 4 
person y y

Error made in laboratory, 
training issue - error 
detected at Statement 
stage

Murder 02/09/2013

Three person mixed DNA profile
3 person mix profile - support for 
contrib > 100 billion - Deceased
3 person mix profile - support for 
contrib > 100 billion - Elimination 31/10/2013

Complex mixed profile 
unsuitable for interp or 
comparison

Limited experience 
and knowledge of 
PP21 and STRmix, 
training issue n y

Subjectivity between 
reviewers, being 
addressed to reduce in 
future

Robbery 23/08/2013

 Three person mixed DNA profile
 3 person mix - support for contrib 10 
000 - 100 000
3 person mix - support for contribution 
100 to 1000 03/01/2014

Complex mixed profile 
unsuitable for interp or 
comparison Training issue y y

Reassessment of profiles 
undertaken at Statement 
stage, to be consistent in 
the context of the case

Murder 23/08/2013

Three person mixed DNA profile
3 person mix profile - support for 
contrib > 100 billion - Deceased
 3 person mix- support for contrib 1 
billion - 100 billion - Elimination 31/10/2013

Complex mixed profile 
unsuitable for interp or 
comparison

Limited experience 
and knowledge of 
PP21 and STRmix, 
training issue n y

Subjectivity between 
reviewers, being 
addressed to reduce in 
future

Burglary/Enter 
with intent 20/08/2013

Three person mixed DNA profile
3 person mix - support for contribution 
100 to 1000
3 person mix profile - support for 
contrib > 100 billion 05/11/2014

Complex mixed profile 
unsuitable for interp or 
comparison Training issue y y

Reassessment undertaken 
due to Suspect check 
request, meant that the 
crime scene profile was re-
interpreted
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Murder 19/08/2013

 Three person mixed DNA profile
3 person mix- support for contrib 1 
billion - 100 billion 05/05/2014

Complex mixed profile 
unsuitable for interp or 
comparison

Limited experience 
and knowledge of 
PP21 and STRmix, 
training issue y y

Reassessment of profiles 
undertaken at Statement 
stage, to be consistent in 
the context of the case

Murder 16/08/2013

Three person mixed DNA profile
3 person mix - support for contribution 
1000 to 10 000
3 person mix profile - support for 
contrib > 100 billion 09/01/2015

Complex mixed profile 
unsuitable for interp or 
comparison

Reference samples 
available n y

Multiple reference sample 
available for comparison 
and additional work 
undertaken after the 
comparison, context of 
other profiles within the 
case taken into 
consideration

Robbery 15/08/2013

Three person mixed DNA profile
Suspect check - support for 
contribution > 100 billion 07/11/2014

Complex mixed profile 
unsuitable for interp or 
comparison

Rework of sample 
meant re-
interpretation ? y

Reference sample 
supplied and now 
available for comparison, 
reassessment due to ref 
sample and re-
interpretation

Robbery 09/08/2013

Three person mixed DNA profile
NCIDD upload - Intel mixed DNA profile 
UKM1
Cold link - suspect wanted
3 person mix profile - support for 
contrib > 100 billion 11/11/2013

Complex mixed profile 
unsuitable for interp or 
comparison

From 3 person to 4 
person y n

Additional work 
undertaken at Statement 
stage to ensure case 
consistency, meant that 
the crime scene profile 
was re-interpreted

GBH/Unlawful 
Wounding 30/07/2013

 Three person mixed DNA profile
3 person mix profile - support for 
contrib > 100 billion
3 person mix - support for contribution 
100 to 1000 UKM1
3 person mix - support for contrib 100 
000 to 1 million

18/02/2014

Complex mixed profile 
unsuitable for interp or 
comparison

Limited experience 
and knowledge of 
PP21 and STRmix, 
training issue y y

Subjectivity between 
reviewers, being 
addressed to reduce in 
future

Robbery 27/07/2013

Three person mixed DNA profile
3 person mix profile - support for 
contrib > 100 billion 02/04/2015

Complex mixed profile 
unsuitable for interp or 
comparison

From 3 person to 4 
person y y

Error made in laboratory, 
training issue - error 
detected at Statement 
stage

Murder 17/07/2013

Three person mixed DNA profile
3 person mix profile - support for 
contrib > 100 billion - Evidence
3 person mix - support for contrib 100 
000 to 1 million - Deceased 09/10/2013

Complex mixed profile 
unsuitable for interp or 
comparison Training issue y y

Subjectivity between 
reviewers, being 
addressed to reduce in 
future
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Murder 17/07/2013

Three person mixed DNA profile
3 person mixed profile - conditioned on 
- Suspect
3 person mix rem - support for 
contribution > 100 billion - Deceased 09/10/2013

Complex mixed profile 
unsuitable for interp or 
comparison Training issue y y

Subjectivity between 
reviewers, being 
addressed to reduce in 
future

obbery 10/07/2013

Three person mixed DNA profile
3 person mix - support for contrib 10 
000 - 100 000 25/11/2013

Complex mixed profile 
unsuitable for interp or 
comparison Analytical issue y n

Analytical issue detected 
after result issued, error in 
laboratory

Murder 05/07/2013

Three person mixed DNA profile
3 person mix profile - support for 
contrib > 100 billion 21/07/2014

Complex mixed profile 
unsuitable for interp or 
comparison

From 3 person to 4 
person y y

Analytical issue detected 
after result issued, error in 
laboratory

Murder 03/07/2013

Three person mixed DNA profile
 3 person mix - support for contrib 100 
000 to 1 million 18/08/2015

Complex mixed profile 
unsuitable for interp or 
comparison

Familial 
relationship with 
reference samples, 
limited experience 
and knowledge 
with PP21 and 
STRmix

Reference samples 
available for comparison, 
additional work 
undertaken at Statement 
request stage

Murder 01/07/2013

Three person mixed DNA profile
3 person mix profile - support for 
contrib > 100 billion 11/04/2014

Complex mixed profile 
unsuitable for interp or 
comparison Analytical issue unknown y

Analytical issue detected 
after result issued, error in 
laboratory

Murder 29/06/2013

Three person mixed DNA profile
3 person mix - support for contrib 100 
000 to 1 million 18/09/2015

Complex mixed profile 
unsuitable for interp or 
comparison

Familial 
relationship with 
reference samples, 
limited experience 
and knowledge 
with PP21 and 
STRmix

Reference samples 
available for comparison, 
additional work 
undertaken at Statement 
request stage

BH/Unlawful 
Wounding 29/06/2013

Three person mixed DNA profile
 NCIDD upload - mixed DNA profile 
UKM1
NCIDD upload - Intel mixed DNA profile 
UKP1
 Suspect check - support for 
contribution > 100 billion 20/12/2013

Complex mixed profile 
unsuitable for interp or 
comparison

Limited experience 
and knowledge of 
PP21 and STRmix, 
training issue y n Training issue

BH/Unlawful 
Wounding 29/06/2013

Three person mixed DNA profile
 3 person mix profile - support for 
contrib > 100 billion - Evidence 20/12/2013

Complex mixed profile 
unsuitable for interp or 
comparison

Limited experience 
and knowledge of 
PP21 and STRmix, 
training issue y n Training issue
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GBH/Unlawful 
Wounding 29/06/2013

Three person mixed DNA profile
3 person mixed profile - conditioned on 
(Evidence)
Multiple supports non contribution / 
suspect check no match results 20/12/2013

Complex mixed profile 
unsuitable for interp or 
comparison

From 3 person to 4 
person n y

Reassessment undertaken 
due to Statement, meant 
that the crime scene 
profile was re-interpreted 
(case consistency)

Weapons 
offences 29/06/2013

Three person mixed DNA profile
3 person mix profile - support for 
contrib > 100 billion - Evidence 16/07/2013

Complex mixed profile 
unsuitable for interp or 
comparison Analytical issue y y

Analytical issue detected 
after result issued, error in 
laboratory

Robbery 27/06/2013

Three person mixed DNA profile
3 person mix profile - support for 
contrib > 100 billion 03/03/2014

Complex mixed profile 
unsuitable for interp or 
comparison

From 3 person to 4 
person y y

Analytical issue detected 
after result issued, error in 
laboratory

Murder 18/06/2013

Two person mixed DNA profile
2 person mix profile - support for 
contrib > 100 billion - Evidence 20/12/2013

Complex mixed profile 
unsuitable for interp or 
comparison Training issue unknown y

Reassessment undertaken 
due to Statement, meant 
that the crime scene 
profile was re-interpreted 
(case consistency)

Murder 06/06/2013

Three person mixed DNA profile
3 person mixed profile - conditioned on 
(Deceased)
Multiple supports non contribution / 
suspect check no match results 28/11/2013

Complex mixed profile 
unsuitable for interp or 
comparison Analytical issue y y

Analytical issue detected 
after result issued, error in 
laboratory

Child offences 05/06/2013

Three person mixed DNA profile 
 3 person mix - low support for 
contribution 21/02/2014

Complex mixed profile 
unsuitable for interp or 
comparison

From 3 person to 4 
person unknown n

Additional work 
undertaken at Statement 
stage to ensure case 
consistency, meant that 
the crime scene profile 
was re-interpreted

Deaths 24/05/2013

 Three person mixed DNA profile
3 person mix profile - support for 
contrib > 100 billion
 3 person mix - support for contrib 1 
million - 1 billion 18/08/2014

Complex mixed profile 
unsuitable for interp or 
comparison

From 3 person to 4 
person y y

Additional work 
undertaken at Statement 
stage to ensure case 
consistency, meant that 
the crime scene profile 
was re-interpreted

Deaths 24/05/2013

 Three person mixed DNA profile
3 person mix profile - support for 
contrib > 100 billion 10/03/2014

Complex mixed profile 
unsuitable for interp or 
comparison Analytical issue y y

Analytical issue detected 
after result issued, error in 
laboratory
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Murder 22/05/2013

Three person mixed DNA profile
NCIDD upload - Intel mixed DNA profile 
UKM5 26/09/2016

Complex mixed profile 
unsuitable for interp or 
comparison Training issue n y

Additional work 
undertaken at Statement 
stage to ensure case 
consistency, meant that 
the crime scene profile 
was re-interpreted

Rape 14/05/2013

Three person mixed DNA profile
3 person mix - support for contribution 
100 to 1000
3 person mix profile - support for 
contrib > 100 billion 20/05/2014

Complex mixed profile 
unsuitable for interp or 
comparison Analytical issue y y

Analytical issue detected 
after result issued, error in 
laboratory

Robbery 14/05/2013

 Three person mixed DNA profile
3 person mix - support for contribution 
100 to 1000
 3 person mix profile - support for 
contrib > 100 billion 17/06/2013

Complex mixed profile 
unsuitable for interp or 
comparison

From 3 person to 4 
person y y

Analytical issue detected 
after result issued, error in 
laboratory

Assault 08/05/2013

Three person mixed DNA profile
 No statistical interpretation performed
 3 person mix - supports non 
contribution 02/02/2015

Complex mixed profile 
unsuitable for interp or 
comparison Training issue y n

Subjectivity between 
reviewers, being 
addressed to reduce in 
future

Assault 03/05/2013
 Three person mixed DNA profile
No statistical interpretation performed 08/04/2015

Complex mixed profile 
unsuitable for interp or 
comparison

Rework of sample 
meant re-
interpretation y y

Subjectivity between 
reviewers, being 
addressed to reduce in 
future

Rape 02/05/2013

Three person mixed DNA profile
3 person mixed profile - conditioned on 
- Victim
3 person rem - support for contrib 1 
million to 1 billion - Evidence 24/05/2013

Complex mixed profile 
unsuitable for interp or 
comparison

From 3 person to 4 
person y y

Reassessment undertaken 
due to Statement, meant 
that the crime scene 
profile was re-interpreted 
(case consistency)

Robbery 29/04/2013

Three person mixed DNA profile
3 person mix profile - support for 
contrib > 100 billion - Evidence 13/06/2013

Complex mixed profile 
unsuitable for interp or 
comparison

From 3 person to 4 
person y y

Analytical issue detected 
after result issued, error in 
laboratory

Wounding 19/04/2013

 Three person mixed DNA profile
3 person mix profile - support for 
contrib > 100 billion - Evidence 26/06/2013

Complex mixed profile 
unsuitable for interp or 
comparison

From 3 person to 4 
person y n

Subjectivity between 
reviewers, being 
addressed to reduce in 
future

Deaths 11/04/2013

Three person mixed DNA profile
3 person mix profile - support for 
contrib > 100 billion - Deceased
3 person mix- support for contrib 1 
billion - 100 billion - Elimination

12/11/2013

Complex mixed profile 
unsuitable for interp or 
comparison

From 3 person to 4 
person y n

Subjectivity between 
reviewers, being 
addressed to reduce in 
future
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Deaths 10/04/2013

Three person mixed DNA profile
3 person mix - support for contribution 
100 to 1000 - Deceased
3 person mix - support for contribution 
100 to 1000 - Elimination
3 person mix profile - support for 
contrib > 100 billion - Elimination 12/11/2013

Complex mixed profile 
unsuitable for interp or 
comparison

Limited experience 
and knowledge of 
PP21 and STRmix, 
training issue y y

Subjectivity between 
reviewers, being 
addressed to reduce in 
future

Murder 27/03/2013

Three person mixed DNA profile
3 person mix - support for contrib 1 
million - 1 billion 17/12/2015

Complex mixed profile 
unsuitable for interp or 
comparison

Familial 
relationship with 
reference samples, 
limited experience 
and knowledge 
with PP21 and 
STRmix

Reference samples 
available for comparison, 
additional work 
undertaken at Statement 
request stage

UUMV 08/02/2013

Single source DNA profile UKM1
NCIDD Intel Upload - single source 
partial profile 26/08/2016

Complex mixed profile 
unsuitable for interp or 
comparison Analytical issue unknown n

Analytical issue detected 
after result issued, error in 
laboratory
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FR Offence Exhibit Original result date Original result New result date New result
reason behind 
change

Appears to be 
probative 

sample
Other similar 
results in case Trigger

Murder 09/08/2018

Three person mixed DNA profile
3 person mixed profile - conditioned on
3 person mix rem - support for 
contribution > 100 billion 05/09/2018

Complex mixed profile 
unsuitable for interp or 
comparison Ref samples Y Y

Reference sample supplied and 
now available for comparison

Wounding 16/07/2018

Three person mixed DNA profile
3 person mixed profile - conditioned on
3 person mix rem - support for 
contribution > 100 billion 19/07/2018

Complex mixed profile 
unsuitable for interp or 
comparison

From 3 person to 4 
person mixture y y

Subjectivity between reviewers, 
being addressed to reduce in 
future

Rape 06/07/2018
Three person mixed DNA profile
3 person mixed profile - conditioned on 04/09/2018

Complex mixed profile 
unsuitable for interp or 
comparison

From 3 person to 4 
person mixture N Y Training issue

Murder (inc 
attempts) 08/06/2018

Two person mixed DNA profile
2 person mix - support for contribution 
100 to 1000
2 person mix profile - support for 
contrib > 100 billion 03/09/2018

Complex mixed profile 
unsuitable for interp or 
comparison

Manufacturer's 
issue Y Y

Manufacturer's issue detected 
after result released, re-
interpretation required once issue 
detected

Sexual offences 27/03/2018

Two person mixed DNA profile
2 person mixed profile - conditioned on
2 person mix remaining - low support 
for contrib 18/05/2018

Complex mixed profile 
unsuitable for interp or 
comparison

Manufacturer's 
issue y y

Manufacturer's issue detected 
after result released, re-
interpretation required once issue 
detected

Assault 27/03/2018

Three person mixed DNA profile
3 person mix profile - support for 
contrib > 100 billion
3 person mix profile - support for 
contrib > 100 billion 14/05/2018

Complex mixed profile 
unsuitable for interp or 
comparison

Re-assessed at 
statement stage y y?

Subjectivity between reviewers, 
being addressed to reduce in 
future

Robbery (Armed 
robery case 
highlighted by 
Insp Neville) 27/03/2018

Three person mixed DNA profile
3 person mix - support for contrib 1 
million - 1 billion
3 person mix profile - support for 
contrib > 100 billion 27/04/2018

Complex mixed profile 
unsuitable for interp or 
comparison

Re-assessed at 
statement stage, 
ref samples 
became available y n

Reference sample supplied and 
now available for comparison, 
which meant re-interpretation of 
the crime scene profile

Murder 23/03/2018

Three person mixed DNA profile
3 person mixed profile - conditioned on
3 person rem - support for contrib 1 
million to 1 billion 04/05/2018

Complex mixed profile 
unsuitable for interp or 
comparison

From 3 person to 4 
person mixture y y

New information supplied after 
initial result issued, meant re-
interpretation was required for 
the crime scene profile

UUMV 19/03/2018

Three person mixed DNA profile
3 person mix profile - support for 
contrib > 100 billion 04/06/2018

Complex mixed profile 
unsuitable for interp or 
comparison

From 3 person to 4 
person mixture y n

Additional work undertaken prior 
to Statement being released.  
Rework meant re-interpretation 
of the profile.
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UUMV 19/03/2018

Three person mixed DNA profile
3 person mix profile - support for 
contrib > 100 billion 24/05/2018

Complex mixed profile 
unsuitable for interp or 
comparison

From 3 person to 4 
person mixture y n

Additional work undertaken prior 
to Statement being released.  
Rework meant re-interpretation 
of the profile.

UUMV 07/03/2018
Three person mixed DNA profile
NCIDD upload - mixed DNA profile 26/03/2018

Complex mixed profile 
unsuitable for interp or 
comparison

From 3 person to 4 
person mixture y n Training issue

Robbery 05/03/2018

Three person mixed DNA profile
NCIDD upload - mixed DNA profile
3 person mix profile - support for 
contrib > 100 billion 01/05/2018

Complex mixed profile 
unsuitable for interp or 
comparison

From 3 person to 4 
person mixture y n

Additional work undertaken prior 
to Statement being released.  
Rework meant re-interpretation 
of the profile.

GBH/Unlawful 
Wounding 06/02/2018

Three person mixed DNA profile
3 person mixed profile - conditioned on
3 person mix rem - support for 
contribution > 100 billion 10/04/2018

Complex mixed profile 
unsuitable for interp or 
comparison

Re-assessed at 
statement stage y n

Subjectivity between reviewers, 
being addressed to reduce in 
future

Child offences 30/01/2018
SS DNA profile 9 loci and above LR > 
100 billion 18/05/2018

Complex mixed profile 
unsuitable for interp or 
comparison Training issue n y

Additional work undertaken prior 
to Statement being released.  
Rework meant re-interpretation 
of the profile.

Assault 29/01/2018

Three person mixed DNA profile
3 person mix profile - support for 
contrib > 100 billion 02/03/2018

Complex mixed profile 
unsuitable for interp or 
comparison

Reassessment at 
statement stage, 
rework ordered 
causing re-
interpretation y n

Subjectivity between reviewers, 
being addressed to reduce in 
future
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FR Offence Exhibit Original result date Original result New result date New result
reason behind 
change

Appears 
to be 

probative 
sample

Other 
similar 

results in 
case Trigger

Wounding 21/12/2017

Three person mixed DNA profile
3 person mix profile - support 
for contrib > 100 billion 31/08/2018

Complex mixed profile 
unsuitable for interp or 
comparison

From 3 person to 4 
person mixture y y Training issue

GBH/Unlawful 
Wounding 19/12/2017

Three person mixed DNA profile
3 person mix profile - support 
for contrib > 100 billion
3 person mix - low support for 
contribution 10/04/2018

Complex mixed profile 
unsuitable for interp or 
comparison

Reassessment at 
statement stage, 
rework ordered 
causing re-
interpreation y n

Subjectivity between 
reviewers, being 
addressed to reduce in 
future

Drug offences 18/12/2017

Three person mixed DNA profile
3 person mix - support for 
contrib 1 million - 1 billion 22/02/2018

Complex mixed profile 
unsuitable for interp or 
comparison

From 3 person to 4 
person mixture y y

Additional work 
undertaken prior to 
Statement being 
released.  Rework 
meant re-interpretation 
of the profile.

Murder 07/12/2017

 Three person mixed DNA 
profile
3 person mix profile - support 
for contrib > 100 billion 23/01/2018

Complex mixed profile 
unsuitable for interp or 
comparison

STRmix issue 
detected y n

Issue with STRmix 
detected, action put in 
place for future issues

Murder (inc 
attempts) 05/12/2017

Three person mixed DNA profile
3 person mix profile - support 
for contrib > 100 billion 15/06/2018

Complex mixed profile 
unsuitable for interp or 
comparison

From 3 person to 4 
person mixture y y Training issue

Robbery 20/09/2017

Three person mixed DNA profile
3 person mix profile - support 
for contrib > 100 billion 24/11/2017

Complex mixed profile 
unsuitable for interp or 
comparison

Reassessment at 
statement stage y n

Subjectivity between 
reviewers, being 
addressed to reduce in 
future

Murder 05/09/2017

Three person mixed DNA profile
3 person mix profile - support 
for contrib > 100 billion 23/01/2018

Complex mixed profile 
unsuitable for interp or 
comparison

Reassessment at 
Statement stage y n Training issue
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Rape 29/08/2017

Three person mixed DNA profile 
3 person mix profile - support 
for contrib > 100 billion 29/08/2017

Complex mixed profile 
unsuitable for interp or 
comparison

DNA degradation, 
training issue n y

Subjectivity between 
reviewers, being 
addressed to reduce in 
future

GBH/Unlawful
Wounding 26/07/2017

Three person mixed DNA profile
 NCIDD upload - Intel mixed 
DNA profile 06/03/2018

Complex mixed profile 
unsuitable for interp or 
comparison

familial 
relationship 
between suspects y n

Subjectivity between 
reviewers, being 
addressed to reduce in 
future

Sexual offenc 26/07/2017

Three person mixed DNA profile
3 person mix profile - support 
for contrib > 100 billion
 3 person mix - support for 
contrib 1 million - 1 billion 20/11/2017

Complex mixed profile 
unsuitable for interp or 
comparison

From 3 person to 4 
person mixture y y

New information made 
available causing 
sample to be reworked, 
re-interpretation of 
crime scene profile

Rape 17/07/2017

 Three person mixed DNA 
profile 
3 person mixed profile - 
conditioned on
3 person mix rem - support for 
contribution > 100 billion 16/10/2017

Complex mixed profile 
unsuitable for interp or 
comparison

Reassessment at 
Statement stage y y

Subjectivity between 
reviewers, being 
addressed to reduce in 
future

Robbery 14/07/2017

Three person mixed DNA profile
3 person mix- support for 
contrib 1 billion - 100 billion 24/11/2017

Complex mixed profile 
unsuitable for interp or 
comparison

From 3 person to 4 
person mixture n n

New information made 
available causing 
sample to be reworked, 
re-interpretation of 
crime scene profile

Domestic 
Violence 12/07/2017

 Three person mixed DNA 
profile
3 person mixed profile - 
conditioned on
3 person mix rem - support for 
contribution > 100 billion 07/08/2017

Complex mixed profile 
unsuitable for interp or 
comparison

From 3 person to 4 
person mixture y y

Additional work 
undertaken at 
Statement stage, meant 
that the crime scene 
profile was re-
interpreted

Robbery 07/07/2017

Three person mixed DNA profile
3 person mix profile - support 
for contrib > 100 billion 30/10/2017

Complex mixed profile 
unsuitable for interp or 
comparison

Reference 
sample/s available y y

Reference sample 
supplied and now 
available for 
comparison, which 
meant re-interpretation 
of the crime scene 
profile
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Rape 05/07/2017

Three person mixed DNA profile
3 person mixed profile - 
conditioned on
3 person mix rem - support for 
contribution > 100 billion 05/01/2018

Complex mixed profile 
unsuitable for interp or 
comparison DNA degradation y y

STRmix unable to 
perform at optimum 
due to DNA degradation

Sexual offences 04/07/2017

Three person mixed DNA profile 
3 person mixed profile - 
conditioned on 01/03/2018

Complex mixed profile 
unsuitable for interp or 
comparison

Reassessment at 
statement stage, 
rework ordered 
causing re-
interpretation n n Training issue

Rape 04/07/2017

Three person mixed DNA profile
 3 person mix profile - support 
for contrib > 100 billion
3 person mix - support for 
contribution 1000 to 10 000 29/11/2017

Complex mixed profile 
unsuitable for interp or 
comparison

Analytical issue 
with sample y y

Subjectivity between 
reviewers, being 
addressed to reduce in 
future

Wounding 03/07/2017
SS DNA profile 9 loci and above 
LR > 100 billion 06/12/2017

Complex mixed profile 
unsuitable for interp or 
comparison

Reassessment at 
Statement stage unknown n Training issue

Wounding 30/06/2017

Three person mixed DNA profile
3 person mix profile - support 
for contrib > 100 billion
3 person mix - support for 
contribution 100 to 1000 02/02/2018

Complex mixed profile 
unsuitable for interp or 
comparison

From 3 person to 4 
person mixture n n

Additional work 
undertaken prior to 
Statement being 
released.  Rework 
meant re-interpretation 
of the profile.

Murder (inc 
attempts) 15/06/2017

Two person mixed DNA profile
2 person mix - supports non 
contribution
NCIDD upload - Intel mixed DNA 
profile 24/10/2017

Complex mixed profile 
unsuitable for interp or 
comparison

Reassessment at 
statement stage unknown y

Subjectivity between 
reviewers, being 
addressed to reduce in 
future

Murder 05/06/2017

Three person mixed DNA profile 
3 person mixed profile - 
conditioned on - 

22/08/2017

Complex mixed profile 
unsuitable for interp or 
comparison

DNA degradation, 
training issue n y

Subjectivity between 
reviewers, being 
addressed to reduce in 
future

Murder (inc 
attempts) 27/05/2017

Three person mixed DNA profile
3 person mix - support for 
contrib 10 000 - 100 000
 3 person mix - support for 
contrib 1 million - 1 billion 31/01/2018

Complex mixed profile 
unsuitable for interp or 
comparison

STRmix issue 
detected unknown y

Issue with STRmix 
detected, action put in 
place for future issues
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Rape 24/05/2017

Three person mixed DNA profile
3 person mix - low support for 
contribution 15/06/2017

Complex mixed profile 
unsuitable for interp or 
comparison Training issue n y

Additional exhibit 
delivered and second 
statement required. 
Subjectivity between 
reviewers, being 
addressed to reduce in 
future

Assault 02/05/2017

 Three person mixed DNA 
profile
 3 person mix profile - support 
for contrib > 100 billion

30/11/2017

Complex mixed profile 
unsuitable for interp or 
comparison

From 3 person to 4 
person mixture unknown y

Subjectivity between 
reviewers, being 
addressed to reduce in 
future

Robbery 13/04/2017

Three person mixed DNA profile
 3 person mix- support for 
contrib 1 billion - 100 billion
NCIDD upload - Intel mixed DNA 
profile UKM1 15/08/2017

Complex mixed profile 
unsuitable for interp or 
comparison

From 3 person to 4 
person mixture y y

Additional work 
undertaken at 
Statement stage, meant 
that the crime scene 
profile was re-
interpreted

Sexual offences 04/04/2017

Three person mixed DNA profile
3 person mixed profile - 
conditioned on 05/09/2017

Complex mixed profile 
unsuitable for interp or 
comparison

familial 
relationship with 
reference samples n y

Subjectivity between 
reviewers, being 
addressed to reduce in 
future

Robbery 28/03/2017

Three person mixed DNA profile
NCIDD upload - mixed DNA 
profile UKM1 29/11/2017

Complex mixed profile 
unsuitable for interp or 
comparison

From 3 person to 4 
person mixture y n

Subjectivity between 
reviewers, being 
addressed to reduce in 
future

Robbery 17/03/2017

Three person mixed DNA profile
3 person mix profile - support 
for contrib > 100 billion 13/06/2017

Complex mixed profile 
unsuitable for interp or 
comparison Training issue y n

Subjectivity between 
reviewers, being 
addressed to reduce in 
future

Assault 14/03/2017

Three person mixed DNA profile
3 person mixed profile - 
conditioned on 30/11/2017

Complex mixed profile 
unsuitable for interp or 
comparison

From 3 person to 4 
person mixture n y Training issue

Murder (inc 
attempts) 07/03/2017

Three person mixed DNA profile
3 person mix profile - support 
for contrib > 100 billion 06/07/2017

Complex mixed profile 
unsuitable for interp or 
comparison

From 3 person to 4 
person mixture y n

Subjectivity between 
reviewers, being 
addressed to reduce in 
future
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Rape 02/03/2017

Three person mixed DNA profile
 3 person mixed profile - 
conditioned on
3 person mix - low support for 
contribution 23/01/2018

Complex mixed profile 
unsuitable for interp or 
comparison

Reference 
sample/s available n y

Reference sample 
supplied and now 
available for 
comparison, which 
meant re-interpretation 
of the crime scene 
profile

Robbery 10/02/2017

Three person mixed DNA profile
3 person mix - support for 
contribution 1000 to 10 000 28/11/2017

Complex mixed profile 
unsuitable for interp or 
comparison

From 3 person to 4 
person mixture unknown n

Subjectivity between 
reviewers, being 
addressed to reduce in 
future

Rape 03/02/2017

Three person mixed DNA profile 
3 person mixed profile - 
conditioned on 06/03/2017

Complex mixed profile 
unsuitable for interp or 
comparison

Analytical issue 
with sample n y

Subjectivity between 
reviewers, being 
addressed to reduce in 
future

Liberty offences 25/10/2017

Three person mixed DNA profile
NCIDD upload - Intel mixed DNA 
profile UKM6 19/02/2018

Complex mixed profile 
unsuitable for interp or 
comparison

familial 
relationship with 
reference samples n y

Subjectivity between 
reviewers, being 
addressed to reduce in 
future

Rape 18/08/2017

Three person mixed DNA profile 
Excluded from mixed DNA 
profile 21/09/2017

Complex mixed profile 
unsuitable for interp or 
comparison STRmix issue n y

STRmix issue detected, 
re-assessment at 
Statement Stage

GBH/Unlawful 
Wounding 05/06/2017

 Three person mixed DNA 
profile
No statistical interpretation 
performed 03/09/2018

Complex mixed profile 
unsuitable for interp or 
comparison

From 3 person to 4 
person y y

Reassessment at 
Statement stage due to 
subjectivity, being 
addressed to reduce in 
future
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FR Offence Exhibit Original result date Original result New result date New result reason behind change

Appears 
to be 
probative 
sample

Other 
similar 
results in 
case Trigger

Murder 16/12/2016

Three person mixed DNA 
profile
 3 person mixed profile - 
conditioned on 16/12/2016

Complex mixed profile 
unsuitable for interp or 
comparison

From 3 person to 4 
person n y

Additional work undertaken 
at Statement stage, meant 
that the crime scene profile 
was re-interpreted

Sexual 
offences 09/12/2016

 Three person mixed DNA 
profile
3 person mixed profile - 
conditioned on
3 person rem - support for 
contrib 1 billion-100 billion 14/12/2016

Complex mixed profile 
unsuitable for interp or 
comparison

Analytical issue with 
sample y y

Subjectivity between 
reviewers, being addressed to 
reduce in future

Murder 21/11/2016

Three person mixed DNA 
profile
3 person mixed profile - 
conditioned on
3 person mix rem - support 
for contribution > 100 billion 03/03/2017

Complex mixed profile 
unsuitable for interp or 
comparison

Limited number of 
reference samples 
available, additional 
information caused re-
interpretation n y

Limited reference samples 
available at time of result 
being issued.

rape 15/11/2016

Three person mixed DNA 
profile
3 person mix profile - 
support for contrib > 100 
billion
3 person mix - support for 
contrib 1 million - 1 billion 06/04/2017

Complex mixed profile 
unsuitable for interp or 
comparison

From 3 person to 4 
person mixture, 
reference sample 
supplied y y

Error made in laboratory, 
training issue

Sexual 
offences 13/10/2016

Three person mixed DNA 
profile
 3 person mixed profile - 
conditioned on
3 person mix rem - support 
for contribution > 100 billion 24/11/2016

Complex mixed profile 
unsuitable for interp or 
comparison

Rework of the sample 
meant re-intpretation y y

Additional work undertaken 
at Statement stage, meant 
that the crime scene profile 
was re-interpreted
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urder 04/10/2016

 Three person mixed DNA 
profile 
 3 person mix profile - 
support for contrib > 100 
billion
3 person mix profile - 
support for contrib > 100 
billion 27/02/2018

Complex mixed profile 
unsuitable for interp or 
comparison

Reassessment at 
statement stage, rework 
ordered causing re-
interpretation unknown

Subjectivity between 
reviewers, being addressed to 
reduce in future

rug 
ffences 28/09/2016

Three person mixed DNA 
profile
3 person mix profile - 
support for contrib > 100 
billion 22/11/2016

Complex mixed profile 
unsuitable for interp or 
comparison STRmix issue detected y n

STRmix issue detected, re-
assessment at Statement 
Stage

ape 27/09/2016

Three person mixed DNA 
profile
3 person mixed profile - 
conditioned on 29/11/2016

Complex mixed profile 
unsuitable for interp or 
comparison

Re-assessed at statement 
stage, from 3 person to 4 
person n y

Subjectivity between 
reviewers, being addressed to 
reduce in future

ape 19/09/2016

 Three person mixed DNA 
profile 
3 person mix profile - 
support for contrib > 100 
billion 13/01/2017

Complex mixed profile 
unsuitable for interp or 
comparison

Limited number of 
reference samples 
available, additional 
information caused re-
interpretation, from 3 
person to 4 person y y

Limited reference samples 
available at time of result 
being issued.

urder 15/09/2016
SS DNA profile 9 loci and 
above LR > 100 billion 21/03/2018

Complex mixed profile 
unsuitable for interp or 
comparison

Reassessment at 
statement stage, rework 
ordered causing re-
interpretation unknown y

Subjectivity between 
reviewers, being addressed to 
reduce in future

urder 01/08/2016
SS DNA profile 9 loci and 
above LR > 100 billion 27/03/2018

Complex mixed profile 
unsuitable for interp or 
comparison

Reassessment at 
statement stage, rework 
ordered causing re-
interpretation unknown y

Subjectivity between 
reviewers, being addressed to 
reduce in future

urder 28/07/2016

Three person mixed DNA 
profile
3 person mixed profile - 
conditioned on 27/03/2018

Complex mixed profile 
unsuitable for interp or 
comparison

Reassessment at 
statement stage, rework 
ordered causing re-
interpretation unknown y

Subjectivity between 
reviewers, being addressed to 
reduce in future

urder 08/07/2016

Three person mixed DNA 
profile
3 person mixed profile - 
conditioned on
3 person mix rem - support 
for contribution > 100 billion 27/03/2018

Complex mixed profile 
unsuitable for interp or 
comparison

Reassessment at 
statement stage, rework 
ordered causing re-
interpretation unknown y
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Rape 06/07/2016

Three person mixed DNA 
profile
3 person mix profile - 
support for contrib > 100 
billion
3 person mix - support 
for contribution 1000 to 
10 000 02/09/2016

Complex mixed profile 
unsuitable for interp or 
comparison

From 3 person to 4 
person unknown n

Additional work undertaken 
at Statement stage, meant 
that the crime scene profile 
was re-interpreted

Assault 18/05/2016

Three person mixed DNA 
profile
3 person mixed profile - 
conditioned on 12/09/2016

Complex mixed profile 
unsuitable for interp or 
comparison

From 3 person to 4 
person n y

Additional work undertaken 
at Statement stage, meant 
that the crime scene profile 
was re-interpreted

Robbery 17/05/2016

Single source DNA profile 
UKM1
NCIDD upload single source 
DNA profile 21/03/2017

Complex mixed profile 
unsuitable for interp or 
comparison Training issue y y

Subjectivity between 
reviewers, being addressed to 
reduce in future

Murder 25/02/2016

Three person mixed DNA 
profile
3 person mix profile - 
support for contrib > 100 
billion
 NCIDD upload - mixed DNA 
profile UKM5 30/11/2016

Complex mixed profile 
unsuitable for interp or 
comparison

From 3 person to 4 
person n n

Subjectivity between 
reviewers, being addressed to 
reduce in future

Wounding 24/11/2016

Three person mixed DNA 
profile
Single evidence sample 
excluded 26/04/2017

Complex mixed profile 
unsuitable for interp or 
comparison Analytical issue n y

Additional work undertaken 
at Statement stage, meant 
that the crime scene profile 
was re-interpreted

Drug 
offences 10/10/2016

Two person mixed DNA 
profile
No statistical interpretation 
performed 21/05/2018

Complex mixed profile 
unsuitable for interp or 
comparison Training issue y y

Subjectivity between 
reviewers, being addressed to 
reduce in future

Drug 
offences 09/09/2016

Three person mixed DNA 
profile
 Excluded from mixed DNA 
profile 07/10/2016

Complex mixed profile 
unsuitable for interp or 
comparison

From 3 person to 4 
person n n

Reassessment of profiles 
undertaken at Statement 
stage

Drug 
offences 08/09/2016

Three person mixed DNA 
profile
NCIDD upload - mixed DNA 
profile UKM4 07/10/2016

Complex mixed profile 
unsuitable for interp or 
comparison

From 3 person to 4 
person n n

Error made in laboratory, 
training issue; re-assessment 
undertaken at statement 
stage to detect

Drug 
offences 14/06/2016

Three person mixed DNA 
profile
3 person mix - support for 
contrib 100 000 to 1 million 14/06/2016

Complex mixed profile 
unsuitable for interp or 
comparison Training issue y y

Reassessment of profiles 
undertaken at Statement 
stage
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Assault 08/06/2016

Three person mixed DNA 
profile
3 person mix profile - 
support for contrib > 100 
billion
 3 person mix- support for 
contrib 1 billion - 100 billion 15/07/2016

Complex mixed profile 
unsuitable for interp or 
comparison Analytical issue y y

Reassessment of profiles 
undertaken at Statement 
stage

Rape 03/06/2016

Three person mixed DNA 
profile
3 person mix profile - 
support for contrib > 100 
billion 25/08/2016

Complex mixed profile 
unsuitable for interp or 
comparison

familial relationship with 
reference samples y y

Reassessment of profiles 
undertaken at Statement 
stage (case context taken into 
consideration)

Rape 03/06/2016

 Three person mixed DNA 
profile
 3 person mix profile - 
support for contrib > 100 
billion 
 3 person mix - support for 
contrib 10 000 - 100 000 - 25/08/2016

Complex mixed profile 
unsuitable for interp or 
comparison

familial relationship with 
reference samples, 
reassessment at 
statement stage y y

Additional work undertaken 
at Statement stage, meant 
that the crime scene profile 
was re-interpreted

Rape 17/05/2016

 Three person mixed DNA 
profile
No statistical interpretation 
performed 15/09/2016

Complex mixed profile 
unsuitable for interp or 
comparison

Rework of the sample 
meant re-intpretation y y

Additional work undertaken 
at Statement stage, meant 
that the crime scene profile 
was re-interpreted

Murder 20/04/2016

Three person mixed DNA 
profile
3 person mixed profile - 
conditioned on 04/08/2016

Complex mixed profile 
unsuitable for interp or 
comparison

From 3 person to 4 
person n y

Reassessment of profiles 
undertaken at Statement 
stage

Sexual 
offences 18/04/2016

 Three person mixed DNA 
profile
3 person mix - support for 
contribution 100 to 1000
NCIDD upload - mixed DNA 
profile UKF1 03/06/2016

Complex mixed profile 
unsuitable for interp or 
comparison

From 3 person to 4 
person; ref sample 
supplied for comparison y n

Reference sample supplied 
and now available for 
comparison, re-assessment 
undertaken due to ref sample

Sexual 
offences 15/04/2016

 Three person mixed DNA 
profile
3 person mix - support for 
contrib 1 million - 1 billion 22/06/2016

Complex mixed profile 
unsuitable for interp or 
comparison Analytical issue n n

Reassessment of profiles 
undertaken at Statement 
stage
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Robbery 15/04/2016

Three person mixed DNA 
profile
3 person mix - support for 
contrib 1 million - 1 billion

19/05/2016

Complex mixed profile 
unsuitable for interp or 
comparison

Rework of the sample 
meant re-intpretation 
with analytical issue y y

Additional work undertaken 
at Statement stage, meant 
that the crime scene profile 
was re-interpreted

Assault 24/03/2016

Three person mixed DNA 
profile
 3 person mix profile - 
support for contrib > 100 
billion 10/05/2016

Complex mixed profile 
unsuitable for interp or 
comparison

Rework of the sample 
meant re-intpretation y y

Additional work undertaken 
at Statement stage, meant 
that the crime scene profile 
was re-interpreted

Assault 22/03/2016

Three person mixed DNA 
profile
3 person mix profile - 
support for contrib > 100 
billion 22/03/2016

Complex mixed profile 
unsuitable for interp or 
comparison

Rework of the sample 
meant re-intpretation y y

Additional work undertaken 
at Statement stage, meant 
that the crime scene profile 
was re-interpreted

Robbery 15/02/2016

Three person mixed DNA 
profile
 3 person mix profile - 
support for contrib > 100 
billion 15/02/2016

Complex mixed profile 
unsuitable for interp or 
comparison

From 3 person to 4 
person unknown y

Additional work undertaken 
at Statement stage, meant 
that the crime scene profile 
was re-interpreted

Robbery 11/02/2016

Single source DNA profile 
UKM1
NCIDD upload single source 
DNA profile 22/02/2016

Complex mixed profile 
unsuitable for interp or 
comparison Training issue y n

Subjectivity between 
reviewers, being addressed to 
reduce in future

Robbery 25/01/2016

Three person mixed DNA 
profile
 3 person mix profile - 
support for contrib > 100 
billion
 3 person mix - support for 
contrib 100 000 to 1 million 18/05/2016

Complex mixed profile 
unsuitable for interp or 
comparison

Rework of the sample 
meant re-intpretation unknown n

Additional work undertaken 
at Statement stage, meant 
that the crime scene profile 
was re-interpreted

Murder 19/01/2016

Three person mixed DNA 
profile
3 person mix profile - 
support for contrib > 100 
billion 05/05/2016

Complex mixed profile 
unsuitable for interp or 
comparison Training issue n y

Subjectivity between 
reviewers, being addressed to 
reduce in future

Wounding 18/01/2016

Three person mixed DNA 
profile
 3 person mixed profile - 
conditioned on
3 person mix rem - 
support for contribution > 
100 billion 14/04/2016

Complex mixed profile 
unsuitable for interp or 
comparison

Rework of the sample 
meant re-intpretation y y

Additional work undertaken 
at Statement stage, meant 
that the crime scene profile 
was re-interpreted
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Rape 07/01/2016

Three person mixed DNA 
profile
3 person mixed profile - 
conditioned on 04/05/2016

Complex mixed profile 
unsuitable for interp or 
comparison

Rework of the sample 
meant re-intpretation; 
From 3 person to 4 
person n y

Additional work undertaken 
at Statement stage, meant 
that the crime scene profile 
was re-interpreted
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FR Offence Exhibit Original result date Original result New result date New result
reason behind 
change

Appears 
to be 
probative 
sample

Other 
similar 
results in 
case Trigger

Burglary/Ent
er with 
intent 15/12/2015

Three person mixed DNA profile
3 person mix profile - support for 
contrib > 100 billion 23/09/2016

Complex mixed profile 
unsuitable for interp or 
comparison Training issue unknown y

Subjectivity between reviewers, 
being addressed to reduce in 
future

Drug 
offences 10/12/2015

Three person mixed DNA profile
 3 person mix - support for 
contrib 1 million - 1 billion 14/10/2016

Complex mixed profile 
unsuitable for interp or 
comparison

Rework of the 
sample meant 
re-intpretation y y

Additional work undertaken at 
Statement stage, meant that the 
crime scene profile was re-
interpreted

Weapons 
offences 25/08/2015

 Three person mixed DNA profile
No statistical interpretation 
performed 14/10/2015

Complex mixed profile 
unsuitable for interp or 
comparison

Rework of the 
sample meant 
re-intpretation y y

Additional work undertaken due 
to Suspect Check request.  
Rework meant re-interpretation 
of the profile.

Sexual 
offences 19/06/2015

Three person mixed DNA profile
NCIDD upload - mixed DNA profile 
UKF1 03/07/2015

Complex mixed profile 
unsuitable for interp or 
comparison

From 3 person 
to 4 person y n

Additional work undertaken 
after initial result was issued, as 
item was a Priority 1

Murder 12/06/2015

 Three person mixed DNA profile
3 person mix profile - support for 
contrib > 100 billion
 3 person mix- support for contrib 1 
billion - 100 billion 18/11/2016

Complex mixed profile 
unsuitable for interp or 
comparison

 Relatedness 
in 2 x 2 family 
members, low 
level unknown y

Subjectivity between reviewers, 
being addressed to reduce in 
future

Murder 22/05/2015

Two person mixed DNA profile -
2 person mix profile - support for 
contrib > 100 billion 18/11/2016

Complex mixed profile 
unsuitable for interp or 
comparison

familial 
relationship 
with reference 
samples unknown y

Subjectivity between reviewers, 
being addressed to reduce in 
future

Robbery 22/12/2015

 Three person mixed DNA profile
NCIDD upload - mixed DNA profile 
UKM1
3 person mix profile - support for 
contrib > 100 billion 19/07/2016

Complex mixed profile 
unsuitable for interp or 
comparison Training issue y n

Subjectivity between reviewers, 
being addressed to reduce in 
future

Liberty 
offences 08/12/2015

 Three person mixed DNA profile
3 person mix profile - support for 
contrib > 100 billion 04/03/2016

Complex mixed profile 
unsuitable for interp or 
comparison

Rework of the 
sample meant 
re-
intpretation; 
From 3 person 
to 4 person y n

Additional work undertaken at 
Statement stage, meant that the 
crime scene profile was re-
interpreted
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Robbery 03/12/2015

 Three person mixed DNA profile
NCIDD upload - Intel mixed DNA 
profile UkM1 14/07/2016

Complex mixed profile 
unsuitable for interp or 
comparison

Rework of the 
sample meant 
re-
intpretation; 
From 3 person 
to 4 person y n

Additional work undertaken at 
Statement stage, meant that the 
crime scene profile was re-
interpreted

Rape 25/11/2015

Three person mixed DNA profile
3 person mixed profile - conditioned 
on 18/05/2016

Complex mixed profile 
unsuitable for interp or 
comparison Training issue n y

Reassessment of profiles 
undertaken at Statement stage

Rape 23/11/2015

Three person mixed DNA profile
3 person mix profile - support for 
contrib > 100 billion 11/01/2016

Complex mixed profile 
unsuitable for interp or 
comparison

From 3 person 
to 4 person n y

Additional work undertaken at 
Statement stage, meant that the 
crime scene profile was re-
interpreted

Robbery 19/11/2015

Three person mixed DNA profile
NCIDD upload - Intel mixed DNA 
profile UKM2
3 person mix - support for contrib 1 
million - 1 billion 15/02/2016

Complex mixed profile 
unsuitable for interp or 
comparison STRmix issue y y

STRmix issue detected, re-
assessment at Statement Stage

Sexual 
offences 02/10/2015

Three person mixed DNA profile
 3 person mixed profile - conditioned 
on
 3 person mix rem - support for 
contribution > 100 billion 03/02/2016

Complex mixed profile 
unsuitable for interp or 
comparison

Reference 
sample 
available, from 
3 person to 4 
person y y

Reference sample supplied and 
now available for comparison, 
reassessment due to ref sample 
and re-interpretation

Child 
offences 17/08/2015

Three person mixed DNA profile
3 person mix profile - support for 
contrib > 100 billion
3 person mix profile - support for 
contrib > 100 billion 02/09/2015

Complex mixed profile 
unsuitable for interp or 
comparison STRmix issue y y

STRmix issue detected, re-
assessment at Statement Stage

Sexual 
offences 11/08/2015

 Three person mixed DNA profile
3 person mixed profile - conditioned 
on
 3 person mix remaining- support for 
contrib 1000 to 10000 17/08/2016

Complex mixed profile 
unsuitable for interp or 
comparison

From 3 person 
to 4 person y y

Subjectivity between reviewers, 
being addressed to reduce in 
future

Wounding 29/07/2015

 Three person mixed DNA profile
3 person mix profile - support for 
contrib > 100 billion 18/05/2016

Complex mixed profile 
unsuitable for interp or 
comparison

From 3 person 
to 4 person unknown y

Additional work undertaken at 
Statement stage, meant that the 
crime scene profile was re-
interpreted (due to the context 
of the case)
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Wounding 28/07/2015

 Three person mixed DNA profile
3 person mix profile - support for 
contrib > 100 billion
3 person mix- support for contrib 1 
billion - 100 billion 20/10/2015

Complex mixed profile 
unsuitable for interp or 
comparison

From 3 person 
to 4 person y y

Additional work undertaken at 
Statement stage, meant that the 
crime scene profile was re-
interpreted

Wounding 05/06/2015

Two person mixed DNA profile
2 person mixed profile - conditioned 
on
 2 person mix rem - support for 
contribution > 100 billion 12/02/2016

Complex mixed profile 
unsuitable for interp or 
comparison

From 3 person 
to 4 person y y

Additional work undertaken at 
Statement stage, meant that the 
crime scene profile was re-
interpreted

Rape 07/05/2015
Single source DNA profile
 Possible sub-threshold information 24/06/2015

Complex mixed profile 
unsuitable for interp or 
comparison Training issue n y

Subjectivity between reviewers, 
being addressed to reduce in 
future

Murder 20/03/2015

Two person mixed DNA profile
 2 person mixed profile - conditioned 
on
2 person mix rem - support for 
contribution > 100 billion 22/06/2015

Complex mixed profile 
unsuitable for interp or 
comparison

familial 
relationship 
with reference 
samples n y

Reassessment of profiles 
undertaken at Statement stage, 
to be consistent in the context 
of the case

Murder 20/03/2015

Two person mixed DNA profile
2 person mix profile - support for 
contrib > 100 billion
 2 person mix profile - support for 
contrib > 100 billion 10/06/2015

Complex mixed profile 
unsuitable for interp or 
comparison

familial 
relationship 
with reference 
samples n y

Subjectivity between reviewers, 
being addressed to reduce in 
future

Murder 06/03/2015

Two person mixed DNA profile
2 person mix profile - support for 
contrib > 100 billion 26/05/2015

Complex mixed profile 
unsuitable for interp or 
comparison

Reference 
sample 
available n y

Reference sample supplied and 
now available for comparison, 
reassessment due to ref sample 
and re-interpretation

Child 
offences 11/02/2015

Three person mixed DNA profile
3 person mix profile - support for 
contrib > 100 billion 01/04/2015

Complex mixed profile 
unsuitable for interp or 
comparison

From 3 person 
to 4 person n n

Reassessment of profiles 
undertaken at Statement stage, 
to be consistent in the context 
of the case

Fire/Arson 08/01/2015
Single source DNA profile < NCIDD 
matching stringency UKM1 10/09/2015

Complex mixed profile 
unsuitable for interp or 
comparison Training issue y y Training issue
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FR Offence Exhibit Original result date Original result New result date New result reason behind change

Appears 
to be 
probative 
sample

Other 
similar 
results in 
case Trigger

Drug 
offences 21/11/2014 Three person mixed DNA profile 21/11/2014

Complex mixed profile unsuitable for 
interp or comparison Training issue y n

Subjectivity between reviewers, being 
addressed to reduce in future

Murder 24/09/2014

Two person mixed DNA profile
Intel report required for further 
interpretation 28/09/2016

Complex mixed profile unsuitable for 
interp or comparison Training issue unknown y

Subjectivity between reviewers, being 
addressed to reduce in future

Wounding 07/08/2014 Three person mixed DNA profile 07/08/2014
Complex mixed profile unsuitable for 
interp or comparison

Rework of the sample meant re-
intpretation y n

Additional work undertaken at 
Statement stage, meant that the crime 
scene profile was re-interpreted

Burglary/En
er with 
intent 14/06/2014

Three person mixed DNA profile
Mixture - low support for contrib or 
supports non contrib 06/11/2014

Complex mixed profile unsuitable for 
interp or comparison From 3 person to 4 person mixture n y

Additional work undertaken prior to 
Statement being released.  Rework 
meant re-interpretation of the profile.

Miscellaneo
us 14/06/2014

 Three person mixed DNA profile
No statistical interpretation 
performed 05/12/2014

Complex mixed profile unsuitable for 
interp or comparison

Rework of the sample meant re-
intpretation n y

Additional work undertaken due to 
Suspect Check request.  Rework meant 
re-interpretation of the profile.

Rape 02/06/2014

Three person mixed DNA profile
No statistical interpretation 
performed 08/12/2014

Complex mixed profile unsuitable for 
interp or comparison From 3 person to 4 person mixture y n Training issue

Burglary/En
er with 
intent 07/03/2014

Three person mixed DNA profile
No statistical interpretation 
performed 22/05/2014

Complex mixed profile unsuitable for 
interp or comparison From 3 person to 4 person mixture n y

Subjectivity between reviewers, being 
addressed to reduce in future

Burglary/En
er with 
intent 29/01/2014

 Three person mixed DNA profile
NCIDD upload - Intel mixed DNA 
profile UKM2 12/08/2014

Complex mixed profile unsuitable for 
interp or comparison

Rework of the sample meant re-
intpretation y n

Additional work undertaken at 
Statement stage, meant that the crime 
scene profile was re-interpreted

UUMV 14/01/2014

Three person mixed DNA profile
NCIDD upload - Intel mixed DNA 
profile UK M1 17/05/2014

Complex mixed profile unsuitable for 
interp or comparison From 3 person to 4 person mixture y n

Subjectivity between reviewers, being 
addressed to reduce in future

Drug 
offences 02/12/2014

 Three person mixed DNA profile
No statistical interpretation 
performed 20/04/2015

Complex mixed profile unsuitable for 
interp or comparison From 3 person to 4 person y y

Additional work undertaken at 
Statement stage, meant that the crime 
scene profile was re-interpreted 

Fire/Arson 27/11/2014

Three person mixed DNA profile
 3 person mix - supports non 
contribution 23/01/2015

Complex mixed profile unsuitable for 
interp or comparison From 3 person to 4 person N Y

Reference sample supplied and now 
available for comparison, which meant 
re-interpretation of the crime scene 
profile

Rape 17/11/2014

 Three person mixed DNA profile
3 person mixed profile - 
conditioned on 19/12/2014

Complex mixed profile unsuitable for 
interp or comparison Training issue n n

Additional work undertaken at 
Statement stage, meant that the crime 
scene profile was re-interpreted 
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GBH/Unlawf
ul Wounding 07/11/2014

 Three person mixed DNA profile
3 person mix profile - support for 
contrib > 100 billion
 3 person mix - support for 
contribution 1000 to 10 000 06/02/2015

Complex mixed profile unsuitable for 
interp or comparison From 3 person to 4 person unknown y

Additional work undertaken at 
Statement stage, meant that the crime 
scene profile was re-interpreted 

Murder 07/11/2014

Two person mixed DNA profile
2 person mixed profile - 
conditioned on
2 person rem- support for contrib 1 
million to 1 billion 02/02/2015

Complex mixed profile unsuitable for 
interp or comparison Training issue n y Training issue

Rape 22/10/2014

 Three person mixed DNA profile
 3 person mix profile - support for 
contrib > 100 billion
3 person mix - support for 
contribution 100 to 1000 05/11/2014

Complex mixed profile unsuitable for 
interp or comparison

familial relationship with reference 
samples, reassessment at statement 
stage

Reassessment of profiles undertaken at 
Statement stage (case context taken 
into consideration)

Rape 17/10/2014

Three person mixed DNA profile
3 person mix profile - support for 
contrib > 100 billion 19/12/2014

Complex mixed profile unsuitable for 
interp or comparison Training issue n y

Additional work undertaken at 
Statement stage, meant that the crime 
scene profile was re-interpreted 

Child 
offences 29/09/2014

Two person mixed DNA profile
 2 person mix profile - support for 
contrib > 100 billion 06/02/2015

Complex mixed profile unsuitable for 
interp or comparison Training issue y y

Subjectivity between reviewers, being 
addressed to reduce in future

Assault 12/09/2014

Three person mixed DNA profile
3 person mix profile - support for 
contrib > 100 billion
3 person mix- support for contrib 1 
billion - 100 billion 21/04/2016

Complex mixed profile unsuitable for 
interp or comparison

Rework of the sample meant re-
intpretation y n

Additional work undertaken at 
Statement stage, meant that the crime 
scene profile was re-interpreted 

GBH/Unlawf
ul Wounding 12/09/2014

Three person mixed DNA profile
3 person mixed profile - 
conditioned on
3 person rem - support for contrib 1 
million to 1 billion 08/12/2014

Complex mixed profile unsuitable for 
interp or comparison Training issue ? y

Additional work undertaken at 
Statement stage, meant that the crime 
scene profile was re-interpreted (due 
to the context of the case)

Murder 08/09/2014

 Three person mixed DNA profile
3 person mixed profile - 
conditioned on
 3 person mix rem - support for 
contribution > 100 billion 19/11/2014

Complex mixed profile unsuitable for 
interp or comparison Training issue n y

Additional work undertaken at 
Statement stage, meant that the crime 
scene profile was re-interpreted (due 
to the context of the case)

Murder 03/09/2014

Three person mixed DNA profile
 3 person mixed profile - 
conditioned on
3 person mix remaining- support 
for contrib 1000 to 10000
 3 person rem - support for contrib 
1 million to 1 billion 16/02/2015

Complex mixed profile unsuitable for 
interp or comparison From 3 person to 4 person unknown y

Subjectivity between reviewers, being 
addressed to reduce in future
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Murder 14/08/2014

 Three person mixed DNA profile
3 person mixed profile - 
conditioned on
3 person mix rem - support for 
contribution > 100 billion 05/06/2015

Complex mixed profile unsuitable for 
interp or comparison

Rework of the sample meant re-
intpretation y y

Additional work undertaken at 
Statement stage, meant that the crime 
scene profile was re-interpreted

Wounding 01/08/2014

Three person mixed DNA profile
3 person mixed profile - 
conditioned on
3 person mix rem - support for 
contribution > 100 billion
 3 person mixed profile, mixture 
remaining NCIDD UKP1 01/10/2014

Complex mixed profile unsuitable for 
interp or comparison Training issue

Reassessment of profiles undertaken at 
Statement stage (case context taken 
into consideration)

Rape 30/07/2014

Three person mixed DNA profile
3 person mixed profile - 
conditioned on 06/02/2015

Complex mixed profile unsuitable for 
interp or comparison From 3 person to 4 person y y

Additional work undertaken due to 
Suspect check request, meant that the 
crime scene profile was re-interpreted

Rape 23/07/2014

 Three person mixed DNA profile
3 person mix profile - support for 
contrib > 100 billion

19/03/2015
Complex mixed profile unsuitable for 
interp or comparison

Familial relationship with reference 
samples, trainig y y

Subjectivity between reviewers, being 
addressed to reduce in future

Rape 21/07/2014

Three person mixed DNA profile
3 person mixed profile - 
conditioned on

06/02/2015
Complex mixed profile unsuitable for 
interp or comparison From 3 person to 4 person y y

Additional work undertaken due to 
Suspect check request, meant that the 
crime scene profile was re-interpreted

Drug 
offences 07/07/2014

Two person mixed DNA profile
2 person mix profile - support for 
contrib > 100 billion 31/07/2014

Complex mixed profile unsuitable for 
interp or comparison Training issue unknown y

Subjectivity between reviewers, being 
addressed to reduce in future

Rape 24/06/2014

Two person mixed DNA profile
 2 person mixed profile - 
conditioned on
2 person mix rem - support for 
contrib 10 000 to 100 000 25/08/2014

Complex mixed profile unsuitable for 
interp or comparison Analytical issue y y

Subjectivity between reviewers, being 
addressed to reduce in future

GBH/Unlawf
ul Wounding 23/06/2014

Two person mixed DNA profile
2 person mixed profile - 
conditioned on

04/09/2014
Complex mixed profile unsuitable for 
interp or comparison Analytical issue unknown n

Additional work undertaken at 
Statement stage, meant that the crime 
scene profile was re-interpreted

Murder 10/06/2014

 Two person mixed DNA profile
2 person mix - supports non 
contribution 26/02/2015

Complex mixed profile unsuitable for 
interp or comparison Training issue unknown y

Subjectivity between reviewers, being 
addressed to reduce in future

Assault 02/06/2014

Three person mixed DNA profile
3 person mix profile - support for 
contrib > 100 billion 24/07/2014

Complex mixed profile unsuitable for 
interp or comparison From 3 person to 4 person y y

Additional work undertaken at 
Statement stage, meant that the crime 
scene profile was re-interpreted

Robbery 30/05/2014

Two person mixed DNA profile
 2 person mix profile - support for 
contrib > 100 billion 04/07/2014

Complex mixed profile unsuitable for 
interp or comparison

Rework of the sample meant re-
intpretation y y

Additional work undertaken at 
Statement stage, meant that the crime 
scene profile was re-interpreted
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Robbery 23/05/2014

Three person mixed DNA profile
3 person mix - support for 
contribution 1000 to 10 000
3 person mix - support for 
contribution 100 to 1000 28/07/2014

Complex mixed profile unsuitable for 
interp or comparison

Rework of the sample meant re-
intpretation y n

Additional work undertaken at 
Statement stage, meant that the crime 
scene profile was re-interpreted

Assault 23/05/2014

Three person mixed DNA profile
3 person mix - supports non 
contribution 26/05/2014

Complex mixed profile unsuitable for 
interp or comparison From 3 person to 4 person n y

Additional work undertaken due to 
Suspect check request, meant that the 
crime scene profile was re-interpreted

Robbery 14/05/2014
 3 person mix profile - support for 
contrib > 100 billion 26/09/2014

Complex mixed profile unsuitable for 
interp or comparison Analytical issue y y

Additional work undertaken at 
Statement stage, meant that the crime 
scene profile was re-interpreted

Burglary/Ent
er with 
intent 10/05/2014

Three person mixed DNA profile
3 person mix profile - support for 
contrib > 100 billion 23/10/2014

Complex mixed profile unsuitable for 
interp or comparison From 3 person to 4 person y y

Additional work undertaken at 
Statement stage, meant that the crime 
scene profile was re-interpreted

Murder 09/05/2014

Three person mixed DNA profile
3 person mixed profile - 
conditioned on 22/07/2014

Complex mixed profile unsuitable for 
interp or comparison From 3 person to 4 person n y

Additional work undertaken at 
Statement stage, meant that the crime 
scene profile was re-interpreted

Burglary/Ent
er with 
intent 28/04/2014

Three person mixed DNA profile
 3 person mix - support for contrib 
1 million - 1 billion
 3 person mix profile - support for 
contrib > 100 billion 06/11/2014

Complex mixed profile unsuitable for 
interp or comparison Reference sample available ? y

Reference sample available for 
comparison and additional work 
undertaken after the comparison

Wounding 10/04/2014

Three person mixed DNA profile
3 person mix profile - support for 
contrib > 100 billion 18/03/2015

Complex mixed profile unsuitable for 
interp or comparison

Rework of the sample meant re-
intpretation unknown y

Additional work undertaken at 
Statement stage, meant that the crime 
scene profile was re-interpreted

GBH/Unlawf
ul Wounding 24/03/2014

 Three person mixed DNA profile
 3 person mixed profile - 
conditioned on 22/08/2014

Complex mixed profile unsuitable for 
interp or comparison Training issue n y

Subjectivity between reviewers, being 
addressed to reduce in future

Murder 21/03/2014

Three person mixed DNA profile
2 person mixed profile - 
conditioned on
3 person mix rem - support for 
contribution > 100 billion 24/06/2014

Complex mixed profile unsuitable for 
interp or comparison

Reference samples available, limited 
knowledge and experience with PP21 
and STRmix

Reassessment of profiles undertaken at 
Statement stage, to be consistent in 
the context of the case

Murder 18/03/2014

Three person mixed DNA profile
3 person mix - support for contrib 1 
million - 1 billion
Suspect check - support for 
contribution > 100 billion 07/01/2015

Complex mixed profile unsuitable for 
interp or comparison Reference samples available ? y

Multiple reference sample available for 
comparison and additional work 
undertaken after the comparison, 
context of other profiles within the 
case taken into consideration
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Drug 
offences 07/03/2014

Three person mixed DNA profile
NCIDD upload - Intel mixed DNA 
profile UK M1
3 person mix - support for 
contribution 100 to 1000 07/11/2014

Complex mixed profile unsuitable for 
interp or comparison Training issue y n

Reassessment of profiles undertaken at 
Statement stage, to be consistent in 
the context of the case

GBH/Unlawf
ul Wounding 07/02/2014

Three person mixed DNA profile
3 person mix profile - support for 
contrib > 100 billion 18/08/2014

Complex mixed profile unsuitable for 
interp or comparison From 3 person to 4 person y y

Additional work undertaken at 
Statement stage, meant that the crime 
scene profile was re-interpreted

GBH/Unlawf
ul Wounding 07/02/2014

Three person mixed DNA profile
 3 person mix - support for contrib 
10 000 - 100 000 18/08/2014

Complex mixed profile unsuitable for 
interp or comparison Training issue y y

Additional work undertaken at 
Statement stage, meant that the crime 
scene profile was re-interpreted

Rape 06/02/2014

Three person mixed DNA profile -
 3 person mix profile - support for 
contrib > 100 billion 19/03/2015

Complex mixed profile unsuitable for 
interp or comparison

Familial relationship with reference 
samples, training issues y y

Subjectivity between reviewers, being 
addressed to reduce in future

Murder 03/02/2014

Three person mixed DNA profile
3 person mixed profile - 
conditioned on 23/04/2014

Complex mixed profile unsuitable for 
interp or comparison From 3 person to 4 person n y

Additional work undertaken at 
Statement stage, meant that the crime 
scene profile was re-interpreted

Assault 16/01/2014

 Two person mixed DNA profile
2 person mixed profile - 
conditioned on 23/06/2014

Complex mixed profile unsuitable for 
interp or comparison From 3 person to 4 person n y

Additional work undertaken at 
Statement stage, meant that the crime 
scene profile was re-interpreted

Drug 
offences 13/01/2014

Two person mixed DNA profile
2 person mix profile - support for 
contrib > 100 billion 23/10/2014

Complex mixed profile unsuitable for 
interp or comparison Training issue y y

Additional work undertaken at 
Statement stage, meant that the crime 
scene profile was re-interpreted

Wounding 09/01/2014

Two person mixed DNA profile
2 person mix profile - support for 
contrib > 100 billion 27/06/2014

Complex mixed profile unsuitable for 
interp or comparison Training issue y y

Additional work undertaken at 
Statement stage, meant that the crime 
scene profile was re-interpreted
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FR Offence Exhibit Original result date Original result New result date New result
reason behind 
change

Appears 
to be 
probative 
sample

Other 
similar 
results in 
case Trigger

Robbery 17/12/2013

 Three person mixed DNA 
profile
No statistical 
interpretation performed 05/03/2014

Complex mixed profile 
unsuitable for interp or 
comparison Training issue y y

Subjectivity between reviewers, being 
addressed to reduce in future

Drug offences 11/12/2013

Three person mixed DNA 
profile
3 person mix - supports 
non contribution 14/01/2014

Complex mixed profile 
unsuitable for interp or 
comparison

From 3 person to 
4 person y y

Additional work undertaken due to Suspect 
Check request.  Rework meant re-
interpretation of the profile.

Burglary/Enter with 
intent 09/12/2013

Partial DNA profile- 
NCIDD- possible sub-
threshold peaks UKM1 10/12/2013

Complex mixed profile 
unsuitable for interp or 
comparison Training issue y y Training issue

Property 30/11/2013

 Three person mixed DNA 
profile
No statistical 
interpretation performed 03/01/2014

Complex mixed profile 
unsuitable for interp or 
comparison Training issue y y

Subjectivity between reviewers, being 
addressed to reduce in future

Wounding 11/10/2013

Three person mixed DNA 
profile
NCIDD upload - Intel 
mixed DNA profile UKM4 30/06/2014

Complex mixed profile 
unsuitable for interp or 
comparison Training issue n y

Subjectivity between reviewers, being 
addressed to reduce in future

Robbery 20/09/2013

Three person mixed DNA 
profile
NCIDD upload - Intel 
mixed DNA profile UKF1 10/07/2014

Complex mixed profile 
unsuitable for interp or 
comparison Sample reworked n y

Additional work undertaken at Statement 
stage, meant that the crime scene profile 
was re-interpreted

Burglary/Enter with 
intent 12/09/2013

Three person mixed DNA 
profile
3 person mix profile - 
support for contrib > 100 
billion 14/09/2016

Complex mixed profile 
unsuitable for interp or 
comparison Training issue y y

Subjectivity between reviewers, being 
addressed to reduce in future

Burglary/Enter with 
intent 20/08/2013

Three person mixed DNA 
profile
Mixture - low support for 
contrib or supports non 
contrib 05/11/2014

Complex mixed profile 
unsuitable for interp or 
comparison

From 3 person to 
4 person mixture n y

Subjectivity between reviewers, being 
addressed to reduce in future

Drug offences 19/08/2013

 Three person mixed DNA 
profile
No statistical 
interpretation performed 03/11/2014

Complex mixed profile 
unsuitable for interp or 
comparison

From 3 person to 
4 person y n

Additional work undertaken at Statement 
stage, meant that the crime scene profile 
was re-interpreted
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Robbery 19/08/2013
3 person mixed DNA 
profile not deconvoluted 15/01/2014

Complex mixed profile 
unsuitable for interp or 
comparison

Rework of the 
sample meant re-
intpretation y n

Analytical issue detected after result 
issued, error in laboratory

Robbery 27/07/2013

Three person mixed DNA 
profile
No statistical 
interpretation performed 03/11/2014

Complex mixed profile 
unsuitable for interp or 
comparison Sample reworked y n

Additional work undertaken due to Suspect 
Check request.  Rework meant re-
interpretation of the profile.

Drug offences 27/07/2013

Two person mixed DNA 
profile
No statistical 
interpretation performed 18/09/2014

Complex mixed profile 
unsuitable for interp or 
comparison Training issue unknown y

Subjectivity between reviewers, being 
addressed to reduce in future

Sexual offences 23/07/2013
Three person mixed DNA 
profile 25/07/2013

Complex mixed profile 
unsuitable for interp or 
comparison Training issue n y Training issue

Drug offences 17/07/2013

 Two person mixed DNA 
profile
No statistical 
interpretation performed 18/11/2014

Complex mixed profile 
unsuitable for interp or 
comparison

From 2 person to 
4 person mixture y n

Additional work undertaken prior to 
Statement being released.  Rework meant 
re-interpretation of the profile.

UUMV 12/07/2013
3 person mixed DNA 
profile not deconvoluted 13/12/2013

Complex mixed profile 
unsuitable for interp or 
comparison

From 3 person to 
4 person mixture y n

Analytical issue detected after result 
issued, error in laboratory

UUMV 12/07/2013

Three person mixed DNA 
profile
No statistical 
interpretation performed 13/12/2013

Complex mixed profile 
unsuitable for interp or 
comparison

From 3 person to 
4 person mixture y n

Analytical issue detected after result 
issued, error in laboratory

Drug offences 05/07/2013

Three person mixed DNA 
profile
No statistical 
interpretation performed 05/05/2014

Complex mixed profile 
unsuitable for interp or 
comparison

From 3 person to 
4 person mixture y n

Analytical issue detected after result 
issued, error in laboratory

Burglary/Enter with 
intent 02/07/2013

Three person mixed DNA 
profile
No statistical 
interpretation performed 28/04/2014

Complex mixed profile 
unsuitable for interp or 
comparison

Analytical issue 
with sample y n

Analytical issue detected after result 
issued, error in laboratory

Rape 02/07/2013

 Three person mixed DNA 
profile
No statistical 
interpretation performed 17/09/2014

Complex mixed profile 
unsuitable for interp or 
comparison Training issue y y

Reassessment of profiles undertaken at 
Statement stage

Rape 29/06/2013

Two person mixed DNA 
profile
No statistical 
interpretation performed 16/09/2014

Complex mixed profile 
unsuitable for interp or 
comparison

From 3 person to 
4 person mixture n y

Subjectivity between reviewers, being 
addressed to reduce in future
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Drug offences 19/06/2013

 Three person mixed DNA 
profile
No statistical 
interpretation performed 05/05/2014

Complex mixed profile 
unsuitable for interp or 
comparison

Rework of the 
sample meant re-
intpretation y n

Analytical issue detected after result 
issued, error in laboratory

UUMV 17/06/2013

Single source DNA profile 
UKM2

05/05/2014

Complex mixed profile 
unsuitable for interp or 
comparison Sample reworked y y

Analytical issue detected after result 
issued, error in laboratory

UUMV 17/06/2013

Three person mixed DNA 
profile
No statistical 
interpretation performed 16/06/2014

Complex mixed profile 
unsuitable for interp or 
comparison Sample reworked y y

Additional work undertaken and re-
interpretation of crime scene profile done

UUMV 17/06/2013

 Three person mixed DNA 
profile
No statistical 
interpretation performed
 3 person mix - supports 
non contribution 13/05/2014

Complex mixed profile 
unsuitable for interp or 
comparison Training issue y n Training issue

Drug offences 07/06/2013

Three person mixed DNA 
profile
No statistical 
interpretation performed 24/06/2013

Complex mixed profile 
unsuitable for interp or 
comparison

From 3 person to 
4 person mixture y n Training issue

Rape 06/06/2013

 Three person mixed DNA 
profile
No statistical 
interpretation performed 12/06/2014

Complex mixed profile 
unsuitable for interp or 
comparison Training issue unknown y

Subjectivity between reviewers, being 
addressed to reduce in future

Robbery 05/06/2013

Three person mixed DNA 
profile
No statistical 
interpretation performed 16/12/2013

Complex mixed profile 
unsuitable for interp or 
comparison

From 3 person to 
4 person mixture Y N

Analytical issue detected after result 
issued, error in laboratory

Assault 05/06/2013

Three person mixed DNA 
profile
No statistical 
interpretation performed 10/05/2014

Complex mixed profile 
unsuitable for interp or 
comparison

Analytical issue 
with sample y n

Subjectivity between reviewers, being 
addressed to reduce in future

Burglary/Enter with 
intent 31/05/2013

Three person mixed DNA 
profile
No statistical 
interpretation performed 24/12/2013

Complex mixed profile 
unsuitable for interp or 
comparison

From 3 person to 
4 person mixture y y

Analytical issue detected after result 
issued, error in laboratory

Burglary/Enter with 
intent 31/05/2013

 3 person mixed DNA 
profile not deconvoluted 11/11/2013

Complex mixed profile 
unsuitable for interp or 
comparison

From 3 person to 
4 person mixture y n

Analytical issue detected after result 
issued, error in laboratory
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Burglary/Enter with 
ntent 31/05/2013

Three person mixed DNA 
profile
No statistical 
interpretation performed 12/06/2014

Complex mixed profile 
unsuitable for interp or 
comparison

From 3 person to 
4 person mixture y n

Analytical issue detected after result 
issued, error in laboratory

Burglary/Enter with 
ntent 30/05/2013

3 person mixed DNA 
profile not deconvoluted 14/11/2013

Complex mixed profile 
unsuitable for interp or 
comparison

From 3 person to 
4 person mixture y y

Analytical issue detected after result 
issued, error in laboratory

Stealing 30/05/2013

 Three person mixed DNA 
profile
No statistical 
interpretation performed 28/04/2014

Complex mixed profile 
unsuitable for interp or 
comparison

Rework of the 
sample meant re-
intpretation y n

Analytical issue detected after result 
issued, error in laboratory

Burglary/Enter with 
ntent 30/05/2013

3 person mixed DNA 
profile not deconvoluted 14/01/2014

Complex mixed profile 
unsuitable for interp or 
comparison

Rework of the 
sample meant re-
intpretation y n

Analytical issue detected after result 
issued, error in laboratory

UUMV 29/05/2013

 Three person mixed DNA 
profile
No statistical 
interpretation performed 11/02/2014

Complex mixed profile 
unsuitable for interp or 
comparison

Rework of the 
sample meant re-
intpretation y n

Analytical issue detected after result 
issued, error in laboratory

Burglary/Enter with 
ntent 13/05/2013

Three person mixed DNA 
profile
No statistical 
interpretation performed 30/11/2013

Complex mixed profile 
unsuitable for interp or 
comparison

Degradation of 
DNA y n

Analytical issue detected after result 
issued, error in laboratory

Assault 04/04/2013

Two person mixed DNA 
profile
No statistical 
interpretation performed 13/11/2013

Complex mixed profile 
unsuitable for interp or 
comparison

Degradation of 
DNA y n Subjectivity / Training issue

Burglary/Enter with 
ntent 07/02/2013

Single source DNA profile 
UKM2
NCIDD upload single 
source DNA profile 21/11/2013

Complex mixed profile 
unsuitable for interp or 
comparison

Degradation of 
DNA y y

Analytical issue detected after result 
issued, error in laboratory

UUMV 25/01/2013

Two person mixed DNA 
profile
NCIDD upload - Intel 
mixed DNA profile UKM1 30/01/2014

Complex mixed profile 
unsuitable for interp or 
comparison

Rework of the 
sample meant re-
intpretation y n

Analytical issue detected after result 
issued, error in laboratory

Assault 23/12/2013

Two person mixed DNA 
profile
2 person mix profile - 
support for contrib > 100 
billion 28/08/2014

Complex mixed profile 
unsuitable for interp or 
comparison

From 2 person to 
4 person y y

Additional work undertaken at Statement 
stage, meant that the crime scene profile 
was re-interpreted

Murder 20/12/2013

Three person mixed DNA 
profile
3 person mix- support for 
contrib 1 billion - 100 
billion 18/03/2014

Complex mixed profile 
unsuitable for interp or 
comparison

From 3 person to 
4 person y y

Error made in laboratory, training issue; re-
assessment undertaken at statement stage 
to detect
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Murder 19/12/2013

 Three person mixed DNA 
profile
3 person mixed profile - 
conditioned on
3 person mix rem - 
support for contribution 
> 100 billion 07/01/2015

Complex mixed profile 
unsuitable for interp or 
comparison

Reference 
samples available n y

Multiple reference sample available for 
comparison and additional work 
undertaken after the comparison, context 
of other profiles within the case taken into 
consideration

Murder 19/12/2013

Three person mixed DNA 
profile
 Suspect check - support 
for contribution > 100 
billion
3 person mix- support for 
contrib 1 billion - 100 
billion 07/01/2015

Complex mixed profile 
unsuitable for interp or 
comparison

Reference 
samples available ? y

Multiple reference sample available for 
comparison and additional work 
undertaken after the comparison, context 
of other profiles within the case taken into 
consideration

Murder 19/12/2013

Two person mixed DNA 
profile
2 person mix profile - 
support for contrib > 100 
billion
Suspect check- support 
for contrib 1 billion- 100 
billion 07/01/2015

Complex mixed profile 
unsuitable for interp or 
comparison

Reference 
samples available ? y

Multiple reference sample available for 
comparison and additional work 
undertaken after the comparison, context 
of other profiles within the case taken into 
consideration

Murder 19/12/2013

Three person mixed 
DNA profile
 3 person mix profile - 
support for contrib > 
100 billion
Suspect check - 
support for 
contribution 1000 to 
10 000 04/07/2014

Complex mixed profile 
unsuitable for interp or 
comparison

Limited 
experience and 
knowledge of 
PP21 and STRmix, 
training issue unknown y

Subjectivity between reviewers, being 
addressed to reduce in future

Murder 18/12/2013

Single Source DNA profile 
- assumed known 
contributor 07/01/2015

Complex mixed profile 
unsuitable for interp or 
comparison

Reference 
samples available n y

Multiple reference sample available for 
comparison and additional work 
undertaken after the comparison, context 
of other profiles within the case taken into 
consideration

UUMV 06/12/2013

Three person mixed DNA 
profile
 3 person mix profile - 
support for contrib > 100 
billion 16/04/2014

Complex mixed profile 
unsuitable for interp or 
comparison

From 3 person to 
4 person y y

Additional work undertaken at Statement 
stage, meant that the crime scene profile 
was re-interpreted
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Murder 29/11/2013

Three person mixed DNA 
profile
3 person mix - support 
for contrib 100 000 to 1 
million
3 person mix profile - 
support for contrib > 100 
billion 04/06/2014

Complex mixed profile 
unsuitable for interp or 
comparison

From 3 person to 
4 person y y

Additional work undertaken at Statement 
stage to ensure case consistency, meant 
that the crime scene profile was re-
interpreted

Murder 28/11/2013

Three person mixed DNA 
profile
3 person mixed profile - 
conditioned on
3 person mix remaining - 
support for contrib 100 
to 1000 23/05/2014

Complex mixed profile 
unsuitable for interp or 
comparison Training issue y y

Additional work undertaken at Statement 
stage to ensure case consistency, meant 
that the crime scene profile was re-
interpreted

GBH/Unlawful Wound 27/11/2013

Three person mixed DNA 
profile
3 person mix profile - 
support for contrib > 100 
billion 20/01/2014

Complex mixed profile 
unsuitable for interp or 
comparison Training issue unknown y

Reassessment of profiles undertaken at 
Statement stage, to be consistent in the 
context of the case

Wounding 22/11/2013

Two person mixed DNA 
profile
2 person mix profile - 
support for contrib > 100 
billion 27/06/2014

Complex mixed profile 
unsuitable for interp or 
comparison Training issue y y

Additional work undertaken at Statement 
stage to ensure case consistency, meant 
that the crime scene profile was re-
interpreted

Robbery 19/11/2013

 Three person mixed DNA 
profile
3 person mixed profile - 
conditioned on
3 person mix rem - 
support for contribution 
> 100 billion 08/04/2015

Complex mixed profile 
unsuitable for interp or 
comparison

From 3 person to 
4 person y y

Error made in laboratory, training issue - 
error detected at Statement stage

Rape 14/11/2013

 Three person mixed DNA 
profile
3 person mix profile - 
support for contrib > 100 
billion 06/03/2014

Complex mixed profile 
unsuitable for interp or 
comparison

Limited 
experience and 
knowledge of 
PP21 and STRmix, 
training issue y y

Subjectivity between reviewers, being 
addressed to reduce in future
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Murder 07/11/2013

Three person mixed DNA 
profile
3 person mix - support 
for contribution 100 to 
1000
3 person mix profile - 
support for contrib > 100 
billion 13/05/2016

Complex mixed profile 
unsuitable for interp or 
comparison

From 3 person to 
4 person unknown y

Subjectivity between reviewers, being 
addressed to reduce in future

GBH/Unlawful Wounding 15/10/2013

 Three person mixed DNA 
profile
3 person mix - support 
for contribution 1000 to 
10 000 - Evidence
 3 person mix - support 
for contribution 100 to 
1000 - Evidence
Suspect check - support 
for contribution > 100 
billion - suspect 
nomination 20/12/2013

Complex mixed profile 
unsuitable for interp or 
comparison

From 3 person to 
4 person n y

Reassessment of profiles undertaken at 
Statement stage, to be consistent in the 
context of the case

Murder (inc attempts) 09/10/2013

Three person mixed DNA 
profile
 NCIDD upload - Intel 
mixed DNA profile UKM2

27/04/2016

Complex mixed profile 
unsuitable for interp or 
comparison

From 3 person to 
4 person y n

Subjectivity between reviewers, being 
addressed to reduce in future

Murder (inc attempts) 09/10/2013

 Two person mixed DNA 
profile
2 person mix - supports 
non contribution 27/04/2016

Complex mixed profile 
unsuitable for interp or 
comparison Training issue y n

Reassessment of profiles undertaken at 
Statement stage, to be consistent in the 
context of the case

Fire/Arson 04/10/2013

Three person mixed DNA 
profile
3 person mix- support for 
contrib 1 billion - 100 
billion 21/03/2014

Complex mixed profile 
unsuitable for interp or 
comparison Analytical issue y n

Additional work undertaken at Statement 
stage to ensure case consistency, meant 
that the crime scene profile was re-
interpreted

Robbery 03/10/2013

Three person mixed DNA 
profile
3 person mix - low 
support for contribution 
(evidence) 18/11/2013

Complex mixed profile 
unsuitable for interp or 
comparison

From 3 person to 
4 person y y

Analytical issue detected after result 
issued, error in laboratory
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Rape 11/09/2013

Three person mixed DNA 
profile 
3 person mix profile - 
support for contrib > 100 
billion - 19/03/2015

Complex mixed profile 
unsuitable for interp or 
comparison

familial 
relationship with 
reference 
samples, 
reassessment 
conducted y y

Reassessment of profiles undertaken due 
to familial relationship with reference 
samples

Rape 11/09/2013

Three person mixed DNA 
profile 
 3 person mix - support 
for contrib 1 million - 1 
billion 11/09/2013

Complex mixed profile 
unsuitable for interp or 
comparison

familial 
relationship with 
reference 
samples, some 
profile 
subjectivity y y Training issue

Murder 10/09/2013

Two person mixed DNA 
profile
2 person mix profile - 
support for contrib > 100 
billion - Elimination 31/10/2013

Complex mixed profile 
unsuitable for interp or 
comparison Training issue unknown y

Subjectivity between reviewers, being 
addressed to reduce in future

Rape 06/09/2013

Three person mixed DNA 
profile
3 person mix profile - 
support for contrib > 100 
billion 19/03/2015

Complex mixed profile 
unsuitable for interp or 
comparison

familial 
relationship with 
reference 
samples, training 
issue y y Training issue

Deaths 06/09/2013

Three person mixed DNA 
profile
3 person mix profile - 
support for contrib > 100 
billion 29/01/2015

Complex mixed profile 
unsuitable for interp or 
comparison Training issue n y Training issue

Assault 05/09/2013

Three person mixed DNA 
profile
 3 person mix profile - 
support for contrib > 100 
billion 14/10/2013

Complex mixed profile 
unsuitable for interp or 
comparison

From 3 person to 
4 person y y

Error made in laboratory, training issue - 
error detected at Statement stage

Murder 02/09/2013

Three person mixed DNA 
profile
3 person mix profile - 
support for contrib > 100 
billion - Deceased
3 person mix profile - 
support for contrib > 100 
billion - Elimination 31/10/2013

Complex mixed profile 
unsuitable for interp or 
comparison

Limited 
experience and 
knowledge of 
PP21 and STRmix, 
training issue n y

Subjectivity between reviewers, being 
addressed to reduce in future
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Robbery 23/08/2013

 Three person mixed DNA 
profile
 3 person mix - support 
for contrib 10 000 - 100 
000
3 person mix - support 
for contribution 100 to 
1000 03/01/2014

Complex mixed profile 
unsuitable for interp or 
comparison Training issue y y

Reassessment of profiles undertaken at 
Statement stage, to be consistent in the 
context of the case

Murder 23/08/2013

Three person mixed DNA 
profile
3 person mix profile - 
support for contrib > 100 
billion - Deceased
 3 person mix- support 
for contrib 1 billion - 100 
billion - Elimination 31/10/2013

Complex mixed profile 
unsuitable for interp or 
comparison

Limited 
experience and 
knowledge of 
PP21 and STRmix, 
training issue n y

Subjectivity between reviewers, being 
addressed to reduce in future

Burglary/Enter with 
intent 20/08/2013

Three person mixed DNA 
profile
3 person mix - support 
for contribution 100 to 
1000
3 person mix profile - 
support for contrib > 100 
billion 05/11/2014

Complex mixed profile 
unsuitable for interp or 
comparison Training issue y y

Reassessment undertaken due to Suspect 
check request, meant that the crime scene 
profile was re-interpreted

Murder 19/08/2013

 Three person mixed DNA 
profile
3 person mix- support for 
contrib 1 billion - 100 
billion 05/05/2014

Complex mixed profile 
unsuitable for interp or 
comparison

Limited 
experience and 
knowledge of 
PP21 and STRmix, 
training issue y y

Reassessment of profiles undertaken at 
Statement stage, to be consistent in the 
context of the case

Murder 16/08/2013

Three person mixed DNA 
profile
3 person mix - support 
for contribution 1000 to 
10 000
3 person mix profile - 
support for contrib > 100 
billion 09/01/2015

Complex mixed profile 
unsuitable for interp or 
comparison

Reference 
samples available n y

Multiple reference sample available for 
comparison and additional work 
undertaken after the comparison, context 
of other profiles within the case taken into 
consideration

Robbery 15/08/2013

Three person mixed DNA 
profile
Suspect check - support 
for contribution > 100 
billion 07/11/2014

Complex mixed profile 
unsuitable for interp or 
comparison

Rework of sample 
meant re-
interpretation ? y

Reference sample supplied and now 
available for comparison, reassessment due 
to ref sample and re-interpretation
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Robbery 09/08/2013

Three person mixed DNA 
profile
NCIDD upload - Intel 
mixed DNA profile UKM1
Cold link - suspect 
wanted
3 person mix profile - 
support for contrib > 100 
billion 11/11/2013

Complex mixed profile 
unsuitable for interp or 
comparison

From 3 person to 
4 person y n

Additional work undertaken at Statement 
stage to ensure case consistency, meant 
that the crime scene profile was re-
interpreted

GBH/Unlawful Wounding 30/07/2013

 Three person mixed DNA 
profile
3 person mix profile - 
support for contrib > 100 
billion
3 person mix - support 
for contribution 100 to 
1000 UKM1
3 person mix - support 
for contrib 100 000 to 1 
million

18/02/2014

Complex mixed profile 
unsuitable for interp or 
comparison

Limited 
experience and 
knowledge of 
PP21 and STRmix, 
training issue y y

Subjectivity between reviewers, being 
addressed to reduce in future

Robbery 27/07/2013

Three person mixed DNA 
profile
3 person mix profile - 
support for contrib > 100 
billion 02/04/2015

Complex mixed profile 
unsuitable for interp or 
comparison

From 3 person to 
4 person y y

Error made in laboratory, training issue - 
error detected at Statement stage

Murder 17/07/2013

Three person mixed DNA 
profile
3 person mix profile - 
support for contrib > 100 
billion - Evidence
3 person mix - support 
for contrib 100 000 to 1 
million - Deceased 09/10/2013

Complex mixed profile 
unsuitable for interp or 
comparison Training issue y y

Subjectivity between reviewers, being 
addressed to reduce in future

Murder 17/07/2013

Three person mixed DNA 
profile
3 person mixed profile - 
conditioned on - Suspect
3 person mix rem - 
support for contribution 
> 100 billion - Deceased 09/10/2013

Complex mixed profile 
unsuitable for interp or 
comparison Training issue y y

Subjectivity between reviewers, being 
addressed to reduce in future
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Robbery 10/07/2013

Three person mixed DNA 
profile
3 person mix - support 
for contrib 10 000 - 100 
000 25/11/2013

Complex mixed profile 
unsuitable for interp or 
comparison Analytical issue y n

Analytical issue detected after result 
issued, error in laboratory

Murder 05/07/2013

Three person mixed DNA 
profile
3 person mix profile - 
support for contrib > 100 
billion 21/07/2014

Complex mixed profile 
unsuitable for interp or 
comparison

From 3 person to 
4 person y y

Analytical issue detected after result 
issued, error in laboratory

Murder 03/07/2013

Three person mixed DNA 
profile
 3 person mix - support 
for contrib 100 000 to 1 
million 18/08/2015

Complex mixed profile 
unsuitable for interp or 
comparison

Familial 
relationship with 
reference 
samples, limited 
experience and 
knowledge with 
PP21 and STRmix

Reference samples available for 
comparison, additional work undertaken at 
Statement request stage

Murder 01/07/2013

Three person mixed DNA 
profile
3 person mix profile - 
support for contrib > 100 
billion 11/04/2014

Complex mixed profile 
unsuitable for interp or 
comparison Analytical issue unknown y

Analytical issue detected after result 
issued, error in laboratory

Murder 29/06/2013

Three person mixed DNA 
profile
3 person mix - support 
for contrib 100 000 to 1 
million 18/09/2015

Complex mixed profile 
unsuitable for interp or 
comparison

Familial 
relationship with 
reference 
samples, limited 
experience and 
knowledge with 
PP21 and STRmix

Reference samples available for 
comparison, additional work undertaken at 
Statement request stage

GBH/Unlawful Wounding 29/06/2013

Three person mixed DNA 
profile
 NCIDD upload - mixed 
DNA profile UKM1
NCIDD upload - Intel 
mixed DNA profile UKP1
 Suspect check - support 
for contribution > 100 
billion 20/12/2013

Complex mixed profile 
unsuitable for interp or 
comparison

Limited 
experience and 
knowledge of 
PP21 and STRmix, 
training issue y n Training issue
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GBH/Unlawful Woundin 29/06/2013

Three person mixed DNA 
profile
 3 person mix profile - 
support for contrib > 100 
billion - Evidence 20/12/2013

Complex mixed profile 
unsuitable for interp or 
comparison

Limited 
experience and 
knowledge of 
PP21 and STRmix, 
training issue y n Training issue

GBH/Unlawful Woundin 29/06/2013

Three person mixed DNA 
profile
3 person mixed profile - 
conditioned on 
(Evidence)
Multiple supports non 
contribution / suspect 
check no match results 20/12/2013

Complex mixed profile 
unsuitable for interp or 
comparison

From 3 person to 
4 person n y

Reassessment undertaken due to 
Statement, meant that the crime scene 
profile was re-interpreted (case 
consistency)

Weapons offences 29/06/2013

Three person mixed DNA 
profile
3 person mix profile - 
support for contrib > 100 
billion - Evidence 16/07/2013

Complex mixed profile 
unsuitable for interp or 
comparison Analytical issue y y

Analytical issue detected after result 
issued, error in laboratory

Robbery 27/06/2013

Three person mixed DNA 
profile
3 person mix profile - 
support for contrib > 100 
billion 03/03/2014

Complex mixed profile 
unsuitable for interp or 
comparison

From 3 person to 
4 person y y

Analytical issue detected after result 
issued, error in laboratory

Murder 18/06/2013

Two person mixed DNA 
profile
2 person mix profile - 
support for contrib > 100 
billion - Evidence 20/12/2013

Complex mixed profile 
unsuitable for interp or 
comparison Training issue unknown y

Reassessment undertaken due to 
Statement, meant that the crime scene 
profile was re-interpreted (case 
consistency)

Murder 06/06/2013

Three person mixed DNA 
profile
3 person mixed profile - 
conditioned on 
(Deceased)
Multiple supports non 
contribution / suspect 
check no match results 28/11/2013

Complex mixed profile 
unsuitable for interp or 
comparison Analytical issue y y

Analytical issue detected after result 
issued, error in laboratory

Child offences 05/06/2013

Three person mixed DNA 
profile 
 3 person mix - low 
support for contribution 21/02/2014

Complex mixed profile 
unsuitable for interp or 
comparison

From 3 person to 
4 person unknown n

Additional work undertaken at Statement 
stage to ensure case consistency, meant 
that the crime scene profile was re-
interpreted
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Deaths 24/05/2013

 Three person mixed DNA 
profile
3 person mix profile - 
support for contrib > 100 
billion
 3 person mix - support 
for contrib 1 million - 1 
billion 18/08/2014

Complex mixed profile 
unsuitable for interp or 
comparison

From 3 person to 
4 person y y

Additional work undertaken at Statement 
stage to ensure case consistency, meant 
that the crime scene profile was re-
interpreted

Deaths 24/05/2013

 Three person mixed DNA 
profile
3 person mix profile - 
support for contrib > 100 
billion 10/03/2014

Complex mixed profile 
unsuitable for interp or 
comparison Analytical issue y y

Analytical issue detected after result 
issued, error in laboratory

Murder 22/05/2013

Three person mixed DNA 
profile
NCIDD upload - Intel 
mixed DNA profile UKM5 26/09/2016

Complex mixed profile 
unsuitable for interp or 
comparison Training issue n y

Additional work undertaken at Statement 
stage to ensure case consistency, meant 
that the crime scene profile was re-
interpreted

Rape 14/05/2013

Three person mixed DNA 
profile
3 person mix - support 
for contribution 100 to 
1000
3 person mix profile - 
support for contrib > 100 
billion 20/05/2014

Complex mixed profile 
unsuitable for interp or 
comparison Analytical issue y y

Analytical issue detected after result 
issued, error in laboratory

Robbery 14/05/2013

 Three person mixed DNA 
profile
3 person mix - support 
for contribution 100 to 
1000
 3 person mix profile - 
support for contrib > 100 
billion 17/06/2013

Complex mixed profile 
unsuitable for interp or 
comparison

From 3 person to 
4 person y y

Analytical issue detected after result 
issued, error in laboratory

Assault 08/05/2013

Three person mixed DNA 
profile
 No statistical 
interpretation performed
 3 person mix - supports 
non contribution 02/02/2015

Complex mixed profile 
unsuitable for interp or 
comparison Training issue y n

Subjectivity between reviewers, being 
addressed to reduce in future

Assault 03/05/2013

 Three person mixed DNA 
profile
No statistical 
interpretation performed 08/04/2015

Complex mixed profile 
unsuitable for interp or 
comparison

Rework of sample 
meant re-
interpretation y y

Subjectivity between reviewers, being 
addressed to reduce in future
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Rape 02/05/2013

Three person mixed DNA 
profile
3 person mixed profile - 
conditioned on - Victim
3 person rem - support 
for contrib 1 million to 1 
billion - Evidence 24/05/2013

Complex mixed profile 
unsuitable for interp or 
comparison

From 3 person to 
4 person y y

Reassessment undertaken due to 
Statement, meant that the crime scene 
profile was re-interpreted (case 
consistency)

Robbery 29/04/2013

Three person mixed DNA 
profile
3 person mix profile - 
support for contrib > 100 
billion - Evidence 13/06/2013

Complex mixed profile 
unsuitable for interp or 
comparison

From 3 person to 
4 person y y

Analytical issue detected after result 
issued, error in laboratory

Wounding 19/04/2013

 Three person mixed DNA 
profile
3 person mix profile - 
support for contrib > 100 
billion - Evidence 26/06/2013

Complex mixed profile 
unsuitable for interp or 
comparison

From 3 person to 
4 person y n

Subjectivity between reviewers, being 
addressed to reduce in future

Deaths 11/04/2013

Three person mixed DNA 
profile
3 person mix profile - 
support for contrib > 100 
billion - Deceased
3 person mix- support for 
contrib 1 billion - 100 
billion - Elimination

12/11/2013

Complex mixed profile 
unsuitable for interp or 
comparison

From 3 person to 
4 person y n

Subjectivity between reviewers, being 
addressed to reduce in future

Deaths 10/04/2013

Three person mixed DNA 
profile
3 person mix - support 
for contribution 100 to 
1000 - Deceased
3 person mix - support 
for contribution 100 to 
1000 - Elimination
3 person mix profile - 
support for contrib > 100 
billion - Elimination 12/11/2013

Complex mixed profile 
unsuitable for interp or 
comparison

Limited 
experience and 
knowledge of 
PP21 and STRmix, 
training issue y y

Subjectivity between reviewers, being 
addressed to reduce in future
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Murder 27/03/2013

Three person mixed DNA 
profile
3 person mix - support 
for contrib 1 million - 1 
billion 17/12/2015

Complex mixed profile 
unsuitable for interp or 
comparison

Familial 
relationship with 
reference 
samples, limited 
experience and 
knowledge with 
PP21 and STRmix

Reference samples available for 
comparison, additional work undertaken at 
Statement request stage

UMV 08/02/2013

Single source DNA profile 
UKM1
NCIDD Intel Upload - 
single source partial 
profile 26/08/2016

Complex mixed profile 
unsuitable for interp or 
comparison Analytical issue unknown n

Analytical issue detected after result 
issued, error in laboratory
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De Marco.JennaL[LD]

From: Cathie Allen <
Sent: Friday, 19 October 2018 16:30
To: Neville.DavidH[OSC]
Cc: Keleher.BrendanE[OSC]; McNab.BruceJ[OSC]; Craig Russell
Subject: RE: Completed spreadsheet of all amended results since Dec 2012

Hi David 
 
I am able to advise that during the process of reviewing amended results from Dec 2012 to Sept 2018, we have not 
identified an instance of a result being changed from ‘inclusion’ to ‘exclusion’. 
 
Cheers 
Cathie 

Cathie Allen 
Managing Scientist  

Police Services Stream, Forensic & Scientific Services  
Health Support Queensland, Queensland Health  

p m   
a 39 Kessels Road, Coopers Plains, QLD 4108  
e w www.health.qld.gov.au/healthsupport  

Queensland Health acknowledges the Traditional Owners of the land, and pays respect to Elders past, present and future. 

 

From: Neville.DavidH[OSC] [mailto:   
Sent: Thursday, 18 October 2018 11:58 AM 
To: Cathie Allen 
Cc: Keleher.BrendanE[OSC]; McNab.BruceJ[OSC]; Craig Russell 
Subject: RE: Completed spreadsheet of all amended results since Dec 2012 
 
Hi Cathie 
Now that you have undertaken an analysis of each of the corrected results, are you able to confirm that there were 
no instances where the identified person is no longer considered to be a contributor to the mixture, please.  
 
Regards 
 
David Neville 
 

From: Neville.DavidH[OSC]  
Sent: Tuesday, 16 October 2018 4:00 PM 
To: Cathie Allen <  
Cc: McNab.BruceJ[OSC] < Keleher.BrendanE[OSC] 
<  
Subject: RE: Completed spreadsheet of all amended results since Dec 2012 
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Hi Cathie 
Thank you for this information. This appears to be a very thorough assessment.  
 
 

 
 
David Neville 
Inspector  
DNA Management Unit | Forensic Services Group 
Operations Support Command 
QUEENSLAND POLICE SERVICE 
______________________________ 

 

GPO Box 1440 Brisbane 4001 

 
 
 
 

From: Cathie Allen <   
Sent: Tuesday, 16 October 2018 3:50 PM 
To: Neville.DavidH[OSC] <  
Cc: Keleher.BrendanE[OSC] < Craig Russell 
< McNab.BruceJ[OSC] <  
Subject: Completed spreadsheet of all amended results since Dec 2012 
 
Hi David 
 
Please find attached the completed spreadsheet for all amended DNA results since Dec 2012. Shortly, we will 
provide a consolidated report to summarise the triggers for the amendments. 
 
Please don’t hesitate to let me know if there’s any queries regarding this spreadsheet. 
 
Cheers 
Cathie 

Cathie Allen 
Managing Scientist  

Police Services Stream, Forensic & Scientific Services  
Health Support Queensland, Queensland Health  

p m   
a 39 Kessels Road, Coopers Plains, QLD 4108  
e w www.health.qld.gov.au/healthsupport  
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Queensland Health acknowledges the Traditional Owners of the land, and pays respect to Elders past, present and future. 

 

******************************************************************************** 

This email, including any attachments sent with it, is confidential and for the sole use of the intended recipient(s). This 
confidentiality is not waived or lost, if you receive it and you are not the intended recipient(s), or if it is transmitted/received in 
error. 

Any unauthorised use, alteration, disclosure, distribution or review of this email is strictly prohibited. The information contained 
in this email, including any attachment sent with it, may be subject to a statutory duty of confidentiality if it relates to health 
service matters. 

If you are not the intended recipient(s), or if you have received this email in error, you are asked to immediately notify the sender 
by telephone collect on Australia +61 1800 198 175 or by return email. You should also delete this email, and any copies, from 
your computer system network and destroy any hard copies produced. 

If not an intended recipient of this email, you must not copy, distribute or take any action(s) that relies on it; any form of 
disclosure, modification, distribution and/or publication of this email is also prohibited. 

Although Queensland Health takes all reasonable steps to ensure this email does not contain malicious software, Queensland 
Health does not accept responsibility for the consequences if any person's computer inadvertently suffers any disruption to 
services, loss of information, harm or is infected with a virus, other malicious computer programme or code that may occur as a 
consequence of receiving this email. 

Unless stated otherwise, this email represents only the views of the sender and not the views of the Queensland Government. 

********************************************************************************** 

 
**********************************************************************  
CONFIDENTIALITY: The information contained in this  
electronic mail message and any electronic files attached  
to it may be confidential information, and may also be the  
subject of legal professional privilege and/or public interest  
immunity. If you are not the intended recipient you are  
required to delete it. Any use, disclosure or copying of  
this message and any attachments is unauthorised. If you  
have received this electronic message in error, please  
inform the sender or contact 1300ITPSBA@psba.qld.gov.au.  
This footnote also confirms that this email message has  
been checked for the presence of computer viruses.  
**********************************************************************  
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De Marco.JennaL[LD]

From: Cathie Allen <
Sent: Wednesday, 17 October 2018 09:12
To: Neville.DavidH[OSC]
Cc: Craig Russell
Subject: 3 person mixed DNA results since 8th of Oct 2018

Hi David 
 
After the meeting at QPS HQ on Friday, 5th of Oct and discussion regarding the QPS holding all 3 person mixed DNA 
results from QPRIME, additional work has been implemented in this space. Since Monday, 8th of October, Justin 
Howes, Team Leader, has been re-checking all 3 person mixed DNA results that have been reviewed on and after the 
8th of Oct. Justin has re-reviewed the results and provided advice to you, via the FR, on whether the result is likely to 
change. This was implemented in an effort to provide additional advice and perhaps allow the QPS to release those 
results to QPRIME. 
 
Are you able to provide feedback on this process? We don’t envision that this will be a long term process, however 
implemented this to provide additional advice to the QPS for a short period. 
 
Cheers 
Cathie 

Cathie Allen 
Managing Scientist  

Police Services Stream, Forensic & Scientific Services  
Health Support Queensland, Queensland Health  

p m   
a 39 Kessels Road, Coopers Plains, QLD 4108  
e w www.health.qld.gov.au/healthsupport  

Queensland Health acknowledges the Traditional Owners of the land, and pays respect to Elders past, present and future. 

 

******************************************************************************** 

This email, including any attachments sent with it, is confidential and for the sole use of the intended recipient(s). This 
confidentiality is not waived or lost, if you receive it and you are not the intended recipient(s), or if it is transmitted/received in 
error. 

Any unauthorised use, alteration, disclosure, distribution or review of this email is strictly prohibited. The information contained 
in this email, including any attachment sent with it, may be subject to a statutory duty of confidentiality if it relates to health 
service matters. 
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If you are not the intended recipient(s), or if you have received this email in error, you are asked to immediately notify the 
sender by telephone collect on Australia +61 1800 198 175 or by return email. You should also delete this email, and any copies, 
from your computer system network and destroy any hard copies produced. 

If not an intended recipient of this email, you must not copy, distribute or take any action(s) that relies on it; any form of 
disclosure, modification, distribution and/or publication of this email is also prohibited. 

Although Queensland Health takes all reasonable steps to ensure this email does not contain malicious software, Queensland 
Health does not accept responsibility for the consequences if any person's computer inadvertently suffers any disruption to 
services, loss of information, harm or is infected with a virus, other malicious computer programme or code that may occur as a 
consequence of receiving this email. 

Unless stated otherwise, this email represents only the views of the sender and not the views of the Queensland Government. 

********************************************************************************** 
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De Marco.JennaL[LD]

From: Cathie Allen <
Sent: Tuesday, 30 October 2018 12:48
To: Neville.DavidH[OSC]
Cc: Craig Russell; McNab.BruceJ[OSC]
Subject: RE: 3 person mixed DNA results since 8th of Oct 2018

Hi David 
 
As you have highlighted on Friday, you have bombarded me with emails and I’m working through them as quickly as 
I can, given the priority, the information required and my workload for Forensic DNA Analysis and Forensic 
Chemistry. I will prioritise this request next. 
 
Cheers 
Cathie 

Cathie Allen 
Managing Scientist  

Police Services Stream, Forensic & Scientific Services  
Health Support Queensland, Queensland Health  

p m   
a 39 Kessels Road, Coopers Plains, QLD 4108  
e w www.health.qld.gov.au/healthsupport  

Queensland Health acknowledges the Traditional Owners of the land, and pays respect to Elders past, present and future. 

 

From: Neville.DavidH[OSC] [mailto:   
Sent: Tuesday, 30 October 2018 12:34 PM 
To: Cathie Allen 
Cc: Craig Russell; McNab.BruceJ[OSC] 
Subject: RE: 3 person mixed DNA results since 8th of Oct 2018 
 
Hi Cathie 
I know you are busy but your assistance with the below request would be much appreciated. I am unable to report 
these results until this matter is clarified. Some of the results are now 3 weeks old and there is a chance that the 
offenders are reoffending in that time.  
 
Regards 
 
David Neville 
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From: Neville.DavidH[OSC]  
Sent: Monday, 29 October 2018 10:53 AM 
To: Cathie Allen <  
Cc: Craig Russell < McNab.BruceJ[OSC] <  
Subject: RE: 3 person mixed DNA results since 8th of Oct 2018 
 
Hi Cathie 
On 4 October the QPS made a decision to stop reporting three-person mixed profile results for volume crime 
matters given there was a risk that the result may have been recalled. Results were continued to be reported for 
major crime with the following caveat:  
 

Officers are NOT to commence proceedings against the identified person on the basis of this DNA result. It is 
possible that the result could be withdrawn as a result of subsequent checking processes. For further 
information contact Inspector, DNA Management Section on 07  

Since 8 October, some of the three-person mixed profile results have now been accompanied with a comment from 
Justin as follows: 
 

 is reviewed and not anticipated to change. 
 
On 17 October you requested feedback on that process which I provided the same day requesting some more 
conclusively. I have not heard back so I thought I had better elaborate on this. The results that are reported may be 
used by police to commence proceedings against a person which could result in them being immediately 
incarcerated. Therefore, to use the result in this was we need the same level of certainty around a result that the 
courts do. If a result might change or be withdrawn, we need to know that and treat it accordingly (i.e. it might be 
used for intelligence purposes only). 
 
Before I can start reporting these results that Justin has commented on I need some clarification on what “not 
anticipated to change means”, please. Does this mean that we can rely on the result to be sworn in a statement for 
court, please. 
 
Your timely advice on this would be greatly appreciated so that we can start releasing such results.  
 
Regards 
 
 

 

 

 
 
David Neville 
Inspector  
DNA Management Unit | Forensic Services Group 
Operations Support Command 
QUEENSLAND POLICE SERVICE 
______________________________ 

Phone  
Email 

Address GPO Box 1440 Brisbane 4001 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 

From: Neville.DavidH[OSC]  
Sent: Tuesday, 23 October 2018 11:39 AM 
To: 'Cathie Allen' <  
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Cc: Craig Russell < McNab.BruceJ[OSC] <  
Subject: FW: 3 person mixed DNA results since 8th of Oct 2018 
 
Hi Cathie, 
Is it possible that the results could be ‘confirmed ‘rather than being described as unlikely to change, please. 
 
Regards  
 
David 
 
 

From: Neville.DavidH[OSC]  
Sent: Wednesday, 17 October 2018 10:24 AM 
To: Cathie Allen <  
Cc: Craig Russell < McNab.BruceJ[OSC] <  
Keleher.BrendanE[OSC] <  
Subject: Re: 3 person mixed DNA results since 8th of Oct 2018 
 
Hi Cathie,  
I have noticed these coming through. My concern remains that the comment indicates there is still a possibility that 
the result might be withdrawn, even though it may be unlikely. As a result the conclusiveness of the evidence is not 
assured. We could therefore not act on that information. Is there anyway this could be reported more conclusively 
please. 
 
Regards  
David 
 
Get Outlook for iOS 

From: Cathie Allen <  
Sent: Wednesday, October 17, 2018 9:12 am 
To: Neville.DavidH[OSC] 
Cc: Craig Russell 
Subject: 3 person mixed DNA results since 8th of Oct 2018  
 
Hi David 
 
After the meeting at QPS HQ on Friday, 5th of Oct and discussion regarding the QPS holding all 3 person mixed DNA 
results from QPRIME, additional work has been implemented in this space. Since Monday, 8th of October, Justin 
Howes, Team Leader, has been re-checking all 3 person mixed DNA results that have been reviewed on and after the 
8th of Oct. Justin has re-reviewed the results and provided advice to you, via the FR, on whether the result is likely to 
change. This was implemented in an effort to provide additional advice and perhaps allow the QPS to release those 
results to QPRIME. 
 
Are you able to provide feedback on this process? We don’t envision that this will be a long term process, however 
implemented this to provide additional advice to the QPS for a short period. 
 
Cheers 
Cathie 

Cathie Allen 
Managing Scientist 
Police Services Stream, Forensic & Scientific Services 
Health Support Queensland, Queensland Health 
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m  
a39 Kessels Road, Coopers Plains, QLD 4108 
e w www.health.qld.gov.au/healthsupport 

Queensland Health acknowledges the Traditional Owners of the land, and pays respect to Elders past, present and future. 
 

******************************************************************************** 

This email, including any attachments sent with it, is confidential and for the sole use of the intended recipient(s). This 
confidentiality is not waived or lost, if you receive it and you are not the intended recipient(s), or if it is transmitted/received in 
error. 

Any unauthorised use, alteration, disclosure, distribution or review of this email is strictly prohibited. The information contained 
in this email, including any attachment sent with it, may be subject to a statutory duty of confidentiality if it relates to health 
service matters. 

If you are not the intended recipient(s), or if you have received this email in error, you are asked to immediately notify the sender 
by telephone collect on Australia +61 1800 198 175 or by return email. You should also delete this email, and any copies, from 
your computer system network and destroy any hard copies produced. 

If not an intended recipient of this email, you must not copy, distribute or take any action(s) that relies on it; any form of 
disclosure, modification, distribution and/or publication of this email is also prohibited. 

Although Queensland Health takes all reasonable steps to ensure this email does not contain malicious software, Queensland 
Health does not accept responsibility for the consequences if any person's computer inadvertently suffers any disruption to 
services, loss of information, harm or is infected with a virus, other malicious computer programme or code that may occur as a 
consequence of receiving this email. 

Unless stated otherwise, this email represents only the views of the sender and not the views of the Queensland Government. 

********************************************************************************** 

 
**********************************************************************  
CONFIDENTIALITY: The information contained in this  
electronic mail message and any electronic files attached  
to it may be confidential information, and may also be the  
subject of legal professional privilege and/or public interest  
immunity. If you are not the intended recipient you are  
required to delete it. Any use, disclosure or copying of  
this message and any attachments is unauthorised. If you  
have received this electronic message in error, please  
inform the sender or contact 1300ITPSBA@psba.qld.gov.au.  
This footnote also confirms that this email message has  
been checked for the presence of computer viruses.  
**********************************************************************  
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De Marco.JennaL[LD]

From: Neville.DavidH[OSC]
Sent: Tuesday, 23 October 2018 08:48
To: Cathie Allen
Cc: Craig Russell
Subject: Review of results referred back by taskforce

Importance: High

Hi Cathie 
I am advised that the Commissioner has called a meeting on the 25th to discuss the incorrect DNA results. I have to 
prepare a brief by midday tomorrow. Can you please provide me what you have thus far from your review. Is there 
any chance that the full review may be completed earlier? 
Regards 
 
 

 

 

 
 
David Neville 
Inspector  
DNA Management Unit | Forensic Services Group 
Operations Support Command 
QUEENSLAND POLICE SERVICE 
______________________________ 

Phone  
Email  

Address GPO Box 1440 Brisbane 4001 

 
 

EXHIBIT 135
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Date link reported QPRIME Number Offence QPS comment QPS comment Anticipated release date for Statement Further Information Additional information 22nd Oct
05/07/2017 0613 Robbery, unarmed, in 

company

DNA evidence significant to prosecution statement already requested from QH Statement issued to QPS 4th Oct 2018

No changes were made to the results during the 
compliation of the Statement or during the 
Statement peer review process for the items 
within this case. Nil

12/10/2017 1011 Drug - Possess and/or use 
dangerous drugs

DNA evidence significant to prosecution statement already requested from QH
Expected to be issued by due date (4 
weeks from Statement requested date)

Do not anticipate results to change given no 
further reworks are required, no further ref 
samples expected to be delivered. Nil

25/10/2017 0611 Robbery, armed

DNA evidence significant to prosecution statement already requested from QH
Expected to be issued by due date (4 
weeks from Statement requested date)

Do not anticipate results to change given no 
further reworks are required, no further ref 
samples expected to be delivered. Nil

26/11/2017 0213 Wounding

DNA evidence significant to prosecution statement already requested from QH Statement issued to QPS 8th Oct 2018

No changes were made to the results during the 
compliation of the Statement or during the 
Statement peer review process for the items 
within this case. Nil

14/12/2017 0311 Rape

DNA evidence significant to prosecution statement already requested from QH
Expected to be issued by due date (4 
weeks from Statement requested date)

Do not anticipate results to change given no 
further reworks are required, no further ref 
samples expected to be delivered. Nil

24/12/2017 0311 Rape

DNA evidence significant to prosecution statement already requested from QH Statement currently being reviewed

Do not anticipate results to change given no 
further reworks are required, no further ref 
samples expected to be delivered. Nil

18/01/2018 0811 Motor vehicle - steal, 
unlawfully use, possess

DNA evidence significant to prosecution statement already requested from QH
Expected to be issued by due date (4 
weeks from Statement requested date)

Do not anticipate results to change given no 
further reworks are required, no further ref 
samples expected to be delivered. Nil

16/04/2018 0213 Wounding

DNA evidence significant to prosecution statement already requested from QH
Expected to be issued by due date (4 
weeks from Statement requested date)

Do not anticipate results to change given no 
further reworks are required, no further ref 
samples expected to be delivered. Nil

04/05/2018 1011 Drug - Possess and/or use 
dangerous drugs

DNA evidence significant to prosecution statement already requested from QH
Expected to be issued by due date (4 
weeks from Statement requested date)

One sample undergoing additional work due to 
Manufacturer's issue, further update to be 
provided by 12th Oct 2018 - Updated 
information: rework did not change the result 
that had been released to the QPS. Nil

12/05/2018 0811 Motor vehicle - steal, 
unlawfully use, possess

DNA evidence significant to prosecution statement already requested from QH
Expected to be issued by due date (4 
weeks from Statement requested date)

Do not anticipate results to change given no 
further reworks are required, no further ref 
samples expected to be delivered. Nil

27/05/2018 0213 Wounding

DNA evidence significant to prosecution statement already requested from QH
Expected to be issued by due date (4 
weeks from Statement requested date)

Do not anticipate results to change given no 
further reworks are required, no further ref 
samples expected to be delivered. Nil

03/06/2018 1406 Traffic Crash - Fatal

DNA evidence significant to prosecution statement already requested from QH
Expected to be issued by due date (4 
weeks from Statement requested date)

Do not anticipate results to change given no 
further reworks are required, no further ref 
samples expected to be delivered. Nil

23/06/2017 0713 Burglary, with violence or 
threats, with breaking

DNA evidence significant to prosecution statement already requested from QH Statement issued 27 Oct 2017

No changes were made to the results during the 
compliation of the Statement or during the 
Statement peer review process for the items 
within this case.  No further items or reference 
samples have been delivered for this case, so no 
further interpretation or work has been required 
which would change the results for this case. Nil

19/09/2017 0211 Grievous Bodily Harm

DNA evidence significant to prosecution statement already requested from QH Statement issued 2 Feb 2018

No changes were made to the results during the 
compliation of the Statement or during the 
Statement peer review process for the items 
within this case.  No further items or reference 
samples have been delivered for this case, so no 
further interpretation or work has been required 
which would change the results for this case. Nil

07/10/2017 0112 Homicide - Attempted 
murder

DNA evidence significant to prosecution statement already requested from QH Statement currently being reviewed

Do not anticipate results to change given no 
further reworks are required, no further ref 
samples expected to be delivered. Nil

30/01/2018 0711 Burglary, with breaking

DNA evidence significant to prosecution statement already requested from QH
Expected to be issued by due date (4 
weeks from Statement requested date)

Do not anticipate results to change given no 
further reworks are required, no further ref 
samples expected to be delivered. Nil

EXHIBIT 136
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15/03/2018 0911 Fire - Building or Structure - 
Deliberate/Suspicious

DNA evidence significant to prosecution statement already requested from QH
Expected to be issued by due date (4 
weeks from Statement requested date)

Do not anticipate results to change given no 
further reworks are required, no further ref 
samples expected to be delivered. Nil

11/04/2018 1011 Drug - Possess and/or use 
dangerous drugs

DNA evidence significant to prosecution statement already requested from QH
Expected to be issued by due date (4 
weeks from Statement requested date)

Do not anticipate results to change given no 
further reworks are required, no further ref 
samples expected to be delivered. Nil

27/04/2018 0717 Enter with intent, other 
premises, with breaking

DNA evidence significant to prosecution statement already requested from QH

Additional testing has been required for one 
sample which may change the result issued. Final 
result to be interpreted by 12th Oct 2018.  
Update: reworking has confirmed 4 person 
mixture, Forensic DNA Analysis will hold result as 
anticipate that STRmix will be validated for 4 
Person Mixtures by the time Statement is due for 
court in November 2018. Nil

01/05/2018 0211 Grievous Bodily Harm

DNA evidence significant to prosecution statement already requested from QH Statement issued 8 Oct 2018

No changes were made to the results during the 
compliation of the Statement or during the 
Statement peer review process for the items 
within this case. Nil

13/06/2018 0214 Assault occasioning bodily 
harm

DNA evidence significant to prosecution statement already requested from QH
Expected to be issued by due date (4 
weeks from Statement requested date)

Do not anticipate results to change given no 
further reworks are required, no further ref 
samples expected to be delivered. Nil

26/06/2018 0714 Burglary, with violence or 
threats

DNA evidence significant to prosecution statement already requested from QH
Expected to be issued by due date (4 
weeks from Statement requested date)

One sample failed to meet quality standards and 
result incorrected, Insp Neville aware of this 
action 8th Oct 2018 Nil

06/07/2018 0715 Enter with intent, shop, 
with breaking

DNA evidence significant to prosecution statement already requested from QH
Expected to be issued by due date (4 
weeks from Statement requested date)

Do not anticipate results to change given no 
further reworks are required, no further ref 
samples expected to be delivered. Nil

10/10/2013 0611 Robbery, armed

DNA evidence significant to prosecution Statement issued 12 Feb 2014 

No changes were made to the results during the 
compliation of the Statement or during the 
Statement peer review process for the items 
within this case.  No further items received since 
statement issued, unlikely that changes would 
be necessary. Nil

07/11/2014 0611 Robbery, armed

DNA evidence significant to prosecution

Appears that all reference samples have been 
submitted and compared against crime scene 
profiles, therefore the result is unlikely to be 
changed. Nil

20/06/2016 0613 Robbery, unarmed, in 
company

DNA evidence significant to prosecution

Appears that all reference samples have been 
submitted and compared against crime scene 
profiles, therefore the result is unlikely to be 
changed. Nil

25/09/2018 0711 Burglary, with breaking

DNA evidence significant to prosecution

If further reference samples are submitted for 
this case, due it being reported in a Cold Link, 
the crime scene profile will undergo further 
assessment against the reference sample/s 
submitted, which could result in either no 
change or a change.

Sample has undergone additional reworks, unlikely that further 
work would be required. Contributor to NCIDD is a full profile, 
therefore mixture interpretation is unlikely to change if/when 
reassessment occurs upon receipt of these reference samples.

25/09/2018 0811 Motor vehicle - steal, 
unlawfully use, possess

Unknown strength of DNA evidence

If further reference samples are submitted for 
this case, due it being reported in a Cold Link, 
the crime scene profile will undergo further 
assessment against the reference sample/s 
submitted, which could result in either no 
change or a change.

Has undergone addtional reworks, unlikely to require further 
testing. The contribution deconvoluted and loaded to NCIDD  is an 
intelligence profile (not a full profile). The mixture interpretation is 
unlikely to change if/when reassessment occurs upon receipt of 
reference sample.

20/09/2018 0811 Motor vehicle - steal, 
unlawfully use, possess

DNA evidence significant to prosecution

If further reference samples are submitted for 
this case, due it being reported in a Cold Link, 
the crime scene profile will undergo further 
assessment (or rework if required) against the 
reference sample/s submitted, which could 
result in either no change or a change.

Has undergone an addtional rework, unlikely to require further 
testing. The contribution deconvoluted and loaded to NCIDD  is an 
intelligence profile (not a full profile). The mixture interpretation is 
unlikely to change if/when reassessment occurs upon receipt of 
reference sample.
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17/09/2018 0812 Motor vehicle - attempted 
steal/unlawfully use

DNA evidence significant to prosecution

If further reference samples are submitted for 
this case, due it being reported in a Cold Link, 
the crime scene profile will undergo further 
assessment (or rework if required) against the 
reference sample/s submitted, which could 
result in either no change or a change.

Has undergone an addtional rework, unlikely to require further 
testing. The contribution deconvoluted and loaded to NCIDD  is an 
intelligence profile (not a full profile). The mixture interpretation is 
unlikely to change if/when reassessment occurs upon receipt of 
reference sample.

14/09/2018 0811 Motor vehicle - steal, 
unlawfully use, possess

DNA evidence significant to prosecution

If further reference samples are submitted for 
this case, due it being reported in a Cold Link, 
the crime scene profile will undergo further 
assessment against the reference sample/s 
submitted, which could result in either no 
change or a change.

Has undergone addtional reworks, unlikely to require further 
testing. The contribution deconvoluted and loaded to NCIDD  is an 
intelligence profile (not a full profile). The mixture interpretation is 
unlikely to change if/when reassessment occurs upon receipt of 
reference sample.

13/09/2018 0711 Burglary, with breaking

DNA evidence significant to prosecution

If further reference samples are submitted for 
this case, due it being reported in a Cold Link, 
the crime scene profile will undergo further 
assessment against the reference sample/s 
submitted, which could result in either no 
change or a change.

Has undergone an addtional rework as per Volume Crime 
processing rules. The contribution deconvoluted and loaded to 
NCIDD  is a full profile. The mixture interpretation is unlikely to 
change if/when reassessment occurs upon receipt of reference 
sample.

13/09/2018 0717 Enter with intent, other 
premises, with breaking

Unknown strength of DNA evidence

If further reference samples are submitted for 
this case, due it being reported in a Cold Link, 
the crime scene profile will undergo further 
assessment (or rework if required) against the 
reference sample/s submitted, which could 
result in either no change or a change.

Has undergone an addtional rework, unlikely to require further 
testing. The contribution deconvoluted and loaded to NCIDD  is an 
intelligence profile (not a full profile). The mixture interpretation is 
unlikely to change if/when reassessment occurs upon receipt of 
reference sample.

11/09/2018 0717 Enter with intent, other 
premises, with breaking

DNA evidence significant to prosecution

If further reference samples are submitted for 
this case, due it being reported in a Cold Link, 
the crime scene profile will undergo further 
assessment (or rework if required) against the 
reference sample/s submitted, which could 
result in either no change or a change.

Has undergone an addtional rework, unlikely to require further 
testing. The contribution deconvoluted and loaded to NCIDD  is an 
intelligence profile (not a full profile). The mixture interpretation is 
unlikely to change if/when reassessment occurs upon receipt of 
reference sample.

05/09/2018 0711 Burglary, with breaking

DNA evidence significant to prosecution

If further reference samples are submitted for 
this case, due it being reported in a Cold Link, 
the crime scene profile will undergo further 
assessment (or rework if required) against the 
reference sample/s submitted, which could 
result in either no change or a change.

Has undergone an addtional rework, unlikely to require further 
testing. The contribution deconvoluted and loaded to NCIDD  is an 
intelligence profile (not a full profile). The mixture interpretation is 
unlikely to change if/when reassessment occurs upon receipt of 
reference sample.

04/09/2018 0811 Motor vehicle - steal, 
unlawfully use, possess

DNA evidence significant to prosecution

If further reference samples are submitted for 
this case, due it being reported in a Cold Link, 
the crime scene profile will undergo further 
assessment (or rework if required) against the 
reference sample/s submitted, which could 
result in either no change or a change.

Sample has undergone additional reworks, unlikely that further 
work would be required. Contributor to NCIDD is a full profile, 
therefore mixture interpretation is unlikely to change if/when 
reassessment occurs upon receipt of these reference samples.

04/09/2018 0814 Vessel - steal, unlawfully 
use, remove from mooring

DNA evidence significant to prosecution

If further reference samples are submitted for 
this case, due it being reported in a Cold Link, 
the crime scene profile will undergo further 
assessment (or rework if required) against the 
reference sample/s submitted, which could 
result in either no change or a change.  Advised 
that a reference sample is with the QPS currently 
for this case (10/10/2018).

Has undergone an addtional rework, unlikely to require further 
testing. The contribution deconvoluted and loaded to NCIDD  is an 
intelligence profile (not a full profile). The mixture interpretation is 
unlikely to change if/when reassessment occurs upon receipt of 
reference sample.

03/09/2018 0717 Enter with intent, other 
premises, with breaking

DNA evidence significant to prosecution

Reference sample received but yet to be 
compared with crime scene sample.  Based on 
information available, unlikely that this result 
will be amended. Nil
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03/09/2018 0813 Bicycle - steal, unlawfully 
use

DNA evidence significant to prosecution

If further reference samples are submitted for 
this case, due it being reported in a Cold Link, 
the crime scene profile will undergo further 
assessment against the reference sample/s 
submitted, which could result in either no 
change or a change.

Has undergone addtional reworks, unlikely to require further 
testing. The contribution deconvoluted and loaded to NCIDD  is an 
intelligence profile (not a full profile). The mixture interpretation is 
unlikely to change if/when reassessment occurs upon receipt of 
reference sample.

30/08/2018 0812 Motor vehicle - attempted 
steal/unlawfully use

DNA evidence significant to prosecution

If further reference samples are submitted for 
this case, due it being reported in a Cold Link, 
the crime scene profile will undergo further 
assessment (or rework if required) against the 
reference sample/s submitted, which could 
result in either no change or a change.

Sample has undergone an additional rework, unlikely that further 
work would be required. Contributor to NCIDD is a full profile, 
therefore mixture interpretation is unlikely to change if/when 
reassessment occurs upon receipt of these reference samples.

20/08/2018 0836 Vehicles - Stealing 
from/enter with intent

DNA evidence significant to prosecution

Reference sample received but yet to be 
compared with crime scene sample.  Based on 
information available, unlikely that this result 
will be amended. Nil

03/08/2018 0812 Motor vehicle - attempted 
steal/unlawfully use

DNA evidence significant to prosecution

If further reference samples are submitted for 
this case, due it being reported in a Cold Link, 
the crime scene profile will undergo further 
assessment (or rework if required) against the 
reference sample/s submitted, which could 
result in either no change or a change.

Has undergone an addtional rework, unlikely to require further 
testing. The contribution deconvoluted and loaded to NCIDD  is an 
intelligence profile (not a full profile). The mixture interpretation is 
unlikely to change if/when reassessment occurs upon receipt of 
reference sample.

01/08/2018 0717 Enter with intent, other 
premises, with breaking

DNA evidence significant to prosecution

Reference sample received but yet to be 
compared with crime scene sample.  Based on 
information available, unlikely that this result 
will be amended. Nil

25/07/2018 0836 Vehicles - Stealing 
from/enter with intent

DNA evidence significant to prosecution

If further reference samples are submitted for 
this case, due it being reported in a Cold Link, 
the crime scene profile will undergo further 
assessment (or rework if required) against the 
reference sample/s submitted, which could 
result in either no change or a change.

Sample has undergone additional reworks, unlikely that further 
work would be required. Contributor to NCIDD is a full profile, 
therefore mixture interpretation is unlikely to change if/when 
reassessment occurs upon receipt of these reference samples.

20/07/2018 0836 Vehicles - Stealing 
from/enter with intent

DNA evidence significant to prosecution

If further reference samples are submitted for 
this case, due it being reported in a Cold Link, 
the crime scene profile will undergo further 
assessment (or rework if required) against the 
reference sample/s submitted, which could 
result in either no change or a change.

Has undergone an addtional rework, unlikely to require further 
testing. The contribution deconvoluted and loaded to NCIDD  is an 
intelligence profile (not a full profile). The mixture interpretation is 
unlikely to change if/when reassessment occurs upon receipt of 
reference sample.

18/07/2018 0711 Burglary, with breaking

DNA evidence significant to prosecution

Reference sample received but yet to be 
compared with crime scene sample.  Based on 
information available, unlikely that this result 
will be amended. Nil

09/07/2018 0711 Burglary, with breaking

DNA evidence significant to prosecution

If further reference samples are submitted for 
this case, due it being reported in a Cold Link, 
the crime scene profile will undergo further 
assessment (or rework if required) against the 
reference sample/s submitted, which could 
result in either no change or a change.

Sample has undergone additional rework, unlikely that further work 
would be required. Contributor to NCIDD is a full profile, therefore 
mixture interpretation is unlikely to change if/when reassessment 
occurs upon receipt of these reference samples.

02/07/2018 0711 Burglary, with breaking

DNA evidence significant to prosecution

If further reference samples are submitted for 
this case, due it being reported in a Cold Link, 
the crime scene profile will undergo further 
assessment against the reference sample/s 
submitted, which could result in either no 
change or a change.

Sample has undergone additional reworks, unlikely that further 
work would be required. Contributor to NCIDD is a full profile, 
therefore mixture interpretation is unlikely to change if/when 
reassessment occurs upon receipt of these reference samples.

30/06/2018 0811 Motor vehicle - steal, 
unlawfully use, possess

DNA evidence significant to prosecution

Reference sample received but yet to be 
compared with crime scene sample.  Based on 
information available, unlikely that this result 
will be amended. Nil
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28/06/2018 1011 Drug - Possess and/or use 
dangerous drugs

Unknown strength of DNA evidence Statement Issued 9 October 2018

No changes were made to the results during the 
compliation of the Statement or during the 
Statement peer review process for the items 
within this case.  No further items received since 
statement issued, unlikely that changes would 
be necessary. Nil

18/06/2018 0717 Enter with intent, other 
premises, with breaking

DNA evidence significant to prosecution

A reference sample has been submitted and 
compared against crime scene profiles, therefore 
the result is unlikely to be changed. Nil

14/06/2018 0711 Burglary, with breaking

DNA evidence significant to prosecution

If further reference samples are submitted for 
this case, due it being reported in a Cold Link, 
the crime scene profile will undergo further 
assessment against the reference sample/s 
submitted, which could result in either no 
change or a change.

Has undergone an addtional rework, unlikely to require further 
testing. The contribution deconvoluted and loaded to NCIDD  is an 
intelligence profile (not a full profile). The mixture interpretation is 
unlikely to change if/when reassessment occurs upon receipt of 
reference sample.

13/06/2018 0711 Burglary, with breaking
DNA evidence significant to prosecution

Result has been re-checked and do not 
anticipate an amendment to the result Nil

04/06/2018 0717 Enter with intent, other 
premises, with breaking

DNA evidence significant to prosecution

If further reference samples are submitted for 
this case, due it being reported in a Cold Link, 
the crime scene profile will undergo further 
assessment (or rework if required) against the 
reference sample/s submitted, which could 
result in either no change or a change.

Has undergone an addtional rework, unlikely to require further 
testing. The contribution deconvoluted and loaded to NCIDD  is an 
intelligence profile (not a full profile). The mixture interpretation is 
unlikely to change if/when reassessment occurs upon receipt of 
reference sample.

03/06/2018 0712 Burglary
DNA evidence significant to prosecution

Result has been re-checked and do not 
anticipate an amendment to the result Nil

28/05/2018 0711 Burglary, with breaking

DNA evidence significant to prosecution

If further reference samples are submitted for 
this case, due it being reported in a Cold Link, 
the crime scene profile will undergo further 
assessment (or rework if required) against the 
reference sample/s submitted, which could 
result in either no change or a change.

Has undergone an addtional rework, unlikely to require further 
testing. The contribution deconvoluted and loaded to NCIDD  is an 
intelligence profile (not a full profile). The mixture interpretation is 
unlikely to change if/when reassessment occurs upon receipt of 
reference sample.

28/05/2018 0715 Enter with intent, shop, 
with breaking

DNA evidence significant to prosecution

If further reference samples are submitted for 
this case, due it being reported in a Cold Link, 
the crime scene profile will undergo further 
assessment (or rework if required) against the 
reference sample/s submitted, which could 
result in either no change or a change.

Has undergone an addtional rework, unlikely to require further 
testing. The contribution deconvoluted and loaded to NCIDD  is an 
intelligence profile (not a full profile). The mixture interpretation is 
unlikely to change if/when reassessment occurs upon receipt of 
reference sample.

21/05/2018 0717 Enter with intent, other 
premises, with breaking

DNA evidence significant to prosecution

If further reference samples are submitted for 
this case, due it being reported in a Cold Link, 
the crime scene profile will undergo further 
assessment (or rework if required) against the 
reference sample/s submitted, which could 
result in either no change or a change.

Has undergone an addtional rework, unlikely to require further 
testing. The contribution deconvoluted and loaded to NCIDD  is an 
intelligence profile (not a full profile). The mixture interpretation is 
unlikely to change if/when reassessment occurs upon receipt of 
reference sample.

18/05/2018 0711 Burglary, with breaking
DNA evidence significant to prosecution

Result has been re-checked and do not 
anticipate an amendment to the result Nil

16/05/2018 0811 Motor vehicle - steal, 
unlawfully use, possess

DNA evidence significant to prosecution

If further reference samples are submitted for 
this case, due it being reported in a Cold Link, 
the crime scene profile will undergo further 
assessment (or rework if required) against the 
reference sample/s submitted, which could 
result in either no change or a change.

Has undergone an addtional rework, unlikely to require further 
testing. The contribution deconvoluted and loaded to NCIDD  is an 
intelligence profile (not a full profile). The mixture interpretation is 
unlikely to change if/when reassessment occurs upon receipt of 
reference sample.

26/04/2018 0836 Vehicles - Stealing 
from/enter with intent DNA evidence significant to prosecution

Result has been re-checked and do not 
anticipate an amendment to the result Nil

25/04/2018 1415 Dangerous operation of a 
vehicle DNA evidence significant to prosecution

Result has been re-checked and do not 
anticipate an amendment to the result Nil

16/04/2018 0836 Vehicles - Stealing 
from/enter with intent DNA evidence significant to prosecution

Result has been re-checked and do not 
anticipate an amendment to the result Nil
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13/04/2018 0811 Motor vehicle - steal, 
unlawfully use, possess

DNA evidence significant to prosecution

If further reference samples are submitted for 
this case, due it being reported in a Cold Link, 
the crime scene profile will undergo further 
assessment (or rework if required) against the 
reference sample/s submitted, which could 
result in either no change or a change.

Sample has undergone an additional rework, unlikely that further 
work would be required. Contributor to NCIDD is a full profile, 
therefore mixture interpretation is unlikely to change if/when 
reassessment occurs upon receipt of these reference samples.

06/04/2018 0711 Burglary, with breaking

DNA evidence significant to prosecution

If further reference samples are submitted for 
this case, due it being reported in a Cold Link, 
the crime scene profile will undergo further 
assessment (or rework if required) against the 
reference sample/s submitted, which could 
result in either no change or a change.

Has undergone an addtional rework, unlikely to require further 
testing. The contribution deconvoluted and loaded to NCIDD  is an 
intelligence profile (not a full profile). The mixture interpretation is 
unlikely to change if/when reassessment occurs upon receipt of 
reference sample.

06/04/2018 0711 Burglary, with breaking

DNA evidence significant to prosecution

If further reference samples are submitted for 
this case, due it being reported in a Cold Link, 
the crime scene profile will undergo further 
assessment (or rework if required) against the 
reference sample/s submitted, which could 
result in either no change or a change.

Has undergone an addtional rework, unlikely to require further 
testing. The contribution deconvoluted and loaded to NCIDD  is an 
intelligence profile (not a full profile). The mixture interpretation is 
unlikely to change if/when reassessment occurs upon receipt of 
reference sample.

25/03/2018 0811 Motor vehicle - steal, 
unlawfully use, possess Unknown strength of DNA evidence

Result has been re-checked and do not 
anticipate an amendment to the result Nil

23/03/2018 0711 Burglary, with breaking

DNA evidence significant to prosecution

If further reference samples are submitted for 
this case, due it being reported in a Cold Link, 
the crime scene profile will undergo further 
assessment (or rework if required) against the 
reference sample/s submitted, which could 
result in either no change or a change.

Has undergone an addtional rework, unlikely to require further 
testing. The contribution deconvoluted and loaded to NCIDD  is an 
intelligence profile (not a full profile). The mixture interpretation is 
unlikely to change if/when reassessment occurs upon receipt of 
reference sample.

17/03/2018 0717 Enter with intent, other 
premises, with breaking

DNA evidence significant to prosecution

If further reference samples are submitted for 
this case, due it being reported in a Cold Link, 
the crime scene profile will undergo further 
assessment (or rework if required) against the 
reference sample/s submitted, which could 
result in either no change or a change.

Has undergone an addtional rework, unlikely to require further 
testing. The contribution deconvoluted and loaded to NCIDD  is an 
intelligence profile (not a full profile). The mixture interpretation is 
unlikely to change if/when reassessment occurs upon receipt of 
reference sample.

15/03/2018 0711 Burglary, with breaking

DNA evidence significant to prosecution

If further reference samples are submitted for 
this case, due it being reported in a Cold Link, 
the crime scene profile will undergo further 
assessment (or rework if required) against the 
reference sample/s submitted, which could 
result in either no change or a change.

Has undergone an addtional rework, unlikely to require further 
testing. The contribution deconvoluted and loaded to NCIDD  is an 
intelligence profile (not a full profile). The mixture interpretation is 
unlikely to change if/when reassessment occurs upon receipt of 
reference sample.

15/03/2018 0717 Enter with intent, other 
premises, with breaking

DNA evidence significant to prosecution

If further reference samples are submitted for 
this case, due it being reported in a Cold Link, 
the crime scene profile will undergo further 
assessment (or rework if required) against the 
reference sample/s submitted, which could 
result in either no change or a change.

Has undergone an addtional rework, unlikely to require further 
testing. The contribution deconvoluted and loaded to NCIDD  is an 
intelligence profile (not a full profile). The mixture interpretation is 
unlikely to change if/when reassessment occurs upon receipt of 
reference sample.

15/03/2018 1457 Traffic Crash - Hit and Run 
(with Injury)

DNA evidence significant to prosecution

If further reference samples are submitted for 
this case, due it being reported in a Cold Link, 
the crime scene profile will undergo further 
assessment (or rework if required) against the 
reference sample/s submitted, which could 
result in either no change or a change.

Has undergone addtional reworks, unlikely to require further 
testing. The contribution deconvoluted and loaded to NCIDD  is an 
intelligence profile (not a full profile). The mixture interpretation is 
unlikely to change if/when reassessment occurs upon receipt of 
reference sample.

15/03/2018 0711 Burglary, with breaking

Unknown strength of DNA evidence

If further reference samples are submitted for 
this case, due it being reported in a Cold Link, 
the crime scene profile will undergo further 
assessment (or rework if required) against the 
reference sample/s submitted, which could 
result in either no change or a change.

Has undergone an addtional rework, unlikely to require further 
testing. The contribution deconvoluted and loaded to NCIDD  is an 
intelligence profile (not a full profile). The mixture interpretation is 
unlikely to change if/when reassessment occurs upon receipt of 
reference sample.
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06/03/2018 0712 Burglary

DNA evidence significant to prosecution

If further reference samples are submitted for 
this case, due it being reported in a Cold Link, 
the crime scene profile will undergo further 
assessment (or rework if required) against the 
reference sample/s submitted, which could 
result in either no change or a change.

Has undergone an addtional rework, unlikely to require further 
testing. The contribution deconvoluted and loaded to NCIDD  is an 
intelligence profile (not a full profile). The mixture interpretation is 
unlikely to change if/when reassessment occurs upon receipt of 
reference sample.

02/03/2018 0717 Enter with intent, other 
premises, with breaking

Unknown strength of DNA evidence

If further reference samples are submitted for 
this case, due it being reported in a Cold Link, 
the crime scene profile will undergo further 
assessment (or rework if required) against the 
reference sample/s submitted, which could 
result in either no change or a change.

Has undergone an addtional rework, unlikely to require further 
testing. The contribution deconvoluted and loaded to NCIDD  is an 
intelligence profile (not a full profile). The mixture interpretation is 
unlikely to change if/when reassessment occurs upon receipt of 
reference sample.

22/02/2018 0717 Enter with intent, other 
premises, with breaking

Unknown strength of DNA evidence

If further reference samples are submitted for 
this case, due it being reported in a Cold Link, 
the crime scene profile will undergo further 
assessment (or rework if required) against the 
reference sample/s submitted, which could 
result in either no change or a change.

Has undergone addtional reworks, unlikely to require further 
testing. The contribution deconvoluted and loaded to NCIDD  is an 
intelligence profile (not a full profile). The mixture interpretation is 
unlikely to change if/when reassessment occurs upon receipt of 
reference sample.

19/01/2018 1011 Drug - Possess and/or use 
dangerous drugs DNA evidence significant to prosecution

Result has been re-checked and do not 
anticipate an amendment to the result Nil

31/12/2017 0711 Burglary, with breaking

DNA evidence significant to prosecution

If further reference samples are submitted for 
this case, due it being reported in a Cold Link, 
the crime scene profile will undergo further 
assessment (or rework if required) against the 
reference sample/s submitted, which could 
result in either no change or a change.

Has undergone an addtional rework, unlikely to require further 
testing. The contribution deconvoluted and loaded to NCIDD  is an 
intelligence profile (not a full profile). The mixture interpretation is 
unlikely to change if/when reassessment occurs upon receipt of 
reference sample.

13/12/2017 1011 Drug - Possess and/or use 
dangerous drugs Unknown strength of DNA evidence

Result has been re-checked and do not 
anticipate an amendment to the result Nil

30/06/2017 1011 Drug - Possess and/or use 
dangerous drugs DNA evidence significant to prosecution

No  further work required as per advice fromm 
QPS. Nil

28/06/2017 0711 Burglary, with breaking
DNA evidence significant to prosecution

Result has been re-checked and do not 
anticipate an amendment to the result Nil

21/02/2017 0711 Burglary, with breaking

DNA evidence significant to prosecution

If further reference samples are submitted for 
this case, due it being reported in a Cold Link, 
the crime scene profile will undergo further 
assessment (or rework if required) against the 
reference sample/s submitted, which could 
result in either no change or a change.

This sample was originally processed in Profiler Plus, but reworked 
in PowerPlex 21, due to a suspected mutation in the profile.  The 
contribution deconvoluted and loaded to NCIDD  is an intelligence 
profile (not a full profile). The mixture interpretation is unlikely to 
change if/when reassessment occurs upon receipt of reference 
sample.

25/11/2016 1102 Unlawful Possession of 
firearm (other)

DNA evidence significant to prosecution

If further reference samples are submitted for 
this case, due it being reported in a Cold Link, 
the crime scene profile will undergo further 
assessment (or rework if required) against the 
reference sample/s submitted, which could 
result in either no change or a change.

Has undergone addtional reworks, unlikely to require further 
testing. The contribution deconvoluted and loaded to NCIDD  is an 
intelligence profile (not a full profile). The mixture interpretation is 
unlikely to change if/when reassessment occurs upon receipt of 
reference sample.

16/11/2016 1011 Drug - Possess and/or use 
dangerous drugs

DNA evidence significant to prosecution

If further reference samples are submitted for 
this case, due it being reported in a Cold Link, 
the crime scene profile will undergo further 
assessment (or rework if required) against the 
reference sample/s submitted, which could 
result in either no change or a change.

Sample has undergone additional rework, unlikely that further work 
would be required. Contributor to NCIDD is a full profile, therefore 
mixture interpretation is unlikely to change if/when reassessment 
occurs upon receipt of these reference samples.

25/10/2016 1011 Drug - Possess and/or use 
dangerous drugs

DNA evidence significant to prosecution

If further reference samples are submitted for 
this case, due it being reported in a Cold Link, 
the crime scene profile will undergo further 
assessment (or rework if required) against the 
reference sample/s submitted, which could 
result in either no change or a change.

The contribution deconvoluted and loaded to NCIDD  is an 
intelligence profile (not a full profile). The mixture interpretation is 
unlikely to change if/when reassessment occurs upon receipt of 
reference sample.
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20/10/2016 1410 Traffic Crash - With Injury

DNA evidence significant to prosecution

If further reference samples are submitted for 
this case, due it being reported in a Cold Link, 
the crime scene profile will undergo further 
assessment (or rework if required) against the 
reference sample/s submitted, which could 
result in either no change or a change.

Has undergone addtional reworks, unlikely to require further 
testing. The contribution deconvoluted and loaded to NCIDD  is an 
intelligence profile (not a full profile). The mixture interpretation is 
unlikely to change if/when reassessment occurs upon receipt of 
reference sample.

18/09/2016 1011 Drug - Possess and/or use 
dangerous drugs

Unknown strength of DNA evidence

If further reference samples are submitted for 
this case, due it being reported in a Cold Link, 
the crime scene profile will undergo further 
assessment (or rework if required) against the 
reference sample/s submitted, which could 
result in either no change or a change.

Sample has undergone additional reworks, unlikely that further 
work would be required. Contributor to NCIDD is a full profile, 
therefore mixture interpretation is unlikely to change if/when 
reassessment occurs upon receipt of these reference samples.

05/07/2016 0713 Burglary, with violence or 
threats, with breaking

DNA evidence significant to prosecution

If further reference samples are submitted for 
this case, due it being reported in a Cold Link, 
the crime scene profile will undergo further 
assessment (or rework if required) against the 
reference sample/s submitted, which could 
result in either no change or a change.

Multiple samples have undergone addtional reworks. The 
contributions deconvoluted and loaded to NCIDD include full 
profiles and an intelligence profiles (not full profiles). The mixture 
interpretations are unlikely to change if/when reassessment occurs 
upon receipt of reference sample.

04/07/2016 0714 Burglary, with violence or 
threats

Unknown strength of DNA evidence

If further reference samples are submitted for 
this case, due it being reported in a Cold Link, 
the crime scene profile will undergo further 
assessment (or rework if required) against the 
reference sample/s submitted, which could 
result in either no change or a change.

Sample has undergone additional reworks, unlikely that further 
work would be required. Contributor to NCIDD is a full profile, 
therefore mixture interpretation is unlikely to change if/when 
reassessment occurs upon receipt of these reference samples.

30/03/2016 1015 Drug - Produce dangerous 
drugs

Unknown strength of DNA evidence

If further reference samples are submitted for 
this case, due it being reported in a Cold Link, 
the crime scene profile will undergo further 
assessment (or rework if required) against the 
reference sample/s submitted, which could 
result in either no change or a change.

Has undergone addtional reworks, unlikely to require further 
testing. The contribution deconvoluted and loaded to NCIDD  is an 
intelligence profile (not a full profile). The mixture interpretation is 
unlikely to change if/when reassessment occurs upon receipt of 
reference sample.

14/01/2016 1488 Type 1b Evade Police
Unknown strength of DNA evidence

Result has been re-checked and do not 
anticipate an amendment to the result Nil

08/01/2016 1011 Drug - Possess and/or use 
dangerous drugs

DNA evidence significant to prosecution

If further reference samples are submitted for 
this case, due it being reported in a Cold Link, 
the crime scene profile will undergo further 
assessment (or rework if required) against the 
reference sample/s submitted, which could 
result in either no change or a change.

Has undergone addtional reworks, unlikely to require further 
testing. The contribution deconvoluted and loaded to NCIDD  is an 
intelligence profile (not a full profile). The mixture interpretation is 
unlikely to change if/when reassessment occurs upon receipt of 
reference sample.

19/12/2015 1416 Type 1a(i) Dangerous 
operation of a vehicle DNA evidence significant to prosecution

Result has been re-checked and do not 
anticipate an amendment to the result Nil

03/11/2015 0912 Fire - Aircraft or Motor 
Vehicle - Deliberate/Suspicious

Unknown strength of DNA evidence

If further reference samples are submitted for 
this case, due it being reported in a Cold Link, 
the crime scene profile will undergo further 
assessment (or rework if required) against the 
reference sample/s submitted, which could 
result in either no change or a change.

Sample has undergone additional reworks, unlikely that further 
work would be required. Contributor to NCIDD is a full profile, 
therefore mixture interpretation is unlikely to change if/when 
reassessment occurs upon receipt of these reference samples.

30/10/2015 0711 Burglary, with breaking
DNA evidence significant to prosecution

Result has been re-checked and do not 
anticipate an amendment to the result Nil

14/10/2015 1015 Drug - Produce dangerous 
drugs DNA evidence significant to prosecution

Result has been re-checked and do not 
anticipate an amendment to the result Nil

20/08/2015 1101 Unlawful Possession of 
concealable firearm DNA evidence significant to prosecution

Result has been re-checked and do not 
anticipate an amendment to the result Nil

07/07/2015 0717 Enter with intent, other 
premises, with breaking Unknown strength of DNA evidence

Result has been re-checked and do not 
anticipate an amendment to the result Nil

06/07/2015 1015 Drug - Produce dangerous 
drugs Unknown strength of DNA evidence

Result has been re-checked and do not 
anticipate an amendment to the result Nil
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25/06/2015 0711 Burglary, with breaking

DNA evidence significant to prosecution

If further reference samples are submitted for 
this case, due it being reported in a Cold Link, 
the crime scene profile will undergo further 
assessment (or rework if required) against the 
reference sample/s submitted, which could 
result in either no change or a change.

Sample has undergone additional reworks, unlikely that further 
work would be required. Contributor to NCIDD is a full profile, 
therefore mixture interpretation is unlikely to change if/when 
reassessment occurs upon receipt of these reference samples.

21/05/2015 0711 Burglary, with breaking

DNA evidence significant to prosecution

If further reference samples are submitted for 
this case, due it being reported in a Cold Link, 
the crime scene profile will undergo further 
assessment (or rework if required) against the 
reference sample/s submitted, which could 
result in either no change or a change.

Sample has undergone additional reworks, unlikely that further 
work would be required. Contributor to NCIDD is a full profile, 
therefore mixture interpretation is unlikely to change if/when 
reassessment occurs upon receipt of these reference samples.

14/04/2015 0717 Enter with intent, other 
premises, with breaking DNA evidence significant to prosecution

Result has been re-checked and do not 
anticipate an amendment to the result Nil

10/02/2015 0827 Stock - kill with intent to 
steal

DNA evidence significant to prosecution

Reference sample received but yet to be 
compared with crime scene sample.  Based on 
information available, unlikely that this result 
will be amended. Nil

22/01/2015 0711 Burglary, with breaking

DNA evidence significant to prosecution

Reference sample received but yet to be 
compared with crime scene sample.  Based on 
information available, unlikely that this result 
will be amended. Nil

18/11/2014 1101 Unlawful Possession of 
concealable firearm

DNA evidence significant to prosecution Statement issued 1 June 2015

No changes were made to the results during the 
compliation of the Statement or during the 
Statement peer review process for the items 
within this case.  No further items received since 
statement issued, unlikely that changes would 
be necessary. Nil

23/09/2014 0716 Enter with intent, shop

DNA evidence significant to prosecution

If further reference samples are submitted for 
this case, due it being reported in a Cold Link, 
the crime scene profile will undergo further 
assessment against the reference sample/s 
submitted, which could result in either no 
change or a change.

Has undergone addtional reworks, unlikely to require further 
testing. The contribution deconvoluted and loaded to NCIDD  is an 
intelligence profile (not a full profile). The mixture interpretation is 
unlikely to change if/when reassessment occurs upon receipt of 
reference sample.

02/08/2014 1102 Unlawful Possession of 
firearm (other)

DNA evidence significant to prosecution Statement issued 21 May 2015

No changes were made to the results during the 
compliation of the Statement or during the 
Statement peer review process for the items 
within this case.  No further items received since 
statement issued, unlikely that changes would 
be necessary. Nil

23/06/2014 0836 Vehicles - Stealing 
from/enter with intent

DNA evidence significant to prosecution

If further reference samples are submitted for 
this case, due it being reported in a Cold Link, 
the crime scene profile will undergo further 
assessment (or rework if required) against the 
reference sample/s submitted, which could 
result in either no change or a change.  Advised 
that a reference sample is with the QPS currently 
for this case (10/10/2018).

Has undergone an addtional rework, unlikely to require further 
testing. The contribution deconvoluted and loaded to NCIDD  is an 
intelligence profile (not a full profile). The mixture interpretation is 
unlikely to change if/when reassessment occurs upon receipt of 
reference sample.

17/06/2014 1011 Drug - Possess and/or use 
dangerous drugs

DNA evidence significant to prosecution

All reference samples appear to have been 
received and compared to crime scene profile.  
Unlikely that the result would require a change 
to be made. Nil

25/04/2014 1012 Drug - Import/export 
dangerous drugs

DNA evidence significant to prosecution

All reference samples appear to have been 
received and compared to crime scene profile.  
Unlikely that the result would require a change 
to be made. Nil

11/04/2014 0711 Burglary, with breaking

DNA evidence significant to prosecution

All reference samples appear to have been 
received and compared to crime scene profile.  
Unlikely that the result would require a change 
to be made. Nil
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28/03/2014 0717 Enter with intent, other 
premises, with breaking

DNA evidence significant to prosecution

All reference samples appear to have been 
received and compared to crime scene profile.  
Unlikely that the result would require a change 
to be made. Nil

14/03/2014 0717 Enter with intent, other 
premises, with breaking

DNA evidence significant to prosecution

All reference samples appear to have been 
received and compared to crime scene profile.  
Unlikely that the result would require a change 
to be made. Nil

10/03/2014 0711 Burglary, with breaking

DNA evidence significant to prosecution

All reference samples appear to have been 
received and compared to crime scene profile.  
Unlikely that the result would require a change 
to be made. Nil

10/03/2014 0717 Enter with intent, other 
premises, with breaking

DNA evidence significant to prosecution

All reference samples appear to have been 
received and compared to crime scene profile.  
Unlikely that the result would require a change 
to be made. Nil

22/02/2014 0711 Burglary, with breaking

Unknown strength of DNA evidence

If further reference samples are submitted for 
this case, due it being reported in a Cold Link, 
the crime scene profile will undergo further 
assessment against the reference sample/s 
submitted, which could result in either no 
change or a change.

Sample has undergone additional reworks, unlikely that further 
work would be required. Contributor to NCIDD is a full profile, 
therefore mixture interpretation is unlikely to change if/when 
reassessment occurs upon receipt of these reference samples.

17/02/2014 0711 Burglary, with breaking

DNA evidence significant to prosecution

All reference samples appear to have been 
received and compared to crime scene profile.  
Unlikely that the result would require a change 
to be made. Nil

03/02/2014 0711 Burglary, with breaking

DNA evidence significant to prosecution

All reference samples appear to have been 
received and compared to crime scene profile.  
Unlikely that the result would require a change 
to be made. Nil

18/01/2014 1017 Drug - Possess things for 
use, or used in the 
administration, consumption, 
smoking of a dangerous drug

DNA evidence significant to prosecution

All reference samples appear to have been 
received and compared to crime scene profile.  
Unlikely that the result would require a change 
to be made. Nil

18/01/2014 1017 Drug - Possess things for 
use, or used in the 
administration, consumption, 
smoking of a dangerous drug Unknown strength of DNA evidence Duplicate of above

04/12/2013 0717 Enter with intent, other 
premises, with breaking

DNA evidence significant to prosecution

If further reference samples are submitted for 
this case, due it being reported in a Cold Link, 
the crime scene profile will undergo further 
assessment (or rework if required) against the 
reference sample/s submitted, which could 
result in either no change or a change.

Has undergone an addtional rework, unlikely to require further 
testing. The contribution deconvoluted and loaded to NCIDD  is an 
intelligence profile (not a full profile). The mixture interpretation is 
unlikely to change if/when reassessment occurs upon receipt of 
reference sample.

30/10/2013 0711 Burglary, with breaking

DNA evidence significant to prosecution

If further reference samples are submitted for 
this case, due it being reported in a Cold Link, 
the crime scene profile will undergo further 
assessment (or rework if required) against the 
reference sample/s submitted, which could 
result in either no change or a change.

Sample has undergone additional rework, unlikely that further work 
would be required. Contributor to NCIDD is a full profile, therefore 
mixture interpretation is unlikely to change if/when reassessment 
occurs upon receipt of these reference samples.

21/10/2013 0811 Motor vehicle - steal, 
unlawfully use, possess

DNA evidence significant to prosecution

If further reference samples are submitted for 
this case, due it being reported in a Cold Link, 
the crime scene profile will undergo further 
assessment (or rework if required) against the 
reference sample/s submitted, which could 
result in either no change or a change.

Has undergone an addtional rework, unlikely to require further 
testing. The mixture interpretation is unlikely to change if/when 
reassessment occurs upon receipt of reference sample.
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15/10/2013 1204 Wilful damage (not 
elsewhere classified)

Unknown strength of DNA evidence

If further reference samples are submitted for 
this case, due it being reported in a Cold Link, 
the crime scene profile will undergo further 
assessment (or rework if required) against the 
reference sample/s submitted, which could 
result in either no change or a change.

Has undergone an addtional rework, unlikely to require further 
testing. The contribution deconvoluted and loaded to NCIDD  is an 
intelligence profile (not a full profile). The mixture interpretation is 
unlikely to change if/when reassessment occurs upon receipt of 
reference sample.

09/10/2013 0717 Enter with intent, other 
premises, with breaking

DNA evidence significant to prosecution

If further reference samples are submitted for 
this case, due it being reported in a Cold Link, 
the crime scene profile will undergo further 
assessment (or rework if required) against the 
reference sample/s submitted, which could 
result in either no change or a change.

Has undergone an addtional rework, unlikely to require further 
testing. The contribution deconvoluted and loaded to NCIDD  is an 
intelligence profile (not a full profile). The mixture interpretation is 
unlikely to change if/when reassessment occurs upon receipt of 
reference sample.

27/08/2013 0713 Burglary, with violence or 
threats, with breaking

DNA evidence significant to prosecution

If further reference samples are submitted for 
this case, due it being reported in a Cold Link, 
the crime scene profile will undergo further 
assessment (or rework if required) against the 
reference sample/s submitted, which could 
result in either no change or a change.

Has undergone an addtional rework, unlikely to require further 
testing. The contribution deconvoluted and loaded to NCIDD  is an 
intelligence profile (not a full profile). The mixture interpretation is 
unlikely to change if/when reassessment occurs upon receipt of 
reference sample.

17/07/2013 1101 Unlawful Possession of 
concealable firearm DNA evidence significant to prosecution

Result has been re-checked and do not 
anticipate an amendment to the result Nil

09/07/2013 0711 Burglary, with breaking
DNA evidence significant to prosecution

Result has been re-checked and do not 
anticipate an amendment to the result Nil

03/07/2013 3130 Weapons Act 1990

DNA evidence significant to prosecution

If further reference samples are submitted for 
this case, due it being reported in a Cold Link, 
the crime scene profile will undergo further 
assessment (or rework if required) against the 
reference sample/s submitted, which could 
result in either no change or a change.

Has undergone an addtional rework, unlikely to require further 
testing. The contribution deconvoluted and loaded to NCIDD  is an 
intelligence profile (not a full profile). The mixture interpretation is 
unlikely to change if/when reassessment occurs upon receipt of 
reference sample.

09/05/2013 1015 Drug - Produce dangerous 
drugs Unknown strength of DNA evidence

Result has been re-checked and do not 
anticipate an amendment to the result Nil

10/04/2013 0711 Burglary, with breaking

DNA evidence significant to prosecution

If further reference samples are submitted for 
this case, due it being reported in a Cold Link, 
the crime scene profile will undergo further 
assessment (or rework if required) against the 
reference sample/s submitted, which could 
result in either no change or a change.

Has undergone addtional reworks, unlikely to require further 
testing. The contribution deconvoluted and loaded to NCIDD  is an 
intelligence profile (not a full profile). The mixture interpretation is 
unlikely to change if/when reassessment occurs upon receipt of 
reference sample.

03/04/2013 0712 Burglary

DNA evidence significant to prosecution
Rework has been requested for an item, there is 
a possibility that the result could change

15/03/2013 0711 Burglary, with breaking

Unknown strength of DNA evidence

If further reference samples are submitted for 
this case, due it being reported in a Cold Link, 
the crime scene profile will undergo further 
assessment (or rework if required) against the 
reference sample/s submitted, which could 
result in either no change or a change.

Sample has undergone additional reworks, unlikely that further 
work would be required. Contributor to NCIDD is a full profile, 
therefore mixture interpretation is unlikely to change if/when 
reassessment occurs upon receipt of these reference samples.

10/03/2013 1015 Drug - Produce dangerous 
drugs DNA evidence significant to prosecution

Result has been re-checked and do not 
anticipate an amendment to the result Nil

30/01/2013 1011 Drug - Possess and/or use 
dangerous drugs DNA evidence significant to prosecution

Result has been re-checked and do not 
anticipate an amendment to the result Nil

22/12/2012 1011 Drug - Possess and/or use 
dangerous drugs Unknown strength of DNA evidence

Result has been re-checked and do not 
anticipate an amendment to the result Nil

30/11/2012 0811 Motor vehicle - steal, 
unlawfully use, possess

DNA evidence significant to prosecution

If further reference samples are submitted for 
this case, due it being reported in a Cold Link, 
the crime scene profile will undergo further 
assessment (or rework if required) against the 
reference sample/s submitted, which could 
result in either no change or a change.

Has undergone addtional reworks, unlikely to require further 
testing. The contribution deconvoluted and loaded to NCIDD  is an 
intelligence profile (not a full profile). The mixture interpretation is 
unlikely to change if/when reassessment occurs upon receipt of 
reference sample.
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24/11/2012 0711 Burglary, with breaking
DNA evidence significant to prosecution

Result has been re-checked and do not 
anticipate an amendment to the result Nil
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De Marco.JennaL[LD]

From: Neville.DavidH[OSC]
Sent: Thursday, 25 October 2018 11:03
To: McNab.BruceJ[OSC]
Subject: Update on DNA Matters

Dear Supt 
Forensic Science South Australia (FSSA) are co-developers of STRMix. I contacted Mr Chris Pearman, FSSA Director 
who agreed to run the two samples from the outstanding cases to provide a Likelihood Ratio should it be a 4 person 
mixture. They indicated that this should be able to be completed by mid next week. 
 
During discussion with Chris’s staff, it became apparent that QHFSS are using an old version of STRMix and that the 
newer versions of the product eliminated the issues experienced by QHFSS. The newer version calculates multiple 
likelihood ratios simultaneously for different numbers of contributors. If they used this, it would never have been an 
issue. 
 
If QHFSS are going to spend time validating STRMix , they should do it with the new version, not the obsolete one. 
 

 

 

 
 
David Neville 
Inspector  
DNA Management Unit | Forensic Services Group 
Operations Support Command 
QUEENSLAND POLICE SERVICE 
______________________________ 

Phone  
Email  

Address GPO Box 1440 Brisbane 4001 
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De Marco.JennaL[LD]

From: Neville.DavidH[OSC]
Sent: Thursday, 25 October 2018 15:01
To: Cathie Allen
Subject: Validation of STRMix

Hi Cathie, 
Thanks for reminding me today that you are waiting for us to get back with our preference for the validation of 
STRMix for 4 persons. I was confused thinking we had made that decision during the meeting but Gerard advises me 
were supposed to get back to you. We haven’t done that yet, please accept my apologies for not doing so.  
 
The validation of STRMix to resolve 4 person samples is a priority for us given it will prevent results having to be 
withdrawn in the future. The only complication on the decision is what version of STRMix it is performed on.  
 
Is there any benefit to upgrading to the new version given the recent events? If you do the validation on your 
version, are those results transferable to a new version?  
 
Regards 
 
 
 

 

 

 
 
David Neville 
Inspector  
DNA Management Unit | Forensic Services Group 
Operations Support Command 
QUEENSLAND POLICE SERVICE 
______________________________ 

Phone  
Email  

Address GPO Box 1440 Brisbane 4001 
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De Marco.JennaL[LD]

From: Neville.DavidH[OSC]
Sent: Thursday, 25 October 2018 15:51
To: McNab.BruceJ[OSC]
Subject: Court outcomes for identified 138 case.xlsx
Attachments: Court outcomes for identifeid 138 case.xlsx

Supt 
Please find the attached spreadsheet that details the court outcomes for all the 138 cases. 
 
 

 

 

 
 
David Neville 
Inspector  
DNA Management Unit | Forensic Services Group 
Operations Support Command 
QUEENSLAND POLICE SERVICE 
______________________________ 

Phone  
Email  

Address GPO Box 1440 Brisbane 4001 
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Date link reported QPRIME Number Offence QPS comment QPS comment Anticipated release date for Statement Further Information
05/07/2017 0613 Robbery, unarmed, in 

company

DNA evidence significant to prosecution statement already requested from QH Statement issued to QPS 4th Oct 2018

No changes were made to the results during the 
compliation of the Statement or during the 
Statement peer review process for the items 
within this case.

12/10/2017 1011 Drug - Possess and/or use 
dangerous drugs

DNA evidence significant to prosecution statement already requested from QH
Expected to be issued by due date (4 
weeks from Statement requested date)

Do not anticipate results to change given no 
further reworks are required, no further ref 
samples expected to be delivered.

25/10/2017 0611 Robbery, armed

DNA evidence significant to prosecution statement already requested from QH
Expected to be issued by due date (4 
weeks from Statement requested date)

Do not anticipate results to change given no 
further reworks are required, no further ref 
samples expected to be delivered.

26/11/2017 0213 Wounding

DNA evidence significant to prosecution statement already requested from QH Statement issued to QPS 8th Oct 2018

No changes were made to the results during the 
compliation of the Statement or during the 
Statement peer review process for the items 
within this case.

14/12/2017 0311 Rape

DNA evidence significant to prosecution statement already requested from QH
Expected to be issued by due date (4 
weeks from Statement requested date)

Do not anticipate results to change given no 
further reworks are required, no further ref 
samples expected to be delivered.

24/12/2017 0311 Rape

DNA evidence significant to prosecution statement already requested from QH Statement currently being reviewed

Do not anticipate results to change given no 
further reworks are required, no further ref 
samples expected to be delivered.

18/01/2018 0811 Motor vehicle - steal, 
unlawfully use, possess

DNA evidence significant to prosecution statement already requested from QH
Expected to be issued by due date (4 
weeks from Statement requested date)

Do not anticipate results to change given no 
further reworks are required, no further ref 
samples expected to be delivered.

16/04/2018 0213 Wounding

DNA evidence significant to prosecution statement already requested from QH
Expected to be issued by due date (4 
weeks from Statement requested date)

Do not anticipate results to change given no 
further reworks are required, no further ref 
samples expected to be delivered.

04/05/2018 1011 Drug - Possess and/or use 
dangerous drugs

DNA evidence significant to prosecution statement already requested from QH
Expected to be issued by due date (4 
weeks from Statement requested date)

One sample undergoing additional work due to 
Manufacturer's issue, further update to be 
provided by 12th Oct 2018 - Updated 
information: rework did not change the result 
that had been released to the QPS.

12/05/2018 0811 Motor vehicle - steal, 
unlawfully use, possess

DNA evidence significant to prosecution statement already requested from QH
Expected to be issued by due date (4 
weeks from Statement requested date)

Do not anticipate results to change given no 
further reworks are required, no further ref 
samples expected to be delivered.

27/05/2018 0213 Wounding

DNA evidence significant to prosecution statement already requested from QH
Expected to be issued by due date (4 
weeks from Statement requested date)

Do not anticipate results to change given no 
further reworks are required, no further ref 
samples expected to be delivered.

03/06/2018 1406 Traffic Crash - Fatal

DNA evidence significant to prosecution statement already requested from QH
Expected to be issued by due date (4 
weeks from Statement requested date)

Do not anticipate results to change given no 
further reworks are required, no further ref 
samples expected to be delivered.

23/06/2017 0713 Burglary, with violence or 
threats, with breaking

DNA evidence significant to prosecution statement already requested from QH Statement issued 27 Oct 2017

No changes were made to the results during the 
compliation of the Statement or during the 
Statement peer review process for the items 
within this case.  No further items or reference 
samples have been delivered for this case, so no 
further interpretation or work has been required 
which would change the results for this case.
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19/09/2017 0211 Grievous Bodily Harm

DNA evidence significant to prosecution statement already requested from QH Statement issued 2 Feb 2018

No changes were made to the results during the 
compliation of the Statement or during the 
Statement peer review process for the items 
within this case.  No further items or reference 
samples have been delivered for this case, so no 
further interpretation or work has been required 
which would change the results for this case.

07/10/2017 0112 Homicide - Attempted 
murder

DNA evidence significant to prosecution statement already requested from QH Statement currently being reviewed

Do not anticipate results to change given no 
further reworks are required, no further ref 
samples expected to be delivered.

30/01/2018 0711 Burglary, with breaking

DNA evidence significant to prosecution statement already requested from QH
Expected to be issued by due date (4 
weeks from Statement requested date)

Do not anticipate results to change given no 
further reworks are required, no further ref 
samples expected to be delivered.

15/03/2018 0911 Fire - Building or Structure - 
Deliberate/Suspicious

DNA evidence significant to prosecution statement already requested from QH
Expected to be issued by due date (4 
weeks from Statement requested date)

Do not anticipate results to change given no 
further reworks are required, no further ref 
samples expected to be delivered.

11/04/2018 1011 Drug - Possess and/or use 
dangerous drugs

DNA evidence significant to prosecution statement already requested from QH
Expected to be issued by due date (4 
weeks from Statement requested date)

Do not anticipate results to change given no 
further reworks are required, no further ref 
samples expected to be delivered.

27/04/2018 0717 Enter with intent, other 
premises, with breaking

DNA evidence significant to prosecution statement already requested from QH

Additional testing has been required for one 
sample which may change the result issued. Final 
result to be interpreted by 12th Oct 2018.  
Update: reworking has confirmed 4 person 
mixture, Forensic DNA Analysis will hold result as 
anticipate that STRmix will be validated for 4 
Person Mixtures by the time Statement is due for 
court in November 2018.

01/05/2018 0211 Grievous Bodily Harm

DNA evidence significant to prosecution statement already requested from QH Statement issued 8 Oct 2018

No changes were made to the results during the 
compliation of the Statement or during the 
Statement peer review process for the items 
within this case.

13/06/2018 0214 Assault occasioning bodily 
harm

DNA evidence significant to prosecution statement already requested from QH
Expected to be issued by due date (4 
weeks from Statement requested date)

Do not anticipate results to change given no 
further reworks are required, no further ref 
samples expected to be delivered.

26/06/2018 0714 Burglary, with violence or 
threats

DNA evidence significant to prosecution statement already requested from QH
Expected to be issued by due date (4 
weeks from Statement requested date)

One sample failed to meet quality standards and 
result incorrected, Insp Neville aware of this 
action 8th Oct 2018

06/07/2018 0715 Enter with intent, shop, 
with breaking

DNA evidence significant to prosecution statement already requested from QH
Expected to be issued by due date (4 
weeks from Statement requested date)

Do not anticipate results to change given no 
further reworks are required, no further ref 
samples expected to be delivered.

10/10/2013 0611 Robbery, armed

DNA evidence significant to prosecution Statement issued 12 Feb 2014 

No changes were made to the results during the 
compliation of the Statement or during the 
Statement peer review process for the items 
within this case.  No further items received since 
statement issued, unlikely that changes would be 
necessary.
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07/11/2014 0611 Robbery, armed

DNA evidence significant to prosecution

Appears that all reference samples have been 
submitted and compared against crime scene 
profiles, therefore the result is unlikely to be 
changed.

20/06/2016 0613 Robbery, unarmed, in 
company

DNA evidence significant to prosecution

Appears that all reference samples have been 
submitted and compared against crime scene 
profiles, therefore the result is unlikely to be 
changed.

25/09/2018 0711 Burglary, with breaking

DNA evidence significant to prosecution

If further reference samples are submitted for 
this case, due it being reported in a Cold Link, the 
crime scene profile will undergo further 
assessment against the reference sample/s 
submitted, which could result in either no change 
or a change.

25/09/2018 0811 Motor vehicle - steal, 
unlawfully use, possess

Unknown strength of DNA evidence

If further reference samples are submitted for 
this case, due it being reported in a Cold Link, the 
crime scene profile will undergo further 
assessment against the reference sample/s 
submitted, which could result in either no change 
or a change.

20/09/2018 0811 Motor vehicle - steal, 
unlawfully use, possess

DNA evidence significant to prosecution

If further reference samples are submitted for 
this case, due it being reported in a Cold Link, the 
crime scene profile will undergo further 
assessment (or rework if required) against the 
reference sample/s submitted, which could result 
in either no change or a change.

17/09/2018 0812 Motor vehicle - attempted 
steal/unlawfully use

DNA evidence significant to prosecution

If further reference samples are submitted for 
this case, due it being reported in a Cold Link, the 
crime scene profile will undergo further 
assessment (or rework if required) against the 
reference sample/s submitted, which could result 
in either no change or a change.

14/09/2018 0811 Motor vehicle - steal, 
unlawfully use, possess

DNA evidence significant to prosecution

If further reference samples are submitted for 
this case, due it being reported in a Cold Link, the 
crime scene profile will undergo further 
assessment against the reference sample/s 
submitted, which could result in either no change 
or a change.

13/09/2018 0711 Burglary, with breaking

DNA evidence significant to prosecution

If further reference samples are submitted for 
this case, due it being reported in a Cold Link, the 
crime scene profile will undergo further 
assessment against the reference sample/s 
submitted, which could result in either no change 
or a change.
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13/09/2018 0717 Enter with intent, other 
premises, with breaking

Unknown strength of DNA evidence

If further reference samples are submitted for 
this case, due it being reported in a Cold Link, the 
crime scene profile will undergo further 
assessment (or rework if required) against the 
reference sample/s submitted, which could result 
in either no change or a change.

11/09/2018 0717 Enter with intent, other 
premises, with breaking

DNA evidence significant to prosecution

If further reference samples are submitted for 
this case, due it being reported in a Cold Link, the 
crime scene profile will undergo further 
assessment (or rework if required) against the 
reference sample/s submitted, which could result 
in either no change or a change.

05/09/2018 0711 Burglary, with breaking

DNA evidence significant to prosecution

If further reference samples are submitted for 
this case, due it being reported in a Cold Link, the 
crime scene profile will undergo further 
assessment (or rework if required) against the 
reference sample/s submitted, which could result 
in either no change or a change.

04/09/2018 0811 Motor vehicle - steal, 
unlawfully use, possess

DNA evidence significant to prosecution

If further reference samples are submitted for 
this case, due it being reported in a Cold Link, the 
crime scene profile will undergo further 
assessment (or rework if required) against the 
reference sample/s submitted, which could result 
in either no change or a change.

04/09/2018 0814 Vessel - steal, unlawfully 
use, remove from mooring

DNA evidence significant to prosecution

If further reference samples are submitted for 
this case, due it being reported in a Cold Link, the 
crime scene profile will undergo further 
assessment (or rework if required) against the 
reference sample/s submitted, which could result 
in either no change or a change.  Advised that a 
reference sample is with the QPS currently for 
this case (10/10/2018).

03/09/2018 0717 Enter with intent, other 
premises, with breaking

DNA evidence significant to prosecution

Reference sample received but yet to be 
compared with crime scene sample.  Based on 
information available, unlikely that this result will 
be amended.

03/09/2018 0813 Bicycle - steal, unlawfully 
use

DNA evidence significant to prosecution

If further reference samples are submitted for 
this case, due it being reported in a Cold Link, the 
crime scene profile will undergo further 
assessment against the reference sample/s 
submitted, which could result in either no change 
or a change.
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30/08/2018 0812 Motor vehicle - attempted 
steal/unlawfully use

DNA evidence significant to prosecution

If further reference samples are submitted for 
this case, due it being reported in a Cold Link, the 
crime scene profile will undergo further 
assessment (or rework if required) against the 
reference sample/s submitted, which could result 
in either no change or a change.

20/08/2018 0836 Vehicles - Stealing 
from/enter with intent

DNA evidence significant to prosecution

Reference sample received but yet to be 
compared with crime scene sample.  Based on 
information available, unlikely that this result will 
be amended.

03/08/2018 0812 Motor vehicle - attempted 
steal/unlawfully use

DNA evidence significant to prosecution

If further reference samples are submitted for 
this case, due it being reported in a Cold Link, the 
crime scene profile will undergo further 
assessment (or rework if required) against the 
reference sample/s submitted, which could result 
in either no change or a change.

01/08/2018 0717 Enter with intent, other 
premises, with breaking

DNA evidence significant to prosecution

Reference sample received but yet to be 
compared with crime scene sample.  Based on 
information available, unlikely that this result will 
be amended.

25/07/2018 0836 Vehicles - Stealing 
from/enter with intent

DNA evidence significant to prosecution

If further reference samples are submitted for 
this case, due it being reported in a Cold Link, the 
crime scene profile will undergo further 
assessment (or rework if required) against the 
reference sample/s submitted, which could result 
in either no change or a change.

20/07/2018 0836 Vehicles - Stealing 
from/enter with intent

DNA evidence significant to prosecution

If further reference samples are submitted for 
this case, due it being reported in a Cold Link, the 
crime scene profile will undergo further 
assessment (or rework if required) against the 
reference sample/s submitted, which could result 
in either no change or a change.

18/07/2018 0711 Burglary, with breaking

DNA evidence significant to prosecution

Reference sample received but yet to be 
compared with crime scene sample.  Based on 
information available, unlikely that this result will 
be amended.

09/07/2018 0711 Burglary, with breaking

DNA evidence significant to prosecution

If further reference samples are submitted for 
this case, due it being reported in a Cold Link, the 
crime scene profile will undergo further 
assessment (or rework if required) against the 
reference sample/s submitted, which could result 
in either no change or a change.
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02/07/2018 0711 Burglary, with breaking

DNA evidence significant to prosecution

If further reference samples are submitted for 
this case, due it being reported in a Cold Link, the 
crime scene profile will undergo further 
assessment against the reference sample/s 
submitted, which could result in either no change 
or a change.

30/06/2018 0811 Motor vehicle - steal, 
unlawfully use, possess

DNA evidence significant to prosecution

Reference sample received but yet to be 
compared with crime scene sample.  Based on 
information available, unlikely that this result will 
be amended.

28/06/2018 1011 Drug - Possess and/or use 
dangerous drugs

Unknown strength of DNA evidence Statement Issued 9 October 2018

No changes were made to the results during the 
compliation of the Statement or during the 
Statement peer review process for the items 
within this case.  No further items received since 
statement issued, unlikely that changes would be 
necessary.

18/06/2018 0717 Enter with intent, other 
premises, with breaking

DNA evidence significant to prosecution

A reference sample has been submitted and 
compared against crime scene profiles, therefore 
the result is unlikely to be changed.

14/06/2018 0711 Burglary, with breaking

DNA evidence significant to prosecution

If further reference samples are submitted for 
this case, due it being reported in a Cold Link, the 
crime scene profile will undergo further 
assessment against the reference sample/s 
submitted, which could result in either no change 
or a change.

13/06/2018 0711 Burglary, with breaking
DNA evidence significant to prosecution

Result has been re-checked and do not anticipate 
an amendment to the result

04/06/2018 0717 Enter with intent, other 
premises, with breaking

DNA evidence significant to prosecution

If further reference samples are submitted for 
this case, due it being reported in a Cold Link, the 
crime scene profile will undergo further 
assessment (or rework if required) against the 
reference sample/s submitted, which could result 
in either no change or a change.

03/06/2018 0712 Burglary
DNA evidence significant to prosecution

Result has been re-checked and do not anticipate 
an amendment to the result

28/05/2018 0711 Burglary, with breaking

DNA evidence significant to prosecution

If further reference samples are submitted for 
this case, due it being reported in a Cold Link, the 
crime scene profile will undergo further 
assessment (or rework if required) against the 
reference sample/s submitted, which could result 
in either no change or a change.
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28/05/2018 0715 Enter with intent, shop, 
with breaking

DNA evidence significant to prosecution

If further reference samples are submitted for 
this case, due it being reported in a Cold Link, the 
crime scene profile will undergo further 
assessment (or rework if required) against the 
reference sample/s submitted, which could result 
in either no change or a change.

21/05/2018 0717 Enter with intent, other 
premises, with breaking

DNA evidence significant to prosecution

If further reference samples are submitted for 
this case, due it being reported in a Cold Link, the 
crime scene profile will undergo further 
assessment (or rework if required) against the 
reference sample/s submitted, which could result 
in either no change or a change.

18/05/2018 0711 Burglary, with breaking
DNA evidence significant to prosecution

Result has been re-checked and do not anticipate 
an amendment to the result

16/05/2018 0811 Motor vehicle - steal, 
unlawfully use, possess

DNA evidence significant to prosecution

If further reference samples are submitted for 
this case, due it being reported in a Cold Link, the 
crime scene profile will undergo further 
assessment (or rework if required) against the 
reference sample/s submitted, which could result 
in either no change or a change.

26/04/2018 0836 Vehicles - Stealing 
from/enter with intent DNA evidence significant to prosecution

Result has been re-checked and do not anticipate 
an amendment to the result

25/04/2018 1415 Dangerous operation of a 
vehicle DNA evidence significant to prosecution

Result has been re-checked and do not anticipate 
an amendment to the result

16/04/2018 0836 Vehicles - Stealing 
from/enter with intent DNA evidence significant to prosecution

Result has been re-checked and do not anticipate 
an amendment to the result

13/04/2018 0811 Motor vehicle - steal, 
unlawfully use, possess

DNA evidence significant to prosecution

If further reference samples are submitted for 
this case, due it being reported in a Cold Link, the 
crime scene profile will undergo further 
assessment (or rework if required) against the 
reference sample/s submitted, which could result 
in either no change or a change.

06/04/2018 0711 Burglary, with breaking

DNA evidence significant to prosecution

If further reference samples are submitted for 
this case, due it being reported in a Cold Link, the 
crime scene profile will undergo further 
assessment (or rework if required) against the 
reference sample/s submitted, which could result 
in either no change or a change.

06/04/2018 0711 Burglary, with breaking

DNA evidence significant to prosecution

If further reference samples are submitted for 
this case, due it being reported in a Cold Link, the 
crime scene profile will undergo further 
assessment (or rework if required) against the 
reference sample/s submitted, which could result 
in either no change or a change.

25/03/2018 0811 Motor vehicle - steal, 
unlawfully use, possess Unknown strength of DNA evidence

Result has been re-checked and do not anticipate 
an amendment to the result
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23/03/2018 0711 Burglary, with breaking

DNA evidence significant to prosecution

If further reference samples are submitted for 
this case, due it being reported in a Cold Link, the 
crime scene profile will undergo further 
assessment (or rework if required) against the 
reference sample/s submitted, which could result 
in either no change or a change.

17/03/2018 0717 Enter with intent, other 
premises, with breaking

DNA evidence significant to prosecution

If further reference samples are submitted for 
this case, due it being reported in a Cold Link, the 
crime scene profile will undergo further 
assessment (or rework if required) against the 
reference sample/s submitted, which could result 
in either no change or a change.

15/03/2018 0711 Burglary, with breaking

DNA evidence significant to prosecution

If further reference samples are submitted for 
this case, due it being reported in a Cold Link, the 
crime scene profile will undergo further 
assessment (or rework if required) against the 
reference sample/s submitted, which could result 
in either no change or a change.

15/03/2018 0717 Enter with intent, other 
premises, with breaking

DNA evidence significant to prosecution

If further reference samples are submitted for 
this case, due it being reported in a Cold Link, the 
crime scene profile will undergo further 
assessment (or rework if required) against the 
reference sample/s submitted, which could result 
in either no change or a change.

15/03/2018 1457 Traffic Crash - Hit and Run 
(with Injury)

DNA evidence significant to prosecution

If further reference samples are submitted for 
this case, due it being reported in a Cold Link, the 
crime scene profile will undergo further 
assessment (or rework if required) against the 
reference sample/s submitted, which could result 
in either no change or a change.

15/03/2018 0711 Burglary, with breaking

Unknown strength of DNA evidence

If further reference samples are submitted for 
this case, due it being reported in a Cold Link, the 
crime scene profile will undergo further 
assessment (or rework if required) against the 
reference sample/s submitted, which could result 
in either no change or a change.

06/03/2018 0712 Burglary

DNA evidence significant to prosecution

If further reference samples are submitted for 
this case, due it being reported in a Cold Link, the 
crime scene profile will undergo further 
assessment (or rework if required) against the 
reference sample/s submitted, which could result 
in either no change or a change.
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02/03/2018 0717 Enter with intent, other 
premises, with breaking

Unknown strength of DNA evidence

If further reference samples are submitted for 
this case, due it being reported in a Cold Link, the 
crime scene profile will undergo further 
assessment (or rework if required) against the 
reference sample/s submitted, which could result 
in either no change or a change.

22/02/2018 0717 Enter with intent, other 
premises, with breaking

Unknown strength of DNA evidence

If further reference samples are submitted for 
this case, due it being reported in a Cold Link, the 
crime scene profile will undergo further 
assessment (or rework if required) against the 
reference sample/s submitted, which could result 
in either no change or a change.

19/01/2018 1011 Drug - Possess and/or use 
dangerous drugs DNA evidence significant to prosecution

Result has been re-checked and do not anticipate 
an amendment to the result

31/12/2017 0711 Burglary, with breaking

DNA evidence significant to prosecution

If further reference samples are submitted for 
this case, due it being reported in a Cold Link, the 
crime scene profile will undergo further 
assessment (or rework if required) against the 
reference sample/s submitted, which could result 
in either no change or a change.

13/12/2017 1011 Drug - Possess and/or use 
dangerous drugs Unknown strength of DNA evidence

Result has been re-checked and do not anticipate 
an amendment to the result

30/06/2017 1011 Drug - Possess and/or use 
dangerous drugs DNA evidence significant to prosecution

No  further work required as per advice fromm 
QPS.

28/06/2017 0711 Burglary, with breaking
DNA evidence significant to prosecution

Result has been re-checked and do not anticipate 
an amendment to the result

21/02/2017 0711 Burglary, with breaking

DNA evidence significant to prosecution

If further reference samples are submitted for 
this case, due it being reported in a Cold Link, the 
crime scene profile will undergo further 
assessment (or rework if required) against the 
reference sample/s submitted, which could result 
in either no change or a change.

25/11/2016 1102 Unlawful Possession of 
firearm (other)

DNA evidence significant to prosecution

If further reference samples are submitted for 
this case, due it being reported in a Cold Link, the 
crime scene profile will undergo further 
assessment (or rework if required) against the 
reference sample/s submitted, which could result 
in either no change or a change.

16/11/2016 1011 Drug - Possess and/or use 
dangerous drugs

DNA evidence significant to prosecution

If further reference samples are submitted for 
this case, due it being reported in a Cold Link, the 
crime scene profile will undergo further 
assessment (or rework if required) against the 
reference sample/s submitted, which could result 
in either no change or a change.
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25/10/2016 1011 Drug - Possess and/or use 
dangerous drugs

DNA evidence significant to prosecution

If further reference samples are submitted for 
this case, due it being reported in a Cold Link, the 
crime scene profile will undergo further 
assessment (or rework if required) against the 
reference sample/s submitted, which could result 
in either no change or a change.

20/10/2016 1410 Traffic Crash - With Injury

DNA evidence significant to prosecution

If further reference samples are submitted for 
this case, due it being reported in a Cold Link, the 
crime scene profile will undergo further 
assessment (or rework if required) against the 
reference sample/s submitted, which could result 
in either no change or a change.

18/09/2016 1011 Drug - Possess and/or use 
dangerous drugs

Unknown strength of DNA evidence

If further reference samples are submitted for 
this case, due it being reported in a Cold Link, the 
crime scene profile will undergo further 
assessment (or rework if required) against the 
reference sample/s submitted, which could result 
in either no change or a change.

05/07/2016 0713 Burglary, with violence or 
threats, with breaking

DNA evidence significant to prosecution

If further reference samples are submitted for 
this case, due it being reported in a Cold Link, the 
crime scene profile will undergo further 
assessment (or rework if required) against the 
reference sample/s submitted, which could result 
in either no change or a change.

04/07/2016 0714 Burglary, with violence or 
threats

Unknown strength of DNA evidence

If further reference samples are submitted for 
this case, due it being reported in a Cold Link, the 
crime scene profile will undergo further 
assessment (or rework if required) against the 
reference sample/s submitted, which could result 
in either no change or a change.

30/03/2016 1015 Drug - Produce dangerous 
drugs

Unknown strength of DNA evidence

If further reference samples are submitted for 
this case, due it being reported in a Cold Link, the 
crime scene profile will undergo further 
assessment (or rework if required) against the 
reference sample/s submitted, which could result 
in either no change or a change.

14/01/2016 1488 Type 1b Evade Police

Unknown strength of DNA evidence
Result has been re-checked and do not anticipate 
an amendment to the result

08/01/2016 1011 Drug - Possess and/or use 
dangerous drugs

DNA evidence significant to prosecution

If further reference samples are submitted for 
this case, due it being reported in a Cold Link, the 
crime scene profile will undergo further 
assessment (or rework if required) against the 
reference sample/s submitted, which could result 
in either no change or a change.
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19/12/2015 1416 Type 1a(i) Dangerous 
operation of a vehicle DNA evidence significant to prosecution

Result has been re-checked and do not anticipate 
an amendment to the result

03/11/2015 0912 Fire - Aircraft or Motor 
Vehicle - Deliberate/Suspicious

Unknown strength of DNA evidence

If further reference samples are submitted for 
this case, due it being reported in a Cold Link, the 
crime scene profile will undergo further 
assessment (or rework if required) against the 
reference sample/s submitted, which could result 
in either no change or a change.

30/10/2015 0711 Burglary, with breaking
DNA evidence significant to prosecution

Result has been re-checked and do not anticipate 
an amendment to the result

14/10/2015 1015 Drug - Produce dangerous 
drugs DNA evidence significant to prosecution

Result has been re-checked and do not anticipate 
an amendment to the result

20/08/2015 1101 Unlawful Possession of 
concealable firearm DNA evidence significant to prosecution

Result has been re-checked and do not anticipate 
an amendment to the result

07/07/2015 0717 Enter with intent, other 
premises, with breaking Unknown strength of DNA evidence

Result has been re-checked and do not anticipate 
an amendment to the result

06/07/2015 1015 Drug - Produce dangerous 
drugs Unknown strength of DNA evidence

Result has been re-checked and do not anticipate 
an amendment to the result

25/06/2015 0711 Burglary, with breaking

DNA evidence significant to prosecution

If further reference samples are submitted for 
this case, due it being reported in a Cold Link, the 
crime scene profile will undergo further 
assessment (or rework if required) against the 
reference sample/s submitted, which could result 
in either no change or a change.

21/05/2015 0711 Burglary, with breaking

DNA evidence significant to prosecution

If further reference samples are submitted for 
this case, due it being reported in a Cold Link, the 
crime scene profile will undergo further 
assessment (or rework if required) against the 
reference sample/s submitted, which could result 
in either no change or a change.

14/04/2015 0717 Enter with intent, other 
premises, with breaking DNA evidence significant to prosecution

Result has been re-checked and do not anticipate 
an amendment to the result

10/02/2015 0827 Stock - kill with intent to 
steal

DNA evidence significant to prosecution

Reference sample received but yet to be 
compared with crime scene sample.  Based on 
information available, unlikely that this result will 
be amended.

22/01/2015 0711 Burglary, with breaking

DNA evidence significant to prosecution

Reference sample received but yet to be 
compared with crime scene sample.  Based on 
information available, unlikely that this result will 
be amended.

18/11/2014 1101 Unlawful Possession of 
concealable firearm

DNA evidence significant to prosecution Statement issued 1 June 2015

No changes were made to the results during the 
compliation of the Statement or during the 
Statement peer review process for the items 
within this case.  No further items received since 
statement issued, unlikely that changes would be 
necessary.
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23/09/2014 0716 Enter with intent, shop

DNA evidence significant to prosecution

If further reference samples are submitted for 
this case, due it being reported in a Cold Link, the 
crime scene profile will undergo further 
assessment against the reference sample/s 
submitted, which could result in either no change 
or a change.

02/08/2014 1102 Unlawful Possession of 
firearm (other)

DNA evidence significant to prosecution Statement issued 21 May 2015

No changes were made to the results during the 
compliation of the Statement or during the 
Statement peer review process for the items 
within this case.  No further items received since 
statement issued, unlikely that changes would be 
necessary.

23/06/2014 0836 Vehicles - Stealing 
from/enter with intent

DNA evidence significant to prosecution

If further reference samples are submitted for 
this case, due it being reported in a Cold Link, the 
crime scene profile will undergo further 
assessment (or rework if required) against the 
reference sample/s submitted, which could result 
in either no change or a change.  Advised that a 
reference sample is with the QPS currently for 
this case (10/10/2018).

17/06/2014 1011 Drug - Possess and/or use 
dangerous drugs

DNA evidence significant to prosecution

All reference samples appear to have been 
received and compared to crime scene profile.  
Unlikely that the result would require a change 
to be made.

25/04/2014 1012 Drug - Import/export 
dangerous drugs

DNA evidence significant to prosecution

All reference samples appear to have been 
received and compared to crime scene profile.  
Unlikely that the result would require a change 
to be made.

11/04/2014 0711 Burglary, with breaking

DNA evidence significant to prosecution

All reference samples appear to have been 
received and compared to crime scene profile.  
Unlikely that the result would require a change 
to be made.

28/03/2014 0717 Enter with intent, other 
premises, with breaking

DNA evidence significant to prosecution

All reference samples appear to have been 
received and compared to crime scene profile.  
Unlikely that the result would require a change 
to be made.

14/03/2014 0717 Enter with intent, other 
premises, with breaking

DNA evidence significant to prosecution

All reference samples appear to have been 
received and compared to crime scene profile.  
Unlikely that the result would require a change 
to be made.

10/03/2014 0711 Burglary, with breaking

DNA evidence significant to prosecution

All reference samples appear to have been 
received and compared to crime scene profile.  
Unlikely that the result would require a change 
to be made.

10/03/2014 0717 Enter with intent, other 
premises, with breaking

DNA evidence significant to prosecution

All reference samples appear to have been 
received and compared to crime scene profile.  
Unlikely that the result would require a change 
to be made.
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22/02/2014 0711 Burglary, with breaking

Unknown strength of DNA evidence

If further reference samples are submitted for 
this case, due it being reported in a Cold Link, the 
crime scene profile will undergo further 
assessment against the reference sample/s 
submitted, which could result in either no change 
or a change.

17/02/2014 0711 Burglary, with breaking

DNA evidence significant to prosecution

All reference samples appear to have been 
received and compared to crime scene profile.  
Unlikely that the result would require a change 
to be made.

03/02/2014 0711 Burglary, with breaking

DNA evidence significant to prosecution

All reference samples appear to have been 
received and compared to crime scene profile.  
Unlikely that the result would require a change 
to be made.

18/01/2014 1017 Drug - Possess things for 
use, or used in the 
administration, consumption, 
smoking of a dangerous drug

DNA evidence significant to prosecution

All reference samples appear to have been 
received and compared to crime scene profile.  
Unlikely that the result would require a change 
to be made.

18/01/2014 1017 Drug - Possess things for 
use, or used in the 
administration, consumption, 
smoking of a dangerous drug Unknown strength of DNA evidence Duplicate of above

04/12/2013 0717 Enter with intent, other 
premises, with breaking

DNA evidence significant to prosecution

If further reference samples are submitted for 
this case, due it being reported in a Cold Link, the 
crime scene profile will undergo further 
assessment (or rework if required) against the 
reference sample/s submitted, which could result 
in either no change or a change.

30/10/2013 0711 Burglary, with breaking

DNA evidence significant to prosecution

If further reference samples are submitted for 
this case, due it being reported in a Cold Link, the 
crime scene profile will undergo further 
assessment (or rework if required) against the 
reference sample/s submitted, which could result 
in either no change or a change.

21/10/2013 0811 Motor vehicle - steal, 
unlawfully use, possess

DNA evidence significant to prosecution

If further reference samples are submitted for 
this case, due it being reported in a Cold Link, the 
crime scene profile will undergo further 
assessment (or rework if required) against the 
reference sample/s submitted, which could result 
in either no change or a change.

15/10/2013 1204 Wilful damage (not 
elsewhere classified)

Unknown strength of DNA evidence

If further reference samples are submitted for 
this case, due it being reported in a Cold Link, the 
crime scene profile will undergo further 
assessment (or rework if required) against the 
reference sample/s submitted, which could result 
in either no change or a change.
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09/10/2013 0717 Enter with intent, other 
premises, with breaking

DNA evidence significant to prosecution

If further reference samples are submitted for 
this case, due it being reported in a Cold Link, the 
crime scene profile will undergo further 
assessment (or rework if required) against the 
reference sample/s submitted, which could result 
in either no change or a change.

27/08/2013 0713 Burglary, with violence or 
threats, with breaking

DNA evidence significant to prosecution

If further reference samples are submitted for 
this case, due it being reported in a Cold Link, the 
crime scene profile will undergo further 
assessment (or rework if required) against the 
reference sample/s submitted, which could result 
in either no change or a change.

17/07/2013 1101 Unlawful Possession of 
concealable firearm DNA evidence significant to prosecution

Result has been re-checked and do not anticipate 
an amendment to the result

09/07/2013 0711 Burglary, with breaking
DNA evidence significant to prosecution

Result has been re-checked and do not anticipate 
an amendment to the result

03/07/2013 3130 Weapons Act 1990

DNA evidence significant to prosecution

If further reference samples are submitted for 
this case, due it being reported in a Cold Link, the 
crime scene profile will undergo further 
assessment (or rework if required) against the 
reference sample/s submitted, which could result 
in either no change or a change.

09/05/2013 1015 Drug - Produce dangerous 
drugs Unknown strength of DNA evidence

Result has been re-checked and do not anticipate 
an amendment to the result

10/04/2013 0711 Burglary, with breaking

DNA evidence significant to prosecution

If further reference samples are submitted for 
this case, due it being reported in a Cold Link, the 
crime scene profile will undergo further 
assessment (or rework if required) against the 
reference sample/s submitted, which could result 
in either no change or a change.

03/04/2013 0712 Burglary

DNA evidence significant to prosecution
Rework has been requested for an item, there is 
a possibility that the result could change

15/03/2013 0711 Burglary, with breaking

Unknown strength of DNA evidence

If further reference samples are submitted for 
this case, due it being reported in a Cold Link, the 
crime scene profile will undergo further 
assessment (or rework if required) against the 
reference sample/s submitted, which could result 
in either no change or a change.

10/03/2013 1015 Drug - Produce dangerous 
drugs DNA evidence significant to prosecution

Result has been re-checked and do not anticipate 
an amendment to the result

30/01/2013 1011 Drug - Possess and/or use 
dangerous drugs DNA evidence significant to prosecution

Result has been re-checked and do not anticipate 
an amendment to the result

22/12/2012 1011 Drug - Possess and/or use 
dangerous drugs Unknown strength of DNA evidence

Result has been re-checked and do not anticipate 
an amendment to the result
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30/11/2012 0811 Motor vehicle - steal, 
unlawfully use, possess

DNA evidence significant to prosecution

If further reference samples are submitted for 
this case, due it being reported in a Cold Link, the 
crime scene profile will undergo further 
assessment (or rework if required) against the 
reference sample/s submitted, which could result 
in either no change or a change.

24/11/2012 0711 Burglary, with breaking
DNA evidence significant to prosecution

Result has been re-checked and do not anticipate 
an amendment to the result
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Date link reported QPRIME Number Offence
COURT OUTCOME 
OFFENDER 1

COURT OUTCOME 
OFFENDER 2

COURT OUTCOME 
OFFENDER 3

COURT OUTCOME 
OFFENDER 4

COURT OUTCOME 
OFFENDER 5

05/07/2017 0613 Robbery, unarmed, 
in company  

3 - remains as 
listed

 
- listed 

for trial
12/10/2017 1011 Drug - Possess 

and/or use dangerous 
drugs

 
- 

committed for trial

 
- Guilty 

Probation 12 months

 
 - 

ADJOURNED
25/10/2017 0611 Robbery, armed  

- 
ADJOURNED

26/11/2017 0213 Wounding  
 NOT GUILTY 

- DISCHARGED

 
-C&S 18 

months imp
14/12/2017 0311 Rape  

 - 
ADJOURNED

24/12/2017 0311 Rape  
 - 

ADJOURNED
18/01/2018 0811 Motor vehicle - 

steal, unlawfully use, 
possess

 
 

 
ADJOURNED

 
3 C&F 

$600

 
- 

ADJOURNED
16/04/2018 0213 Wounding  

 
 -  

ADJOURNED
04/05/2018 1011 Drug - Possess 

and/or use dangerous 
drugs  - 

ADJOURNED

 
 

- 
ADJOURNED

12/05/2018 0811 Motor vehicle - 
steal, unlawfully use, 
possess

 
 

 
ADJOURNED

27/05/2018 0213 Wounding
- 

Common Assualt - C&S 6 
months imp

 
 - 

ADJOURNED
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03/06/2018 1406 Traffic Crash - Fatal  
 

- 
ADJOURNED

23/06/2017 0713 Burglary, with 
violence or threats, with 
breaking

 
 - LISTED 

FOR MENTION
19/09/2017 0211 Grievous Bodily 

Harm
 

 
- REMAINS AS 

LISTED
07/10/2017 0112 Homicide - 

Attempted murder
 

2 - LISTED 
FOR MENTION

 
 - UUMV 

C&S 5 months imp

 

 
UUMV C&S 

10 months imp  
30/01/2018 0711 Burglary, with 

breaking  
 

- ADJOURNED
15/03/2018 0911 Fire - Building or 

Structure - 
Deliberate/Suspicious

 
- 

ADJOURNED

 
- 

ADJOURNED

 
 - 

LISTED FOR MENTION
 

- COMMITTED
11/04/2018 1011 Drug - Possess 

and/or use dangerous 
drugs

 
- 

ADJOURNED

 
 

- ADJOURNED

 
 C&F 

$2000
27/04/2018 0717 Enter with intent, 

other premises, with 
breaking

 
 - 

ADJOURNED

 
7 - 

ADJOURNED
01/05/2018 0211 Grievous Bodily 

Harm  
 - ADJOURNED

 
- 

COMMITTED

 
 - 

COMMITTED
13/06/2018 8 0214 Assault 

occasioning bodily harm
 

 - 
COMMITTED

 
9 - 

ADJOURNED
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26/06/2018 0714 Burglary, with 
violence or threats  

- 
ADJOURNED

06/07/2018 0715 Enter with intent, 
shop, with breaking  

 - ADJOURNED
10/10/2013 0611 Robbery, armed

 
 C&S 6 

years imp
07/11/2014 0611 Robbery, armed

 
charged 

with UUMV C&S 12 
months imp

20/06/2016 0613 Robbery, unarmed, 
in company  

9 C&S IMP 
 

 C&S 
PROBATION 12 MONTHS

 
&S 460 DAYS 

DETENTION
25/09/2018 0711 Burglary, with 

breaking
 

 
ADJOURNED

25/09/2018 0811 Motor vehicle - 
steal, unlawfully use, 
possess

 
 

- charged 
with UUMV 2/10/18 

20/09/2018 0811 Motor vehicle - 
steal, unlawfully use, 
possess

 
 

ADJOURNED
17/09/2018 0812 Motor vehicle - 

attempted 
steal/unlawfully use

 
 C&S 

probation 12 months
14/09/2018 0811 Motor vehicle - 

steal, unlawfully use, 
possess

 
 

WARRANT ISSUED
13/09/2018 0711 Burglary, with 

breaking
 

 LISTED FOR 
MENTION
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13/09/2018 0717 Enter with intent, 
other premises, with 
breaking

 
 LISTED FOR 

MENTION 
11/09/2018 0717 Enter with intent, 

other premises, with 
breaking

 
 

ADJOURNED
05/09/2018 0711 Burglary, with 

breaking
 

 WARRANT 
ISSUED

04/09/2018 0811 Motor vehicle - 
steal, unlawfully use, 
possess

 
 

ADJOURNED
04/09/2018 0814 Vessel - steal, 

unlawfully use, remove 
from mooring

 
  C&S 

COMMUNITY SERVICE 
80 HRS

03/09/2018 0717 Enter with intent, 
other premises, with 
breaking

 
 

ADJOURNED
03/09/2018 0813 Bicycle - steal, 

unlawfully use
 

2 C&S IMP 1 
MONTH 

30/08/2018 0812 Motor vehicle - 
attempted 
steal/unlawfully use

 
 

ADJOURNED
20/08/2018 0836 Vehicles - Stealing 

from/enter with intent  
 

C&S 6 months imp
03/08/2018 0812 Motor vehicle - 

attempted 
steal/unlawfully use

 
  PROBATION 

12 MONTHS
01/08/2018 0717 Enter with intent, 

other premises, with 
breaking

 
 

ADJOURNED
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25/07/2018 0836 Vehicles - Stealing 
from/enter with intent

 
 WARRANT 

ISSUED
20/07/2018 0836 Vehicles - Stealing 

from/enter with intent
 

 C&S 
Probation 3 years

18/07/2018 0711 Burglary, with 
breaking

 
 BURGALRY - 

NETO; RECEIVING  C&S 
IMP 9 MONTHS

 
ADJOURNED

19/12/2015 1416 Type 1a(i) 
Dangerous operation of 
a vehicle

 
 

 C&NFP
03/11/2015 0912 Fire - Aircraft or 

Motor Vehicle - 
Deliberate/Suspicious  

 UUMV AND 
ENTER PREMISES AND 
COMMIT C&S IMP 12 
MONTHS; ARSON NETO

30/10/2015 0711 Burglary, with 
breaking

 
 

- 
REPRIMAND

14/10/2015 1015 Drug - Produce 
dangerous drugs

 
 WARRANT 

ISSUED

 
 WARRANT 

ISSUED

 
 WARRANT 

ISSUED

 
 C&S IMP 3 

YEARS
20/08/2015 1101 Unlawful 

Possession of 
concealable firearm

 
 C&NFP

J
 

NETO
07/07/2015 0717 Enter with intent, 

other premises, with 
breaking

 
 ENTER 

PREMISES AND COMMIT 
- NOLLE;  RECEIVING 
C&S CSO 100HRS

 
ENTER 

PREMISES - NOLLE; 
RECEIVING C& 
PROBATION 18 MONTHS

06/07/2015 1015 Drug - Produce 
dangerous drugs

 
 C&S 2Y6M 

IMP

 
 

WARRANT ISSUED
 

NOLLE
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25/06/2015 0711 Burglary, with 
breaking

J  
 

UUMV C&S 6 
MONTHS IMP; ENTER 
DWELLING DISMISSED

 
 

ENTER DWELLING - 
NETO; UUMV C&S 18 
MONTHS IMP; ENTER 
PREMISES C&S 2 YEARS 
IMP

21/05/2015 0711 Burglary, with 
breaking  

NETO
 

 NETO
14/04/2015 0717 Enter with intent, 

other premises, with 
breaking  

NETO
10/02/2015 0827 Stock - kill with 

intent to steal
 

1 NCR&F 
$800

 
 C&F $800

 
 NCR&F 

$600
 

 C&F $800

 
 NCR&F 

$800
22/01/2015 0711 Burglary, with 

breaking
 

 ENTER 
DWELLING & COMMIT - 
NETO; RECEIVING CNFP

18/11/2014 1101 Unlawful 
Possession of 
concealable firearm

 
 NETO

23/09/2014 0716 Enter with intent, 
shop

 
 Plea 

guilty

 
 Sentenced

02/08/2014 1102 Unlawful 
Possession of firearm 
(other)

 
 - NETO

23/06/2014 0836 Vehicles - Stealing 
from/enter with intent

 
- FTA 

Warrant oustanding 
17/06/2014 1011 Drug - Possess 

and/or use dangerous 
drugs

 
 - Plea 

guilty

25/04/2014 1012 Drug - 
Import/export 
dangerous drugs

 
 - Sentenced 
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11/04/2014 0711 Burglary, with 
breaking

 
 - 

Sentenced

28/03/2014 0717 Enter with intent, 
other premises, with 
breaking

 
 - Plea guilty 

14/03/2014 0717 Enter with intent, 
other premises, with 
breaking

 
 

- NETO

10/03/2014 0711 Burglary, with 
breaking

 
 - Plea guilty

10/03/2014 0717 Enter with intent, 
other premises, with 
breaking

 
 

- Plea guilty

09/07/2018 0711 Burglary, with 
breaking

 
 - matter 

adjourned
02/07/2018 0711 Burglary, with 

breaking - 
matter adjourned

30/06/2018 0811 Motor vehicle - 
steal, unlawfully use, 
possess

 
- matter adjourned

28/06/2018 1011 Drug - Possess 
and/or use dangerous 
drugs

 
- matter 

adjourned

 
- still 

proceeding 
18/06/2018 0717 Enter with intent, 

other premises, with 
breaking

 
1 - matter 

adjourned
14/06/2018 0711 Burglary, with 

breaking
  

 - pleased 
guilty

13/06/2018 0711 Burglary, with 
breaking

 
6 - matter 

adjourned
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04/06/2018 0717 Enter with intent, 
other premises, with 
breaking  - 

matter adjourned
03/06/2018 0712 Burglary  

 pleaded 
guilty

 
 - NETO

28/05/2018 0711 Burglary, with 
breaking  

- not 
charged with burglary - 
related UUMV outcome - 
fail to appear warrant

28/05/2018 0715 Enter with intent, 
shop, with breaking

 
 - matter 

adjourned
21/05/2018 0717 Enter with intent, 

other premises, with 
breaking

 
- pleaded 

guilty
18/05/2018 0711 Burglary, with 

breaking
 

- matter 
adjourned

16/05/2018 0811 Motor vehicle - 
steal, unlawfully use, 
possess

 
 - pleaded 

guilty 
26/04/2018 0836 Vehicles - Stealing 

from/enter with intent  
0 - not 

charged with steal from 
veh - related wilful 
damage outcome - 
pleaded guilty

25/04/2018 1415 Dangerous 
operation of a vehicle

 
 - matter 

adjourned
16/04/2018 0836 Vehicles - Stealing 

from/enter with intent
 

- matter 
adjourned

13/04/2018 0811 Motor vehicle - 
steal, unlawfully use, 
possess

 
 - pleaded 

guilty
- 

NETO

 
 - pleaded 

guilty

 
 matter 

adjourned

 
 matter 

adjourned
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06/04/2018 0711 Burglary, with 
breaking

 
 NETO

 
 fail to 

appear warrant issued

 
 - 

matter adjourned
06/04/2018 2 0711 Burglary, with 

breaking
 

- burglary 
NETO, related UUMV 
pleaded guilty

25/03/2018 0811 Motor vehicle - 
steal, unlawfully use, 
possess

 
- matter 

adjourned
23/03/2018 0711 Burglary, with 

breaking
 

- pleaded 
guilty

17/03/2018 0717 Enter with intent, 
other premises, with 
breaking

 
- not 

charged with enter with 
intent, related UUMV 
court outcome - 
adjourned

15/03/2018 0711 Burglary, with 
breaking

 
- NETO

15/03/2018 0717 Enter with intent, 
other premises, with 
breaking

 
- appears 

downgraded offences - 
pleaded guilty

15/03/2018 1457 Traffic Crash - Hit 
and Run (with Injury)

 
- simple 

offences only - fail to 
appear warrant

15/03/2018 0711 Burglary, with 
breaking

 
 NETO

06/03/2018 0712 Burglary  
- burglary - 

NETO, related UUMV - 
pleaded guilty

 
 - fail to 

appear warrant

 
 burglary - 

NETO, related UUMV - 
committed 

02/03/2018 0717 Enter with intent, 
other premises, with 
breaking  

pleaded 
guilty

 
- related 

UUVM offence - pleaded 
guilty 
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22/02/2018 0717 Enter with intent, 
other premises, with 
breaking

 
- not 

charged with enter-w-
intent, related offence 
UUMV adjourned

 - 
not charged with enter-
w-intent - related 
offences pleaded guilty

19/01/2018 1011 Drug - Possess 
and/or use dangerous 
drugs

 
 matter 

adjourned
31/12/2017 0711 Burglary, with 

breaking
 

 matter 
adjourned

 - 
matter ongoing

13/12/2017 1011 Drug - Possess 
and/or use dangerous 
drugs

 
- matter 

adjourned

 
- pleaded 

guilty 
30/06/2017 1011 Drug - Possess 

and/or use dangerous 
drugs

 
- pleaded 

guilty

 
- pleaded 

guilty 
28/06/2017 0711 Burglary, with 

breaking
 

 - pleaded 
guilty

21/02/2017 0711 Burglary, with 
breaking

 
- matter 

adjourned 
25/11/2016 1102 Unlawful 

Possession of firearm 
(other)

 
- committed

16/11/2016 1011 Drug - Possess 
and/or use dangerous 
drugs

 
- charged 

and pleaded guilty for 
simple offence (utensil)

 
 - pleaded 

guilty
25/10/2016 1011 Drug - Possess 

and/or use dangerous 
drugs

 
charged 

with simple only - NETO
20/10/2016 1410 Traffic Crash - With 

Injury
 

 pleaded 
guilty

18/09/2016 1011 Drug - Possess 
and/or use dangerous 
drugs

 
- pleaded 

guilty
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05/07/2016 0713 Burglary, with 
violence or threats, with 
breaking

 
- no true bill

 
- pleaded 

guilty
  
 NOLLE

04/07/2016 0714 Burglary, with 
violence or threats

 
 listed for 

sentencing NOV 2018
30/03/2016 1015 Drug - Produce 

dangerous drugs  
- committed

 
- struck out

14/01/2016 1488 Type 1b Evade 
Police

 
- related 

UUMV court outcome - 
pleaded guilty

08/01/2016 1011 Drug - Possess 
and/or use dangerous 
drugs

 
- pleaded 

guilty
22/02/2014 0711 Burglary, with 

breaking  
- pleaded 

guilty

 
 - pleaded 

guilty

 
 - pleaded 

guilty 

 
 - related 

UUMV - pleaded guilty 

 
- pleaded 

guilty
17/02/2014 0711 Burglary, with 

breaking
 

 - pleaded 
guilty

03/02/2014 0711 Burglary, with 
breaking

 
- NETO 

18/01/2014 1017 Drug - Possess 
things for use, or used in 
the administration, 
consumption, smoking 
of a dangerous drug

 
 - Plea guilty 

18/01/2014 1017 Drug - Possess 
things for use, or used in 
the administration, 
consumption, smoking of 
a dangerous drug Duplicate of above

04/12/2013 0717 Enter with intent, 
other premises, with 
breaking

 
- Plea guilty 
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30/10/2013 0711 Burglary, with 
breaking

 
- Plea 

guilty
21/10/2013 0811 Motor vehicle - 

steal, unlawfully use, 
possess

 
 

Sentenced
15/10/2013 1204 Wilful damage (not 

elsewhere classified)
 

 NETO

09/10/2013 0717 Enter with intent, 
other premises, with 
breaking

 
 - Plea 

guilty

27/08/2013 0713 Burglary, with 
violence or threats, with 
breaking

 
2 - Plea guilty 

17/07/2013 1101 Unlawful 
Possession of 
concealable firearm

 
 - Plea 

guilty

 
 - Plea 

guilty
09/07/2013 0711 Burglary, with 

breaking
 

- Plea guilty
  

 
Sentenced

 
- Sentenced

03/07/2013 3130 Weapons Act 1990  
 - Plea guilty  

09/05/2013 1015 Drug - Produce 
dangerous drugs

 
 - Plea 

guilty

 
 - Plea guilty

10/04/2013 0711 Burglary, with 
breaking

 
- Plea 

guilty

03/04/2013 0712 Burglary  
- UUMV 

Sentenced 

 
 NETO

15/03/2013 0711 Burglary, with 
breaking

 
- Plea 

guilty

 
- Plea 

guilty

 
 - Plea 

guilty
10/03/2013 1015 Drug - Produce 

dangerous drugs
 

- 
Sentenced

 
 - Plea 

guilty

  
 

- Plea guilty
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30/01/2013 1011 Drug - Possess 
and/or use dangerous 
drugs

 
- NETO

22/12/2012 1011 Drug - Possess 
and/or use dangerous 
drugs

 
 - 

Sentenced
30/11/2012 0811 Motor vehicle - 

steal, unlawfully use, 
possess

 
 

Sentenced

24/11/2012 0711 Burglary, with 
breaking

 
 - NETO
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De Marco.JennaL[LD]

From: Neville.DavidH[OSC]
Sent: Thursday, 25 October 2018 16:08
To: Cathie Allen
Subject: RE: Review of DNA results

Thanks Cathie, much appreciated 
 

From: Cathie Allen <   
Sent: Thursday, 25 October 2018 4:06 PM 
To: Neville.DavidH[OSC] <  
Cc: Craig Russell < McNab.BruceJ[OSC] <  
Subject: RE: Review of DNA results 
 
Hi David 
 
I’ve liaised with the appropriate staff within the lab for the results and STRmix files required. We will be able to 
supply these files to FSSA tomorrow (Friday 26th of Oct) by 12pm (Queensland time). 
 
Cheers 
Cathie 

Cathie Allen 
Managing Scientist  

Police Services Stream, Forensic & Scientific Services  
Health Support Queensland, Queensland Health  

p m   
a 39 Kessels Road, Coopers Plains, QLD 4108  
e w www.health.qld.gov.au/healthsupport  

Queensland Health acknowledges the Traditional Owners of the land, and pays respect to Elders past, present and future. 

 

From: Neville.DavidH[OSC] [mailto:   
Sent: Thursday, 25 October 2018 10:51 AM 
To: Cathie Allen 
Cc: Craig Russell; McNab.BruceJ[OSC] 
Subject: Review of DNA results 
Importance: High 
 
Dear Cathie 
 
I met with Assistant Commissioner McCarthy and Superintendent McNab this morning to discuss the result of your 
review or previous DNA identifications. As indicated on Monday, it was comforting to find that there were only two 
results that may change as identified below. 
 

EXHIBIT 140
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 0717 Enter with intent, other premises, 
with breaking 

DNA evidence significant to prosecution 

 0712 Burglary DNA evidence significant to 
prosecution 

 

 
 
The Assistant Commissioner has requested that the STRMix results for these two cases be reviewed by Forensic 
Science South Australia to determine the magnitude of change to the LR in the event there are 4 persons in the 
mixture. He has requested this because the information is required urgently and cannot wait until your validation is 
completed. 
 
This morning I spoke to Mr Chris Pearman who agreed to undertake the review. I also spoke to Duncan Taylor who 
indicated that this is possible provided the data and instrument settings are provided to them. 
 
Could you please liaise with Duncan as a matter of urgency to provide the necessary information so that this can be 
undertaken. Could I ask that you also acknowledge this request and cc me in on the emails relating to this body of 
work please. 
 

 

 

 
 
David Neville 
Inspector  
DNA Management Unit | Forensic Services Group 
Operations Support Command 
QUEENSLAND POLICE SERVICE 
______________________________ 

Phone  
Email 

Address GPO Box 1440 Brisbane 4001 

 
 
 
 
 
 
**********************************************************************  
CONFIDENTIALITY: The information contained in this  
electronic mail message and any electronic files attached  
to it may be confidential information, and may also be the  
subject of legal professional privilege and/or public interest  
immunity. If you are not the intended recipient you are  
required to delete it. Any use, disclosure or copying of  
this message and any attachments is unauthorised. If you  
have received this electronic message in error, please  
inform the sender or contact 1300ITPSBA@psba.qld.gov.au.  
This footnote also confirms that this email message has  
been checked for the presence of computer viruses.  
**********************************************************************  

******************************************************************************** 
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This email, including any attachments sent with it, is confidential and for the sole use of the intended recipient(s). This 
confidentiality is not waived or lost, if you receive it and you are not the intended recipient(s), or if it is transmitted/received in 
error. 

Any unauthorised use, alteration, disclosure, distribution or review of this email is strictly prohibited. The information contained 
in this email, including any attachment sent with it, may be subject to a statutory duty of confidentiality if it relates to health 
service matters. 

If you are not the intended recipient(s), or if you have received this email in error, you are asked to immediately notify the 
sender by telephone collect on Australia +61 1800 198 175 or by return email. You should also delete this email, and any copies, 
from your computer system network and destroy any hard copies produced. 

If not an intended recipient of this email, you must not copy, distribute or take any action(s) that relies on it; any form of 
disclosure, modification, distribution and/or publication of this email is also prohibited. 

Although Queensland Health takes all reasonable steps to ensure this email does not contain malicious software, Queensland 
Health does not accept responsibility for the consequences if any person's computer inadvertently suffers any disruption to 
services, loss of information, harm or is infected with a virus, other malicious computer programme or code that may occur as a 
consequence of receiving this email. 

Unless stated otherwise, this email represents only the views of the sender and not the views of the Queensland Government. 

********************************************************************************** 
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De Marco.JennaL[LD]

From: Neville.DavidH[OSC]
Sent: Tuesday, 30 October 2018 16:00
To: Collopen.RubenB[OSC]; Simpfendorfer.GerardM[OSC]
Subject: FW: 3 person mixed DNA results since 8th of Oct 2018

 
 

From: Cathie Allen <   
Sent: Tuesday, 30 October 2018 12:48 PM 
To: Neville.DavidH[OSC] <  
Cc: Craig Russell < McNab.BruceJ[OSC] <  
Subject: RE: 3 person mixed DNA results since 8th of Oct 2018 
 
Hi David 
 
As you have highlighted on Friday, you have bombarded me with emails and I’m working through them as quickly as 
I can, given the priority, the information required and my workload for Forensic DNA Analysis and Forensic 
Chemistry. I will prioritise this request next. 
 
Cheers 
Cathie 

Cathie Allen 
Managing Scientist  

Police Services Stream, Forensic & Scientific Services  
Health Support Queensland, Queensland Health  

p m   
a 39 Kessels Road, Coopers Plains, QLD 4108  
e w www.health.qld.gov.au/healthsupport  

Queensland Health acknowledges the Traditional Owners of the land, and pays respect to Elders past, present and future. 

 

From: Neville.DavidH[OSC] [mailto:   
Sent: Tuesday, 30 October 2018 12:34 PM 
To: Cathie Allen 
Cc: Craig Russell; McNab.BruceJ[OSC] 
Subject: RE: 3 person mixed DNA results since 8th of Oct 2018 
 
Hi Cathie 
I know you are busy but your assistance with the below request would be much appreciated. I am unable to report 
these results until this matter is clarified. Some of the results are now 3 weeks old and there is a chance that the 
offenders are reoffending in that time.  
 
Regards 

EXHIBIT 141
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David Neville 
 
 
 

From: Neville.DavidH[OSC]  
Sent: Monday, 29 October 2018 10:53 AM 
To: Cathie Allen <  
Cc: Craig Russell < McNab.BruceJ[OSC] <  
Subject: RE: 3 person mixed DNA results since 8th of Oct 2018 
 
Hi Cathie 
On 4 October the QPS made a decision to stop reporting three-person mixed profile results for volume crime 
matters given there was a risk that the result may have been recalled. Results were continued to be reported for 
major crime with the following caveat:  
 

Officers are NOT to commence proceedings against the identified person on the basis of this DNA result. It is 
possible that the result could be withdrawn as a result of subsequent checking processes. For further 
information contact Inspector, DNA Management Section on 07  

Since 8 October, some of the three-person mixed profile results have now been accompanied with a comment from 
Justin as follows: 
 

 is reviewed and not anticipated to change. 
 
On 17 October you requested feedback on that process which I provided the same day requesting some more 
conclusively. I have not heard back so I thought I had better elaborate on this. The results that are reported may be 
used by police to commence proceedings against a person which could result in them being immediately 
incarcerated. Therefore, to use the result in this was we need the same level of certainty around a result that the 
courts do. If a result might change or be withdrawn, we need to know that and treat it accordingly (i.e. it might be 
used for intelligence purposes only). 
 
Before I can start reporting these results that Justin has commented on I need some clarification on what “not 
anticipated to change means”, please. Does this mean that we can rely on the result to be sworn in a statement for 
court, please. 
 
Your timely advice on this would be greatly appreciated so that we can start releasing such results.  
 
Regards 
 
 

 

 

 
 
David Neville 
Inspector  
DNA Management Unit | Forensic Services Group 
Operations Support Command 
QUEENSLAND POLICE SERVICE 
______________________________ 

Phone  
Email 

Address GPO Box 1440 Brisbane 4001 
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From: Neville.DavidH[OSC]  
Sent: Tuesday, 23 October 2018 11:39 AM 
To: 'Cathie Allen' <  
Cc: Craig Russell < McNab.BruceJ[OSC] <  
Subject: FW: 3 person mixed DNA results since 8th of Oct 2018 
 
Hi Cathie, 
Is it possible that the results could be ‘confirmed ‘rather than being described as unlikely to change, please. 
 
Regards  
 
David 
 
 

From: Neville.DavidH[OSC]  
Sent: Wednesday, 17 October 2018 10:24 AM 
To: Cathie Allen <  
Cc: Craig Russell < McNab.BruceJ[OSC] <  
Keleher.BrendanE[OSC] <  
Subject: Re: 3 person mixed DNA results since 8th of Oct 2018 
 
Hi Cathie,  
I have noticed these coming through. My concern remains that the comment indicates there is still a possibility that 
the result might be withdrawn, even though it may be unlikely. As a result the conclusiveness of the evidence is not 
assured. We could therefore not act on that information. Is there anyway this could be reported more conclusively 
please. 
 
Regards  
David 
 
Get Outlook for iOS 

From: Cathie Allen <  
Sent: Wednesday, October 17, 2018 9:12 am 
To: Neville.DavidH[OSC] 
Cc: Craig Russell 
Subject: 3 person mixed DNA results since 8th of Oct 2018  
 
Hi David 
 
After the meeting at QPS HQ on Friday, 5th of Oct and discussion regarding the QPS holding all 3 person mixed DNA 
results from QPRIME, additional work has been implemented in this space. Since Monday, 8th of October, Justin 
Howes, Team Leader, has been re-checking all 3 person mixed DNA results that have been reviewed on and after the 
8th of Oct. Justin has re-reviewed the results and provided advice to you, via the FR, on whether the result is likely to 
change. This was implemented in an effort to provide additional advice and perhaps allow the QPS to release those 
results to QPRIME. 
 
Are you able to provide feedback on this process? We don’t envision that this will be a long term process, however 
implemented this to provide additional advice to the QPS for a short period. 
 
Cheers 
Cathie 
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Cathie Allen 
Managing Scientist 
Police Services Stream, Forensic & Scientific Services 
Health Support Queensland, Queensland Health 

m  
a39 Kessels Road, Coopers Plains, QLD 4108 
e w www.health.qld.gov.au/healthsupport 

Queensland Health acknowledges the Traditional Owners of the land, and pays respect to Elders past, present and future. 
 

******************************************************************************** 

This email, including any attachments sent with it, is confidential and for the sole use of the intended recipient(s). This 
confidentiality is not waived or lost, if you receive it and you are not the intended recipient(s), or if it is transmitted/received in 
error. 

Any unauthorised use, alteration, disclosure, distribution or review of this email is strictly prohibited. The information contained 
in this email, including any attachment sent with it, may be subject to a statutory duty of confidentiality if it relates to health 
service matters. 

If you are not the intended recipient(s), or if you have received this email in error, you are asked to immediately notify the 
sender by telephone collect on Australia +61 1800 198 175 or by return email. You should also delete this email, and any copies, 
from your computer system network and destroy any hard copies produced. 

If not an intended recipient of this email, you must not copy, distribute or take any action(s) that relies on it; any form of 
disclosure, modification, distribution and/or publication of this email is also prohibited. 

Although Queensland Health takes all reasonable steps to ensure this email does not contain malicious software, Queensland 
Health does not accept responsibility for the consequences if any person's computer inadvertently suffers any disruption to 
services, loss of information, harm or is infected with a virus, other malicious computer programme or code that may occur as a 
consequence of receiving this email. 

Unless stated otherwise, this email represents only the views of the sender and not the views of the Queensland Government. 

********************************************************************************** 

 
**********************************************************************  
CONFIDENTIALITY: The information contained in this  
electronic mail message and any electronic files attached  
to it may be confidential information, and may also be the  
subject of legal professional privilege and/or public interest  
immunity. If you are not the intended recipient you are  
required to delete it. Any use, disclosure or copying of  
this message and any attachments is unauthorised. If you  
have received this electronic message in error, please  
inform the sender or contact 1300ITPSBA@psba.qld.gov.au.  
This footnote also confirms that this email message has  
been checked for the presence of computer viruses.  
**********************************************************************  
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De Marco.JennaL[LD]

From: Neville.DavidH[OSC]
Sent: Wednesday, 31 October 2018 16:03
To: McNab.BruceJ[OSC]
Subject: FW: 3 person mixed DNA results since 8th of Oct 2018

Bruce, 
I have asked QHFSS repeatedly over 2 weeks to tell us if the confirmed results for 3 person mixtures that they have 
been reporting to us since 8/10/18 are of a standard that they would be happy to put in a statement for court. I am 
yet to get an answer. As a result, we are still not releasing these results for volume crime events, and officers are 
warned not to action results for major crime. 
 
The risk is that offenders are continuing to commit crimes that might otherwise have been apprehended if we knew 
the answer to my question. Is this something you might raise with Craig Russel, please.  
 
Dave 
 
 
 
 
 

From: Cathie Allen <   
Sent: Tuesday, 30 October 2018 12:48 PM 
To: Neville.DavidH[OSC] <  
Cc: Craig Russell < McNab.BruceJ[OSC] <  
Subject: RE: 3 person mixed DNA results since 8th of Oct 2018 
 
Hi David 
 
As you have highlighted on Friday, you have bombarded me with emails and I’m working through them as quickly as 
I can, given the priority, the information required and my workload for Forensic DNA Analysis and Forensic 
Chemistry. I will prioritise this request next. 
 
Cheers 
Cathie 

Cathie Allen 
Managing Scientist  

Police Services Stream, Forensic & Scientific Services  
Health Support Queensland, Queensland Health  

p m   
a 39 Kessels Road, Coopers Plains, QLD 4108  
e w www.health.qld.gov.au/healthsupport  

Queensland Health acknowledges the Traditional Owners of the land, and pays respect to Elders past, present and future. 

EXHIBIT 142
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From: Neville.DavidH[OSC] [mailto:   
Sent: Tuesday, 30 October 2018 12:34 PM 
To: Cathie Allen 
Cc: Craig Russell; McNab.BruceJ[OSC] 
Subject: RE: 3 person mixed DNA results since 8th of Oct 2018 
 
Hi Cathie 
I know you are busy but your assistance with the below request would be much appreciated. I am unable to report 
these results until this matter is clarified. Some of the results are now 3 weeks old and there is a chance that the 
offenders are reoffending in that time.  
 
Regards 
 
David Neville 
 
 
 

From: Neville.DavidH[OSC]  
Sent: Monday, 29 October 2018 10:53 AM 
To: Cathie Allen <  
Cc: Craig Russell < McNab.BruceJ[OSC] <  
Subject: RE: 3 person mixed DNA results since 8th of Oct 2018 
 
Hi Cathie 
On 4 October the QPS made a decision to stop reporting three-person mixed profile results for volume crime 
matters given there was a risk that the result may have been recalled. Results were continued to be reported for 
major crime with the following caveat:  
 

Officers are NOT to commence proceedings against the identified person on the basis of this DNA result. It is 
possible that the result could be withdrawn as a result of subsequent checking processes. For further 
information contact Inspector, DNA Management Section on 07  

Since 8 October, some of the three-person mixed profile results have now been accompanied with a comment from 
Justin as follows: 
 

 is reviewed and not anticipated to change. 
 
On 17 October you requested feedback on that process which I provided the same day requesting some more 
conclusively. I have not heard back so I thought I had better elaborate on this. The results that are reported may be 
used by police to commence proceedings against a person which could result in them being immediately 
incarcerated. Therefore, to use the result in this was we need the same level of certainty around a result that the 
courts do. If a result might change or be withdrawn, we need to know that and treat it accordingly (i.e. it might be 
used for intelligence purposes only). 
 
Before I can start reporting these results that Justin has commented on I need some clarification on what “not 
anticipated to change means”, please. Does this mean that we can rely on the result to be sworn in a statement for 
court, please. 
 
Your timely advice on this would be greatly appreciated so that we can start releasing such results.  
 
Regards 
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David Neville 
Inspector  
DNA Management Unit | Forensic Services Group 
Operations Support Command 
QUEENSLAND POLICE SERVICE 
______________________________ 

Phone  
Email 

Address GPO Box 1440 Brisbane 4001 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 

From: Neville.DavidH[OSC]  
Sent: Tuesday, 23 October 2018 11:39 AM 
To: 'Cathie Allen' <  
Cc: Craig Russell < McNab.BruceJ[OSC] <  
Subject: FW: 3 person mixed DNA results since 8th of Oct 2018 
 
Hi Cathie, 
Is it possible that the results could be ‘confirmed ‘rather than being described as unlikely to change, please. 
 
Regards  
 
David 
 
 

From: Neville.DavidH[OSC]  
Sent: Wednesday, 17 October 2018 10:24 AM 
To: Cathie Allen <  
Cc: Craig Russell < McNab.BruceJ[OSC] <  
Keleher.BrendanE[OSC] <  
Subject: Re: 3 person mixed DNA results since 8th of Oct 2018 
 
Hi Cathie,  
I have noticed these coming through. My concern remains that the comment indicates there is still a possibility that 
the result might be withdrawn, even though it may be unlikely. As a result the conclusiveness of the evidence is not 
assured. We could therefore not act on that information. Is there anyway this could be reported more conclusively 
please. 
 
Regards  
David 
 
Get Outlook for iOS 

From: Cathie Allen <  
Sent: Wednesday, October 17, 2018 9:12 am 
To: Neville.DavidH[OSC] 
Cc: Craig Russell 
Subject: 3 person mixed DNA results since 8th of Oct 2018  
 
Hi David 
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After the meeting at QPS HQ on Friday, 5th of Oct and discussion regarding the QPS holding all 3 person mixed DNA 
results from QPRIME, additional work has been implemented in this space. Since Monday, 8th of October, Justin 
Howes, Team Leader, has been re-checking all 3 person mixed DNA results that have been reviewed on and after the 
8th of Oct. Justin has re-reviewed the results and provided advice to you, via the FR, on whether the result is likely to 
change. This was implemented in an effort to provide additional advice and perhaps allow the QPS to release those 
results to QPRIME. 
 
Are you able to provide feedback on this process? We don’t envision that this will be a long term process, however 
implemented this to provide additional advice to the QPS for a short period. 
 
Cheers 
Cathie 

Cathie Allen 
Managing Scientist 
Police Services Stream, Forensic & Scientific Services 
Health Support Queensland, Queensland Health 

m  
a39 Kessels Road, Coopers Plains, QLD 4108 
e w www.health.qld.gov.au/healthsupport 

Queensland Health acknowledges the Traditional Owners of the land, and pays respect to Elders past, present and future. 
 

******************************************************************************** 

This email, including any attachments sent with it, is confidential and for the sole use of the intended recipient(s). This 
confidentiality is not waived or lost, if you receive it and you are not the intended recipient(s), or if it is transmitted/received in 
error. 

Any unauthorised use, alteration, disclosure, distribution or review of this email is strictly prohibited. The information contained 
in this email, including any attachment sent with it, may be subject to a statutory duty of confidentiality if it relates to health 
service matters. 

If you are not the intended recipient(s), or if you have received this email in error, you are asked to immediately notify the 
sender by telephone collect on Australia +61 1800 198 175 or by return email. You should also delete this email, and any copies, 
from your computer system network and destroy any hard copies produced. 

If not an intended recipient of this email, you must not copy, distribute or take any action(s) that relies on it; any form of 
disclosure, modification, distribution and/or publication of this email is also prohibited. 

Although Queensland Health takes all reasonable steps to ensure this email does not contain malicious software, Queensland 
Health does not accept responsibility for the consequences if any person's computer inadvertently suffers any disruption to 
services, loss of information, harm or is infected with a virus, other malicious computer programme or code that may occur as a 
consequence of receiving this email. 

Unless stated otherwise, this email represents only the views of the sender and not the views of the Queensland Government. 

********************************************************************************** 

 
**********************************************************************  
CONFIDENTIALITY: The information contained in this  
electronic mail message and any electronic files attached  
to it may be confidential information, and may also be the  
subject of legal professional privilege and/or public interest  
immunity. If you are not the intended recipient you are  
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required to delete it. Any use, disclosure or copying of  
this message and any attachments is unauthorised. If you  
have received this electronic message in error, please  
inform the sender or contact 1300ITPSBA@psba.qld.gov.au.  
This footnote also confirms that this email message has  
been checked for the presence of computer viruses.  
**********************************************************************  
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De Marco.JennaL[LD]

From: McNab.BruceJ[OSC]
Sent: Thursday, 1 November 2018 06:41
To: Neville.DavidH[OSC]
Subject: RE: 3 person mixed DNA results since 8th of Oct 2018

Will do,  
 
Bruce McNab BM 
Superintendent 7417 
Forensic Services Group 
OPERATIONS SUPPORT COMMAND 
Queensland Police Service 

 
 

From: Neville.DavidH[OSC]  
Sent: Wednesday, 31 October 2018 4:03 PM 
To: McNab.BruceJ[OSC] <  
Subject: FW: 3 person mixed DNA results since 8th of Oct 2018 
 
Bruce, 
I have asked QHFSS repeatedly over 2 weeks to tell us if the confirmed results for 3 person mixtures that they have 
been reporting to us since 8/10/18 are of a standard that they would be happy to put in a statement for court. I am 
yet to get an answer. As a result, we are still not releasing these results for volume crime events, and officers are 
warned not to action results for major crime. 
 
The risk is that offenders are continuing to commit crimes that might otherwise have been apprehended if we knew 
the answer to my question. Is this something you might raise with Craig Russel, please.  
 
Dave 
 
 
 
 
 

From: Cathie Allen <   
Sent: Tuesday, 30 October 2018 12:48 PM 
To: Neville.DavidH[OSC] <  
Cc: Craig Russell < McNab.BruceJ[OSC] <  
Subject: RE: 3 person mixed DNA results since 8th of Oct 2018 
 
Hi David 
 
As you have highlighted on Friday, you have bombarded me with emails and I’m working through them as quickly as 
I can, given the priority, the information required and my workload for Forensic DNA Analysis and Forensic 
Chemistry. I will prioritise this request next. 
 
Cheers 
Cathie 

EXHIBIT 143
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Cathie Allen 
Managing Scientist  

Police Services Stream, Forensic & Scientific Services  
Health Support Queensland, Queensland Health  

p m   
a 39 Kessels Road, Coopers Plains, QLD 4108  
e w www.health.qld.gov.au/healthsupport  

Queensland Health acknowledges the Traditional Owners of the land, and pays respect to Elders past, present and future. 

 

From: Neville.DavidH[OSC] [mailto:   
Sent: Tuesday, 30 October 2018 12:34 PM 
To: Cathie Allen 
Cc: Craig Russell; McNab.BruceJ[OSC] 
Subject: RE: 3 person mixed DNA results since 8th of Oct 2018 
 
Hi Cathie 
I know you are busy but your assistance with the below request would be much appreciated. I am unable to report 
these results until this matter is clarified. Some of the results are now 3 weeks old and there is a chance that the 
offenders are reoffending in that time.  
 
Regards 
 
David Neville 
 
 
 

From: Neville.DavidH[OSC]  
Sent: Monday, 29 October 2018 10:53 AM 
To: Cathie Allen <  
Cc: Craig Russell < McNab.BruceJ[OSC] <  
Subject: RE: 3 person mixed DNA results since 8th of Oct 2018 
 
Hi Cathie 
On 4 October the QPS made a decision to stop reporting three-person mixed profile results for volume crime 
matters given there was a risk that the result may have been recalled. Results were continued to be reported for 
major crime with the following caveat:  
 

Officers are NOT to commence proceedings against the identified person on the basis of this DNA result. It is 
possible that the result could be withdrawn as a result of subsequent checking processes. For further 
information contact Inspector, DNA Management Section on 07  

Since 8 October, some of the three-person mixed profile results have now been accompanied with a comment from 
Justin as follows: 
 

 is reviewed and not anticipated to change. 
 
On 17 October you requested feedback on that process which I provided the same day requesting some more 
conclusively. I have not heard back so I thought I had better elaborate on this. The results that are reported may be 
used by police to commence proceedings against a person which could result in them being immediately 
incarcerated. Therefore, to use the result in this was we need the same level of certainty around a result that the 
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courts do. If a result might change or be withdrawn, we need to know that and treat it accordingly (i.e. it might be 
used for intelligence purposes only). 
 
Before I can start reporting these results that Justin has commented on I need some clarification on what “not 
anticipated to change means”, please. Does this mean that we can rely on the result to be sworn in a statement for 
court, please. 
 
Your timely advice on this would be greatly appreciated so that we can start releasing such results.  
 
Regards 
 
 

 

 

 
 
David Neville 
Inspector  
DNA Management Unit | Forensic Services Group 
Operations Support Command 
QUEENSLAND POLICE SERVICE 
______________________________ 

Phone  
Email 

Address GPO Box 1440 Brisbane 4001 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 

From: Neville.DavidH[OSC]  
Sent: Tuesday, 23 October 2018 11:39 AM 
To: 'Cathie Allen' <  
Cc: Craig Russell < McNab.BruceJ[OSC] <  
Subject: FW: 3 person mixed DNA results since 8th of Oct 2018 
 
Hi Cathie, 
Is it possible that the results could be ‘confirmed ‘rather than being described as unlikely to change, please. 
 
Regards  
 
David 
 
 

From: Neville.DavidH[OSC]  
Sent: Wednesday, 17 October 2018 10:24 AM 
To: Cathie Allen <  
Cc: Craig Russell < McNab.BruceJ[OSC] <  
Keleher.BrendanE[OSC] <  
Subject: Re: 3 person mixed DNA results since 8th of Oct 2018 
 
Hi Cathie,  
I have noticed these coming through. My concern remains that the comment indicates there is still a possibility that 
the result might be withdrawn, even though it may be unlikely. As a result the conclusiveness of the evidence is not 
assured. We could therefore not act on that information. Is there anyway this could be reported more conclusively 
please. 
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Regards  
David 
 
Get Outlook for iOS 

From: Cathie Allen <  
Sent: Wednesday, October 17, 2018 9:12 am 
To: Neville.DavidH[OSC] 
Cc: Craig Russell 
Subject: 3 person mixed DNA results since 8th of Oct 2018  
 
Hi David 
 
After the meeting at QPS HQ on Friday, 5th of Oct and discussion regarding the QPS holding all 3 person mixed DNA 
results from QPRIME, additional work has been implemented in this space. Since Monday, 8th of October, Justin 
Howes, Team Leader, has been re-checking all 3 person mixed DNA results that have been reviewed on and after the 
8th of Oct. Justin has re-reviewed the results and provided advice to you, via the FR, on whether the result is likely to 
change. This was implemented in an effort to provide additional advice and perhaps allow the QPS to release those 
results to QPRIME. 
 
Are you able to provide feedback on this process? We don’t envision that this will be a long term process, however 
implemented this to provide additional advice to the QPS for a short period. 
 
Cheers 
Cathie 

Cathie Allen 
Managing Scientist 
Police Services Stream, Forensic & Scientific Services 
Health Support Queensland, Queensland Health 

m  
a39 Kessels Road, Coopers Plains, QLD 4108 
e w www.health.qld.gov.au/healthsupport 

Queensland Health acknowledges the Traditional Owners of the land, and pays respect to Elders past, present and future. 
 

******************************************************************************** 

This email, including any attachments sent with it, is confidential and for the sole use of the intended recipient(s). This 
confidentiality is not waived or lost, if you receive it and you are not the intended recipient(s), or if it is transmitted/received in 
error. 

Any unauthorised use, alteration, disclosure, distribution or review of this email is strictly prohibited. The information contained 
in this email, including any attachment sent with it, may be subject to a statutory duty of confidentiality if it relates to health 
service matters. 

If you are not the intended recipient(s), or if you have received this email in error, you are asked to immediately notify the 
sender by telephone collect on Australia +61 1800 198 175 or by return email. You should also delete this email, and any copies, 
from your computer system network and destroy any hard copies produced. 

If not an intended recipient of this email, you must not copy, distribute or take any action(s) that relies on it; any form of 
disclosure, modification, distribution and/or publication of this email is also prohibited. 
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Although Queensland Health takes all reasonable steps to ensure this email does not contain malicious software, Queensland 
Health does not accept responsibility for the consequences if any person's computer inadvertently suffers any disruption to 
services, loss of information, harm or is infected with a virus, other malicious computer programme or code that may occur as a 
consequence of receiving this email. 

Unless stated otherwise, this email represents only the views of the sender and not the views of the Queensland Government. 

********************************************************************************** 

 
**********************************************************************  
CONFIDENTIALITY: The information contained in this  
electronic mail message and any electronic files attached  
to it may be confidential information, and may also be the  
subject of legal professional privilege and/or public interest  
immunity. If you are not the intended recipient you are  
required to delete it. Any use, disclosure or copying of  
this message and any attachments is unauthorised. If you  
have received this electronic message in error, please  
inform the sender or contact 1300ITPSBA@psba.qld.gov.au.  
This footnote also confirms that this email message has  
been checked for the presence of computer viruses.  
**********************************************************************  
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De Marco.JennaL[LD]

From: Neville.DavidH[OSC]
Sent: Thursday, 1 November 2018 11:43
To: McNab.BruceJ[OSC]
Subject: Results from SA testing
Attachments: 1805528_Duncan Taylor_20181029_Std1.pdf

Bruce,  
I was wrong, was looking at wrong sample. I am gerring my staff to do up a matrix of QHFSS vs FSSA results. Don’t 
panic yet 
Get Outlook for iOS 

From: Taylor, Duncan (AGD) <  
Sent: Thursday, November 1, 2018 11:24:56 AM 
To: Neville.DavidH[OSC] 
Subject: RE: Review of DNA results  
Hi David 
Please find attached my report. 
Regards, 
Duncan 
Duncan Taylor, PhD | Principal Scientist - Forensic Statistics 
Forensic Science South Australia 
21 Divett Place, Adelaide SA 5000 
P: | F:  
The information contained in this e-mail (including any attached documents) is confidential and may also be the 
subject of legal professional privilege or public interest immunity. If you are not the intended recipient, any use, 
disclosure or copying of this material is UNAUTHORISED. Please notify me by reply e-mail if you have received this 
document by mistake. 
From: Neville.DavidH[OSC] [mailto:   
Sent: Wednesday, 31 October 2018 3:53 PM 
To: Taylor, Duncan (AGD) 
Subject: RE: Review of DNA results 
Thanks Duncan 

From: Taylor, Duncan (AGD) <   
Sent: Wednesday, 31 October 2018 3:13 PM 
To: Neville.DavidH[OSC] <  
Subject: RE: Review of DNA results 
Hi David 
My analyses are complete and the case is being reviewed. I hope to have something to you by the end of the week 
(but early next week at the latest). 
D 
Duncan Taylor, PhD | Principal Scientist - Forensic Statistics 
Forensic Science South Australia 
21 Divett Place, Adelaide SA 5000 
P: | F:  
The information contained in this e-mail (including any attached documents) is confidential and may also be the 
subject of legal professional privilege or public interest immunity. If you are not the intended recipient, any use, 
disclosure or copying of this material is UNAUTHORISED. Please notify me by reply e-mail if you have received this 
document by mistake. 
From: Neville.DavidH[OSC] [mailto:   
Sent: Wednesday, 31 October 2018 3:33 PM 
To: Taylor, Duncan (AGD) 
Subject: FW: Review of DNA results 
Hi Duncan 
How is this progressing down there? 

EXHIBIT 144
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David Neville 
Inspector  
DNA Management Unit | Forensic Services Group 
Operations Support Command 
QUEENSLAND POLICE SERVICE 
______________________________ 

 

GPO Box 1440 Brisbane 4001 
From: Cathie Allen <   
Sent: Friday, 26 October 2018 2:15 PM 
To: Taylor, Duncan (AGD) <  
Cc: Neville.DavidH[OSC] < Craig Russell <  
Subject: RE: Review of DNA results 
Hi Duncan 
Please find attached files for the current validation that the lab is undertaking (validation of v2.6).  
Please note: validation of v2.6 has only just begun, so we would not consider these setting to be validated as the 
assessment and peer review of them has not been completed. 
Please let me know if there’s anything else we can assist with. 
Cheers 
Cathie 

Cathie Allen 
Managing Scientist  
Police Services Stream, Forensic & Scientific Services  
Health Support Queensland, Queensland Health  
p m   
a 39 Kessels Road, Coopers Plains, QLD 4108  
e w www.health.qld.gov.au/healthsupport  

Queensland Health acknowledges the Traditional Owners of the land, and pays respect to Elders past, present and future. 
From: Taylor, Duncan (AGD) [mailto:   
Sent: Friday, 26 October 2018 12:51 PM 
To: Cathie Allen 
Subject: RE: Review of DNA results 
Hi Cathie 
I note that the settings you have provided are for 2.0.6 and I was wondering whether your lab have had a chance to 
run Model Maker analyses on PP21 data in a version of STRmix post V2.3, where we switched to using a distribution 
for variance parameters.  
I realise that you have not yet validated these later version for use in your lab yet, but as I will be running the sample 
in STRmix V2.6, any information on the appropriate settings will help (the later the STRmix version you have settings 
for the better). 
Kind regards, 
Duncan 
Duncan Taylor, PhD | Principal Scientist - Forensic Statistics 
Forensic Science South Australia 
21 Divett Place, Adelaide SA 5000 
P: | F:  
The information contained in this e-mail (including any attached documents) is confidential and may also be the 
subject of legal professional privilege or public interest immunity. If you are not the intended recipient, any use, 
disclosure or copying of this material is UNAUTHORISED. Please notify me by reply e-mail if you have received this 
document by mistake. 
From: Pearman, Chris (AGD)  
Sent: Friday, 26 October 2018 12:38 PM 
To: Taylor, Duncan (AGD) 
Cc: Sobieraj, Thomas (AGD) 
Subject: FW: Review of DNA results 
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Here it is Duncan. 

From: Neville.DavidH[OSC] <   
Sent: Friday, 26 October 2018 12:25 PM 
To: Pearman, Chris (AGD) <  
Cc: McNab.BruceJ[OSC] <  
Subject: FW: Review of DNA results 
Hi Chris 
Here is the analytical information that is required to conduct the 4 person interpretation as discussed. We only need 
one sample looked at now as the other can be resolved by Queensland Health. 
Could this information be forwarded to Tom and Duncan (sorry, I don’t have their emails). 
Regards 
David Neville 

From: Cathie Allen <   
Sent: Friday, 26 October 2018 11:45 AM 
To: Neville.DavidH[OSC] <  
Cc: McNab.BruceJ[OSC] < Craig Russell <  
Subject: FW: Review of DNA results 
Hi David 
Attached are the STRmix input files for sample . Also attached are the STRmix v2.06 
settings which will be required by FSSA to undertake the statistical analysis. As FSS doesn’t have oversight of the 
legal advice that the QPS may have sought regarding this case and profiles, it is more appropriate to provide the 
data to the QPS for their necessary attention and action.  
Please don’t hesitate to contact me if you have any further queries. 
Cheers 
Cathie 

Cathie Allen 
Managing Scientist  
Police Services Stream, Forensic & Scientific Services  
Health Support Queensland, Queensland Health  
p m   
a 39 Kessels Road, Coopers Plains, QLD 4108  
e w www.health.qld.gov.au/healthsupport  

Queensland Health acknowledges the Traditional Owners of the land, and pays respect to Elders past, present and future. 

******************************************************************************** 

This email, including any attachments sent with it, is confidential and for the sole use of the intended recipient(s). This 
confidentiality is not waived or lost, if you receive it and you are not the intended recipient(s), or if it is transmitted/received in 
error. 

Any unauthorised use, alteration, disclosure, distribution or review of this email is strictly prohibited. The information contained 
in this email, including any attachment sent with it, may be subject to a statutory duty of confidentiality if it relates to health 
service matters. 

If you are not the intended recipient(s), or if you have received this email in error, you are asked to immediately notify the sender 
by telephone collect on Australia +61 1800 198 175 or by return email. You should also delete this email, and any copies, from 
your computer system network and destroy any hard copies produced. 

If not an intended recipient of this email, you must not copy, distribute or take any action(s) that relies on it; any form of 
disclosure, modification, distribution and/or publication of this email is also prohibited. 

Although Queensland Health takes all reasonable steps to ensure this email does not contain malicious software, Queensland 
Health does not accept responsibility for the consequences if any person's computer inadvertently suffers any disruption to 
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services, loss of information, harm or is infected with a virus, other malicious computer programme or code that may occur as a 
consequence of receiving this email. 

Unless stated otherwise, this email represents only the views of the sender and not the views of the Queensland Government. 

********************************************************************************** 

**********************************************************************  
CONFIDENTIALITY: The information contained in this  
electronic mail message and any electronic files attached  
to it may be confidential information, and may also be the  
subject of legal professional privilege and/or public interest  
immunity. If you are not the intended recipient you are  
required to delete it. Any use, disclosure or copying of  
this message and any attachments is unauthorised. If you  
have received this electronic message in error, please  
inform the sender or contact 1300ITPSBA@psba.qld.gov.au.  
This footnote also confirms that this email message has  
been checked for the presence of computer viruses.  
**********************************************************************  
**********************************************************************  
CONFIDENTIALITY: The information contained in this  
electronic mail message and any electronic files attached  
to it may be confidential information, and may also be the  
subject of legal professional privilege and/or public interest  
immunity. If you are not the intended recipient you are  
required to delete it. Any use, disclosure or copying of  
this message and any attachments is unauthorised. If you  
have received this electronic message in error, please  
inform the sender or contact 1300ITPSBA@psba.qld.gov.au.  
This footnote also confirms that this email message has  
been checked for the presence of computer viruses.  
**********************************************************************  
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De Marco.JennaL[LD]

From: Cathie Allen <
Sent: Thursday, 1 November 2018 15:07
To: Neville.DavidH[OSC]
Cc: Craig Russell; McNab.BruceJ[OSC]
Subject: RE: 3 person mixed DNA results since 8th of Oct 2018

Hi David 
 
Where Justin has commented that the result ‘is not anticipated to change’, based on the information available, yes it 
would be reported in a Statement of Witness document. 
 
Cheers 
Cathie 

Cathie Allen 
Managing Scientist  

Police Services Stream, Forensic & Scientific Services  
Health Support Queensland, Queensland Health  

p m   
a 39 Kessels Road, Coopers Plains, QLD 4108  
e w www.health.qld.gov.au/healthsupport  

Queensland Health acknowledges the Traditional Owners of the land, and pays respect to Elders past, present and future. 

 

From: Neville.DavidH[OSC] [mailto:   
Sent: Monday, 29 October 2018 10:53 AM 
To: Cathie Allen 
Cc: Craig Russell; McNab.BruceJ[OSC] 
Subject: RE: 3 person mixed DNA results since 8th of Oct 2018 
 
Hi Cathie 
On 4 October the QPS made a decision to stop reporting three-person mixed profile results for volume crime 
matters given there was a risk that the result may have been recalled. Results were continued to be reported for 
major crime with the following caveat:  
 

Officers are NOT to commence proceedings against the identified person on the basis of this DNA result. It is 
possible that the result could be withdrawn as a result of subsequent checking processes. For further 
information contact Inspector, DNA Management Section on 07  

Since 8 October, some of the three-person mixed profile results have now been accompanied with a comment from 
Justin as follows: 
 

 is reviewed and not anticipated to change. 
 

EXHIBIT 145
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On 17 October you requested feedback on that process which I provided the same day requesting some more 
conclusively. I have not heard back so I thought I had better elaborate on this. The results that are reported may be 
used by police to commence proceedings against a person which could result in them being immediately 
incarcerated. Therefore, to use the result in this was we need the same level of certainty around a result that the 
courts do. If a result might change or be withdrawn, we need to know that and treat it accordingly (i.e. it might be 
used for intelligence purposes only). 
 
Before I can start reporting these results that Justin has commented on I need some clarification on what “not 
anticipated to change means”, please. Does this mean that we can rely on the result to be sworn in a statement for 
court, please. 
 
Your timely advice on this would be greatly appreciated so that we can start releasing such results.  
 
Regards 
 
 

 

 

 
 
David Neville 
Inspector  
DNA Management Unit | Forensic Services Group 
Operations Support Command 
QUEENSLAND POLICE SERVICE 
______________________________ 

Phone  
Email  

Address GPO Box 1440 Brisbane 4001 

 
 
 
 
 
 

From: Neville.DavidH[OSC]  
Sent: Wednesday, 17 October 2018 10:24 AM 
To: Cathie Allen <  
Cc: Craig Russell < McNab.BruceJ[OSC] <  
Keleher.BrendanE[OSC] <  
Subject: Re: 3 person mixed DNA results since 8th of Oct 2018 
 
Hi Cathie,  
I have noticed these coming through. My concern remains that the comment indicates there is still a possibility that 
the result might be withdrawn, even though it may be unlikely. As a result the conclusiveness of the evidence is not 
assured. We could therefore not act on that information. Is there anyway this could be reported more conclusively 
please. 
 
Regards  
David 
 
Get Outlook for iOS 

From: Cathie Allen <  
Sent: Wednesday, October 17, 2018 9:12 am 
To: Neville.DavidH[OSC] 
Cc: Craig Russell 
Subject: 3 person mixed DNA results since 8th of Oct 2018  
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Hi David 
 
After the meeting at QPS HQ on Friday, 5th of Oct and discussion regarding the QPS holding all 3 person mixed DNA 
results from QPRIME, additional work has been implemented in this space. Since Monday, 8th of October, Justin 
Howes, Team Leader, has been re-checking all 3 person mixed DNA results that have been reviewed on and after the 
8th of Oct. Justin has re-reviewed the results and provided advice to you, via the FR, on whether the result is likely to 
change. This was implemented in an effort to provide additional advice and perhaps allow the QPS to release those 
results to QPRIME. 
 
Are you able to provide feedback on this process? We don’t envision that this will be a long term process, however 
implemented this to provide additional advice to the QPS for a short period. 
 
Cheers 
Cathie 

Cathie Allen 
Managing Scientist 
Police Services Stream, Forensic & Scientific Services 
Health Support Queensland, Queensland Health 

m  
a39 Kessels Road, Coopers Plains, QLD 4108 
e w www.health.qld.gov.au/healthsupport 

Queensland Health acknowledges the Traditional Owners of the land, and pays respect to Elders past, present and future. 
 

******************************************************************************** 

This email, including any attachments sent with it, is confidential and for the sole use of the intended recipient(s). This 
confidentiality is not waived or lost, if you receive it and you are not the intended recipient(s), or if it is transmitted/received in 
error. 

Any unauthorised use, alteration, disclosure, distribution or review of this email is strictly prohibited. The information contained 
in this email, including any attachment sent with it, may be subject to a statutory duty of confidentiality if it relates to health 
service matters. 

If you are not the intended recipient(s), or if you have received this email in error, you are asked to immediately notify the sender 
by telephone collect on Australia +61 1800 198 175 or by return email. You should also delete this email, and any copies, from 
your computer system network and destroy any hard copies produced. 

If not an intended recipient of this email, you must not copy, distribute or take any action(s) that relies on it; any form of 
disclosure, modification, distribution and/or publication of this email is also prohibited. 

Although Queensland Health takes all reasonable steps to ensure this email does not contain malicious software, Queensland 
Health does not accept responsibility for the consequences if any person's computer inadvertently suffers any disruption to 
services, loss of information, harm or is infected with a virus, other malicious computer programme or code that may occur as a 
consequence of receiving this email. 

Unless stated otherwise, this email represents only the views of the sender and not the views of the Queensland Government. 

********************************************************************************** 

 
**********************************************************************  
CONFIDENTIALITY: The information contained in this  
electronic mail message and any electronic files attached  
to it may be confidential information, and may also be the  
subject of legal professional privilege and/or public interest  
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immunity. If you are not the intended recipient you are  
required to delete it. Any use, disclosure or copying of  
this message and any attachments is unauthorised. If you  
have received this electronic message in error, please  
inform the sender or contact 1300ITPSBA@psba.qld.gov.au.  
This footnote also confirms that this email message has  
been checked for the presence of computer viruses.  
**********************************************************************  
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De Marco.JennaL[LD]

From: McNab.BruceJ[OSC]
Sent: Tuesday, 13 November 2018 07:13
To: Neville.DavidH[OSC]
Subject: RE: 3 person mixed DNA results since 8th of Oct 2018

Morning Dave, 
 
No feedback yet from the boss. I’ll see where its at this morning. 
 
Bruce McNab BM 
Superintendent 7417 
Forensic Services Group 
OPERATIONS SUPPORT COMMAND 
Queensland Police Service 

 
 

From: Neville.DavidH[OSC]  
Sent: Tuesday, 13 November 2018 07:10 
To: McNab.BruceJ[OSC] <  
Subject: FW: 3 person mixed DNA results since 8th of Oct 2018 
 
Bruce 
Can we start reporting these now, please. I am confident that these are reliable based on QHFSS advice. 
 
dave 
 

From: Neville.DavidH[OSC]  
Sent: Wednesday, 7 November 2018 7:17 AM 
To: McNab.BruceJ[OSC] <  
Subject: RE: 3 person mixed DNA results since 8th of Oct 2018 
 
Yes sir 
 

From: McNab.BruceJ[OSC]  
Sent: Wednesday, 7 November 2018 7:16 AM 
To: Neville.DavidH[OSC] <  
Subject: RE: 3 person mixed DNA results since 8th of Oct 2018 
 
Morning Dave, 
 
By report do you mean release through QPRIME? 
 
Bruce McNab BM 
Superintendent 7417 
Forensic Services Group 
OPERATIONS SUPPORT COMMAND 
Queensland Police Service 

 
 

From: Neville.DavidH[OSC]  
Sent: Tuesday, 6 November 2018 07:54 
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To: McNab.BruceJ[OSC] <  
Subject: Fwd: 3 person mixed DNA results since 8th of Oct 2018 
 
Supt, 
There are 118 three-person mixed profile results for volume crime matters that we are sitting on which have been 
confirmed by QHFSS as being reliable for court purposes. Could I have permission to report these please.  
David 
 
Get Outlook for iOS 

From: Neville.DavidH[OSC] <  
Sent: Friday, November 2, 2018 11:36 am 
To: Cathie Allen 
Subject: RE: 3 person mixed DNA results since 8th of Oct 2018  
 
Hi Cathie 
Thank you for this succinct and definitive advice. This provides clarity and is greatly appreciated. 
 
Regards 
 
 

 

 

 
 
David Neville 
Inspector 
DNA Management Unit | Forensic Services Group 
Operations Support Command 
QUEENSLAND POLICE SERVICE 
______________________________ 

Phone  
Email 

Address GPO Box 1440 Brisbane 4001 
 
 
 
 

From: Cathie Allen <  
Sent: Thursday, 1 November 2018 3:07 PM 
To: Neville.DavidH[OSC] <  
Cc: Craig Russell < McNab.BruceJ[OSC] <  
Subject: RE: 3 person mixed DNA results since 8th of Oct 2018 
 
Hi David 
 
Where Justin has commented that the result ‘is not anticipated to change’, based on the information available, yes it 
would be reported in a Statement of Witness document. 
 
Cheers 
Cathie 

Cathie Allen 
Managing Scientist 
Police Services Stream, Forensic & Scientific Services 
Health Support Queensland, Queensland Health 
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m  
a39 Kessels Road, Coopers Plains, QLD 4108 

w www.health.qld.gov.au/healthsupport 

Queensland Health acknowledges the Traditional Owners of the land, and pays respect to Elders past, present and future. 
 

From: Neville.DavidH[OSC] [mailto:  
Sent: Monday, 29 October 2018 10:53 AM 
To: Cathie Allen 
Cc: Craig Russell; McNab.BruceJ[OSC] 
Subject: RE: 3 person mixed DNA results since 8th of Oct 2018 
 
Hi Cathie 
On 4 October the QPS made a decision to stop reporting three-person mixed profile results for volume crime 
matters given there was a risk that the result may have been recalled. Results were continued to be reported for 
major crime with the following caveat:  
 

Officers are NOT to commence proceedings against the identified person on the basis of this DNA result. It is 
possible that the result could be withdrawn as a result of subsequent checking processes. For further 
information contact Inspector, DNA Management Section on 07  

Since 8 October, some of the three-person mixed profile results have now been accompanied with a comment from 
Justin as follows: 
 

 is reviewed and not anticipated to change. 
 
On 17 October you requested feedback on that process which I provided the same day requesting some more 
conclusively. I have not heard back so I thought I had better elaborate on this. The results that are reported may be 
used by police to commence proceedings against a person which could result in them being immediately 
incarcerated. Therefore, to use the result in this was we need the same level of certainty around a result that the 
courts do. If a result might change or be withdrawn, we need to know that and treat it accordingly (i.e. it might be 
used for intelligence purposes only). 
 
Before I can start reporting these results that Justin has commented on I need some clarification on what “not 
anticipated to change means”, please. Does this mean that we can rely on the result to be sworn in a statement for 
court, please. 
 
Your timely advice on this would be greatly appreciated so that we can start releasing such results.  
 
Regards 
 
 

 

 

 
 
David Neville 
Inspector 
DNA Management Unit | Forensic Services Group 
Operations Support Command 
QUEENSLAND POLICE SERVICE 
______________________________ 

Phone  
Email 

Address GPO Box 1440 Brisbane 4001 
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From: Neville.DavidH[OSC] 
Sent: Wednesday, 17 October 2018 10:24 AM 
To: Cathie Allen <  
Cc: Craig Russell < McNab.BruceJ[OSC] <  
Keleher.BrendanE[OSC] <  
Subject: Re: 3 person mixed DNA results since 8th of Oct 2018 
 
Hi Cathie,  
I have noticed these coming through. My concern remains that the comment indicates there is still a possibility that 
the result might be withdrawn, even though it may be unlikely. As a result the conclusiveness of the evidence is not 
assured. We could therefore not act on that information. Is there anyway this could be reported more conclusively 
please. 
 
Regards  
David 
 
Get Outlook for iOS 

From: Cathie Allen <  
Sent: Wednesday, October 17, 2018 9:12 am 
To: Neville.DavidH[OSC] 
Cc: Craig Russell 
Subject: 3 person mixed DNA results since 8th of Oct 2018  
 
Hi David 
 
After the meeting at QPS HQ on Friday, 5th of Oct and discussion regarding the QPS holding all 3 person mixed DNA 
results from QPRIME, additional work has been implemented in this space. Since Monday, 8th of October, Justin 
Howes, Team Leader, has been re-checking all 3 person mixed DNA results that have been reviewed on and after the 
8th of Oct. Justin has re-reviewed the results and provided advice to you, via the FR, on whether the result is likely to 
change. This was implemented in an effort to provide additional advice and perhaps allow the QPS to release those 
results to QPRIME. 
 
Are you able to provide feedback on this process? We don’t envision that this will be a long term process, however 
implemented this to provide additional advice to the QPS for a short period. 
 
Cheers 
Cathie 

Cathie Allen 
Managing Scientist 
Police Services Stream, Forensic & Scientific Services 
Health Support Queensland, Queensland Health 

m  
a39 Kessels Road, Coopers Plains, QLD 4108 
e w www.health.qld.gov.au/healthsupport 

Queensland Health acknowledges the Traditional Owners of the land, and pays respect to Elders past, present and future. 
 

******************************************************************************** 
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This email, including any attachments sent with it, is confidential and for the sole use of the intended recipient(s). This 
confidentiality is not waived or lost, if you receive it and you are not the intended recipient(s), or if it is transmitted/received in 
error. 

Any unauthorised use, alteration, disclosure, distribution or review of this email is strictly prohibited. The information contained 
in this email, including any attachment sent with it, may be subject to a statutory duty of confidentiality if it relates to health 
service matters. 

If you are not the intended recipient(s), or if you have received this email in error, you are asked to immediately notify the 
sender by telephone collect on Australia +61 1800 198 175 or by return email. You should also delete this email, and any copies, 
from your computer system network and destroy any hard copies produced. 

If not an intended recipient of this email, you must not copy, distribute or take any action(s) that relies on it; any form of 
disclosure, modification, distribution and/or publication of this email is also prohibited. 

Although Queensland Health takes all reasonable steps to ensure this email does not contain malicious software, Queensland 
Health does not accept responsibility for the consequences if any person's computer inadvertently suffers any disruption to 
services, loss of information, harm or is infected with a virus, other malicious computer programme or code that may occur as a 
consequence of receiving this email. 

Unless stated otherwise, this email represents only the views of the sender and not the views of the Queensland Government. 

********************************************************************************** 

 
********************************************************************** 
CONFIDENTIALITY: The information contained in this 
electronic mail message and any electronic files attached 
to it may be confidential information, and may also be the 
subject of legal professional privilege and/or public interest 
immunity. If you are not the intended recipient you are 
required to delete it. Any use, disclosure or copying of 
this message and any attachments is unauthorised. If you 
have received this electronic message in error, please 
inform the sender or contact1300ITPSBA@psba.qld.gov.au. 
This footnote also confirms that this email message has 
been checked for the presence of computer viruses. 
********************************************************************** 
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De Marco.JennaL[LD]

From: Cathie Allen <
Sent: Thursday, 1 November 2018 15:04
To: Neville.DavidH[OSC]
Cc: Craig Russell; McNab.BruceJ[OSC]
Subject: RE: 3 person mixed DNA results since 8th of Oct 2018

Hi David 
 
An additional step was added into our process after the QPS highlighted some concern regarding 3 person mixtures. 
This step is now no longer requires as additional steps have been put in place in the lab, so Justin will no longer 
being providing a Request / Task. 
 
We are currently working on new DNA result lines which will provide further clarity for the QPS. Until these DNA 
result lines have been formulated, reviewed in consultation with the DNA Result Management team and available in 
the Forensic Register, we are unable to provide further clarity in the existing result lines. 
 
Given the attention that we have applied to DNA mixtures recently, and the validation that is under way for 4 
person mixtures, moving forward we do not anticipate the same rate of incorrects being received by the QPS as 
previous. 
 
Cheers 
Cathie 

Cathie Allen 
Managing Scientist  

Police Services Stream, Forensic & Scientific Services  
Health Support Queensland, Queensland Health  

p m   
a 39 Kessels Road, Coopers Plains, QLD 4108  
e w www.health.qld.gov.au/healthsupport  

Queensland Health acknowledges the Traditional Owners of the land, and pays respect to Elders past, present and future. 

 

From: Neville.DavidH[OSC] [mailto:   
Sent: Wednesday, 17 October 2018 10:24 AM 
To: Cathie Allen 
Cc: Craig Russell; McNab.BruceJ[OSC]; Keleher.BrendanE[OSC] 
Subject: Re: 3 person mixed DNA results since 8th of Oct 2018 
 
Hi Cathie,  
I have noticed these coming through. My concern remains that the comment indicates there is still a possibility that 
the result might be withdrawn, even though it may be unlikely. As a result the conclusiveness of the evidence is not 
assured. We could therefore not act on that information. Is there anyway this could be reported more conclusively 
please. 

EXHIBIT 147
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Regards  
David 
 
Get Outlook for iOS 

From: Cathie Allen <  
Sent: Wednesday, October 17, 2018 9:12 am 
To: Neville.DavidH[OSC] 
Cc: Craig Russell 
Subject: 3 person mixed DNA results since 8th of Oct 2018  
 
Hi David 
 
After the meeting at QPS HQ on Friday, 5th of Oct and discussion regarding the QPS holding all 3 person mixed DNA 
results from QPRIME, additional work has been implemented in this space. Since Monday, 8th of October, Justin 
Howes, Team Leader, has been re-checking all 3 person mixed DNA results that have been reviewed on and after the 
8th of Oct. Justin has re-reviewed the results and provided advice to you, via the FR, on whether the result is likely to 
change. This was implemented in an effort to provide additional advice and perhaps allow the QPS to release those 
results to QPRIME. 
 
Are you able to provide feedback on this process? We don’t envision that this will be a long term process, however 
implemented this to provide additional advice to the QPS for a short period. 
 
Cheers 
Cathie 

Cathie Allen 
Managing Scientist 
Police Services Stream, Forensic & Scientific Services 
Health Support Queensland, Queensland Health 

m  
a39 Kessels Road, Coopers Plains, QLD 4108 
e w www.health.qld.gov.au/healthsupport 

Queensland Health acknowledges the Traditional Owners of the land, and pays respect to Elders past, present and future. 
 

******************************************************************************** 

This email, including any attachments sent with it, is confidential and for the sole use of the intended recipient(s). This 
confidentiality is not waived or lost, if you receive it and you are not the intended recipient(s), or if it is transmitted/received in 
error. 

Any unauthorised use, alteration, disclosure, distribution or review of this email is strictly prohibited. The information contained 
in this email, including any attachment sent with it, may be subject to a statutory duty of confidentiality if it relates to health 
service matters. 

If you are not the intended recipient(s), or if you have received this email in error, you are asked to immediately notify the sender 
by telephone collect on Australia +61 1800 198 175 or by return email. You should also delete this email, and any copies, from 
your computer system network and destroy any hard copies produced. 

If not an intended recipient of this email, you must not copy, distribute or take any action(s) that relies on it; any form of 
disclosure, modification, distribution and/or publication of this email is also prohibited. 
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Although Queensland Health takes all reasonable steps to ensure this email does not contain malicious software, Queensland 
Health does not accept responsibility for the consequences if any person's computer inadvertently suffers any disruption to 
services, loss of information, harm or is infected with a virus, other malicious computer programme or code that may occur as a 
consequence of receiving this email. 

Unless stated otherwise, this email represents only the views of the sender and not the views of the Queensland Government. 

********************************************************************************** 

 
**********************************************************************  
CONFIDENTIALITY: The information contained in this  
electronic mail message and any electronic files attached  
to it may be confidential information, and may also be the  
subject of legal professional privilege and/or public interest  
immunity. If you are not the intended recipient you are  
required to delete it. Any use, disclosure or copying of  
this message and any attachments is unauthorised. If you  
have received this electronic message in error, please  
inform the sender or contact 1300ITPSBA@psba.qld.gov.au.  
This footnote also confirms that this email message has  
been checked for the presence of computer viruses.  
**********************************************************************  
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De Marco.JennaL[LD]

From: Neville.DavidH[OSC]
Sent: Monday, 5 November 2018 08:48
To: Neville.DavidH[OSC]
Subject: FW: 3 person mixed DNA results since 8th of Oct 2018

 
 

From: Neville.DavidH[OSC]  
Sent: Friday, 2 November 2018 11:37 AM 
To: Cathie Allen <  
Subject: RE: 3 person mixed DNA results since 8th of Oct 2018 
 
Hi Cathie 
Thank you for this succinct and definitive advice. This provides clarity and is greatly appreciated. 
 
Regards 
 
 

 

 

 
 
David Neville 
Inspector  
DNA Management Unit | Forensic Services Group 
Operations Support Command 
QUEENSLAND POLICE SERVICE 
______________________________ 

Phone  
Email 

Address GPO Box 1440 Brisbane 4001 

 
 
 
 

From: Cathie Allen <   
Sent: Thursday, 1 November 2018 3:07 PM 
To: Neville.DavidH[OSC] <  
Cc: Craig Russell < McNab.BruceJ[OSC] <  
Subject: RE: 3 person mixed DNA results since 8th of Oct 2018 
 
Hi David 
 
Where Justin has commented that the result ‘is not anticipated to change’, based on the information available, yes it 
would be reported in a Statement of Witness document. 
 
Cheers 
Cathie 

Cathie Allen 
Managing Scientist  

EXHIBIT 148
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Police Services Stream, Forensic & Scientific Services  
Health Support Queensland, Queensland Health  

p m   
a 39 Kessels Road, Coopers Plains, QLD 4108  
e w www.health.qld.gov.au/healthsupport  

Queensland Health acknowledges the Traditional Owners of the land, and pays respect to Elders past, present and future. 

 

From: Neville.DavidH[OSC] [mailto:   
Sent: Monday, 29 October 2018 10:53 AM 
To: Cathie Allen 
Cc: Craig Russell; McNab.BruceJ[OSC] 
Subject: RE: 3 person mixed DNA results since 8th of Oct 2018 
 
Hi Cathie 
On 4 October the QPS made a decision to stop reporting three-person mixed profile results for volume crime 
matters given there was a risk that the result may have been recalled. Results were continued to be reported for 
major crime with the following caveat:  
 

Officers are NOT to commence proceedings against the identified person on the basis of this DNA result. It is 
possible that the result could be withdrawn as a result of subsequent checking processes. For further 
information contact Inspector, DNA Management Section on 07  

Since 8 October, some of the three-person mixed profile results have now been accompanied with a comment from 
Justin as follows: 
 

 is reviewed and not anticipated to change. 
 
On 17 October you requested feedback on that process which I provided the same day requesting some more 
conclusively. I have not heard back so I thought I had better elaborate on this. The results that are reported may be 
used by police to commence proceedings against a person which could result in them being immediately 
incarcerated. Therefore, to use the result in this was we need the same level of certainty around a result that the 
courts do. If a result might change or be withdrawn, we need to know that and treat it accordingly (i.e. it might be 
used for intelligence purposes only). 
 
Before I can start reporting these results that Justin has commented on I need some clarification on what “not 
anticipated to change means”, please. Does this mean that we can rely on the result to be sworn in a statement for 
court, please. 
 
Your timely advice on this would be greatly appreciated so that we can start releasing such results.  
 
Regards 
 
 

 

 

 
 
David Neville 
Inspector  
DNA Management Unit | Forensic Services Group 
Operations Support Command 
QUEENSLAND POLICE SERVICE 
______________________________ 

Phone  
Email 

Address GPO Box 1440 Brisbane 4001 
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From: Neville.DavidH[OSC]  
Sent: Wednesday, 17 October 2018 10:24 AM 
To: Cathie Allen <  
Cc: Craig Russell < McNab.BruceJ[OSC] <  
Keleher.BrendanE[OSC] <  
Subject: Re: 3 person mixed DNA results since 8th of Oct 2018 
 
Hi Cathie,  
I have noticed these coming through. My concern remains that the comment indicates there is still a possibility that 
the result might be withdrawn, even though it may be unlikely. As a result the conclusiveness of the evidence is not 
assured. We could therefore not act on that information. Is there anyway this could be reported more conclusively 
please. 
 
Regards  
David 
 
Get Outlook for iOS 

From: Cathie Allen <  
Sent: Wednesday, October 17, 2018 9:12 am 
To: Neville.DavidH[OSC] 
Cc: Craig Russell 
Subject: 3 person mixed DNA results since 8th of Oct 2018  
 
Hi David 
 
After the meeting at QPS HQ on Friday, 5th of Oct and discussion regarding the QPS holding all 3 person mixed DNA 
results from QPRIME, additional work has been implemented in this space. Since Monday, 8th of October, Justin 
Howes, Team Leader, has been re-checking all 3 person mixed DNA results that have been reviewed on and after the 
8th of Oct. Justin has re-reviewed the results and provided advice to you, via the FR, on whether the result is likely to 
change. This was implemented in an effort to provide additional advice and perhaps allow the QPS to release those 
results to QPRIME. 
 
Are you able to provide feedback on this process? We don’t envision that this will be a long term process, however 
implemented this to provide additional advice to the QPS for a short period. 
 
Cheers 
Cathie 

Cathie Allen 
Managing Scientist 
Police Services Stream, Forensic & Scientific Services 
Health Support Queensland, Queensland Health 

m  
a39 Kessels Road, Coopers Plains, QLD 4108 
e w www.health.qld.gov.au/healthsupport 

Queensland Health acknowledges the Traditional Owners of the land, and pays respect to Elders past, present and future. 
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******************************************************************************** 

This email, including any attachments sent with it, is confidential and for the sole use of the intended recipient(s). This 
confidentiality is not waived or lost, if you receive it and you are not the intended recipient(s), or if it is transmitted/received in 
error. 

Any unauthorised use, alteration, disclosure, distribution or review of this email is strictly prohibited. The information contained 
in this email, including any attachment sent with it, may be subject to a statutory duty of confidentiality if it relates to health 
service matters. 

If you are not the intended recipient(s), or if you have received this email in error, you are asked to immediately notify the 
sender by telephone collect on Australia +61 1800 198 175 or by return email. You should also delete this email, and any copies, 
from your computer system network and destroy any hard copies produced. 

If not an intended recipient of this email, you must not copy, distribute or take any action(s) that relies on it; any form of 
disclosure, modification, distribution and/or publication of this email is also prohibited. 

Although Queensland Health takes all reasonable steps to ensure this email does not contain malicious software, Queensland 
Health does not accept responsibility for the consequences if any person's computer inadvertently suffers any disruption to 
services, loss of information, harm or is infected with a virus, other malicious computer programme or code that may occur as a 
consequence of receiving this email. 

Unless stated otherwise, this email represents only the views of the sender and not the views of the Queensland Government. 

********************************************************************************** 

 
**********************************************************************  
CONFIDENTIALITY: The information contained in this  
electronic mail message and any electronic files attached  
to it may be confidential information, and may also be the  
subject of legal professional privilege and/or public interest  
immunity. If you are not the intended recipient you are  
required to delete it. Any use, disclosure or copying of  
this message and any attachments is unauthorised. If you  
have received this electronic message in error, please  
inform the sender or contact 1300ITPSBA@psba.qld.gov.au.  
This footnote also confirms that this email message has  
been checked for the presence of computer viruses.  
**********************************************************************  
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De Marco.JennaL[LD]

From: Neville.DavidH[OSC]
Sent: Friday, 2 November 2018 11:35
To: Cathie Allen
Cc: McNab.BruceJ[OSC]; Craig Russell
Subject: RE: 3 person mixed DNA results since 8th of Oct 2018

Importance: High

Hi Cathie 
It is good to hear that steps have been taken to address this issue. We appreciate the work that you have 
undertaken in that space.  
 
Moving forward the QPS needs to have absolute confidence that conclusive results will not be later withdrawn as 
inconclusive when it comes time to report those result in a statement for court. The reason for this is that the 
results may be used to commence proceedings against a person who could be held in custody from that time. 
 
I note below that you do not anticipate the same rate of incorrects being received. It is acceptable from time to time 
for results to be amended because further testing revealed a small magnitude of change in the likelihood ratio. 
However, the QPS cannot accept any rate of incorrect results being released where conclusive results are withdrawn 
as inconclusive. 
 
For this reason we require real time notification if the confidence in a result is below the threshold of what you 
would report to a court of law. It is important that these results are still received as they provide vital and timely 
intelligence. However, we need to be able to clearly distinguish between what is evidence and what is intelligence. 
 
I acknowledge that my section needs to work with you to develop some protocols around reporting so that this is 
automated. However, until that automated distinction is developed, the QPS requires notification of the results that 
are at risk of complete withdrawal. I note that you have indicated that you intend to discontinue the process of 
telling us what results are reliable and what might be incorrected until automation is complete. We actually require 
this or an alternative process to continue so we can distinguish results that are at risk. I am happy to negotiate how 
this interim notification arrangement operates. Perhaps we do the opposite and the notification/task is only given 
where a result is for intelligence only. 
 
I am not able to continue reporting results until a an interim arrangement is agreed upon. Could you give me your 
thoughts on the best way forward as soon as possible, please. 
 
 

 
 
David Neville 
Inspector  
DNA Management Unit | Forensic Services Group 
Operations Support Command 
QUEENSLAND POLICE SERVICE 
______________________________ 

 
 

GPO Box 1440 Brisbane 4001 

EXHIBIT 149
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From: Cathie Allen <   
Sent: Thursday, 1 November 2018 3:04 PM 
To: Neville.DavidH[OSC] <  
Cc: Craig Russell < McNab.BruceJ[OSC] <  
Subject: RE: 3 person mixed DNA results since 8th of Oct 2018 
 
Hi David 
 
An additional step was added into our process after the QPS highlighted some concern regarding 3 person mixtures. 
This step is now no longer requires as additional steps have been put in place in the lab, so Justin will no longer 
being providing a Request / Task. 
 
We are currently working on new DNA result lines which will provide further clarity for the QPS. Until these DNA 
result lines have been formulated, reviewed in consultation with the DNA Result Management team and available in 
the Forensic Register, we are unable to provide further clarity in the existing result lines. 
 
Given the attention that we have applied to DNA mixtures recently, and the validation that is under way for 4 
person mixtures, moving forward we do not anticipate the same rate of incorrects being received by the QPS as 
previous. 
 
Cheers 
Cathie 

Cathie Allen 
Managing Scientist  

Police Services Stream, Forensic & Scientific Services  
Health Support Queensland, Queensland Health  

p m   
a 39 Kessels Road, Coopers Plains, QLD 4108  
e w www.health.qld.gov.au/healthsupport  
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Queensland Health acknowledges the Traditional Owners of the land, and pays respect to Elders past, present and future. 

 

From: Neville.DavidH[OSC] [mailto:   
Sent: Wednesday, 17 October 2018 10:24 AM 
To: Cathie Allen 
Cc: Craig Russell; McNab.BruceJ[OSC]; Keleher.BrendanE[OSC] 
Subject: Re: 3 person mixed DNA results since 8th of Oct 2018 
 
Hi Cathie,  
I have noticed these coming through. My concern remains that the comment indicates there is still a possibility that 
the result might be withdrawn, even though it may be unlikely. As a result the conclusiveness of the evidence is not 
assured. We could therefore not act on that information. Is there anyway this could be reported more conclusively 
please. 
 
Regards  
David 
 
Get Outlook for iOS 

From: Cathie Allen <  
Sent: Wednesday, October 17, 2018 9:12 am 
To: Neville.DavidH[OSC] 
Cc: Craig Russell 
Subject: 3 person mixed DNA results since 8th of Oct 2018  
 
Hi David 
 
After the meeting at QPS HQ on Friday, 5th of Oct and discussion regarding the QPS holding all 3 person mixed DNA 
results from QPRIME, additional work has been implemented in this space. Since Monday, 8th of October, Justin 
Howes, Team Leader, has been re-checking all 3 person mixed DNA results that have been reviewed on and after the 
8th of Oct. Justin has re-reviewed the results and provided advice to you, via the FR, on whether the result is likely to 
change. This was implemented in an effort to provide additional advice and perhaps allow the QPS to release those 
results to QPRIME. 
 
Are you able to provide feedback on this process? We don’t envision that this will be a long term process, however 
implemented this to provide additional advice to the QPS for a short period. 
 
Cheers 
Cathie 

Cathie Allen 
Managing Scientist 
Police Services Stream, Forensic & Scientific Services 
Health Support Queensland, Queensland Health 

m  
a39 Kessels Road, Coopers Plains, QLD 4108 
e w www.health.qld.gov.au/healthsupport 

Queensland Health acknowledges the Traditional Owners of the land, and pays respect to Elders past, present and future. 
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******************************************************************************** 

This email, including any attachments sent with it, is confidential and for the sole use of the intended recipient(s). This 
confidentiality is not waived or lost, if you receive it and you are not the intended recipient(s), or if it is transmitted/received in 
error. 

Any unauthorised use, alteration, disclosure, distribution or review of this email is strictly prohibited. The information contained 
in this email, including any attachment sent with it, may be subject to a statutory duty of confidentiality if it relates to health 
service matters. 

If you are not the intended recipient(s), or if you have received this email in error, you are asked to immediately notify the 
sender by telephone collect on Australia +61 1800 198 175 or by return email. You should also delete this email, and any copies, 
from your computer system network and destroy any hard copies produced. 

If not an intended recipient of this email, you must not copy, distribute or take any action(s) that relies on it; any form of 
disclosure, modification, distribution and/or publication of this email is also prohibited. 

Although Queensland Health takes all reasonable steps to ensure this email does not contain malicious software, Queensland 
Health does not accept responsibility for the consequences if any person's computer inadvertently suffers any disruption to 
services, loss of information, harm or is infected with a virus, other malicious computer programme or code that may occur as a 
consequence of receiving this email. 

Unless stated otherwise, this email represents only the views of the sender and not the views of the Queensland Government. 

********************************************************************************** 

 
**********************************************************************  
CONFIDENTIALITY: The information contained in this  
electronic mail message and any electronic files attached  
to it may be confidential information, and may also be the  
subject of legal professional privilege and/or public interest  
immunity. If you are not the intended recipient you are  
required to delete it. Any use, disclosure or copying of  
this message and any attachments is unauthorised. If you  
have received this electronic message in error, please  
inform the sender or contact 1300ITPSBA@psba.qld.gov.au.  
This footnote also confirms that this email message has  
been checked for the presence of computer viruses.  
**********************************************************************  
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De Marco.JennaL[LD]

From: Neville.DavidH[OSC]
Sent: Monday, 5 November 2018 09:33
To: McNab.BruceJ[OSC]
Subject: FW: 3 person mixed DNA results since 8th of Oct 2018

Importance: High

Dear Supt, 
On Friday afternoon I contacted Cathie Allan in relation to the below email string. My concern was that she had 
planned to discontinue confirming results as reliable and I needed clarity around that issue. I also asked her for more 
information on two ambiguous results. During the conversation I highlighted the importance of making sure that 
results were reliable because we arrested persons based on the information. She explained to me that she was fully 
aware of this.  
 
I asked her if the new process was such that the results would now be to a level that would be reported in a 
statement. She told me yes. When I asked her to confirm that by replying to my email she told me she was too busy 
to do so today. I told her that was fine but requested her to do it early this week. 
 
At this time she started to tell me how busy she was and became rather terse. She told me that I had been placing 
pressure on her to respond to emails for my own purposes and that her manger, Craig Russell was fully across what 
she was doing and supported her approach (i.e. I had asked her a number of times by email over two weeks ( on 
17/10, 23/10, 29/10 and 30/10) which she did not respond to until 30/10).  
 
I told her I understood that she was busy, but this was a priority for police. I told her I was mot manufacturing my 
need for a timely response because I had to report back on the matter. She indicated her discontent with this 
comment and told me that she would be taking this up with her manager. I asked her what the issue was but she 
said she would raise it with her manager. At that point she told me she had to answer another phone call and said 
goodbye. 
 
I thought I should make you aware that you might be contacted by Craig, or the AC may be contacted. Sorry about 
this. I was polite at all times. 
 
David 
 
 
 

From: Neville.DavidH[OSC]  
Sent: Friday, 2 November 2018 11:35 AM 
To: 'Cathie Allen' <  
Cc: McNab.BruceJ[OSC] < 'Craig Russell' <  
Subject: RE: 3 person mixed DNA results since 8th of Oct 2018 
Importance: High 
 
Hi Cathie 
It is good to hear that steps have been taken to address this issue. We appreciate the work that you have 
undertaken in that space.  
 
Moving forward the QPS needs to have absolute confidence that conclusive results will not be later withdrawn as 
inconclusive when it comes time to report those result in a statement for court. The reason for this is that the 
results may be used to commence proceedings against a person who could be held in custody from that time. 
 

EXHIBIT 150
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I note below that you do not anticipate the same rate of incorrects being received. It is acceptable from time to time 
for results to be amended because further testing revealed a small magnitude of change in the likelihood ratio. 
However, the QPS cannot accept any rate of incorrect results being released where conclusive results are withdrawn 
as inconclusive. 
 
For this reason we require real time notification if the confidence in a result is below the threshold of what you 
would report to a court of law. It is important that these results are still received as they provide vital and timely 
intelligence. However, we need to be able to clearly distinguish between what is evidence and what is intelligence. 
 
I acknowledge that my section needs to work with you to develop some protocols around reporting so that this is 
automated. However, until that automated distinction is developed, the QPS requires notification of the results that 
are at risk of complete withdrawal. I note that you have indicated that you intend to discontinue the process of 
telling us what results are reliable and what might be incorrected until automation is complete. We actually require 
this or an alternative process to continue so we can distinguish results that are at risk. I am happy to negotiate how 
this interim notification arrangement operates. Perhaps we do the opposite and the notification/task is only given 
where a result is for intelligence only. 
 
I am not able to continue reporting results until a an interim arrangement is agreed upon. Could you give me your 
thoughts on the best way forward as soon as possible, please. 
 
 

 
 
David Neville 
Inspector  
DNA Management Unit | Forensic Services Group 
Operations Support Command 
QUEENSLAND POLICE SERVICE 
______________________________ 

 

GPO Box 1440 Brisbane 4001 

 
 
 
 
 

From: Cathie Allen <   
Sent: Thursday, 1 November 2018 3:04 PM 
To: Neville.DavidH[OSC] <  
Cc: Craig Russell < McNab.BruceJ[OSC] <  
Subject: RE: 3 person mixed DNA results since 8th of Oct 2018 
 
Hi David 
 
An additional step was added into our process after the QPS highlighted some concern regarding 3 person mixtures. 
This step is now no longer requires as additional steps have been put in place in the lab, so Justin will no longer 
being providing a Request / Task. 
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We are currently working on new DNA result lines which will provide further clarity for the QPS. Until these DNA 
result lines have been formulated, reviewed in consultation with the DNA Result Management team and available in 
the Forensic Register, we are unable to provide further clarity in the existing result lines. 
 
Given the attention that we have applied to DNA mixtures recently, and the validation that is under way for 4 
person mixtures, moving forward we do not anticipate the same rate of incorrects being received by the QPS as 
previous. 
 
Cheers 
Cathie 

Cathie Allen 
Managing Scientist  

Police Services Stream, Forensic & Scientific Services  
Health Support Queensland, Queensland Health  

p m   
a 39 Kessels Road, Coopers Plains, QLD 4108  
e w www.health.qld.gov.au/healthsupport  

Queensland Health acknowledges the Traditional Owners of the land, and pays respect to Elders past, present and future. 

 

 
From: Cathie Allen <   
Sent: Tuesday, 30 October 2018 12:48 PM 
To: Neville.DavidH[OSC] <  
Cc: Craig Russell < McNab.BruceJ[OSC] <  
Subject: RE: 3 person mixed DNA results since 8th of Oct 2018 
 
Hi David 
 
As you have highlighted on Friday, you have bombarded me with emails and I’m working through them as quickly as 
I can, given the priority, the information required and my workload for Forensic DNA Analysis and Forensic 
Chemistry. I will prioritise this request next. 
 
Cheers 
Cathie 

Cathie Allen 
Managing Scientist  

Police Services Stream, Forensic & Scientific Services  
Health Support Queensland, Queensland Health  
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p m   
a 39 Kessels Road, Coopers Plains, QLD 4108  
e w www.health.qld.gov.au/healthsupport  

Queensland Health acknowledges the Traditional Owners of the land, and pays respect to Elders past, present and future. 

 
From: Neville.DavidH[OSC] [mailto:   
Sent: Tuesday, 30 October 2018 12:34 PM 
To: Cathie Allen 
Cc: Craig Russell; McNab.BruceJ[OSC] 
Subject: RE: 3 person mixed DNA results since 8th of Oct 2018 
 
Hi Cathie 
I know you are busy but your assistance with the below request would be much appreciated. I am unable to report 
these results until this matter is clarified. Some of the results are now 3 weeks old and there is a chance that the 
offenders are reoffending in that time.  
 
Regards 
 
David Neville 
 

From: Neville.DavidH[OSC]  
Sent: Monday, 29 October 2018 10:53 AM 
To: Cathie Allen <  
Cc: Craig Russell < McNab.BruceJ[OSC] <  
Subject: RE: 3 person mixed DNA results since 8th of Oct 2018 
 
Hi Cathie 
On 4 October the QPS made a decision to stop reporting three-person mixed profile results for volume crime 
matters given there was a risk that the result may have been recalled. Results were continued to be reported for 
major crime with the following caveat:  
 

Officers are NOT to commence proceedings against the identified person on the basis of this DNA result. It is 
possible that the result could be withdrawn as a result of subsequent checking processes. For further 
information contact Inspector, DNA Management Section on 07  

Since 8 October, some of the three-person mixed profile results have now been accompanied with a comment from 
Justin as follows: 
 

 is reviewed and not anticipated to change. 
 
On 17 October you requested feedback on that process which I provided the same day requesting some more 
conclusively. I have not heard back so I thought I had better elaborate on this. The results that are reported may be 
used by police to commence proceedings against a person which could result in them being immediately 
incarcerated. Therefore, to use the result in this was we need the same level of certainty around a result that the 
courts do. If a result might change or be withdrawn, we need to know that and treat it accordingly (i.e. it might be 
used for intelligence purposes only). 
 
Before I can start reporting these results that Justin has commented on I need some clarification on what “not 
anticipated to change means”, please. Does this mean that we can rely on the result to be sworn in a statement for 
court, please. 
 
Your timely advice on this would be greatly appreciated so that we can start releasing such results.  
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Regards 
 
 

 

 

 
 
David Neville 
Inspector  
DNA Management Unit | Forensic Services Group 
Operations Support Command 
QUEENSLAND POLICE SERVICE 
______________________________ 

Phone  
Email 

Address GPO Box 1440 Brisbane 4001 

 
 

 
From: Neville.DavidH[OSC]  
Sent: Tuesday, 23 October 2018 11:39 AM 
To: 'Cathie Allen' <  
Cc: Craig Russell < McNab.BruceJ[OSC] <  
Subject: FW: 3 person mixed DNA results since 8th of Oct 2018 
 
Hi Cathie, 
Is it possible that the results could be ‘confirmed ‘rather than being described as unlikely to change, please. 
 
Regards  
 
David 
 

 
From: Neville.DavidH[OSC] [mailto:   
Sent: Wednesday, 17 October 2018 10:24 AM 
To: Cathie Allen 
Cc: Craig Russell; McNab.BruceJ[OSC]; Keleher.BrendanE[OSC] 
Subject: Re: 3 person mixed DNA results since 8th of Oct 2018 
 
Hi Cathie,  
I have noticed these coming through. My concern remains that the comment indicates there is still a possibility that 
the result might be withdrawn, even though it may be unlikely. As a result the conclusiveness of the evidence is not 
assured. We could therefore not act on that information. Is there anyway this could be reported more conclusively 
please. 
 
Regards  
David 
 
Get Outlook for iOS 

From: Cathie Allen <  
Sent: Wednesday, October 17, 2018 9:12 am 
To: Neville.DavidH[OSC] 
Cc: Craig Russell 
Subject: 3 person mixed DNA results since 8th of Oct 2018  
 
Hi David 
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After the meeting at QPS HQ on Friday, 5th of Oct and discussion regarding the QPS holding all 3 person mixed DNA 
results from QPRIME, additional work has been implemented in this space. Since Monday, 8th of October, Justin 
Howes, Team Leader, has been re-checking all 3 person mixed DNA results that have been reviewed on and after the 
8th of Oct. Justin has re-reviewed the results and provided advice to you, via the FR, on whether the result is likely to 
change. This was implemented in an effort to provide additional advice and perhaps allow the QPS to release those 
results to QPRIME. 
 
Are you able to provide feedback on this process? We don’t envision that this will be a long term process, however 
implemented this to provide additional advice to the QPS for a short period. 
 
Cheers 
Cathie 

Cathie Allen 
Managing Scientist 
Police Services Stream, Forensic & Scientific Services 
Health Support Queensland, Queensland Health 

m  
a39 Kessels Road, Coopers Plains, QLD 4108 
e w www.health.qld.gov.au/healthsupport 

Queensland Health acknowledges the Traditional Owners of the land, and pays respect to Elders past, present and future. 
 

******************************************************************************** 

This email, including any attachments sent with it, is confidential and for the sole use of the intended recipient(s). This 
confidentiality is not waived or lost, if you receive it and you are not the intended recipient(s), or if it is transmitted/received in 
error. 

Any unauthorised use, alteration, disclosure, distribution or review of this email is strictly prohibited. The information contained 
in this email, including any attachment sent with it, may be subject to a statutory duty of confidentiality if it relates to health 
service matters. 

If you are not the intended recipient(s), or if you have received this email in error, you are asked to immediately notify the 
sender by telephone collect on Australia +61 1800 198 175 or by return email. You should also delete this email, and any copies, 
from your computer system network and destroy any hard copies produced. 

If not an intended recipient of this email, you must not copy, distribute or take any action(s) that relies on it; any form of 
disclosure, modification, distribution and/or publication of this email is also prohibited. 

Although Queensland Health takes all reasonable steps to ensure this email does not contain malicious software, Queensland 
Health does not accept responsibility for the consequences if any person's computer inadvertently suffers any disruption to 
services, loss of information, harm or is infected with a virus, other malicious computer programme or code that may occur as a 
consequence of receiving this email. 

Unless stated otherwise, this email represents only the views of the sender and not the views of the Queensland Government. 

********************************************************************************** 

 
**********************************************************************  
CONFIDENTIALITY: The information contained in this  
electronic mail message and any electronic files attached  
to it may be confidential information, and may also be the  
subject of legal professional privilege and/or public interest  
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immunity. If you are not the intended recipient you are  
required to delete it. Any use, disclosure or copying of  
this message and any attachments is unauthorised. If you  
have received this electronic message in error, please  
inform the sender or contact 1300ITPSBA@psba.qld.gov.au.  
This footnote also confirms that this email message has  
been checked for the presence of computer viruses.  
**********************************************************************  
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De Marco.JennaL[LD]

From: Cathie Allen <
Sent: Tuesday, 6 November 2018 09:09
To: Neville.DavidH[OSC]
Cc: McNab.BruceJ[OSC]; Craig Russell
Subject: RE: 3 person mixed DNA results since 8th of Oct 2018

Hi David 
 
We understand that moving forward the QPS require confidence in the results that are released from FSS. The 
management team of Forensic DNA Analysis are working on the new result lines that will provide clarity and also 
simplicity so that officers are easily able to understand the results (as best we can). The team are considering how 
results would be reported if they are considered ‘evidential’ vs ‘intelligence’.  
 
Forensic DNA Analysis raised a Corrective Action some weeks ago, given the seriousness of the issue raised by the 
QPS. As a team, we are working our way through different elements of this Corrective Action to ensure that each 
aspect is thoroughly covered off.  
 
The QPS have been notified, in real-time, either via AUSLAB or the Forensic Register, when the issue has been 
discovered. There may have been time between the reporting of the result and the issuing of the correction, 
however this is due to when the issue is discovered, and not due to a delay in notifying the QPS of the correction. 
The issuing of a correction to the result is completed as soon as possible (discovered, interpretation completed, 
result entered and peer review conducted, which includes a senior scientist being involved in the process). 
 
We had implemented, for a period, an addition to the process whereby Justin Howes, Team Leader, had an overview 
of the results and provided additional information. As we have added additional steps into the process prior to peer 
review, it’s now unnecessary for Justin to provide this additional step, given it was being done elsewhere.  
 
All results that are electronically released to the QPS, the QPS can consider that the results will be provided in a 
Statement of Witness document. The exception to this, as both you and I have highlighted, is human error. All 
attempts to eliminate human error have and will continue to be made, however whilst minimised, this risk still 
exists. 
 
Results that are considered Intelligence will continue to be released to the QPS in an Intelligence Report. 
 
In the future, we hope to be able to meet with the QPS DNA Results Management team to discuss the new result 
lines and expanded paragraphs for QPRIME. We are continuing to validate STRmix version 2.6 and the results from 
this will be included in the new result lines. 
 
Cheers 
Cathie 

Cathie Allen 
Managing Scientist  

Police Services Stream, Forensic & Scientific Services  
Health Support Queensland, Queensland Health  

EXHIBIT 151
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From: Neville.DavidH[OSC] [mailto:   
Sent: Friday, 2 November 2018 11:35 AM 
To: Cathie Allen 
Cc: McNab.BruceJ[OSC]; Craig Russell 
Subject: RE: 3 person mixed DNA results since 8th of Oct 2018 
Importance: High 
 
Hi Cathie 
It is good to hear that steps have been taken to address this issue. We appreciate the work that you have 
undertaken in that space.  
 
Moving forward the QPS needs to have absolute confidence that conclusive results will not be later withdrawn as 
inconclusive when it comes time to report those result in a statement for court. The reason for this is that the 
results may be used to commence proceedings against a person who could be held in custody from that time. 
 
I note below that you do not anticipate the same rate of incorrects being received. It is acceptable from time to time 
for results to be amended because further testing revealed a small magnitude of change in the likelihood ratio. 
However, the QPS cannot accept any rate of incorrect results being released where conclusive results are withdrawn 
as inconclusive. 
 
For this reason we require real time notification if the confidence in a result is below the threshold of what you 
would report to a court of law. It is important that these results are still received as they provide vital and timely 
intelligence. However, we need to be able to clearly distinguish between what is evidence and what is intelligence. 
 
I acknowledge that my section needs to work with you to develop some protocols around reporting so that this is 
automated. However, until that automated distinction is developed, the QPS requires notification of the results that 
are at risk of complete withdrawal. I note that you have indicated that you intend to discontinue the process of 
telling us what results are reliable and what might be incorrected until automation is complete. We actually require 
this or an alternative process to continue so we can distinguish results that are at risk. I am happy to negotiate how 
this interim notification arrangement operates. Perhaps we do the opposite and the notification/task is only given 
where a result is for intelligence only. 
 
I am not able to continue reporting results until a an interim arrangement is agreed upon. Could you give me your 
thoughts on the best way forward as soon as possible, please. 
 
 

 
 
David Neville 
Inspector  
DNA Management Unit | Forensic Services Group 
Operations Support Command 
QUEENSLAND POLICE SERVICE 
______________________________ 

 
 

GPO Box 1440 Brisbane 4001 
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From: Cathie Allen <   
Sent: Thursday, 1 November 2018 3:04 PM 
To: Neville.DavidH[OSC] <  
Cc: Craig Russell < McNab.BruceJ[OSC] <  
Subject: RE: 3 person mixed DNA results since 8th of Oct 2018 
 
Hi David 
 
An additional step was added into our process after the QPS highlighted some concern regarding 3 person mixtures. 
This step is now no longer requires as additional steps have been put in place in the lab, so Justin will no longer 
being providing a Request / Task. 
 
We are currently working on new DNA result lines which will provide further clarity for the QPS. Until these DNA 
result lines have been formulated, reviewed in consultation with the DNA Result Management team and available in 
the Forensic Register, we are unable to provide further clarity in the existing result lines. 
 
Given the attention that we have applied to DNA mixtures recently, and the validation that is under way for 4 
person mixtures, moving forward we do not anticipate the same rate of incorrects being received by the QPS as 
previous. 
 
Cheers 
Cathie 

Cathie Allen 
Managing Scientist  

Police Services Stream, Forensic & Scientific Services  
Health Support Queensland, Queensland Health  

p m   
a 39 Kessels Road, Coopers Plains, QLD 4108  
e w www.health.qld.gov.au/healthsupport  
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Queensland Health acknowledges the Traditional Owners of the land, and pays respect to Elders past, present and future. 

 

From: Neville.DavidH[OSC] [mailto:   
Sent: Wednesday, 17 October 2018 10:24 AM 
To: Cathie Allen 
Cc: Craig Russell; McNab.BruceJ[OSC]; Keleher.BrendanE[OSC] 
Subject: Re: 3 person mixed DNA results since 8th of Oct 2018 
 
Hi Cathie,  
I have noticed these coming through. My concern remains that the comment indicates there is still a possibility that 
the result might be withdrawn, even though it may be unlikely. As a result the conclusiveness of the evidence is not 
assured. We could therefore not act on that information. Is there anyway this could be reported more conclusively 
please. 
 
Regards  
David 
 
Get Outlook for iOS 

From: Cathie Allen <  
Sent: Wednesday, October 17, 2018 9:12 am 
To: Neville.DavidH[OSC] 
Cc: Craig Russell 
Subject: 3 person mixed DNA results since 8th of Oct 2018  
 
Hi David 
 
After the meeting at QPS HQ on Friday, 5th of Oct and discussion regarding the QPS holding all 3 person mixed DNA 
results from QPRIME, additional work has been implemented in this space. Since Monday, 8th of October, Justin 
Howes, Team Leader, has been re-checking all 3 person mixed DNA results that have been reviewed on and after the 
8th of Oct. Justin has re-reviewed the results and provided advice to you, via the FR, on whether the result is likely to 
change. This was implemented in an effort to provide additional advice and perhaps allow the QPS to release those 
results to QPRIME. 
 
Are you able to provide feedback on this process? We don’t envision that this will be a long term process, however 
implemented this to provide additional advice to the QPS for a short period. 
 
Cheers 
Cathie 

Cathie Allen 
Managing Scientist 
Police Services Stream, Forensic & Scientific Services 
Health Support Queensland, Queensland Health 

m  
a39 Kessels Road, Coopers Plains, QLD 4108 
e w www.health.qld.gov.au/healthsupport 

Queensland Health acknowledges the Traditional Owners of the land, and pays respect to Elders past, present and future. 
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******************************************************************************** 

This email, including any attachments sent with it, is confidential and for the sole use of the intended recipient(s). This 
confidentiality is not waived or lost, if you receive it and you are not the intended recipient(s), or if it is transmitted/received in 
error. 

Any unauthorised use, alteration, disclosure, distribution or review of this email is strictly prohibited. The information contained 
in this email, including any attachment sent with it, may be subject to a statutory duty of confidentiality if it relates to health 
service matters. 

If you are not the intended recipient(s), or if you have received this email in error, you are asked to immediately notify the sender 
by telephone collect on Australia +61 1800 198 175 or by return email. You should also delete this email, and any copies, from 
your computer system network and destroy any hard copies produced. 

If not an intended recipient of this email, you must not copy, distribute or take any action(s) that relies on it; any form of 
disclosure, modification, distribution and/or publication of this email is also prohibited. 

Although Queensland Health takes all reasonable steps to ensure this email does not contain malicious software, Queensland 
Health does not accept responsibility for the consequences if any person's computer inadvertently suffers any disruption to 
services, loss of information, harm or is infected with a virus, other malicious computer programme or code that may occur as a 
consequence of receiving this email. 

Unless stated otherwise, this email represents only the views of the sender and not the views of the Queensland Government. 

********************************************************************************** 

 
**********************************************************************  
CONFIDENTIALITY: The information contained in this  
electronic mail message and any electronic files attached  
to it may be confidential information, and may also be the  
subject of legal professional privilege and/or public interest  
immunity. If you are not the intended recipient you are  
required to delete it. Any use, disclosure or copying of  
this message and any attachments is unauthorised. If you  
have received this electronic message in error, please  
inform the sender or contact 1300ITPSBA@psba.qld.gov.au.  
This footnote also confirms that this email message has  
been checked for the presence of computer viruses.  
**********************************************************************  
 
**********************************************************************  
CONFIDENTIALITY: The information contained in this  
electronic mail message and any electronic files attached  
to it may be confidential information, and may also be the  
subject of legal professional privilege and/or public interest  
immunity. If you are not the intended recipient you are  
required to delete it. Any use, disclosure or copying of  
this message and any attachments is unauthorised. If you  
have received this electronic message in error, please  
inform the sender or contact 1300ITPSBA@psba.qld.gov.au.  
This footnote also confirms that this email message has  
been checked for the presence of computer viruses.  
**********************************************************************  
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De Marco.JennaL[LD]

From: Neville.DavidH[OSC]
Sent: Tuesday, 6 November 2018 14:11
To: Cathie Allen
Cc: McNab.BruceJ[OSC]; Craig Russell
Subject: Re: 3 person mixed DNA results since 8th of Oct 2018

Dear Cathie, 
Thanks for the clarification.  
Regards  
 
David Neville  
 
Get Outlook for iOS 

From: Cathie Allen <  
Sent: Tuesday, November 6, 2018 9:09:14 AM 
To: Neville.DavidH[OSC] 
Cc: McNab.BruceJ[OSC]; Craig Russell 
Subject: RE: 3 person mixed DNA results since 8th of Oct 2018  
Hi David 
We understand that moving forward the QPS require confidence in the results that are released from FSS. The 
management team of Forensic DNA Analysis are working on the new result lines that will provide clarity and also 
simplicity so that officers are easily able to understand the results (as best we can). The team are considering how 
results would be reported if they are considered ‘evidential’ vs ‘intelligence’.  
Forensic DNA Analysis raised a Corrective Action some weeks ago, given the seriousness of the issue raised by the 
QPS. As a team, we are working our way through different elements of this Corrective Action to ensure that each 
aspect is thoroughly covered off.  
The QPS have been notified, in real-time, either via AUSLAB or the Forensic Register, when the issue has been 
discovered. There may have been time between the reporting of the result and the issuing of the correction, 
however this is due to when the issue is discovered, and not due to a delay in notifying the QPS of the correction. 
The issuing of a correction to the result is completed as soon as possible (discovered, interpretation completed, 
result entered and peer review conducted, which includes a senior scientist being involved in the process). 
We had implemented, for a period, an addition to the process whereby Justin Howes, Team Leader, had an overview 
of the results and provided additional information. As we have added additional steps into the process prior to peer 
review, it’s now unnecessary for Justin to provide this additional step, given it was being done elsewhere.  
All results that are electronically released to the QPS, the QPS can consider that the results will be provided in a 
Statement of Witness document. The exception to this, as both you and I have highlighted, is human error. All 
attempts to eliminate human error have and will continue to be made, however whilst minimised, this risk still 
exists. 
Results that are considered Intelligence will continue to be released to the QPS in an Intelligence Report. 
In the future, we hope to be able to meet with the QPS DNA Results Management team to discuss the new result 
lines and expanded paragraphs for QPRIME. We are continuing to validate STRmix version 2.6 and the results from 
this will be included in the new result lines. 
Cheers 
Cathie 

Cathie Allen 
Managing Scientist  
Police Services Stream, Forensic & Scientific Services  
Health Support Queensland, Queensland Health  

EXHIBIT 152
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From: Neville.DavidH[OSC] [mailto:   
Sent: Friday, 2 November 2018 11:35 AM 
To: Cathie Allen 
Cc: McNab.BruceJ[OSC]; Craig Russell 
Subject: RE: 3 person mixed DNA results since 8th of Oct 2018 
Importance: High 
Hi Cathie 
It is good to hear that steps have been taken to address this issue. We appreciate the work that you have 
undertaken in that space.  
Moving forward the QPS needs to have absolute confidence that conclusive results will not be later withdrawn as 
inconclusive when it comes time to report those result in a statement for court. The reason for this is that the 
results may be used to commence proceedings against a person who could be held in custody from that time. 
I note below that you do not anticipate the same rate of incorrects being received. It is acceptable from time to time 
for results to be amended because further testing revealed a small magnitude of change in the likelihood ratio. 
However, the QPS cannot accept any rate of incorrect results being released where conclusive results are withdrawn 
as inconclusive. 
For this reason we require real time notification if the confidence in a result is below the threshold of what you 
would report to a court of law. It is important that these results are still received as they provide vital and timely 
intelligence. However, we need to be able to clearly distinguish between what is evidence and what is intelligence. 
I acknowledge that my section needs to work with you to develop some protocols around reporting so that this is 
automated. However, until that automated distinction is developed, the QPS requires notification of the results that 
are at risk of complete withdrawal. I note that you have indicated that you intend to discontinue the process of 
telling us what results are reliable and what might be incorrected until automation is complete. We actually require 
this or an alternative process to continue so we can distinguish results that are at risk. I am happy to negotiate how 
this interim notification arrangement operates. Perhaps we do the opposite and the notification/task is only given 
where a result is for intelligence only. 
I am not able to continue reporting results until a an interim arrangement is agreed upon. Could you give me your 
thoughts on the best way forward as soon as possible, please. 

David Neville 
Inspector  
DNA Management Unit | Forensic Services Group 
Operations Support Command 
QUEENSLAND POLICE SERVICE 
______________________________ 

 
 

GPO Box 1440 Brisbane 4001 
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From: Cathie Allen <   
Sent: Thursday, 1 November 2018 3:04 PM 
To: Neville.DavidH[OSC] <  
Cc: Craig Russell < McNab.BruceJ[OSC] <  
Subject: RE: 3 person mixed DNA results since 8th of Oct 2018 
Hi David 
An additional step was added into our process after the QPS highlighted some concern regarding 3 person mixtures. 
This step is now no longer requires as additional steps have been put in place in the lab, so Justin will no longer 
being providing a Request / Task. 
We are currently working on new DNA result lines which will provide further clarity for the QPS. Until these DNA 
result lines have been formulated, reviewed in consultation with the DNA Result Management team and available in 
the Forensic Register, we are unable to provide further clarity in the existing result lines. 
Given the attention that we have applied to DNA mixtures recently, and the validation that is under way for 4 
person mixtures, moving forward we do not anticipate the same rate of incorrects being received by the QPS as 
previous. 
Cheers 
Cathie 

Cathie Allen 
Managing Scientist  
Police Services Stream, Forensic & Scientific Services  
Health Support Queensland, Queensland Health  
p m   
a 39 Kessels Road, Coopers Plains, QLD 4108  
e w www.health.qld.gov.au/healthsupport  

Queensland Health acknowledges the Traditional Owners of the land, and pays respect to Elders past, present and future. 
From: Neville.DavidH[OSC] [mailto:   
Sent: Wednesday, 17 October 2018 10:24 AM 
To: Cathie Allen 
Cc: Craig Russell; McNab.BruceJ[OSC]; Keleher.BrendanE[OSC] 
Subject: Re: 3 person mixed DNA results since 8th of Oct 2018 
Hi Cathie,  
I have noticed these coming through. My concern remains that the comment indicates there is still a possibility that 
the result might be withdrawn, even though it may be unlikely. As a result the conclusiveness of the evidence is not 
assured. We could therefore not act on that information. Is there anyway this could be reported more conclusively 
please. 
Regards  
David 
Get Outlook for iOS 

From: Cathie Allen <  
Sent: Wednesday, October 17, 2018 9:12 am 
To: Neville.DavidH[OSC] 
Cc: Craig Russell 
Subject: 3 person mixed DNA results since 8th of Oct 2018  
Hi David 
After the meeting at QPS HQ on Friday, 5th of Oct and discussion regarding the QPS holding all 3 person mixed DNA 
results from QPRIME, additional work has been implemented in this space. Since Monday, 8th of October, Justin 
Howes, Team Leader, has been re-checking all 3 person mixed DNA results that have been reviewed on and after the 
8th of Oct. Justin has re-reviewed the results and provided advice to you, via the FR, on whether the result is likely to 
change. This was implemented in an effort to provide additional advice and perhaps allow the QPS to release those 
results to QPRIME. 
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Are you able to provide feedback on this process? We don’t envision that this will be a long term process, however 
implemented this to provide additional advice to the QPS for a short period. 
Cheers 
Cathie 

Cathie Allen 
Managing Scientist 
Police Services Stream, Forensic & Scientific Services 
Health Support Queensland, Queensland Health 

m  
a39 Kessels Road, Coopers Plains, QLD 4108 
e w www.health.qld.gov.au/healthsupport 

Queensland Health acknowledges the Traditional Owners of the land, and pays respect to Elders past, present and future. 

******************************************************************************** 

This email, including any attachments sent with it, is confidential and for the sole use of the intended recipient(s). This 
confidentiality is not waived or lost, if you receive it and you are not the intended recipient(s), or if it is transmitted/received in 
error. 

Any unauthorised use, alteration, disclosure, distribution or review of this email is strictly prohibited. The information contained 
in this email, including any attachment sent with it, may be subject to a statutory duty of confidentiality if it relates to health 
service matters. 

If you are not the intended recipient(s), or if you have received this email in error, you are asked to immediately notify the sender 
by telephone collect on Australia +61 1800 198 175 or by return email. You should also delete this email, and any copies, from 
your computer system network and destroy any hard copies produced. 

If not an intended recipient of this email, you must not copy, distribute or take any action(s) that relies on it; any form of 
disclosure, modification, distribution and/or publication of this email is also prohibited. 

Although Queensland Health takes all reasonable steps to ensure this email does not contain malicious software, Queensland 
Health does not accept responsibility for the consequences if any person's computer inadvertently suffers any disruption to 
services, loss of information, harm or is infected with a virus, other malicious computer programme or code that may occur as a 
consequence of receiving this email. 

Unless stated otherwise, this email represents only the views of the sender and not the views of the Queensland Government. 

********************************************************************************** 

**********************************************************************  
CONFIDENTIALITY: The information contained in this  
electronic mail message and any electronic files attached  
to it may be confidential information, and may also be the  
subject of legal professional privilege and/or public interest  
immunity. If you are not the intended recipient you are  
required to delete it. Any use, disclosure or copying of  
this message and any attachments is unauthorised. If you  
have received this electronic message in error, please  
inform the sender or contact 1300ITPSBA@psba.qld.gov.au.  
This footnote also confirms that this email message has  
been checked for the presence of computer viruses.  
**********************************************************************  
**********************************************************************  
CONFIDENTIALITY: The information contained in this  
electronic mail message and any electronic files attached  
to it may be confidential information, and may also be the  
subject of legal professional privilege and/or public interest  
immunity. If you are not the intended recipient you are  
required to delete it. Any use, disclosure or copying of  
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this message and any attachments is unauthorised. If you  
have received this electronic message in error, please  
inform the sender or contact 1300ITPSBA@psba.qld.gov.au.  
This footnote also confirms that this email message has  
been checked for the presence of computer viruses.  
**********************************************************************  
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De Marco.JennaL[LD]

From: Cathie Allen <
Sent: Friday, 7 December 2018 12:15
To: Simpfendorfer.GerardM[OSC]
Cc: Craig Russell; Neville.DavidH[OSC]; McNab.BruceJ[OSC]; Paula Brisotto; Justin 

Howes
Subject: RE: Validation of STRmix v2.6

Hi Gerard 
 
Our intention is to provide the final revised wording to you today. It’s just undergoing peer review at the moment. 
 
If the revised wording is not available in the Forensic Register for reporting, implementation of STR version 2.6 will 
be delayed and will coincide with the wording being available in FR. 
 
Please let me know if you have any further queries regarding this. 
 
Cheers 
Cathie 

Cathie Allen 
Managing Scientist  

Police Services Stream, Forensic & Scientific Services  
Health Support Queensland, Queensland Health  

p m   
a 39 Kessels Road, Coopers Plains, QLD 4108  
e w www.health.qld.gov.au/healthsupport  

Queensland Health acknowledges the Traditional Owners of the land, and pays respect to Elders past, present and future. 

 

From: Simpfendorfer.GerardM[OSC] [mailto:   
Sent: Thursday, 6 December 2018 12:45 PM 
To: Justin Howes 
Cc: Craig Russell; Neville.DavidH[OSC]; McNab.BruceJ[OSC]; Paula Brisotto; Cathie Allen 
Subject: RE: Validation of STRmix v2.6 
 
Hi Justin, 
 
In relation to STRmix version 2.6 wording meeting we had on 27/11/2018, how is the revised wording going so we can 
hopefully have the new wording ready for 2 January 2018. 
 
At the meeting you mentioned if STRmix 2.6 went live before we had the revised wording any new results not covered 
by the current wording would be reported in an Intel Report, can you confirm this would still be the case if STRmix 2.6 
was utilised from 2 January 2019 but we hadn’t finalised the new wording in the FR? 
 
Kind regards 
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Gerard 
 
Gerard Simpfendorfer 
Acting Inspector 4009415 
DNA Management Section, Forensic Services Group 
Operations Support Command, Queensland Police Service 
 
Phone: +61 7  
Internal PHQ Extension:  
Fax: +61 7  
Email:  
Address: Level 4 Police Headquarters, 200 Roma St, Brisbane, Qld, 4000 
Postal: GPO Box 1440, Brisbane, Queensland 4001, Australia 

 
 

From: Cathie Allen <   
Sent: Wednesday, 5 December 2018 6:04 PM 
To: Simpfendorfer.GerardM[OSC] <  
Cc: Craig Russell < Neville.DavidH[OSC] <  
McNab.BruceJ[OSC] < Justin Howes Paula 
Brisotto <  
Subject: Validation of STRmix v2.6 
 
Hi Gerard 
 
The validation of STRmix version 2.6 was been completed on Friday 23rd of November. The validation report has 
been reviewed by the NATA assessor last week, who gave the team praise for their excellent report.  
 
Next steps to allow implementation of STRmix version 2.6 are: 

 Finalisation and development in FR of the Result Lines  
 Finalisation and development in FR for the Expanded comments that are visible on QPRIME 
 Testing and Bug Fixes of all Result Lines and Expanded comments 
 Selected current cases may be processed through version 2.6 as necessary, however all ongoing cases won’t 

be processed through version 2.6 as they have already been processed through the current version 
 From the 2nd of January 2019, all new cases will be processed through version 2.6 – if the development and 

testing in FR has been completed 
 Currently, there will be a few cases that will be reported with version 2.6, due to result types (ie 4 person 

mixtures) 
 
We will begin to roll out training to all Reporting Scientists from Monday 10th of Dec (currently have staff that are 
competent to report on results from version 2.6, however this is a manual process for FSS and the QPS DNA 
Management group). 
 
Please let me know if you have any queries regarding this. 
 
Cheers 
Cathie 
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Cathie Allen 
Managing Scientist  

Police Services Stream, Forensic & Scientific Services  
Health Support Queensland, Queensland Health  

p m   
a 39 Kessels Road, Coopers Plains, QLD 4108  
e w www.health.qld.gov.au/healthsupport  

Queensland Health acknowledges the Traditional Owners of the land, and pays respect to Elders past, present and future. 

 

******************************************************************************** 

This email, including any attachments sent with it, is confidential and for the sole use of the intended recipient(s). This 
confidentiality is not waived or lost, if you receive it and you are not the intended recipient(s), or if it is transmitted/received in 
error. 

Any unauthorised use, alteration, disclosure, distribution or review of this email is strictly prohibited. The information contained 
in this email, including any attachment sent with it, may be subject to a statutory duty of confidentiality if it relates to health 
service matters. 

If you are not the intended recipient(s), or if you have received this email in error, you are asked to immediately notify the sender 
by telephone collect on Australia +61 1800 198 175 or by return email. You should also delete this email, and any copies, from 
your computer system network and destroy any hard copies produced. 

If not an intended recipient of this email, you must not copy, distribute or take any action(s) that relies on it; any form of 
disclosure, modification, distribution and/or publication of this email is also prohibited. 

Although Queensland Health takes all reasonable steps to ensure this email does not contain malicious software, Queensland 
Health does not accept responsibility for the consequences if any person's computer inadvertently suffers any disruption to 
services, loss of information, harm or is infected with a virus, other malicious computer programme or code that may occur as a 
consequence of receiving this email. 

Unless stated otherwise, this email represents only the views of the sender and not the views of the Queensland Government. 

********************************************************************************** 

 
**********************************************************************  
CONFIDENTIALITY: The information contained in this  
electronic mail message and any electronic files attached  
to it may be confidential information, and may also be the  
subject of legal professional privilege and/or public interest  
immunity. If you are not the intended recipient you are  
required to delete it. Any use, disclosure or copying of  
this message and any attachments is unauthorised. If you  
have received this electronic message in error, please  
inform the sender or contact 1300ITPSBA@psba.qld.gov.au.  
This footnote also confirms that this email message has  
been checked for the presence of computer viruses.  
**********************************************************************  
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De Marco.JennaL[LD]

From: Neville.DavidH[OSC]
Sent: Friday, 25 January 2019 08:59
To: Cathie Allen
Cc: Van Panhuis.Arthur[OSC]; 
Subject: RE: Reporting of 4 person-mixed results

Hi Cathie, thanks for your reply. I would ask that you provide advice as soon as possible, please. I am expected to 
provide a briefing this morning. 
 
Also, Homicide Squad rang me this morning in relation to their request for a tour next Tuesday. Is this still possible? 
 
Regards 
 
David Neville 
 

From: Cathie Allen <   
Sent: Friday, 25 January 2019 8:51 AM 
To: Neville.DavidH[OSC] <  
Cc: Van Panhuis.Arthur[OSC] < John Doherty < > 
Subject: RE: Reporting of 4 person-mixed results 
 
Hi David 
 
Thanks for highlighting this issue with me. I will investigate this and provide more information when I have a clear 
picture of what has happened in this instance. 
 
Cheers 
Cathie 

Cathie Allen 
Managing Scientist  

Police Services Stream, Forensic & Scientific Services  
Health Support Queensland, Queensland Health  

p m   
a 39 Kessels Road, Coopers Plains, QLD 4108  
e w www.health.qld.gov.au/healthsupport  

Queensland Health acknowledges the Traditional Owners of the land, and pays respect to Elders past, present and future. 

 

From: Neville.DavidH[OSC] [mailto:   
Sent: Thursday, 24 January 2019 9:27 AM 
To: Cathie Allen 
Cc: Van Panhuis.Arthur[OSC] 
Subject: RE: Reporting of 4 person-mixed results 

EXHIBIT 154
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Hi Cathie 
Sorry to keep harping back to this issue, however my staff alerted me to matter today where a three person mixed 
profile result may have been recalled yesterday. This relates to  / QPRIME No:  The 
relevant exhibit was . 
 
On 27 November 2018 the following result was reported: 
 

This item/sample provided a DNA profile that indicated the presence of three contributors. 
Based on information provided to the laboratory, it has been assumed that the barcode 

 a DNA sample obtained from  has 
contributed to this mixed DNA profile. Given this assumption, no statistical interpretation has 
been performed. 

 
On 22 January 2019 the result was updated as follows:  
 

This item/sample has undergone further processing and/or assessment with new software 
available to the laboratory. An updated DNA profile interpretation has been provided. This 
item/sample gave a complex Mixed DNA profile with multiple contributors. This mixture is not 
suitable for meaningful interpretation due to either its complexity relating to the unknown and 
potentially large number of contributors and/or the limited amount of information within the 
DNA profile. 

 
We are not exactly sure what the new result means. Does this mean that  is still a possible contributor, but the 
remainder is unsuitable for meaningful analysis? Or does this mean that the original result is withdrawn? 
 
Your response in relation to this question would be greatly appreciated given the assurances I have made to the 
Commissioner. I indicated to him the introduction of STRMix 2.6 should prevent the recall of results when the 
number of contributors increases. I am worried given the use of STRMix may have had the opposite effect in this 
instance. 
 
Regards 
 
 

 
 
David Neville 
Inspector  
DNA Management Unit | Forensic Services Group 
Operations Support Command 
QUEENSLAND POLICE SERVICE 
______________________________ 

 

GPO Box 1440 Brisbane 4001 

 
 
 
 

From: Neville.DavidH[OSC]  
Sent: Wednesday, 23 January 2019 10:44 AM 
To: Cathie Allen <  
Cc: Van Panhuis.Arthur[OSC] <  
Subject: Re: Reporting of 4 person-mixed results 
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Thanks Cathie, that is very reassuring. 
 
David Neville  
 
Get Outlook for iOS 
 

From: Cathie Allen <  
Sent: Tuesday, January 22, 2019 5:29 pm 
To: Neville.DavidH[OSC] 
Cc: Van Panhuis.Arthur[OSC] 
Subject: FW: Reporting of 4 person-mixed results  
 
Hi David 
 
I’ve had the opportunity to consult with the key staff members regarding four person mixtures. 
 
The quality and quantity of the DNA is the determining factor in the DNA profile that is generated. Whilst four 
person mixtures may be generated, only a portion of these profiles will be able to be reported, due to the quality of 
the profile. So not all four person mixtures that are generated will be able to be deconvoluted and electronically 
reported to the QPS as separate contributors, due to the quality of the profile. 
 
Taking into account the laboratory’s experience with the updating of results from three person mixtures to complex 
mixtures, based on a number of factors, and the extensive training that staff have undertaken due to the 
introduction of STRmix v2.6, additional experience has been gained in mixture interpretation, and as such, we don’t 
anticipate experiencing issues of profiles being updated from four person mixtures to five person mixtures / 
complex.  
 
A situation in which this may arise is if there are family members involved in an incident, however the 
communication with the QPS in this area appears to be strong and therefore a very low likelihood of a four person 
mixture being re-evaluated due to family samples. 
 
Unfortunately, I am unable to completely rule out this occurring due to human error, as stated previously.  
 
Cheers 
Cathie 

Cathie Allen 
Managing Scientist  
Police Services Stream, Forensic & Scientific Services  
Health Support Queensland, Queensland Health  
p m   
a 39 Kessels Road, Coopers Plains, QLD 4108  
e w www.health.qld.gov.au/healthsupport  

Queensland Health acknowledges the Traditional Owners of the land, and pays respect to Elders past, present and future. 
 

From: Cathie Allen  
Sent: Friday, 18 January 2019 12:02 PM 
To: 'Neville.DavidH[OSC]' 
Cc: Van Panhuis.Arthur[OSC]; Michel Lok 
Subject: RE: Reporting of person-mixed results 
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Hi David 
 
Thanks for your email. Whilst I note that you’ve requested urgent advice regarding this, I’m unable to provide advice 
until key staff members return from leave. I will be able to provide some further advice on this on Tuesday, 22nd of 
Jan. 
 
Cheers 
Cathie 

Cathie Allen 
Managing Scientist  
Police Services Stream, Forensic & Scientific Services  
Health Support Queensland, Queensland Health  
p m   
a 39 Kessels Road, Coopers Plains, QLD 4108  
e w www.health.qld.gov.au/healthsupport  

Queensland Health acknowledges the Traditional Owners of the land, and pays respect to Elders past, present and future. 
 

From: Neville.DavidH[OSC] [mailto:   
Sent: Friday, 18 January 2019 9:52 AM 
To: Cathie Allen 
Cc: Van Panhuis.Arthur[OSC] 
Subject: Reporting of person-mixed results 
 
 
Dear Cathie 
I met with the Commissioner Stewart yesterday to discuss the issues around three person mixture results. As you 
are aware, a small number of results were recalled prior to court proceedings because of the possibility of additional 
contributors to the mix. To prevent police acting on preliminary results that may have been recalled, since October 
2018 we withheld three-person mixture results for volume crime and placed a top and tail caveat on all results 
reported to QPrime for major crime. The caveat included a warning that the results may be recalled. 
 
I conveyed to the Commissioner the information you provided me as to the steps that have been undertaken to 
prevent this occurring in the future. This included enhanced peer review processes and the introduction of STRMix 
2.6.  
 
As a result the Commissioner has approved us to commence reporting volume crime and major crime results for 
three-person mixtures without the caveat. 
 
With the introduction of STRMix 2.6, you now have the capacity to resolve four-person mixtures. I seek your urgent 
advice as to the risk of a four-person mixture being later found to actually have five or more contributors. If that was 
to occur, would the result have to be withdrawn in the same way that the previous results were. If this is a risk, how 
might me mitigate it please? One solution may be to limit all mixture results with greater than three contributors to 
intelligence reporting protocols. 
 
I look forward to you timely response in relation to this issue please. 
 
Regards 
 

  
 
David Neville 
Inspector  
DNA Management Unit | Forensic Services Group 
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Operations Support Command 
QUEENSLAND POLICE SERVICE 
______________________________ 

Phone  
Email 

Address GPO Box 1440 Brisbane 4001 
 
 
 
**********************************************************************  
CONFIDENTIALITY: The information contained in this  
electronic mail message and any electronic files attached  
to it may be confidential information, and may also be the  
subject of legal professional privilege and/or public interest  
immunity. If you are not the intended recipient you are  
required to delete it. Any use, disclosure or copying of  
this message and any attachments is unauthorised. If you  
have received this electronic message in error, please  
inform the sender or contact 1300ITPSBA@psba.qld.gov.au.  
This footnote also confirms that this email message has  
been checked for the presence of computer viruses.  
**********************************************************************  

******************************************************************************** 

This email, including any attachments sent with it, is confidential and for the sole use of the intended recipient(s). This 
confidentiality is not waived or lost, if you receive it and you are not the intended recipient(s), or if it is transmitted/received in 
error. 

Any unauthorised use, alteration, disclosure, distribution or review of this email is strictly prohibited. The information contained 
in this email, including any attachment sent with it, may be subject to a statutory duty of confidentiality if it relates to health 
service matters. 

If you are not the intended recipient(s), or if you have received this email in error, you are asked to immediately notify the 
sender by telephone collect on Australia +61 1800 198 175 or by return email. You should also delete this email, and any copies, 
from your computer system network and destroy any hard copies produced. 

If not an intended recipient of this email, you must not copy, distribute or take any action(s) that relies on it; any form of 
disclosure, modification, distribution and/or publication of this email is also prohibited. 

Although Queensland Health takes all reasonable steps to ensure this email does not contain malicious software, Queensland 
Health does not accept responsibility for the consequences if any person's computer inadvertently suffers any disruption to 
services, loss of information, harm or is infected with a virus, other malicious computer programme or code that may occur as a 
consequence of receiving this email. 

Unless stated otherwise, this email represents only the views of the sender and not the views of the Queensland Government. 

********************************************************************************** 

 
**********************************************************************  
CONFIDENTIALITY: The information contained in this  
electronic mail message and any electronic files attached  
to it may be confidential information, and may also be the  
subject of legal professional privilege and/or public interest  
immunity. If you are not the intended recipient you are  
required to delete it. Any use, disclosure or copying of  
this message and any attachments is unauthorised. If you  
have received this electronic message in error, please  
inform the sender or contact 1300ITPSBA@psba.qld.gov.au.  
This footnote also confirms that this email message has  
been checked for the presence of computer viruses.  
**********************************************************************  
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De Marco.JennaL[LD]

From: Neville.DavidH[OSC]
Sent: Friday, 25 January 2019 15:20
To: Cathie Allen
Cc: Van Panhuis.Arthur[OSC]; Michel Lok; John Doherty
Subject: RE: Reporting of 4 person-mixed results

Dear Cathie, 
I have read you email below a few times and my initial interpretation below may be incorrect. It might have made it 
easier if we could have discussed the circumstances over the phone as requested. Did the incident you speak of 
involve contamination with other DNA? Does the additional testing reveal the presence of the contaminant DNA as 
additional contributors?  
We will need some further details in relation to that incident, please. With regards to my questions below, you could 
simply interpret question 1 as  

1. All of the samples that are subject to the incident have been identified. 
 
I am also advised that we received another 3 person mixed profile result for this case today (exhibit ). It 
identified the ‘bike path rapist’ in the mixture. As you know this was a very high profile case. This is a great result, 
but I may need some verification that it is not subject to this issue before I release it. please. 
 
 

 
 
David Neville 
Inspector  
DNA Management Unit | Forensic Services Group 
Operations Support Command 
QUEENSLAND POLICE SERVICE 
______________________________ 

 
 

GPO Box 1440 Brisbane 4001 

 
 
 
 

From: Neville.DavidH[OSC]  
Sent: Friday, 25 January 2019 1:57 PM 
To: Cathie Allen <  
Cc: Van Panhuis.Arthur[OSC] < John Doherty 
< Michel Lok <  
Subject: RE: Reporting of 4 person-mixed results 
 
Cathie 
Thank you so much. I appreciate the thoroughness of the investigation in such a short time. I have interpreted what 
you have told me as follows. 
 

EXHIBIT 155
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A laboratory incident occurred in 2008 that compromised a number of samples and the identity of those samples is 
known. The effected samples can suffer inhibition/masking of DNA during PP21 processing unless a pre-treatment 
process is undertaken. 
 
The sample in question was not pre-treated during the testing undertaken in November 2018 causing 
inhibition/masking of some DNA resulting in the incorrect identification of the number of contributors (i.e. the 
sample was incorrectly identified as a 3 person mixture). 
 
The sample was subsequently reworked in January 2019 including the application of the pre-treatment process. This 
revealed the presence of 5 contributors to the mixture.  
 
If this is correct, can you confirm: 

1. All of the samples that need to undergo pre-treatment have been identified? 
2. The recall was not a function STRMix 2.6? 
3. That the root cause is different to the other 128 incidents of a 3-person results being recalled?  
4. That this incident does not cast any doubt as to the effectiveness of the corrective action undertaken to 

address the previous 128 incidents (i.e. enhanced peer review, training and introduction of STRMix2.6). 
 
Regards 
 
 

 

 

 
 
David Neville 
Inspector  
DNA Management Unit | Forensic Services Group 
Operations Support Command 
QUEENSLAND POLICE SERVICE 
______________________________ 

Phone  
Email 

Address GPO Box 1440 Brisbane 4001 

 
 
 
 
 

From: Cathie Allen <   
Sent: Friday, 25 January 2019 12:23 PM 
To: Neville.DavidH[OSC] <  
Cc: Van Panhuis.Arthur[OSC] < John Doherty 
< Michel Lok <  
Subject: RE: Reporting of 4 person-mixed results 
 
Hi David 
 
I have consulted with necessary staff regarding this 2006 case. This case was originally profiled in Profiler Plus and 
when this case was re-started recently, it was re-profiled in PowerPlex 21. 
 
The laboratory has made an error regarding this case, for which we apologise. An Opportunity for Quality 
Improvement will be raised to track the improvements steps that we will undertake.  
 
During the original processing of some of the items received in 2008 for this case, samples appeared to have been 
subjected to a laboratory issue. This sample was subjected to an audit at the time to ensure sample integrity and it 
passed the audit. However, steps were put in place that if the samples were subjected to a different profiling 
technique, further processing should be conducted to ensure sample integrity, prior to reporting of any upgraded 
PP21 profiles. This did not occur in this case, as reporting occurred prior to further processing.  
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The further processing has ensured that more DNA has been recovered from the sample, which has led to the 
profile being considered Complex due to it being a 5 person mixture. This Complex result is due to the reprocessing 
with more sensitive techniques, and is not related to any laboratory issue. To ensure that this issue is not 
encountered again in the future, a checklist will be developed for Cold Cases to capture this types of instances. 
 
This example has also highlighted that there is more work to be done to be more transparent to the QPS with 
reporting of results. Preliminary discussions have been had regarding being clearer about profiles that should be 
considered under rework and profiles that should be considered for Intelligence purposes. We will work on these 
new lines, with the QPS, to ensure transparency so that the QPS is aware of laboratory processes that are occurring 
to aid in intelligence being provided, any reworks that may be underway for a sample prior to results being reported 
and if any errors have been made, that the QPS is advised of these issues through communications prior to receiving 
result lines. 
 
Please let me know if you have any further queries regarding this. 
 
Cheers 
Cathie 

Cathie Allen 
Managing Scientist  

Police Services Stream, Forensic & Scientific Services  
Health Support Queensland, Queensland Health  

p m   
a 39 Kessels Road, Coopers Plains, QLD 4108  
e w www.health.qld.gov.au/healthsupport  

Queensland Health acknowledges the Traditional Owners of the land, and pays respect to Elders past, present and future. 

 

From: Neville.DavidH[OSC] [mailto:   
Sent: Friday, 25 January 2019 8:59 AM 
To: Cathie Allen 
Cc: Van Panhuis.Arthur[OSC]; John Doherty 
Subject: RE: Reporting of 4 person-mixed results 
 
Hi Cathie, thanks for your reply. I would ask that you provide advice as soon as possible, please. I am expected to 
provide a briefing this morning. 
 
Also, Homicide Squad rang me this morning in relation to their request for a tour next Tuesday. Is this still possible? 
 
Regards 
 
David Neville 
 

From: Cathie Allen <   
Sent: Friday, 25 January 2019 8:51 AM 
To: Neville.DavidH[OSC] <  
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Cc: Van Panhuis.Arthur[OSC] < John Doherty < > 
Subject: RE: Reporting of 4 person-mixed results 
 
Hi David 
 
Thanks for highlighting this issue with me. I will investigate this and provide more information when I have a clear 
picture of what has happened in this instance. 
 
Cheers 
Cathie 

Cathie Allen 
Managing Scientist  

Police Services Stream, Forensic & Scientific Services  
Health Support Queensland, Queensland Health  

p m   
a 39 Kessels Road, Coopers Plains, QLD 4108  
e w www.health.qld.gov.au/healthsupport  

Queensland Health acknowledges the Traditional Owners of the land, and pays respect to Elders past, present and future. 

 

From: Neville.DavidH[OSC] [mailto:   
Sent: Thursday, 24 January 2019 9:27 AM 
To: Cathie Allen 
Cc: Van Panhuis.Arthur[OSC] 
Subject: RE: Reporting of 4 person-mixed results 
 
Hi Cathie 
Sorry to keep harping back to this issue, however my staff alerted me to matter today where a three person mixed 
profile result may have been recalled yesterday. This relates to  / QPRIME No: . The 
relevant exhibit was . 
 
On 27 November 2018 the following result was reported: 
 

This item/sample provided a DNA profile that indicated the presence of three contributors. 
Based on information provided to the laboratory, it has been assumed that the barcode 

 a DNA sample obtained from has 
contributed to this mixed DNA profile. Given this assumption, no statistical interpretation has 
been performed. 

 
On 22 January 2019 the result was updated as follows:  
 

This item/sample has undergone further processing and/or assessment with new software 
available to the laboratory. An updated DNA profile interpretation has been provided. This 
item/sample gave a complex Mixed DNA profile with multiple contributors. This mixture is not 
suitable for meaningful interpretation due to either its complexity relating to the unknown and 
potentially large number of contributors and/or the limited amount of information within the 
DNA profile. 
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We are not exactly sure what the new result means. Does this mean that is still a possible contributor, but the 
remainder is unsuitable for meaningful analysis? Or does this mean that the original result is withdrawn? 
 
Your response in relation to this question would be greatly appreciated given the assurances I have made to the 
Commissioner. I indicated to him the introduction of STRMix 2.6 should prevent the recall of results when the 
number of contributors increases. I am worried given the use of STRMix may have had the opposite effect in this 
instance. 
 
Regards 
 
 

 
 
David Neville 
Inspector  
DNA Management Unit | Forensic Services Group 
Operations Support Command 
QUEENSLAND POLICE SERVICE 
______________________________ 

 

GPO Box 1440 Brisbane 4001 

 
 
 
 

From: Neville.DavidH[OSC]  
Sent: Wednesday, 23 January 2019 10:44 AM 
To: Cathie Allen <  
Cc: Van Panhuis.Arthur[OSC] <  
Subject: Re: Reporting of 4 person-mixed results 
 
Thanks Cathie, that is very reassuring. 
 
David Neville  
 
Get Outlook for iOS 
 

From: Cathie Allen <  
Sent: Tuesday, January 22, 2019 5:29 pm 
To: Neville.DavidH[OSC] 
Cc: Van Panhuis.Arthur[OSC] 
Subject: FW: Reporting of 4 person-mixed results  
 
Hi David 
 
I’ve had the opportunity to consult with the key staff members regarding four person mixtures. 
 
The quality and quantity of the DNA is the determining factor in the DNA profile that is generated. Whilst four 
person mixtures may be generated, only a portion of these profiles will be able to be reported, due to the quality of 
the profile. So not all four person mixtures that are generated will be able to be deconvoluted and electronically 
reported to the QPS as separate contributors, due to the quality of the profile. 
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Taking into account the laboratory’s experience with the updating of results from three person mixtures to complex 
mixtures, based on a number of factors, and the extensive training that staff have undertaken due to the 
introduction of STRmix v2.6, additional experience has been gained in mixture interpretation, and as such, we don’t 
anticipate experiencing issues of profiles being updated from four person mixtures to five person mixtures / 
complex.  
 
A situation in which this may arise is if there are family members involved in an incident, however the 
communication with the QPS in this area appears to be strong and therefore a very low likelihood of a four person 
mixture being re-evaluated due to family samples. 
 
Unfortunately, I am unable to completely rule out this occurring due to human error, as stated previously.  
 
Cheers 
Cathie 

Cathie Allen 
Managing Scientist  
Police Services Stream, Forensic & Scientific Services  
Health Support Queensland, Queensland Health  
p m   
a 39 Kessels Road, Coopers Plains, QLD 4108  
e w www.health.qld.gov.au/healthsupport  

Queensland Health acknowledges the Traditional Owners of the land, and pays respect to Elders past, present and future. 
 

From: Cathie Allen  
Sent: Friday, 18 January 2019 12:02 PM 
To: 'Neville.DavidH[OSC]' 
Cc: Van Panhuis.Arthur[OSC]; Michel Lok 
Subject: RE: Reporting of person-mixed results 
 
Hi David 
 
Thanks for your email. Whilst I note that you’ve requested urgent advice regarding this, I’m unable to provide advice 
until key staff members return from leave. I will be able to provide some further advice on this on Tuesday, 22nd of 
Jan. 
 
Cheers 
Cathie 

Cathie Allen 
Managing Scientist  
Police Services Stream, Forensic & Scientific Services  
Health Support Queensland, Queensland Health  
p m   
a 39 Kessels Road, Coopers Plains, QLD 4108  
e w www.health.qld.gov.au/healthsupport  

Queensland Health acknowledges the Traditional Owners of the land, and pays respect to Elders past, present and future. 
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From: Neville.DavidH[OSC] [mailto:   
Sent: Friday, 18 January 2019 9:52 AM 
To: Cathie Allen 
Cc: Van Panhuis.Arthur[OSC] 
Subject: Reporting of person-mixed results 
 
 
Dear Cathie 
I met with the Commissioner Stewart yesterday to discuss the issues around three person mixture results. As you 
are aware, a small number of results were recalled prior to court proceedings because of the possibility of additional 
contributors to the mix. To prevent police acting on preliminary results that may have been recalled, since October 
2018 we withheld three-person mixture results for volume crime and placed a top and tail caveat on all results 
reported to QPrime for major crime. The caveat included a warning that the results may be recalled. 
 
I conveyed to the Commissioner the information you provided me as to the steps that have been undertaken to 
prevent this occurring in the future. This included enhanced peer review processes and the introduction of STRMix 
2.6.  
 
As a result the Commissioner has approved us to commence reporting volume crime and major crime results for 
three-person mixtures without the caveat. 
 
With the introduction of STRMix 2.6, you now have the capacity to resolve four-person mixtures. I seek your urgent 
advice as to the risk of a four-person mixture being later found to actually have five or more contributors. If that was 
to occur, would the result have to be withdrawn in the same way that the previous results were. If this is a risk, how 
might me mitigate it please? One solution may be to limit all mixture results with greater than three contributors to 
intelligence reporting protocols. 
 
I look forward to you timely response in relation to this issue please. 
 
Regards 
 

 

 

 
 
David Neville 
Inspector  
DNA Management Unit | Forensic Services Group 
Operations Support Command 
QUEENSLAND POLICE SERVICE 
______________________________ 

Phone  
Email 

Address GPO Box 1440 Brisbane 4001 
 
 
 
**********************************************************************  
CONFIDENTIALITY: The information contained in this  
electronic mail message and any electronic files attached  
to it may be confidential information, and may also be the  
subject of legal professional privilege and/or public interest  
immunity. If you are not the intended recipient you are  
required to delete it. Any use, disclosure or copying of  
this message and any attachments is unauthorised. If you  
have received this electronic message in error, please  
inform the sender or contact 1300ITPSBA@psba.qld.gov.au.  
This footnote also confirms that this email message has  
been checked for the presence of computer viruses.  
**********************************************************************  

******************************************************************************** 
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This email, including any attachments sent with it, is confidential and for the sole use of the intended recipient(s). This 
confidentiality is not waived or lost, if you receive it and you are not the intended recipient(s), or if it is transmitted/received in 
error. 

Any unauthorised use, alteration, disclosure, distribution or review of this email is strictly prohibited. The information contained 
in this email, including any attachment sent with it, may be subject to a statutory duty of confidentiality if it relates to health 
service matters. 

If you are not the intended recipient(s), or if you have received this email in error, you are asked to immediately notify the 
sender by telephone collect on Australia +61 1800 198 175 or by return email. You should also delete this email, and any copies, 
from your computer system network and destroy any hard copies produced. 

If not an intended recipient of this email, you must not copy, distribute or take any action(s) that relies on it; any form of 
disclosure, modification, distribution and/or publication of this email is also prohibited. 

Although Queensland Health takes all reasonable steps to ensure this email does not contain malicious software, Queensland 
Health does not accept responsibility for the consequences if any person's computer inadvertently suffers any disruption to 
services, loss of information, harm or is infected with a virus, other malicious computer programme or code that may occur as a 
consequence of receiving this email. 

Unless stated otherwise, this email represents only the views of the sender and not the views of the Queensland Government. 

********************************************************************************** 
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CONFIDENTIALITY: The information contained in this  
electronic mail message and any electronic files attached  
to it may be confidential information, and may also be the  
subject of legal professional privilege and/or public interest  
immunity. If you are not the intended recipient you are  
required to delete it. Any use, disclosure or copying of  
this message and any attachments is unauthorised. If you  
have received this electronic message in error, please  
inform the sender or contact 1300ITPSBA@psba.qld.gov.au.  
This footnote also confirms that this email message has  
been checked for the presence of computer viruses.  
**********************************************************************  
 
**********************************************************************  
CONFIDENTIALITY: The information contained in this  
electronic mail message and any electronic files attached  
to it may be confidential information, and may also be the  
subject of legal professional privilege and/or public interest  
immunity. If you are not the intended recipient you are  
required to delete it. Any use, disclosure or copying of  
this message and any attachments is unauthorised. If you  
have received this electronic message in error, please  
inform the sender or contact 1300ITPSBA@psba.qld.gov.au.  
This footnote also confirms that this email message has  
been checked for the presence of computer viruses.  
**********************************************************************  
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De Marco.JennaL[LD]

From: Neville.DavidH[OSC]
Sent: Monday, 3 February 2020 16:31
To: Cathie Allen
Subject: Change of reult
Attachments:  - pdf

Follow Up Flag: Follow up
Flag Status: Flagged

Hi Cathie 
I was wondering if I could get some further clarification on the significance of the attached intelligence letter. In this 
instance the offender invaded the home of the family. The son was seriously assaulted. The offender was 
initially identified as a component of a three person mixture with a LR of >100 billion. The offender is not related to 
the   
 
Reference samples from the were subsequently submitted ( father, mother and son ). I assume that 
testing revealed that both the mother and father may be in the mix. If this was the situation, you could not exclude 
the son from being in the mixture too which makes the total number of contributors ambiguous. As a result the 
interpretation cannot be undertaken. 
 
My concern is that we have many results that identify offenders in mixed profiles where the other contributors are 
unknown. In these instances we cannot confirm whether or not the unknown contributors are possibly related or 
whether they may even be parents of a child that might also be in the mixture. Does this mean we should have less 
confidence in all results that include unidentified contributors? Is this a potential limitation that needs to be 
disclosed in scientist statements? 
 
Cheers 
 
David 
 
 
 
 
 

EXHIBIT 156
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Re: Change to interpretation of sample : Exhibit C – metal Main bedroom door hanlde [sic] opened by 
male suspect. 
 
 
I am writing to advise that a mixed DNA profile was obtained from sample  (Trace DNA Kit; Exhibit C – metal; Main 
bedroom door hanlde [sic] opened by male suspect.), indicating the presence of DNA from three contributors. This assessment was 
made before any of the reference samples received for this case were available for comparison. 
 
 
The reference samples of  and were received 
for this occurrence and were compared separately to the mixed DNA profile obtained. It is assumed that there is a level of relatedness 
between these individuals.  
 
Given the way in which DNA is inherited, closely related individuals from the same family often tend to share more of their individual 
allele components than unrelated individuals do, although the complete DNA profiles of closely related individuals are typically still 
quite distinct from one another. A mixed DNA profile which combines the DNA profiles of two parents would also usually include all of 
the components from the DNA profiles of any of their biological children. 
 
Due to the possible relatedness of the donors of the reference samples, the mixed profile obtained from this sample has been 
reassessed and the interpretation of the result has changed. 
 
The updated result to be reported is as follows: 
 
A complex mixed DNA profile was obtained from this sample. In my opinion, this mixed DNA profile is not suitable for further 
interpretation. 
 
The result from this reassessment will be released via the FR once this Intelligence Report has been acknowledged. 
 
This information has been peer-reviewed in accordance with standard laboratory Quality Assurance protocols. 
 
 
 
 
…………………………………….                                    ……………………………………. 
Peer Reviewed by       Allison Lloyd, A/Senior Scientist 
Matthew Hunt, Reporting Scientist   Forensic DNA Analysis 
Forensic DNA Analysis     22 October 2019 
22 October 2019 
 
 
 
 

NB: Text marked in red italics was not included in the original report by FSS Scientists.  This has been added by QPS DNA 
Management Section to assist Investigators in understanding the results of the analysis. 
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De Marco.JennaL[LD]

From: Neville.DavidH[OSC]
Sent: Tuesday, 11 February 2020 14:03
To: Cathie Allen
Cc: McNab.BruceJ[OSC]; John Doherty
Subject: FW: Change of reult
Attachments:  - pdf; .pdf; 

.PDF.version.pdf

Follow Up Flag: Follow up
Flag Status: Flagged

Hi Cathie 
I was wondering how you were going with this enquiry please. We had another similar situation last week where a 3 
person mixed result with a LR of >100 Billion was withdrawn after a reference sample was provided. In this case the 
result was withdrawn given the possible contributors were brothers. In this and the previous example the scientist 
had sufficient confidence in the initial result to report it with a >100 Billion LR. This only changed when the reference 
samples were received.  
 
We would rarely collect reference samples from complainants of volume crime offences. In most of these cases the 
residence or car involved would be used by family members so it might be expected that mixtures could contain 
profiles of related persons. In these volume crime situations, statements have been issued providing a result with 
the identity of the other contributors never having been explored. Might these results also have changed if 
reference samples were received or is there some other compounding issue making these two incidents 
extraordinary.  
 
I have also included another recently received letter where a result with am LR of >100 billion was recalled at the 
time a statement was requested. It would seem that this was based on a change in thinking as to how many persons 
were in the mix. I am not sure why. 
 
In each of these incidents the result was withdrawn as incorrect. I wondered if it was possible for the scientist to 
report that the identified person could not be excluded from the mixture rather than simply withdrawing the result.  
 
The release and subsequent withdrawal of results that identify persons can have severe consequences that QPS 
must manage. I was wondering if you might be able to put my mind at ease around these issues. 
 
Regards 
 
David Neville 
 
 
 
 

From: Neville.DavidH[OSC]  
Sent: Monday, 3 February 2020 16:31 
To: Cathie Allen <  
Subject: Change of reult 
 
Hi Cathie 
I was wondering if I could get some further clarification on the significance of the attached intelligence letter. In this 
instance the offender invaded the home of the family. The son was seriously assaulted. The offender was 
initially identified as a component of a three person mixture with a LR of >100 billion. The offender is not related to 
the   

EXHIBIT 157
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Reference samples from the were subsequently submitted ( father, mother and son ). I assume that 
testing revealed that both the mother and father may be in the mix. If this was the situation, you could not exclude 
the son from being in the mixture too which makes the total number of contributors ambiguous. As a result the 
interpretation cannot be undertaken. 
 
My concern is that we have many results that identify offenders in mixed profiles where the other contributors are 
unknown. In these instances we cannot confirm whether or not the unknown contributors are possibly related or 
whether they may even be parents of a child that might also be in the mixture. Does this mean we should have less 
confidence in all results that include unidentified contributors? Is this a potential limitation that needs to be 
disclosed in scientist statements? 
 
Cheers 
 
David 
 
 
 
 
 

WIT.0020.0004.0279



 
Re: Change to interpretation of sample : Exhibit C – metal Main bedroom door hanlde [sic] opened by 
male suspect. 
 
 
I am writing to advise that a mixed DNA profile was obtained from sample  (Trace DNA Kit; Exhibit C – metal; Main 
bedroom door hanlde [sic] opened by male suspect.), indicating the presence of DNA from three contributors. This assessment was 
made before any of the reference samples received for this case were available for comparison. 
 
 
The reference samples of and were received 
for this occurrence and were compared separately to the mixed DNA profile obtained. It is assumed that there is a level of relatedness 
between these individuals.  
 
Given the way in which DNA is inherited, closely related individuals from the same family often tend to share more of their individual 
allele components than unrelated individuals do, although the complete DNA profiles of closely related individuals are typically still 
quite distinct from one another. A mixed DNA profile which combines the DNA profiles of two parents would also usually include all of 
the components from the DNA profiles of any of their biological children. 
 
Due to the possible relatedness of the donors of the reference samples, the mixed profile obtained from this sample has been 
reassessed and the interpretation of the result has changed. 
 
The updated result to be reported is as follows: 
 
A complex mixed DNA profile was obtained from this sample. In my opinion, this mixed DNA profile is not suitable for further 
interpretation. 
 
The result from this reassessment will be released via the FR once this Intelligence Report has been acknowledged. 
 
This information has been peer-reviewed in accordance with standard laboratory Quality Assurance protocols. 
 
 
 
 
…………………………………….                                    ……………………………………. 
Peer Reviewed by       Allison Lloyd, A/Senior Scientist 
Matthew Hunt, Reporting Scientist   Forensic DNA Analysis 
Forensic DNA Analysis     22 October 2019 
22 October 2019 
 
 
 
 

NB: Text marked in red italics was not included in the original report by FSS Scientists.  This has been added by QPS DNA 
Management Section to assist Investigators in understanding the results of the analysis. 
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De Marco.JennaL[LD]

From: Neville.DavidH[OSC]
Sent: Wednesday, 19 February 2020 17:39
To: McNab.BruceJ[OSC]
Subject: Re: Change of reult

Follow Up Flag: Follow up
Flag Status: Flagged

No, she fobbed me off. 
 
Get Outlook for iOS 

From: McNab.BruceJ[OSC] <  
Sent: Wednesday, February 19, 2020 5:35:39 PM 
To: Neville.DavidH[OSC] <  
Subject: Re: Change of reult  
I read your response looked like u didn’t get an answer? 
 
Bruce McNAB BM 
Superintendent 7417 
Operations Commander  
Forensic Services Group 
OPERATIONS SUPPORT COMMAND  
Qld Police Service 

 

From: Neville.DavidH[OSC] <  
Sent: Wednesday, February 19, 2020 5:26:16 PM 
To: McNab.BruceJ[OSC] <  
Subject: Re: Change of reult  
She responded . I responded to her.  
 
Get Outlook for iOS 

From: McNab.BruceJ[OSC] <  
Sent: Wednesday, February 19, 2020 5:23:24 PM 
To: Neville.DavidH[OSC] <  
Subject: RE: Change of reult  
Haven’t seen anything mate, I’m catching up with him in the morning for a coffee, its on my list.  
Bruce McNab BM 
Superintendent 7417 
Operations Commander 
Forensic Services Group 
OPERATIONS SUPPORT COMMAND 
Queensland Police Service 

 
Yammer - Forensic Services Group 

Did you know? – Over 70% of volume crime is solved by Forensic 
Services Group. 

EXHIBIT 158
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From: Neville.DavidH[OSC]  
Sent: Tuesday, 18 February 2020 08:35 
To: McNab.BruceJ[OSC] <  
Subject: Fwd: Change of reult 
Bruce 
I seem to be being ignored on this issue. Has John discussed this? I would expect some type of courtesy reply from 
the service provider. 
David 
Get Outlook for iOS 

From: Neville.DavidH[OSC] <  
Sent: Monday, February 17, 2020 9:42 am 
To: Cathie Allen 
Cc: McNab.BruceJ[OSC]; John Doherty 
Subject: Re: Change of reult 
Hi Cathie 
I sent an enquiry on 3 Feb and a follow up on 11 Feb in relation to the recall of results. Is this something you are 
looking into or did you miss these emails please? 
David 
Get Outlook for iOS 

From: Neville.DavidH[OSC] <  
Sent: Tuesday, February 11, 2020 2:03 pm 
To: Cathie Allen 
Cc: McNab.BruceJ[OSC]; John Doherty 
Subject: FW: Change of reult 
Hi Cathie 
I was wondering how you were going with this enquiry please. We had another similar situation last week where a 3 
person mixed result with a LR of >100 Billion was withdrawn after a reference sample was provided. In this case the 
result was withdrawn given the possible contributors were brothers. In this and the previous example the scientist 
had sufficient confidence in the initial result to report it with a >100 Billion LR. This only changed when the reference 
samples were received.  
We would rarely collect reference samples from complainants of volume crime offences. In most of these cases the 
residence or car involved would be used by family members so it might be expected that mixtures could contain 
profiles of related persons. In these volume crime situations, statements have been issued providing a result with 
the identity of the other contributors never having been explored. Might these results also have changed if 
reference samples were received or is there some other compounding issue making these two incidents 
extraordinary.  
I have also included another recently received letter where a result with am LR of >100 billion was recalled at the 
time a statement was requested. It would seem that this was based on a change in thinking as to how many persons 
were in the mix. I am not sure why. 
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In each of these incidents the result was withdrawn as incorrect. I wondered if it was possible for the scientist to 
report that the identified person could not be excluded from the mixture rather than simply withdrawing the result.  
The release and subsequent withdrawal of results that identify persons can have severe consequences that QPS 
must manage. I was wondering if you might be able to put my mind at ease around these issues. 
Regards 
David Neville 

From: Neville.DavidH[OSC]  
Sent: Monday, 3 February 2020 16:31 
To: Cathie Allen <  
Subject: Change of reult 
Hi Cathie 
I was wondering if I could get some further clarification on the significance of the attached intelligence letter. In this 
instance the offender invaded the home of the family. The son was seriously assaulted. The offender was 
initially identified as a component of a three person mixture with a LR of >100 billion. The offender is not related to 
the   
Reference samples from the were subsequently submitted ( father, mother and son ). I assume that 
testing revealed that both the mother and father may be in the mix. If this was the situation, you could not exclude 
the son from being in the mixture too which makes the total number of contributors ambiguous. As a result the 
interpretation cannot be undertaken. 
My concern is that we have many results that identify offenders in mixed profiles where the other contributors are 
unknown. In these instances we cannot confirm whether or not the unknown contributors are possibly related or 
whether they may even be parents of a child that might also be in the mixture. Does this mean we should have less 
confidence in all results that include unidentified contributors? Is this a potential limitation that needs to be 
disclosed in scientist statements? 
Cheers 
David 
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De Marco.JennaL[LD]

From: Neville.DavidH[OSC]
Sent: Friday, 21 February 2020 14:45
To: Cathie Allen
Cc: McNab.BruceJ[OSC]; John Doherty
Subject: RE: Change of result
Attachments: _ Intel report_20022020_signed.pdf

Follow Up Flag: Follow up
Flag Status: Flagged

Hi Cathie 
We had another result recalled today as incorrect (see attached). The result was withdrawn and adjusted as ‘too complex to interpret’ when a statement was requested. 
This recall of results now appears to be at the same frequency as before when the QPS identified it as a critical issue. Each recall of the result occurred upon the request for 
a statement. The below table indicates the details of the results recalled as incorrect over the last few weeks. 
 

Date advice 
received 

that result 
was 

incorrect 

FR QPRIME Case type Sample 
barcode 

Initial result Corrected result Circumstances of correction

30/01/2020   Robbery  Mixed DNA profile on  
Mix - support for contrib > 100 billion 
evidence match  

COMPLEX MIXED PROFILE 
UNSUITABLE FOR INTERP OR 
COMPARISON 

During statement preparation, further assessment of 
this mixed DNA profile was undertaken. It was 
determined that there are likely five con
this mixed DNA profile. 

EXHIBIT 159
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05/02/2020  Murder  Three person mixed DNA profile; 
3 person mixed profile – conditioned on – 

 (  
NCIDD upload – assumed contribution – 

 (  
3 person mix rem – support for 
contribution > 100 billion – 727677466 
(  

Complex mixed profile unsuitable for 
interp or comparison 

These DNA profiling results were re
statement preparation stage and, du
allele sharing between Bernard ROBBINS and Gregory 

 it was not possible to reliably determine 
the number of contributors to this DNA profile and as 
such, the DNA profile was determined to be complex.

21/02/2020   Drug 
Offences 

 Three person mixed DNA profile; 
No statistical interpretation performed; 
3 person mix – support for contribution 
1000 to 10 000 - (  

Complex mixed profile unsuitable for 
interp or comparison 

During statement prep
this mixed DNA profile has been undertaken and it 
has been concluded that the number of contributors 
is unable to be reliably determined. 

 
Can I please be provided advice as to whether the identified barcodes for the above cases can be excluded from the mixtures so that investigators can be advised 
accordingly (even if this is in the form of an intel letter)?  
 
The QPS uses these results when commencing proceedings against persons. We must have confidence that the results acted upon can be used in evidence. If there is some 
degree of uncertainty when a result is provided, that limitation needs to be provided with the result so it can be treated with caution. Therefore we will need some advice 
on the reliability of results being reported to us and the likelihood that they might be recalled upon request of a statement.  
 
This is a significant issue for us so I was hoping I might get a reply early next week please. 
 
Regards 
 
David Neville 
 
 
 
 
 

From: Neville.DavidH[OSC]  
Sent: Wednesday, 19 February 2020 09:00 
To: Cathie Allen <  
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Cc: McNab.BruceJ[OSC] < John Doherty <  
Subject: Re: Change of result 
 
Hi Cathie 
Thanks for your response including a précis of conversations held outside of my knowledge. However, in the future could you please keep me in the loop because I have 
responsibility for these matters within the QPS. If you would prefer I direct my enquires to someone else within your organisation, please let me know. 
 
My query is not limited to the case. It is more general around the reliability of DNA evidence when the identity of all contributors is unknown, especially if 
‘familial relationships can impact DNA results’, as per your advice. How does this impact on results where identity of contributors is unknown, please? 
 
As you are aware, the reporting and withdrawal of results was identified as a critical issue last year. This has reoccurred twice since the matter. The reporting 
and withdrawal of results seems to be unique to Queensland. Should this occur, we will need to know if the identified person can / or cannot be excluded from the mixture. 
The exclusion of a person might lead to exculpation which is important for the investigation. 
 
I had a look at the Anzpaa guidelines that you indicated prevented exclusionary reporting.  
Recommendation 14 of the report states: 
A person of interest can be excluded as a contributor to a mixture of DNA if: 
1. They have allele(s) at any locus outside the observed set, that cannot be accounted for by failed allele amplification in the observed set; 
2. The presence of the POI’s alleles in the observed set requires more than the laboratory validated acceptable level of drop-in within the profile; 
3. The presence of the POI’s alleles in the observed set requires a large imbalance in either their or other contributors’ alleles. 
 
Could you please advise how this information might be reported to the QPS in the event that a result that identified a person is later withdrawn. I will need to know this for 
the 3 matters identified, please. 
 
Regards  
David 
 
 
 
 
 
Get Outlook for iOS 

From: Cathie Allen <  
Sent: Tuesday, February 18, 2020 6:02:02 PM 
To: Neville.DavidH[OSC] <  
Cc: McNab.BruceJ[OSC] < John Doherty <  
Subject: RE: Change of result 
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Hi David 
 
Numerous conversations have been had regarding this sample and case – between reporting scientist and I/O Ben Horne, between Justin Howes and I/O Ben Horne, 
between myself and A/Insp Donna Stewart, between Justin Howes and I/O Ben Horne and between Supt McNab and John Doherty. It was my understanding that 
information regarding this had been made available to you from other QPS officers. It was also my understanding that the QPS may wish for South Australia to undertake 
some work on this sample, however I’m not sure if this went ahead. 
 
Forensic DNA Analysis have advised that familial relationships can have an impact on DNA results. For this sample, the familial impact was only known after the Reference 
Samples had been submitted. The familial relationships, coupled with the context of the case and the complex DNA profile meant that the result was impacted by the new 
information provided (ie familial relationships). This type of information is assessed on a case by case basis, along with the context of the case and the complexity of the 
DNA profile obtained. 
 
The lab is aware of the impact of a change in result and this is minimised wherever possible. However, the lab have advised the QPS that familial relationships can impact 
DNA results. As such, requests for reference samples is done at an early stage, however sometimes information regarding people involved with alleged offences isn’t 
immediately available / apparent and as such, receipt of reference samples has an impact on the DNA profiles that are obtained. 
 
Reporting in terms of ‘cannot be excluded’ is not used in the STRmix model and this type of reporting hasn’t been used since the introduction of the STRmix program. The 
lab would be going against the principles of STRmix and the national agreement if they were to report STRmix results in those terms. Given the lab uses STRmix for each 
profile, we are unable to report using your suggested wording. 
 
Cheers 
Cathie 

 
Cathie Allen 
Managing Scientist 
Police Services Stream, Forensic & Scientific Services 
Health Support Queensland, Queensland Health 

m  
a39 Kessels Road, Coopers Plains, QLD 4108 

w www.health.qld.gov.au/healthsupport 

 
Queensland Health acknowledges the Traditional Owners of the land, and pays respect to Elders past, present and future. 
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From: Neville.DavidH[OSC] <  
Sent: Monday, 17 February 2020 9:42 AM 
To: Cathie Allen <  
Cc: McNab.BruceJ[OSC] < John Doherty <  
Subject: Re: Change of reult 
 
Hi Cathie 
I sent an enquiry on 3 Feb and a follow up on 11 Feb in relation to the recall of results. Is this something you are looking into or did you miss these emails please? 
David 
 
Get Outlook for iOS 

From: Neville.DavidH[OSC] <  
Sent: Tuesday, February 11, 2020 2:03 pm 
To: Cathie Allen 
Cc: McNab.BruceJ[OSC]; John Doherty 
Subject: FW: Change of reult  
 
Hi Cathie 
I was wondering how you were going with this enquiry please. We had another similar situation last week where a 3 person mixed result with a LR of >100 Billion was 
withdrawn after a reference sample was provided. In this case the result was withdrawn given the possible contributors were brothers. In this and the previous example 
the scientist had sufficient confidence in the initial result to report it with a >100 Billion LR. This only changed when the reference samples were received.  
 
We would rarely collect reference samples from complainants of volume crime offences. In most of these cases the residence or car involved would be used by family 
members so it might be expected that mixtures could contain profiles of related persons. In these volume crime situations, statements have been issued providing a result 
with the identity of the other contributors never having been explored. Might these results also have changed if reference samples were received or is there some other 
compounding issue making these two incidents extraordinary.  
 
I have also included another recently received letter where a result with am LR of >100 billion was recalled at the time a statement was requested. It would seem that this 
was based on a change in thinking as to how many persons were in the mix. I am not sure why. 
 
In each of these incidents the result was withdrawn as incorrect. I wondered if it was possible for the scientist to report that the identified person could not be excluded 
from the mixture rather than simply withdrawing the result.  
 
The release and subsequent withdrawal of results that identify persons can have severe consequences that QPS must manage. I was wondering if you might be able to put 
my mind at ease around these issues. 
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Regards 
 
David Neville 
 
 
 
 

From: Neville.DavidH[OSC] 
Sent: Monday, 3 February 2020 16:31 
To: Cathie Allen <  
Subject: Change of reult 
 
Hi Cathie 
I was wondering if I could get some further clarification on the significance of the attached intelligence letter. In this instance the offender invaded the home of the 

family. The son was seriously assaulted. The offender was initially identified as a component of a three person mixture with a LR of >100 billion. The offender is 
not related to the  
 
Reference samples from the were subsequently submitted ( father, mother and son ). I assume that testing revealed that both the mother and father may be in 
the mix. If this was the situation, you could not exclude the son from being in the mixture too which makes the total number of contributors ambiguous. As a result the 
interpretation cannot be undertaken. 
 
My concern is that we have many results that identify offenders in mixed profiles where the other contributors are unknown. In these instances we cannot confirm 
whether or not the unknown contributors are possibly related or whether they may even be parents of a child that might also be in the mixture. Does this mean we should 
have less confidence in all results that include unidentified contributors? Is this a potential limitation that needs to be disclosed in scientist statements? 
 
Cheers 
 
David 
 
 
 
 
 
 
********************************************************************** 
CONFIDENTIALITY: The information contained in this 
electronic mail message and any electronic files attached 
to it may be confidential information, and may also be the 
subject of legal professional privilege and/or public interest 
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immunity. If you are not the intended recipient you are 
required to delete it. Any use, disclosure or copying of 
this message and any attachments is unauthorised. If you 
have received this electronic message in error, please 
inform the sender or contact1300ITPSBA@psba.qld.gov.au. 
This footnote also confirms that this email message has 
been checked for the presence of computer viruses. 
********************************************************************** 

 

 

******************************************************************************** 

This email, including any attachments sent with it, is confidential and for the sole use of the intended recipient(s). This confidentiality is not waived or lost, if you receive it 
and you are not the intended recipient(s), or if it is transmitted/received in error. 

Any unauthorised use, alteration, disclosure, distribution or review of this email is strictly prohibited. The information contained in this email, including any attachment 
sent with it, may be subject to a statutory duty of confidentiality if it relates to health service matters. 

If you are not the intended recipient(s), or if you have received this email in error, you are asked to immediately notify the sender by telephone collect on Australia +61 
1800 198 175 or by return email. You should also delete this email, and any copies, from your computer system network and destroy any hard copies produced. 

If not an intended recipient of this email, you must not copy, distribute or take any action(s) that relies on it; any form of disclosure, modification, distribution and/or 
publication of this email is also prohibited. 

Although Queensland Health takes all reasonable steps to ensure this email does not contain malicious software, Queensland Health does not accept responsibility for the 
consequences if any person's computer inadvertently suffers any disruption to services, loss of information, harm or is infected with a virus, other malicious computer 
programme or code that may occur as a consequence of receiving this email. 

Unless stated otherwise, this email represents only the views of the sender and not the views of the Queensland Government. 

********************************************************************************** 
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De Marco.JennaL[LD]

From: Neville.DavidH[OSC]
Sent: Friday, 21 February 2020 15:12
To: McNab.BruceJ[OSC]
Subject: RE: errors from QH

Follow Up Flag: Follow up
Flag Status: Flagged

Ok. Can we chat now or else I’m gonna worry all weekend. If she replied, I would hardly need to email her at all. 
 

From: McNab.BruceJ[OSC]  
Sent: Friday, 21 February 2020 15:08 
To: Neville.DavidH[OSC] <  
Subject: Re: errors from QH 
 
No more emails to Cathy please I’ll chat to you next week 
 
Bruce McNAB BM 
Superintendent 7417 
Operations Commander  
Forensic Services Group 
OPERATIONS SUPPORT COMMAND  
Qld Police Service 

 

From: Neville.DavidH[OSC] <  
Sent: Friday, February 21, 2020 3:00:54 PM 
To: McNab.BruceJ[OSC] <  
Subject: errors from QH  
 
QHFSS are starting to recall results again when a statement is requested. This has occurred 3 times in the last 3 
weeks. It is now at a rate similar to before. This is unique to our service provider. 
 

From: Neville.DavidH[OSC]  
Sent: Friday, 21 February 2020 14:45 
To: Cathie Allen <  
Cc: McNab.BruceJ[OSC] < John Doherty <  
Subject: RE: Change of result 
 
Hi Cathie 
We had another result recalled today as incorrect (see attached). The result was withdrawn and adjusted as ‘too 
complex to interpret’ when a statement was requested. This recall of results now appears to be at the same 
frequency as before when the QPS identified it as a critical issue. Each recall of the result occurred upon the request 
for a statement. The below table indicates the details of the results recalled as incorrect over the last few weeks. 
 

Date advice 
received 

that result 
was 

incorrect 

FR QPRIME Case type Sample 
barcode 

Initial result Corrected result

EXHIBIT 160
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30/01/2020   Robbery  Mixed DNA profile on  
Mix - support for contrib > 100 billion 
evidence match  

COMPLEX MIXED PROFILE 
UNSUITABLE FOR INTERP OR 
COMPARISON

05/02/2020   Murder  Three person mixed DNA profile; 
3 person mixed profile – conditioned on – 

 (  
NCIDD upload – assumed contribution – 

 (  
3 person mix rem – support for 
contribution > 100 billion – 727677466 
(  

Complex mixed profile unsuitable for 
interp or comparison

21/02/2020   Drug 
Offences 

 Three person mixed DNA profile; 
No statistical interpretation performed; 
3 person mix – support for contribution 
1000 to 10 000 -  (  

Complex mixed profile unsuitable for 
interp or comparison

 
Can I please be provided advice as to whether the identified barcodes for the above cases can be excluded from the 
mixtures so that investigators can be advised accordingly (even if this is in the form of an intel letter)?  
 
The QPS uses these results when commencing proceedings against persons. We must have confidence that the 
results acted upon can be used in evidence. If there is some degree of uncertainty when a result is provided, that 
limitation needs to be provided with the result so it can be treated with caution. Therefore we will need some 
advice on the reliability of results being reported to us and the likelihood that they might be recalled upon request 
of a statement.  
 
This is a significant issue for us so I was hoping I might get a reply early next week please. 
 
Regards 
 
David Neville 
 
 
 
 
 

From: Neville.DavidH[OSC]  
Sent: Wednesday, 19 February 2020 09:00 
To: Cathie Allen <  
Cc: McNab.BruceJ[OSC] < John Doherty <  
Subject: Re: Change of result 
 
Hi Cathie 
Thanks for your response including a précis of conversations held outside of my knowledge. However, in the future 
could you please keep me in the loop because I have responsibility for these matters within the QPS. If you would 
prefer I direct my enquires to someone else within your organisation, please let me know. 
 
My query is not limited to the case. It is more general around the reliability of DNA evidence when the 
identity of all contributors is unknown, especially if ‘familial relationships can impact DNA results’, as per your 
advice. How does this impact on results where identity of contributors is unknown, please? 
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As you are aware, the reporting and withdrawal of results was identified as a critical issue last year. This has 
reoccurred twice since the matter. The reporting and withdrawal of results seems to be unique to 
Queensland. Should this occur, we will need to know if the identified person can / or cannot be excluded from the 
mixture. The exclusion of a person might lead to exculpation which is important for the investigation. 
 
I had a look at the Anzpaa guidelines that you indicated prevented exclusionary reporting.  
Recommendation 14 of the report states: 
A person of interest can be excluded as a contributor to a mixture of DNA if: 
1. They have allele(s) at any locus outside the observed set, that cannot be accounted for by failed allele 
amplification in the observed set; 
2. The presence of the POI’s alleles in the observed set requires more than the laboratory validated acceptable level 
of drop-in within the profile; 
3. The presence of the POI’s alleles in the observed set requires a large imbalance in either their or other 
contributors’ alleles. 
 
Could you please advise how this information might be reported to the QPS in the event that a result that identified 
a person is later withdrawn. I will need to know this for the 3 matters identified, please. 
 
Regards  
David 
 
 
 
 
 
Get Outlook for iOS 

From: Cathie Allen <  
Sent: Tuesday, February 18, 2020 6:02:02 PM 
To: Neville.DavidH[OSC] <  
Cc: McNab.BruceJ[OSC] < John Doherty <  
Subject: RE: Change of result 
 
Hi David 
 
Numerous conversations have been had regarding this sample and case – between reporting scientist and I/O Ben 
Horne, between Justin Howes and I/O Ben Horne, between myself and A/Insp Donna Stewart, between Justin 
Howes and I/O Ben Horne and between Supt McNab and John Doherty. It was my understanding that information 
regarding this had been made available to you from other QPS officers. It was also my understanding that the QPS 
may wish for South Australia to undertake some work on this sample, however I’m not sure if this went ahead. 
 
Forensic DNA Analysis have advised that familial relationships can have an impact on DNA results. For this sample, 
the familial impact was only known after the Reference Samples had been submitted. The familial relationships, 
coupled with the context of the case and the complex DNA profile meant that the result was impacted by the new 
information provided (ie familial relationships). This type of information is assessed on a case by case basis, along 
with the context of the case and the complexity of the DNA profile obtained. 
 
The lab is aware of the impact of a change in result and this is minimised wherever possible. However, the lab have 
advised the QPS that familial relationships can impact DNA results. As such, requests for reference samples is done 
at an early stage, however sometimes information regarding people involved with alleged offences isn’t immediately 
available / apparent and as such, receipt of reference samples has an impact on the DNA profiles that are obtained. 
 
Reporting in terms of ‘cannot be excluded’ is not used in the STRmix model and this type of reporting hasn’t been 
used since the introduction of the STRmix program. The lab would be going against the principles of STRmix and the 
national agreement if they were to report STRmix results in those terms. Given the lab uses STRmix for each profile, 
we are unable to report using your suggested wording. 
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Cheers 
Cathie 

Cathie Allen 
Managing Scientist 
Police Services Stream, Forensic & Scientific Services 
Health Support Queensland, Queensland Health 

m  
a39 Kessels Road, Coopers Plains, QLD 4108 

w www.health.qld.gov.au/healthsupport 

Queensland Health acknowledges the Traditional Owners of the land, and pays respect to Elders past, present and future. 
 

From: Neville.DavidH[OSC] <  
Sent: Monday, 17 February 2020 9:42 AM 
To: Cathie Allen <  
Cc: McNab.BruceJ[OSC] < John Doherty <  
Subject: Re: Change of reult 
 
Hi Cathie 
I sent an enquiry on 3 Feb and a follow up on 11 Feb in relation to the recall of results. Is this something you are 
looking into or did you miss these emails please? 
David 
 
Get Outlook for iOS 

From: Neville.DavidH[OSC] <  
Sent: Tuesday, February 11, 2020 2:03 pm 
To: Cathie Allen 
Cc: McNab.BruceJ[OSC]; John Doherty 
Subject: FW: Change of reult  
 
Hi Cathie 
I was wondering how you were going with this enquiry please. We had another similar situation last week where a 3 
person mixed result with a LR of >100 Billion was withdrawn after a reference sample was provided. In this case the 
result was withdrawn given the possible contributors were brothers. In this and the previous example the scientist 
had sufficient confidence in the initial result to report it with a >100 Billion LR. This only changed when the reference 
samples were received.  
 
We would rarely collect reference samples from complainants of volume crime offences. In most of these cases the 
residence or car involved would be used by family members so it might be expected that mixtures could contain 
profiles of related persons. In these volume crime situations, statements have been issued providing a result with 
the identity of the other contributors never having been explored. Might these results also have changed if 
reference samples were received or is there some other compounding issue making these two incidents 
extraordinary.  
 
I have also included another recently received letter where a result with am LR of >100 billion was recalled at the 
time a statement was requested. It would seem that this was based on a change in thinking as to how many persons 
were in the mix. I am not sure why. 
 
In each of these incidents the result was withdrawn as incorrect. I wondered if it was possible for the scientist to 
report that the identified person could not be excluded from the mixture rather than simply withdrawing the result.  
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The release and subsequent withdrawal of results that identify persons can have severe consequences that QPS 
must manage. I was wondering if you might be able to put my mind at ease around these issues. 
 
Regards 
 
David Neville 
 
 
 
 

From: Neville.DavidH[OSC] 
Sent: Monday, 3 February 2020 16:31 
To: Cathie Allen <  
Subject: Change of reult 
 
Hi Cathie 
I was wondering if I could get some further clarification on the significance of the attached intelligence letter. In this 
instance the offender invaded the home of the family. The son was seriously assaulted. The offender was 
initially identified as a component of a three person mixture with a LR of >100 billion. The offender is not related to 
the  
 
Reference samples from the were subsequently submitted ( father, mother and son ). I assume that 
testing revealed that both the mother and father may be in the mix. If this was the situation, you could not exclude 
the son from being in the mixture too which makes the total number of contributors ambiguous. As a result the 
interpretation cannot be undertaken. 
 
My concern is that we have many results that identify offenders in mixed profiles where the other contributors are 
unknown. In these instances we cannot confirm whether or not the unknown contributors are possibly related or 
whether they may even be parents of a child that might also be in the mixture. Does this mean we should have less 
confidence in all results that include unidentified contributors? Is this a potential limitation that needs to be 
disclosed in scientist statements? 
 
Cheers 
 
David 
 
 
 
 
 
 
********************************************************************** 
CONFIDENTIALITY: The information contained in this 
electronic mail message and any electronic files attached 
to it may be confidential information, and may also be the 
subject of legal professional privilege and/or public interest 
immunity. If you are not the intended recipient you are 
required to delete it. Any use, disclosure or copying of 
this message and any attachments is unauthorised. If you 
have received this electronic message in error, please 
inform the sender or contact1300ITPSBA@psba.qld.gov.au. 
This footnote also confirms that this email message has 
been checked for the presence of computer viruses. 
********************************************************************** 

 

 

******************************************************************************** 
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This email, including any attachments sent with it, is confidential and for the sole use of the intended recipient(s). 
This confidentiality is not waived or lost, if you receive it and you are not the intended recipient(s), or if it is 
transmitted/received in error. 

Any unauthorised use, alteration, disclosure, distribution or review of this email is strictly prohibited. The 
information contained in this email, including any attachment sent with it, may be subject to a statutory duty of 
confidentiality if it relates to health service matters. 

If you are not the intended recipient(s), or if you have received this email in error, you are asked to immediately 
notify the sender by telephone collect on Australia +61 1800 198 175 or by return email. You should also delete this 
email, and any copies, from your computer system network and destroy any hard copies produced. 

If not an intended recipient of this email, you must not copy, distribute or take any action(s) that relies on it; any 
form of disclosure, modification, distribution and/or publication of this email is also prohibited. 

Although Queensland Health takes all reasonable steps to ensure this email does not contain malicious software, 
Queensland Health does not accept responsibility for the consequences if any person's computer inadvertently 
suffers any disruption to services, loss of information, harm or is infected with a virus, other malicious computer 
programme or code that may occur as a consequence of receiving this email. 

Unless stated otherwise, this email represents only the views of the sender and not the views of the Queensland 
Government. 

********************************************************************************** 
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De Marco.JennaL[LD]

From: Neville.DavidH[OSC]
Sent: Monday, 24 February 2020 19:32
To: McNab.BruceJ[OSC]
Subject: Re: Recall of DNA results

Follow Up Flag: Follow up
Flag Status: Flagged

Bruce 
We spoke so briefly about this. I don’t understand why you will not speak to me further before you speak to health. I 
am not trying to cause you trouble. I just have further information that will help you, if you are willing to listen. Sorry 
for ticking you off. 
Dave  
 
Get Outlook for iOS 

From: McNab.BruceJ[OSC] <  
Sent: Monday, February 24, 2020 7:17:57 PM 
To: Neville.DavidH[OSC] <  
Subject: Re: Recall of DNA results  
Dave, I have a meeting with John Dougherty from health on Friday. I propose to now delay our meeting till after 
that. We can talk tomorrow about a time early next week. 
 
I note that you have raised this in the last week, and apparently my explanation that I’ve left it with my counterpart 
in Health to work out the answer and get back to me as soon as he can has perhaps not been sufficient for you? I ask 
the question due to similar correspondence you have forwarded me in the past when you it would appear you found 
my previous efforts in this space not up to your standards. 
 
Whilst I am not dismissing your concerns, I have spoken to John earlier today and arranged Fridays meeting. I am 
accepting the risk on this matter, and look forward to discussing the matter at length with you, when Health have 
answered me questions. 
 
Obviously if you feel I commit a breach of discipline or misconduct by not briefing this matter further till I have a 
complete picture, then you are duty bound to report the matter.  
 
I will talk to you tomorrow about a new date and time for our meeting next week when I am properly informed. 
 
Bruce McNAB BM 
Superintendent 7417 
Operations Commander  
Forensic Services Group 
OPERATIONS SUPPORT COMMAND  
Qld Police Service 

 

From: Neville.DavidH[OSC] <  
Sent: Monday, February 24, 2020 1:25:35 PM 
To: McNab.BruceJ[OSC] <  
Subject: Recall of DNA results  
Bruce 
Our meeting tomorrow relates to the following matter which is quite serious. 
I am convinced that there is a an issue with the reliability of results coming from QHFSS. 

EXHIBIT 161
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Previously the recall of results by QHFSS was raised as a critical issue and we undertook a large body of work to 
assess the extent and impact. The results are generally withdrawn at the time a statement is requested. QHFSS 
assured us that this would be corrected with the implementation of the new version of STRmix. However this has re-
emerged with 3 results being withdrawn in 3 weeks for three separate cases (i.e. to get an idea of the full extent of 
the problem, there may be up to 20 re-occurrences within the recent past which I am investigating.) 
I understand that there are two tiers of scientists involved in the reporting process. This was confirmed to me by the 
previous QHFSS ED Craig Russell who explained in an email: 
“Samples are routinely interpreted, reviewed and reported by two separate scientists (the interpreting and reviewing 
scientists) following initial processing. If a statement request is received at a later time, the statement may be 
prepared and reviewed by different scientists (i.e. not the initial interpreting and reviewing scientists). ). In this 
situation, the scientists preparing and reviewing the statement will review each DNA profile based on current 
interpretation strategies and modelling. As DNA profile interpretations are subjective, in some instances these 
interpretations will differ, and the initial result is updated”.  
Ms Cathie Allen confirmed by email that there are two tiers of scientists with different levels of training as follows: 
“there are two levels of Forensic DNA Analysis scientists that release DNA results to the QPS. Type 1 is trained and 
deemed competent to interpret results, enter results and peer review DNA results entered by other scientists. Type 2 
is trained and deemed competent to interpret results, enter results and peer review DNA results entered by other 
scientists, in addition to providing evidence on the results in court. Type 2 have undergone additional training in 
court reporting”. 
It would appear that the Type 1 Scientist and peer reviewer is making errors. When a statement is requested and 
the Type 2 Scientist reviews the work, the error is detected and the initial result is retracted. 
I have made enquires with WA, SA, Vic and NSW police and can confirm that this does not occur elsewhere. Most 
were very surprised this would ever happen. It would seem to be unique to Queensland and may be a result of the 
tiers of reporters.  
I have attempted to raise this as an issue with Ms Cathie Allen but I have not received a satisfactory response. In my 
opinion the situation is unresolved and no corrective action is being undertaken to identify and rectify the cause of 
the results being withdrawn at such a late stage in proceedings.  
This was a critical issue for the previous Commissioner for which I had to report on a regular basis. When this 
previously arose, Commissioner Stewart directed us to place a caveat on all results to alert investigators of the risk 
that QHFSS may retract the information in the event a statement was requested. This requirement was lifted only 
after QHFSS had told us that the situation had been resolved. I think we are in a similar situation now and perhaps 
need to look at a similar strategy (i.e. add caveat to the result). 
Regards 

 

David Neville 
Inspector  
DNA Management Unit | Forensic Services Group 
Operations Support Command 
QUEENSLAND POLICE SERVICE 
______________________________ 

Phone  
Email 

Address GPO Box 1440 Brisbane 4001 
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De Marco.JennaL[LD]

From: Neville.DavidH[OSC]
Sent: Wednesday, 4 March 2020 10:57
To: McNab.BruceJ[OSC]
Subject: recall of DNA results

Follow Up Flag: Follow up
Flag Status: Flagged

Bruce 
Thanks for taking the time to discuss this matter with me on Monday. I agree with you that John is the most 
appropriate person to deal with this as he is the only one that can effect change. I was hoping to clarify a potential 
solution moving forward.  
 
The problem is isolated to a small proportion of complex profiles where the number of contributors is ambiguous. 
The results seem to be withdrawn when there is a difference in opinion over the number of contributors exceeding 
four persons. This would represent only a small number of cases.  
 
All results received from QHFSS are peer reviewed before we receive them. A second peer review occurs when a 
statement is requested which is where the difference in opinion occurs.  
 
Perhaps profiles that are ambiguous (in terms of STRmix’s capacity to resolve them) could undergo the second peer 
review prior to release. If a person has been identified in the profile however a statistic cannot be provided, the 
result should be reported to the QPS with a caveat that the information is for intel purpose only (i.e cannot be given 
in evidence). This caveat should be pretty rare. 
 
This additional step could be limited to only the very complex profiles so that it does not impact on turn around 
times.  
 
I hope this advice is of some help to you and John.  
 
Cheers 
 
Dave 

 
 

 

 

 
David Neville 
Inspector  
DNA Management Unit | Forensic Services Group 
Operations Support Command 
QUEENSLAND POLICE SERVICE 
______________________________ 

Phone  
Email 

Address GPO Box 1440 Brisbane 4001 

 
 

EXHIBIT 162
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De Marco.JennaL[LD]

From: Neville.DavidH[OSC]
Sent: Monday, 9 March 2020 19:38
To: McNab.BruceJ[OSC]
Subject: Re: Disclosure of amended DNA identifications

Follow Up Flag: Follow up
Flag Status: Flagged

Thanks Bruce 
I think Cathie has confused the report having to include some sort of written method before it has to be disclosed. 
She is wrong on this. You are on the money.  
Dave 
 
Get Outlook for iOS 

From: McNab.BruceJ[OSC] <  
Sent: Monday, March 9, 2020 7:14 pm 
To: Neville.DavidH[OSC] 
Subject: FW: Disclosure of amended DNA identifications 
Hey mate, 
Proceed with the release please. 
Bruce McNab BM 
Superintendent 7417 
Operations Commander 
Forensic Services Group 
OPERATIONS SUPPORT COMMAND 
Queensland Police Service 

 
Yammer - Forensic Services Group 

Did you know? – Over 70% of volume crime is solved by Forensic 
Services Group. 

From: McNab.BruceJ[OSC]  
Sent: Monday, 9 March 2020 19:09 
To: John Doherty <  
Subject: RE: Disclosure of amended DNA identifications 
Hey John, 

EXHIBIT 163
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Can you pass on my thanks to Cathy, but I disagree with her interpretation, it’s a forensic report, and it will be 
released.. 
As we discussed today this was just a heads up, I don’t see any major issues I’m sure it’s explainable. 
Bruce McNab BM 
Superintendent 7417 
Operations Commander 
Forensic Services Group 
OPERATIONS SUPPORT COMMAND 
Queensland Police Service 

 
Yammer - Forensic Services Group 

Did you know? – Over 70% of volume crime is solved by Forensic 
Services Group. 

From: John Doherty <   
Sent: Monday, 9 March 2020 16:57 
To: McNab.BruceJ[OSC] <  
Subject: Fwd: Disclosure of amended DNA identifications 
For your info. Let me know if you need to discuss further. 
sent from my iPhone  
John Doherty 
Executive Director 
Forensic & Scientific Services 
Health Support Queensland 

From: Cathie Allen <  
Sent: Monday, March 9, 2020 4:52:57 PM 
To: John Doherty <  
Subject: RE: Disclosure of amended DNA identifications  
Hi John 
As discussed, DNA results are released to the QPS via the FR and then the results are subsequently published on 
QPRIME, the QPS’ corporate system. Any result (presumptive, final or amendment) is available after peer review 
within both the FR and QPRIME – which can be disclosed to DPP or Defence. The Statement of Witness document 
will detail the final results for all items tested. 
Intelligence reports for result amendments have been implemented, as a courtesy, to assist the QPS DNA 
Management Unit in understanding why a result may need to be amended. The intelligence report does not disclose 
a test or procedure that has been undertaken, it’s a summary of what was reported, why an amendment is required 
and what the amended result will be. These reports are kept on file and would be within any file that was requested 
by DPP or Defence. All staff are aware that a casefile containing an intelligence report can be disclosed and staff will 
discuss the contents. However they have been trained to ensure that jurors are not exposed to information that 
they shouldn’t be. 
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Below is the section that Insp Neville has quoted from and I disagree with his interpretation of Section 2, line g – I 
don’t believe that an intelligence report on an amended result contains ‘any test or forensic procedure’.  

Perhaps Insp Neville is reading the media articles regarding the  and is concerned about FSS. 
Cheers 
Cathie 

Cathie Allen 
Managing Scientist  
Police Services Stream, Forensic & Scientific Services  
Health Support Queensland, Queensland Health  
p m   
a 39 Kessels Road, Coopers Plains, QLD 4108  
e w www.health.qld.gov.au/healthsupport  

Queensland Health acknowledges the Traditional Owners of the land, and pays respect to Elders past, present and future. 
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From: John Doherty <   
Sent: Monday, 9 March 2020 12:40 PM 
To: Cathie Allen <  
Subject: FW: Disclosure of withdrawn DNA identifications 
FYI to inform our discussion later. It seems that QPS have not been disclosing our intel report to the defence… 

From: McNab.BruceJ[OSC] <   
Sent: Monday, 9 March 2020 9:24 AM 
To: John Doherty <  
Subject: FW: Disclosure of withdrawn DNA identifications 
As discussed, let me know what you think? 
Bruce McNab BM 
Superintendent 7417 
Operations Commander 
Forensic Services Group 
OPERATIONS SUPPORT COMMAND 
Queensland Police Service 

 
Yammer - Forensic Services Group 

Did you know? – Over 70% of volume crime is solved by Forensic 
Services Group. 

From: Neville.DavidH[OSC]  
Sent: Thursday, 5 March 2020 12:38 
To: McNab.BruceJ[OSC] <  
Subject: Disclosure of withdrawn DNA identifications 
Hi Bruce 
I have included two forensic reports received from QHFSS in relation to a case. Both were received upon the request 
of a statement. The report titled “Intelligence Report” details a DNA identification that was subsequently 
withdrawn. The report titled “Statement of Witness” does not refer to the withdrawn reported result. The matter is 
a GBH 
We currently do not provide intelligence reports to investigators. The reason for this is that it contains information 
that has not reached the evidential threshold of reliability and is designed to give investigative leads. If the 
information in the report could assist an investigation, the IO is contacted directly and given the information. The 
report is not uploaded to QPRIME to prevent the information from being inappropriately acted on by others.  
In this instance the intelligence report contains information that is not really intelligence. It contains a peer reviewed 
result that was provided when the statement was requested. However, due to the reporting process, the 
investigator, DPP and defence would not be aware of the existence of the attached intel report. 
590AH(g) of the Code makes it mandatory for us to disclose any forensic report in our possession. I think I need to 
provide the IO a copy of the intel report. The next hearing date is 18 March and the disclosure time frames must be 
looming if not past. If so, as a matter of courtesy I think we would also need to advise QHFSS that the report has 
been provided so they are not caught unaware in the witness box. 
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There are a number of other cases I might need to do the same for if this is required, 
I am interested in your thoughts as a previous gold badge holder. 
Cheers 
Dave 

 

David Neville 
Inspector  
DNA Management Unit | Forensic Services Group 
Operations Support Command 
QUEENSLAND POLICE SERVICE 
______________________________ 

Phone  
Email 

Address GPO Box 1440 Brisbane 4001 
**********************************************************************  
CONFIDENTIALITY: The information contained in this  
electronic mail message and any electronic files attached  
to it may be confidential information, and may also be the  
subject of legal professional privilege and/or public interest  
immunity. If you are not the intended recipient you are  
required to delete it. Any use, disclosure or copying of  
this message and any attachments is unauthorised. If you  
have received this electronic message in error, please  
inform the sender or contact 1300ITPSBA@psba.qld.gov.au.  
This footnote also confirms that this email message has  
been checked for the presence of computer viruses.  
**********************************************************************  

********************************************************************************** 

Disclaimer: This email and any attachments may contain legally privileged or confidential information and may be 
protected by copyright. You must not use or disclose them other than for the purposes for which they were 
supplied. The privilege or confidentiality attached to this message and attachments is not waived by reason of 
mistaken delivery to you. If you are not the intended recipient, you must not use, disclose, retain, forward or 
reproduce this message or any attachments. If you receive this message in error, please notify the sender by return 
email or telephone and destroy and delete all copies. Unless stated otherwise, this email represents only the views 
of the sender and not the views of the Queensland Government.  

Queensland Health carries out monitoring, scanning and blocking of emails and attachments sent from or to 
addresses within Queensland Health for the purposes of operating, protecting, maintaining and ensuring 
appropriate use of its computer network.  

********************************************************************************** 
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De Marco.JennaL[LD]

From: Neville.DavidH[OSC]
Sent: Monday, 16 March 2020 12:39
To: McNab.BruceJ[OSC]
Subject: DNA result withdrawn as incorrect
Attachments: Intel report_13032020_unsigned.docx; Intel report_

13032020_signed.pdf

Follow Up Flag: Follow up
Flag Status: Flagged

Hi Bruce 
We had another result withdrawn today. It relates to a GBH wounding. The frequency seems to be increasing. I 
wondered if we needed to have QH review all 3 person mixed profiles results released over the past 12 months to 
determine what is reliable and what is not. This might prevent police acting inappropriately on them. Also, in the 
mean time should we go back and place a caveat on the results that have not been acted on yet. 
 
Dave 
 

From: DNA.Management[OSC]  
Sent: Monday, 16 March 2020 12:26 
To: Neville.DavidH[OSC] < Harris.LibbyA[OSC] 
< Collopen.RubenB[OSC]  
Cc: McIntyre.OliviaM[OSC] <  
Subject: FW: - Intel report 
 
Good Afternoon, 
 
Please find attached an intelligence report in relation to the reassessment of a result for case  
(GBH/Unlawful Wounding). 
 
FSS have advised that the interpretation of exhibit , which was originally a three person mix is now a 
complex mixed profile. 
 
Forwarded for your information. 
 
Kind Regards, 
Megan 
 

Megan Lamsam 
--------------------------------------------------------------- 
Acting DNA Management Officer 
DNA Management Section I Forensic Services Group 
QUEENSLAND POLICE SERVICE 
--------------------------------------------------------------- 
EMAIL:  
PHONE: (07)  
FAX: (07)  
 
 
DNA SAMPLING VIDEO 
 

EXHIBIT 164
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From: Angela Adamson <   
Sent: Friday, 13 March 2020 11:08 
To: DNA.Management[OSC] <DNA.Management@police.qld.gov.au> 
Subject: - Intel report 
 
Good morning, 
 
Please find the Intelligence report attached, relating to  
 
Thank you, 
 
Angela 
 

 

Angela Adamson 
Reporting Scientist - Forensic Reporting and Intelligence Team 

Forensic DNA Analysis, Police Services Stream 
Forensic & Scientific Services, Health Support Queensland, Queensland Health  

p   
a 39 Kessels Road, Coopers Plains, QLD 4108 
e w www.health.qld.gov.au/healthsupport/businesses/forensic-and-scientific-services  

 
Queensland Health acknowledges the Traditional Owners of the land, and pays respect to Elders past, present and future. 
 
 

 

 

********************************************************************************** 

Disclaimer: This email and any attachments may contain legally privileged or confidential information and may be 
protected by copyright. You must not use or disclose them other than for the purposes for which they were 
supplied. The privilege or confidentiality attached to this message and attachments is not waived by reason of 
mistaken delivery to you. If you are not the intended recipient, you must not use, disclose, retain, forward or 
reproduce this message or any attachments. If you receive this message in error, please notify the sender by return 
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email or telephone and destroy and delete all copies. Unless stated otherwise, this email represents only the views 
of the sender and not the views of the Queensland Government.  

Queensland Health carries out monitoring, scanning and blocking of emails and attachments sent from or to 
addresses within Queensland Health for the purposes of operating, protecting, maintaining and ensuring 
appropriate use of its computer network.  

********************************************************************************** 
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INTELLIGENCE REPORT 
 

 

 
 

39 Kessels Road PO Box 594 Phone 
Coopers Plains QLD 4108 Archerfield QLD 4108 Fax 
AUSTRALIA AUSTRALIA Email 

 
 Page 1 of 1 
 

NATA Accredited 
Laboratory 41 

Accredited for compliance 
with ISO/IEC 17025 - 

Testing 

 
To:  Inspector David NEVILLE 
       DNA Management Section 
       Forensic Services Group   
       Operations Support Command   
       Queensland Police Service  

 

Client Reference :  
    

 

 
 
 
RE: Update of DNA profiling result for sample  
 
Following a reassessment of the result at statement preparation stage, the reported result requires an incorrection and update in the 
Forensic Register. 
 
The DNA profiling result obtained from the sample was initially reported as follows: 
 
Three person mixed DNA profile.  
3 person mix profile – support for contrib >100 billion  
3 person mix – supports non contribution  
 
 
The updated DNA profiling result obtained from the sample will now be reported as follows: 
 
Complex mixed profile unsuitable for interp or comparison 
 
This information has been peer-reviewed in accordance with standard laboratory Quality Assurance protocols. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
…………………………………….                                    ……………………………………. 
Peer Reviewed by       Angela Dawn ADAMSON,  
Penelope Jane Taylor,      Reporting Scientist 
Reporting Scientist      Forensic DNA Analysis 
Forensic DNA Analysis     13 March 2020 
13 March 2020      Phone  
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De Marco.JennaL[LD]

From: Neville.DavidH[OSC]
Sent: Tuesday, 17 March 2020 18:31
To: McNab.BruceJ[OSC]
Subject: Re: DNA result withdrawn as incorrect

Follow Up Flag: Follow up
Flag Status: Flagged

Hi Bruce 
I know you are very busy at the moment. If there is a chance for you to call be about this matter, it would be 
appreciated. 
Dave 
 
Get Outlook for iOS 

From: Neville.DavidH[OSC] 
Sent: Monday, March 16, 2020 12:38:55 PM 
To: McNab.BruceJ[OSC] <  
Subject: DNA result withdrawn as incorrect  
Hi Bruce 
We had another result withdrawn today. It relates to a GBH wounding. The frequency seems to be increasing. I 
wondered if we needed to have QH review all 3 person mixed profiles results released over the past 12 months to 
determine what is reliable and what is not. This might prevent police acting inappropriately on them. Also, in the 
mean time should we go back and place a caveat on the results that have not been acted on yet. 
Dave 

From: DNA.Management[OSC]  
Sent: Monday, 16 March 2020 12:26 
To: Neville.DavidH[OSC] < Harris.LibbyA[OSC] 
< Collopen.RubenB[OSC]  
Cc: McIntyre.OliviaM[OSC] <  
Subject: FW: - Intel report 
Good Afternoon, 
Please find attached an intelligence report in relation to the reassessment of a result for case  
(GBH/Unlawful Wounding). 
FSS have advised that the interpretation of exhibit , which was originally a three person mix is now a 
complex mixed profile. 
Forwarded for your information. 
Kind Regards, 
Megan 

Megan Lamsam 
--------------------------------------------------------------- 
Acting DNA Management Officer 
DNA Management Section I Forensic Services Group 
QUEENSLAND POLICE SERVICE 
--------------------------------------------------------------- 
EMAIL:  
PHONE: (07)  
FAX: (07)  
DNA SAMPLING VIDEO 

EXHIBIT 165
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From: Angela Adamson <   
Sent: Friday, 13 March 2020 11:08 
To: DNA.Management[OSC] < > 
Subject: - Intel report 
Good morning, 
Please find the Intelligence report attached, relating to  
Thank you, 
Angela 

 
Angela Adamson 
Reporting Scientist - Forensic Reporting and Intelligence Team 
Forensic DNA Analysis, Police Services Stream 
Forensic & Scientific Services, Health Support Queensland, Queensland Health  
p   
a 39 Kessels Road, Coopers Plains, QLD 4108 
e w www.health.qld.gov.au/healthsupport/businesses/forensic-and-scientific-services  

 
Queensland Health acknowledges the Traditional Owners of the land, and pays respect to Elders past, present and future. 

********************************************************************************** 

Disclaimer: This email and any attachments may contain legally privileged or confidential information and may be 
protected by copyright. You must not use or disclose them other than for the purposes for which they were 
supplied. The privilege or confidentiality attached to this message and attachments is not waived by reason of 
mistaken delivery to you. If you are not the intended recipient, you must not use, disclose, retain, forward or 
reproduce this message or any attachments. If you receive this message in error, please notify the sender by return 
email or telephone and destroy and delete all copies. Unless stated otherwise, this email represents only the views 
of the sender and not the views of the Queensland Government.  

Queensland Health carries out monitoring, scanning and blocking of emails and attachments sent from or to 
addresses within Queensland Health for the purposes of operating, protecting, maintaining and ensuring 
appropriate use of its computer network.  

********************************************************************************** 
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De Marco.JennaL[LD]

From: Neville.DavidH[OSC]
Sent: Tuesday, 7 April 2020 13:24
To: McNab.BruceJ[OSC]
Subject: Error in DNA results

Follow Up Flag: Follow up
Flag Status: Flagged

Bruce 
I know you are busy with covid19. But I was just advised of an incorrect result again from QHFSS. The matter is an 
attempted murder. The error was detected at the time the statement was requested, as per all of the others. The 
interesting or alarming thing this time is that the report provided states “The difference in results comes from 
human error in the initial interpretation” (see below). This report will have to provided to defence. Given human 
error is highlighted in the report, it could lead to questions being asked and potential media interest if the defence 
lawyer was that way inclined. 
 
I still have not seen any change in the way they report results. I also have received no advice from them that they 
have changed their processes in any way to prevent this from reoccurring. I was wondering if they responded to my 
suggestion that a senior scientist check all of the complex results prior to release, please.  
 
Dave 
 
 
 
 

EXHIBIT 166
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David Neville 
Inspector  
DNA Management Unit | Forensic Services Group 
Operations Support Command 
QUEENSLAND POLICE SERVICE 
______________________________ 

Phone  
Email 

Address GPO Box 1440 Brisbane 4001 
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De Marco.JennaL[LD]

From: Neville.DavidH[OSC]
Sent: Wednesday, 6 May 2020 15:35
To: McNab.BruceJ[OSC]
Subject: RE: 3 person mixed DNA results since 8th of Oct 2018

Follow Up Flag: Follow up
Flag Status: Flagged

 
 

From: McNab.BruceJ[OSC]  
Sent: Wednesday, 6 May 2020 14:41 
To: Neville.DavidH[OSC] <  
Subject: FW: 3 person mixed DNA results since 8th of Oct 2018 
 
FYI 
 
 
 
Bruce McNab BM 
Superintendent 7417 
Operations Commander 
Forensic Services Group 
OPERATIONS SUPPORT COMMAND 
Queensland Police Service 

 
 

QUESTIONS ON COVID? GO TO https://qldpolice.sharepoint.com/sites/COVID-19 
 

EXHIBIT 167
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Did you know? – Over 70% of volume crime is solved by Forensic 
Services Group. 

 

From: McNab.BruceJ[OSC]  
Sent: Wednesday, 6 May 2020 14:40 
To: 'John Doherty' <  
Subject: FW: 3 person mixed DNA results since 8th of Oct 2018 
 
Hi John, 
 
What do you think? I know you are doing some work in this space, it’s still worrying me about the changed results.  
 
 
 
Bruce McNab BM 
Superintendent 7417 
Operations Commander 
Forensic Services Group 
OPERATIONS SUPPORT COMMAND 
Queensland Police Service 

 
 

QUESTIONS ON COVID? GO TO https://qldpolice.sharepoint.com/sites/COVID-19 
 
 

Did you know? – Over 70% of volume crime is solved by Forensic 
Services Group. 
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From: Neville.DavidH[OSC] <   
Sent: Wednesday, 6 May 2020 11:40 
To: McNab.BruceJ[OSC] <  
Subject: FW: 3 person mixed DNA results since 8th of Oct 2018 
 
 
 
Hi Bruce 
When the incorrect dna results was identified as a concern in 2018, QHFSS implemented a process where all 3 
person mixtures were checked by a senior scientist before release. The scientist made a comment as to whether or 
not the result might change (they included “this result is not anticipated to change” in the result line). The attached 
email provides further advice on that process. This worked really well. 
 
I agreed to this extra step being removed after I got reassurance from Cathie in November 2018 that we can have 
confidence in all results released. She advised that the only exception would be if human error occurred (please see 
below). The issue is continuing at about the same frequency as pre 2018.  
 
I know John is working in this space, but there is still no change in the manner that they report results. I have no idea 
as to which are reliable and which may be recalled. 
 
Until this matter is resolved, can we ask QHFSS to reimplement the process of senior scientist review and comment 
for the complex mixtures. 
 
 
cheers 
Dave 
 
 

From: Cathie Allen <   
Sent: Tuesday, 6 November 2018 09:09 
To: Neville.DavidH[OSC] <  
Cc: McNab.BruceJ[OSC] < Craig Russell <  
Subject: RE: 3 person mixed DNA results since 8th of Oct 2018 
 
Hi David 
 
We understand that moving forward the QPS require confidence in the results that are released from FSS. The 
management team of Forensic DNA Analysis are working on the new result lines that will provide clarity and also 
simplicity so that officers are easily able to understand the results (as best we can). The team are considering how 
results would be reported if they are considered ‘evidential’ vs ‘intelligence’.  
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Forensic DNA Analysis raised a Corrective Action some weeks ago, given the seriousness of the issue raised by the 
QPS. As a team, we are working our way through different elements of this Corrective Action to ensure that each 
aspect is thoroughly covered off.  
 
The QPS have been notified, in real-time, either via AUSLAB or the Forensic Register, when the issue has been 
discovered. There may have been time between the reporting of the result and the issuing of the correction, 
however this is due to when the issue is discovered, and not due to a delay in notifying the QPS of the correction. 
The issuing of a correction to the result is completed as soon as possible (discovered, interpretation completed, 
result entered and peer review conducted, which includes a senior scientist being involved in the process). 
 
We had implemented, for a period, an addition to the process whereby Justin Howes, Team Leader, had an overview 
of the results and provided additional information. As we have added additional steps into the process prior to peer 
review, it’s now unnecessary for Justin to provide this additional step, given it was being done elsewhere.  
 
All results that are electronically released to the QPS, the QPS can consider that the results will be provided in a 
Statement of Witness document. The exception to this, as both you and I have highlighted, is human error. All 
attempts to eliminate human error have and will continue to be made, however whilst minimised, this risk still 
exists. 
 
Results that are considered Intelligence will continue to be released to the QPS in an Intelligence Report. 
 
In the future, we hope to be able to meet with the QPS DNA Results Management team to discuss the new result 
lines and expanded paragraphs for QPRIME. We are continuing to validate STRmix version 2.6 and the results from 
this will be included in the new result lines. 
 
Cheers 
Cathie 

Cathie Allen 
Managing Scientist  

Police Services Stream, Forensic & Scientific Services  
Health Support Queensland, Queensland Health  

p m   
a 39 Kessels Road, Coopers Plains, QLD 4108  
e w www.health.qld.gov.au/healthsupport  

Queensland Health acknowledges the Traditional Owners of the land, and pays respect to Elders past, present and future. 

 

From: Neville.DavidH[OSC] [mailto:   
Sent: Friday, 2 November 2018 11:35 AM 
To: Cathie Allen 
Cc: McNab.BruceJ[OSC]; Craig Russell 
Subject: RE: 3 person mixed DNA results since 8th of Oct 2018 
Importance: High 
 
Hi Cathie 
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It is good to hear that steps have been taken to address this issue. We appreciate the work that you have 
undertaken in that space.  
 
Moving forward the QPS needs to have absolute confidence that conclusive results will not be later withdrawn as 
inconclusive when it comes time to report those result in a statement for court. The reason for this is that the 
results may be used to commence proceedings against a person who could be held in custody from that time. 
 
I note below that you do not anticipate the same rate of incorrects being received. It is acceptable from time to time 
for results to be amended because further testing revealed a small magnitude of change in the likelihood ratio. 
However, the QPS cannot accept any rate of incorrect results being released where conclusive results are withdrawn 
as inconclusive. 
 
For this reason we require real time notification if the confidence in a result is below the threshold of what you 
would report to a court of law. It is important that these results are still received as they provide vital and timely 
intelligence. However, we need to be able to clearly distinguish between what is evidence and what is intelligence. 
 
I acknowledge that my section needs to work with you to develop some protocols around reporting so that this is 
automated. However, until that automated distinction is developed, the QPS requires notification of the results that 
are at risk of complete withdrawal. I note that you have indicated that you intend to discontinue the process of 
telling us what results are reliable and what might be incorrected until automation is complete. We actually require 
this or an alternative process to continue so we can distinguish results that are at risk. I am happy to negotiate how 
this interim notification arrangement operates. Perhaps we do the opposite and the notification/task is only given 
where a result is for intelligence only. 
 
I am not able to continue reporting results until a an interim arrangement is agreed upon. Could you give me your 
thoughts on the best way forward as soon as possible, please. 
 
 

 
 
David Neville 
Inspector  
DNA Management Unit | Forensic Services Group 
Operations Support Command 
QUEENSLAND POLICE SERVICE 
______________________________ 

 

GPO Box 1440 Brisbane 4001 
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From: Cathie Allen <   
Sent: Thursday, 1 November 2018 3:04 PM 
To: Neville.DavidH[OSC] <  
Cc: Craig Russell < McNab.BruceJ[OSC] <  
Subject: RE: 3 person mixed DNA results since 8th of Oct 2018 
 
Hi David 
 
An additional step was added into our process after the QPS highlighted some concern regarding 3 person mixtures. 
This step is now no longer requires as additional steps have been put in place in the lab, so Justin will no longer 
being providing a Request / Task. 
 
We are currently working on new DNA result lines which will provide further clarity for the QPS. Until these DNA 
result lines have been formulated, reviewed in consultation with the DNA Result Management team and available in 
the Forensic Register, we are unable to provide further clarity in the existing result lines. 
 
Given the attention that we have applied to DNA mixtures recently, and the validation that is under way for 4 
person mixtures, moving forward we do not anticipate the same rate of incorrects being received by the QPS as 
previous. 
 
Cheers 
Cathie 

Cathie Allen 
Managing Scientist  

Police Services Stream, Forensic & Scientific Services  
Health Support Queensland, Queensland Health  

p m   
a 39 Kessels Road, Coopers Plains, QLD 4108  
e w www.health.qld.gov.au/healthsupport  

Queensland Health acknowledges the Traditional Owners of the land, and pays respect to Elders past, present and future. 

 

From: Neville.DavidH[OSC] [mailto:   
Sent: Wednesday, 17 October 2018 10:24 AM 
To: Cathie Allen 
Cc: Craig Russell; McNab.BruceJ[OSC]; Keleher.BrendanE[OSC] 
Subject: Re: 3 person mixed DNA results since 8th of Oct 2018 
 
Hi Cathie,  
I have noticed these coming through. My concern remains that the comment indicates there is still a possibility that 
the result might be withdrawn, even though it may be unlikely. As a result the conclusiveness of the evidence is not 
assured. We could therefore not act on that information. Is there anyway this could be reported more conclusively 
please. 
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Regards  
David 
 
Get Outlook for iOS 

From: Cathie Allen <  
Sent: Wednesday, October 17, 2018 9:12 am 
To: Neville.DavidH[OSC] 
Cc: Craig Russell 
Subject: 3 person mixed DNA results since 8th of Oct 2018  
 
Hi David 
 
After the meeting at QPS HQ on Friday, 5th of Oct and discussion regarding the QPS holding all 3 person mixed DNA 
results from QPRIME, additional work has been implemented in this space. Since Monday, 8th of October, Justin 
Howes, Team Leader, has been re-checking all 3 person mixed DNA results that have been reviewed on and after the 
8th of Oct. Justin has re-reviewed the results and provided advice to you, via the FR, on whether the result is likely to 
change. This was implemented in an effort to provide additional advice and perhaps allow the QPS to release those 
results to QPRIME. 
 
Are you able to provide feedback on this process? We don’t envision that this will be a long term process, however 
implemented this to provide additional advice to the QPS for a short period. 
 
Cheers 
Cathie 

Cathie Allen 
Managing Scientist 
Police Services Stream, Forensic & Scientific Services 
Health Support Queensland, Queensland Health 

m  
a39 Kessels Road, Coopers Plains, QLD 4108 
e w www.health.qld.gov.au/healthsupport 

Queensland Health acknowledges the Traditional Owners of the land, and pays respect to Elders past, present and future. 
 

******************************************************************************** 

This email, including any attachments sent with it, is confidential and for the sole use of the intended recipient(s). This 
confidentiality is not waived or lost, if you receive it and you are not the intended recipient(s), or if it is transmitted/received in 
error. 

Any unauthorised use, alteration, disclosure, distribution or review of this email is strictly prohibited. The information contained 
in this email, including any attachment sent with it, may be subject to a statutory duty of confidentiality if it relates to health 
service matters. 

If you are not the intended recipient(s), or if you have received this email in error, you are asked to immediately notify the 
sender by telephone collect on Australia +61 1800 198 175 or by return email. You should also delete this email, and any copies, 
from your computer system network and destroy any hard copies produced. 

If not an intended recipient of this email, you must not copy, distribute or take any action(s) that relies on it; any form of 
disclosure, modification, distribution and/or publication of this email is also prohibited. 
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Although Queensland Health takes all reasonable steps to ensure this email does not contain malicious software, Queensland 
Health does not accept responsibility for the consequences if any person's computer inadvertently suffers any disruption to 
services, loss of information, harm or is infected with a virus, other malicious computer programme or code that may occur as a 
consequence of receiving this email. 

Unless stated otherwise, this email represents only the views of the sender and not the views of the Queensland Government. 

********************************************************************************** 

 
**********************************************************************  
CONFIDENTIALITY: The information contained in this  
electronic mail message and any electronic files attached  
to it may be confidential information, and may also be the  
subject of legal professional privilege and/or public interest  
immunity. If you are not the intended recipient you are  
required to delete it. Any use, disclosure or copying of  
this message and any attachments is unauthorised. If you  
have received this electronic message in error, please  
inform the sender or contact 1300ITPSBA@psba.qld.gov.au.  
This footnote also confirms that this email message has  
been checked for the presence of computer viruses.  
**********************************************************************  
 
**********************************************************************  
CONFIDENTIALITY: The information contained in this  
electronic mail message and any electronic files attached  
to it may be confidential information, and may also be the  
subject of legal professional privilege and/or public interest  
immunity. If you are not the intended recipient you are  
required to delete it. Any use, disclosure or copying of  
this message and any attachments is unauthorised. If you  
have received this electronic message in error, please  
inform the sender or contact 1300ITPSBA@psba.qld.gov.au.  
This footnote also confirms that this email message has  
been checked for the presence of computer viruses.  
**********************************************************************  
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De Marco.JennaL[LD]

From: Neville.DavidH[OSC]
Sent: Friday, 15 May 2020 09:39
To: McNab.BruceJ[OSC]
Subject: Errors is DNA results
Attachments: Forensic evln for lawyers FINAL.pdf; Briefing - Gerhard and Selby 2020 - Limitations 

and Errors in DNA Evidence - Final.docx; Forensic evln for lawyers FINAL.docx

Importance: High

Follow Up Flag: Follow up
Flag Status: Flagged

Bruce 
These articles circulated by NIFS highlight that accurately determining the number of contributors to a DNA profile is 
critical to managing the risk of obtaining false inclusions (i.e. identifying a wrong person). It states when the number 
of contributors is overestimated, a very large increase in the number of false inclusions is observed.  
 
I know that John has been looking into the recall of results. I understand that the root cause is the underestimation 
of the number of contributors. If the determination of the number of contributors is an issue at QHFSS, it may follow 
that overestimation of the number of contributors is also occurring. If this is the case, the problem would be much 
wider reaching and increase the possibility of persons being incorrectly identified.  
 
I was wondering if you might draw this to the attention of John so he can take it into consideration during his 
analysis of the situation, please. It would be good to get assurance that is not an issue. 
 
Dave  
 
 

From: Dr Linzi Wilson-Wilde OAM < >  
Sent: Thursday, 14 May 2020 17:01 
To: ANZFEC Members < >; SAG - Biology  
Cc: NIFS Distribution <  
Subject: Briefing - recent article from Gerhard and Selby 
Importance: High 
 
Dear ANZFEC Members and BSAG Members, 
 
Please find attached the following: 
 

 The Judgement in Vyater v The Queen [2020] VSCA 32 
 An article released 1 May 2020 written by Jae Gerhard and Hugh Selby, raising issues regarding known 

limitations and errors rates in DNA evidence 
 An ANZPAA NIFS briefing on the article. 

 
We have developed a briefing on the article as it has been distributed among DPP, Legal Aid and Public Defender 
Offices in Vic and NSW and therefore may end up being passed further afield. 
 
The article has some good points, but also some points that need clarification, both of which this short ANZPAA NIFS 
briefing attached aims to address. Please feel free to pass on to other members of your agency. 
 
If you have any questions, please do not hesitate to contact me. 
 

EXHIBIT 168
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All the best, Linzi 
 
 
 
Hugh Selby email text: 
The decision gave a 'green light' to the admissibility of very low likelihood ratios ( in that case 26). The problem, a big 
one, is that the court (both at first instance and on appeal) and the parties were not told of the problems of using 
low LR with mixtures (ie more than one contributor), nor were they told of the inapplicability of the 'verbal scale' for 
reporting DNA strength of evidence with mixtures. 
 
Recognising the inevitability of Vyater being used as authority for low LR admissibility, I and Jae Gerhard (with help 
from others) have written the attached essay for distribution (in pdf) among criminal law practitioners/advocates. 
 
The essay deals not only with the specific problem in Vyater but also with the more general problem of failure to 
provide, and failure to ask for, known limitations in forensic methods. 
 
We have sent it to the offices of the DPP in NSW and Victoria, to Legal Aid NSW, and to NSW Public Defenders. It is 
also being sent to those in Victoria who are looking more generally at forensic evidence. 
 
We hope that you will ensure that it is quickly and widely distributed among your colleagues and anywhere else that 
you think it might be useful and serve the interests of justice. 
 
 
Classification: UNOFFICIAL 
Classified by:  on: 14/05/2020 4:37:17 PM 
 
Dr Linzi Wilson-Wilde OAM 
Director 
National Institute of Forensic Science 
Australia New Zealand Policing Advisory Agency 
 
email: | web address: www.anzpaa.org.au | 
phone: +  | fax:  | 
address: Level 6 Tower 3, World Trade Centre, 637 Flinders Street, DOCKLANDS VIC 3008 | 
 

 

 
This message together with any attachments is confidential and intended only for the person or entity to which it is addressed. If you are not the intended recipient, you 
may not copy, distribute, disclose, rely upon or otherwise use this communication. If you receive this communication in error, please immediately delete it from your 
system and notify the sender by return email. 
 
 

Message protected by MailGuard: e-mail anti-virus, anti-spam and content filtering. 
http://www.mailguard.com.au 
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Australia New Zealand Policing Advisory Agency BRIEFING - GERHARD AND SELBY (2020) ‘WHY FACT FINDERS AND LAWYERS NEED TO BE TOLD 

ABOUT KNOWN LIMITATIONS AND ERROR RATES IN FORENSIC EVIDENCE’.  |  1 
 

 

OFFICIAL: Sensitive 

OFFICIAL: Sensitive 

BRIEFING - JAE GERHARD AND HUGH SELBY (2020) ‘WHY FACT FINDERS AND LAWYERS 
NEED TO BE TOLD ABOUT KNOWN LIMITATIONS AND ERROR RATES IN FORENSIC 
EVIDENCE’.  
Main points from the essay 
 March 2020 judgement of Victoria’s Court of Appeal in Vyanter v The Queen [2020] VCSC 32. 
 The Appeal Court considered the DNA evidence involving a likelihood ratio of 26 favouring contribution, 

reported using the verbal scale as moderate support, as probative and admissible. 
 The authors argue laboratories need to disclose rates of false inclusions in DNA mixture interpretations. 
 The authors consider the verbal scale for reporting likelihood ratios to be no longer appropriate. 

Essay summary 
Jae Gerhard and Hugh Selby’s essay1 considers the March 2020 judgement of Victoria’s Court of Appeal in 
Vyanter v The Queen [2020] VCSC 32. It discusses the admissibility of a likelihood ratio (LR) of 26, from a DNA 
sample taken from a glove and assessed as a three-contributor mixture. During the initial DNA opinion 
evidence, the reporting scientist used the verbal scale to describe the strength of support for contribution as 
‘moderate’. The appeal court found the evidence admissible and the LR of 26 had probative value in the case.  

The authors express as an issue that the expert witness did not disclose any limitations in the DNA analysis 
and mixture interpretation. They go further to state that the use of ‘verbal scale’ is inappropriate, citing that 
the scale was approved for use in 2012 by BSAG prior to the widespread implementation of PowerPlex® 21 
and STRmix™ in Australia. They argue, ‘DNA profiles with a greater number of contributors with smaller 
amounts are DNA are being evaluated’, and so the scale is no longer appropriate. (Note – limitations and 
assumptions were disclosed in the statement provided but were not discussed in the Court of Appeal ruling). 

One laboratory is given as an example where, ‘if a profile matches a staff member and produces a likelihood 
ratio of less than 10,000 this is considered to be an adventitious match and is not reported or is recorded as a 
contamination event’. The authors reference the verbal scale and states it can no longer be considered 
appropriate as in this instance, the laboratory would consider this an adventitious match and not report the 
LR, yet the scale would consider the LR ‘strong scientific support’. Again, the authors call for the verbal scale 
to be revisited or abandoned.  (Note – the authors appear to be referring to routine staff contamination check. 
It is interpreted that what is mean by ‘matches a staff member’ is when a profile, compared against the staff 
database as part of the laboratory’s quality check process, flags a staff profile as a potential contributor).  

The essay also addresses the occurrence of false inclusion, defining it as when a LR of a known non-
contributor to a DNA profile favours contribution. A study2 into false inclusion frequency and the effect of 
over overestimating contributors for mixed profiles is referenced. The recommendation by STRmix™ for a 
NCIDD upload threshold of 1 million is mentioned with criticism that there is no recommendation for an LR 
reporting threshold. The essay authors perceive risks in the absence of a minimum threshold for reporting of 
LRs and no disclaimers in reports or appendixes around false inclusion rates. The study’s inclusion of mixtures 
of up to three contributors is also questioned based on laboratories now statistically interpreting profiles of 
four or even more contributors. It is mentioned the more complex the mixture, the harder to determine the 
number of contributors. Overestimating contributors results in higher numbers of false inclusions.  

The authors also question the validity of the peer review process to validate results. It is viewed as flawed, 
involving ‘unrecognised bias’ and focusing on ‘similarities rather than dissimilarities which is against the 
scientific principle of exploring the contrary hypothesis (known as the null hypothesis)’. Bias, including 
unconscious bias can occur during any stage of profile interpretation. (Note – it is unclear whether the authors 
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are in fact referring to the null hypothesis, which does in fact assume no difference between two variables, or 
the alterative hypothesis).  

The argument that lawyers are too accepting of experts and need to ask questions around limitations to the 
evidence, including error rates is discussed. ‘Only knowledge of an objectively calculated error rate allows us 
to see past the expert’s spoken confidence to the robustness of the underlying methodology’. Standard 
practice is not always mathematically valid. It is recommended that a statistician may be the best port of call 
to determine whether results are truly useful to an investigation.  

While the points summarised above may be cause for debate, the essay serves as a reminder to the reporting 
scientist and forensic community the importance of contextualising results. In the case of DNA analysis, this 
involves reporting the result as well as translating the evidence, disclosing any underlying assumptions and 
explaining the LR in a manner easily understood by a lay audience. The essay also highlights the importance of 
open and transparent communication between the forensic scientist and the legal community. 

 (Note – the essay states, ‘Any negative LR would be reported as an exclusion’. To clarify, negative LRs do not 
occur as LRs are calculated using positive values or 0. The authors may be referring to LRs between 0 and 1, 
which have negative log values. LRs less than one favour non-contribution but may be rounded down and 
reported as exclusions by some laboratories).  

Considerations 
 

 It is a SWGDAM recommendation to report all LRs, including low values3. The numerical value should be 
quoted even when a verbal scale is employed3. The profile characteristics, such as allelic drop out or allele 
sharing, may help contextualise the result.  
 

 While not always routine practice, some DNA laboratories in Australian and New Zealand utilise a verbal 
scale. It is a well-established tool for conveying LRs across multiple disciplines and is accepted for use by 
the Association of Forensic Science Providers (AFSP, 2009)4 and the European Network of Forensic Science 
Institutes (ENFSI, 2015)5. Laboratories also employ metaphors to help explain LRs. One such is the see-saw 
metaphor with 1 being the midpoint and the more weight/strength of support, the more the see-saw tips 
one way or the other. Probabilities and associated values can be foreign to the layperson. These methods 
use common and familiar language to convey the strength of the LR in a manner that can be understood.  
 

 Verbal scales are not dependent on the upper extreme value. For example, ABO blood grouping has a 
relatively low power of discrimination and may produce a maximum LR of around 10. If the verbal scale 
was scaled in accordance with the maximum LR value, a LR of 10 would be ‘extremely strong support’.   
 

 A true non-contributor may generate a LR favouring contribution (or be ‘falsely included’). The LR 
compares the probability of the evidence given two propositions and so determines which proposition the 
evidence supports more. Even when favouring contribution, an unknown person could still possibly be the 
contributor. The components that make up an individual’s DNA profile are inherited and not unique. The 
degree of shared characteristics between DNA profiles within a population range to the point where two 
individuals (other than identical twins) could theoretically have the same DNA profile. This is well known 
and why population specific allelic frequencies databases exist. Further, different allelic combinations can 
explain a mixed DNA profile. If the profile is partial or there is a lot of allelic sharing between contributors, 
this may result in reduced discrimination power and therefore more individuals that could be 
‘adventitiously included’. ‘Adventitious inclusion’ therefore is profile dependent and reflected by the LR. 
Explaining to the court that an LR of 3 means that up to 1 in 3 people in the population could produce an 
LR of 3 or more when compared to the DNA profile, while an LR of 1 million means that up to 1 in 1 million 
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people would produce an LR of 1 million or more when compared to the DNA profile can aid explaining the 
meaning of an LR.  
 

 Error rates usually refer to the how often a conclusion of ‘common source’ is made in error. LRs are not 
reported as a definitive opinion or ‘match’ but as a strength of support. The nature of the LR means that it 
is always conceded that the profiles may have originated from different sources/contributors. Reference to 
error therefore would come down to adverse events during laboratory processing prior to LR calculation, 
that may impact the integrity of the sample. If the forensic laboratory has a robust quality system, and this 
type of error has not been detected, it is generally assumed not to have occurred. This does not negate the 
need for further study into end-to-end error rates.  
 

 The NCIDD upload threshold was recommended as screening method. Uploading of profiles above the 
threshold means a reduced chance of ‘adventitious inclusion’ uploads and leads are only followed from 
profiles with extremely high LRs. In court, the LR is presented and it is up to the jury to consider the 
evidence in conjunction with other evidence as per Bayesian inference (prior odds x LR = posterior odds).  
 

 Possibly overestimating of contributors highlights the importance of stating the number of contributors as 
an assumption based on what has been observed and that the LR is based on this assumption. 
Overestimation of contributors has been shown generally result in lower LRs for true contributors and 
increased LRs for non-contributors6.  
 

 Staff database checks are routine practice. The use of ‘adventitious match’ in reference to profiles quality 
flagged from staff database checks is problematic as the reason for not reporting the LR comes down to 
quality control and not chance inclusion.  
 

 As with any human process, the peer review process is subject to unconscious human bias. Making work 
available to external, independent review may help overcome this objection. 

Many thanks to Duncan Taylor (Forensic Science South Australia) and Kaye Ballantyne (Victoria Police Forensic Services Department) 
for their help during the preparation of this summation. 
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A  2020 Victorian Court of Appeal decision prompts some basic questions 
 

In March 2020 Victoria’s Court of Appeal handed down its decision in Vyater v 

The Queen [2020] VCSC 32.  There were several grounds of appeal of which  

one, the reporting of DNA evidence taken from a red glove supporting the 

involvement of the accused in illicit drug manufacturing, prompts this essay. 

 

 
1 Jae Gerhard, Principal Scientist and Forensic DNA Consultant, Independent Forensic 
Services,   https://independentforensicservices.com.au/ ; 
Hugh Selby is a barrister practising in NSW and ACT in criminal law. For thirty years he was the 
editor responsible for all technical chapters in Expert Evidence, published by Thomson 
Reuters. 
2 This essay reflects insights gained from conversations with Dr Geoffrey Stewart Morrison 
(Aston University, UK) and Dr Mark Reynolds APM,  forensic consultant, but responsibility 
rests with the authors. 
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At trial the Crown was permitted to lead evidence of a likelihood ratio [LR] of a 

mere 26 (when practitioners will be aware that figures of a billion or so are not 

remarkable) that the DNA was more likely to be sourced by the accused  (and 

two other unknown contributors to the mixture analysed) than three other, 

unknown persons.3 

 

The expert was also permitted to employ an approved verbal scale to describe 

the strength of the evidence which was in these terms: where the LR is between 

10- 100 then the level of evidentiary support is ‘moderate’. 

 

There was a surfeit of physical evidence of drug manufacture on premises 

controlled by the accused. It was there in plain sight – an aspect to which we 

return later. Contact evidence linking him to that operation however was slight:  

his fingerprint on a mask, and DNA on the red glove which was found in a 

container along with other items used for drug manufacture. 

 

He gave evidence as to his use of drugs and as to the access he gave a now 

deceased friend who allegedly was the ‘chemist’.  The jury did not accept his 

explanation. 

 

The trial judge’s and the Appeal Court’s  approach to the ‘probative v 

prejudicial’ assessment of the DNA evidence with the extremely low LR  was as 

conventional as they were thorough.  They took the evidence put before them, 

they applied the Evidence Act and leading cases and came to the seeming right 

result. A critical point in their reasoning was to find that in this case the LR of 

26 had probative value.4 

 

The problem, and the reason for this essay, is that all those involved were misled 

by a seeming failure of the expert and their laboratory to disclose the inherent 

limitations in the DNA analysis and its interpretation when dealing with samples 

 
3 The expert told the jury that ‘the most likely explanation is that there are three contributors’ 
to the DNA mixture.  See para 68 of the decision. 
4 See paras 76 and 77 of the decision. 
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that contain DNA from more than one contributor (known as mixed DNA 

profiles).5  

 

Those same limitations also entail that the use of the approved ‘verbal scale’ 

(which pre-dates the current technology used to interpret mixed DNA profiles), 

given the current methodology, is now inappropriate.  

 

In ignorance of these shortcomings the Vyater decision may be used in 

forthcoming criminal trials to support the admissibility of low likelihood ratios 

in situations where such results should not be before the fact finder. 

 

In an attempt to ‘head off’ such events this essay first sets out the information 

that apparently was not known to any of those involved in the  

Vyater proceedings together with the consequences of that information, and 

secondly directs some attention to the more general problem of lack  of attention 

by forensic experts and lawyers to known limitations, including error rates, in 

forensic methods. 

 

The incidence and effect of ‘false inclusions’ in reports of the strength of 
evidence arising from DNA mixtures (ie multi contributor) 
 

DNA evidence is considered to be one of the most robust forensic sciences. This 

is because it has solid scientific foundation and the results are statistically 

evaluated. The most common form of this statistical evaluation in Australia at 

least, is the likelihood ratio (LR). This is where the DNA evidence is considered 

using competing hypotheses as outlined in the formula in Figure 1.  Generally, 

one of these hypotheses aligns with the prosecution proposition (Hp) and the 

other aligns with the defence proposition (Hd).    

 

 
5 The expert was asked to explain the low LR. This was done – see para 41 of the VSCA 
decision. See also para 72.  There is no mention of ‘false inclusions’ or ‘error rates’. We have 
been advised by personal communication that the Defence were not aware at either the trial 
or appeal level of a recommendation to not rely on LRs less than 1 million with mixtures. Nor 
were they aware of material relating to 'false inclusions'. 
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P (E | Hp) 

P (E | Hd) 

 

Figure 1: Likelihood ratio formula 

 

To verbally express this equation, the LR is the probability of the evidence given 

the prosecution hypothesis divided by the probability of that evidence given the 

defence hypothesis. The number will always refer to the probability of the 

evidence IF an individual is a contributor to the DNA profile. It is NOT the 

probability that an individual has contributed to the DNA profile. This is a subtle 

but important difference.   

 

LR’s can be positive or negative numbers.  A LR of 1 would be considered 

neutral evidence – that is the probability of the evidence given either proposition 

is equally likely.  A negative number indicates the evidence is more likely given 

the defence proposition, and a positive number indicates the evidence is more 

likely given the prosecution proposition .  When dealing with DNA evidence, a 

positive LR supports the proposition that the person of interest has contributed 

to the DNA profile.  The scale for positive (inclusionary) LRs in most Australian 

States and Territories ranges from 1 to 100 billion. Any  negative LR would be 

reported as an exclusion, that is the individual has not contributed to the DNA 

profile. 

 

A forensic scientist may present DNA evidence in the form of a verbal scale 

rather than a statistic. This may take the form, for example,  of ‘there is extremely 

strong scientific support for the proposition that Mr Smith has contributed to the 

DNA profile’.  

 

This  verbal scale of support was approved for use in 2012 by the Biology 

Specialist Advisory Group (BSAG). The full scale is below (Figure 2). 

 

LR =  
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Figure 2: verbal scale for DNA results 

 

However, a lot has changed in the field of DNA testing and the reporting of DNA 

results since 2012. PowerPlex® 21 which is used for the generation of DNA 

profiles, and STRmix™ for the statistical evaluation of DNA profiles are now in 

use in nearly every State and Territory in Australia. DNA testing is now more 

sensitive due to the introduction of PowerPlex® 21. The introduction of 

STRmix™, which is a software program for the deconvolution and statistical 

evaluation of DNA profiles, allows for the interpretation of more complex DNA 

profiles and operates in a fundamentally different way than past methods to 

generate a LR.  This means DNA profiles with a greater number of contributors 

with smaller amounts of DNA are being evaluated.  

 

STRmix™ operates using biological and mathematical modelling to interpret 

DNA profiles and generate a LR. This method has solid statistical foundations; 

however, it also comes with inherent risks. The developers of the software have 

acknowledged that due to the modelling process it is possible to obtain false 

inclusion results (also known as adventitious matches). That is, the process 

produces a statistical evaluation that someone has been included in the DNA 

profile, when in fact they have not contributed any DNA to that DNA profile, 

they have matched by chance.  

 

This false inclusion result is not necessarily a problem with the methodology 

used in the software, it is more a problem biologically, as the greater the number 

of alleles to choose from when analysing complex mixed DNA profiles, the more 

people will match the DNA profile by chance, which then affects the statistical 

calculations.   
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A study conducted by the developers of STRmix™ considered this issue of false 

inclusions. The context of this study was around identifying if mixed DNA 

profiles could be searched against a DNA database with the assistance of 

STRmix™. This study evaluated the frequency and scale of false inclusions that 

could be generated by the software. The highest false inclusion observed in the 

study generated a likelihood ratio of 730 000 6. However, it should be noted that 

most false inclusions produced significantly lower LRs. Furthermore, this study 

only evaluated mixed DNA profiles of up to 3 contributors. However, it is now 

common for more complex mixed DNA profiles to be statistically evaluated and 

reported, such as those with 4 contributors and in some States even more 

contributors. Accurately determining the number of contributors to a DNA 

profile is critical to the risk of obtaining false inclusions. According to the study 

noted above, when the number of contributors is over estimated, a very large 

increase in the number of false inclusions is observed. This study noted that there 

were 9069 false inclusions (when analysing 3-person mixed DNA profiles) when 

the correct number of contributors was analysed and 204,718 false inclusions 

when the number of contributors was over estimated. Accurately determining 

the number of contributors becomes more challenging, the more complex the 

DNA profile gets 7. This study was published after the BSAG verbal scale; 

therefore, the verbal scale does not reflect these issues surrounding potential 

false inclusions.  

 

This study by the developers of STRmix™ recommended a LR threshold of 1 

million to minimise the risk of false inclusions when searching mixed DNA 

profiles against a national criminal DNA database.  The important question is 

why has there been no such study or recommendations for the reporting of crime 

scene DNA profiles in criminal matters? 

 

Currently, no State or Territory in Australia acknowledges these risks either in 

the report provided to police or in the appendix to that report. There is also no 

disclaimer about these rates of false inclusion, nor is there a requirement to do 

 
6 Bright, J.A., et al., Searching mixed DNA profiles directly against profile databases. Forensic 
Sci Int Genet, 2014. 9: p. 102-10 
7 Butler, J.M., Advanced Topics in DNA Typing: Intepretation. 2015: Elsevier 
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so by the laboratories accrediting body, the National Association of Testing 

Authorities (NATA). This is in stark contrast to the requirements of parentage 

testing laboratories, where for example, the error rates of mutations are required 

to be reported. 

 

It is worth noting that at least some of the Government forensic laboratories are 

aware of the issue of false inclusions. One laboratory has a threshold, whereby, 

if a DNA profile matches a staff member and produces a likelihood ratio of less 

than 10,000 this is considered to be an adventitious match (i.e., a false inclusion). 

That figure is 1/100th of the threshold of 1 million mentioned above. More 

troubling, if a defendant matches, this result would be reported without any 

disclosure as to the risk of a false inclusion. Furthermore, there is no minimum 

threshold that a LR must meet before it is reported as a result to be relied upon. 

Any positive LR that matches a defendant will be reported regardless of the risk 

of a false inclusion, with the reporting of single digit LRs being observed.  

 

In Vyater at no time (according to the ruling) was the issue of a false inclusion 

identified. In this matter a LR of 26 was reported and was referred to as providing 

‘moderate support ‘for the proposition that the DNA of Mr Vyater was a 

contributor to the DNA profile in question.  However, in the previously 

mentioned study by STRmix™ developers, of the 9069 false inclusions 

identified, 2890 of them produced likelihood ratios that were in the range of 10-

100, when the number of contributors to the DNA profile was correctly 

identified. Approximately 30% of the identified false inclusions fall into this 

range. It is imperative that these limitations are reported to the court and that the 

courts are able to evaluate the DNA evidence in the case with all the inherent 

risks and potential errors (ie. limitations) disclosed.  

 

Bear in mind that despite the known problem of ‘false inclusions’, one laboratory 

will assert that a DNA result that matches the defendant with an LR of 9000 for 

example, provides very strong scientific support that an individual has 

contributed to a DNA; however, when the same DNA result (or to the threshold  

of a LR less than or equal to 10,000)  matches a staff member, then the result  

becomes an adventitious match and is not reported or is recorded as a 
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contamination event. If a false inclusion can fall into the verbal scale range of 

‘strong scientific support’, the current verbal scale can no longer be considered 

appropriate for reporting of DNA results to the courts. 

 

Given the advancement in the sensitivity of DNA testing as well as the statistical 

evaluation of DNA profiles it is time that this verbal scale is revisited or 

abandoned. It is no longer suitable for the types of DNA results that are currently 

being obtained. DNA carries a lot of weight in the court room, not only with 

juries, but judges as well.  

 

In what do we place our trust? 
 

Placing a person at the scene of a crime is the business of forensic science. 

Underlying much of such forensic work is the well- known adage that ‘every 

contact leaves a trace’8. 

 

There have been exciting developments in the capacity to find ‘traces’ of the 

offender at a crime scene, along with traces of the crime scene upon an offender.  

Well known are the improving methods to develop latent (otherwise non-visible 

fingerprints), and the recovery of DNA. Less well known are the skills of 

botanists to source a seed pod found on a suspect’s clothing to a shrub at the 

crime scene, or a soil chemist’s research to ‘match’ the soil in a suspect’s shoe 

tread or the tread of their car tyre with the soil at the crime scene. But there are 

other common forms of ‘trace’ too, such as voice recordings and CCTV.   

 

But whether the ‘trace’ recovered truly links the crime scene and the offender is 

the ever present challenge, first for those undertaking the forensic work and then 

for the parties, juries and judges who receive and use the outcomes of the 

forensic work at trials and appeals. 

 

That challenge has several dimensions. First there is the integrity of the trace 

sample: does it originate from the crime scene, the offender, somewhere else? 

 
8 Locard’s Principle 
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Unintended or deliberate contamination entails that all subsequent analysis is 

worthless.  To minimise such events there are protocols for the collection, 

storage and transport, and laboratory testing of forensic samples. Nevertheless a 

shortcoming in the protocols can still lead to a miscarriage of justice as happened 

when there was DNA contamination in an examination suite for alleged sexual 

assault victims: an innocent man went to gaol9.  

 

A second problem is the quality of the methodology applied to compare and 

contrast a trace from the suspect with the crime scene. The well known methods 

compare traces and report a result, expressed in words that convey the following 

results: from ‘not from the same source’ through ‘likely from the same source’ 

to ‘ common source/ match’. 

 

The best known of these visual comparisons is fingerprinting but the approach 

extends across any ‘impression’ style examination such as ballistics, toolmarks, 

shoe impressions.  The claimed reliability of the conclusions reached by the 

examiner and presented to a court is based upon their work experience that 

engenders a degree of skill such that the examiner is usually presumed to be 

correct by their peers and those in the courtroom10. It is this presumption of 

accuracy that is the third challenge: What are the limitations? What is the known 

error rate?  How is the efficacy of the forensic method objectively validated? 

 

A gloss on this methodology is to have the work of an examiner reviewed by 

someone else with the equivalent expertise before releasing the results. 

 

While admiring the commitment to ever better work protocols, including better 

equipment to enhance the comparison, there are some fundamental problems 

with this long established, generally accepted approach. First, issues of 

unrecognised ‘bias’ on the part of the examiner (including any internal review) 

 
9 The Farah Jama case. R v Farah Jama  [2009] VSCA #764 of 2008 (sic). 
10 A chink in this ready acceptance of results is the late February 2020 decision of the ACT  
Court of Appeal in Sidaros v The Queen [2019] ACTCA 32, see paras 67-83. Para 83 includes this 
sentence, ‘The opinion of “sufficient agreement” is not susceptible to objective measurement 
in this case’. 
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entail a flawed approach by reason of what is a subjective evaluation; second, 

the approach that focuses upon similarities rather that dissimilarities is contrary 

to a basic dictum of science that one must explore the contrary hypothesis 

(known as the null hypothesis); and, third, the end users of these approaches – 

the lawyers, jurors, general public- have become too accepting of these 

approaches while being quite unaware of their inherent limitations.  

 

The occasional exposure of a defect in an expert and their opinion is more likely 

to relate to a presumed expert stepping outside their field than it is to any 

informed critique of their methodology. Such wide-ranging critiques of the 

forensic sciences methodology as the 2016  PCAST report to President Obama 

generated debate among forensic practitioners but created little ‘noise’ in legal 

circles 11.  

 

While the Uniform Evidence Act has many commendable features its  

Section 79 reference to ‘a person [who] has specialised knowledge based on the 

person’s training or experience’ has not served us well because Australian courts 

have eschewed any opportunity to import into the notion of ‘specialised 

knowledge’ any requirement for demonstrated reliability.  We have resisted the 

path followed in the USA Supreme Court decision of Daubert v Merrell Dow 

Pharmaceuticals 509 US 579 (1993) which made ‘reliability’ of expert evidence 

a fundamental requirement.12  It is probably best to assume that only a legislative 

amendment can now ‘fix this problem’: that it is a problem becomes clearer in 

what follows.  

 

 
11 See https://obamawhitehouse.archives.gov/blog/2016/09/20/pcast-releases-report-forensic-
science-criminal-courts .  PCAST concluded that two important gaps warranted the group’s 
attention: (1) the need for clarity about the scientific standards for the validity and reliability 
of forensic methods and (2) the need to evaluate specific forensic methods to determine 
whether they have been scientifically established to be valid and reliable. The study aimed 
to help close these gaps for a number of forensic “feature-comparison” methods—
specifically, methods for comparing DNA samples, bitemarks, latent fingerprints, firearm 
marks, footwear, and hair. 
 
 
12 See Stephen Odgers SC,  Uniform Evidence Law,  14th Edition, Thomson Reuters,  discussion 
of Section 79. 
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The limits of lawyer skills 
 

The everyday lack of lawyer interest in the details of forensic science 

methodology reflects some realities of their work: the lawyer should have the 

expertise to interview lay witnesses, to research applicable legal principles, and 

prepare and deliver their trial plan. But what the lawyer doesn’t have – in most 

cases- is the expertise, the time and the funding to become sufficiently 

knowledgeable about an expert area to ask probing questions that reveal systemic 

shortcomings. 

 

Moreover with court issued Expert Guidelines, forensic practitioner issued 

Codes of Conduct, special interest groups among forensic practitioners that 

discuss current issues, and published Standards 13 the layperson ( a term which 

includes lawyers and jurors) are entitled to feel that there is sufficient regulation 

and exhortation to ensure results that can be relied upon.  

 

Those feelings or ‘safety in reliance upon traditional experts’ are a form of 

conditioned, prevalent bias among lawyers.  It’s a subjective sense without any 

apparent need for objective scrutiny.  That satisfaction matches the ‘comfort’ 

that most forensic scientists have in their traditional fields – another  form of 

subjective ‘bias’. 

 

The quality of the evaluation of all the evidence is left to chance 
 

Reinforcing the satisfaction that lawyers feel with the ways things are is the 

reality that the tasks of prioritising and evaluating the strength of pieces of 

evidence in a criminal trial are left to the whim of those charged with that task – 

be that twelve jurors or a judge sitting alone. There is no guidance, no template, 

 
13 See, for example, Standards Australia,  ISO 21043-1, and ISO 21043- 2, both in 2018. There 
is also ISO17025 which is the standard against which all forensic labs in Australia are 
accredited. These have to be purchased without any preview of their contents and so are 
unlikely to be known about by lawyers: prosecutors have no time to obtain them, defence 
lawyers on legal aid have no funds or time to obtain them. A more basic problem is that 
lawyers do not even know that these standards exist. 
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not even an expectation that the jurors will, or should, adopt a common team 

methodology to evaluating all the evidence put before them. 

 

The lack of such guidance is not surprising.  Most of us would be hard pushed if 

asked to explain how we reached a decision in our daily lives which required the 

consideration of many ingredients. We draw upon intuition and experience – our 

own and, sometimes, that of ‘respected’ others. There is an unremarked aspect 

of that process which is important:  the value that we ascribe to any component 

is inevitably influenced by the factors that we have already taken into account.  

That is, our prior assessment of some factual issue materially influences the 

significance that we give to the next factual issue as we proceed along a rambling 

path to our ultimate decision.  This can be stated as our prior assessment 

combined with our evaluation of the next piece of evidence creates the new ‘prior 

odds’ for weighing the contribution of the next piece of evidence.  

 

The Vyater factual scenario and the appeal court discussion provide a good 

illustration.14 The Victorian Appeal Court referred to the well-known England 

and Wales Court of Appeal  1997 decision in Doheny and Adams v The Queen 

[1997] 1 Cr App R 369 as to ‘the significance of the DNA Evidence will depend 

critically upon what else is known about the suspect’ (at 373). 

 

In Vyater what else was known included the accused’s control over the premises, 

the location of the manufacturing equipment, the red glove being among that 

equipment, and his presence when the police arrived.  In short, absent the police 

arriving as the accused was busy mixing the ingredients, this was a strong 

circumstantial case before the fact finder paid any attention to the significance 

of the accused’s DNA being on the red glove with a ‘moderate degree of support’ 

or a LR of 26. 

 

But consider the following variation on the Vyater scenario. It is still the 

accused’s premises, his fingerprint is on a face mask ( in this time of  the Covid 

19 pandemic), but the manufacturing equipment is found when the police force 

 
14 See paras 82 to 86. 
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entry to a locked room which the accused says that he sublets to an acquaintance 

(deceased by the time of trial and never interviewed) who only stays on those 

nights when the accused is away.  The red glove with the DNA mixture is found 

in that locked room.  It can be accepted that the accused had physical contact 

with the mask, however, the same cannot be said about the glove as it is well 

known that DNA is transferable. Both mask and glove are moveable items.15 The 

statistical evaluation produced by the DNA laboratory for the DNA on the glove  

is the same as in Vyater  – an LR of 26 for those three contributors. Given that 

the prior odds of this accused being guilty are so much less than that of the 

accused Vyater the ‘fairness’ of the Crown being allowed to use this LR is much 

more suspect than faced the court in Vyater: there is a strong sense of the 

prejudicial outweighing the miniscule probative value. 16 

 

Outside legal practice there is a  widespread use of aids for decision making, 

such as flow charts and decision trees in engineered construction systems –those 

being the work of people who have some aptitude for, and appreciation of, what 

mathematics has to offer. They are not lawyers and they are likely, because of 

work demands, to be excused from jury service.  (No doubt those lawyers who 

specialise in ‘building and construction’ have ready examples of such planning 

and performance tools ranging from the incompetent to the brilliant.) 

 

  

 
15 Finding a ‘throw away’ item at a crime scene with some DNA that is then found to ‘match’ a 
DNA sample taken from a suspect is NOT sufficient to prove that the suspect (now accused) 
was at the scene.  The prosecution must prove that the suspect (accused) left it there.  It is 
not up to the accused to prove that s/he didn’t – that would be to reverse the onus of proof. 
   
16 For a good example of an approach to whether DNA is relevant evidence, and if so, how it 
‘fits’ with other evidence see DPP v Paulino [2017] VSCA 38 
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Why we lawyers are dependent on the mathematics that many of us do not 
grasp 
 

A telling example of what mathematics has to offer in the forensic sciences is 

the following ballistics based scenario.17 18 The issue was murder or suicide by 

a shotgun blast. The investigators needed to know how far was the gun muzzle 

from the dead person at the time of the fatal shot. What needed to be observed 

was the phenomenon of the shotgun pellets beginning to spread. The ballistics 

officer proposed to make three test shots at each distance. Three test shots 

reflected ‘standard practice’. But how many test shots at each chosen distance 

were required to provide a 95%  confidence in such an experimental test 

approach? That’s a question for a statistician.  The statistical answer is not three, 

but eighteen shots at each range point. Sometimes the spread was seen at shot 8 

or shot 12. There are several lessons to be taken from this illustration:  the 

conventional approach was wrong; mathematics beyond the knowledge of most 

jurors and lawyers was needed to formulate the correct experiment to obtain an 

accurate range determination; and, with the assistance of the statistician the 

results were truly useful to the investigation and any later evidence in court. The 

results had some demonstrable and reviewable  reliability. 

 

Why we lawyers must ask the expert, ‘What are the limitations to your 
evidence?’  That question takes in, ‘What is the error rate?’ or at least the 
earlier question, ‘What steps are you taking to find your error rate’? 
 

Given that lawyers and jurors will continue to rely upon expert opinion and trust 

the road that was followed to reach that opinion there is a fundamental question 

to which all fact finders – be they jurors or judges sitting alone – require an 

answer.  That question is, ‘What are the limitations to your evidence?’ This in 

 
17 This case was presented to the NSW Public Defenders Conference, March 2020, by Dr Mark 
Reynolds APM, a crime scenes forensic consultant.  See 
https://www.publicdefenders.nsw.gov.au/Documents/Mark%20Reynolds%20-
%20CSI%20Expert%20Evidence.pdf 
 
18Mathematics is used all the time in other forensic disciplines; for example,  
Accident reconstruction and Blood stain pattern analysis. In both these disciplines the use of 
the laws of physics is transparent and replicable. 
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turn requires active attention to the error rate with the methodology. It is a trite 

observation that a confidently expressed falsehood can be more persuasive than 

a diffidently expressed truth. Only knowledge of an objectively calculated error 

rate allows us to see past the expert’s spoken confidence to the robustness of the 

underlying methodology. 

 

The absence of any known error rate deprives the proffered opinion of any 

objective validity. We are back to ‘Trust me. I’m an expert’.  Like it or not, that 

is the position for all those forensic sciences that lack properly conducted 

analyses to determine their error rate. Note that this is not the same as the quest 

for ‘reliability’ mentioned earlier.  ‘Reliability’ embraces reproducibility, 

transparency, the avoidance of bias, explicit acceptance of scientific method19 

(as distinct from an ethical craft based comparative approach that is focussed 

upon similarities) as well as recognition and measurement of ‘error rate’. 

 

The exploration of ‘false inclusions’ when DNA mixtures are being analysed is 

indicative of the challenges facing forensic science as it seeks to measure the 

true efficacy of its analyses and reporting of results. The first step is to admit to 

the possibility of error.  Thereafter comes the difficult but necessary quest for 

the insights to state where error can occur, what level of error is acceptable, how 

it is to be measured and reported.20 As explained earlier in the discussion of the 

‘false inclusions’ the possibilities for error in DNA reporting arise not just from 

the statistical package but from the underlying biology and the extent to which 

the ‘reporting scientists’ understand the limitations of the methodology that they 

are using. 

 

Had there been an expectation in Vyater that the fact finder would need to be 

told about any limitations that applied to LR calculations involving DNA 

 
19 Which requires attention to disproving the ‘null hypothesis’. 
20 Commentary on: The Error in “Error Rate”: Why Error Rates Are So Needed, Yet So Elusive. 
Itiel E Dror PhD,  Journal of Forensic Sciences, 20 April 2020 in Wiley online Library,  See the 
abstract at  https://onlinelibrary.wiley.com/doi/abs/10.1111/1556-4029.14435?af=R 
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mixtures then the misstep in the admitting and weighing of that LR could have 

been avoided.21 No more need be said. 

 

=============================== 

 

 

 

 
21 At the least the court would have recognised the point made by McHugh J in Papakosmas v 
The Queen (1999) 196 CLR 297, [1999] HCA 37, in considering the expression ‘probative value’: 

‘Probative value is defined in the Dictionary of the Act as being the extent to which 
the evidence could rationally affect the assessment of the probability of the 
existence of a fact in issue.  That assessment, of course, would necessarily involve 
considerations of reliability.  ‘Probative value’ is an important consideration in the 
exercise of the powers conferred by ss135 and 137. An assessment of probative 
value, however, must always depend on the circumstances of the particular case at 
hand.’ [para 86] . Absent ‘reliability’ ( including factors such as ‘error rates’) 
probative value is  low, 
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A  2020 Victorian Court of Appeal decision prompts some basic questions 
 

In March 2020 Victoria’s Court of Appeal handed down its decision in Vyater v 

The Queen [2020] VCSC 32.  There were several grounds of appeal of which  

one, the reporting of DNA evidence taken from a red glove supporting the 

involvement of the accused in illicit drug manufacturing, prompts this essay. 

 

 
1 Jae Gerhard, Principal Scientist and Forensic DNA Consultant, Independent Forensic 
Services,   https://independentforensicservices.com.au/ ; 
Hugh Selby is a barrister practising in NSW and ACT in criminal law. For thirty years he was the 
editor responsible for all technical chapters in Expert Evidence, published by Thomson 
Reuters. 
2 This essay reflects insights gained from conversations with Dr Geoffrey Stewart Morrison 
(Aston University, UK) and Dr Mark Reynolds APM,  forensic consultant, but responsibility 
rests with the authors. 
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At trial the Crown was permitted to lead evidence of a likelihood ratio [LR] of a 

mere 26 (when practitioners will be aware that figures of a billion or so are not 

remarkable) that the DNA was more likely to be sourced by the accused  (and 

two other unknown contributors to the mixture analysed) than three other, 

unknown persons.3 

 

The expert was also permitted to employ an approved verbal scale to describe 

the strength of the evidence which was in these terms: where the LR is between 

10- 100 then the level of evidentiary support is ‘moderate’. 

 

There was a surfeit of physical evidence of drug manufacture on premises 

controlled by the accused. It was there in plain sight – an aspect to which we 

return later. Contact evidence linking him to that operation however was slight:  

his fingerprint on a mask, and DNA on the red glove which was found in a 

container along with other items used for drug manufacture. 

 

He gave evidence as to his use of drugs and as to the access he gave a now 

deceased friend who allegedly was the ‘chemist’.  The jury did not accept his 

explanation. 

 

The trial judge’s and the Appeal Court’s  approach to the ‘probative v 

prejudicial’ assessment of the DNA evidence with the extremely low LR  was as 

conventional as they were thorough.  They took the evidence put before them, 

they applied the Evidence Act and leading cases and came to the seeming right 

result. A critical point in their reasoning was to find that in this case the LR of 

26 had probative value.4 

 

The problem, and the reason for this essay, is that all those involved were misled 

by a seeming failure of the expert and their laboratory to disclose the inherent 

limitations in the DNA analysis and its interpretation when dealing with samples 

 
3 The expert told the jury that ‘the most likely explanation is that there are three contributors’ 
to the DNA mixture.  See para 68 of the decision. 
4 See paras 76 and 77 of the decision. 
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that contain DNA from more than one contributor (known as mixed DNA 

profiles).5  

 

Those same limitations also entail that the use of the approved ‘verbal scale’ 

(which pre-dates the current technology used to interpret mixed DNA profiles), 

given the current methodology, is now inappropriate.  

 

In ignorance of these shortcomings the Vyater decision may be used in 

forthcoming criminal trials to support the admissibility of low likelihood ratios 

in situations where such results should not be before the fact finder. 

 

In an attempt to ‘head off’ such events this essay first sets out the information 

that apparently was not known to any of those involved in the  

Vyater proceedings together with the consequences of that information, and 

secondly directs some attention to the more general problem of lack  of attention 

by forensic experts and lawyers to known limitations, including error rates, in 

forensic methods. 

 

The incidence and effect of ‘false inclusions’ in reports of the strength of 
evidence arising from DNA mixtures (ie multi contributor) 
 

DNA evidence is considered to be one of the most robust forensic sciences. This 

is because it has solid scientific foundation and the results are statistically 

evaluated. The most common form of this statistical evaluation in Australia at 

least, is the likelihood ratio (LR). This is where the DNA evidence is considered 

using competing hypotheses as outlined in the formula in Figure 1.  Generally, 

one of these hypotheses aligns with the prosecution proposition (Hp) and the 

other aligns with the defence proposition (Hd).    

 

 
5 The expert was asked to explain the low LR. This was done – see para 41 of the VSCA 
decision. See also para 72.  There is no mention of ‘false inclusions’ or ‘error rates’. We have 
been advised by personal communication that the Defence were not aware at either the trial 
or appeal level of a recommendation to not rely on LRs less than 1 million with mixtures. Nor 
were they aware of material relating to 'false inclusions'. 
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P (E | Hp) 

P (E | Hd) 

 

Figure 1: Likelihood ratio formula 

 

To verbally express this equation, the LR is the probability of the evidence given 

the prosecution hypothesis divided by the probability of that evidence given the 

defence hypothesis. The number will always refer to the probability of the 

evidence IF an individual is a contributor to the DNA profile. It is NOT the 

probability that an individual has contributed to the DNA profile. This is a subtle 

but important difference.   

 

LR’s can be positive or negative numbers.  A LR of 1 would be considered 

neutral evidence – that is the probability of the evidence given either proposition 

is equally likely.  A negative number indicates the evidence is more likely given 

the defence proposition, and a positive number indicates the evidence is more 

likely given the prosecution proposition .  When dealing with DNA evidence, a 

positive LR supports the proposition that the person of interest has contributed 

to the DNA profile.  The scale for positive (inclusionary) LRs in most Australian 

States and Territories ranges from 1 to 100 billion. Any  negative LR would be 

reported as an exclusion, that is the individual has not contributed to the DNA 

profile. 

 

A forensic scientist may present DNA evidence in the form of a verbal scale 

rather than a statistic. This may take the form, for example,  of ‘there is extremely 

strong scientific support for the proposition that Mr Smith has contributed to the 

DNA profile’.  

 

This  verbal scale of support was approved for use in 2012 by the Biology 

Specialist Advisory Group (BSAG). The full scale is below (Figure 2). 

 

LR =  
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Figure 2: verbal scale for DNA results 

 

However, a lot has changed in the field of DNA testing and the reporting of DNA 

results since 2012. PowerPlex® 21 which is used for the generation of DNA 

profiles, and STRmix™ for the statistical evaluation of DNA profiles are now in 

use in nearly every State and Territory in Australia. DNA testing is now more 

sensitive due to the introduction of PowerPlex® 21. The introduction of 

STRmix™, which is a software program for the deconvolution and statistical 

evaluation of DNA profiles, allows for the interpretation of more complex DNA 

profiles and operates in a fundamentally different way than past methods to 

generate a LR.  This means DNA profiles with a greater number of contributors 

with smaller amounts of DNA are being evaluated.  

 

STRmix™ operates using biological and mathematical modelling to interpret 

DNA profiles and generate a LR. This method has solid statistical foundations; 

however, it also comes with inherent risks. The developers of the software have 

acknowledged that due to the modelling process it is possible to obtain false 

inclusion results (also known as adventitious matches). That is, the process 

produces a statistical evaluation that someone has been included in the DNA 

profile, when in fact they have not contributed any DNA to that DNA profile, 

they have matched by chance.  

 

This false inclusion result is not necessarily a problem with the methodology 

used in the software, it is more a problem biologically, as the greater the number 

of alleles to choose from when analysing complex mixed DNA profiles, the more 

people will match the DNA profile by chance, which then affects the statistical 

calculations.   
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A study conducted by the developers of STRmix™ considered this issue of false 

inclusions. The context of this study was around identifying if mixed DNA 

profiles could be searched against a DNA database with the assistance of 

STRmix™. This study evaluated the frequency and scale of false inclusions that 

could be generated by the software. The highest false inclusion observed in the 

study generated a likelihood ratio of 730 000 6. However, it should be noted that 

most false inclusions produced significantly lower LRs. Furthermore, this study 

only evaluated mixed DNA profiles of up to 3 contributors. However, it is now 

common for more complex mixed DNA profiles to be statistically evaluated and 

reported, such as those with 4 contributors and in some States even more 

contributors. Accurately determining the number of contributors to a DNA 

profile is critical to the risk of obtaining false inclusions. According to the study 

noted above, when the number of contributors is over estimated, a very large 

increase in the number of false inclusions is observed. This study noted that there 

were 9069 false inclusions (when analysing 3-person mixed DNA profiles) when 

the correct number of contributors was analysed and 204,718 false inclusions 

when the number of contributors was over estimated. Accurately determining 

the number of contributors becomes more challenging, the more complex the 

DNA profile gets 7. This study was published after the BSAG verbal scale; 

therefore, the verbal scale does not reflect these issues surrounding potential 

false inclusions.  

 

This study by the developers of STRmix™ recommended a LR threshold of 1 

million to minimise the risk of false inclusions when searching mixed DNA 

profiles against a national criminal DNA database.  The important question is 

why has there been no such study or recommendations for the reporting of crime 

scene DNA profiles in criminal matters? 

 

Currently, no State or Territory in Australia acknowledges these risks either in 

the report provided to police or in the appendix to that report. There is also no 

disclaimer about these rates of false inclusion, nor is there a requirement to do 

 
6 Bright, J.A., et al., Searching mixed DNA profiles directly against profile databases. Forensic 
Sci Int Genet, 2014. 9: p. 102-10 
7 Butler, J.M., Advanced Topics in DNA Typing: Intepretation. 2015: Elsevier 
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so by the laboratories accrediting body, the National Association of Testing 

Authorities (NATA). This is in stark contrast to the requirements of parentage 

testing laboratories, where for example, the error rates of mutations are required 

to be reported. 

 

It is worth noting that at least some of the Government forensic laboratories are 

aware of the issue of false inclusions. One laboratory has a threshold, whereby, 

if a DNA profile matches a staff member and produces a likelihood ratio of less 

than 10,000 this is considered to be an adventitious match (i.e., a false inclusion). 

That figure is 1/100th of the threshold of 1 million mentioned above. More 

troubling, if a defendant matches, this result would be reported without any 

disclosure as to the risk of a false inclusion. Furthermore, there is no minimum 

threshold that a LR must meet before it is reported as a result to be relied upon. 

Any positive LR that matches a defendant will be reported regardless of the risk 

of a false inclusion, with the reporting of single digit LRs being observed.  

 

In Vyater at no time (according to the ruling) was the issue of a false inclusion 

identified. In this matter a LR of 26 was reported and was referred to as providing 

‘moderate support ‘for the proposition that the DNA of Mr Vyater was a 

contributor to the DNA profile in question.  However, in the previously 

mentioned study by STRmix™ developers, of the 9069 false inclusions 

identified, 2890 of them produced likelihood ratios that were in the range of 10-

100, when the number of contributors to the DNA profile was correctly 

identified. Approximately 30% of the identified false inclusions fall into this 

range. It is imperative that these limitations are reported to the court and that the 

courts are able to evaluate the DNA evidence in the case with all the inherent 

risks and potential errors (ie. limitations) disclosed.  

 

Bear in mind that despite the known problem of ‘false inclusions’, one laboratory 

will assert that a DNA result that matches the defendant with an LR of 9000 for 

example, provides very strong scientific support that an individual has 

contributed to a DNA; however, when the same DNA result (or to the threshold  

of a LR less than or equal to 10,000)  matches a staff member, then the result  

becomes an adventitious match and is not reported or is recorded as a 
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contamination event. If a false inclusion can fall into the verbal scale range of 

‘strong scientific support’, the current verbal scale can no longer be considered 

appropriate for reporting of DNA results to the courts. 

 

Given the advancement in the sensitivity of DNA testing as well as the statistical 

evaluation of DNA profiles it is time that this verbal scale is revisited or 

abandoned. It is no longer suitable for the types of DNA results that are currently 

being obtained. DNA carries a lot of weight in the court room, not only with 

juries, but judges as well.  

 

In what do we place our trust? 
 

Placing a person at the scene of a crime is the business of forensic science. 

Underlying much of such forensic work is the well- known adage that ‘every 

contact leaves a trace’8. 

 

There have been exciting developments in the capacity to find ‘traces’ of the 

offender at a crime scene, along with traces of the crime scene upon an offender.  

Well known are the improving methods to develop latent (otherwise non-visible 

fingerprints), and the recovery of DNA. Less well known are the skills of 

botanists to source a seed pod found on a suspect’s clothing to a shrub at the 

crime scene, or a soil chemist’s research to ‘match’ the soil in a suspect’s shoe 

tread or the tread of their car tyre with the soil at the crime scene. But there are 

other common forms of ‘trace’ too, such as voice recordings and CCTV.   

 

But whether the ‘trace’ recovered truly links the crime scene and the offender is 

the ever present challenge, first for those undertaking the forensic work and then 

for the parties, juries and judges who receive and use the outcomes of the 

forensic work at trials and appeals. 

 

That challenge has several dimensions. First there is the integrity of the trace 

sample: does it originate from the crime scene, the offender, somewhere else? 

 
8 Locard’s Principle 
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Unintended or deliberate contamination entails that all subsequent analysis is 

worthless.  To minimise such events there are protocols for the collection, 

storage and transport, and laboratory testing of forensic samples. Nevertheless a 

shortcoming in the protocols can still lead to a miscarriage of justice as happened 

when there was DNA contamination in an examination suite for alleged sexual 

assault victims: an innocent man went to gaol9.  

 

A second problem is the quality of the methodology applied to compare and 

contrast a trace from the suspect with the crime scene. The well known methods 

compare traces and report a result, expressed in words that convey the following 

results: from ‘not from the same source’ through ‘likely from the same source’ 

to ‘ common source/ match’. 

 

The best known of these visual comparisons is fingerprinting but the approach 

extends across any ‘impression’ style examination such as ballistics, toolmarks, 

shoe impressions.  The claimed reliability of the conclusions reached by the 

examiner and presented to a court is based upon their work experience that 

engenders a degree of skill such that the examiner is usually presumed to be 

correct by their peers and those in the courtroom10. It is this presumption of 

accuracy that is the third challenge: What are the limitations? What is the known 

error rate?  How is the efficacy of the forensic method objectively validated? 

 

A gloss on this methodology is to have the work of an examiner reviewed by 

someone else with the equivalent expertise before releasing the results. 

 

While admiring the commitment to ever better work protocols, including better 

equipment to enhance the comparison, there are some fundamental problems 

with this long established, generally accepted approach. First, issues of 

unrecognised ‘bias’ on the part of the examiner (including any internal review) 

 
9 The Farah Jama case. R v Farah Jama  [2009] VSCA #764 of 2008 (sic). 
10 A chink in this ready acceptance of results is the late February 2020 decision of the ACT  
Court of Appeal in Sidaros v The Queen [2019] ACTCA 32, see paras 67-83. Para 83 includes this 
sentence, ‘The opinion of “sufficient agreement” is not susceptible to objective measurement 
in this case’. 
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entail a flawed approach by reason of what is a subjective evaluation; second, 

the approach that focuses upon similarities rather that dissimilarities is contrary 

to a basic dictum of science that one must explore the contrary hypothesis 

(known as the null hypothesis); and, third, the end users of these approaches – 

the lawyers, jurors, general public- have become too accepting of these 

approaches while being quite unaware of their inherent limitations.  

 

The occasional exposure of a defect in an expert and their opinion is more likely 

to relate to a presumed expert stepping outside their field than it is to any 

informed critique of their methodology. Such wide-ranging critiques of the 

forensic sciences methodology as the 2016  PCAST report to President Obama 

generated debate among forensic practitioners but created little ‘noise’ in legal 

circles 11.  

 

While the Uniform Evidence Act has many commendable features its  

Section 79 reference to ‘a person [who] has specialised knowledge based on the 

person’s training or experience’ has not served us well because Australian courts 

have eschewed any opportunity to import into the notion of ‘specialised 

knowledge’ any requirement for demonstrated reliability.  We have resisted the 

path followed in the USA Supreme Court decision of Daubert v Merrell Dow 

Pharmaceuticals 509 US 579 (1993) which made ‘reliability’ of expert evidence 

a fundamental requirement.12  It is probably best to assume that only a legislative 

amendment can now ‘fix this problem’: that it is a problem becomes clearer in 

what follows.  

 

 
11 See https://obamawhitehouse.archives.gov/blog/2016/09/20/pcast-releases-report-forensic-
science-criminal-courts .  PCAST concluded that two important gaps warranted the group’s 
attention: (1) the need for clarity about the scientific standards for the validity and reliability 
of forensic methods and (2) the need to evaluate specific forensic methods to determine 
whether they have been scientifically established to be valid and reliable. The study aimed 
to help close these gaps for a number of forensic “feature-comparison” methods—
specifically, methods for comparing DNA samples, bitemarks, latent fingerprints, firearm 
marks, footwear, and hair. 
 
 
12 See Stephen Odgers SC,  Uniform Evidence Law,  14th Edition, Thomson Reuters,  discussion 
of Section 79. 
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The limits of lawyer skills 
 

The everyday lack of lawyer interest in the details of forensic science 

methodology reflects some realities of their work: the lawyer should have the 

expertise to interview lay witnesses, to research applicable legal principles, and 

prepare and deliver their trial plan. But what the lawyer doesn’t have – in most 

cases- is the expertise, the time and the funding to become sufficiently 

knowledgeable about an expert area to ask probing questions that reveal systemic 

shortcomings. 

 

Moreover with court issued Expert Guidelines, forensic practitioner issued 

Codes of Conduct, special interest groups among forensic practitioners that 

discuss current issues, and published Standards 13 the layperson ( a term which 

includes lawyers and jurors) are entitled to feel that there is sufficient regulation 

and exhortation to ensure results that can be relied upon.  

 

Those feelings or ‘safety in reliance upon traditional experts’ are a form of 

conditioned, prevalent bias among lawyers.  It’s a subjective sense without any 

apparent need for objective scrutiny.  That satisfaction matches the ‘comfort’ 

that most forensic scientists have in their traditional fields – another  form of 

subjective ‘bias’. 

 

The quality of the evaluation of all the evidence is left to chance 
 

Reinforcing the satisfaction that lawyers feel with the ways things are is the 

reality that the tasks of prioritising and evaluating the strength of pieces of 

evidence in a criminal trial are left to the whim of those charged with that task – 

be that twelve jurors or a judge sitting alone. There is no guidance, no template, 

 
13 See, for example, Standards Australia,  ISO 21043-1, and ISO 21043- 2, both in 2018. There 
is also ISO17025 which is the standard against which all forensic labs in Australia are 
accredited. These have to be purchased without any preview of their contents and so are 
unlikely to be known about by lawyers: prosecutors have no time to obtain them, defence 
lawyers on legal aid have no funds or time to obtain them. A more basic problem is that 
lawyers do not even know that these standards exist. 
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not even an expectation that the jurors will, or should, adopt a common team 

methodology to evaluating all the evidence put before them. 

 

The lack of such guidance is not surprising.  Most of us would be hard pushed if 

asked to explain how we reached a decision in our daily lives which required the 

consideration of many ingredients. We draw upon intuition and experience – our 

own and, sometimes, that of ‘respected’ others. There is an unremarked aspect 

of that process which is important:  the value that we ascribe to any component 

is inevitably influenced by the factors that we have already taken into account.  

That is, our prior assessment of some factual issue materially influences the 

significance that we give to the next factual issue as we proceed along a rambling 

path to our ultimate decision.  This can be stated as our prior assessment 

combined with our evaluation of the next piece of evidence creates the new ‘prior 

odds’ for weighing the contribution of the next piece of evidence.  

 

The Vyater factual scenario and the appeal court discussion provide a good 

illustration.14 The Victorian Appeal Court referred to the well-known England 

and Wales Court of Appeal  1997 decision in Doheny and Adams v The Queen 

[1997] 1 Cr App R 369 as to ‘the significance of the DNA Evidence will depend 

critically upon what else is known about the suspect’ (at 373). 

 

In Vyater what else was known included the accused’s control over the premises, 

the location of the manufacturing equipment, the red glove being among that 

equipment, and his presence when the police arrived.  In short, absent the police 

arriving as the accused was busy mixing the ingredients, this was a strong 

circumstantial case before the fact finder paid any attention to the significance 

of the accused’s DNA being on the red glove with a ‘moderate degree of support’ 

or a LR of 26. 

 

But consider the following variation on the Vyater scenario. It is still the 

accused’s premises, his fingerprint is on a face mask ( in this time of  the Covid 

19 pandemic), but the manufacturing equipment is found when the police force 

 
14 See paras 82 to 86. 
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entry to a locked room which the accused says that he sublets to an acquaintance 

(deceased by the time of trial and never interviewed) who only stays on those 

nights when the accused is away.  The red glove with the DNA mixture is found 

in that locked room.  It can be accepted that the accused had physical contact 

with the mask, however, the same cannot be said about the glove as it is well 

known that DNA is transferable. Both mask and glove are moveable items.15 The 

statistical evaluation produced by the DNA laboratory for the DNA on the glove  

is the same as in Vyater  – an LR of 26 for those three contributors. Given that 

the prior odds of this accused being guilty are so much less than that of the 

accused Vyater the ‘fairness’ of the Crown being allowed to use this LR is much 

more suspect than faced the court in Vyater: there is a strong sense of the 

prejudicial outweighing the miniscule probative value. 16 

 

Outside legal practice there is a  widespread use of aids for decision making, 

such as flow charts and decision trees in engineered construction systems –those 

being the work of people who have some aptitude for, and appreciation of, what 

mathematics has to offer. They are not lawyers and they are likely, because of 

work demands, to be excused from jury service.  (No doubt those lawyers who 

specialise in ‘building and construction’ have ready examples of such planning 

and performance tools ranging from the incompetent to the brilliant.) 

 

  

 
15 Finding a ‘throw away’ item at a crime scene with some DNA that is then found to ‘match’ a 
DNA sample taken from a suspect is NOT sufficient to prove that the suspect (now accused) 
was at the scene.  The prosecution must prove that the suspect (accused) left it there.  It is 
not up to the accused to prove that s/he didn’t – that would be to reverse the onus of proof. 
   
16 For a good example of an approach to whether DNA is relevant evidence, and if so, how it 
‘fits’ with other evidence see DPP v Paulino [2017] VSCA 38 
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Why we lawyers are dependent on the mathematics that many of us do not 
grasp 
 

A telling example of what mathematics has to offer in the forensic sciences is 

the following ballistics based scenario.17 18 The issue was murder or suicide by 

a shotgun blast. The investigators needed to know how far was the gun muzzle 

from the dead person at the time of the fatal shot. What needed to be observed 

was the phenomenon of the shotgun pellets beginning to spread. The ballistics 

officer proposed to make three test shots at each distance. Three test shots 

reflected ‘standard practice’. But how many test shots at each chosen distance 

were required to provide a 95%  confidence in such an experimental test 

approach? That’s a question for a statistician.  The statistical answer is not three, 

but eighteen shots at each range point. Sometimes the spread was seen at shot 8 

or shot 12. There are several lessons to be taken from this illustration:  the 

conventional approach was wrong; mathematics beyond the knowledge of most 

jurors and lawyers was needed to formulate the correct experiment to obtain an 

accurate range determination; and, with the assistance of the statistician the 

results were truly useful to the investigation and any later evidence in court. The 

results had some demonstrable and reviewable  reliability. 

 

Why we lawyers must ask the expert, ‘What are the limitations to your 
evidence?’  That question takes in, ‘What is the error rate?’ or at least the 
earlier question, ‘What steps are you taking to find your error rate’? 
 

Given that lawyers and jurors will continue to rely upon expert opinion and trust 

the road that was followed to reach that opinion there is a fundamental question 

to which all fact finders – be they jurors or judges sitting alone – require an 

answer.  That question is, ‘What are the limitations to your evidence?’ This in 

 
17 This case was presented to the NSW Public Defenders Conference, March 2020, by Dr Mark 
Reynolds APM, a crime scenes forensic consultant.  See 
https://www.publicdefenders.nsw.gov.au/Documents/Mark%20Reynolds%20-
%20CSI%20Expert%20Evidence.pdf 
 
18Mathematics is used all the time in other forensic disciplines; for example,  
Accident reconstruction and Blood stain pattern analysis. In both these disciplines the use of 
the laws of physics is transparent and replicable. 
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turn requires active attention to the error rate with the methodology. It is a trite 

observation that a confidently expressed falsehood can be more persuasive than 

a diffidently expressed truth. Only knowledge of an objectively calculated error 

rate allows us to see past the expert’s spoken confidence to the robustness of the 

underlying methodology. 

 

The absence of any known error rate deprives the proffered opinion of any 

objective validity. We are back to ‘Trust me. I’m an expert’.  Like it or not, that 

is the position for all those forensic sciences that lack properly conducted 

analyses to determine their error rate. Note that this is not the same as the quest 

for ‘reliability’ mentioned earlier.  ‘Reliability’ embraces reproducibility, 

transparency, the avoidance of bias, explicit acceptance of scientific method19 

(as distinct from an ethical craft based comparative approach that is focussed 

upon similarities) as well as recognition and measurement of ‘error rate’. 

 

The exploration of ‘false inclusions’ when DNA mixtures are being analysed is 

indicative of the challenges facing forensic science as it seeks to measure the 

true efficacy of its analyses and reporting of results. The first step is to admit to 

the possibility of error.  Thereafter comes the difficult but necessary quest for 

the insights to state where error can occur, what level of error is acceptable, how 

it is to be measured and reported.20 As explained earlier in the discussion of the 

‘false inclusions’ the possibilities for error in DNA reporting arise not just from 

the statistical package but from the underlying biology and the extent to which 

the ‘reporting scientists’ understand the limitations of the methodology that they 

are using. 

 

Had there been an expectation in Vyater that the fact finder would need to be 

told about any limitations that applied to LR calculations involving DNA 

 
19 Which requires attention to disproving the ‘null hypothesis’. 
20 Commentary on: The Error in “Error Rate”: Why Error Rates Are So Needed, Yet So Elusive. 
Itiel E Dror PhD,  Journal of Forensic Sciences, 20 April 2020 in Wiley online Library,  See the 
abstract at  https://onlinelibrary.wiley.com/doi/abs/10.1111/1556-4029.14435?af=R 
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mixtures then the misstep in the admitting and weighing of that LR could have 

been avoided.21 No more need be said. 

 

=============================== 

 

 

 

 
21 At the least the court would have recognised the point made by McHugh J in Papakosmas v 
The Queen (1999) 196 CLR 297, [1999] HCA 37, in considering the expression ‘probative value’: 

‘Probative value is defined in the Dictionary of the Act as being the extent to which 
the evidence could rationally affect the assessment of the probability of the 
existence of a fact in issue.  That assessment, of course, would necessarily involve 
considerations of reliability.  ‘Probative value’ is an important consideration in the 
exercise of the powers conferred by ss135 and 137. An assessment of probative 
value, however, must always depend on the circumstances of the particular case at 
hand.’ [para 86] . Absent ‘reliability’ ( including factors such as ‘error rates’) 
probative value is  low, 
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De Marco.JennaL[LD]

From: Neville.DavidH[OSC]
Sent: Tuesday, 16 June 2020 13:06
To: McNab.BruceJ[OSC]
Subject: RE: DNA results 

I wonder if we should follow up, it has been a long time and I worry that a QH issue might become a QPS issue 
 

From: McNab.BruceJ[OSC]  
Sent: Tuesday, 16 June 2020 13:03 
To: Neville.DavidH[OSC] <  
Subject: RE: DNA results  
 
Nope 
 
 
 
Bruce McNab BM 
Superintendent 7417 
Operations Commander 
Forensic Services Group 
OPERATIONS SUPPORT COMMAND 
Queensland Police Service 

 
 

QUESTIONS ON COVID? GO TO https://qldpolice.sharepoint.com/sites/COVID-19 
 
Nothing at Forensics is someone else’s problem…… 
 

Did you know? – Over 70% of volume crime is solved by Forensic 
Services Group. 
 

 
https://www.menshealthweek.org.au/ 
 

From: Neville.DavidH[OSC] <   
Sent: Tuesday, 16 June 2020 12:59 
To: McNab.BruceJ[OSC] <  
Subject: RE: DNA results  
 
Hi Bruce 
I have not had any results recalled recently, but I think this is a function of court being on hold. I know I’m like a 
broken record, but has John given you any further information on the issue he uncovered please. 
 

EXHIBIT 169
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Dave 

From: Neville.DavidH[OSC]  
Sent: Tuesday, 19 May 2020 06:56 
To: McNab.BruceJ[OSC] <  
Subject: DNA results  
 
Bruce 
Has John given you any further info on the lab issues there?  
Dave 
 
Get Outlook for iOS 
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Offence Exhibit Original result date Original result New result date New result
reason behind 
change

Appears to be 
probative 
sample

Other similar 
results in case Trigger

Murder 09/08/2018

Three person mixed DNA profile
3 person mixed profile - conditioned on
3 person mix rem - support for 
contribution > 100 billion 05/09/2018

Complex mixed profile 
unsuitable for interp or 
comparison

Ref samples 
available for 
comparison Y Y

Reference sample 
supplied and now 
available for comparison

Wounding 16/07/2018

Three person mixed DNA profile
3 person mixed profile - conditioned on
3 person mix rem - support for 
contribution > 100 billion 19/07/2018

Complex mixed profile 
unsuitable for interp or 
comparison

From 3 person to 4 
person mixture y y

Subjectivity between 
reviewers, being 
addressed to reduce in 
future

Rape 06/07/2018
Three person mixed DNA profile
3 person mixed profile - conditioned on 04/09/2018

Complex mixed profile 
unsuitable for interp or 
comparison

From 3 person to 4 
person mixture N Y Training issue

Murder (inc 
attempts) 08/06/2018

Two person mixed DNA profile
2 person mix - support for contribution 
100 to 1000
2 person mix profile - support for 
contrib > 100 billion 03/09/2018

Complex mixed profile 
unsuitable for interp or 
comparison

Manufacturer's 
issue Y Y

Manufacturer's issue 
detected after result 
released, re-interpretation 
required once issue 
detected

Sexual offences 27/03/2018

Two person mixed DNA profile
2 person mixed profile - conditioned on
2 person mix remaining - low support 
for contrib 18/05/2018

Complex mixed profile 
unsuitable for interp or 
comparison

Manufacturer's 
issue y y

Manufacturer's issue 
detected after result 
released, re-interpretation 
required once issue 
detected

Assault 27/03/2018

Three person mixed DNA profile
3 person mix profile - support for 
contrib > 100 billion
3 person mix profile - support for 
contrib > 100 billion 14/05/2018

Complex mixed profile 
unsuitable for interp or 
comparison

Re-assessed at 
statement stage y y?

Subjectivity between 
reviewers, being 
addressed to reduce in 
future

Robbery (Armed
robery case 
highlighted by 
Insp Neville) 27/03/2018

Three person mixed DNA profile
3 person mix - support for contrib 1 
million - 1 billion
3 person mix profile - support for 
contrib > 100 billion 27/04/2018

Complex mixed profile 
unsuitable for interp or 
comparison

Re-assessed at 
statement stage, 
ref samples 
became available y n

Reference sample 
supplied and now 
available for comparison, 
which meant re-
interpretation of the 
crime scene profile

Murder 23/03/2018

Three person mixed DNA profile
3 person mixed profile - conditioned on
3 person rem - support for contrib 1 
million to 1 billion 04/05/2018

Complex mixed profile 
unsuitable for interp or 
comparison

From 3 person to 4 
person mixture y y

New information supplied 
after initial result issued, 
meant re-interpretation 
was required for the crime 
scene profile

EXHIBIT 170
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UUMV 19/03/2018

Three person mixed DNA profile
3 person mix profile - support for 
contrib > 100 billion 04/06/2018

Complex mixed profile 
unsuitable for interp or 
comparison

From 3 person to 4 
person mixture y n

Additional work 
undertaken prior to 
Statement being released.  
Rework meant re-
interpretation of the 
profile.

UUMV 19/03/2018

Three person mixed DNA profile
3 person mix profile - support for 
contrib > 100 billion 24/05/2018

Complex mixed profile 
unsuitable for interp or 
comparison

From 3 person to 4 
person mixture y n

Additional work 
undertaken prior to 
Statement being released.  
Rework meant re-
interpretation of the 
profile.

UUMV 07/03/2018
Three person mixed DNA profile
NCIDD upload - mixed DNA profile 26/03/2018

Complex mixed profile 
unsuitable for interp or 
comparison

From 3 person to 4 
person mixture y n Training issue

Robbery 05/03/2018

Three person mixed DNA profile
NCIDD upload - mixed DNA profile
3 person mix profile - support for 
contrib > 100 billion 01/05/2018

Complex mixed profile 
unsuitable for interp or 
comparison

From 3 person to 4 
person mixture y n

Additional work 
undertaken prior to 
Statement being released.  
Rework meant re-
interpretation of the 
profile.

GBH/Unlawful 
Wounding 06/02/2018

Three person mixed DNA profile
3 person mixed profile - conditioned on
3 person mix rem - support for 
contribution > 100 billion 10/04/2018

Complex mixed profile 
unsuitable for interp or 
comparison

Re-assessed at 
statement stage y n

Subjectivity between 
reviewers, being 
addressed to reduce in 
future

Child offences 30/01/2018
SS DNA profile 9 loci and above LR > 
100 billion 18/05/2018

Complex mixed profile 
unsuitable for interp or 
comparison Training issue n y

Additional work 
undertaken prior to 
Statement being released.  
Rework meant re-
interpretation of the 
profile.

Assault 29/01/2018

Three person mixed DNA profile
3 person mix profile - support for 
contrib > 100 billion 02/03/2018

Complex mixed profile 
unsuitable for interp or 
comparison

Reassessment at 
statement stage, 
rework ordered 
causing re-
interpretation y n

Subjectivity between 
reviewers, being 
addressed to reduce in 
future

Wounding 21/12/2017

Three person mixed DNA profile
3 person mix profile - support for 
contrib > 100 billion 31/08/2018

Complex mixed profile 
unsuitable for interp or 
comparison

From 3 person to 4 
person mixture y y Training issue
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GBH/Unlawful 
Wounding 19/12/2017

Three person mixed DNA profile
3 person mix profile - support for 
contrib > 100 billion
3 person mix - low support for 
contribution 10/04/2018

Complex mixed profile 
unsuitable for interp or 
comparison

Reassessment at 
statement stage, 
rework ordered 
causing re-
interpreation y n

Subjectivity between 
reviewers, being 
addressed to reduce in 
future

Drug offences 18/12/2017

Three person mixed DNA profile
3 person mix - support for contrib 1 
million - 1 billion 22/02/2018

Complex mixed profile 
unsuitable for interp or 
comparison

From 3 person to 4 
person mixture y y

Additional work 
undertaken prior to 
Statement being released.  
Rework meant re-
interpretation of the 
profile.

Murder 07/12/2017

 Three person mixed DNA profile
3 person mix profile - support for 
contrib > 100 billion 23/01/2018

Complex mixed profile 
unsuitable for interp or 
comparison

STRmix issue 
detected y n

Issue with STRmix 
detected, action put in 
place for future issues

Murder (inc 
attempts) 05/12/2017

Three person mixed DNA profile
3 person mix profile - support for 
contrib > 100 billion 15/06/2018

Complex mixed profile 
unsuitable for interp or 
comparison

From 3 person to 4 
person mixture y y Training issue

Robbery 20/09/2017

Three person mixed DNA profile
3 person mix profile - support for 
contrib > 100 billion 24/11/2017

Complex mixed profile 
unsuitable for interp or 
comparison

Reassessment at 
statement stage y n

Subjectivity between 
reviewers, being 
addressed to reduce in 
future

Murder 05/09/2017

Three person mixed DNA profile
3 person mix profile - support for 
contrib > 100 billion 23/01/2018

Complex mixed profile 
unsuitable for interp or 
comparison

Reassessment at 
Statement stage y n Training issue

Rape 29/08/2017

Three person mixed DNA profile 
3 person mix profile - support for 
contrib > 100 billion 29/08/2017

Complex mixed profile 
unsuitable for interp or 
comparison

DNA degradation, 
training issue n y

Subjectivity between 
reviewers, being 
addressed to reduce in 
future

GBH/Unlawful 
Wounding 26/07/2017

Three person mixed DNA profile
 NCIDD upload - Intel mixed DNA profile 06/03/2018

Complex mixed profile 
unsuitable for interp or 
comparison

familial 
relationship 
between suspects y n

Subjectivity between 
reviewers, being 
addressed to reduce in 
future

Sexual offences 26/07/2017

Three person mixed DNA profile
3 person mix profile - support for 
contrib > 100 billion
 3 person mix - support for contrib 1 
million - 1 billion 20/11/2017

Complex mixed profile 
unsuitable for interp or 
comparison

From 3 person to 4 
person mixture y y

New information made 
available causing sample 
to be reworked, re-
interpretation of crime 
scene profile

Rape 17/07/2017

 Three person mixed DNA profile 
3 person mixed profile - conditioned on
3 person mix rem - support for 
contribution > 100 billion 16/10/2017

Complex mixed profile 
unsuitable for interp or 
comparison

Reassessment at 
Statement stage y y

Subjectivity between 
reviewers, being 
addressed to reduce in 
future
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Robbery 14/07/2017

Three person mixed DNA profile
3 person mix- support for contrib 1 
billion - 100 billion 24/11/2017

Complex mixed profile 
unsuitable for interp or 
comparison

From 3 person to 4 
person mixture n n

New information made 
available causing sample 
to be reworked, re-
interpretation of crime 
scene profile

Domestic 
Violence 12/07/2017

 Three person mixed DNA profile
3 person mixed profile - conditioned on
3 person mix rem - support for 
contribution > 100 billion 07/08/2017

Complex mixed profile 
unsuitable for interp or 
comparison

From 3 person to 4 
person mixture y y

Additional work 
undertaken at Statement 
stage, meant that the 
crime scene profile was re-
interpreted

Robbery 07/07/2017

Three person mixed DNA profile
3 person mix profile - support for 
contrib > 100 billion 30/10/2017

Complex mixed profile 
unsuitable for interp or 
comparison

Reference 
sample/s available y y

Reference sample 
supplied and now 
available for comparison, 
which meant re-
interpretation of the 
crime scene profile

Rape 05/07/2017

Three person mixed DNA profile
3 person mixed profile - conditioned on
3 person mix rem - support for 
contribution > 100 billion 05/01/2018

Complex mixed profile 
unsuitable for interp or 
comparison DNA degradation y y

STRmix unable to perform 
at optimum due to DNA 
degradation

Sexual offences 04/07/2017
Three person mixed DNA profile 
3 person mixed profile - conditioned on 01/03/2018

Complex mixed profile 
unsuitable for interp or 
comparison

Reassessment at 
statement stage, 
rework ordered 
causing re-
interpretation n n Training issue

Rape 04/07/2017

Three person mixed DNA profile
 3 person mix profile - support for 
contrib > 100 billion
3 person mix - support for contribution 
1000 to 10 000 29/11/2017

Complex mixed profile 
unsuitable for interp or 
comparison

Analytical issue 
with sample y y

Subjectivity between 
reviewers, being 
addressed to reduce in 
future

Wounding 03/07/2017
SS DNA profile 9 loci and above LR > 
100 billion 06/12/2017

Complex mixed profile 
unsuitable for interp or 
comparison

Reassessment at 
Statement stage unknown n Training issue

Wounding 30/06/2017

Three person mixed DNA profile
3 person mix profile - support for 
contrib > 100 billion
3 person mix - support for contribution 
100 to 1000 02/02/2018

Complex mixed profile 
unsuitable for interp or 
comparison

From 3 person to 4 
person mixture n n

Additional work 
undertaken prior to 
Statement being released.  
Rework meant re-
interpretation of the 
profile.
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Murder (inc 
attempts) 15/06/2017

Two person mixed DNA profile
2 person mix - supports non 
contribution
NCIDD upload - Intel mixed DNA profile 24/10/2017

Complex mixed profile 
unsuitable for interp or 
comparison

Reassessment at 
statement stage unknown y

Subjectivity between 
reviewers, being 
addressed to reduce in 
future

Murder 05/06/2017

Three person mixed DNA profile 
3 person mixed profile - conditioned on 
- 

22/08/2017

Complex mixed profile 
unsuitable for interp or 
comparison

DNA degradation, 
training issue n y

Subjectivity between 
reviewers, being 
addressed to reduce in 
future

Murder (inc 
attempts) 27/05/2017

Three person mixed DNA profile
3 person mix - support for contrib 10 
000 - 100 000
 3 person mix - support for contrib 1 
million - 1 billion 31/01/2018

Complex mixed profile 
unsuitable for interp or 
comparison

STRmix issue 
detected unknown y

Issue with STRmix 
detected, action put in 
place for future issues

Rape 24/05/2017

Three person mixed DNA profile
3 person mix - low support for 
contribution 15/06/2017

Complex mixed profile 
unsuitable for interp or 
comparison Training issue n y

Additional exhibit 
delivered and second 
statement required. 
Subjectivity between 
reviewers, being 
addressed to reduce in 
future

Assault 02/05/2017

 Three person mixed DNA profile
 3 person mix profile - support for 
contrib > 100 billion

30/11/2017

Complex mixed profile 
unsuitable for interp or 
comparison

From 3 person to 4 
person mixture unknown y

Subjectivity between 
reviewers, being 
addressed to reduce in 
future

Robbery 13/04/2017

Three person mixed DNA profile
 3 person mix- support for contrib 1 
billion - 100 billion
NCIDD upload - Intel mixed DNA profile 
UKM1 15/08/2017

Complex mixed profile 
unsuitable for interp or 
comparison

From 3 person to 4 
person mixture y y

Additional work 
undertaken at Statement 
stage, meant that the 
crime scene profile was re-
interpreted

Sexual offences 04/04/2017
Three person mixed DNA profile
3 person mixed profile - conditioned on 05/09/2017

Complex mixed profile 
unsuitable for interp or 
comparison

familial 
relationship with 
reference samples n y

Subjectivity between 
reviewers, being 
addressed to reduce in 
future

Robbery 28/03/2017

Three person mixed DNA profile
NCIDD upload - mixed DNA profile 
UKM1 29/11/2017

Complex mixed profile 
unsuitable for interp or 
comparison

From 3 person to 4 
person mixture y n

Subjectivity between 
reviewers, being 
addressed to reduce in 
future

Robbery 17/03/2017

Three person mixed DNA profile
3 person mix profile - support for 
contrib > 100 billion 13/06/2017

Complex mixed profile 
unsuitable for interp or 
comparison Training issue y n

Subjectivity between 
reviewers, being 
addressed to reduce in 
future

Assault 14/03/2017
Three person mixed DNA profile
3 person mixed profile - conditioned on 30/11/2017

Complex mixed profile 
unsuitable for interp or 
comparison

From 3 person to 4 
person mixture n y Training issue
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Murder (inc 
attempts) 07/03/2017

Three person mixed DNA profile
3 person mix profile - support for 
contrib > 100 billion 06/07/2017

Complex mixed profile 
unsuitable for interp or 
comparison

From 3 person to 4 
person mixture y n

Subjectivity between 
reviewers, being 
addressed to reduce in 
future

Rape 02/03/2017

Three person mixed DNA profile
 3 person mixed profile - conditioned 
on
3 person mix - low support for 
contribution 23/01/2018

Complex mixed profile 
unsuitable for interp or 
comparison

Reference 
sample/s available n y

Reference sample 
supplied and now 
available for comparison, 
which meant re-
interpretation of the 
crime scene profile

Robbery 10/02/2017

Three person mixed DNA profile
3 person mix - support for contribution 
1000 to 10 000 28/11/2017

Complex mixed profile 
unsuitable for interp or 
comparison

From 3 person to 4 
person mixture unknown n

Subjectivity between 
reviewers, being 
addressed to reduce in 
future

Rape 03/02/2017
Three person mixed DNA profile 
3 person mixed profile - conditioned on 06/03/2017

Complex mixed profile 
unsuitable for interp or 
comparison

Analytical issue 
with sample n y

Subjectivity between 
reviewers, being 
addressed to reduce in 
future

Liberty offences 25/10/2017

Three person mixed DNA profile
NCIDD upload - Intel mixed DNA profile 
UKM6 19/02/2018

Complex mixed profile 
unsuitable for interp or 
comparison

familial 
relationship with 
reference samples n y

Subjectivity between 
reviewers, being 
addressed to reduce in 
future

Rape 18/08/2017
Three person mixed DNA profile 
Excluded from mixed DNA profile 21/09/2017

Complex mixed profile 
unsuitable for interp or 
comparison STRmix issue n y

STRmix issue detected, re-
assessment at Statement 
Stage

GBH/Unlawful 
Wounding 05/06/2017

 Three person mixed DNA profile
No statistical interpretation performed 03/09/2018

Complex mixed profile 
unsuitable for interp or 
comparison

From 3 person to 4 
person y y

Reassessment at 
Statement stage due to 
subjectivity, being 
addressed to reduce in 
future

Murder 16/12/2016

Three person mixed DNA profile
 3 person mixed profile - conditioned 
on 16/12/2016

Complex mixed profile 
unsuitable for interp or 
comparison

From 3 person to 4 
person n y

Additional work 
undertaken at Statement 
stage, meant that the 
crime scene profile was re-
interpreted

Sexual offences 09/12/2016

 Three person mixed DNA profile
3 person mixed profile - conditioned on
3 person rem - support for contrib 1 
billion-100 billion 14/12/2016

Complex mixed profile 
unsuitable for interp or 
comparison

Analytical issue 
with sample y y

Subjectivity between 
reviewers, being 
addressed to reduce in 
future
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Murder 21/11/2016

Three person mixed DNA profile
3 person mixed profile - conditioned on
3 person mix rem - support for 
contribution > 100 billion 03/03/2017

Complex mixed profile 
unsuitable for interp or 
comparison

Limited number of 
reference samples 
available, 
additional 
information caused 
re-interpretation n y

Limited reference samples 
available at time of result 
being issued.

rape 15/11/2016

Three person mixed DNA profile
3 person mix profile - support for 
contrib > 100 billion
3 person mix - support for contrib 1 
million - 1 billion 06/04/2017

Complex mixed profile 
unsuitable for interp or 
comparison

From 3 person to 4 
person mixture, 
reference sample 
supplied y y

Error made in laboratory, 
training issue

Sexual offences 13/10/2016

Three person mixed DNA profile
 3 person mixed profile - conditioned 
on
3 person mix rem - support for 
contribution > 100 billion 24/11/2016

Complex mixed profile 
unsuitable for interp or 
comparison

Rework of the 
sample meant re-
intpretation y y

Additional work 
undertaken at Statement 
stage, meant that the 
crime scene profile was re-
interpreted

Murder 04/10/2016

 Three person mixed DNA profile 
 3 person mix profile - support for 
contrib > 100 billion
3 person mix profile - support for 
contrib > 100 billion 27/02/2018

Complex mixed profile 
unsuitable for interp or 
comparison

Reassessment at 
statement stage, 
rework ordered 
causing re-
interpretation unknown

Subjectivity between 
reviewers, being 
addressed to reduce in 
future

Drug offences 28/09/2016

Three person mixed DNA profile
3 person mix profile - support for 
contrib > 100 billion 22/11/2016

Complex mixed profile 
unsuitable for interp or 
comparison

STRmix issue 
detected y n

STRmix issue detected, re-
assessment at Statement 
Stage

Rape 27/09/2016
Three person mixed DNA profile
3 person mixed profile - conditioned on 29/11/2016

Complex mixed profile 
unsuitable for interp or 
comparison

Re-assessed at 
statement stage, 
from 3 person to 4 
person n y

Subjectivity between 
reviewers, being 
addressed to reduce in 
future

Rape 19/09/2016

 Three person mixed DNA profile 
3 person mix profile - support for 
contrib > 100 billion 13/01/2017

Complex mixed profile 
unsuitable for interp or 
comparison

Limited number of 
reference samples 
available, 
additional 
information caused 
re-interpretation, 
from 3 person to 4 
person y y

Limited reference samples 
available at time of result 
being issued.

Murder 15/09/2016
SS DNA profile 9 loci and above LR > 
100 billion 21/03/2018

Complex mixed profile 
unsuitable for interp or 
comparison

Reassessment at 
statement stage, 
rework ordered 
causing re-
interpretation unknown y

Subjectivity between 
reviewers, being 
addressed to reduce in 
future
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Murder 01/08/2016
SS DNA profile 9 loci and above LR > 
100 billion 27/03/2018

Complex mixed profile 
unsuitable for interp or 
comparison

Reassessment at 
statement stage, 
rework ordered 
causing re-
interpretation unknown y

Subjectivity between 
reviewers, being 
addressed to reduce in 
future

Murder 28/07/2016
Three person mixed DNA profile
3 person mixed profile - conditioned on 27/03/2018

Complex mixed profile 
unsuitable for interp or 
comparison

Reassessment at 
statement stage, 
rework ordered 
causing re-
interpretation unknown y

Subjectivity between 
reviewers, being 
addressed to reduce in 
future

Murder 08/07/2016

Three person mixed DNA profile
3 person mixed profile - conditioned on
3 person mix rem - support for 
contribution > 100 billion 27/03/2018

Complex mixed profile 
unsuitable for interp or 
comparison

Reassessment at 
statement stage, 
rework ordered 
causing re-
interpretation unknown y

Rape 06/07/2016

Three person mixed DNA profile
3 person mix profile - support for 
contrib > 100 billion
3 person mix - support for 
contribution 1000 to 10 000 02/09/2016

Complex mixed profile 
unsuitable for interp or 
comparison

From 3 person to 4 
person unknown n

Additional work 
undertaken at Statement 
stage, meant that the 
crime scene profile was re-
interpreted

Assault 18/05/2016
Three person mixed DNA profile
3 person mixed profile - conditioned on 12/09/2016

Complex mixed profile 
unsuitable for interp or 
comparison

From 3 person to 4 
person n y

Additional work 
undertaken at Statement 
stage, meant that the 
crime scene profile was re-
interpreted

Robbery 17/05/2016
Single source DNA profile UKM1
NCIDD upload single source DNA profile 21/03/2017

Complex mixed profile 
unsuitable for interp or 
comparison Training issue y y

Subjectivity between 
reviewers, being 
addressed to reduce in 
future

Murder 25/02/2016

Three person mixed DNA profile
3 person mix profile - support for 
contrib > 100 billion
 NCIDD upload - mixed DNA profile 
UKM5 30/11/2016

Complex mixed profile 
unsuitable for interp or 
comparison

From 3 person to 4 
person n n

Subjectivity between 
reviewers, being 
addressed to reduce in 
future

Wounding 24/11/2016
Three person mixed DNA profile
Single evidence sample excluded 26/04/2017

Complex mixed profile 
unsuitable for interp or 
comparison Analytical issue n y

Additional work 
undertaken at Statement 
stage, meant that the 
crime scene profile was re-
interpreted

Drug offences 10/10/2016
Two person mixed DNA profile
No statistical interpretation performed 21/05/2018

Complex mixed profile 
unsuitable for interp or 
comparison Training issue y y

Subjectivity between 
reviewers, being 
addressed to reduce in 
future
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Drug offences 09/09/2016
Three person mixed DNA profile
 Excluded from mixed DNA profile 07/10/2016

Complex mixed profile 
unsuitable for interp or 
comparison

From 3 person to 4 
person n n

Reassessment of profiles 
undertaken at Statement 
stage

Drug offences 08/09/2016

Three person mixed DNA profile
NCIDD upload - mixed DNA profile 
UKM4 07/10/2016

Complex mixed profile 
unsuitable for interp or 
comparison

From 3 person to 4 
person n n

Error made in laboratory, 
training issue; re-
assessment undertaken at 
statement stage to detect

Drug offences 14/06/2016

Three person mixed DNA profile
3 person mix - support for contrib 100 
000 to 1 million 14/06/2016

Complex mixed profile 
unsuitable for interp or 
comparison Training issue y y

Reassessment of profiles 
undertaken at Statement 
stage

Assault 08/06/2016

Three person mixed DNA profile
3 person mix profile - support for 
contrib > 100 billion
 3 person mix- support for contrib 1 
billion - 100 billion 15/07/2016

Complex mixed profile 
unsuitable for interp or 
comparison Analytical issue y y

Reassessment of profiles 
undertaken at Statement 
stage

Rape 03/06/2016

Three person mixed DNA profile
3 person mix profile - support for 
contrib > 100 billion 25/08/2016

Complex mixed profile 
unsuitable for interp or 
comparison

familial 
relationship with 
reference samples y y

Reassessment of profiles 
undertaken at Statement 
stage (case context taken 
into consideration)

Rape 03/06/2016

 Three person mixed DNA profile
 3 person mix profile - support for 
contrib > 100 billion 
 3 person mix - support for contrib 10 
000 - 100 000 - 25/08/2016

Complex mixed profile 
unsuitable for interp or 
comparison

familial 
relationship with 
reference samples, 
reassessment at 
statement stage y y

Additional work 
undertaken at Statement 
stage, meant that the 
crime scene profile was re-
interpreted

Rape 17/05/2016
 Three person mixed DNA profile
No statistical interpretation performed 15/09/2016

Complex mixed profile 
unsuitable for interp or 
comparison

Rework of the 
sample meant re-
intpretation y y

Additional work 
undertaken at Statement 
stage, meant that the 
crime scene profile was re-
interpreted

Murder 20/04/2016
Three person mixed DNA profile
3 person mixed profile - conditioned on 04/08/2016

Complex mixed profile 
unsuitable for interp or 
comparison

From 3 person to 4 
person n y

Reassessment of profiles 
undertaken at Statement 
stage

Sexual offences 18/04/2016

 Three person mixed DNA profile
3 person mix - support for contribution 
100 to 1000
NCIDD upload - mixed DNA profile UKF1 03/06/2016

Complex mixed profile 
unsuitable for interp or 
comparison

From 3 person to 4 
person; ref sample 
supplied for 
comparison y n

Reference sample 
supplied and now 
available for comparison, 
re-assessment undertaken 
due to ref sample

Sexual offences 15/04/2016

 Three person mixed DNA profile
3 person mix - support for contrib 1 
million - 1 billion 22/06/2016

Complex mixed profile 
unsuitable for interp or 
comparison Analytical issue n n

Reassessment of profiles 
undertaken at Statement 
stage
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Robbery 15/04/2016

Three person mixed DNA profile
3 person mix - support for contrib 1 
million - 1 billion

19/05/2016

Complex mixed profile 
unsuitable for interp or 
comparison

Rework of the 
sample meant re-
intpretation with 
analytical issue y y

Additional work 
undertaken at Statement 
stage, meant that the 
crime scene profile was re-
interpreted

Assault 24/03/2016

Three person mixed DNA profile
 3 person mix profile - support for 
contrib > 100 billion 10/05/2016

Complex mixed profile 
unsuitable for interp or 
comparison

Rework of the 
sample meant re-
intpretation y y

Additional work 
undertaken at Statement 
stage, meant that the 
crime scene profile was re-
interpreted

Assault 22/03/2016

Three person mixed DNA profile
3 person mix profile - support for 
contrib > 100 billion 22/03/2016

Complex mixed profile 
unsuitable for interp or 
comparison

Rework of the 
sample meant re-
intpretation y y

Additional work 
undertaken at Statement 
stage, meant that the 
crime scene profile was re-
interpreted

Robbery 15/02/2016

Three person mixed DNA profile
 3 person mix profile - support for 
contrib > 100 billion 15/02/2016

Complex mixed profile 
unsuitable for interp or 
comparison

From 3 person to 4 
person unknown y

Additional work 
undertaken at Statement 
stage, meant that the 
crime scene profile was re-
interpreted

Robbery 11/02/2016
Single source DNA profile UKM1
NCIDD upload single source DNA profile 22/02/2016

Complex mixed profile 
unsuitable for interp or 
comparison Training issue y n

Subjectivity between 
reviewers, being 
addressed to reduce in 
future

Robbery 25/01/2016

Three person mixed DNA profile
 3 person mix profile - support for 
contrib > 100 billion
 3 person mix - support for contrib 100 
000 to 1 million 18/05/2016

Complex mixed profile 
unsuitable for interp or 
comparison

Rework of the 
sample meant re-
intpretation unknown n

Additional work 
undertaken at Statement 
stage, meant that the 
crime scene profile was re-
interpreted

Murder 19/01/2016

Three person mixed DNA profile
3 person mix profile - support for 
contrib > 100 billion 05/05/2016

Complex mixed profile 
unsuitable for interp or 
comparison Training issue n y

Subjectivity between 
reviewers, being 
addressed to reduce in 
future

Wounding 18/01/2016

Three person mixed DNA profile
 3 person mixed profile - 
conditioned on
3 person mix rem - support for 
contribution > 100 billion 14/04/2016

Complex mixed profile 
unsuitable for interp or 
comparison

Rework of the 
sample meant re-
intpretation y y

Additional work 
undertaken at Statement 
stage, meant that the 
crime scene profile was re-
interpreted
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Rape 07/01/2016
Three person mixed DNA profile
3 person mixed profile - conditioned on 04/05/2016

Complex mixed profile 
unsuitable for interp or 
comparison

Rework of the 
sample meant re-
intpretation; From 
3 person to 4 
person n y

Additional work 
undertaken at Statement 
stage, meant that the 
crime scene profile was re-
interpreted

Burglary/Enter 
with intent 15/12/2015

Three person mixed DNA profile
3 person mix profile - support for 
contrib > 100 billion 23/09/2016

Complex mixed profile 
unsuitable for interp or 
comparison Training issue unknown y

Subjectivity between 
reviewers, being 
addressed to reduce in 
future

Drug offences 10/12/2015

Three person mixed DNA profile
 3 person mix - support for contrib 
1 million - 1 billion 14/10/2016

Complex mixed profile 
unsuitable for interp or 
comparison

Rework of the 
sample meant re-
intpretation y y

Additional work 
undertaken at Statement 
stage, meant that the 
crime scene profile was re-
interpreted

Weapons 
offences 25/08/2015

 Three person mixed DNA profile
No statistical interpretation performed 14/10/2015

Complex mixed profile 
unsuitable for interp or 
comparison

Rework of the 
sample meant re-
intpretation y y

Additional work 
undertaken due to 
Suspect Check request.  
Rework meant re-
interpretation of the 
profile.

Sexual offences 19/06/2015
Three person mixed DNA profile
NCIDD upload - mixed DNA profile UKF1 03/07/2015

Complex mixed profile 
unsuitable for interp or 
comparison

From 3 person to 4 
person y n

Additional work 
undertaken after initial 
result was issued, as item 
was a Priority 1

Murder 12/06/2015

 Three person mixed DNA profile
3 person mix profile - support for 
contrib > 100 billion
 3 person mix- support for contrib 1 
billion - 100 billion 18/11/2016

Complex mixed profile 
unsuitable for interp or 
comparison

 Relatedness in 2 x 
2 family members, 
low level unknown y

Subjectivity between 
reviewers, being 
addressed to reduce in 
future

Murder 22/05/2015

Two person mixed DNA profile -
2 person mix profile - support for 
contrib > 100 billion 18/11/2016

Complex mixed profile 
unsuitable for interp or 
comparison

familial 
relationship with 
reference samples unknown y

Subjectivity between 
reviewers, being 
addressed to reduce in 
future

Robbery 22/12/2015

 Three person mixed DNA profile
NCIDD upload - mixed DNA profile 
UKM1
3 person mix profile - support for 
contrib > 100 billion 19/07/2016

Complex mixed profile 
unsuitable for interp or 
comparison Training issue y n

Subjectivity between 
reviewers, being 
addressed to reduce in 
future

Liberty offences 08/12/2015

 Three person mixed DNA profile
3 person mix profile - support for 
contrib > 100 billion 04/03/2016

Complex mixed profile 
unsuitable for interp or 
comparison

Rework of the 
sample meant re-
intpretation; From 
3 person to 4 
person y n

Additional work 
undertaken at Statement 
stage, meant that the 
crime scene profile was re-
interpreted
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Robbery 03/12/2015

 Three person mixed DNA profile
NCIDD upload - Intel mixed DNA profile 
UkM1 14/07/2016

Complex mixed profile 
unsuitable for interp or 
comparison

Rework of the 
sample meant re-
intpretation; From 
3 person to 4 
person y n

Additional work 
undertaken at Statement 
stage, meant that the 
crime scene profile was re-
interpreted

Rape 25/11/2015
Three person mixed DNA profile
3 person mixed profile - conditioned on 18/05/2016

Complex mixed profile 
unsuitable for interp or 
comparison Training issue n y

Reassessment of profiles 
undertaken at Statement 
stage

Rape 23/11/2015

Three person mixed DNA profile
3 person mix profile - support for 
contrib > 100 billion 11/01/2016

Complex mixed profile 
unsuitable for interp or 
comparison

From 3 person to 4 
person n y

Additional work 
undertaken at Statement 
stage, meant that the 
crime scene profile was re-
interpreted

Robbery 19/11/2015

Three person mixed DNA profile
NCIDD upload - Intel mixed DNA profile 
UKM2
3 person mix - support for contrib 1 
million - 1 billion 15/02/2016

Complex mixed profile 
unsuitable for interp or 
comparison STRmix issue y y

STRmix issue detected, re-
assessment at Statement 
Stage

Sexual offences 02/10/2015

Three person mixed DNA profile
 3 person mixed profile - conditioned 
on
 3 person mix rem - support for 
contribution > 100 billion 03/02/2016

Complex mixed profile 
unsuitable for interp or 
comparison

Reference sample 
available, from 3 
person to 4 person y y

Reference sample 
supplied and now 
available for comparison, 
reassessment due to ref 
sample and re-
interpretation

Child offences 17/08/2015

Three person mixed DNA profile
3 person mix profile - support for 
contrib > 100 billion
3 person mix profile - support for 
contrib > 100 billion 02/09/2015

Complex mixed profile 
unsuitable for interp or 
comparison STRmix issue y y

STRmix issue detected, re-
assessment at Statement 
Stage

Sexual offences 11/08/2015

 Three person mixed DNA profile
3 person mixed profile - conditioned on
 3 person mix remaining- support for 
contrib 1000 to 10000 17/08/2016

Complex mixed profile 
unsuitable for interp or 
comparison

From 3 person to 4 
person y y

Subjectivity between 
reviewers, being 
addressed to reduce in 
future

Wounding 29/07/2015

 Three person mixed DNA profile
3 person mix profile - support for 
contrib > 100 billion 18/05/2016

Complex mixed profile 
unsuitable for interp or 
comparison

From 3 person to 4 
person unknown y

Additional work 
undertaken at Statement 
stage, meant that the 
crime scene profile was re-
interpreted (due to the 
context of the case)
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Wounding 28/07/2015

 Three person mixed DNA profile
3 person mix profile - support for 
contrib > 100 billion
3 person mix- support for contrib 1 
billion - 100 billion 20/10/2015

Complex mixed profile 
unsuitable for interp or 
comparison

From 3 person to 4 
person y y

Additional work 
undertaken at Statement 
stage, meant that the 
crime scene profile was re-
interpreted

Wounding 05/06/2015

Two person mixed DNA profile
2 person mixed profile - conditioned on
 2 person mix rem - support for 
contribution > 100 billion 12/02/2016

Complex mixed profile 
unsuitable for interp or 
comparison

From 3 person to 4 
person y y

Additional work 
undertaken at Statement 
stage, meant that the 
crime scene profile was re-
interpreted

Rape 07/05/2015
Single source DNA profile
 Possible sub-threshold information 24/06/2015

Complex mixed profile 
unsuitable for interp or 
comparison Training issue n y

Subjectivity between 
reviewers, being 
addressed to reduce in 
future

Murder 20/03/2015

Two person mixed DNA profile
 2 person mixed profile - conditioned 
on
2 person mix rem - support for 
contribution > 100 billion 22/06/2015

Complex mixed profile 
unsuitable for interp or 
comparison

familial 
relationship with 
reference samples n y

Reassessment of profiles 
undertaken at Statement 
stage, to be consistent in 
the context of the case

Murder 20/03/2015

Two person mixed DNA profile
2 person mix profile - support for 
contrib > 100 billion
 2 person mix profile - support for 
contrib > 100 billion 10/06/2015

Complex mixed profile 
unsuitable for interp or 
comparison

familial 
relationship with 
reference samples n y

Subjectivity between 
reviewers, being 
addressed to reduce in 
future

Murder 06/03/2015

Two person mixed DNA profile
2 person mix profile - support for 
contrib > 100 billion 26/05/2015

Complex mixed profile 
unsuitable for interp or 
comparison

Reference sample 
available n y

Reference sample 
supplied and now 
available for comparison, 
reassessment due to ref 
sample and re-
interpretation

Child offences 11/02/2015

Three person mixed DNA profile
3 person mix profile - support for 
contrib > 100 billion 01/04/2015

Complex mixed profile 
unsuitable for interp or 
comparison

From 3 person to 4 
person n n

Reassessment of profiles 
undertaken at Statement 
stage, to be consistent in 
the context of the case

Fire/Arson 08/01/2015
Single source DNA profile < NCIDD 
matching stringency UKM1 10/09/2015

Complex mixed profile 
unsuitable for interp or 
comparison Training issue y y Training issue

Drug offences 21/11/2014 Three person mixed DNA profile 21/11/2014

Complex mixed profile 
unsuitable for interp or 
comparison Training issue y n

Subjectivity between 
reviewers, being 
addressed to reduce in 
future
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urder 24/09/2014

Two person mixed DNA profile
Intel report required for further 
interpretation 28/09/2016

Complex mixed profile 
unsuitable for interp or 
comparison Training issue unknown y

Subjectivity between 
reviewers, being 
addressed to reduce in 
future

ounding 07/08/2014 Three person mixed DNA profile 07/08/2014

Complex mixed profile 
unsuitable for interp or 
comparison

Rework of the 
sample meant re-
intpretation y n

Additional work 
undertaken at Statement 
stage, meant that the 
crime scene profile was re-
interpreted

urglary/Enter 
ith intent 14/06/2014

Three person mixed DNA profile
Mixture - low support for contrib or 
supports non contrib 06/11/2014

Complex mixed profile 
unsuitable for interp or 
comparison

From 3 person to 4 
person mixture n y

Additional work 
undertaken prior to 
Statement being released.  
Rework meant re-
interpretation of the 
profile.

iscellaneous 14/06/2014
 Three person mixed DNA profile
No statistical interpretation performed 05/12/2014

Complex mixed profile 
unsuitable for interp or 
comparison

Rework of the 
sample meant re-
intpretation n y

Additional work 
undertaken due to 
Suspect Check request.  
Rework meant re-
interpretation of the 
profile.

ape 02/06/2014
Three person mixed DNA profile
No statistical interpretation performed 08/12/2014

Complex mixed profile 
unsuitable for interp or 
comparison

From 3 person to 4 
person mixture y n Training issue

urglary/Enter 
ith intent 07/03/2014

Three person mixed DNA profile
No statistical interpretation performed 22/05/2014

Complex mixed profile 
unsuitable for interp or 
comparison

From 3 person to 4 
person mixture n y

Subjectivity between 
reviewers, being 
addressed to reduce in 
future

urglary/Enter 
ith intent 29/01/2014

 Three person mixed DNA profile
NCIDD upload - Intel mixed DNA profile 
UKM2 12/08/2014

Complex mixed profile 
unsuitable for interp or 
comparison

Rework of the 
sample meant re-
intpretation y n

Additional work 
undertaken at Statement 
stage, meant that the 
crime scene profile was re-
interpreted

UMV 14/01/2014

Three person mixed DNA profile
NCIDD upload - Intel mixed DNA profile 
UK M1 17/05/2014

Complex mixed profile 
unsuitable for interp or 
comparison

From 3 person to 4 
person mixture y n

Subjectivity between 
reviewers, being 
addressed to reduce in 
future

rug offences 02/12/2014
 Three person mixed DNA profile
No statistical interpretation performed 20/04/2015

Complex mixed profile 
unsuitable for interp or 
comparison

From 3 person to 4 
person y y

Additional work 
undertaken at Statement 
stage, meant that the 
crime scene profile was re-
interpreted 
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Fire/Arson 27/11/2014

Three person mixed DNA profile
 3 person mix - supports non 
contribution 23/01/2015

Complex mixed profile 
unsuitable for interp or 
comparison

From 3 person to 4 
person N Y

Reference sample 
supplied and now 
available for comparison, 
which meant re-
interpretation of the 
crime scene profile

Rape 17/11/2014
 Three person mixed DNA profile
3 person mixed profile - conditioned on 19/12/2014

Complex mixed profile 
unsuitable for interp or 
comparison Training issue n n

Additional work 
undertaken at Statement 
stage, meant that the 
crime scene profile was re-
interpreted 

GBH/Unlawful 
Wounding 07/11/2014

 Three person mixed DNA profile
3 person mix profile - support for 
contrib > 100 billion
 3 person mix - support for contribution 
1000 to 10 000 06/02/2015

Complex mixed profile 
unsuitable for interp or 
comparison

From 3 person to 4 
person unknown y

Additional work 
undertaken at Statement 
stage, meant that the 
crime scene profile was re-
interpreted 

Murder 07/11/2014

Two person mixed DNA profile
2 person mixed profile - conditioned on
2 person rem- support for contrib 1 
million to 1 billion 02/02/2015

Complex mixed profile 
unsuitable for interp or 
comparison Training issue n y Training issue

Rape 22/10/2014

 Three person mixed DNA profile
 3 person mix profile - support for 
contrib > 100 billion
3 person mix - support for contribution 
100 to 1000 05/11/2014

Complex mixed profile 
unsuitable for interp or 
comparison

familial 
relationship with 
reference samples, 
reassessment at 
statement stage

Reassessment of profiles 
undertaken at Statement 
stage (case context taken 
into consideration)

Rape 17/10/2014

Three person mixed DNA profile
3 person mix profile - support for 
contrib > 100 billion 19/12/2014

Complex mixed profile 
unsuitable for interp or 
comparison Training issue n y

Additional work 
undertaken at Statement 
stage, meant that the 
crime scene profile was re-
interpreted 

Child offences 29/09/2014

Two person mixed DNA profile
 2 person mix profile - support for 
contrib > 100 billion 06/02/2015

Complex mixed profile 
unsuitable for interp or 
comparison Training issue y y

Subjectivity between 
reviewers, being 
addressed to reduce in 
future

Assault 12/09/2014

Three person mixed DNA profile
3 person mix profile - support for 
contrib > 100 billion
3 person mix- support for contrib 1 
billion - 100 billion 21/04/2016

Complex mixed profile 
unsuitable for interp or 
comparison

Rework of the 
sample meant re-
intpretation y n

Additional work 
undertaken at Statement 
stage, meant that the 
crime scene profile was re-
interpreted 
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GBH/Unlawful 
Wounding 12/09/2014

Three person mixed DNA profile
3 person mixed profile - conditioned on
3 person rem - support for contrib 1 
million to 1 billion 08/12/2014

Complex mixed profile 
unsuitable for interp or 
comparison Training issue ? y

Additional work 
undertaken at Statement 
stage, meant that the 
crime scene profile was re-
interpreted (due to the 
context of the case)

Murder 08/09/2014

 Three person mixed DNA profile
3 person mixed profile - conditioned on
 3 person mix rem - support for 
contribution > 100 billion 19/11/2014

Complex mixed profile 
unsuitable for interp or 
comparison Training issue n y

Additional work 
undertaken at Statement 
stage, meant that the 
crime scene profile was re-
interpreted (due to the 
context of the case)

Murder 03/09/2014

Three person mixed DNA profile
 3 person mixed profile - conditioned 
on
3 person mix remaining- support for 
contrib 1000 to 10000
 3 person rem - support for contrib 1 
million to 1 billion 16/02/2015

Complex mixed profile 
unsuitable for interp or 
comparison

From 3 person to 4 
person unknown y

Subjectivity between 
reviewers, being 
addressed to reduce in 
future

Murder 14/08/2014

 Three person mixed DNA profile
3 person mixed profile - conditioned on
3 person mix rem - support for 
contribution > 100 billion 05/06/2015

Complex mixed profile 
unsuitable for interp or 
comparison

Rework of the 
sample meant re-
intpretation y y

Additional work 
undertaken at Statement 
stage, meant that the 
crime scene profile was re-
interpreted

Wounding 01/08/2014

Three person mixed DNA profile
3 person mixed profile - conditioned on
3 person mix rem - support for 
contribution > 100 billion
 3 person mixed profile, mixture 
remaining NCIDD UKP1 01/10/2014

Complex mixed profile 
unsuitable for interp or 
comparison Training issue

Reassessment of profiles 
undertaken at Statement 
stage (case context taken 
into consideration)

Rape 30/07/2014
Three person mixed DNA profile
3 person mixed profile - conditioned on 06/02/2015

Complex mixed profile 
unsuitable for interp or 
comparison

From 3 person to 4 
person y y

Additional work 
undertaken due to 
Suspect check request, 
meant that the crime 
scene profile was re-
interpreted

Rape 23/07/2014

 Three person mixed DNA profile
3 person mix profile - support for 
contrib > 100 billion

19/03/2015

Complex mixed profile 
unsuitable for interp or 
comparison

Familial 
relationship with 
reference samples, 
trainig y y

Subjectivity between 
reviewers, being 
addressed to reduce in 
future
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Rape 21/07/2014

Three person mixed DNA profile
3 person mixed profile - conditioned on

06/02/2015

Complex mixed profile 
unsuitable for interp or 
comparison

From 3 person to 4 
person y y

Additional work 
undertaken due to 
Suspect check request, 
meant that the crime 
scene profile was re-
interpreted

Drug offences 07/07/2014

Two person mixed DNA profile
2 person mix profile - support for 
contrib > 100 billion 31/07/2014

Complex mixed profile 
unsuitable for interp or 
comparison Training issue unknown y

Subjectivity between 
reviewers, being 
addressed to reduce in 
future

Rape 24/06/2014

Two person mixed DNA profile
 2 person mixed profile - conditioned 
on
2 person mix rem - support for contrib 
10 000 to 100 000 25/08/2014

Complex mixed profile 
unsuitable for interp or 
comparison Analytical issue y y

Subjectivity between 
reviewers, being 
addressed to reduce in 
future

GBH/Unlawful 
Wounding 23/06/2014

Two person mixed DNA profile
2 person mixed profile - conditioned on

04/09/2014

Complex mixed profile 
unsuitable for interp or 
comparison Analytical issue unknown n

Additional work 
undertaken at Statement 
stage, meant that the 
crime scene profile was re-
interpreted

Murder 10/06/2014

 Two person mixed DNA profile
2 person mix - supports non 
contribution 26/02/2015

Complex mixed profile 
unsuitable for interp or 
comparison Training issue unknown y

Subjectivity between 
reviewers, being 
addressed to reduce in 
future

Assault 02/06/2014

Three person mixed DNA profile
3 person mix profile - support for 
contrib > 100 billion 24/07/2014

Complex mixed profile 
unsuitable for interp or 
comparison

From 3 person to 4 
person y y

Additional work 
undertaken at Statement 
stage, meant that the 
crime scene profile was re-
interpreted

Robbery 30/05/2014

Two person mixed DNA profile
 2 person mix profile - support for 
contrib > 100 billion 04/07/2014

Complex mixed profile 
unsuitable for interp or 
comparison

Rework of the 
sample meant re-
intpretation y y

Additional work 
undertaken at Statement 
stage, meant that the 
crime scene profile was re-
interpreted

Robbery 23/05/2014

Three person mixed DNA profile
3 person mix - support for contribution 
1000 to 10 000
3 person mix - support for contribution 
100 to 1000 28/07/2014

Complex mixed profile 
unsuitable for interp or 
comparison

Rework of the 
sample meant re-
intpretation y n

Additional work 
undertaken at Statement 
stage, meant that the 
crime scene profile was re-
interpreted
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Assault 23/05/2014

Three person mixed DNA profile
3 person mix - supports non 
contribution 26/05/2014

Complex mixed profile 
unsuitable for interp or 
comparison

From 3 person to 4 
person n y

Additional work 
undertaken due to 
Suspect check request, 
meant that the crime 
scene profile was re-
interpreted

Robbery 14/05/2014
 3 person mix profile - support for 
contrib > 100 billion 26/09/2014

Complex mixed profile 
unsuitable for interp or 
comparison Analytical issue y y

Additional work 
undertaken at Statement 
stage, meant that the 
crime scene profile was re-
interpreted

Burglary/Enter
with intent 10/05/2014

Three person mixed DNA profile
3 person mix profile - support for 
contrib > 100 billion 23/10/2014

Complex mixed profile 
unsuitable for interp or 
comparison

From 3 person to 4 
person y y

Additional work 
undertaken at Statement 
stage, meant that the 
crime scene profile was re-
interpreted

Murder 09/05/2014
Three person mixed DNA profile
3 person mixed profile - conditioned on 22/07/2014

Complex mixed profile 
unsuitable for interp or 
comparison

From 3 person to 4 
person n y

Additional work 
undertaken at Statement 
stage, meant that the 
crime scene profile was re-
interpreted

Burglary/Enter
with intent 28/04/2014

Three person mixed DNA profile
 3 person mix - support for contrib 1 
million - 1 billion
 3 person mix profile - support for 
contrib > 100 billion 06/11/2014

Complex mixed profile 
unsuitable for interp or 
comparison

Reference sample 
available ? y

Reference sample 
available for comparison 
and additional work 
undertaken after the 
comparison

Wounding 10/04/2014

Three person mixed DNA profile
3 person mix profile - support for 
contrib > 100 billion 18/03/2015

Complex mixed profile 
unsuitable for interp or 
comparison

Rework of the 
sample meant re-
intpretation unknown y

Additional work 
undertaken at Statement 
stage, meant that the 
crime scene profile was re-
interpreted

GBH/Unlawful 
Wounding 24/03/2014

 Three person mixed DNA profile
 3 person mixed profile - conditioned 
on 22/08/2014

Complex mixed profile 
unsuitable for interp or 
comparison Training issue n y

Subjectivity between 
reviewers, being 
addressed to reduce in 
future

Murder 21/03/2014

Three person mixed DNA profile
2 person mixed profile - conditioned on
3 person mix rem - support for 
contribution > 100 billion 24/06/2014

Complex mixed profile 
unsuitable for interp or 
comparison

Reference samples 
available, limited 
knowledge and 
experience with 
PP21 and STRmix

Reassessment of profiles 
undertaken at Statement 
stage, to be consistent in 
the context of the case
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Murder 18/03/2014

Three person mixed DNA profile
3 person mix - support for contrib 1 
million - 1 billion
Suspect check - support for 
contribution > 100 billion 07/01/2015

Complex mixed profile 
unsuitable for interp or 
comparison

Reference samples 
available ? y

Multiple reference sample 
available for comparison 
and additional work 
undertaken after the 
comparison, context of 
other profiles within the 
case taken into 
consideration

Drug offences 07/03/2014

Three person mixed DNA profile
NCIDD upload - Intel mixed DNA profile 
UK M1
3 person mix - support for contribution 
100 to 1000 07/11/2014

Complex mixed profile 
unsuitable for interp or 
comparison Training issue y n

Reassessment of profiles 
undertaken at Statement 
stage, to be consistent in 
the context of the case

GBH/Unlawful 
Wounding 07/02/2014

Three person mixed DNA profile
3 person mix profile - support for 
contrib > 100 billion 18/08/2014

Complex mixed profile 
unsuitable for interp or 
comparison

From 3 person to 4 
person y y

Additional work 
undertaken at Statement 
stage, meant that the 
crime scene profile was re-
interpreted

GBH/Unlawful 
Wounding 07/02/2014

Three person mixed DNA profile
 3 person mix - support for contrib 10 
000 - 100 000 18/08/2014

Complex mixed profile 
unsuitable for interp or 
comparison Training issue y y

Additional work 
undertaken at Statement 
stage, meant that the 
crime scene profile was re-
interpreted

Rape 06/02/2014

Three person mixed DNA profile -
 3 person mix profile - support for 
contrib > 100 billion 19/03/2015

Complex mixed profile 
unsuitable for interp or 
comparison

Familial 
relationship with 
reference samples, 
training issues y y

Subjectivity between 
reviewers, being 
addressed to reduce in 
future

Murder 03/02/2014
Three person mixed DNA profile
3 person mixed profile - conditioned on 23/04/2014

Complex mixed profile 
unsuitable for interp or 
comparison

From 3 person to 4 
person n y

Additional work 
undertaken at Statement 
stage, meant that the 
crime scene profile was re-
interpreted

Assault 16/01/2014
 Two person mixed DNA profile
2 person mixed profile - conditioned on 23/06/2014

Complex mixed profile 
unsuitable for interp or 
comparison

From 3 person to 4 
person n y

Additional work 
undertaken at Statement 
stage, meant that the 
crime scene profile was re-
interpreted
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Drug offences 13/01/2014

Two person mixed DNA profile
2 person mix profile - support for 
contrib > 100 billion 23/10/2014

Complex mixed profile 
unsuitable for interp or 
comparison Training issue y y

Additional work 
undertaken at Statement 
stage, meant that the 
crime scene profile was re-
interpreted

Wounding 09/01/2014

Two person mixed DNA profile
2 person mix profile - support for 
contrib > 100 billion 27/06/2014

Complex mixed profile 
unsuitable for interp or 
comparison Training issue y y

Additional work 
undertaken at Statement 
stage, meant that the 
crime scene profile was re-
interpreted

Robbery 17/12/2013
 Three person mixed DNA profile
No statistical interpretation performed 05/03/2014

Complex mixed profile 
unsuitable for interp or 
comparison Training issue y y

Subjectivity between 
reviewers, being 
addressed to reduce in 
future

Drug offences 11/12/2013

Three person mixed DNA profile
3 person mix - supports non 
contribution 14/01/2014

Complex mixed profile 
unsuitable for interp or 
comparison

From 3 person to 4 
person y y

Additional work 
undertaken due to 
Suspect Check request.  
Rework meant re-
interpretation of the 
profile.

Burglary/Enter 
with intent 09/12/2013

Partial DNA profile- NCIDD- possible 
sub-threshold peaks UKM1 10/12/2013

Complex mixed profile 
unsuitable for interp or 
comparison Training issue y y Training issue

Property 30/11/2013
 Three person mixed DNA profile
No statistical interpretation performed 03/01/2014

Complex mixed profile 
unsuitable for interp or 
comparison Training issue y y

Subjectivity between 
reviewers, being 
addressed to reduce in 
future

Wounding 11/10/2013

Three person mixed DNA profile
NCIDD upload - Intel mixed DNA profile 
UKM4 30/06/2014

Complex mixed profile 
unsuitable for interp or 
comparison Training issue n y

Subjectivity between 
reviewers, being 
addressed to reduce in 
future

Robbery 20/09/2013

Three person mixed DNA profile
NCIDD upload - Intel mixed DNA profile 
UKF1 10/07/2014

Complex mixed profile 
unsuitable for interp or 
comparison Sample reworked n y

Additional work 
undertaken at Statement 
stage, meant that the 
crime scene profile was re-
interpreted

Burglary/Enter 
with intent 12/09/2013

Three person mixed DNA profile
3 person mix profile - support for 
contrib > 100 billion 14/09/2016

Complex mixed profile 
unsuitable for interp or 
comparison Training issue y y

Subjectivity between 
reviewers, being 
addressed to reduce in 
future

Burglary/Enter 
with intent 20/08/2013

Three person mixed DNA profile
Mixture - low support for contrib or 
supports non contrib 05/11/2014

Complex mixed profile 
unsuitable for interp or 
comparison

From 3 person to 4 
person mixture n y

Subjectivity between 
reviewers, being 
addressed to reduce in 
future
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Drug offences 19/08/2013
 Three person mixed DNA profile
No statistical interpretation performed 03/11/2014

Complex mixed profile 
unsuitable for interp or 
comparison

From 3 person to 4 
person y n

Additional work 
undertaken at Statement 
stage, meant that the 
crime scene profile was re-
interpreted

Robbery 19/08/2013
3 person mixed DNA profile not 
deconvoluted 15/01/2014

Complex mixed profile 
unsuitable for interp or 
comparison

Rework of the 
sample meant re-
intpretation y n

Analytical issue detected 
after result issued, error in 
laboratory

Robbery 27/07/2013
Three person mixed DNA profile
No statistical interpretation performed 03/11/2014

Complex mixed profile 
unsuitable for interp or 
comparison Sample reworked y n

Additional work 
undertaken due to 
Suspect Check request.  
Rework meant re-
interpretation of the 
profile.

Drug offences 27/07/2013
Two person mixed DNA profile
No statistical interpretation performed 18/09/2014

Complex mixed profile 
unsuitable for interp or 
comparison Training issue unknown y

Subjectivity between 
reviewers, being 
addressed to reduce in 
future

Sexual offences 23/07/2013 Three person mixed DNA profile 25/07/2013

Complex mixed profile 
unsuitable for interp or 
comparison Training issue n y Training issue

Drug offences 17/07/2013
 Two person mixed DNA profile
No statistical interpretation performed 18/11/2014

Complex mixed profile 
unsuitable for interp or 
comparison

From 2 person to 4 
person mixture y n

Additional work 
undertaken prior to 
Statement being released.  
Rework meant re-
interpretation of the 
profile.

UUMV 12/07/2013
3 person mixed DNA profile not 
deconvoluted 13/12/2013

Complex mixed profile 
unsuitable for interp or 
comparison

From 3 person to 4 
person mixture y n

Analytical issue detected 
after result issued, error in 
laboratory

UUMV 12/07/2013
Three person mixed DNA profile
No statistical interpretation performed 13/12/2013

Complex mixed profile 
unsuitable for interp or 
comparison

From 3 person to 4 
person mixture y n

Analytical issue detected 
after result issued, error in 
laboratory

Drug offences 05/07/2013
Three person mixed DNA profile
No statistical interpretation performed 05/05/2014

Complex mixed profile 
unsuitable for interp or 
comparison

From 3 person to 4 
person mixture y n

Analytical issue detected 
after result issued, error in 
laboratory

Burglary/Enter 
with intent 02/07/2013

Three person mixed DNA profile
No statistical interpretation performed 28/04/2014

Complex mixed profile 
unsuitable for interp or 
comparison

Analytical issue 
with sample y n

Analytical issue detected 
after result issued, error in 
laboratory
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ape 02/07/2013
 Three person mixed DNA profile
No statistical interpretation performed 17/09/2014

Complex mixed profile 
unsuitable for interp or 
comparison Training issue y y

Reassessment of profiles 
undertaken at Statement 
stage

ape 29/06/2013
Two person mixed DNA profile
No statistical interpretation performed 16/09/2014

Complex mixed profile 
unsuitable for interp or 
comparison

From 3 person to 4 
person mixture n y

Subjectivity between 
reviewers, being 
addressed to reduce in 
future

rug offences 19/06/2013
 Three person mixed DNA profile
No statistical interpretation performed 05/05/2014

Complex mixed profile 
unsuitable for interp or 
comparison

Rework of the 
sample meant re-
intpretation y n

Analytical issue detected 
after result issued, error in 
laboratory

UMV 17/06/2013
Single source DNA profile UKM2

05/05/2014

Complex mixed profile 
unsuitable for interp or 
comparison Sample reworked y y

Analytical issue detected 
after result issued, error in 
laboratory

UMV 17/06/2013
Three person mixed DNA profile
No statistical interpretation performed 16/06/2014

Complex mixed profile 
unsuitable for interp or 
comparison Sample reworked y y

Additional work 
undertaken and re-
interpretation of crime 
scene profile done

UMV 17/06/2013

 Three person mixed DNA profile
No statistical interpretation performed
 3 person mix - supports non 
contribution 13/05/2014

Complex mixed profile 
unsuitable for interp or 
comparison Training issue y n Training issue

rug offences 07/06/2013
Three person mixed DNA profile
No statistical interpretation performed 24/06/2013

Complex mixed profile 
unsuitable for interp or 
comparison

From 3 person to 4 
person mixture y n Training issue

ape 06/06/2013
 Three person mixed DNA profile
No statistical interpretation performed 12/06/2014

Complex mixed profile 
unsuitable for interp or 
comparison Training issue unknown y

Subjectivity between 
reviewers, being 
addressed to reduce in 
future

obbery 05/06/2013
Three person mixed DNA profile
No statistical interpretation performed 16/12/2013

Complex mixed profile 
unsuitable for interp or 
comparison

From 3 person to 4 
person mixture Y N

Analytical issue detected 
after result issued, error in 
laboratory

ssault 05/06/2013
Three person mixed DNA profile
No statistical interpretation performed 10/05/2014

Complex mixed profile 
unsuitable for interp or 
comparison

Analytical issue 
with sample y n

Subjectivity between 
reviewers, being 
addressed to reduce in 
future

urglary/Enter 
ith intent 31/05/2013

Three person mixed DNA profile
No statistical interpretation performed 24/12/2013

Complex mixed profile 
unsuitable for interp or 
comparison

From 3 person to 4 
person mixture y y

Analytical issue detected 
after result issued, error in 
laboratory

urglary/Enter 
ith intent 31/05/2013

 3 person mixed DNA profile not 
deconvoluted 11/11/2013

Complex mixed profile 
unsuitable for interp or 
comparison

From 3 person to 4 
person mixture y n

Analytical issue detected 
after result issued, error in 
laboratory
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Burglary/Enter 
with intent 31/05/2013

Three person mixed DNA profile
No statistical interpretation performed 12/06/2014

Complex mixed profile 
unsuitable for interp or 
comparison

From 3 person to 4 
person mixture y n

Analytical issue detected 
after result issued, error in 
laboratory

Burglary/Enter 
with intent 30/05/2013

3 person mixed DNA profile not 
deconvoluted 14/11/2013

Complex mixed profile 
unsuitable for interp or 
comparison

From 3 person to 4 
person mixture y y

Analytical issue detected 
after result issued, error in 
laboratory

Stealing 30/05/2013
 Three person mixed DNA profile
No statistical interpretation performed 28/04/2014

Complex mixed profile 
unsuitable for interp or 
comparison

Rework of the 
sample meant re-
intpretation y n

Analytical issue detected 
after result issued, error in 
laboratory

Burglary/Enter 
with intent 30/05/2013

3 person mixed DNA profile not 
deconvoluted 14/01/2014

Complex mixed profile 
unsuitable for interp or 
comparison

Rework of the 
sample meant re-
intpretation y n

Analytical issue detected 
after result issued, error in 
laboratory

UUMV 29/05/2013
 Three person mixed DNA profile
No statistical interpretation performed 11/02/2014

Complex mixed profile 
unsuitable for interp or 
comparison

Rework of the 
sample meant re-
intpretation y n

Analytical issue detected 
after result issued, error in 
laboratory

Burglary/Enter 
with intent 13/05/2013

Three person mixed DNA profile
No statistical interpretation performed 30/11/2013

Complex mixed profile 
unsuitable for interp or 
comparison

Degradation of 
DNA y n

Analytical issue detected 
after result issued, error in 
laboratory

Assault 04/04/2013
Two person mixed DNA profile
No statistical interpretation performed 13/11/2013

Complex mixed profile 
unsuitable for interp or 
comparison

Degradation of 
DNA y n

Subjectivity / Training 
issue

Burglary/Enter 
with intent 07/02/2013

Single source DNA profile UKM2
NCIDD upload single source DNA profile 21/11/2013

Complex mixed profile 
unsuitable for interp or 
comparison

Degradation of 
DNA y y

Analytical issue detected 
after result issued, error in 
laboratory

UUMV 25/01/2013

Two person mixed DNA profile
NCIDD upload - Intel mixed DNA profile 
UKM1 30/01/2014

Complex mixed profile 
unsuitable for interp or 
comparison

Rework of the 
sample meant re-
intpretation y n

Analytical issue detected 
after result issued, error in 
laboratory

Assault 23/12/2013

Two person mixed DNA profile
2 person mix profile - support for 
contrib > 100 billion 28/08/2014

Complex mixed profile 
unsuitable for interp or 
comparison

From 2 person to 4 
person y y

Additional work 
undertaken at Statement 
stage, meant that the 
crime scene profile was re-
interpreted

Murder 20/12/2013

Three person mixed DNA profile
3 person mix- support for contrib 1 
billion - 100 billion 18/03/2014

Complex mixed profile 
unsuitable for interp or 
comparison

From 3 person to 4 
person y y

Error made in laboratory, 
training issue; re-
assessment undertaken at 
statement stage to detect
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Murder 19/12/2013

 Three person mixed DNA profile
3 person mixed profile - conditioned on
3 person mix rem - support for 
contribution > 100 billion 07/01/2015

Complex mixed profile 
unsuitable for interp or 
comparison

Reference samples 
available n y

Multiple reference sample 
available for comparison 
and additional work 
undertaken after the 
comparison, context of 
other profiles within the 
case taken into 
consideration

Murder 19/12/2013

Three person mixed DNA profile
 Suspect check - support for 
contribution > 100 billion
3 person mix- support for contrib 1 
billion - 100 billion 07/01/2015

Complex mixed profile 
unsuitable for interp or 
comparison

Reference samples 
available ? y

Multiple reference sample 
available for comparison 
and additional work 
undertaken after the 
comparison, context of 
other profiles within the 
case taken into 
consideration

Murder 19/12/2013

Two person mixed DNA profile
2 person mix profile - support for 
contrib > 100 billion
Suspect check- support for contrib 1 
billion- 100 billion 07/01/2015

Complex mixed profile 
unsuitable for interp or 
comparison

Reference samples 
available ? y

Multiple reference sample 
available for comparison 
and additional work 
undertaken after the 
comparison, context of 
other profiles within the 
case taken into 
consideration

Murder 19/12/2013

Three person mixed DNA profile
 3 person mix profile - support for 
contrib > 100 billion
Suspect check - support for 
contribution 1000 to 10 000 04/07/2014

Complex mixed profile 
unsuitable for interp or 
comparison

Limited experience 
and knowledge of 
PP21 and STRmix, 
training issue unknown y

Subjectivity between 
reviewers, being 
addressed to reduce in 
future

Murder 18/12/2013
Single Source DNA profile - assumed 
known contributor 07/01/2015

Complex mixed profile 
unsuitable for interp or 
comparison

Reference samples 
available n y

Multiple reference sample 
available for comparison 
and additional work 
undertaken after the 
comparison, context of 
other profiles within the 
case taken into 
consideration
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UUMV 06/12/2013

Three person mixed DNA profile
 3 person mix profile - support for 
contrib > 100 billion 16/04/2014

Complex mixed profile 
unsuitable for interp or 
comparison

From 3 person to 4 
person y y

Additional work 
undertaken at Statement 
stage, meant that the 
crime scene profile was re-
interpreted

Murder 29/11/2013

Three person mixed DNA profile
3 person mix - support for contrib 100 
000 to 1 million
3 person mix profile - support for 
contrib > 100 billion 04/06/2014

Complex mixed profile 
unsuitable for interp or 
comparison

From 3 person to 4 
person y y

Additional work 
undertaken at Statement 
stage to ensure case 
consistency, meant that 
the crime scene profile 
was re-interpreted

Murder 28/11/2013

Three person mixed DNA profile
3 person mixed profile - conditioned on
3 person mix remaining - support for 
contrib 100 to 1000 23/05/2014

Complex mixed profile 
unsuitable for interp or 
comparison Training issue y y

Additional work 
undertaken at Statement 
stage to ensure case 
consistency, meant that 
the crime scene profile 
was re-interpreted

GBH/Unlawful 
Wounding 27/11/2013

Three person mixed DNA profile
3 person mix profile - support for 
contrib > 100 billion 20/01/2014

Complex mixed profile 
unsuitable for interp or 
comparison Training issue unknown y

Reassessment of profiles 
undertaken at Statement 
stage, to be consistent in 
the context of the case

Wounding 22/11/2013

Two person mixed DNA profile
2 person mix profile - support for 
contrib > 100 billion 27/06/2014

Complex mixed profile 
unsuitable for interp or 
comparison Training issue y y

Additional work 
undertaken at Statement 
stage to ensure case 
consistency, meant that 
the crime scene profile 
was re-interpreted

Robbery 19/11/2013

 Three person mixed DNA profile
3 person mixed profile - conditioned on
3 person mix rem - support for 
contribution > 100 billion 08/04/2015

Complex mixed profile 
unsuitable for interp or 
comparison

From 3 person to 4 
person y y

Error made in laboratory, 
training issue - error 
detected at Statement 
stage

Rape 14/11/2013

 Three person mixed DNA profile
3 person mix profile - support for 
contrib > 100 billion 06/03/2014

Complex mixed profile 
unsuitable for interp or 
comparison

Limited experience 
and knowledge of 
PP21 and STRmix, 
training issue y y

Subjectivity between 
reviewers, being 
addressed to reduce in 
future
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Murder 07/11/2013

Three person mixed DNA profile
3 person mix - support for contribution 
100 to 1000
3 person mix profile - support for 
contrib > 100 billion 13/05/2016

Complex mixed profile 
unsuitable for interp or 
comparison

From 3 person to 4 
person unknown y

Subjectivity between 
reviewers, being 
addressed to reduce in 
future

GBH/Unlawful 
Wounding 15/10/2013

 Three person mixed DNA profile
3 person mix - support for contribution 
1000 to 10 000 - Evidence
 3 person mix - support for contribution 
100 to 1000 - Evidence
Suspect check - support for 
contribution > 100 billion - suspect 
nomination 20/12/2013

Complex mixed profile 
unsuitable for interp or 
comparison

From 3 person to 4 
person n y

Reassessment of profiles 
undertaken at Statement 
stage, to be consistent in 
the context of the case

Murder (inc 
attempts) 09/10/2013

Three person mixed DNA profile
 NCIDD upload - Intel mixed DNA profile 
UKM2

27/04/2016

Complex mixed profile 
unsuitable for interp or 
comparison

From 3 person to 4 
person y n

Subjectivity between 
reviewers, being 
addressed to reduce in 
future

Murder (inc 
attempts) 09/10/2013

 Two person mixed DNA profile
2 person mix - supports non 
contribution 27/04/2016

Complex mixed profile 
unsuitable for interp or 
comparison Training issue y n

Reassessment of profiles 
undertaken at Statement 
stage, to be consistent in 
the context of the case

Fire/Arson 04/10/2013

Three person mixed DNA profile
3 person mix- support for contrib 1 
billion - 100 billion 21/03/2014

Complex mixed profile 
unsuitable for interp or 
comparison Analytical issue y n

Additional work 
undertaken at Statement 
stage to ensure case 
consistency, meant that 
the crime scene profile 
was re-interpreted

Robbery 03/10/2013

Three person mixed DNA profile
3 person mix - low support for 
contribution (evidence) 18/11/2013

Complex mixed profile 
unsuitable for interp or 
comparison

From 3 person to 4 
person y y

Analytical issue detected 
after result issued, error in 
laboratory

Rape 11/09/2013

Three person mixed DNA profile 
3 person mix profile - support for 
contrib > 100 billion - 19/03/2015

Complex mixed profile 
unsuitable for interp or 
comparison

familial 
relationship with 
reference samples, 
reassessment 
conducted y y

Reassessment of profiles 
undertaken due to familial 
relationship with 
reference samples
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ape 11/09/2013

Three person mixed DNA profile 
 3 person mix - support for contrib 1 
million - 1 billion 11/09/2013

Complex mixed profile 
unsuitable for interp or 
comparison

familial 
relationship with 
reference samples, 
some profile 
subjectivity y y Training issue

urder 10/09/2013

Two person mixed DNA profile
2 person mix profile - support for 
contrib > 100 billion - Elimination 31/10/2013

Complex mixed profile 
unsuitable for interp or 
comparison Training issue unknown y

Subjectivity between 
reviewers, being 
addressed to reduce in 
future

ape 06/09/2013

Three person mixed DNA profile
3 person mix profile - support for 
contrib > 100 billion 19/03/2015

Complex mixed profile 
unsuitable for interp or 
comparison

familial 
relationship with 
reference samples, 
training issue y y Training issue

eaths 06/09/2013

Three person mixed DNA profile
3 person mix profile - support for 
contrib > 100 billion 29/01/2015

Complex mixed profile 
unsuitable for interp or 
comparison Training issue n y Training issue

ssault 05/09/2013

Three person mixed DNA profile
 3 person mix profile - support for 
contrib > 100 billion 14/10/2013

Complex mixed profile 
unsuitable for interp or 
comparison

From 3 person to 4 
person y y

Error made in laboratory, 
training issue - error 
detected at Statement 
stage

urder 02/09/2013

Three person mixed DNA profile
3 person mix profile - support for 
contrib > 100 billion - Deceased
3 person mix profile - support for 
contrib > 100 billion - Elimination 31/10/2013

Complex mixed profile 
unsuitable for interp or 
comparison

Limited experience 
and knowledge of 
PP21 and STRmix, 
training issue n y

Subjectivity between 
reviewers, being 
addressed to reduce in 
future

obbery 23/08/2013

 Three person mixed DNA profile
 3 person mix - support for contrib 10 
000 - 100 000
3 person mix - support for contribution 
100 to 1000 03/01/2014

Complex mixed profile 
unsuitable for interp or 
comparison Training issue y y

Reassessment of profiles 
undertaken at Statement 
stage, to be consistent in 
the context of the case

urder 23/08/2013

Three person mixed DNA profile
3 person mix profile - support for 
contrib > 100 billion - Deceased
 3 person mix- support for contrib 1 
billion - 100 billion - Elimination 31/10/2013

Complex mixed profile 
unsuitable for interp or 
comparison

Limited experience 
and knowledge of 
PP21 and STRmix, 
training issue n y

Subjectivity between 
reviewers, being 
addressed to reduce in 
future

urglary/Enter 
ith intent 20/08/2013

Three person mixed DNA profile
3 person mix - support for contribution 
100 to 1000
3 person mix profile - support for 
contrib > 100 billion 05/11/2014

Complex mixed profile 
unsuitable for interp or 
comparison Training issue y y

Reassessment undertaken 
due to Suspect check 
request, meant that the 
crime scene profile was re-
interpreted
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Murder 19/08/2013

 Three person mixed DNA profile
3 person mix- support for contrib 1 
billion - 100 billion 05/05/2014

Complex mixed profile 
unsuitable for interp or 
comparison

Limited experience 
and knowledge of 
PP21 and STRmix, 
training issue y y

Reassessment of profiles 
undertaken at Statement 
stage, to be consistent in 
the context of the case

Murder 16/08/2013

Three person mixed DNA profile
3 person mix - support for contribution 
1000 to 10 000
3 person mix profile - support for 
contrib > 100 billion 09/01/2015

Complex mixed profile 
unsuitable for interp or 
comparison

Reference samples 
available n y

Multiple reference sample 
available for comparison 
and additional work 
undertaken after the 
comparison, context of 
other profiles within the 
case taken into 
consideration

Robbery 15/08/2013

Three person mixed DNA profile
Suspect check - support for 
contribution > 100 billion 07/11/2014

Complex mixed profile 
unsuitable for interp or 
comparison

Rework of sample 
meant re-
interpretation ? y

Reference sample 
supplied and now 
available for comparison, 
reassessment due to ref 
sample and re-
interpretation

Robbery 09/08/2013

Three person mixed DNA profile
NCIDD upload - Intel mixed DNA profile 
UKM1
Cold link - suspect wanted
3 person mix profile - support for 
contrib > 100 billion 11/11/2013

Complex mixed profile 
unsuitable for interp or 
comparison

From 3 person to 4 
person y n

Additional work 
undertaken at Statement 
stage to ensure case 
consistency, meant that 
the crime scene profile 
was re-interpreted

GBH/Unlawful 
Wounding 30/07/2013

 Three person mixed DNA profile
3 person mix profile - support for 
contrib > 100 billion
3 person mix - support for contribution 
100 to 1000 UKM1
3 person mix - support for contrib 100 
000 to 1 million

18/02/2014

Complex mixed profile 
unsuitable for interp or 
comparison

Limited experience 
and knowledge of 
PP21 and STRmix, 
training issue y y

Subjectivity between 
reviewers, being 
addressed to reduce in 
future

Robbery 27/07/2013

Three person mixed DNA profile
3 person mix profile - support for 
contrib > 100 billion 02/04/2015

Complex mixed profile 
unsuitable for interp or 
comparison

From 3 person to 4 
person y y

Error made in laboratory, 
training issue - error 
detected at Statement 
stage

Murder 17/07/2013

Three person mixed DNA profile
3 person mix profile - support for 
contrib > 100 billion - Evidence
3 person mix - support for contrib 100 
000 to 1 million - Deceased 09/10/2013

Complex mixed profile 
unsuitable for interp or 
comparison Training issue y y

Subjectivity between 
reviewers, being 
addressed to reduce in 
future
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Murder 17/07/2013

Three person mixed DNA profile
3 person mixed profile - conditioned on 
- Suspect
3 person mix rem - support for 
contribution > 100 billion - Deceased 09/10/2013

Complex mixed profile 
unsuitable for interp or 
comparison Training issue y y

Subjectivity between 
reviewers, being 
addressed to reduce in 
future

Robbery 10/07/2013

Three person mixed DNA profile
3 person mix - support for contrib 10 
000 - 100 000 25/11/2013

Complex mixed profile 
unsuitable for interp or 
comparison Analytical issue y n

Analytical issue detected 
after result issued, error in 
laboratory

Murder 05/07/2013

Three person mixed DNA profile
3 person mix profile - support for 
contrib > 100 billion 21/07/2014

Complex mixed profile 
unsuitable for interp or 
comparison

From 3 person to 4 
person y y

Analytical issue detected 
after result issued, error in 
laboratory

Murder 03/07/2013

Three person mixed DNA profile
 3 person mix - support for contrib 100 
000 to 1 million 18/08/2015

Complex mixed profile 
unsuitable for interp or 
comparison

Familial 
relationship with 
reference samples, 
limited experience 
and knowledge 
with PP21 and 
STRmix

Reference samples 
available for comparison, 
additional work 
undertaken at Statement 
request stage

Murder 01/07/2013

Three person mixed DNA profile
3 person mix profile - support for 
contrib > 100 billion 11/04/2014

Complex mixed profile 
unsuitable for interp or 
comparison Analytical issue unknown y

Analytical issue detected 
after result issued, error in 
laboratory

Murder 29/06/2013

Three person mixed DNA profile
3 person mix - support for contrib 100 
000 to 1 million 18/09/2015

Complex mixed profile 
unsuitable for interp or 
comparison

Familial 
relationship with 
reference samples, 
limited experience 
and knowledge 
with PP21 and 
STRmix

Reference samples 
available for comparison, 
additional work 
undertaken at Statement 
request stage

GBH/Unlawful
Wounding 29/06/2013

Three person mixed DNA profile
 NCIDD upload - mixed DNA profile 
UKM1
NCIDD upload - Intel mixed DNA profile 
UKP1
 Suspect check - support for 
contribution > 100 billion 20/12/2013

Complex mixed profile 
unsuitable for interp or 
comparison

Limited experience 
and knowledge of 
PP21 and STRmix, 
training issue y n Training issue

GBH/Unlawful
Wounding 29/06/2013

Three person mixed DNA profile
 3 person mix profile - support for 
contrib > 100 billion - Evidence 20/12/2013

Complex mixed profile 
unsuitable for interp or 
comparison

Limited experience 
and knowledge of 
PP21 and STRmix, 
training issue y n Training issue
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GBH/Unlawful 
Wounding 29/06/2013

Three person mixed DNA profile
3 person mixed profile - conditioned on 
(Evidence)
Multiple supports non contribution / 
suspect check no match results 20/12/2013

Complex mixed profile 
unsuitable for interp or 
comparison

From 3 person to 4 
person n y

Reassessment undertaken 
due to Statement, meant 
that the crime scene 
profile was re-interpreted 
(case consistency)

Weapons 
offences 29/06/2013

Three person mixed DNA profile
3 person mix profile - support for 
contrib > 100 billion - Evidence 16/07/2013

Complex mixed profile 
unsuitable for interp or 
comparison Analytical issue y y

Analytical issue detected 
after result issued, error in 
laboratory

Robbery 27/06/2013

Three person mixed DNA profile
3 person mix profile - support for 
contrib > 100 billion 03/03/2014

Complex mixed profile 
unsuitable for interp or 
comparison

From 3 person to 4 
person y y

Analytical issue detected 
after result issued, error in 
laboratory

Murder 18/06/2013

Two person mixed DNA profile
2 person mix profile - support for 
contrib > 100 billion - Evidence 20/12/2013

Complex mixed profile 
unsuitable for interp or 
comparison Training issue unknown y

Reassessment undertaken 
due to Statement, meant 
that the crime scene 
profile was re-interpreted 
(case consistency)

Murder 06/06/2013

Three person mixed DNA profile
3 person mixed profile - conditioned on 
(Deceased)
Multiple supports non contribution / 
suspect check no match results 28/11/2013

Complex mixed profile 
unsuitable for interp or 
comparison Analytical issue y y

Analytical issue detected 
after result issued, error in 
laboratory

Child offences 05/06/2013

Three person mixed DNA profile 
 3 person mix - low support for 
contribution 21/02/2014

Complex mixed profile 
unsuitable for interp or 
comparison

From 3 person to 4 
person unknown n

Additional work 
undertaken at Statement 
stage to ensure case 
consistency, meant that 
the crime scene profile 
was re-interpreted

Deaths 24/05/2013

 Three person mixed DNA profile
3 person mix profile - support for 
contrib > 100 billion
 3 person mix - support for contrib 1 
million - 1 billion 18/08/2014

Complex mixed profile 
unsuitable for interp or 
comparison

From 3 person to 4 
person y y

Additional work 
undertaken at Statement 
stage to ensure case 
consistency, meant that 
the crime scene profile 
was re-interpreted

Deaths 24/05/2013

 Three person mixed DNA profile
3 person mix profile - support for 
contrib > 100 billion 10/03/2014

Complex mixed profile 
unsuitable for interp or 
comparison Analytical issue y y

Analytical issue detected 
after result issued, error in 
laboratory
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urder 22/05/2013

Three person mixed DNA profile
NCIDD upload - Intel mixed DNA profile 
UKM5 26/09/2016

Complex mixed profile 
unsuitable for interp or 
comparison Training issue n y

Additional work 
undertaken at Statement 
stage to ensure case 
consistency, meant that 
the crime scene profile 
was re-interpreted

ape 14/05/2013

Three person mixed DNA profile
3 person mix - support for contribution 
100 to 1000
3 person mix profile - support for 
contrib > 100 billion 20/05/2014

Complex mixed profile 
unsuitable for interp or 
comparison Analytical issue y y

Analytical issue detected 
after result issued, error in 
laboratory

obbery 14/05/2013

 Three person mixed DNA profile
3 person mix - support for contribution 
100 to 1000
 3 person mix profile - support for 
contrib > 100 billion 17/06/2013

Complex mixed profile 
unsuitable for interp or 
comparison

From 3 person to 4 
person y y

Analytical issue detected 
after result issued, error in 
laboratory

ssault 08/05/2013

Three person mixed DNA profile
 No statistical interpretation performed
 3 person mix - supports non 
contribution 02/02/2015

Complex mixed profile 
unsuitable for interp or 
comparison Training issue y n

Subjectivity between 
reviewers, being 
addressed to reduce in 
future

ssault 03/05/2013
 Three person mixed DNA profile
No statistical interpretation performed 08/04/2015

Complex mixed profile 
unsuitable for interp or 
comparison

Rework of sample 
meant re-
interpretation y y

Subjectivity between 
reviewers, being 
addressed to reduce in 
future

ape 02/05/2013

Three person mixed DNA profile
3 person mixed profile - conditioned on 
- Victim
3 person rem - support for contrib 1 
million to 1 billion - Evidence 24/05/2013

Complex mixed profile 
unsuitable for interp or 
comparison

From 3 person to 4 
person y y

Reassessment undertaken 
due to Statement, meant 
that the crime scene 
profile was re-interpreted 
(case consistency)

obbery 29/04/2013

Three person mixed DNA profile
3 person mix profile - support for 
contrib > 100 billion - Evidence 13/06/2013

Complex mixed profile 
unsuitable for interp or 
comparison

From 3 person to 4 
person y y

Analytical issue detected 
after result issued, error in 
laboratory

ounding 19/04/2013

 Three person mixed DNA profile
3 person mix profile - support for 
contrib > 100 billion - Evidence 26/06/2013

Complex mixed profile 
unsuitable for interp or 
comparison

From 3 person to 4 
person y n

Subjectivity between 
reviewers, being 
addressed to reduce in 
future

eaths 11/04/2013

Three person mixed DNA profile
3 person mix profile - support for 
contrib > 100 billion - Deceased
3 person mix- support for contrib 1 
billion - 100 billion - Elimination

12/11/2013

Complex mixed profile 
unsuitable for interp or 
comparison

From 3 person to 4 
person y n

Subjectivity between 
reviewers, being 
addressed to reduce in 
future
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Deaths 10/04/2013

Three person mixed DNA profile
3 person mix - support for contribution 
100 to 1000 - Deceased
3 person mix - support for contribution 
100 to 1000 - Elimination
3 person mix profile - support for 
contrib > 100 billion - Elimination 12/11/2013

Complex mixed profile 
unsuitable for interp or 
comparison

Limited experience 
and knowledge of 
PP21 and STRmix, 
training issue y y

Subjectivity between 
reviewers, being 
addressed to reduce in 
future

Murder 27/03/2013

Three person mixed DNA profile
3 person mix - support for contrib 1 
million - 1 billion 17/12/2015

Complex mixed profile 
unsuitable for interp or 
comparison

Familial 
relationship with 
reference samples, 
limited experience 
and knowledge 
with PP21 and 
STRmix

Reference samples 
available for comparison, 
additional work 
undertaken at Statement 
request stage

UUMV 08/02/2013

Single source DNA profile UKM1
NCIDD Intel Upload - single source 
partial profile 26/08/2016

Complex mixed profile 
unsuitable for interp or 
comparison Analytical issue unknown n

Analytical issue detected 
after result issued, error in 
laboratory
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Date link reported QPRIME Number Offence QPS comment QPS comment Anticipated release date for Statement Further Information Additional information 22nd Oct
05/07/2017 0613 Robbery, unarmed, in 

company

DNA evidence significant to prosecution statement already requested from QH Statement issued to QPS 4th Oct 2018

No changes were made to the results during the 
compliation of the Statement or during the 
Statement peer review process for the items 
within this case. Nil

12/10/2017 1011 Drug - Possess and/or use 
dangerous drugs

DNA evidence significant to prosecution statement already requested from QH
Expected to be issued by due date (4 
weeks from Statement requested date)

Do not anticipate results to change given no 
further reworks are required, no further ref 
samples expected to be delivered. Nil

25/10/2017 0611 Robbery, armed

DNA evidence significant to prosecution statement already requested from QH
Expected to be issued by due date (4 
weeks from Statement requested date)

Do not anticipate results to change given no 
further reworks are required, no further ref 
samples expected to be delivered. Nil

26/11/2017 0213 Wounding

DNA evidence significant to prosecution statement already requested from QH Statement issued to QPS 8th Oct 2018

No changes were made to the results during the 
compliation of the Statement or during the 
Statement peer review process for the items 
within this case. Nil

14/12/2017 0311 Rape

DNA evidence significant to prosecution statement already requested from QH
Expected to be issued by due date (4 
weeks from Statement requested date)

Do not anticipate results to change given no 
further reworks are required, no further ref 
samples expected to be delivered. Nil

24/12/2017 0311 Rape

DNA evidence significant to prosecution statement already requested from QH Statement currently being reviewed

Do not anticipate results to change given no 
further reworks are required, no further ref 
samples expected to be delivered. Nil

18/01/2018 0811 Motor vehicle - steal, 
unlawfully use, possess

DNA evidence significant to prosecution statement already requested from QH
Expected to be issued by due date (4 
weeks from Statement requested date)

Do not anticipate results to change given no 
further reworks are required, no further ref 
samples expected to be delivered. Nil

16/04/2018 0213 Wounding

DNA evidence significant to prosecution statement already requested from QH
Expected to be issued by due date (4 
weeks from Statement requested date)

Do not anticipate results to change given no 
further reworks are required, no further ref 
samples expected to be delivered. Nil

04/05/2018 1011 Drug - Possess and/or use 
dangerous drugs

DNA evidence significant to prosecution statement already requested from QH
Expected to be issued by due date (4 
weeks from Statement requested date)

One sample undergoing additional work due to 
Manufacturer's issue, further update to be 
provided by 12th Oct 2018 - Updated 
information: rework did not change the result 
that had been released to the QPS. Nil

12/05/2018 0811 Motor vehicle - steal, 
unlawfully use, possess

DNA evidence significant to prosecution statement already requested from QH
Expected to be issued by due date (4 
weeks from Statement requested date)

Do not anticipate results to change given no 
further reworks are required, no further ref 
samples expected to be delivered. Nil

27/05/2018 0213 Wounding

DNA evidence significant to prosecution statement already requested from QH
Expected to be issued by due date (4 
weeks from Statement requested date)

Do not anticipate results to change given no 
further reworks are required, no further ref 
samples expected to be delivered. Nil

03/06/2018 1406 Traffic Crash - Fatal

DNA evidence significant to prosecution statement already requested from QH
Expected to be issued by due date (4 
weeks from Statement requested date)

Do not anticipate results to change given no 
further reworks are required, no further ref 
samples expected to be delivered. Nil

23/06/2017 0713 Burglary, with violence or 
threats, with breaking

DNA evidence significant to prosecution statement already requested from QH Statement issued 27 Oct 2017

No changes were made to the results during the 
compliation of the Statement or during the 
Statement peer review process for the items 
within this case.  No further items or reference 
samples have been delivered for this case, so no 
further interpretation or work has been required 
which would change the results for this case. Nil

19/09/2017 0211 Grievous Bodily Harm

DNA evidence significant to prosecution statement already requested from QH Statement issued 2 Feb 2018

No changes were made to the results during the 
compliation of the Statement or during the 
Statement peer review process for the items 
within this case.  No further items or reference 
samples have been delivered for this case, so no 
further interpretation or work has been required 
which would change the results for this case. Nil

07/10/2017 0112 Homicide - Attempted 
murder

DNA evidence significant to prosecution statement already requested from QH Statement currently being reviewed

Do not anticipate results to change given no 
further reworks are required, no further ref 
samples expected to be delivered. Nil

30/01/2018 0711 Burglary, with breaking

DNA evidence significant to prosecution statement already requested from QH
Expected to be issued by due date (4 
weeks from Statement requested date)

Do not anticipate results to change given no 
further reworks are required, no further ref 
samples expected to be delivered. Nil

EXHIBIT 171
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15/03/2018 0911 Fire - Building or Structure - 
Deliberate/Suspicious

DNA evidence significant to prosecution statement already requested from QH
Expected to be issued by due date (4 
weeks from Statement requested date)

Do not anticipate results to change given no 
further reworks are required, no further ref 
samples expected to be delivered. Nil

11/04/2018 1011 Drug - Possess and/or use 
dangerous drugs

DNA evidence significant to prosecution statement already requested from QH
Expected to be issued by due date (4 
weeks from Statement requested date)

Do not anticipate results to change given no 
further reworks are required, no further ref 
samples expected to be delivered. Nil

27/04/2018 0717 Enter with intent, other 
premises, with breaking

DNA evidence significant to prosecution statement already requested from QH

Additional testing has been required for one 
sample which may change the result issued. Final 
result to be interpreted by 12th Oct 2018.  
Update: reworking has confirmed 4 person 
mixture, Forensic DNA Analysis will hold result as 
anticipate that STRmix will be validated for 4 
Person Mixtures by the time Statement is due for 
court in November 2018. Nil

01/05/2018 0211 Grievous Bodily Harm

DNA evidence significant to prosecution statement already requested from QH Statement issued 8 Oct 2018

No changes were made to the results during the 
compliation of the Statement or during the 
Statement peer review process for the items 
within this case. Nil

13/06/2018 0214 Assault occasioning bodily 
harm

DNA evidence significant to prosecution statement already requested from QH
Expected to be issued by due date (4 
weeks from Statement requested date)

Do not anticipate results to change given no 
further reworks are required, no further ref 
samples expected to be delivered. Nil

26/06/2018 0714 Burglary, with violence or 
threats

DNA evidence significant to prosecution statement already requested from QH
Expected to be issued by due date (4 
weeks from Statement requested date)

One sample failed to meet quality standards and 
result incorrected, Insp Neville aware of this 
action 8th Oct 2018 Nil

06/07/2018 0715 Enter with intent, shop, 
with breaking

DNA evidence significant to prosecution statement already requested from QH
Expected to be issued by due date (4 
weeks from Statement requested date)

Do not anticipate results to change given no 
further reworks are required, no further ref 
samples expected to be delivered. Nil

10/10/2013 0611 Robbery, armed

DNA evidence significant to prosecution Statement issued 12 Feb 2014 

No changes were made to the results during the 
compliation of the Statement or during the 
Statement peer review process for the items 
within this case.  No further items received since 
statement issued, unlikely that changes would 
be necessary. Nil

07/11/2014 0611 Robbery, armed

DNA evidence significant to prosecution

Appears that all reference samples have been 
submitted and compared against crime scene 
profiles, therefore the result is unlikely to be 
changed. Nil

20/06/2016 0613 Robbery, unarmed, in 
company

DNA evidence significant to prosecution

Appears that all reference samples have been 
submitted and compared against crime scene 
profiles, therefore the result is unlikely to be 
changed. Nil

25/09/2018 0711 Burglary, with breaking

DNA evidence significant to prosecution

If further reference samples are submitted for 
this case, due it being reported in a Cold Link, 
the crime scene profile will undergo further 
assessment against the reference sample/s 
submitted, which could result in either no 
change or a change.

Sample has undergone additional reworks, unlikely that further 
work would be required. Contributor to NCIDD is a full profile, 
therefore mixture interpretation is unlikely to change if/when 
reassessment occurs upon receipt of these reference samples.

25/09/2018 0811 Motor vehicle - steal, 
unlawfully use, possess

Unknown strength of DNA evidence

If further reference samples are submitted for 
this case, due it being reported in a Cold Link, 
the crime scene profile will undergo further 
assessment against the reference sample/s 
submitted, which could result in either no 
change or a change.

Has undergone addtional reworks, unlikely to require further 
testing. The contribution deconvoluted and loaded to NCIDD  is an 
intelligence profile (not a full profile). The mixture interpretation is 
unlikely to change if/when reassessment occurs upon receipt of 
reference sample.

20/09/2018 0811 Motor vehicle - steal, 
unlawfully use, possess

DNA evidence significant to prosecution

If further reference samples are submitted for 
this case, due it being reported in a Cold Link, 
the crime scene profile will undergo further 
assessment (or rework if required) against the 
reference sample/s submitted, which could 
result in either no change or a change.

Has undergone an addtional rework, unlikely to require further 
testing. The contribution deconvoluted and loaded to NCIDD  is an 
intelligence profile (not a full profile). The mixture interpretation is 
unlikely to change if/when reassessment occurs upon receipt of 
reference sample.
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17/09/2018 0812 Motor vehicle - attempted 
steal/unlawfully use

DNA evidence significant to prosecution

If further reference samples are submitted for 
this case, due it being reported in a Cold Link, 
the crime scene profile will undergo further 
assessment (or rework if required) against the 
reference sample/s submitted, which could 
result in either no change or a change.

Has undergone an addtional rework, unlikely to require further 
testing. The contribution deconvoluted and loaded to NCIDD  is an 
intelligence profile (not a full profile). The mixture interpretation is 
unlikely to change if/when reassessment occurs upon receipt of 
reference sample.

14/09/2018 0811 Motor vehicle - steal, 
unlawfully use, possess

DNA evidence significant to prosecution

If further reference samples are submitted for 
this case, due it being reported in a Cold Link, 
the crime scene profile will undergo further 
assessment against the reference sample/s 
submitted, which could result in either no 
change or a change.

Has undergone addtional reworks, unlikely to require further 
testing. The contribution deconvoluted and loaded to NCIDD  is an 
intelligence profile (not a full profile). The mixture interpretation is 
unlikely to change if/when reassessment occurs upon receipt of 
reference sample.

13/09/2018 0711 Burglary, with breaking

DNA evidence significant to prosecution

If further reference samples are submitted for 
this case, due it being reported in a Cold Link, 
the crime scene profile will undergo further 
assessment against the reference sample/s 
submitted, which could result in either no 
change or a change.

Has undergone an addtional rework as per Volume Crime 
processing rules. The contribution deconvoluted and loaded to 
NCIDD  is a full profile. The mixture interpretation is unlikely to 
change if/when reassessment occurs upon receipt of reference 
sample.

13/09/2018 0717 Enter with intent, other 
premises, with breaking

Unknown strength of DNA evidence

If further reference samples are submitted for 
this case, due it being reported in a Cold Link, 
the crime scene profile will undergo further 
assessment (or rework if required) against the 
reference sample/s submitted, which could 
result in either no change or a change.

Has undergone an addtional rework, unlikely to require further 
testing. The contribution deconvoluted and loaded to NCIDD  is an 
intelligence profile (not a full profile). The mixture interpretation is 
unlikely to change if/when reassessment occurs upon receipt of 
reference sample.

11/09/2018 0717 Enter with intent, other 
premises, with breaking

DNA evidence significant to prosecution

If further reference samples are submitted for 
this case, due it being reported in a Cold Link, 
the crime scene profile will undergo further 
assessment (or rework if required) against the 
reference sample/s submitted, which could 
result in either no change or a change.

Has undergone an addtional rework, unlikely to require further 
testing. The contribution deconvoluted and loaded to NCIDD  is an 
intelligence profile (not a full profile). The mixture interpretation is 
unlikely to change if/when reassessment occurs upon receipt of 
reference sample.

05/09/2018 0711 Burglary, with breaking

DNA evidence significant to prosecution

If further reference samples are submitted for 
this case, due it being reported in a Cold Link, 
the crime scene profile will undergo further 
assessment (or rework if required) against the 
reference sample/s submitted, which could 
result in either no change or a change.

Has undergone an addtional rework, unlikely to require further 
testing. The contribution deconvoluted and loaded to NCIDD  is an 
intelligence profile (not a full profile). The mixture interpretation is 
unlikely to change if/when reassessment occurs upon receipt of 
reference sample.

04/09/2018 0811 Motor vehicle - steal, 
unlawfully use, possess

DNA evidence significant to prosecution

If further reference samples are submitted for 
this case, due it being reported in a Cold Link, 
the crime scene profile will undergo further 
assessment (or rework if required) against the 
reference sample/s submitted, which could 
result in either no change or a change.

Sample has undergone additional reworks, unlikely that further 
work would be required. Contributor to NCIDD is a full profile, 
therefore mixture interpretation is unlikely to change if/when 
reassessment occurs upon receipt of these reference samples.

04/09/2018 0814 Vessel - steal, unlawfully 
use, remove from mooring

DNA evidence significant to prosecution

If further reference samples are submitted for 
this case, due it being reported in a Cold Link, 
the crime scene profile will undergo further 
assessment (or rework if required) against the 
reference sample/s submitted, which could 
result in either no change or a change.  Advised 
that a reference sample is with the QPS currently 
for this case (10/10/2018).

Has undergone an addtional rework, unlikely to require further 
testing. The contribution deconvoluted and loaded to NCIDD  is an 
intelligence profile (not a full profile). The mixture interpretation is 
unlikely to change if/when reassessment occurs upon receipt of 
reference sample.

03/09/2018 0717 Enter with intent, other 
premises, with breaking

DNA evidence significant to prosecution

Reference sample received but yet to be 
compared with crime scene sample.  Based on 
information available, unlikely that this result 
will be amended. Nil
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03/09/2018 0813 Bicycle - steal, unlawfully 
use

DNA evidence significant to prosecution

If further reference samples are submitted for 
this case, due it being reported in a Cold Link, 
the crime scene profile will undergo further 
assessment against the reference sample/s 
submitted, which could result in either no 
change or a change.

Has undergone addtional reworks, unlikely to require further 
testing. The contribution deconvoluted and loaded to NCIDD  is an 
intelligence profile (not a full profile). The mixture interpretation is 
unlikely to change if/when reassessment occurs upon receipt of 
reference sample.

30/08/2018 0812 Motor vehicle - attempted 
steal/unlawfully use

DNA evidence significant to prosecution

If further reference samples are submitted for 
this case, due it being reported in a Cold Link, 
the crime scene profile will undergo further 
assessment (or rework if required) against the 
reference sample/s submitted, which could 
result in either no change or a change.

Sample has undergone an additional rework, unlikely that further 
work would be required. Contributor to NCIDD is a full profile, 
therefore mixture interpretation is unlikely to change if/when 
reassessment occurs upon receipt of these reference samples.

20/08/2018 0836 Vehicles - Stealing 
from/enter with intent

DNA evidence significant to prosecution

Reference sample received but yet to be 
compared with crime scene sample.  Based on 
information available, unlikely that this result 
will be amended. Nil

03/08/2018 0812 Motor vehicle - attempted 
steal/unlawfully use

DNA evidence significant to prosecution

If further reference samples are submitted for 
this case, due it being reported in a Cold Link, 
the crime scene profile will undergo further 
assessment (or rework if required) against the 
reference sample/s submitted, which could 
result in either no change or a change.

Has undergone an addtional rework, unlikely to require further 
testing. The contribution deconvoluted and loaded to NCIDD  is an 
intelligence profile (not a full profile). The mixture interpretation is 
unlikely to change if/when reassessment occurs upon receipt of 
reference sample.

01/08/2018 0717 Enter with intent, other 
premises, with breaking

DNA evidence significant to prosecution

Reference sample received but yet to be 
compared with crime scene sample.  Based on 
information available, unlikely that this result 
will be amended. Nil

25/07/2018 0836 Vehicles - Stealing 
from/enter with intent

DNA evidence significant to prosecution

If further reference samples are submitted for 
this case, due it being reported in a Cold Link, 
the crime scene profile will undergo further 
assessment (or rework if required) against the 
reference sample/s submitted, which could 
result in either no change or a change.

Sample has undergone additional reworks, unlikely that further 
work would be required. Contributor to NCIDD is a full profile, 
therefore mixture interpretation is unlikely to change if/when 
reassessment occurs upon receipt of these reference samples.

20/07/2018 0836 Vehicles - Stealing 
from/enter with intent

DNA evidence significant to prosecution

If further reference samples are submitted for 
this case, due it being reported in a Cold Link, 
the crime scene profile will undergo further 
assessment (or rework if required) against the 
reference sample/s submitted, which could 
result in either no change or a change.

Has undergone an addtional rework, unlikely to require further 
testing. The contribution deconvoluted and loaded to NCIDD  is an 
intelligence profile (not a full profile). The mixture interpretation is 
unlikely to change if/when reassessment occurs upon receipt of 
reference sample.

18/07/2018 0711 Burglary, with breaking

DNA evidence significant to prosecution

Reference sample received but yet to be 
compared with crime scene sample.  Based on 
information available, unlikely that this result 
will be amended. Nil

09/07/2018 0711 Burglary, with breaking

DNA evidence significant to prosecution

If further reference samples are submitted for 
this case, due it being reported in a Cold Link, 
the crime scene profile will undergo further 
assessment (or rework if required) against the 
reference sample/s submitted, which could 
result in either no change or a change.

Sample has undergone additional rework, unlikely that further work 
would be required. Contributor to NCIDD is a full profile, therefore 
mixture interpretation is unlikely to change if/when reassessment 
occurs upon receipt of these reference samples.

02/07/2018 0711 Burglary, with breaking

DNA evidence significant to prosecution

If further reference samples are submitted for 
this case, due it being reported in a Cold Link, 
the crime scene profile will undergo further 
assessment against the reference sample/s 
submitted, which could result in either no 
change or a change.

Sample has undergone additional reworks, unlikely that further 
work would be required. Contributor to NCIDD is a full profile, 
therefore mixture interpretation is unlikely to change if/when 
reassessment occurs upon receipt of these reference samples.

30/06/2018 0811 Motor vehicle - steal, 
unlawfully use, possess

DNA evidence significant to prosecution

Reference sample received but yet to be 
compared with crime scene sample.  Based on 
information available, unlikely that this result 
will be amended. Nil
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28/06/2018 1011 Drug - Possess and/or use 
dangerous drugs

Unknown strength of DNA evidence Statement Issued 9 October 2018

No changes were made to the results during the 
compliation of the Statement or during the 
Statement peer review process for the items 
within this case.  No further items received since 
statement issued, unlikely that changes would 
be necessary. Nil

18/06/2018 0717 Enter with intent, other 
premises, with breaking

DNA evidence significant to prosecution

A reference sample has been submitted and 
compared against crime scene profiles, therefore 
the result is unlikely to be changed. Nil

14/06/2018 0711 Burglary, with breaking

DNA evidence significant to prosecution

If further reference samples are submitted for 
this case, due it being reported in a Cold Link, 
the crime scene profile will undergo further 
assessment against the reference sample/s 
submitted, which could result in either no 
change or a change.

Has undergone an addtional rework, unlikely to require further 
testing. The contribution deconvoluted and loaded to NCIDD  is an 
intelligence profile (not a full profile). The mixture interpretation is 
unlikely to change if/when reassessment occurs upon receipt of 
reference sample.

13/06/2018 0711 Burglary, with breaking
DNA evidence significant to prosecution

Result has been re-checked and do not 
anticipate an amendment to the result Nil

04/06/2018 0717 Enter with intent, other 
premises, with breaking

DNA evidence significant to prosecution

If further reference samples are submitted for 
this case, due it being reported in a Cold Link, 
the crime scene profile will undergo further 
assessment (or rework if required) against the 
reference sample/s submitted, which could 
result in either no change or a change.

Has undergone an addtional rework, unlikely to require further 
testing. The contribution deconvoluted and loaded to NCIDD  is an 
intelligence profile (not a full profile). The mixture interpretation is 
unlikely to change if/when reassessment occurs upon receipt of 
reference sample.

03/06/2018 0712 Burglary
DNA evidence significant to prosecution

Result has been re-checked and do not 
anticipate an amendment to the result Nil

28/05/2018 0711 Burglary, with breaking

DNA evidence significant to prosecution

If further reference samples are submitted for 
this case, due it being reported in a Cold Link, 
the crime scene profile will undergo further 
assessment (or rework if required) against the 
reference sample/s submitted, which could 
result in either no change or a change.

Has undergone an addtional rework, unlikely to require further 
testing. The contribution deconvoluted and loaded to NCIDD  is an 
intelligence profile (not a full profile). The mixture interpretation is 
unlikely to change if/when reassessment occurs upon receipt of 
reference sample.

28/05/2018 0715 Enter with intent, shop, 
with breaking

DNA evidence significant to prosecution

If further reference samples are submitted for 
this case, due it being reported in a Cold Link, 
the crime scene profile will undergo further 
assessment (or rework if required) against the 
reference sample/s submitted, which could 
result in either no change or a change.

Has undergone an addtional rework, unlikely to require further 
testing. The contribution deconvoluted and loaded to NCIDD  is an 
intelligence profile (not a full profile). The mixture interpretation is 
unlikely to change if/when reassessment occurs upon receipt of 
reference sample.

21/05/2018 0717 Enter with intent, other 
premises, with breaking

DNA evidence significant to prosecution

If further reference samples are submitted for 
this case, due it being reported in a Cold Link, 
the crime scene profile will undergo further 
assessment (or rework if required) against the 
reference sample/s submitted, which could 
result in either no change or a change.

Has undergone an addtional rework, unlikely to require further 
testing. The contribution deconvoluted and loaded to NCIDD  is an 
intelligence profile (not a full profile). The mixture interpretation is 
unlikely to change if/when reassessment occurs upon receipt of 
reference sample.

18/05/2018 0711 Burglary, with breaking
DNA evidence significant to prosecution

Result has been re-checked and do not 
anticipate an amendment to the result Nil

16/05/2018 0811 Motor vehicle - steal, 
unlawfully use, possess

DNA evidence significant to prosecution

If further reference samples are submitted for 
this case, due it being reported in a Cold Link, 
the crime scene profile will undergo further 
assessment (or rework if required) against the 
reference sample/s submitted, which could 
result in either no change or a change.

Has undergone an addtional rework, unlikely to require further 
testing. The contribution deconvoluted and loaded to NCIDD  is an 
intelligence profile (not a full profile). The mixture interpretation is 
unlikely to change if/when reassessment occurs upon receipt of 
reference sample.

26/04/2018 0836 Vehicles - Stealing 
from/enter with intent DNA evidence significant to prosecution

Result has been re-checked and do not 
anticipate an amendment to the result Nil

25/04/2018 1415 Dangerous operation of a 
vehicle DNA evidence significant to prosecution

Result has been re-checked and do not 
anticipate an amendment to the result Nil

16/04/2018 0836 Vehicles - Stealing 
from/enter with intent DNA evidence significant to prosecution

Result has been re-checked and do not 
anticipate an amendment to the result Nil
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13/04/2018 0811 Motor vehicle - steal, 
unlawfully use, possess

DNA evidence significant to prosecution

If further reference samples are submitted for 
this case, due it being reported in a Cold Link, 
the crime scene profile will undergo further 
assessment (or rework if required) against the 
reference sample/s submitted, which could 
result in either no change or a change.

Sample has undergone an additional rework, unlikely that further 
work would be required. Contributor to NCIDD is a full profile, 
therefore mixture interpretation is unlikely to change if/when 
reassessment occurs upon receipt of these reference samples.

06/04/2018 0711 Burglary, with breaking

DNA evidence significant to prosecution

If further reference samples are submitted for 
this case, due it being reported in a Cold Link, 
the crime scene profile will undergo further 
assessment (or rework if required) against the 
reference sample/s submitted, which could 
result in either no change or a change.

Has undergone an addtional rework, unlikely to require further 
testing. The contribution deconvoluted and loaded to NCIDD  is an 
intelligence profile (not a full profile). The mixture interpretation is 
unlikely to change if/when reassessment occurs upon receipt of 
reference sample.

06/04/2018 0711 Burglary, with breaking

DNA evidence significant to prosecution

If further reference samples are submitted for 
this case, due it being reported in a Cold Link, 
the crime scene profile will undergo further 
assessment (or rework if required) against the 
reference sample/s submitted, which could 
result in either no change or a change.

Has undergone an addtional rework, unlikely to require further 
testing. The contribution deconvoluted and loaded to NCIDD  is an 
intelligence profile (not a full profile). The mixture interpretation is 
unlikely to change if/when reassessment occurs upon receipt of 
reference sample.

25/03/2018 0811 Motor vehicle - steal, 
unlawfully use, possess Unknown strength of DNA evidence

Result has been re-checked and do not 
anticipate an amendment to the result Nil

23/03/2018 0711 Burglary, with breaking

DNA evidence significant to prosecution

If further reference samples are submitted for 
this case, due it being reported in a Cold Link, 
the crime scene profile will undergo further 
assessment (or rework if required) against the 
reference sample/s submitted, which could 
result in either no change or a change.

Has undergone an addtional rework, unlikely to require further 
testing. The contribution deconvoluted and loaded to NCIDD  is an 
intelligence profile (not a full profile). The mixture interpretation is 
unlikely to change if/when reassessment occurs upon receipt of 
reference sample.

17/03/2018 0717 Enter with intent, other 
premises, with breaking

DNA evidence significant to prosecution

If further reference samples are submitted for 
this case, due it being reported in a Cold Link, 
the crime scene profile will undergo further 
assessment (or rework if required) against the 
reference sample/s submitted, which could 
result in either no change or a change.

Has undergone an addtional rework, unlikely to require further 
testing. The contribution deconvoluted and loaded to NCIDD  is an 
intelligence profile (not a full profile). The mixture interpretation is 
unlikely to change if/when reassessment occurs upon receipt of 
reference sample.

15/03/2018 0711 Burglary, with breaking

DNA evidence significant to prosecution

If further reference samples are submitted for 
this case, due it being reported in a Cold Link, 
the crime scene profile will undergo further 
assessment (or rework if required) against the 
reference sample/s submitted, which could 
result in either no change or a change.

Has undergone an addtional rework, unlikely to require further 
testing. The contribution deconvoluted and loaded to NCIDD  is an 
intelligence profile (not a full profile). The mixture interpretation is 
unlikely to change if/when reassessment occurs upon receipt of 
reference sample.

15/03/2018 0717 Enter with intent, other 
premises, with breaking

DNA evidence significant to prosecution

If further reference samples are submitted for 
this case, due it being reported in a Cold Link, 
the crime scene profile will undergo further 
assessment (or rework if required) against the 
reference sample/s submitted, which could 
result in either no change or a change.

Has undergone an addtional rework, unlikely to require further 
testing. The contribution deconvoluted and loaded to NCIDD  is an 
intelligence profile (not a full profile). The mixture interpretation is 
unlikely to change if/when reassessment occurs upon receipt of 
reference sample.

15/03/2018 1457 Traffic Crash - Hit and Run 
(with Injury)

DNA evidence significant to prosecution

If further reference samples are submitted for 
this case, due it being reported in a Cold Link, 
the crime scene profile will undergo further 
assessment (or rework if required) against the 
reference sample/s submitted, which could 
result in either no change or a change.

Has undergone addtional reworks, unlikely to require further 
testing. The contribution deconvoluted and loaded to NCIDD  is an 
intelligence profile (not a full profile). The mixture interpretation is 
unlikely to change if/when reassessment occurs upon receipt of 
reference sample.

15/03/2018 0711 Burglary, with breaking

Unknown strength of DNA evidence

If further reference samples are submitted for 
this case, due it being reported in a Cold Link, 
the crime scene profile will undergo further 
assessment (or rework if required) against the 
reference sample/s submitted, which could 
result in either no change or a change.

Has undergone an addtional rework, unlikely to require further 
testing. The contribution deconvoluted and loaded to NCIDD  is an 
intelligence profile (not a full profile). The mixture interpretation is 
unlikely to change if/when reassessment occurs upon receipt of 
reference sample.
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06/03/2018 0712 Burglary

DNA evidence significant to prosecution

If further reference samples are submitted for 
this case, due it being reported in a Cold Link, 
the crime scene profile will undergo further 
assessment (or rework if required) against the 
reference sample/s submitted, which could 
result in either no change or a change.

Has undergone an addtional rework, unlikely to require further 
testing. The contribution deconvoluted and loaded to NCIDD  is an 
intelligence profile (not a full profile). The mixture interpretation is 
unlikely to change if/when reassessment occurs upon receipt of 
reference sample.

02/03/2018 0717 Enter with intent, other 
premises, with breaking

Unknown strength of DNA evidence

If further reference samples are submitted for 
this case, due it being reported in a Cold Link, 
the crime scene profile will undergo further 
assessment (or rework if required) against the 
reference sample/s submitted, which could 
result in either no change or a change.

Has undergone an addtional rework, unlikely to require further 
testing. The contribution deconvoluted and loaded to NCIDD  is an 
intelligence profile (not a full profile). The mixture interpretation is 
unlikely to change if/when reassessment occurs upon receipt of 
reference sample.

22/02/2018 0717 Enter with intent, other 
premises, with breaking

Unknown strength of DNA evidence

If further reference samples are submitted for 
this case, due it being reported in a Cold Link, 
the crime scene profile will undergo further 
assessment (or rework if required) against the 
reference sample/s submitted, which could 
result in either no change or a change.

Has undergone addtional reworks, unlikely to require further 
testing. The contribution deconvoluted and loaded to NCIDD  is an 
intelligence profile (not a full profile). The mixture interpretation is 
unlikely to change if/when reassessment occurs upon receipt of 
reference sample.

19/01/2018 1011 Drug - Possess and/or use 
dangerous drugs DNA evidence significant to prosecution

Result has been re-checked and do not 
anticipate an amendment to the result Nil

31/12/2017 0711 Burglary, with breaking

DNA evidence significant to prosecution

If further reference samples are submitted for 
this case, due it being reported in a Cold Link, 
the crime scene profile will undergo further 
assessment (or rework if required) against the 
reference sample/s submitted, which could 
result in either no change or a change.

Has undergone an addtional rework, unlikely to require further 
testing. The contribution deconvoluted and loaded to NCIDD  is an 
intelligence profile (not a full profile). The mixture interpretation is 
unlikely to change if/when reassessment occurs upon receipt of 
reference sample.

13/12/2017 1011 Drug - Possess and/or use 
dangerous drugs Unknown strength of DNA evidence

Result has been re-checked and do not 
anticipate an amendment to the result Nil

30/06/2017 1011 Drug - Possess and/or use 
dangerous drugs DNA evidence significant to prosecution

No  further work required as per advice fromm 
QPS. Nil

28/06/2017 0711 Burglary, with breaking
DNA evidence significant to prosecution

Result has been re-checked and do not 
anticipate an amendment to the result Nil

21/02/2017 0711 Burglary, with breaking

DNA evidence significant to prosecution

If further reference samples are submitted for 
this case, due it being reported in a Cold Link, 
the crime scene profile will undergo further 
assessment (or rework if required) against the 
reference sample/s submitted, which could 
result in either no change or a change.

This sample was originally processed in Profiler Plus, but reworked 
in PowerPlex 21, due to a suspected mutation in the profile.  The 
contribution deconvoluted and loaded to NCIDD  is an intelligence 
profile (not a full profile). The mixture interpretation is unlikely to 
change if/when reassessment occurs upon receipt of reference 
sample.

25/11/2016 1102 Unlawful Possession of 
firearm (other)

DNA evidence significant to prosecution

If further reference samples are submitted for 
this case, due it being reported in a Cold Link, 
the crime scene profile will undergo further 
assessment (or rework if required) against the 
reference sample/s submitted, which could 
result in either no change or a change.

Has undergone addtional reworks, unlikely to require further 
testing. The contribution deconvoluted and loaded to NCIDD  is an 
intelligence profile (not a full profile). The mixture interpretation is 
unlikely to change if/when reassessment occurs upon receipt of 
reference sample.

16/11/2016 1011 Drug - Possess and/or use 
dangerous drugs

DNA evidence significant to prosecution

If further reference samples are submitted for 
this case, due it being reported in a Cold Link, 
the crime scene profile will undergo further 
assessment (or rework if required) against the 
reference sample/s submitted, which could 
result in either no change or a change.

Sample has undergone additional rework, unlikely that further work 
would be required. Contributor to NCIDD is a full profile, therefore 
mixture interpretation is unlikely to change if/when reassessment 
occurs upon receipt of these reference samples.

25/10/2016 1011 Drug - Possess and/or use 
dangerous drugs

DNA evidence significant to prosecution

If further reference samples are submitted for 
this case, due it being reported in a Cold Link, 
the crime scene profile will undergo further 
assessment (or rework if required) against the 
reference sample/s submitted, which could 
result in either no change or a change.

The contribution deconvoluted and loaded to NCIDD  is an 
intelligence profile (not a full profile). The mixture interpretation is 
unlikely to change if/when reassessment occurs upon receipt of 
reference sample.
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20/10/2016 1410 Traffic Crash - With Injury

DNA evidence significant to prosecution

If further reference samples are submitted for 
this case, due it being reported in a Cold Link, 
the crime scene profile will undergo further 
assessment (or rework if required) against the 
reference sample/s submitted, which could 
result in either no change or a change.

Has undergone addtional reworks, unlikely to require further 
testing. The contribution deconvoluted and loaded to NCIDD  is an 
intelligence profile (not a full profile). The mixture interpretation is 
unlikely to change if/when reassessment occurs upon receipt of 
reference sample.

18/09/2016 1011 Drug - Possess and/or use 
dangerous drugs

Unknown strength of DNA evidence

If further reference samples are submitted for 
this case, due it being reported in a Cold Link, 
the crime scene profile will undergo further 
assessment (or rework if required) against the 
reference sample/s submitted, which could 
result in either no change or a change.

Sample has undergone additional reworks, unlikely that further 
work would be required. Contributor to NCIDD is a full profile, 
therefore mixture interpretation is unlikely to change if/when 
reassessment occurs upon receipt of these reference samples.

05/07/2016 0713 Burglary, with violence or 
threats, with breaking

DNA evidence significant to prosecution

If further reference samples are submitted for 
this case, due it being reported in a Cold Link, 
the crime scene profile will undergo further 
assessment (or rework if required) against the 
reference sample/s submitted, which could 
result in either no change or a change.

Multiple samples have undergone addtional reworks. The 
contributions deconvoluted and loaded to NCIDD include full 
profiles and an intelligence profiles (not full profiles). The mixture 
interpretations are unlikely to change if/when reassessment occurs 
upon receipt of reference sample.

04/07/2016 0714 Burglary, with violence or 
threats

Unknown strength of DNA evidence

If further reference samples are submitted for 
this case, due it being reported in a Cold Link, 
the crime scene profile will undergo further 
assessment (or rework if required) against the 
reference sample/s submitted, which could 
result in either no change or a change.

Sample has undergone additional reworks, unlikely that further 
work would be required. Contributor to NCIDD is a full profile, 
therefore mixture interpretation is unlikely to change if/when 
reassessment occurs upon receipt of these reference samples.

30/03/2016 1015 Drug - Produce dangerous 
drugs

Unknown strength of DNA evidence

If further reference samples are submitted for 
this case, due it being reported in a Cold Link, 
the crime scene profile will undergo further 
assessment (or rework if required) against the 
reference sample/s submitted, which could 
result in either no change or a change.

Has undergone addtional reworks, unlikely to require further 
testing. The contribution deconvoluted and loaded to NCIDD  is an 
intelligence profile (not a full profile). The mixture interpretation is 
unlikely to change if/when reassessment occurs upon receipt of 
reference sample.

14/01/2016 1488 Type 1b Evade Police
Unknown strength of DNA evidence

Result has been re-checked and do not 
anticipate an amendment to the result Nil

08/01/2016 1011 Drug - Possess and/or use 
dangerous drugs

DNA evidence significant to prosecution

If further reference samples are submitted for 
this case, due it being reported in a Cold Link, 
the crime scene profile will undergo further 
assessment (or rework if required) against the 
reference sample/s submitted, which could 
result in either no change or a change.

Has undergone addtional reworks, unlikely to require further 
testing. The contribution deconvoluted and loaded to NCIDD  is an 
intelligence profile (not a full profile). The mixture interpretation is 
unlikely to change if/when reassessment occurs upon receipt of 
reference sample.

19/12/2015 1416 Type 1a(i) Dangerous 
operation of a vehicle DNA evidence significant to prosecution

Result has been re-checked and do not 
anticipate an amendment to the result Nil

03/11/2015 0912 Fire - Aircraft or Motor 
Vehicle - Deliberate/Suspicious

Unknown strength of DNA evidence

If further reference samples are submitted for 
this case, due it being reported in a Cold Link, 
the crime scene profile will undergo further 
assessment (or rework if required) against the 
reference sample/s submitted, which could 
result in either no change or a change.

Sample has undergone additional reworks, unlikely that further 
work would be required. Contributor to NCIDD is a full profile, 
therefore mixture interpretation is unlikely to change if/when 
reassessment occurs upon receipt of these reference samples.

30/10/2015 0711 Burglary, with breaking
DNA evidence significant to prosecution

Result has been re-checked and do not 
anticipate an amendment to the result Nil

14/10/2015 1015 Drug - Produce dangerous 
drugs DNA evidence significant to prosecution

Result has been re-checked and do not 
anticipate an amendment to the result Nil

20/08/2015 1101 Unlawful Possession of 
concealable firearm DNA evidence significant to prosecution

Result has been re-checked and do not 
anticipate an amendment to the result Nil

07/07/2015 0717 Enter with intent, other 
premises, with breaking Unknown strength of DNA evidence

Result has been re-checked and do not 
anticipate an amendment to the result Nil

06/07/2015 1015 Drug - Produce dangerous 
drugs Unknown strength of DNA evidence

Result has been re-checked and do not 
anticipate an amendment to the result Nil
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25/06/2015 0711 Burglary, with breaking

DNA evidence significant to prosecution

If further reference samples are submitted for 
this case, due it being reported in a Cold Link, 
the crime scene profile will undergo further 
assessment (or rework if required) against the 
reference sample/s submitted, which could 
result in either no change or a change.

Sample has undergone additional reworks, unlikely that further 
work would be required. Contributor to NCIDD is a full profile, 
therefore mixture interpretation is unlikely to change if/when 
reassessment occurs upon receipt of these reference samples.

21/05/2015 0711 Burglary, with breaking

DNA evidence significant to prosecution

If further reference samples are submitted for 
this case, due it being reported in a Cold Link, 
the crime scene profile will undergo further 
assessment (or rework if required) against the 
reference sample/s submitted, which could 
result in either no change or a change.

Sample has undergone additional reworks, unlikely that further 
work would be required. Contributor to NCIDD is a full profile, 
therefore mixture interpretation is unlikely to change if/when 
reassessment occurs upon receipt of these reference samples.

14/04/2015 0717 Enter with intent, other 
premises, with breaking DNA evidence significant to prosecution

Result has been re-checked and do not 
anticipate an amendment to the result Nil

10/02/2015 0827 Stock - kill with intent to 
steal

DNA evidence significant to prosecution

Reference sample received but yet to be 
compared with crime scene sample.  Based on 
information available, unlikely that this result 
will be amended. Nil

22/01/2015 0711 Burglary, with breaking

DNA evidence significant to prosecution

Reference sample received but yet to be 
compared with crime scene sample.  Based on 
information available, unlikely that this result 
will be amended. Nil

18/11/2014 1101 Unlawful Possession of 
concealable firearm

DNA evidence significant to prosecution Statement issued 1 June 2015

No changes were made to the results during the 
compliation of the Statement or during the 
Statement peer review process for the items 
within this case.  No further items received since 
statement issued, unlikely that changes would 
be necessary. Nil

23/09/2014 0716 Enter with intent, shop

DNA evidence significant to prosecution

If further reference samples are submitted for 
this case, due it being reported in a Cold Link, 
the crime scene profile will undergo further 
assessment against the reference sample/s 
submitted, which could result in either no 
change or a change.

Has undergone addtional reworks, unlikely to require further 
testing. The contribution deconvoluted and loaded to NCIDD  is an 
intelligence profile (not a full profile). The mixture interpretation is 
unlikely to change if/when reassessment occurs upon receipt of 
reference sample.

02/08/2014 1102 Unlawful Possession of 
firearm (other)

DNA evidence significant to prosecution Statement issued 21 May 2015

No changes were made to the results during the 
compliation of the Statement or during the 
Statement peer review process for the items 
within this case.  No further items received since 
statement issued, unlikely that changes would 
be necessary. Nil

23/06/2014 0836 Vehicles - Stealing 
from/enter with intent

DNA evidence significant to prosecution

If further reference samples are submitted for 
this case, due it being reported in a Cold Link, 
the crime scene profile will undergo further 
assessment (or rework if required) against the 
reference sample/s submitted, which could 
result in either no change or a change.  Advised 
that a reference sample is with the QPS currently 
for this case (10/10/2018).

Has undergone an addtional rework, unlikely to require further 
testing. The contribution deconvoluted and loaded to NCIDD  is an 
intelligence profile (not a full profile). The mixture interpretation is 
unlikely to change if/when reassessment occurs upon receipt of 
reference sample.

17/06/2014 1011 Drug - Possess and/or use 
dangerous drugs

DNA evidence significant to prosecution

All reference samples appear to have been 
received and compared to crime scene profile.  
Unlikely that the result would require a change 
to be made. Nil

25/04/2014 1012 Drug - Import/export 
dangerous drugs

DNA evidence significant to prosecution

All reference samples appear to have been 
received and compared to crime scene profile.  
Unlikely that the result would require a change 
to be made. Nil

11/04/2014 0711 Burglary, with breaking

DNA evidence significant to prosecution

All reference samples appear to have been 
received and compared to crime scene profile.  
Unlikely that the result would require a change 
to be made. Nil
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28/03/2014 0717 Enter with intent, other 
premises, with breaking

DNA evidence significant to prosecution

All reference samples appear to have been 
received and compared to crime scene profile.  
Unlikely that the result would require a change 
to be made. Nil

14/03/2014 0717 Enter with intent, other 
premises, with breaking

DNA evidence significant to prosecution

All reference samples appear to have been 
received and compared to crime scene profile.  
Unlikely that the result would require a change 
to be made. Nil

10/03/2014 0711 Burglary, with breaking

DNA evidence significant to prosecution

All reference samples appear to have been 
received and compared to crime scene profile.  
Unlikely that the result would require a change 
to be made. Nil

10/03/2014 0717 Enter with intent, other 
premises, with breaking

DNA evidence significant to prosecution

All reference samples appear to have been 
received and compared to crime scene profile.  
Unlikely that the result would require a change 
to be made. Nil

22/02/2014 0711 Burglary, with breaking

Unknown strength of DNA evidence

If further reference samples are submitted for 
this case, due it being reported in a Cold Link, 
the crime scene profile will undergo further 
assessment against the reference sample/s 
submitted, which could result in either no 
change or a change.

Sample has undergone additional reworks, unlikely that further 
work would be required. Contributor to NCIDD is a full profile, 
therefore mixture interpretation is unlikely to change if/when 
reassessment occurs upon receipt of these reference samples.

17/02/2014 0711 Burglary, with breaking

DNA evidence significant to prosecution

All reference samples appear to have been 
received and compared to crime scene profile.  
Unlikely that the result would require a change 
to be made. Nil

03/02/2014 0711 Burglary, with breaking

DNA evidence significant to prosecution

All reference samples appear to have been 
received and compared to crime scene profile.  
Unlikely that the result would require a change 
to be made. Nil

18/01/2014 1017 Drug - Possess things for 
use, or used in the 
administration, consumption, 
smoking of a dangerous drug

DNA evidence significant to prosecution

All reference samples appear to have been 
received and compared to crime scene profile.  
Unlikely that the result would require a change 
to be made. Nil

18/01/2014 1017 Drug - Possess things for 
use, or used in the 
administration, consumption, 
smoking of a dangerous drug Unknown strength of DNA evidence Duplicate of above

04/12/2013 0717 Enter with intent, other 
premises, with breaking

DNA evidence significant to prosecution

If further reference samples are submitted for 
this case, due it being reported in a Cold Link, 
the crime scene profile will undergo further 
assessment (or rework if required) against the 
reference sample/s submitted, which could 
result in either no change or a change.

Has undergone an addtional rework, unlikely to require further 
testing. The contribution deconvoluted and loaded to NCIDD  is an 
intelligence profile (not a full profile). The mixture interpretation is 
unlikely to change if/when reassessment occurs upon receipt of 
reference sample.

30/10/2013 0711 Burglary, with breaking

DNA evidence significant to prosecution

If further reference samples are submitted for 
this case, due it being reported in a Cold Link, 
the crime scene profile will undergo further 
assessment (or rework if required) against the 
reference sample/s submitted, which could 
result in either no change or a change.

Sample has undergone additional rework, unlikely that further work 
would be required. Contributor to NCIDD is a full profile, therefore 
mixture interpretation is unlikely to change if/when reassessment 
occurs upon receipt of these reference samples.

21/10/2013 0811 Motor vehicle - steal, 
unlawfully use, possess

DNA evidence significant to prosecution

If further reference samples are submitted for 
this case, due it being reported in a Cold Link, 
the crime scene profile will undergo further 
assessment (or rework if required) against the 
reference sample/s submitted, which could 
result in either no change or a change.

Has undergone an addtional rework, unlikely to require further 
testing. The mixture interpretation is unlikely to change if/when 
reassessment occurs upon receipt of reference sample.
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15/10/2013 1204 Wilful damage (not 
elsewhere classified)

Unknown strength of DNA evidence

If further reference samples are submitted for 
this case, due it being reported in a Cold Link, 
the crime scene profile will undergo further 
assessment (or rework if required) against the 
reference sample/s submitted, which could 
result in either no change or a change.

Has undergone an addtional rework, unlikely to require further 
testing. The contribution deconvoluted and loaded to NCIDD  is an 
intelligence profile (not a full profile). The mixture interpretation is 
unlikely to change if/when reassessment occurs upon receipt of 
reference sample.

09/10/2013 0717 Enter with intent, other 
premises, with breaking

DNA evidence significant to prosecution

If further reference samples are submitted for 
this case, due it being reported in a Cold Link, 
the crime scene profile will undergo further 
assessment (or rework if required) against the 
reference sample/s submitted, which could 
result in either no change or a change.

Has undergone an addtional rework, unlikely to require further 
testing. The contribution deconvoluted and loaded to NCIDD  is an 
intelligence profile (not a full profile). The mixture interpretation is 
unlikely to change if/when reassessment occurs upon receipt of 
reference sample.

27/08/2013 0713 Burglary, with violence or 
threats, with breaking

DNA evidence significant to prosecution

If further reference samples are submitted for 
this case, due it being reported in a Cold Link, 
the crime scene profile will undergo further 
assessment (or rework if required) against the 
reference sample/s submitted, which could 
result in either no change or a change.

Has undergone an addtional rework, unlikely to require further 
testing. The contribution deconvoluted and loaded to NCIDD  is an 
intelligence profile (not a full profile). The mixture interpretation is 
unlikely to change if/when reassessment occurs upon receipt of 
reference sample.

17/07/2013 1101 Unlawful Possession of 
concealable firearm DNA evidence significant to prosecution

Result has been re-checked and do not 
anticipate an amendment to the result Nil

09/07/2013 0711 Burglary, with breaking
DNA evidence significant to prosecution

Result has been re-checked and do not 
anticipate an amendment to the result Nil

03/07/2013 3130 Weapons Act 1990

DNA evidence significant to prosecution

If further reference samples are submitted for 
this case, due it being reported in a Cold Link, 
the crime scene profile will undergo further 
assessment (or rework if required) against the 
reference sample/s submitted, which could 
result in either no change or a change.

Has undergone an addtional rework, unlikely to require further 
testing. The contribution deconvoluted and loaded to NCIDD  is an 
intelligence profile (not a full profile). The mixture interpretation is 
unlikely to change if/when reassessment occurs upon receipt of 
reference sample.

09/05/2013 1015 Drug - Produce dangerous 
drugs Unknown strength of DNA evidence

Result has been re-checked and do not 
anticipate an amendment to the result Nil

10/04/2013 0711 Burglary, with breaking

DNA evidence significant to prosecution

If further reference samples are submitted for 
this case, due it being reported in a Cold Link, 
the crime scene profile will undergo further 
assessment (or rework if required) against the 
reference sample/s submitted, which could 
result in either no change or a change.

Has undergone addtional reworks, unlikely to require further 
testing. The contribution deconvoluted and loaded to NCIDD  is an 
intelligence profile (not a full profile). The mixture interpretation is 
unlikely to change if/when reassessment occurs upon receipt of 
reference sample.

03/04/2013 0712 Burglary

DNA evidence significant to prosecution
Rework has been requested for an item, there is 
a possibility that the result could change

15/03/2013 0711 Burglary, with breaking

Unknown strength of DNA evidence

If further reference samples are submitted for 
this case, due it being reported in a Cold Link, 
the crime scene profile will undergo further 
assessment (or rework if required) against the 
reference sample/s submitted, which could 
result in either no change or a change.

Sample has undergone additional reworks, unlikely that further 
work would be required. Contributor to NCIDD is a full profile, 
therefore mixture interpretation is unlikely to change if/when 
reassessment occurs upon receipt of these reference samples.

10/03/2013 1015 Drug - Produce dangerous 
drugs DNA evidence significant to prosecution

Result has been re-checked and do not 
anticipate an amendment to the result Nil

30/01/2013 1011 Drug - Possess and/or use 
dangerous drugs DNA evidence significant to prosecution

Result has been re-checked and do not 
anticipate an amendment to the result Nil

22/12/2012 1011 Drug - Possess and/or use 
dangerous drugs Unknown strength of DNA evidence

Result has been re-checked and do not 
anticipate an amendment to the result Nil

30/11/2012 0811 Motor vehicle - steal, 
unlawfully use, possess

DNA evidence significant to prosecution

If further reference samples are submitted for 
this case, due it being reported in a Cold Link, 
the crime scene profile will undergo further 
assessment (or rework if required) against the 
reference sample/s submitted, which could 
result in either no change or a change.

Has undergone addtional reworks, unlikely to require further 
testing. The contribution deconvoluted and loaded to NCIDD  is an 
intelligence profile (not a full profile). The mixture interpretation is 
unlikely to change if/when reassessment occurs upon receipt of 
reference sample.
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24/11/2012 0711 Burglary, with breaking
DNA evidence significant to prosecution

Result has been re-checked and do not 
anticipate an amendment to the result Nil
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Stoneman.AmyE[CTDFVCOI]

From: Neville.DavidH[OSC]
Sent: Monday, 24 February 2020 08:53
To: Foxover.StephanP[OSC]; Collopen.RubenB[OSC]
Subject: FW: Recall of DNA results

Follow Up Flag: Follow up
Flag Status: Flagged

FYI 

From: Hanley, Philip (SAPOL) <  
Sent: Monday, 24 February 2020 08:50 
To: Neville.DavidH[OSC] < Adel Atalla <  
Subject: RE: Recall of DNA results 

David 

Off the top of my head I can only recall this happening once (maybe twice) over the years. I recall it had something 
to do with the initial interpretation was deemed unreliable when it was subsequently reviewed for the court report. 

As far as the collection of victim samples………….we usually won’t submit anything (and FSSA are reluctant to 
examine) anything submitted that might involve a victim without their reference sample being submitted as part of 
the package. 

regards 

Senior Sergeant First Class Phil Hanley 
OIC DNA Management Unit 
Forensic Services Branch (144) 
60 Wakefield Street 
ADELAIDE SA 5000 
T  F  
E  
W www.police.sa.gov.au 

SOUTH AUSTRALIA POLICE 
KEEPING SA SAFE 

The information contained in this message and any attachment is confidential and may also be the subject of legal, professional privilege or public interest 
immunity. If you are not the intended recipient, any use, disclosure or copying of this document and or its attachments is unauthorised. Please advise us by 
reply and then delete it from your system. Any views or opinions presented are solely those of the author and do not necessarily represent those of SAPOL. 

From: Neville.DavidH[OSC] [mailto:  
Sent: Monday, 24 February 2020 09:14 
To: Adel Atalla; Hanley, Philip (SAPOL) 
Subject: Recall of DNA results 

Hi Gents 
I was wondering if your service provider ever recalled results. I have a situation where my service provider 
sometimes reports that they have identified a person in a mixed profile often with an LR of >100 Billion. Later when 
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a statement is requested, they change the result to “too complex for interpretation”. It usually occurs with 3 or 
more person mixtures.  
 
Is this something you have experienced? If so, is this a regular thing and do you know why it occurs? 
 
Also, do you collect reference samples from volume crime victims to assist with mixture interpretations? 
 
David Neville 
 
 

 

 

 
David Neville 
Inspector  
DNA Management Unit | Forensic Services Group 
Operations Support Command 
QUEENSLAND POLICE SERVICE 
______________________________ 

Phone  
Email 

Address GPO Box 1440 Brisbane 4001 

 
 
 
**********************************************************************  
CONFIDENTIALITY: The information contained in this  
electronic mail message and any electronic files attached  
to it may be confidential information, and may also be the  
subject of legal professional privilege and/or public interest  
immunity. If you are not the intended recipient you are  
required to delete it. Any use, disclosure or copying of  
this message and any attachments is unauthorised. If you  
have received this electronic message in error, please  
inform the sender or contact 1300ITPSBA@psba.qld.gov.au.  
This footnote also confirms that this email message has  
been checked for the presence of computer viruses.  
**********************************************************************  
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Stoneman.AmyE[CTDFVCOI]

From: Neville.DavidH[OSC]
Sent: Monday, 24 February 2020 15:33
To: Foxover.StephanP[OSC]; Collopen.RubenB[OSC]
Subject: FW: Recall of DNA results

Follow Up Flag: Follow up
Flag Status: Flagged

FYI 

From: Szepietowska, Isabella <  
Sent: Monday, 24 February 2020 15:21 
To: Neville.DavidH[OSC] <  
Subject: RE: Recall of DNA results 

OFFICIAL: Sensitive 

Good-afternoon David, 

The scenario you have outlined below does not occur regularly. Before DNA profiles are uploaded onto NCIDD they 
are run through the computer program STRmix and provided that the profiles meets the lab criteria they can then 
be uploaded. We have a strict criteria for uploading profiles onto NCIDD and it is certainly not an arbitrary glance to 
put anything on the database. DNA database matches are reported out based on these profiles and therefore we 
must be absolutely satisfied that the profile is suitable for reporting. I would argue that it would be unethical to put 
profiles on which have not undergone the full interpretation, only to report matches and have local and 
interjurisdictional investigators chasing incorrect leads.  

On the very rare occasion we can no longer provide a statement based on the evidentiary profile of a database 
match, it would be due to: 

 The profile was uploaded some time ago and the interpretation methodology has changed so much in this
time that when the profile is reassessed under the current methodology it is no longer suitable for
comparison

 The profile belongs to a historical case where additional data etc is no longer available. In these situations
any matches are reported with a caveat, which makes it obvious to investigators the limitations of the
match.

The only explanation I can offer for your scenario is that possibly the lab is not conducting the DNA interpretation of 
profiles for uploaded to the DNA database to the same level as that for court reporting. I would be very interested to 
know if this is the case.  

If the case synopsis suggests that a victim could have handled the crime scene item and/or be the source of the 
database profile, then yes we do request victim reference samples for elimination purposes for all crime types 
including volume crime. We do not upload any DNA profiles onto NCIDD until we have confirmed that it does not 
belong to the victim.  

If you would like to discuss further please do not hesitate to contact myself. 

Kind Regards, 
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Isabella Szepietowska 
Senior Forensic Scientist 
Acting Unit Leader | DNA Management Unit | Victoria Police 
Email:  
Ph:  
DX: 212058 
Address: Victoria Police Forensic Services Centre  
31 Forensic Drive Macleod, VIC 3085 
 
 
 
 

OFFICIAL: Sensitive 

From: Neville.DavidH[OSC] <   
Sent: Monday, 24 February 2020 11:07 
To: Szepietowska, Isabella <  
Subject: FW: Recall of DNA results 
 
 
 

From: Neville.DavidH[OSC]  
Sent: Monday, 24 February 2020 10:03 
To: Subject: FW: Recall of DNA results 
 
Hi Isabella 
 
I was wondering if your lab ever recalled results. I have a situation where my service provider sometimes reports 
that they have identified a person in a mixed profile often with an LR of >100 Billion. Later when a statement is 
requested, they change the result to “too complex for interpretation”. It usually occurs with 3 or more person 
mixtures.  
 
Is this something you have experienced? If so, is this a regular thing and do you know why it occurs? 
 
Also, do you collect reference samples from volume crime victims to assist with mixture interpretations? 
 
David Neville 
 
 

 

 

 
David Neville 
Inspector  
DNA Management Unit | Forensic Services Group 
Operations Support Command 
QUEENSLAND POLICE SERVICE 
______________________________ 

Phone  
Email 

Address GPO Box 1440 Brisbane 4001 

 
 
 
**********************************************************************  
CONFIDENTIALITY: The information contained in this  
electronic mail message and any electronic files attached  
to it may be confidential information, and may also be the  
subject of legal professional privilege and/or public interest  
immunity. If you are not the intended recipient you are  
required to delete it. Any use, disclosure or copying of  
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this message and any attachments is unauthorised. If you  
have received this electronic message in error, please  
inform the sender or contact 1300ITPSBA@psba.qld.gov.au.  
This footnote also confirms that this email message has  
been checked for the presence of computer viruses.  
**********************************************************************  
 
**********************************************************************  
CONFIDENTIALITY: The information contained in this  
electronic mail message and any electronic files attached  
to it may be confidential information, and may also be the  
subject of legal professional privilege and/or public interest  
immunity. If you are not the intended recipient you are  
required to delete it. Any use, disclosure or copying of  
this message and any attachments is unauthorised. If you  
have received this electronic message in error, please  
inform the sender or contact 1300ITPSBA@psba.qld.gov.au.  
This footnote also confirms that this email message has  
been checked for the presence of computer viruses.  
**********************************************************************  
 
**********************************************************************  
CONFIDENTIALITY: The information contained in this  
electronic mail message and any electronic files attached  
to it may be confidential information, and may also be the  
subject of legal professional privilege and/or public interest  
immunity. If you are not the intended recipient you are  
required to delete it. Any use, disclosure or copying of  
this message and any attachments is unauthorised. If you  
have received this electronic message in error, please  
inform the sender or contact 1300ITPSBA@psba.qld.gov.au.  
This footnote also confirms that this email message has  
been checked for the presence of computer viruses.  
**********************************************************************  
==============================  
EMAIL DISCLAIMER  
This email and any attachments are the property of Victoria Police and should not be disclosed. They may also be 
subject to copyright.  
If you are not an intended recipient of this email please immediately contact us by replying to this email and then 
delete this email. You must not read, use,copy, retain, forward or disclose this email or any attachment.  
We do not accept any liability arising from or in connection with unauthorised use or disclosure of the information 
contained in this email or any attachment.  
We make reasonable efforts to protect against computer viruses but we do not accept liability for any liability, loss 
or damage caused by any computer virus contained in this email. 
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Stoneman.AmyE[CTDFVCOI]

From: Neville.DavidH[OSC]
Sent: Tuesday, 25 February 2020 10:49
To: Foxover.StephanP[OSC]; Collopen.RubenB[OSC]
Subject: FW: Recall of DNA results

Follow Up Flag: Follow up
Flag Status: Flagged

This is an interesting reply from WA. It appears they only report mixtures as intel. 
Dave 
 

From: STAPLES Trevor [PD09170] <   
Sent: Tuesday, 25 February 2020 10:07 
To: Neville.DavidH[OSC] <  
Cc: COOPER Leon [PD09828] < > 
Subject: RE: Recall of DNA results 
 
Good morning Inspector Neville, 
 
I have discussed the below with the supervisor from our Forensic Exhibit Coordination Team and he advised that 
there have been some isolated instances where our service provider has refused to report on the initial mixture 
findings. These instances have generally only occurred where there has been a low yield reported (100,000:1 or 
similar). 
 
Our supervisor could not recall the last time that this occurred, only to say that it was isolated instances. 
 
I have been with the Identifying Particulars Management Unit (IPMU) for 18 months and I have not come across this 
issue, however in saying that, our office may not always be advised.  
 
In relation to the collection of reference samples from volume crime victims, it is not standard practice. I can 
confirm that there have been some instances where a reference sample has been collected from a victim for 
reporting purposes, but not a common occurrence. 
 
When our service provider generates a mixture notification there are a number of disclaimers at the beginning of 
the notification document.  
 
Please see snippet below. 
 

 
Hope this is of some assistance, please let me know if you require any further information. 
 
Kind Regards 
Trevor 
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Trevor Staples | Senior Constable 9170 |  
Identifying Particulars Management Unit | Western Australia Police Force 
WA Police Forensic Complex, cnr Clayton Road & Centennial Pl, MIDLAND, WA 6056 
T: (   

E:    

This email message and any attached files may contain information that is confidential and subject of legal privilege intended only for use by the 
individual or entity to whom they are addressed. If you are not the intended recipient or the person responsible for delivering the message to the 
intended recipient be advised that you have received this message in error and that any use, copying, circulation, forwarding, printing or publication 
of this message or attached files is strictly forbidden, as is the disclosure of the information contained therein. If you have received this message in 
error, please notify the sender immediately and delete it from your Inbox. 

 
 
 
 

From: Neville.DavidH[OSC] <   
Sent: Monday, 24 February 2020 8:26 AM 
To: STAPLES Trevor [PD09170] <  
Subject: FW: Recall of DNA results 
 
 
Hi Trevor 
 
I was wondering if your lab ever recalled results. I have a situation where my service provider sometimes reports 
that they have identified a person in a mixed profile often with an LR of >100 Billion. Later when a statement is 
requested, they change the result to “too complex for interpretation”. It usually occurs with 3 or more person 
mixtures.  
 
Is this something you have experienced? If so, is this a regular thing and do you know why it occurs? 
 
Also, do you collect reference samples from volume crime victims to assist with mixture interpretations? 
 
David Neville 
 
 

 

 

 
David Neville 
Inspector  
DNA Management Unit | Forensic Services Group 
Operations Support Command 
QUEENSLAND POLICE SERVICE 
______________________________ 

Phone  
Email 

Address GPO Box 1440 Brisbane 4001 

 
 
 
**********************************************************************  
CONFIDENTIALITY: The information contained in this  
electronic mail message and any electronic files attached  
to it may be confidential information, and may also be the  
subject of legal professional privilege and/or public interest  
immunity. If you are not the intended recipient you are  
required to delete it. Any use, disclosure or copying of  
this message and any attachments is unauthorised. If you  
have received this electronic message in error, please  
inform the sender or contact 1300ITPSBA@psba.qld.gov.au.  
This footnote also confirms that this email message has  
been checked for the presence of computer viruses.  
**********************************************************************  
 
**********************************************************************  
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CONFIDENTIALITY: The information contained in this  
electronic mail message and any electronic files attached  
to it may be confidential information, and may also be the  
subject of legal professional privilege and/or public interest  
immunity. If you are not the intended recipient you are  
required to delete it. Any use, disclosure or copying of  
this message and any attachments is unauthorised. If you  
have received this electronic message in error, please  
inform the sender or contact 1300ITPSBA@psba.qld.gov.au.  
This footnote also confirms that this email message has  
been checked for the presence of computer viruses.  
**********************************************************************  
 
**********************************************************************  
CONFIDENTIALITY: The information contained in this  
electronic mail message and any electronic files attached  
to it may be confidential information, and may also be the  
subject of legal professional privilege and/or public interest  
immunity. If you are not the intended recipient you are  
required to delete it. Any use, disclosure or copying of  
this message and any attachments is unauthorised. If you  
have received this electronic message in error, please  
inform the sender or contact 1300ITPSBA@psba.qld.gov.au.  
This footnote also confirms that this email message has  
been checked for the presence of computer viruses.  
**********************************************************************  
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Version 2 Date Printed: 9/08/2022 Page 1 of 1 

MEETING WITH QHFSS 
27 May 2009 

 
Photographic Section, Police Headquarters 

 
MINUTES OF MEETING 

 
ATTENDEES: Supt Michael Keller, S/Sgt Lindon Smallwood, Insp David Keatinge, Insp Tony Carstensen, 
S/Sgt Troy O’Malley, Lyza McMenz, Cathy Allen, Paula Taylor 
 
APOLOGIES: Nil 
 
Meeting open – 9.00am 

 

Agenda/Minutes 

1  Established that there is actually a problem with not obtaining DNA profile from blood exhibits: 
 Showed examples of obvious human bloodstains not returning profile    
 Spike in “no profile’ results from blood swabs this year: 
 32% 2008/09 
 11% 2007/08 
 7% 2006/07 
 6% 2005/06 (LS) 

 
2      Issues identified 
2.1  Spike in “no profile” results corresponds approximately with change in swab type (CA): 

 Currently in process of reverting to spun rayon swabs (LS). 
 Vials will have larger hole in case moisture/mould is an issue (LS). 
 MK would like to see current swabs recalled asap. (Action LM) 

 
2.2 Spike in “no profile” results also corresponds approximately with breakdown in robotics (LS): 

 Advice that QHFSS currently in process of re-implementing automated system - casework samples within 2 
months (CA) 

 Chemistry will change back to I.Q. (from chelex) with automated process - I.Q. is much better at cleaning up 
inhibitors and ‘dirty’ swabs (CA) 

 Cited cases where QH had success in reworking samples manually using I.Q. while robotics down (CA) 
 
2.3 Biologists no longer selecting appropriate swabs for analysis (CA): 

 I.Q. will help alleviate this problem when robotics are back on line (CA) 
 Overloading swab can cause inhibition from Haem group. Photographs to be produced of swabs with various 

amounts of blood, along with an indication of the amount of DNA extracted from each (Action CA).  Publish on 
webpage (LS) 

 Further training of forensic officers – awareness of sample quality as well as probative value (e.g. Adv SOC 
Courses) (LS) 

 Photograph of visible stain to be added to FR exhibit page (Action TO). Procedure to be modified (consult DN) 
 
2.4 Enquired whether QH should be automatically re-working samples under certain conditions, e.g. jobs that have not 

returned any profiles? (LS) 
 Advised that this is already happening via the case manager (CA) 

 
 
 
Closed – 11.00am 
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Stoneman.AmyE[CTDFVCOI]

From: Neville.DavidH[OSC]
Sent: Wednesday, 17 February 2010 09:37
To: McMenz.Lyza-JaneM[OSC]
Subject: FW: Mouldy swabs in tubes

Lyza 
Could you please email me the data that you compiled on this issue. 

Dave 

From: Pippia.AdrianoA(QHSS)  
Sent: Tuesday, 16 February 2010 7:40 AM 
To: McMenz.Lyza-JaneM[OSC]; Quality Manager PFS 
Cc: ' '; '  
Subject: RE: Mouldy swabs in tubes 

Thanks for the reply Lyza, I also spoke to Insp. Dave NEVILLE concerning the issue and I have informed him that I 
will continue to monitor the swabs.  

Regards, 
Adrian 

From: McMenz.Lyza-JaneM[OSC]  
Sent: Monday, 15 February 2010 11:38 AM 
To: Pippia.AdrianoA(QHSS); Quality Manager PFS 
Cc: ' '; '  
Subject: RE: Mouldy swabs in tubes 

Hi, 

I will collate some data and get back to you Adrian 

When talking to staff and procedures advise to use EtOH in preference to water especially in the higher humidity 
areas. I’m in the process of getting stocked at Logistics 05ml -1ml ampoules of 70% ethanol, so it will be a bit easier 
for to utilise EtOH at crime scenes.  

Kind regards 

Lyza-Jane McMenz 
BSc Biotech MSc Forensic 
Research Officer 
Quality Management Section 
Forensic Services Branch  
Ground Floor, Queensland Police Headquarters 
200 Roma Street 
Brisbane QLD 4000 
+61 +7  
 +61 +7  
  

Save a tree. Don't print this e-mail unless it's really necessary 

From: Pippia.AdrianoA(QHSS)  
Sent: Monday, 15 February 2010 11:29 AM 
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To: Quality Manager PFS 
Cc: ' ; '  
Subject: Mouldy swabs in tubes 
 
Hi all, 
 
This has been brought to my attention just recently and from 2 weeks of monitoring the following information has been 
gathered and displayed in the attachment. 
 
The examining scientists have noted that swabs contained within tubes said to have been collected from blood have 
been received with what appears to be mould growth; green/black and green/grey staining. All but one of these tube 
samples has had a hole in the top of the lid. I am quite concerned of the state of the substrates but can not tell if 
mould growth was a factor prior to collection at the individual scenes or perhaps due to the storage of the sample in 
the tube. 
 
At this stage I have not gathered any information on the DNA result of the individual samples as they are still going 
through the system. One of the tubes in the attachment mentioned the evidence recovery was completed using 
distilled water. Are you able to collate some information on what liquid was used to perform the individual swab 
examinations; water or ethanol.  I am wondering if ethanol would be the choice of wetting agents for swabs as it 
evaporates a lot quicker than distilled water. Please let me know of your investigations. 
 
Regards,  
 
Adrian PIPPIA 
Acting Snr Scientist, 
Evidence Recovery Unit, 
DNA Analysis Unit, 
QHFSS 
 
Ph=  
Fax =  
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Stoneman.AmyE[CTDFVCOI]

From: Iman Muharam < >
Sent: Wednesday, 19 November 2008 14:07
To: Neville.DavidH[OSC]
Cc: Allan McNevin; Cathie Allen; Emma Caunt; Crick.CharlesW[OSC]; 

Keatinge.DavidJ[OSC]
Subject: QPS tapelift trial

Hi David, 

I would like to update you briefly on the progress of the QPS tapelift trial. 

Due to several urgent forensic cases that were processed this week (requiring significant input in resources), the 
trial material was re-prioritised and there is therefore a slight processing delay. The experiments have been 
performed and the tapelift material has been extracted using DNA IQ technology. The samples are currently 
undergoing DNA quantification and amplification. We envisage that the results would be made available to you on 
Tuesday next week (25 November 2008). 

Please feel free to contact me if you require further information on this trial. 

Kind regards, 

Iman 

------------------------------------------------------------------- 
F.A. Iman Muharam, BSc/BA MAppSci (Research) 
A/Senior Scientist, Project Manager 
Automation & LIMS Implementation Project 
robotics@health.qld.gov.au 

DNA Analysis 
CaSS - Forensic and Scientific Services 
Queensland Health 
39 Kessels Rd, Coopers Plains  
Brisbane QLD Australia 4108 

E-mail
Lab.: +61 7 
Office: +61 7  
Fax.: +61 7 
-------------------------------------------------------------------

********************************************************************************

This email, including any attachments sent with it, is confidential and for the sole use of the intended recipient(s). This confidentiality is not waived 
or lost, if you receive it and you are not the intended recipient(s), or if it is transmitted/received in error.

Any unauthorised use, alteration, disclosure, distribution or review of this email is strictly prohibited. The information contained in this email, 
including any attachment sent with it, may be subject to a statutory duty of confidentiality if it relates to health service matters.

If you are not the intended recipient(s), or if you have received this email in error, you are asked to immediately notify the sender by telephone 
collect on Australia +61 1800 198 175 or by return email. You should also delete this email, and any copies, from your computer system network 
and destroy any hard copies produced.

If not an intended recipient of this email, you must not copy, distribute or take any action(s) that relies on it; any form of disclosure, modification, 
distribution and/or publication of this email is also prohibited.
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Although Queensland Health takes all reasonable steps to ensure this email does not contain malicious software, Queensland Health does not 
accept responsibility for the consequences if any person's computer inadvertently suffers any disruption to services, loss of information, harm or is 
infected with a virus, other malicious computer programme or code that may occur as a consequence of receiving this email. 

Unless stated otherwise, this email represents only the views of the sender and not the views of the Queensland Government. 

********************************************************************************** 
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EXHIBIT 179

.. Queensland
- Government

To: DNA Management Section 
Forensic Services Group 
Operations Support Command 
Queensland Police Service 

Forensic and Scientific Services 
HealthSupport 

Queensland 

INTELLIGENCE REPORT 

Client Reference  

THE INFORMATION CONTAINED WITHIN THIS LETTER IS PROVIDED FOR INTELLIGENCE 

PURPOSES ONLY AND CANNOT BE INCLUDED IN AN EVIDENTIARY STATEMENT PURPOSES 

RE: Barcode: 1094863590 Offence Type: Burglary/Enter with Intent Priority: 3 

I am writing to advise that during the processing of crime scene sample  one of the quality processes 
identified a potential match between this sample and QPS elimination sample  

Preliminary testing of crime scene sample  resulted in a mixed DNA profile processed using the PowerPlex 
21 (PP21) system. An attempt was made to resolve the contributors of this mixed DNA profile for the purposes of quality 
checking only, and as such no STRmix methods were undertaken. This quality checking identified a potential contributor 
to this mixed DNA profile as QPS elimination sample  

This mixed DNA profile has been initially assessed as having at least two contributors; however please note this sample 
may need to be reworked in order to assign confidence to the number of contributors. Should this sample undergo 
additional processing, there is a possibility that this initial assumption of the likely number of contributors will change. 

The DNA components attributed as potential contamination from the QPS elimination sample  comprises the 
larger contribution. Preliminary assessment of the lower DNA contributions indicates the information is unlikely to be 
suitable for interpretation. 

Please provide advice as per the following options: 
If this sample is a quality failure / not reportable due to a contamination event. 
If any further samples from the same item are to be submitted to Forensic DNA Analysis for testing. 

Please advise if the results for this crime scene sample  can be used and the inadvertent contamination can 
be explained by the QPS if required by the courts. 

The information has been peer reviewed in accordance with standard laboratory Quality Assurance protocols. 

Peer Reviewed by 
Paula Brisotto, Team Leader 
Forensic DNA Analysis 
7 July 2022 

A NATA Accredited 

NATA Laboratory 41 
V Ac�a:��/�rt��g�;�ce 

Testing 

39 Kessels Road 
Coopers Plains OLD 4108 
AUSTRALIA 

Kirsten Scott, Senior Scientist Quality and Projects 
Forensic DNA Analysis 
7 July 2022 

PO Box 594 
Archerfield OLD 4108 
AUSTRALIA 

Phone 
Fax 
Email 

Page 1 of 1 
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DNA TESTING PERFORMANCE 
FRAMEWORK PROPOSAL 

DNA TESTING PERFORMANCE 
FRAMEWORK PROPOSAL 

David Neville 

DNA Management Section 

4 July 2019 
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Introduction 
 

The Queensland Audit Office (QAO) published the results of their 2018-19 audit of Forensic 
Services Group (FSG) and Queensland Health Forensic and Scientific Services (QHFSS) in the 
report Delivering forensic services (QAO, 2019).  This report has a number of 
recommendations relating to the analysis of DNA services including, “implementing of a 
performance framework to measure and report on the effectiveness and efficiency of 
forensic services.  This should include that both agencies have appropriate performance 
targets”.  The purpose of this paper is to provide advice as to how this framework may be 
best implemented. 

 

Background 
 

Delays in DNA testing has been a recurring issue within Queensland.  Such delays enable 
offenders to go undetected and commit more crime.  In 2004 Premier Peter Beattie 
pledged, “If re-elected on February 7, we will allocate $11 million over three years to speed 
up DNA analysis” (Beattie, 2004).  This pledge was later honoured with $5 million being 
allocated directly to QHFSS in the 2004-05 financial year.  For the following two financial 
years the QPS was given an additional $3 million to procure additional DNA services from 
QHFSS (This $3 million turned into recurrent funding). 

Following the initial $5million injection, a Ministerial Taskforce (MT) undertook a review of 
QHFSS to examine how backlogs were being reduced.  It reported that the DNA backlog had 
further increased (Ministerial Taskforce , 2005).  Like the QAO, the MT highlighted the lack 
of performance criteria in terms of benchmarked time required to complete analysis as a 
major problem.  It highlighted a risk that QHFSS might use the term ‘backlog’ to refer to 
samples that had only started the analytical process.   This might lead to a situation where 
samples proceed through the initial phase of testing process only, and that subsequent 
analysis may be delayed.  Recommendation 5 of the report included, “That the CEO of the 
Institute (QHFSS) define the term ‘backlog’ as being the number of cases not completed 
within a time agreed with the client (the QPS)”. 

The term ‘backlog’ is still yet to be defined.  QHFSS currently report they have no backlog as 
a measure of performance.  The QAO report indicates that the number of samples taking 
more than 120 days to analyse has increased 344% over four years which tends to confirm 
the reporting risk identified by the MT has come to fruition. 
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DNA funding and impact on performance 
 

In 2005 the MT identified QHFSS had a base budget of $3.3 million funded by treasury to 
deliver DNA services.  In addition it received $3 million each year from the QPS to analyse 
crime scene DNA samples.  The MT estimated that QHFSS required an increase in its base 
budget to keep up with demand.  It recommended an immediate recurrent increase in the 
QHFSS annual budget of $1 million.  It further recommended an additional recurrent 
amount of up to $1 million should be provided based on a business process review.  The 
following table shows the MT recommended funding model for the analysis of crime scene 
samples: 

Funding Source Recurrent Amount 
QHFSS base funding $3.3 million 
QPS funding  (crime scene samples) $3 million 
Immediate increase to QHFSS base funding $1 million 
Additional top up QHFSS base funding after 
review  

<$1 million 

Note: The QPS pays QHFSS an additional $1.7 million each year for person sample testing which is not included 

Assuming QHFSS received the recommended increases to is base budget, it would have had 
a total budget of $10 million in 2005-06 to deliver all DNA services (This includes $1.7million 
paid by QPS for person samples). 

Recommendation 6 of the MT report included that the QPS transfer the $3 million of 
recurrent election funding from the QPS budget to QHFSS budget pending the development 
of a proper fee for service arrangement.  Given that $3 million would be insufficient to pay 
for the service, is it assumed that the intent of this recommendation was to enable a more 
appropriate amount to be transferred back to the QPS to enable it to procure the services.  

The QAO report indicates that the overall QHFSS budget has increased by 5% since 2013-14.  
In contrast it found that expenditure on DNA testing had decreased by approximately $1 
million dollars over the same period.  This reduction in the DNA budget was confirmed by 
QHFSS.  Based on the QAO report, the total QHFSS expenditure for DNA testing in 2017-18 
was reduced from approximately $10.2 to $9.2 million.  It appears that the funding was 
shifted by QHFSS to other areas of the business.  This occurred without any QPS 
consultation.  The reduction in the DNA expenditure coincided with significantly increased 
turnaround times (TATs) for the analysis of DNA crime scene samples as demonstrated in 
the following graph. 
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The QPS raised concerns with QHFSS about the increasing TAT in mid-2018.  At this time the 
reduced expenditure on testing was not disclosed by QHFSS.  The QPS made a formal 
request of QHFSS to provide information as to its capacity to deliver DNA services in terms 
of the number of samples a year it could process in a timely manner.  QHFSS have not yet 
provided the requested information.  In order to reduce TAT the QPS limited the number of 
trace DNA samples submitted.  This reduction in submission rate has been effective at 
reducing TAT, however a reduced submission rate also reduces opportunity to solve crime.  
The following graph demonstrates how this limitation has impacted on TAT (Note. it 
currently takes a minimum of 4 weeks to get a result for serious crime which is slower than 
other Australian jurisdictions). 
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Bottlenecks in the testing process and impact on performance 
 

DNA testing occurs in multiple stages as follows: 

 

The Forensic Register provides a dashboard of the number of samples sitting at each stage 
of the process.  The following is a recent screenshot of the dashboard showing the number 
of samples waiting at each stage (Note. there are 602 profiles waiting to be analysed). 

 

The testing process is mostly automated through use of robotics up until the final stage.  
The information from the Forensic Register dashboard demonstrates a major bottleneck at 
the profile analysis stage.  This is the end of the process where automation ceases.  It is 
human based and labour intensive.  The only way to remove this bottleneck is to employ 
additional DNA scientists.  The QAO found that despite the growth in DNA-related work, 
there has been a decline in the number of full-time equivalent staff in the QHFSS DNA 
team—from 65.1 in 2013–14 to 61.4 in 2017–18.   
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How performance may be improved 
 

The funding that QPS currently provides QHFSS to partially cover the cost of DNA testing is 
not dependent on any performance criteria.  The quantity of work that the QPS receives for 
this is not defined and QHFSS is paid the same amount regardless of the number of samples 
processed or speed of testing.  There is no monetary incentive for QHFSS to enhance 
productivity.  

The fee for service arrangement recommended by the MT, coupled with the establishment 
of performance criteria as recommended by the QAO would provide this incentive.  A fee 
for service arrangement is already in place for DNA person samples.  This is regulated by a 
MOU that specifies that the QPS pays $115 per sample with a guaranteed TAT of 10 days.  
This system has worked effectively since 2001. 

It is recommended that a similar fee for service arrangement be implemented for testing of 
crime scene samples.  The cost per sample is something that would need to be negotiated 
with QHFSS.  The cost must take into account: 

 The discounted cost of DNA consumables as sourced by NIFS 
 The separate funding of labour costs by government 
 The separate funding by government for the cost of maintaining and 

refreshing equipment  
 The separate funding by government of accommodation, plant and 

equipment 
 That QPS undertakes all presumptive testing and subsampling 
 The increased laboratory throughput capacity because of recent automation 
 That samples are submitted in robot ready vials 
 The large number of samples submitted each year (approx. 25,000) and the 

economies that come with that scale 

There are two options to facilitate the procurement of services by QPS:   

1. QHFSS could transfer its full base funding for DNA services to QPS.  QPS would then 
pay the full amount per sample tested.  

2. The current funding arrangements would remain in place (i.e. QHFSS would continue 
to receive base funding from treasury with $3 million being provided to QPS to 
procure services).  However, rather than the QPS transferring the entire amount to 
QHFSS, the QPS would only pay per sample tested on a monthly basis. 

Option 2is the preferred model as there is no shift in risk or responsibility to the QPS. 

If Option 2 was accepted, it is recommended that the QPS agree to pay no more for routine 
crime scene samples than it does for person samples (i.e. $115/sample). This would enable 
the QPS to use current funding to test 26,650 crime scene samples per year which matches 
current demand.  This would easily be achieved by QHFSS if they did not divert DNA funding 
to other areas. 
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Suggested Performance Criteria 
 

The fee for service arrangement would need to be linked to performance criteria as 
recommended by the QAO.  This should be in the form of agreed TAT.  It is suggested that 
TAT should be based on sample type and priority.  The table below provides suggested 
performance criteria that can be used to negotiate price for each type of service: 

Priority  Sample type TAT Cost 
Urgent   vial >48hrs To be advised 
Urgent   whole item >48hrs To be advised 
Urgent  SAIK >48hrs To be advised 
High vial 5 working days To be advised 
High whole item 5 working days To be advised 
High SAIK 5 working days To be advised 
Routine vial 10 working days No more than 

$115 
Routine Whole item 20 working days To be advised 
Routine SAIK 20 working days To be advised 

 

As part of the service level agreement with QHFSS, there would need to be a reduced charge for 
samples that were not tested within the agreed TAT.  This is needed to provide an incentive to meet 
performance criteria. It is suggested that the price reduction be based on a sliding scale depending 
on the length of the delay.  For instance, a 10% decrease in cost may be imposed for each additional 
day of testing. 

It is anticipated that QHFSS will charge a premium for urgent and routine priority samples.  It is 
recommended that the differential between that price and the price for routine samples be paid by 
the region/command responsible for the investigation.  This will enable FSG to cover the cost of all 
testing within its current budget and serve to cause investigators to more carefully consider sample 
priority. 

 

Where to from here 
 

QHFSS have indicated that they are developing a new MOU for the delivery of all services to QPS.  
This will be a common MOU with performance criteria as annexes for each area of testing (e.g. DNA, 
chemical testing, drug testing etc).  They have advised that their proposal is currently with Crown 
Law for review.  The QPS is yet to see the content of that document.  It is recommended that the 
content of this report be used a reference during future negotiations with QHFSS on the delivery of 
DNA services.  
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Introduction 
 

The Queensland Audit Office (QAO) published the results of their 2018-19 audit of Forensic 
Services Group (FSG) and Queensland Health Forensic and Scientific Services (QHFSS) in the 
report Delivering forensic services (QAO, 2019).  This report has a number of 
recommendations relating to the analysis of DNA services including, “implementing of a 
performance framework to measure and report on the effectiveness and efficiency of 
forensic services.  This should include that both agencies have appropriate performance 
targets”.  The purpose of this paper is to provide advice as to how this framework may be 
best implemented. 

 

Background 
 

Delays in DNA testing has been a recurring issue within Queensland.  Such delays enable 
offenders to go undetected and commit more crime.  In 2004 Premier Peter Beattie 
pledged, “If re-elected on February 7, we will allocate $11 million over three years to speed 
up DNA analysis” (Beattie, 2004).  This pledge was later honoured with $5 million being 
allocated directly to QHFSS in the 2004-05 financial year.  For the following two financial 
years the QPS was given an additional $3 million to procure additional DNA services from 
QHFSS (This $3 million turned into recurrent funding). 

Following the initial $5million injection, a Ministerial Taskforce (MT) undertook a review of 
QHFSS to examine how backlogs were being reduced.  It reported that the DNA backlog had 
further increased (Ministerial Taskforce , 2005).  Like the QAO, the MT highlighted the lack 
of performance criteria in terms of benchmarked time required to complete analysis as a 
major problem.  It highlighted a risk that QHFSS might use the term ‘backlog’ to refer to 
samples that had only started the analytical process.   This might lead to a situation where 
samples proceed through the initial phase of testing process only, and that subsequent 
analysis may be delayed.  Recommendation 5 of the report included, “That the CEO of the 
Institute (QHFSS) define the term ‘backlog’ as being the number of cases not completed 
within a time agreed with the client (the QPS)”. 

The term ‘backlog’ is still yet to be defined.  QHFSS currently report they have no backlog as 
a measure of performance.  The QAO report indicates that the number of samples taking 
more than 120 days to analyse has increased 344% over four years which tends to confirm 
the reporting risk identified by the MT has come to fruition. 
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DNA funding and impact on performance 
 

In 2005 the MT identified QHFSS had a base budget of $3.3 million funded by treasury to 
deliver DNA services.  In addition it received $3 million each year from the QPS to analyse 
crime scene DNA samples.  The MT estimated that QHFSS required an increase in its base 
budget to keep up with demand.  It recommended an immediate recurrent increase in the 
QHFSS annual budget of $1 million.  It further recommended an additional recurrent 
amount of up to $1 million should be provided based on a business process review.  The 
following table shows the MT recommended funding model for the analysis of crime scene 
samples: 

Funding Source Recurrent Amount 
QHFSS base funding $3.3 million 
QPS funding  (crime scene samples) $3 million 
Immediate increase to QHFSS base funding $1 million 
Additional top up QHFSS base funding after 
review  

<$1 million 

Note: The QPS pays QHFSS an additional $1.7 million each year for person sample testing which is not included 

Assuming QHFSS received the recommended increases to is base budget, it would have had 
a total budget of $10 million in 2005-06 to deliver all DNA services (This includes $1.7million 
paid by QPS for person samples). 

Recommendation 6 of the MT report included that the QPS transfer the $3 million of 
recurrent election funding from the QPS budget to QHFSS budget pending the development 
of a proper fee for service arrangement.  Given that $3 million would be insufficient to pay 
for the service, is it assumed that the intent of this recommendation was to enable a more 
appropriate amount to be transferred back to the QPS to enable it to procure the services.  

The QAO report indicates that the overall QHFSS budget has increased by 5% since 2013-14.  
In contrast it found that expenditure on DNA testing had decreased by approximately $1 
million dollars over the same period.  This reduction in the DNA budget was confirmed by 
QHFSS.  Based on the QAO report, the total QHFSS expenditure for DNA testing in 2017-18 
was reduced from approximately $10.2 to $9.2 million.  It appears that the funding was 
shifted by QHFSS to other areas of the business.  This occurred without any QPS 
consultation.  The reduction in the DNA expenditure coincided with significantly increased 
turnaround times (TATs) for the analysis of DNA crime scene samples as demonstrated in 
the following graph. 
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The QPS raised concerns with QHFSS about the increasing TAT in mid-2018.  At this time the 
reduced expenditure on testing was not disclosed by QHFSS.  The QPS made a formal 
request of QHFSS to provide information as to its capacity to deliver DNA services in terms 
of the number of samples a year it could process in a timely manner.  QHFSS have not yet 
provided the requested information.  In order to reduce TAT the QPS limited the number of 
trace DNA samples submitted.  This reduction in submission rate has been effective at 
reducing TAT, however a reduced submission rate also reduces opportunity to solve crime.  
The following graph demonstrates how this limitation has impacted on TAT (Note. it 
currently takes a minimum of 4 weeks to get a result for serious crime which is slower than 
other Australian jurisdictions). 
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Bottlenecks in the testing process and impact on performance 
 

DNA testing occurs in multiple stages as follows: 

 

The Forensic Register provides a dashboard of the number of samples sitting at each stage 
of the process.  The following is a recent screenshot of the dashboard showing the number 
of samples waiting at each stage (Note. there are 602 profiles waiting to be analysed). 

 

The testing process is mostly automated through use of robotics up until the final stage.  
The information from the Forensic Register dashboard demonstrates a major bottleneck at 
the profile analysis stage.  This is the end of the process where automation ceases.  It is 
human based and labour intensive.  The only way to remove this bottleneck is to employ 
additional DNA scientists.  The QAO found that despite the growth in DNA-related work, 
there has been a decline in the number of full-time equivalent staff in the QHFSS DNA 
team—from 65.1 in 2013–14 to 61.4 in 2017–18.   
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How performance may be improved 
 

The funding that QPS currently provides QHFSS to partially cover the cost of DNA testing is 
not dependent on any performance criteria.  The quantity of work that the QPS receives for 
this is not defined and QHFSS is paid the same amount regardless of the number of samples 
processed or speed of testing.  There is no monetary incentive for QHFSS to enhance 
productivity.  

The fee for service arrangement recommended by the MT, coupled with the establishment 
of performance criteria as recommended by the QAO would provide this incentive.  A fee 
for service arrangement is already in place for DNA person samples.  This is regulated by a 
MOU that specifies that the QPS pays $115 per sample with a guaranteed TAT of 10 days.  
This system has worked effectively since 2001. 

It is recommended that a similar fee for service arrangement be implemented for testing of 
crime scene samples.  The cost per sample is something that would need to be negotiated 
with QHFSS.  The cost must take into account: 

 The discounted cost of DNA consumables as sourced by NIFS 
 The separate funding of labour costs by government 
 The separate funding by government for the cost of maintaining and 

refreshing equipment  
 The separate funding by government of accommodation, plant and 

equipment 
 That QPS undertakes all presumptive testing and subsampling 
 The increased laboratory throughput capacity because of recent automation 
 That samples are submitted in robot ready vials 
 The large number of samples submitted each year (approx. 25,000) and the 

economies that come with that scale 

There are two options to facilitate the procurement of services by QPS:   

1. QHFSS could transfer its full base funding for DNA services to QPS.  QPS would then 
pay the full amount per sample tested.  

2. The current funding arrangements would remain in place (i.e. QHFSS would continue 
to receive base funding from treasury with $3 million being provided to QPS to 
procure services).  However, rather than the QPS transferring the entire amount to 
QHFSS, the QPS would only pay per sample tested on a monthly basis. 

Option 2is the preferred model as there is no shift in risk or responsibility to the QPS. 

If Option 2 was accepted, it is recommended that the QPS agree to pay no more for routine 
crime scene samples than it does for person samples (i.e. $115/sample). This would enable 
the QPS to use current funding to test 26,650 crime scene samples per year which matches 
current demand.  This would easily be achieved by QHFSS if they did not divert DNA funding 
to other areas. 
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Suggested Performance Criteria 
 

The fee for service arrangement would need to be linked to performance criteria as 
recommended by the QAO.  This should be in the form of agreed TAT.  It is suggested that 
TAT should be based on sample type and priority.  The table below provides suggested 
performance criteria that can be used to negotiate price for each type of service: 

Priority  Sample type TAT Cost 
Urgent   vial >48hrs To be advised 
Urgent   whole item >48hrs To be advised 
Urgent  SAIK >48hrs To be advised 
High vial 5 working days To be advised 
High whole item 5 working days To be advised 
High SAIK 5 working days To be advised 
Routine vial 10 working days No more than 

$115 
Routine Whole item 20 working days To be advised 
Routine SAIK 20 working days To be advised 

 

As part of the service level agreement with QHFSS, there would need to be a reduced charge for 
samples that were not tested within the agreed TAT.  This is needed to provide an incentive to meet 
performance criteria. It is suggested that the price reduction be based on a sliding scale depending 
on the length of the delay.  For instance, a 10% decrease in cost may be imposed for each additional 
day of testing. 

It is anticipated that QHFSS will charge a premium for urgent and routine priority samples.  It is 
recommended that the differential between that price and the price for routine samples be paid by 
the region/command responsible for the investigation.  This will enable FSG to cover the cost of all 
testing within its current budget and serve to cause investigators to more carefully consider sample 
priority. 

 

Where to from here 
 

QHFSS have indicated that they are developing a new MOU for the delivery of all services to QPS.  
This will be a common MOU with performance criteria as annexes for each area of testing (e.g. DNA, 
chemical testing, drug testing etc).  They have advised that their proposal is currently with Crown 
Law for review.  The QPS is yet to see the content of that document.  It is recommended that the 
content of this report be used a reference during future negotiations with QHFSS on the delivery of 
DNA services.  
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EXHIBIT 182• 

BETWEEN 

The State of Queensland through Queensland Health, Queensland 
Health Scientific Services, Forensic Sciences 

Queensland 
Government 
Queensland Health 

AND 

The State of Queensland through the Queensland Police Service 

This MEMORANDUM OF UNDERSTANDING is made at Brisbane on 

the day of 2000. 
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EXHIBIT 183

�_?.�-fi-· 
QUEENSLAND POLICE SERVICE u -=:;· 

LOGISTICS BRANCH 

CONTRACT AMENDMENT 

PURCHASE ORDER NO.  

AMENDMENT NO 1 

'Procurcment.Delei!ate':'•:{�}t Geraldine Tighe 

DETAILS OF CONTRACT AMENDMENT 

,,,Y.�,f.J!���'�-�)�fj;\,:f;J��13� Contract amendment to reflect a further -
Opgm� .�«:>!lfr.i!ft: .\o\1\16.��\tf�l 

6374 Person Samples @ $89.65 each which equals a total of $57 J ,429.10 
excluding GST. 

The new overall total cost is now $1,121,647.01 including GST 
' I•• 

/! 
Price, tenns and conditions are in accora'ance with the Memorandum of 
Understanding between the Qu�ri's!anlPolice Service and the Queensland 
Department ofHealth:"Qu�sland :ala'fth Scientific Services. 

,.��.- .. ' ,1�.. J; '\· . .. �!,v;,c�.i,J-lf...i;, ,�. fi;:'oi , .. t 

ft 
� 

\li;'\-f. 

�"'' r:t � - 'l �.Ji.\\., '€:\· 11";_ tl 
TECHNICAL AUTHORITY APPROVAL 

('' 
'"" JJ!!., r\ ··:I,>, ,A.,ef_fi" ' 

• �� .... , • :\;J) .. �)'!-.' • 
. 

• • Approval has been received from the Technicaf Authonty to amend this contract with the recommended changes 
from the Finance Manager, Op'trations sJpport Command dated 25 March 2003. 

��-· 

CONTRACT AUTHORITY APPROVAL 

The contract amendment is approved for inclusion of the above changes to Purchase Order No 4500035140. 

-&esigtttttioR / Rank

MANAGd:" LOGISTICS

.tiJ?.fCP1� 
Date 
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